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IITRODUCTIOJf
of our readers who have lived long enough to remember the first
thirty years of the present century, will easily call to mind a remarkable and
eccentric individual, who for nearly the whole of that period, prompted by an
inward impulse, devoted himself to a life of singular labor, self-denial and sacrifice. One month he would be heard of laboring for the good of souls, in his
own peculiar way, in the neighborhood of his native New England home; the
next, perhaps, braving the frost and snow of a Canadian winter; the next, on
his way to Ireland or to England, in the prosecution of the same benevolent
purpose ; and six nfonths afterwards, perhaps, encountering the dangers and
hardships of a Georgia or Kentucky wilderness, or fleeing for his life from the
tomahawk or the scalping knife of the Indian savage, in the then untrodden
wilds of the great valley of the West. That individual was Lorenzo Dow.
THOSE

Pale, sallow, and somewhat consumptive in the appearance of his countenance ; dressed in the plainest attire, with his single-breasted coat, often worn
thread-bare; and in his later years wearing a long flowing patriarchal beard ;
his whole appearance was such as to awaken a high degree of curiosity and interest. Then, the suddenness and the promptitude of his advent in a town or
village, at the very hour and minute that he had appointed, perhaps some twelve
3r eighteen months before; the boldness with which he would attack the ruling
dees, and denounce wickedness—either in high places or low,—the general |
idaptation of his dry and caustic rebukes to the sin and follies prevalent in the '
)laces he visited, and which he seemed to know almost intuitively ; together
nth the biting sarcasm and strong raother-wit that pervaded his addresses ;— |
.11 served to invest the approach to any place of the " crazy preacher," (as he
ras frequently called,) with an air of singular and almost romantic interest,
|
And most extensively has the influence of the labors of this strange and 1
acentric man been experienced and felt. Scarcely a neighborhood, frcm Can- '
la to Georgia, or from the Atlantic to the Mississippi, that has not some tra- j
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dition to relate, or some tale to tell of the visit and the preaching of Lorenzo
Dow; and scarcely an old man in all those regions that has not some one oi
more of the witty sayings of Lorenzo Dow to relate to his children and his
grandchildren.
^
The history of such a man, however mysterious the impulses which prompted
him, and however strange his movements, belongs to the history of the race;
nor will justice to the race permit that the extensive memorials which he has
left of himself should be lost in silence or forgetfulness. In the minute and
extensive journals of his travels and sufferings and labors, and in his various
mental exercises, upon a great variety of matters of doctrine and opinion, which
Lorenzo Dow has left behind him, he has bequeathed to posterity a mental
daguerreotype of himself. And however outre may be many of his expressions,
however eccentric and amusing, and frequently inconclusive may be much of his
speculation and reasoning—^yet it is frequently instructive; it is always entertaining ; it is always characteristic ; it is part of the history of mind. The
reader is satisfied that there is no interpolation here ; that it is Lorenzo Dow
himself who speaks, and no one else. And for the very plain reason, that his
expressions, if not his thoughts, are entirely sui generis; they are strictly
peculiar to himself. It is not denied that some of his ideas may have been
uttered by others. It is safe to say that no man ever expressed them in the
phraseology of Lorenzo Dow,
If it were not for the fear of transcending the limits of the brief introductory
essay, and of touching upon subjects that might lead us to diverge too much
from the more immediate object with Avhich this Introduction has been written
—it might be interesting to examine somewhat minutely a variety of questions
that naturally arise in the mind of the reader who carefully peruses the mental
portraiture of himself, embodied in his life and writings.
Thus for instance, we might be disposed to ask—was Lorenzo Dow, in truth,
a man of piety, savingly converted to God, or not 1 What were the motives
that prompted him to so extraordinary and laborious a life 1 What were his
reasons, while retaining his connexion with the Methodist Church, for declining
to submit to the regular course of labors and control prescribed by the Method-'
ist discipline'? Are there any reasons to doubt whether he was in truth a
sane man, or partially deranged 1 What was the secret of the prejudice so
I early imbibed, and so constantly exhibited through all his writings against whoever differed from himself in the Arminian scheme of doctrine he had adopted ?
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and how did he acquire that habit of mind, which led him to be ever on the
watch for every poor unhappy wight, tinctui ed with the least particle of Calvinism, and to dub him with the singular, but characteristic epithet of an " J 3 ,
douhle-L,-part man V
Differing, as the writer of the present essay does, toto ccdo, from Lorenzo
Dow on the subject of the doctrines of grace, so frequently made the themes of
his severe but amusing caricatures, he would hardly feel justified in performing
the present service, did he imagine that there was, from the laughable and
witty sallies of Lorenzo Dow, any danger to be apprehended to the system of
doctrine advocated in the seventeenth century by such men as a Bates, an Owen
or a Howe; or in later days by an Edwards or a Bellamy, a Doddridge, a
Fuller or a Payson. The reader will, doubtless, like the present writer, read
and smile as he reads the cuts and thrusts of our good friend Lorenzo, at the
" A,-double-L-part, men," and their supposed, but imaginary doctrine; but
beyond this, whatever be the views of the reader, he will take no offence. These
ebullitions were necessary in order to complete the portraiture of Lorenzo's
mind. They can hardly do any harm. They are simply amusing. That is all.
Leaving every reader to answer most of the questions above suggested to his
own satisfaction, I shall proceed to state my reason for answering in the aflEirmative the first of the series—Is there ground to conclude, that with all his oddities and eccentricities, Lorenzo was, after all, at heart a pious man, truly and
savingly converted to God?
Some, I am aware, have expressed doubt on this point. Before making myself familiar with his life and writings, I might have been undecided myself. I
can do no more than briefly sketch the conversion of Lorenzo Dow, and hint at
some of the additional reasons that have led me to the conclusion that his piety
was genuine, that his religion was that of the heart, that his faith was of the
operation of the Holy Ghost.
In perusing the journal of Lorenzo Dow, ii is impossible for one familiar with
the history and writings of the immortal Bedford dreamer, to avoid being struck
with the Bunyan-like character of the experience and religious exercises of our
author. His frequent mention of remarkable dreams, his " strong temptations
to end this mortal life," and many of his mental exercises and struggles forcibly
remind one of Bunyan's experience, as described by himself in that singular
piece of autobiography—" Grace abounding to the chief of sinners." And if we
compare the account given by each, of his conversion, I cannot perceive any
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reason why the evidence of a genuine work of grace, is any less satisfactory in
the case of the Connecticut wanderer than in that of the Bedford dreamer.
The account given by Lorenzo of his conversion is characteristic of himself,
—He was as yet a youth. Already had he been warned by more than one singular dream, which he relates with characteristic minuteness. Among other
things which tended to awaken him, was an assurance that he imagined himself
to have received from the Prophet Nathan in a dream—though in this case, his
dream did not come true—that he should live only to the age of twenty-two,
" About this time there was much talk about the people called Methodists, who
were lately come into the western parts of New England. Some said they were
the deceivers that were to come in the last time. Some, on the other hand,
said they were a very good sort of people. A preacher of this zealous sect come
into the neighborhood. Lorenzo "went to the door and looked in to see a
Methodist, but to my surprise," says he, " he appeared like other men.'"
After hearing two sermons, Lorenzo became the subject of deep and pungent
conviction. " I durst not stir for some time," says he, " for fear I should tumble into hell. My sins and the damnable nature of them, were in a moment
exhibited to my view."
There is no greater evidence of the genuineness of conviction for sin, than
when it is accompanied by a heartfelt sense of the justice of God in the condemnation of the sinner. This Lorenzo seems to have felt in a high degree. A day
or two after these pungent convictions begun, he was at a prayer meeting.
" Saints were happy, and sinners were weeping on every side, but I " says he,
" could not shed a tear. Then I thought within myself—if I could weep, I
would begin to take hope, but 0 ! how hard is my heart! I went from one to
another, to know if there was any mercy for me. The young converts answered,
—' God is all love, he is all mercy,'—I replied—' God is just too, and justice
will cut me down.^—I saw no way how God could he just, and yet show me
mercy."
A no less satisfactory evidence of the genuineness of conversion, is when it is
accompanied by an entire renunciation of self and self-righteousness, and simple
dependence for salvation upon the precious blood of Christ, This too was a
prominent element in the religious experience of Lorenzo, At the crisis of his
conviction for sin, after " striving to plead with God for mercy, for several
hours, one night, as a man would plead for his life," he fell into a slumber.
He dreamed that two devils entered the room each with a chain in his hand }
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they laid hold on him, one at his head, the other at his feet, and bound him fast
—to drag him down to hell. In the midst of a desperate struggle to break
these chains, he awaked from this terrific dream, " and Oh!" says he, " how
glad I was that it was only a dream ! Still I thought that within a few hours,
it would surely be my case. I again strove to lift my heart to God for mercy,
and these words struck my mind—' In that day there shall a fountain be
opened to the house of David, and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, for sin and
uncleanness.' A thought darted into my mind, that the fountain was Christ;
and if it were so deep and wide for the wicked inhabitants of Jerusalem to wash
in and be clean, why not for the whole world? why not for me ?
Discouragements arose. He thought he heard the voice of God's justice, saying, " take the unprofitable servant, and cast him into outer darkness." He
put his hands together, and cried in his heart, " the time has been that I might
have had religion, but now it is too late; mercy's gate is shut against me, and
my condemnation for ever sealed:—Lord I give up ; I submit; I yield; if
there be mercy for me in Heaven let me know i t ; and if not, let me go down to
Hell, and know the worst of my case.—As these words flowed from my heart,"
says he, " I saw the Mediator step in, as it were, between the Father's justice
and my soul, and these words were applied to my mind with great power—
' Son, thy sins Avhich are many are forgiven thee ; thy faith hath saved thee ;
go in peace.'—The burden of sin and guilt, and the fear of hell vanished from
my mind, as perceptibly as a hundred pounds weight falling from a man's
shoulder ; my soul flowed out in love to God, to his ways and to his people ;
yea, and to all mankind."
The next morning, says he, " I scarcely touched
the ground, for I felt so happy, that I scarcely knew whether I was in the body
or out of it. I did want a thousand tongues, and ten thousand to the end of it,
to praise God for what he had done for my soul."
What Christian that reads the above brief sketch of the conversion of Lorenzo Dow, and then remembers that this glorious truth of salvation through
Christ alone, constituted the leading theme in all his future ministry, and that
the flame of love to Jesus then lit up, continued to burn in his bosom through
all his life, and that the love of Christ constrained him, as long as lue lasted,
to labor, and journey, and suffer, and preach, and pray for the salvation of
souls—can for a moment doubt that his experience was a genuine one, and that
) Lorenzo Dow was truly and emphatically a monument of sovereign grace.
For my part, most firmly do I believe, that—although rejecting, (probably
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through misrepresentation,) some doctrines which I regard as bible trutiis—yet
his faith was fixed upon the rock of ages, that he held most firmly the great
fundamental truths of the glorious gospel—the depravity of man, the necessity
of regeneration by the Holy Ghost, and the divinity and atonement of the Lord
Jesus Christ—and that he will at the last day be found among those who shall
have turned many to righteousness, and who will " shine as the sun -m the firmament, and as the stars for ever."
The wife of Lorenzo,— Peggy Dow, seems to have been a christian of a kindred spirit with himself. The reader will, doubtless, be gratified to learn that
her journal is included in the present edition of the works of Mr, Dow, and
also a number of the publications of the latter (obtained by correspondence with
the surviving members of his family,) which have never before been embodied in
any edition of his works. The writer of the present brief essay therefore has no
hesitation in commending the present, as the best and most complete edition
ever yet published of th« works of this extraordinary and eccentric, but godly
and useful man.
JOHN DOWLING.
Berean Parsonage, Neu) York,
March 1st, 1849

EXEMPLIFIED EXPERIENCE, OR, LORENZO'S JOURNAL.
PART

1. I WAS born, October 16, 1777, in Coventry (Tolland County) State of Connecticut,
North America. My parents were born in
the same town and descended from English
ancestors. They had a son, and then three
daughters, older than myself, and one daughter younger; they were very tender towards
their children, and endeavored to educate them
well, both in religion and common learning.
2. When I was two years old, I was taken
sick, and my parents having been a long journey and returning homewards, heard of my
dangerous illness, and that I was dead, and
expected to meet the people returning from
my funeral. But to their joy I was living,
and beyond the expectation of all, I recovered.
3. When I was between three and four
years old, one day, whilst I was at play with
my companion, I suddenly fell into a muse
about God and those places called heaven and
hell, which I heard people converse about, so
that I forgot my play,which my companion observing, desired to know the cause; I asked
him if he ever said his prayers, morning or
night; to which he replied, no—then said I,
you are wicked and I will not play with you,
so I quit his company and went into the house.
4. My mind, frequently on observing the
works of creation desired to know the cause
of things, and I asked my parents many questions which they scarcely knew how to answer.
5. Being for a few weeks in another neighborhood, I associated with one who would
both swear and lie, which proved some harm
to me : but these serious impressions did not
leave me until in my eighth j'ear,when my parents removed to another vicinity, he youth
of which were very corrupt; and on joining
their company, [ too soon learned their ways,
grieved the tender feelings of my mind ; and
be^an to promise myself felicity, when I should
arrive to manhood.
6. One day I was the means of killing a
—
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bird, and upon seeing it gasp, I was struck
with horror; and upon seeing any beast struggle in death it made my heart beat hard, as it
would cause the thoughts of my death to come
into my mind. And death appeared such a
terror to me, I sometimes wished that I might
be translated as Enoch and Elijah were ; and
at other times I wished I had never been born.
7. About this time a query arose in my
mind, whether God would answer prayer now
as in primitive times, and there being a small
lottery in the neighborhood, and I wishing for
the greatest prize, promised within myself,
that if it was my luck to obtain the prize, I
would take it as an ansv.-er to prayer and afterwards would serve God. No sooner had I
got the prize, which was nine shillings, than
I broke my promise ; my conscience condemned me, and I was very uneasy for some
weeks.
8. After I had anived at the age of twelve
years, my hopes of worldly pleasure were
greatly blasted by a sudden illnes.s, occasioned
by overheating myself with hard labor, and
drinking a quantity of cold milk and water.
I then murmured and complained, thinking my
lot to be harder than my companions; for they
enjoyed health, whilst I was troubled with an
asthmatic disorder or stoppage of breath. Oh!
the pain I endured !
9. Sometimes I could lie for several nights
togethtr and sleep sound ; and at other times
would l". necessitated to sit up part or all the
night—a.^d sometimes I could not lie down a\
all for .si.x. or seven days together.—But as ye\
did not con>ider that the hand of God was ii\
all this. A\ out *his time I DREAMED THAT V
SAW THE Pno'HET NATHAN, in a large assembly of people, prophecying many things; 1
got an opportuiity to ask him how long 1
should live ? SAID HE, UNTIL YOU ARE TWO-

AND-TWEKTY ; this dream was so imprinted ia
my mind, that it caused me many serious and
painful hours at intervals.
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j 10. When past the age of thirteen years,
j and about the time that JOHN WESLEY died,
I (1791) it pleased God to awaken my mind by
a dream of the night, which was, that an old
man came to me at mid-day, having a staff in
his hand, and said to me, Do you ever pray ?
I told him, no—said he you must, and then
went away—he had not been long gone before
be returned; and said again, Do yo'i pray ? I
again said, n o ; and after his departt re I went
out of doors, and was taken up by a whirlwind and carried above the skies; at length J
discovered, across a gulf as it were through
a mist of darkness, a glorious place, in which
was a throne of ivory overlaid with gold, and
God sitting upon it, and Jesus Christ at his
right hand, and angels, and glorified spirits,
celebrating praise.—Oh ! the joyful music !
I thought the angel Gabriel came to the edge
of heaven, holding a golden trumpet in his
right hand, and cried to me with a mighty
voice to know if I desired to come there, I
I told him I did—Said he, You must go back to
yonder world, and if you will be faithful to
God, you shall come here in the end.
• 11. With reluctance I left the beautiful
, sight and came back to the earth again ; and
then I thought the old man came to me the
third time and asked me if I had prayed f I
told him I h a d ; then said he, BE FAITHFUL,
j AND I W I L L COME AND LET YOU KNOW AGAIN.

[ I thought that was to be when I should be
blest; and when I awaked behold it was a
dream.
But it was strongly impressed on
my mind, that this singular dream must be
from God—and the way that I should know
it, I should let my father know of it at such
time and such a place, viz. as he would be
feeding the cattle in the morning, which I accordingly did; and no sooner had I done than
keen conviction seized my heart—I knew I
was unprepared to d i e ; tears began to run
down plentifully, and I again resolved to seek
the salvation of my soul; I began that day to
pray in secret, but how to pray or what to
pray for, I scarcely knew.
12. I at once broke off from my old companions and evil practices, which some call
I innocent mirth, which I had never been told
\ was wrong ; and betook to the bible, kneeling
I in private, which example I had never seen.
Soon I became like a speckled bird, among the
birds of the forest, in the eyes of my friends;
—I frequently felt for a few seconds, cords of
sweet tove to draw me on ; but from whence it
flowed, I could not tell: which I since believe
was for an encouragement to hope in the
mercy ol God.
13. If now I had had any one to have instructed me in the way and plan of salvation,
I doubt not but I should have found salvation:
but, aias, I felt like one wnndering and be-

nighted in an unknown wilderness, who vra. P
both light and a guide. The bible was liKe •»
sealed book ; so mysterious I could not unaerstand it, and in order to hear it e.xplaineti, i
applied to this person and that bqok ; but got
no satisfactory instruction. I frequently wisHed I had lived in the days of the prophets or
apoistles, that I could have had sure g^'pes;
for by the misconduct of professors, IthoUght
there were no bible saints in the land ; thus
with sorrow, many months heavily rolled away.
14. But at length, not finding what my soul
desired, I began to examine the cause more
closely, if possible to find it o u t ; and i.Timediately the doctrine of unconditional reprobation and particular election, was exhibited to
my view: that the state of all was unalterably
fixed by God's ^^ eternal decrees.''^ Here discouragements arose, and I began to slacken
my hand by degrees, until I entirely left off
secret prayer, and could not bear to read (or
hear) the scriptures, saying, if God has foreordained whatever comes to pass, then all our
labors are vain.
~ 15. Feeling still condemnation in my breast,
I concluded myself reprobated : despair of
mercy arose, hope was fled: and I was resolved to end my wretched life; concluding the
longer I live, the more sin I shall commit, and
the greater my punishment will be; but the
shorter my life, the less sin, and of course the
less punishment, and the sooner I shall know
the worst of my case ; accordingly I loaded a
gun, and withdrew to a wilderness.
16. As I was about to put my intention into
execution, a sudden solemn thought darted into my mi-nd, " stop and consider what you are
about, if you end your life, you are undone
for ever; but if you omit it a few days longer,
it may be that something will turn up in your
favor;" this was attended with a small degree
of hope, that if I waited a little while, it should
not be altogether in vain : and I thought I felt
thankful that God prevented me from sending
my soul to everlasting misery.
17 About this time, there was much talk
about the people called Methodists, who were
lately come into the western part of New England. There were various reports and opinions concerning them, some saying they were
the deceivers that were to come in the last
times; that such a delusive spirit attended
them, that it was dangerous to hear them
preach, lest they .should lead people out of the
good old way, which they had been brought
up in : that they would deceive if possible the
very elect; some on the other hand said they
were a good sort of people.
18. A certain man invited Hope Hull to
come to his own town, who appointed a
time when he would endeavor, if possible,
to comply with his request.
The day ar-
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rived, and the people flocked out from every next morning, as I went out of floors, a woman
quarter to hear, as they supposed, a new gos- passing by told me that my cousin the evening
pel : and I went to the door and looked in to past, had found the pardoning love of God.
see a Methodist; but to my surprise, he ap- This surprised me, to think that one of my
peared like other men. I heard him preach companions was taken and I was left. I infrom—" this is a faithful saying and worthy of stantly came to a resolution to forsake my sins
all acceptation, that Christ Jesus came into the and seek the salvation of my soul. I made it
world to save sinners." And I thought he told my practice to pray thrice in a day for about
the space of a week; when another of my
me all that ever I did.
19. The next day he preached from these cousins, brother to the former, was brought to
words: " Is there no balm in Gilead 1 Is there cry for mercy in secret retirement in a garden,
no Physician there 1 W h y then is not the and his cries were so loud that he was heard
health of the daughter of my people recovered^" upwards of a mile. The same evening he
found comfort.
Jer. viii. 22.
,
20. As he drew the analogy between a per25. Shortly afterwards, several persons in
son sick of a consumption and a sin-sick soul, the neighborhood, professed to have found the
he endeavored also to show how the real bains parQ.->ning love of God, among whom was my
of Gilead would heal the consumption ; and brothe:-in-law FISH, and his brother.
to spiritualize it, in the blood of Christ heal26. Sorrows arose in my mind, to think
ing the soul; in which he described the way that they were heavenward, whilst I, a guilty
to heaven, and pointed out the w a y m a r k s ; one, was in the downward road. I endeavored
which I had never heard described so clearly to double and treble my diligence in prayer,
before. By which means I was convinced but found nc comfort to my soul. Here the
that this man enjoyed some thing that I was doctrine of unconditional reprobation was
destitute of, consequently that he was a serv- again presented to my view, with strong temptations to end this mortal life; but the thought
ant of God.
21. He then got upon the application, and again arose in my mind; if I comply, I am
pointing his finger towards me, made this ex- undone forever, and it I continue crying to
pression : " Sinner, there is a frowning provi- God, I can but be damned at last.
dence above your head, and a burning hell be27 One evening there being (by my desire)
neath your feet; and nothing but the brittle a prayer meeting appointed by the young conthread of life prevents your soul from falling verts, I set out to go ; and on my way by the
into endless perdition. But, says the sinner. side of a wood, I kneeled down and made a
What must I do ? You must pray : But I can't s-oleinn promise to God, if he would pardon
p r a y : If you don't pray then you'll be damn- my sins and give me an evidence of my acceped ;" and (as he brought out the last expres- tance, that I would forsake all those things,
sion) he either stamped with his foot on the wherein I had formerly thought to have taken
box on which he stood, or smote with his hand my happiness, and lead a religious life devotupon the bible, which both together came home ed to him; and with this promise I went to
like a dagger to my heart. I had like to have meeting.
fallen backwards from my seat, but saved my28. I believe that many present felt the.
self by catching hold of my cousin who sat power of God : saints were happy and sinners
by my side, and I durst not stir for some time were weeping on every side : but I could not
for fear lest I should tumble into hell. My shed a tear : then I thought within myself, if
sins and the damnable natuie' of them, were I could weep I would begin to take hope, but,
in a moment exhibited to my view; and I was oh ! how hard is my heart. I went from one
to another to know if there was any mercy for
convinced that I was unprepared to die.
22. After the assembly was dismissed, I went me. The young converts answered; "God is
out of doors; all nature seemed to wear a all love; he is all mercy;" I replied, " God h
gloomy aspect; and every thing I cast my eyes just too, and justice will cut me down :" I saw
upon seemed to bend itself against me, and HO way how God could be just and yet show
me mercy.
wish me off the face of the earth.
23. I went to a funeral of one of my ac- 29. A certain woman bound upon a journey,
quaintance the same day, but durst not look tarried at this house that nigh't; discovering
upon the corpse, for fear of becoming one my- the distress of mind I was in, broke through
self : I durst not go near the grave fearing lest the crowd with the hymn book in her hand,
I should fsll in, and the earth come in upon and after reading a part of a hymn, said to me:
m e ; lor if I then died, I knew I must be un- " My friend, I feel for you; my heart aches
for you, but this I can tell you, that before I
done. So I went home with a heavy heart.
24. I durst not close my eyes in sleep, until leave town in the morning, you will come down
I first attempted to supplicate the throne of here praising God ;" I told her n o ; I believed
grace for preservation through the night. The I should be in hell before morning.
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was a Saviour offered to ALL instead of a certain few; and if so, possibly there might be
mercy yet for me; but these words followed:
" woe to them that are at ease in Zion;" here
discouragements arose, concluding that if there
had been a time when I might have obtained
mercy, yet as I had omitted it so long, the day
of grace is now passed, and the woe denounced
against me. I thought myself to be the unprofitable servant, who had wrapped his talent
in the napkin, and buried it in the earth: I
had not on the wedding garment, but was unprepared to meet God.
34. I thmight I heard the voice of God's
justice sayiwg, " take the unprofitable servant
and cast him into utter darkness." I put my
hands together, and cried in my heart, the time
has been, that I might have had religion; but
now it is too late; mercy's gate is shut again^
me, and my condemnation for ever sealed:—
Lord, I give u p : I submit; I yield; I yield;
if there be mercy in heaven for me, let me
know i t ; and if not, let me go down to hell
and know the worst of my case. As these
words flowed from my heart, I saw the mediator step in, as it were, between the Father's
justice and my soul, and those words were applied to my mind with great power : " Son!
thy sins which are many, are forgiven thee;
thy faith hath saved thee ; go in peace."
35. The burden of sin and guilt and the
fear of hell vanished from my mind, as perceptibly as an hundred pounds weight falling
from a man's shoulder: my soul flowed'out in
love to God, to his ways and to his people;
yea, and to ALL mankind.
36. As soon as I obtained deliverance, I said
in my heart, I have now found Jesus and his religion, but I will keep to myself; but instantly
my soul was so filled with peace and love
and joy, that I could no more keep it to rayself, seemingly, than a city set on a hill could
be hid.—At this time day-light dawned into
the window; I arose and went out of doors,
1 this must be my unhappy lot. I cannot bear and behold, every thing I cast my eye upon,
the thought, I will struggle and strive to break seemed to be speaking forth the praise and
I ' these
chains; and if I can, and get away, it ^yonders of the Almighty: It appeared more
will be gain, and if I cannot, there will be like a new world than any thing else I can
nothing lost, and in my struggle, I waked up, compare it t o : this happiness is easier felt
and, oh! how glad was I that it was only a than described.
dream._ Still I thought, that within a few
37 I set out to go down to the house where
hours it would surely be my case. I again *he meeting was field the preceding evening,
strove to lift my heart to god for mercy—and bui the family not being up, I being young,
these words struck my mind: " In that dav thought it not proper to go in and distuA
there shall a fountain be opened to the house them; and seeing a wicked swearer coining
oi David, and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem; down the road, I wished to shun him, accordl3J sin and for uncleanness." A thought dart- ingly I went down to the barn, and as he drew
ed into my mind that the fountain was Christ • near me I went round it and looked up tow; and if it were so deep and wid^for the wicked ards the house, and saw the woman who uos
i numerous inhabitants of Jerusalem to wash in bound on thejonrney, coming out at the back
and be cle^n; why not for the WHOLE WORLD 1 door. I made to her with all the speed I could.
why not for me 1—Here hope sprang up, there It seemed to me that I scarcely touched the
30. After the meeting had concluded, which
was about nine o'clock, and previous to the
foregoing circumstance, I had, by the advice
of my parent,?, set out for home, thrice, but by
a strong impres.sion, as it were a voice whispering to my heart, " you must not go yet;
but go back and pray to God :" I turned about
and went into a wheat field, and kneeled down;
I and striving to pray, I felt as if the heavens
; were brass, and the earth iron; it seemed as
. though my prayers did not go higher than my
; head.
i 31. At length I durst not go home alone,
' fearing I should be carried away by the devil,
' for I saw destruction before me.
32. Several of the young converts accompanied me on my w a y ; one of whom was
Roger Searle ; they since have told me that I
fell down several times by the way ; which I
do not remember, as my distress was so great,
that I scarcely knew what position I was in.
When I got home, I went into my bed-room,
and kneeling down, strove to look to God for
mercy again, but found no comfort. I then
lay down to rest, but durst not close my eyes
in sleep, for fear I should never awake, until
I awaked in endless misery.
33. I strove to plead with God for mercy, for
several hours, as a man would plead for his
life ; until at length being weary in body, as
the night was far spent, I fell into a slumber;
and in it I dreamed that two devils entered the
room, each with a chain in his hand; they laid
hold on me, one at my head, the other at my
feet, and bound me fast, and breaking out the
window, carried me a distance from the house,
and laid me on a spot of ice, and whilst the
weaker devil flew off" :n flames of fire, the
stronger one set out to drag me down to hell.
And when I got within sight of hell, to see
the blue blazes ascending, and to hear the
screeches and groans of devils and damned
spirits, what a shock it gave me, I cannot describe : I thought that within a few moments,

I
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ground, for I felt so happy, that I scarcely
knew whether I was in the body or out o. it.
38. When I got to her, she .said, " good
morning!" Yes said I, it is the blessedest
morning that ever 1 saw; and walking into
the house, the first words that I said were, I
am happy, happy, happy enough :—My voice
penetrated almost every part of the house, and
a preacher coming down stairs, opened his
hymn-book on these words,
" O ! for a thousand tongues to sing,
My dear Redeemer's praise."

Indeed I did want a thousand tongues and
ten thousand to the end of i t ; to praise God
for what he had done for my soul.
39. About nine o'clock I set out for home;
and to behold the beautiful sun rising in the
east above the hills, although it was on the
.2th of November, and the ground partly
frozen, yet to me it was as pleasant as May.
40. When I got home to my parents, ihey
began to reprove me for going out so early,
as they were concerned about me. But when I
had told them where I had been, and what I had
been upon, they seemed to be struck ; it being
such language as they had never heard from
me before, and almost unbelieving to what I
said—however my soul was so happy that I
could scarcely settle to work ; and I spent the
greatest part of the day in going from house
to house, through the neighborhood, to tell
the people what God had done for me.
4 1 . 1 wanted to publish it to the ends of the
eartli, and then take wings and fly away to
rest. In this happy situation, I went on my
way rejoicing for some weeks; concluding
that I should never learn war any more.—
Some said that young converts were happier
than those who were many years in the w a y :
thought I, Lord! let me die whilst young, if I
may not feel so happy when I am old.
42. One day relating my past experience and
trials (in a prayer meeting) rtiy mother upon
hearing thereof, said to me: Hov/ do you know
that you are converted ! How do you know
but what you are deceived, if you have passed
through such trials as I understand you have 1
I said, God has given me the evidence what
ground I stand upon, and he cannot lie. Afterward walking out of doors, it was suggested to my mind, here are many in town that
have professed thirty or fDrty years, and say
they do not know their sins forgiven: and
ran it be that a young upstart stripling could
have more knowledge and experience in these
things, than they ! N a y ; you have only lost
your convicti'.-v 1 : You think you are converted, but your peace is a false one.
43. I then began to rea.son with the tempter;
(instead of going to God in prayer, ta show
me my state;) Can all these things I have
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met with be a de\..eption ? Unbelief began to
arise ; and my beloved hid his face from me.
I ran to the fields and woods, sometimes kneeling and walking and bemoaning my loss ; for
I felt as if something of more value than silver
or gold was departed from me ; but found no
comfort to my re.stiess mind. I liien set out
to go to a house, where some converts lived, hoping God would enable them to spe.ak
something for my comfort, but before I got
to the house, I met my BELOVED in the

way . I

he was the chiefest among ten thousand and
altogether lovely. And I went home happy
in the Redeemer's love.
44. Having been sprinkled in my infancy,
and now feeling not satisfied, I had the ceremony re-performed ; as a declaration to mankind of my dedicating myself to God ; and the
same evening I with twelve others, united
ourselves in a society, t i watch over one
another in love ; among w.:om was a second
cousin, and friend R. Searle.
45. One day being alone in a solitary place,
whilst kneeling before God, these words were
suddenly impressed on my mind; " Go ye into all the world and preach the gospel to every
creature."—1 instantly spoke out, Lord! I am
a child, I cannot g o : I cannot preach. These
words followed in my mind, "Arise and go, for
I have sent you." I said, send by whom thou
wilt send, only not by me, for I am an ignorant, illiterate youth ; not qualified for the important task :—The reply was—" What God
hath cleansed, call not thou common." I then
resisted the impression as a temptation of the
devil; and then my Saviour withdrew from
me the light of his countenance ; until at length
I dared not believe that God had calied me to
preach for fear of being deceived ; and durst
not disbelieve it, for fear of grieving the spirit
of God; thus I halted between two opinions.
46. When I nourished and cherished the
impression, the worth of souls was exhibited
to my view; and cords of sweet love drew me
o n ; and when I resisted it, a burthen of depression and distress seized my mind.
47 Shortly after this, my trials being very
great, I took an opportunity to open my mind
to my friend R. Searle, who said his mind had
been impressed in the same way for about
four months.
48. One day, as I went to meeting, being in
August, 1793, a certain person .said to n".e,
" My friend, it appears to me as though you
never had any trials." My reply to her was,
although my soul had been happy the greats
est part of the time these nine months past,
yet the remainder of my life will be a life of
grief and trouble and sorrow; said she, I hope
not:—said I, you may wish so in vain ; for
what is revealed will surely come to pass.
Very shortly after this, as I was riding along
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one day, I was seized with an unusual weakness, and mv eye-sight entirely failed me,
whilst my horse carried me forward about the
space of half a mile, when my sight returned,
and strength in some degree :—Soon after this,
whilst retired in a wood, I -was taken in a
similar manner, and for some time I thought I
was dying, but my mind was calmly stayed
on God. My bodily strength continued gradually to decline; till at length it was concluded I had the quick consumption, and by phy
sicians and friends I was given over to die.
In the beginning of this illness, the sacrament
was administered to the society; at which I
attended.
It was suggested to my mind, " what good
does it do to kneel down there and eat a little
bread and drink a little w i n e ; why is it not
as good to eat bread and milk at home "? I replied, it is a command of God ; and threw it
out of my mind ; and partook, and felt measurably happy.
But the same suggestion
returned in the evening, and so harrassed my
mind for a space of time, that I, instead of resisting it by watching unto prayer, began to
give way by querying with the enemy until
my happiness of mind fled : and shortly after
this, being brought apparently near the O r d ers of eternity ; and not enjoying that consolation as heretofore, the language of my heart
was,
" I have fallen from my heaven of grao«,
I am brought unto thrall,
I am stript (/f my all,
And banished from Jesus-s face."

Oh! how I ieJ, cannot be described by tongue;
at this critical period of life, not to see my
way so clearly as foi merly; I ut it was not long
before God blessed these words to the comforting of my soul (though ail but my confidence
was gi^'en up before,)
"Peace, troubled soul, Uio\i tiied'st not feai —
Thy great Provider stiU is near ;"

so that now I could look beyond the grave,
and see my way to joys on high.
49. One thing I desired to live for, viz. to
1 attain to higher degrees of holiness here, that
' I might be happier hereafter; and what I desired to depart for, was to get out of this trying world, and be at rest with saints above;
yet I was resigned to go or stay. But it pleased kind Providence to rebuke the disorder beyond thft expectation of all, and in a measure
to restoie me to health, so that after about five
months' confinement, I was enabled once more
to attend meeting: and falling into conversation with R. Searle about the dealings of God
towards us, the impression came upon my
mind stronger than ever, that I should have to
call sinners to repentance. After returning
home, I began to consider the matter on every

side more attentively than I had done hitherto ; and to make it a matter of earnest prayer to God; that if the imjjression was from
him, it might increase; but if not, that it might
decrease. My mind soon became so powerfully exercised as to cause some sleep to depart from me—till at length my trials were so
great, that I was resolved to fast and pray
more fervently ; that if the will of God was to
be known I might find it out, and on the 23d
day of my so doing, according to what my
bodily strength would admit of: it being one
Sunday afternoon whilst engaged in prayer in
the wilderness, in an uncommon manner the
light of God's countenance shined forth into
my soul, so that I was as fully convinced that
I was called to preach, as ever I was that God
had pardoned my sins.
50. This continued for about the space of
forty-eight hours, when I again began to doubt;
but after eleven days it pleased the Lord to
banish all my doubts and fears, and to fill me
with his lo-*e.
51. 1794. One day a prayer meeting being
appointed in the town, and feeling it my indispensable duty to go, I sought for my parents'
consent in vain; still something was crying
in my ears—" go—go"—but fearing that my
parents would call me a disobedient child,
I resisted what I believe was required of me,
and felt conscience to accuse me, and darkness to cover my mind. But at length finding
a spirit of prayer, I had faith to believe that
God would bless me, though from the 14th
of M a y to the 9th of June, I felt the sharp
keen fiery darts of the enemy. J'lne 12th,
this scripture afforded me some strength, " fear
not, the night is far spent, the day is at hand."
52. I heard G. Roberts (the one who had
taken me into society) preach from these words,
" our soul is escaped as a bird out of the snare
of the fowlers, the snare is broken and we are
escaped."
53. June 14, these words afforded my soul
great comfort: " I will not leave you comfortless, but we will come unto you, and take up
our abode with you." And whilst retired in
devotion, my soul did taste of the powers of
the word to come.
54. 24th, I was still satisfied that it would
be my duty to preach the gospel, though several reasons occurred to my mind against it—
viz. 1st. According to human appearance, my
bodily strength would not endure the fatig»ie8
and inclemencies of the weather, which must •
attend such a life.—2ndly. M y parents and
relations would be against my travelling, from
whom I must meet with much opposition/-^
3rdly. My weakness and want of learnihg,
and my abilities did not seem adequate to the
t a s k ; but upon hearing my father read tbi'S
expression in Whitfield's sermons, >'wAer« rea-
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son fails, there faith begins,''^ my mind was
strengthened to meditate on the work.
55. Sunday, October 5th, was the first time
t h a t t (with a trembling mind) attempted to
open my mouth in public vocal prayer in the
society.
56. A little previous to this time, upon considering what I must undergo if I entered upon
the public ministry, I began to feel discouraged, and had thoughts of altering the situation of my life to e.xcuse me from the work ;
but could get no peace of mind until I gave
them entirely up, though my trials in this respect were exceeding great.
57 November 14th. About this period I attempted to speak a few words of exhortation
in public, which my parents hearing of, gave
me tender reproof, (which was like a sword
to my heart,) fearing lest I should run too
fast.
58. One day, I felt impressed to exhort
again, but fearing the reproof of my relations,
(as the old enemy was now raised) I neglected
my duty in order to shun the cross; but horror and condemnation seized upon my mind ;
and I began to reflect, if in the beginning of
my pilgrimage I have such trials to encounter with, what will it be if I attempt to go into the vinejard to face a frowning world '?
nay, let the consequence be what it may, saved or damned, I am resolved I will not preach
the gospel; and if ever one felt the pains of
the damned in this world, it appeared to me
th.at I did.
59. I was willing to be a private m.ember
of society, but not a public character. I had
rather retire to some remote part of the earth
and spend n. y days; but could not feel myself
excused frou; .""reaching the gospel.
60. Filled with horror and darkness whilst
awake, with fearfulness and frightful dreams
by night, for near the space of four weeks;
when one night I was awaked by surprise,
and in idea there were represented to my view
two persons, the one by the name of Mercy
with a smiling countenance, who said to me,
"if you will submit and be willing to go and
preEtch, there is mercy for you," (he having a
book in his hand :) the other by the name of
Justice with a solemn countenance, holding a
drawn glittering sword over my head, added,
"if you will not submit, you shall be cut
down; now or never." It appeared to me
that I had but one half hour for consideration,
and il I still persisted in obstinacy, that it
would be a gone case for ever.
61. I put my hands together, and said. Lord
I submit to go and preach thy gospel : only
grant my peaceful hours to return; and open
the door.
62. At the dawn of day, I arose and withdrew to the wilderness to weep and mourn
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before God : at length the light of his countenance shined into my soul, and I felt humble
under his mighty hand; willing to become
any thing as GoA should see fit.
63. Abe ut this time, I made known to my
parents the exercise of my mind, which previously I had kept from then: : they immediately began to oppose me in this thing; and
advised me to reject it by all means, concluding
it to be a temptation, as it appeared to them
an impossibility, that I should be called to
such a work as this; which apparently I could
not fulfil.
1795, July 16th. Last night, the hand of the
Lord was heavy upon me—I was much afflicted in body and mind—in body, bv the want
of breath, so that I was scarcely able to exist,
(by reason of my asthmatical disorder)—in
mind, by much heaviness; whilst the enemy
suggested, " you will never go forward in
public, because of the weakness of your body
and the violence of your disorder; and you
are deluded by that impression which' you
think is from God : besides, none will equip
you out, and you will one day perish by the
hand of Saul." Here my faith was greatly
tried, for I saw no way for my equipment,
unless the hand of the Almighty should interpose ; for my parents had hinted already that
they would neither give their consent nor assistance ; my discouragements therefore became
exceedingly great.
64. August 4th. I feel tried and tempted by
the world, the flesh, and the devil, and if I
think of pursuing any other course of life but
that of preaching, I sink into horror and find
no peace in any other way.
65. 22d. About this time, my mind was
much exercised concerning the doctrines of
unconditional election and final perseverance.
I dreamed that I saw Adam and Eve in the
garden of Eden, and God, after talking to them
as wiitten in Genesis, said, I shall be faithful
on my part; and it depends upon your being
faithful to the end, to receive a crown of glory:
but if you are not faithful you will be exposed
to the damnation of hell, and then said to me,
write these things, for they are true and faithful.
66. October 28th, being greatly pressed in
spirit, for a number ?f days, to know my
father's will; whetht, (provided a door was
opened) he would give his consent for me to
go out to travel, or whether he would withhold me by his authority, when I think the
time is come that I should go. He said, I shall
not hinder you : only give you my otd advice,
not to harbor the thougnt, and I shall not give
you any help. I told him I did not desire any
help, only liberty of conscience. I concluded
that my father thought that some persons and
not God had raised such thoughts in my mind,

which occasioned him to restrain me, so I told
him if this was the case, that he judged the
matter wrong.
67. November 9th, being again tried in my
mind with regard to preaching; fearing lest I
should run too fast or too slow, and querying
from what quarter my impression came. I
dreamed that I was walking in the solitary
woods beside a brook, and saw a beautiful
stalk about eight feet high : from the middle
and upwards, il was covered with beaiutiful
seeds. I heard a voice over my head, saying
to me, " shake the stalk that the seeds may
fall off, and cover them up : the seed will be
of gieat value to some, though not to thyself,
but thou shall receive thy reward hereafter."
68. I shook the stalk and beautiful speckfed red seed fell off, and I covered them up
with earth and rotten leaves, and went on my
way to serve the Lord.
69. Some time after, I thought I was there
again, and saw a large number of partridges
or pheasants that had been scratching up a
great part of the seed. I discovered them and
was very sorry, and went and drove them
away; and watche-d it to keep them away,
that the remainder, with my. nourishing, might
bring forth fruit to perfection.
70. Then I thought I began to preach, and
immediately awaked, when the parable of the
sower came strongly into my mind.
71. 19th. My mind has been buffetted and
greatly agitated (not tempted in the common
sense of the word) so that my sleep departed
from me, and caused me to walk and wring
my hands for sorrow. Oh, the corruption of
wicked nature! I feel the plague of an hara
heart, and a mind prone to wander from God ;
something within wiiich has need to be done
away, and causes a burthen, but no guilt, and
from which discouragements frequently arise
tending to slacken my hands.
72. I dreamed that I saw a man in a convulsion fit, and his countenance was expressive of hell. I asked a by-stander what made
his countenance look so horrible—said he,
" the man was sick and relating his past experience, his calls from time to time, and his
promises to serve God; and how he had broke
them ; and now, said he, I am sealed over to
eternal damnation, and instantly the convulsion seized him." This shocked me so much
that I instantly awaked, and seemingly the
man was before my eyes.
I dropped asleep again, and thought I saw
all mankind in the air suspended by a brittle
thread over hell, yet in a state of carnal security. I thought it to be my duty to tell them
of it, and again awaked : and these words
were atjplied to my mind with power: " there
is a dispensation of the gospel committed unto
yoc, and woe unto you rf you preach not the

gospel." I strove to turn my mind on something else, but it so strongly followed me that
I took it as a warning from God ; and ri the
morning to behold the beautiful sun to arise
and shine into the window, whilst these 'i^ords
followed—" and unto you ciat fear my name,
shall the Sun of Righteoasness arise, with
healing in his wings." Oh ! how happy I felt:
the help of kings and priests is vain without'
the help of God.
73. December 31st, the year is now at a }
close, I see what I have passed through, a,nd
what is to come the ensuing year, God only
knows; but may the God of peace be with
m e ; and grant me strength in proportion to
my day, that I may endure to the end, and receive the crown of life. 1 felt my b^art drawn
to travel the world at large, but to trust (Jod
by faith (like the birds) for my daily bread,
was difficult, as my strength was small, and I
shrunk from it.
74. 1796. January 7th, I received a message, with orders from C. Spry, the circuit
preacher, to go to Tolland to the brethren
there, for a few days, that he might get some
knowledge of my gifts : this visit caused some
opposition. Afterwards, I was directed to go
and meet L. Macombs, a preacher on NewLondon circuit, who after two days constrained me to part with him, so I turned and went
to EastrHartford, (having my brother-in-law's
horse with me :) in this place I attended several meetings—from thence to Ellington, where
I met C. Spry—who directed me to fulfil three
of his appointments, (Warehouse-point, EastWindsor, and Wapping,) at one of which,
whilst speaking, I was taken suddenly ill,
even to the losing of my sight and strength,
so I was constrained to give over.
75. 15th. I rode near forty miles to Munson
and met N. Snethen, with whom I travelled
through his appointments a few days, when
he likewise constrained me to part with him,
after giving me the following hints:—" You
are but eighteen years of age ; you are too
important, and you must be more humble, and
hear and not be heard so much; keep your own
station, for by the time that you arrive at the
age of twenty-one years, you will see wherein you have missed it—you had better, as my
advice, to learn some easy trade, and be still
for two or three years y e t ; for your bodily
health will not admit of your becoming a travelling preacher at present; although, considering your advantages, your gifts are better tnan
mine when I first set out to preach, out it is
my opinion that you will not be received at
the next conference."
76. 19th. I feel gloomy and dejected, but
the worth of souls lies near my heart: 0 Lord!
increase my faith, and prepare my way.
77. After travelling several days and hold-
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, ^
I ing A few meetings, I attended the quarterly
meeting at Wilbraham: C. Spry hinted that
there were many scruples in his mind with
regard to my travelling ; as many thought my
health and behavior were not adequate to it.
78. February 5th, I set out for home, and
in the town of Somers, I missed my road and
got lost in a great wilderness, and the snow
being about two feet deep, on which was a
sharp icy crust; after some time, as the path
divided into branches, so that I could not distinguish one plainer than another, and those
extending over the woods in all directions for
the purpose of getting ship timber I went
round and round about, till I was chilled with
cold, and saw nothing but death before me—
at a distance I could see a villa.ge, but could
discern no way to get to it, neither could I find
the passage out, by which I entered; and
night drawing on, no person can tell my feelings, except one who has been in a similar
situation. I at last heard a sound, and by following it perhaps about half a mile or more,
found a man driving a team, who gave me a
direction so that I could find a foot-path made
by some school-boys, by which I might happen to get through : towards this I proceeded,
and by means of leaping my horse over logs,
frequently stamping a path for the horse
through the snow banks, with much difficulty
made my Vv^ay, and late at night got to my
brother-in-law',s, in Tolland, and the next day
went home, and my soul was happy in God.
I am glad that I went, although there was
great opposition against me on every side; I
am every where spoken evil of, &c. I feel
the worth of souls to lie near my heart, and
my duty still to be to preach the gospel;
with a deteniiination to do so, God being my
helper.
79. 20th. I dreamed, that in a strange house
as I sat by the fire, a messenger came in and
said, there are three ministers come from England, and in a few minutes will pa.ss by this
way I followed him out, and he disappeared.
I ran over a wood-pile and jumped upon a log,
to have a fair view of them ; presently three
men came over a hill from the west towards
me ; the foremost dismounted : the other two,
one of whom was on a whits horse, the other
on a reddish one : both with the three horses
disappeared, I said to the first, who are you 1
He replied, Jolin Wesley, and walked towards
the EAST ; he turned round and looking ma in
the face, .sail, Goi has called you to preach
the gospel; you have been a long time between hope and fear, but there is a dispensation of the gospel committed to you. Woe
unto you,.|fyou preach not the gospel,
80. I Was struck with horror and amazement, to think how he should know the exercise of my mind, when I knew he had never

heard of me before ! I still followed him to
the eastward, and expressed an observation
for which he with his countenance reproved
me, for the better improvement of my time.
At length we came to a log house where negroes lived, the door being open, he attempted
twice to go in, but the smoke prevented him,
he said, you may go in, if you have a mind,
and if not, follow me. I followed him a few
rods, where was an old house two stories high,
in one corner of which, my parents looked
out at a window ; and said they to him, " Who
are you •?" He replied, John Wesley ; Well,
said they, what becomes of doubting Christians "? He replied, there are many serious
Christians who are afraid of death. They
dare not believe they are converted, for fear of
being deceived; and they are afraid to disbelieve it, lest they should grieve the Spirit of
God, so they live and die and go into the other
world, and their souk to heaven with a guard
of angels. I then said, will the day of judgment come as we read, and the sun and moon
fall from heaven, and the earth and works be
burnt? To which he answered: " I t is not
for you to know the times and seasons, which
God" hath put in his own power, but read the
word of (jod with attention, and let that be
your guide."
81. I said. Are you more than fifty-five'?
He replied, do you not remember reading an
account of my death, in the history of my
life 1 I turned partly round, in order to consider, and after I had recollected it, I was
about to answer him, yes ; when I looked,
and behold he was gone, and I saw him no
more. It set me to shaking and quaking to
such a degree, that it waked me up.
82. N. B. The appearance of his person
was the very same as him who appeared to
me three times in the dream when I was about
thirteen years of age, and who said that he
would come to me again, &c.
83. March 14th, about this time, my uncle
made me the offer of a horse, to wait a year
for the payment, provided I would get bondsmen : four of the society willingl)'' offered. 0 !
from what an unexpected quarter was this
d o c opened ! My" parents seeing my way
thus beginning to open, and my resolution to
go forward ; with loving entreaties and strong
arguments strove to prevail against it. Bu.
ris they promised sometime before not to restrain me by their authority, in case a dooi
should opi!n from another quarter, (they not
expecting it would,) and seeing they could not
prevail upon me to tarry, they gave up the
point—and gave me some articles of clothing,
and some money for my journey.
84. Not h.aving as yet attempted to preach
from a text, but only exercised my gifts in
the way of exhortation, I obtained a letter of

92. I met T. C. who said, if I was so mindrecommerJation concerning my moral conduct;
ed I might return home; which I declining, he
this was all the credentials I had.
About the 10th of, last month, I dreamed said, " I do not believe God has called yo.i to
that C. Spry received a letter from JESSE LEE, preach." I asked him, why ? He replied, 1st,
that he wanted help in the province of Maine, your health—2nd, your gifts—3rd, yourgiace
and that the said C. S. and L. Macombs con- —4th, your learning—5th, sobriety—in these
cluded to send me. N . B. These were the you are not equivalent to the task. I replied,
two preachers who afterwards signed the enough !—Lord ! what am I but a poor worm
of the dust, .struggling for life and happiness.*
abov^ementioned letter of recommendation.
93. The time now drawing near when I ex85. 1796, March 30th. This morning early
I set out for Rhode Island, in quest of / . Lee, pected to leave these parts, the society where
who was to attend a quarterly meeting there— I first attempted to give out a text, desired to
as I was coming away we joined in prayer, tiear me again ; and contrary to my entreaties,
taking leave of each other, and as I got on my T. C, appointed and constrained me to go,
road I looked about and espied my mother threatening me if I refused—Accordingly I
looking after me until I got out of sight; this went and gave out these words, " Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell you
caused me some tender feelings afterwards.
86. Until this time, I have enjoyed the com- the truth." Gal. iv. 16.
forts of a kind father's house : and oh! must
94. June 30th. I rode twenty-four miles and
I now become a wanderer and stranger upon preached once, and saw J. Lee, the presiding
earth until I get to my long home'
elder, who had just returned from the east—I
87 During this day's journey, these words gave him my recommendation.
of our Lord came into my mind : " the foxes
95. July 3rd. This evening, our quarterly
have holes, and the birds of the air have he,sts, meeting being over, from the representation
but the Son of man hath not where to lay his that was given of me by T. C. I received a
head."
dismission from the circuit, with orders to go
88. The language of my heart is ; what is home, which was as follows :
past I k n o w ; what is to come I know not.
96. " W e have had hrother Lorenzo Dow,
Lord! bless me in the business I am set out the bearer hereof, travelling on Warren cirupon. I feel more than ever that God has cuit, these three months last past. In several
callet me to this work.
places he was liked by a great many people ;
89. April 1st. Upon my arrival at Cranston at other places, he was not liked so well, and
in Rhode Island, I found that J. Lee was gone at a few places they were not willing he
to Boston ; I accordingly set out after him and should preach at all; we have therefore thought
found the preachers' boarding house in Boston, it necessary to advise him to return home for
and they told me that Lee had gone to the a season, until a further recommendation can
east, and that I could not overtake him sh.' rt be obtained from the society and preachers of
of two or three hundred miles, and their ad- that circuit.
JOHN VANIMAN,
vice was to go to Warren in Rhode Island with
Jesse Lee, Elder.
THOMAS COOPE.
Thomas Coope, a native of Manchester, who
Rhode
Island,
July
3rd,
1797.
was going to set out that afternoon—accordingly I joined him in company thirty-si.x miles,
To C. Spry, and the Methodists in
to East-Town.
Coventry."
90. Sunday 3d. This day, for the first time,
96. The time has been when I could easier
1 gave out a text before a Methodist preacher, have met death than >nis discharge—two or
and I being young both in years and ministry, three handkerchiefs were soon wet through
the expectations of many were raised, who did with tears; my heart w a s broke, I expostunot bear with my weakness and strong doc- lated with them, and besought him for farther
trine, but ju:l<jed me very hard, and would not employment;—but apparently in vain. The
consent that I should preach there any more next morning, as we were about parting, he
for some time.
said, if you are minded, you may come to
91. Having travelled a few days with T. C. Greenwich quarterly meeting, next Sunday, on
we came to Reynham, where attempting to your way home.
preach I was seized with sudden illness, such
97 This evening I preached in Greenwich
as affected .Tie at Warehouse-point, with the court house, as I once dreamed, and the aslo-Sis of sight and strength, so that I was con- sembly and place looked natural to me.
strained to give over, and T. C, finished the
98. After travelling through Sepatchet,
meeting—after which, lots were cast to see Smithfield, (in which I formed a class for the
whether I should pass the sabbath here, or go first time,) Providence, and Wickford, where
.to East-town—it turned up for me to tarry attending a prayer meeting among the Bajitists,
here, which I accordingly did, and held three
meetings, which w e - ; solemn.
•He since is expelled the connexion.
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I asked liberty to speak, which seemed to give
them a surprise, and after some time, they said,
if I had a message from God, they had no
right to hinder me. I spoke a few minutes,
to their attention, and their leader seemed satisfied, and bid me God speed.
99. From thence to South King.ston, I set
oat for my native town; to which I anived,
and met my friends who were glad to see me,
100. My parents asked me whether I was
not convinced that I did wrong in going ? I
told them no : but was glad : others began to
mock, and cry out, this man began to build,
and was not able to finish.
101. After a few days, I set out for Granville, to meet C >pry, who gave me a written
license, and orders to come to the ensuing
quarterly meeting at Enjield, where he would
give me a credential for the conference; and
if I was so minded, and brother Cankey willing, 1 might travel Tolland circuit until that
time.
102. But as the circuit extended through
my native town, I thought proper to forbear,
and set off'for Hanover, in the State of New
Hampshire, to see my sister, whom I had not
seen for about five years. But / . Lee coming
to town next day, lodged at a house where I
had inquired the road, and they informed him
of me : he sent for me, and querying me whether I still preached, and by what authority,
and what I came there for—showed his disapprobation at my coming hither, and then
we parted.
103. I tarried a few days and held several
meetings, and for the time met with no small
trials of mind and opposition from without,
and then returned to Connecticut, fulfilling
several appointments by the way.
104. I went twenty-eight miles to Enfield
quarterly meeting for my credential, and C.
Spry sent me to Z, Cankey, who could not
give it to me according to discipline ; he sent
me back to S, and, he again to Z, C, several
times ; but at length Z, C. s;iil, have you not
a written license 1 - I told him yes, to preach:
said he, that is as good as a recommendation
to the conference, which I believed, though
C, Spry knew that according to the tetter of
the discipline I could not be received "with
this, yet he told me to attend the conference.
105. September 20th. Conference came on
in the town of Thompson, and I passed the
examination by the bishop before them : and
after some conversation in the conference, T.
Coope, J. Lee, and N. S^'ETI!EN, bore hard
upon me after I had been sent out of the room:
and those who were friendly to me durst say
but little in my favor; so I was rejected and sent
home, they assigning as the reason, the want of
a written credential, though the greatest part
of their were personally acquainted with me.
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106, This so affected me that I could take
no food for thirty-six hours.
107 After my return home, still feeling jt
my duty to travel, I accordingly resolved to set
off the next Monday ; but Philip Wagar, who
was appointed for Orange circuit, being in
Tolland, sent for me, and I went twelve miles
to see him.
108. After that he had criticised and examined my credentials, he concluded to take me
on his circuit. I accordingly got prepared,
and bidding my friends farewell for a season,
met him in West-Windsor.
109. Some weeks ago, whilst I was in
Rhode Island, being troubled with the asthmatical disorder, I was necessitated to sit up some
nights for the want of breath; but at length
lying down on the carpet, I found that I could
sleep and breathe easy.
110. Accordingly, I was resolved to try the
experiment until the fall of the year, which I
did without much trouble. But September
27th, being on my way with P . Wagar, he
said the people would despise me for my lodging, and it would hurt my usefulness: and
accordingly he insisted upon my lying in bed
with him, he thinking it was a boyish notion
that made me lie on the floor.
111. To convince him to the reverse, I went
to bed, but was soon much distressed for want
of breath, and constrained to arise and sit up
all night. After which, I would be persuaded
to try the bed no more. After travelling with
him a few days into the state of New York,
he gave me a direction when and where to
take the circuit, I travelled to New Lebanon,
where I saw one who experienced religion
about the time that I did, and our meeting in
this strange land was refreshing to our souls,
112. Monday, October 10th. I rode twenty
miles to Adams, and thence to Stanford : at
these place.s we had refreshing seasons,
113. Wednesday 12th, I rode thirty miles
across the (ireen Mountains, in fifteen of which
there was not a sign of a house, and the road
being new, it frequently was almost impassable : however I reached my appointment, and
though weary in body, my soul was happy in
God,
114. From Halifax I went to Guilford, and
in entering a chamber where the people were
assembled, it appeared natural to me, as
though I had seen it before, and brought a
dream to my remembrance, and so overcome
me that [ trembled and was obliged to retire for
some minutes. In this meeting, three persons
were stirred up to seek God,
115. Leaving the state of Vermont. I crossed Connecticut river, and through Northfield
to Warwick, Massachusetts, where we had a
refreshing season.
116. Thence I went to Orange, and preach-
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ed in the Presbyterian meeting house, the
clergyman having left the town. Being this
dav nineteen years old, I addressed myself to
the youth. I spent a few days here, and
though meeting with some opposition, we had
refreshing sea.sons. Oh ! how fast is the doctrine of unconditional reprobation falling, and
infidility and the denial oi future punishment
prevailing! Men thus going from one extreme to the other, as they wish to lull conscience to sleep, that, they may go on in the
enjoyment of the world without disturbance:
but, oh! would they wish to be deceived in a
dying hour"?
117 I never felt the plague of a hard heart,
as I do of late, nor so much faith as I now
have that inbred corruption will be done away,
and I filled with perfect peace, and enabled to
rejoice evermore.
118. I never felt the worth of souls so near
my heart as I do of late, and it seems as if I
could not give vent enough to it. Lord ! prosper my way, and keep me as under the hollow
of thy hand, for my trust is in thee.
119. October 20th, Satan pursues me from
place to place : oh ! how can people dispute
there being a devil! If they underwent as
much as I do with his buffetings, they would
dispute it no more. He throwing in his fiery
darts, my mind is harrassed like punching the
body with forks and clubs. Oh! that my
Savior would appear and sanctify my soul,
and deliver me from all within that is contrary
to purity,
120. 23d, I spoke in Hardwick to about four
hundred people, thence to Petersham and
Wenchendon, to Fitchburgh, and likewise to
Notown, where God gave me one spiritual
child. — Thence to Ashburnham, where we
had some powerful times.
121. November 1st. I preached in Ringe,
and a powerful work of God broke out shortly
after, though some opposition attended it; but
it was very solemn.
122. Some here I trust will bless God in the
day of eternity, that ever they saw my face in
this vale of tears.
123. In my happiest moments I feel something that wants to be done a w a y : oh! the
buflfetings of satan ! if I never had any other
hell, it would be enough,
121. Thence to Mailborough, where our
meetings were not in vain,
125. Whilst I am preaching, I feel happy,
\ t as soon as I have done, I feel such horror
/ithout guilt) by the buifetings of satan, that
am ready to sink like a drowning man, someimes to that degree, that I have to hold my
tongue between my teeth to keep from uttering blasphemous expressions; and can get rid
of these horri'jle feelings only by retirement
in earnest prayer and exertion of faith in God.
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126. From Marlborough, I wen.t to Packersfield, and thence to Chesterfield, where I
had one seal of my ministry. Leaving N*w
Hampshire, I crossed into Vermont, and came
to Marlborough.
127. Thus I continued round my circuit
until I came to Belcher—a few evenings previous, I dreamed that a minister came and reproved me harshly, whilst I was preaching-^in
this place it was fulfilled; for a Baptist preacher accused me in the congregation of laying
down false doctrine :• presently a Presbyterian
affirmed the same likewise; because that I
said a Christian would not get angry.
128. Here also appeared some little fruit of
my labor, among which were some of my distant relations.
129. About this time I visited Mary Spalding, who had been suddenly and miraculously
restored (as was said) from an illness which
had confined her to her bed about the space
of nine years. Her conversation was so profitable, that I did not grudge the journey
of several miles to obtain it. I found it to
strengthen my confidence in God : the account
was published in print, by a Presbyterian minister, with her approbation.
130. On the 29th, I met P . Wagar, which
seemed to refresh' my mind. I had to take up
a cross and preach before him : but, oh 1 the
fear of m a n ! The next day I parted with
him and went on my way.
131. My discouragements were so great,
that I was ready to leave the circuit, and I
would think within myself, I will go to my
appointment to-day and then go off; but being
refreshed during the meeting, my drooping
spirits would be revived, and I would be encouraged to go to the next. Thus it would be,
day after d a y ; sometimes I was so happy,
and the times so powerful, I would hope " the
winter was past and gone ;" but soon it would
return again. Thus I went on, during the
three first months of the circuit; at length, my
discouragements being so great, and inward
trials heavy, concluded to go farther into the
country and spend my time in the best manner
I could, about the neighborhood where my
sister lived.
132. December 15th, I rode fifteen miles to
Brattleborough. About this time on my way
I took a severe cold on my lungs, and almost
lo.st my voice, T'..e next day my friends advised me not to go to any other appointments,
as they thought it presumption; but I feeling
impressed on my mind, could not feel content to disappoint the people. Accordingly, in
the name of God, I set out in the hard snow
storm, and over the mountains, about ten miles,
and a solemn time we had. The storm still
continuing to increase, the snow had now
fallen about knee high, so that the mountains
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were almost impassable by reason of snow,
steepness, mud and logs; the people here
thought my life would be endangered by the
falling of trees, or the extreme cold in the woods,
as there was no house for several miles, and
the wind blew exceeding hard : however, out
I set, relying upon the strong for strength.
The snow being driven in banks more than
bell}' deep, I frequently was obliged to alight
and stamp a path for my horse : and though
I was much wearied and chilled, yet by the
goodness of God, I arrived at my appoinment,
fourteen miles. We had a good time, and I
did not begrudge my labor. I believe these
trials will be for my good, to qualify me for
future usefulness to others : and a secret conviction I feel, that if I prove faithful, God will
carry me through, and support me to see the
cause that should ensue.
133, After my arrival at my sister's I had
thoughts of spending my time principally in
study; but feeling it my duty to call sinners
to repentance, I could not enjoy my mind contented without travelling in the neighboring
towns, there being no Methodists in this part
of the world,
134, I went to Enfield several times during
my stay, (being first invited by auniversalian)
by which there seemed to be some good done.
Here I received an invitation to fix my residence among them, as their stated preacher.
This was somewhat pleasing to nature, as by
which I could have ease and acquire wealth ;
an elegant ntw meeting house being also read y ; but something would not suffer me to
comply.—I still feeling it my duty to travel, I
went into Canaan, Lyme, Dorchester, Orford,
Hebron, New-Lebanon, Strafford, Tunbridge,
Chelsea, Hartford, with many other adjacent
towns ; and the feather edge of prejudice removed, and some few were awakened and
hopefully converted to God,
135, 1797, June 4th, Vershire in Vermont,
I met with N. Snethen, who informed me that
he had seen / . Lee, and that I must come
down to the quarterly meeting ; and, said he,
" / , Lee disapproves of your travelling into so
many new places, and what will you do provided that he forbids your preaching ?" I told
him it did not belong to J. L, or any other man
to say whether I should preach or not, for
that was to be determined between God and
my own soul; only it belonged to the INlethodists to say whether I should preach in their
connexion ; but as long as I feel so impressed,
I shall travel and preach, God being my helper ; and as soon as I feel my mind released, I
intend to stop, let people say what they will.
But, said he, " What will you call yourself '?
the Methodists will not own you ; and if you
take that name, you'll be advertised in the
public papers as an impostor." Said I, " I
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shall call myself a friend to mankind." .Oh !
said he, for the Lord's sake don't; for you are
not capable of it—and not one of a thousand
i s ; and if you do you'll repent it, I sunk into a degree of gloominess and dejection—I told
him I was in the hands of God. and felt submissive ; so I bade him farewell and rode ten
miles on my way. The next day I rode fifty
miles to Charlestown, where I overtook / , Lee,
to my sorrow and joy * * * * * * * * * *
He mentioned some things, that if ever I travelled I must get a new recommendation from
my native circuit, or else not offer myself to
conference again,
136. We then rode to Orange quarterly
meeting; but J. Lee forbade P, W to employ
me any more, and then set off.* I ran after
him and said, if you can get no text to preach
upon between now and conference, I give you
Genesis xl, 14, and then turned and ran, and
saw him no more for some years, when we
met at Petersburg in Virginia.
137 I then returned home to my parents,
after an absence of eigh-t months; having
travelled more than four thousand miles,
through heat in the vallies, the scorching sun
beating down, and through cold upon the
mountains, and frequently whilst sleeping
with a blanket on the floor, where I could look
up and see the stars through the bark roof,
the fro.st nipping me so that I lost the skin
from my nose, hands and feet; and from my
ears it peeled three times—travelling through
storms of rain and snow ; this frequently drifted into banks, so that I had no path for miles
together, and was obliged at times to alight
and stamp a way for my horse for some rods;
at other times being engaged for the welfare
of .souls, after preaching in the dark evening,
would travel the chief part or the whole of the
night, journies from twenty to forty miles, to
get on to my next day's appointment; preaching from ten to fifteen times a week, and often-times no stranger to hunger and thirst in
these new countries; and though my trials
were great, the Lord was still precious to my
soul, and supported me through,
138, The preacher of Tolland circuit, (Evan \
Rogers, who since hath turned churchman)
after some close and solemn conversation, advised me to preach in my native town, and
providing I could obtain a letter of recommendation concerning my preaching gifts as well as
my conduct, he saw no hindrance why I should
not be received at conference. The thought
was trying, the cross was great, to think of
preaching before my old acquaintances and
relations; besides, my parents were opposed
to it, fearing how I should make o u t : however, there being no other way, and necessi
' This was the fourth time I had been sent home.
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tatefl thereto, the people flocked out from every
quarter, and after my feeble manner I attempted to perform, and I obtained a credential by
the voice of the whole society; which was approved of by the preachers at the quarterly
meeting; after which it was thought p o p e r
to send me to Granville circuit.
139. During my stay at and about home,
though I went into several other places, not in
vain to some souls, yet my trials were very great,
so that many almost whole night's sleep departed from me; I walked the floor and woods y/eeping, until I could weep no more, and wringing
my hands until they felt sore. When I was
in the north country, being under strong temptations to end my life, I went down to a river
to do it, but a thought of futurity darted into
my mind ; the value of my soul! oh! Eternity.
I promised and resolved that if God would
grant mestrength to resist the temptation, and
see my native land in peace, that I would discharge my duty to my friends; which he did,
and now my promise began to stare me in the
face,
140. I felt it my duty to visit from house to
house; but the cross was so heavy, I strove
to run round i t ; but the thorns be.sid^ the way
scratched m e : and to take up.one .end of the
cross it dragged hard ; here the old temptation
returned so powerful, that I durst not go from
one appointment to another alone, nor withont one to go with me, and sometimes to sleep
in the same room, lest I should end myself at
night; and for the ease and enjoyment of my
mind, I was necessitated and did visit about
sixty different families, and then set off to Granville circuit, under the care of Sylvester Hutchinson, with Smith Weeks and Joseph Mitchell.
Weeks was at first unwilling I should come
on the circuit, fearing how I would make out,
but seeing I was under trials, consented : accordingly I went round until I came to Suffield.
Upon my entering the neighborhood, falling
into conversation with an old man, he invited
me to hold a meeting at hishon,se : accordingly
I appointed to preach to the youth in the
evening; and went to my other appointment
not far off. The man of this house shut his
door and would entertain no more meetings.
This was a trial to me, not knowing what the
society would do for a place to ireet in.
141. When I began to meditate what I
should say to the youth, I could think of no
subject, and felt distressed, and was sorry I
had made the appointment.
142. I withdrew to a field to seek help from
the Lord; but I felt as if all the powers of
darkness Avere combined and compassed me
about.
143. When I saw the people began to collect, I thought I would have given the whole
world if I possessed it, that the meeting had

not been appointed, but as it was now given
out, and circumstances being as they were, 1
durst do no other than go to the house; I
Went with this burthen to the house, and
by an impression spoke iromcaJ.y from-the
words of Solomon, which mightily pleased
the youth at first. My burthen was soon gone;
the power of God seemed to overshadow the
people, as I turned the discourse upon the
judgment which the youth must be brought
into : and one of the ringleaders was cut to
the heart, and brought to seek God. Here a
good work broke out, and whei« about thirty
or forty used to attend, now the congregation
was increased to hundreds, and this wilderness
Seemed to bud and blossom as the rose.
144. In Northampton a society was collected likewise, though Methodists had not preached there before.
145. August 6th, after preaching in Conway, I went to Buckland ; and when the
people saw my youth, and were disappointed
of the preacher they expected, they despised
me in their hearts. However, God made bare
his arm, and I have reason to believe that
about thirty persons were stirred up to seek
God from this day.
146. The year past was remarkable for very
many persons complaining of uncommon trials
of min 1 from the enemy of souls, and scarcely
any revival to be heard of either in Connecticut, Massachusetts, or the upper part of New
York.
•147, The flame kindled and ran into several
neighboring towns,' and some hundreds of
souls professed to e.xperience the forgiveness
of their sins.
148. A great deal of Opposition, both from
preachers.and people, Baptists and Presbyterians, were in this quarter; professing to be
friends tp God and truth, whilst to us they
were secret enemies; seeking to get people
converted tq their way of thinking, and proselyted to their denomination.
149.. I dreamed one night, that I saw a field
without end, and a man and boy striving to
gather in the corn, whilst thousands of birds
were destroying it. I thought there was such
a nece,ssity for the corn to be gathered, that
let the laborers work ever so hard, the labor
would not wear out their strength until the
harvest was past.
150. This-'dream encouraged me l o g o on
in this work, and in the space of twenty-two
days, I travelled three hundred and fifty miles;
and preached seventy-six times: besides visiting some from house to house, and speaking
to hundreds in clasfs-meetings. In several
other places, there was a good revival likewise. At the quarterly meet:ng, I obtained a
CERTIFICATE, Concerning my usefulness and
conduct here, and as S." Hutchinson thought
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not proper to take all the prciac^ers to conference, concluded to leave me to lelp the rivivals, and that he would there transact my business for me, so I gave him my dismission from
Rhode Island, and my tW3 last recommendations to carry into conference.
151. September 19th, Conference began in
Wilbrahara : my case was brought forward,
to determine whether I should be admitted on
trial to preach, or sent home, or expelled.
152. / . Lee, and several others, of whom
some were strangers to my person, took up
hard against me, from say and hearsay; and
only one at first espoused my cause, (this was
Joseph Mitchell, with whom I had travelled
these la'^t few weeks,) after some time a second joined him. The debate was sharp and
lasted for about three hours: when Mitchell
and Bortwick could say no more, but sat down
and wept; which seemed to touch the hearts
of some: at length, it being put to the vote
whether I should travel or not; about twothirds of the conference were in my favor.
All that saved me, in this conference, from an
expulsion, was the blessing which had attended my labors ; but still those who were against
md would not suffer me to be admitted on trial,
nor my name printed in the minutes. One
said, if they acknowledged me fit to travel, why
not my name be put on the minutes ? if he be
fit for one, why not for the other, &c. So I
was given into the hands of S. Hutchinson, to
employ me or send me hone, as he should think
fit. He sent me a message to meet him on
Long Island, which I never received in time to
go ; and the first preacher, (Daniel Bromley,)
who came to me after conference, I asked
what had the conference done with me. He
replied, they have done by you, as they have
done by me; what's t h a t l said I. He replied,
they have stationed me on this circuit—and
that was all that I could get out of him concerning the matter; only he ordered me to
take his appointments round the circuit, whilst
he should go to see his friends, until he .should
meet me a,2;ain. Accordingly I set out to go
round the circuit,—I had been on my way but
a day or two, before I came to places where
the preachers, on their way from conference,
had been, and told the accusations against me,
and my rejection. Thus it was, day after day :
people telling me the same story,
153. From this circumstance, as the conference had given me no station, and Hutchinson^s
message not reaching me, I concluded I should
be sent home again ; as I had no license according to discipline, which one must have, if
his name is not printed in the minutes.
154. My trials were great; I was afraid I
should become in.sane; and seeir^g no chance
for my life, I publicly gave up the name of
Methodist, and as.signed the reason why, viz.
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because the preachers would not receive ma
as a brother to travel with them, &c., and was
resolved to set out for some distant part of'
America, out of sight and hearing of the Methodists, and get societies formed, and the l e x t
year come and offer myself and them to the
connexion, and take this method tc get my
character established; for J, Let had said, if
I attempted to travel in the name of a Methodist, without their consent, he would advertise
me in every paper on the continent, &c,, for an
impostor.
155. But now arose a difficulty from another
quarter; I had lost my great coat on the road
whilst travelling, and my coat was so worn
out that I was forced to borrrow o n e ; my
shoes were unfit for further service, and I had
not a farthing of money to help myself with,
and no particular/rzenrfs to look to for assistance. Thus one day whilst riding along, facing a hard, cold, northeast storm, very much
chilled, I came to a wood; and alighting from
my horse and falling upon my knees on the
wet grass ; I lifted up my voice and wept, and
besought (Jod either to release me from traveling and preaching, or else to raise me up friends.
My soul was refre.shed; my confidence was
strengthened, and I did. believe that God would
do one or the other: and true it w a s : people
a few days after this, of their own accord,
supplied all my necessities, and gave me a few
shillings to bear my expenses.
156. Jeremiah Ballard, whom I had esteemed as a pious man, was expelled at the Wilbraham conference, and as he represented it
to me, it was unjustly; he went with me to
the north, and a number of places he saw,
with me, the out-pouring of God's spirit: he
was minded to form societie,5, and call ourselves by the name of Separate Methodiats. I
told him, n o ; for God did own the Methodists,
and of course I durst not do any thing to their
injury. This caused a separation between him
and me: he formed societies on his own plan,
and afterwards I saw him no more; but by
what I could learn, he and his people differed,
and then he and some of them removed off to
the western country. It appears that the conference was under the necessity of excluding
him for a, foolish thing ; as he would show no
humility, but stubborn impenitence. 0 ! how
blessed is the spirit of meekness,
157 I accordingly left the circuit and set
off for the north : I had not gone far till I came
to Deerfield river : in riding through whicli,
the cakes of ice going down the stream, had
like to have cost me my life; but t.iis did not
discourage me ; I still went on my way, upwards of an hundred miles, till I came to the
town of Windsor, in Vermont; where God
poured out his Spirit, and several were turned
to him. I thought it not my duty to leave the
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young converts to the devouring wo.ves, but to dj my endeavors to get a revival or else to
to tarry a id strengthen them for a season; get the circuit broke up. So I went a visiting
and whilst here wrote back to some of my old the people, from house to house, all denomifriends, wl o told the preachers where I was nations, that were in the neighborhood, and
and what I was about; who wrote requesting where there was freedom, to exhort them colme to come back to a quarteriy meeting. At lectively or individually, as I felt in my mind,
first I concluded not to g o ; thinking what after joining in prayer.
162. Pittsiown, New York, w a s the first
should they want but to scold me; but feeling
it impressed upon my mind in a powerful man- place I thus tried on this circuit, and preached
ner, one evening, after holding two meetings, at night. Thus I did here, for several days
I called for my horse, and set out from Clare- successively, and it caused a great deal of talk.
mont, and continued travelling twenty-five Some said I was crazy; others, that I was
hours, excepting the times of baiting my horse, possessed of the devil; some said one thing,
during which space, I rode about an hundred and some thought another: many it brought
and seventeen miles, and got back to Conway out to hear the strange m a n ; and would go
on my old circuit; from hence, I proceeded to away cursing and swearing, saying, that I
Buckland, where was held the quarterly meet- was saucy and deserved knocking down, and
ing—and met the preachers, wishing to know the uproar was so great among the people,
that the half-hearted and lukewarm Methodists
what they wanted with me.
158. Hutchinson began to be very crabby were tried to the quick, and became my warm
and cross, seemingly at first, in his questioning opposers ; complaining of me to my travelling
me why I went away •? I assigned him as the companion, TIMOTHY DEWEY, whose mind at
reason, because that I had no c^iance for my first was prejudiced! However, it was not long
life. Why, said he, did you not receive the before I had the satisfaction to see some small
message I sent you, to come to me ? I replied, fruit of my labor here; which gave me enn o ; (not until it was too late, &c.) which I couragement to strive to raise the inquiry of
could hardly persuade him to believe at the the people to consideration : though the devil
should be raised round the circuit.
first.
163, In this place I visited about a hundred
159. L. Macombs asked, what I came back
for"? I told him, I was sent for, and I came families, some of them twice or thrice over.
to see what they wanted of me,—Said he, In Ashgrove, I walked about four miles, and
what do you intend to do"? I replied, I ex- visited every family in the way, and generally
pected to go back to the north; then he and met with a good reception, though the cross of
Hutchinson went and talked together. I was visiting thus was the hardest and happiest
sorry I had gone away, after I had found out that ever I took up. Wilson's hollow, which
the mistake, and Hutchinson's friendship for was surrounded by mountains, except one
me : accordingly in an.swer to a query which small entrance, by which I set out to go to an
was proposed, viz. what satisfaction can you appointment; and coming to a house, I felt
make ? I replied, that I was willing to ac- impressed to go in and pay them a visit; but
knowledge th:it I was sorry, but not guilty, as the cross being heavy, I strove to excuse myI did it in sincerity, not hearing soon enough self and go by, saying the other preachers who
of his message: which acknowledgment I are older in years and in experience and learnmade, first, in quarterly conference, before ing do not visit thus, and yet enjoy the comabout thirty preachers, leaders, and steward.?, forts of religion, and 1 will take them for my
with exhorters, and then he required it in a pattern; thinking it impossible that God should
public assembly of about eight hundred people. call me to such a peculiarity, who was so
weak and ignorant. Instantly, I felt distress
IGO. After which, I travelled several days,
in my mind : when I came to a second house
in company with iS. Huiclunson, who was goI felt impressed as above ; but still supported
ing to take me to Cambridge circuit; and on
my mind against it with the same arguments
the way, said he, " the conference have had a
—when I cast a look to the sky, and felt as if
great deal of talk and trouble concerning you,
God was about to revive religion there, and if
and now you are under my care, and you shall
I did not visit them, their souls would b« relive or die at the end of three months : if you
quired at my hand: it seemed as though the
are faithful and your labors blest, so that you
sun frowned upon me : accordingly, I rescivcan obtain a recommendation from the circuit,
ed, if the impression continued, that I would
all shall be well; but if no', 3 ou shall die.
go into the next house, and if I met good re161. After reaching the circuit, a saying I ception, that I would thus go through all the
remembered, viz, you had as good be hanged families in the hollow, which amounted to
for stealing an old sheep as a lamb, and find- about thirty in number. I called, and finding
ing the people in a very low state of religion, a good reception to my visit, I went to a seI was convinced that nothing but a revival cond and third, but was turned a w a y : to all
could save my life; i was therefore resolved

in the village, however I went, and some
thought one thing, and some said another;
however, they came out to hear a crazy man,
as they thought, and were struck with a great
fiolemnit}', w hilst I spoke from these words,
«' Thus saith the Lord, set thine house in order,
for thou shall die and not live." The second
and the third day, I held meetings likewise,
and said, at such a time, I hope to be here
again, God willing; and accordingly came,
and proposed a covenant to the people, if they
would attempt to pray three times a day, four
weeks, (on their knees,) I would remember
them thrice in the twenty-four hours during that
space, God being our helper, to perform; and
those who would endeavor to do it, to .signify
it b y . standing on their feet, and those who
would not, to keep their seats; for God is
about to revive religion here ; and those who
will put in for a share, may freely obtain, but
those who neglect will find to their sorrow.
164. About twenty rose up, to which I called God to witness, and whilst we were at
prayer, one who had not agreed, caught hold
of a loom to avoid falling down, whilst his
knees smote together. The evening after I
was gone, the youth assembled to take counsel about their souls; and were so concerned,
that the cries became general, and were heard
afar off: but eight persons found comfort before they disbanded.
165. To this place, Hutchinson came, just
after he reached the circuit, though I had not
heard of this effect of my labors.
166. Thus round the circuits I went, visiting
from house to house, getting into as many
new neigliborhoods as I could, and sparing no
character in my public declarations. Many
were offended at my plainness both of dress,
expressions, and way of address in conversation, about heart religion; so that the country
seemed to be in an uproar; scarcely one to
take up my cause, and I was mo>stly known
by the name of crazy Dow. At length, quarterly meeting came on in Welsh-hollow, and I
expected an expulsion, the uproar being so
great, as T. Dewey had come thirty miles to
give me a scolding for my conduct : to whom
I said, I make a conscience of what I do, and
for it, I expect to give an account to God : if
you should even turn against me, I cannot
hearken to you, in this matter. After which
God gave me favor in his sight; so that he
took my part, and defended my cause (round
the circuit, like a champion) to the lukewarm.
Unknown to me at first. Of him I was the
more afraid, as I knew that he had promoted
the expulsion of Ballard.
167. So I went to Hutchinson, and besought
him to exclude me, that I might go my way
and be of no more trouble to them; which he
refused, and gave me some sharp v^ards, and

said he would not; but that I should tarry on
that circuit another quarter, adding, but before
the quarter is up, I expect you'll leave the
circuit and run away : so we parted. But I
was resolved he should be disappointed in me
for once at least, if 30 more,
168. At Claridon and Castleton the society
were watching over me for evil, and not for
good. These two places, I visited likewise,
from house to house; next to Fair Haven,
where I met with hard speeches. Then to
Poultney, where was no regular preaching.
Here lived a young woman whom I began to
question about her soul; but met with cool
answers. Well, said I, I'll pray to God to
send a fit of sickness upon you, if nothing else
will do, to bring you to good, and if you won't
repent then, to take you out of the way, so
that you shall not hinder others.—Said she, if
you'll pray for such things as this, you can't
be the friend you pretend to be to my soul;
and I'll venture all your prayers, and was
much displeased, and so was her mother likewise. She soon began to grow uneasy and
restless, and went into one room and into
another, back and forth; then sitting down,
but could get no jvlief. The whole family,
except the father am one son, began to grow
outrageous towards n.e, which occasioned me
to go .seven miles late at night, for the sake of
family quietness,
169, Shortly afterwards the young woman
began to seek God, and with two of her sisters, were found walking in the ways of wisdom : and a societ}' was soon formed in the
place, although I saw them no more,
170. In Hampton and Skeinsborough, on
the .south end of lake Champlain, was some
revival, likewise.
171, Here was a woman who found fault
with me, for exhorting the wicked to p r a y ;
saying, the prayers of the wicked were an
abomination to the Lord. But I told her that
•loas home-made scripture ; for that there was
no such expre.ssion in the bible: and after
bringing undeniable passages to prove it was
their duty, I besought her to pray : sh" replied,
I cannot get time. 1 then offered to buy the
time, and for a dollar she promised she would
spend one day as I should direct, if it were in
a lawful way, provided she could get the day,
(she not thinking i was in earnest;) 1 then
turned to her mistress, who promised to give
her a day—then throwing a dollar into her
lap, I called God and about thirty persons present, to witness the agreement. She besought
me to take the dollar again, wljch I refused,
saying, if you go to hell, it may follow and
enhance your damnation. About ten days
elapsed, when her conscience roaring loud, she
took the day, and read two chapters in the
bible, and retired thrice to pray to (Jod to show
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175. From hence I went to Thermon's paher what she was, and what he would have
tent, and held several meetings, not in vain,
her to be, according to my directions.
172 Afterwards, I had the satisfaction to and riding across the branches of Hudson
hear that before night she felt distressed on River, I called the inhabitants together, and
account of her soul, and before long found the we had a refreshing season from the presence
comforts of religion. From thence I visited of the Lord. In eternity, I believe, some will
Kingsborough and Queensborough, where be thankful for that day.
176. After preaching at fort Edward, (where
many were brought to a sense of themselves,
one took fire mysteriously, and was burnt to
among whom was Solomon Moon.
173. One evening, just as I had dismissed death,) I went to East-town.—^Here the youth,
the assembly, I saw a man to whom my mind under plain dealing, would frequently leave
was impressed to go; and before I was aware the house. Accordingly, after procuring the
of it, I was breaking through the crowd ; and school house, I invited all the youth to come
when I had got to him, I said, " are you will- and I would preach to them; and the house
ing I should ask you a few serious questions I" was filled from end to end : and then placing
to which he replied, y e s : do you believe, (said my back against the door, (to prevent their
running away,) gave out the text, and did not
I,) there is a God "? said he, yes.
174. Q. DO you believe there is a reality spare, and was soon confirmed that God was
about to visit the place.
in religion 1
A. I am uncertain; but think we ought to
177 Solemnity rested on every countenance,
do as we would be done by.
and in the morning the congregation was treQ. Are you willing for some good advice 1 ble its usual number, and there was a shaking
among the dry bones. This neighborhood I
A. Yes.
Q, Supposing I shall give you some that visited from house to house likewise, and conyou can find no fault with the tendency ofit; versed personally with the youth, found that
sere you willing, and will you try to follow it about two-thirds of them were under serious
impressions, but durst not expose it to each
for four weeks 1
other for fear of being laughed at, (though
A. Yes, if it is no unreasonable request.
I then desired him not to believe what au- some fled from me to prevent being tallced to,)
thors, ministers, or people said, because they and in this private conversation, they promised
said so; but to search the Scriptures to seek to pray for a season, one of which broke her
for light and instruction there; to read but a promise and strove to escape my sight, but
little at a time, and read it often, striving to following her to a neighboring house, I sat in
the door and would not let her out till she
take the sense of it,
promised to serve God or the devil for a fort2dly. Not to stumble over the unexemplary
night; the latter she chose, saying, I can't
walk of professors of religion; nor the contrakeep the other: and I called God to witness,
diction of ministers' sermons; but to forsake
and said, I'll pray that you may be taken sick
not what other people thought was wrong,
before the fortnight's up—and left her.—Bebut what he himself thought to be wrong :
fore night she began to grow uneasy and was
and then to take his leisure time, and go where
sorry she made the promise, and soon broke
none would see him but God, twice or thrice a
it, and began to seek the salvation of her soul,
day, and upon his knees beseech the Almighty
and in about a week was hopefully converted
to give him an evidence within, that there was
.o God.
a heaven and a hell, and a reality in religion,
and the necessity of enjoying it in order to die
178, After I had gone through the visiting,
h a p p y ; and then, said I, I do not believe the in public meeting I set forth plainly the stale
time will expire before you will find an alter- of the youth, as abovementioned, and besought
ation in your mind, and that for the better.
them not to be afraid of each other, but to
continue seeking the Lord. And one evening
Q. Is the advice good or bad 1
A. I have no fault to find; the natural ten- whilst T. Dewey was exhorting, a flash of
forked lightning pierced the air, and rolling
dency of it is to good, if followed.
I then said, you promised, if the advice was thunder seemed to shake the house. Some
good, and you had no fault to find with it, screeched out for mercy ; some jumped out at
that you would follow it four weeks; and now the windows, and others ran out at the door.
I call God to witness to your promise so left
179. From this night the stir became visihim.
ble, and thirteen of the youth that night reHe wer.t away, and began to meditate how solved together to pursue religion, let their
he was taken in the promise before he was companions do as they would. A young man
aware of it, and for forty-eight hours neglect- by the name of Gideon Draper, said, "If I
ed it—when his conscience condemned him, can stand the crazy man, I will venture all
and for the ease of his mind was necessitated the Methodist preachers to convert me." And
to go and pray.
when I heard of his expression, faith sprang
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up in my soul, and I felt a desire to talk to
him; he objected, " I am too young;" but here
God brought him down, and he is n o v an
itinerant preacher.
180. As our quarterly meeting was drawing
near, eVery society round the circuit promised,
such a day, as much as their labor and bodily
strength would admit, to observe as a day of
prayer and fasting to God, that he would meet
with us at the quarterly meeting; which came
on June 20th, at Pittstown.
181. Here, after S. Hutchinson hsid fimshei
his sermon, / . Mitchell began to exhort, when
there commenced a trembling among the wicked : one, and a second, and a third fell from
their seats, and the cry for mercy became general ; and many of the backsliding professors
were cut to the quick ; and I think for eleven
hours there was no cessation of the loud cries;
no business of a temporal nature could be
done at this quarterly meeting conference.
182. The next day, Solomon Moon, who
had come more than forty miles, stood up in
the love feast and declared how he was caught
in a promise, and to ease his mind, was necessitated to fulfil, and within three days, found
the reality of what he had doubted ; and besought others not to be afraid of promising to
serve God: for, said he, I bless the day that
ever I saw the face of brother Dow. It was
curiosity, as he testified, which first induced
him to come out to hear him that was called
the crazy man. In this love feast, the cry began again and continued till within two hours
of sun setting, when I went off to an appointment, leaving about twenty who were resolved not to go away until they found pardon.
183. This day's meeting was a season not
soon to be forgotten, I have reason to believe, from observation round the circuit, that
not less than an hundred souls were blessed
and quickened here. N, B, It had continued
from nine in the morning,
184. During these la.st three, months, I had
si.x hundred miles to travel, in four weeks, besides meeting in class upwards of six hundred
members and spectators, and preaching seventy
or seventy-five times, and some visiting.
185. As we were enlarging this circuit, there
being a vacant place of upwards of sixty
miles, where I, with some trouble, got a few
places of preaching. As I was travelling, at
a distance I saw one dressed in black, whom
I overtook; and I asked, in our conversation,
ii he knew any thing of the Methodists and
their doctrine lately, in these parts. He was
a Calvinist Bapii.st preacher, and from my
dress and questions i.e supposed that I was no
preacher, but a stranger to the Methodists, so
he talkf.d just like a prejudiced Calvinist, about
them; and when he had found me out, he colored, and invited me to dine at an acquain-
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ance of h i s ; and I requested permission to
pray with them, which caused a surprise.—
" Prayers," thought they, " in the middle ol
the day!" Through this medium, the door v, as
opened at Brandon, where I made a covenant
with the people; here curiosity brought out
one of the chief men, a merchant) with his
proud niece, to hear, as he expectec; a great
man, but being disappointed in the ooks of
the person, was almost ready to go home; but
considering in his mind, I have come a mile
and a half distance, through a difficult road;
now I am here, I'll stay to the end. He rose
up in the covenant with his niece, not thinking what they were about, but seeing others
rise. I called God to witness to the covenant,
and went on my way. The consciences of
these two persons began to condemn them for
breach of promise; and to ease their minds,
were constrained to fulfil, and soon found comfort ; and they, with his wife, at the end of
four weeks, came out to*join society; and
twenty-two others followed their example the
same day: in nine days after, twenty-five
others joined likewise.
186. The commonalty said, the Methodists
have done some good, by turning the mind of
the blasphemer, from collecting in his debts,
to religion, and so we are kept out of jail.
187 In New Huntingdon, I made a covenant with the people, which proved not altogether in vain. Shortly after, about forty
were joined in class. This place, I visited
from house to house, with Hindssburg, Monkton, and Starksborough; where the wilderness
seemed to bud and blossom as the rose. 0 !
the joyful meetings we had in these new countries, will not soon be forgotten.
188. When in Willi.ston, an uncle of mine
with his family came out to hear, but behaved
very rudely, and strove to persuade me to
jeave the town, and have no more meetings
there ; for, said he, you'll break up our good
order.
189. From hence I proceeded to Richmond,
where was a woman, who being told by her
physician that death was now upon her, cried
out, why Dr. Marsh, you have been deceiving
me, promising me life and health, not letting
me know my danger, that I might prepare for
death. Twice I have been brought to the gates
of death, and promised God, if I might be restored, that I would serve him, and after recovering, broke my promise, ana went on m
the ways of sin ; and now I am brought to the
gates of death, and have not lime to repent:
and turning to a man in the company, said,
whilst the minister is preaching my funeral
sermon, know ye that my soul is in hell, and
then expired.
190. Here whilst I preached, some liked,
others mocked, and were unwilling to con-
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verse with me, lest I should ensnare them into a promise. From hence I crossed Onion
River (through some danger by reason of its
depth) to Und-rhill, where God gave me one
child in the go,spel, as I found next year.
From thence to Cambridge, vvhere I met with
some opposition, and crossing the river Demiles to Fairfield and Fairfax, where the people
were serious, but some afterwards spoke evil
of this way.
191. Thence to St. Albans, where one made
disturbance in meeting, which I reproved. After meeting, he said, if I did not make him satisfaction, by a public acknowledgment that
I had abused him, he would prosecute me at
law. I defied him to do his worst, knowing
that the law was in my favor; then, said he,
lay out for the worst. In another meeting,
although he thought himself a gentleman, he
came in and publicly attempted to wring my
nose ; but I dodging my head, his nand slipped
b y ; and though I was a stranger, a man attempted to take my part, so I was forgotten
by the first; the wrangle in words was so sharp
between them, that the woman of the house
turned him out of doors.
192. The next day he waylaid me until he
was tired and chilled, and went in to warm
himself, and just then I rode by the house
where he was.
193. I puached m Swanton, likewise, and
though I had many iritics, and was puljlicly
opposed by three Baptist preacheis, yet three
persons dated their conviction and conversion
from this meeting: at the close of it, I appealed to the people that I had proved every disputed point from the Scriptures ; whereas my
opponents had not brought one whole passage of
Scripture, in support of their assertions: so having first recommended them neither implicitly to
believe me nor my opponents, but to search
the Scriptures for their own information, we
parted. But the Baptists held a-council amongst
them.selves, and came to a conclusion, that it
was best to come no more to hear such false
doctrine, as they deemed mine to be. From
Canada, I visited all the towns on the Lake
shore to Orwell, to my uncle Daniel Rusts,
and God was with me on the way.
194. The circuit was now divided, and I
was to take the part which lay towards Albany.
195. September 10th, having travelled on
foot the preceding week, about ninety miles,
and preached nearly twice a day, I thought
that something broke or gave way in my
breast. I borrowed a horse and proceeded
from Wells to Danby. Whilst speaking in
tne chapel, my strength failed and 1 gave over,
and brother Lobdel concluded the meeting.
196. To his house I went, but was soon
confined to the floor with a strong fever, being

destitute of money, bound in body, and but
one room in the house, and several children
in the family; and the walking across the floor,
(the sleepers being long) caused a springing
which gave me much pain, as I had but one
blanket under me. A wicked physician was
employed, without my consent, whose prescriptions I did not feel freedom to follow;
but being over-persuaded by some who wished me well, I at length complied, and found a
very bad effect attended: being in this situation, I began tc meditate what course to take,
knowing that unless I could get help soon I
miist die.—vVhen I recollected an account I
had heard of a man in a fever, who was given
over to die; and by persuading his watcher
to give him plentifully of cold water, which
was contrary to orders, he recovered in a few
hours. I endeavored to follow the example,
by asking it in tea cups full, from both of my
watchers alternately, (so that they should not
mistrust my intention, lest they should withhold it from me) as they waked up in the night,
until I had taken twenty-four cups, which promoted a copious perspiration, and the fever
left me,; but I was so weak that I could not
bear the noise and shaking; and the extremes
from heat and cold, occasioned by fire .being
sometimes large and sometimes nearly out.
The man of the house with / . Mitchell, wjre
now gone to the conference at Granville, I
hearing of another family of Methodists who
were rich, persuaded a young man without
religion, to make a bier and sew a coverlet
upon it; with which, (the neighbors being
called in) they carried me up and down hills,
(like a corpse) several miles to the rich man's
house, where I expected the best attendance;
but, alas ! I was much disappointed, for they
seemed unwilling to assist me with nursing or
necessaries; neither could I send to where I
had friends, by reason of the distance. Here
I despaired of life, and some who vi^ere no
friends to my manner of conduct, reported that
I was dead, from which it appeared, they
wished it were the case. This report gained
much ground, and circulated for some hundreds of miles; so that my parents heard of it,
and believing it, gave me up for dead, and my
sisters dressed in mourning, and the preachers
on hearing it so credibly, ventured to preach
my funeral sermon in several places where I
had travelled.
197. The first relief that I got during this
illness, was from a Quaker, (a namesake of
mine, though no relation) who had accidentally
heard me preach.
198. He came ten miles to see me, on hearing I was sick; I hinted to him concerning
my situation; he went away and the next day
came again, and brought a quart of wine, a
pint of brandy, a pound of raisins, and half a
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pound of loaf sugar. These articles seemed
to give me new strength, but were soon out.
My nurse, who was a spiritual child of mine,
offer.-d to get me what I had need of at her
own cost; but she having herself and two
child; en to maintain by her labor, being forsaken by her husband, my heart was so tender
that I could not accept of her kind offer. Then
she prevailed upon the man of the house, with
much difficulty, to get me a bottle of wine.
The reason (I suppose) they were so unwilling
to supply me with what I stood in need of,
was because they expected no recompense,
199. The floor over head was loose boards,
on which they poured day after day, baskets
of apples and Indian corn in the ear; which
with the working of a loom, and spinning
wheels in an adjoining room, besides the cider
mill near at hand, all together, caused such
noises as in my very weak state distressed me
much. In addition to the above, the youth
of the neighborhood made noisy visits, without
restraint from the family.
200. A man who had heard of, but never
seen me, came fifteen miles to know my state,
and gave me a dollar. Soon after, two men
who had heard that I was dead, and then alive,
and dead again, came about thirty miles to
find out the truth concerning me, I was glad
to see them, and would take no denial, until
they promised to come with a wagon and
take me away : which they were unwilling to
do, thinking that I should die by the fatigue,
but at length consented.
201. The wagon came, and a message from
a young woman, that if I would come to her
father's house, the best of care should be taken
of me. Her .name was Mary Switzer.
202. I waited thirty-six hours for the rain
to abate, but seeing it did not, I persuaded
them to wrap me in a coverlet, and with straw
under and over me we set out—and over rugged hills and mountain.?, carried me twentyseven miles in eight hours, to the house where
I was invited; and beyond their e.xpectation
I received no harm. At this time I was so
weak, that I was obliged to be carried; not
being able even to stand alone.
203. The young woman made good her promise, and the young friends who had joined
society when I was in this part before, spared
no pains for my comfort—.she being up with
me four and five times every night, whilst I
was still despairing of life. One evening as
the young people were holding a prayer meeting in the adjoining room, a thought came int o m y mind, " Why is not God as able now to
raise me to health as those in primitive days •?"
something answered, " He is;" why is he not
as willing'? something replied, " H e is;" another thought arose, " Why don't he do it •?" the
answer was, "because you lack faith:" It
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struck my mind, " i s faith the gift of God ? or
is it the creature's acf?" the reply was, "the
power to believe is the gift of God; but the
act of faith is the creature's." I instantly
strove to see if I could act faith; and I did believe, if the young people which were in the
room, would intercede with God, faithfully
during that week, that God would, in answer
to many prayers, restore me to health.
204. I made this request of them, if consistent with God's will. About two hours afterwards I fell asleep, and had a singular dream,
by which I was convinced I should see my
native town in peace once more ; and within
fifteen hours after I perceptibly began to amend,
and by the goodness of God, after about ten
weeks' confinement, from the beginning of my
illness, I was able to ride alone.
205. During this illness I was frequently
asked if I did not repent having exposed myself to such toils and hardships, through the
year past 1 I replied, no—if it was to do, I
would do it again; it brought me such peace
and consolation, that now my very soul was
lifted up above the fear of death, so that the
grave appeared lovely.
206. What I wished to live for, was principally these—first, to attain to higher degrees
of holiness here, that I might be happier hereafter ; and secondly, I felt the worth of souls
to lie near my heart, and I desired to be useful
to them. What I desired to die for, was to
get out of this troublesome worid, and to be at
rest with saints above,
207. I obtained a letter of recommendation,
.signed by above thirty local preachers, stewards, and class leaders, &c. concerning my
usefulness and moral conduct; which T. Dewey carried to the conference, and gave his
opinion concerning me: when nine others and
I were admitted on TRIAL. My name was now
printed in the minutes, and I received a written license from Francis Asbury, Then said
S, Hutchinson to J, Lee, this is the crazy man
you have been striving to kill so much.
208. November 20. I set off with brother
Dewey, for the north, though still .so weak that
I could neither get on or off my horse alone.
209. In Argyle, we had a solemn season :
then we parted and I re-visited Thermon's patent and Queensborough : after which I rode
twenty-three miles, facing a cold north-east
snow storm; 1 think the hardest that ever I
was exposed to : even wild geese could not
keep their course, but flew round and round.
The next day but one, I rode through Rutland
thirty-six miles to Brandon : stayed a week;
met the societies; preached fifteen times and
bade them farewell, and returned southward,
visiting some places until the quarterly meeting came on.
210. I took my leave of the classes and
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people in the different places, taking them to
record that I had spared no pains, either by
night or day in public or in private, to bring
them to good; and if they did not repent, I
should apjiear against them at a future day,
calling the sun, moon and stars, with the fowls
of the air and the beasts of the field to witness
against them, that my skirts were pure from
all their blood.*
211. December 27th, I puked almost to
death before it could be stopped; but far be,' yond expectation, God enabled me to speak at
night. On the 29th, I held three meetings,
which appeared not in vain. On the 29th, our
quarterly meeting began in Ashgrove, where I
was complained of, and was whipped (in
words) by brother Hutchinson for jealousy.
212. The next day we had a refreshing season and about two hundred communicants;
and after giving them my farewell, I felt as
pure from the blood of the people as if I had
never been called to preach.
213. During my stay upon these two circuits, in ten months, about six hundred were
taken into society, and as many more went off
and joined the Baptists and Presbyterians.
214. From thence I started with brother
Sabin for the South, I rode through Bennington, in a cold storm; through tedious drifts of
snow, to Williamstown.
215. January 1st, 1799. I again renewed
my covenant to be more faithftil to God and
man than I had been. I proceeded to Stockbridge, and met my friend Hubberd, who was
to go where I had come f."om, and I to supply
his place on Pittsfield circuit, while brother
Sabin was to go to Litchfield. This circuit was
in a very low situation, and the most despised
of any in New England; and as they had frequently sent complaints to conference against
their preachers, I at first refused to go to it,
lest I should be injured by false brethren,
knowing that J, Sawyer, with whom I was to
travel, had been prejudiced again.st me. But
upon conditions that Dewey and Sawyer would
stand by me, as far as consistent with truth
and discipline, I consented to go.
216. On the 3d, I began to pursue the circuit regularly, after my irregular manner, to
sinners and lukewarm professors, with backsliders.
217. From Lenox, going across the mountains to New Canaan, I met with a loss, and
had like to have perished with the cold and
snow dnfts.
218. 6th. 1 preached in Pittsfield: the membeis were high in profession, but low in hearttheir prejudice being great, they did not invite
me to their houses, but were sorry I came on
the circuit.
* I ha -e not seen them lince.

219. 7th. Wind.sor. In the lukewarm class,
the power of God was felt. From hence to
Adams and Stanford, where revivals soon
broke out, but the Baptists did us much harm,
pretending to be friends; but with the reprobation doctrine opposing as enemies behind
our backs.
220. Thence through Clarksburgh to Pownal, where the people were once engaged in
religion, but now were hardened; so we gave
up the place.
221. Thence to Hoosac, where several were
cut to the heart, and shortly after a beautiful
society was formed. This town being large,
I went into several other parts to break up
fresh ground.
222. One day, a man said to me, "fourteen
months ago I met you coming out of Troy;
and you, after inquiring the road, asked, was
my peace made with God ? 1 replied, I hope
so ; (knowing it was not) for which my conscience condemned me ; but the pride of my'
heart would not suffer me to acknowledge that
I lied: and you, after giving me good advice,
went on your w a y ; which advice has not left
me yet: and now I am resolved to serve God
the remainder of my life." This was an encouragement to me, not to be discouraged, as
bread thrown on the waters is found after many
days,—Hence I went to Troy, where was
some revival in the class. Thence to Greenbush, where a glorious work of God began.
223. The second time I went to this place
the people flocked out by hundreds, to hear
the strange man preach up his principles. I
told the people that God had promised me two
souls to be converted from that d a y ; and if
my labors were not acknowledged, they might
brand me in the forehead with the mark of
liar, and on the back with the mark of hypocrite,
224. They watched my words. However,
two v.-ho were in the assembly thought, oh! j
that I might be one of these t w o ; and .shortly
after both found pardon. A reprobation preacher sought to do us much harm, when I publicly
besought God, if he was a true minister, to,
bless his labors, and make it manifest: but if
he had jumped presumptuously into the work,
that God might remove him so that he should
not hurt the people. Shortly after he fell into a scandalous sin, and so his influence was
lost.
225. At Canaan-gore, a number of backsliders and sinners were brought to a sense of
themselves, and joined in a class; one of whom
invited me to preach in Green River meeting
house, as we had a right to it two days in the
year.
226. The time arrived; the peo^ le came out,
and I w e n t ; but having a hard day's journey
of twenty-five miles, and to preach'ifive times,
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aind to speak to three classes, I had to be in
earncsi;.
227. As I entered the meeting house, having an old borrowed great coat on, and two
ha*s, the people were alarmed, and thought it
singular that 1 did not bow to every pew as I
went towards the pulpit, which was the custom there. Some laughed, and some blushed,
and the attention of all was excited. I spoke
for about two hours, giving the inside and outside of Methodism.—Many, I believe, for that
day, will be thankful, though I was strongly
opposed by a reprobationist in the afternoon.
My liat being taken from me without my consent, and two others forced upon me, I was
carrying one to give a young man.
228. In New Concord, religion being low, I
vi.?ited the people three miles, taking every
house, and (being persuaded) I told the people
that God would soon surely revive his work ;
which words they marked and sought to do
me harm, as instantly the work did not appear.
229. I besought God in public, that something awful might happen in the neighborhood,
if nothing else would do to alarm the people.
For this prayer many said I ought to be punished.
230. A company of young people, going to
a tavern, one of them said, I will ride there as
Chri,st rode into Jerusalem : instantly his horse
started, ran a distance, and threw him against
a log. He spoke no more until he died:
which was next morning,*
231. In this neighborhood, the young people assembled again to a gingerbread lottery ;
and I preached from—" if they hear not Moses
and the prophets; neither will they be persuaded, though one rose from the dead,"—
They were so struck, that the fiddler who they
employed, had nothing to do.
232. At length the revival appeared visible,
and tlie mouths of gainsayers were shut:
numbers were added to cla.ss,
233. On my way to Spencertown, at a distan'-e, I discovered a place in a hilly country,
whf re I thought God would immediately revive
his work. Coming to a house, 1 inquired my
road, but found I had' gone out of my way ;
but_ upon being righted, I came to the place
which just before I had seen from the top of
a_ mountain, where I thought God would rerive his work.
234. 1 began immeliately to visit the neighborhood from house to house. The people
thought it strange, (I being a stranger.) and
came out to see where it would end.
235. Here too it was soon reported I was
crazy, which brought many out to the different
meetii.gs : amongst whom was an old man.
* His nam* w u PaZenrtn*
V—:
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who came to hear for himself, and to.d the
congregation that I was crazy, and advised
them to hear me no more. I replied, people
do not blame crazy ones for their behavior;
and la.st night I preached from the word of the
Lord; but when I come again I will preach
from the word of the devil. This tried our
weak brethren: however, the people came out
by hundreds to hear the new doctrine. I spoke
from Luke iv. 6, 7, and an overshadowing season we had of the divine presence, I besought
the family to promise to serve God; but upon
receiving a refusal, my soul was so pained
with concern on their account, that I could not
eat my breakfast, and set out to go away in
the rain. Conviction seized the minds of the
family ; they followed me at a distance with
tears, and made me the promise, and not altogether in vain. Here the society was greatly
enlarged ; those that were in darkness were
brought into marvelous light.
236. In Alford, ^ preached Methodism, inside and outside.—Many came to hear; one
woman thought I ai.Tied at her dress. The
next meeting she ornamented far more, in order that I might speak to her. But I in my
discourse took no notice of dress, and she
went away disgraced and ashamed.
237. The brethren here treated me very
coldly at first, so I was necessitated to pay for
my horse keeping for five weeks : and being
confined a few days with the ague and fever,
the man of the house not being a Methodist, I
paid him for my accommodation.
238. I had said in public that God would
bless my labors there; which made the people
watch me for evil and not for good. I visited
the whole neighborhood from house to house,
which made a great uproar among the people.
However the fire kindled; the society got enlivened, and several others who were stumbling at the unexemplary walk of professors,
were coiivinced and brought to find the realities of religion for themselves. When leaving
this place, I was offered pay for my expenses,
but I refused it, saying, if you wish to do me
good, treat the coming preachers better than
j'ou have done me.
239. Stockbridge, Here the minister of the
place had done his endeavors to influence the
people to shut the preachers out of the town:
but by an impression I went into one part, and
by an invitation to another; and though the
opposition was great from the magistrates and
quality, yet they found no way la expel us
out of the place; but iiie revival began, and
several were stirred up to seek God. Now
reprobation lost ground: the eyes of many
were enlightened to see a free salvation offered to all mankind,
240. In Lenox the society and people wen
much prejudiced at first, but the former quick
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These visits were not
ened afresh. Here lived a y W

^-a^;^,^"^

this time
246. 29th. I rode thirty miles, preaching
L J l others Her parents besought me to say
and others. ^ ^
her soul, lest she .should twice on the road, to Hancock ; which place
nothing to her about ne
,
^
^^
I had visited extensively, it being newly taken
into the circui;, and about forty persons joined
in the class. Our quarterly meeting coming
for wisdom
chapter every day till my return four on, the congregation was so large, we were
.:
t h i s bible:"
I^^^'** '" she
«"'^ constrained to withdraw to the woods; for no
TeL:
h e n^T " rT.n
n give"you
this
thinking I was in jest, said she would, I in- building we had would contain them. It was
stantly gave it to her, at which she blushed. At a powerful time indeed, and many were remy return, as she said she had fulfilled, I re- freshed from the presence of the Lord.
247. My state of health being so low, I
quested a second promise; which was that
she would pray twice a day in secret another bade them farewell until we should meet in a
four weeks. She said, you'll go and tell it future world, as I expected to see them no more
round if I d o : which I assured her I would on earth.
248. I took them all to record, that my
not, if she would only grant my request; said
she, I'll retire, but not promise to kneel, so we skirts were pure from all their blood, as I had
parted. At the expiration of the time I came spared no pains to bring them to good.
round the circuit here again, and requested one
249. When I at first came on this circuit, I
promise more, viz. to pray once a day kneel- felt like one forsaken, as they all appeared
ing, which I would not take a denial of: and to be sorry to see me, and almost unwilling to
to get rid of my importunity, she promised; feed me or my horse. For all my toil here,
and before the time expired she was convinced I received ten dollars, when my extra expenses
of the necessity of being made holy, and was were upwards of six pounds; so that when
willing that all the world should know of her leaving it, I was sixteen pounds worse in cirresolution to serve God during life*
cumstances than when coming: yet it afforded
241. I visited Pittsfield extensively, and had me comfort that I could leave them in peace
the satisfaction to see the Methodists and and have a joyful hope of enjoying some of
others stirred up to serve God. Now they them as stars in my crown of glory, which I
oflfered me presents, which I refused, saying, expected soon to obtain.
the next preachers invite home and treat well,
250. As the preachers who had just come
for my sake.
from conference told me that my request was
242. In Bethlehem, whilst preaching, I was rejected, and my station was on the bounds of
suddenly seized with puking, and expected to Canada; this information grieved me at first,
however. I consented to go according to orexpire. Here also God revived his work.
243. Conference drawing near, and finding ders, after I had visited my native town.
251. Leaving this circuit, to which there
that my food did not nourish and strengthen
me as heretofore, I was convinced that unless were added one hundred and eighty, and aboUl
I could get help, I must be carried off the stage. five hundred more under conviction for sin, I
I accordingly wrote to conference concerning set off for Coventry, and riding through Granmy state, and requested permission to take a ville circuit, it caused me to weep and mourn
voyage to sea, as I had no hope of escaping when I saw some who were awakened when!
any other w a y ; and IRELAND lay particularly was there, now in a backsliden state.—Oh!
on my mind. Feeling a particular desire to the harm done by the laziness and unfaithfulvisit Lansingburgh and Albany, which the ness of preachers. But some who were alive
preachers had restrained me from going to, I then, are alive still, and I trust to meet them
embraced the opportunity whilst they were in a better world.
262, July 3d. I reached my native town,
gone to conference.
244. June 17th, I preached five times and and found my parents and friends well in
rode thirty-five miles. On the 18th, I rode body, but low in religion. Next evening I
fifty-five miles; preached five times, and spoke preached; many flocked out to hear th#
to two classes. On the 19th I preached six preacher who had arose from the dead, as was
Umes and rode twenty-five miles. On the 20th the common say.
253. I told the people, once I was opposed
I preached twice and went to Albany, and
preached eight nights successively, one ex- by them about preaching: I have come home
before now to see you and bid you farewell
cepted, which I improved in Lansingburgh.
245. In the day time, I went to Coeyman's for a season; but now I have come home, not
a cousining, as some children do to see their
* A faw ytargfcfl9ishe died happy
parents, but to disehaige my duty and bid you
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farewell once for a l l ; and if God does not
rive me seals of my labor, you may still say
he has not called me to preach.
254. I went to New London, to see if the
salt water would do me any good, and coming
through Norwich I met with a cool reception
from the society: but in New London all
seemed friendly. We had several powerful
meetings; two were awakened and one found
pardon during my stay.
255. I besought God to let me preach one
funeral sermon in my native town; where,
having visited many, I preached in about
twenty different houses. Having spent about
four weeks, the time drew near when I must
set off,
256. The class-leader, S. Parker, having
received a wound, bled to that degree, that he
died in consequence of it, happy in the love
of God.
257. I took leave of the dear families of my
acquaintance, and, August 4th, preached the
funeral sermon to many hundreds of people ;
both gentry and commonalty were drawn out
by curiosity to hear one of their native town,
whom they had heard so much about; thinking it would do to go to a funeral, when it
would not to go to another of my meetings;
taking the funeral for a cloak.
258. After discharging my duty as God
gave me strength, to old and to young, to professor and non-professor, I said, ye all see the
decline I am in, and take you to record my
walk and conversation since 1 fir,st professed
religion, and my faithfulness to you now;
and if God permit, I intend to see you again
at the end of eleven months; but it is impressed on my mind as though I should never
see yoH in tim?, (unless it .-ihould be in answer
to many prayers,) I therefore bid you farewell
till the judgment day; and then taking my
youngest sister bj' the hand, (from whom 1
nad obtained a proiriiso to piay twice a day
till I should be twenty-two years old, reminding her of my dream, she then being in the
height of fashion.s, pleaded she would have
none to go with her; I said, 1 myself had
to go alone, and was enabled to endure—
and you, after I am two and twenty, if tired
of the service of God, can turn back, and the
devil will be willing to receive you again,
then tears began to roll,) bade her farewell,
and strive to apjiear to meet me in heaven,
and rather than have her turn back to tin,
would come and preach her funeral sermon.
Another sister, and my mother, and brother-inlaw, I shook hands with likewise. My father's trials were so great, he withdrew, (1
suppose to weep:) and then mounting my
horse, all this being in the sight of the assembly, and the sun shining from the western sky,
I called it to v/itness against that assembly if
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they would not repent, that my skirts were
pure from their blood; and then putting the
whip to my horse, I rode off forty miles that
evening before I dismounted. On the 5th, 1
rode seventy miles to Chesterfield, A family
with whom I was acquainted, being, as I
thought, unwilling to receive me, I went to
the next house and so pleaded that they lock
me in.
259, The next day I rode si.xty-four miles to
Hanover, and the day after .saw my brother-inlaw and two sisters; to whom I discharged
my duty, and left them and went to Vershire.
260, A swelling appearing on my horse's
leg, 1 left him and borrowed another to reach
my circuit. On my way across the mountain,
I preached in Berry, and the power of God
was present. The next morning, crossing
Onion river, reached my circuit at Essex,
being two hundred and fifty miles from my
parents. Cold winter now approaching, my
clothes considerably worn and few; and no
way apparently to get any more, having but
one penny in my pocket, and a stranger in a
strange land ; and unless God gives me favor
in the sight of the people, shall have to walk
on foot. My trust is still in God ; my mind is
solemnly stayed upon him, and I do believe he
will bless me here by numbers,
261, I met brother Sabin, (a local preacher,
who came to my assistance,) in Jericho, After meeting, we set off (whilst one rode the
other went on foot) to Fletcher: here a powerful work of God immediately broke out.
The next day, we swam the horse across the
river Demile, ourselves crossing in a canoe,
proceeded through a wood without any path,
for some miles, and late at night came to Fairfield, about thirty miles in all, JMy body was
weary, but my soul was happy
262, It was not long until I was sorely
tempted to desist from travelling, and wait till
my change come, but then con.5idering the
value of souls, I am constrained to exert the
little strength 1 have,
203, On hearing brother Sabin preach in
Shelden, I was comforted. The next day, we
crossed Canada line into Dunn's Patent: here
God began a good work. From thence to the
Dutch manor, brother Miller's, where I had
been before,
264. I held meeting, and a proud young
woman was stirred up to seek the Lord, and (
found comfort—and borrowing a horse, I went
to break up fallow ground, and proceeded to
Dunham, towards Mumphrey Magog Lake,
and held meetings in different parts of the
town. Some were angry, and spake evil of
the vi'ay, and some were serious and tender,
and desired to hear again. The people in
this part of the world, were the offscouring of
the earth, some having ran hither for debt,
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Others to avoid prosecution for crimes, and a
271. During my walking, I found onethird character had come to accumulate money. fourth of a dollar, and reasoned why I found
These were like sheep without a shepherd, this ? I have not had any for some time past.
having only two ministers, one of whom be272. I had to walk from Dunn's patent to
lieved one principle and preached another. the bay, which was about ten miles, the nighHence I wen. to Sutton, and got into three est way, on which lived but few inhabitants:
parts of the town ; in two of which, there was I set out, hoping to get through that nighty but
a prospe^,t of much good; but in the other, falling short by reason of weakness, came to
reprobationism shut up the hearts of the people, a house and requested they would guide me
and I must speak there no more,
through the woods, but in vain : I then en265, Returning through these places tc treated liberty to tarry under their roof all
Mussisque bay, the jirospect ef good increased. :iight, as it had now become dark, and imposFrom thence I proceeded round the north end sible for a stranger to keep the road, it
of the bay to the west side, as far as I could being narrow and miry, and closed overhead
find inhabitants. The roads were so sloughy by the branches of the thick topped trees: beand miry that they were almost impassable; sides, it was exceedingly dangerous, by the
however, I got places to accommodate the in- flocks of bears, which were uncommonly nuhabitants for meetings, all along. Here, for merous this fall; but at first my entreaties
thirty miles, there was no preaching until I were in vain : then remembering the piece of
came : but the Lord made bare his arm,
money which I had found, I offered it to them
266, Returning I held meetings at the same for the privilege, which on this condition I
places, and found the prospect to increase. obtained. The next morning, with much difThen going up the lake shore, holding meet- ficulty, 1 got through to a friend's house.
ings where I had the year past, until I came
273. After breakfast, I obtained a horse,
round to Fletcher; here the work increased. and set out to fulfil my appointments round
Hence I proceeded through Johnston, up river the bay, which were five. Far beyond my
Demile to Morristown, Here the people had expectation, I was enabled to go through
not heard a sermon for two years; we entered these, riding twenty-five miles that day, and
into a covenant to serve the Lord; and many visiting the isle of Noah and Hog island, (in
I were keenly convicted, and their hearts were the latter of which I held the first religious
meeting, that was ever in i t ; and a solemn
like wax before the sun.
267. Hence to Stowe, where for three miles time it was,) I returned to the Dutch manor
I could get no house at first; night drawing and sold my watch, saddle and portmanteau.
on, I scarcely knew what to do, as the fami274. For some months past, I had no hope
lies would not take me in ; but at length I met of recovering from my declining state, unless
a company of men, who had been marking out it were by a long voyage to sea, but the imlanil in the woods ; to these I made known my possibility of it, as / thought, was so great that
errand ; and they invited me to go back about f rejected the idea. But it being strongly imtwo miles; and the house was soon filled with pressed these few weeks past, if that I tarrieJ
people, and solemn times we had that evening I should die according to the dream ; but that
and the next morning,
if I were to cross the ocean to Ireland, it would
268. Ten years ago, this was an howling be the the means which God did clioose to
wilderness, inhabited only by wild beasts, and bless to the restoration of my health, and prenow contained near one hundred families. servation of my life for future usefulness, for
Oh ! wliat an alteration there is in the earth. some particular end unknown to me. But
209. From hence 1 went to Waterbury, on when 1 considered the dangers by sea, by rea()nion river, where a reprobationist gave me son of storms and tempests, at that season of
the^e words to preach from : " No man can he year, and of being taken by pirates or pricome to me except the Father who hath sent me 'ateers, into whose hands I might fall in this
draw him." The Lord loosed my tongue, and .leclining state, and what care would be shown
good I believe was done.
me I did not k n o w : and supposing I were
270, From thence, I returned to Mussisque even to get well to Europe, what might follow
bay, under trials and discouragements of mind, I did not cleariy foresee : the country being iu
but was revived on meeting brother Sabin. scarcity, with great disturbances, and who
As I could not readily find a horse to borrow, would receive me I could not tell--an.1 if reI set out on foot towards Magog: but my jected by all, having no trade to pursue, I saw
.body being weak, I disappointed one congre- nothing but that death would follow. These
gation, to my sorrow, but reached t*^" next things weighed so heavy in the balance of
day's appointments in Sutton and Dunham, reason, that I rejected the impression, and
an(l God gave me favor in the sight of some, threw it out of my mind as a temptation : it
who v/ith horses conveyed me to the several returned with more force, and pursued me
places.
from day to day. By nourishing it, 1 had .'
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peace ; and by rejecting it, depression, which
caufsed great distress; so that many hours of
my sleep departed from m e This I made
kncwn to the preachers and some others, who
had importuned me to tell them what was the
matter.
275. After being informed, all with one
voice entreated me not to entertain such a
thought as coming from God; seeing that my
labors were here acknowledged, and that there
was a prospect of an universal revival:
Wherefore, it is inconsistent (said they) that
he could require you to go away three thousand miles, into a strange country, without
friends, leaving the circuit in this situation,
(forfeiting the confidence which the conference have place-d in you, by giving you the
care of the circuit,) and none to supply your
place.
276. These arguments were powerful, and
so confounded me, that I could not answer
them : still there was something in my mind
that said, go, and by putting it away 1 could
get no peace.
277. September 26th. I preached in Highgate, Swanton, and St. Albans, for the last
time; in Georgia and in Milton likewise : in
the latter, I once made a covenant, which they
broke, and afterwards they hated me so, that
they could not bear to see me,
278. 28th. Our quarterly meeting began in
Essex, I made my exercise known, and the
declining state I was in, to S, Hutchinson and
J. Mitchell, who would hearken nothing to i t ;
but brought up the above mentioned arguments, I besought for a certificate, concerning
my moral conduct, but was refused, with a
strict injunction not to go. >S^. Hutchinson
said, I shall appear like a fool in the eyes of
the conference, for supporting your cau.se in
the manner I have done, as some said that you
would never prove true to the connexion,
which, by going away, will appear to be the
case. But if you'll tarry, as I ever, have been,
so I still will be your friend; and the next
conf-irence, your probation will be en.le.!, and
you will be ordained. 1 bid him farewell,
giving him Hezekiah's lamentation—Isaiah
x.xxviii. 9, &c,—He gave me Paul's chai'ge to
Timothy, and so we parted, after that I had
given my farewell to the people,
279. I now proceeded to fulfil what appointments I had made for myself; riding with
J, M, to Fletcher. He again entreated me for
his, aid my, and the work of God's sake, to
tarry, saying, " If you go away arvl leave us
thus, I believe the curse of God will follow
you ;" and kneeling down, besought God, if
he had called me to go, to make it manifest,
and if not, to hedge up my way, and so parted
for a while; and I went to Cambridge, Johnston, Morristown, Stowe, and Waterbury, to
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Duxbury, and the quickening power of God
was sensibly felt in every place,
280. About this time I met Dr. Whipple, of
New Boston, in New Hampshire, who gave
me some things for my voyage, but sayiug he
felt for me in this great undertaking.
281, My trials of heart were great, to it ink
of leaving my people and country, and particularly my parents; probably to see them
no more, (so contrary to the minds and advice
of all those who wished me well;) but I have
endeavored to weigh the matter candidly before God, as for eternity ; and after making it
a matter of earnest prayer to know my duty,
that if the impression be from God it may increa.se, and if from the enemy it may decrease :
and according to the best judgment that I can
form, I do believe it to be the will of God that
I should go; as I can enjoy peace of mind in
no pursuit but this, and accordingly I am re
solved to proceed as the door opens.
282, My horse being brought from Vershire,
which cost eighty-four dollars, I now sold for
a small part of that sum; and all which I
could collect, including the price of my saddle, &c., amounted to six guineas and some
provisions,
283. October 12th. I met brother Mitchell
again : he would not bid me farewell, saying,
I can't give my consent you should go. I bid
him farewell, saying, I know you have ever
been my friend, and are such to the present
day; it is hard to go contrary to your advice;
and if you think I am wilful in this matter,
you judge me ^ r o n g and hard : it is in tender
conscience before God, that I leave you this
day, for the sake of peace of mind, which, if I
could otherwise enjoy, I would take up with
your advice, " to .stick and die by the .stuff;"
and kneeling down, whilst at prayer our hearts
melted with a feeling sense of thegoodness of
God ; and as Jonathan and David, our parting
was hard, Fronr thence I proceeded (in a canoe which had come for me, and started back,
I being about twenty minutes behind the time,
but hailed him, so he stopped and took me in.
This was a stranger, as the first man who was
to have conis for me was dead) down the Mu.ssisque river, across the bay, to what is called
the ri Ige, where God has begun a good work.
Here some of my friends from the Manor met
me with entreaties not to go, (which to prevent did not bring my chest; as apparently I
must die with sufferings amongst hard-hearted
sailors :) but if E would tarry with them, I
should have friends and a decent burial ; but
my mind was to g o : so they went back
and brought my chest to South river: we
kneeled down on the bank, and besought God,
if it was his will I should go, to prosper my
w a y : but if not, to shut it up. Said they,
" we expect to see you again;" biit I replied,

" i t is in my mind as though I should never two years old; the dream of the prophet now
see you again." Some were minded not to lay with weight upon my mind, which said,
have brought my chest, that I might be there- that I should live until I was two and twenty,
by detained until it was too late for going ; (as and the hours passed solemnly away. A wothe fleet was to sail in a short space,) Being man passenger said, " I judge this man's a
disappointed of a canoe which was promised, Methodist;" I turning away as with an air
we took another, which sprang a leak before of disdain, said, what do you lump me in with
we had gone far; but we got a second down that despised people for 1 She replied, " bethe river, and soon got into the lake. The cause you don't drink and be jovial and cheeiwaves ran high, and the people had advised ly as what the rest of us are : but you are
us not to go, as they thought there was gloomy and cast down ; like that people, algreat danger of upsetting,
ways melancholy." Well, said the sailors,
284. The man who had promised to take we'll try him over the ground, and see what
me to St. John's, breaking his word, I had to he is made of; then they began to put tar on
look out for another, who said, " such a day, my face and tallow on my clothes, until I told
I went out of curiosity to hear a strange man the captain he ought to make them behave
who had come to the neighborhood, whose more civil, being commander of the ship.
words reached my heart; and now I believe However, I was the object of all their sport for
God has pardoned my sin.s, and I bless God seven days on our way to Quebec : during
which time I suffered much with cold, having
that ever I saw your face,"
285. Cutting down a bush and hoisting it no blankets, and lying either on the cable or
for a sail, we reached St. John's about three across some barrels filled with pota.sh, and my
in the afternoon; and after wandering up and garments being thin, and nothing but a side
down the town for about two hours, I found of leather to cover myself with : But the last
a man, who for two dollars engaged to carry night I found a small sail, and begging it of
me in a cart to Lapareri, the mail stage hav- the captain, I wrapped myself in it and thought
inggone off ju.st before I arrived there. After myself comfortable. There was no fire below
being examined strictly by the military offi- decks at this time. One morning, a lieutenant
cers, and my name recorded, I parted with the came on board before I was up, and describing
canoe man and went on my w a y ; being ihy dress, inquired of the captain if such a pernow entirely among strangers, and probably I son was on board : I came up, and the capshall be .so, I know not but for life. The cart tain told me what had passed.
broke down on the road ; so he had to borrow
289. The officer then said, you were seen
another : about three o'clock after midnight, I at Lapareri, &c,, and was thought to be one
arrived at Lapareri, being very .much chilled. of M'Clen's party, as a spy, and I have come
286. The market boats, at break of day, a hundred miles to apprehend you, and now
started for Montreal: and on my way 1 dis- you must clear yourself, or go before the
covered several vessels lying at the wharf, one chief commander. I showed him my license
of which particularly attracted my mind, and and some private letter.s, and told him my buafter landing, I walked on board, inquiring siness : he then replied, " I believe you are
where she belonged and was bound to. The an honest man, and if you'll enlist, I'll give
captain answered, "belongs to Quebec, and you so much bounty and a sergeancy; and if
bound for Dublin:" (the very place where 1 not, you shall be pressed," I replied, fight I
cannot in conscience for any man; because it
wanted to go.)
would be incon,sistent for a man one hour to
Q. Will you give me a passage '!
be praying for his enemies, and the next hour
A, Have you plenty of money 1
learning to handle a gun to shoot them; but
Q. What shall you charge ?•
A, Sometimes people give fifteen guineas, if you take me on board, I shall preach. At
length, I found a strange piece of money in
but I will carry one for eight.
Q. I'll give you five and find myself ; will my pocket; and he attempted to take my hat
you carry me for that 1 if not I must return to to put a cockade on it; I snatched it out of his
hand and pushed him a w a y ; to which he
the States.
said, remember, you are not in the States now;
A. I will; but you are a devilish fool for
here it is treason to resist an officer. I magoing fro;n a plentiful country with peace, to
king as if I would throw them overboard, he
that disturbed i.sland. 1 then gave him his
besought me not, as the cockade was costly;
money, and bought some more provisions, and
on condition of his letting me have peace tifl
had a few shillings left.
I got to Quebec, I gave them up. At oiir ar287. After attempting to preach in a con- rival, it being evening, I would not stay on
gregation of the harde.st of the hard, I went on board in the captain's absence, knowing the
board t i e ve.ssel, and put down the river a few, sailors would abuse me. The lieu tenant, aa
leagues.
I carried his little chest or trunk to his lodg288. October 16th. I this day was twenty-
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ings, said he would send his servant to pilot
me to the house of a piece of a Methodist, but
it being now late, altered his mind, and gave
me entertainment all night, v%dth blankets and
fire, which was refreshing to me. He and his
captain exerted themselves to lead me into
sin; but before we parted I obtained liberty
to pray with them.
290. The next morning I enquired for Methodists, and through the medium of an English lad, the people being mostly French,
found a few backslidden ones, some of whom
came from Europe. The week preceding, a
society of about twenty-si.x, belonging to the
army, had gone to Halifax, but two or three
of their wives were left, I found the place
where they used to hold their meeting, and
collected about a dozen English to a meeting
in the evening.
291. The next evening the congregation increased to about thirty; thus on to about a
hundred and fifty the five days I was there,
A woman the first day, on finding out who
and what I was, invited me to dinner; then
her husband invited me to eat and drink as I
needed, as often and as long as I stayed : This
I looked upon as providential. This woman
was very inquisitive to know all the particulars of the materials I had procured for the
voyage; and the day but one before I was to
set sail, gave me all the small materials that
were lacking—and the last evening after I had
done preaching, one and a second and a third,
&c. of their own accord, without any hint
from me, cam.e forward and laid down pieces
of money, ainounting in the whole to several
dollars, wnich I stood in need of at this critical time; and a buffalo skin dressed with the
hair on, (which I had to lodge on while here
in the city,) and a blanket, was given me by
one person for my bed on the voyage. Now
I began to meditate, when I entered this city,
according to human appearance, I must fall
short of the voyage for want of necessaries,
and no place to lodge in whilst here ; but that
God who I believed had called me to go, to
him 1 looked (when in retirement under a fort
wall) and found my wants supplied ; and if
he thus far had opened my way step by step,
what reason had I to doubt but what all my
journies might be made as prosperous as this
through trials, and I preserved for future usefulness, and yet see my native land in peace ;
and my soul was strengthened to put my trust
in God and go forward. I think about twenty
were stirred up to seek God during this short
stay, who earnestly entreated me to give over
my voyage and tarry with them; but not prevailing, soiight a promise for my return in the
spring, which I gave them not; but said, if
God will, perhaps I may see you again.
292. October 28th. I went on board and

the fleet fell down the river—I thought of my
parents, but said, to tarry is death; to go, I
do but die.
293. Oct, 31st, I informed my parents of
m y departure, and got into the gulf of St.
Lawrence; I felt some little sea-.sick, but did
not puke much; but my bodily sickness increases fast, and 'Us more than probable, according to human appearance, that I shall not
see Dublin.
294. November 2d, I saw Newfoundlard
covered with snow, and left it to the left. My
sickness still increases, and I am scarcely able
to sit up ten minutes in twenty-four hours.
The captain, though deistical and profane, is
as kind as I could expect from a religious
man. Though the agreement was to come in
the steerage, my birth is in the cabin, and the
boy has orders to wait upon me as I have need.
295. I feel the want of some religious person to converse with : Oh ! how do people
misimprove their privileges, and some don't
prize them until deprived of them:—But religion is that which the world can neither give
nor take a w a y ; I still feel the Lord to be
precious to my soul, in my critical place—
surely in the deep waters are the wonders of
the Almighty to be seen.
296. The whole fleet consisted of about
twelve sail; we had pleasant sailing for about
a week, the ships frequently calling to each
other; but at length the sea began to rise;
first like hills, then like mountains, then it
seemed to run to the skies; the whole fleet
was scattered; but the ne.xt day collected
again ; and within two hours after, so scattered that we saw each other no more,—This
gale la.sted five days : the captain said, that
for fifteen years he had not seen the like.
The mate replied, " I have followed the sea
these twenty-five years and have never seen
the like;" but through the goodness of God,
we were not driven any out of our course,
and sustained no damage except the breaking
of the mainyard; though the crew appeared
terrified once or twice, I don't know that my
mind was ever more calm in my life, I frequently said to myself, " my body may sink
to the bottom ; but my soul will fly to the paradise of God," At length the wind abated,
and the sea fell, and I spent a little time on
deck : I could see no land : farewell to America.—Oh ! shall I ever see my native country
again 1 I am now going to a strange land,
to be a stranger amongst strangers, and what
is before me I know not,
297. I gave the name of my father, and the
place of his residence, to the captain, that if
he ga e me to the sharks, my parents should
have information, which he promised to send.
If I live to do good, I will bless God; and if
I die, 0 God! thy will be done.

298. What am I going to Europe for? seen for several days, which made it dangerFor the sake of riches 1 From whence will ous sailing; but fearing privateers, did not
they come 1 For honor 1 Who will give me lay to. One evening, the captain grew uneathis? For ease'? Lord thou knowest my sy and could not sleep, and got up and lay
heart, that I have no other end in view; but down several timos in a sl^rt space, and as
thy glory and the salvation of immortal souls : the mate came below to warm Jiimself, the
And though I pass through trials, I will fear captain said, Mr. Tom, is there land near'?
no evil, whilst God is on my side. I know the mate said, I can see three leagues a-head
the time has been when I was a guilty sinner, and there is no land in sight. The captain's
and I have a witness within myself that all trouble continuing, the reason he could never
my guilt is done away through the mediation assign, immediately lay down, and then rose
of Christ, and my soul is in a state of accept- up and wer t on deck, and being strong sightance with God. I frequently, whilst enjoying ed, beheld land within a mile! All hands
this evidence, am greatly distressed and com- were called ; they tacked the vessel about.—
passed about, as with all the powers of hell, Oh ! what a providence was this!—Less than
so that an horror seems to run over my mind, twenty minutes no doubt would have wrecked
when I feel not the least degree of guilt, but the ship. This was in latitude 57, off the
love to God and all mankind, and none of the Highlands of Scotland.
302. 26th. The sun broke out pleasant;
slavish fear of hell; neither would I commit a
known sin for my right hand. If any one this evening we came to anchor at Lame, in
should ask, how that a sanctified saint could the north of Ireland ; having no contrary wind
have such feelings or trials 1 I ask again, all the way until we got off this port; when
cannot spirit pray or operate upon .spirit, as the wind turning suddenly round, drove us in
well as matter upon matter 1 If any one here, where we were bound nineteen days.
should deny, let him prove it,—Experience is 0 ! what a mercy of God! I have seen his
the greatest evidence; a person may be pow- wonders in the deep, and through his gooderfully depressed by the infernal powers of ness have escaped the roaring waves. 1 yet
darkness, and still retain the right and sure cannot say I am sorry that I have come; alevidence of his acceptance with God; so as to though I know not what awaits me on the
read their title clear to heaven.—Tempting to shore ; my trust is still in God, who has the
actual evil is one thing ; and buffetting of the hearts of all men in his hand.
mind is another : at particular times, to feel
303. 27th. This morning, I went on shore,
either the one or the other, is no sin, whilst having no proper recommendations with me.
the whole soul cleaves after God.
The captain said, " I wonder what the devil
299. After being under some weighty ex- you are going to do here." I told him, perercises, I fell asleep, and God comforted me in haps he might see before he left town.
dreams of the night; for first, I thought I saw
304. As I entered the village, I inquired for
myself in some place, and the people seemed Methodists, (and a lad directed me to inquire
to be struck with wonder what I came for; for John Wears, a schoolmaster,) and came to
shortly after I heard some young converts tell a house and met the man in the door: said I,
their experience; then 1 saw the work go are there any that love God here or in town 1
prosperously on : after which I saw myself sur- Said he, my wife makes more ado about relirounded by a wicked company of people; but gion, than all the people in town ; come walk
their words were like empty sounds, though in, I went in, but found him an enemy to
their tongues were sharp, yet their weapons truth.
were like feathers; for my forehead was like
305. In this place, for more than forty
brass: but God raised me up friends in time years, no regular society could be established
of need. From this, I infer that some trouble till a few days since, nine women were joined
is at hand, yet I am more than ever convinced in a class, (one of whom kept a school, and
that this voyage will turn for my good, and sent me word that I might occupy her room
for the glory of God, Trouble I expect is for meeting.) With much difficulty, through,
near, but my trust is in God; all is well now; the goodness of God, I got a few collected m
to-morrow may take thought for itself,
the evening, to whom I spoke. A loyal wo300. I remember once when I was in trou- man after meeting scolded me because I did
ble with my asthmatical disorder, I bestmght not pray for the king: I replied, that I came
God to heal my body and let my heaviest from a countiy where we had no king,''and it
trials be in mind; but now I find it is not was not natural for me, so she excused me
good to be our own choosers, b i t submit to and invited me to breakfast. Noise began to
the will of God; remembering that all < lings be in town, "there is an American come."
shall work together for good to them that love Accordingly the next day I gave a crown for
a large ball chamber, and put up a public no- .
him.
301. 25th. The sun in the sky was not tice, requesting all hands to turn out: many ^
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came to see the babbler; to whom I spoke,
and then caught near the whole of them in a
covenant: which the greater part, I suppose,
broke that night.
306. God gave me favor in the sight of the
people; and I received invitations to breakfast, dinner, and supper, more than I needed
during all my stay. The next evening, after
preaching, said I to the people, as many of
you as will pray for yourselves twice in the
twenty-four hours for two weeks, I will endeavor to remember you thrice, God being our
helper; and you that will, come forward, that
I may take your names in writing, lest that I
forget.
307 A few came forward that night; some
more next day, and so on, now and then serious countenances appeared in the streets : at
length, one and another was telling what God
had done for their souls. The congregations
were very large I had a desire to visit the
adjacent country : but no door opening, as no
one might travel without a p a s s ; the country
being under martial law.
308, When I arrived at Lame, the captain
said, " When I sailed from Quebec, you were
so weak and low, that I never expected to
bring you to land again: I thought I should
give your body to the sharks," "But now,
said the mate, you look ten pounds better,"
The inhabitants said, " We evidently perceive
that since your coming here you have altered
for the better every d a y ; you are become
quite another man than when we first saw
you."
309, The first night after I came on .shore,
T went into my room, and was going to pull
off the coverlet of the bed and spread it on the
floor, according to my usual custom in America;
and behold the floor was earthen or ground,
which I had never seen before. I felt amazed,
to think what I should do ; to sleep in a bed
(thought I) I cannot; to sleep on the ground,
I shall be chilled and take a fever. At length,
I came to this resolution ; I'll go into bed with
my clothes on, and if it co.i es to the worst,
I'll get u p ; so I lay down, thinking it was
more than probable I should have to rise within half an hour, on account of my asthma. I
soon fell asleep, and slept sound until morning.
310, December 15th, after two days sail, I
landed in Dublin. Having a letter, I sought
to find him to whom it was directed; (and a
custom house officer, for two and six pence English, piloted me there) but in vain, he not being at home, and night coming on, I scarcely
knew what to do, (as the family would not
suffer me to stay within, fearing v/ho or what
I might b e ) I inquired for Methodists; and
a chaise-man said, I know where then; is one
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311. After rapping, the door w-.s cpened
by a boy, who informed the mistress that a
stranger wanted her husband ; she said, let
him come in till he comes home : so I went in,
and sat down in the shop. By and by^ in came
her husband, William Thomas, who stopped
and looked, and then with a .smile, shook hands
with me; which gave me some hope. After
I told him my case he invited me to tarry all
night; which I accordingly did, and in the
evening, attended meeting at Gravel-walk,
where I was called upon to pray,
312. The next day, Icalled tosee the preacher.s, and when I saw Mr. Tobias, made my
case known to him. He heard me, and then
with plaii: dealing, advised me to go on board
again ana return to America (though he did
not atterap: to scruple the account I gave of
myself) He offered me half a crown, which
I refused, and with tears left him, though I
had only two shillings left!
313. In the evening at Whitefriar-street
meeting house, I was again invited to pray
and sing ; but Mr Tobias the preacher (on
whom I had called) checked me in the meeting,
and took the hymn out of my mouth, commanding the persons who prayed to stand on
their feet; and after meeting gave me a sharp
reprimand : and then calling the local preachers and leaders into a room, and, I suppose,
charged them, and reprimanded him who had
invited me, as he ever after was shy to me.
314. Now my door seemed to bs completely
hedged up, and I saw nothing but death before me, having no money to pay my pas.sage
back, and did not know how to do .ship work,
and no trade to follow for my bread, and I
could not expect this family to entertain me
long; no acquaintance round about, and three
thousand miles from my friends. No one can
tell my feelings, but those who have been in
the like circumstances. It was a trial of my
faith, yet I could not say I was sorry that I
had come; though it seemed to me 1 snould
sink : But these words strengthened my confidence, " the very hairs of your head are all
numbered ," immediately I lay down and fell
a.sleep, ai.d dreamed that I saw a person put
leaven into a bowl of meal, it leavened and
leavened until it swelled clear over on the
ground, then leavened under ground till it got
a distance of some score rods, imperceptible
by the inhabitants: at length it broke out in
the furthermost place : and thei appeared in
several other spots. This dream .strengthened
my confidence in God, that my way was preparing, though imperceptible to me. When I
awaked, my trials of mind were greatly lessened. I besought God if he had any thing for
me to do in thi-s country, to open a door and
lives ; and for a SHILLING, I got him to pilot prepare my w a y ; but if not to take me to himselfj for now I was only a burthen to myself
me to the house.
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and Dtners; and I did believe that one or the
otntr he would .ffrant.
315. 20th, Whilst we were at family prayer, a Scotch soldier overheard us, and came in
and invited me to preach in the barracks at
Chapel-izod; which I did several times. Several other doors opening in different barracks,
I improved the opportunities : one of which
was at Island-bridge, where God began a revival, and a small .society was formed. Having
a desire to visit the country, at first the door
appeared shut; but one (who for a scruple of
•conscience had been expelled society,) upon
nearing thereof, sent word to me, that he was
going to the (jueen's County, and if I was
minded to go, would bear my expenses.
316. 20th, Taking the canal boat, w-e proceeded to IMonastereven, whence we walked
to Mount Mellick. Here I found a man out
of society, who had been abused, which occasioned the separation of about thirty, who held
meeting by themselves. I held several meetings in different parts of the neighborhood, and
refreshing seasons we had from the presence
of the Lord, A quarterly meeting was held
here : I petitioned for liberty to go into the
love feast, but was denied, saying, you belong
to no particular people.
317, jN'Iy congregations were so large, that
no private house could contain them; for
which reason some got open the preaching
house doors, contrary to my advice; lest it
should look as though I wanted to cause divisions ; as the preacher had left strict orders
not to let me in, &c,
318. Here I heard two women from my own
countiy preach, (called Quakers) for the first
time of niy hearing any of their society.
319, A question arose in my mind whether
I had done wrong in coming away from my
own country; is it not possible I lay under a
mistake after all 1 Thus I fell asleep, and
dreamed that I died and was buried under
a hearth ; the lid which composed a part of
the hearth was marble : My father coming into the room, said. What is there 1 one replied,
your son lies there ; he then pulled off the lid,
and behold it was truth ; and I stood and
looked at my body and behold it began to putrefy and moulder. I was then a mystery to
myself, to see my body in one place and I
standing in another. I began to feel, to see
if I was flesh, when a voice seemed to answer,
I will explain the mystery to you : if you had
tarried in America, you would have died as
the prophet predicted, and your body would
have been mouldering as you now see it; but
now you are preserved for future usefulness.
I waked up with the queries gone,
320, From hence (Mont Mellick,) I returned to Dublin,—I received two letters from the
north, requesting me to return with all speed

to Larne. I had received money enough from <
the withdrawn members to return.
|
321. After holding some more meetings n li
the barracks, (and paying very passage, ano
jjrocuring some provisions, having two shillings left,) I set sail, but was put back by a
contrary and tempestuous wind, after beirg
out thirty hours.
322. I believe there was the peculiar hand
of God in this ; for a powerful time we had at
Island bridge the same evening,
323. January 20th, 1800. After walking
some miles I embarked again, and just f.sl
was going on board heard the shrieks of a
woman, and turning round saw (a door shut
to) one weeping as if her heart would break;
I asked the cause, she said she had three
children at home, who had eaten nothing
since yesterday, and that she had not a sixpence to buy bread for them, and this family would not lend a shilling, and that her
husband would not receive his wages till Saturday night. There was a dialogue in my
mind whether duty required me to relieve her
want, (as I reflected how much better my present circumstances were than her's.) however
I did not leave her till I had given her one of
the shillings I had left; and, 0, how grateful
she appeared! The wind was not entirely
fair, however we put to sea : "the storni increased, and the sea seemed to run mountains
high, and washed several valuable things overboard ; but what surprised me was, I never
once heard the captain swear or take an oath
during all the time.
324. On the 22d we gained Belfast harbor,
and came to anchor within two miles of the
town, where I jumped into the pilot's boat and
gave my remaining shilling to be taken ashore;
and through cold wind and rough sea, reached
the town about six o'clock in the evening; I
wandered up and down for some time, the
way I felt my heart inclined,* till recollecting
a letter I had in my pocket; but how to find
the person to whom it was directed I did not
know, but feeling my heart drawn up an alley,
I went to the door and rapped; the people desired to know what I wanted, I told them, and
they invited me to take tea, which favor I re- <
ceived as from the hand of God; then a lad
piloted me to the house where I wished to go
to, where I found the mother of sergeant Tip- s
ping, in whose room I preached at Island
bridge, he having sent by me a letter to her.
325. Here I had lodging, and continued a
few days. I went to see the preacher, Andretu
Hamit.on, jun., to whom 1 related all my situation , and after a little conversation, he gave
me the right hand of fellowship, with liberty
•By the light of lamps—famine and death now stared
me in the face in this large tcwn—yet could not cay I
was lorry I had left America
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to improve round his circuit, so long as my
conduct should be such as it had been at
Larne: He could not be blamed for this precaution, for if I behaved bad he would be
blamed. I told him I hoped he would not by
mt have cause to repent giving the liberty.
He likewise gave me money, to pay the passage of a letter to New York, to get justice to
my character.
326. From thence to White-abbey, where I
was questioned very close, and it was judged
I did wrong in leaving America; but / . 3Iorrison, whom I had seen at Larne, (the local
preacher who formed the class and questioned
me very close to know where I came from
and was going to,) persuaded them to call an
a.ssembly, to whom I spoke.
327. Thence to Carrickfergus, (where a
jailer apparently died and remained for some
hours, then revived again for some hours, and
appeared to be in great horror,) and held
several meetings; to these two places I had
notes of introduction from a preacher.
328. Thence to Ballycarey, and held three
meetings, which were very serious. From
thence to Larne, which I gained about twelve
o'clock. I took breakfast, and visited two or
three families; and though my dress was
somewhat altered, the people knew me, and
were staring from their doors and windows.
329. I spent some more time about here not
altogether in vain,
330. The society, when I left it, amounted
to about si.xty in number. Such a village as
this I never met with before, for universal
friendship to me, considering I was such a
stranger.
331. One man by the name of Martin,
showed every possible kindness, whilst I was
confined by a breaking out, which was generally thought to be the small-po.x,
332. One morning the shop door under the
same roof, was found wide open; though late
in the evening, the mistress had examined particularly, as was her constant custom to see
that it was locked and barred just before she
retired to rest, and nothing was missing,
though money and valuable articles were
in it.
333. The man who said his wife made so
much ado about religion, at first was unwilling to hear me preach, or even to pray in his
family, being much given to jesting, &c,, but
when sickness came upon him, he made vows
to serve God, and sent for me to visit him,
and a few hours before his departure, found
acceptance.
334. Isle of Magee—Here was no society;
many were the opposers to a free salvation;
contending for reprobation and blinding the
people thereby. However, many tender minds
of the youth appeared to be stirred to con-
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sideration during the few meetings I held
among them.
335. In Strade and Cogray, were a tenilcr
people; at Doe the officer of the guard, taking
the letter of the law, would suffer no meeting
in the evening, so scores %yere disappointed;
however, I held meeting in the morning and
several times afterward.s, and the disappointment brought more out to hear, by which
means I hope good was done.
336. One morning I went to the Barracks,
and found many of the soldiers round the
card-table, which seemed to dash them; I
threw a pamphlet on the table and walked off.
These things so attracted their attention, that
on a Sabbath day the parade was omitted,
that the men might come and hear me. The
greatest part of the assembly were caught in
a covenant to pray to God; but some were
angry, and said I swore the people to be
religious.
337. In Carley, the family had not notified
the people according to expectation, fearing
the martial law. However they thought and
said it Avas a pity I should lose my visit; and
calling in the neighbors, we had a refreshing
sea,son. Some more meetings I held in this
vicinity, and some good 1 hope was done. In
Ballynure and at Bryantang, we had comfortable seasons. At Kilwater the Lord has begun a good work. In Belleaston church, I
spoke to the young people from, " I s it well
with thee V'' having walked fouiteen miles
and spoke four times,
338. Sunday, Feb, 23d. I went fourteen
miles; preached four times: many felt the
word, and it was a happy day for me.
339. March 6th. A magistrate hailed me
on the road, and said, Where are you going'?
A, To Larne.
Q, Where did you come from"?
A. Ballycarey.
Q. What's your occupation]
A. I have got none,
Q, Where do you belong '?
A, No where,
Q, What, are you strolling about the country i
A, Yes, I have no particular place of residence.
Q. Where's your pass"?
A. I have got none.
Q. Where was you born'?
A, North America.
Q. Well, to America you shall go again.—
Come, go along with me to the guard-house.
Q. What do you follow, and what did you
come after ?
A, I follow preaching, and come upon account of my health ; and Methodist preachers
don't apply to magistrates for passes.
Well, said he, (upon observing I could not
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walk fast, my feet being sore,) if ever I see
you this way again, I'll send you to prison.
I replied, you are at your option, and can do
as you think proper; then he put the whip to
his horse and went on.
. , r
340. My mind has been much exercised ol
late, as though it would be my duty to travel
the vineyard in other lands; and the time
of my departure from about here I believe is
nigh,
341, I feel the worth of souls near my
heart, and as willing to spend and be spent in
the miii'sterial work as ever. My trust is
still in God; but oh! the hindrances of Zion!
stumbling-block professors, I fear are the ruin
of many souls,
342,'When I feel an uncommon impression
to do such and such things, if, when I resist
them, it brings a burthen, and if when I
cherish them, it brings love, I generally prosper in following it.
343. My soul is pained on Zion's account.
The sores upon my feet grow worse, and I
have no one who can sympathize with me in
my singular state,
344. Sunday, 16th. I preached in Larne,
for the last time, from, "Finally, brethren,
farewell," &c., to many hundreds of people,
and a melting season it was; hard to part
with the young beginners; but the will of
God be done.
345. On the 17th, contrary to the advice of
my fiiend.s, 1 walked to Caron Castle. There
I held some meetings, and there seemed a
pro.spect of good: from thence to Glenarm
and Canayla; here we had solemn seasons.
346. Returning to Carrickfergus, I held
several meetings; as when 1 left this place
before, I put up a public notice, requesting
the people to turn out when I should come
again, and hear me, not as critics, but as sincere inquirers after truth. Word flew over
the town, " the American's come, the American's come;" so I told them I would speak to
the youth ; which brought out a multitude.
Then 1 said, invite out the deists and I will
preach to them; so the deists in town were
invited personally, and came out. After several meetings. 1 felt myself clear from the
place itiid went away. The power of God
was sensibly felt here, and one soul, I trust,
found religion, whom in some months after, I
met in Dublin. From this, I infer, that I
ought not to be discouraged, if the fruit of the
word does not immediately appear.
347. April l.st. Quarteriy meeting was
held in Belfast, where I met several preachers,
who treated me with love and friendship, as
much as I could expect in my situation. One's
name was Wood. A woman at Newrv, who
had got her mind prejudiced, had said, God
has forsaken the Methodists, and will bless

them no more, and the Evangelical society
have got the crown. Wood said, God has not
forsaken them, but will bless them again, and
twenty souls will be converted before Saturday
night: and how he came to speak these
words, he could not tell; it was the beginning
of the week, and no visible appearance of a
revival, until the next evening, -vhen some
were awakened powerfully, and just twenty
before sunset on Saturday, professed to receive
remission of sins, and some hundreds were
shortly taken into society.
348. I walked to Antrim, and held a few
meetings that were solemn and tender, and returned to Belfast. Round this place, I had
some meetings in the street; for which I was
sent to prison. But A. Hamilton said to the
officer, preaching in the streets is a privilege
allowed us by government, and they will give
you no thanks for your loyalty in sending this
young man to prison; for he seeks to do no
harm, if he can do no good. I got a good
opportunity to speak to the prisoners by this
means, and shortly was let out. I bless God
for this singular event, for it brought more
people out to meeting.
349. Feeling my spirit inclined to the south,
I bought a passage. These words were running through my mind, " and the waters assuaged." I told the people, I believed we
should have a rough passage. Some advised
me not to go ; but feeling my work done here,
I set forward on Friday 11th : but on Saturday
night the wind began to blow, and the waves
to toss the vessel, which drove the captain
and hands to their Romish duties, as they got
affrighted.
350. The wind drove us into Ramsay bay,
in the isle of M a n ; and we anchored about a
mile from land. The waves being high, I did
not venture on shore for several days.
351. The sailors ate up my provisions,
whilst I slept, and their provisions my weak
stomach could not endure; so for more than
eighty hours I did not break my fast, except
w ith cold water, and I despaired of life.
352. The wind and storm increased. A
schooner near us slipped her cable and drove
off towards Scotland. Our captain, the night
following, got terrified, as did all the hands
and passengers; but my mind was calmly
composed and stayed on God. *t 4
353. The captain had thoughts of running
the vessel on shore to the mercy of God: but
at length day broke; a signal of distress was
hoisted, and a boat came from short andftwed
the vessel to the quay, and I went on shore to
get so.mething to eat, having but one sixpence
with me; and after much difficulty I found a
Methodist boarding-house, and made known
my si nation to them, who gave me some
food: and eating rather hearty in my weak
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state, it seemed to give me much pain. Here
also I obtained a lodging for the night. M y
soul was melted to tenderness under a sense
of the divine goodness, in turning my present
captivity. The next day, a preacher came to
town, to whom I made known my situation;
and God gave me favor in his sight.
354, The preaching house doors were opened to me, where some hundreds of people came
to hear me the first night; and conditionally
if the vessel did not sail, I intended to speak
the next,
355. The vessel attempted to sail out unknown to me; but broke her anchor against
the q u a y ; which detained her another tide;
so I fulfilled the meeting and did not lose my
passage. And the captain, who said I was
either a witch, or a wizard, or a devil, or
something, and if it had not been for me, he
v/ould have had a good passage ; and before
he would take me again, I should pay five
pounds. He and the crew came to hear me
preach.
356, I visited about twenty families; which
times were tender indeed. The disposition of
the inhabitants seemed exceedingly hospitable
They were minded I should tarry for some
weeks ; but not prevailing, gave me the necessaries for my passage; so we set sail for
Dublin,
357. I did not regret all my sufferings, considering the good times we had in this place.
358, The night before I got on shore,
(whilst the waves were running over the
deck, every now and then the water coming
into the forecastle where I was, which made
me wet and chilled,) I dreamed that I got on
shore and held two meetings : this I related to
the people before I held the first meeting,
359, After a pas.sage of forty-eight hours, I
landed in Dub-lin, and was glad to escape the
sailors, who twice threw me across the cabin.
360. I went to my old lodgings at W
Thomas's, where I continued about twelve
days, to let my feet grow a little better; but
the same shyness still appeared among the
MethodJBts,
361, During this stay was held the Quaker
yearly meeting. Several meetings I attended,
and found it not altogether unprofitable.
362. Here I saw one, who when hearing I
was sick in the north, sent something for my
relief, and here gave me more to bear my expenses,
363. May 6th. I' took the canal boat for
Monastereven, where I tarried a few days,
and the edge of prejudice seemed to be removed in general; and some refreshing meetings we had, though the preaching house was
shut against me by strict orders from the
preachers. The class leader said, I believe
you mean well, but did wrong in coming
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away Avithout liberty; for which rea.son these
afflictions in body, &c. pursue you; but if you
are faithful, will at last work for your good.
364. A door being opened, I rode three
miles and held four agreeable meetings.
365. A man carried me to Knightstown,
near Mount Mellick, as my feet were so soie
I could not w a l k ; my hands likewise so
swelled, that I could neither dre.ss nor undress
myself: so I tarried with T. Gill for several
days, holding meetings in the evenings; the
fruit of which, f expect to see in the day of
eternity. Thence 1 rode to Maryborough,
j v^here I found kind friends, and held four
meetings. Thence to Mount Mellick, where
we had some refreshing times. Then I hobbled along about two miles, to T. Gill's, and
spent a little time more,—My trials concerning my .singular state, and the exercise of
faith (iod calls me to, and tp see so little fruit
of my labor, and the cause of God so wounded by ministers and professors of all denominations, that I wished to retire to some lonely
part of the earth, and weep and mourn out my
days. But I cannot feel myself released from
the important duty of sounding the gospel
trumpet; from which, if I had the riches of
the Indies, I would have given them for a release ; but in vain were my thoughts. I
sometimes thought I knew the feelings of
Moses, in some small degree, with Jeremiah
and Jonah; but not long after I found the
Lord to breathe into my soul the .spirit of my
station ; I felt resigned; my discouragement
subsided, and I was filled with holy resolutions to go forward in the name of, and relying on, God alone, 0 God ! keep me as in
the hollow of thy hand, meek and patient,
strong in faith, and clean from the stain of sin,
366. Taking my farewell leave of the people, I set out for Hall, near Moat, as a Quaker had invited me at the yearly meeting.
Here I tarried several days, and experienced
much kindness, and I improved the time in
reading their books with the Journal of
George Fox, which I long had a desire to
see, but never had an opportunity until now.
0 ! how are this dear people degenerated from
the state of their forefathers, I spoke a few
words in one of their meetings, for which 1
got a gentle reproof, I rode to Athlone, and
sent a man through the town to notify the
people.
367 I soon had a considerable congregation collected in the session house, where
many were melted to tenderne.ss. I believe
much good might be done here, if the Gospel
was faithfully preached; but I must go to
another place : here the Methodists looked
upon me shy. In Moat I held two meetings,
and had out, as I was told, some scores of
Quakers.
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368. Thence I rode on a car to Tullamore,
where I found prejudice had been imbibed by
the people. Hence I walked with much pain
to Mount Mellick, and rested two days.
Thence to Mountrnth, where we had several
comfortable meetings.
369. As I lay on the bed, a preacher came
in and looked, and went out and inquired, and
came in again, and calling me brother, shook
me by the hand. I questioned him as to his
mind about my leaving America, and having
a meeting appointed in his preaching house;
said he, it is hard to judge in a case where it
comes down on a man's conscience; so he
parted with me in love, saying,—" I cannot
encourage you according to discipline ; and so
I will let you alone, &c. But brother AVERILL
told me if I saw you, to bid you call on
HIM."*

370. About this time the following ideas
came into my mind. 1st. About the plain
language so called : first, grammar; second,
Bible; third, Christianity teaches us plainness
and not superfluity. 2d. That no man has a
right to preach except God call him to it by
his Spirit; and though words be ever so good,
in and of themselves, yet unless attended by
the power of God to the heart, will not profit;
therefore it must be delivered in the power
and demonstration of the Spirit to be useful;
and as likeness will beget likeness, and a
stream cannot rise higher than the fountain ;
therefore what is not done in the Spirit cannot
please God ; consequently we must be subject
to the Spirit, passive and active: passive,
having no will of our own, but what is conI formed and swallowed up in the will of God :
active, to do what God requireth of us, &c.
371. As pa.st experience is like past food,
the present enjoyment of the love of God, is
what makes the soul happy; therefore there
is a necessity of momentary watching and
constant prayer; to have our minds uplifted,
drawn out after and solely stayed on God:
and to have one fixed resolution in all things,
to please, and know, and enjoy God : and accordingly begin, spend, and close every day
with him : and in order to do this, we must
have the agency of the Spirit; its .strivings
and assistance; but can we have this at all
times at our disposal ? To command the Spirit, we cannot: this is the free unmeristed gift
of God! yet as he gives it freely, and as the
Spirit is never found wanting to convince considerate minds and make them serious and
solemn: and as the Sciiptures command a
steady acting, walking and striving ; and saith
" eth" the present tense, (and yet requires no
impossibilities,) I therefore conclude we may
* He travelled at large by the consent of the Conference

sensibly feel the Spirit continually; and the
fault must be on the creature side, it we do
not, &c.
372. But can a man have the Spirit to
preach and pray, when and where he will ?
It appears the apostles could not work miiacles when and where they pleased : and in
order that souls may be quickened, the word
must be attended by the same power and Spirit, though in a different calling, consequently
we must be under its influence, direction, and
impression. But how shall we know the light
and Spirit of God, from that of the devil 'i
373. 1st. There is no true solid lasting
peace, but in the knowing and enjoyment of
God : and the calls of the Spirit of God bring
tenderness and .solemnity, and in following
them there is great peace and content in the
mind, which affords a joy or happiness that is
very sweet and full of love; it draws them
more after God, and they have greater affection
for the future happiness of God's creatures;
and to resist the spirit of God's calls, brings,
1st. depression and burden ; and (if persisted
in) darkness and condemnation will come and
overshadow the mind and the tender place
will become hard ; and great bitterness and
unhappiness will fill the mind; and as it is
God's will and delight to make us happy, it is
our duty to follow the leadings which give
true content and solid joy to the inquiring
mind : and they that do not, sin against God,
and wrong themselves. As for a person's
having the discerning power positively to
know the state of the people, I know not;
but God knoweth the state and hearts of all;
and his Spirit may influence and impress a
peison's mind to such and such discourses, or
to speak to such and such states or cases of
men, though we may not know the particular
object; and as there is no particular form of
church worship or government pointed out in
the Scriptures, I therefore have no right to
stick down a stake, and tie all preachers to
that particular form, mode, or rule in public
meetings ; for what is one's meat is another|s
poison. In some cases amongst men, there is
no general rule M'ithout an exception to it;
what will be suitable at one time will not always do at another; therefore we are iaily to
inquire the will of God, and follow the leading
of God's spirit.
374. When God is about to make use of an
instrument to some work, a little previous he
frequently permits them to pass through great
buffetings of Satan, and deep trials of ''mind.
Trials denote good days; and good denotes
trials at hand; but the darkest hour is just
before the break of day.
375. With regard to asking a blessing,
either vocal or in silence, or ratner giving of ,
thanks, previous to eating, is scrip'.uit.i; but
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after, appears to be the addition of men ; except it be inferred from the writings of Moses,
376. Water baptism I have seen God acknowledge, by displaying his power, whilst
the ceremony was administered in sprinkling,
plunging and pouring: but as Paul said, God
had not sent him to baptize, but to preach, so
say I.
377. With regard to bread and wine, God
has bles.sed my soul in the use of them, when
I looked through the means to the end. But
ceremonies others contend enough about; and
all I have to do is to save souls. If I could feel
my mind relea.sed, oh! how soon would I retire to my father's house, or to some retired
place, and spend my days; but I feel woe is
me, if I preach not the Gospel,—Some can go
or stop, just as man directs; and preach, and
have no seals of their ministry from year to
year; and yet feel contented and think all is
well, but how they get along with it is unknown to me. But some I believe God accepts as christians, but not as preachers.
378. My mind is pained to see so many
resting in means short of the power : and others so closely attached to particular forms.
Oh! my bowels yearn over the different denominations; my soul mourns before God on
Zion's account. I am willing to spend and be
spent in the vineyard of the Lord; but I know
in vain I labor e.xcept God's Spirit attend the
Word and work.
379. I believe God intends and will lead me
by the still waters, in a way I have not fully
known ; and trials at hand I believe await me,
and afterwards I trust God will bless my labors.
380. From Mountrath I called upon Mr.
Averill, on my way to Donoughmore,—With
him I had an agreeable conversation,—Said
he, " I believe you are .sincere, but lie under
a powerful temptation in coming away from
America." He gave me the liberty of his pulpit; from which I spoke to the people, and a
refreshing time we had. In Donoughmore
likewise, at two meetings. From hence to
Durrow, where we had two meetings, and I
received a kind reception, though a stranger.
Thence I walked to Kilkenny; my feet being
bad, I was detained here for several days, during which time, I had a number of meetings ;
the latter of which were very refreshing, and
one soul I since hear has been brought to
good. Here a stranger sent a horse with me
twelve miles to Innisteague. Thence I walked to Ross, Here a Quaker lived who had
invited me from the yearly meeting , I spent
near a v<eek at his house, perusing some books
which I found profitable.
381. I once went into a prayer meeting in
the Methodist chapel, and they gave me the
hymn book, which I took as providential; for
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I was impressed to speak crarcerning the
dealings of God with me, though I sung not:
thus God opens my door step by step. The
next morning I set out on my way some distance ; the further I went, the rsore depressed
I felt, and the more impre.s,sed to return; and
for peace of mind through necessity I went
back, and requested permission in the preaching house to call the people,
382, After they bad considerable talk
among themselves, and some with me, they
opened the do.v; at first, the discipline seemed to hinder, and then they durst not deny.
The commanding officer of the town, with
many of the quality and commonalty, filled
the meeting house full, to whom I spoke an
hour or more ; this was a refreshing time, and
not soon to be forgotten,
383, Very early the next morning feeling
my mind free of this place, I set out for Enniscorthy, and found an opportunity to ride on
a car, which greatly eased my feet,
384, I spoke a few words ia the Methodist
meeting, and at night put up with a Quaker,
in whose house I spoke to a number of his
servants. Thence I walked to Carnew; I
here was received as a friend by a Methodist
supernumerary preacher, who gave me the
right hand of fellowship; and in his house I
had some meetings. Attempting to ride on a
car from thence, I had not gone far before I
was overtaken with an express from the Widow Leonard, who wished to see me. Here I
called another meeting, which was tender.
Thence I walked to Gorey, where I spoke to
a few hundreds, and a solemn time it was.
385, From thence to Eicon, holding one
meeting on the way, and two here, which
were times not soon to be forgotten.
386, Thence to Rathdrum ; here I spoke to
a few, amongst whom was the preacher who
had shut me out of the love feast at Mount
Mellick, Here he pretended some friendship,
with color in his face,
387 Thence to Wicklow, where Cooper
preached, and then a Methodist : after which
I was permitted. But some gentry being here,
they could not bear the truth,
388. From thence I came to Dublin about
the 15th of Jul}^. Here I met Doctor Coke,
who had just returned from America, By him
I received a letter from my dear friend, / ,
Mitchell, who was so unwilling that I should
come away ; and also another Irom R. Searle.
The.sc gave me some refreshment. About this
time I received a letter from my parents and
sister; which gave me comfort, to hear my
parents were well, and my sister still endured.
389. Dr, Coke requested me to go a missionary to Halifax or Quebec; and upon conditions that I would promise obedience to what
he should direct, for six years would bear my
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expenses; and I should want nothing of
books, clothes, &c. Having twenty-four hours
consideration, I weighed the m.atter, a,nd returned my answer in the negative ; as in tender conscienct I durst not leave the kingdom
y e t ; believing it the will of God I should stay.
At which time tears flowed plentifully, and it
seemed as if my head was a fountain of waters. The doctor grasped m.e in hia arms,
gave me a hug, and went his way.
390, At the time he made me the pro^^osal,
(whilst we sat at breakfast,) one preacher
came and sat down by my side, and said,
" what do you desire or request of the conference that thgy should do for you V I replied,
(supposing him to be my friend,) nothing;
only that the preachers should not speak
against me, to blacken my character; whereby to prejudice people against me, to hedge
up my way, and hurt my usefulness. He
then removed to the opposite side of the table,
and said, if he attempts to travel in the name
of a Methodist and preach in the streets, the
mob will be upon him; and if they once begin, they will attack every preacher that
comes along, and fall on our Irish missionaries next: and if they begin, it will be hard to
stop them ; and government will immediately
conclude we are at the head of these disturbances, or the occasion of them; by which
means they will deem us enemies, and take
away some of our privileges. Whereas, said
the doctor, there was never such a thing
known, when in the midst of external and internal wars and commotions, that preachers
were permitted to travel and hold meetings as
oft as they plea.sed. He then added, I don't
know but your travelling about, may do more
harm than the conversion of five hundred souls
may do good; take it upon all accounts, I
can't say but 1 shall be under the necessity of
writing to Lord Castlereagh, to inform him
who and what you are ; that we disown you,
&c., then you'll be arrested and committed to
prison, and if you once get in jail, it will be
hard to get out.
391, These things were mentioned for my
con*iJeration, during the above-mentioned
twenty-four hours.
392, But the impression on my mind was so
strong to tarry, that if government had threatened to send me to prison in irons, as vet I
durst not consent to go,
393, After this, it was .talked over in conference, and agreed that the connexion shoiald
show me no countenance, but disapprobation,
which they requested the doctor to tell me,
though he nt "er did his errand; but Tobias,
upon finding o..' his mission, took upon himself to do it, without being appointed; and
forbid me coming to Waterford (where he was
stationed) among the Methodists, or to the

meeting house, and if I did, he would preach
against me in public and in private. Upon
this, several of the preachers who were
friendly in their hearts, durst not show it outwardly, &c.
394. Now, according to appearance, my
way was hedged up all around. My trials
were keen; but God was my support, in whom
I put my trust, believing he would pave my
way step by step.
395. About this time I had a short sketch
of the general run of my experience committed
to the press, in order to give away for the
benefit of mankind—it contained about twenty small pages, the edition was near three
thousand—none of which I sold; but sent
some of them to different parts of the country.
396. I took a walk out of town, in order to
preach to a garrison: but could not get them
together; so I gave them some pamphlets, and
set out to return; and on my way from the
Pigeon-house I was suddenly taken unwell,
and thought I should have died on the spot;
and staggering along, I got into Ringsend;
when after some little refreshment in a grocer's shop, I gained some strength, and visited
a couple of prisons, and got to my lodgings.
This was the first Lord's day in August. I
took tea with the family, and retired to my
chamber, where I was confined about thirtytwo days, without the sight of the sun.
397. In the beginning"- o: this confinement,
it was thought I had the measles, but an
apothecary being called in, on examining
closely, he said the eruption was too prominent for this, and therefore it must be .something else, perhaps the small p o x : so my
friends halted between two opinions ; scarcely
knowing what to do—I being unwilling to
have any physician who had not the fear of
God before his eyes; knowing I had suffered
so much from them, with very little good.
398. But a Quaker woman, who heard of
me, came to see me, and said, " I wish he was
in the care of Doctor Johnson, and 1 should
feel my mind easy." I, upon hearing the
words, made some inquiry concerning the man,
and consented he should come; and being
sent for, he came without delay, as he had
heard of me just before, and was considering
in his mind whether he should come of his
own accord and offer me his assistance,
399. My eyes, at this time, were entirely
closed, and continued so about a fortnight;
and for about ten days nothing passed through
my bowels.
400. Here I despaired of life, and expected
to die : but the Lord was precious to my soul
as ever. Three things I desired to live for,
which were:
401. Ist. I wanted to attain higher degrees
of holiness, that I migbt be happier hereaftei.*
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402, 2d. I felt the worth of souls, and an
anxious desire to be useful to them.
403, 3rd. My parents I wished to see once
more in this worid, lest when they heard of
my death, it would bring them to the grave
with sorrow. But at length I was enabled to
give them up, and lea'\ e them in the hand of
(iod to protect and support,
404, What I w.shed to die for was, to get
out of this troubleoome world, and to be at
rest with saints above : yet l felt resigned to
go or stay, as God should see fit: sensibly
feeling the presence of GoJ and reading my
title clear to the man,sions of glory. The very
sting of death was gone ; so that it appeared
no more to me to die, than to fall asleep
and take a nap,
405, During this time, there was something
whispering in my mind, as though this sickness, by the will and wisdom of God, came,
and would turn to his glory in this world, and
yet I must travel ether countries to preach the
gospel; but the possibility of it seemed so
contrary to human appearance, that I did not
give much heed to the whispering voice: but
my soul was happy all the time.
406, Some thought it strange that I diJ not
speak more than 1 did about religion: but I
feeling my mind weak, and my thoughts sometimes to wander, was fearful lest I should
speak amiss, and thereby perhaps hurt tender
minds, as some had already said that I was
better in my heart than in my licad. After
twenty-two days thus passing away, hope began to spring up in my mind that I should recover, and yet labor in the vineyard of the
Lori.
407, The physician. Dr. Johnson, had attended me faithfully from the time he first came ;
sitting up witn me about ten whole nights,
and visiting me repeatedly through the day ;
and as soon as he thought I was able, had
me carried in a sedan chair to his own house;
though he was neither in membership with the
Quakers nor Methodists,
408, Here I continued seven weeks. I
think for about twelve days after I came, the
blood would gush out of my sores, upon attempting to rest the weight of my body upon
ray limbs ; but upon the forty-fourth day of
my sickness, I attempted to venture out with
help. During this space of time, GoJ gave
me favor in the sight of the people, though a
stranger in this land, and having but one
guinea when 1 was first taken ill, yet I v/anted
for nothing during the whole time.
409, Oh ! how different are the dealings of
man to me now, from those in America, when
confiaed with the bilious fever,--Surely there
must be the hand of GoJ in this. He let me
know what it is to want and to abound, that
I might feel my weakness and dependence, and
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prize my privilege by feeling for my fellow
mortals, and improve my time for eternity,
410. I think of all the people I have met
with for four years and seven months' travel,
this doctor has shown me the greatest kind.r
ness and friendship ; for which, may God reward him in the day of eternity !
411. After some little recovery, feeling a
desire to do good, I asked for White-friar-strect
preaching house; but was denied. Then for
Lady Huntingdoii's society meeting house in
Plunket-street, but could not get it. Thence
I applied to the Quaker society, but they could
not, consistent with their religious principles ;
yet they behaved very kind and friendly to
me. Then I sought for a play house in vain :
thus my way seemed to be hedged up.
412. The first place that presented to view
was, the Weaver's hall, on the Coombe in the
Liberty; which was occupied by the separate
Methodists, (by some called Kilhamites,) but
by them.selves, the new connexion. Here 1
had several meetings; some laughed; others
stared ; but in general were solemn and quiet,
and some were melted to tenderness. I formed a covenant in one of these meetings, which
appeared not altogether fruitless.
In their
meetings also, I had liberty to speak what I
felt,
413. About this time, I received a letter
from S. Hutclnnson, dated New York, July
21st; in which I found he was now reconciled to my coming, and sent my character to
this country, to A. Hamilton, doing me justice ; which letter I showed to one of the stationed preachers, and had my character read
in a public assembly, to let people know what
I was, as many had been scrupulous concerning me,
414. At length, recovering my health to
such a degree, I had thoughts of leaving Dublin, and going to the country, but could not
feel my mind free, until I first had visited
several prisons, and held a meeting at the
doctor's house,
415. October 16. I was tiventy-three years
old; the prophet's prediction was fresh in my
mind, not only the year past, but now. What
is past and gone f know: but what is to
come, I leave the event to God; believing he
who hath preserved me and brought me through
the mountains or waves of affliction and trials,
will still be with me, and grant mestrength in
proportion to my day, if I cleave to him with
all my heart, and have but the one thing in
view, viz,, the glory of God and the salvation
of immortal souls.
416. 18th, I have held a few meetings of
late in Chapel-izod, which seem not to be altogether in vain.
On the 19 th, I held my last there, and at
iht Coombe.
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On the 20th, I visited several prisons, hold- I don't sell cards, but will give them to yon;
ing meetings with the prisoners; and gave I thanked him, and played my game by
them some bread and books: and called some throwing them out at the window into the caof the most serious and decent of the nighbor- nal. The company seemed to be thunderhood into the doctor's house at even, to whom struck and conscience convicted,^ and their
I spoke about an hour, and all was solemn merriment was socin over. Solemnity seemed
tr.d quiet; so for the present I feel my mind to rest on every countenance ; they now and
relez.ied to go and visit the country. What is then forced out a word, as though they took
before me, 1 know not; I expect trials and my conduct as an imposition; but in a manhardships in the way; but as soon as I can ner they seemed dumb or confounded; but I
find my mind released and free, and the door felt justified in my conduct.
open, I intend to return to my own country,
421. In Athy I met with a kind reception,
417 22d, In company with my doctor, I and had the liberty of a chapel which was not
went to Rathcool, but the woman of the the Methodists. I held two meetings, but the
house, who invited me, being absent, I met curate thought I was for party, as I preached
with a cool reception ; however, I spoke to a up free salvation, he knowing it was a confew, and with grief went to Leixlip, where I troverted point, and at first would not consent
had been invited, but the family holding some for a third meeting, till reviewing the matter,
different sentiment, my situation here was he would take no denial but 1 should hold a
trying too,
third. These meetings were quickening.
418. At Lucan, I was disappointed, and
422. Thence to Carlow, where I held three
then began to grow discouraged ; querying in meetings: here I was troubled with the
my own mind, whether the preachers were not Asthma, for the first time to prevent my rest
right and I under a mistake.—Whilst spend- since I came into this country: thus I pering some time solitary and walking the floor, ceive the seeds of death are in my body,
I besought God if he would make my journey v/hich, if I am not faithful, I expect will carry
prosperous, and give me favor in the sight of me suddenly hence.
the people, to give me a token for good; and j 423, I walked to Hacketstown through the
upon this I lay down to rest, and soon fell rain, thirteen long Irish miles. I enquired for
asleep, and dreamed I was walking up a river swaddlers, (for if I asked for Methodists, the
side, through a smooth plain, and began to Romans there would immediately direct me to
feel faint and weary, and meditated what I the worst enemy they had, through an evil
should do for refreshment; and suddenly com- spirit,) and was directed to a house, (not a
ing to the door of a cottage, which was open, member, but a hearer,) and asked for liberty
I saw the table spread, and as I rapped, the
to tarry all night, as I could not hear of a man
mistress came, and grasping me by the hand,
who had invited me to come previou.sly. The
gave me a hearty welcome, to my astonishment.—Said I, " how do you know me'?" woman said, if you will accept of some straw,
Said she, " our little Jemmey, (as I thought a you may stay, which I thanked her for, as I
boy about twelve years old,) dreamed last felt so weary, I scarce knew how to walk any
night that God sent two angels to us, clothed farther; but the man perceiving my thoughts
in white, with a message to entertain a trav- of tarrying, objected; I then rummaged my
eller, with such and such a dress and features, papers, found a few lines to a man out of
who should come in the afternooon, and you town, who was not in a capacity to entertain
answer the very description; therefore you travellers, so I walked to his father's (being
are welcome." I then looked, and behold my piloted by a lad, who returned immediately)
robe was white, fine unspotted linen ; and oh ! about half a mile, and came to the door and
how joyful I felt, to think angels were rapped. The family were unwilling to let
sent to prepare my way. I then awaked with me in, as several persons the night before had
my mind solemnly stayed on God; and my been robbed, and house robberies were frequent in that quarter. I now was called to
spirits refreshed to pursue the journey.
an exercise of my faith, as there were several
419. Taking the canal boat at Hazel-hatch, dogs to guard the louse without, and appaI went to Athy, and on the way the passen- rently I should not be let in, as they questiongers solicited me to play cards, I replied, I will ed me back and forth through the door, with
play one game when you have done, but must entreaties to go to a tavern, yet they could rehave the saptain's consent; they then looked collect none near, but what was fill»^d with
and laughed, and played o n ; now and then soldiers. At length the old man, who was
the only Methodist in the house, whilst sitting
turning a joke on me.
420. I gave one of my pamphlets to the in the corner, felt these words run through his
eaptain, and in the evening, as .soon as the mind (as I wa.* ib-^'it to go and take up my „
iming was over, after they had done playing, lodgings on the bn.-.K of a ditch) repeatedly
offered to buy the cards; the captain replied, with power, " be Hot forgetful to Miter- a
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—.
tain strangers, for thereby some have entertained angels unawares;" he began to grow
restless and uneasy, and finally prevailed on
the family to open the door and see who and
what I was. As I came in I saw fear in
their countenances, and began to sing an
American hymn and talk with them about
their souls, and soon it was gone. The old
man .^ays, I think I have heard of you before
from Mount Mellick. They entertained me
all night. As I was going away in the morning, the old man said, will you not hold a
meeting ?• I said, if you will get the people
convened. During the day two daughters
were following the new fashions; observing
the superffuities they were fixing on some
new clothes, I said, every time you wear
them, remember another suit you'll have, the
muffler and the winding sheet, which seemed
to sink in their minds ; and since, I have had
the satisfaction to hear, (several ways) these
young women were found walking in the
ways of wisdom.
424. In all I had four meetings here. In
Tinnehely I had two in a house and one in
the street. In Killevany we had several refreshing seasons. At Rednah we had two
powerful meetings. At Roundwood we had
two likewise. At Castle-cavan the people
were hard, but I hope some good was done.
At Echon I fell in with Mr. Matthew Lanktree,
who I expected would treat me with coldness,
considering what had passed at conference,
but was agreeably disappointed.
425. He gave me liberty to travel on his
circuit as long as I pleased. He, I think, 'la
one of the holiest men I have met with in Ireland. Pie strove to per.suade me to accept
from him a razor, which something within
had in times past prevented me Irom using,
and forbid it still, as it was a guard, sentry,
or watch to remind me of my duty, and that
if ever I fell away to become a backslider,
(properly speaking,) I should never be reclaimed,
426. Arklow had lain with some weight on
ray mind for several weeks: 1 accorilingly
paid it a vi^it. No Methodist being in the
town, I knew not where to go; but God put it
into the heart of a man to open his ball chamber, in which I held several meetings, which
were very tender. A man who had oj)ened a
malt-house to other missionaries, denied it
to me.
427. On my way to Carnew, a preacher
who had treated me with coolness at Ross,
and had some trying reflections for it, took me
upon his horse, and he himself walked six
miles. He now gave me the right hand of
fellowship, and I spoke for him at night.
428. Here lives a widow who was strangely
preserved in the rebellion; she is liberal, ist,

in sentiment—2d, in alms—3d, in plain dealing. She has built a large preaching room^
which is open to all; is prudent in temporal
and external matters, and in reiigious things,
sees men as trees walking.
429, Here some blamed me for not being
more cheerful, and take a glass of wine, and
dress more ministerial, &c. But there is a
certain something within, which is tender, and
to grieve or go contrary to it, pains me, ii;.d I
know not but condemnation may follow if I
persisted in going contrary to its dictates.
Here I had several refreshing seasons. A
few days since, as I was credibly informed,
there was heavenly melodious music heard,
from whence could not be ascertained : and at
the same time a young woman died happy.
430, At Castletown, Arklow-rock, Ballymurtah, Minerrock, and Sally-mount, we had
melting times.
In Wicklow, two solemn
meetings. In Gorey, I held three in a house,
and one in the street. The chief commanding
officer, as the sergeant said, was coming to
stop m e ; and when within a few yards,
turned and went off'muttering.
431, At Clough, I had one meeting. In
Ballycanew, two. Clinganny, one. Ballymore, one. Ferns, two, Newtonbarry, four,
and one in its vicinity, which was quickening,
432, At Enniscorty, after holding two meeting.s, I went out of town on my way, but
going burthened and distressed, returned back
and held two more for the ease and enjoyment
of my mind,
433, I went on Vinegar-Hill, and took a
view of the place Vv'here much blood was shed
on account of religion,—Oh! when will the
time come, when the earth shall be of one
heart and of one m.ind, and the nations learn
to war no m.^re. Many who say they are
enlightened, being still in darkness, rest contented, and fight for the form of religion, but
know not the power or the purity of it,
434, At W'exford, I met M. Lanktree again;
I told him he must prepare for a scolding at the
next conference, provided he gave me such
liberties. He replied, 1 dare not oppose you ;
'tis evident God is with you; and I look upon
it providential your coming here, and so does
my wife, as she has found it a blessing to her
soul; and I entreat 3-ou to tarry longer on the
circuit; and as we were about to part to see
each otlier no more, as we supposed, he cou.d
hardly refrain from weeping,
435, I held three meetings here, and one at
the barony of Forth, which was the most refreshing 1 had seen for some time.
436, On my way to Ro.ss, I saw one sitting
by the way side, reading the bible, to whom I
gave a pamphlet,
437, As I called at a tavern to refresh, T
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found a young man under some convincement.
I conversed plainly with him, though a straneer, and gave him a pamphlet.
438 At Ros.s, I held three meetings, and
some said I was Quakerized; others said I
was too much of a Methodist, and some that 1
was a mystic.
.„ ^ „ r
i- i
439. From thence I set off for Wa.terford,
where M. Tobias was stationed, as this place
lay upon my mind for several weeks, 1 was
now called to a trial of my faith, as I did not
expect one Methodist in the place would receive me. But this afforded me some comfort,
that I could appeal to the Searcher of hearts,
I had no other end in view, than to do his
will, believing it to be my duty to go,
440. Having a letter to a cla.ss leader which
was not particularly directed, as to his residence, I inquired for the man; one said, he
lived in one street; another said, in another;
thus I wandered up and down the town for
some time, and suddenly I discovered a man :
a thought arose, that man woli't lie ; I ran to
him and showed the letter; said he, do you
think I know the man 1 I told him I wanted
information: he asked me several questions,
and piloted me to the door. The man of the
house read the letter, and after tea took me to
the preacher's house to hear what he would
s a y ; and behold it was the man I had seen in
the street, Zechariah Worrel.
441. He gave me the right hand of fellowship. I told him to look out what he did, lest
others should blame him. I spoke at night,
and on Sabbath morning too ; but at night he
durst not give me the liberty; as then was
the great congregation. On Monday evening,
through the intercession of the leaders, I held
a third meeting, and appointed for the fourth ;
the house was well filled, and in the congregation were several Quakers. There was a
considerable movement among the people.
442. The next morning, I held my last
meeting; the class leaders, of their own accord, gave me a recommendation; first, that
they believed I preached the gospel as held by
the Methodists; and .second, that my hibors
were blessed to the people.
443. Here I had several valuable articles
of clothi.ng and money offered to me, which I
refused ; however, about eleven shillings were
forced on me, I visited several backsliders
and quitte«i the place.
444. In Pill-town, we had a .shaking time ;
here I pasted up some printed rules for holy
living, in the streets; as I had done some
•written ones in several other places.
445. To Carvck-on Suir, I had several letters, which pA.ad my way to getting the
preaching-house; in which I had five meetings that were tender. The chief person of
the society, when I first came here, was ab-

sent; but on coming home offered me two
shirts and some money, which I refused.
Said he, '' it argues a sound heart, but a weak
head ; and if I had been at home when you
first came, I would not have given you the
preaching-house, as that would have teen an
encouragement to impostors: but you might
have preached in my private house as often ai
you pleased."
I had several other things
offered by other persons also, which I refused
and went to Clonmel, having about five hundred papers printed—rules for holy living.
Here I got the preaching-house, likewise;
which some previously said I would not get:
however, the congregations were larger than
had been known for many months; and the
power of God was sensibly present.
446. Earnest entreaties were made for my
tarrying longer; but feeling my mind free,
after holding three meetings, and after pasting
up some rules, I quitted the town.
447. I had accepted a small note and two
shillings, but feeling burthened in my mind,
gave up the former to the person.
448. At night, I put up with a Roman
Catholic, at Capperquin, which took all the
money that I had, amounting to 28. 6d.
English.
449. On my way to Tallow, a magistrate
overtook me.
Q. What have you got in your bundle?
A. Papers.
Q. What papers 1
A. Rules for holy living.
Q. Where did you sleep last night ?
A. Capperquin.
Q, You made good speed this morning—
where was you born 7
A, North America.
Q, What did you come here after 1
A. PiTitly upon account of my health, and
partly by, an impression on my mind, believing it to be the will of God.
Q. And what do you do here 1
A. I strive to persuade people to serve
God.
Well, said he, that is a good practice; but
do you meet with much success "? I replied,
I am striving to do what I can ; but it is the
spirit of God that must accomplish the work.
He then proposed several of the questions
again and again, with some others, I suppose,
to see if 1 would contradict myself. I then
gave him a paper and a pamphlet, and told
him, if he wanted further information, to
search me.
He said, there are many ^ h o go about to
stir up the minds of the lower class, (alluding
to politics, riot, and rebellion,) but my mind is
satisfied concerning you, and so he rode on.
450. In Tallow, I held two meetings, the
house being opened to m e ; but now I had an*
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other trial; my feet being so sore, apparently I could walk no further; but a man
who was going my road, took me up before
him on a horse, and carried me six miles;
and another man afterwards let me get upon
his car now and tjien; and now and then I
would hobble along a spell; so I got to Cork
late in the evening; and having a letter to a
man, I was provided with food and lodging.
451, Next day, I went to see the assistant
preacher, who was also chairman of the district. Said I, " what privilege will you grant
me ?" Said he, " go away, and come at
such an hour, and I will tell you;" which I
did.—Said he, I have talked with some of our
most respectable friends, who think it not
proper to give you any encouragement, as it
would be too great encouragement to impostors ; and we think you to be out of your
sphere. But, said I, suppose I hold meetings
in town, not to intrude upon your meeting
hours; nor yet say any thing against you;
neither lay down contrary doctrines 1—Said
he, it will be taken as opposition, if you hold
any meetings any where, at any time here;
so I parted with him; this being Saturday
evening,
452. Sabbath morning I heard one preach,
and then took breakfast with a Quaker, who
treated me cool enough.
I attended their
meeting, and then, by an impression upon my
mind, took upwards of an hundred of my
handbills, or printed rules, and went through
the town distributing them to the gentry, and
heard a preacher at night. The next morning,
feeling the want of some money, I attempted
*o sell my watch, but could find none that
would buy it. At length, I went into another
watchmaker's, who looked at me and said,
tell me your cheapest price : I said a guinea,
it being not half the value. He asked me
what countryman I w a s ; I burst out a crying ; he then gave me a breakfast, a guinea,
and a shilling. He asked then my religion ;
and I gave him a pamphlet and paper; and
requested a guide out of town, to which I
gave half the guinea ; with orders to carry it
to the man who had provided my bed and
board, as he had a wife and three others of
his family sick at that time.
In the night I arrived at Bandon, and inquired for Methodists ; the woman said. What
do you want with them? A, To tarry all
night. Q, Are there any near? A, There is
one near you. Q. Did you ever hear of an
American in this country ? A. Yes, Q,
What is he doing ? A. Wandering up and
down striving to do good, and he has had
the small-pox of late. Q. Are you he? A,
Yes, Come, walk in. I felt thankful to God
that he had provided me o»lging for the
night, &c.
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453. Next day I went to see the preachers;
one of whom treated me rather cool; the other
said, I can give you no encouragement, and I
will give you no opposition; I am willing you
should go round the circuit and do all the good
you can. From this, I perceived that he felt
X'Ore love in his heart than he durst show out.
But in a dream of the night, my mind was so
impressed, that I quitted the town early in the
morning, leaving my staff behind and bidding
none farewell. It took me more than seven
hours to walk nine miles, to Kin.sale: on the
way I was near being stopped by a magistrate.
I sat down by the road .side and reflected thus ;
" here I am, a stranger in a strange land ; but
little money, and few that show me friendship;
I am going now to a place ; and I have no
ground to expect reception ; I cannot walk
much farther; I cannot buy a passage to a distant part; and what shall I do, seeing I have
no way to get bread ? Once I had a father's
house and tender parents ; and how would
they feel if they knew my present case ? Unless God works wonders for me soon, I shall
surely sink."—Then I lifted up my voice and
wept,
454. The first Methodist I met in town
treated me coolly ; but recollecting to have seen
a young woman in Dublin, who lives here, I
inquired and found her. She at first was sorry
to see m e ; she being in a low, uncomfortable
state of mind, and her parents not Methodists.
However, they invited me to tarry ; and so it
happened by the overruling hand of Providence, that I got the preaching house : first,
by talking with the members individually, and
provoking them to say, I have no objection if
the rest have none ; and then by making bold
to stand up on Christmas night, after a local
preacher had dismissed the people, and spake
a few words, and formed a covenant with the
assembly to pray three times a day for a week,
and the greater part of which agreed, and I
called God to witness to the engagement. And
when the society met to speak on the privilege
of the meeting house, there was none to object.
455. Early the next morning many came
out to meeting, and at evening likewise; thus
for several days together; and God's power
was felt by several who were quickened to
start afresh for the kingdom of glory.
456. I held one meeting, to preach to the
children. The preacher who had treated me
with slightness in Bandon, came to the stairs
and listened. At a love feast, there was never
such a refreshing tin)e known there .before.
457. I wished for a passage to Dublin, a
vessel being ready for sea; but the owner
would not consent that the ma.ster should take
me on board; saying, where they have got
priest, minister, or preacher on b^aid, jthere i^.
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no prosperity or good luck; and the vessel
was wind bound for several days,
458. During my stay here, I frequently
thought every meeting would be the last, and
would ai)point no more, hoping by some means
to get away ; but no door opened. I received
invitations to breakfast, dine, and sup, more
than I supplied. At length, some people (not
in society) procured me a passage, unknown
to the owner, by persuading the captain to
take me on Isoard, and provided sea stores,
and then gave me information that the wind
was coming fair, and if I would, I could now sail
for Dublin, The people at a venture would
come out to meeting, and seemed as though
they could not keep away. I requested my
departure might be notified that night; and
within two hours after hearing that the captain would take me, went on board, and was
under sail; and after fifty-two hours pas.sage
from Oyster-haven, I landed in Dublin, and
went to my old home. Doctor Johnson^s, where
I was cordially received, having been absent
eleven weeks and two days, and travelled by
land and water about seven hundred English
miles.
459. It lying weighfily upon my mind, what
the Cork preacher said, I wrote to him to the
following purport.
460. " I don't see hoiv you could in justice
take it as wicked opposition, if I did nor said
nothing against the Methodists, provided I
held meetings, without judging me hard, I
acknowledge you treated me with less severity in harsh words than I expected; but lest
you should write letters before me and hedge
up my way, I left Cork as I did; and now remember, if souls be lost in consequence ofit,
that will lie at your door, for God knows, if I
could have kept my peace of mind, I would
not have left America; but in tender conscience
I was constrained to come."
The person who carried the above, delivered
it as follows :
Sir, here is a letter from Lorenzo,
Preacher. Oh ! is he in Kin.^ale? (reads the
letter without changing countenance,) he is
''ispleased I did not let him preach : did ho
preach in Kinsale ?
Bearer. Yes, sir, to large congregations;
and a prospect of good.
Pre. I'm glad there is a good prospect—he
has been a zealous preacher in Am?,iica, and
came away against rule, or order of his assistant—he follows his own feelings too much—
he is Quakerized.
Bea. I believe, sir, he is led by the dictates
of the Spirit, for his labors are owned of God.
Pre. Poor man, he fatigues himself—I told
him he ought not to walk so much. I bid him
call on me in the morning, in order to give him
some assistance; but was too ill to see him.

Bea. I don't tkink Lorenzo would accept of
it, sir! he is not a burthen to 'any of our societies.
Pre. I hear he is abstemious, and will not
take sufficient nourishment: he won't take :
clothes, and such a poor figure as he cuts!
why, when he went to Bandon and stood at
the people's door, they could not tell what to
make of him ; and so he»concluded, with saying
something concerning my heart and head.
461. January, 1801. The greater part of
this month I spent in this city. I went to see
John Dinnen, who treated me with more friendship than ever before ; yet there seemed to be
something out of order between us.
462. Here I found Alice Cambridge, (who
lives with Mrs. Stafford, from whom 1 received
manifested kindness,) who had been very
hardly treated in the south; and turned and
kept out of society for no other cause, than
because in conscience she could not desist from
holding public meetings. She was kind to me
during my illness, and was the occasion of
the preachers first coming to see me. Oh!
prejudice and austerity, when will ye be done
away ! By the means of Alice, I procured a
large room for meeting, in Stephen-street,
where thrice I spoke to some scores. In Chapel-street, twice— some seemed to feel the
word; others were angry. In Thomas-street,
I met a few. In New-street, I had four meetings ; some people were solemn; others noisy.
I spoke twice at the Coombe ; three times in
Spital-fields;—twice in Ransford-street; once
in Cathedral-lane, besides family visits, at
which came in a few in different parts of the
city. At Elephant-lane, I had two solemn and
attentive meetings.
463. For some months I had a desire to
preach at Blackrock; but saw no way till
now; the young curate, by the name of Mitchell, whom I had seen at Athy, gave me the
privilege of Mr. Kelly's chapel: in which I
spoke to an attentive serious people,
464. Having it impressed upon my mind
for several months, to give the inhabitants of
Dublin a general warning, I never saw my
u a y clear to proceed until n o w ; and believing
the judgments of (iod hanging over the place,
1 got ahout three thou.sand handbills printed,
such as lay upon my mind, and the greatest
part I distributed among the quality and decent kind of people; which I left either in their
shops or houses, and one I enclosed in a letter,
and gave it to a sentinel in the castle-yard for
the Lord Lieutenant; but fearing he would
not get it, got a second framed and directed in
gilt letters,/or the Lord Lieutenant, sealed in
black wax and paper, and tied tape round it—
this I left in the porter's lodge.
465. I got two others framed in black, and
directed in gold letters: o n e / o r the merchantt,
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the other/or the lawyers the first I hung up
in the Royal Exchange: the other I left on
the ffoor in the sight of the Lawyers, in the
hall of the four courts, and walked out, (it V;
ing court-time.)
466. A local preacher said he was willing
I should have a meeting in his house, if it
would not grieve hi.? brethren ; at the leader's
meeting it was objected to,
467. At John Jones's, my printer, in Bridestreet, I held my last meeting, which was solemn and refreshing, having had near thirty
since this time of coming to town.
468. Feeling my mind at present free from
the city and college, (as I had left a pamphlet
on every floor in the letter box,) and bound to
the west of Ireland, I took leave of a number
of my Dublin friends, saying, I know not I
shall ever see you again in time ; but several
said it was impressed on their minds I should
return to the city before I went to America,
469. February 1st, I took leave of my dear
Paul and Letitia, who had showed every particular kindness and attention to me during
this visit, which parting was painful to me,
and taking the canal boat, I arrived in Tullamore after night fall. This day one passenger
called for a pack of cards, another reproved
him, saying it is Sabbath d a y ; this opened a
door for me to distribute some handbills and
pamphlets; some of which passed into the
first cabin, which influenced the passengers to
send for me in there. Som.e of these crossquestioned me concerning my leaving America,
and travelling through the kingdom, with other
parts of my conduct which they had heard of
I endeavored to return my answers to the purpose, and yet in such a manner as should be
profitable to the whole. God was rny helper,
and his power seemed to come over them.
These people spread over the town, what a
strange man they had in company. The Methodists who heard of it, came to the house
where I was confined with si-ckness to my bed
near all day, and asked if I would hold a
meeting at night. I said yes, provided you
will give me the preaching house, and get the
people notified. Here prejudice had formerly
shut the door and the hearts of the people
again,st me.
470. In the evening the seats were filled :
the next night the house was filled ; the third
night all the people could not get in. The
next morning early the seats were filled, and
I gave my last: the day but one preceding, I
put up one of the rules for holy living in the
market place, which occasioned a Protestant
and a Roman or two, to come first to words,
and then to blows; and then one of the Romans who held the Protestant whilst the other
beat him, was obliged to run into his hou.se
and not show his head in the market all day.
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le.st the Orangemen should give him a beating:
he was one of the richest merchants of his
profession in town: I spoke that day in the
street to near fifteen hundred people, generally
well behaved : here I was offered half a guinea, and the offer of a return carriage to c a r y
me sixteen miles; which I refused, knowifig
that example goes before precept; and that
the eyes of many are upon me. I walked
nineteen miles to Birr, but here met with a
cool reception; likewise at Cree, to whicn I
had a letter from their friend; nevertheless
was cool enough received. Well, said I, I
have come about twenty-two miles out of my
way to see y o u ; and if it were convenie^it,
she:ild be glad to hold a meeting, but if you
call i-Ot the people together, I shall be pure;
and leaving them immediately, after giving
them two pamphlets, I reached Eyre-court
that night.
471, The next day I walked twenty-two
miles, and got benighted; I called at a farmhouse and got liberty, for money, to tarry all
night, but found no freedom to eat in the
house, except two or three roasted potatoes.
472, Next morning walked on and a car
overtook me, and I hired a driver to carry me
into Tuam, at which town upon my arrival,
felt a sudden halt in my mind ; enquired for
Methodists, and after getting some refreshment
found one, who treated me kindly and got me
the preaching house and about ten score of
hearers that night,
473, For several days past, feeling the necessity of a preacher's being assisted by the
supernatural grace of God, or else his labors
to be of but little use, and feeling my own
weakness, trials began to arise and discouragements to desist, but here God revived my
spirits by granting the quickening inffuence
of his grace to as.sist me to go through the
meetings both at night and morning,
474, At Hollymount, we had two solemn
meetings, though the class leader had treated
me with some neglect,
475, At Castlebar, where Mr, Russel and
his wife were kind and friendly more than I
expected, I held a number of meetings which
were refreshing and powerful: here one woman .said she had seen me in a dream two
weeks before,
476, At Newport good was done ; here I
was met by Sir Neal, who observing me to
have a bundle of papers under my arm, which
I had got printed a few days before as a warning to the people of the country, being more
and more convinced there is an awful cloud
gathering over the land. He que.stioned me
very harsh and sharply what those Avere, and
who and what I was ; and after taking me to
his house and e:samining different papers, said
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he believed I was an honest man, and gave mf ty of holding two meetings. The man was a
Methodist, the woman a Presbyterian. The
a pass,
477 At Nappogh the people were cold ana Methodists then besought me to tarry a day
hard ; at ^Vestport in the day of eternity, I or two, in vain.
485, Partly in the rain, I walked twenty,
expect the fruit of two meetings will appear.
478. At Tullaarh, a country place, about one miles to Dungannon, and whilst distributtwo hundred came out at nigh':, and as many ing handbills through the town, a soldier I
the next morning, though the ground was met, who knew me though it was night, and
took me to a sergeant's house, who said,
white with frost,
479. At Cappavico, the Lord's power was " w h e n we lay at Chapel-izod last year, when
to be felt, and at Menalo we had memorable you came there and formed the covenant, a
times. About this time, I fell in with the corporal who agreed thereto, afterwards beRev. Mr. Averill, who entreated me to tarry came serious, and died in peace"
486, Here I had an ulcer broke in my
longer on the circuit; .saying, the cries of the
people are after you, which I look upon to be lungs whilst I was asleep, which had like to
the voice of God in their hearts, for it is evi- have strangled me at first, I felt cold chills
dent God is acknowledging you amongst them, after this, running through my body, and feand if you will tarry another year, I'll give verish, and my bodily strength greatly reduced.
you a guinea a month, to bear your expenses, The sergeant, who a few days previous, was
and providing the next conference set their wishing that he knew where I was, that he
faces against you as they did the last, I'll pay might send for me to come to that place, askyour passage home to America. I told him, I ed the circuit preacher if I might have the
believed the time was near, that it was the meeting house, who said, " b y no means;"
will of God, I should return home; therefore however, the sergeant knowing my desire to
durst not engage to tarry,
hold a meeting, after the preacher had dis480. At Foxford we had good times—at ^lissed the people, spoke out, and said: Take
Ballina, we had three powerful meetings. ''notice, there is an American in town, who
About this time, I had some articles of cloth- will hold a meeting to-morrow evening, but
ing and money off'ered to me ; but a small part the place is not determined on; then walking
I felt free to accept, though I would have to and whispering to the preacher, said, will you
live by faith about my passage.
forbid its being here ? Who replied, I will
481. I walked about thirty Irish miles in a neither approve or oppose it. The sergeant
day, and coming to Sligo, I met Mr. Averill turned to the people and said. It will be here.
again. He preached and administered the sa487 I had four meetings in the house, and
crament, the latter of which was refreshing.
two in the street, which were solemn and at482. In the evening, 1 spoke at the court tentive.
house to about a thousand people, and en488, I held several in the neighborhoods of
treated them to prepare for trials, which I ex- this place, which seemed to be attended with
pected were coming on the land. The next some degiee of power; at one of which, a
morning, after spetiking to about two hundred, seceder's school house would not contain the
went to Manor-hamilton, where was a great people, and church service just being over, I
ado about religion, and some good doing,
got the liberty of its pulpit, which I looked
483. I attempted to speak at night, and upon as singular and providential. I spoke
about two-thirds through my discourse, I was to near seven hundred people, and mentioned,
suddenly stopt, like one confounded, and I believed trials were near. Thence I proother preachers carried on the meeting, and ceeded to Lisburn, and put up with one who
concluded it,
had been a Quaker, but had withdrawn. He
484. The next morning, feeling greatly de- appeared to be a conscientious man, but the
pressed in mind, I wrote a letter for Mr. Script\ires bear but little weight with him, and
Averill, leaving it on the table, and quit the the divinity of Christ he seems to stumble at.
house before the family was up, and walked Thence to Belfast; on my w.ay I called at
twenty-one miles to Enniskillen, where I Lambeg to inquire concerning a singular cirspoke to a few at night, not in vain. The cumstance, respecting one's losing their hair ;
next morning, speaking to a number more, I which was thought to be supernatural; it has
went to Tempo, and at a tavern where I took produced a great effect upon the man of the
some refreshment I missed my pocket-book, house.
in which were a number of letters to people's
489, All the vessels in Belfast were full of
friends in America, At night, I called in a passengers, except t w o ; one of which was so
market town, and after distributing a number dear, and her provisions not such as I requirof handbills, called at a house, and for the ed, she I declined. But a Quaker said, Losum of thirteen shillings English, could have renzo! I would not wish to transport thee;
supper, and lodging, and breakfast, and liber- but if thy mind is clear to go home, we will
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make thee out a passage ; thee speak to thy
friends, and I to mine; which I did, but no
notice was taken of i t : then the Quaker with
a friend gave me two guineas to engage my
passage on board the other : but the captain
who was bending towards Quakerism, observing I had the small pox some months before, refused to take me ; saying, I know not
but the infection may still be in your clothes,
and five of my hands have not had it, and if
they should be taken unwell, I shall be
knocked up on my voyage.
490. About this time I received three letters from Dr. Johnson, giving some account
of my last visit in Dublin, and with an anxious desire for my return; but if I did not see
my way clear to come, might draw on him
for as much as should be needful for my voyage, and receive it either as a gift or loan,
whichever might be most agreeable to me
—but I in a letter replied, " 1 cannot see my
way clear to ask the Methodists for much
help, lest they should lay claim to me and
seek to tie my hands: and to ask too much
of the Quakers, I must look all round; and
for you to pay it out of your own pocket, I
cannot consent, no, not in my mind : but if
pf>ople are willing to do the same, shall look
upon it as providential,"
491, In one of his letters, he expressed a
desire, if consistent with the Divine will, he
with his dear Letitia might see me once more,
to take leave of me, and see me properly
equipped under their own inspection. Accordingly, as my way now seemed hedged up
in the north, and feeling my mission to be
nearly ended, unless it were a desire to visit
two or three neigliborhoo.l.s, and leeiin.g t^'.at
I could go without condemnation, 1 took the
mail coach to Lisburn, where 1 held a meeting
in what is called the new connexion, which
was solemn and tender.
492. Thence, bein.:; an outside pass-^nger, I
caro.e to Dublin the next day, chilled and
tired, and if it had not bsan for the kindness
of the guard accommodating me with his seat,
I must have given out on my way,
493, About six o'clock in the morning, I
arrived at my friend. Dr. John.wn's, to their
agreeable surprise. Here follows one thing
of the Doctor's singular conduct, in sending
some notices to persons of different persuasions, that " if any person of ability had a desire, and would consider it a privilege to assist in sending Lorenzo Dow comfortably
home to his own country, such assistance
would be accepted by Letitia Johnson, 102
New street." In consequence of this, they received somewliat more than the voy,age required, I held two meetings in Bride street,
the latter of which was solemn and tender,
and the two Dublin preachers were present.
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494, March 28th, It was now rising of sixteen
months since f first came on to the Irish shore,
and whilst others have been robbed and murdered, I have been preserved by land and sea.
Though a few days ago, f was informed, the
crew with whom I sailed, when drove into the
Lsle of Man, were plotting to rhrow me overboard, if a t Englishman had not interposed.
I have known less of hunger in this country
of scarcity, than ever for the space of time in
my own, since travelling,
495, To-morrow, God willing. 1 expect tc
embark for America, What is past, I k n o w ;
what is to come, I know not, I have endured
trials in my own country, and have not been
without them in this, even from those whom
I love and wish well, both outward and inward, temporal and spiritual: but my trust is
still in God, who I believe will support me,
and give me a bles.sing upon my feeble labors
in my native land, though I expect to wade
through deep waters there,
496, I know not but I may come to Europe again, though there is but one thing
which will bring me, viz., to save my soul,
497 April 2nd, I took my farewell leave
of Paul and Letitia Johnson, and "VV .Uiam and
Nancy Thomas, with whom it was hard parting, and embarked for America on board the
ship Venus, S. Taber, master, 250 tons burthen, seventy-three passengers, mostly Roman
Catholics,
3r:l, At one o'clock, A, M,, took in our anchors, hoisted sail, and in about fifteen days
after losing sight of land, we were half across
the ocean, when the wind came against u.s, so
that we were driven to the north, and south,
about two weeks, making but very little headway
498, 26th. I held meeting on hoard;
good attention appeared among those who
could attend. After forty-seven days passage,
we hove in sight of land, and shortly alter
came to the ([uarantine ground, (Staten Island,)
where I was detained thirteen daj^s; during
which time 1 got relief from some persons in
New York, whereby I escaped these vermin
that are troublesome on long voyages with a
number of people, &c. On our passage my
life was despaired of through costiveness, (as
in thirty-three days no means of medicine answered but thrice,) by some gentlemen on
board, who, with the captain, showed me
kindness. After holding two meetings, and
my clothes cleansed, I got permission from the
doctor to come into the city; where I was
cordially received by S. Hutchinson, and some
other kind friends; but they durst not open
the preaching house doors to me for fear of
the censure of the conference now at hand.
499, Dr Johnson, who had given me a paper signifying that if I were brought to want

in any part of Ireland, could draw on him for
any sum I chose, by any gentleman who traded
m Dublin, which paper I never made use of.
He sea- a library of books by me, with orders
to sell them, ana make use of the money to
';ay me a horse to travel with, &c. These
books were of singular service, to aid me in
my travels, which I thought to be my duty,
viz,, instead of being confined en a circuit, to
travel the country at large, to speak on certain points, which I considered injurious to the
kingdom of Christ in this Worid, &c. Not
knowing the value of these second hand books,
one took the advantage of my ignorance to
get them under price ; but my friends insisted
he should give up the bargain ; to which he
with a hard demand of ten dollars consented,
with the proviso that Kirk (who sold them for
an hundred and fifteen dollars) should have no
profit. Oh ! the cursed love of money.*
500. June 16th. Conference came on, and
some of my old friends were minded I should
take a circuit; but did not blame me for going to Europe, considering the advantage I had
got to my health, &c. I could not feel my
mind free to cornply, feeling it my duty to
travel more extensively. Their entreaties and
arguments were hard to resist; and on the
other hand the discouragements, if I rejected,
or discomplied, would be great. It would not
only by them be deemed wilful, and must expect their disapprobation ; but still be, like the
fowls of the air, to trust Providence for my
daily bread: here I was brought to halt between two opinions, thinking it was easier for
one to be mistaken than twenty ; yet I felt it
my duty to travel the continent at large. Here
my trials were keen.
501. A pamphlet of my experience coming
to America, Kirk was minded to reprint it;
but Bishop Whatcoat said I belonged to them,
and they ought to have the first privilege
of printing my experience: and being under
great trials of mind, concluded to give up my
judgment to theirs, and take a circuit; which
I had no sooner consented to try for a year,
the Lord being my helper, than an awful distress came over my mind; but I could not recall my words. My mind;^ being somewhat
agitated, gave the bishop somewhat encouragement relative to my journals, of which, on
reconsideration, I repented, as the time was
not yet.
502. I was restored by the conference where
I was on going away, viz., remaining on trial.
The conference was more friendly than I expected, when on my voyage home ; but I did
not make any acknowledgment that I did
wrong in going away. Some thought I had
broke discipline; but on re-examination it
• I paid the doctor afterwards.

was found I had not, as one on trial has a
right to desist as well as they to reject.
503. My station was on the Duchess and
Columbia circuit, with David Brown and WttHam Thatcher—Freeborn Garretson, presiding
elder. Thus distressed, I sailed to Rhinebeck,
on which way, one attempting to go on board
the vessel, was knocked out of the boat, and
carried down the stream more than a mile before he could be picked up. Oh! what dangers are we in ? How uncertain is life ? When
I arrived at the flats, I called at a Methodist's,
and got meeting appointed for the night. One
of the pri.icipal Methodists came to inquire,
who is stationed on our circuit ? I replied,
Brown, Thatcher, and Dow. Said he, Dow,
I thought he had gone to Ireland ! I replied,
he has been there, but has lately come hack.
Said he, Dow! Dow! why he is a crazy man;
he will break up the circuit; so we parted.
After meeting, I appointed another at the new
meeting house then building, which tried them
at my boldness, they not knowing who I was,
(but supposed a local preacher,) and intended
Mr. G. should preach the first sermon there,
for the dedication. Ne.xt day, some desired
to know my name, which I desired to be excused from telling. I held a number of meetings in this place, mostly cold and lifeless,
though we had some good and pious friends;
yet I could not speak with life and power as
formerly ; but felt as if I was delivering my
message to the wrong people. For it had
been in my mind, to return to my native town,
and there begin, and travel extensively: first,
in the adjacent places, and so abroad, as I
might find Providence to open the door.
504. When I got to this place, I had two
shillings left, and hearing of a place called
Kingston-sopus, I was minded to visit, (contrary to. the advice of my friends,) and having
got a few together with difficulty, and leaving
two other appointments, returned, having paid
away all my money for ferriages, and when
the time commenced in which I must go and
fulfil the appointments, saw no way to get
across the ferry, and whilst walking along in
meditation on past providence, and raising my
heart, that a way might be opened for my
getting across the ferry, I cast my eye upon
the sand, and espied something bright, and on
pickir.g it up found it to be a York shilling,
the very sum I wanted in order to cro.ss over.
And when I had fulfilled my first appointment,
and was going to the second, a stranger shook
hands with me, and left near half a dollar in
my hand, so I was enabled to get back. Thus
I see Providence provides for them t t a t put
their trust in him,—Having some scripture
pictures framed sent by me frorS Europe to dispose of, some I gave away, and the remainder
I let go to a printer for some religious band-
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bills, &c. in Poughkeepsie, some of which I
distributed through the town, and hearing the
sound of a fiddle, I followed it, and came to a
porch where was a master teaching his pupils
to dance, I gave some hancHbills, which he
called after me to take away, but I spoke not
a word but went off. Mere the people are
hardened.—At Fishkill and the Highlands, the
people were hard, and apparently sorry to see
me,—At Clove and Snaiiingtown likewise, I
visited some neighboring places, and had some
tender meetings. At Amenia and Dover, the
Methodists seemed shy,; I put up at a tavern
several times. Swago, I visited from house
to house, but have not the art nor the spirit of
visiting as when in the north country, Sharon
—I found two classes here, the first hard and
sorry to see me; the other tender with Christian love. In Salisbury and Canaan, (Connecticut,) I had sundry meetings, but still felt
as if not in my right sphere. A report that
crazy Dow had got back from Ireland, brought
many out to hear. Mount Washington, Sheffield, and Egremont, (Mass.,) I visited; thence
to Hudson, and so to Rhinebeck.
505. After quarterly meeting, I went home
to see my friends, and found my parents well,
and one sister, who had become more serious
within the course of a few months, which was
a matter of consolation to me,
506, The expectation of the Methodists was
raised, expecting such times as we had before,
not looking enough beyond the watchman—
once some were prejudiced against me; but
now too much for me, so I was clogjred with
their expectations and .shut up. Walking to
Norwich, gave away my pocket'handkerchief
to get breakfast, and took shipping to New
London, where we had three meetings that
were large and tender. One who was near
and dear to me did not come to see me, neither
durst I go to see him, which caused me some
pain of heart,
507 September 3rd, I went' forty miles to
Middletown, and had four meetings which
were good and tender. At New Hartford, I
hired a ball room, which cost me a dollar and
a half. The man thought I was going to have
a play at first—many came to hear, to whom
I spoke from. After I have spoken, mock on.—
Some were tender, and some disputed, saying,
all things are decreed, and they hoped they
were Christian.s, and no man can be a Christian unless he is reconciled to God's decrees.
I replied, if all things are fore-ordained, it was
fore-ordained that I should talk as I do, and
you are not reconciled to it, and of course are
not Christians; but deceiving yourselves according to you^ own doctrine. The young
people smiled, and so we parted,
508, Oh, when shall the time commence
when the watchman shall see eye to eye, and
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the earth be filled with God's glory?—Thence
I went to my circuit, and continued round with I
my mind burthened, as when sailing up from
Nev/ York; and have been burthened and depressed whilst on this circuit ever since. I do
not have such meetings as formerly, though
the cause of God,, and the worth of souis Lies
as near my heart as ever. What can be the
cause, unless out of my sphere ? I felt a pain
in my right side, and on the seventh day, an
ulcer, as I suppose, broke in my lungs, and I
raised a putrefied matter, and was forced to
cut my labor short the next day through weakness of body. After this, I had hardly strength
to keep up with my appointments; but frequently was obliged to lie upon the bed whilst
addressing the people. At length, I got a little more free from my pain, and was in hopes
that the raising would cease, and the place
heal,
509, October 24th—251h, After quarteriy
meeting, I left this circuit, by G's. direction,
and proceeded for Litchfield circuit, but did
not ask for location, as I wished to go through
the year if possible, considering my engagement, and the nature of my standing,
510, 26th. The Methodists being low and
lazy here, I walked through the town, and
gave notice for meeting, and invited the people ; and some ministers and lawyers, with the
people, accepted. The second meeting scores
could not get in. At Milton, God has begun a good work. In Kent, the people are
hard. New Milford, Washington, Woodbury,
Goshen, Winchester, Bristol, I visited. Some
were hard; some were prejudiced ; and with
some I had comfort; amongst whom were
some seventh day Baptists near the last place.
In Farminglon and Nortliington, religion seemed low, in the latter, harm was done by the
minister opposing the work under brother M,
In Granby and Barkhempstead, it is low.
Hartland hollow, once a flaming place for piety, but seems to be diminished greatly, yet of
late some small quickening. Colebrook and
Winstead 1 visited; in the latter is a large society, but not so much engaged as they used
to be. Thus I have got round the circuit—
scarce any blessing on my labors, and my
mind depressed from day to day
511, Of late it hath lain upon my nind that
I should not recover whilst I continued in this
sphere of action ; and that my ill health came
in consequence of not doing what I had felt to
be my duty, viz, to travel the continent more
at large ; and the only remedy to escape and
recover from this decli.ie, would be by a
change of air and climate, &c., and as though
Providence chose to make use of this means
for my recovery, for some end unknown to me.
And the more [ made it a matter of prayer,
that if it were a temptation, it might decrease:
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and Columbia circuits, so that when he removed me to Litchfield it was good for nothing,
so I destroyed it, and of course, now had no
credentials to aid me in a strange land. The
thoughts of goijg away under the above difficult circumstances was trying both to my natural desire, and to my faith; yet it appeared
to me I was brought into this situation by my
disobedience, and the only way would be to
obey in future.
517. December 9. A friend, N . P. carried
me to Hartford, and being disappointed of
shipping, I set off on foot to New Haven, and
though weak in body, I went twelve miles,
and stopped at a tavern; but it being the
free-mason lodge night, they made such a
noise I could not sleep, so I went to a farmhouse.
518. Set off at dawn of day, and a man in
Meriden saw and knew me, gave me a breakfast, and sent a ihorse with me several miles,
so I reached New Haven that night, and
spoke to a few. The next evening I spoke
again, and God gave me favor in the sight
of some. At length I set sail for New York,
and making a mistake as the passengers
I!
divided when going on board, I carried
away two bottles which belonged to the
other packet where my things were; and on
2"'th. My strength I think declines.
our arrival, I paid the damage of the porter,
614. December 1. I reached my parents which the people drank up without my conagain, tarried four days, had two meetings, sent. However, they were so kind as to rumand told my parents of my intention of visit- mage my things and write in my journals
ing the southern climes. They did not seem some scurrilous language belonging to seato oppose it as I expected: but said, once it faring people. After my landing, 1 went to
would have been your delight to have been my old home at the house of brother J^ery.
received and regulariy travelling on a circuit, I took the advice of several physicians, whose
and now they are willing to receive you, you advice it was to go. And finding a vessel
cannot feel contented to tarry on a circuit, bound to Bermuda, was denied a passage on
which, if we weie to have our choice, it would account of my religion; but captain Peleg
be to have you continue; then you will have Latham, going to sail for Savannah, offered to
friends, and can come and see us ; but you take me, and throw in a fifth part of my pasmust be your own judge in this matter; weigh sage, considering the cause of my going,
it well, and act accordingly,
519, Through Dr. Johnson's books, I had
515. I left my horse, saddle, bridle and procured my horse, got some religious handwatch, in the hands oi Nathaniel Phelps, and bills printed, containing rules for holy living,
had some money of a neighbor, viz, my horse, !fc., paid my passage, and had about one dolwith the man who came fifteen miles to see lar and a half left me, eighteen dollars still
me, and gave me a dollar, when I was sick in being in G,'s hands. My friends made out
the north country. Peter Moriarty, the as- my provisions. My cough and weakness insistant preacher of the circuit, being gone crease. I am more than ever sea-sick. I
home to wait till God should send snow that .said, to tarry is death, to go I do but die.
he might move his family-, it was uncertain
520. January 3d, 1802, I am in lat. 34 deg.
when I could get his judgment respecting my 38 min,, long. 76 deg, 2 min. My cough has
decline, and there being no probability of my
almost left m e ; but my raising continues.
obaining Gairetson's consent, [ was now
The people are as kind and civil as I could
brought into a straight. Being unable to
fulfil thi appointments with propriety any expect under the circumstances. Natural and
longer, I got brother Fox to take them in mi- human prospects appear dark; what is before
me I know not; my trust is in God. I have
stead.
but one to look to or rely ufon in this under516. My license being wrote in such form taking. M y trials are keen—indeed it is a
by Mr. G. it would only serve for the Duchess
trial of my faith to g o ; but Jesus is precious
h'l if it were from Him, it might increase;
and the more I think upon it and weigh it as
for eternity, the more it increases, and cords
of sweet love drew me on.
512. The thoughts of leaving the circuit
without liberty, is somewhat trying, as I had
done it once before; and some perhaps may
conclude there is no confidence to be put in me.
The island of Bermuda, or Georgia, is what I
had in contemplation.
513. November 21—22. Quarterly meeting
was in Cornwall; I told brother Batchelor
that my mind was under the above trials; he
said he was willing I should go. But Garretson, my spiritual grandfather, would not
consent; but off'ered me a location on the circuit, if I would say I could travel no longer;
but would not consent that I should leave it
on any condirion at first. I could not say but
what I could travel a space longer, and yet
apparently but a very little while. At length
I strove to get him to say, if it was the opinion of brother Moriarty, that my health was
declining, he would not charge me with disobedience at the next conference: he said I
must then labor not in my usual way, but like
the other preachers, viz, the regular appointments only, and thus indirectly it was left—
so I continued on,
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to my soul on this roaring sea. The winds
these i'our days past are contrary.
521. There is but one in all Georgia that I
know. I have seen befiere, Hope Hull, my
spiritual father: and to him I never spoke.
My mind was tried by the enemy of souls;
something within said, you will see such good
days no more : the openings and favors you
have had are now gone, and, as it were, death
awaits you. But one evening, when thus
tried, when lying down, a thought arose, why
have I not as great a right to expect favors
from God now, as in days that are past and
gone. Immediately hope and faith began to
revive, and my heart to be drawn out in
prayer. Soon after, the wind came fair, and
we run fro.m five to nine miles an hour, till
we had run our latitude. On our way, a
whale played round our vessel for an hour or
two,
522. January 6, Saw land—it being foggy,
did not venture into port. The night following found we had but about two fathoms of
water, as we sounded to cast anchor upon a
hollow shoal; it being then high water, the
captain began to prepare the boats to flee; the
noise awaked me up—I .saw the people terrified and preparing to escape. I began to examine whether I was sorry I had come, or
was prepared to die—felt great inward peace,
and no remorse, and fell asleep again; but
their ado soon awaked me, I dressed myself,
sung an hymn, and lay down. I observed
some praying, and one man reproving another, .saying, it is no time to swear now—
soon the vessel struck, the cable they cut off
at five blows, and hoisted a sail, leaving the
anchor, and the tide carried us through a narrow place into deep water, striking twice on
the way—^just before, was a smart breeze, but
now a calm. Through this medium, by the
providence of God, we escaped. Gladness
appeared on every countenance, and soon
drinking, cursing, swearing, and taking God's
name in vain, appeared on the carpet. My
heart was grieved to see this, and I could but
reprove and counsel them. Oh, how frequently will people be frightened in danger
and deny it aftervi^ards !
523. 7th, Fog continued till afternoon,
then got a pilot, and anchored in the river at
night.
Friday, 8th. I landed in Savannah, and
walked through the town. I found a burying
ground, and the gate being down, I went in,
and spent an hour or two in thanksgiving
and prayer for my deliverance, and a prosperous journey. Oh, the poor blacks ! a boat
of them with some white people came alongside of our vessel: my heart yearns when I
view their sable faces and condition. I inquired for Methodists, and found no regular
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ones in town. But one of Hammet's party,
Adam C, Cloud, a preacher, whom I did not
know at first, gave me the liberty of his
preaching house that night, in which I spoke
to about seventy whites and blacks; but to
get them collected, I took upwards of a hundred handbills, and distributed them through
the town, and threw one into a window where
a man was dying; and a Baptist preacher
being present, read it to the family, as he
afterwards told me, and that it was a solemn
time. He, Mr. Halcomh, ever denied me his
meeting-house. On Sunday and Monday evenings, I spoke in the African meeting- house;
it did my heart good to see the attentive
blacks,—Andrew, the black preacher, had
been imprisoned and whipped until the blood
ran down, for preaching; as the people
wanted to expel religion from the place, he
being the only preacher in town. The whites
at length sent a petition to the legislature for
his permission to preach, which was granted.
Said he to me, " m y father lived to be an hundred and five years old, and I am seventy, and
God of late has been doing great things for us.
I have about seven hundred in church, and
now I am willing to live or die as God shall
see fit.'' The whites offered me a collection,
which I declined, lest wrong constructions
should he put upon it, and I deemed an impostor, as I was a stranger. I gave my trunk,
&c. to the family where I tarried. In pouring
out some crackers, I found two dollars, which
I suppose my friends flung in at New York;
this I stood in need of. As I was leaving
town old Andrew met me, and shaking hands
with me, left eleven dollars and a half in my
hand, which some had made out: So I perceived God provides for those who put their
trust in him. I had not gone far before I fell
in with a team ; I gave the man a hand-bill,
which he said he would not take half a dollar
for, and bade me put my bundle in his cart;
thus with help got I on about twenty miles
that day.
524. The captain with whom I sailed, said,
he discovered a visible alteration for the better in my health, previous to our parting, as
my cough left me, I raised less and less, and
my strength returned more and more, far beyond expectation. It was thought, when I
sailed from New York, that I should not live
to return,
525. The day after I left Savannah, a man
overtook me, who heard of me, and said,
" are you the preacher who has lately come
from the northward ?" I replied in the affirmative. Said he, " I heard you in Savannah, and desiring to find you, I .saw one back
in a wagon dressed in black, whom I asked if
he was the m a n ; he replied, no, sir, I love
rum too well."
=y

526. He took me on his horse, and carried
me to Did father Boston's, near Tukisaking.
Here I was kindly received, and calied in a
few neighbors, to whom I spoke, and appointed meeting for Sunday. In the interval they
began to interrogate me where I come from,
and for my license or credentials , which, on
the relation of my situation, caused them to
think f was an impostor; but at length they
found my name on the minutes, so their fears
were in a mea.sure subsided. A Methodist
preacher, on his way from conference, fell in
there on Saturday, and behaved as if he
thought I was an impostor; however, my appointment was given out, and could not be
recalled. And while I was fulfilling of it, the
melting power of God was felt, and tears were
rolling on every side. As I was leaving the
assembly to go to my evening appointment,
about ten miles off, several shook hands with
me, and left pieces of money in my hand to
the amount of some dollars, which I perceived
increased the preacher's jealousy, as I refused
the loan of a horse, I walked and fulfilled
my evening meeting, where a collection was
offered, which I refused, however, about four
dollars were forced upon me,
527. 18. Continuing my course. I saw the
sand hill or hooping crane, the largest kind
of bird or fowl I ever s a w ; also, a ffock of
geese flying over. Sure—instinct! what is
it ? or who can tell ? the power of attraction ?
Men are wise, yet the more they find out,
the greater mysteries are presented to view,
and the more puzzled they are relative to the
book of nature. Oh, the wisdom of God !
The birds of flight know their appoin-ted
time; and oh, that the children of men would
consider theirs. I dined gratis at an inn,
528. 20, I reached Augusta, (the place
seemed familiar, as if I had seen it before,
when I came within sight of it, as I had four
times dreamed of preaching in a similar place,
and seen some similar people,) and inquired
for Methodists, and the first direction was to
go to the house of a Frenchman, where the
family treated me with great ridicule and contempt. From thence I was directed to the
house of a Calvinist, where I was treated
with equal coolness. Thence to a house
where the fashionable preachers put up, but
got no encouragement to tarry: but was directed to the common preachers' boarding
house, where I was thought to be an impostor,
and so was sent to a private boarding house;
I went there, but could not get entertainment
for love nor money ; and espying a grove of
woods at a distance, concluded to go and take
up my lodging there that night; and leaving
a handbill, I set off and got about two-thirds
of the way out of town, when a negro overtook me with an express that his mistress

wanted I should come back. I went back and
tarried all night, and for my supper, lodging
and breakfast, they would take nothing, neither would they keep me any longer, though I
offered them any sum that they should ask for
a week's board. Next night I offered a family pay for four nights lodging ; they said they
would take me on trial; I did not eat nor
drink with them; they kept me three nights
for nothing, but they would not keep me the
fourth. Next night, I went down on the bank
of the river to take up my lodgings there, and
whilst walking back and forth, meditating on
my singular state and circumstances, a boat
landed, from which came a negro, and called
me by name : I asked him where he saw me ?
He replied, I heard you preach in Savannah;
did you not in such a place ? He asked me
where I lodged; I told him I had no place;
said he, will you sleep where black people
live ? I replied, if they be decent ones.—He
went off, and after about half an hour came
back, and piloted me to a black family, who
lived in as good fashion as two-thirds of the
people in Augusta, I stayed all night, and
though I offered them pay, yet they would not
receive any. neither would they keep me any
longer for love nor money. I procured my
provisions and had them dressed at the house
of Moses, a black man, who was a Baptist
preacher. Whilst at his shop, I heard of a
man who was friendly to the Methodists, to
whom I sent a line, signifying that if he
would make me an appointment, I would cross
the river to Camelton, where he lived, and
preach. He did as I desired, and I held three
meetings,—Here I had a singular dream,
which seemed to be as singularly fulfilled in
some degree shortly after. I spoke in the African Baptist meeting house to some hundreds
of blacks, and a few wnites, the Methodist
meeting house being denied me by the society, and the preacher, L. G., they supposing
that I was an impostor.
529. 30, I tarried two nights at a plantation house where the man was trouoled with
an uncommon disorder, which puzzled a council of physicians, who supposed it to be a polypus in the heart. In the night I was seized
with an inward impulse to set off on the
Washington road, (my things not being arrived up the river,) so that my .sleep departed;
in the morning, when I arose, it was apparently gathering for a storm of rain, so I rejected
the impulse as a temptation; but it returned
with double force : and for the sake of peace
of mind, I set off; but what I was after I
could not tell, and when turning it over in my
mind, I appeared like a fool to myself. And
after travelling about ten miles, an old man
between seventy and eighty, who was riding
very fast, stopped of a sudden as he met me,
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and said, young man, are you travelling ? I
answered in the affirmative, and gave him one
of my handbills ; he, on finding the contents,
shook hands with me, and said, I am a Baptist, but my wife is a Methodist; and invited
roe to his house, about seven miles off on the
Uchee creek, and procured me a congregation
the next day, among whom was a respectable
family which attended, (Esquire Haynes and
his wife,) who got their hearts touched under
the word, and invited me to hold meeting
at their house, which I did the next d a y ; and
through this channel my door was open for
visiting several neighborhoods, where the
people seemed melted to tenderness; and so I
was not examined for credentials, I begged
two children of the above mentioned family,
(only they were to have the care of them)
which since have become serious. Appointments being sent on before me, I went from
Haynes's to Pieman's—thence to Capi. Thorntori's, on Upton Creek,
530. February 10th. I got to Hope HuWs
before sun rise, having walked nine miles that
morning, I found him in acorn house, I saluted with, how do you do, father ? His reply was somewhat cool; he agreed to make me
an appointment in the court house, (he living
above a mile from the town,) liaving influence
amongst the people. After breakfast, before
he had started for town, I took a quantity of
handbills, and running through the woods,
got to the town first, and distributed them
among the people, and cleared out before he
got to town, having scarcely .spoken to
any one. This made a great hubbub amongst
the people, who I was, and where I came
from; but when he came in to make the appointment, he unfolded the riddle ; this brought
many out to hear.
Next night, I spoke
again ; it was thought I should get no hearers ; however, the latter congregation was
larger than the first: a young clergyman from
Connecticut, at the first meeting, said I spoke
many truths, but was incorrect, and was minded not to come again; however, he did; and
after I had done, he voluntarily made a flowery prayer, in which he gave me a broadside,
531, I once had a sister who resided in this
town, and her husband, who was a country
lawyer, was ungenerously abused in a duel,
afterwards died at Charleston ; his life and
death, when I reflected on his future state,
caused me some tender sensations of mind.
One night in a dream, I thought he appeared
to me, and replied, " It is better off with me
in the other world than what you think—it is
well with me ; when I was dying, and so far
e.xpired that I could not communicate to
others, I was convinced of the truths of religion, and sought and found acceptance."
When I awoke, my mind was greatly relieved.
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532, Hope Hull said to me, the kindness
you received in Ireland, might be accounted
for on natural principles—the affection of the
people taking pity "n you ; and if one was to
come to this couiUry, i,nd behave well, would
have the same kindness shown him : He entreated me to give over this mode of travelling, and to return to New England, and agree
to taks a circuit and wander no more; for, |
said he, though it appears that Providence
hath been kind to •) ou, yet you will not always find -Dr, Johnsons in your travels : but
said, he thought that trials and difficulties
would devolve upon me, and involve me by
and by. He mentioned that God suffered Balaam to go where he desired; likewise a
young man that came to Charleston, who lay
under a mistake on a certain occasion, and
some other things similar to this; which,
considering who he was, and my .singular
standing, and danger of running too fast or
too slow, or going on one side or the other,
discouraged me much, when I gave way to
reasoning and doubting on the subject of my
duty in so travelling, but when I put my
confidence in God, and submitted the matter
to him, I felt peace and happiness of mind,
and an inward refreshment and courage to go
forward : he said that he did not know, when
travelling, that ever he felt it impressed on his
mind to go to one place more than another;
but said he, if I heard of a place opened, or a
meeting house vacant of a minister, or a
wicked neighborhood, why reason said I
should go. In reading Alexander K—'s life,
I could not but remark his dream, page 96,
about the pit and spring of water, &c,
533, H. H. gave me a paper where to call
on certain families ; I cautioned him on what
he did, lest he should be censured for opening
my way : said he, I leave every man to paddle his own canoe, I left the house before
the family was up, and walked nine miles; at
V/ashington, where H. lived, a contribution
was offered, as well as at Uchee creek, and
some other places, which I refused, knowing
that example goes before precept, and that
impostors are fond of money, and if I were
not guarded, should be esteemed as such;
however, at the latter place, eleven dollars
were sent from the people by Mr. H, and
forced upon me,
534, I found the great Baptist meeting
would take off the people, so I continued on my
walk until I got about twenty miles from H's,
(giving away handbills on the road,) where I
sat down in the forks of the path and meditated what I should do to preserve my journals
from an approaching shower. Just then a
man, whom I had given a handbili to, came
along and invited lae to his house : he dismounted from his horse, and I got on, and
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soon arrived there, which wa? about a mile,
when an awful shower of rain fell, I think as
ever I beheld; so my journals were preserved. This man had no religion. In the night
I felt uneasy, and my heart bound upon the
load ; the man perceiving that I was getting
up, inquired the cause, and strove to discourage me; but not prevailing, arose, and taking
two horses from his stable, carried me across
two or three streams of deep running water,
and by a tavern where was a sharp cross dog.
Soon as the day dawned, he went back, and I
continued my course a few miles, and found a
family of Methodists where I took breakfast;
but thought that they supposed that I was an
impostor; and being informed where a funeral
sermon was to be preached, I quit them, and
went to hear Britain Caple, who spoke in the
power and demonstration of the Spirit; after
which, I asked and obtained permission and
spoke a few words, as Caple thought I could
do no harm, (I appeared so simple to him, as
he afterwards said,) if I could do no good.
Thence I went to Greensborough, and held
meeting that night, and the night following,
and then concluded to go, not amongst the
Methodists, unless it came in my w a y ; but
principally around to the court-houses, &c.,
and on my way to Oglethrop, I called at a
house to rest, (having the night before travelled a considerable distance till two men
overtook me, and on finding who I was, provided me lodging for the remainder of the
night;) and the man began to find fault about
the Methodists, (he not knowing who I was,)
by which means I found one in the neighborhood ; went there and left some hand-bills for
the neighborhood ; and as I was going off, the
family found out who I was, and invited me
to tarry and hold a meeting after they had
enquired, and found that I was not one of
(yKelly s party. In the meeting, a black woman belonging to General Stewart, who was
brother to the man of the house, fell down
and lay like a corpse for some time ; and her
hands seemed as cold as death. We were at
prayer when she fell, and her falling had like
to have knocked me over. After about an
hour and a half she came tc, and praised God.
I gave her my pocket bible, with orders to
carry it home; and if she could not read herself, to get the whites to do it for her. I had
a meeting next night, and morning following:
and thence proceeded to two appointments,
which the family had sent o n ; one was at
Lexington, at Pope's Chapel. About this time
I had a singular dream, which induced me to
cross the Oconee river, and tarried with a
kind Baptist family that night; next day I
called on Tigner, a noted Methodist; and
finding that the «ircuit preacher, T. C , would
be there the next da/, I left a parcel of hand-

bills, and went on my way until evening,
when I stopped for lodging; and hearing of a
serious family, I called on them, but scarce
knew how to" introduce myself; however, the
family, on asking me various questions, invited me to tarry all night; and in the evening, on finding out what I was, invited me to
hold a meeting next day, which I accordingly
did; this being in Qlark county; and at night
in Jackson old court-house, where a few dollars were forced upon me. I was solicited to
tarry longer, but felt my heart drawn to tra-.'^el
with expedition over these interior countries
and return to New England, as my health and
strength had returned far, far beyond my e.xpectation.
535. Monday, 22. I walked thirty-five miles
to Franklin, and had a meeting at night.
536. 23, Yesterday, espying some drunken
people, (apparently so,) I left an appointment,
which to-day I fulfilled, and such attention is
rare to be found.
537. 24. An opportunity presenting, I rode
a number of miles, and had meeting at night
in Elberton, and the night following. I got
an opportunity of sending some hand-bills to
the Tombigby, where perhaps I may one day
visit. What am I wandering up and down
the earth for ?—like a speckled bird among
the birds of the forest. What is before me I
know not; trials I expect are at hand; my
trust is still in God—my trials are keen—my
mind seems to be led to return to the north by
the way of Charleston.
538. 26th. I went to Petersburg—had a
letter from Dr. Lester, of New York, to Solo- ^
mon Roundtree there, who opened his house
for meeting, and showed me the greatest kindness of any man sirice I came to the south; I
went through the lown and dispersed some
handbills, which brought many out to meeting.
I visited Vienna and Lisbon, and continued
my course towards Augusta, though strongly
entreated to tarry longer, with the offer of an
horse to ride about sixty miles, but could not
find freedom to tarry, or accept, yet about ten
dollars I was constrained to receive, lest in
attempting to do good I should do harm.
Some good impressions appeared to be made.
I called at a house on the road, where I saw
a woman ask a bles.sing at the table, and I,
to give her a sounding, talked somewhat like
a deist. She was a Methodist, and was going
to turn me out of doors, when a man said, he
is one of your own party; which was the
preventative. I tarried all night which she
would take nothing for, but gave me some_ advice; as she halted between two opinions
who I was. Calling for some breakfast on
the road, the old man insisted I should pay
before I eat, which I did, and asked the cause
of a collection of youths so early: the reply
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was, to revive the yesterday's wedding. After
some talk, I 'gave them some handbills. The
old man took one, and began reading like an
hero; when feeling conviction, could hardly
go through; I prayed with them, and went on
Ely way, and some of the young people who
came for the resurrection of the wedding, (as
they called it,) followed me out of doors, with
tears, and the old man forced back the quarter dollar which I had paid for my breakfast.
539, Tuesday, March 2d, As I was sitting down to rest, by the forks of some roads,
four persons were pwssmg by me, and I overheard the word meeting; which induced me
to ask, if they were going to meeting; but the
answer was cool; so I followed after them,
and going along to see what they were after,
about half a mile out of my road, I came to a
large assembly of people at a Presbyterian
meeting-house, waiting in vain for their minister : I gave them some handbills, the people
read them, and then showed them through the
assembly; and some persons present who had
heard of me before, told it; so I was invited
to speak, with this proviso, that I must give
over if the minister came. I spoke nearly an
hour on free salvation, but the minister did
not come. I received an invitation to a
Methodist meeting house, where I had two
meetings, and some dated their awakenings
and conversion from that time. From man,
we may receive favors, and ask again and be
denied with resentment; but the more we expect from God, the more we shall have in answer to faith and prayer, in sincere patience,
in submission to the will of God; and the
longer I pursue the course of religion, the
more I am convinced of the truth of these
scripture passages, that all things shall work
together for good to them that love God; if
we don't bring the trials on ourselves needlessly ; and no good thing will God withhold
from them that walk uprightly. Lord, increase my faith ; I expect trials are at hand ;
the devil can show light, but not love, and in
going in the way of love's drawings, I generally prosper: but in going contrary thereto,
barrenness, distress, burthens, and unfruitfulness, and sorrow, like going through briars
and thorns; and as it is Goes will to make
us happy, it is our duty to go in the paths of
peace, tender conscience, and melting joy, and
in so doing, I don't remember the time I was
sorry, though I perceive not the propriety of
the thing immediately, yet I do afterwards;
therefore, act as a mortal being who possesses
an immortal soul, and expect to give an account at the bar of God, as if my eternal happiness depended on the improvement of my time.
Improvement enlarges the experience, and experience enlarges the capacity; and consequently can know more and more of God;
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and God made us so that it might be the case
with u s ; and if it were not so, we could neither be rewardable nor punishable, for there
would be nothing to reward or punish, for one
part of the punishment is bitter reflections, or
accusations for misimproved time and talents,
the natural consequence of which hath brought
them there, and this would make distress.
As holiness con.stitutes the felicity of paradise, what nonsense it is for an unholy being
to talk of going there; for it would rather
tend to enhance their pain to behold the
brightness of that sweet world; therefore I
think they had rather be in hell; and the
mercy, love, and goodness above, will in
justice send them there, for it is the'Will and
goodness of God, to send people or persons to
the places suited to their nature, disposition
and choice. Oh, may God teach me the
things I know not—a forced obedience is no
obedience at all; voluntary obedience is the
only obedience that can be praise or blame
worthy. All good desires come not by nature, but by the influence of God's Holy Spirit,
through the mediation of Christ, which are
given to make us sensible of our weakness
and wants, that we may seek and have the
same supplied : and of course, it is our duty
to adhere to the sacred influence by solemn
considerations, and a resolution to put in
practice the same, by brea'iiing off from that
which we are convinced is displeasing and
offensive in God's sight, and looking to him
for the blessings we feel we want, in earnest
expectation th.at he will bestow it through the
merits of the Son.
540. Crossing Little River in a canoe, I
held meeting at ten o'clock in the morning;
and though the notice was short, sixty or
seventy came out, and it was a tender time.
Sunday, 7th, I arrived in the town of Augusta, and my things having arrived, I went
through the town, distributing handbills from
house to house. Some I gave to black people ; some I flung over into the door yards,
and some I put in under the doors, or through
the windows where the lights were out; and
whilst doing this, a negro came after me three
times to go to his master's house, saying that
Mr, Waddle (a Presbyterian minister) wanted
me, I went and obtained a breakfast, he
being about to leave the town, and hearing of
me before, and being a candid man, was the
means of removing prejudice, in some degree,
from that society. Then I went to the Methodist meeting-house, where the preacher beckoned me to come up into the pulpit, which I
declined until the third time, and then went.
Said he, the elder, Stith Mead, will be in town
this morning, and he wants to see you. He
had got on my track, and some knowledge of
my conduct, which had removed prejudice
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froff. his mind ; at length, he came, and after
preaching a ftineral sermon, offered me (if I
desired it) liberty of the pulpit, and the jrivilege of giving out my appointment for the
afternoon, which I accordingly did, and then
wen t off to the Presbyterian meeting, and told
them of it as soon as the meeting was dismissed ; and the African Baptist likewise, and
then to my room, (the people said, I was a
ctu.ty man,) The bell was rung to give the
people notice; this was for the convenience
of the Presbyterians. I spoke in my feeble
way, and appointed meeting for the next
evening. The Methodists said, you will have
no hearers to-morrow evening, for Mr. Snethen was liked the best of any minister that
was ever here, and he could not get but few
hearers on a week-day night. However, the
people flocked out more on Monday evening
than Sabbath, and I appointed for Tuesday,
and told the young people, if they would come
out, that I would give them hymn-books, which
accordingly they did, and the congregation
was larger still. I proposed a covenant to
the people, to meet me at the throne of grace
daily in private devotion, which hundreds
agreed to (by rising up) for a space of time,
which I bound them by their honor to keep.
I expected to leave town next morning, but
S. Mead prevailed on me to tarry till the following Sabbath, considering the prospect of
good. Solemn countenances were soon seen
in the streets. On Wednesday evening we
had meeting in Harrisburg; on Thursday
evening, the man who had just finished a job
about the meeting-house, kept the key, so
that it was with much difficulty that we obtained it for meeting in the evening; he assigned as the reason, arrearage of p a y ; we
told the people of i t ; I mentioned that I esteemed it a privilege to have such a house to
hold meeting in, and for m.y .share felt willing
to give ten dollars tow,irds the deficiency;
and if they would come forward and subscribe
liberally, perhaps they might not feel the loss
of it, for God might bless them accordingly.
We got upwards of seventy dollars that night.
I told the youth, if they would come to a
prayer meeting next evening, I would give
them some more books; about six hundred
persons came out, to whom I gave several
hymn-books more, making an hundred in all.
Saturday evening and next morning, I held
meeting in the vicinity, and the work evidently appeared; for mourners came forward
to be prayed for. In the afternoon I gave my
last discourse in Augusta, and then I requested those that were determined to set out and
seek God, to let me take their names in writing, that I might remember them in my devotions when gone; about seventy, who had
been careless, came forward.

541. Last evening, we got about thirty dollars more for the meeting house—it was expected that I should have a contribution last
meeting, for my labors, and well wishes to the
town, &c., which I declined, and many thought
it strange, yet five dollars I was constrained
by my friends to take from a man out of society, lest my refusal should do harm. Next
morning. Doctor Prentice, who had treated me
as a friend, and was the first man that gave
me an invitation to make his house my home
in this place, sent his servant and chair with
me nine miles; thence I continued on my way
towards Charleston.
542. Wednesday 17th. I set off before sunrise, but was taken unwell, so I walked about
ten miles, and whilst lying down under a pine,
I reflected thus; how do I know but this weakness of body came by the will and wisdom of
God, and in a way to do good, as afflictions
happen not by chance nor come from the dust,
but are God's mercies in disguise; presently
there came along a Methodist backslider, who
at times strove to reason himself into the belief of deism and universalism; but still he
could not forget the peaceful hours he once
enjoyed, yet the word preached would reach
his heart, so that he but seldom went to places
of meeting. I obtained a promise from him,
however, that he would try to set out again;
and as we parted he was tender. I spoke at
night and ne.xt morning to a few, and some
wagons coming along, I got liberty to ride in
some of them by turns. My shoes heating
my feet, I gave them away for some bread,
having a pair of moccasins with me, which
preserved my feet from the sand.
543. Friday 19th. I called at a number of
houses, to get entertainment, but could not for
love nor money, till about the middle of the
night, when coming opposite to a house or
cottage, an old woman opened her door, ^ d
as I saw the light, begged permission to tarry,
which I obtained, and she gave me some bread,
and said, I suppose the other fatnilies did not
take you i n ; but supposed you to be some
thief, as you did not appear to be in the character of a gentleman. I paid her for my lodging ; but for the bread she did not require it.
Next evening, I travelled till late, likewise
inquired at almost every house for entertainment, but could not obtain npon any conditions. At length, I espied a light, but durst
not venture near it for fear of the dogs, but
found a convenient tree, where I could screen
myself from the dogs, and then alarmed the
family. After some time, I was answeied,
and piloted to the house, where 1 found an
old woman and her son, and she, to relieve
my hunger, gave me such as her cottage afforded, viz. coffee and cake, gratis; however, I
paid her, and next morning I went to Dor-
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Chester, and called on a Mr. Car, to whom I
had a letter, and spoke in his house, where
good seemed to be done, after that I had heard
a Mr, Adams, an independent minister, in their
meeting house.
544. Monday 22d. I came to Charleston,
and found the preachers friendly, and yet shy,
for fear of the censure of the conference ; so
the preaching house was shut against me. I
called on Mr. Matthews, then one of HameVs
preachers, for some handbills, which were sent
there by Adam C. Cloud, for me, (here I took
the measles,) and distributed about twelve
hundred of them through the town, and then
obtained the liberty of the poor house, in
which I held several meetings, Matthews
invited me to supply an appointment for him
in the great meeting house, which was built
for the Methodists, and about which Hamet
made crooked work, &c. When M, was gone
out of town, I advertised the meeting, and
about two thousand attended, to whom I spoke;
it was thought to have been as still a meeting
as had been known in that quarter, for such
magnitude, A collection was offered to me,
which I refused. A gentleman opened a large
room in which I held several picked meetings;
a collection w^as offered here, to which I declined; however, a few dollars I received from
some, partly through constraint and the medium of Mr. Monds, who appeared loving and
kind. The family here, where Jones the
preacher had piloted me, expecting pay for my
board, I found a little book here which I wanted, and when paying for it, left money in the
man's hands, a sufficiency for my board, and
quit the house, and took up my lodging with
Esquire Terpin, who was inclined towards the
Friends or Quaker society, where I held several
picked meetings: the Hamet Methodists were
low—the Ashbury Methodists (so called) were
shy. At length, I took my departure for Nev/
York. The measles appeared on my voyage,
and the captain and all hands were unkind,
and one passenger shot a pistol off near my
head, in the small tight steerage, which seemed to injure me much in my low state.
545. April 8th. I landed in New York,
(though on our way we had crossed the Gulf
stream,) and about two days after, my life was
despaired of by Dr. Lester, (as the inflammatory fever had set in.) Whil.st I was confined
at the house of brother Quackenbush, the Lord
was precious to my soul—the sting of death
was fled, and sometimes I turned my thoughts
on future joys, and realized that some of my
spiritual children had gone before, and I absent from Jesus: 0 how did my soul wish to
be in those sweet realms above! But then
turning my thoughts on time, 1 con.sidered the
value of souls, and that poor sinners were in
the dangerous, blind, dark road—the question
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arose, which I would choose, to depart to Paradise, or spend twenty or thirty years more in
this vale ol tears, in laboring in the spirit of
a missionary for the sake of my fellow mortals' salvation; and after a short pause I felt
such a travail for souls, that if it might be
consistent with the Divine Will, I wished to
recover for their sakes, and still to be absent
from my crown of glory; yet I felt resigned
to go or stay as God should see fit
546. After about twelve day,s' confinement,
I put on my clothes with help, though during
that time I could sit up but a very few minutes
at a time, and that not without assistance, to
prevent fainting. The day that I got able to
stagger abroad, the mistress of the house was
taken ill: the Lord was good that we were
not both sick together.
547 I went to the south, without consent:
some of the preachers in the city appeared shy,
who were dear to me, which hurt my feelings,
not to be visited in my sickness, though one
came at times for a morning walk, and at
length another; but perhaps there was a cause.
548. May 2d. God opened the way for my
getting into the state prison, (which I had long
before felt a desire to visit,) to hold religious
meetings there. Brother Kerr, whom I had seen
in Ireland, was one of the keepers, and obtained a verbal permit for a friend of his to hold
meeting with the convicts, though in general
written ones from two inspectors were required from those who are invested with powers
to grant them. Two Calvinists preached there
generally: but this Sunday one of them was
called away to a sacramental meeting, and the
other readily consented to give up his part of
the day without examining who or what I
was—(these three circumstances of the one
inspector and two preachers, I perhaps view in
a different light than what some do)—I thought
predestination was poor stuff to feed these prisoners with, considering their conduct and
state ; so I spoke upon particular election and
reprobation and a free salvation, not out of
controversy, but to inform the mind. I had
held but one short meeting .since my sickness;
and I was still so weak, that I scarcely knew
how to stand; yet I soon forgot myself and
stood an hour; and in the afternoon I stood
about two, whilst speaking on deism, and the
melting power of God seemed to be present, as
we formed a convenant to meet each other at
the throne of grace, &c. (I spoke at night in
the poor house)—I believe there were between
three and four hundred prisoners.
549. Monday 3d, I received a letter from
one of the prisoners, who was condemned to
imprisonment for life for the crime of forgery:
he was a deist when put in : but now he seems
desirous for salvation—he, in the name of a
number, requested me to visit them.
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550. Tuesday 4th. I visited the cells where tist, and Methodist preachers; twenty-five in
some of the most impenitent were confined, number, to form regulations, &c., how the difand tears began to flow; throus^h the iron ferent societies might be on more friendly
grates, I spoke to others in the different rooms terms together, as the contentions between the
of the mechanics, (nailers excepted)—I spoke different sects had been a great injury to the
with some and prayed also, and a 1 was stil. cause of religion in the unbelieving world:
and attention ; so my heart seemed to melt to- these minutes met my approbation, so I got
Avards them in love. Then I visited the bad hundreds of them reprinted, and sent them to
women, and it was observed that some of the ministers and preachers through the north •
worst of them were brought to bow, I obtain- and finding the congregation divided about an
ed the favor of visiting the prison through independent meeting house here in Middleand speaking to the prisoners on a week d a y : town, and being informed that the parties
this I was informed had not been granted to w-ere to meet, &c,, I went in the dead of the
any one before—they were going to petition night, and had some of my union minutes
the governor for a permit for the visit if I had pa.sted on three doors of the meeting house.
not obtained it without, considering I could The next morning they wei-e read by many,
not tarry till the following Sabbath, After- 1 suppose each party, on the first sight, conwards I was informed that a number became cluded it was a threatening from the other, till
serious; and one who aided in burnins Al- they found its contents; when they met, I
bany, who was deistical and a bad pris'oner, sent in a petition for the liberty of its pulpit,
got convicted and died happy soon after; &c., and afterwards the Methodists had it
which was a matter of consolation to me—the more frequent.
preachers visited the prison, and hearing of
552. Oh, the mercy of God! Oh! the rethe impressions made on some minds, appear- bellion of man! discouragements are before
ed more soft and friendly, and had thoughts of me, but my trust is still in God,
offering me the African meeting house; but
553, Saturday 22d. Having had seventeen
feeling my mind bound for Connecticut, I could
meetings the week past, which were as hard as
not feel free to stay
I got some religious
handbills printed, and procured some books to thirty common ones, on account of their length
give a w a y ; so I had not money enough left &c, a friend aided me with a horse, so I came to
to carry me home; and giving away about Eastbury about ten at night, where was a
seventeen hundred handbills over the city, I quarteriy meeting: the preachers treated me
found a ves.sel bound for Middletown, and went with more friendfship seven times than I exon board just as she was going off; though the pected, particulariy Broadhead, the Elder, who
captain was a stranger to me ; the vessel put had wrote to me in Europe, a friendly letter, that
into New Haven, where I debarked, and the many preachers and people in my native land
captain gave me my passage grati;^, though he would wish to see my face again, though I had
knew not but that I had plenty of money, never seen him before. I had laid out for the
which happened well for me. I held a few worst, and if I were disappointed, it should be
meetings in New Haven, which seemed not on the right side.
altogether in vain, though the devil was angry
Sunday 23d. I was permitted to preach for
and a few stones flew from some of his chil- the first time, at a quarterly meeting, and the
dren, or agents, one of which came through melting power of God seemed to be present,
the window in the pulpit and struck just by and a quickening was felt among.st the people,
my side. A young n;an of no religion left a I sent forward about threescore appointments,
dollar in my hand, which enabled me to take in different parts of this State, from this meetthe stage, (though f still was feeble in conse- ing, though I saw no way how I could get on
quence of my late illnes.s,) thirteen miles and to fulfil them. However, Providence provided
procure me a breakfast; tiien walking a few a way.—Abner Wood, one of the preachers,
miles to Durham, I called at an inn to rest, having an extra horse, offered it to me very
and the landlord, who was a Methodist, knew reasonable, so I gave him an order on Mr.
me, and constrained me to tarry all night and Garretson, for the eighteen dollars in his
hold two meetings. I then sent forward ap- hands, and let him take my watch, (which a
pointments into the neighboring towns ami woman "ad sent me just as I was embarking
parishes, &c. in every direction, though I knew for Ame'jca,) at what price it shohld be
not in what way I should get on to fulfil thought proper, &c. Brother Burrows gave
them.
me an old .saddle, and one of the preachera,
John Nicholes, gave me a whip.
551. Thursday 13th. I arrived in MiddleSelling the gospel is not in so good a detown, expecting the society would treat me mand now as forme riy, and bigotry through
cool, but was agreeably disappointed.—When America is falling fast, and God is bringing it
in the south, I found some minutes of a con- down, and Christian love prevailing more and
ference held between the Presbyterian, Bap- more. This visit, which I am now upon, was

what I fell to be my duty when on my passage home across the Atlantic,
544. When I was on the Orange circuit, I
felt something within that needed to be done
away, I spoke to one and another concerning
the pain I felt in my happiest moments, which
caused a burthen, but no guilt: some said one
thing, and some another; but none spoke to
my case, but seemed to be like physicians that
did not understand the nature of my disorder :
thus the burthen continued, and sometimes felt
greater than the burthen of guilt for justification, until I fell in with T. Dewy, on Cambridge circuit. He told me about Calvin IVoster, in t|jpper Canada, that he enjoyed the
blessing of sanctification, and had a miracle
wrought on his body, in some sense. The
course of nature turned in consequence, and
he was much owned and blessed of God in his
ministerial labors. I felt a great desire arise
in my heart to see the man, if it might be consistent with the Divine Will; and not long
after, I heard he was passing through the circuit, and going home to die, I immediately
rode five miles to the house, but found he was
gone another five miles further, I went into
the room where he was asleep—he appeared
to me more like one from the eternal world,
than like one of my fellow mortals, I told
him, when he awoke, who I was, and what I
had come for. Said he, God has convicted
you for the blessings of sanctification, and
that bles.sing is to be obtained by the simple
act of faith, the same as the blessings of justification. I persuaded him to tarry in the
neighborhood a few days; and a couple of
evenings after the above, after I had done
speaking one evening, he spoke, or rather
whispered out an exhortation, as his voice
was so broken in consequence of praying, in
the stir in Upper Canada ; as from twenty to
thirty were frequently blest at a meeting.
He told me that if he couLl get a sinner under
conviction, crying for mercy, they would kneel
down a dozen of them, and not rise till he
found peace; for, said he, we did believe God
would bless him, and it was according to our
faith. At this time he was in a consumption,
and a few weeks after expired ; and his last
words were, as I am informed, " ye must be
sanctified or be damned," and casting a look
upward, went out like the snuff of a candle,
without terror; and while whispering out the
above exhortation, the power which attended
the same, reached the hearts of the people;
and some who were standing and sitting, fell
like men shot in the field of battie ; and I felt
it like a tremor to run through my soul and
every vein, so that it- took away my limb
po ver, so that I fell to the floor, and by faith,
saw a greater blessing than I had hitherto experienced, or in other words, felt a Divine

conviction of the need of a deeper work of
grace in my soul; feeling some of the remains
of the evil nature, the effect of Adam's fall,
still rem,aining, and it my privilege to have it
eradicated or done away : my soul was in an
agony—I could but groan out my desires to
God—he came to me, and said, believe the
blessing is n o w ; no sooner had the words
dropped from his lips, than I strove to believe
the blessing mine now, with all the powers
of my soul, then the burthen dropped or
fell from my breast, and a solid joy, and a
gentle running peace filled my soul. From
that time to this, I have not had that extacy
of joy or that downcast of spirit as formerly ;
but more of an inward, simple, sweet running
peace from day to day, so that prosperity or
adversity doth not produce the ups and downs
as formerly; but my soul is more like the
ocean, v/hilst its surface is uneven by reason
of the boisterous wind, the bottom is still calm;
so that a man may be in the midst of outward
difficulties, and yet the centre of the soul may
be calmly stayed on God : the perfections of
angels are such, that they cannot fall a w a y ;
which some think is attainable by mortals
here : but I think we cannot be perfect as God,
for absolute perfection belongs to him alone;
neither as perfect as angels, nor even as Adam
before he fell, because our bodies are now
mortal, and tend to clog the mind, and weigh
the spirit down; nevertheless, I do believe,
that a man may drink in the Spirit of God, so
far as to live without committing wilful, or
known, or malicious sins against God, but to
have love the ruling principle within, and
what we say or do to flow from that Divine
principle of love from a sense of duty, though
subject to trials, temptations, and mistakes at
the same time. But it is no sin to be tempted,
unless we comply with the temptation, for
Christ was tempted in all respects like as we
are, and yet without sin, James saith, count
it all joy when ye fall (not give way) into divers temptations, which worketh patience and
experience, &c. Again, it is no sin to mistake
in judgment, and even in practice, if it flows
from the principle of Divine love; for Joshua
wholly followed the Lord, as we read; for one
sin must have shut him out of Canaan, as it
did Moses; yet we find he mistook in his judgment and practice, in the matter of Eldad and
Medad, prophesying in the camp, thinking
they did wrong, &c,, which was not imputed
as a sin ; and many infirmities we are subject
to whilst in this tabernacle of clay, which we
.shall never get rid of till mortality puts on immortality. But nevertheless, as before observed, I think a man may have love the ruling principle, which is the perfection in
Christ I contend for, and why may we not
have it ? God gives us desires for it, com-

proceeded to fulfil the errand or work, which
I had felt to be my duty when coming home
from Ireland, namely, to travel the continent
at large, to speak on certain points, which I
conceived to stand, or be in the way, to the
no small injury of Christ's kingdom, which I
had been persuaded to give over the year before, at the New York conference, and in consequence thereof, felt my mind distressed, and
as if I was delivering my errand to the wrong
people, until I arrived in Georgia, for a recovery from my decline, which I bt'ieved came in
consequence of the distress of my mind, which
originated from undertaking to do that which
I thought not to be my duty; when^giving up
my judgment t o t h e judgment of others, in a
matter of magnitude and conscience; though
having to trust Providence for my daily
bread in future, as when in Georgia and
Ireland; yet the peace of mind that I have,
and do enjoy in this critical line of life,
more than compensates for all the discouragements as yet, and my trust and hope
is still in God, who hath helped and supported
me hitherto,—Gilead and Hebron were the
first of my visiting on this tour, and the power of God was to be felt. Lord, open my door,
and prepare my way through tlie State.
556. 29th. I went to Lebanon, through the
rain, and spoke; and at Windham court
house at night; the people, except a few,
were solemn and tender; then tarried at a
house where I calied the first day I set out to
face a frowning world, who then were prejudiced against me, but now more friendly. Oh
cursed, hard prejudice, what hast thou done to
benight the understanding, and prevent it from
judging aright I it is the devil's telescope, and
will magnify and deceive according as you
look through it.
Sunday 30th. I spoke twice in Scotland,
and twice in Canterbury.
557 31st, I rode to Preston, and had one
meeting, and three in Stonington, and a quickening seemed to run through the people. I
feel the want of more faith.—Faith among the
preachers and people causes good meetings
from the presence of the Lord. I spoke at the
head of Mystick river, and in Groton, and New
London, to many hundreds of people.
558. My way was singularly opened in
Georgia, and so it hath been since my return.
Glory be to God—who would not serve so
good a Being as this ?
559. June 2d. I spoke at Quakerhill, and
in Colchester, four times that d a y ; I trust not
in vain.
560. The conference is sitting, and I e.xpect
to be as a leper shut out of the camp ^yet I
have broken no discipline, for I was only a
555. Tuesday 25th. I found my friends well preacher on trial, and never in full conneiOTn,
in Coventry—^held some meetings, and then
and of course cannot be expelled from the con-

mands us to pray for it in the Lord's prayer,
and that in faith ; and commands us to enjoy
it, and love him with all our heart, and his
promises are equal to his commandments,
which are, that he will circumcise our hearts
to love him, and redeem us from all our iniquities ; and as death doth not change the disposition of the mind, what nonsense it is to
expect a death or future purgatory—no, we
should exj)ect it now, as now is the time and
day of salvation, saith the Lord—Enoch
walked with God three hundred years; the ancient difsciples were filled with joy and the
Holy Gho.st, and John, and those to whom he
wrote, were made perfect in love; David,
when a stripling, was a man after God's own
heart, but not when a murderer, for no murderer hath eternal life abiding in him, saith
John, but after his confession God put away
his sin; and Paul, in Romans vii. spoke to
those who knew the law and rehearsed the
language of one under it, when he said, I am
carnal, sold under sin; but in the three first
verses of the next chapter, he informs ui5, that
himself was free from the law of sin and
death; if so, he could not be groaning under
the bondage of it, unless you can reconcile
liberty and bondage together, which I cannot
do, because I cannot think that a man can be
carnal, which is enmity against God, and yet
be one of the best men at the same time, because it is a contradiction, and a contradiction
cannot be true.—A garrison may have inward
foes bound, and armies without, perhaps
three, and yet have peace among themselves,
destroy some of the inward foes, and there
are some left; destroy the whole, and there
are none left within, yet there are some without, viz., the world, the flesh and the devil;
there is need for the garrison or person to
keep up their'watch afterward when the inward foes are de.stroyed, as well as before, or
else the outward foes will come in, and then
they will have inward foes again : therefore,
you see that the blessing of sanctification is
not only obtained by a simple act of faith, the
same as justification, but kept likewise by a
constant exercise of faith in God, as a man
going towards heaven is like one rowing up a
river, who, when diligent, makes headway,
but if he stops, the tide will take him back ;
therefore, as a ves.sel, whilst a stream runs in
it, will be kept full, if it be full; but stop the
stream above, and it will grow empty by the
outlet; so the Christian, while in constant
exercise of faith, enjoys constant communion
with his God; but if he does but neglect his
watch, he will feel an aching void vithin. O
Christian! can you not realize this, or witness
to it from experience ?
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nexion, seeing I was never i i.—And I never
was a member of the quarter y conference, and
of course am not accountable to any particular
quarteriy conference for my conduct: And the
class that I once belonged to is now broken
u p ; and my standing happened to be such,
that there was none in particular to call me
to an account; yet I had plenty to watch over
me either for good or evil. If my standing
had been any other than it is, I must have
had my heels tripped up at this critical time.
Sunday 6th. I spoke in the congregational
meeting house, in my native town.
561, Monday 7th. The dysentery took away
my strength considei-ably. Wednesday, I visited one in despair of Cod's mercy, though a
member of the congregational church ; she
had been the means of turning her son from
pursuing religion, back into sin,
562, Friday i l t h , I preached in Andover,
to about an hundred, generally well behaved ;
this parish had been (something like Jericho)
shut against the Methodists,
563, Saturday 12th. This day or two pa,sf,
I have been somewhat distressed : I went to
Thompson, and on my way the burthen fell,
and was encoui-aged to go forward, as God's
spirit seemed to run through the as.sembly.—
I spoke in Pomfret, Brooklyn, Canterbury,
Franklin, Norwich, and at the landing, where
the people appeared serious, and many tender;
at the latter place, one came to me and said, last
August I heard you preach, and it was tiie
means of my conversi'.n to God, and one more.
564, Tue.sday 15th. I spoke in Steriing,
where the Methodists had not spoke before,
and in Plainfield; thence to Bozrah, and some
adjacent places, and had meeting. About this
time, I fell in with the bishops on their journey to the east. Mr. Asbury was more friendly than I expected—and said, he thought I
missed it, that I did not tarry at the New York
conference, adding, if I could have cleared up
some things, (which I suppose was about my
deserting the circuit, &c.,) to the satisfaction
of the preachers, perhaps 1 might have been
ordained ; and added further, that my name
was taken off the minutes, as they kept none
on but such as travelled regularly Mr Wluitcoat said, we should join as one man to go
forth as an army to hold each other up ; but
if you attempt to travel at large, you will
meet with continual opposition from your
brethren, (though some approbate you,) and
this will have a tendency to discourage you,
and weaken your hands, and wean you from
your brethren, so after a while you will fall
away,—B®"- See Appendix,
565, I visited New Salem, Chatham, Haddam, and Guilford, where one got religion,*
• Who since has become a black preacher in the West
Indiei,
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—thence to Wallingford, and Cheshire, wnere
bigotry is great in the hearts of the people,
566. Tuesday 22d, I had four meetings, and
having fulfilled the first appointment about sun
rise, in Newington; I went to the second in
Wethersfield, and when I had done, a woman
who was a stranger, shook hands with me and
left a dollar in my hand, which was the only
money I had had for some time. On the way
to the third meeting, my horse flung me in the
city of Hartford, and ran, and I got him. no
more till November following : when I was
falling, my horse started towards me as I was
getting on, pitched me over him to the other
side, which some people seeing, screetched
out, suppo.sing my brains would be dashed
out against the pavement; however, it so happened that I did not get entangled in the harnes.s, and received no material injury, except
a severe shock. How far angelic interposition is present on such occasions, we shall
more clearly .see in a coming world. The before mentioned dollar enabled me to take the
stage, and s:o on my rout to Windsor. At the
time I fell I had about an hundred appointments
given out, and about seven hundred miles to
travel, all to be performed in five weeks, but
how to get on, I did not know, as my horse
was taken up and advertised, and got away
again, and then not heard of for some time ;
and the man in whose possession they were,
would not deliver up my saddle and outward
garment, unless I would pay him several dollars, after proving them mine ; so I left him
to his conscience to settle the matter. However my trust was still in God, whom I did
think would overrule it for good, which accordingly took place ; for there were several
neighborhoods which I had previously felt a
?reat desire to visit, but prejudice and bigotry
had entirely shut up the way until now, when
the above incidents were overruled to the casting of my lot in those vicinities, where the
door was opened, and I held meetings, the
fruits of which, I expect to see in the day of
eternity. I got assistance to Suffield, Westfield, Springfield, Ludlow, Wilbraham, Stafford, Ellington, East Hartford, Wapping, Hartford five miles, Mansfield, Eastford, Thompson, Killingly, Abbington, Plainfield, Voluntown, Cranston, and Providence—w'here Providence opened my way, by raising me up
friends to assist me to get from place to place,
to speak to thousands of people, A few appointments were not given out according to my
expectation, so I disappointed them, as they
clashed with my o w n : but those which were
given out according to my direction, I fulfilled
all, except one, which I withdrew, so none
was disappointed. I visited Lyme, and several
neighboring places. About this time I lost
my pocket handkerchief, and borrowing ano-
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ther at tea, forgot to return it as I arose from money to have a school house lighted in Glasthe table, and immediately went to meeting : tenbury, and knew not where to look : howfrom this circumstance, an idea was crnceived ever, a way was provided in a strange congrethat I meant to steal it. Oh, how guarded gation, who knew not my necessity.
should we be against a spirit of jealousy!
568. In Milton, Woodbridge, Stratford,
which is as cruel as the grave! However, I Meriden and several other places, I found
sent the woman money, as I had lost her's kind friends to aid me, and some appeared to
likewise, while riding. In ten weeks and two believe more freely in a free salvation ; and
days, I rode about fifteen hundred miles, and good, I have reason to believe, was done. At
held one hundred and eighty-four meetings; length feeling my mind free from Connecticut,
and feeling my mind drawn out to declare a I took water passage from Fairfield to New
free salvation, I frequently stood three hours,
and generally near two. I received two let- York, and having paid my passage and protei3 from Dr. Johnson, which were a comfort cured some provisions, I had no money left •
and having a tedious passage, the last twenty!
to me,
four hours I had no food to e a t ; however, I
567. Daniel O'Strander is appointed pre- arrived in the city, and found some kind
siding elder of Connecticut: he gave me a re- friends, who knew not my wants, for previous
commendation for a local deacon's ordination, to my sailing my small clothes I had left to be
&c,, but I observed a clause in the discipline washed, which were to have been brought to
that was made whilst I was in Europe, that me, but was disappointed of their coming, so
every local preacher should meet in class, and I had not a necessary change; however, God
that if he did not he should forfeit his license, still provided for me. One day, as I was
which made me rather suspicious about being walking one of the streets, Solomon Rtmndtree,
ordained; as it would be impracticable to meet from Georgia, (being here after goods,) saw
in a class, and yet travel as extensively as me and knew me, and called me into the store
what I expected, and if I travelled without to know if I wanted or needed anything. He
meeting in a class, I should forfeit my license, gave me a pocket handkerchief, a change of
(or rather credential,) and be excluded, &c,, linen, kersimere for vest and pantaloons, and
and to be so excluded without breaking disci- four dollars in money, for which may he be
pline, as I only had been on trial and never rewarded at a future day. The preaching
in full connexion, and had a right of course houses were shut against .me. I made appli-"
to desist, as well as they to stop me if they cation for, and obtained permission to bold
chose, as a trial implies a trial on both sides; meetings in the poor house school room, and
nor yet guilty of false doctrine, contrary to then with much difficulty, obtained liberty of
Methodism, or immoral conduct—I was un- the Univetsalist's meeting house : they thought
willing to put a sword in the hand of another the Methodists had something against me of
to slay myself—and though I had appointed a a bad nature, or why would they shut me ont
day to fall in with the bishop for that purpose, and keep me so distant ? I spoke in the Fniyet could not see my way clear to proceed, versalist's meeting house to a large assembly,
and so gave up my recommendation, lest it and one of their preacheis attempted to answer
should be said, I converted it to a different use my discourse afterwards, and give notice of
from what it was intended; not but what I his intention that night.
was willing to be accountable for my moral
569. Mr. Sergeant, one of the stationed
conduct, if I could in any way, that I might preachers who had been opposed, now (as he
follow the dictates of my conscience, I was there told me) became friendly; but T. Marfearful of hurting brother O'Strander's feelings rell, the superintendent, was still opposed, so
by this refusal.—Some said that I construed I must do as I could, if I could not do as I
that part of the disciptine wrong : however I would. I perceived, by wrong information,
explained it as I thought it read, and after- he had formed wrong ideas of me, as many
wards asked / , Lee, who observed that he others, through the same channel have done :
would have made use of that very passage to therefore, as they mean well, though they lie
prevent one of his local preachers from travel- under a mistake, it is not worth while for me
ling in my way, because a local travelling to give them bitter retaliations, as many ao
preacher is a contradiction in terms, and would who are opposed by the Methodists, and thus
be a bad precedent. Another time I wanted becom.e persecutors. I ought to do right if
to cross a ferry, and thought what shall I do other people do wrong, and the best way that
for money to get over ? I had none and could ever I found to kill an enemy, was to love
think of nothing I had with me to pawn, and him to death ; for where other weapons would
as I was mounting my horse, a half dollar was fail, this hath had the desired effect, and I hope
put into my hand by two persons, so I was with me it ever may. After holding meetings
provided for; about this time I wanted a horse in different private houses, whilst hundreds
shod, and had given the last farthing of my were listening in the strtets, I at length felt
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my mind free from the city, though during my
stay, I had walked thirty miles one day in the
country, and had meeting at night, and likewise had obtained permission from the mayor
to hold meeting in the Park, who sent constables there to keep order, and some said the
mayor himself was there in disguise. I visited Turkey in New Jersey, and Elizabethtown,
where the meeting house was open to me, and
Thomas M—',s father, who calls himself a bible man, gave me a dollar.
I embarked and sailed for Newburgh, where
I felt previously a desire to go. The captain
gave me my passage, though a Calvinist, and
admitted prayers on the way.
I procured,
with some difficulty, the liberty of an academy, in which I held two meetings : the people
complained to their minister that I had destroyed their doctrine, (as was said,) and he
must build it up, or they would hear him no
more ; he replied, that it would take him nine
Sabbaths to build up what I had pulled down.
He spoke two Sundays, and made bad worse ;
then calling in help, they disputed about construing Scripture, got quarrelling, and it terminated in a law suit, as one charged the
other v/ith heresy, and so was prosecuted for
slander, &c,
570. I called on elder Fowler, whom I expected would keep me distant, but was agreeably disappointed; he gave me a horse, for
getting it shod, to ride several d a y s : So I
visited Lattentown, where I was expected the
day before ; however, the disappointment was
overruled for good, and being notified, more
came out, I visited Plattekill, Pleasant Valley, Shawankunk, and several other places.
At the Paltz, I was taken with a violent puking for several hours; but at length, I embarked and landed at Loonenburgh, and walked to Schoharie, and saw my brother-in-law
Fish for the last time. I visited Halabrook,
Schenectady,—Clifton Park, Niskeuna, Troy,
and Half Moon, where I .saw my friend R.
Searle,* whom I had not seen for about eight
years, except about five minutes. It seemed
natural to see him, and brought past times
afresh into my mind, when he and his sister
were in our native land, who were the only
young persons I had then to associate with
on religious subjects. Our meeting gave me
a tender sensation, but it appeared that he
could not see the propriety of my travelling
thus, so I thought it most advisable to retire
that day, and went to another place and held
meeting. Albany friends met me at a distance, and invited me to town to hold meeting,
which I accepted ; but the preacher, Cyrus S,,
would not consent for me to g;o into the meet-
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ing house, so hundreds were disappointed, as
tne trustees did not like to hurt his feelings;
as he said, if they let me in, he should petition
the next conference not to give them a
preacher. The society, in general, appeared
friendly, and John Taylor opened his house,
in which I held meeting : this Cyrus did not
like : the Lutherans, it appears, would have
lent me a meeting house, but supposed I was
wicked, or why should Mr, Stebbins shut me
out ? so I went to him to get a paper that
there was nothing against my moral conduct;
which he refused to give, adding, that I trampled on the bishop's power, by travelling so
independent, which, if he was to do, he would
have been cut off long ago ; likewise, that it
would be inconsistent for him to pave the way
for me to obtain another meeting house when
he denied me his own; and said, that he would
rather have given ten dollars, thaa to have
had such an uproar in the society and city as
there was since I came ; and ten to the end of
that, if I could not have been kept away without—just after I began to travel, he appeared
friendly, and his labors were owned and
blessed of God, and then he was a noisy
Methodist,*
571. In Cobuskill, we had a good time, and
at Skenevius Creek, where I saw some who
were stirred up to become serious about the
time I was in my native land; likewise an old
uncle of mine whom I supposed was dead; I
remember once some of his words when I was
young, which made great impression on my
mind in one of his vfsits,
September 15. A large meeting being appointed for all denominations in the country
to worship God together in the woods, my
brother-in-law and sister had strove to prevail
upon me not to go, and at first prevailed ; but
feeling distressed in my mind, I went, (an awful hail storm happened in the way,) Hundreds collected, to whom I spoke; when others were coming on the ground, orders were
given for all the official characters of the different religious orders to retire to a council
room, to consult how to carry on the meeting;
they went, but I did not feel free to go
till their business was nearly over,—They
agreed not to meddle with their peculiarities,
but to be as near alike as they possibly could ;
but I was not there when they took the vote,
so my hands were not tied. There were
about two thousand people, and upwards of
thirty ministers or preachers, of the Presbyterian, Baptist, and Methodist orders, and took
turns in speaking, and I spoke in the night;
next day I had thoughts of leaving the ground,
but got detained, and Calvinism came upon

' But now he lias withdrawn and joined the Church of
• I have not seen him since—he has withdrawn and
joined the Church of England,
England.
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the stage; but the preachers' hands were tied
so that they could not correct i t ; but I felt it
in my heart to speak on certain points, which
liberty I obtained, and began meeting without
singing or prayer, and my text I did not tell
until towards the close of the meeting—I
stood near three hours, and after we were
joining in prayer and rising up, when no one
in particular was speaking, several persons
observed that they saw something fall from the
sky like a ball of fire, about the bigness of a
man's hat crown ; (I did not see it;) however,
just at that moment, a number fell like men
shot in the field of action, and cried for mercy.
The meeting continued nearly all night, and
many found peace. The next day, as I was
going off, the people were so kind as to give
me a horse, saddle and bridle ; so after visiting a number of places, and attending a quarterly meeting at Paris, went to Western with
brother Miller, who hath no children, except
an adopted daughter, (Peggy * * * * * * * . )
I visited several neighboring places, and spent
a week not in vain, I had an oil cloth cloak
given to me, and then took my departure for
Upper Canada—I swam my horse across
Black river, and arrived at Kingston, through
a black deep soiled ffat country, and so muddy
that my horse could but just walk, and for
miles together seeing nothing but the wild
beasts of the desert, I visited several neighborhoods within forty miles of Kingston westward.
I had several dollars offered me,
which I refused, lest the circuit preacher (who
was supposed to be sick, as he had disappointed a number of congregations) should
think I hurt his salary, and this be brought
again.st me at a future day. I went down
about an hundred and twenty miles, holding
meetings as I went, and frequently only on
mentioning Calvin Worstefs name, and the
blessing he was to me, people who had here
felt the shock of his labors were stirred up
afresh, and some would even cry out, &c. I
saw the grave of a distant relation of mine,
who had been a great traveller, but ended his
life on an island at the mouth of Lake Ontario ; thus I see we must all die—Oh, the solemn thought—but when I cast a look beyond
the bounds of time and space, I see, methinks,
a beautiful place where saints immortal dwell,
and where I hope, by God's grace, one day
safely to arrive.
572. I re-crossed St. Lawrence river, from
Cornwall to St. Ridges, and passing through
an Indian settlement, who live iu the English
fas'iion in some degree, I came into Shadigee
woods, so through to Platt.sburgh, missing the
road by the w a y ; however, I was not hurt by
the wild beasts, and found good places to cross
* Who since has become my companion for life.

the rivers, and my road brought nic nigher
than the usual road. I called at a house
where two of my spiritual children lived, w i n
were awakened on Cambridge circuit; but
could rally nobody, so I turned my horse in a
pasture, and took up my lodging under a hay
stack for the night; but towards day I heard
a child cry, so I gave another alarm, and was
cordially received in—I held meetings about
here, and saw my friend J. Mitchell—I went
to the Grand Isle, and had two meetings, then
riding three quarters of a mile through the
water on a sand-bar, I came to Milton—
thencB to Fletcher, and saw the man that took
my horse when I was going to Europe; thence
to Hardwick, (being now in Vermont,) where
my brother Bridgman and two sisters lived;
my youngest sister seemed to have lost her
desires in a great measure, and I could not
prevail on her to set out again; this grieved
ray heart: I told them I could not bid them
farewell, unless they would endeavor to set
out and seek God afresh, though I wished
them well.
573, I visited several neighboring places,
and souls were blessed by God. Thence,
leaving Vermont, I came over Connecticut
river, into New Hampshire, where I met Martin Rutter, going to form a circuit; I had felt
a desire he should go into that part wliere he
had set ouj to go; I gave him the names of
some families where to call.
574, I saw Elijah R, Sabin, who had been
a zealous, useful preacher, but was now broke
down and married, and about to locate, I had
meetings in Haverhill, then rode to Plymouth,
and Holdness, and Meredith, and Gilmington,
and the melting power of (iod seemed to be
present in many places,
575, I met one who wanted my horse, by
the name of Seely; I told him he might take
him, if two impartial men would prize him,
&c,; the two men could not agree, so they
called a third, who judged in such a manner
that this bargain, which was in connexion
with two others, was about two hundred dollars damage to me. It was my intention to
have sailed for the south, which was the
cause of my putting- myself in the way whereby I was cheated as above. (I believe God
suffered these trials to befal me, for not being
more submissive to go to the south by 'and,
&c.) However, I proceeded on foot, being a
stranger in this part, until I came to old Alraborough in Massachusetts, where I saw Stephen Hull, with whom I once was acquainted:
he went out from near my native place to
travelling, but at length quit the connexion,
assigning as the reason, his family, &c., and
that he could not get a support amongst the
Methodists. I observed his wife was a pious
young woman, when with her father, Col.
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which I had let him have for it, and then sold
her for watch arid spending money; and collecting about five dollars, in the name of the
Lord I set forth, not knowing what was before me.
579. I had an appointment to preach, and
making a mistake in the meeting-house, I
went up into the pulpit, but was soon drove
out by the sexton, it being another man's meeting: however, when he had done, I got a
peaceable hearing in another place,
580. In Reading, the Lord blessed the people, and at Northcastle, White Plains, New
Rochelle, Turkey Hoe, Tarrytown, Singsing,
and several other places. Then crossing
North River, I preached at brother Smede's, in
Harvestraw, where some dated their awakening and conversion.
581. Thence to Request and Asbury, and
then to Philadelphia, where Mr. Cooper and
elder Ware, hatcheled me in such a manner,
as I never was before, without bitterness.
They reasoned and criticised on me as if they
determined to search me out from centre to
circumference. I did not think proper to answer all their questions, neither to assign all
the reasons I had for my conduct. Mr. Cooper said, your European brethren oppose you,
and your American brethren oppose y o u ;
and you say our rules are good, and yet you
go contrary to them, and two opposites cannot
be right, and consequently one must be wrong.
—do you think you are wiser th:in all the rest
of the world ?—-Lorenzo Dow has set up his will
in opposition to his brethren, and is wiser than
they all—he then said, that woe is to him by
whom offences come, and that I offended my
brethren. He then gave me a pair of scales
to weigh in, and put my arguments in one
side, calling them a feather, and his arguments
in the opposite side, calling them ten thousand ponnds, then see which will weigh
heaviest, a feather or ten thousand pounds;
and so left it ringing in my ears, a feather or
ten thousand pounds, I told him, that in
matters of opinion barely, we should give up
our judgment to the majority; but in matters
of tender conscience before God, we must be
our own judges; for if by hearkening to the
other in giving up my conscience, I am
brought into trouble, how can I expect to be
acquitted at the bar of God ? He asked me,
if I did not think the preachers were as conscientious as myself ? I replied, that I did
not like to answer that question ; but thought
some went more by reason, and that was
better known to themselves than me, I must
answer for one, and of course act for myself.
582. So went on my way to Wilmington,
and called on a preacher, who treated me
coolly, so I put up at an inn : however, what
• He hath withdrawn and joined the Church of EngWare and Cooper said, discouraged me much;

Lippet, in Cranston, but now appears to be in
a cold, uncomfortable state. Here I observed
Mr. iVilson, of Providence, and John Hill,
who now are congregational ministers, though
once Methodists, and once could kneel at
prayer, but now I observed they stood;
they compared themselves to "fixed stars,"
and me to a comet, which is supposed to
connect systems, I neither felt freedom to eat
or stay long, having arrived there at night,
and went off'in the morning before they were
up, though I expected to have had the privilege
of a meeting-house, if I had tarried. I thought
of the words of Judas, " What will ye give
me and I will deliver him to you," &c.
576. I took the stage at Haverhill, and
came to Boston ; and Thomas Lyelt,* who had
been chaplain to Congress, and was the stationed preacher, would not suffer me to hold
meeting in the meeting-house, or any where
else; but said, if I did, he should publish me
accordingly, saying, I was not a travelling
preacher, nor a local one, and of course he
could not suffer meeting consistently ; and if I
would leave the town in peace without meetings, he would let me depart in peace; he
asked me if 1 was needy, and provided me
with a breakfast, and offered me an old coat,
&c. I hired my board and lodging, and no
vessel going out soon, my money failed me,
so I was obliged to leave the town on foot,
and then took stage and came to Worcester
that night, then walked eighteen miles by
moonlight to Charlton.
o77. November 7th, I had a meeting at
Dudley. 8th, at Sturbridge, Woodstock, and
Ashford. 9th, I saw my parents, and my
mother for the last time. 10th. I left my parents, and walked about twenty miles, and
rode in a wagon eighteen more; and as we
were crossing a toll-bridge, one began to run
the rig upon me, asking me how much money
I had got, and wanted to swap purses with
me, and he considering himself a gentleman,
I reached him mine with a few shillings in it,
though I had but six cents left; he gave me
his purse, but was sure to take out the contents in season. I thought he felt some conviction, he offered to swap hack; but I said a
bargain is a bargain. Then a friend went a
distance to where I had about twenty-eight
dollars due, so I took an old mare, and my
bridle, and an old saddle being given to me,
and set off for Georgia, having one quarter of
a dollar in my pocket.
578. About this time I heard that the horse
which had flung me in the sj.immer, was
found, and the man of whom I had him had
got him again, so went and got the same mare
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but the Lord, after I had submitted the matter
to him, comforted my soul; for he had previously warned me in a dream of the night,
that trials awaited me in Philadelphia, which
I had told to brother E. Wolsey. I went on
into Delaware, and came to a village which
appeared familiar as though I had seen it before. A collection was offered me, which I
refused, and went to Cokesbury; saw a
preacher, and then went to Baltimore ; after 1
held a meeting, and saw brother S. Coate,
who was friendly, and suffered me to improve
in a prayer meeting; an old man gave me
two dollars, which I needed, as I had but one
dollar and a half left me.— Wells, the assistant, was out of town that time. H—y, a
preacher, refused to tell me where the Methodists lived that w a y to the southward, yet I
set off, and rode about thirty miles to a place
where I found a family said to be Methodists.
and held meeting—and likewise in the neighborhood (being detained by a snow storm)
several others. Thence I proceeded on my
way, and met bishop Whatcoat just as I had
crossed Georgetown F e r r y ; he treated me
with love and tenderness, and after he had inquired my journey, I inquired his welfare,
and he told me where to call and put up in
Alexandria and Dumfries; so I found brother
Brien and the assistant preacher, brother Roen,
to treat me kind. Thence on to Culpepper,
where I spent Christmas, and received a dollar
and a half, which, with two dollars, I received
at Alexandria, were of great service to m e ;
though they knew not my wants. Thence to
Louisa county, where my mare was taken sick,
so I left her and went on to Cumberland county
on foot, and while at breakfast, I turned in my
mind, what an apparent enthusiast I am!
Yet I felt peace, and said in my mind, that my
late misfortune should turn to the glory of
God, and I felt within myself, that 1 should
yet see good days in this weary land, where I
am now a s-tranger. Thence to Prince Edward county. On the way I called to dine,
and paid the man before hand, but the family
were so dilatory, that I went off without waiting for it to be got ready ; so crossing Coal's
Ferry, I came to Danville, (I spoke in Halifax
by the way, where I was thought to be an
impostor:) here a man overtook me with a
horse which he led, lame and bareback; he
suffered me to ride it about sixty miles ; so I
came to Statesville, Iredell county, in North
Carolina. My money being neariy all gone,
1 wanted to sell my watch for spending money.
I got the watch low, at eighteen dollars, and
offered it for nine, if I could have supper,
lodging and breakfast with it. A watchmaker
came in and said it was a good one, so the
innkeeper offered me nine dollars, or eight
and a half with supper, &c. I took the latter.

and while I was asleep, the mistress of the
house was so good or bad as to send all round
the neighborhood, (as I was informed,) to
notify the people that a horse thief was at her
house, and if they did not lock up their
liorses, must expect one to be gone before
morning.
583. Next day, I had my feeling in this
strange land, and retired in private, and renewed my covenant with God, that if he
would suffer the Providences to open before
me as in time past, I would give up to suffer
his will; for I felt as if I was not quite so resigned to travel, and pass through trials as in
time past. My soul was refreshed to put my
hope in God, and look forward. I got a few
together, and spoke in the court-house—likewise at a Methodist house, where I was
thought an impostor. Having a letter, I went
to where it was directed, and the man of the
house happened not to be at home, which was
well for m e ; so I got a meeting, and the people were so well satisfied, that I got liberty
and an invitation to speak again. About the
same time, Philip Bruce, an old preacher, and
presiding elder, came home from Virginia, and
arrived at his father's about si.x hours before
his father died ; he felt hurried in his mind to
hasten on the road—it appears that his father
expected to see his son Philip by a conviction
in his mind.
584. Philip Bruce heard of me, and charged his friends to be aware of m e ; but on
hearing of my having related some of my past
experience, recollected to have heard of me
before, and retracted his first charge, and
wished them to receive me if I came to their
house, which was a means of opening my
way, A day or two after, I fell in with him,
he treated me as I would wish to be received
by the influential considerate servants of God,
while my conduct is as becometh the Gospel
of Christ. Here lived some who were called
Presbyterians, which I called Presbyterian
Methodists, or Methodist Presbyterians,—
They had the life and power of religion.
They gave thirty-three dollars of their own
accord, and, eleven more were subscribed.
James Sharp took the money, and let me have
a horse, and trusted me for the remainder,
though he had no written obligation, and
some .said he would lose it.
585. An opportunity presenting by a traveller, I sent on a chain of appointments towards Georgia. After holding several other
meetings in Iredell, I set off, and had meeting
at Major McClaray's, Spartinburgh, Enore,
Abbeville court-house, so to Petersburgh in
Georgia, where I arrived on the 2d of February, 1803, having had some trials, and experienced some providences by the way. I felt
the want of credentials, as the Methodists for

hundreds of miles had treated me cool. However, as soon as I entered Petersburgh, a lad
knew me, and soon word flew over the town
that the walking preacher had got back, and
I spoke to an assembly of magnitude that
night. A society of Methodists was raised
here when I was walking this country last
year, though religion was cold. Now it
seemed to flourish, my way was opened, and
I sent appointments, and visited the country
extensively as Providence enabled me to
succeed,
586, At Rolem's meeting-house, and at
Thompson's, Cunningham's, Powelton, Sparty,
Rehobeth, Washington, Sardis, Indian (ireek.
Gen. Steward's, Burk's, Gen. Dickson's, Baker's, Carrell, Redwine's, Paine's, McDaniel's,
Coldwater, Steuchcomb's, and Sest's neighborhoods, &c,, I held meetings,
587, A camp meeting, the first I ever attended, was held on Shoulderbone Creek,
where I arrived on the third day of its sittings,
about the dawn of it, I spoke several times,
and the Lord was with us ; ten persons came
forward, and testified that they had found the
pardoning love of God, among whom was
Judge STITH, who had been a noted deist.
In this quarter God gave me favor in the sight
of the people, and some were raised up to
supply my wants, among whom was Doctor B.
and S. Roundtree, Doctor Lee, &c., and anoth
er gentleman, who gave me a cloak; lor
these favors, may God remember those who
administered to my necessities.
588, I visited Handcock, Clark, Jackson,
Oglethorp, Franklin and Elbert counties,
quite extensive!}' ; the congregations were
exceedingly large, so that I mostly spoke under the trees, and the Lord overshadowed us
with his divine presence : the fruit of this
visit I expect to see in a future world.
Though it was by a very sweet drawing that
I undertook to wander here by land, yet it
was trying to my flesh and blood, to leave my
friends and acquaintance in the north, and
wander so many hundred miles amongst
strangers, considering what I had passed
through before amongst strangers ; yet something within, would say, go and you shall see
peace, and I went and saw it, so I do not
grudge all my toil,—However, I was not
without my trials here, considering the cause
of God, for many of the Baptists supposed me
to be a Baptist preacher ; when I was on foot
through this quarter at finst, and now flocked
out by crowds to hear me, as I had said but
little about names or parties when here before,
and was coolly received by those whose
friendship I wished to retain : the Bapti.sts,
(of whom many are pious,) were sorely disappointed in me now, when they heard my
doctrine, or ideas on election and reprobation ;

and instead of owning me now for a Baptist,
reprobated me to the highest pitch, and several
church meetings were held on the .subject, the
result of which was, that they should hear me
no more. Some of their preachers spoke hard
against me in public and in private, behind
my back ; and some things I was informed
they said which they could not prove; and
all this, because I endeavored to show the
evil of that doctrine which had been such a
curse to me, and for preaching up a free salvation ; which caused brother Mead to say (as
they now preached up eternal decrees more
than usual,) it will be the means of drawing
out the cloven foot to cut it off—meaning, it
would cause the people to know their sentiments more fully, which they frequently kept
hid, and so deceived the people, by preaching
an offer of mercy when only a few, the elect,
could possibly have it. And as some of them
said that I preached or held to things that
were false, brother Mead, and a number of
others, advised me to prepare for publication
my Thoughts, or Chain, on differejit religious
subjects,
589. I visited Augusta, and found a good
society formed there ; also Wanesborough,
Sander.svil]e, and many other adjacent places,
together with Louf^ville, the capital, where
the governor offered me money, which I did
not feel free to accept; but was thankful for
his good wislies,
590. March 25th, 1803. Camp meeting
came on at Jones's meeting-house, and lasted
until the 29th. Some were convinced of error
of sentiment, and some of sin, and a goodly
number found peace in the blood of the Lamb,
and the world's people were brought to acknowledge that something out of the common
course of nature must have produced the effect
in two instances. 1 found the people here
kind, for as Hope Hull mentioned to them,
that I was about to go to the western country,
and perhaps I might want some spending money, &c., upwards of a hundred dollars were
given me, so 1 found the Lord to provide, who
put it into the heart of Gen. John Stewart to
get me a pass on parchment from the governor, under the seal of the State, to pass through
the Indian country.
591. My horse not being good for travelling, I .sold him on credit, and a Methodist (so
called) had one for sale, and offered him to
me for a hundred and fifty dollars : and this
man who was called a Methodist, did not
show me the kindness to wait, as another
man of no society and of no religion, did; for
the latter was bound for me, though he had
not seen me before—and he also carried the
money a distance for nothing; so I see that
the hearts of all men are in the hand of God,
and he can and doth work by whom he pleaseth.
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592. Feeling my soul refreshed by my vi- ments. And what causes such universal acsit, and my work done here for the present, knowledgment, but an universal teacher?
and my hor^ie paid for, and I well equipped which must be God! I broke my umbrella,
for travelling, and my heart drawn to the and likewise lost my whip, the latter while
west, and a number of letters being given me buying corn, and hiring a pilot.
594. One day a couple of us thought to get
to give to the people, I was resolved to go to
the westward : I accordingly told brother to the agent's house before the company, to
Mead, who was going to Virginia, that if he get provision, but had not gone far before an
was minded he might give out a chain of ap- Indian alarmed us much, shooting a deer
pointments for me through that country, to through, and the ball struck near us, which
which he agreed. (During this visit, I had a made us suppose some hostile intention was
narrow escape from a raving heifer.) I felt a against us, till we saw the mistake. We left
desire to hold meeting in a certain house of a man and woman in the woods, who were
quality people ; but knew not how to accom- going to trade with the Indians, as they Uor
plish it. But a thought struck my mind ; so veiled slow.
I got one to go and deliver an errand in such
595. Hawkins, the agent, treated us cool, so
a way as to provoke the man to say, I'm we quit him and went on. Next day, we
willing if my wife is, and the woman to say, missed our road, or rather Indian path, which
I'm willing if my husband i s ; which was ef- we were convinced of by some swamps and
fected by the errand being delivered to them water courses, and turning a littie back, one of
separately. I then published the appoint- the company being a good woodsman, took
ment, but it so happened, that the family were the lead, and striking across, we came to the
all from home, except the blacks at the time path, which divided the minds of the company
of meeting ; so I spoke before the gate in the at first, but at length we agreed to strike
road, and had a good time : but I received a across it further through the woods, and that
few lines from one of the absentees, express- afternoon found a path which proved to be
ing grief on their side at the circumstance.
the right one. We at length found a man
593. April 19th. Being provided with ne- hunting horses, who piloted us to the first
cessaries, I crossed the Oconee river, and there house in the settiement, which we made in
meeting some persons, set off for Tombigby; thirteen days and a half from the time we set
but I had not proceeded a hundred yards, out, having travelled about four hundred miles.
before I found that one on whom we depend596. The company supposed that they could
ed as a guide, knew nothing about the road ; save thirty or forty miles travel, by swimming
of course, must depend on my own judgment. across the Alabama river, and forcing a swamp,
I had procured a map of the road, a hundred which they attempted to do, and got detained
and thirty miles to the Chatahocha river, and by rain two d a y s ; but I left them, and went
a pocket compass, &c. A young man from down the river ten miles, and stayed with a
Connecticut, who was acquainted with some half-bred Indian, who charged me a dollar and
of my relations, was feeding mules in the a half for the night. I then left an appointwoods, .so we followed him a few miles, and ment for Sunday, in the Tensaw settiement,
then encamped in the woods for the night. and went over the Alabama by the Cut-off, to
Next day a woman and a child got flung from the west side of Tombigby, through a cane
a horse, and thereby were ducked in the Oak- brake or swamp, seven miles, and found a
mulgee river. So we^roceeded on, frequently thick settlement, and then a scattered one sevseeing Indians, (which a black woman of the enty miles in length, through which I sent a
company was much afraid of,) till we came chain of appointments, and afterwards fulfilled
to Flint river, when we hired an Indian to them, and the fruit I expect to see at a future
lead a horse through, and himself wade be- day.
fore it. Some of the land over which we
597. The river Tombigby, like the Nile,
passed, was miserable, and some was prefer- overflows once a year, is also a flood tide river
able to any I had ever seen in the south. We only once in twenty-four hours; it is nafrequently saw wild game, among which vigable for ve.ssels, and will one day become
were deer and turkeys. The Indians fre- the glory of the south part of the United States,
; quentiy came to our camp, and while we had as the trade of Tennessee, &c. will pass through
our evening devotion, they would be solemn it,—The inhabitants are mosUy English, but
and mute : we could talk together only by are like sheep without a sphepherd. Whilst
signs, and I desired to know if they knew under the Spanish government, it was a place
what we were about; they replied, that we of refuge for bad men; but of late, since it
were paying our addresses to the Great Man fell to us, seems to be in a hopeful way, and
above, who is the author of breath, &c. there is still room for great amendment. A
Thus all intelligences have some idea of di- collection was offered to me. I did not feel
vinity, futurity, and rewards and punish- free to accept it; and I left the settiement, pro-
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cured some corn, and had not a cent left.
Three of my travelling companions fell in
with me again, and accompanied me through
the Choctaw nation, to the Natchez settlement,
which we reached in six days and a half, being about eight hundred miles from Georgia ;
on the way, we met with a man going alone
to Georgia ; and in the sixth town, I gave my
saddle cloth to the Indians for corn to feed my
horse with.
598. Here I was called to another exercise
of my faith, having no money, and a stranger
in a strange land, but my hope was still in
God who hath helped hitherto.—The master
of the house, to which I first came, was once
a Methodist; he happened to hear of my coming the week preceding, by some travellers,
and received me and the three men kindly,
and the next day got me a meeting, and good
I trust was done. The night after, I held
meeting at the house of a Baptist, then rode
on towards the town of Natchez, and parted
with my three companions by the way, who
were going to West Florida, to see their father,
599. I called on a man who was said to be
a Methodist, but found he was not; so I went
to another house where they were called Methodists, but met with a cool reception at the
first, until I showed them the governor's passport, and likewise two papers, one from brother Mead, and one from Hall, that I was an
acceptable preacher of moral conduct, &c.,
then they were more kind, and kept my horse
about two weeks. Brother Moses Floyd met
me the same night, and having received letters
by me from Georgia, was friendly, then the
above family became more so ; the governor,
to whom I had an introductory letter, was
also friendly.
600. I held two or three meetings in the
assembly room, with the permission of the
mayor, though with difficulty obtained.—The
man on whom I called, and found he was not
a Methodist, reflected how far I had come to
see them through the woods, and felt his heart
inclined to lend me a horse to ride more than
a hundred miles, so I went to Kingston, and
procured a spot of ground (by selling my
watch) for a meeting house; and then to the
heights and Pinckneyville, and held meetings.
I stopped at a house in the edge of West Florida, and sold my cloak. Thence I returned
and vi.sited several neighborhoods, and God's
power was to be felt in some of them.
601. My horse was now taken lame, so
that he was not fit to ride to Tennessee. I
spoke at the Pineridge meeting house, and at
Washington, Sulsertown, and at Calender's
meeting house where some were offended.
Here quarterly meeting was held. Thence I
went to Wormsville, Biopeer, and Bigblack,
and preached the funeral sermon of a niece of
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the Rev. Tobias Gibson, and the Lord was
with us. I left my horse with jrother Gibson,
and took a Spanish race horse, which he was
to be responsible for, and I was to remit him
the money by post, when it should be due on
my arrival in Georgia in November.
602. June 20. Having got equipped for my
journey through the woods of Cumberland,
which was several hundred miles, and having
been informed that a party of men were that
morning to start into the wilderness, I intended
to go with them, but on my arrival found they
had started the day before; so I must either
wait for more, or go and overtake them. To
wait I durst not, as my appointments had
gone to Virginia. A Kentuckian had some
time before, as I was informed, struck an Indian who shortly after died; and the other
Indians supposed that his death was in consequence of the blow; and they complained to
the governor, and the Kentuckian was tried
and acquitted: wherefore the Indians, according to their custom, were determined to kill
somebody, as they must have life for life;
and they had now become saucy, and had
shot at and wounded several on that road,
but had not killed any one yet, and it was
supposed that some one must shortly fall a
victim.—However, I set off alone, and rode the
best part of twenty miles, when I saw a party
of Indians within about a hundred feet of me:
I was in hopes they would pass me, but in
vain, for the first Indian seized my horse by
the bridle, and the others surrounded me. At
first, I thought it was a gone case with me,
then I concluded to get off my horse and give
up all, in order to save my life ; but it turned
in my mind, that if I do, I must return to the
settiements, in order to get equipped for another start, and then it will be too late for my
appointments. Again it turned in my mind,
how when I was in Ireland, somebody would
frequently be robbed or murdered one day, and
I would travel the same way the day before
or the day after, and yet was preserved and
brought back in peace; and the same God is
able to preserve me here and deliver me now
as then—immediately I felt the power of faith
to put my confidence in God; at the same
time I observed the Indians had ramrods in the
muzzels of their guns as well as in their stocks,
so it would take some time to pull out the
ramrod.s, and get the gun cocked and prepared
up to their faces, ready to shoot; at this moment, my horse started and jumped sideways,
which would have laid the Indian to the
ground, who held the bridle, had it not slipped
out of his hands; at the same time, the Indian
on the other side, jumped seemingly like a
streak to keep from under the horse's feet, so
that there was a vacancy in the circle ; at the
same time, I gave my horse the switch, and
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leaned down on the saddle, so that if they shot
I would give them as narrow a chance as I
could to hit me, as I supposed they would
wisli to spare and get my horse. I did not
look behind me until I had got out of sight
and liearing of the Indians. I was not long
in going a dozen or fifteen miles; so I overtook the company that day, ana told them
what I had passed through ; the} said, that
they had met the same Indians, and a Chickasaw trader who was with them, told them
that two Chickasaw Indians with him said,
that the Choctaws which I met informed them,
that if the Chickasaw trader was not with
these Kentuckians, they should havt taken
their provisions from them. When 1 heard
this I reflected, if such a small preventative
was the only means of saving a party from
being plundered, what danger was I exposed
to ? And I felt more solemn afterwards, than
when in the mid.st of dangers.
603, About forty-eight hours after, a party
of twenty-five men were attacked by some
ruffians, driven from their camp, and plundered of some thousands of dollars, and some of
them came near starving before they got in.
604, I travelled on s e v r a l days with the
company, but they proceeded so slow, that I
resolved to quit them; and thinking I was
within about forty miles of the Chickasaw nation, set off alone one morning in hopes of getting in the same night, so 1 travelled on all
day as fast as I could conveniently, stopping
only once to bait, until 1 came within about
twenty miles of the settlements, and about ten
at night, came to a great swamp, where I missed the trail, and was necessitated to camp out
without any company, (except my horse) fire,
or weapons of defence ; and as I dismounted
to fix my bridle and chain together, for my
horse to graze while fastened to a tree, I heard
a noise like the shrieks of women, and listened to know what it might be ; and it occurred to
my mind, that 1 had heard hunters say, that the
catamount or panther would imitate the cries
of women; at first, I felt some queries or fears
in my mind, but I soon said, God can command the wild beasts of the forest, as well as
he can command the Indians; and I kneeled
down and committed myself to the protection
of kind Providence, and then lay down, and
had a comfortable night's rest. The next
morning I went on, and joined the settlement
about ten o'clock, and got some milk and
coarse Indian bread for myself, and corn for
my horse; then went on about twenty miles
further, and through the good providence of
God, I did not miss my road, though there
were many that went in different courses. At
length I saw a man dressed like a gentleman;
he came up and shook hands with me, and after some conversation, invited me to his house,

about a mile and half off. I tarried with him
a few days, and had two meetings, with some
reds, blacks, whites and half breeds, and good
I think was done in the name of the Lord.
The post came along, and I left Mr. Bidlen,
the missionary, whom I spent my time with,
and set off with him ; and in three days and a
half we travelled upwards of two hundred
miles, and came to the settlements of Cumberland ; and having a letter, I called on Major
Murray, who treated me kindly,—I gave away
the last of my monej'- and my penkife, to get
across an Indian ferry, I sold my chain halter
for two dollars, and brother Murray lent me
a horse to ride to Nashville, where I got two
or three letters, which I consider as the hand
of Providence, as it was the only means of
opening my door. I inquired for Methodists,
but found none—I strove to get a place for
meeting that night, but all in vain ; so I went
about six miles and called upon a local preacher, who treated me with friendship, so I tarried
all night. Next day early, I returned to Nashville, and tried to get the court house, and
several private houses, but all in vain. Then
I went to a grog house and began to talk ironical, as if I was one of their company, and
soon the man offered me liberty of his house
for what I would choose to give him, he supposing that 1 was not in earnest; but I let him
know that I was, by giving him a dollar, and
told him as a man of honor, I should expect
the room of him, I then went out and told
the postma,ster, who advertised it for me, as
he knew by the superscription of my letters
that I was no impostor. I returned to Major
Murray's, and delivered up my horse, where
was a class meeting; the circuit preacher was
cool, but Mr Cannon, a local preacher, being
a man of consideration, prevailed, and I met
the clas.s, and the Lord being with us, we had
a good time; so my way was opened through
the country. The grog house in Nashville
would not contain the people, and somebody
prepared the market house for me, and I spoke
and described the characters of a Christian, a
gentleman and the filth of the earth, which
were the subjects of my discourse, and some
fearing of coming under the class of filth, behaved well, I appointed meeting again, and
in the court house if it should be opened, if
not, on the public square, or in an adjacent
grove, as might best serve. The court sat in
the mean time, and they ordered the court
house to be opened, and I spoke to hundreds.
Contributions were offered me, which I refused ; however, several dollars were forced on
me by some gentlemen. The cause of my refusing the above was this, I did not wish to
put myself in the power of another, nor to
ive Satan a sword to slay me, or power to
edge up my way, as the eyes of hundreds
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were upon me. A camp meeting was held,
but I believe that good was prevented by their
not following the openings of Providence.
605. I visited several other places, and then
went to Kentucky, and visited Beardstown,
Frankfort and Lexington;
some Methodist
local preachers treated me cool, and strove to
shut up my w a y ; but God opened my way,
by means of a Baptist at Beardstown; and at
Frankfort I got the state house: and at Le.xington I got first the court house, then a play
house, and afterwards, the Methodists opened
to me their meeting house—in several meetings, God was with us. Thence I steered to
Virginia, On my way, I was informed of an
old salt we-Il being founu ana a large bed of
ashes by it, and pieces of earthen kettle, denoting their size to be larger than pot ash kettles, and also a vessel of stone like a salt cellar, which must have belonged to the ancients.
606. At an inn, I offered the man pay over
night, but he refused, saying, he would be up
hi season in the morning; however, he was
not, so I left what I supposed would be his
demand, on the table, and went on; he afterwards reported that I cheated him. At another place, all my money was gone to one dollar, and the landlord attempting to accuse me
of passing counterfeit money, would not exchange ray dollar for my fare, but thought to
injure me, until another man changed it for
me. At length, I met two men, who told me
that my aj)pointments were made in Virginia,
at Abingdon, where I arrived August 21st,
about three hours before meeting time. I was
now dirty and ragged, as my pantaloons were
worn out, my coat and jacket worn through,
as also my maccasons, I had only the smallest part of a dollar left: however, some gentleman gave me seven dollars, and then a collection was made, which f refused, until they
hurt my feelings and forced it upon me ; some
others held back their liberality.- 1 had a convenient stage erected, and we had a solemn
time, 1 left an appointment when I would be
there again, and in the neighboring counties,
and went on to Fincastie ; then to Bedford
county, where I spoke in the town of Liberty:
from the Age of Reason I took my text, and
some went off' before I had cleared up the
point; they supposed me to be a Deist, but
afterwards were .sorry. I spoke in Lynchburgh. New Londoj^ and at Carmel court
hon.se, and a number of adjacent places,
and left hundreds of appointments for the
spring, I saw Dr S. K. Jennings, and found
him to be a man of strong powers of mind,
and great acquired information, and very
pious. Oh, may he fill up that sphere of life,
which he i.s qualified for!
607. In Cumberland county, John Hobson,
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jun., got awakened, and found peace, as he
fell down while I was speaking: his dear
companion was laboring under great trials of
mind, for the loss of all her offspring, till God
cast my lot in their quarter, when she got reconciled to the same, by the sanctifying inffuence of God's Holy Spirit—his mother, who
was upwards of eighty years old, also found
peace, I visited several other places, and the
Lord was with us :—Then I went to Richmond, and by the governor's consent, spoke
in the capitol, which somebody had advertised
in the Argus, and afterwards in the Methodist meeting house, several times ; also in Manchester, and at New Kent quarterly meeting,
608. I rode twenty miles to Petersburgh, in
the rain, and seeing a man, inquired of him if
he knew Jes.se Lee ? he replied, he is my brother, and took me to his house; and as soon
as I passed the gate, I saw Jesse .standing in
the door, and I sat still on my horse, though I
was wet through, (with a bundle of books
under my arm ;) 1 had no outer garment on ;
and there was not a word spoke for some
time between us : at length, said he, come in
—I desired to know whether it was war or
peace ? said he, come in—said I, is it war or
peace ? said he, come in—I made the same
reply : said he, it is peace; so I dismounted,
and went in, and he, after some conversation,
went and procured me a large assembly that
night, in the Methodist meeting house,
I
spoke there several times, and God was with
us. Oh, how different was I received, from
what I was formerly ! Surely I was agreeably disappointed in my reception; and there
must have been the hand of God in this, I
visited several neighboring places not in vain,
I got five hundred pamphlets printed, and as I
was going to the office for them, a stranger
called me out one side and put ten dollars into
my hand (though he knew not my neces.sjtv)
which was the .sum I wanted for the printer.
609, I had much offered me in my travel
through the State; but was unwilling to give
Satan any ground to hedge up my way, and
of course declined the most of it. One day I
had an appointment to preach, and then started for S. Carolina, through a part of some
hundreds of miles, where I never was before,
and had only a few cents at my command :
however, my trust was still in God, who put
it into the hearts of some, as we were parting
and shaking hands, to leave about seven dollars in my hand; so I went on and saw so.me
more providences of God ; also I saw some
evils. Near Raleigh, N, Carolina, a petty
constable attempted to take me up as a horse
thief. Col, Paul Rushian, of Chesterfield
county, S, Carolina, took me up also, and examined my private writings, and gave some
of the most abusive dirty language that I ever

uncertainty of TIME and the duty that you owe
to GOD—with the awful consequence of living
and dying in SIN.
REMEMBER that by nature you are a fallen,
degenerate creature, therefore ye must be regenerated and BORN of the SPIRIT—for without ho'iness no man shall see the LORD!
Consequentiy be persuaded, and resolve,
through grace, to begin and spend, and close
every day with GOD, forsaking all knovni
sin, with unnecessary wicked company: Har
ing your heart drawn out after GOD, in a praying frame, with your mind solemnly staid
RULES FOR HOLY LIVING.
upon HIM in quest of truth—that you may
610.
SERIOUS consideration upon the enjoy HIS favor here, and experience HIS
value of thy soui.; with the shortness aad benedictions forever in CHRIST JESUS'.
met with in my life. I found brother Daugherty, the presiding elder had given me out a
chain of appointments through his district, of
several hundred miles, which I fulfilled, and
arrived back to Petersburg, in Georgia, according to appointment when going away. Here
my wants were relieved, mostly by Major John
Oliver, who came and called me his spiritual
father, and so did several others, and I saw a
great alteration in the inhabitants.
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PART

611, OCTOBER 28th, 1803. After an absence of about seven months, I arrived back
in Georgia ; having travelled upwards of 4000
miles, w h e n I left this State I was handsomely equipped for travelling by some friends
whom God had raised me up, in time of need;
after my trials on my journey from New England. My equipment was as follows ; my
horse cost 45/, a decent saddle and cloth,
portmanteau and bag, umbrella and lady's
shove whip; a double suit of clothes, a blue
broadcloth cloak, (given me by a gentleman,)
shoes, stockings, cased hat, a valuable watch,
with fifty-three dollars in my pocket for spending money, &c,, &c. But now on my return,
I had not the same valuable horse; and my
watch I parted with for pecuniary aid to bear
my expenses. My pantaloons were worn
out; my riding chevals were worn through in
several places,
612, I had no stockings, shoes, nor moccasons* for the last .seven hundred miles; no
outer garment; having sold my cloak in West
Florida: My coat and vest were worn
through, to my shirt; my hat case and umbrella were spoiled by prongs of trees, whilst
riding in the woods. Thus with decency I
was scarce able to get back to my friends as I
would. It is true I had many pounds and
handsome presents offered me in my journey,
but I could not feel freedom to receive them ;
only just what would serve my present necessity, to get along to my appointments, as I
was such a stranger in the country ; and so
many to watch me (as an impostor) for evil;
and but few to lift up my hands for good,
613, As 1 considered that the success and
opening of many years depended on these
days, I was not willing to give any occasion
for the gospel to be blamed ; or any occasion
to hedge up my way. For it was with seriousness and consideration that I undertook
these journeys, from conviction of duty, that
* An Indian shoe.
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God required it at my hands. And (knowing
that impostors are fond of money) I was convinced that Satan would not be found wanting, to whisper in the minds of the people,
that my motives were sinister or impure.
614, Major John Oliver came and took me
by the hand, calling me father; saying,
" when you preached in Petersburgh last, your
text was constantly ringing in my ears, for
days together, whether I would deal kindly
and truly with the master, &c. So I had no
peace until I set out to seek the Lord; and
since, my wife and I have been brought to rejoi&e in the Almighty,"
615, He gave me a vest, pantaloons, umbrella, stockings, handkerchief, and a watch,
&c. Another gave me a pair of shoes and a
coat; and a third a cloak ; and a few shillings for spending money from some others.
Thus I find Providence, whose tender care is
over all his works, by his kind hand is still
preserving me. Oh ! may I never betray his
great cause committed to my charge !
616, I visited the upper countries and had
refreshing seasons amongst my friend.s, from
the presence of the Lord. General Stewart
informed me of a remarkable circumstance, of
a man who heard the doctrine of unconditional election and reprobation preached up ; the
devil told him that he was one of the reprobates; which drove him to despair: so he put
an end to his life by blowing out his brains.
An A-double-L-part minister, who held the
doctrine of unconditional election and reprobation, preached up good vi'orks, saying it
would do no good to preach his sentiments,
which caused my spiritu ti father (in the gospel,)
to observe to hirn, " that a doctrine which is not
fit to be pvpached is not fit to be believed,"
617 I held a meeting in a republican meeting house, i, e one free for all denominations, I spoke on A-double-L-partism; and
an A-double-L-part preacher present being
asked how he liked the preaching, he replied,
that he held, and preached no contrary senti-
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ments himself; but afterwards he did his utmost to cut my doctrine to pieces; and blacken
my character.
I preached in Georgetown,
arid set out at eight at night for Augusta; and
travelling neariy all night, I came to a camp
where some negroes were toting* tobacco to
market; and I stopped with them until d a y ;
and one gave me some corn for my horse.
The next day, missing my road, I gave
away mv pocket handkerchief for a pilot,
618, November 20th, I arrived at camp
meeting at Rehoboth. I took Master " I AM"
for my text; with observing that he offered a
great reward for runaways : whose marks I
would describe : The auditory amounting to
about 5,000, sunk into a solemn silence;
whilst I described the diabolical marks of sinners ; and the reward for their return, &c,
619, About fifty souls were born to God,
There were 44 tents; 8 wooden huts; 48
covered wagons; beside carriages, &c,, of various sorts. Many I parted with here, (whom
perhaps I shall never see more,) and set off
for St, jNIary's, in company with several of
the preachers; and as we hove in sight of a
town, I inquired its name, and felt an impulse
to stop and hold meeting, which I did, intending to overtake my company next day : but
leaving "Warrington late at night, I rode several
miles an:i stopped to inquire the road : the man
within knew my voice, and persuaded me to
alight and tarry until morning; when he accompanied me to meeting, in Bethel meetinghouse, where I was drawn particularly to
speak on the subject of murder and murderers;
after which brother Mead observed, that two
murderers were supposed to be present,
G'20 November 23, I spoke in Louisville,
to as many as could conveniently get into the
stale-house, Brigadier-General John Stewart
was then present, I attacked A-double-Lpartism, and proposed a covenant to the auditory, to meet me ut the throne of grace, for a
liiuile 1 pcrio.l of time; which the gentlemen
ob.-erving General Stewart to arise, i'olldwod
his example, as a sign of their compliance
with the proposal ; which f observed they
were bound by the princiiiles of honor and veiaci':y to keep.
(ill. Whilst I was preaching, I pointed out
the duly of rulers, as .stewards of God and
guardians of the people ; that vice might be
Ruppii^sed and virtue encouraged. Whilst
speaking, also, I perceived the chair on which
I stdod on the writing table, to move twice or
thrii.t?, the cause of which I could not then
ascertain ; but set down to prevent m} falling.
After meeting a young German having ob• The mode of toting tobacco to marlcet, is by rolling
it in casks, with a wooden axle through the midst, on the
ends of w t j c h nre fastened the shafts for the horse to
draw il by. Fifteen or si.xtecn hundred weight may thus
be pressed and carried to market.

served a Baptist preacher .o put his foot on
my chair twice or thrice, apparently with a
design to tilt me over and set the house in a
laughter, (who was an A-double L-part man,)
went and shook his fist in his face, intimati;ig
that (if he had him out of doors) he would pay
him for his insult to the stranger.
622. The A-double-L-part man being a
member of the Legislature, complained of the
young man to the House for having insulted
him. The House ordered the young man to
prison, and the next day to trial, as no member might be insulted whilst sitting in the
House, The young man pleaded that the
member was not sitting at the time, and so
was acquitted. This cost him about 30 dollars, and the State about 600; as the trial
lasted two days. It was a few days after this,
that I received a recommendation, as a preacher
of the gospel to the world of mankind, signed
by the Governor, Secretary, and twenty-eight
members of the Legislature, with the great
seal of the State.
623. Bishop Asbury's appointments being
given out, and it being uncertain whether he
would attend, Stith Mead, who was presiding
elder of the district, thought proper to send
me on his own appointments, to St, Mary's
Quarter meeting, whilst he intended taking
the Bishop's plan,
624. The high waters retarded; but to prevent disappointing the people, in my circuitous
route I made the greatest speed; and a gentleman traveller, supposing (from my speed)
that I was some murderer, clapped spurs to
his horse and pursued me to a meeting, where
God's power was manifested amongst us.
625. 2Gth. I held a two-day meeting in
Union meeting-house : where there was some
quickening; but the A-douhle-L-part people
were in this part also raking my character.
626. Hence to Kenootchy creek ; and so to
Tnbor's creek ; and Captain Mitchell (in
whose house I held meeting) so interrupted,
that we removed into the street: then he ordered me down from the stage; so we retired
to a neighboring plantation : but he took hi*
horse and pistols, and interrupted us here also.
Oh! the .sin of drunkenness, which leads to
murder!
My evening appointment was not giveP
out, near the Goose ponds, and 1 found it almo.st impos^ Jble to get a place to lodge
C27 December 3d, I crossed the Altamaha,
and met brother Isaac Cooke, who came mis.sionary from conference here; the most dismal marshy part I ever was in : I found he
had good success; though he was not without his enemies; but God, for his indefatigable labors, gave him upwards of a hundred
members this year; and he had two meeting*
houses erected, for the connexion.
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A clear conscience is like a clear sky with- the forks of the road: however, it made such
out a cloud. Oh! may I never live to be an impression on my mind, that I could not
useless. I remember Dr. Johnson said, "thou but relate it to the congregation in Springfield
hast an ulcer or defect in thy liver, with court-house. After meeting, the gentleman
which thou wast borji in the world; and if where I lodged informed me that this Squire
thou livest high or intemperate, or bringest H— was supposed to be concerned in a murslight condemnation or burthen on thy mind, der, with a man who was under sentence of
or dost not labor hard, &c. &c.; the nature of death. It appears from the best accounts I
thy disorder is such, thou wilt be in danger could collect, that this H— was an A-doubleof being suddenly cut off; but if thou art pru- L-part man, and believed, once in grace and
dent, &c., thou mayest live as long as most always in grace: which brought me to reffecothers, unless some contagious disorder shall tion, (from the horrible circumstance) what jlay hold on thee :" the propriety of these re- dangerous sentiments these are, not only in a
marks I am convinced of from experience.
religious point of view, to lull people to sleep,
628. We took our departure from Savan- but also in a civil and political respect; for
nah, where we parted; and I spent a few if one falls into public scandal, and retaining
days. The curse of God seems to rest about an idea of being secured unchangeably in the
here since the days in which they treated favor of God, he cannot be under the influence
John Wesley ill, and confiscated the property of the principles of honor; nor yet the idea
of George Whitfield, which was appropriated of future reward and punishment; and of
course hath nothing to restrain him; whereto religious and charitable purposes.
fore he is a dangerous citizen and subject,
Hence to Tuckissaccing, where old father
^Sg^This is the truth, and it cannot be conBoston lived, who received me as I left Safuted,
vannah the first time I came to Georgia. Last
night, as brother Cooke was preaching, a
I left my horse and cloak, expecting they
black woman was struck under conviction, would be sent to me, and with difficulty I
with the power of God, Her body was cold reached the town of Augusta, where the conas a corpse, and laid aside sixteen hours as ference was beginning to sit,
in a sweet sleep of state or insensibility; and
030, Here I met Dr. Coke; he replied,
no symptoms of life except a regular pulse. " h o w do you do, brother Dow ? I am glad to
Some thought that she would never come see you ; your warning to the people of Dubt o ; however, she revived, praising God, I lin had like to prove too true,"
spoke; and we had a refreshing time in the
Here Stith Mead brought me the parchment
woods,
of recommendation from the Governor, &c,,
629. I sent an appointment to Lanear's and I gave him a testimonial of my sincerity
ferry on the Ogechee river: on my arrival I and attachment to the Methodist body, and
found a stage erected in the woods ; and a my approbation to the general tenor of their
vast concourse of people ; few of whom had conduct, &c. Here I was talked over in Conever seen me before.
ference; and after some conversation the
As I began meeting, I perceived a man un- doctor observed, that I had done the Methoea.sy; he got up and sat down, and up and dist Societies no injury tiiat he knew of; but
down again, and walked round; which de- in sundry instances to the reverse.
noted some unusual uneasiness in his mind.
Bishop Asbury directed the preachers to
After meeting I set off' for m y evening's ap- publish lor me to preach in the meeting-houise
pointment; several were going the .same way; ^during the sitting of Conference; which was
I abruptly spoke to one, " are you not sorry i done, and I gave my farewell to the people:
you cara-2 to meeting ?" (not recollecting him \ and ahso my thoughts on different religious
to be the above man :) He replied, "Yes, and .subjects; (which were pubtished under the
I believe it would have been better for me to | title of. The Ci'iain of Lorenzo, by the request
have stayed at home and my horse eating of his friends, as his fareivell to Georgia,)
grass: I understand," said he, "you can tell as a present to the meeting-house, which was
fortunes: and if you can tell what i.s to come, in debt.
you can tell what is past; tell me, did I ever
The cause of this publication originated
kill any body ? if
did, I'll confess it before
from the false reports, and dust which the
xke people"
A-double-L part people had raised against me;
Thus he twice or thrice strove to make me but my friends advised me to it, that the unpreanswer the question: it made a solemn im- judiced might judge for themselves where tiie
pression on my mind, so that I did not speak : truth lay, and so thus the cloven foot be
but looking him in the face as we rode a dis- dn-iwu out, and cut clear off: that when God
tance, viewing it necessary to be guarded in had killed the old stock, there .should be none
my conduct, as the company were strangers to carry the news, and thus A-double-L-partto me; I inquired his name as we parted at ism be driven from the land; which con-
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cern had drawn me from Ireland, that precious
K»b might escape as from the snare of the
fouler.
I sold my watch for printing some religious
handbills, Rules for holy living, which 1 distributed around the town, and got .some also
printed on silk for the higher class, (lest paper
would be too much neglected :) one of which
I had framed, and the doctor tied it up for me
in paper and subscribed it for his Excellency
the Gorerr.or, which I left with an attorney to
deliver, as I delivered one of my silk bills.
Thus I left the Conference, (w/to had agreed
not to hedge up my way,) with weeping eyes
and aching heart, and took my departure for
South Carolina. With difficulty I crossed
Savannah river; and a man who cro.ssed with
me, took me behind him on his horse, and
carried me over several runs of water. I got
assistance to where my horse w a s ; having
several good times, and the A-double-L part
people looked sour. A fresh had been in the
river, so I could not get my cloak ; neither
had I a second shirt at this time ; but my trust
is in God, who hath helped me hitherto.
631. On my way to Charleston, I spoke in
an old Methodist meeting house; and at Cossahatchee : here was Mr. C , once an itinerant
sensible preacher, but now cold in religion :
Mr. B, heard me also; but has quitted the
Methodists, and preaches A-double-L-part.
632. Monday, January 9th, 1804. I rode
fifty-two miles, and arrived at Charleston late
in the evening ; and put up wdth W Turpin,
Esq., who received me when I first was in
this place ; and- procured me picked meetings
at his house: I find Mr, Hamet has gone to a
world of spirits, to answer for the deeds done
in the body. As it respects his division it appears his motives were impure, arising from a
desire of popularity; in consequence of which,
there was a breach of confidence by him as
respected the incorporation of the house : awful to relate, it appears he died drunk,
I spoke in his house called Trinity Church;
also in the Methodist meeting house. Here I
saw Dr, Coke ; who informed me that he saw
a recommendation for me at the house of brother John Harper, signed by some of the members of the Legi,slature and tiie Governor of
the state ; which has not yet fallen into my
hands; the cause I know not, though I have
sent for it repeatedly,
Friday, 13th. I left Charieston, crossing a
ferry ; and rode thirty-three miles; keeping
up with the mail stage,
633. 14th. I crossed a bad ferry of several
miles ; in consequence of a fresh in the river;
wnich took three hours with the stage. Hence
we went on to Georgetown, where I helii a
few meetings; and then rode forty-three miles
to Kingston; leaving brothers Mallard and

Jones behind ; the former was blest jii his labors here last year; and Hamet's condact had
done injury; Jones soon after was found
drowned in a creek; supposed to have been
seized with a fit of epilepsy, which he was
subject t o : but the verdict of the Coroner's
jury was that he had died drunk ; though he
vvas exemplary for temperance and piety,
634. I put up at a tavern, (though a Methodist preacher lived near,) hired a room for
a meeting; and called in the neighbors. Next
day I fell in with brother Russel, who was
going to Lis station; so we crossed a ferry together, and continued on upwards of eighty
miles, until we came to Wilmington, where I
found religion low; and bigotry so prominent,
particularly in the leading local preacher,
that had not Mr. Russel been with me, who
was stationed here, I should have been shut
out. I held several meetings, and got some
religious handbills on paper and silk printed,
Rules for holy living, which I distributed to
the people of the town ; and took my departure for Newbern.
But this being so far
north, and near the sea board, at this cold season of the year, that I almost perished with
the cold, frost and snow; having no outer garment and my clothing thin.
635. I held a few meetings in Newbern^nd
proceeded to Washington; where I had like to
have been chilled in crossing a ferry ; but after
getting somewhat warmed and refreshed with
a cup of tea I proceeded to meeting; where
God made it up to me,
636. 25th, I spoke at Tarborough, then at
Prospect. 27th, at Sampson's meeting house:
Jones's at night; being now in North Carolina, near Virginia. Hence to Raleigh, and
spoke twice in the State house. Here the
petty constable who took me up as a horse
stealer near this, did not meet me according to
expectation. My appointments were not given
out according to direction.
From hence I proceeded to Iredell county,
to the house of a man, of whom I had bought
a horse, when on my way from New England
to Georgia,
Some people mocked him for
giving me credit; saying, " you have lost your
horse ;" but now their mouth was shut; as I
paid him his demand, although he only had
my word,
637 I visited several places around, and
took my departure for Tennessee; having a
cloak and shirt given to me. My money is
now almost out; my expenses have been so
enormouf?, in consequence of unusual fleodsj&c
638, In Classing the Celuda mountains, the
way was narrow; whilst precipices were on
one side, the other arose perpendicular; which
reuiiflred it dangerous travelling in the night,
had net the mountains been on fire, which U^
luminaied the heavens to my convenience.
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639, February 14th, I spoke in Buncomb
to more than could get into the Presbyterian
meeting house ; and at night also : and good
I trust was done. The minister was not an
A-double-L-part man ; but pious. Next day
I rode forty-five miles in company with Dr,
Nelson, across the dismal Alleghany mountains
by the warm springs; and on the way, a
young man, a traveller, came in (where I
breakfasted gratis at an inn) and said that he
had but three .sixteenths of a dollar left, having
been robbed of seventy-one dollars on the way;
and he being far from home, I gave him half
of what I had with m e
640, My horse having a navel gall come
on his back, I sold him, with the saddle, bridle, cloak and blanket, &c. on credit for about
three-fourths of the value ; with uncertainty
whether I should ever be paid ;* thus I crossed the river French broad in a canoe ; and set
out for my appointment; but fearing I should
be behind the time, I hired a man, (whom I
met on the road with two horses,) to carry me
five miles in haste for three shillings; which
left me but one-sixteenth of a dollar. In our
speed he observed, there was a nigh war, by
which I could clamber the rocks, and cut off
some miles: so we parted ; he having not
gone two-thirds of the way, yet insisted on the
full sum,
641. I took to my feet the nigB way as fast
as I could pull on, as intricate as it was, and
came to a horrid ledge of rocks, on the bank of
the river where there was no such thing as
going round; and to clamber over would be
at the risk of my life, as there was danger of
slipping into the river ; however, being unwilling to disappoint the people, I pulled off
my shoes, and with !ny handkerchief fastened
them about my neck ; and creo'piug upon my
hands and feet with my fingers and tnes in tlie
cracks of the rocks with difficulty I got safe
over: and in about four miles 1 came to a
house, and hired a \voman to take me over
the ri-^sr in a canoe, for my remaininfj money
and n pair of scissors; the latter of which was
the chief object with her: so our extremities
are other's opportunili-ps. Thus with difficulty I got to my appointment in Newport in
time.
642. I had heard about a sinsjularity called
the jerks or jerking exercise which appeared
first near Knoxville, in August last, to the
great alarm of the people; which reports at
first I considered as vague and false; but at
length, like the Queen of Sheba, I set out to
go and see for myself; and sent over these
appointments into this country accordingly.
When I arrived in sight of this town,'l .saw
hundreds of people collected in littie bodies;
* Lost it for ever.
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and observing no place appointed for meeting,
before I spoke to any, I got on a log and gave
out a hymn ; which caused them to assemble
round, in solemn attentive silence. I observed
several involuntary motions in the course of
the meeting, which I considered as a specimen
of the jerks. I rode seven miles behind a man
across streams of water ; and held meeting in
the evening; being ten miles on my way.
643. In the night I grew uneasy, being
twenty-five miles from my appointment for
next morning at eleven o'clock, I prevailed on
a young man to attempt carrying me with
horses until day, which he thought was impracticable, considering the darkness of the
night, and the thickness of the trees. Solitary
shrieks were heard in these woods; which he
told me were said to be the cries of murdered
persons ; at day we parted, being still seventeen miles from the spot ; and the ground covered with a white frost, I had not proceeded
far, before I came to a stream of water, from
the springs of the mountain, which made it
dreadful cold ; in my heated state I had to
wade this stream five times in the course of
about an hour; which I perceived so affected
my body, that my strength began to fail.
Fears began to arise that I must drsappoint
the peoj)lc; till I observed some fresh tracks
of horses which caused me to exert every
nerve to overtake them; in hopes of aid or
as,eislance on my journey, and soon' I saw
them on an eminence, I shouted for them to*
stop, till I came up : they inquired what I
wanted, I replied, I had heard there was meeting at Seversville by a stranger, and was going to it; they replied that they had heard
that a crazy man was to hold forth there ; and
were going also; and perceiving that I was
weary, they invited me to ride : and soon our
company was increased to forty or fifty ; who
fell in with us on the road, from different
plantations: at length I was interrogated,
whether I knew anything about the preacher
I replied, I have heard a good deal about him,
and had heard him preach; but I had no great
ojiinion of him : and thus the conversation
continued for some miles before they found
me out, which caused some color and smiles
in the company; thus I got o n t o meeting;
and after taking a cup of tea giati,5, I began
to speak to a vast audience ; and I observed
about thirty to have the jerks ; though they
.strove to keep still as they could, these emotions were involuntary, and irresistible ; as
any unprejudiced eye might discern. Lawyer
Porter, (who had come a considerable distance,) got his heart touched under the word,
and being informed how I came to meeting,
voluntary lent me a horse to ride near one
hundred miles and gave me a dollar, though
he had never seen me before.
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644. Hence to Mary's-ville, where I spoke matter : I believe that those who are most pito about one thousand five hundred; and ous and given up to God, are rarely touched
many ajipeared to feel the word, but about with i t ; and also those naturalists, who wish
fifty felt the jerks : at night I lodged with one and try to get it to philosophize upon it are
of the Nicholites, a kind of Quakers who do excepted : but the lukewarm, lazy, half,
not feel free to wear colored clothes: I spoke hearted, indolent professor, is subject to it
to a number of people at his house that night. and many of them I have seen, who when it
Whilst at tea I observed his daughter, (who came upon them, would be alarmed and stir
sat opposite to me at the table) to have the red up to i^sdouble their diligence with God
jerks; and dropped the teacup from her hand and after they would get happy, were thankin the violent agitation : 1 said to her, ful it ever came upon them. Again, the
"Young woman, M'hat is the matter?" she wicked are frequently more afraid of it than
replied, '• I have got the jerks." I asked her the smallpox or yellow fever; these are subhow long she had it ? she observed " a few ject to it: but the persecutors are more subdays," and that it had been the means of the ject to it than any, and they sometimes have
awakening and conversion of her soul, by cursed, and swore, and damned it, whilst jerkstirring her up to serious consideration about ing : there is no pain attending the jerks exher careless state, &c,
cept they resist it, which if they do, it will
645, Sunday, February 19th, I spoke in weary them more in an hour, than a day's laKnoxville to hundreds more than could get bor ; which shows, that it requires the consent
into the court-house, the Governor being pre- of the will to avoid suffering.
sent : about one hundred and fifty appeared
648. 20th. I passed by a meeting-house
to have jerking exercise, among whom was a where I observed the undergrowth had been
circuit preacher, (Johnson) who had opposed '.ut up for a camp meeting, and from fifty to
them a little before, but he now had them one hundred saplings, left breast high; which
powerfully; and I believe he would have to me a])peared so slovenish that I could not
fallen over three times had not the auditory but ask my guide the cause, who observed they
been so crowded that he could not, unless he were topped so high, and left for the people
fell perpendicularly.
to jerk by : this so excited my attention that
646, After meeting I rode eighteen miles to I went over the ground, to view i t ; and found
hold meeting at night: the people of this set- where the jfeople had laid hold of them and
tlement were mostly Quakers ; and they had jerked so powerfully, that they had kicked up
said, (as I was informed) the Methodists and the earth as a horse stamping flies : I observPresbyterians have the jerks because they ed some emotion, both this day and night
sing and pray so much, but we are a still among the people; a Presbyterian minister
peaceable people, wherefore we do not have (with whom I stayed,) observed, " yesterday
them ; however, about twenty of them came whilst I was preaching some had the jerks,
to meeting, to hear one, as was said, some- and a young man from N . Carolina mimicked
what in a Quaker line : but their usual stiU- them out of derision and soon was seized with
ne.-s and silence was interrupted; for about a them himself, (which was the case with many
dozen of them had the jerks as'keen and as others) he grew ashamed, and on attempting
powerful as any I had seen, so as to have oc- to mount his horse to go off, his foot jerked
casioned a kind of grunt or groan when they about so, that he could not put it into the stirwould jerk. It appears that many have un- rup ; some youngsters seeing this, assisted
dervalued the great revival, and attempted to him on, but he jerked so that he could not sit
account for it altogether on natural principles; alone, and one got up to hold him o n ; which
therefore it .seems to me, (from the best judg- was done with difficulty: I observing this,
ment I can form,) that God hath seen proper went to him and asked him what he thought
to take this method, to convince people, that of it ? said he, " I believe God sent it on me
he will work in a way to show his power; for my wickedness, and making so lii'ht of it
and sent the jerks as a sign of the times, part- in others;" and he -^quested me to piay for
ly in judgment for the people's unbelief, and him.
yet as a mercy to convict people of divine reI observed his WIJC had it; she said she
alities.
was first attacked with it in bed. Dr. Nelson
647 I have seen Presbyterian.s Method- said, he had frequently strove to get it, (in orists, Quakers, Baptists, Church of England, and der to philosophize upon it,) but could not;
Independents, exercised with the jerks; Gentie- and observed they could not account for it on
man and Lady, black and white, the aged and natural principles.
the youth, rich and poor, without exception;
649. I called at a gentieman's house to get
from which I infer, as it cannot be accounted for some breakfast, and enquired the road; the
on natural principles, and carries such marks gentleman observing my tin case ;r. my pocket
of involuntary motion, that it is no trifling (containing my credentials from the State ot ^
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Georgia, and supposing me to be some vile
character) took it out and examined the contents without asking my consent; when he
had got half through, he looked at me, I observed he appeared pale : he gave me what I
wanted, and treated me as a king.
I had not been long gone from the house
before a runner on foot overtook me, and
another servant on horseback, with a request
that I should go back and preach: I did, (to
many of the neighbors, who were called in;)
the mistress deserted during the meeting;
which to me, she denied, until the servants
affirmed that she was in the negro-house.
I observed to her, that I considered her absence a slight as they had called me back, and
to make it up with me, desired she should let
me know the cause of her absence. She replied, she was afraid of the jerks more than
of the small-po.x or yellow fever.
650. Next day he gave me some money and
sent a hovse with irre several miles ; and then
I took to my feet and went on to Greenville,
and so on to Abingdon in Virginia : the last
jerks that I saw was on a young woman, who
was severely exercised during meeting. She
followed me into the house, I observed to her
the indecency and folly of such public gestures and grunts; and requested (speaking
sternly to make an impression on her mind)
it she had any regard for her character, to
leave it off; she replied, " I will if I can." I
took her by the hand, looking her in the face
and said, " do not tell lies," I perceived (by
the emotion of her hand) that she exerted
every nerve to restrain it, but instantly she
jerked as if it would have jerked her out of
her skin if it were pos.sible; I did this to have
an answer to others on the subject, which I
told her, that my abruptness might leave no
bad impression on her mind,
651, These appointments had been given
out rising of six months, with the days and
hours fixed ; I replied in Abingdon, (as I was
dismissing the auditory,) that on such a day
thirteen months, such an hour, 1 should be in
town to hold a meeting God willing; and
steered westerly on a circuitous rout to Tur.swell; where I preached in a sunk hole formed
by nature, to a vast auditory; being accommodated thus far by air attorney's horse; here
I saw a gentleman, a stranger, of whom I
purchased a horse at a word ; and proceeded
across the mountains of Clinch, which were
tremendously high, and covered with snow,
and having no outer garment, I felt as if I
should freeze; however all was made up at
good meetings on the other side : so I came to
VVith court-house; hence to Grayson, and the
Lead mines, thence to New river, so to Montgomery, to Salem, Fincastie, Lexington;
where I spoke in the Presbyterian meeting-
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house ; Woodstock, Rocktown, so on to Newtown, where God was graciously with u s ;
hence to Winchester, where I spoke in the
Methodist chapel, and a champion bully of an
A-double-L-part minister was present; for
whom the Methodist preacher's heart did
ache; next day he went from house to house
amongst his friends, to represent me as a crazy
man, but three of his pillars were shaken, one
of whom replied to him, ",if a crazy man will
talk so, what would he be if he was in his
right mind ?" which seemed to confound him.
I preached at Frontroyal, and crossed the
Blue Ridge in the night, in order to get on to
my next day's appointment: a deist was present; on hearing me observe, " that no man
was a deist who would not dare to take an
oath to relinquish all favors from God through
Christ;" he began to examine whether he
would be willing, and something replied " no
not for ten thousand worlds," Thus his
foundation shook and conviction ensued,
652. An A-double-L-part man (who had
followed up my meetings,) perceiving the man
to be shaken, appointed a time to answer my
discourse ; but while attempting to answer it,
forgot one of the heads of the discourse;
which so confounded him, that he complained
of being unwell, and concluded his meeting;
and so sunk into disgrace,
653. I spoke in Culpepper court-house, and
then rode fifty miles or more to Charlottesville near the President's seat in Albemarle
County ; I spoke to about four thousand people, and one of the President's daughters v.-ho
was present, died a few days after,
654. Hence I went circuitously to Lynchburg, where I spoke in the open air, in what
I conceived to be the seat of Satan's kingdom.
655. From thence to New London, where I
began speaking in the court-house; when
Papa and Manuna Hobson came in, and we
had a gracious time. Hence I fell in with
brother Stith Mead, and we went to the camp
meeting which I had appointed last August.
656. March 22d. Several families came
about twenty miles, and encamped on the
ground, though there were but few Methodists any where short of that distance ; the
weather was chilly, the clouds appeared
threatening and the prospects before us very
gloomy; however we poured out o i r complaint to God, who graciously heard our cry,
sent off the clouds, and gave us a beautiful sun.
23d. About fifteen hundred people appeared on the ground, and the Lord began a gracious work that day, which I trust hell shall
never be able to ev'inguish,—One soul found
peace before night ; and another in the night.
24th. About three thousand people attended ; the solemnity and tenderness, and prospect of good increased.
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25th. Sunday.
About five thousand on
the ground, and in general good attention :
Colonel Callaway and a number of respectable gentlemen used their endeavors to protect
our peaceable privileges,
Monday 26, About three thousand appeared on the ground, and the rejoicing of old saints,
the shouts of young converts, and the cries of
the distressed for mercy, caused the meeting
to continue all night; until we parted on
Tuesday morning 27th.
About fifty during this meeting professed to
have found the pardoning love of God ; fi'om
hence the work went home with the people
and spread over the country, as may be seen
from the following letters sent by William
Heath, Methodist preacher, to Ezekiel Cooper,
one of the Book Stewards to the Connexion ;
arid the Rev. Stith Mead to Bishop Asbury.
" Richmond District, April 4.th, 1803.
" I have been in the habit of communicating
to you, the remarkable occurrences which
have fallen in my way from time to time ; but
your being kept fiom us in the south by sickness, I have been at a loss where to direct my
intelligence. Being informed you shortly will
be in Baltimore, I shall endeavor to throw the
following narrative in your way ; but passing
over a great number of pleasing scenes which
might be noticed, for brevity sake, I shall
confine myself to the giving you a list of the
camp and other meetings of magnitude, with
their immediate effects, and then, in an aggregate, the consequences of the meetings will be
seen on a more enlarged .scale ; though still
much of their fruit will be unnoticed, being
scattered generally over the circuit.
I) lies of meeting
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>[ar.23—JT
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J u l y 20—24
28—29
Aug. S — 7
1—21
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Places.

8 1
21—25
28 i —
Oct 1 S —
1803
MU-.39. Apiil3,, Oarleyi Chapel, Bedford.

" In this great and glorious work, it may be
observed, that at the close of two months, I
numbered six hundred converted, and five hundred and twenty added to the church : and in
six months, and that principally at the meeting.s, the number converted amounted to eleven
hundred and seventy-six, and eight hundred and
fifty joined the Methodist Episcopal church.
With the preachers in the five circuits, Bedford
Bottetonrt, Amherst, Cumberland and Frank in,
each having one or more camp meetings, hundreds are brought to God, and into his militant
church ; and other denominations have shared
largely the fruits of our labors.
" In this work it may be remarked, that I
have baptized near one hundred adult believers, from ten to twenty at a time; and after
giving them the choice of the mode, there has
not been one instance wherein they have choson immersion; and the blessing of God has
visibly attended the ordinance by effusion; and
there are but a few who have joined, but what
professed saving retigion previous to their
joining. Persecution has raged in proportion
to the revival; but hitherto the'Lord has
helped us—and we can say with the Apostie,
2 Cor. VI. 6. By honor and dishonor, by evil
report and good report, as deceivers and yettrue:
as unknown and yet well known : as dying
and behold we live: as chastened and not
killed : as sorrowful yet always rejoicing: as
poor yet making many rich : as having nothing yet possessing all things.
" STITH MEAD."
EXTRACT o r A LETTER FROM WILLIAM HEATH
TO EZEKIEL COOPER.
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Lynchburgh, July 25th, 1804.
" T o you I suppose it will be a matter of
joy, to hear of the prosperity of Zion in these
parts of the Lord's vineyard.
" The camp meetings, which have been
usual, in the .south and west for some years
never began with us till last spring,
"On the 23d of March, a camp meeting
was held by L, D.* in junction with a number of other preachers and ministers; at which
fifty souls professed to find peace with God;
from this the work of God spread in almost
every direction, for many were awakened at
this meeting, who afterwards found the pearl
of great price. At the several meetings which
were held at Flat-creek meeting house, by the
16th of April twenty-four souls professed converting grace; and the work has continued
more rapid at that place ever since : forty have
joined the church there; and sixteen in the
neighbo hood above that have professed conversion and planted a society among us. In
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* Lorenzo Dow.

Converted.

Bedford County,
Campbell C^ounty.
Goose Creek,
I.ynchburgh,
Tabernacle
New Hope Chapel,
Q'abernac.le,
Flat Kock.
Lynchburgh.
New Hope Chapel.
Tabernacle.
Cliarity Chapel, Pouhauta,
Bethel Chafiel.
Leftwich's Chapel, Bedford
circuit.
New Hope,
Bottetonrt.
Finca.stle.
Ebenezer Chapel, Bedford.
Tabernacle.
Oaks, Amherst.
Brown's Chapel, Campbell.
Chesnut Chapel Franklin.
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,'•,0
24
16
16
lOO
100
);,o
20
ao
40
100
50
100
30
60
20
60
20
40
30
10

Joined.
40

49
140
49
43
60
60
19
7
17
13
\-l
11

657. I was unwell the latter part of this
the tow*and vicinity, from the beginning of
the work in April until now, from six to meeting, from an unusuai incident, but after
twelve and si.xteen, at a meeting, having pro- the meeting broke up, I rode in a walk thirty
fessed to find the pearl of great price ; so that miles, and lay down upon a table with a
from a class of twenty members, we have blanket and pillow, and spoke to several hunnow one hundred and sixty. Bless the Lord, dreds in the open air at night, I had been ne0 my soul! and let all the people magnify his cessitated to alight several times, and rest laying upon the ground in the course of the
holy name!
" On the 5th of May, a meeting was ap- day.
658. 28, I rode in great misery eleven miles,
pointed at a place fifteen miles above us,
called the Tabernacle, to be held three days; and spoke to hundreds, an hour by sun in the
but the work was so great, that it continued morning. Thence to Franklin court house at
five days, day and night, with very little in- twelve o'clock, and some were offended, but
termission : in which time one hundred were good I trust was done. In the evening I
thought to obtain true conversion. From the spoke twelve miles off; but was grieved with
12th to the 15th of May, at a place called the family : could not eat with them, but next
New-hope, five miles from town, we had morning quitted them betimes, and went to
another meeting, which continued also day and Henry court house ; spoke to about fifteen
night, at which, there were about one hun- hundred people; and staved with General
dred professed to get converted; and many Martin at night, where we had a good time.
are daily added to our numbers. From the
659. 30th. I started this morning an hour
17th to the 22d of May, meeting again, at before day, and rode thirty miles to PittsylvaTabernacle meeting house, at which place, the nia court house,—Here were several of my
people encamped on the ground, and continued spiritual children, amongst whom was Polly
preaching, praying, and other godly exercise, Callaway, whom I once had pointed at whilst
night and day, for the five days, in which preaching, the first time she had ever saw me,
time, one hundred and fifty were thought to and God struck her under conviction ; she ran
be savingly converted ; and one hundred and away thirty miles to a camp meeting, where
forty joined the Methodist church at that time God set her soul at liberty; and almost the
and place. From the 8th to the 12th of June, whole of her father's family have been brought
another camp meeting was held at Charity to God : and her brother is become an itinerChapel, Powhatan, at which one hundred souls ant preacher. One soul was set at liberty towere thought to obtain saving conversion, and day, some mocked and caused interruption, but
sixty joined the Methodist church. From the good was done during the three meetings.
20th to the 24th of this month, we had a
660. It is eight years this mormng since I
camp meeting in Bedford, at Leftwich's meet- parted with my parents, on the errand in which
ing house, at which one hundred and ten came I am now engaged. I .still feel '••woe is me if I
forward, and gave testimony of their faith, preach not tlie gospel." Hitherto I have been
that God had converted their souls. Very preserved (through the providence oi God,) by
many are the prayer, class, and preaching Land and sea, through storms and afflictions,
meetings, not mentioned here, at which the with the temptations of friends and foes; but
Lord pours out his spirit in a wonderful man- the Lord hath kept me, glory to his holy
ner. Considering the low ebb of religion name .'
among us, before the revival began, I can , 31st. I held meeting sun half hour high,
truly say, that I never saw or read of greater and then rode eighteen miles to Wilson's
times; true, the times mentioned by brother meeting house; these were tender times—
Cox, in his letter to Bishop Coke, 1787, were eight miles hence I spoke at night. '
great; but I was in the whole of that revival,
661. Sunday, April 1st, I spoke at Rockas well as this, and it is my opinion, that this ingham court house, N, Carolina, to fifteen or
revival far exceeds that.
.sixteen hundred people, who appeared in
_ " The glorious work is spreading in various general solemn and well behaved, considering
directions, and extensively.
It is chiefly the inconvenience of standing in the freezing
among the Methodists ; though our Presbyte- : air and falling snow, more than two hours. I
rian brethren are very friendly, and labor I rode twelve miles ahd spoke at night.
mightily with and among us. Indeed, my
2nd. I spoke iu Danville to about two
biother, we hope, and at times are almost led thou.sand : this was the seat of Satan's kingto betieve, that the glorious millenium is ush- dom, yet I believe 1 shall one day see good
ering on! Proclaim at your pleasure the times in this quarter. Some children were
contents of this, or any part,
brought forward, for me to pray for them, in" I am in the best of bonds,
stead of offering them up in baptism, which I
" Thine, &c.,
had never seen before.
" W I L L I A M HEATH."
3d. I rode thirty miles to Halifax, Virginia,

where I spoke to about two thousand, and in
general good attention. A family of A-doubleL-part people, without any knowledge or consent, appointed me a meeting, (and to excuse
the matter,) said they would pilot me a road
five miles shorter to my next day's meeting.
To prevent (isappointing the people, I complied, but on my arrival, before I entered the
house, I inquired whether I might feel at
home whilst I stayed ? they replied, " yes."
I then observed, that I had come forty
miles, and would be glad of a cup of tea or
coffee, as I could take no food without them.
They took their dinner, and prepared not
mine, until it was time to begin meeting ; but
as I would suffer nothing to clash with my
appointments, and finding the people talkative,
I got on a table by the porch, out of doors, in
the dark unseen; and with a stamp as if I
would have stove the table through, and clapping my hands at the same instant with all my
might, I cried with exertion, " Hu,sh," which
caused a solemn silence among-.st the people,
and then began meeting; having told the
family if my food was ready, I would take it
when I had done,
662, When I had finished, I found it not
ready and cold; and being so weary I was
unable to sit up, and retired to rest, observing,
I must be off betimes in the morning, and they
must accommodate my breakfast accordingly,
which however was not ready until I had got
on my horse, neither did they procure me a
pilot; thus I went twenty-three miles to Charlotte court house, got some breakfast, and
spoke.
663, The above family after I was gone,
told lies about me, and one of their preachers
appeared friendly to my face, but acted like
them behind my back; saying, that I said,
" J e s u s Christ was a liar," &c. Next year
when I came this way again, this family had
made another appointment for me ; but as it
happened, before the son, who had come to
meeting, delivered his invitation, I prayed to
God to have mercy on those who had told lies
about me, which caused shame to prevent him
from doing his errand : so they had to look to
the disappointment themselves.
664, April 5th, A Presbytery was sitting
at Prince Edward, and many lawyers were
here ; (it being court time,) I spoke to about
three thou,sand people, (.standing upon the
stocks or pillory,) on the subject of predestination and deism, showing the one to be the
foundation of tiie other. The court adjourned
whilst I spoke. I added, " a man present hatii
some books, which contain the essence of
what I spoke, if any jof you should desire to
procure them." A minister (observing the attention of the great and small, and also the
Bale of the books,) replied, that the atocks

were the fittest place for m e ; whicn showed
the bitterness of his heart, and procured him
no small disgrace amongst his friends.
665, Lynchburg was a deadly place for the
worship of God, but my friends asked, what
shall be done with the profits of your chain ?
which they computed at five hundred dollars;
I replied, " I give the profits to build a britk
chapel in Lynchburg, for the Methodists, reserving only the privilege of preaching in it
when not occupied by them, and whilst my
conduct shall continue as unexceptionable as
it now is."
666, 6th, I spoke at Tarwallet, (a church)
in the day time, and at night at John Hobson's,
junior, whom I called my Papa, and his wife
my Mamma, His mother, (who is near ninety
years of age,) as I asked her if she prayed,
thought what should I pray for unless it be to
get home safe from meeting; but in the night,
whilst she meditated upon the above thoughts
of her mind, reflected what have I been about
all my life time ? I am near one hundred
years old, and never considered upon my future state; here conviction seized her mind:
she went in the morning to her son's, and desired prayer: in about a week she was brought
to rejoice in God,
667, 7th. Papa took me in a chair to Cartersville. The first time I visited this place, I
sent to an innkeeper to preach in his house,
who replied, (as was said) he would firet meet
me in hell; he shortly after died, and shocking to relate
668, No one offered a place, except one man
a room, which would contain about a dozen;
at length I got the liberty of a tobacco shed
or warehouse, where I spoke to about five
hundred. One man rode into the company,
and continued on his horse about two hours,
until I had dope; it rained so tremendously
that the people who were mostiy excited by
curiosity, were compelled to stay until I finished. So I left the town without eating or drinking ; but now there was a stage erected for me,
and I spoke to about two thousand.
I observed to the people their forme" coolness, and told them, that I would neither eat
nor drink with them this time; but intended
to clear my skirts from their blood ; several
were brought under conviction, and since are
hi ought to rejoice in God. I received several
invitations, but would not break my word,
which gave great offence.
The third time I visited this place, God gave
me favor in the sight of the people : prejudice
seemed to be removed, and we had a gracious
time.
669, 8th. I spoke under some shades at Powhatan, about two thousand j»esent; we had
a good time, except one drunken man, and
some few took offence.
.^

9th. I addressed an auditory on some boards,
at Chesterfield court house, and at Manchester at night.
670, 10th, I spoke in Ricnmond to about
two thousand. Here I found several spiritual
children, the fruit of my first visit. Here the
posts of the gallery sunk two inches, crushing
the brick on which they stood, and two inches
more would have let down hundreds of people
upon those beneath,
671. 11th, I returned to Cumberland to prepare my Address to the people of Virginia for
the press,
I communicated my thoughts to Papa and
Mamma Hobson, who after seriously weighing
circumstances, gave their advice and consent
concerning my marriage,
Sunday 15th, I came to Petersburgh, some
were noisy, and some were tender in meeting,
672, 16th, A young gentleman carried me
in a gig to Osborne church, he a few days after was flung from the gig and soon expired.
Oh ! how uncertain is life ! Oh! the necessity
of being always ready !!
I spoke under the federal oaks to about seventeen hundred,—We had a melting time.
Trials I expect are at the door; the cloud
seems gathering fast, and to none but a Divine
Providence can I look, as an interposing
friend,
I am taught to use all men as friends, and
yet to put myself in the power of none, but to
make God my only friend, and put my whole
confidence in him : for whom else can I rely
upon ? The fable saith, that the snake to
oblige the porcupine suffered him to come into
his den out of the cold, the latter growing
warm, began to bristle up and stir about, and
the quills to prick the snake ; which caused
him to request the other to begone, or else behave. He replied, " I'm well enough off, and
if you do not like the place, you may seek
re.st elsewhere,"
Brother Mallard writes thus, " I am out of
hell, thank God, Christ was rebuked by Peter,
his friends thought him beside himself; Jo.shua
thought it wrong in those who prophesied in
the camp. Aaron and Miriam rose up against
Moses; and John with others forbid one who
was casting out devils in the name of Christ:
because he followed not with them ; and ignorant brethren cause trials, (though well
meaning) beside those false brethren, hypocrites and backsliders." There are trials
enough daily, without borrowing trouble from
the morrow. All is well now, to-morrow may
take thought for itself.
673. I spoke at Prince George court house,
and though there were but few religious people, it was a tender time notwithstanding it
was muster day. I rode fourteen miles and
spoke in the afternj^on in Jones' whole church

to hundreds. A Quaker girl (who was excited
hither,) was brought under concern of mind in
the meeting; and had no rest until the Lord
spoke peace to her soul. The next time I saw
her, she was rejoicing in God.—Here I met
Jesse Lee, and rode with him to his father's,
whose house had been a preaching house
mo.st constantly for thirty years, and I suppose one of the oldest in America.
674, I communicated my intention to publish my journal, and apply the profits towards
building a meeting house in the city of Wa.shington, as a gentleman had offered to give me
a spot of ground for that purpose. J.
L
said that he had no objection if I told the
whole truth, and gave the meeting house to
the Methodists; which was then my intention.
But one of the Conferences making some objection at my building meeting houses for
them, I afterwards altered my mind, and gave
what I conceived to be the profits, to some
Methodist trustees, still in the district of Columbia, which contains ten miles square, and
includes the cities of Washington, Georgetown
and Alexandria,
18th. I had meeting at Sussex court house;
then to Jones' meeting house, where I met five
travelling preachers, on their way to general
Conference,
675, 19th, Had meeting at Hall's meeting
house, and Dinwiddle court house, and appointed a camp meeting to commence on the
8th of March following.
21st. I spoke at the camp meeting ground,
and next day at Brunswick court house, and
at night at Ellis' meeting house, to about one
thousand. One professed to find peace, Ira
Ellis is one of the old travelling preachers,
and Droomgoole also, who live in this country.
It inspires me with a sympathetic reflection,
when I fall in company with those who were
the first in the planting the infant Methodist
church in America; when I reflect how some
have backslidden, others retired in oblivion, a
few still engaged, and the rest gone to glory,
I spoke at Ilickc's ford in the court house,
and at a widow's in the night; I stood upwards
of three hours in these meetings, and it was a
happy time to me,
676, 24th, I rode to Jones' church, and from
thence to Jerusalem, a place noted for wickedness ; I .spoke in the court house, but none
asked me either to eat or drink, which was
the greatest inhospitality I had met with for
some time. This town was beautifully situated
on a river,
26th. I held meeting at Suffolk, and Jolly's
chapel; some A-dc uble-L-part people took offence, but good I trust was done.
27th. I spoke at Portsmouth to more than
could get in the house. Without there was
disturbance, within was peace. At brother
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Green's also, we had a good time, whilst some
fell to the floor and raised the people in the
street.
28th. I spoke in Norfolk, and Portsmouth ;
and some souls were set at liberty. I refused
some money, and got some hand bills printed,
and then had a sufficiency left to pay my ferriage ; however some one slipped some money
into my "^ocket, which answered the end; so
I still p.rceive that the calls of God's spirit
and the openings of his providence go hand
in hand.
29th, The Church minister and Baptist gave
over their meetings, which gave me a fine opportunity of addressing the people, both in the
Methodist chapel, and in the church; in the
latter of which one fell as in the agonies of
death. I feel as if my work in this country
was drawing towards a close, and my heart
drawn towards England, Oh ! how easy some
people can rest, even ministers, and see so little fruit of their labor.
677 30th, I rode to Yorktown, where Cornwallis was taken prisoner, and the cave to
which he retired during the siege still remains,
being cut on purpose for him in a rock. The
effects of the siege and shot still remain ; the
town is since of little consequence, I spoke
in the church to what I could, but I doubt if
therd be one white, a Christian in the place,
I crossed York river to Gloucester side and
spoke again.
May 1st, I spoke at Mount Zion, had a
good time, saw some of brother Mead's spiritual children seven years old. Hence to Bellamy's chapel; stood about six hours this
day, but I and my horse but littie to eat till
night, having travelled about thirty miles,
2nd. Had meetings at Shacklesford chapel
and the new church.
678. The Church of England was once
the established religion, (by law,) in this
state; the clergyman was allowed sixteen
thousand pounds weight of tobacco yearly, as
his salary from the parish. When the war
commenced between England and America,
the Legislature of this state thought it unreasonable to compel a man to pay and so deprive him of his natural privilege of showing
his voluntary liberality ; and also to compel one
to pay to the support of those in whose ministry he did not believe.
These clergy, supposing the Virginians
would be conquered after the above act, and
their arrears made up to them, continued their
attendance for a while: but after the taking
of Cornv/alli.s, they deserted the churches,
and left them vacant, which caused the legislature to permit other denominations to use
them, &c., and many scores of the best
buildings in this state are now going to
ruin.

6:9. 3d. I spoke at Pace's meeting house,
and also in the Baptist's chapel.
Benjamin Pace had borne an unblemished
character as a preacher, and at length fell into
a decline, which he bore with christian fortitude, calling for his shroud and grave clothes,
dressed himself in them as some great hero
on an important expedition; then bade his !
wife, son and daughter farewell, with orders
to have the society notified; " I am done
fighting, my soul is in glory,"~and with his
hand fixed in a proper attitude, went off triumphant. This is a match for an infidel.
4th. 1 spoke Tour hours lacking thirteen
minutes, under the shades between two trees
at Cole's Chapel, to a crowded, serious, attentive auditory. In the midst of my discourse,
I observed a man on the other side of the
trees, whom I considered as a backslider; it
ran repeatedly through my mind to ask him
before the people, if the language of his heart
was not contained in these words.
" W h a t peaceful hours I o«ce enjoyed I
How sweet their memory still,
B u t t h e y have left an aching void
"ftie world can never fill."

And at length I proposed the. question, after
telling the congregation the cause, and r&.
quested him if it was, to give me his hand;
which he did to the surprise of the people;
he was a Baptist as I afterwards was told;
and continued uneasy in his mind for some
week.s, till some of his people plastered him
up with the old doctrine, " once in grace always in grace.''''
5th, I rode forty-two miles to Port Royal,
and had a solemn time,
680, 6th, I spoke in Fredericksburg four
times and collected upwards of forty pounds
for the benefit of a free school; the little
boys who heard me preach, next day went
all over town, spelling "A-double-L-part—
few—elect—some—small number," &c. which
diverted some and exasperated others.
7th, I spoke in Stafford and Dumfries court
houses,
8th, I gave my last here; and spoke in a
church on the way to Alexandria, where I
spoke at night, and next morning.
9lh. I .spoke in Georgetown.
681. 10th. J. went to Montgomeiy, but
finding my appbintment not given out, I pushed on to Baltimore, making about sixty miles,
and heard a sermon at night. Here brstner
Daniel Ostrander brought me heavy tidings,
the death of my mother, the first that ever
died out of my father's family. It gave me
a tender sensation, but I could neither weep
nor mourn; whilst these words were in my
mind, " Oh! is my mother gone ! is she gone,
never to return."
The last time I saw hgf^shc requested that
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I should come and see them once a year,
whilst she should live, which was my then
intention ; but God so wonderfully opened my
way in the southern climes, that I could not
find my way clear, although I had felt unusual exercise when I parted from her last,
(which I remarked to m.y friends;) and also
about the time of her disease; though it was
near five months after she died before I heard
of it.
11th. I received a letter from my father,
giving me the particulars of my mother's dissolution and triumphant end; which was a
little more than twelve months from the time
I parted with her last. He also informed me
of the death of my brother Fish, which took
la'e a few weeks before her's. When I saw
im last, he was backslidden from God; it
appears he was reclaimed in his last illness,
and made a happy exit.
682, Jesse Lee advised me to preach in the
market, and published it from the pulpit, and
also prepared an advertisement for the public
paper; for me to preach there a second time;
there was a large concourse of people at the
last meeting, and near one hundred 'preachers
present, it being now General Conference
time; I had come here to see if they intended
to hedge up my way. Brother Ostrander informed me, that the New-York Conference
had conversed me over and some were minded
to block up my way, whilst others objected,
saying, " he does us no harm, but we get the
fruit of his labor," whilst the former urged
my example was bad, for perhaps fifty Dows
might spring out of the same nest: so they
agreed to discourage giving out my appointments ; and it appears that some came to this
Conference with an intention to have a move
to block up my way at one stroke, but on
seeing the southern preachers and hearing of
my conduct and success, their prejudice deserted them, and their opinions and views of
things concerning me altered, (as several of
them told me) and became friendly, though
before cool and distant,
683, Stith Mead, who was on his way
from Georgia to General Conference, when we
met at the camp-meeting, got detained on account of the revival which then broke out,
and spread as fire on a mountain, in all directions. He wrote to Baltimore conference, and
also to me, that he conceived his presence
would not he necessary there on my account,
Nicholas Snethen I here heard preach in the
life and power of the Holy Ghost; Oh! what
an alteration in the man for the better! He
once was a pleasant speaker to the ear, but
little energy to the heart, until God knocked
him down twice at a camp meeting, and gave
him such a Baptism as he never felt before;
however spirituaLJblessings may be abused
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through unfaithfulness to the Divine Spirit,
and what need there is of our practising the
apostle's caution, "if any man thinketh he
standeth, let him take heed lest he fall."
The preachers as a body seemed unprejudiced, yet a few individuals are excepted,
amongst whom R
and W
of ancient
date, which I desired might be done away,
and requested an interview for that purpose,
but though one of them invited me to breakfast, yet they both went out before the time
appointed, without acquainting the family,
which caused me to feel awkward and abashed when I came,
684, I had felt a desire to visit Boston for
some time, but never saw my way opening until now. George Pickering, who was presiding
Elder in Boston district, invited me to his jurisdiction, which I esteemed as a Providence,
expressed my gratitude, quitted Baltimore and
returned to Richmond, where I put some manuscripts to press and visited some neighboring
places.
685, I saw a man executed for the horrid
crime of murder; having spoken to him
through the grate the preceding d a y ; some
triffed when this awful catastrophe was exhibited.
Papa Hobson met me here, but my appointments would not admit of my returning with
him in the gig; and I had sold my horse to
pay for printing, and how to get on I did net
know, being unwell a day or two after; h c v ever, a gentleman who had been excited by
curiosity to come near twenty miles to hear
me at Cartersville, was there brought under
concern ; and with his servant was now on
his return from Petersburg, where he had
been to purchase a coach to accommodate his
family to meetings. He hearing of this appointment, delayed on his journey twenty-four
hours, and then in his coach carried me home
to Cumberland.
686, 26th, I have a bad cough, which
some think denotes my approaching dissolution : I feel unwell out of employ these few
days past, though I have had but very few
rest days for seventeen months; but have
generally preached from two to five times a
day, riding from thirty to fifty miles,
Sunday 27th, I spoke at Charity Chapel
preparatory for camp meeting. We had a
shout; two found peace ; and some ungenerous persons struck the negroes, who were rejoicing in God, to the .thedding of blood.
687 Friday, June 1st, Camp meeting commenced near Poplar-spring church, in Gloucester county. Brother Mead, (who had ordered me to appoint it) did not come according to expectation.—No preachers were on
the ground, and hundreds of people were
assembled; this, indeed, was a trial of my
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faith among the strange people ; however, in Some were minded that I should go off in a
the Name of the Lord, I went up the stage covered coach, which I refused, but with
and began the meeting ; and besought God Brother Dunnington went off in a gig, believfor a token for good : and soon a poor woman, ing that they had no power to hurt me.
who had come thirty miles on foot, under dis- What enraged them so, was my showing
tress, was delivered, and clapping her hands their improper behavior in their striking the
shouted for j o y ; upon this three or four blacks, &c.
preachers appeared. These things began to
13th, Last night I spoke at friend Baker's,
revive my heart, but a shower of rain expell- in whose family God has begun a precious
ed us from the woe Is into the church, where work.
six or eight souls found peace. The next day
I p jrchased a grave suit for the dead, and
was a good time also.
sent it to Betsey M
: and took my deSunday 3d. Some thousands assembled, parture to Petersburg.
and whilst I was speaking from a stage, a
The stage coach not going, I was detained
storm seemed coming up, which put the peo- twenty-four hours behind my intention,
ple in motion, but I requested the people to
690, Friday, 15th, I arrived on the campbe still and raise their hearts to God, if per- ground about an hour by sun in the evening;
haps He would send off the clouds; and soon three ^btind peace: some attempted interrupthe threatening grew favorable and the clouds tion ; hue the magistrates were on our side.
went round.
I continued on the ground until Monday, 18th,
Monday 4th. Our meeting broke up ; about in which time about sixty profes.sed to have
thirty found peace ; a number of backsliders found peace, and about one hundred awawere reclaimed; scores were awakened, and kened. Brother Cox wrote me that about
good was done in the Name of the Lord.
thirty found peace after that I left the ground.
5th. I replied to an A-double-L-part dis- Some blamed me for appointing this meeting;
course, delivered against me in my absence however the devil's kingdom suffered loss in
by Bob S. who had heard me preach, which the ISLE OF W I G H T , and I will rejoice.
I think was unmanly,
I gave one hundred dollars worth of books
688. Thursday 7th. I met Brother Mead towards building a chapel; and spent a few
at Papa Hobson's, who informed me that the days in Norfolk and Portsmouth, and several
work in Bedford county has greatly spread; souls were set at liberty while I staid,
six hundred found peace; and five hundred
691, Sunday, 24th. I embarked for New
and twenty, he had taken into society, and York. W e had some contrary winds, horrithe flame was still going on.
ble squalls, and calms; however, in eight
689. Friday, 8th. Camp-meeting came on days, I spoke with some friends in New York,
at Charit}'-chapel, Powhatan county. The having quitted the vessel, and by way of
Lord was precious; but the wicked strove to Elizabethtown came to the city.
trouble us.
N, Snethen is stationed here, and seems not
Sunday, 10th. About five or six thousand so lively (by the account of his friends) as he
were on the ground. The work went on, and was some time ago. He is lately married,—
the opjiosition increased. Twenty-five com- Cyrus Stebbens objected to my preaching
bined together to give me a flogging. They where he was stationed, though the trustees
ransacked the camp to find me whilst 1 was were mostiy friendly. He withdrew from the
taking some repose. This was the first dis- connexion soon after, which showed what
covery of their project; as I went out of the spirit he was of
tent, one \\as seen to cock a pistol towards
692. I put my trunk on board a vessel for
me, whilst a voice was heard, "there he i s ! Middletown, and a friend took me in a chair,
there he is !" My friends forced me into the near forty miles, whence I continued on foot
tent. Next day I had one of the young men until I came near Connecticut line, when
arrested, and two others ffed before they could about sixty yards off, whilst raising my heart
be taken. The young man acknowledged his to God, to open me a w a y for provision, as I
error, and promised never to do the tike again; had but a few cents in my pocket, I met Aaron
so we let him go.
Hunt, a preacher, who told me where to call
The law was read from the stage, and after and get some refreshment; I did so, and held
that we had peace.
two meetings in the neighborhood; then
Satan was angry, and brought to hush with came to Danbury, and pawning my watch,
only growling what should be done by way- took stage for Hartford.
laying me on the road :—I defied them to do
693. July 10th. Walking twenty miles, I
their worst. The work went on, and con- came to my father's house, which appeared
tinued all night, and next morning, when we empty. Things seemed pleasant round about;
were parting, we had good reason to believe but my mother is no more—I cannot mourn—
that one hundred souls were brought to liberty. my loss is her gain. I trust to meet her in
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the skies, where sorrow and parting are no
more.—The rest of my friends are well in
body, but low in religion.
694. I went to Middletown for my trunk,
and found the contemplation for a meetinghouse like to fall through, although six hundred dollars were subscribed. I offered them
eight hundred dollars worth of books to aid
therein, provided they would give me assistance in putting my journal to press. Here
brother Burrows met me. and went to Hebron,
where we saw brother Wood. We agreed on
a camp meeting, to con ^ence the last dpy of
May following ; which, when known, was
ridiculed as enthusiasm, to think that I could
get people to go into the woods, and encamp
night and day in this populous part, v.'here
elegant meeting-houses were so numerous,
I was now called to another difficulty : a
young horse being dead, and some money
miscarried which I had sent for his keeping
and a coat; my appointment had gone on to
Boston, and how to do I saw not my way
clear; but here that same Providence, whose
kindness I had experienced on many interesting occasions, was manifest, A letter from a
motherly woman, who had never seen me hut
once, came to hand, in which was enclosed a
bank note,—This enabled me to pay what I
owed, and take stage from Springfield to Vi'altham. A paper maker agreed, if I would pay
one hundred down and give hi.m bonds for
the remainder, he would accommodate me;
but how to accomplish this I did not know,
until I fell asleep at brother Pickering's fatherin-law's in Waltham, when I dreamed how
and where I could get the money, which I
observed to P
, who replied, " A dream
is a dream," I said, " t r u e ; but I intend to
see the result,"—I wrote to my Middletown
friends and succeeded accordingly, I spoke
several times in Boston, and once on the common, where two caused interruption: but
shortly after God called them to. eternity !
Some dated their awakenings and conversions from this visit. Thence I took stage
and returned to Springfield, where I arrived
about twelve at night, and lay under a
hay-stack until day; when I called on the
paper man, and a friend met me from Middletown, so we completed our bargain; when I
went with the friend to Hartford, and completed our agreement with the printers and
bookbinder,
J now had a tour of about six thousand
miles laid off before me, to be accomplished
against my return in May, and not a cent of
money in my pocket; however, in the name
of God, I set off on foot from my father's
house, though ni^ one knew my situation;
doubting not, but that the Providential hand,
which I had experienced heretofore, would go
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with me still, I walked to Hartford river,
telling the ferry-man my case; he carried me
over, saying, " pay when you can," (it being
one cent.) I sold some books, and continued
my walk to Litchfield, falling in with a wagon
of Quakers, who suffered me to ride some on
the way,
695, Thence I took stage to Danbury and
redeemed my watch ; held a few meetings,
and came to New York, A friend who had
employed me to get him some printing done, no*
making remittance, I had liked to have been
involved in difficulty; but Providence delivered me from this difficulty also, Brothei
Tiiacher had consented for my holding a camp
meeting in his district; but reconsidering the
matter, recoiled with prohibition. Yet to prevent my disappointment fro.m being too great,
suffered four appointments to be made for me
by a local preacher, not choosing to give
them out himself, considering the agreement
at last conference. These appointments were
given out v/rong end foremost, considering the
line of my journey, which caused me much
more travelling; however, with a heavy
heart, I fulfilled the appointments, in each of
which I could but remark with tear.?, that
some persons had accused me with being of a
party spirit, to strive to get a separation,
which thing was false, and I did not expect to
trouble them any more in that part, until
there was an alteration, and God should further open my way.
As I was going to take the stage, a man
brought up a horse, saddle and bridle for me,
with orders to pay when convenient, I considered this act as christian kindness; but
Satan strove to raise a dust as I did not make
remittance very speedily, having no safe opportunity for some months,
I passed through my old circuit, the Dutchess, and sav/ some who retained prejudice, but
I continued my journey, putting up at the
inns, being unwilling to screw any thing'
through the devil's teeth,
^Vhen I arrived in Albany, the preachinghon.se doors which had been shut in Stebben's
time, were now open. As the stationed
preacher was out of town, and one or two
others, who were expected, not coming, the
people were like to be disappointed, which to
prevent, gave rise to the opening, which I
embraced as providential, and held a number
of meetings. Here I have always found some
kind friends, particularly brother Taylor.
I took my departure to Weston, where I
saw Smith Miller, his wife Hannah, and
PEGGY ; after an absence of nearly two years.
696, August 31st. Camp meeting began,
and the people were entirely strangers to the
quality and magnitude of this kind of meeting.
Several Methodist preachers came as specta-
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tors, intending, if the meeting did well, to take
hold, heart and hand with me, but if ill, to
leave it as they found it; and let the blame
devolve on m e A stage being erected, I addressed the people thereon, from Luke .xxi.
19. An awful solemnity came over the peo]>le; several mourners came forward to be
prayed for; and some shortly found comfort,
and the Lord began to move in the camp;
however, the preachers were minded we
should disband to private habitations: but I
replied, " if I can get twenty to tarry on the
ground, I would not go off until the meeting
broke"
Soon the Lord began to move
among the people, and many were detained
on the ground, and souls were born to God.
Next day the congregation and work increased, and so in the course of the night
likewise,
Sunday, Sept, 2d. It rained, (I was sick,)
and the people were punished, by getting wet
in the shower, through not coming better prepared for encampment, &c,, which I was glad
of, as it taught them a useful lesson against
my return : it cleared up, and the sun broke
out, when I addressed them. Being informed
of some ill de.signs among the youth, to bring
a stigma on the meeting, I observed three
companies in the woods. I got on a log in
the triangle, and began relating a story concerning a bird's nest, which my father had
remarked represented his family, that would
be scattered like these young birds who knew
not the getting of things, but only the fruition
of provision; and not parental affection, until
they become to have children of their o w n ;
which remarks had made great impression on
my mind. The reheansal to them had the
desired effect, and gathered their wandering
minds into a train of serious thinking, and
prepared their hearts for the reception of good
advice : several of them desired I should pray
,with them ; soon nine were sprawling on the
ground, and some were apparentiy lifeless.
The Doctors supposed they had fainted, and
desired water and fans to be used, I replied,
" Hush I" then they, to show the fallacy of
my ideas, attempted to determine it with their
skill, but to their surprise their pulse was
regular; .some said, " it is fictitious, they
make it:"
I answered, " the weather is
warm, and we are in a perspiration, whilst
they are as cold as corpses, which cannot be
done by human art:"
Here some supposing they were dying,
•whilst others suggested, " it is the work of
Jhe devil:" I observed, " if it be the devil's
work, they will use the dialect of hell, when
they come t o : " some watched my words, in
great solemnity, and the first and second were
soon brought through, happy, and all in the
course of the night, except a young woman,

who had come under good impression, much
against her father's will, thirty miles. She
continued shrieking for mercy for eight hours,
sometimes on the borders of despair, until
near sunrise, when I exhorted her if she had
a view of her Saviour, to receive Him as appearing for her: her hope revived; faith sprang
u p ; joy arose; her countenance was an index of
heart to all the beholders; she uttered a word,
and soon she testified the reality of her mental sensation, and the peace she had found.
About thirty found peace ; and I appointed
another camp meeting, to commence in May.
697. When I was in Ireland, I saw the first
pair that I thought were happy in marriage,
or showed a beauty in their connexion as 8ie
result of matrimony. I heard also of a young
man; who made a proposal of marriage: the
young woman possessing piety and consideration, agreed to make it a matter of fasting
and prayer, to know the Divine will on the
subject; she also told a considerate friend,
who gave her advice on the subject. At the
time appointed they met, to return their answers upon the subject. The man said he
thought it was the will of God they should
proceed, and the two women's opinion was
the reverse,—It was then submitted for my
opinion, why I thought the young man's
mind differed from theirs : I replied, that many
persons desire a thing, and wish that it mig^t
be the will of God it should be so, and from
thence reason themselves into a belief that it
is His will, when in fact it is nothing but
their own will, substituted for God's, a ^ so
stand in their own light and deceive themselves.
It appears to me, concerning every person
who is marriageable, and who.se duty it is to
marry, that there is some particular person
whom they ought to have ; but I believe it to
be possible for them to miss of that object and
obtain one who is not proper for them.
Some people have an idea, that all matches
are appointed, which I think repugnant to
common sense, for a man will leave his wife,
and a woman her husband; they two will go
to another part and marry and live as lawful
man and wife.—Now can a rational creature
suppose that God appointed this match, whose
revealed will «ayeth, " Thou shall not commit
adultery.''''
Again I have seen some men and women in i
courtship, put the best foot foremost, and the
best side out; and from this their ways would
appear pleasing, and fancy would be conceived and taken for love ; but when they got ac-.
quainted with each other's weaknesses, after the
knot was tied, the ways which once appearedagreeable are now odious: thus the dear be*comes cheap, and the honey is gall and vine*
g a r ; but, alas, it is too late to repent. Their
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dispositions being so different, it is as much
impossible for them to live agreeable and happy in love together, as for the cat and dog to
agree. Thus a foundation is laid for unhappiness for life,—Whatsoever ye do. do all to
the Glory of God, is the language of the
Scripture ; therefore, as Christ saith, without
me ye can do nothing : and as Paul saith,
through Christ who strengthened me, I can do
all things. We are to look to God for help
in whatever we undertake, as all things are
sanctified through faith and prayer ; therefore
whatsoever we dare not pray to (Jod for his
blessing upon, we have no right to pursue :
it is forbidden fruit: but as there is a Providence of God attending every person in every
situation in life, and no such thing as mere
chance, it is my opinion, if people were but
resigned to the dispensation of Divine Providence, instead of being their own choosers,
their will resigned to his disposal, &c., that
they would find His Providence to guide and
direct them to the object proper for them, as
the calls of His Spirit and the openings of His
Providence go hand in hand.
I was resolved when I began to travel, that
no created object should be the means of rivalling my God, and of course not to alter the situation of my life, unless a way seemed to
open in the way of Providence, whereby I
might judge that my extensive usefulness
should be extended rather than contracted.
S
M
-, of Western, came to a big
nieeting in the woods, and heard that Crazy
Dow was there, and after some time sought
and found me. He accompanied me to my
appointments, consisting of about one hundred miles to travel. He kept what some call
a Methodist tavern, i, e. a house for the preachers, &c. One of my appointments being near
his house, he invited me to tarry all night;
observing his daughter would be glad to see
me. I asked if he had any children ! he replied, a young woman I brought up I call my
daughter. I staid all night, but, .so it happened that not a word passed betvs'een her and
me, though there were but three in the family.
I went to my appointment where we had a
precious time; but whilst preaching, I felt
uncommon exercise (known only to myself
and my God) to run through my mind, which
cau.sed me to pau.-*e for some time. In going
to my evening appointment, I had to return
by the house, he being still in company with
me, I asked him if he would object if I
should talk to his daughter concerning matrimony ? he replied, "T have nothing to say,
only I have requested her, if she had any regard for me, not to marry so as to leave my
house."
When I got to the door, i abruptiy asked
his wife, who had been there, and what they
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had been about in my absence : she told me,
which made way for her to observe, that
Peggy was resolved never to marry ui.iess it
were to a preacher, and one \vho would continue travelling.—This resolution being similar to my own, as she then stepped into the
room, caused me to ask if it were so ? she
answered in the affirmative; on the back of
which I replied, " do you think you could
accept of such an object as me ?" she made
no an.swer, but retired from the room ; this
was the first time of my speaking to her, I
took dinner; asked her one question more
and went to my neighboring meetings, which occupied some days ; but having
a cloak making, of oiled cloth, it drew me
back to i t : I staid all night, and in the morning, when going away, I observed to her and
her si.ster, who brought her up as a mother,
that I was soins: to the warm, countries, where
I had never spent a warm season, and it was
probable I should die, as the warm climate
destroys most of those who go from a cold
country ; but (said I) if I am preserved about
a year and a half from now, I am in hopes of
seeing this northern country again, and if
during this time you live and remain single,
and find no one that you like better than you
do me, and would be willing to give me up
twelve months out of thirteen, or three years
out of four to travel, and that in foreign lands,
and never say, do not go to your appointment,
&c. For if you should stand in my way, I
should pray to God to remove you, which I
believe he would answer, and if I find no one
that I like better than 1 do you, perhaps something further may be said on the subject; and
finding her character to .stand fair, I took my
departure. In my travels I went to the
Natchez country, where I found religion low,
and had hard time.s, but thought this country
one day would be the garden of America, and
if this family would remove there, it would
prove an everlasting blessing (as it respects
religion) to the inhabitants, considering iheir
infant s t a t e * It lay on my mind for some
weeks, when I wrote to them on the subject,
though I had no outward reason to suppose
they would go, considering the vast distance
of near two thousand miles. But now I find
she was still single, ar.d they all willing to
comply with my request, which removed many
scru])les from my mind, knowing that it w<as
a circumstance that turned up in the order of
Providence, instead of by my iwn seeking; so
our bargain was drawn to a close, but still I
thought not to have the ceremony performed
until I should return from Europe ; but upon
reflection, considering the circumstance would
• Provided they should be faithful to God—but many
^ood things fall through for the want of liurnble aua
faithful perseverance under God.
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23d. Spoke to' a few in Zanesville on the
require a torrespondence, my letters might be
intercefted, and the subject known ; prejudi e Muskingum river; I could not na; observe
arise, jea.iusy ensue, and much needless con- great Marks of Antiquity, ridges of earth
versation and evil be the result; wherefore to thrown up so as to form enclosures of various
prevent the same, a preacher coming in we forms, on which three or four might easily ride
were married that night though only we five abreast; some of these I think would coiila-n
were present, this being the third of Septem.- near one hundred acres more.
24th. Came to New Lancaster, where I
ber, 1804.
698, 4th. Smith Miller set off with me for spoke,
25th. Came to Chillicothe, held four meetthe Natchez early in the morning, as my appointments had been given out for some ings, some of the A-double-L-part people were
months. I spoke at Westmoreland and Au- offended, stayed with the Governor two days;
in him are connected the Christian and the
gusta that day,
5th, We rode fifty miles, I spoke once on gentleman. I think this State is laid off in
the road, and saw a spiritual daughter, who townships, six miles square, and then into secwas awakened when I travelled the Pittsfield tions of one mile square, containing six hundred and forty acres; and half sections: the
circuit,
6th. We rode fifty miles, and stayed with a title of this is obtained from grovernment at
family of Methodists; near the east branch nine shillings English per acre, for ever, in
of the Susquehannah river, the man was kind, four annual payments, or if the money be
paid down the interest will be deducted. No
but the woman was as she was.
7th. Rode thirty-four miles, spoke at night slavery can be introduced here. There are
lands laid off for schools in great magnitude ;
at Sugar-creek.
and I consider the form of the constitution su8th, Thirty-five miles to Lycoming,
9th. Tw-enty-five miles to Amariah Sutton's, perior to that of any other in the Union,
Near the Ohio river people are sometime
and found Gideon Draper preaching, who was
awakened when I was on Cambridge circuit. troubled with fevers, but uplands near the
Oh ! how these things refreshed my soul, to heads of the streams, the country is far more
see the fruit of my labor, hundreds of miles healthy.
off, years after, I spoke when he was done.
699, Monday, October 1st. I found Mr.
He accompanied us ten miles where I spoke Hodge, a Presbyterian Minister had failed in
again
giving out my appointments ; however I fell
10th. Thirty-three miles to P
p An- in with the western Conference, which was
tisse's.
now sitting in Kentucky, and God was with
n t h . Forty miles, stayed with a Dutchman them and the people, I saw the jerks iu Pennsylvaitia, Ohio, and this State on this journey.
who was reasonable in his charges,
12th. Thirty-four miles acro.ss part of the Several of the presiding elders called me into
a private room ; and after some interview we
Alleghany mountain to Welshtown,
13th, We crossed the Laurei ^'Us, and parted iq fiiendship. Next day I spoke under
though we lost some miles by false direction, the trees, nearly the whole Conference being
yet we came near to Dennistown, and staved piesent; I thvught I could discern every coun*°nance prescvjt and tell the Methodist from
with a friend,
14th, W e went to Greensborough, where I the A dounle L-part people, and never before
spoke in the evening, and then, rode thirty-two observed that present impression would cause
miles to Pittsl'-irg, where we arrived "about tlip '.ountenai ce to be such an indev to the
the dawn of day; I fo-und my appointments minn, of jjlnsure and pain, especially in an
were not gi .en out accurately
auditory
From thence I went to Lexington,
Sunday 16th, I spoke in Pittsburg, -md ticld a few meetiug.s, and saw one whom I had
known in Dublin, but he was not as happy
Washington,
17th, Brownsville and Union-town, where now as once, I here experienced some kiniiI heard that the Bishops Asbury and Whatcoat nes.s, and also spoke at Paris by the way: an
were sick twenty-five n^jles off.
A-double-L-part man being convinced that A'^. Spoke twice in Washington.
double-L meant all, caused great uneasiness
19th. Spoke in Steubenville in th' State of imong the Presbyterians. First, Bevt-i.il preacliOhio—I havp now been in each of the seven- ers formed them.selves into an association, Dj
it.i-i. .•^la'ps fif tho TTi^ir-,
me name of the Springfield Association, and
£<.•'.::. Spoke in Charlestown, and some werethen made a VHU and voluntarilv died, and inoffended,
stead of l)eing a distinct party, sunk into union
21st, Spok.2 to hundreds, beginning before with all Christians.
sunrise; and then to Wheeling, Spoke at ten
700 Sunday 7th. I spoke in Herodshurgh
o'clock to a large concourse anil so went on and Suringfiebl. As I was getting up, I found
our journey.
my cl. hes had been moved during the night,

which caused me to arouse the family; my
jacket was found in the piazza, and all my
money gone except one cent.
Thence I went to Tennessee, but found my
appointments were not given out. I spoke in
Clarkesville and Nashville, and many other
places over the country, until I came to a brother Canon's, who had been the means of
opening my way (under God) before.
701. Friday 19th. Camp meeting commenced at Liberty : here I saw the jerks; and
some danced : a strange exercise indeed;
however, it is involuntary, yet requires the
consent of the will, i. e. the people are taken
jerking irresistibly, and if they strive to resist it, it worries them much, yet is attended
with no bodily pain, and those who are exercised to dance, (which in the pious seems
an antidote to the jerks) if they resist it
brings deadness and barrenne.ss over the
mind; but when they yield to it they feel
happy, although it is a great cross ; there is
a heavenly smile and solemnity on the countenance, which carries a great conviction to
the minds of beholders; their eyes when dancing seem to be fixed upwards as if upon an
invisible object, and they lost to all below,
Sunday 21st. I heard Dr, Tooley, a man of
liberal education, who had been a noted Deist,
preach on the subject of the jerks and the dancing exercise. He brought ten passages of
Scripture to prove that dancing was once a
religious e.xercise, but corrupted at Aaron's
calf, and from thence young people got it for
amusement, I believe the congregation and
preachers were generally satisfied with his remarks.
The Natchez mission had almost discouraged the western Conference, having made
several trials with little success; however
Lawner Blackman and Brother Barnes, finding
that I was going thither, offered as volunteers
and fell in with me for the journp}'.
702, Tuesday 23d. We starte<l from Franklin, (where I received some kindness,) and riding thirty-two miles, encamped in the woods;
it rained and apparently we coull get no fire,
but some moving families from N. Carolina,
got affrighted by some Indians and were returning, being fearful to vcr.ture on their way.
They showed us the remains of their fire
where they had encamped the preceding night;
and with difficulty 1 prevail el on them to slay
with us, until I let them know my name,
which they had heard of before, they intended
travelling on all night to the settlements, being fearful of being massacred by the Indians.
24th. Travelled about thirty-five miles, and
saw one company of Indians on the way,
25th. The post and a traveller passed by
us early, but we overtook them, and continued together to Tennessee river j the wind was

high, and none did cross except the Post, and
he with danger.
26th, W e crossed, paying a dollar each,
where was a small garrison, and some few
half-bred Indians.
27th. We gained the suburbs of Bigtown of
the Chickasaw; I am now beside the fire, the
company laying down to rest, and our horses
feeding in a cane brake, and provisions just out,
Sunday 28th, Two of our horses were missing, but were returned early in the morning
by a negro and an Indian, who, I suppose,
had stolen them to get a reward. One of our
company was for flogging the negro, which I
opposed, lest it should raise an uproar, and
endanger other travellers by the Indians, who
are of a revengeful temper. This day was a
hungry time to us. We thought of the disciples who plucked the ears of corn on the Sabath.
At length we came to another village where
some whites lived, and one Mr, Gunn (who
was touched under the word when I was
here before) received us kindly. We tarried
two days in this settlement, held meetings,
and received gratis, necessaries for our journey, took our departure. Having a gun with
us, we killed some turkeys, which were numerous in ffocks : from what we saw, there
were bears, and plenty of wolves and deer in
these woods. The canopy of heaven was our
covering by night, except the blankets we
were rolled in : we kept fires to prevent the
wild beasts from approaching too near. The
Post we .saw no more; the man who was with
him continued with us, and being seized with
derangement for some hours in the woods, retarded our progress.
703, November 4ih, Crossed the ground,
where I had the providential escape from the
Indian, and arrived at the settlement of Natchez, We were glad to see white people, and
get out of the woods once more : stayed at the
first house all night,
5lh. Called on Moses Floyd, a preacher, on
Bigblack ; here hrother Barnes tarried to begin his rout. Blackman went with us to Col.
B.irnefs, on Bioj)cer; next day we went to
Randal Gibson's, on Clark's creek, got some
washing done, and the Miller staid; and
Blackman went with me to squire Tooley's,
father of tiie Doctor; where brother Harriraan,
a missionary, was at the point of death; however he recovered: our presence seemed to revive him.
8th. I visited Washington and Natchez, and
some of the adjacent parts. Here I must observe the truth of the maxim, "give the devil
rope enough and he will hang himself," A
printer extracted a piece from the Lexington
paper, as a burlesque on me, which, however,
did me no harm, though it circulated in most
papers in the Union : he had just got his types
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set up before I made application for the inser- ren land becomes a fruitful field. 1 crossed
tion o ' a notice, that I should hold meeting the Mississippi into Louisiana, and visittd sein toWr. on Sunday ; this following the other, veral settlements, holding religious meetings :
made impression on the people's minds: and I believe there is a peculiar providence of such
excited the curhjus to attend meeting.—When a vast territory falling to the United States,
I was lere before, I found it almost impossible as liberty of conscience may now prevail as
to get the people out to meeting any way, and the country populates, which before was prohad my scruple whether there were three hibited by the Inquisition. We -'^t some
Christians in town, either black or white: but things fixed to our mind; procured thitsti Spannow I spoke three succeeding Sabbaths, and ish horses, which had been foaled wild in the
some on week days.
woods, and had been caught out of the gang,
704. 12th. This day I am twelve years old. by climbing a tree and dropping a noose over
Brother Blackman preached a funeral sermon, tii! head, it being made fast to a bough, &c.
I spoke a few words, and God began a gra- We got letters from home, with information
cious work.—Here by Washington, we ap- that they were well, and the work going on.
pointed a camp meeting: there is ground laid
706. December 16th, Our horses being
off for a college; and Congress, beside a hand- tamed, and taught to eat corn, by forcing it
some donation, hath given twenty thousand into their mouths, and we prepared with a
acres of ground, &c. This country is now di- tent and provisions, bid the settiement on the
viding into townships and sections, and sold Mississippi adieu, and betook to the woods for
by government, as in the state of Ohio ^ and Tombigby, having two others in company.
though only a territory now, yet will be in- We had not gone far before the saddle turned
corporated into a State, when the inhabitants on the pack mare; she took fright, which afshall amount to sixty thousand. They now frighted the one S. M. rode, and they both set
had a small Legislature; the governor is ap- to rearing and jumping, which endangered his
pointed by the President. One representative life ; however, he hold them both until he disgoes to Congress.
mounted, and they got settied.
If they
705. Sunday 25th. I spoke for the last time had got away there was littie prospect of
at Natchez. I visited Seltzertown, Greenville, catching them. Twenty-three miles to the
and Gibson-port.—This last place was a wil- Indian line, on the main branch of Homaderness not two years ago, but now contains chitti, we encamped for the night, it being
near thirty houses, with a court house and cloudy and rainy: we spread our tent, kept a
jail. We held quarterly meeting on Clarke's good fire, hobbled the fore legs of our horses
creek; some supposed I would get no campers, together, leaving a long rope dragging from
but at this Q. M, I wanted to know if there their necks : here was plenty of grass, and a
were any backsliders in the auditory, and if cane brake.
there were, and they would come forward, I
20th. Thirty-five miles; encamped a little
would pray with them: an old backslider, off the road, lest the Indians should steal our
who had been happy in the old settlements, horses,
with tears came forward and fell upon his
21st. We arrived this afternoon at Pearl, or
knees, and several followed his example : a half-way river: the ford last year was good a
panic seized the congregation, and an awful i number oi yards wide, but now not more than
awe ensued : we had a cry and shout: it was five or six feet, which we knew not; a man
a weeping tender time. The devil was angry. who knew the ford (being much among the
a weepina: lenaer time. jLueuevii woo cingij, ••••"
o
-•
o —^
and some without persecuted, saying, " I s God Choctaws) .tttempted to cross first and succeed
deaf, that they cannot worship him without the
ed, though
his horse
horse erred
made aa tittle
smallon mis-step;
next man's
the other
such a noise ?" though they perhaps would side, but still knew not the danger; I promake a greater noise when drinking a toast. ceeded next, leading the pack mare, but there
This prepared the w a y for the camp m'eeting, not being sufficient ground for ou^h horses, the
and about thirty from this neighborhood went water running like a mill tail, carried me
thirty miles or upward.s, and encamped on the down the stream two feet, whilst my mare
ground: the camp meeting continued four could swim but one towards the shore; she
davs: the devil was ang;ry at this also, and struck the bank, which gave way, however,
though his emis.saries contrived various proshe being an excellent swimmer and springy,
jects to raise a dust, their efforts proved inefmade a second effort, and got out. I lost my
fectual : in general there was good decorum,
and about fifty were awakened, and five pro- hobbles, and our tea, sugar and coffee, &c. got
fessed justifying faith; so that it now may be injuitid; and J being much chilled by the wet,
said the country which was a refuge for scape- we went on till we came to a convenient tarea'.lows, a few years since, in Spanish times, rying place, and encamped for the night to dry
IS in a hopeful way, and the wilderness begins our thing.s &c. N . B. The river was muddy:
40 bud and blossom as the rose, and the bar- I could not swim: and had not the mare struck
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the bank where she did, I must have lost my
lif.;, as the trees and brush filled the shore
bolow.
22d, I met some people from Georgia ; at
night I was taken with a strong fever, but
drank so.me water and coffL;e, and got a good
night's res
Sunday, 23d, Feel somewha, better; it
snowed some, and the sun hath shi.-.!* scarcely
ten minutes during these five days,
24th. We role about forty miles through
Si.x-town of the Choctaws, and whiUt we
were passing it, I observed where they scaffold the dead; and also the spot where the
flesh was, when the bone-picker had done his
office. The friends of the deceased weep
twice a day for a term, a n l if they cannot cry
enough themselves, they hire some to help
them ; it was a weeping time, and their cries
male our horses caper well. 1 was informed
of an ancient custom which at present is out
of date among the;n ; when one was sick, a
council was held by the Doctors, if their judgment was that he would die, they being supposed infallible, humanity induced the neckbreaker to do his office. An European being
sick, and find.ing out his verdict, to save his
neck, crept into the woods, and recoverel,
which showed to the In lia'is the fallibility of
the doctors, and the evil of the practice ; theiefore, to show that the custom must he totally
ibolished, they took the poor neck-breaker
iind broke his neck,
25th. We came to Deusmore, agent for Indian affairs; our provisions were gone, a n l
with much difficulty wa procured relief : some
people, who were dancing in a neighboring
house, came in to h?ar me talk: I held a
meeting with them, and than lay down to
rest.
26th. After breakfast we came near the
trading-road, from the Chickisaws to Moliile,
where we enca:npe,l neir a sp ing anl canebrake : the leaves of the caiis are food for
cattle, &c,
27tli. We started bjtinas anl came to tiie
first house on the To.nbigby settlement, within four miles of fort St, Stephen, where there
is but one family, but it will be a plica of
fame in time, VVe had met the man of tha house
where we stayed, who told us to call; his
wife made a heavy charge ; we paid her, and
S, M. said, "tell your husband never any
more to invite travellers to be welcome for his
wife to extort," The river was high and
swamp not fordable, which necessitated us to
go down the river about seventy miles to the
Cut-off; which is a channel from the Tombigby to the Alabama river, about seven miles
from their junction, where they form the Mobile : the island contains about sixty thousand acres, which are ;ommonly overflowed
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by the spring flood, as Egypt is by the Nile.
I held meeting during the six days of my tarrying in the settlement; and took my departure for Georgii, but was neces.sitated to keep
on the dividing ridge, between the streams, to
prevent being intercepted by creeks. There
were ferries at the above river. In the settlement there was not a preacher of any society;
my appointments were given out in Georgia,
with the days and hours fixed. In consequence of the high waters, we had to lose
much travelling.
707 Jan, 4th, 1805, We fell in with a
camp of whites, where we were informed of
some whites having been murdered by Indians,
and one Indian killed by a white, and another
wounded : the wounded Indian was determined to kill some white in revenge. The whites
had hired a chief to pilot them around to avoid
the danger ; but my time being limited, obliged
me to take the nighest cut, which was through
tha village where the wounded Indian lived.
Hare we parted from all the company, and set
off by ourselves, having four hundred miles
to go,
8th, We fell in with an Indian trader, who
was out of provisions : we gave him some,
and tarried at his habitation that night; he
made us some returns the next day; then we j
pursufd our journey : this being in the Creek i
nation, we had some difficulty in finding our
way, there being so many Indian
by-paths;
however, we came to HawkiiLs' old place that
night,
10th, Our charges were eleven shillings,
though I think not worth the half. We left
the place about an hour by sun, having the
prospact of a pleasant day before u s ; but we
had not gone many miles before it gathered
up and began to rain and sleet, which made it
tremandous cold ; so we stopped to let our
horses faed, and pitching our tent, kindled up
a fire to warm u s ; but the weather appearing
more favorable, we proceeded on through a
bad swamp, meeting two travellers by the
way : at length we perceived it began to grow
dark, which convinced us that it was later
than we thought: we halted, hobbled out our
horses immeliately, (finding some grass present on the hill) proceeded to kindle up a fire,
but everything being so wet, and cor'^red with
sleet, and our limbs benumbed with cold, it
was next to an impossibility to accomplish it.
Things appeared gloomy; the shades of a dark
night fast prevailing, death appeared before:
in consequence of my being robbed, I had no
winter coat, but only my thin summer one at
this time; however, at length, wo succeeded
in getting prepared for the night: our tents
spread, which kept off the falling weather, and
a good fire at the door soon dried the ground:
we prepared our kettle of coffee, and partook
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with gratitude, am found we here could sing
the praise of (jod, ; jt without a sense of the
Divine favor, consiuering our situation a little
before; we lay down to rest as under the
wing of the Almighty in this desert, inhabited
only by wild beasts, whilst the wolves were
howling on every side. Next day we passed
the settlement vr here we considered the danger
was, and contin led our course till we came to
Hawkins', on Flint river; having seen an Indian point his gun at us by the way. We
stayed with Hawkins a night: he was kind
and hospitable, and hath had .some success,
though with difficulty, in introducing civilization and cultivation amongst the Indians ; first
they despised labor, saying, we are warriors;
and threatened him with death if he did not
depart, (they being prejudiced, supposing him
to be their enemy, as if to make slaves of them
like the blacks) and cast all the contempt on
him imaginable; but being afraid of Longknife, (i. e. Congress) refrained from violence :
however, they would not accept of tools or
implements of agriculture, but would go directly opposite to his advice ; e. g. He said scatter and raise stock ; but they would live more
compact; two years elapsed with le.ss rain
than usual, causing the crops to fail; some
died with hunger; a chief asked, •' have you
power with the Great Man above, to keep olf
the rain ?" H
replied, no, but the Great
Man sees your folly, and is angry with you.
H
wanted pork and corn; the Indians,
accustomed to sell by lump, would not sell him
by weight or mea.sure, apprehending witchcraft or cheatery : a girl bringing to him a hog
to sell, asked one dollar and three quarter.?,
which they call seven chalks, he weighing the
pig, gave her fourteen, she supposed the additional seven were to buy her as a wife for the
night, it being their custom to marry for a
limited time, as a night, a moon, &c.—Another girl bringing a larger hog, demanded fourteen chalks, which came to twenty-eight,
which the other girl observing, supposed herself cut out, began to murmur, and flung
down the money; but an old chief seeing the
propriety of the weight, explained the matter;
this gave rise to its introduction and reception
among them. An old squaw receiving by
measurement more than her demand for corn,
laughed at the Indians who had refu.sed to
sell in this manner: thus measures were introduced.
I met some travellers, who showed me a
paper containing the advertisement of my appointments, published by brother Mead, beginning six days sooner than I appointed.
708. Thursday, 17th. We reached the settiement of Georgia, near Fort Wilkinson, and
falling in with Esquire Cook, whom I knew,
we went home with him, and had a meeting:

It

he lent me a horse, and I went on to camp
meeting, and got there the very day I had
fixed some time before.
W e had a good time; Brigadier (Jeneral
John Stewart and his brother, the Captain, in
Virginia, llad agreed t: join society, which the
latter had done, and as brother Mead had taken him and their wives into class, the General, to the surprise of the people, came forward in public, and requested to be taken under care also.—Many had heard of my marriage, but did not credit it, until they had it
from my own mouth, the particulars of which,
to prevent fruitless and needless conversation, I related in public; for many said, " I
wonder what he wants with a consort ?" I
replied as above, to enable me to be more useful on an e.xtensive scale.
Hence I spoke at the Rock meeting-house,
Comb's meeting-house and Washington.
January 25th. I spoke at Scott's meetinghouse and Jones' at night; here Smith Miller
fell in with me again. In my sleep I viewed
myself as at Papa Hobson's with my companion, and .shortly separated at a great distance, and found myself with a horse upon
a high hill, from whence I could espy the
place where she was, although there intervened a wilderness with great rivers flooded
into the swamps; I felt duty to require my
presence there, and descended the hill the
right way for that purpose, after I had set my
compass; however, I soon got into the dale,
on a winding circuitous road, where I could
not see before m e ; discouragements seemed
almost insurmountable, yet conviction soid I
must go ; Faith said it might be accomplished
by patient diligence, resolution, and fortitude ; as well as some other things I had succeeded in, &c.
I had a similar dream upon this, from which
I inferred that some severe trials are at hand,
but by the grace of God through faith, I may
surmount them.
709, Sunday, 27th. I spoke three times in
iugusta, and had some refreshing seasons.
1 found the first cost of my Journals vrould
amount to between two and three thousand
dollars; the profits of it I de.signed to aid in
erecting a meeting house in Washington, the
Federal City. A penson had promised me the
loan of one thousand dollars, to assist, (if necessary) but found it inconvenient to perform:
also about two hundred guineas worth of
books were mis-sent and not accounted fof
about this time: so that my prospects of pecuniary means were gloomy.
710. 28th. Bidding farewell to Georgia, I
spoke at Jetter's meeting-house, and twice at
Edgefield court-house.
29th. I spoke at the cross roads «nc Buffi ngton's.
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30th. At Edney's meeting-house in the
morning; at noon at Newbury court-house,
where were Quakers, Baptists, Presbyterians,
j Methodists, Universalists, and Nothingarians,
31st. I spoke at Mount Bethel, in the Methodist academy, to hundreds of people, and
addressed the scholars in particular, who
amounted to about sixtj
and at night in
Clarke's meeting-house.
Feb, 1st, I crossed the Enoree, and spoke
at Fish-damford meeting house; then riding
across Broad river through danger, I spoke at
Esters at night,
2d, Spoke at Chester court-house to many
hundreds in the open air, and at Smith's at
night,
Sunday, 3d, was excessively cold, however,
I rode twenty miles to squire Fulton's, and had
a gracious time, though twice interrupted by
a deist. This winter is the coldest of the
four which I have spent in the south, and the
oldest people say it is the severest they ever
knew,
711, 4th. Went twenty-five miles to Davenport's meeting-house; and finding a fire, round
which the auditory were warming themselves,
I availed myself of the circumstance for the
sake of agreeable convenience, and gave them
a preaching, which surprised them as a singularity. At night I stayed at a private house
where I held meeting, having just got through
S. to the edge of N. Carolina; here the family
either as a put or for convenience, were guilty
of improprieties, considering I was a stranger,
but God will judge between them and me,
5th. I spoke at Charlotte court-house, but
some A-double-L-part people strove to kick
up a dust. S. M
r met me here again,
and we were entertained at an inn gratis,
6th. Twenty-six miles in the rain to Sandyride, where we had a comfortable time, but
S. M, felt a bad effect from the rain: thence
we rode to Safsbury, and I spoke in the air,
as it was court time; but in the evening in
the court-house, from Solomon's irojiy; a
man, who had been careless about religion,
vvas so operated upon, that God opened his
heart to give me cloth for a winter coat, which
I greatly needed,
8th. I spoke twice in Lexington, but a
drunken man inte Tupted us, and when he became sober, he made acknowledgment,
9th. Early this morning I parted with S. M,
(my father-in-law so considered) who started
for Mr. Hobson's, and I rode twenty miles to
Salem, and spoke to about three thousand
people in the open air, in general good attention : whilst I was speaking about our sorrows ending in future joy, it appeared like
going to heaven with many, whose countenances were indexes of their sensations. I
being a stranger on entering the town, it
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appeared providential in my choice where to
.stand whilst speaking, being contiguous to
an economy-house of the Moravian sisters,
as, were it otherwise, they would not have
heard me.
Sunday, 10th, I spoke in Bethany to about
three thousand; at night at Doub's, who has
the most convenient room, with a pulpit and
seats, of any I have seen in the south,
11th. Stokes' court-house, three thousand,
a solemn time; left my mare, and procuring a
horse, proceeded to Mr. M
' s ; felt awfully, delivered my message as in the presence of the dread Majesty of Heaven, which
greatly shocked the family, considering some
circumstances in the same,
12th. Three tiiousand in the woods by
Meacomb's, and good, I think, was done in
the name of the Lord: at night, at Mr, Wades',
Henry county, Virginia; he gave me some
cloth for over-alls.
13th, At Dr, French's, whose wife is my
spiritual daughter, and sister of Mrs, Jennins.
14th. Spoke at the court-house at night, at
Henry Clarke's, but was interrupted by some
drunkards, I have spoken to so many large
congregations in the open air of late, and not
one day of rest since I got out of the wilderness into Georgia, that I feel considerably
emaciated, and almost broken down: these
appointments were made without my consent,
and contrary to my orders, so that some of my
intentions were frustrated.
15th, I feel unwell this morning ; my horse
is missing; things appear gloomy, but my
hope is in God, who hath been my helper
hitherto in trials past: some more cloth given
to me: as I am still unprepared for winter,
neither have I had it in my power to get
equipped with proper clothing for the inclemency of the weather, since I was robbed in
Kentucky, but have the same clothes now
which papa Hobson gave me last spring.—
Spoke at General Martin's, in the door; what
is before me I cannot tell; my heart feels
drawn and bound to Europe, where, I believe,
the Lord will give me to see good days, in
that weary, disturbed, distressed land : Lord !
increase my faith, to put my confidence in
Thee, and feel more resigned to Thy will and
disposal, that when I come to die, I may be
able to lay my hand upon my heart, and say,
" I have spent my time as I w o u k try if I
were to do again."
712. Many think that min;.sters have no
trials. ^ I am confident this is a mistake; there
is no .V:fe more trying, yet none on earth more
happy, as Nancy Douglass said, " i t is not
the thing itself that ts the trial, but the im
pression it hath upon the mini;" for some
have great disappointments and yet but littie

r
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trials, whilst others with less misfortunes
fireak their hearts with grief; therefore what
a fine thing is faith in tne order of God, and
submission to his dispos.al, who can and will
overrule all our unavoidable trials for our
spiritual and eternal good; but, alas! where
shall the wicked and careless find strength
and repose from danger in the time of trouble ?
Lord! how dismal is the thought to have no
God to rest upon, seeing cursed is he that
trusteth in the arm of flesh.
16th. My horse was brought to m e ; rode
twenty mile.?, to Watson's meeting-house,
where I spoke to a listening multitude : the
bench on which I stood suddenly let me down
out of sight of the people; recovering dexterously, I observed it was a loud call to sinners
to be in readiness, lest they should sink lower
than the grave. My pilot being of an airy
turn, I said, as something is to be given for
something, and as you have come to favor me,
I will pay thee, and pointing to him, directed
my discourse from Solomon's irony, and concluded from Rev. xvi, 15.
Sunday, 17th, Spoke in Danville in the
open air, and then at Allen Waddel's.
713. 18th. Was awakened by a .singular
dream, (about one o'clock) that I had disappointed the people through my neglect, and as
my sleep departed, I roused the family, go.t
some refreshment, and took my departure :
overtaking some ])eople on the road, who
were going to the meeting, was informed of
the distance being nine miles be}'ond my expectation, which otherwi,se I should have disappointed the people, the road also being intricate.—I spoke to hundreds, and also the
next day at Halifax court-house, where some
A-doublc-L-])art people got angry, and attempted to kick up a dust. Hence to Charlotte and Prince Elward, where I spoke, and
arrived at p,apa Hobson s, in Cumberland
county, late in the evening on the 22d,
71-1. 23d, Some people say that I have
grown lazy since my marriage, as once I had
no rest time in this country, but now could
rest a day.
Sunday, 24th. I met about three thou,sand
at the Boldspring meeting-house, I addressed
them from the death in the pot, and Paul's
goitig to revisit his brethren. The night following my mind ^vas much depressed, (unaccountable for on natural principles.) so that
my sleep departed, and I was convinced that
some storm was gathering, thr;ugh 1 could not
tell from what quarter it would originate, and
the trials come. Next c^ay I exchanged a
Spanish breeding mare for a travelling one;
then wo proceeded two hundred miles to the
city of Washington, where a gentleman offered
me gn>tis a spot of ground in a central place
for a meeti.ig-house.

My mare being taken lame from an old infirmity, I took the stage to Fredericksburg,
being unwilling to disappoint the people.
S. M
r departed for the north.
715. Being denied passage in the stage, I
left my cloak and walked thirty-four miles to
prevent future disappointments. On this journey I experienced a great contrast; on the
one side friendship and favor, and on the
other, contempt and ridicule, without any
particular provocation but the foresight of
Satan, who, in the invisible world could discover the movements of Providence, and view
the danger of his kingdom; which reminds
me of the scripture which saith, the devil is
come down in great wrath, knowing that his
time will be short.
716. Wednesday, March 6th. Saw one
whom the Lord gave me as a spiritual daughter, in Richmond; and after visiting some
others in Manchester, proceeded to Petersburg, where I received a letter from J. Lee,
that my appointment was countermanded, and
I must not attend it, he assigning as the reasons, 1st, he did not like my appointing meetings of such magnitude; 2d, the seasons of
the year being too early, and 3dly, it was too
soon after conference : but I could not in conscience falsify my engagement, seeing I was
within a few miles of the ground.—This
meeting was appointed some time before the
alteration of the lime of the conference.
717 Friday, March 8th,
Lawson Dunnington fell in with me, and carried me in his
chair to Stoney creek meeting house, where
the camp meeting was appointed, and I found
two preaching stands erected, a number of
wooden cabins, tents, covered wagons, carriages, &c. The meeting lasted four days, in
which time the Lord gave us extraordinary
fine weathei-; and although the preachers did
not arrive from conference, several local ones
joined with me heart and hand in the work;
about five thousand people attended, and
about thirty souls were hopefully converted
to God; sinners were alarmed, backsliders reclaimed. Christians quickened, and good was
done in the name of the Lord: and notwithstanding that the weather at this season is
generally inclement, and was so now until
we arrived on the ground, when the sun
beamed forth the warmth of his influential
rays; and so the weather continued until
about three hours after the meeting broke,
which caused some to say, I will tell / . Lee
that God is able to send fine weather in the
fore part of March, as in April: These before had been prejudiced against me.—The
wicked observed the weather suitable to our
convenience so extraordinary, that they said,
it was in answer to prayer. The trustees requested me to occupy the meeting house, but
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I refused, lest I should give offence, consider
ing the countermand, but desired the local
preachers to occupy it within, and I would
officiate without, so the cau.?e might not be
wounded : hence the Lord raised me up friends
to aid me on through my appointments to
papa Hobson's in Cumberland.
718, Friday 15th. I went in their carriage
and spoke on a funeral occasion,
16th. We went to another vicinity, v/'here,
standing on the carriage box, I addressed a
large congregation from Solomon's irony, in
which I showed the contrast of a gentleman
and a fool deist, with an address to the magistrates and candidates: here I parted with my
friends, and rode to squire Evan's, who hath
three daughters and a son, whom the Lord
gave me at a camp meeting, after I had begged
them of their father, greatly to the mortification of the daughters, who with inward reluctance, attended to prevent their father's displeasure. I perceiving uncommon tranquillity
and felicity in this family, desired the father to
tell me how it was that his children were so
respectful, he replied, "when they are littie
stubs of things, I take the switch and let
them know that they must submit, so I have
but little difficulty with them when growing
up."
Sunday, 17th. I spoke to about two thousand near Hendrick's new store, and then proceeded around the country, near one hundred
miles: spoke at Amelia court house, and
Chinkapin church, where the congregation
was a third larger than I had ever seen there
befor«. It being court time, the auditory at
Pertersville church was not so large as it
otherwise would have been, however, what
few there were, were solemn and tender;
amongst whom were some of the twenty-five,
men who had, in vain, combined to flog me at
camp meeting. I spoke at Columbia and Fluviana: also at New Canton, where I found
some given n)e in the Lord—Bidding farewell
to my friends hereabout, I started for the west,
on Tuesday.
20th. In company with brother Mead, but
having returned my borrowed horse, I was on
foot when a young gentieman, who having
finished his .studies at Philadelphia, -was on
his way home, dismounted and constrained
me to ride; thus we three .spelled each other
alternately
When I came to Lynchburg, 1
found the brick meeting hou.se was in a fail
way, and engaged 30/. worth of books more
for its aid : had a good time, and went to New
London.
719. Friday, 29th. Camp meeting began
at Ebenezer ; the inclemency of the weather
retarded many; however, we continued the
meeting, and God sent off, in some degree, the
clouds which threatened u s : being invited to
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a local preacher's tent, I at first hesitated, till
they agreed to give me their daughter, to give to
my Ma,ster, which greatly mortified the young
woman, and prepared the way for cor version :
I found two young men and another young
woman in the tent, with whom I conversed
about their souls; the young woman was turbulent; I told her Old Sam would pay her a
visit, which reminded her of my description
of a character some months before, pointing
to her and saying, " y o u young woman, with
the green bow on your boiinet, I mean."
Here conviction ran to her heart; her shrieks
became piercing, and the three others also,
which gathered the Christians around to
wrestle with God in prayer, and he set their
souls at liberty: prejudice had been conceived in the minds of some, which was removed by relating in public the paticulars of
my marriage, I bought me a new horse for
45/, and continued my journey,
720. Sunday, April 7th, I feel unwell, hav
ing travelled in the rain near a hundred miles
expeditiously, to get on to this chain of appointments, which began this day in Abington : Here I spoke to hundreds at 11 o'clock
in the sun : at three at Crawford's Meeting
house, thence five miles: spoke by candlelight,
8th. Arose at two, proceeded to Royal-oak,
and spoke at 8 : the day before, a man was
buried moving from Powhatan to Kentucky:
I could but pity his disconsolate widow, who
requested me to speak something over her
husband: Oh! how uncertain is life!! I
proceeded to Wyth, and spoke in the Court
house : my horse was taken lame, so that I
was constrained to leave him and borrow
another, and proceeded to my evening appointment, which was to begin at nine ; being
appointed about thirteen months. This day
I had travelled seventy miles, and spoke three
times,—I was disappointed of near one hundred dollars which were to have been sent
to me,
721, 9th. Spoke at Montgomery court
house, to a large auditory; and in Salem at
night; having travelled fifty-five miles, and
good I think was done,
10th, Left my borrowed horse with a friend
to be returned, and my lame one to be disposed of: but my directions being not followed, was a great detriment to me: however, I got another horse on credit for 36/.
this morning, and proceeded to Fin castie,
where I employed a smith to shoe my horse
during meeting, but having no money to jiay
him, I was under the disagreeable necessity
of making my circumstances known to the
congregation, who gave me three-fifths of a
dollar, this being the first time that I had
ever hinted for the publ c aid, since travel-
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mg.—I sold a book which enabled me to clear
out with the smith and then went to Springfield, where I spoke at night,
722. A man privately asked my advice,
saying, his daughter shouted and fell down,
which caused him to beat her, with prohibition from religious meetings, I asked him if
he did not believe his daughter sincere, and
feel conviction for his conduct. He answered
in the affirmative ; I replied, parents have no
right to exercise authority in matters of conscience ; only to give advice, as every one
must account for themselvs to God.
11th. Lexington the people mistook the
time by an hour which made me haste to my
evening meeting in Stantown, where I arrived
about sun-set, opposite a house which I had
felt my heart particularly drawn to pray for
when here before. A woman now rushed
out of the door and grasping me in her arms,
gave me a welcome to the house: she was a
spiritual daughter of mine, and lately married to the man of the house, who.se former
wife with him found peace, and she shortly
after died happy, though I knew not who
lived in the house at the time I had preached
in the street, fearing lest my horse might have
been heated too much, to prevent injury I
gave him salted grog. The church being
open, I sat on a table in the door, and spoke,
I suppose to some thousands,
12th, M y horse I think, is as well as
u s u a l ; so I proceeded on my journey, preaching in Rocktown and two other places on the
way.
723. Sunday 14th. I spoke at Newtown
at an hour by sun in the morning to about
three thousand ; thence to Winchester, where
I spoke at about eleven to about six thousand
in the wood; rode twenty-two miles, and
spoke at night; continued my w a y to Carlisle, where I spoke twice, fulfilling appointments on the road : hence a Methodist
preacher accompanied me to Tioga point, one
hundred and fifty miles in three d a y s : this
young man was laboring under .some depres
sion of mind when we met, but the circumstance of the meeting and journey seemed to
help him both in mind and body. Thus in
fifteen days I closed the journey of seven
hundred and fifty miles, speaking twenty-six
times on the way, which appointments were
given out about thirteen months before-hand.
724. 22d. Arrived back in Western, after
an absence of near eight months. PEGGY
was not at home: our marriage was not
known in general in this neighborhood, until
within a few days past: it caused a great
uproar among the people.
23d. Peggy felt it impressed on her mind
that I was here, and so came home early in
the morning; having enjoyed her health

better, and her mind also, than for .some time
previous to my absence. In the afternoon S.
Miller and his wife came home well, and were
preparing for their journey to the Mississippi
Territory.
Thursday, May 2. I saw brother Willis,
who married us, and Joseph Jewell, presiding
elder of Genesee district, who came a great
distance to attend the camp meeting, and
brought a number of lively young preachers
with h i m ; they having never attended one
before.
Friday 3d, The people attended in considerable crowds, amongst whom was Timothy
Dewey, my old friend, whom I had seen but
once for more than four years past: the
wicked attempted intrusion, but their efforts
were ineffectual, and turned upon their own
heads, being checked by a magistrate.
Monday 6th. We had a tender parting
time : in the course of the meeting good was
done in the name of the Lord. I moved a
collection for one of Jewell's young preachers, Perley Parker, formerly a play-mate of
mine. Here I left my Peggy on the camp
ground within three miles of home, and proceeded on my tour, speaking twice on my
way.
725, Tuesday 7th. We rode • fifty-nine
miles, parting with Jewell and Parker by the
way.
8th. Came to Albany: here the preaching
house was shut against roe, being the only
one which has been refused to me for a considerable length of time, Canfield assigning
as the reason, the vote of the Conference,
(which however, was only a conversation
concerning the giving out of my appointments,
&c., lest I should be a pattern for others, and
" fifty Dows might spring out of the same
nest,") I spoke in the court house, and God
gave me one spiritual child.
9th. With difficulty I crossed the river, and
coming to New Lebanon, saw one of my old
acquaintances with whom I held a meeting.
10th. Fire being out I did not stay for
breakfast, but rode fifty-four miles to New
Hartford : my mind is under deep trials, concerning my singular state and many disappointments, but my hope is in God, who gives
me peace from day to day.
726. n t h . Came to Harti"ord; found the
printing of my jouimals finished, and abont
half the books bound, I now had a trial
from another source: the two preachers with
whom I had entrusted the preparation of the
camp meeting at hand, had in my absence incurred the displeasure of the Methodists: the
one for embracing and propagating some peculiar sentiments, so he was suspended, and
the other had withdrawn; therefore said brother O'Strandtr, the presiding elder, " i f Lo- P
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renzo Dow admits them to officiate at his
camp meeting, he will have no more liberty
with us," My trials were keen, for these
men were in good .standing when we made the
agreement: and I had no doubt but what
O'Strander would fall into the measure, considering the circumstance of my not being able
to consult him for want of time on the occasion, so I went to two meetings, to explain
the matter to him.
727, Sunday 12th. He spoke with more
tife than I think I ever heard him ; afterwards I spoke and God cut a young woman
to the heart; her father came and dragged her
out of meeting, her soul was set at liberty
whilst she was in his arms, so I made remarks on the folly of his conduct,
O'Strander
upon reflection, viewed my conduct in a different light than before, and consented if I
would give up the camp meeting to his superintendence, that he woulil bring on his preachers to attend with me. This 1 had always expected and advertised the meeting accordingly
728, 13th, Pawned my watch for an old
trunk, and taking stage came to New Haven,
thence embarked to New York, where 1 spent
a f e w d a y . s : found prejudice in some minds,
and in some it was removed ; received a letter
with information that more books (which I
expected) would fail coming ; thus I find one
disappointment after another,
729, Saturday, 18th. I sailed to Long
Island, to attend a camp meeting with brother
Thatcher, and preached in the packet to about
fifty friends; I also spoke at night at the
camp, and then called up the mourners to be
prayed for ; several found peace, backsliders
were reclaimed, and christians quickened and
comforted. Bishop Asbury came up before f
had got through, and the meeting continued
all night.
Sunday, 19th, Whilst one was speaking
on the subject of tlie dead, small and great,
standing before God, an awful black cloud
appeared in the west, with flashes of forked
lightning, and peals of rumbling thunder ensued ; a trumpet sounded from a sloop, whilst
hundreds of a solemn auditory were ffeeing for
shelter, Thi-s scene was the most awful representation of the day of Judgment of any
thing I ever beheld,
730, Next day the meeting broke up ; my
hat could not be found, so I embarked on
board one of the fifteen craft which brought
passengers, and sailed, forty miles, in three
hours and a half, and after landing at the
Black-rock, one of the pas.sengers pulled me
into a store and constrained me to take a hat.
Thence I walked to Srratford, and so through
New Haven to Durham, thence to Hartford,
where I settied with the ferryman for a former
passage, and a gentleman paid my present
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one, as it had taken the la.st of my money to
redeem my watch. Thus I went to Coventry
and found my father and friends well.
Sunday, 26th, Spoke twice at Square-pond
meeting-house ana once in Tolland, and the
quickening power of God seemed to be present ; but I soon must quit this my native land,
and repair to parts to me unknown.
731, The camp ground was in the township
of Bolton, on Andover parish line; to which
led a lead-off road, ending on this spot of
ground unoccupied. This appeared providential, as we could repair to the .spot of woods
on the hill, without trespassing on any m a n s
ground in this solitary place.
The neighborhood was thick settied, and
bigoted federal Presbyterians much prejudiced
against the Methodists. The people were unwilling that we should get water from their
brooks or well, but held the meeting in ridicule and contempt, thinking, who should I get
to encamp on the ground. However, a report
having prevailed that the Indians in their
times, had a spring on this hill to which they
resorted, caused a man t'o go in search of it,
and after some diff'iculty he struck upon a
fountain beneath a rock, which afforded us a
sufficient supply,
31st, Many people came from distant places
to the ground: Satan hoisted his standard
near by, as a grogman brought his liquors for
sale, but was constrained by threats (when
reason would not do) to give it over, the law
being against him,
I opened the meeting and had an agreeable
time : the work of God began in the evening.
Sat, June 1st, The congregation and work
increase,
Sunday, 2d, Some thousands appeared on
the ground; several found peace, and prejudice seemed to wear off fiim the minds of the
people.
Monday, 3d. Meeting broke up, I had
given my farewell to the people; it was an
affecting time of paiting with my christian
friends, many of vvhom f shall see no more
until Eternity.
I observed to O'Strander,
that I had caused him some iineasines,s, but
should trouble him no more whilst he presided
in the district.
732, 4th. About 7, A, M, I left my dear
father, I know not but for the last time, and
with my sister Mirza, rode to the burying
ground, where my dear mother was interred,
for the first time of my seeing the grave. I
could not mourn, but was comforted with the
prospect of meeting again.
Departed to
Windham, and preached under the trees, and
tarried in Coventry, Rhode It-and, that night,
riding fifty miles without food, through want
of money, to Providence, and pawned a book
by the way to get through a toll-gate. I held
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several meetings in Providence, then rode to
Norton where Zadock Priest, died at old father
Newcomb's, whose wife had then no religion,
but since professes to be converted, and is in
society.
733. On their ground, brother George Pickering, with eleven of his preachers and me, by
agreement, held a camp meeting, the preparation for which was now going forward.
This being about a mile from the place
where I first attempted to preach, I related a
dream to brother P. who replied, that he
thought some trials were near me, but by the
blessing of God I might e.scape ; which in fact
proved to be the case, for Satan's emissaries
set up the grog tents, which cost them dearly ;
for first, after that they would not hearken to
reason, I .showed the impropriety of corrupting
the meeting, and warned the people against
them, and also laid a foundation whereby they
might be prosecuted, in consequence of which
they were alarmed, sunk into contempt, and
did not .sell a sufficiency to indemnify them for
their expenses. This so exasperated them,
that they fell on different plans to be revenged,
either by provoking me to say something that
would expose me to the law, or else to get an
opportunity to give me a flogging ; however,
God defeated their designs and turned their
treacherous intentions, to the disgrace of their
characters., so that they appeared as cyphers
in the eyes of a generous public.

among whom was a preacher with his wife
and seven children. W h a t an inestimable
support must be the Divine presence at such
a time as this!
735, 14th. The following appeared in the
Salem Gazette (where the
had been martyred by religious bigotry.)
BY DESIRE.
" LORENZO DOW, an eccentric genius, whose
pious and moral character cannot be censured
with propriety, is to preach at the courthouse, precisely at nine o'clock this morning,"

I spoke to a few of various ranks, who
fain would have made a laugh, but there
seemed to be a restraining hand over them.
This day I had five meetings and near thirty
miles travel; at the last of them, the rabble
attempted to make a disturbance, set on by
some called gentlem.en; and at night broke
the windows of the preaching-house, which
denotes that Satan views the danger of his
kingdom; and caused P. to remark, that the
devil thought that he had as good a right
to the common, as God Almighty. This reminded me of last year, concerning two who
attempted interruption and shortly after had to
appear at the bar of God.
Hence to Waltham, to brother P 's quarterly meeting. His wife is a well educated woman, of a sweet, amiable disposition, and far
The Lord was wonderfully present with his from the proud scornful way of some. Here
Spirit, to acknowledge the meeting ; for whilst were four generations under one roof; i. e.
P was preaching, numbers fell, as if the pow- her grand parents, own parents, self, and
ers of unbelief gave way, the cry became so children.
general that he was constrained to give over,
I preached on Saturday and Sunday, and
but the work continued. The full result of called up those who would wish me to rememthis meeting will not be known until eternity. ber them, and strive to remember themselves in
I was to have met some friends, at the New prayer, to give their hands; and the power
York district Conference, now sitting at Ash- of God seemed to come over all, I visited
grove, where I once had a glorious i^vival Needham and Milford, which places I had
when on the circuit, but my wife and they been invited to before, but Providence overrulwere disappointed, as brother P had made ar- ed my coming here, though I had previously
rangements for me for about two weeks,
put them off,
,
736, 21st. Set off with P
, thirty miles
Monday, 10th, The meeting broke up, and
the Boston friends, wiio were the first arrived to Salem, in New Hampshire, and spoke from
at the ground, took me in their stage-coach, "halting between two opinions," in which I
and carried me home with them. Here I observed, if a lamb should be let from its dam
spoke several times, and we had comfortable by a goat, to feed on moss, it would die.
times from the presence of God.
N, B, A man was present whom the A-double734. I gave near forty pounds worth of books, L-part people had been fishing for,
toward the deficiency of the meeting-hou.se,
737, 22(1, We came to Hawke, where I met
and remitted money to clear out with my printer Bachelor, Webb a.nd Medcalf. I spoke from "Oh!
in Hartford. I visited Lynn, where we had thou man of God, there is death in the pot."
a precious time, though religion had been cold At night I had conversation with some, and
there for some time. I also visited Marble- felt my work drawing to a close in this
head, where I .saw a preacher from Ireland, quarter.
who escaped with some others in an open
Sund.ay, 23d. Spoke .again to a large assemboat at sea, from on board the ship Jupiter, bly, bade my friends farewell, and rode thirty
as she struck against a cake of ice, and went miles to Pembroke, where I arrived about halldown, with twenty-seven persons on board, | past nine at night, and being weary, I could
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not stay up to supper, but retired to rest, having taken no food all day, except some sacramental bread remaining after the ceremony,
which a young man observing, said, " I had
got more than my share," which set some in a
laughter.
24th, Rode al.->ut si.xty miles to Romney, and
staid with a ma>;, who a day or two before
had joined society, and was about to charge
me for my poor fare, when his wife hushed it,
25th, Fifty-four miles to Peachem Gore, in
Vermont, and staid with a friend, where I had
been before, meeting Phineas Peck, a preacher,
on the road,
738. 26th. About nine o'clock I arrived at
my youngest sister's, Tabitha French, she being married and settled here in the midst of the
town of Hardwicke, on river Demile; this being the first time I had seen her husband. Joseph Bridgman, my brother-in-law, and my
sister, Ethelinda, his wife, resided about a
mile hence. For this day I had a meeting,
appointed some months before, which I now
held, and spoke five days successively. I had
sent on a chain of appointments through Upper Canada, from Montreal to the Falls of Niagara ; thence to Philadelphia : but when in
Hyde-park, I felt whilst preaching, a secret
conviction or impulse, that my appointments
were not given out, and that I must return to
Western ; thrice it ran through my mind : I
rejected it twice, but perceiving a cloud or
depression beginning to come over my mind,
I yielded, and taking the left hand road, went
to Stow that night, where I found some of my
spiritual children, whom God had given me
some years before; spoke next day in this
township on my way : in Waterbury twice,
and rode to Richmond that night: next day I
breakfasted in Starksborough, with a blacksnruth, who once intended to ffog me, but he
now put a shoe on my horse, having since got
rehgion,—About twelve, I arrived at Middlebury, fed my hor.ses, and spoke in the street;
then came on to Orwell, and staid the night
with my uncle and aunt Rust, having rode
forty-six miles,
739. July 3d. I rode sixty miles, by South
Bay, Fort Ann, Glenn's Falh, and staid at an
inn; but judging from circumstances that H
was necessary to vatch my horses, I slept
none that night.
4th. I started Detween three and four in the
morning, and came sixty-five miles to the
Little Falls on the Mohawk river.
740. 5th. Rode forty-six miles to Western,
arriving about three p. M., found my Peggy
and friends well.
Sunday, 7th. Spoke twice and had good
times: rested the 8th: rode to Camden the
9th: spoke to an attentive congregation and
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returned : rested on the 10th ; but soon shall
be bound with expedition to N . Carolina.
11th. I visited Floyd, by brother Keith's request : he was Peggy's spiritual father.
Here many gave me their hands, if they should
see me no more on earth, that they would
strive to meet me in a happy eternity : I visited several other neighborhoods, as a wind up
for this quarter,
741, Sunday, 14th, Gave my farewell to a
vast congregation, under the shades at Westei'n, when Hannah MiLer, standing upon a
log, bade her neighbors farewell; she being
one of the first settlers in the country and
Oh ! what a weeping and embracing there was
between the neighborhood (of all ranks and
descriptions,) and her and Peg.gy, After this
we went to Westmoreland, taking leave of all
things by the way. Here TimotJiy Dewey
met us, who informed me that he had seen the
Canada preachers, and my appointments were
not given out: so that if I had gone, I must
have lost one thou,sand miles travel; and my
time being so limited: I held two meetings,
and realized the propriety of the poem :
" W e should suapect some danger nigh,
Where we possess delight,"

742, When I arrived at Albany, brother
Vanderlip, the stationed preacher, gave me
the liberty of preaching in the Meeting house :
from hence I shipped Peggy down the river
for New York, myself proceeding thither by
land, and settled some temporal concerns by
the way,
743, Saturday, 27th. We met again, and
heard a Baptist preach in the Park just after
sunrise next morning. He had a tincture of
A-double-L-partism, yet his discourse in general was good, and blessed to the people : I
spoke here in the afternoon, and also in several other parts of the city. Ezekiel Cooper,
one of the book steward.s, and superintendent
of the book affairs, invited me to preach in the
preaching house at Brooklyn, which he also
superintended : here I spoke sundry times:
said he, I am of the same mind now concerning your mode of travelling as I was when
you saw me in Philadelphia; but nevertheless, I wish never to hinder good from being
done, or prevent your usefulness. He is a man
of general reading and strong povs'srs of mind,
744, I have been much troubled with the
asthma, of late, which I suppose originated
from drying up an eruption on my body by
outward application, which was recommended
from the idea that it might be the itch brought
with me from Ireland : this reminded me of
what Dr. Johnson said concerning my inward
complaint.
745, Peg<y being unable to keep up with
me, I was i^ecessitated to leave with brother
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Quackenbus'i, and dispo.sing of her horse, I lection of people and inquiring the cause,
proceeded to Elizabettitown, New Jersey: found that it was a Methodist meeting; one
saw T. Morrel, whose father was dying; he of the sisters knowing a man, got me introexcu.sed some former things to me : 1 rode duced to preach.
751, 20th, lha.ia meeting a,t St. Johnstown,
fifty miles to Trenton, where Washington took
the Hessians, which turned the gloomy aspect under great weakness of body, which caused
me to sit down whilst speaking, as I had
in favor of America.
746. My appointment was not given out as puked, and was obliged to stop several times
expected; however the preaching house was by the w a y : from this I was carried in a
opeii. and I held sundrj' meetings in and about chair to Deep-creek meeting house, passing
this place. Then proceeding to Philadelphia, near where G. R. was raised, who took me
where I called arid found Brother Colbert, who into society, but now thinks I am crazy:
being superintendent, paved my way to the surely if one from such a low sphere of life,
getting access to all the Methodist meeting through conversion and diligence, can attain
houses in and about this place, one excepted, to such an extension of useful knowledge,
which was in the power of a contentious par- what will be the account most must give at
ty : the other houses amounted to about half the last day ?—I also spoke at Concord, Lawrel-hill, and Salsbury, being aided thither by
a dozen,
carriages.
747 August 14th. Elder Ware informs me
752, 22d, Princess Ann court house, and
that my appointments were given out through
the Peninsula, which I had been informed was Curtis' meeting house : near this my spiritual
prevented: so after preaching at Ebenezer, I father, Hope Hull, was raised,
753, 23d. I spoke under the shades at A'eu^
silently withdrew, and taking my horse, travelled all night, until ten next morning, when I town, to about two thousand or more; I gave
spoke at Bethel, and then jumping out at a them a mixed dose : we had a good time from
window from the pitipit, rode seventeen miles the Lord, whilst they gave me their hands to
to Union: thence to Duck creek cross road.s, remember me to God when at the other side
I spoke at Downing chapel
making near eighty miles travel and five meet- of the Atlantic.
ings without sleep. These few weeks past, also. On this peninsula were now C. Spray,
since the eruption was dried up, and the asth- Fredus Eldridge, and Z. Kankey, the last of
ma more powerful and frequent than usual, I whom I met. I have now seen most of the
old preachers on the Continent, the greater
feel myself much debilitated,
748. 16th, Spoke at Georgetown cross part of them are retired into private spheres
roads, and at Chestertown at night, and next of life : also the chief of those who opposed
morning; after which I crossed Chester river me have located, and are almost in oblivion,
gratis, and preached in Centreville: here or withdrawn, or expelled the connexion, or
some unknown gentleman discharged my bill in a cold, low, uncomfortable state of formaliof fare, I spoke at Wye meeting house in the ty.—Lord ! what am I ! Oh ! ever keep my
conscience holy and tender! Trials await
afternoon to a few,
I enquired the cause, why more general no- me, and unless God supports me I cannot suctice was not given, and was answered, that ceed ; Oh ! God! undertake for me, I have
John M'C. replied, " I give out no appoint- seen Thy salvation in times past, and shall
ments for him ; I have nothinc-to do with Lo- I distrust Thy goodness or Providence at this
critical time ? No ; my hope is still in Thee:
renzo Dow."
749. Sunday, ISth, I spoke in the open air I will hope and trust to Thy providence until
at Easton, to about two thousand : the Lord I must give up,
754, I feel my work on this Continent
was with us, James Polemus {M'Clasky's
colleague) gave out my appointments, as the drawing to a close, and heart and soul bound
most of the preachers in this country also did. to Europe.
In the afternoon I spoke at the Trap to a
24th, Spoke at Guilford.
Feeling my
large auditory, having (on account of M'Clas- strength more and more to decline, without
ky's mind) concluded not to occupy the help I must depart, but hope I shall recover
preaching house, until the trustees solicited on my intended voyage,
me, top'event wounding the cause of God.
Sunday, 25th. Spoke to near three thcjsand
good decorum, except in
750. I find that Roger Searle has withdrawn at Drummingtown:
a few. At Onancock, we had a shout. The
from the Methodist connexion.
19th. Spoke at Cambridge, in the Methodist sandy dust has been distressing ,'or hundreds
meeting house, and at Foster's chapel in the of miles: there has been no lain for near
afternoon ; then accompanying a carriage with twelve weeks over this country; so vegetatwo sister.s-, we, in crossing a bridge, es,pied tion and the cattle are in mourning, yet not so
some careless people and a lown. I expressed much here as in some parts of the north, this
a desire to preach; and on perceiving a col- land being more level.
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I viewed the camp ground, and preparations
making for the meeting, which I think the
most convenient I have seen. Spoke at Gairetson's meeting house, and in a farm house
at night.
755, 27th, A young woman took me in a
chaise to Northampton court yard, where I
held some meetings: being unable to ride ou
horseback, with propriety any longer, I sold
my horse, &c, at great loss. I find the great
have their trials as well as the small, from
what I now observe in others : but all shall
work together for good to them that love God.
756. 28th. f rode in a coachee to the camp
ground, with a family, having solicited several
to attend : I found hundreds on the ground to
be in readiness for tne next day. f have been
reading Wasldngton's life, and what must have
been his sufferings of mind during the war,
but particularly when retreating from New
York through the Jerseys, to Trenton, and the
gloomy aspect of the times ; his life and property in danger, and particularly if defeated ;
and yet was not cast down, but supported, and
finally won the day.—Here I reflected, if he,
through difficulties, endured to accomplish an
eartttly transitory design, shall I, for a little
earthly trouble, desert that which I think will
turn io the glory of God in the promotion of
the Kingdom of Clirist on earth : though I meet
with diificuities I will not despair : I want
mote faith; in order to accomplish the .spread
of the gospel, I want a greater acquaintance.
757 29th. By invitation from Dr. Chandler, the presiding elder, and preachers, f spoke
in the afternoon on sanctification; about three
thousand rose up in covenant, sundry of whom
came up to be prayed for ; and amongst
them three young women, two of whom
were prayerless three days before, and came
with me : one of them found pardon in a few
minutes, and shouted the piaise of God ; the
other was delivered shortly; and the third,
who owned the camp ground, found deliverance that night. Thus the work went on, so
that there could be no preaching until ten next
day, though the meeting had been appointed
for eight at night and morning. When I left
the place, the rain impeded the meeting, yet it
continued until Monday; and, on a moderate
calculation, there was reason to believe that
about five hundred vi'ere hopefully converted.
758. A captain sent word that I might sail
with him over the Chesapeake; but the wind
being high, and from such a direction, that I
could not be landed, where I would, so I must
where I could.
VVe sailed about one hundred miles in less
than a day, to Suffolk, where I spoke at night.
Our danger was great on the passage, in consequence of the sloop being old, and impossible to keep dry below decks.

Ill

759, Sunday, September 1st, I set off in a
chair for Portsmouth, it raining by the w a y ;
however, I preached, and also in Norfolk,
where two souls found peace: next day got
some temporal affairs adjusted, and returned
to Suffolk, where I spoke to about one thousand, and rode on a cart, as a chair could not
be obtained for love, nor hired for money.
760. 4th, Rlioda Williams, a. yonng woman,
oi late under concern for her soul, was somewhat unwell, yet took me in a chair, forty
miles, to Smith's chapel, before she alighted :
here we found a congregation of about three
thousand waiting, whom f addressed with liberty. Oh! may God remember Rhoda for
good, in recompense for her kindness. We
were deceived in the distance about seventeen
miles, yet the disappointment was prevented,
I had twelve miles to go this evening, so i
rode four in a cart, walked one, and a Connecticut pedlar coming along with his wagon,
carried me the remainder to Halifax, in North
Carolina, where I spoke, and got a letter from

Psggy761, 5th, Esq. B
-sent a servant and
chair with me to Ebenezer, where I addressed
about one thousand seven hundred : then a
friend whom I had never spoken to, said, if I
would dine with him, he would carry me in a
chair to the camp meeting, about twenty miles,
where we arrived that evening; thus I find
God provides for those who put their trust in
him.
6th. Camp meeting came on in the edge of
Franklin county; the weather was somewhat
lowering, which incommoded us at intervals :
thousands however assembled, and though
Satan was angry, and, by means of a few
drunkards, strove to make a rumpus or uproar,
yet I think, here was the best decorum I ever
saw, considering the magnitude of the assembly from this wilderness country. There were
near one hundred tents and upwards of sixty
wagons, &c. the first da}', besides carriages,
&c.
762. Philip Bruce, an old preacher and
friend, was presiding elder here.—The Lord
began a glorious work; it might truly be
sai I, we had the cry of Heaven-born souls,
and the shout of a King in the Camp. Some
months ago brother Mead hail agreed to appoint a train of camp meetings through his
district, the first of which was to begin a week
after this in Buckingham county,
Virginia,
which he had engaged me to attend, but being
unacquainted with my arrangements, he took
the liberty to anticipate the time, and publish
accordingly, which made the two meetings
clash; this brought me into a dilemma, as I
was necessitated to attend them both, not only
by engagement, but also to get my temporal
affairs wound up, and business settled with
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individuals who were to meet me, and also my
book concerns, as they related to meeting
houses, &c,
763. 7th. Feeling my mind greatiy exercised
about what was before me, I was convinced of
the necessity of attempting to force my way from
one camp meeting to the other, before they
should break, which would make a distance of
about one hundred and forty miles, to be traveled over in about forty hours, across a country,
where were no country roads, except for neighborhood or plantation convenience. I slept
but little the past night, in consequence of
laboring with mourners, conversation and
preaching; in my last discpurse I remarked
my decline, my necessity of departure, and intention of sailing shortly; as i bade the people farewell, hundreds held up their hands as
a signal of their intention, and desire, that we
should remember each other, when separated,
and if we never meet below, to strive to meet
above.
764. A young man whom 1 had never seen
before, took me in a carriage about forty miles
to his brother's where I took some tea ; then
a servant, carriage and two horses, were dispatched with me seventeen miles. A man, on
whom I was directed to call for further assistance, pleaded inconvenience, but asked me to
tarry till morning; so I took to my feet
and went o n : being feeble in body, 1 made
but poor headway, having the inconvenience
of near eight hundred dollars in a tin box. At
dawn of day, I arrived at Mecklenburgh court
house, where a chair was not to be hired on
any terms, but a gentleman who had never
seen me before, on finding out my name, gave
me a breakfast, and dispatched a servant and
two horses with me about twelve miles, (the
servant carrying my luggage,) but I growing
weak, and perceiving 1 must alight, espied a
chair, which 1 strove to hire, though at first
in vain, yet on telling them my name and situation, the mistress consented (her husband
being out) and the son for twelve shillings
carried me expeditiously ten miles, where I
called, making my case known as before; the
family rejected, until they understood my name,
when a servant was sent with me si.x miles :
here I called again, but was denied assistance,
until a female visitor said, " if you are Lorenzo Dow you shall be welcome lo my horse ;"
and so her son went with me thirteen miles ;
then I got some refreshment, but here could
get no assistance further, so I took to my feet
and went on as well as I could, being frequently assaulted by dogs on the road, at different periods of the night, and at length one
of thaia made such a fuss, that the master
came JOI with his gun to see what was the
matter; and as I spoke to the dog, he knew:
my Toice: be invited mu to come in and tarry, |

but not pitr.viling, aroused a servant to get
me a horse, so I mounted and pushed on, and
coming to a house, hailed them up for a pilot
on the road; the old man said, -'tarry till
morning;" I replied, " I cannot;'] then he dispatched several for his horse, whilst he should
dress himself, which doing in haste, he forgot
his small clothes until after his boots were on.
At length we started, and arrived on the camjt
ground just after sun rise, where I found Brotiter Mead and Papa and Mamma Hobson,
with hundreds of friends, who were surprised
and glad to see me, as they had despaired of
my coming: there were about ten thousand at
this meeting: scores were hopefully converted
to God, and the Lord was with them of a truth.
I addressed the auditory as my bodily strength
would admit, and settled my temporal a&irs
to my mind, though some in whom I had confided betrayed it.
765. Tuesday 10th, I bade the people farewell, the meeting broke, and I went home, in
the carriage to Cumberland, with Papa and
Mamma Hobson.
12th. A servant aided me four miles, whence
a friend helped me with a carriage to Richmond.
Sunday 15th. Having put to the press my
" Farewell lo America, a Word to the Public—
as a hint to suit the times." I preached in
Richmond and Manchester.—Then
brother
Dunnington, in his chair, carried me to Campbell camp meeting. Papa Hobson being with
us.—At this meeting a woman found peace
with God, who had thought camp meetings
scandalous for women to attend. Her husband, some months previous, had felt serious
impressions for some talk I had given him,
and he wanted her to go to the last camp meeting, but she to get off said, " if you or any of
the neighbors get converted at it, I will go to
the next; he found peace, and held her to her
promise ; she, as a woman of veracity, came,
though much to the mortification of her pride,
but now the happy pair went home rejoicing
in God.
766. Here, also, a man a hundred and three
years old, found peace, another man, some
nights ago, dreamt that he came to this meeting, and asked a black woman to pray for him,
and that God set his soul at liberty.—The
dream so impressd his mind, that he could not
enjoy himself until he came to see what we
were about, and searching round out of curiosity, he found the very countenance he had
seen in his dream: a secret impulse ran
through his mind—" ask her to pray for you j "
—which, at first, he rejected, but for the ease
of the mind, secretiy made the request, so .HS
not to be distinguished by the people, thinkii»
thus to avoid the cross; said she, " i f you wifi
kneel down I will;" thought he, " I shall mock
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the woman if I do not," and, when on his
knees, thought he, " the people are now observing me, and if I do not persevere, I shall
look like a hypocrite, the cross I must bear,
let me do as I will, therefore, seeing I have
gone so far, I will make a hand of it;" and
whilst on their knees, yielded in his heart to
be the Lord's; and God set his soul at liberty.
Thus God's words are verified, which say,
NOW is the accepted time and DAY of salvation.
The devil's time is a future one, but God is
immutable, and of course always ready. He
being love ; as saith the apostie, "God is in
Christ reconciling the world unto himself;"
therefore, the exhortation is, " b e ye reconciled
to God," i. e, " give up your will and heart to
God for Him to reign within," Look at the
thief on the cross and the jailer and family.
Paul's was the longest in the pangs of the new
birth, of any related in the Testament, yet that
was but three days; though some think it
must take a man two or three years to be converted; thus denying the freedom of the will,
waiting for what they term a special call; yet
it is evident, that the Spirit of God strives with
all, and no man will condemn himself for not
doing what he believes to be an impossibility;
yet many condemn themselves for acting as
they do; which implies that they believe they
had the power to have acted otherwise than
as they did, argues the power of choice and
the freedom of the human will which every
one must assent to,
767. I returned to the Lowlands, bidding
my friends farewell, and brother Dunnington,
who had accompanied me two hundred and
fifty miles.
Many dear faces in these lands I expect to
see no more until in a better world: a man
and wife who were my spiritual children,
were passing in a coach as I concluded my
meeting, they took me in and carried me a
distance, where brother Mead carrying me in
his chair, brought me to New Kent camp
meeting. The rain kept back many, however, there were about fifty hopefully converted to God in the course of the meeting; and
it may be said, "the beloved clouds helped
us," as my life had been previously threatened and the Collegians backed by their President the Bishop, said they would have been
upon us had not the rain hindered them, A
chump of wood being flung in through the
window, I leaped out after the man, he ran,
and I after him, crying, "run, run. Old Sam
is af^ter you; " he did run, as for his life, and
leaping over a fence hid among the bushes.
Next morning I cut Old Sam's name on the
wood, nailed it to a tree and called it Old
Sam's Monument.*
I asked the people pub-
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licly (pointing to the monument) who was
willing to enlist and serve so poor a master ;
I also observed, that the i eople who had
threatened my life, only upon hearsay accounts, were cowardly and inhuman, as I was
an entire stranger to them; and their conduct
against me was under cover, I said, " y o u r
conduct is condemnable, which expression
means damnable, and of course, to make the
best of you, you are nothing but a pack of
damned cowards, for there durst not one of
you show your heads," These young coxcombs were mightily grated, and to relaliate,
said that I cursed and swore : many I believe,
at that time, had a sense of the poor wages
the devil would give his servants,
768. Oct. 3d, Camp meeting began at Old
Poplar Spring church, and continued four
days ; several found peace, amongst whom
was a young woman that came ill with an
ague and fever, whose mother had long been
praying for her conversion; she was smote
down hy the power of God, but went home
well in soul and body. Many say these
camp meetings are injurious to health; but I
do not find ground to believe, that more evils
acrue than otherwise, considering the number and time : many go home better than they
came, even delicate women, who rarely would
step off a carpet for twelve months, grow
more healthy from that time,
769. 1 held meeting in Pace',s meeting house,
and Cole's chapel, and stayed with old father
Le Roy Cole ; he wrote a letter to Bob Sample, one of the most popular A-double-L-part
preachers in the country, who like a little
fice, or cur-dog, would rail behind my back:
he charged his conduct with being unmanly,
and said, " If Lorenzo be wrong, you ought
to come and correct him to his face, or hush,"
He attended, heard me preach, and then said
he would answer my discourse at a future
period, at the same time knowing that I was
leaving the country, I replied, it is hard not
to give a man a chance to defend himself, and
was minded that he should come out early
ne.xt morning, so as not to delay my journey,
and let the people judge where the truth lay;
he refused, until I insisted that backbiting
was unfair; however, I could not get him
out before eleven. I invited the people : we
met: He spoke two hours and forty minutes,
wearying the patience of the people ; though

young man was hired to pull it down ; but when he ar.
rived on the ground, and was looking at it, such were
the inward workings of Iws mind, that he fo.-bore to do
it-—The Collegians, backed by their President, w e r e
held back by the rain from disturbing us at this meeting ; and a few months after, one oi those who had a
hand lead on the van of this disturbance, had the end
of his nose bit ofl"; and another was flung from his horse
and broke his neck ; and several others were remarked
• T h e monument stuck to the tree for many months ; a to be followed with chastisement from the Lord.
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I was minded that we should speak fifteen
minutes at a time alternately, which he refused : but in his talk observed, " I dare not
say that Christ did not die for any living
man; I dare not say ne died for any who are
in hell.''' And many other expressions he
dropped similar to the above. I attempted to
follow him as well as I could, making remarks
upon the dark expressions to blindfold the
people, and said the man was not honest to
proceed in such an intricate way : said I, why
did he say, that " he dare not say Christ had
not died for any living man ? " because he did
not know but that that man was one of the
elect; again, why did he .say, " that he dar<j
not say that Christ had died for any who are
in hell ? " Because he did not believe that
Christ had died for any who are lost. This
shows he does not believe Christ died for all,
yet he was not honest enough to acknowledge
it in plain words; yet he has not brought
one scripture in support of his ideas, only
that sometimes the term all is limited: but,
said I, it never can be used with propriety in
the Calvinistic sense, because it always means
the greater part; yet they say a few, elect, or
a small number; and I gave about thirty passages to demonstrate it. He raked up the
ashes of John Wesley, and quitted the ground
before I had done."
770. Hence I rode with F and M. Cole to
camp meeting where the Molechites and some
split-off Methodists, had done much raischief
by prejudicing the minds of the neighborhood ; and to avoid a quarrel, were suffered
to occupy a meeting house which belonged to
the Methodists; however, the Lord was with
us, and thirteen souls were set at liberty in
the course of the meeting ; and though there
were the greatest discouragements against
this meeting, yet our enemies who came as
spies, acknowledged they never saw so much
decorum in so large an auditory.
771. Leaving Hanover I came to Louisa,
with brother Mead, where I attended the last
camp meeting for America.—Providence was
with us here; hundredsat these meetings gave
me their hands as a token of their desire that
I should remember them in my absence, and
that they would strive to remember me when
I should be beyond 'ne Atlantic : that God
would preserve, succed, .and bring me back
in peace, if consistent with His witi, and if
we meet no more below, strive to meet above.
It was a solemn feeling thus to bid friends
farewell, on the eve of embarking from one's
own native country for a land unknown, and
t'nere to be a stranger among.st strangers : at

this last meeting, in the act of shaking hands,
many left money with me, which sufficed to
bear my expenses to the north.
772. Perceiving my bodily strength more
and more to decline, and my heart still bound
to the European world I was convinced oi
the propriety of a speedy departure, and as
my wife did not arrive in Virginia, where I
intended to leave her at P. Hobson's ; for the
fever breaking out at New-York, expelled her
to the country, so that she did not get my
letters in time. I took the stage, and went
on to New-York, about four hundred miles in
about four days and,nights, not getting any
rest. The season being far advanced, I suffered by cold, but got an old cloak on the way
at Fredericksburg, which I once was necessitated to leave here ; arriving in New York, I
found my Peggy and friends well, and a vessel bound for Liverpool. I gave Peggy her
choice, whether to go to her friends who were
still at Pitt.-burg, waiting for a fresh in the
river, or to Virginia, to P and M. Hobson's,
who had made the request; or to my father's,
who had wrote to that purport; or to tarry
with friends in and about New-York who solicited : or to go with me to Europe, the dangers of which I had set before her: she
choosing the la.st, if agreeable to me: I engaged our passage accordingly, on board the
ship Centurion, {Benjamin Lord, Master,)
belonging to a steady fair Quaker!
773. When I was in Europe before, I suffered much from the political state of affairs,
for the want of a Protection, and proper Credentials; but now after I had got ready to
sail, only waiting for a fair wind, the Lord
provided me with them,—The penny post
brought me two letters one day, and one the
next, containing a certified recommendation
from the Governor of Virginia, with the Seal
of the State ; another containing an American
protection under the seal of the United States,
from Mr, Madison, the third man in the nation : this was obtained only on the intimation of a Methodist preacher: a third was
from the Town Clerk, Magistrates, County
Clerk, Judges and Governor of Connecticut,
giving an account of my parentage, &c, &c,,
as may be seen in the document,
774. Considei ing my four credentials, which
had so providentially fallen into my hands, I
thought it advisable to nave my protection
perfected so as to carry authority out of the
nation, and conviction oi evidence on an investigation ; and went to a Notary Public's
Office, with two substantial witnesses accordingly, viz, Nicholas Snethen and James Quackenhush: here my descriptions were taken,
• Leaving his bible behind.—The worldlings compared
Ui to officers fighting a duel—one flung down his aword, proven, and certified as may be seen in the
and run querying, sword fight for yourself.
beginning.
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775. SUNDAY,* Nov. 10th, 1805, having
got equipped for sailing, and my affairs settled as well as I could, considering my many
disappointments, the wind became fair, we
saw ttiem hoisting sail, and from circumstances I believe the captain designed to have
left us behind—so I hired a boat for ten shillings to put us on board. The sea was rough,
and I believe somewhat dangerous; but we
reached the vessel in time, and .she soon was
under way, I wrote a letter for our friends,
to notify them of our departure, which the
pilot took ashore; whilst writing we passed
the light-house, the sea began to toss the vessel, whilst an ocean without bounds seemed
to present itself to our view, and the land to
disappear. Poor Peggy went on deck to look
about, and beholding above, returned with
death seemingly pictured in her countenance,
—we lost sight of land before night; she began to grow sick, becoming worse and worse
for some days, and then recovered it better
than for some years,
776. 18th, The wind blows afresh gale:
the head of the rudder was observed to be
unsound : so the helm would not command
the ship, which exposed u.s to great danger.
The captain afterwards .said that he suffered
more in his mind on this voyage, than in all
the times he had been at sea before; however,
they got cordage and wedges, and bound it
together as well as they could, and carrying
less sail to prevent straining, we weathered
the voyage, as Providence favored us with an
aft wild.
777 20th, We are now on the banks of
Newfoundland, about one-third of our passage. There are thousands of seagulls around
our vessel, four land-birds came aboard, one
• Mr. N. Snethen tliis day spoke against me in three
dill'erent places of worship, which meeting-houses 1 had
never been suflered to occupy.—Compare this dale with
his OATH in the Preface, and his L E T T E R in the .Ap
ftniix, with their datet, ice.

EXPERIENCE.
THIRD.

of which the mate caught and let it go. In ,
one of the late gales it appears Peggy passed ;
through some trials of her faith, as I heard
her saying, " h o w much easier to rely on hu- j
man probabilities, than on divine promises." !
When our Lord called or set apart the twelve, ,
he did not at first send them to preach and do ;
miracles, but kept them with him a while, and .
then gave them commission lo go forth with ;
power, &c., and predicting what should happen to them in their latter days, to prepare
their minils for it, and afterwards it appears, :
he told them what should happen to himself, •
which it seems they did not realize, as they •
had an idea of a temporal kingdom; but he :
informed them that, what they knew not then, :
they should know afterwards more perfectiy.
Though God the Fattier had already revealed
to Peter, that Jesus was the Christ.
778. After our Lord's resurrection, he renewed a promise of the Holy Ghost or Spirit,
being given unto them more fully, yet commanded them to stay in Jerusalem until that
time should come, and then they were to go
and preach every where they could among all
nations; and for their encouragement, promised further to be with them unto the end of
the leorld, &c. Now, he cannot be with his
ministers, unless he hath miitisters to be with;
and this promise could not refer to the Apostles alone, as he previously predicted their
dissolution; therefore, i: must include succeeding ministers, which God in Christ would
raise up to tread in the Apostles' steps, and
they cannot be his ministers, unlf BS he has
sent them, any more than I can be the King's
ambassador, when no embassy has been coumitted to my charge.
Singing I once delighted in the sound of,
but after my conversion, abhorred it abstracted
from the spirituality, and when in Ireland,
almost was Quakerized in that sentiment, but
after I saw the effects of singing in the power
of faith at the camp meetings, &c., in the
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awakening and conversion of sinners, T was
convinced of the medium, and that singing
properly is a divine employment, and will be
done to the approbation and declarative glory
of God and our own profit.
779. December 3d. We have seen but three
vessels on the way, one of which was the
New York of Philadelphia, which had brought
General Moreau from Cadiz to
America,
whom I saw at Trenton ferry. The winds
have been very unsteady for several days,
like some people, almost in a gale and then a
calm.
780. We arc now in lat, 49. 29, and longitude about 20. I hope in a few days of
course, we shall breathe the air of the European world.
Surely the nigher I draw
across the mighty waters, the more I feel the
work of my mission on my mind at heart, and
am More and more satisfied that I acted in the
will of God in coming, let what may ensue,
I want to see Doctor Johnson, whom I have
not heard from this year and a half. A few
days now will put me in quite a different
sphere of life. I shall quit ship, and then
crosses, &c., to surmount, which I am conscious will require all the faith, zeal, wisdom
and patience which I am possessed of, and
after all must fail unless God be with m e :
but my reliance is on Him, the great, the
strong for strength, and as 1 penned before, so
j I do again, " I feel an uncommon exercise
about what is before me,"—What Doctor
Coke will say, I know not, perhaps there is a
great providence in my sailing to Liverpool
first, as I expect some have heard of me
there,
781. This is one of the happiest voyages
thus far I ever had, and my companion is a
great consolation to me as a lent favor, but
oh ! how apt we are to under or over value
the creature, and thereby lose its blessing designed by God for us. I am convinced of our
privileges of walking as it were in eternity,
whilst in this unfriendly world, i. e the soul
walking in the light of God's countenance,
whtist veiled in flesh and blood.
782. Whether I shall die a natural death,
to me at times is a query; and sometimes
causes sensations of heart: but while the soul
hangs on God alone, it cannot suffer, (properly speaking,) though in this probationary
state—still there may be outward trials, yet
inward peace, which is sweet and satisfactory
to the mind: Oh! what may me not attain
unto if we be faithful? Religion will beget
, sympathy, or a feeling for the welfare of
others—sin makes people dark and contracted,
selfish and barbarous, but religion the reverse;
and those acts of humanity, sympathy and
pity, which even the Indians and heathens
show forth, who can with propriety deny but

they are under the influence of God^s holy
Spirit 7—Oh ! that people would hearken mqre
to the guidance within, and not put so much
.stress ou what is handed down by tratlition
without evidence; then we should have more
affectionate ones, than we now behold among
the nations of the earth. Hundreds of my
American friends, I doubt not, are daily praying for me,
783. Whilst in devotion, Peggy hein^
called to a fresh trial of her faith in the gale,
the words of our Lord to his disciples, "others
have labored, and ye have entered into their
labors," went with pc^wer through my mind,
as on former occasions, and why have I to
labor in other men's labors, unless it be to
provoke them to jealousy.
784. There are three Methodist connexions,
besides the new connexion so catied, raised by
Alexander Kilham, viz. the English, Irish,
and the American Episcopal one; the two
latter I have travelled through from centre to
circumference, without their consent, and
though they have done
*
*
*
*
to hedge up my way, yet I have travelled
*
*
*
*
of Ihem as a body,
however much I am indebted to individuals,
as means under God to open my way, and give
me access to the people.
785. Thursday, Dec. 5th, saw two vessels
on our voyage; late at night saw land, and
afterwards pa.s.sed Waterford light-house.
786. 6th. Saw Wales; had a fair wind
with some gales; but all is well now. We
have eaten up but the smallest part of our
provisions—we shall soon be at the pilot
ground, and what will then ensue, is now in
the womb of futurity, but I expect to see the
providence of God in trials; but how, when,
by whom, or what means, I know not, yet
still I feel power to leave all to the Author of
breath and disposer of all events.
787. When on my former visit, I was advised to go immediately on board the vessel
again and work my passage back, as I should
have no opening there ; but as I could not do
ship-work, &c., did not, neither could I in
con.science comply. Then they warned the
Methodists against me, to starve me out, and
only one fantily received me at first, but after
God opened my way, they offered to pay my
passage liome, if I would quit the country,
and promise never to return, which in conscience I could not do, 'hen Dr. C
•
wanted me to go on a foreign mission to some
other part; I could not comply, neither in
reason nor in conscience. Then the conference passed a vote to hedge up my way
whether or no, &c. &c.—I may expect similar
from the English conference, on whose shorM
I shortiy expect to land, if they think me dependent; but my trust is in God.
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788. About the time I landed in Ireland befoic, this passage ran repeatedly through my
mind, Joshua iii. 7, and it hath been so imprinted on my mind, that now I make a
memoran.lum of it—again—Isaiah—" ye shall
go out with joy" (from the
*
*
*
*
*) "and be led forth with peace" (of
mind by the spirit of God,) " t h e mountains
and hills" (of difficulties and discour.agements)
"shall break forth before you into singing"
(of salvation) " and all the trees of the field
shall clap their hand.s" (for joy,) &c.—Beginning of the Millenium—camp meetings
789. 7th We took in a pilot and came to
anchor in a dangerous place, if the wind had
blown a gale, as the tide would not admit of
our going over the bar, and the weakness of
the rudder would not admit of beating into the
quarantine ground. We heard of the defeat
of the French and Spaniards off Cape Trafalgar, by Nelson, and also of the defeat of the
Austrians.
Wrote to Dr. Johnson in Dublin,
to let him know of my arrival.
790. Sunday, 8th, slipped our cables and
came up the river by the town; saw about
forty wind-mills as I sailed, and a few ships
of war; and not wharfs as in America, but
lock dock.?, &c. the country around appears
like a garden, considering the season of the
year; I sent a letter ou shore to-day, for Edward Wilson, attorney-at-law, with one. inclosed from his brother, John Wilson, booksteward to the Connexion in America.
11th. I wrote a letter to the preachers in the
city as preparatory
Wrote some letters to my
friends in America. The ship carpenters came
and examiner! our rudder, ami made reports accordingly to the officers of government, relative
to our state—we were exem[)ted fro.n quarantine
after a detention often days, which time passed heavil}? away, two miles above the town
in the river, as we had a bill of health from
the British Consul.
791. Dee 17th. Tuesda}'—at five o'clock
this morning, the Prodic came on board,
which m'^.de me rise and prepare to go
on shore, and. see what God would do for me
there, I must undertake it by faith, as I know
no one in town, and have heard of no friend.
The captain will go ou shore by sight, but 1
cannot see an inch before me; but I had
rather die, than not see Zion prosper, before I
quit this kingdom. 0 Lord ! prepare my way
and give me wisdom in this matter, is what
tills morning I ask of thee.
792. About ten o'clock we attempted to go
on shore. I heard the tolling of the bell,
which gave me a solemn feeling, under a sense
of mortality; when I reflected, that when at
Quebec, I saw a boat come (from the ship of
war) with something in it, which at first appeared like a white chest, but as it approached
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nigher, I found it to be a coffin,—When I first
landed at Savannah, in Georgia, I retired to
a solitary place for meditation, and fotind a
yard, with a brick wall, and the gate down,
and as I entered, beheld the humble piles of
earth, under which lay the silent human dust
also when in Dublin, I saw the genteel mode
of burying, the hearse drawn by six horses,
and coaches following; but in the west of Ireland, I espied across a dale, a company coming down, and as we drew near to each other,
I saw on a board, a corpse dressed like a beggar,
which they carried over an old church wall to
enter it; thus I see the different modes and
forms, according to their ranks, in every land
where I have travelled : so mortality prevails
and sweeps down all, which caused further
remembrance, when once in New Salem, Massachusetts, whilst riding by myself, in a .shrubbery pine plain, I suddenly came to an opening, where were some graves, and one near
the path had these words on the head-stone.
"Behold, ye strangers passing by,
As you are now, so once was I ;
As I am now, so must you be,
Prepare for death and follow me."

Also the ancient castle.s, I saw in Ireland,
which were said to be destroyed in the days
of Cromwell, yet none could tell me when
they were built. Thus I reflected, "children
did exist, (as I, when playing at my father's
house) who built these ancient ruins; they
are gone, and many generations since, and at
length Lorenzo Dow, came upon the stage of
action, who after a few more revolving years,
shall be seen to act here no more ;"' and thus
my reflections flew from thing to thing, as we
were landing, and the solenm tolling, ringing
in my ears, but I felt consolation of the prospect,
by and by, of a better world to me unknown.
793. We landed from the leaky boat about
a mile above the town, and glad was 1 to get
once more on land, as the boat was constantly
bailed by two, on its w a y — W h a t now? I
am on shore in an old country; old in inhabitants, and old in sin : but new to me, for I
never was on the English shore before,
794. I left my Peggy at the Captain's
boarding house, whilst I went to transact
some business of money matters, and delivered letters of introduction, &c., but all was
gloomy—I returned to her, and about the
town we wandered till aU our letters were delivered but one, and where that would be left
we could net find, until I observed the name
on the wall, as we stopped, pondering what to
do; as the man whose name answered to the
letter, observed we did not turn to go off, said
come in ; one said, whilst he was silently reading the letter,—"dost thou know one Lorenzo
Dow V I was surprised, and answering in
the affirmative, equally surprised them.
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795, The man said, tarry a night or two,
but the wife objected inconvenience, so we put
up at a boarding house, at twenty-eight shillings
British, per week, for one:—got letters from
Dublin—strove to get places for meeting—
spoke once in an A-double-L-part place—the
minister was friendly to my face, but afterwards said I was crazy. We strove five
times to sail to Dublin, but was forced back
by contrary winds, and twice were like to be
lost; the woman, who asked if I knew one
Lorenzo Dow, was a Quaker, and having
formed some acquaintance with Henry Forshow's family. No. 40 Edmund street, took me
there one day ; these were Methodists; the
last time we were driven back, our hostess
having taken in so many boarders, there was
no more place for us : when before we knew
it, ca'led in to Mr. Forshow'.s, whose wife invited us to tarry all night, which was esteemed by us as a Providence. We staid here a
few days. One evening a woman came suddenly in, and said some people were in a
neighboring house, who wished to see the
American—I went, and finding about twenty
together, without any ceremony, singing or
prayer, I stood up and gave them a preach, to
their great surprise, and God fastened conviction on one woman's heart, who the next day,
with her husband, wished me to preach at
their house, which I did for a few evenings,
where were some Methodists of the old society
and Kilhamites, when shortly after a conversation ensued at the leader's meeting, what
encouragement shall we give Lorenzo the
American ; at the old party it was lost—at the
new, I was invited by vote, &c.
796. Part of my experience being in a
Magazine, which I had published to give
away, when in Ireland before, contributed to
clear my way, &c.—I spoke in Zion not many
times, some were awakened and joined society, the preacher was prejudiced ; one meeting,
Peter Philips, of Warrington, attended, having come to town, on bu.siness, and felt his
mind strongly drawn to come to Zion. After
meeting, as I went into the vestry to get my
hat, two women came to be prayed for, being
under distress of mind ; the vestry was filled
with people, and four soon were lying on the
floor under the power of God, which some
thought was faintness, and used fans and
called for water, whilst others thought they
were dying and were frightened, thinking we
should be called to an account; but I told
them to hush, it was the power of God : and
they soon canr.e through happy, which caused
Piter to give me an invitation to his neighborhood : I asked him what they were, and
told him to go home and tell his people, and
if they were unanimous, I would come, (being
on my way to London,) and preach—he did.

and they were unanimous.—^These, in derision, were called Quaker Methodists, because
they were so simple, using the j>/om language,
and held class-meetings, &c.
797- Througih the medium of Mr. Thomas
W—, a local preacher, I called on the preachers
of the Old Connexion, on my landing, (he, with
his brother, having got a letter from their brother in America, the Rev. John Wilson, one of
the book stewards.) The testimonials, letters,
&c., were left for their inspection. Mr. Brown
was as a cousin, on my calling according to
direction. Mr. Barber seemed satisfied with
my testimonial credentials; but as Thomas
Taylor, (one of the oldest preachers) came in,
he wanted me to begone, not waiting to hear
what Mr. Barber had to say, but interrupted,
saying, I fear he is not settled in his head, &c.
As I was going out, Mr. Barber put W's into
my hand, saying, it may be ofserviato you—
but I having not then the consent of the
W
's, laid it on the table and went off.
Through another local preacher, I called on
Mr. Atmore, (who wrote the Methodist memorial.) He came to the door, and said if I had
not special business with him, he could not
see me, advising me to go to Mr. B
, I replied, I have been there, and want to form
some acqtiaintance with you ; so he shut the
door upon me, without inviting me to come
in. I thought perhaps there was a cause, and
so called again : met similar treatment;—^third
time children came and said call to-morrow
morning; I did, and found the gate locked;
so I pounded, but none could I rally, &c.
798. The power of God was present, as I
preached twice in Warrington : thence I went
to Manchester, wandered about for eleven
hours, to get a place to lodge, but could find
none for love or money, among christian or
sinner, except one, which I thought to be a
house of bad fame, and not prudent to stay in;
I called on Jabez Buntin, but he would not
be seen, and the public hou.ses were full: but
as I was getting pas.sage for London, in the
coach, I found a garret, where 1 might stay,
being near ten at night. I heard Jabez, and
also in the morning, then I went to Brodas
Bandroom.
Here in sermon, one looked earnestly at me, .said—you are a stranger—dine
with me. I did—stayed two days; a chapel
offered of the New connexion. Preacher and
trustees said they would be passive, if I could
obtain an assembly : so I got one thousand
hand-bills, and gave them through the town;
got five hundred to speak to, and a thousand
next evening, same way, as the preachers
would not suffer me to publish from the pulpit, ,
my appointments, &c.
799. On my arrival in London, I delivered,
with much difficulty, all my letters, but two or •'
three, and those persons could not be found
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One place in Monmouth street, the woman to trary to my advice, as I desired to do no harm,
whom a sum of money was sent, would hard- but when the people were assembled, I dared
ly give me access, to deliver her some money, not do otherwise than to speak to them; so 1
sent from her friend in America, they are so stood on a bench, not feeling freedom to gc
afraid of strangers : she took the letter ; I told into the pulpit, as that was the object of conher she must read it, and I must come in ; the tention ; spoke twice, then the trustees were
daughter said, come in, but placed herself be- afraid, I made neither of the appointment.s—
tween me and the door, that she might alarm it was themselves; so I spoke in a salt pan,
the neighbors, if I was a robber I staid a few and about twenty were sti'uck under convicdays—^held no meetings—got the king's li- tion,—The meeting-house was then open
cense to stay in the kingdom, under his seal again, but as the preacher S, D
was so
manual.
Surely she is more like the city of rash, he like to have broke up the society,
Babylon than any other city, to fiU the w^rld and kept many out until he was gone the
with her merchandise, and answers better to circuit, which otherwise would have joined
that mentioned in Revelation, than any other. immediately, I visited Boltoii, Haijton, NorThe British appear to me to lie under an in- ley, Preston, and the File Country, and God
fatuation, as it relates to their " wooden walls," was with me, opening my door step by step,
for the means of coming with a flotilla, is and raising me up friends against times of
doubtless more than many know, and might need ; neither did he suffer me or my Peggy,
set them " walls" on fire, " Cursed be he that to want in this strange land, though we asked
trusteth in the arm of fle,sh, but blessed is he for no assistance,
whose God is the Lord," V is used for w, and
801, Travelling so extensively, exposed m.e
w for V—" conwerted, conwicted, and I wow to a fine and imprisonment, and the families
I will," &c, &c. There were many curious that entertained me to fifty pounds each, as
monuments to behold, but as the state of the my license was limited; but I dare do no
country was such, I did not think it proper to otherwise than go, feeling how I could achold forth here in meetings, it being the me- count to God : so I went in his name and he
tropolis, and as the laws of these lands require opened my way, gave me favor in the sight
every preacher to have a license for that pur- of the people, and access to thousands ; yet 1
pose, obtained from the »essions with oath of had souls for hire, almost in every neighborallegiance, and two others, or be subject to hood where God cast my lot, though many
twenty pounds fine ; also every place must be hard sayings were spoke, and man}'^ letters as
licensed or pay twenty pounds, and the hear- a bull, sent up to block up my w a y ; but
ers five shillings each, &c,, which things mili- hitherto the Lord hath been my helper, pretated against me, as I was an alien, consider- server and protector, and on him will I rely
ing the times, and was a trial of my faith, I for strength,
believe I ought to conform to the laws of the
802, When in London, Adam Clarke treated
country which I am in, if they don't militate
against the law of God, and my own con- me as a gentleman ; he frequently had heard of
science ; but if I cannot in conscience submit me from America ; but did not show or disto it, I could not take the oath, and of course cover it, by his conduct, but said Dr, Coke
was to preach in such a place that evening ;
could not have the license,
so off 1 ran, as hard as I could pull, to see
800, I returned to Manchester—spoke in the littie man, as he was the only one I knew
They were singing as I came
Zion's Temple, so called, belonging to the in England.
Kilhamites ; but as I once spoke on A-double- into the meeting-house; after sermon; I got
L-partism, they would allow me to speak one to introduce me to him, hut though he
there no more. In Warrington, among the first appeared friendly as when in Georgia,
Quaker-Methodists, we had a great revival yet on finding out my name, asked what I
under an outpouring of the spirit of God, and came there for? and before I could tell him,
many were gathered in, which brought many he turned lo another : he shook hands, and
out, from other vicinities, to hear and see ; so bid all in the room farewell, except me, and
that I got invitations into various places, and went suddenly off; so 1 had seven miles, as it
God was with us at Risley, Appleton, Thorn, were at the hazard of my life, to walk to the
Lymn, Preston Brook, and Frodshad, Here, opposite side of London, to my lodgings late
when [ first was invited, before I went, Simon at night; next time I saw him was in LanDay recaUed my appointment, and then sent castershire, he supposed Peter to be one of the
word by Musquit, that I would not be receiv- old society's official members, and Peggy to be
ed, and must not come. I thought the errand his wife, and treated them very friendly: f asked
strange, (Musquit being ashamed, did not deli- him if he thought he should be over to the next
ver the message to me, he only came to the cooi, general conference, he replied, if the connexion
catied Peter, and told him, and so went off,) positively sees it necessary, and insists upon it,
I went—the m^eethig-house was opened con- and cannot do without me. I saw him at the
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Dublin and Leeds conferences, but did not
speak together, as I could not intrude myself
with propriety any more ; many wondered
why it was, that the Doctor did not publish
me, and make a public example of me, whilst
others enquired, what for ?
803, Mr. B
, called my hostess to
account for my Peggy's going into band meeting, though she had her certificate from Elijah
Woolsey, as an acceptable member on the
Western circuit.
Saturday, May 3,i, 1806. I spoke in Preston-brook, and prospect of good, as a number
appeared under deep divine impression. I
bade them farewell for the present, and went
to Warrington, where I spoke the next morning, and had a comfor.able season, in the little
chapel belonging to those called Quaker-Methodists, and found that about forty new members had joined them in my absence, and the
prospect of good increases. Thence to Risley,
where I found several had been set at liberty
since I was there last. From this I went to
Leigh, where I spoke to about two thousand
people, at the Methodist chapel, of the old
connexion : and we had a powerful season.
This is the first chapel of the old Methodists,
into which I was vohintarily invited by what
they call a round preacher,
804, Monday, 5th, I spoke at Loton Common, and found a number more hail been
brought into liberty; we had a great display
of the divine presence. Hence I walked fifteen miles to Hayton bridge, spoke at seven
o'clock, and twice a da}' afterwards, for several days, and the ])rospect greatly increased,
and several backsliders were reclaimed, and
some were brought into liberty, I vi,sited
Blaekrod and Carley, but I fear with littie
success.
805, Saturday, 10th, I spoke in a countiy
village on my way to Preston, not in vain,
Sunday, 11th. 1 spoke four times in Preston, and attended a love-feast, of what is called by some the free gospelers or third division
of Methodists ; and six souls gave comfortable satisfaction of being brought into liberty
this day. Hence I visited the File Country
for several days ; but was disagreeably disappointed of hearers, by my appointments not
being regularly given out; however, I spoke
to a few, here and there. In this journey I
saw a woman, who preached, and I was informe.l that .she was born three month,s, before
the time, and remained without nourishment,
wrapped in flannels, in a torpid state like
sleep, yet frequently moving ; the natural
heat supported near a fire, and in about thirteen weeks, appearances or actions took place,
such as in a child new born at the full time.
806. 15th The tide being out, I cro.ssed
Preston river, in a cart, at a ford three miles
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•^•ide, called the Guide, and walking a few
miles, in the rain, took the canal boat, and arrived in Liverpool about five in the evening,
and completed the bargain for printing my
journal.
I held a few meetings in Liverpool; and
had the satisfaction to find more people rejoicing in God.
8 37 Here I find that my hostess had been
called to an account for inviting Peggy to a
band meeting ; although she had a certificate
of her membership from America : and a number of their own members also were called to
an account, for having attended some of my
former meetings.
808. Sunday, 18th. We embarked in the
Lark with Hannah Gough, the Quaker woman ; who said to me, the first day I come on
shore in the country, in the hou.se where I
presented a letter, &c. " Dost thou know one
Lorenzo Dow in America ?" (She having
seen me formerfy in Dublin, but did not now
recognize my person, only my voice reminded
her of the name.)
809, Tuesday, 20th, With a light breeze
from Liverpool we reached Dublin harbor, and
the tide now serving to come to the wharf, I
took a boat for Dunlaiy, where I landed about
six o'clock, and hiring a jingle, came to Dublin, and whilst walking to New street, William
Thomas, the man at whose house I first lodged when in this country before, suddenly met
me at the end of a street; we recognized each
other's countenances, and were in each other's
arms before a word was spoken on either
side, and our hearts were mutually refreshed
as in former d a y s ; he went with me to No,
102, where I was in hopes to have embraced
my dear Doctor and mamma Letitia, but the
servants informed me of their having just
gone o u t : I waited with uncommon anxiety for their return, whilst the servants went
through the city in search of them.
I took tea with a very feeling sense of obligation for past favors; but still the Doctor
and his companion not returning, I went to
Thomas street, with William Thomas, to see
his wife, and received some letters, which I
was informed were from Amei'ica. This patr
was the first couple in whom I ever saw as I
thought, a happiness in matrimonial union;
I embraced her in my arms, with a feeling remembrance of my first reception, when a
stranger in this city, and but two shillings in
my pocket, when all other hearts, seemingly
were shut against m e ; here I had an asylum
though reproved for harboring me and giving
me bread. I returned and found the Doctor
had come home, and was an.\iously waiting
my return, whsch was near eleven at night;
we embraced each other in our arms, and 4
mamma Letty gave me a kiss and a heaiqc
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welcome. Thus I was cordially received after an absence of five vears, one month and
eighteen days,
810. Thursday, May 22, 1806, The German Church was opened to me by invitation
to the Doctor, before I came ; but the Wardens considered themselves slighted, not having
been consulted, and one of them said at the
leader's meeting, " If you are not willing he
should have the liberty, it shall be prevented,"
They replied, they had nothing to do or act
concerning i t : however, as I was not willing
to be called a thief or robber, 1 chose to come
in by the door, and went to the above Warden accordingly. This Church belongs to the
German Congregation, but is occupied by the
Methodists and COOPER, he belonged to Lady
Huntingdon's party, but now is near a Sandimanian.
I held a number of meetings, that
were respectable and very profitable to many,
Alice Cambridge, the woman who was so attentive to me when in this country before,
still continues her meetings, and give up her
meeting and room to me, and another company
who occupied it, alternately, did the same, so
that my way was opened, and the quickening
power of God, seemed to be present at most
of the meetings which I held in the above
place, (and at Squire Shegog's, the barracks and
the streets) which amounted to about twenty
in number.
811. I was invited to hold a meeting in
Rcnelagh, by a rich old woman, who had
built a preaching-house, which she had given
to the Methodists, and a door from her bedchamber opened into the gallery ; her own
house not accommodating the number, she
with much fuss and ado got the preachinghouse open, which I refused to occupy, lest I
should be esteemed a thief, but addressed them
from her chamber door, and we had a good
time. The Doctor I found had been lately
unwell in my absence, but was now recovered.
812. Saturday, June 7th, 1806. Having received invitations to the country, through the
medium of the Missionaries, G. Ousley and
W Hamilton and others; I set off for Wicklow county in a gig, through the kindness of
a backslider, whose heart God had touched.
I held a meeting at Newtown, Mount Kenedy,
by the way to Wicklow, where I found religion
low. We had quickening times, though with
difficulty I got the people convened at the
latter.
813. Sunday, 8'.h. I spoke thrice in the
town, and once at Widou Tighe's, who was
pnijudiced agai'.st me when here before.
9th, I gave my last, and a backslider took
' me in a jaur ting car to Rathdrum, whence a
man helped me with a horse to Cappagh,
where I spoke that sight and next morning,
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and then departed with him to Hacketstown.
Here I spoke seven times in three days, having previou,sly been invited by a man, who
had married one of my spiritual daughters;
she with her sister, who had married a. Methodist preacher, still endured ; these were the
daughters of the old man, who felt these words
to run through his mind, whilst they talked
with me back and forth through the door,
when I v/as in Ireland before, "be not.forgetful to entertain strangers."
Two others of
his chile..' >n God gave me for my hire n o w ;
the quickening power of God seemed to be
displayed in the different meetings ; and convictions and conversions were shortly multiplied, and not long after my departure, I was
informed that about fourscore were added to
society, the most of them happy in God,
814. I spoke in Baltinglass on my way to
Carloiv. in both places I had good times,
and a preacher was friendly whom I formerly
thought cool; he invited me to meet a class
and attend his quarterly meeting; with the
latter I could not comply, I rode on the car
of my daughter, which brought me here to the
colliery, where I found the missionaries praying with some mourners : here was a big
meeting appointed, which they called a camp
meeting, but I a field meeting ; there being no
tents, only the open air, in imitation of
America.
So I see the spirit of the revival is spreading
in the breasts of the children of men; here I
saw Mr Averill, who appeared as friendly as
ever, and solicited my attendance at another
meeting of magnitude, at Mount Melick and
some other places. At this meeting I preached, and when he had done, I invited up the
mourners to be prayed for; several found
peace, and we had a refreshing season from
the presence of God.
815. A Romanist interrupted the meeting,
which caused many of them to run away, supposing him to be a priest, I never knew that
in this our day, priestcraft was so influential,
and carried such a dread to the fear of man.
Next morning I spoke again—the Missionaries took about fifty into society; hence we
went to Castle Comber. They spoke in the
street, and I beside the chapel door, having
the clinrch minister present, whose relations
gave him a look whilst I was repeating, what
I heard an old man say in my infancy, that a
minister's call was two hurdred pounds settlement, and one hundred pob-'ds a year.
816. Next morning I spolce again, and
breakfasted with the clergyman's friends, who
seemed piou.sly inclined ; here the Missionaries took about forty into society, and then we
went to Kilkenny.
The above priest said the
Missionaries were mountebanks,
kidnapping
the people—in this place we stayed three
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days. Tlie Mi<>ionarii's attacked Poperi/ in preaching house : even TOBI.\S said that he
the strei'ts t w i c or thrice a day, and 1 attacke I thought 1 was an honest man, when he read
sin \vi:li A-loul)le-I>-partism in the jireaching Sneti'ien's letter, asserting in the most po.sitive I
lua^f. w l i c h c a u - e l roii-iier.rble uneasiness terms, tliat I was an impostor; though he had
in the tiiwu; the .Mi}or had a jmlaloe a spat with the Doctor, about keeping his hat
flun:^ at his he 1 i, ami also receive! a letter oil in the meeting at prayer time; the Doctor
without a ,-i:;hatnre, threatening that if he did replied, because 1 believe thou art not sent of
not [lut us throe out of town, his house should the Lord to pray nor preach, for thou art the
be [lullel down on his hea 1.
man that u,sed Lorenzo ill and never repented
817 They took about Ihiily into society of it, nor of the poor woman whose heart
here. I bade s.iiiic old friends farewell ; so thou broke, and was the cause of her death,
we ilcparte.l to Miuicij-lic'^. where [ ,^poke and her blood is upon thee—he turned off
un ler an a-h—had a gnol time, though under shocked and confused. This man, in the
some depression of mind. I attended two course of my absence to America, was stauliier meetiuijs iu a large warehouse ; here 30 tioned on the LARNE circuit, where some of
were t.iken iiitci societ}', and some shortly be- my spiritual children spoke in a love feast
fore, mal.iiii: ei--hty-two in all.
William concerning the blessing of my labors to their
Iliinr'!',,! luok ine in a gig to Carlow, where souls, which caused him to reprove them,
I -poke at 10, A. .'»I., intending to comply with saying, " Let Mr. Dow alone, if you have any
Mr AveriU's i;ivi!;i!ion, but w.as prevented hy thing to say for God, speak it;"—he also has
suM':i inward illness, which flung me into been put back on trials, for some improper co,ispasm-, 'ike coiivulsions; so by the advice of duct; thus, those who are hard ujjon others,
mv f]i':'nds I stayed until next day, and then find hardships to overtake themselves. In the
W H
n attended me in the canal boat, same house whore he first checked me, taking
about Sf.'VL'iity Knglish miles to Dublin, where the hymn out of my mouth, &c., the Doctor
1 arrived about ten at ni;i;ht, on Sunday the gave him his due, in the presence of several
2-:!.l. an.l found my Peggy and friends well at of the preachers and people, which I could
the U>jctor s : he said he thoujijht my complaint not find that any of the conference were disproceeded irom an abscess of the liver, bursting pleased with the Doctor for. Tobias' imperinto the cavity of the belly outside of the linency, because the Doctor believed and practised some of the Quaker forms, gave rise to
bowels.
818. A love-feast being held at Gravel-walk, this,
I was informed that a nmnber sj>oke ihere of
821, Snethen's letter from New York to
beinj: quicd^ene I liy in}- last visit.—I break- block up my wa}-, was investigated at the
fasti'.l scveitil times in company with IF/n. leader's meeting, and unanimously acknowSinit.'i. the iissistiiiit preaclier; he invited me ledged to have been written in a bad spirit,
to piay in tlie families, and is thought by .some and diil me no injury, but refuted itself, and
to be one ot the mo>t populaj' pioacliers in so opened my way,*
Ireland. I find lie is a great kingsman, but I
8-22. About these days, Wm. Thomas, Dr
am convinced that many in these countries, Jotinson told me, had a liver complaint, which
who have been shining lights, are in a more I remembered when he was taken unwell: the
liiki\\ ;ii HI state than they are aware of. I disorder increased to a degree of iirsanity,
coiitiiiuel rny meetings as before—the Lorii which ea ised him to leap out of a window, on
was with Us, and th(> revival si^eiiicd to iii- the third floor, and yet so as only to break his
crea-t; with some of tlic jircachers, who still thigh.—After this he came to his right mind,
retaine.l a dcL(ice of life as they came tc "on- and called off his thoiu^hts from the worM to
t.-rcnce, olsei ve 1, and took hold with me tieart <li\inc subjects, and the last words he said beand hand.
fore hoex])ired were glory .' -s^lnry.'—He was
.S19. Due evening, I was informed upwards attended by an ungodly Physirim, and Surof twenty preachers were present, amongst geon, who prohibited him seeing religious
whom were several of the old preachers, that visiters, and pronounced him in a fair way for
had trc;ite I ine with coolness and neglect when recovery after his fall; hut Dr Jotinson, who
here before, besi Irs others who had been did not attend him, said he would die, his livfriend!}-; amoni^st these was Mr. Averill, who er being rotten, &c.
requested me to tour the kingdom at large.
823, I put the first part of the second vol820. During this visit at conference time, I ume of my journal to the press, which conreceived not one unkind wonl from any of the tained one hundred and twenty pag-es duodepreachers, bu: the reverse; several gave me cimo. Having now compleied my visits and
eneouragciiieiit to visit ihein in their circitits, business, 1 contemplated a depiarture ; saw Dr.
and also jiersuaded me to go into the ])ulpitat
• A meeting of about seventy official ii.embers, the reRanelagh, where f had preached from the sult
of which was—" wiitten ia a bad spirit by a wiclud
chamber door, through the gallery into the
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Coke, who did not speak to m e ; but I had
several more refreshing seasons, and embarked
for England in the Lark, Capt. Williams,
hating my Dr. Johnson in company. The
wind seemed contrary, and a pro.spect of a
long and a tedious passage at first, however,
the wind came round, and we were favored
with only about thirty hours on the water. A
doctor of a Guineaman, a passenger, treated
me at first ungentlemanlike on the w a y ; Dr.
Johnson fell in conversation with several of
the cabin passengers, who were Romanists ;
which seemed to cast some light upon their
minds; and on his informing them about me,
they expressed a desire that I should preach
in the cabin, which accordingly I did: the
Guinea doctor was the first to propose and
urge my preaching, he having previously
made very humble acknowledgments for his
rudeness, saying to my Doctor, that it had cost
him a tear.
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erty of his pulpii; the young preacher was
also willing, but the trustees objected.
I have held meetings twice every day since
my arrival here, and there seems a quickening
among the people. This party, it seems, were
once of the old society, but driven off' on account of not obeying orders which they conceived to be hard; they call themselves the
Christian Revivalists, some call them tha Free
Gospellers ; they are of the third divi.sion, (the
Kilhamites being the second,) somewhat similar to the Quaker Methodists, and of the spirit
of the Methodists in America.
827, Sunday, July 20lh, JMy labors were
equal to seven sermons, which gave me a fine
sweat, that was very refreshing, and seemed
to add to my health, as I felt better at night
by far than in the morning, and more able to
preach another sermon than I was at first.
In speaking twice in the street I addressed
about five thousand, I attended a love-feast,
824. Saturday, July 12. We landed early in and wrestled with mourners at night, having
the morning at Liverpool, called on Mr, For- stood, &c., about ten hours or upwards, in the
shaw, my printer, and kind ho.st, and after different exercises through the day. I observgiving som« directions about my books, we ed that for people to make a noise, and say
took our departure in the coach for Warring- loud amens, &c., was irksome to me, and I
ton, •t.nd arrived safe in the afternoon ; where would like as well to hear a dog bark, unless
I found my friends well, and many glad tosee it came from a proper feeling in the heart,
us, and some of my spiritual children shed which if it did, would carry its own convictears at our meeting.
tion with i t ; but otherwise it would appear
Sunday, 13th. I spoke four times; we had flat, and bring a deadness over the mind; and
tender seasons.
to make a fuss and pretend feeling without
14th, Gave my last, and many seemed to possessing it, is a piece of hypocrisy, like a
take fresh courage for the Christian race to man possessing a vessel of water partly full,
glory, and one soul found peace.
yet would say it was running over, and to
825._ 15th, We walked to Knuttsford, I prove it, would tilt the cup, that it might run
spoke in the Old Methodist chapel, but there over. Yet if people feel the pov.'er of God,
seems to be a hardiness over these meeting (of which I have no doubt at limes they do,)
houses in England, so I don't have such good to constrain them to cry for mercy or shout
times in them as in Ireland and America, or for joy, I can bear it as well as any one. I
even the third division here. We came to dare not oppose it, knowing that God commuMacclesfield, where I spoke at r i g h t ; John nicates these .superlative blessings, that others
Mee and Peter Philips, being with us, having also may be benefitted by i t : as I have seen
walked twenty-four miles that day.
a general move from the conviction through
A man being urged by his friends to read one, more than from a whole sermon, which
deistical writings, when dying, CUP.GED those if the person had suppressed, he would have
who were the instigators, and T. P's Age of quenched the spirit of God,
Reason, being in black despair. Oh ! how
I spoke sixteen times vvhile here, which
careful people should be, what they ask oth- was short of six days; 1 think about twenty
ers to do ; for one act may cause repentance professed to find peace in that time ; some
with tears in vain, without a po.ssibility of re- backsliders were reclaimed, sinners awakened,
traction,
and a considerable move in the town. After19th, I feel much unwell, unusual sensa- wards I was informed by a letter, that the resations, which I conceive originates from the vival went on increasing, so that three, five,
absces.s, but trust by God's favor to re- eight, and even so many as fourteen appeared
cover.
to be converted at a meeting, besides sundry
826. We have visited Joseph Bradford, one who found peace the afternoon, evening, and
of the oldest preachers of the Old Connexion, morning after my departure.
he being a former friend and acquaintance of
828. 21st. I found a similar people'3nStockthe Doctor's, he manifested after the Doctor's port, who had been driven out from the Kilsuggestion that had I called on him when I hamites; I held meeting with them at night and
first came tc town, I should have had the lib- next morning, which were comfortable times.
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The late Society who separated at the bandroom in Miinchcsier, have seen the abuse of
itinerancy so much, that they are prejudiced
against having any at all, but think the Gospel
can be spread sufficiently by locc^ preachers
alone*
2-2d. I arrived in the evening at Oldham,
where also I found some of what may be called the Third Division ; had good times at night
and in the morning,
23d. The Doctor was with me all this time,
and helped me some at Macclesfield; but being disappointed of a place in the coach, we
set off 0:1 foot for Leeds in Yorkshire, where
we arrived next day in the afternoon.
0;i tile way we were frequently beset with
rain, and the Doctor having left his cloak and
great coat behind, was exposed to the weather,
and beint!; unaccur-tomed to be much wet with
rain, having always had a good fire at home,
he was now put to his shifts, (possessing a
delicate constitution,) and strove to take shelter be.side a wall or rock more than once or
twice ; however, one time we stopped i-n a cottage, where he got some repose in sleep, whilst
I dried his coat at a peet fire. Another time,
we evaded a shower whilst resting at breakfast, yet the Doctor was determined, let the
weather continue as it might, he would not be
the cause of detaining me, so as to break my
appointments.
My sympathetic feelings in
pity were tried, when I saw the tenderness
and danger of his constitution, when taking
shelter as above.
I could but reflect on the goodness of God,
in making my constitution to require a great
degree of exercise, according to my sphere of
life and action, and also its preservation
through the various changes, in different season.s, and different climes and circums-tances.
829 From what I could collect, it appears
to me that Wm. B
ought to have
launched out as a champion for God, but unbelief to trust God with his family, &c, caused
him apparently to shrink. Is it not possible
for a man to lose a great .share of his crown ?
It appears that he saw the formality and danger into which the English Connexion were
exposed, and sinking : he came out for a space,
and God began to open his way, but through
unbelief, the reasoiung of Satan, and the solicitation of his brethren, he was prevailed upon
to shrink, recant in part, and return : in consequence of which, some pious ones, who requested Christian liberty to pray with mourners,
&c, and united with him to dissent, were left
in a dilemma here. They were similar to the
Quaker Methodists, Free Gospellers or Third
Division. Though most of these societies had
no particular intercourse or communion toge• This is a misconception.

ther, or with each other. I suppose I was the
first preacher who made them a general visit.
They called a Conference some weeks ago,
to know each other's minds, and see how near
they could come towards the outlines of a general union, I vv'as invited to Leeds by some
of this society; I tarried several days, but it
being a particular hurrying time in the cloth
business, and the Conference of the Old Connexion sitting, I found it impracticable to get
many to meeting on the week days, and on
Sunday they chose to go and hear the old
preacher.s, with whom they were acquainted.
Here I saw Adam Clarke; 1 think I was informed, that he was acquainted with twentyfour different languages. He is esteemed a
man of as great letters as any of the an-e, and
all acquired by his own industry, without the
aid of college or university.
He acknowledged to me, that he once was
in the spirit of the great revival in Cornwell,
and that he was almost ready to persecute
some, who objected to the work, as an " impropriety and wildfire," but "now (said he) I
see better.'" He treated me in all respects as
I might expect from a gentieman: but his
mind was made up against the camp meetings
in America, as being improper, and the revival
attending them, as a thing accountable for altogether on natural principles. It seemed to
me from circumstances, that he had got his
mind hurt and prejudiced, through the abuse
of revivals, which caused him to fix his mind
to one invariable rule as a criterion for direction, viz, the old sy.stem, order—for he seemed determined not to listen to any argument,
which might be adduced to solve the query
He was chosen President of the Conference,
as I was informed, by a great majority of
votes. This was an honor he had not sought
for, but accepted it with considerable reluctance.
He was an old acquaintance and particular
friend of the Doctor's, which opened a door
for intimacy of conversation on some points,
one of which was my singular way of
proceeding, which he could not at all appro
bate on any consideration, as being right; assigning as a reason, that, if once generally
adopte'd by the body, it would completely destroy Methodism in three months; therefore,
barred his mind against listening to any argument, or making an exception to the general
rule for particular cases.
This appears to me, to be wrong in any
person, to form their mind hit or miss, right
or wrong, to stick to the old system, as though
it were infallible, or the summit of perfection.
For to be thus bound up, without ;ay]ng open
our minds to conviction, as sincere inquirers
after truth, is to kill the spirit of inquiry, and
prevent the spreading of true knowledge and
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righteousness, and by so doing, vice will continue to reign, and the grossest errors go undiscovered or unclipt.
I heard him preach. Just before the meeting an anthem was sung, apparently without
the spirit or understanding, as nothing could
be heard but a dead dull sound, &c.
The sermon was well delivered in speech,
though there appet.'ed much deadness in the
beginning; but in his last prayer he gre-w
somewhat fervent, until God began to send
down His power; and there began a move
among the people, when he seemed to lower,
as if to ward off the move, to prevent a NOISE,
which it seems the English Connexion in general are determined to prevent, as appears
from their conduct and publication in the Magazine,
830, I heard S, Bradburne, he spoke somewhat lengthy, had the outlines of an orator,
but I thought there were some flaws in his discourse, too great for a man of his supposed
abilities, e.g. he insisted that a child is impure
as it comes into the world, and is enlightened as
soon as it is born, but not before; which
would argue that a seven months child might
be saved, and one come to the full time could
not, were it to die but one day before its birth;
accordingly, one should suppose according to
his idea, that the being enlightened with the
Divine tight, was inseparably connected with
the breathing the natural air, or receiving the
natural light of the sun.
Here I also saw Dr. Coke, but so it happened that we did not exchange a word, though
we met, passed and repassed each other in the
streets, &c,, I being a little one, must keep my
place,
I carried a bundle of my journals to the
door of the Conference meeting ; one copy for
each Chairman of a District, amounting to
about twenty-five; and one for a preacher who
agreed to take them in: these were all refused
and returned. I sent one to the Doctor's wife,
which she received with acknowledgments,
saying afterwards when she had read some,
that the more she read of it, the better she
liked me, and had a better opinion of me than
before, and that she had desired to see me
when in Dublin, but was disappointed. She
by accounts, is an agreeable, plain, fine little
woinan, of .some piety : but if I am informed
right, was not, nor is a Methodist, though I
think the rule of Methodists in Europe, require marriage m society, if they do marry.
A. Clarke bought one of my journals at his
lodgings at Bankers, where he had invited me
to breakfast with him ; giving more than the
price, saying it was not enough.
831. 30th. Leaving my doctor near Leeds,
I came in the coach to Rochdale, whence I
walked tc Bolton, twelve or fifteen miles,

where I held meeting at night by appointment,
and next morning—both comfortable times.
31st, Went to Hayton and had a good time.
August 1st. Walked to Preston; disappointed of my book: spoke to a few, and next day
returning, spoke in Blaekrod,
Svi:;day 3d. Spoke at twelve o'clock, went
twelve miles to Leigh, so to Loton, then to
Warrington, (where I met my doctor,) having
spoken four times this day,
4th, Spoke here again, and Miss Mary
Barford (eldest sister, of Martha) who was
principally educated, and brought up in London, under a rich aunt, who having no children, adopted her as her daughter, and dying,
left her a large independent fortune, (she) being now here on a visit with her mother, giving me an opportunity of speaking closely
with her concerning her soul's salvation;
this night God gave her to feel the comfort of
religion, and about two days after an evidence
of her acceptance.—There are four in this
family, whom the Lord has given me for my
hire, who -were all careless when I first visited this town,
5th, I spoke at Lymn, Appleton, Thome,
and Peter Wright's, where we had good times,
832, 6th, At Preston-Brook, and twice in
Frodsham, -where the Lord was with u s ; and
after my last meeting in the evening, feeling
my mind uneasy, I could not feel free to comply with various and strong solicitations to
visit some new places ; nor even Macclesfield,
from whence we received the most urgent request, but walked to Runcon in the dark and
rain, and .sleeping none all night was up betimes in the morning, and finding a packet
just going off, I embarked for Liverpool,
where I arrived about eleven o'clock. Got
my affairs arranged, cleared out with my
printer and bookbinder, contracted for a
second edition of part of my second volume:
then findiiig a boat with some passengers
going to pursue a packet, I embarked in it,
and overtook the vessel beyoundthe rock,
where I got on board about five in the evening, -with a positive direct head wind for several hours; the wind at length becoming
favorable, we made the light-house in Dublin
bay, when the wind and tide would not suffer
us to proceed further ; here they cast anchor,
and I hired the .sailors to put me ashore, and
walking up by the Pigeon-house, arrived at
home in New-street about noon, where I
found my friends and Peggy well, having
been on my passage about thirty-six hours,
and left my Doctor behind me in -England,
833, The British Conference read N. Snethen's letter to Benson, concerning me; yet it
appears that it bore but little weight with
them, considering its spirit; although they
agreed according to its design, to have noth-
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ing to do with me. That sent to Mr. Joyce
the book-steward in Dublin, was read in the
leader's meeting, where it was Uiianimou.sly
agreed to ha"'e been wrote in a very bad
spirit, so inuc as to be its own refutation :
it was also read in conference, where it
was investigated and received the same
censure, which the British conference heard
of, and did not scruple to mention it. It being a.sked if any one knew any thing against
me ? One replied that it was said I had taken
two hundred dollars in one contribution,
which was false; but if it were the case,
what was that to him or them, if I made a
proper use of it ?
I am informed by a special letter from
Joseph Mitchell, dated New York, May,
1806, that N. Snethen had located, and that,
in consequence of his opposition, &c. Mr,
Joyce te^.ls me that he saw brother Beaty (a
local preacher from America, come to see his
friends here,) who informed him, that Mr,
Snethen had mostly lost his congregations, in
consequence of his bitter ambition or activity
in writing to Europe against me.
834, 'Blonday, Augu.st 12th, This morning early, the Doctor arrived safe, somewhat
benefitted by the excursion, as he thought
himself both in body and mind ; his Letty had
not been so long deprived of his company before
for twenty-four years past; she seemed somewhat uneasy at my return without him, but I
replied, it would be .some guineas benefit to
her, to learn to trust all things with God; and
now her joy at his return took place of fears.
I find Riatihew Lanktree, my old particular
friend, is ajipointed assistant or head preacher
of Dublin; by what 1 can understand, he
would be willing to let me have the pul])its,
but the trustees were in the way, Alice Cambri ILT" gave up her meetings always to me ;
and her room in Golden Lai\e, near ^Vhitefriar sli.et chapel, is open t o m e ; where I
const,inlly hold meetings at eight o'clock in
the eveiii:iL';s, so as not to clash with their
hour; this room I conceive lo be better filled
than any worship place in Dublin,
Sun lay 17;h. V,y iiivitatir)n, I took coach
with two fiif'nds about sixteen miles to
Balbii:;;;?.!! : a little deformed man bcdiavcd
as if a le;.;ioii of devils was in him, as he on
tiie road would neilhfr be still nor civil, but
appaicntly profligate in order to irritate and
ruffle me
I saw church service performed, but neTer
saw anyliiinn; appear so much like a shavi to
represent reality, astiiis ceremony by way of
religious worsliip ; neither did I ever have
a greater sense of the difference there was between praying and singing prayers : I thought,
if human wisdom could have invented a machine to go by steam, to preach and pray and
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say amen, and also make the organ play, and
call to charm a parcel of beasts, when no human
inteligent was there, that i: would be Divine
worship as much in reality, as some things
which are now subst'tuted for it,
835. I held meeting in a private house !n
the evening, and some Romanists and children,
attempted to make a disturbance in the street
•when a sudden shower of rain dispersed them,
so we had a quiet meeting, and next morning
also, and I think that good was done, Hence
I returned to Dublin, and put the third edition of the first volume of my journal to
press, also thought on different religious subjects.
I continued my meetings, in Golden Lane,
night after night, the house was generally
crowded. I also held some meetings in the
barracks, and there appeared some fruit of
them to my encouragement.
836. Sunday 24th, I walked to the camp,
and spoke in a hut built by the soldiers in the
following manner :—James Ramsford, my
book-binder, frequently held meetings in various places with the army, and near this they
had no place, but a quarry in a corn field, and
being exposed to the weather, as no person
would hire them a place, he got application
made to the barrack master, (by the quartermaster-serjeant,) who gave them leave to cut
sods on the camp ground to make the wall,
though the privilege had been refused for soldier's families ; they set to work by cutting a
platform out of the side of the hill, leaving
the back in such a form as served for a wall,
with the bottom part projecting for a seat;
the other three sides were raised as above
with sods or turf well beaten down solid,
then a kind of rafter was put on for the roof
to be thatched with straw; but now they
were put to their siiifts to know how to complete it, as their finances were now out, h:iving paid the irreligious for their labor, not
feeling free to receive it gratis, which was
offered: but about half an hour aftc the ili>couragernents, concerning straw for thatchins:,
which was then dear, an officer brought them
c' pound note, &c, and shortly after some .--hillings, so the house was completed ; it would
cont,-un about one hundred persons. Most of
the officers attended my meeting, and amongst
them the head one. They gave good allenlion,
and as I was informed, expressed satisfaction
and wished that I would come again.
As t was returning I passed one, who to me
appeared like a c o x c r . n b : * I was informed
he belonged to the Strc iger's Friend Society,
and was sent here to preach. When he arrived and was informed that I had held a
meeting, which seemed to supersede h.s exhi' Ilia name waa Murphy.
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bition, he broke out in a rage, and began to My mind seems strangely drawn out in exerscold before the unconverted; saying, that I cises, and views of the present time in the
was not countenanced nrr accountable for my political world, the state of Zion, whose walls
conduct; which hurt tei Izx minds.
are broken down, and how to counteract the
I have continued my meetings at Golden kingdom of darkness, by expanding the traLane all this week, and once in the barracks, vail of Zion,
and the work seems to deepen and increase,
839. 18th, A general meeting of the official
837. Tuesday, September 2d, The devil members of the Methodist Society in the city,
viewing the danger of his kingdom, began to was held this evening, by a special call on
work in the minds of the people, and to raise my account: I went and made a speech to the
confu.sion and disturbance; however, on my following purport, in the loft where Tobias
return from meeting, I took a street out of my had once checked me : said 1, " 1 remember
customary way, by which means I escaped near seven years ago, to have been in this
the rabble, who were in pursuit: one of whom house : I have my feelings as well as other
•was heard to say, " Noio for the life of Lo- men, and sometimes tried. There are on a
renzo," another cried, " mind the white hat," moderate calculation, near one hundred per&c, &c. The former escaped by desperate ex- sons or more, under awakenings of late, from
ertion, with his coat much torn and dirtied; my labors in Golden Lane, f feel it my duty
the latter was secured by my friends, (after indispensably, to travel as I do, and of course
having a sharp contest between the parties,) cannot watch over them, but desire to recomand kept by the watchmen until morning, mend them to your care : yet as I fear that
when the aldermen being partial, discharged some of them are somewhat prejudiced against
him at the earnest intercession of his mother. the Methodists, they will not come into class,
The next evening, some peace-officers, with unless they are led on by degrees ; wherefore,
others, brought swords, pistols, &c., but I re- I wish if any plan can he devised to meet the
tired unobserved through an intricate passage circumstance, that it may be adopted, knowand so baffled the mob.—Another night, a ing they will be apt to fall away, unless united
friend changed hats with me, so they were to some religious body: and I feel more unity
deceived.
with none, to recommend them to, than you,"
My friends finding fault at my so obscurely I was then asked, " w h o should watch over
retiring, I came off with the Doc!«*r, the usual t h e m ? " I replied, " o n e of your leaders,"
way, and one beginning to cry for the mob, and observed, if they had any questions to
received a blow on the head which kept him ask me, I would solve them, if I could, to
quiet; however, about half way, a drunken their satisfaction.
A general silence preattorney, in derision, asked if we had a good vailed. Then I was interrogated, if I had any
meeting, to which was replied, ye.s, but thy thing more to say. And also repeatedly,
master's servants did not like it. A friend in- whether I did not design to return to Dublin,
terrogating concerning an obscene and scurri- and make a party ? As soon as I replied I
lous reply, receiving a blow as answer, for retired,
which the Attorney was taken in custody, not
A talk was held amongst themselves, and
without a torn shirt, &c.
Matthew Lanktree, the assistant preacher, ^f^7/^
8th. Lord Belvedere and his Lady, this / . Jones, was desired to tell me the next
evening and last Saturday, attended meetings morning, -ivhich they did, viz, that they had
—on Thursday, by invitation, I took tea with agreed to receive any I should recommend to
them, and a Presbyterian Minister present, them, after examining them; but could not
wanted to know what A-double-L-part, in my think it expedient, to have classes formed parjournal meant, or who the A-double-L-part ticularly at or from Golden Lane, lest it
people were,
.should appear too much like a party business,
L.^dy B
's sisters are under good im- and they say, " we are Lorenzo's people;" but
pressions ; we all came together in the coach would intermix them with the classes, amongst
to meeting, and on Saturday evening I took the solid members. Oh ! when will the time
tea at his house again, and held meeting with commence, when people shall be actuated
a select party, and by his desire spoke largely with only purity of intention in all things, to
on A-double-L-part, and the 8th and 9th of glorify God and not be afraid to follow his
Romans, &c.
providential openings with the leadings of the
838, Sunday 14th, We had several com- spirit, and exercise faith enough tc leave the
fortable meetings. I have spoken once par- contingencies of events with him.
ticulariy to the tittie boys. I have held Sun840, 19th. Justice Bell, (who t appears
day meetings, similar to class meetings, in has made his livelihood, of late years, by exwhich I find many who not long since, erting himself to bring people to the gallows,)
•were careless, now stirring up to seek re- interrupted our meeting, saying, I could not
ligion, some of whDm are rejoicing in God. talk common English, because I used the

word " besom.,'' for which he was put out of
the house, getting several blows in his pass a g e Finding that h^ was known by the
peace-officers, &c,, he t led, " k e e p the peace
and I'll support you"—this to deceive them.
Next day the Rev. Mr. M'-Cay, father-in-law
to Lord Belvedere, with Mr. Clark, a justice
of the peace, calied on Bell to enquire and demand a public apology; but he, to cloak the
matter, denied the charge.
Several persons were considerably injured
in the hubbub and getting out of the window,
&c., amongst these was a young v^-oman, who
had a bone of her arm put out of joint, and
the next evening absconding again, (as Bell's
sons were present with drawn swords, &c,)
she felt conviction for her littleness of faith,
which she acknowledged the next day at
meeting, and has since been happy in religion,
Saturday evening there also was a hubbub,
and one or two hundred persons came home
with me, to escort me almost every night,
which caused a rumpus through the streets;
as some Avere friends and some were foes,
part of which •were for my safety, the others
would fli'ig stones; sundry on each side were
charged upon the watch; but the aldermen,
&c., were such poor things, that none of the
disorderly were brought to trial.
841. Sund.ay, 21st. I spoke four times,
being feeble in body; but could not feel freedom to attend Golden Lane at night, where
Alic C
e spoke, as I felt there would be
a disturbance, which was the case, and a
guard of soldiers with fixed bayonets, came
to keep the peace, the watch being found insufficient.
22d. Going to meeting, a stone from a
youth, through design, hit me in the back
near the kidney, the shock of which I felt for
several days. This exhibits to view why it
is that the common Irish have the name over
the world for wicked, disorderly, conduct,
being kept in ignorance, and trained up in
bigotry and prejudice, without the fear of
God; this to me shows the propriety of
literature for general information, and encouragement for freedom of thought on conscif^ntiousness.
23d. Being informed of some little uneasiness in the mind of the man, who lent us the
house in Golden Lane, as the mob had broke
the windows, &c., and escaped without prosecution ; I thought proper to discontinue my
meetings, and so apjiointed my last for the
next day afternoon, and a contribution tc repair the injuries, &c.
24th. Spoke from Acts xx. 25, 26, 27, and
had a solemn tender time, God opened the
hearts of the people, so that a redundancy
was received.

842. The last night a powerftti mob was
assembled; but as I spoke on the nature, &c,
of camp meetings, their minds were so attractfd, that we met with but littie disturbance
during the meeting, and as I retired through a
back, intricate way, the mob lost the object
of their aim, though they had a race through
a number of streets, I knew nothing of this
all the time, but by -a strong impulse went |
into a friend's house, and felt as if in safety •
and as 1 thrice attempted to come out for
home, I felt a forbidding, unaccouniable for
on natural principles, which I expressed to
/ , Lores, and he sending for a coach, brought
me home in it. When Dr. Johnson told me
what had happened in the streets, and it appears that many were determined on some
horrid action of violence, if we judge from
their weapons and conduct.
Thus far the Lord has delivered me, though
a female friend it appears received a blow for
my sake, mistaking (in the dark) her bonnet
and pelisse for my gray hat and surtout, I
was unwell for some days, which prevented
my going to the country; also the delay of
my books, the workmen being indolent,
Mr, Parsons, the owner of the house in
Golden Lane, sent me a note expressing a desire that I should hold more meetings in it,
which I accordingly occupied sundry times at
5 p M., so that the rabble would not be at
leisure. Justice Clark, with some difficulty,
procured me the liberty of the Taylor's Hall
in Black Lane, which I occupied two evenings at .seven o'clock ; but as the hour clashed
with Whitefriar street, I thought proper to
discontinue, lest the last part of my conduct
should seem to contradict the first; however,
it appeared that considerable numbers of the
fruit of Golden Lane, have joined the Methodist Society, by my advice to go to Matthew
Lanktree, &i.c.*
813, 1 was taken very unwell of late with
a convulsive affection of my belly, similar to
that which I was seized with at Carlow, and
my Doctor said he had never before seen or
heard of any person under the same affliction
altogether, I'he disiuder was somewhat keen
and very awakening, and continued at intervals for several days,
Matthcie Lanktree sent me a printed ticket
with my name on it, and signed with his own,
to admit me to the love-fea.^t; but being somewliat weak in body, f did not think propel to
attend, ;ind also might feel it mv duty to speak
somewhat more than would be agreeable oi
acceptable, which to prevent, I might coma
with a burthened mind, as most of the leading
and official characters were to be there.
844. Several friends came to see m
See hij Lettera in the Appendix.
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question was pioposed, " would I be willing
foi a petition to be drawn up, &c. to get
signers, for the opening to me the Wesley
Chapel?" I replied, " w h a t other people do,
is nothing to me; but I would advise not, as
I conceive that it would be labor lost, and
raise a hubbub by causing uneasiness, &c.
I observed, that when I came to Dublin, it
was with expectations of seeing a revival,
and I was not disappointed; yet 1 believe that
much more good would have been done, had I
had a place to have access to the people, but
those who had il in their power to accomn.odate me and did not, the blood will lay at
their door, if good was prevented through
their omission—for I feel conscientiously clear;
therefore, I shall leave their conscience and
their God to settie it together.
Shortly after I was interrogated by a visiter,
to know if I intended to denounce judgments
against the Society; another inquired of my
printer if I was going to print (a similarity to
a Pope's bull) and call names, &c.
845. October 16th, This day I enter upon
my thirtieth year, twenty-five of which I
could reflect back, and behold they are gone
as a dream, and thirty years more •will soon
revolve, which if I live will bring me to the
ordinary age of man. Oh ! the preciousness
of time!—Oh I the duration of eternity.
1 held several meetings at Golden Lane,
as I have been detained about two weeks by
contrary winds, and waiting for the Dr.
846. I received a letter from Matthew
Lanktree,^* the a.ssistant preacher, mentioning that about thirty or upwards of those
who had been awakened, had joined his Society on my recommendation of them to his
watch care, and that many of them were rejoicing in (iod.
847. 23d. The wind came fair, and we
embarked with Captain Thomas in the Dutchess of York, for Liverpool; being accompanied from the Doctor's house to Pigeon house,
by mamma Letty and Sally Jones, who had
procured a coach for that purpose.
Here I could but now reflect, when I sailed
up tnis river, near seven years ago, with fi.ve
shillings and sixpence British in my pocket,
without credentials or acquaintance, where to
go ; but was a poor stranger in a strange land,
having none to rely upon ; but like the fowls
of the air, to trust Divine Providence for my
daily bread. This was living by faith, instead of sight; and a trial of my faith it w a s ;
but God did carry me through.
Now the scene is changed—I have friends
to convey me in a carriage, by the side of the
river—I have now a wife and a daughter, and
my waj"^ opening before me.
• See Appendix
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848, When I sailed from Quebec, it appeared to me that God chose to make use of
that means to recover my health, for some
end unknown to me. But now methinks I
dimly see the end or purpose, viz, to lay a
foundation for the enlargement of Zion's borders, for God works by means: and simple
means answer the most noble ends—a small
mustard seed in the east will produce a great
tree ; and the kingdom of God is compared to
it, and to a vine. I also see even some of the
effects (in different respects) of my former
visit, particularly in the publication of my
conversion, &c, to give away, though it then
took all my money but one guinea, just as I
was taken ill of the small-po.x.
After about twenty-seven hours' sail, we
anchored in the river, and the next morning
went on shore at Liverpool, I was considerably unwell on the passage, both as it relates
to the convulsions arising from my late abscess or humor, &c,, and the foulness of my
stomach, which was the bitterest of the bitter,
and set my teeth on edge, which thing I had
never heard of before— this was not the effect
of sea-sickness. My Doctor was of singular
use to me at this time.
849. Sunday, October 26th, We took coach
and came to Warrington, where we arrived
about noon, and found our friend Peter Phillips from home. So we went to the chapel
where Peter was preaching; but espying us
through the window, told the people, and sat
down in the midst of his discourse, as if ]ust
assembled. However, as we came in, the
conduct of the auditory expressed their joy
at our arrival, I sat down, and we had a
Quaker meeting for some time, i, e, silence.
At length Peter spoke, and I dismissed the
people. I spoke twice, and the next evening
also; but had my fears that .some had not
been as faithful as they should.
28th, Set off on foot for Macclesfield ; but
felt so weak in body that I could scarcely go
two miles an hour. However, Mary B
,
who had heard me speak by way of warning,
concerning what I thought was coming over
the country, and felt as if a witness in her
own breast, concluded to have some talk with
me on the subject of America, as being an
asylum to those who might escape from the
storm, as she had an independent fortune fallen to her, from a relation who brought her
up in London. She accordingly took po.stchai.se with her sister Martha—overtook us
on the road—insisted on our getting in, and
carried us to our destined place. Immediately
after our arrival, word ran through the town
" T h e Doctor and the American are come,"
and that night there came more than could
get into the house
We tarried a few days, and found w o n ^ r s

had been wrought since our departure—between two and three hundred had joined society b}' convincement, and several strange things
had taken place, amongst which was a dumb
boy who had seen me cutting the initials of
my name upon a tree, as he was pa.ssing by
on crutches, came to meeting—got hap])y, and
desired to express it to others, and was enabled so to do, in the power of ,speech and
songs, to the surprise of the people. His father had strove to hire him to speak ; had
flattered, and even threatened to flog him if he
did not; but all in vain.
The people carried the news to his fiitiier,
that his son could talk, which he was scrupulous to believe, (for joy) saying I mu.st put
my ear to his mouth, to be sure that the sound
comes from him,
A Deist, also, who had been a commissioned officer, in both the navy and army, and had
been in many parts of Europe and Africa, a
great profligate, and a disciple of Volt--re,
having heard of the American preacher, with
the white hat, &c, happening to see me in the
street, was excited by curiosity, or some other
motive, to come to meeting ; and so it happened, that -.vhilst I related a story of a negro,
who feeling so happy that he shouted the
praise of God, was aske.l by a gentleman deist
passing by : Neegro! what do you praise
God fur? Ne^rces
"
have got no .souls ?" The
negro replied, " ]\Iassa, if black man got no
soul, religi(>n make my body haj)py;" the
power of (jod fastened it on his mind, that he
wanted his body happy, and could not rest
until he gave up his deism, and found what
the negro expressed,
I visited some other places, but found my
l.'odily strength to decay, being much agitated
\\-itli the asthma or convulsions, as if nature
was breaking loose, shrinking and giving u]),
'f'he people would flock out to meeting as
many or more than could get into the house
before day, so that my meetings could conclu le as soon as it was light.
8."ii), So [ visited Presloii-brook—hence in
a gig to Frodsham, where 1 had comfortable
meolings. A backslidden Methodist, (a seacaptain) whom I happened to lay hold of by
the liair in the meeting, and putting my finger
.on his heart, told hiin rny thoughts—he fell
the truth of my remarks, and tiie next morn.ing, as soon as it was day, with a liand .set
out to carry me in an open boat to Liverpool,
there being no flats ready. We had jiroceeded a few miles, when we espied a flat beating
fciward. The morning being calm, we strove
to fall in with her ou her tack, which brought
us into the middle of the river, that was about
a league broad. Of a sudden tlicre came on
a pulf from a squall of wind, the most sudden
J ever saw. We could not catch the flat, nor

stem the wind, nor gain the shore. Scarcely
had we turned round to run before the wind,
when the squall overtook us, which seemed
to raise the waves, and yet to smooth them,
so as to prevent breakers. In this state the
Runcon Packet espied us, and bore down to
our relief 1 was so chilled that 1 could not
clamber into the vessel, but was dragged in
by main force. My state was truly sensible
of being attended with convulsions, the surprise of the passengers, &c,
K well dressed female on board, was so indecent in her conduct with the captain, in presence of the passengers, as f had never been
witness to the like before. It makes me think
of the st^<e of Port-au-Prince and Cape St,
Francois I .-fore the insurrection, and of former nations who had filled up the measure of
their iniquities, like the Canaanites or Sodom,
&c. And if this be a specimen of this country, is not the downfall of many at the door?
851. On my arrival in Liverpool, 1 found
my appointment was not given out until for
next evening, which gave me some rest. An
A-douhle-L-part-man, who had in general executed his work well for my printer, Forshaw,
was emjiloyed to do my books ; but departed
from tlie pattern given him, and had like \o
have spoilel some hundreds, as he fell into a
])assiou, and became saucy and fretful witnout
a cau.se, (unless it were the subject of my
writings.) I went to see him—he acknowledged the above, which made me think of
Charles Wesley having once sail in company,
" f can always know a C
1 by his temper." One replied, "that's a lie." C
VV
rejoined, " H a h ! Leviathan, have 1
drawn thee out with a hook."
1 got .some more letters from America, one
of which informs ine that Bishop Whatcoat is
dead, and of a Camp Meeting, in the little
state of Delaware in which eleven hundred
and sixty-live jjiofcsscil to be converted, and
six huiiiiicd and six sanclilicl. Oh! may the
flame kindle over the whole earth.
1 had a comforlable meeting in Zion chnjic!,
and then look the canal [jacket to '\Vi:,Mn,
where Dr. J
n and brother ,1. Mcc, from
\Vai-|-ington met mo, VVe proceeded to Il.iyton, where 1 held three meetings—met the
children, and found the work prospeiing,
852, Smida}-, November 9th, Spoke in
Bolton, and next morning, and thence returned
to Warrington, through Lowton, where 1 had
ordered an appointment, which through mistake was gi\en out for a wrong hour; so I
left them very abruptly, bidding none farewell, leaving my Doctor and J, Mee, behind
me. I l o w v e r , this turned for good: for as
the Doctoi had previously spoken of visiting,
this family, they would not readily let him
off. The ])eople assembled, and the Doctct
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spoke near an hour and a half to their general
satisfaction, which I think seemed somewhat
(o raise his drooping mind,
I visited Risley with some satisfaction.
12th, Set out from Lymn, but through
weakness of body was necessitated to give
over, and requested my Doctor to proceed to
Lymn, as a gig was waiting for us on the
way. He did, and found a congregation
waiting, and spoke to them with a degree of
liberty, and I believe to their general satisfaction, and some to himself,
A man of no religion living near Warrington, in a neighborhood whers I had frequently felt a desire to hold meeting.s, came and invited me, A thought struck me to ask him
if he had plenty of stable room, as I had some
thoughts of getting travelling convenience in
consequence of my late weakness ; he replied
in the affirmative, and also added, he had a
horse and chair at my service.
853, November 13th, 1806, Some months
ago I took tea in company with a preacher's
wife of the name of Beaumont, and gave her
a Camp meeting book. They were stationed
this year at Congleton, and the account which
she gave of me, caused a desire in the breasts
of the official members that I should pay their
town a visit, particularly after they had heard
of the revival in Macclesfield, and some of
them had heard me preach. It was tried at
the leader's meeting whether I should be invited there,—Some strenuously opposed it,
among whom was the young preacher,—
Beaumont the assistant was silent. However
it was carried by a great majority; and one
told the young preacher that he had better go
home to the plough, than talk in such a
manner.
At first I had thoughts of taking Peggy
with me on this visit. But upon reflection
thought best to have my Doctor ; so we proceeded in the carriage to the place, where we
arrived about six in the evening, and were
cordially received by friends who had sat up
the preceding night, expecting me by the
coach, and were now preparing to send in
search of me.
I felt as if this field was ripe for harvest.
About seven, the chapel was nearly filled, and
though I felt weak in body, I appointed four
meetings for next day, intending to make a
proper trial in the town. The people thought,
surely the American intends to give us preaching enough.
14th, At half-past five in the morning, the
chapel was half full, and more at noon. At
six the house was filled and at eight overflowed.
15th. Had four meetings also, and the Doctor went to Macclesfield which appeared providential, as otherwise the people would have
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been disappointed; which was prevented to
the people's general satisfaction as far as I
could learn.
Sunday, 10th. I spoke at six in the chapel,
at twelve in the open air, to, as some supposed, from four to eight thousand. After Beaumont had done in the evening, I addressed the
same congregation, and those members who
had opposed my coming, were detained to
hear, as they could not get out, which I believe removed some prejudice as some of them
heard me again,
Monday, 17th. House nearly filled at halfpast five, and I invited the mourners to meet
me at twelve : a number came, and Beaumont's wife took an active part in helping me
to pray with them. In the evening the house
was filled at both meetings as usual,
18th. Meeting again in the morning, and
appointed my farewell for noon; there was a
large auditory attended, at the close of the
meeting I invited the mourners to come forward : about fifty distinguished themselves,
I prayed with them, several professed to find
deliverance, I retired, leaving a number of
mourners with those who were helping me.
The work spread and become more general, so
that people flocked from various parts of the
town to see what was the matter. The meeting continued until night, after which, two
young men came after me to Macclesfield
where I was gone, and brought me the news
before da}', that about si.xty had professed to
find peace before the conclusion ; among these
were my hostess, who had been a thorn to her
husband for about twenty-three years, and a
profligate son of the man who had been the
principal cau.se of my coming.
Beaumont said he would rather have a noise
that would blow the roof off the house, than
have the people all dead. These were Old
Methodists, and there was no separate party at
Congleton ; but a great majority of the leaders, &c., were determined to leave the society
if the invitation was prevented, which I knew
not of until afterwards,
854, At Macclesfield these Quaker Methodists or Third Division, who called themselves
Revivalists, were hoped, by the Old Methodists, to have dwindled a w a y ; but now this
expectation was given up, apprehending that
my visits had been the means of their perpetuation, in consequonce of the late great revival, and large addition to their society.
On my first coming to Macclesfield, my
Doctor being acquainted with Joseph Bradford, the head preacher, waited on him with
the originals of my credentials, &c, letting him
know that I was no party man, but kept in
as close connexion with the Old Society as
the nature of my calling would admit.
He, with the young preacher, was willing
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I snould have their pulpit, but it was objected I wich, the metropolis of the circuit, where I
to by the official members; which, as I was j spoke twice in the Old Methodist meeliny
well informed, caused him to lose a night's j house, I believe to the general satisfactionrest. But now I received an invitation to oc- good was done, and some prejudice removed,
Sunday, 23d. Spoke at the forest at ten A
cupy the house. I spoke twice, to about one
thousand five hundred each time, and twice at M. Many had to stand in the rain; but wi
the Revivalists.
Some of the minds of these had a shout, whicl <"i-equently drowned my
vo'-^e.
were pained, and the conduct of the others re857. As I was passing the Moor, I could
minded me of a littie fierce dog I once saw,
who, to save his food would only come when not but reflect on Nixon's prophecy of a batthe cat was called. Oh! party spirit! when tie to be fought in this place, in which England should be won and lost three times in one
will it be abolished from the earth ?
855, Wednesday 19th, Came to Knutsford day, whilst a miller with three thumbs should
in the evening, but found my appointment had hold three kings' horses : which I remarked in
not been given out according to my direction; my discourse at Newpale at two o'clock; and
however, I spoke at eight o'clock, and early was afterwards informed that a miller of the
in the morning : at the last meeting there above description now resided at the mill mentioned in the prophecy; and moreover, that
seemed some good impressions.
856. My mind was distressed; I took no " in the neighborhood where Nixon (called
food in town, and but little sleep, which was the Cheshire fool) lived, it was received as a
on a hard seat near the fire in the kitchen, and truth, that many things which he had prowalked off on my way before daylight, after phecied, did really come to pass, and that he
dismissing the people and leaving the Doctor died of hunger in the palaceof/ames/. acto get the chair and follow me.—We arrived cording to his own prediction in his native
in Warrington as soon as we could, where I place."
found the family ; but not seeing my Peggy,
I spoke in the evening at Norley, but many
I inquired where she was. Went up stairs could not get within hearing, so I spoke in
and found her lying sick upon the bed, just the chapel next morning, which was nearly
as I had seen her in my sleep the night before. fi-Ued : and I since hear that a good work then
She was in a nervous fever, as the doctor began. Thence to Bradley Orchard, where
said, having been taken unwell the night I we had a quickening time; also at Frod^mm;
went away. An unconverted doctor or apothe- from hence to Warrington, having been abcary attended her ; but whether he had done sent fifty-two hours, held nine meetings, and
much harm or good, I know not: however, he travelled about fifty miles.—Found Peggy still
was now dismissed, as I had the one I desired in her sinking, low state; the first word she
with me, who, if he were in Dublin, I should spoke as I entered the room, was, " Where is
have sent for him. He, the first day, seemed my Jesus ?"
to think the fever only a momentary thing,
858. The Doctor said he had never known
and in no wise dangerous ; but next day shook more powerful means used with so little effect,
his head as he was going to Frodsham, where on account of the inflexibility of the fever.—I
he held two meetings to the general sati.sfac- observed the Doctor to make use of the oil <^
tion of the peoj)le; and returning found the tar, (not the spirits of turpentine) externally
fever inflexible, which seemed to leave little on the feet, and a preparation of camphor and
grounds for hopes of recovery.
opium internally, which produced such a coPeggy complained of great heaviness and pious sweating that her clothes were necessicontinual sinking, like the giving u]) of nature; tated to be changed twice in a night, and this
which the Doctor said was the nature of her succe.s.sively for several days: we also used a
disorder, arising from a complaint in the iver, large stone bottle filled with hot water, kept
that she had been more or less affected with constantiy to the feet: these had the desired
for many year.s, and was the cause (by the effect, and were the only means that seemed to
humour getting into the blood) of her long give any relief to the sinking (as she called it)
continueil infirmities, and particularly fainting, which the Doctor said proceeded from the dis&c. with which she had been ali«. ^-ed in order in the liver approaching towards a morAmerica, and the cau.se of which had not been tification ; the poisonous corrupt humor of it
operating upon the heart and nervous system,
understood.
Having several appointments given out, my and producing this sensation : and he since
present circum.stances were .such, that I .scru- has added, that he never before saw any one
pled about fulfilling them, considering her si- in a similar situation, who did not die or fall
I
tuation and my own weakness, until Mary into melancholy madness or despair.
B
d requested, as doing her a favor, that I
The man who had lent me his horse a a i l
would accept the loan of a carriage, &c. In chair for Congleton, had invited me to hold!
company with Peter Philips, I visited North- meetings in a large bam at StocktonhmAi
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where he resided: these I now attended to
with assiduity in evenings: and Mary B
favoring me with a seat in a carriage, was of
no small convenience at this time, as my body
was still weak, not oeing entirely free from
the convulsions: and also attending mostiy
by night and day to Peggy, as we had no
watchers of consequence till towards the last,
and no proper nurses at this time, though the
family did all in their power for our convenience ; but the mistress was taken sick with
the fever, and our little child taking the infection from the breast, made the hou.se a kind
of hospital at this time.
859. Sunday, Dec, 6th, I held meeting last
evening and three to-day in the Kilhamite
or New Connexion chapel in CInster, where
there seemed to be a considerable quickening
amongst a barren people. / . Mallison, the
preacher, is one of the sweetest, liberal hearted, spirited men 1 have seen in that connexion,
as in general they are too much given to finding fault with the Old Methodists.
On my return the outward appearance seemed a little more ghastly to me ; but the Doctor
replied that the inward symptoms were to the
reverse.
On Tuesday the symptoms again appeared
unfavorable: on Wednesday I felt an omen in
my mind as if something in our circumstances
was going to turn up.
In the afternoon a spiritual daughter of mine
from Elsby, (a country place about twelve
miles off,) came to see us; and so it happened
in conversation, that she agreed to take our
child and attend it with motherly care, they
being in comfortable circumstances ; and also
our watcher seemed to answer so well that I
prevailed with her to give up her own employment, and attend upon Peggy till the conclusion of her illness.
The workshop being contiguous to the
house, the work of both lofts,"together with
the noise of the children, annoyed Peggy more
than she was well able to bear, which she
had not complained of until now; so I determined to move her to the house of Peter
Wright, at Stretton, about four miles off, in
the country, where the air was more pure,
Dr, John.son set up with her about fifteen
nights without taking off his clothes ; neither
did I change mine for three or four and twenty
days: however, the jarring of the coach did
her no injury, but in a few days some symptoms of a recovery were entertained.
860. She was now called to a fresh trial.
aad felt it on my mind ever since my leaving America, to pay Ireland a general visit:
and as circumstances had turned up, and feeling my soul bound to America in the spring,
I had no opportunity until now immediately ;
which circumstances I stated tc her: she said,
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go : however, I tarried a week later; we then
joined in prayer—I went to Stocktonheath,
spoke at night, then took coach to Liverpool,
so lost my night's rest: but as no packet had
sailed for two weeks, nor probably would
shortly, (the winds being contrary,) I got my
affairs adjusted, and took packet to (Chester,
but was disappointed in getting a seat in the
mail coach for Holyhead; but another in a
circuitous rout presented to view, in which I
was overcharged in my fare, on account of
my ignorance, being a stranger : also was deceived, as a cross coach was to take me on
the road, which perhaps might be full, so I
lose my accommodation ; thus I lost the next
night's rest, but had not gone twenty miles before I changed my inside to an outside passage,
the cross coach being so full, and had not a
man quitted the coach to accommodate me,
should have been left in the lurch. My situation was trying, it being one hundred and
twenty miles, and exceedingly cold and rainy;
also some young Irish officers, of the Popish
religion, just from Malta, were continuatiy my
tormentors over these Welsh mountains, many
miles of which I walked to avoid them, the
coach being overioaded. One day as I passed
a lake or pond of water, a whirlwind from a
mountain cro.ssed the road just as I hau passed : I could but reflect on a providential care,
when I saw the wafer forced many yards into
the air. Took food but twice on the journey.
Had not time to procure provisions, but went
on board in my wet clothes, (as a packet was
then ready to sail) and took my passage in
the hold with the horse, rag, tag, and bobtail,
to avoid the Irish officers. Thus I continued
from Sattirday to Monday, when a boat double manned, by signal came to take some out,
charged treble price ; adding they never were
in such swells before. Pawning a note to satisfy them, it was with the greatest difficulty
that I could get to the Doctor's house, where
Mrs. Johnson got me a cup of tea, with a
hearty welcome. I lay down before the fire to
dry myself, it being now Monday evening,
and my last refreshment was breakfast on Sa-turday
861. Here the hand of Providence was
manifest. I arrived in Dublin just before the
Hol}'^day.s, which are kept more sacred than
Sunday. At a leader's meeting, (being informed I was come,) it was broached by some
who had been distant heretofore, if they
should not open the Dublin houses, which
hitherto had been shut against me, and it was
not objected by general vote, wherefore Matthew Lanktree, the assistant or superintendent
preacher, took me to Gravel Walk meeting
house, where I exhorted after sermon—thence
a way opened for me to hold meeting in Whitefriar street meeting house, where I spoke
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a number of times both evenings and mornings; then Mr. Averill (who was a church
clergyman,) formed me a rout through Ireland,'adding a kind of recommendation to this
purport:
" Our Brother Lorenzo Dow has
preached in Whitefriar street and Gravel Walk
meeting houses, he travels Ireland relying on
God—in the name of the Lord I wish him success, or bid him God speed.
" ADAM AVERILL.
"Dublin, December," ^c.
862. The man by the name of Wade, who
took me in his gig to Wicklow, accommodated
me with it on this intended journey also. It
being whispered that I wanted a young man
to attend me, to take care of the horse and gig,
one by the name of John Fleming, obtaining
his master's consent, offered. The first day
we went to Drogheda, where I spoke five
times in the Methodist meeting house, and
Tholsel, thence to CuUen, spoke twice—Dundalk once—^mostly Roman Catholic, At Carickmaccross meeting, not being appointed, I
spoke in the street to a few altentives, and
went to King's court, spoke in the markethouse, and stayed with Mr. Dyoss, a kind
family; thence to Baleborough, spoke in the
street and in the house; so to Coote Hill,
where were three houses for meeting in
a row. The Methodists had invited all the
Calvinl'jts in the town to come : I spoke on
A-double-L-partism, which gave great offence,
as it was wrongly supposed to be designedly
done, which one being abashed, the other
exasperated—neighbors would hardly speak
to each other the next day. At Clones, I
saw Wood, whom I had seen when in this
country before—his friendship still remained
—spoke twice—appointed w h e i to come
again, and went to Cavan, a cool town—hard
people—spoke twice, .and also at Kilmore, in
the house of

brother to
who abridged the church
articles for America, when Dr. Coke was designed to come over, &c., spoke six times in
Granard, and an A-double-L-part church minister taking offence, went out—twice at Old
Castle—twice at Mulengar—once at Terrilspass—also at Kilbegan—thence to Brake castle, to the house of a great man, of about
three thousand sterling per annum; he thought
I had an errand to his family : some of this
Handy family followed me to Moate. I visited Moss Town, tarrying with Mr, Kingston
in a great hou.se, but as the family were designingly striving to retard or detain me from
meeting, saying, it was too late, &c,, I suddenly and abruptiy left the table, found the
way out of the house, and pushed off to meeting, which brought out all hands upon a
jaunting car; and also next morning I visited
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Goshen and Lisduff—held four meetings—saw
the wife of the clergyman, who had left the
meeting ; she was a pious Methodist, but got
deceived in his A-double-L-partism, until the
mitrimonial knot was tied, and many a poor
woman gets imposed upon as a cypher, for a
husband; spoke twice in Longford cood
times—saw Mr, Armstrong, a preacher, and I
believe an excellent man, Athlone, spoke
twice—called for mourners, but none coming
forward; one who did not preach, though he
had the name, said, " the people here are uncircumcised in heart and ears, and will not
stoop and bow to Lorenzo," His name was
Robinson. Next morning about twenty came
up under the melting power of God, to be '
prayed for—thence to Clara, where some of I
the Handy people were—thence to Tullamore !
and several friends met me on the way, one i
of which was Christopher Wood. When in '
this country before, I felt distressed, and abruptiy left a house of quality, where I intended to lodge, late at night—1 met this man in
the street and went home with him, whose
wife, from that time, became serious; so now
I had a home—had two good meetings—got
the gig repaired and went to Mountmilleck—
pressed a man to send a bell man through the
town, to ring out the people, saying, " put on
the courage of a man"—he did—afterwards 1
found he was a Methodist preacher. Spoke
twice at Portariington—here I received the
solemn news of the death of our only child—
I felt as if a part of myself was gone; yet could
not murmur, but felt with submission to say,
" the Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken
away, blessed be his Name;" it is a feeling
which nothing but experience can fully realize. Though our Letitia be no more seen, yet
.she having escaped the evil to come, wiib
all the vain snares of this delusive world, I
trust it is not long before we shall meet above,
where parting sliall be no more. What must
have been the feeling of poor Peggy, when in
a strange land, given over to die, at least but
small probability of meeting again—her husband and child absent—and then the news of j
the death of the latter to reach her ears ?—Experience only can tell. Messrs. Jones and
Griffen, who brought me the above new.s, accompanied me to Monstervin and Athy, and
talked ahout going to America.—1 visited a
country j)lace, and then to Maiyborough,
stayed with John Campoin, who was a ha^py
local preacher when I was here before; bul
now he is in an uncomfortable state, some uncomfortable circumstances having turned up;
he spoke frequently, finding fault and speaking of the faults of the Methodists, which is
too frequently the case with backsliders, retailing the improprieties of others, without
mending their own. Vice ought to be dis-
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countenanced, but to watch others with a
jealous spirit, to speak of in a canting way,
&c., argues very bad, and savors of an unholy
spirit. I visited Mountrath and Tentore,
where Mr. Averill lives; his conversion
was as follows : His grandmother was a good
church woman for the time ; a church clergyman gave him a rap on the head with a cain
in play, when he was six years old—he said,
grandmother, I wish that man would never
come again: said she, wish God's Minister
would never come again! Feeling the effect
of the blow, a large bunch on his head, she was
exasperated also : he desired an explanation
why the man preached; she said, to save
people, but he would not except he was well
paid for i t ; thus, while she was explaining
things to his understanding, he felt a great
light or comfort to break into his mind, but
could not tell the cause, nor what it was—it
lasted near twelve months—he said to her,
when I am grown up I will preach for nothing ; she replied, that it is a good resolution,
but you will forget i t ; he said, I will not.
His father lost a purse of gold, and said, the
child who would find and return it, should
have whatever they would ask ; he found it,
and said, let me go to college instead of my elder brother, (whom the father intended to educate,) and wou'd not be put off. Thus he got
his edacation and became a church minister,
but preached for hire; and one day when
visiting his parish, he called on a family
catied Quaki rs; they asked, Who art thou,
the man that preaches in the steeple house ?
One .said, do-I't thee preach for hire ?—He said
he did. Q, Oost thou think it is right ? A, I
don't know that it is wrong. Q, I did not
ask if thou thought it wrong, but dost thou
think it is right ? A, His youthful promise
started inte his mind not to preach for hire, so
he dare no*, say he thought it right; but still
replied, I '•'ont know it to be wrong, Q, Art
thou willing for light on the subject ? A, Yes;
so the 0,!>aker gave him a book against hirelings, which he read with attention, and every
word carried conviction to his mind, so he gave
up the Curacy which his wife had for pocket
mo.nfty heretofore; and when she observed
hira not to go to church, she inquired the
cause, and said, what shall I do for pocket
money ? He replied, my dear, I trust God
will help me to make out the .same sum some
other way, &c. He built a pulpit in his own
house, and held meetings; and shortiy one
man professed to be converted, and know his
sins forgiven, which Averill reproved him for,
saying, I don't know my own forgiven. A
Methodist present said, if you don't, I do :
and if you wiU look for the witness, God will
give It you: and soon after he felt the same
sensations as when a lad, &c. His wife left
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him,* because he dare do no otherwise than
itinerate and preach without hire, being possessed of an independent fortune : so the order of Providence brought him among the
Methodists, One day a mob saw him coming
over a bridge, and one said, devil split my
head open if I don't do so and so to the swadler, (the Methodists being called swadlers in
Ireland M: derision,) but the restraining Providence of God kept them, so he passed unhurt:
afterwards, that man on the Continent had his
head opened by a French sword, which one
saw, who heard him express the words, and
wrote home to his friend, not to oppose Mr.
Averill, for he was a man of God He,
though in connexion, is not confined to a circuit, but travels as he pleases; also there are
ten Missionaries employed, though not particularly confined, but are somewhat like Mr.
G, and C, &c., in New York district.
863. I had three church ministers to hear
me, one of whom was a Deist, yet continued
his living in Averill's vicinity
From Durrow
I went to Kilkenney, and from thence to Moneybeg, where some conversed about America, I
visited a country place, Carlow and Ballitore
—here I spoke in a Quaker meeting house—
here Job Scott died, and Dr. Johnson was
born, I visited Baltinglass, Hacketstown,
Tinhaley, Killaveny, Rednagh, Rathdrum, to
Wicklow, Here was J, Wade, son to the man
who lent me the gig, who conversed about
America : he also accompanied me to Arklow
and Gorey, where I spoke in the market house,
thence to Ferns and Newtown Barry. When
I was here seven years before, I was surprised
by an unusual noise, so that I could not sleep;
yet I would not be scared away, knowing if
the devil come, he could not hurt me; but
could obtain no satisfactory information relative
to it, yet would sleep there no more. That family now told me, that they heard the noise several
days successively after I was gone, until a backslider who was then sick under the roof, was
• She lived a few years, during which time she caused
him much trouble, sorrow and anxiety, though he allowed her two hundred pound.s per annum, for her support, and the daughter ; and who would not see him, nor
suffer the daughter to write to him, though she a|)peared
ready to fly when she met him on the road : but alter
the mother's death, returned, being young.
The wives of J. W. and George Whitefleld, were similar ; but those three men stuclc to the work, and God
blessed them in it, until those objects were removed out
of the way. And if a man is faithful in the way of duty,
and those beings who act thus are removed and taken
away, how can one, in conscience and in truth, call it a
"LOSS?"
And those men whom God has moved by his Spirit,
and called to preach the Gospel, how do they feel, wlien
under petticoat government, so far as to desert the work ;
" .Iny way for tlie sake of peace." (0- But remember,
that which God wills concerning the sphere of our action,
is the only road to sure PEACE : "for the way of transgressors is hard ;" therefore, out of the order of God, a
consciou.s man cannot feel easy in his mind, until he fully
backslides in heart.
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dead, beiiis:; in black despair.—Enniscorthy,
Wexford, Old Ross, New Uoss, City of Waterford, Carrick-on-Suii, Clonmel, Cashel, Littleton, Ro.sgn-v. TeiTiplemore, Clesordan, Burr,
AughrimV Tuam, Castlebar. I visited some
of tlie-e places, had received wrong information relative to my coming, which disappointments paved the way to my getting greater
congregations. Gideon Ousley, one of the
Missionaries, met me, and observed, yesterday
a Roman j)riest being insufficient, got another
to help him, and the one with a whip and the
other with a club, drove off some thousands
of peo])le like swine to market, who were attentively hearing him ])reach. f could scarcely
believe that the clergy, in this our day, could
have such an ascendancy over their people.
He accompanied me to many appointments to
Sligo. In this journey I found numbers converted, the fruit of awakenings when here
before, anil many came out to hear, which did
not usually attend any place of religious wor.ship : so I have access sometimes to one class
of people, which, was I to labor in any other
sphere of life, I should not—thence to Manor
Hamilton, Violet Hill, Enniskilen, Maguire's
Bridge, Brookborough, Clones, Monaghan,
Aghnecloy, Cookstown, Cole Island, Moy,
Biackwater, Armagh, Rich Hill, Tanderagee,
Portadown, Lurgan, Moria, Lisburn and Belfast : here f met some of my old friends from
Larne, who informed me of the expectations
of the people there, I intended to visit that
place ever since I came to Europe, but now
could get no farther down into the north;
there may be the Providence of God in this.
Balinahinch, Ihnvnpatrick, Newry, and so to
Dub/iii, having been gone sixty-seven iLays, in
which tiiue 1 travelled about seventeen hundred English miles, and held about two hundred meetings, in most of which the quickening jio'.ver of Gnd was to be felt, and .some
were set at liberty before we ptirted. 1 returned the horse and chair to the owner, satislicil the demand—left money for the Doctor's
bo(,k-;, -which he once had sent by ine to
Arnenia, and prejiared for my departure. The
friends, who had conversed relative to sailing
with mc, now met and agreed i.'iat I should
engage their )iassa;,'c.
.S(ll. I suddenly departed to Liverpool, feeling my work done here, and engaged the
steerage of a ship for our conij)any accordingl y ; Peggy was recDvei-cd, and thus the Lord
was good to bring u.s together once more,
when there was so little pro.sjiect to human
probability when we parted.
Many condem:ii'd me for going to Ireland wlien and as
1 did, but had I tarried I could have done her
no more good, as I obtained the nurse I wished
for, and by going I answered a clear conscience. We went by canal to Wigan—
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walked to Ilecton, from thence we went to
Bolton ; in the mean lime I visiled Blackburn
and another place; so when [ came, the man
who invited me, treated me cool, by which
means I was disagreeably necessitated to disappoint hundreds of people. We came by
canal to Manchester, where we met the Doctor, who suddenly departed from me by coach
to Chester,—thence to Hollyhead, and so
went over to Dublin, and I saw him no more.
He is one of the kindest, humane men to the
] ->or I have seen, and I am under more obligations to him than any I have acquaintance
with in my travels. I was in hopes to have
had his company lo America, but here 1 was
disappointed, as he could not see his way
clear to come—thence to Warrington—6av»
our friends and found them well. The Society called Quaker Methodists, gave me a
testimonial concerning my conduct, as may be
seen in the Appendix. Here I met brother
Shegog—we went to Knutsford—thence to
Macclesfield, where I preached the dedication
sermon of the new chapel, belonging to the
Free Gospelers or Revivalists; instrumental
music was introduced here in form, to draw
the more people together, to get money to defray
the ex])enses of the house ; I believe they got
less money by so doing than they would otherwise, and of course it is a foolish thing to
take the devil's tools to do the Lord's work
with; it is an evil practice, and you cannot
deny it.
8G5. I visited Congleton—found more than
one hundred had been taken into society since
my other visit. I also visited Boslem in Staffordshire, and many other places. Also the
city of Chester, and all around its vicinity.
I received invitations into different parts of
England, but feeling, tis it were, my work
done here, and my heart and soul bound
for America, t dare do no otherwise than
return, and of course durst not accept the
invitations, but with thankfulness, and not
comply.
866. There are six kinds of names of
Methodi.sls in Englan.l.
1. Old .Society;
2. Kilhamiles ; 3. Quaker .Ahnlio lists; 4.
VVhitefield's Methodists; 5. Revivalists, or
Free Gospelers; 6. Welch Methodists, (called
Jumpers,) a iiappy, simple, pious people, by
;lie best accounts, besides the church Methodists.
867. The old body are the main stock, as
that in America, they have never had a final
separation from the Church, they are called
Protestants, but most of them are .as dissenters,
]ireaching in church hours, which l\Ir. Wesley did not a l l o w - they mostly have the ordinances among them, though their preachers
are not ordained, but say the power which
qualifies them to preach, does not make a
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man half a minister, and if he be properly
called, and qualified by God to administer the
substance in the word, to the salvation of souls,
the same of course is fit to administer the shadow in form and of course count the ordination
but a FORM.*
868. There is instrumental music in most
of the leading chapels in England, But for a
lad to start up and sing away in form like a
hero, yet have no more sense of divine worship than a parrot that speaks a borrowed
song, I ask how God is glorified in that ?
If mechanism was in such perfection as to
have a machine by steam to speak words in
form of sentences, and so say a prayer, repeal
a sermon, and play the music, and say amen.
Would this be divine worship ? No ! there is
no divinity about it: and of course it is only but
mechanism; and hence if we have not the
Spirit of God, our worship is not divine.
Consequently, it is only form ; and form without power is but a sham.
869. In Ireland the separation from the
Church has not taken place; there is more of
the ancient Methodist simplicity discoverable
among them, but not as in America, I believe the plan fallen upon in these Uitited
States is, and has been the most proper one
for the time being, to carry on an extensive
itinerancy with little expense ; but what will
or should be best in future, may God's wisdom
direct, and his Providence point out ? Well
may the Poet .say,f
" E x c e p t the Lord conduct the plan,
'I'he best concerted schemes are vain.
And never can succeed."

If "the kingdom of God be righteousness,
peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost," and the
" testimony of Jesus be the spirit of prophecy,"
well may the Apostle say, " No man can call
Jesus Lord but by the Holy Ghost."—Again,
" If any man have not the spirit of Christ, he
is none of his,"J
870. In Europe there is much more stress put
upon forms, names and tradition, than in America ; you can scarcely give a greater offence,
than ask, " Have you got any retigion ?" " Got
any religion ?" " Think I am a heathen—got
my religion to seek at this time of day;" " I was
always religious."—What is your religion ?
It is the religion of my father, and he v/as of
the religion of his father, the good old way,
we don't change our religion.
Suppose a
man has a young horse, that will run a race
—;win a prize, and is a valuable animal; he
wills the horse to his son, and he to his son,
and so on ; but the horse dies; the grandson
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boasts, what, have not I got a good horse ? I
have, my grandfather raised him, willed him to
my father, who gave him to me; ar.d I can
prove by the neighbors, he ran such a race,
and won such a prize; but on a close inspection, it is found only the bones are remaining.
Look at the Congregationals, or Independents,
Presbyterians, Quakers, ^c. ^c. ^c, and compare them now with the history of their ancestors, and a change will be visible.*
Two or three centuries ago, perhaps, ancestors had religion, a«d were out of stigma,
called a name, that has been attached to their
form, and handed down from father to son;
these ancestors living in the divine life of religion, in that divine life have gone to heaven,
as Christ saith, ' ' M y sheep hear my voice,
and follow me, and I give unto them eternal
life," &c. But the children down, have, on
bearing the same name, think they have the
same religion; but on close reflection or inspection, there is no n.^re divine life about
their form, than animal .Je about the bones
of the old hoFse ; and of course, will no more
carry a man to heaven than the bones witi,
with whip and spurs, carry a man a journey,
&c., because bible religion is what we must
have especially, for the ancients were filled
with joy and with the Holy Ghost," and
" without holiness no man .shall see the Lord :"
but " blessed are the pure in heart, lor they
.shall see God."
871. The funds which have been raised in
England, I scruple whether they have not
proved a temptation to some, though they
might be turned to the glory of God, and
doubtiess have, in many instance.s, yet I fear
that to some, through fear, it hath proved a
snare, so that they have not borne that testimony, which their conscience and judgment
told them was their duty, against a growing
evil; whilst others have had too much aflluence and ease, and by that means have sunk
too much upon their lees? God forbid it
should be the case in America.' whilst a man
or body of people are simple and sincere, having frequently recourse to their first principles
in the Lord; there is no room to doubt his
favor and his bles.sing, and these will make a
happy life, and procure a happy end, and all
is well that ends well, is the oid proverb ; but
who can stand when God sets his face against
them ? Or what can prosper if God don't
smile his approbation.
The wicked may
pro.sper for a while, but at length shall be
driven away as the chaff, and their candle put
out-—whilst the righteous shall be in everlasting remembrance.

* For the sake of order—See Appendix.
t Sec Appendix,
* And unless people have recourse to their first prin} Mr Asbury to Anerica, is as Wesley was to Europe. ciples they will degenerate !
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EXEMPLIFIED
PART

EXPERIENCE.
FOURTH

A SHORT ACCOUNT OF " E C C E N T R I C " pursuer.?," and looked from the dock, while
he gazed at them from the deck, and thus went
COSMOPOLITE."
out of the harbor.
875. Twice the Consul had applied fcr a
872. W H E N Cosmopolite was on his last
tour through Ireland, orders were sent from passport in vain, and likewise solicited the inthe " Castle," somewhere, by some body, that terference of the Ambassador, but there was
he must be taken into custody; which body no returns. Hence Cosmopolite when he had
returning, replied for ans-wer, that Cosmopolite finished his work and got ready, came away
could not be found*—this more than once or in a vessel that was fitted for the purpose; but
twice. Moreover, the Threshers pursued him not with design, except by Piovidence. Anotwo nights and one day for a noted heretic ; ther vessel Slaving sprang a leak, which the
but he unwittingly escaped from them like- pursuers were searching, as Cosmopolite sailwise. The martial law was now proclaimed ed by out of port, in the other ship.
876. The/og-was abiding place in the hand
in four counties, which made it dangerous
travelling without a pass; but Cosmopolite of God—to preserve from those " Floating
was providentially ke])t in peace, and safely Hells,"—while coming round Hibernia and
delivered from the whole—yet not by fore- doubling Cape Clear—for several days tosight in any human wisdom—for it •was not gether!
877 This vessel was called the Averick—
within the reach of human ken.
323 tons—De Cost, master—would keep half
point nearer the wind than usual—hence
shijis at the leeward must run parallel, or
873. "Question 22. A man from America, cross our track to gain the weather gage, in
named LORENZO Dow having travelled through order to bear ujion us—therefore would lose
this country, lu-ofcssing himself a friend to tlic time and distance. De Cost put out his lights
•* •*
* *, what judgment ought this and altered his course, and so evaded the in• * • * • * * * - * to PASS concerning the truders thrice—whereas the other ship which
had been refused on account of her leak, was
conduct of that man ? "
"Answer. He came
or boarded Ihrice Thus Cosmopolite was preany authorized to give ithas not served to Columbia's shores, for which praised
travelled as one of our j)eople, nor .as one of be the Lord',
Though a stranger, the way was opened
our friends—anil we are determined that
should he reti'.rn none of our * » * • * for meetintt^s, and some good times in public—
* * shall be ojiencd to him on any account some acquaintance with the Quakers, and
sailed from New Bedford to New York with
whatever."—Minutes of both countries." f
R74. H c l e t i * * • • at full tide and fair most of the passengers.
878. Cosmopolite was accused with "hush
wind, in an extra jiacket—having just stepped
on board as she cist off—down came the money" clandestinely, by some who were on
Doard—on getting wind of it, he had the
• (josmopolite was on the cliasn seventeen hundred agreement stated, and then produced the remiles in sixty-seven days, and held two hundred meetings such lieing the distance from the people, witlunit ceipt to the full amount wiiich answered to
! intimacy—and the velocity of the journey that they the articles.
Then he was accused of having
•carcely knew from whence he came or where he was
received a present of ten pounds from the Capgone.
tain, which they .said should have been dit S*e Appendix
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vided with the passengers.—Cosmopolite said
w h y ? was there any such agreement ? They
acknowledged not! yet ob.served it would h&ve
been but just. Cosmopolite said, he did not
see or feel the obligation—had the donation
been given—which he observed had never
been given; and appealed to the Captain
if ever he had made the gift, who answered
in the negative Nevertheless, ungenerou.sly
did some persist to make the impression that
Cosmopolite was a swindler. But what is
ami.ss here must be rectified hereafter.
879. Some of those people who were led
by inclination or judgment to come to America, questioned Cosmopolite antecedent to their
coming—civility demanded a reply, which
accordingly was given—as free agents they
came for their own interests only—but meeting with some trials, bitteriy accused Cosmopolite, as the cause of all their trials, calamities, and misfortunes—who could have no interest in their coming—and one even went so
far as to curse the day she ever saw his face
—though he had done all he could to serve
them—but the sin of ingratitude is one of
the most abominable crimes that the heart of
man can be contaminated with, and very obnoxious in the sight of heaven—evidentiy
marked with just displeasure in righteous retributions.
880. Here it may be observed—those who
have fled from oppression and privation to the
" Land of Liberty,'- are the worst enemies,
and most bitter in ihe execrations of any on
these shores, when fortune smiles upon them
—but yet it is ver/ observable that few of
ihem are willing to return to the old world,
A certain pa-fr, whose " passage the king
paid," from the ol.i worid to the neiv—fortune
smiled on them i.i. Alexandria—the term being
expired, and in crntempt, he quit the country
—eyclaiming " the best flour in Americais not
equal tjo the mud of London."-.—Where he put
his barrel of dollars in a private Bank ; which
broke a tiW days after, and he then had to
turn poner, and stand in the mud, to get
wherewi'.h to support nature !
881, On this voyage. Cosmopolite frequentiy felt a/or<?6o(/mg of approaching trials—and a secret conviction as though all was
not well at the Mississippi—which he expressed more than once or twice.
882, He went to Virginia by land—saw
brother M^ad—met his rib in Richmond and
then returiied to New England—holding meetings and had good times by the way. But
now the storm began to gather—preludes of
wiiich v^ere seen—hence Cosmopolite felt he
must fortify his mind—considering these
omens a dispensation of preparation accordingly, from the beneficent Parent of the
world !
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Whilst in Europe Cosmopolite was attacked with .spasm.s, of a most extraordinary kind ;
which baffled the skill of the most celebrated
-)f the Faculty; and reduced his nervous
strength, and shook his co Lstitution to the
centre, more than all his .abors and exposures hertofore—which had been from seven
to ten thousand miles a year, and attending
meeting from six to seven hundred times—but
now his sun appeared declining, and his career drawing to a close. But the idea of
yielding and giving up the itinerant sphere,
was trying to Cosmopolite—seeing it was his
element and paradise to travel and preach the
gospel. Hence he got a stiff leather jacket
girded with buckles to serve as stays, to support the tottering frame, to enable him to ride
on horseback ; which the doctors remonstrated against—when that would answer no
further; betook the gig and little wagon;
but was obliged to sit or lay down some part
of the meeting to be able to finish his discourse ; mostly for seven years,
883, Some could or would not make the
necessary distinction between voluntary singularity and a case of extreme necessity. But
such a cavilling argues an ungenerous mind,
and is too much tainted with moral evil."
884, Cosmopolite had bought a pair of
mules which were to have been fitted to the
carriage against his return ; but in lieu thereof, were put in a wagon, and so broke down
they were unfit for service ; and hence he had
to part -with them for about half value, to be
able to prosecute his journey ; and the horse
he had was shortiy starved so as to fail, and
hence obliged to part with him for one of little worth.
885. Shortiy followed the residue, while in
his decline of health. From New England
he was found in the Mississippi Territory ;
having travelled there by land through Georgia, where he received letters of confirmation
that all was not going right.
886. Here Cosmopolite was induced to aid
tivo parties, as a friend between, who got him
bound and would not let him off. He offered
all he had, but in vain ; the circumstance w a s ;
one party owned three hundred and twentyfour acres of land, and verbally consented for
the other to build a mill on it, who set up a
frame without any titie, and getting involved
in debt, the fit,5t would not sell it to him, lest
they shoitid lo.se it by his creditors; and he
was afraid lest he should lose his labors for
the want of a title So they wished Cosmopolite to step in between them, so as to make
each secure, which, without looking at consequences, he did. This was an error of his
life, and he repents it but once for all. However, it has been a school of an important nature to him, and doabtless will be for life.

887. Then went for his Rib, by tiie advice ficate of acquittal, only on hearing his own
and request of Iriend.s, whose friendship in the statement, though Pagan Romans had the ACsequel consists in fair words untried, like the CUSER and AccusEo/ace to face, that he might
pine tree which appears as good timber, but have an opportunity for his own defence.
upon investigation is found rotten at the heart. The Jews' law did not condemn a man before
For, after Cosmopolite had gone, in a few it heard him.*
months, over most of the northern states, he
Hence Cosmopolite had the .sentence of bfr
returnel with his companion to that part, and ing the agent of all the evil instead of N. S—,
was reduced to the most painful situation and moreover was a " Sabbath breaker," havimaginable, as follows :—
ing let some people have a few religious books,
First, some heavy debts, as a consequence thr.ough necessity, and not of choice, as they
of purchasing sixty-four acres of the three could not be supplied with them at any other
hundred and twenty-four, though he had but time; therefore must have no countenance,
about twenty-four remaiiting, having parted but go on his own footing.
with about forty, to be able to work through.
Cosmopolite delivered a discourse from " as I
Secondly. No money or flush loose pro- ye would that others should do to you. do YE
perty.
even so to them.;"—first in PERSON ; secondly,
Thirdly. A sick companion without house in PROPERTY; and third, in CHARACTER—
or home—this being the time when friends which discourse gave great offence !
for.sook him—nil except a &«< and his family.
These things now came to a focus about
Fourthly
Reputation—attacked
on all one time, which augmented the distre.^s of
sides, and in remote parts through the States ; Cosmopolite—as he was fast verging toward
that HE was revelling in riches and luxury, the grave—to human appearance he could not
-with a fine brick house, sugar and cotton stay long—and the thoughts of dying in this
plantation, flour and saw mills, slaves, and cloud under these gloomy circumstances, were
money in the bank, &c, &c, &c. like a nabob of the most painful and distressing nature—as
in the east, \Vhilst others made use of every- circular letters were sent forth from the executhing they could that would be to his discred- tive, Mr. Asbury, already, that he. Cosmopoit, among which, some few who had subscrib- lite, might rise no more—and at N. Y. it was
ed for liis journals, and paid iu advance, hut thought and said by many, that he would
not gettintc their books, no allowance was never dare to show his face again!
made for the books being lo.st, but all was
890. A gathering in the side of Cosmopoconstrued; " a dcsis;!! to cheat, and had got the
property, and had gone to the Mississippi to lite for .some time, now began to ripen, and
finall}^ burst in the cavity of the body, befeather his nest."
tween the bowels and skin, and he expected to
Hence the famous expression of Asbury's.
die ; but hilling asleep, he dreamed that he
" T h e STAR which rose in the EAST, is set was in a mill-race, below the wheel, and the
in the W E S T "
water was clear as crystal—but the bottom
888. About this time he dreamed that he and sides were a quicksand, so that there was
was in New York, and was goiiis; from the nothing to seize hold of or to stand on for the
Park to Prarl street, in quest of J. ti's. house, possibility of relief; thus situated, he drifted
when the street ap]icar('d burned tiiul only the with the stream toward the ocean near by,
nuns of the walls reni.-iining, and not a tiaci^ where was a whirlpool oi vast depth. People
of his family could be hnind in the city, whicdi were sitting on the banks, nierrilv diverted to
waked him u;) in a tremor of hoiror. He sec him drift, without offering any assistance.
tidd his wife that he thoui!;hf they should hear However, a little man in white raiment, ran
something (lr,ai;-reeable from New 'S'ork, down to the stream, waded in up to his chin,
which the .^('i]uel provi'd in a few days, for a between the current and whiri])ool in lh?f(Wy,
letter from .Mr. W * -*- * was opi-nod in and stooping over, reached as frr as he ould,
Virginia, and ai'cidentally, or rather pitivi.ien- seizcil him by the edge of his garment and
tially, a friend wrote to the; Missis^i])pi, " 1 dragged him to shore, where a gentleman
sui)po-p vou ha\-e heard that J. (}. has'dopci, opened his liouse, invited him to the parlor,
to the W y. and taken offanothcr man's W * *, where the lady made the necessary arian^^eand also left you in the lurch with Mr. \V
ment for his relief in rood and raiment. &c,
anil J. C. T &r. k c . &c. The whole mystethen he was shown a convenient room where
ry was then developed, and consequences to
he was left to compose himself to rest;—in the
be read that would be di.sagrceable enough.
mean time, those people on the bank merrily
889. Mr. .\. Snethen, had itis trials by men diverted them.selves, saying, " h e h.as lost one
I wno had never seen his "tetter," or been ac- shoe in the river, and will never be able to
quainted with Cosmoiolite, nor heard any travel and ireach again"—but in the morning,
i thing he had to say about the circumstance ,
gave judgment in Mr. N. S s favor, and a certi• See Appendix of this affair.
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to the surprise of all, both shoes were found
safe in the dining room, though the doors
were shut and locked all night.
891. The ideas of being stigmatized, and his
ashes raked up by misrepresentation after his
dissolution, were painful in the extreme; because the slur it would bring upon religion,
as the time appeared fast approaching. He
cried to the " God of Jacob" for relief, and
that for his name and glory sake to hear
prayer—that His cause might not be slandered
on his account.
Thus, after spending the bloom of youth in
the service of others, for Zion's welfare—and
now, in the greatest time of affliction, to be
forsaken of friends, was a feeling that cannot
be well described—turned out as an old dog
who hath lost his teeth.
" B u t where j-eosonfails, fherefaith
begins—
But man's extremity is God's opportunity ,'"

892. As the last retreat Cosmopolite retired
into a Cane Brake, at the foot of a large hill,
where was a beautiful spring, which he
named " Chicimaw spring"*—by which he got
a small cabin made of split poles, where the
bear and wolf and tiger, &c. &c., with all
kinds of serpents in N . America, abound.
This was an agreeable retreat from the pursuing foe—there to wait and see what God the
Lord would do!
893. Once he met three animals, when going to a neighboring house, upon a bye-way,
which he hacked out through the cane—he
told them to get out, and chinked his tins together—one took to the left and two to the
right a few feet, and he passed between when
they closed behind,—he inquired if Mr. Neal
had oeen there, having seen his bull dogs.
The family, hearing their description, replied
chat they were WOLVES !
894. Being routed from this peaceful retreat,
in the manner that the Porcupine DROVE the
snake from his den. Cosmopolite made arrangements to leave his RIB and go to the States—
so by mutual consent they parted for three
hundred and seventy-one days, and he came
into Georgia—having only about three dollars when he started in the wilderness from
the Mississippi.
895. He attended a large association of
dominies in S. C , who were mostly strangers
to him—there being not more than three members remaining of the same body when he was
acquainted with them a few years before, as
about five years changes the majority in each
Conference—and not more than five or six
spoke to him.
896. However, he endeavored to make
clear work as he went; which, through the
mercy and Piovidence of God, was accom• Oood.
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plished; except about subscribers, which he
supplied a few months after, though he had
to travel several hundred miles to accomplish
it. There was a subscription which Cosmopolite had made, but part remained unpaid.
He parted with his horse, which cost one hundred and thirty-five dollars, and fifty dollars in
cash, with which he was let off, though he
denied the privilege of preaching in the house,
before he asked it—so he took to his feet, and
went on to New York, and sent for Mr. W . .
and J, C, T., and shortly all the horrid consequence of J. Q's conduct presented to view.
897 Some years before, Cosmopolite was
in a house where the man and ail his family
were confined with sickness; who requested
some papers to he filed in the west to save his
land, which he had been banished from, by
the Catholic Spaniards, on account of his retigion ; and he had to take his family in an
open boat round Cape Florida, living on game,
and had nothing but Providence and the gun
to depend on until they arrived in Georgia,
during a space of about seven months. To
oblige him. Cosmopolite took the papers and
filed them—and J. Q. wished to make the
purchase, which matters were fi.xed accordingly all round, except executing one instrument
of writing, which was only prevented by a
sudden fit of illness.
Thus God sees not as man sees—what we
think for the best may prove our ruin,—and
what we think for the worst, may be the best
oi all.' J, C. T. acted the reasonable part, on
Christian principles, to bear and forbear, and
wait the bounds oi possibility, but Mr. W
acted otherwise.
898. J. Q. had been in the ha'bit of opening
the letters of Cosmopolite and taking out money—also he was to have paid Mr, W
and J. C, T.—The latter he did not, but the
former received a note from J. Q, on the account of Cosmopolite, but not to the full
amount; giving a receipt for money, and wrote
a letter to Cosmopolite for the " balance" to
Virginia, where it was broke open, and remained on a shelf more than a year ; and was
taken down by Cosmopolite when on his journey, careless, and observing his name on the
superscription, opened it, read it, and put it in
his pocket, wtith the receipt, as he came
along.
Mr, W ,
denied the "r«ce7>/," although
he acknowledged the letter; but the names
were in his own proper hand writing—so admitted by judges, when compared with a receipt book.
He demanded the whole of Cosmopolite—
saying the note of J. Q. was destroyed ; which
amounted to about two hundred and eight
dollars—the whole was less than three hundred.
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Cosnio[iolile .saia i'. was hard to pay it
twice; but was wil ing to submit it to arbitrators, and abide their judgment ; to which
Mr. \V
. assenteil—he should choose
one—Cosuiopolile another, and these two
should choose a third—a majority of which
should he final. The hour being fi.xed. Cosmopolite ,-tarted with his, and MET that of
Mr. \y
., and who should it be but the
sheriff, prepared to take Cosmopolite to the
" tiglit house." Thus, the aspect was of the
most gloomy nature—however, two men
stepped up and became security for his appearance at court. This gave him time to
breathe, and see what next.
899. The assignees to the estate of J. Q.,
who had died in the West Indies, offered to acquit Cosmopolite of all demands, if he would
let them step into the place of J. Q., and have
the transfer in his lieu, from those whom it
had concerned—as J. Q. had left a demand on
book against Cosmopolite of some amount
improperly—and, moreover, would step in between him and Mr. W
. ., and fight him
in the law, giving Cosmopolite a bond of indemnity.
Cosmopolite readily consented ; being only
paid his expenses; but flung in his trouble—
so that in attempting to favor the sick man he
neither gained nor lost—except the plague and
censure, as the sick man -was paid his full demand.
900. There is one instrument of writing
which hath been paid, but was never delivered uj>; which, in justice, Cosn-iopolite should
have—as '• iMajor JMill.s, Charies Smith," and
"Frances Steel," doth know!
901. Thus Cosmo|)olite was enabled to
clear off with J. C. T. and leave the city in
peaci—while Mr. W . .
was left to have
his dispute decided in his own way—but what
was the conse-iuence ? fle was ca.st, having
the cost of court to pay ; and only got the balance. After whicli there was a resurrection
of the note of J. Q. wlii(h he, Mr. W
wished Cosmopolite to purchase—and for the
refusal called him all to nought, as a "stoundrel,'' fee. Uc. &c.
ii(l2. Cosmopolite went as far as Boston,
where he had a few book.s-jirociired him ,-i
horse an.i little wagon—and returned to the
south, and so to the Missix^i/ipi to his Rib ;
and immeliately started for Ccor^Ja, throuo-h
the wil lerne.ss, without bidding a friend farewell—visited many counties and started for
the north.
Was pre-warned in dreams—
whicli the sequel proved, at Lynchburg, Virginia, She was taken sick—brought nigh
unto death, and detained two years. See her
" JOURNEY OP L I F E . "

903. Cosmopolite was defeated in attempting to got a small cabin here— his reputed

" riches," by report, not being adequate to
purniount it.
904. He was taken unwell with those
spasms, and lay beside a road, and probably
would have died—but a doctor came along—
gave him some medicine, which flung the
spasms from the nerves into the blood-vessela,
and he began to amend from that time.
905. The Presbyterians were remarkably
kind gnd open in N. C , many of their meeting-houses were at his service, and some of
their mini.ste'-s he formed acquaintance with,
who appeared tike very pious men, with the
spirit of libera'itj' I
906. Thus after long struggles. Cosmopolite got through all his difficulties, into which
others had involved him •, after turning away*
—even to parting with his HORSE and library; the latter of which he had taketi much
pains to collect and select—having the small
piece of ground left at the Mississippi, on
which was the old " mill" frame from which
he derived no benefit—neither does he expect
to, having sent a deed of relinquishment, but
received no value.f
907 Those who are fond of retailing evil
reports about absent characters with a degree
of rejoicing, are a partaker of evil; in as
much as they Vv-ould consider it very hard, ungenerous and unjust, for cue to take half the
liberty about them in their absence, that they
do about others. For the motives cannot be
good, nor the spirit savor of righteousness.
Therefore, 'li they proiess friendship to the
face they are only base " hypocrites" in
heart; from which may society be delivered !
908. Dreams may come from the enemy,
from the business of the day past, from a disordered body, propensities founded by contamination, from "moral evil," and from God
through the medium of Angels, and departed
.'^ai'iils, as forewarnings to stir up and picptire
till' mind for those scenes a-hea i, as a dispensation of preparation. Which many rcm;iin
ignorant of for the want of due attention, w:th
a heart conformed to the Divine (Jovernment.
909. jMany ])eople, from a spirit of prejudice founded on jealousy, surmise things ahuut
oth(']-s, which amounts to a reality in tlieir
im:is:iniition ; and hence assume the liberty to
report and circulate it as truth founded upon
fact, to the great injury of society, friendship,
and the innocent.
' Though ho thoup;ht of payinp; with a " ramskin" M
the saying is—i.e deliveru] aL—hut Providence wmnghl
the other way, when it came to the last e.\tremily with
Mr. W * " * .
(>]Kmopolite sent the money to J Q according to igre*ment—but he gave his note to Mr. W**** and kept th*
money, which Mr. W * " " accepted on Cosmopolite^ »ccount, and gave the receipt for moncv accordingly !
t Roswcll V " " , who was disinterested, by his inHoence and interference, saved some little value from th*
wreck.
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The foregoing short history of " Eccentric"
Cosmopolite, is given for the benefit of all
those whom it may CONCERN.
910, JUNE 9, 1813.—Leaving Peggy at
John M. Walker's, in Buckingham County,
Virginia, where she was confined with
.
I spoke in Charlotte County, Maclinburg,
Brunswick, Belfield, and Murfree.sboro, down
to Edenton, in N. C, at which place I was interrupted b} -i Baptist preacher, who gave me
the lie, and o;ougfit himself into disrepute I
replied there was " some good mistaken n;v i
whose hearts were better than their heads."
911, By Elizabeth I came to the Hickory
Ground, and down to Princess Ann—and
while upon the road I heard "Jefferson's Bull
Dogs" so called, roaring at one of neighbor
George's frigates ; which give me awful sensations concerning the horrors of war, and the
curse the world is under. On my arrival at
Norfolk, I saw the smoke of cannon, and the
awful scene during the battle of Craney
Island.
" God sees not as man sees : for the race is
not to the swift nor the battle to the strong"—
which was exemplified in that instance; the
termination being different from every calculation both of friend and foe.
912, 1 returned by Suffolk, where I found
my old friends Yarborough were gone to the
other worid. By Petersburg to Richmond ;
where I found my old friend, Stith Mead, 3tili
going on in the work of the Lord.
913, On my arrival in Buckingham, finding
Peggy still low in health, and the people unwilling for her removal, as unadvised, I requested a ride in the gig; which the famil}'-,
not suspecting my intentions, we started; and,
beyond probability, she endured ten miles before we stopped : as the Doctor had advised
the " White Sulphur Springs" in Greenbriar.
Next day we reached Lynchburg, where I was
requested to preach ; but Le Roy Merritt, who
had been converted in this place, and came
with me from the Low Lands, had been to see
his friends, was now on his return, and desired to preach : I felt as if it was his turn, and
gave way accordingly. He spoke with life
and authority from above ; and going to his
station in Portsmouth, died in a few days
after, with the shouts of " VICTORY! VICTORY ! VICTORY !" in his mouth.
" Let me die the death of the Righteous,
and my last end be like his—Mark the perfect
man, and behold the upright—for the end of
that man is peace."
914, While in the Low Lands I saw some
good limes, and revivals of religion ; but the
drought, the sun, and flies, were dreadful at
that time. Many streams were so dried, that
swine fattened upon their fish; and the want
of water and food for cattle were distressing,
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with the addition of swarms of flies to suck
the blood of man and beast.
915. Hiring a hack we came to the " White
Sulphur" Springs in Greenbriar; where I got
access to many neighborhoods where I had
not been before ; being a stranger in those
parts. Our expenses were nearly one hundred dollars, but I did not begrudge it, considering the benefit we received from those waters. When on the way, she could hardly
bear her weight ten yards, but now was able
to ride sixteen miles on horseback to the
" Sweet Springs," where I spoke to a large
and attentive audience, though the devil reigned in those parts. Lawyer Baker collared
me, and threatened to break my neck for
preaching; because, he said I insulted Mrs,
ten years before, by saying hell is
moving from beneath to meet her at her coming ; and he did it to revenge her cause. But
his assertion was false. The ladies however
took up my cause, and promised me protection. And hence his gambling comrades bej;ame ashamed, and he had to hold his peace
and let me alone,
916. By the assistance of Providence we
found the way opened to gain Fincastie ; and
the camp meeting, near Salem, where I had to
apologize for my " Lapel coat," single-breasted ; which I was reprobated for wearing.—
The case was this ; eighteen months before I
was in distress for a coat, the winter coming
o n ; and had not money to spare to get one.
But a man owed me twenty dotiars, which he
could not pay in ready money ; hence I must
lose it, (being about to leave those parts,) unless I would accept a turn to a shop where
garments were ready made, being brought over
from England: hence from my necessity, and
the nature of the case, originated the contended coat, the most valuable I ever wore in my
life. But I soon gave it away rather than
hurt weak minds, and give mankind occa.sion ;
and got a sailor's blanket-coat, to prosecute
my journey.
917 From thence to Blaekrod in a wagon :
where we had some good times, I spoke to
the military in Christiansburg, where they
gave me a surtout,
918. I attended a camp meeting one day
and two night,s, which appeared like a blank
in my life; so I started off twenty miles on
foot, to my destination.
919. Having procured me a lackey, .and
parting with Peggy at the Yellow Springs in
Montgomery county, I started for the west,
while she went to the east, with brother and
sister Booth, in Brunswick county, in North
Carolina,,
920. On Walker's Creek I saw the greatest
preparation for camp meeting that I ever
viewed in my life, being encircled with bar-
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racks all round. It was a dreadful rainy time;
but from our convenience, preaching went on
in the tents; and all were accommodated,
I called at a house to feed my horse, where
I was recognised, and solicited to stop and
preach, wiiich I did ; and had a good time.
The man of the hou.se turned away circuit
preaching because they held private class
meetings—and so broke up the class.
9-21. In Abingdon I spoke three times.
Exchanging my poney for another, as she
was in foal, which had been kept a secret
from me by the seller : I got imposed on
again, as the latter had not been corn fed ;
and in two days she tired. Hence I was
obliged to exchange for a third, to be able to
keep up -with my appointments, but this also
was so rough in his gaits, that my state of
health would not admit of keeping h i m ;
hence I exchanged for a fourth, having expended eighty-three dollars : I obtained one
worth about forty, having but one eye.
922. When I started on this journey, I felt
to gc as far as Nashville ;* but any farther a
gloom seemed to overspread my contemplation
on that subject—I could not tell why : yet
when I arrived into West Tennessee, the cause
was obvious ; the Indians having commenced
war, blocked up the way to Louisiana—as
many were murdered in that direction.
923. Putting my •work, improved, to the
press, sent off my appointments; after which
I commenced my tour through Gallatin, Cartha g e Lebanon, where I saw the wife of the
" Wild Man of the Woods." I strove to obtain
his journal; but in that I was di.sappointed—though they had agreed on certain conditions
to let me have it—he died in peace. Jefferson,
Murfreesboro, Columbia on r'uck; Rices'M,
H, Franklin ; Liberty, near Green Hills; Dixon county, Clarksville, Palmyria, Christian
county and Russellville, in Kentucky; Robinson C. H. Macminsville; Secotchee valley.
• In N:i;hville jail T saw an Indian chief of the Creek
nation, named B.-th—taken prisoner by <U)fl-oe's spies, 1
a.skod him why ttioir nation took up the hiitrli«^t .t-^ainst
the wliitcs, when they were paid for tlioir friendship by
the United states ?
He re).lic..!, tliat a letter from the Orcat Father, the
King of i-.ngland, that the tiino was arrived to take iip the
hatrhft th.-ii tlie (Governor of Pcn<iacol;i sent for the bij;
rr(>i>het- who siiid if wi> did not tiike up the h a t r h r t . o u r
cattle would t.c.oine hufl.jlo, and our f..wls hiie wild tuikeys—and our l;..(;i would become li/anls—likewise our
di.^s would become spirits and kill us, bcpTiuse we had
whipi.od tliom ; which ).r.iphei-y the governor delivered
hy an iiitorpntor to Knuncrs, who quickly circubitcd it
through the n a t i o n - s o m e believed it, who were credulous iu the lin.-trine i.l S|>irit,<. It was through such a
three-fold influential source others believed it, being dis• fl'ectcd to the I'idled i-atrs imd ath-.-d to prevent tieing
tomahawked, as there eoul.l he no neutnd in the war
an.l hence the commencement of hostiliti.^-g.
T h e y that observe lying vanifi.'s, forsake their own
mercies. Four armies are now iigaiust them—and dc• t m c t i o n •ppoars c.-jming u|ion them to tiie ntteimost.
But wo« to them who make use of Rs^igiou to answer
Ihair wicked ends thereby '.
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Washington, Kingston, Marysville, Seversville, Knoxville, Clinton, Jacksborough, Claiborne, C, H. Rutiedge, Rogersville, Greensville, Jonesborough and Carter, C, H, to Wilksborough, and then to Huntsville, so to Jama
Clemments, where I arrived on Tuesday evening, the 14th of December; intending to proceed immediately to Raleigh, and from thence
to Brunswick, where Peggy is. But in this
I was disappointed: being taken sick, was
confined until Thursday, when the weather
.set in bad. On Sunday spoke to several hiindreds in the door yard, and rode fourteen miles
on my way—and falling in with a congregation, I spoke at night. Next day it rained,
snowed, and hailed, in a distressing manner, •
so that I could not feel myself justifiable to
pursue my journey; however anxious,
924. There is something peculiar in my detention here,—for I felt to hasten my journey
to the utmost, and accomplish my route; but
.still I was prevented going further at present,
though I have accomplished the essence of my
visit.
925. More than a year ago, I dreamed that
we were on the shore in the Low Lands—
where about twelve o'clock at night the great
ocean presented to view before without bounds,
and the awful cavalry pursuers were in the
rear, and destruction to the uttermost awaited
us if we staid there until day. I saw a batteau, without .sails, oars or rudder, in which
I .said we must embark as the only alternative,
and leave the event to God; and putting in
our trunk, for it was present with my papers,
and all we had: Peggy stepped in, and as I
.shoved it off stepped in myself; the motion of
which, -with the wind and tide, took us out of
sight of land before day. A porpoise rose
and struck the gunnel of the boat and broke
in a part, which admitted the waves to dash
in, and the boat began to fill. I said, we are
lost—there is no hope, but to commit ourselves
to God, and hang our souls upon Him!
Just then a fine large ship presented to
view, and was immediately alongside; and
seeing our danger, flung us a rope, to which
we fastened the trunk and so were drawn into the ship, as the boat just then filled and
vs'ent down! Tliei^e were three ladies in the
cabin who served us with a dish of warm coffee or tea; for we were wet and very much
chilled. ] coitid eat but little, from the gratitude to the great Disjjoser of all events for oui
late deliverance from the danger of the sea,
and our dreadful pursuers. I asked the captain where he was from, and bound to? He
.said, " from //•«/an(/—have been to the Wesi
Indies—am .s:tiling to Jfinrs.ti.EM." While
reflecting on the .subject, and the probability
that my pursue-g would not hear of me foi
years, if ever, I waked up all in a flood of
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tears ! What it means, I know not, time must than any one individual since the " True
unfold it!
American Federal Government" was formed.
926. When on my return from Europe, I spent some time with him at Washington—
from an unaccountable impulse of mind I fre- he gave up his appointment for Cosmopolite
quently said, I awfully feared that all was not in the ' BIO HOUSE." One night Cosmopotite,
right at the Mississippi ; as a brother and sis- while sleeping in the room with him, dreamed
ter-in-law had gone to that territory about the that a Rat came out of the dark, and fastened
time we left America.
on his finger, and began to suck his blood,
927. In Ireland, one day a person observed which he, in endeavoring to shake off, had like
to me her dream, w hich left a tremor of horror to have sprung out of bed. Next day there
on her mind. That I had wings, and could came a swindler to Cosmopolite, and ingeroam at pleasure where I pleased; at length niously duped him out of thirty-eight dollars,
I lit down on a certain place, and sunk into which he designed never to reimburse ! This
the mire—and the more I strove to get out, the also was a school, and taught him the lesson :
deeper I sunk down into the black mire. When " He that will be surety for a stranger shall
she waked up with a degree of horror.
smart for it."
928. Those persons in M. T. separated, by
Mr, F. A. is sick, and perhaps is about to
grievously sinning against the tender mercies end his long and arduous labor. What then ?
of the Lord. Leaving Peggy in Virginia, I
arrived in Claiborne county, where he had be931. Cosmopolite heard N. Snethen preach
gun a mill on ground which was not his own, from, " T h e Lord knoweth how to deliver the
and got involved in debt, which caused both godly out of temptation, and to reserve the
parties, viz. the owners of the ground and unjust unto the day oi judgment to be punishhim, to desire me to act as a mediator between ed." The Lord knoweth—not is able or willthem; which I accordingly did, and writings i n g ; but knoweth HOW, i . e . the fees/way to
were passed accordingly.
deliver, &c., and to reserve the unjust to
But alas! this •was the biginning of sorrows the day of judgment: not the general judgto me, and proved a school, arising from a ment, but some particular judgment in this
combination of circumstances, which I shall world ; adding, those that witi not be .subject
to rule and order, put themselves out of the
never forget.
I offered all I had, in a few day after, for a power of the magistrate, for he cannot follow
release, but in vain, they proved like blood- them through all their intricate windings; of
suckers, which stuck close to the skin.— course they surrender themselves into the hand
Hence I was compelled to purchase a part of of God only; and hence we may expect to see
the land and improvements; which involved some particular judgment befal them, as a just
me in debt head and ears, of several thousand dispensation, and make a striking example of
dollars, which took some time to extricate them as a warning to others!
myself! But which was accomplished by per932. From Baltimore to Phtiadelphia, and so
severance, through the providence of God.
to New York, where we saw J.
929. The "Rights of Man," fifth edition, M.
., who professes himself to be an
being finished, I visited Fayetteville, Wilming- "alien enemy;" who hath caused (more) unton, Kingston, Georgetown and CHARLESTON ; easiness in the
.
society and disturwhere the women lived at the " Planters Ho- bance (than Cosmopolite iiath done on these '
tel," who had been instrumental in saving me shores these eighteen years) *though accountfrom the hand of Baker; here I put up gratis. able to none in a moral or ecclesiastical point of
930. I visited Sumpterville, Statesborough, view, for his conduct on these .shores ; thouo-h
Columbia, Chesterfield, Wadesborough, and a man of "ORDER," yet he has been geneseveral adjacent counties, to Moore ; and Ra- rously used in various senses in this city; but
leigh Smithfield, Kingston to Newbern, and his Life shows the liberty in his country, as
Washington, so oy the intermediate places to published by himself. However Americans
larborough, and also to Nash, C. H, Louis- as "alien friends," TRYM.^ in time of PEACE,
viile, Wilhamsborough, Granville, Hillsbo- are used worse than "alien enemies" are here
rougti^ to Terswell and Person, to Warrington in time of WAR; which Cosmopolite rloth
and Brunswick ; from whence we took our know.
departure to Petersburg, Richmond, Freder933. There Cosmopolite with his Rib, had to
icksburg, Alexandria, Washington to Balti- appear at the Custom House by summons;
more; and on the way I met Jesse Lee. who and tell his age, parentage, birth-place, occuhalted me m the stage. I once saw him at a
camp meeting in Georgia—we took a walk.
T h e example of Cosmopolite—it had been urged
He has been Chaplain to Congress longer

would prove pernicious ; but where has the effect been
produced y e t ? .Moreover the " Defence of Methodism"
states the distinction between •'Jlccidenlal a n * vural
evil;" and shows the absurdity of saying " most eood or
evil," &e., "more evil than good,"
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935. " Natural Law"—" Moral Law"—and
pation, city, street, number of the house, and
name of the family were he stayed before em- the "Rule of Practice," originated from the
barking, ship's name, &c. &c. &c. complexion, same Author
Natural law embraces unalienable RIGHTS,
height, flesh marks, &c. &c. all the answers
re:orded, and his name he had to sign to which are founded upon innate principles, as
his testimony. This examination they passed life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. &c.,
through three times at the Custom House, from which equality originates " Natural
then at the Mayor's office, and also at the Justice." Agreeable to such natural ju.stice is
Alien office ; then he could not stay without " Moral obligation ;" " Love the Lord with all
thy heart, and thy neighbor (not less or
the King's license, on which were certified
more, but) as thyself," "and as ye would that
his lodgings, &c. which must not be removed
others should do to you, do ye even so to
even lo the next door without permission, un- them, for this is the law and the prophets;"
der a j.^.'.alty: and the family who received or what the law of Moses, and the spirit of
him to fifty pounds fine. Moreover, he must prophets; and the example of Jesus Christ
not exceed eleven miles distance, nor preach enjoined : "Therefore with what judgment ye
without license from the sessions, which could judge, ye shall be judged," and "with what
not be obtained without, first, the OATH of al- measure you mete, it shall be measured to you
legiance ; second, to support that particular again."
form of government; third, against Popery, or
The just retributions of Divine Providence
be subject to pay a fine of twenty pounds;
and those who suffered meetings in their have been observable in social bodies, as well
houses without a license from the Bishop's as in personal and individual cases, Haman
court, were subject to twenty pounds fine ; and and Mordecai exemplify an instance—"he
each of those who attended, to pay five shil- that will dig a pit for another, shall fall into
it himself"
lings.
936, The first fifteen years of my life were
934. Render unto Cassar the things that are
Caesar's, and unto God the things that are as lost, not being devoted to God; though
God's; for the devil ought to have his due, more sober and steady than most at that age;
and God requires no more : and every thing which was remarked by many.
When in my sixteenth year I became acshould have justice done to it!
And to misrepresent any thing designedly, quainted with the comforts of religion ; which
with an intention to deceive, to injure another, hath kept me out of many a hurtful snare.
and thereby answer our own designs, is a About eighteen I commenced my itinerant ca"MORAL EVIL" of the deepest dye; and while reer ; which is more than eighteen years since.
the Ficfgero!/governs the world in Righteous- Various are the scenes through which I have
ness, judgment must and will be given in been preserved since, by land and water, in
favor of the injured. Therefore vice must not those different climes where my lot hath been
triumph over virtue ; and though the " Wicked cast, arising from the different customs, intermay floiuish like the green bay tree" for a ests, and prejudice of education. There is a
.'•easun, the day of retribution will come at last. iam'ily likeness, so there may be a family/fm;)fr,
CBn.-equently, all persons whose actions %w and likewise a family t,-.'itca//o». Hence the
from impure and unjustifiable motives, will h ive various MODES give rise to various prejuonly a curse and bitterness, as a just entailmt it dices ? and those that predominate will infcft
and taint whole societies or iv."ighborhooils,
at last, as the final issue of their conduct!
But innocence, ujnightne.ss and integrity of over whose influence they control.
937 Little minds .Kre capable of little ibinirs;
heart, founded upon virtuous ' i d justifiable
principles, as a responsible age t to the !^ii- and hence to ste an exaltation, is apt to ]nojireine Governor of the world, will meet His iliice a jealousy ; which, when admitlel, begets
a]ipiobali(Hi ; who \\ ill carry them through envy : and friendship and respect degenerates
safely, however severe their trials and con- into hatred, malice, and ill-will.
938. Every person supjioscs hini<clf to be
flicts may be for a sea.son, SALVATlOiN will
in the middle of the world, and his way lo be
come at last.
Hence the propriety of " F A I T H in God,' the most illGHT, and as a criterion, and ihe
A difference of co^r^^
and a " H O P E " in his Providential
Hand.' summit of perfection.
Likewise Charity or LOVE, wiiich is the to be an error, which shoitid be cured : hence
tpirit of the gosjiel of Christ, should be the he bears ihe testimony against it with all the
moving spring of all our actions; in ordci zeal, acrimony, and bitter censorioiisness ima'hat we may glorify Him in all our ways, by ginable. W h y ! becau.se it varies from A«
a suitable disposition of heart fitted to his views; without allowing others llie .same
govrrnment; which requires a worship in lilierly that he takes, to think, and judge, and
SPIRIT and in TRUTH, with the UNDER- act for Itiinself; but all -tre in error who do
not come i_ his rule, f,yunded upon bigotry
STANDING I
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and the prejudice of education. For the most
ignorant are generally the most rude, saucy,
impertinent and positive in their assertions;
not knowing how to state a proposition, nor
draw a right coiiclu.sion ; but think that assertion is argument, and so take it for granted
f.hat it proves the point.
939. Those persons who have sprung out
of the ashes, and have been raised in the corner, when they get into office and power, become the most important, self-exalted, imperious, and tyrannical of any persons whatever; and domineer over those with a vengeance, that come within their power and displeasure ;* from which good Lord deliver the
EARTH !f
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but about ten dollars when I embarked for
Europe.
944. But hitherto the Lord hath helped and
brotight me through, and gently cleared my
way. I feel a sweet inward peace of mind, a
blessing I have never lost since I saw Calvin
Wooster. What is before me I know not—
trials I expect ever await me, while upon the
Journey of Life on these mortal shores; but
the anticipation of a better and happier world,
attracts my mind to surmount every obstacle
by " FAITH IN JESUS," to gain that bright
abode; and strive by every po.ssible means to
regenerate the earth by the knowledge of God;
that " moral evil" may be expelled the world,
the Kingdom of Christ become general, and
rule over ALL.
945. I verily believe these are the last days
of troublesome times; and witi continue to
grow worse and worse, and rise higher and

940. I perceive all things below the sun to
be of a fleeting nature—nothing permanent
but Divinity and Immortality!
And to feel
the love of the former, brightens up the prospects of the latter; and inspires the heart with higher, until after the " F A L L OF BABYLON,"
"hope" beyond this life!
which I expect cannot be far off; and the
941. I have not an acre of ground I call m}- " Beast and False Prophet" be taken away ;
own upon earth, and but a small pittance of then the Divine Government will be acknowthis world's goods in any shape or form. ledged, natural justice attended to, moral obliBut am without house or home of my own, gation performed in the golden rule of pracand but very few on whose fiiendship to tice, as enjoined by the VICECJERENT of the
depend.
world !
942. The last seven years of my life have
946. Whoever will read the xxviii. of Deut.
been a scene of trials; but they have been a and compareit with the history of the Jews and
school. During this time I have not received our LORD'S prediction with Josephus, must be
from other people in my travels, what would at least rationally convinced of the doctrine
bear one half of my necessary expenses; and of Providence in nature and grace. And
yet there is no time nor place in Europe or whosoever is convinced, and looks at the
America, that any person can point out, when "signs," may discern the T I M E S ; " F o r the
or where I asked for a " CONTRIBUTION," light of the moon is becoming as the light of
for "myself," either directiy or indirectly; the SUN," when compared with the last centuthough I have taken a few, made by other ries : and " The light of the SUN shall become
people, in some cases of extreme necessity, or sevenfold as the light of SEVEN DAYS,"
to prevent doing harm by hurting the feelings saith the inspiration of the Almighty. Then
of some weU wishers, in the course of those »the House of the Lord shall be established in
eighteen years: but have by far dectined the tlie top of the mountain, and exalted above
bigger part—perhaps ten to one.J
the hills;" " a n d all nations shall flow unto
943. The profits of my books, I derived no it;" then the wolf and the lamb shall dwell
real advantage from, before I went to Europe together; and the " nations learn war no
the last time; and by the "JOURNAL" I sunk more;" for " the NAME of the LORD alone
about one thousand dollars, by engaging too .shall be E.XALTED in that day ;" and natural
many to meeting-houses before the work" was evil will be expelled the world, and the earth
done : at one of which there happened to lack restored to its paradisical state; " until the
twenty-five of eight hundred; and hejice twen- thousand years be ended, whether a common
ty-five dollars in cash was demanded, and thousand, prophetic or apostolic; when Christ
paid from other publications; so that I had shall reign on earth, and bring his .saints with
him; but after the loo.sing of Satan, then
' This is observable in petty understrappei« • * » » • there will be a falling away ; and shortly will
«s well as in the iiac* overseers in the West Indies,
come the general judgment, " moral" evil"
V I B I L " , . " ^ ' ' ' ? ^ contracted T y r a n t - c o n d e m n e d such a
K / T . K K. . * " « ' " ' - " " ' " ? ' " to be " MTii/oi-m" would having contaminated the earth again; and
oe lor the b e s t - a n d choosing his own height for the mo- hence it is inconsistent with the nature and
»ni' »if . t ° ^^°^ bedstead" erected for the c r i t e r i o n - government of the Almighty, to continue the
; ^hli.
. T ' ""*'' ^^ " " " off" ='"'1 'hose fhat were
e r a « adiSt
" " ' ' ' ' " ' - w i i i c h neither nature nor world in being any lon2;er—then we arrive to
the CONSUMMATION of all things.
947. This worid is fitted to man's Imdy, b\it
; foi^a bit of bread and some few tliiugs of the lifej necesnot to the mind! the love of Goc is the only
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principle that can satisfy the MIND, and make
him happy
Man is ever aspiring for new
and greater thin<;s ; nov/tins principle is not
wrong, being imjdanted by the AUTHOR of
nature, as an inherent principle that is innate;
the evil consists in the pursuit of improjier
objects that can never satisfy, and so become
idolaters, to the neglecting the Author of all
good, the privation of which is misery, as
H E is the only fountain of perfect and lasting
happiness!
948, This world is man's beginning place,
like a state of embryo; he being a candidate
for future happiness; hence the other world
is his place of destination. For "moral evil"
brought " natural evil" into the world ; man
is degenerate, hence the necessity of "regeneration by the Divine Spirit," called the " N E W
BiRTH." " T h e kingdom of Heaven was prepared for man," not from all eternity, but
" from the foundation of the world ;" whereas
"the lake of fire and brimstone" was never
made for man, but was "prepared for the devil
and his angels."
949, The "pleasure" of the Lord was the
moving cat^seof "creation."
"Lovr." was the
moving cause of "redemption ;" and "faith" is
the instrumental cause of "salvation."
But
"siN," man's own ACT, is the CAUSE of his
"damnation."
Therefore the necessity of seeking the Lord
by faith, to find that knowledge of him, which
will give an evidence of pardon, and bring
peace to the mind.
950, The "divisions" of the human family
in " nation.s," has its advantage ; to cause a
balance of power and a refuge for the oppressed people,
951, The variety of "denominations" also
in those nations, have an a.lvantage, that no
one should have the pre-eminence to domineer over others in matters of conscience ;"
there being so little real piety in the world.
Union of form and ceremony is not r(digion
in a moral point of view, for by il with the
addition of power, the world iiatli been imposed upon, and taken the .shell for the kernel, in their awful, delusive ignorance, which
hath driven men to deism and infidelity, as
common sense began to wake up and sec the
imposition. And doubtless will continue so
to do more and more—hence the propriety of
these words, " When the Son of man coineth
shall he find faith on the earth V'
95 2. But a union oi HEART in the spirit oi
the gospel oi CIHUST, is a necessary thing
to promote peace, and convince the world of
the reality of the religion of Josus being
founded in Divinity, that thty may embrace it
hy faith and "know" its ble.ssed enjoyments.
953. Let brotherly love continue, for wliere
bitter contention is, is every evil work : and

instead of judging and striving for a party,
and using the devil's tools with which to do
the Almighty's work, strive to excel in love;
evidencing your "faith in Ciirist by WORKS,"
bringing forth tho.se fruits of Christianity t\ia.t
will be the evidence on which will turn vour
eternal '^justification" forever, in the day of
final retribution!
954. The Gi.oRV of God our object, the
WILL of God our law; His SPIRIT our guide,
and the Bible our rule, that Heaven may be
our END. Hence we must " watch and pray,"
endure to the end to receive the " CROWN of
Life," where is pleasure -without pain, for
evermore!
955. Then the storms of life are forever
over, and his journey is drawn to a close;
where there is glory, and honor, praise,
power, and majesty, might and dominion forever be ascribed to God and tiie Lamb. 0 !
this pleasing anticipation of a future world—
the HOPE beyond the grave!
956. After our arrival in New York, a combination of circumstances conspired together,
whereby I was enabled to put my WORKS lo
press, through the assistance of some friends;
whose friend.ship I required. But as many
of the books were sold at cost, and considerable expense attending the transportation and
circulation of them ; there was very littie, if
any nett gain, or profits attending the same,
without counting the great attention, care, &c.
attending i t ; if we except the pleasart and
benefits of mankind; which were my principal objects in their circulation; all of which
was accomplished in about seven months, and
discharged.
957 Frequently did I attend meetings at
the Asbury meeting house, belonging to the
Africans, or People of Color; and some other
placi;s: and departed to New Haven, where
we spent a few days. It was the Fourth of
July, and many were celebrating the time of
Independence; but in a way neither to the
glory of GOD, nor the honor of our country;
but rather savoreil of a spirit of ingratitude,
ari.^ing from a state of insensibility of how
grc.it and gloriotis our privileges are, when
contrasteil with other nations; and what has
been brfo
So I m.iile some remarks upon
the sin of iiigraliiiiilc, and its concomitant
evils ])rosp(.ctivcly on the occasion. Thence
to North Guilford, and Middletown, where I
found a wagon going to Hebron : having held
a number of niecliinr-' by the way.
958. Hero I rccciveda note from N. D. cf
N. L. containin;^ the following queries : Ist.
Why less lime in private devotion now, than
formerly. 2d. Whether the ti-rxc spent in
writing would not be better ixrnt in private
prayer ! 3d. Why more cocvcit^nt with my
Iriends 7
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959. These questions reminded me of a cir- countenances of the people were an index of
cumstance of several vessels which were load- the mind; during the awful suspense of the
ed with live stock,—cattle, sheep, hog"^, geese, engagements at Baltimore and Plattsburg :
&c. &c. when several foreign vessels were off' and also it was visible, who were the friends
at a distance. Those things caused me to of the country, and felt interested, and those
think so loud that I spoke out; " T h i s looks v/ho were not: and a day or two days after,
like fulfilling the scripture"—" If titine enemy when accounts came from those two places,
hunger feed him ' " " Yes," replied a bye- that they had net fatien; the scene was
stander, "the Connecticut people are very equally reversed !*
pious in that respect." But books are next
964." Thence to Philadelphia, where I spent
akin to preaching, and may benefit society about a month ; sold my travelling conveniwhen I am no more ; and duties never clash. ence, and went by water in the steamboat to «
960. Getting equipped with a horse and New Ca.stie, in Delaware : saw an old house
small light wagon, I proceeded to Coventry, 127 years old: held one meeting, ana took
and found my aged father, one sister, and two stage to Smyrna; spoke once, then to Dover,
nephews well. I staid a few days, and visit- and found a distant people; spoke four times;
ed a number of adjacent places, and had disturbed twice by something coming into my
some tender times : But ray mind wns uneasy, room in the night; spoke to it, got no reply :
and some hours of sleep departed from me interrogated the family, got no satisfaction,
when I reflected upon the state of the coun- only found others had been disturbed there
try, and the spirit of the times.
before. Thence to Frederica; spoke three
961. When in Hartford city, I felt as if times, and went to MUford : where I spoke
bewildered, and scarce knev/ which way to several times, and went to Georgetown ; and
go ; I left the beast to start which way he spoke twice. So on to Doggsborough, and
cho.se, feeling no inclination to go any where spoke in the church of England meeting
in particular. Thus in slow walk we started house, and then to Martinsville, and held two
and took the road west, toward the state of meetings; from thereto Poplartown, in M.iNew York, about twenty miles, when I met RYLAND : and Snow Hill. There I spoke six
an old man ; I asked him if any body in the times, and departed to Havertown, and from
neighborhood loved God ; he mentioned a thence to Downingtown in VIRGINIA. Thence
family and e.scorted me to the house, where 1 returned by Downing Chapel, and Newtown,
j two persons lived, who were my former ac- to Snow Hill: thence to Salsbury ; and so to
quaintance, when they were single ; .staid all Cambri.lge; where the snow and cold overnight: had two meetings, and went to Wen- took me. During this journey so far, I had
sled, where I was invited by John Swed, an many precious times: at the Trap, in particuacquaintance, with whom I fell in with b}' lar ; and in East-town and Centreville, and at
the by. Had two meetings and went to Chestertown, and at the head of Chester, and
Lenox, and Pittsfield ; and saw some of rny so returned to Smyrna, and visited its vicinity.
old acquaintance and spiritual children, whom
965. At the head of Sassafras, I saw MARI had not seen for fifteen years. Held sevesal GAUKT K E E N ; whom I saw two years before
meetings, and went to Bennington, and sjioke in Baltimore : and who had accurately dreamonce : then to Cambri.lge, where 1 had for- ed of Bonaparte's disasters, &c. &c. which
merly travelled, but felt not free to call on made considerable impression upon my mind.
any of my old acquaintance ; nor have I felt Thus after about thirty days, I returned to
free to do it intentionally, where I formerly Philadelphia, where I nietm}' companion irom
traveUed the circuits; unless it so happened New York, where I had left her; having trajust in my way of travelling.
velled about five hundred miles, and held up962. Spent about a week with Peggy's wards of .sixty meetings.
sister and brother-in-law : held several meet966. As neither of us had been in those
ings, met some opposition with an A-LL-part northern latitudes, at this inclement season of
^ minister; and departed to Saratoga and Balls- the year, having been seasoned to a warm clitown Springs; and held .about fifty meetings mate ; prudence dictated the propriety of a
in the adjacent country-towns, and went to proper line of conduct, and having some wriStill-water and Waterford ; so to Lownsing- ting to do, it -was proper to attend to it, and
burg and Troy; where CHICHESTER pro- now appeared to be the time; but a proper
claimed war against me, before I came, as- place was hard to find, where we might be
signing as the reason: fi@=- " ORDER! !! " retired.
But they who are not conformed to moral or967 Once, seemingly we had thousands of
der in the Divine government, will not be able friends, but alas, a true friend is hard to find!
to stand in that day when all hearts shall be one who is not like the pine tree, rotten at the
disclosed!
963. Thence to New York, where the
* The countenance being an index oi the mind.
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heart. Man is not to be trusted, unless fear,
INTERRST, or the Grace of GOD, shall influence him! for mankind in general, are led
like an animal, bv inclination for the time bein^^, without exercising JUDGMENT, OR REASON,

which should he found in a Virtuous principle ! There is none but God who can be depended upon ascertain ; for He never forsakes
\\^. wvAess Wl'first forsake \m\\ though some
talk to the contrary, saying, David was LEFT
to do so and so ! &c.
968. Where are my many friends now?
ZioN is gone into captivity, her harps are
hung upon the willows; but she will yet
come out of the Wilderness of this world, leaning upon her BELOVED ! terrible as an ARMY

with banners.'
969. When travelling North and South,
the difference of the country, the prejudice of
the people, in their different modes of raising
both among the religion and those v.'ho do
not profess; taking the Potomac for the dividing ground, makes me think of the " ten
pieces,, of garments that Abijah gave to JEROBOAM ; which prejudice had began in the time
of SAUL, the first king in Israel, and the
house of DAVID !

970. When Cosmopolite was invited to preach
in Congress Hall, before the other House ; he
spoke from these v/ords : "Righteousness exalteth a nation; but sin is a shame to any people."—He went down to the Navy Yard and
staid at the house of James Friend. During
the night, he dreamed, and thought that he was
in the gallery of the CAPITOL, which was
much crowded : and the House was in session.
A little, sharp looking man, came to the top
of the stairs, and winked and beckoned to me,
as if in great agitation; and then turned and
went out. I thought I made my way through
the crowd and got out of the door, where I
found a military guard around the house ;
getting through them, I started toward the
Navy Yard, when I saw the house arise, and
fall in two parts, and burst into ten thou.sand
atoms, and the whole was enveloped in a column of smother and smoke, which shock,
waked me up ! I told James P'ricnd in the
morning of my curious dream.
Fifteen
months after, as I was coming from Virginia,
I called at his house; he reminded me of the
dream, adding that he had never been in the
house since, without thinking of it, and feeling a degree of horror! i3r;>"- .Sevrr.il months
after this, wlien I heard of Ross and Cockhurn
being at Washington, I could measurably interpret my dream.
971. There was more blood spilt in the Carolinas, between the inhabitants, during the
former struggle, than between the regular armies. There is an awful gloom gathering
fast, and clouds hangover a guilty land. Wars

are neither less nor more, than the sword and
scourge of God ; not only for a nation, but as
individuals also ; and there are two cla,sses
who feel it heaviest here ; the first is tho,se
who are of no service to God or man: viz.
those who are a nuisance to society, not pursuing any useful, innocent or lawful calling,
to gain a subsistence ; but have corrupted society by the influence of their example, and
violating the Divine law, by profane cursing,
swearing, lying, drinking, whoring, and lounging about the streets : this filth is in a great
measure drained from our towns; and gone to
the slaughter-house.—The other is the Mercantile class ; v.'ho through the unparalleled
space of j)eace and prosperity, were led off by
the temptation of riches and grandeur, whereby they forgot God ; hence the influence of
their example, to the injury of society, and
the dishonor of GOD'S government : Therefore it was necessary that those avenues of
wealth, should be shot u p ; and hence the
scourge from God. Consequently we should
take warning that we may be able to stand;
and of course n^nst conduct ourselves accordingly, in the duty of love lo GOD, and our
NEHxHCOR ; and attend to our Saviour's
golden rule of practice, " As ye would that
others should do to you, do ye even so to
them,"
972. After enquiring some time, I found a
place in a Quaker family, where we obtained
a room. Attended some of their meetings;
had some very comfortable feelings while sitting in silence with them; heard some who
spake feelingly, and to satisfaction ; amon»
whom was RlCllARD JORDA.X ; his track I
was much upon in Ireland, but never stiw him
until in this city; vi>ited his house, and had
good satisfaction.—Peter's call was to ihe
Jews ; Paul's to the Gentiles; so there are different gifts, and calls, in our day, and all by
the same spirit.
973. DOROTHY RIPLEY, an English woman, who hath crossed the ocean five time.',
is now in this city: she belont;s to no religious society ; but is nithcr upon the Quaker
order; she was very kind to me, when guing
on my last tour to Euro))e. She has tiiivclli'd
most of tlic States ol the Union : and also in
Ireland ; as well as her native country.
There has been much opposition to her, from
those who mtiy he c-illed relii^ious bigots, who
are of narrow, contracted minds: for little
minds are only capable of little things; bot
she halh bruntnl the storm, and .'ived (lown
much that was designed to block up her palb,
and make the way bitter; but God hath been
with h e r ; and how many .she has been a
blessing to, the dav of Eternity must disclose!
974. THEOPHILU.SR. G.\TES;—the influence of his example is very impressive on
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T h e following is the substance of a poem which 1 wrote

many minds: he travels on foot, inculcating
down ths 24th of February, two days before Na])oleon
left Elba for France. The first verse, for reasons, '.
the necessity of innocency, and purity of
omit—I was then under restraints on account of singuheart, flowing from love to God and man. He larities of various sorts.—By the Beast and False Probelongs to no particular society, but considers phet I designated Napoleon and Mahomet.—P J.
that to be bigoted to a party is to havt or
N, B.—The second Beast of the 13th, seems the False
subscribe to, and constitutes one of the num- Prophet of the 19th chapter.
ber of the beast.
"Verse 2,
How many more God may stir up to go the
I
SING
of
a
glorious
day
near a-ooming—
same way I know n o t : but though many
The kingdom of Heaven set up amongst men—
have prophecied of the mischief that would
T h e servants of God to his standard a-running.
As sheep w h e n their shepherd calls into the pen.
arise from the influence and example of Cosmopolite ; yet those are not " Dowites," neiHowever much these people called Quakers,
ther is " Dowism" planted, in a spherical
are derided for
, the Protestant
point of view. But
christian world, is indebted to them as the
" Let talkers talk, stick thou to what is b e s t !
means for many of the blessings, both civil
To think of pleasing all, is all a J E S T !"
and religious, which we now enjoy under
Hence, 0 ! ye bigots of
GOD.
977- Marriage, for example, was consider" Different sects, who all declare,
Lo t here is Christ, and Christ is there '.
ed an ecclesiastical subject—hence no marriage,
•i^onr strongest proofs divinely give ;
unless the ceremony was performed by a
And show as where the Christians live !
Your claim, alas ! you cannot prove ;
priest—and the children illegitimate of course!
YE want the genuine mark of LO'VE !

975. The news of PEACE salutes our ears,
and reverberates through the land ; but many
appear to be intoxicated with the prospects:
as though the bitterness was past; however,
it may be that many ere long may find that
the struggle between the powers of DARKNESS
and LIGHT is not over; time mu.st disclose it;
may God have mercy on the human family,
prosper Zion, and help the Pilgrims through
this thorny maze to the peaceful shores,
where the wicked shall cease from troubling,
and the WEARY shall be at REST 1
I saw two chairs made out of the Elm tree,
under which W M , PENN held his treaty with
the INDIANS ; when treating with them for the
ground of Pennsylvania, and where the city
of Philadelphia now stands—not considering
the mere dLscovery and donation of a KING, a
sufficient TITLE—though done as the reward
of merit, for his father's services to the public.
976. While the New Englanders were at
war with the natives it is said to be a fact that
there was no war between Penn's colony and
the Indians, all the days of PENN 1*
* It is said, that a man was employed to attend the
king's fire, and keep it well perfumed, while Penn was
waiting to have the accounts regularly and carefully
made out and delivered, v/hich contained the amount of
arrears for his father's services—which perfume was very
expensive. ^ His majesty being present was invited by
Penn to visit him, and he would honor him with one
equally costly—which invitation being accepted, Penn
put the obligations into the fire—doubtless as a testimony
against WAR, The king afterwards sent for Penn, and
made him a donation of the grant of Pennsylvania.
102 Ifeiv .Street. Duklin, 9lh of the Sth mo. 1S13.
DEAR LORENZO—This day thv very acceptable letter
of IVlarch 19th came to hand, and afforded us particular
satisfaction. It was about this time two years when we
received the last letter from thee, and the only one since
our return from lingland. I am now established in more
extensive and profitable practice than I ever had before

—indeed I think the last year exceeded any two former
ones since my commencing as physician, and I must acknowledge that I think Divine Providence made use of
thee, in a particular manner, as an instrument to bring
about this, to me unexpected, event. For thy persuading
me to go at that time with thee to England, opened the
way for my going to settle whilst I did at IVIaccIesfield,
where I willingly resumed my medical practice, after
having striven about seven years earnestly to decline it.
My last year's business amounted, I think, to near 7002.,
wiiich with former years' increasing property has enabled me to give some hundreds away to assist others in
their distresses, and at present to have a few hundreds at
my command, for the use of n-.yself and others. But
whatever I may have, either now or in future, I consider
not as m_, own, but as a stewardship put into my hands
by the Great and Good Master, and to he unreservedly
devoted to his service in whatever way and manner he
may see clearly to point out. If professors of religion
would in genepal consider themselves only as stewards
of what they possess, I think it might then be said with
truth, as it was at the time of the first promulgation of the
gospel, that no man counted any thing he had his own,
and no member of the church felt any wants.
If any thing has gathered with me it has been providential, and not by my own seeking : by which means it
is not a burthen to me, as I once felt some to be.
However easy and prosperous in outward matters I
seem to be, yet I think it would be far more agreeable to
me to be in America, travelling along with thee—even
encountering some difficulties. But this gratification
seems hitherto forbidden me : and I apprehend that I
shall have to abide the great thunder-storm, which I fear
ere long will shake and agitate these hitherto highly favored countries. 1 think it will take place much sooner
than most people apprehend, and in a time and manner
somewhat sudden and unexpected. I believe it will try
the foundations of hundreds of thousands, and the t r u l y
upright, and those free from all idolatry, be. alone preserved safely through it. I suppose I shall be favored to
know of its approach, and a place of safe and quiet retirement be afforded to me during its continuance. I am
not afraid of my opinion being known, as 1 am clear of all
political spirit and parties.
. heard that thou hadst thoughts of going to the West
Indies, and from thy long silence I had fears that thou
hadst gone thither, and sunk under the unwholesomeness
of the climate. But now 1 have a hope of seeing thee
once more in this wilderness ; for if thou art favored to
visit England after her conflict is over, I have no doubt
at present but that 1 may then meet thee there, and 1 hope
much to our mutual satisfaction.
T h y true friend,
P. J O H N S O N .

T h e Benst anrt Frtl<e Prophet shall fust be a reigning,
And ho—ilile cii-iiagc 'rnont^st < hristians will make ;
T h e s e n •nt* i.) ,lc.*us in conllnl^ engaging,
A ploriotK wail.ire most vali.tnfly waging,
'I'heir livi's 1,1. iiig ,ln\\ ii for their (iroat Master's sake
Their Li.iod not tln-s,. nl.m^tet^' deep malice assuaging
Till (io,l-.i blessed day in the morning.
Thoi,: ti rints alive being r a i t into the fire,
As stiown t.i tlie Lord's, higlilj- favored friend ;
Their armies ile^troy'd in (imi's terrible ire :
The \\orl,t'.. great wiol^p'tiiess come to its end —
Then .S.it.in, I'list liound an.I most firtnty chained.
Is in tlie atiyss for a thousand years lix'd,
A seal set upon it, he horrihly painc.l.
His blasplicn-ii-)ns rage li)- his torments untamed.
T h e c\i\, of his punishment here is unmix'd.
But God's righteous judgments can iu?ver be blamed —
For he is the Lord from the morning.
T h e Serpent no more poor woatc mortals deceiving.
They all stuill acknowledge God's heavenh- law :
Ilis righteous command? with obedience rccoi\ing,
The saints shall promnlge witliout error or daw.
These servants, raised up !>> theirCJieat Master's powers.
Shall sjt upon tlirones with Messiali to reign ;
'Tis now of God's kingdom ttic glorious hour,
His blessing come do\\-n in a plentiful shower.
T h e r e now is no sutfering, soirow. nor pain :
But J e s u s ' presence their Ileavenly dower—
For he is the Star of the morning.
This glorious day of a thousand years' standing,
.\l\ death shall abolish to Jesus' friends ;
T h e y rode o'er the nations with sceptres commanding,
T h e i r Master now makes them abundant amends.
T h e wolf and the lamb they shall lay down together.
The c'llf and the lion in harmony meet,
Tlie bir.is of tlic air—of ail sorts offentlier,
At springs of ttie land, both the tipper and nether.
T o g e t h e r stiiill ]d:iy, and in innocence breed ;
An infant shall lead the wild boasts in a tether ;
'Tis day witti tlie sons of the morning.
But how can 1 sing of these ivondrous matters—
In Batiylon's bastile a pTison..!r fast ;—
My bonds i.rc ni:ide stroiiii;er—tiie devil liespatters
,My soundness of mind tntin tlie tii-st to tlie last.
Poor Onii't' from homo and from frioiids now is banished.
As f.-)rincrly hajijjcnod in S.iul's oi-tii-l (l^t\- ;
i All co'nfirts domestic .ntirely va.iqu aticd,
! 'I'he liilio-Ivs cf cliocrfuliioss tlii,nmi;tilv j.lanishcd,
Tlip 'io\iI ti iiiriipliant li.)\v ciirrins tlu- sway
But (j!'d-s lovc.l sei vaiit, nitliongli now astonisliod,
W'lW ) et see a gloiious mtuning.

The brild, firm and ]);itlent staivl, which
these people male with perseverance, w;is
wh.it broke th..' cinirni -and obtain;-.I the art
of Parliamcnl in their favor on that subject.
Thank Gol I tliore never has been a :ipiritual
courl i.l the United States.
!'T,S. A!so the " Act oi TOLKRATION." under
"Knvi Williiim," was another effertfrom the
coiidiitt of Ibis people. Likewise the "equal
rii^lit^ of conscicnre," in our form of ;;;(ivi'rnment, i-i amither eflect; ^^'lowiuL'; oiitof Pcnn'r.
policy, for the jrovei luiieut of his c d o n y ; requiring no pnrliniliir le:l as a (]ualilicarion to
office ; only a fjciicial lest, viz., tlie belief in
one GOD, with future reward and puni.-hment.
979. Thi's, the LESSON he lean.t from the
pcr.-eculion in his time -so u liitic "leaven
leave.iith the wiior.K H'MP " M.iy it po on
throughout the world ; till priestcraft and ty* David moans a beloved one.

ranny shall fall ; and the nations learn warno
more.
Took stage for Melville ; arrived isetween
seven and eight o'clock at night; word flew
over town ; soon the school house was filled;
spoke there, and next day at Buddville ; thence
to Eliznlieth Port, Q. M., spoke twice, and
then to Dennis's creek M. 11. Disappointed
of a conveyance, went On foot; found a wagon ; so got on lo Cold Spring M. H., thence
to Cape May C. H., so walked on to brother
Moore's ; brother Fuller carried me to Big Egg
Harbor Baptist M. H., so to Tuckahoe, and
May's Landing ; then tVcipnoiith ; Fairfield
Presbyterian M. II., Bridgetown and Penn's
Neck ; Salem ; Sharptown and Woodbridge ;
so back to Philadelphia; having been gone
seventeen days: held thirty meetings; and
travelled about ,'^00 miles.
980. Going to the East, Peggy was taken
seriously ill : we were detained about a month
in N, Y Thence we sailed with Captain
Howard to N. London, who generously gave
our passage; as did Dr. Brush his BILL at
N. Y
9.S1. Held a number of meetings, and sailed
to Norwich, spoke in the Baptist M. H.
Hired a wagon, and came to Coventry ; found
my/o/.'tcr well. Leit Peggy ; visited/Mron,
Stonington, (where George's .ship Nimrod,
killed two horses, one hog and a goose;) so to
Newport, Rhode Island !
982. My constitution is so broken, and nervous .system worn down, that let me put on
what resolution 1 may, I am necessitated to
sit down every little while lo rest, if I attempt
to walk and go on foot,
98,3. After sjieaking .several limes, in a
large M. H. with a sieeple and bell, occupiei
by brother Webb, and whrre he taught school,
1 spoke in Bristol, where 1 had been neariy
twenty y a r s before, in the besjinninj of my
iliiieraiicy, and dejiarted to New Bedford;
wh(U-e 1 had been about eight years belore;
spoke sevcrtil limes; desi'.i;n.Ml lor the vineyard; and attern|iled to sail lo New 'S'ork; in
both I w.-is disappointed ; so returned hyland;
one offerel a horse, another a chaise, and a
third altenileil ine to Providence , saw a vessel ; found two boxes of books on board; disposed of them in the best manner I could ; and
after attendinc: several meetings and experiencing ,sonie kindness from whence I had no
ground to expect it, and in other cases it turned out the reverse, I returned to Coventry;
made preparation to leave mv Pe^'gy for some
time : and departed to Xrjv Haven ; saile.i in
the dreadtiil gale to .V(
Yi
came to
Philadelphia, and visiicl Baltimore.
Spoke
in the .separate .African 'SI. 11,, and the one
formerly occupied by old father Olterbini.
Friday, 22d Sept., 1815. Took stage for
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Carlisle wheel came off, and we upset, but
thanks be to God, none were materiaUy injured ; quit stage, and walked several miles
through the mud; spoke several times: made
remittance to my printer and bookbinder; assisted ten miles with a horse.
Monday, 25. Spoke in the Dutch "United
Brethren" M, H,, near the big spring, to a
simple hearted people.
984. Found my father to be entitled to a
tract of crown land for service—probably will
be cheated out of it, as many others are of
their jit.st rights—and as one day I may myself be also—but what is amiss here, must be
rectified hereafter,
985 Tuesday, 26, Rode on the coupling
tongue of the wagon ; came to Shippensburg ;
feeble in body; faith revives, that the Providence of God will attend and bar my v/ay
upon this journey. But a few months will
turn up something—I know not what; things
cannot continue as they are ; may I be prepared for all events!
986. Spoke in M. M. H . ; beliaved well;
a few dollars to assist me on the way ; the
stage was full and could not take me : Providence provided ; a man brought me a hoiseior
his brother, lo return from the college at Washington ; thus I was accommodated two hundred miles over the mountains; while many
were hurt by the upsetting of the 'stages on
the way, about this time,
987. Wednesday, 27- Rode twenty-four
miles to Kines; spoke to a few well behaved ;
next day to Bedford, and spoke in the C. H.
Here it is said that a minister wanted his
elders to agree with bonds lo pay him annually for life, whetlier he should preach or not—
and killed one who opposed to prevent it.
Another, who was a magistrate, committed
him for trial; and after sentence, asked him
what he thought of his state? He replied, I
know I have had religion—and shall of course
go to heaven, which I can prove by the articles of our church.
988. Fri,lay,29. Rode thirty-five miles, and
next day came lo Greensburgh—met a preacher, who told me when, &c. he became religious.
Tiiose things are like bread cast on the water, and found many days hence; which circumstances repeatedly happen, and are a comfort h) my poor heart, and tend to keep my
head above the billows.
Sunday, 0-t. 1st. Spoke three times—o-ood
attention.
°
989 Monday, 2d, Came to Pittsburg; staid
a week ; spoke a dozen times ; hundreds attended more than could get into the house;
appears a seno;is enquiring spirit. Here are
some
'"'"'" of
"'^ '?y old friends from Hibernia,
at whose houses I was received hospitably when an my former visits to that country
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—a stranger in a strange land. Among these
are the Tackuburies and Joytes.
990. Pitrsburgh (once Fort Duquesney,
then Fort Pitt, from the great Pitt minister,)
has become famous in the New World—and
by nature, combined with art, promises to be
one of the greatest manufacturing towns in
America; seven or eight glass works in this
neighborhood, and as many different places of
worship. The turnpike road is in a fair way
to be effected, and the steamboats will accommodate the west.
991. I am free from pain in body—hence I
call it well, though threats of inward indisposition :—the spasms, with which I am frequently attacketl—the asthma, which interrupts my sleep, and tends to weaken my
strength—the piles also, which are painful and
distressing to a travelling life—also the scrofula on my neck. The frequent speaking lends
to create inflammation in the organs or glands
of my throat, which causes me keen pain at
times. To walk .six or eight miles in a day,
is more fatiguing to me than 30 or 40 miles
would once. Thus nature will fall beneath
that which once it was capable to resist and
throw off. This I could never realize from
theory—I can know it only by EXPERIENCE, to what a state of health one may be
reduced by exposure, fatigue, sickness, and
wants of various kinds ! Anxiety of mind is
impairing to health—hence religion is the
only real support to keep the mind in PEACE
through the vici.ssitudes attending the journey
of life But I feel a measure of gratitude to
the Great Disposer of events, that it is as well
with me as what I now enjoy, and that I have
as much strength remaining, and can labor as
much as I do,
992. Monday, 9th, Came to Washington,
just as the man was .starting in the stage. He
sa\v the horse, got out, and so I delivered him
up. Spoke in the C, H,—took stage to Middletown, where I \vas beset to preach in a
barn, it being election day. A religious BIGOT
made a motion to mob me ; but none would
second il. A wordling replied lo him, "Let
the dead bury their dead," The same night
and next day I spoke in Charleston, when Mr.
Fetter lent me a horse lo ride to V/hecling.
Here I spoke three times—found a Quaker
family who had been kind to Peggy when she
had travelled the west with me. Here it is probable the great roads from the Atlantic will intersect with the waters of the Ohio—and of
course the grand place of deposit between the
East and Western country. Though the Alleghany, Muskingum, Sciola, and Miami,
with the Wabash, &c., intersect with the waters of the lakes of Canada, with only small
portages of a few miles—connect with that
round the Falls of Niagara, and from Albany

to Sthrnoct,iilv, yet the ])riiK'ipal will be
through the waters of the IMobile and Tuiinessoe, wliu II aie connected b)- a jiortagc—one
of 8 III lies, by Coo.^ec and lligliv,-asse ; one
ol 30, Irom Tweiitv-mile Creek to iiear-Ciecdv ;
and (i;» Ironi Main River to Main River, Mobile has a tide of about 1 ."lO miles.
!*l»:i, T.ikin/j; water with Captain Wood, 1
arrived at .Marietta on Siiiiila)-, 15th, and
spoke in the Metholist A[. II. to more than
could get in—generally \\-i.'ll behaved,
99-1. .\luiui;ty, 16lh. This day I am tiiirtycight yeais old.
.SixLen years ago I eiubarkeil lor Eniiijie; nineteen I was in Orange
meeliiig. adilrcssing the youth. Thirly-eighl
mote, no doubt, will change my state. Above
half of '- seventy-si.v" is gone
995. Spoke at sunrise to about two hundred—at about nine, in the two steepled, or
rather horned meeting house. Spoke several
time.>; and also at P.lint or Fort llarmcr.
9.4(i. The marks oiantiquity in this western
world are so consjiicuous, that should Nev/ England bedcji.ipulated, the monuments will not be
sii visible in a few hundred years as what these
are now. And it is remarkable, that where
Natuie appears to have formed it commodious
for a town, those ancients, as well as these
moderns, ii.ved on the same scites in a great
many jilaces.-*^
997 What is ahead 1 know not, but this
one thiii.t; 1 am conscious of, that it re(|uii-es
iiioic grace lo he able to suffer the whole will
of (ioil, than merely lo no it only.
99s. A young f^enileman and" his lady returniiit^ from a visit to her [larents, having a
spare horse, I obt:iinod the jirivilei;;i' of riding
il about one hundred miles, visiting Gallapolecse and (ticenoiisbuig-j- by the way.
W h . i t n o w is m y obj'rl a n d tiim ?
AVliiit i m w is m \ Itoj,*. anil d,.sire ?
Tof„ll„,r
tlie I t V u i c i i l y L a m b ,
A n d a l t e r h i s iiwii^c
aspire.

999, Thence in a family boat to Ports* Ttu- w o r k s of antiqiiily
n r e b c v o n d nru- d o s r r i j i t i o n s
as w-I tJivcii, t h a t I h.ive si'i-ii, b y ;U,.,.vr o i ' o t l i c r s . H e r e
ari' t w . i c i n . l . s , i n c h i d i o g s.^voral i i n o s ciicli, w i t h w h a t
is I .ille.l a i n v i T c d \\:i\ t.) tlie w i i t c r . In o n e of llioso
c i r c l e s a i . . t w o p l . a i o i m s o n o of w h i c l i I f o u n d to bo
fifty ;.,/(•. V M|iiaM., (•i^'hl I, ..( h i g h , a n d I h i . . ' c n v o x an.l
o n e c o i i c . n J w i i l k l.. a s c e n d it. 'I'lic r„,ll, a p p e a r s to
h i v e 1.0..;. b r o u g h t In.rn a .lislaji.-oto i n a l c t l i . . tup a haril
w a l k , l i k e t h a t n e a r N a l . he/., ' i l u - r o h a v o be.-n / , i „ i ( ,
an.l C'.|.| or, I i.jislio i \n'\ .iiid w h a t is c . u i i m n n in o i i r d a y ,
" s t o o l l i . . w . iron, s i h o i , g l a s s l.,-ails, a salt w e l l lui.l in
c o m o n i —flint k i i i v o , , uii.l .stono a v o s . "
Also a stone
" i m a g e , - ' l a i j ; o as lilo, d e n o t i n g g i o a t a n t i q i i i l v .
t l l e i o a n old g..|itloi,iaii r e p l i e d t h a t I Ch,,iil,l n o t
| . r o a r I i so f..r, said lie, it w i l l h i n t t h e t o o l i n g s of m y
i j . i i ; i i b o r s . T i m s ho i i i t i - r r n p t c d t w o o r t l i i o o limo.s.
' I h o y m.i'lo a co!Lf,li..ii
l.ii me, w h i c h w a s g i i o n t o b e a r
ttip o\|.oi...os iif aiiot/ipr. A t a p u b l i c h o u s e t h e
woman
c h a r g w d lill) p e r c e n t , m o r e t h a n h e r h i i s h a n d . I m a d e
s o m e u r n . i l ks ii[>on it. It w a s r e p l i e d , " t h a t is n o t l u i i g f.ir it \\ as a r i i s t . i r n a i y t i l i n g in t h i s o u r d a y . " 1 ,)t.s,.ro.
e d . t h a t I l i k e d honest w o m e n to m a t u r i t y , a n d h o n e s t afterward*.

mouth and Alexandria, where I was recognized and embargoed to stop. So I held several |
ineetings; saw the "mammoth orchanl" of
.Vmciica; and thence to Limestone, and bad
meeting. Was driven ashore at Augu,sta ; the
court hou.se was soon filled. After meeting
the wind fell—so we departed, and arrived at
Cincinnati, where 1 had never been before, as
was the case with most of the towns on the
Ohio, hut found many of my old friends from
different jiarts of the Union.
1000. There was soon a large collection on
the bank of the river, to whom I spoke. Was
reqiU'sleil to stoj) a few days, which I accordingly complied with, and in eleven days held
about thirty meetings, in the vicinity of this
place, and trust it was not time spent in
vain.
1001. I gol several thousand handbills
printed for distribtition, and received some remuneration from those whose hearts the Lord
had touched; among whom was General
Taylor.
AVm. B., one of Snethen's men, got vexed,
as is said, at something I said in the market at
Baltimore, 1804.
" Chickamaw exshow."
The laws from Europe—tribunal in France,
S[iain and Italy—to restore the order of Jesuits, which were exiled as dangerous to papi-iical governments—and the Inquisition with all
its horrors.
Here Lawner Blackman was drowned. I
accompanied him to Natchez. He was relardeil by no danger—by land or crossing
streams of water
It ap])car3 he felt ominous
preludes of ilis dissolution, and the concomitant circumstances show that he came to his
end by Providence.
" W h o pinnis h i s f.>otsteps in t h e sea.
Ami rides u p o n t h e s t o r n i . "

1002. Captain C
, of the barge Defiance, took me in a skill down the river lo the
Falls, a distance of about one liundred and
(ifly miles. Yisiteil L.iwrcnreburg, in Indiana, wiiich has (iS,000 inhaliilants, and will
soon become a State.—First time I was ever
in this territory
Thence to the Rising Sun, about seven at
night. The j'eople assembled before cigiit;,i
and before day in the morning likewise. So j
1 look my departure by sunrise to Vevia; i
tlicnce I spoke at the moulh v f Kentucky riv- |
or, held two meetings; at .Madison likewise,!
standing on the IOLJS to collect the villagers, ^
wiiich liad the desired effect. Then to Beth- i
IchtMn,
November 13th, I came to Lewisville, at
the Falls ofOhio, and went to distributing hand-
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bills through the town. Though I had never
1007. Thursday, 23d. Arrived at the Cave
been there before, was recognized by many. formerly inhabited by Mason's band of robThus I was provided for, and gained access bers; 120 feet back, and proper proportions—
to the people,
60 wide at the moulh, and 25 in height; I
1003. On the 15th I embarked in the United cannot well describe the music on the water
States boats, after speaking in a fine large from the cave !
new brick meeting-house, and circulating sub1008. Spoke at the Red Banks Quit the
scription papers for a new edition of my works. boats at the mouth of Cumberland Kiver; emThis river is a gentle stream., and by no barked in a boat from that river going lo trade
means so rapid as is commonly suppo.sed—it with the Indians up the Arkansaw. At the
is rising fa.st. This branch of the army is go- mouth of Ohio I embarked in a keel-boat and
ing up the Mississippi to build a fort near descended the Mississippi to New Madrid, in
CARVER'S Claim, which by purchase and trans- Missouri Terrilory.
fer from Carver's heirs belongs to Benjamin
1009. The Earthquakes here made awful
Mun—one hundred by a hundred and twent}^ distress among the inhabitants, as may be seen
milej from the Falls of St. Anlina to the by the following letter.
mouth of Chippewa river—east.
Neio Madrid Ter. Mo., March 22, 1816.
1004. One who had stolen hospital stores
was condemned to receive 200 lashes with
DEAR SIR—In compliance wtith your rerod.s, which Avere inflicted while the boat gra- quest, I will now give you a history, as full
dually drifted down the current—he being tied in detail as the limits of a letter will permit,
to three guns which were braced in a triangle of the late awful visitation of Providence, in
This was called running the .ijauntlet—but my this place and its vicinity.
feelings were shocked at the sight; though
On the 16ih of December, 1811, about two
performed by deserters.
o'clock, A. M. v/e were visited by a violent
I doubt if the punishment did not exceed shock of an earthquake, accompanied by a
the crime—and whether it is agreeable lo the very awful noise resembling loud but distant
laws of the land—punishment should be ap- thunder, but more hoarse and vibrating, which
portioned to the crime ; or else how shall we was followed in a few minutes by the commake a proper distinction between Vice and plete saturation of the atmosphere, -svith sulphurous vapor, causing total darkness. The
Virtue 1
1005. One thing is observable, that for hun- .screams of the affrighted inhabitants rundreds of miles on the Kentucky side, the peo- ning to and fro, not knowin.g where to go,
ple were dilatory at night and morning in or what to do—the cries of the fowls and
coming to meeting, &c.—but on the opposite beasts of every species^the cracking of trees
side the thing was quite different. The only falling, and the roaring of the Mississippi—
thine: as a re.ison that I can assign for this the current cif which was retrogiade for a few
minutes, owing, it is supposed,' lo an irruption
is, SLAVERY!
1006. Some of the "Articles of War" by in its bed—formed a scene truly horrible.
Charles the XII. were good, considering the From that time, until about sunrise, a num.ber
time in tvhich they were wrote, but some of of lighter shocks occurred ; at which time one
the Relics of Priestcraft still remain, which still more violent than the first took place,
may do for the old world, but should be ex- with the same accompaniments as the first,
punged and kept from the new, which is re- and the terror which had been excited in every
one, and indeed in ,all animal nature, was
served for a new era of new things.
The oath of honor is more binding to the now, if po.ssible, doubled. The inhabitants
fled in every direction to the country, suppossoldier than any other, in most cases.
Sunday. 19th. The lime on board is some- ing (if it can be admitted that their minds were
thing .solitary, though the officers are jovial, exercised at all) that there was less danger at
and civil to me ; yet this is not the kind of a distance from, than near lo, the river. In
company I want, though they render them- one person, a female, the alarm was so great
that she fainted, and could not be recovered.
selves as agreeable to me as they can.
This evening while at camp on shore, by There were several shocks of a day, but lightthe request of some of the officers, I stood oh er than those already mentioned, until the 23d
a log and lectured the Cantonment—mood de- of January, 1812, when one occurred as violentas the severest of the former ones, accomcorum.
panied by the same phenomena as the former.
Col. H. had some paddled, but not striking From this time fill the 4th of February the
hard enough to please him, were ordered to
take a turn—about a dozen ; one stretched earth was in continual agitation, visibly wavand a cat drew by the tail across his back, ing as a gentie sea. On that day there was
others disgraced by tlieir hats, and called " pio- another shock, nearly as hard as the preceding ones. Next day four such, and on the
neers."
^
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7th, at about four o'clock, A. M. a concussion
took place so much more violent than those
which had pieceileil it, that it is denominated
the hard shock. The awful darkness of the
atmosphere, which as formerly was saturated
with sulphurous vipor, and the violence of
the tempestuous thundering noise that accompanied it, together with ail the other phenomena
mentioned as attending the former ones, formed a scene, the description of which would require the most sublimely fanciful iinagiiiation.
At first the Mississippi seemed lo recede from
its banks, and its waters gathering up lik? a
mountain, leaving for a moment many boats,
which were liere on their way to New Orleans,
on the bare sand, in which time the poor sailors ma le their escape from them. It then
rising fifeen or twenty feet perpendicularly,
and expanding, as it were, at the same moment, the banks wore overflowed with a retrograde current, rapid as a torrent :—the boats
Avhich before had been left on the sand were
now torn from their moorings, and suddenly
driven up a little creek, at the mouth of which
they laid, to the distance, in some instances,
of nearly a quarter of a mile. The river falling immediately, as rapidly as it had risen,
receded within its banks again with such violence, that it took with it whole groves of
young cotton-wood trees, which ledged its
borders. They were broken olf with such
regularity, in some instances, that persons
who had not witnessed the fact, would with difficulty be persuailed that it had not been the
work of art. A great many fish were left on
the banks, being unable lo keep pace with
the water. The river was literally covered
with wrecks of boats, and 'tis said, that one
w.TS wrecked in which there was a lady and
six children, all of whom were lost. In all
the hard shocks mentioned, the earth was
horribly torn to pieces—the surface of hundreds of acres wa.s, from time to lime, covere 1
over, of vaiious depths, by the sand which issued from the fissures, which were made iu
great numbers all over this country, some ol
which closed up immediately after they had
vomited forth their .sand and water, which, it
must be remarked, was the matter generally
thrown up. In some places, however, there
was a substance somewhat resemb'iiig coal,
or impure stone-coal, thrown up with the sanil.
It is impossible to say what the depth of the
fissures or irregular breaks were; we have
reason to believe that some of them were very
deep. The site of this town was evidently
settled down at least fifteen feet, and not more
than hiilf a mile below the town there does
jOt appear to be any alteration on the bank
of the river; but back from the river a small
distance, the numerous large ponds or lakes,
as they were called, which covered a great
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part of the country were nearly dried up. The
beds of some of them are elevated above their
former banks several feet, producing an alteration of ten, fifteen, to twenty feet from theii
original slate. And lately it has been discov.
ereti that a lake was formed on the opposite
side of the Mississippi, in the Indian country,
upwards of one hundred miles in length, and
from one to six miles in width, of the depth of
from ten lo fifty feet. It has communication
with the river at both ends, and it is conjectured that it will not be many years before the
principal part, if not the whole of the Jfis,>issippi, will pass that way. We were constrained, by the fear of our houses falling, to
live twelve or eighteen months, after the first
shocks, in little light camps made of boards;
but we gradually became callous, and returned to our houses again. Most of those who
fled from the country in the time of the hard
shocks have since returned home. We have
since their commencement in 1811, and still
continue to feel, slight shocks occasionally.
It is seldom indeed that we are more than a
week without feeling one, and sometimes three
or four in a day. There were two this winter
past much harder than we have felt them for
two years before ; but since then they appear
to be lighter than they have ever been, and
we begin to hope that ere long they will entirely cease.
I liave now. Sir, finished my promised description of the earthquake—imperfect it is true,
but just as il occurred lo my memory ; many
of, and most of the truly awful scenes, having
occurred three or four years ago. They of
course are not related with that precision
which would entitle it lo the character of a
full and correct picture. But such as it is, it d
is given with pleasure—in the full confidence
that it Is given to a friend. And now. Sir,
wislting you all good, 1 must bid you adieu.
Your humble servant,
ELIZA BRYA.N.
The Rev. Lorenzo Dow.
There is one ciici^mstance which I think
worthy (.f remark. This country was foriiv.'riy
subject to very hard thunder; but for more
than a twelvemonth before the commencement
of the earthquake there was none at all, and
but very little since, a great part of which resembles subtenaneons thunder. The shocks
StiU continue, but are growhig more light, and
less frequent.—E. B.
1010. The vibration oi the earth, shook
down trees; thousands of willows were snapt
off like a pipe stem, about wnst high, and the
swamps became high ground, and high land
became the low ground, and two islands in the
river were so shaken, washed away and sunk,
as not to be found.
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After speaking once, descended to the Iron
Banks, acres of which had been shaken down,
the effects of which were awfully impressive !
Being very high, some trees, the tops just above
water; others just ready to fall and slide off.
There are many sawyers in this river, i. e
trees fastened by the branches or roots in the
bottom of the river, which saw up and down
by virtue of the pressing of the water; while
others are so firm as not at all to yield to the
current. Those things make it dangerous going at night or in the fog.
We lay by two nighls and one d a y ; the
wind and fog being our hindering cause.
New Madrid had been designed as the metropolis of the New World, but God sees not
as man sees—it is deserted by mo.st of its inhabitants ; the upper Chickasaw Bluff does
not wash like the others, and probably will
be fixed upon one day as a proper scite for to
convene the portage up and down the river,
which now is inconvened by the Indians
owning the soil, or the inundation of the
water.'*
Our boat got aground near this bluff, but
two men coming along in a canoe, helped us
off—then we struck a planter and split and
hung the boat—which with difficulty was got
off and mended, so I quit her, paying my fare,
and took to another.
There is but few inhabitants for several
hundred miles, Indians or whiles degenerated
to their level! There are natural canals from
the Mississippi to Red River, and so lo the
sea, far west of Orleans, the map of this country is but little understood—ten companies
are now surveying the public military land.
At length I landed at Natchez, obtained several letters, and not finding any friends, I
embarked in another boat—after paying my
fare, and on the 20th of December, 1 arrived
in New Orleans, having changed from one
boat or canoe to another thirteen times.
Thus by the Providence of God—after many
restiess days and nights, got to my journey's
end—stayed about a month, mostly at the
house of Captain Wiltiam Ross, who was
flour inspector of the port; and at whose
house I was treated as a friend, in Europe—
when I first landed in a strange land I May
God remember them for good ! I
My books, through the delay of the BINDERS, did not come iu time for me, I only got
a few—took steamboat, ascended to Baton
Kouge, vLsited St. Francisville, and several
places in Florida, thence to Woodville, Liberty,
VVashinglon, Greenville, Gibson Port, and
» r o u n r . . ^ M r ' ^^^'^ ' ° J ^ « * 0'-l«»n». there is no high
Si^h water flo^^K ? • * ' ' « * " ' ^'de of the river, the
i n l 50 feet a n T t h f n,'" T ^ ? ' » " ' ^^ " *« ">"«»' "^
tween the mo^ii ^f 11,°''^", ^^ • ° " ">« ""' '''^^ «-^'0- be-
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Warrington, Natchez, and many country parts,
saw some of my old acquaintance, bought me
a horse, and thought to return by land, sold
him again, being unable to endure the ride—
so I went down the river visiting such places
as God gave me access unto. On the island
of Orleans, I find the influence of the Clergy
is going down hill—many of the people came
to some of my meetings.
Mr. Blunt requested me to preach his wife's
funeral. She told when she should die, and
pointed out the place where she chose to be
buried. But few men feel the union in the
bonds of nature more than he did.
I baptized twelve by request, showing that
water was not the essential point—but the answering a good conscience—the ancients used
water; I availed myself of the opportunity to
impress the subject of INWARD RELIGION home
to the heart—without which we could not be
happy in time nor in Eternity. We had a
solemn, tender time, and I trust profitable to
some souls.
1011. About the twentieth of March I arrived in New Orleans, to take shipping for the
north—none for P., so I engaged my passage
to New York—the captain run away with
my passage money and things, which left me
in the lurch.
Governor Strong sent to the Governor here
to have a " Convention," to, &c.—deep laid
scheme! Thank God it did not succeed—
could not give up the ship.
Governor C. invited me to dine; observed
how many of his colored people were religious, and the satisfaction he took in hearing
them sing and pray at devotion at night; one
who was not religious was of more trouble on
the plantation than all the rest.
His Excetiency gave me the privilege of a
Court-room, to preach in when I was here
several years ago, and also at this time.
1012. Aprti 11. I was over the ground
where thousands were killed and wounded on
one side, and but six and seven on the other !
surely it is plain that the GREAT BEING
has a HAND to attend, and superintend human
affairs to eventuate the same.
On the night I could not sleep; went down
to the shipping; Captain Toby generoi'",ly
gave me a passage, atier I ha-l been on board
his ship—took up a round-about way, calh.d at
a house, he was there--thus the hand y,..,ides
by the way we have not fully known.
On the 12th, embarks—several days ;•<» Balize, and from thence went within d few
miles of the " Tropic line"—saw the b^namas,
had but few fair -winds, but many contrary
and high seas; vessel pitch much at.J leak a
good deal; preached numbers of time a on the
way—32 people on board; arrived s&fe about
the 12th May, went to Philadelphia, ret-arned

to New Yovk, and so to Coventry, and found
my I'ejrgv and father still on these mortal
shores. Thence I got me a horse and wagon,
and with my Peg.i^y came to New York—
went to P., came back, and am now visiting
throu,c;h Jeispy, and verging towards my
fortieth year; the DAY ot my LIFE is ailvanciiig awav fast, and ihe evening shades
come apace; ihe night of death draws near,
and now to be in a state of readiness is my
chief concern—so I may not be called from
the slai;;e of action unawares, but fully prejiared for the scene.
1013. ^Whether those INFIRMITIES with
which 1 am AFFLICTED may necessitate
and compel me to leave the field for want of
BODILY POWKR to continue, I know not: lo

" lay up treasure on EARTH is not my desire,
not yet to be a BURTHEN to my F R I E N D S :
but the praver of Agur, " for neither RICHES
nor POVEPvTY"—for
"Man wants but little here,
Nor wants that little long,"

In a few weeks I expect to start for the
W E S T again, but where I may be this time
twelve month.s, is very uncertain with m e ;
whether in England, Sierre Leone in Africa,
West Indies, or New England—or ETERN I T Y ; bul the CONTROVERSY with the N A TIONS is not over, nor will it be until the
Divine Government be reverentially acknowledged by the HUMAN FAMILY.

1014.'Nov. Ist, 1816, Finding the season
so far advanced that I could not accomplish
my object in the west, started to return to
New England ; but was attacked at Bridgeport with a severe sickness, which confined
me for some weeks; but by the kind attention
given me at the house of Mrs. (Col. Blanchaid's wi.lcm-,) B,, so far recovered as to reach
my fathei'.s in January.
1015, .March 4th, 1817. By request I atteiuleu meeting in Mansfield—I was conveyed
there; but after tlie fulfilment, was jicrinitted
lo be conveyed off as well as I could. Thus
many find it convenient to have their own
ends and desired objects accomplished, at the
inconvenience and expense of others, and
then leave them in the lurch to paddle their
own canoe ! Bul I found a conveyance from
j place to ))lace until my arrival at Shippensburg, and so on to the west.
1016. JMy books of Journal had been sent
across the mountains in the fall, and exposed
• Oetoher 4. 1810- I havo j„st returned from a tour
through tienesee, Vermont, New Hampshire and Connecticut, to I'hiladelphia—find the spirit of iniiuiry increasing, and heard of revivals among our difl'crent
Societie..^—*:aw three of my sisters whom I had not seen
for eight years. Left my Companion at my Fathers
until 111}' return in the spring Hard judged by man.
bnt which must and will finally bo decided by the Judgmeat of UOD only.

to be lost; as the person to whom the business had been entrusted, betrayed the confidence reposed in him, by lot attending to the
same; but spoke against the work by action
and reaction from others, to prevent the sale;
which became a source of trouble to ine; as
the only way to discharge the expense and
cost of the work wa.s, to make one hand wash
the other.
1017 Here then I was in a strait, exposed
to difficulty, out of -whicli 1 saw no way to
escape, unless

the

SUPERINTENDING

HAND

should undertake my deliverance.
However my tide of fortune began to turn, as
in a glimmer, .step by step. Found my boxes and
most of the contents. For .some time 1 knew
not what to do or how to get along. But
sent off about a hundred appointments in all
directions—was enabled lo keep up with
them; fir.st, by the assistance of friends, and
then by procuring me a horse.
1018. In a few weeks I sold a sufficiency
to meet my exigency; the rest of the work
became as the " omner of manna," much or
littie, it would come lo the standaid of necessity, and there stop ! the remainder were LOST
to me!
1019. Two men who had followed me from
meeting to meeting, day after day, and were
very urgent and inquisitive to know the rout
I intended to take on my return over the
mountains; which circumstance, on reflection,
caused me to suspect their intentions, and a
secret impulse of mind occasioned me, when
the last of my meetings were accomplished, to
alter my mind, and suddenly to turn towards
the Lake, and return by the northern route,
which gave me quietude of mind and a settled
peace!
1020. Returned to Hebron in July, where I
found my father had removed to, a little before with my Peggy.
1021. In September I visited several camp
meetings in the interior and near Cayii?;t
f>ake; thence to Vermont, to attend the removal of Joseph Bridgeman's and my sister's
families down to my father's lioii.se!
At the close of the year, I visited the smith
as far as North Carolina and A'irginia, where
H. HARDY attempted to show his zeal in be
half of Episcopacy.
1022. 1818. l o w a r d s spring, returned lo
New England and prepared to depart for
Europ;!

TO THE PUBLIC.
COURTEOUS READER—As there is hvt one

true Church, which is the Family of GOD;
and but one true Religion, which is ever immutable, so there can be but one worship »e-
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For there is but one way of salvation, and
there will be but one song in the Happy
World—"THOIJ
wast slain; and hast Redeemed us lo GOD by thy blood, out of every
kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation."
Rev. V. 9.
Therefore attend to the influence of the
Spirit of GOD on the mind; and be careful
to obejf its dictates, that you may be under
its guidance, and so be renovated and regenerated, as to become the New Man in Christ
Jesus, walking in the Light to Life Everlast^
FEARCTH t i l M ailAl WORKtTH RIGHfKOUSNESS, ing. Amen.
L. D.
is accented with him." ^ " ' s viu. 34, 33.
Philadelphia. December 10th, 1822.
ceptable with the MOST HIGH—which ACT
of worship must be " in Spirit and in Truth,"
therefore, there is great need of caution, not
to be partaker of party spirit of the times, but
to have views expanded worthy of the Kingdom of GOD, that the Kingdom of Righteousness, Peace and Joy in the Holy Ghost may
be set up in the soul, and so expand your
heart with Love to GOD and Man; whereby
you may say with Peter: "Of a truth I perceive that GOD IS no respecter of persons:
but iu every nation [or denomination] he that

Oct. I6th, 1777 The journey of Life with
me commenced among the children of men, in
Coventry, Connecticut.
1781. My grandfather, James Parker, died.
The only thing on memory—he stood with
solemn altitude, closed eyes and uplifted
hands, in the act of saying grace at my father's table, when a tremor of conviction ran
through me, with a dread awe, that he was
addressing God Almighty. Shortiy after, returning from communion, the words impressed
his mind; "Henceforth, I will not drink of
thi fruit of the Vine, until that day when I
drink it new with you in my Father's kingdom :" which he mentioned to my Grandmother, as a prelude to his dissolution ; and soon
after met his last sickness, and rejoiced at the
prospect of the exit to a belter world.*
His wife continued to great age, and rejoiced on the verge of her departure, whilst
others were weeping around, she requested
them to dry up their tears, for she was going
home '
Thiee orotners Irom Ipswich, below Boston, (whose ancestors came from Norfolk,
England , one settled in Plainfield, one in Voluntown, and the other in Coventry; the last
of whom died when my father was young.
And from these three, in Connecticut, the
Dows spread abroad,)
His wife, my grandmother, when I was a
child, frequently said: " W h e n I am dead I
shall be carried into the Meeting house,"
And I will remember the deep impressions on
my mind the day her words wore exemplified.
In dreams of ihe ni^ht and incidental ways,
wrought deep awaktmings durino; those tender
years of childhood; bul my mind was disheartened to despondency ; arising from a jire• His grand parents cams from Kngland—had three
children, and then wore murdered hy tlio Indians.
The
children escaped—and when fleeing, the eldest, a girl,
let the youngest, an infant, f-.ill out of her arms ; bnt her
brother in the rrnr, caught up the little brother, an.l they
got over a fennee. and hid in ttic grass. The Indians pnrjued them, came to the fence, looked over, but never
happened to see them, though they were in i)lain sight :
u d remarkable to tell, in this aflair, tho child waa still

•ad quiet!

judice in my education, that Jesus Chnst
came lo save the " Elect;" who I thought
were the "GOOD FOLKS:" but feeling myself
to be a sinner, and alienated from God, I drew
the inference of my being a " reprobate!"
Hearing the words delineated : " this is a
faithful saying, and WORTHY of all acceptation, that Christ Jesus came into the wotid to
save sinners," JESUS came to "save sinners"—a faithful saying, and worthy of all
acceptation," thought I: I feel the need of such
a Saviour, and if 1 accept the saying, I must
admit a degree of Hope! Hope began to
dawn, particularly after an exposition on Jeremiah, vtii. 22. " I s there no balm in Gilead "? Is there no physician there ? Why
then is not the health of the daughter of my
people recovered 1"
Nov. 12th, 1792. Was the morning of deliveian»e lo my troubled mind, through the enjoyment of pardoning love 1
The enem-y would have got away my
shield, by suggesting tliat my joys w i« »ot
divine, but only the power of fancy and .nu..
ginaiion.
As I queried, I feared, and then
doubled — my joys were gone — my n.ind
eclipsed, and my heart was full of sorrow!
Bul going to the fountain, to be taught my situation, whether delusion or divine, the delightful joy sprang up in my heart—my mind
was composed and settled in peace.' The devil cannot excite LOVE! "LOVE TO GOD
AND MAN," is the sum of true Religion.
Thirteen of us joined in society—the first
Methodist society ever formed in those parts.
Some arc gone, I trust, to a better world, and
some are scattered into distant lands,
179.5. In deep exercise from convincement
of mind, I came out in public testimony, and
afterwards obtained a certificate from ttie society to wiiich I belons^ed.
179(5, When journeying from my fethei*!
house, being then but eighteen vears of «j
while looking round to see the ro'cksand bil
and trees, &c. where had been my youthfil
rambles, and now in my mind, biddinr !he«_
adieu, with the prospect of a wide and O/m
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world of wickedness before me—among stran- printed in the " MINUTES" of that year. The
gers, I espied my mother in the road, looking circuit was divided, and about six hundred
after me, while the words ran in my mind: members were taken into society, and as many
" The foxes have holes, and the birds of the more went off and joined other denominations.
air have nests; but the Son of man hath not
1799. Was sent to the Pittsfield circuit, to
where to lay his head V' And thus I launch- labor with Brother Sawyer, for about six
I ed forth into the harvest field. But oh, the months : in which lime hundreds were awaktrying scenes, subsequent to that day !
ened, and about one hundred and eighty joinMy brethren sent me home. Warren and ed society.
Greenwich circuits, in Rhode Island, were the
During this lime my health began to defirst of ray career. I obeyed, but with a sor- cline, and I requested permission to try the
rowful heart. Went out a second time to salt -ivater, but Mr. Asbury would not admit
New Hamp.shire, but sent home again ; I it; but sent me into Canada to form a new
obeyed. Afterwards went to Conference by circuit, and break up fresh ground; my name
direction—who rejected me, and sent me home now being on the minutes as remaininor on
again, and again I obeyed.
TRIAL.
Was taken out by P. W on to Oiange cirAfter visiting my native place once more to
cuit, but ih 1797, was sent home again: so see my parents and friends, I setoff in August
in obedience lo man I went borne a fourth for my destination—have seen a good work
time. But my heart was in the field. At of God during my slay.
lengtn went on to the Granville circuit, with
After my arrival in Canada, found a field
Smith Weeks and Joseph Mitchel, where the open before me, and a circuit was soon formLord gave me souls for my hire ; and now be- ed ; bul my health was going down hill. A
gan to lift up my drooping head : and thought revival took place in those parts were I laborI understood the meaning of the passage, ed, and the Wilderness did bud and blossom
where the spirit of the Lord began to move as the rose.
"hima* times in the Camp of Dan." Judges,
However, I was not the commander of my
xin. 25. And also why David was anointed feelings. My mind was still drawn to the
to be king so long before the lime. See his
water ; and Ireland was on my mind.
faith. 1 Sam. xxvi. lO.
Without permission I went. W h y without
This year application was made asain to permission ?
the Conference, but there -was no admittance;
because I COULD NOT obtain it.
and finally, I was given into the hands of the
In matters of Religion, Conscience is involvElder presiding, to do with me as he saw ed. And how can another judge for you betcause. This was Sylvester Hutchinson, who ter than yourself? Unless GOD has given
thought to take me to Long Island, but the them clearer views; and even then they canword never reached my ears; hence, what not act for you; you must act for your.seIf;
should I d o !
for every one must give an account for himTo go home I cannot—To travel without self lo GOD.
permis.sion, I shall be advertised as an impo.sTo-day I was twenty-two years old, I emTk' 'f ^ ^° ^" * ^ '^""'^ °^ * Methodist.— barked at Montreal; having sold my horse,
Therefore I see no way but to give up the watch, &c. for a small part of their value, and
NAi«E, and to go on my own footing, so raise had a few dollars left after paying my passocieties, and then return and give myself up sage, which was about five guineas, but not
and them for convincement. Hence, with / . enough to get provision.
Ualtard, I went to the North-east, where were
However, this was provided for at Quebec,
no Methodists in that d a y ; we had a gra- by those who were strangers to m e ; and all
cious work in revivals in several places.
my wants supplied by voluntary inquiry and
He was for sitting up independence; I said contribution on their part. So my Leart was
iNAY--and the contention caused us to sepa- encouraged to trust in GOD and look forward!
rate In the mean time, a letter being receivAfter a series of dangers landed at Larne,
ed, I rode upwards of a hundred miles in 24 in the North of Ireland, where a revival of
Uoiirs, and came back to Hutchinson's Quar- religion took place, and I was provided with
terly Meeting, and finding out the friendship friends.
h L nn ,K T ' , ' " ' ' ^ ' ' ' °f ">« '"essaire to meet
From thence to Dublin, and so over various
a n ^ . V ' ! / ^ " t ' . ^ '•««'='"'^e'l "^y departure, parts of the country, which I founa to be a
^f submitted to his direction, but was' allow! profitable school in various respects; and in
Id 21 T,^'^\°^^y
as a trial for a trial; some good degree recovered my health, and
whh r L n ^ ' ^ n ' ^ ° " '^' Cambridge circuit had many precious souls for my hire !
Xl^^y
Pu'^'y ^"'^ -^"^^M Mitchel.
1800. Had the Small-Pox the natural 'way,
ted nn T»,
/ ** V'^'i ' " ^^'^^ I ^ a s admit- which led to the acquaintance with Dr. Johmted on xaiAL lor the first lime, and my name
son, who had attended Job Scott, in his last
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illness, and whom I have found to be such a ' for the first time ; and extended my travel to
the Mississippi tlirough woods with Indians,
friend to me since.
Dr. Coke wished ni e to sail Missionary ; bears and wolves—though mostly inhabited
from Ireland to Halifax ; and threatened me ! since—and returned to Virginia by Tennes,see
with informing Lord Castlereagh, &c. which 'and Kentucky ; and so on through the Carowas at the lime when 1 had taken the infec- linas to Georgia.
tion of the Small-Pox the natural way, and j 1804. Introduced Camp Meeting in the cenbefore I knew it. What must have been the tre of Virginia ; and it was the beginnint; i.f
good times in those parts: and then s[if)ke in
consequence had I gone by his direction 1
1801. Returned to America with a view to the Market House in Baltimore, while ihe
travel the Continent at large for a season ; for " General Conference" was sitting there, and
had a good time. Some preachers came here
so was the leading of my mind.
But as the Conference was silting, they of to get a GENERAL VOTE to hedge up my
my old friends .solicited me to take a Circuit, way—but the thing was omitted.
But the New Yo^k Conference jia.^-ed a
and argued that it was more likely for one to
be mistaken, than twenty ; and offered to re- Law this year to shvi' their houses air.'lin.-t '
store me where I was when going away, viz. me, and that a travelling Preacher shoii!.| not
remaining on TRIAL ; and so it was stated in give out my appointments: which ACT OF i
CONFERENCE was enrolled on their records,
the minutes.
Thus was prevailed on to yield my judg- and has never been repealed,''*' Also a Certi- i
ment to theirs; which circumstance I con- ficate had been obtained from me almost bv
ceive \yas an error in my life ; for although I extortion, to bind me and cut me up in future,
went to the Dutchess and Columbia Circuits, by a Presiding Elder in the South,
and also to Litchfield Circuit, and endeavored
Here it must be observed that I had never
while I travelled them lo do my duty faith- put my Journals to press, or wrote anv thin"
fully; yet my mind was depressed, and I was about the subject of my affairs, anterior to
but a burthen to them ; neither did I enjoy tiiese movements of the New York Confermyself, as in the order of GOD, as heretofore ; ence ; neither had I any thoughts of doinj it.
and my depression of mind impaired my And so innocent and untainleti was my mind,
health, so I declined again, as in lime prece- that when the Certificate was requested by
ding.
the Elder to bind me, that I was surprised that
Sought for permission to retire to a warmer such a spirit of jealousy should be found in
climate, but to no purpose; hence, if I went my Brother's heart. But the Southern Conat all, must break away, which was disagree- ference took up the matter next; and nitjccable in contemplation; but I had no alterna- tions were raised to my receiving a dee.] !i>: a
tive to clear rny mind with a prospect of re- lot of ground at AVashington City, wiiich a
gentleman offered me gratis, on condition of
covei y
1802. fn January f landed in Savannah, my causing a Meeting House to be built
and recovering strength gradually, walked thereon.
hundrcils of miles into the country of GeorI had no thoughts of making private pr.>
gia and South Carolina ; anil then returned perty of it, though 1 could have done it acto New England, where 1 labored for some cording to ]H'0]Hirty. justice and thefitne.ssof
weeks: and visited IJjiper Canada this ye.'ir. thing's—bul for the stike of ]ieare«I gave it
Bishop Asbury .said, iff had staid at York u p : which lot co-t several liundied duiitnCdiifeicnci' after my iclurn from the South, 1 alicrward for the same purpose
might have been ordained. The ('redentials
O Jealousy and Prejudice! 'i\'here "-.in il lie
weie prcjiaied accoiiliiig to Discijdine, and a found, but ill a coriujit heart or a litt.'c "ii^'cti(iuv appniiilfl ((ir iliat pur]iose.
erous mind !
But tiie Discipline had been altered in the
These things ijave rise to the pii'dicition
mean time ctiiiceriiiiu!; Locttl Preachers. Here of my Journal, that the world might ju.i.L'c it
[ l(-!t Id stii|) and in(]uire their views of the my views, lallifr than attack the t'oiiVre-ico,
parts that 1 should be apt to run against. The or attempt lo iiijiirc the iiiiluence of the Cr-.answer was—a Lucal Travelling Preacher is ncvion.
a contradiction ; and R'ave mcMo undei',4an.l,
Hers I was iu liopes the matter would bare
tiial that jiart ol the Discipline would be put ende.l, and that at least otfeiisivc opcratin':*
in force !
would be prusfcutcd by them no moic, aru
Here then I could go no further, without
being involved in a serioin, dilemma. So I i
gave up the iiapers, h'st they shouiu say, that
I acted a dishonorable part, and appropriated
them to il treacticrous use.
18C3. Returned back ,3 the South BT LAND
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that I should be under the disagreeable necessity of standing on the defensive no more!
But tlie hope was but a dream !
This year was the time of my marriage;
and I took another tour through the Western
and Southern States, as far as Florida. Having attended the first Camp Meetings in New
York, Misskssippi. Connecticut and Massachusetts, and since that time in Rhode Island.
1805, Was spent in travelling abont ten
thousand miles, iu less than a year, and in fitting my affairs and concerns for Europe—
having from five to eight hundred meetings of
a year, for several years past.
My health had become somewhat impaired ; and my heart was drawn to the Old
World.
Having obtained a Passport, and things
about ready, to sail with my companion from
New York, Daddy Blades, as he was called,
being an Englishman by birth, stopped at my
lodging and ,secretiy told me, that letters unfavorable to me were to be forwarded to Europe, and I might prepare and fortify my
mind accordingly. This was all he would
tell. And I could not conjecture who, what,
when nor wherefore!
But after landing in England, the Riddle
which had been so mysterious, was unfolded.
Here il must be remembered the Law^ of
New York Conference was in force ; and that
I had never attempted to officiate in any of
the Methodist Meeting Houses in Nev/ York
city. But the day I sailed, was carried oflicially into the pubtic discourse from the pulpi'—''And is there not a caused"—three
times in the course of the day.
One letter to England was virtually put in
motion to fill the public mind -wtilh prejudice,
and then never shown to the public, because
it would not bear scrutiny—being no doubt
of the same pnncijjle and character as the
one sent to Ireland, which was a s follows :
"New York, November IGlh, 1805.
" M Y UNKNOWN FRIEND,
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is the greater necessity of this, as it appears
to me, that if you should suffer him to have
any access lo our people, it would not only
do us an injury, but him also: for .such is the
nature of his plan or system, that he estimates
truth and right, not so much by principle as
by success. If he should not make immediately for Ireland, please lo use your ability to
put the English on their guard. I expect he
embarked for Liverpool. If he did not take
such grounds as to lead our people into an
acquiescence, and even approbation of his
measures : if he did not affect to act as a
Methodist, I should say nothing about him.
But as an itinerant plan may indirectiy lead
to imposture, it stands us in hand to be very
cautions to distinguish between the true and
the false itinerant: the lines of distinction
should always be kept very clear between the
Methodist preacher and his ape. I am sorry,
my dear friend, that we can give you no better specimen of the fruits of Methodism in
this country, Alas! Alas ! shame! shame!
Shall it be published in the streets of London
and Dublin, that Methodist preachers in
America, have so departed from Wesley and
their own discipline, as to countenance and
bid God speed such a man as Mr Dow; the
last person in the world who should have
been suffered to trample Methodism under
foot with impunity or countenance His manners have been clownish in the extreme; his
habit and appearance more filthy than a savage Indian;
his public discourses a mere
rhapsody, the substance often an insult upon
the gospel; bul all the insults he has offered
to decency, cleanliness, and good breeding;
all his impious trifling in the holy ministry ;
all the contempt he has poured upon the sacred scriptures, by often refusing to open, and
frequently choosing the most vulgar saying as
a motto to his discourses, in preference to the
Word of God—all this is nothing in comparison. He has affected a recognizance of l i e
secrets of men's hearts and lives, and even
assumed the awful prerogative of prescience,
and this not occasionally, but as it 'were habitually, pretending lo foretell, in a great number of instances, the deaths or calamities of
persons, &c.
" If he makes converts as an apostie, he
will not meet with your interference; but 1
have this confidence in my elder brethren,
that as the disciples of the great Wesley,
whom they have known in the flesh, they
will make a public stand again,st this shameless intruder ; this most daring impostor.

" Having received information from Mr,
Kirk, respecting your situation, and supposing
you lo be a proper person, from your influence in the Irish Connexion, f lake this opportunity, the eariiest that offers, lo write to
yoii by the way of Liverpool, on a subject in
which our brethren are deeply interested. Mr.
Lorenzo Dow has embarked again for Europe,
better furnished perhaps for success than
when he was with you last. His confidence
ot success innsl at least be very considerably
increased, having succeeded so well in deceiving or duping so many of the preachers in
" Grace and peace,
the Amencai. Connexion. I hjpe that our
NICHOLAS SNETHEN.
brethren m Europe witi unanimously resolve " To the Rev. MATTHIAS JOYCE, )
to have nothing at all to do with him. There
Dublin, Ireland.
\
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The original is in Mr. ed: if an Itinerant Preacher, ?J having his
name entered ou the Minutes of Conference
of which he is a member, ; and if a Local
"JOHN .TONKS.
I'riacher, by a recommendatory note from his
"P.JOHNSON,"'
Superintendent,"
But the one to Ireland was investigated by
1806. Was spent in England and Ireland,
about seventy official Charaeter,s, such as Local Preacheis, Stewards, Class Leaders, &c., itinerating and preparing for America. This
who unanimously agreed it must have been year we had a daughter born, and after about
wiitten in a bad spirit by a wicked man, four months she wtnt to her long home.
and a certified copy was given me to bring
From the letters sent from America as above,
back for the American Preachers, under the some people, lo show their loyalty lo the
idea of their not knowing what kind of a man king, and ingratiate themselves into the good
there was among them.
opinion of the Government's'• Most obedient
Bul afterward the Irish Travelling Preach- and very humble servants," turned informers
ers, in their Legislative and oflicial capacity, to set the blood hounds upon my track, and
overruled Matters, as may appear by their offer me for a sacrifice lo tyranny But the
Lord delivered me out of their hands. Two
Minutes of Conference—1807
instances, as a specimen for the sequel.
" Q . 22. A preacher from America, whose
When on my last tour in Ireland, I hired a
name is LORENZO DOW, travelled lately in Ire- horse and gig for ten weeks, for which 1 gave
land, without any official recommendation twelve guineas. In this time, 67 days, went
from the American Conferences, or any of the about 1700 miles, and held about two hunRulers in that Connexion; and yet professing dred meetings. Drive to a town—tell the boy
himself a friend of the Methodists. What to feed the horse and be ready for a start—
judgment is it expedient for this Conference would mount a stone or pile—sing—collect—
to pass concerning the conduct of that man ?" remark I was an American—arrest their Prejudice—finish my public talk—^jumj into the
"A.
W E ARE
MOST
SINCERE gig, which by most would be supposed to beFRIENDS
TO RELIGIOUS LIBERTY; long to some gentieman and his servant, in the
bul we consider ourselves called upon to in- neighborhood—with such expedition move oS,
form the public, that Mr. Dow has no con- as none could follow my windings and turnnexion wtith u s ; nor did he receive the least ings ; and of course would not know who 1
permis.sion or encouragement from the Con- was, where I came from, or was gone to.
ference lo travel through Ireland as one of Thus ignoranlly I escapeil those pursuers a
our body, or as one of our friends; and we number of limes.
are determined, that if he return to this counWhen f got back to Dublin, I felt so untry, none of our Preaching-houses shall be happy in my mind, with the strong impression
opened lo him upon any account."
to return to England, to escape the storm—
though then I had heard nothing of those purThe English Conference passed a similar suers ! Without biditing a friend farewell, I
Law, and put it fir.st on the minutes of Con- wont down to the Pigeon House, found a
ference, and secondly into the Magazine of Packet ready to sail, and only hanging by the
cast off rope—stcjiped on board—was on im1807,
" What is the judgment of the CONFER- mediately—saw a company coming down—
ENCE concerning what are called ' C A M P knew not who they were—supposed they belonged to the Navy —but afterwards found
MEETINCJS V
" It is our judgment, that even such meet- they weie the pubtic officers in pursuit of
ings to be allowable in America, they arc me.'
highly improjier in ENGLAND, and likely lo
1807,
Fiii^a^ing my passage in a vessel
be productive of consi.lerabie mischief. And from Livpr[)()ol to New York, it w-ts necessaW E disclaim all connexion with them,
ry for aliens id have a ]iassport to leave the
" Have our people been sufficiently cau- Country, to avoid the danger of being sent
tious respectim^ the permission of strangers back by a British Cruiser on the way.
to preach (o OUR Congrei^alions }
The Ciiiisul npjilied twice—but was an"VVE fear not: and W E again DIRECT swered none but the Ambassador could obtain
t h a t n o STRANGFR F1U)M AiMERICA, or it. Ajijilication was made through this aveelsewhere, be suffered to preach in any of nue, but in vain. The vessel engagetisprunj
OUR PLACES, unle.s.s he come fully accredit- a leak, hence I was tran.sfcrred over to another; and when I embarked, and while com• Comparo this letter with hi> oath in the Preface to • ng nut of the Harbor, under sail, the King"*
HUM Jouiaal,
Me.s.scnger arrived express from London, and
" A true copy:
Joyce's possession.
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Therefore I was made an example of at
began searching the vessel I had just left—in
Camp Meeting, although my presence was
the pursuit of me !
Finding no tribunal constituted lo which ac- but as a spectator attending.
cess might be had for redress, considering my
Here was one of the sore struggles of my
abstract situation ; so in publishing my Jour- life. How can it be he has given satisfaction
nal, added that letter, written by a public man, lo the Conference 1 What kind of satisfacand designed for the public, thinking there was tion ? He is justified, and I am condemned !
no injustice by so doing.
Thought I, the Jewish law did not condemn a
However, it was judged otherwise by those man until or before they heard him ! The Paon the other side of the question. They con- gan Romans had the accuser and the accused
demned me socely ior publishing il, but did not face to face.' But here is a circumstance difcall him to account for writing it, which vir- ferent from the Jew or Pagan, -who are called
tually may be considered a sanction of his Christian, I was unwilling to believe it, and
conduct, and corresponded with the Law made strove to put it out of my mind: but was too
by the N. York Conference concerning me, as deeply interested in the implication to get over
though it had its origin and foundation there ! it. Requested to see the letter, or have it pubBut many candid, judicious minds were licly read, or shown to some of my friends. A
hurt, and condemned the work with indigna- reply, they were under no necessity to show
tion, which caused some uneasiness in socie- the Bishop's letters, or give an account of their
ty; 60 matters continued for a season. I sent matters; and if people would not believe their
word, -were at liberty to let it alone. Thus
a Journal to the author of the letter.
On my return to New York, the Rule of my ruin -,vas sought for years; and no way
Conference was violated, with circumstances, for redress or satisfaction.
involved in mystery, that I never could exThe principal reason assigned for the oppoplain, considering who were in the city when sition was, " He will not be subject to rule
I went away, and w'len I came back, as the and order" of the B
—'s power.
meeting Houses were then opened lo me for
The Discipline had prevented my being a
the first time. The remainder of the year was local preacher and given up to the work. And
spentin ranging from New England to Florida, my heart expanded beyond the bounds of a
1808. Returned from the Mississippi lo circuit; and to a Missionary life in the bounds
New England, and visited the Northern and of a Conference, it was objected to, as being a
Western States- And iu this time means were bad precedent; although they afterwards
used to undermine my character, and fill the adopted it, and admitted others, after refusing
public mind with prejudice, lo block up my it lo me!
way through the land.
Though an individual may be wicked, and
1809. Retired to the Mississippi, and spent do wrong, yet lo think of a Conference of
somewhat over a year iu Louisiana and the Preachers with a Bishop at their he.ad, to sancsettiement in those parts. Being in a low tion such conduct and procedure, was such a
state of health, arising in part frorn an abscess forfeiture of CONFIDENCE, as to wring my
breaking in the cavity of the bo.ly, as was heart and try my soul to the centre ! And
thought by the Faculty, and was attended caused me to cry out with lamentation—Is it
with spasms of a remarkable kind.
possible'? How can these things be! And
In this time, on examination of character.?, nothing but the FACT itself would have ever
:t was suggested by the B. that a difficulty ex- made me believe such a thing possible I My
isted between Mr. S. and Lorenzo Dow, that sleep was gone, and my desire for food was
otight to be looked into ! And when a com- fled.
mittee were appointed to inspect the matter,
Here the enemy of souls took the opportuwho were they ? Per.sons that had never seen nity, to try to reason me out of the belief of
me, not never saw the letter; of course, inca- all religion whatever; and had it not been
pable of forming a correct judgment. But they for past enjoyments, and the witness of God
called in Mr. S., to hear what he had to s-ay; in my own soul, I think it is possible that I
and oil his say so, made up their Verdict, and should have become an established Deist.
gave It to the Bishop, in which Mr. S. was If I had been deceived once, why not demtijted, and Lorenzo is condemned; and the ceived again T of course, deceived myself, and
Bisliop wrote his letter accordingly, that Mr. all religion be a deception from the power of
f;- had "given satisfaction lo the Baltimore imagination, and the whole be an imposition
Conference" and of course the Meeting Houses of cunning, artful, designing men, to take ad- ,
must be shut against L, D,, and he must be vantage of the simplicity of the credulous, and
f n n . ^ r ^ r / f * " ? ^Wer, and go upon his own so dupe and govern mankind ?
looting—Debts unpaid—and
And I vertiy believe, many have been
wounded by the improper practice of Christian
" ^'" ^ ' t e . * ! ^ * "•''" ••" " ' E " ^ * « « ' ••« the W E S T , "
professors in their research after truth; and
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involuntarily became Deists in their minds, by
such evidence preponderating against it.
And as above intimated, had il not been for
the inward WITNESS of divinegrace in my own
soul, I might here have fallen upon the same
rock !
But after examining the motives which led
me at an early life into the field—the many
snares set for my feet, and which I conscientiously escaped with the skin of my teeth ; the
crosses of self-denial 1 had taken up, with the
many sacrifices 1 had made, the spirit and effects of my labors in different parts, on the
minds and practices of others, in its consequence to efiect both their life and death ; by
reformation in conduct, and a triumphal dissolution.
Thus, upon a candid examination, and by
an appeal to matter of fact, on the reality of
inward religion experimentally. Is it a fabulous imaginary thing or not 1 The evidence
not being " circumstantial evidence," but "selfe-vulence," bottomed on experience, sapped the
tempiation; and my "soul escaped as a bird
from the snare of the fowler, the snare was
broke, and I escaped,"
1810. Returned to New England, through
Georgia and North Carolina, and saw Francis
for the last time, at Raleigh Conference. We
had both called for breakfast at the same
house, not knowing each other was there, till
he came out of the other room to sit down to
eat, Ilis and my feelings and countenances
as an index, might more easily be observed
than described !
It was thought by many that my race was
ended, and that I should be seen in those regions no more.
On the way heard my friend, Mr. S. preach
from " t h e Lord knoweth. how to deliver the
Godly out of temptation," i. e. the best vmy :
" And to reserve the unjust unto the day of
judgment lo be punished :"—not the general
judgment, but some particular judgment in this
world., bringing in Sodom, &c. as samjiles;
adding. He that will not be subject to "ride
and order," puts himself out of the power of
the m.agistrate, for he cannot follow him
through cvitry lane of life, and of course surrenders himself into the hand of God only ;
and hence, we may expect some jiarticular
judgment to befal hirn in this life, lo make an
example of him as a warning to others.
1811. Brought my companion from the
Mississippi to Virginia, and afterwards to
New England, but was still in a feeble state,
being reduced by those spasms which for
years baffled all medical aid, until a method
was adopted to fling it off the nervous system
upon the blood ve,sscls.
1812. Was spent from New England to Virginia.

1813. Pennsylvania, and No:th, as a,so
I.S 14 and 1815, in the middle and northern
Stales, while ihe cloud was arising higherand
higher, lo darken the public mind and narrow
my way more and more.
As the public mind became darkened by
those aspersions, to fill the world with prejudice, to block up my way and ruin my character, and so justify their conduct; 1 found
it necessary to subjoin a few remarks on
"CHUfiCH GOVERNMENT;" which was
seized upon as the CAUSE of iAe;V conduct, and
a justification thereof by the Connection"
whereas, they had taken their public stand '
ao-ainst me, both in Europe and America, from
American stimulus, as above exemplified, be- \
fore I had put pen to paper for publication,
except my Journal, which publication originated from necessity, after the laws of tne
York Conference, as above slated in the foregoing part of this work. For many had exemplified their expressions, not to attend my
meetings, and strove lo prevent others, unless
some explanation was given, concerning my
"eccentricity'
upon the Journey of Life!
Hence Ihe exigency of those observations in
1815 or 3816.
1816. Relurned to the Mississippi, and after
visiting that country, returned by the West
Initios to the North. In
1817 And began to make preparation for
Euiojie.
And going on from New England to the
South, a gentleman stranger, in the stage near
Washington, asked when I expected lo be in
Richmond 1 And some body, I know not
who, published an appointment for ine in the
jiaper before I came.
"fl®"" The Rev. Lorenzo Dow is expected
to preach at the Old INIethodisl Meeting
House, at 11 o'clock, on New Year's Day.
December 30."
Which was replied lo as follows :
" To the Editor of the Compiler.
" I oliserved in the Comjiiler of this morning, a notice, stating that Mr. Lorcn/o Dow
would preach in the I\lcthodi-t <^'d Town
Chapel, on Thurs.lay next. '\'ou wiil p!ea.<e
inform the public, throui;h the same medium,
that Mr. l>ow will not be permitted to occupy
the Methodist pulpits in Richmon.l.
'•I therefore recall that aj.>pointment; there
will be nnscrvice at that hour on that day.
Mr. Dow's clownish manners, his heteiodta
and schismatic proceedinirs, and his reflections
against the Methodist Episcopal churcD, in a
late production of his on Church Government,
(which are viewed as so many slanders) are
impositions on common sense, and furnish the
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principal reasons why he will be discounte- world to know that they are such; for as to
our fearing any thing from Mr. Dow's publinanced by the Methodists.
cation, we would observe, that we pity him
(Signed)
as a deluded man; and that we have with^
" H E N R Y HARDY,
stood the tongues and pens of men, of more
• Stationed Minister of the Methodist Epis- splendid abilities than his, for more than thirty
years—still we remain the same. Our church
copal Church in Richmond.
in its present form, was organized in 1784;*
"Dec. 30, 1S17."
our people consented to il then, and consent
to it still; and no alterations can be made., by
Then somebody, I know not who, made the preachers or people, so as to change the
some strictures on his publication, which pro- original plan without disorganization.
As
duced the following from him :
Dr. William Phoebus of New York, in an essay on our Episcopacy, has observed, page
" To the Editor of the Compiler.
8 0 : 'Our government grew up under the ap" SIR—With yourself, I am not friendly to pointment of a superintendent, by the conrehgious disputes in the Newspapers,—neither sent of preachers and people : as such, our
am I friendly to them in any other w a y ; and Episcopacy is constitutional. Il cannot be
if every person, while they claim the preroga- altered but by the general consent of preachtive to think for themselves, would let others ers and people. The alteration of any thing
alone, with the enjoyment of the same pre- in a government long established, is like rerogative, there tvould be but little cause for moving ancient landmarks:—it must be done
disputes of any kind. I certainly should not by the consent of all parties concerned,'
have taken any notice of any anonymous re" If we are satisfied with our condition, it is
flections made on the Methodist "Episcopal no part of Mr. Dow's business lo meddle with
Church, or myself, had not the piece in your our affairs, because he belongs to no church,
paper of the 14lh instant, been professedly neither is he accountable to any body of
signed by ' A METHODIST;' because it is Christians for any part of his moral conduct;
deemed condescension in a minister of the but all officers, civil and military, with every
Gospel, lo notice such productions in any way. member of the community, are amenable for
But lest silence should be taken for assent, on their conduct, and how much more necessary
the present occasion, I will give you the fair it is for us all, in a religious point of view, t«
state of the case. Let it be remembered that be so, in order to rectitude of conduct 1
Mr. Dow's appointment to preach in the
" But Mr, Dow is to be set up as the infalMethodist Old Town Chapel, was published
without a word being said to the minister that lible oracle for a l l ! Although his cop'^' - _
had charge, or any person that belonged to exceptionable in one place, and he flies, to anour church. We do not wi.sh it to be under- other, and returns no more for years; vet he
stood that our places of worship are like is to set the world right, by denouncing all
public roads; and had the writer of the piece denominations, and pointing out no better
been 'a Methodist,' he would have known way,
" As to any reflections on myself for serving
this.
and defending the cause of the blessed JESUS,
" If the notice had not been published in I cheerfully sustain them, for the honor of his
the newspaper, there would not have been name, and the glory of his grace. It appears
any thing said about Mr. Dow by u s ; bul from the opinion of Mr, Dow, and his adheour doors would have been shut against him, rents, that there is no medium between the
for the reason assigned with others; and un- manners of a courtier, and the manners of a
der circumstances as above, it became neces- clown—which are in.sults on decency, cleanlisary to give the public our reasons, and par- ness, and gospel simplicity. If the writer of
ticularly so, as Mr. Dow had formerly occu- the piece in your paper had been ' A MethoP'«°.oi'; pulpits; but he, in 1816, having dist,' he would have knoivn that the Methopublished and insinuated, degrading and shame- dist discipline, page 45, makes it every Metiiolul reflections against us, which are incorrect dist preacher's duty ' t o recommend everyin themselves, and still viewed as so many where decency and cleanliness;' and if this
slanders by u s ; so that if we had permitted writer had been acquainted with the manners
nim to preach in our pulpits after casting such and customs of the people among whom, and
reflections upon us, to any person of discern- the times and circumstances under which, the
ment. It would have appeared a tacit acknow- harbinger of our blessed SAVIOUR lived, perledgement of his reflections, and that we only
wanted to silence hirn by taking him into our
bosom; but we feel no hesitation in saying
* 1 nis is not correct—the people had no hand in it,
they are misrepresentations, and we wish the and there -was a restriction ahout lEOO, and a COIMTITOTioN I'ormed, ISOS.
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haps ].e would not \visli to impose them on us
at this advanced ULTC of the -vorld,
'•In the year 1799, Mi. Dmv commenced
his HKTKRonox and sriii.s^i.tTic ])roceedings.
His ^rofcc(//)(,s"; liavo been NO other than such,
from then till now ; and they have become
more daring latterly ; as bnt little notice has
been taken of his jnoccedings, except that he
was puiilishfd in the minutes of the British
and Irish Con faiences, in a caution to the
British and Iri-I. Methodists ngainst him. He
has travelled all over the United States, on
the bounty of the INIethodists v. here they have
been in his way : and because he would have
no money, they bought his books, not for
their intrinsic worth, but out of pity to the
man,—Now that he has, by his speculation in
this way, collected a considerable sum of
money, he is the ungrateful man, who, because he could not make us to serve all his
purposes, makes erroneous representations of
us, and insinuates more than he says, I will
give one instance out of many, as a sample.
In speaking of Bishop Asbury, and a black
man of Philadelphia, by the name of Allen,
he says : ' Francis being jealous of his power,
noticed Allen with a watchful eye—and finally
embargoed him to locate and become stationary.' The fair implication is, that Bishop
Asbury was afraid Allen would wrest his
bisho])ric from him, and that the Methodists
would have a Black Bishop over ihem ; to
prevent which, Bisho]) Asbury made Allen
become stationary; which is a glaring misrepre.sentation ; for Allen, nor any other black
man, has never been admitted into our itinerancy ; as may be seen by having recourse to
our records. He says also, that Allen, 'after
looking round, fixed ujion the city of Philadelphia ;" Allen, after he got clear from his
master, never resided any where else but in
Philadelphia, (I believe)—hence we see what
prejudice will influence a man to do.
"But the writer of the ])iece in your paper,
discovers great wi.sdom in the framers of our
constitution, 'in pormittiiii:; every man to
worship Gnil af?reeab!c tn the dictates of his
own conscience' Does the constitution give
Mr. Dow or himseli the prerogative of monopolizing that right? And the case he cites
is not analogou.s, for Mr. P'letcher was not
immediately attacked, but Air. Wesley: and
Mr. Fletcher was only his defender ; and Mr.
Shirley was a regular Minister ,• but Mr.
Dow is not. The wrier talks of lil'ly years'
standing ! f hope he does not mean to tell
the public that he has been ' A Methodist'
that length of time, without beiiifi: a better
adept than his proiliiclion |MOVCS liiin to be—
I fear he is too much like a great many others,
who are oflen s|ie,ikingof their long standing,
and former enjoyments, and say but little or

nothing about present enjoyment; and are
building their hope of Heaven upon what they
once were, instead of what they are noic.
Such boas'ers make their limited view.?, and
information, the foundation of their objections;
and in this they are like the man deciding on
a case before hears the evidence in which it is
founded—'.ence they are more to be pitied
than envii 1.
" I sliall not lake any further notice of any
publication of an anonymous or fictitions
kind, nor any other kind, on this subject;
unless he is a i r i n that has a right to meddle
A-vith our aflfiiirs, and is worthy of notice:
neither should I have taken notice of the
piece now before me, if it had not been signe.l,
pretendedly, by ^A Methodist,' (Methodism
is a cause that I esteem more SACRED than my
life)—because 1 have not time lo spare, from
the duties of my .station, lo v/aste in idle scribbling in the newspapers,
" T h e motives of the writer of that piece
may be good ; but like Uz/.a, he seems VNwiLi.i.\o TO TRUST the ARK uf God, lo God's
MINISTERS,
1
"HENRY HARDY,
"Richmond, Jan. 17, 1818."
181,8. I had never seen IMr. Hardy, bat
took the liberty to call on him and have an
interview, for which afterwards I was sorry,
considering his gift and spirit to strive to hurt
feelings.
In the course of conversation, asked him if
he thought he had done me Justice? Whose
answer was in the affirmative.
Asked when cr where I had strove to
make a schism, or wherein I was ••hetero-it
do.v ?" which implied heresy and heretic?
"
Taking down his Lexicon, said, heterrnhi
was dissi'nt from common received opinion!
I replied, that a few hundred vears ago, there
was but one religion, called Christian, in Euro])c, and Martin Luther dissented from it,_of
course \v:is heterodox—but -wlu-n his opinion
was rcceive.'l and established by law, then it
became orthodox : so in England in the time
of Henry 8lh, Klwarl (ith, and .Mary and
Elizabeth—what is orthoilox at one time, is
hetcroduxy at another: and so vice versa-hence, orlholovy an.l heterodoxy mean any
thing, every thino;. and nothing, according to
jieople's whims and notions, in the revolution
and turn of times.
As I was about to leave him, observed that
f thought if he was to reconsider his conduct
in jirivali- prayer, would feel a sorrow for it,
reiiuesliii:; that he would take the newspaper
with him to tlie Conference, and give my respects to tiiom, and tell them I did not ask for
mercy, an.l if I did, I should not expect to find
it; but all I asked for was JUSTICE «"»^
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justice the Devil was entitled t o ; and if the
Conference thought I had justice, so be it;
but if not, to rectify it.
And that was the last I heard, although his
advertisements of me passed through most of
the States of the Union; I found no redress
in the bosom of that body.
Went on to Raleigh, N. C. where the following appeared in a public paper:
" A CARD.
"Mr. Editor—-Please to give notice in your
paper that the appointments of Lorenzo Dow
are countermanded and recalled by his request.
But the one recalled by Mr, H. at RICHMOND, had been made for Cosmopolite without his knowledge or request. And should
Mr. H. conclude or think that he has got Lorenzo upon his back, NOT to trample his ***
OUT!
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cast on Divine Protection, I felt peace of mind,
as if in the hollow of His hand.
The wind began to blow afresh, which
brought us into the latitude of Virginia; but
by this means, we avoided the Fields and
Mountains of lee on the Banks, which have
floated down in an uncommon degree from the
North this season, which has so chilled the
air, and stagnated vegetation.
During the voyage I got my usual sleep
every night but one, when the air began about
11 o'clock to grow uncommonly chilly; but a
good favorable breeze sprang up by which we
moved on, and early in the morning discoverei an Island of Ice, one hundred feel high or
more ; and we passed a second before night,
which was a favor, as there were a number
of floating pieces, which in the dark the ship
might have struck against unperceived, untti
il would be too late to avoid and avert the
' flg- ' B not yy nor
consequences, being in latitude 38, and longinice, lest u c how A fool u b . ' "
tude about 40,
"Lorenzo Bow—Whatever unfriendly hindrance or
One evening, relating to the two mates,
opposition may have been extended towards this Preacher by an individual in Richmond, Va, it is certain that in that when in Baltimore, was sent for—was
this state he has met with marks of courtesy from all de- told that a Mr. Gibbons, xvhen dying, swoonnominations, and that the warmest countenance has been ed away—reviving a littie observed, " I have
afforded him by the Methodist Association. However
his independent way of thinking, and his unsparing can- seen Lorenzo Dow shipwrecked, and cast away
dor of language may have oft'ended others, he has been on a rock on the western cost of Ireland, and
treated herewith the respect due to his disinterested exertions, and the strong powers of mind which his sermons can obtain no relief," and then expired ; he had
constantly exhibit,"
been esteemed a pious man and died happy.
This relation caused an alarm on board, beFrom thence to New England, Left my ing whispered among all hands, and some
companion with my father 'in Hebron; and shed tears, Mr. M. the first mate, afterwards
without a cent in my pocket set off on foot observed he could not sleep—he had once felt
for New London; and sailed with captain happy, but it was otherwise with him n o w ;
Howard for New York, where I found letters but as he lay down, and lifted his heart to
containing the necessary aid for my voyao-e ; GOD, the circumstance of Hezekiah's sickness
and hence I sailed for the Old World, havino- and recovery, and the ship in which Paul was
experienced much kindness from captain An*^ at Malta, though there was to be no loss of
derson and others in the exigency of my af- life, only the ship ; yet said Paul to the soli^irs.
diers, except these (sailors) abide in the ship,
.v ^¥^^'^^'^y^ J'wne 17th, 1818,—Am now in ye cannot be saved—which impressed his
w , " Channel, standing for Hollyhead in mind with a belief, that by due attention they
Wales. Four weeks ago this day, embarked mi2;ht escape.
m the ship Alexander Mansfield, for LiverThe next day the captain resolved to alter
pool, leaving my fnends and native land, once his course, and asked whether to the North or
South? The LATTER was recommended. We
This visit has been upon my mind for years : passed Cape Clear about 27 miles to the south
tnough It was my resolution when leaving —the vessel had outrun their calculation near
England eleven years ago, never to return to 200 miles, though I had frequently hinted to
that country, unless I fell it laid upon me, so the mates, probably it would prove true. The
llV'V'!""^ ' ° " ' ' ^ ^^el^^'« ; ^"t after water had appeared green, and rockweed was
mature reflection, and weighing the subject for in plenty at the time we were opposite the
time and e ernity my mind was made u p - I Cape; but afterwards blue; when we fell in
feit I should feel better satisfied to go than with a Bristol pilot boat, and sounding, found
S r i n T ' " ^ * ' '^'"*« to GOD. as the dis- 60 fathoms water.
ftrektP 1^°''"^°' °f ^^« ^°'-l<i •- ^"'1 felt, as The wind had been fair for about two weeks
Tho f consequences, peace of mind
—we ran before it from five lo nine miles the
had o r r w ° / ' ° ^ ' ^ ' '«*' storms, &c. which hour, generally; except one calm, and once
for venr?'*'^ ""^ ^^^^^^hts by night, alternately the wind went round the compass-^bout 22
w e r o 7 n l ^ ' - " r ?°"« -• tor as so. i as we sails set, and almost con.stantiy agreeable weawero losing sight of land, and my all was
ther, until we got on the Irish foggy coast.

But had the captain kept his course, the night
followiiij; would have brought hirn among the
rocks ot Ihiiitry Bay ! Then came on a most
tremendous f^ale of wind from the S. W., and
fears ucie eiilertnined the ves.sel might run
under, as her heavy loading was in her bow
and stern, and also too deep by fourteen inches, and too much by the head—and the cargo
getting one siile, made her lean a number of
inches oblique—but forlunately the heavy topmasts were timely taken out; but before night,
the wind abated, and the weather clearing up,
we saw land in Wexford county, and the
mountains of Wicklow presented to view,
though fears had been entertained that we
might be outside of Cape Clear, and on the
western coast.
17th, Saw Wales—stiH a gentle favorable
breeze.
18th. Took pilot on board—fell in -vttith
two Dublin Packets. Two of our passengers,
British officers, left us—wrote to my old benefactor, Doctor Johnson, and also to my friend
John Jones—came lo anchor for the night,
19th. This morning reminds me of December, 1807, when anchored in the same place
with my companion—how different this voyage from that—then I had the companion of
my earthly joy, but severe storms—now she
is left behind, no doubt with anxiety, while
we have had a pleasant passage, such as is
rarely known.
When I left America, vegetation had hardly
put forth—here the green fields present to
view.
What awaits me on .shore I know not;
many of my friends behind must feel anxiety,
but my hope and trust is in that Invisible Power, whose lender care hath been over me hitherto, and whose hand hath in times of trouble and difficulty, interposed and delivered me.
To look forward by sight, the aspect is gloomy,
and my spirits would flag, and my heart be
ready to sink ; but by Faith anil reliance only
on GOD, my mind is composed, and feels a
sweet peace.
Landed in Liverpool, in Old England, not
knowing the things which might befal me
there. But my mind was brought to my situation, and my feelings were to commit myself
to the Divine protection, leaving my destiny
with Him: here all inwardly vvas calm and
peace.
From tiiose anterior circumstances, many
had inferred, that should my lot ever be cast
on these shores again, the conseciuence must
prove fatal lo me. But in the name of the
LORD I came—went to the Custom House,
and presented myself according to law as an
Alien.
My passport was taken away and
sent to London—my description was taken
and put in a book, and also on a certificate.

which I must pre.sent to the Chitf Magistrate
of any place, where I shoubl stop : and for
neglect thereof one week, should be subject to
thirty days' imprisonment. This law empowers the Alinistry 'with authority to send any
man out of the country, by banishment to any
place which they may choose, without as.Hgn'
Ing any reason why, or wherefore; and the
Alien can have no redress but patient Bubmission.
Here lived James Aspinall, through whom
access was attained to Zion Chapel, where I
spoke a number of times to crowded assemblies. Hence to the city of Chester, where I
had received an invitation from the officiating
members—held several meetings, and visited
the border of Wales,
A friend came from Warrington, accompanied round to several meetings, and gave me
an invitation from the Society, to visit themas
soon as convenient. But oh ! the feelings of
my heart when I came to the place! The
former scenes—the revival—Peggy's sickness
—the attention of the Doctor—the death of
Letitia, whose remains were depositel here—
with the concomitant circumstances attending,
were like opening wounds afresh, and gave me
those feelings that no language can describe.
Some of my spiritual children still stood fast:
some had died in peace : others had turned
again to folly. I spoke several limes in the
liule chapel, and had good times, refreshing
from the presence of the LORD, Visiled the
potteries in Staffordshire, Here I found a new
Sect of people, known by the name of "Ranters." or " Piimiiive Methodists," as they called
themselves.
Their origin appears to have been something in the following order, in miniature,
VVhen in this country before, a meeting on
" Mow Hill." where 1 was drawn to speak
ptirticularly on the origin, and progress and
consequence of camp meetings in ,\nu'rica.
which affected the minds of tiie people, who
were in the spirit of a Revival; and from a
combination ol antecedent circumstances, they
now resolved lo spend a whole Sabbath day
in ]u-ayrr togetlii'i', for an out-pouring of the
Sjiirit of God, which thing they had agitated,
bul c,->uld never bring it to bear until now;
when the day being appointed to meet, should
the weather prove favcu-able to the thsi^n; a
signal from the hill, a sheet orjlae; hoisted on
a long pole, which might be seen in the surrounding country.
The morning was threatening—but ihe flag
was hoisted, and Preachers from remote parta
attended, who did not belong there, but in*
kind of Providential way.
The old Preacliers had opposed this meeting, and strove to prevent it fijm taking
place. However, such was the effect pro*
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duced, that another was agitated and resolved
upon. The old Preacheis gave a Local
Preacher his choice, to give up " Field Meetings," or go out of Society. So he was dismissed—then a second and a third. The last,
however, produced a different effect from what
the Old Preachers intended. For as he had
been a grog-bruiser, and a debtor for spirits at
tipling liouses, many had despaired of ever
petting their money. But after he became religious, he also became industrious and sober,
temperate and just; which enabled him to
pay off all his old debts for spirits, &c. and
gained the confidence of the People. And as
he had two Classes committed to his care,
these would not forsake him when put out of
society ; wherefore, they were out also—•
hence they were driven to become a party,
whether they would or no.
J. F. was supposed lo be friendly towards
them, hence he was watched with a jealous
eye. And as he was seen one evening lo pass
near a door where this Society was holding a
Love Feast, it was thought he went in, so he
was turned out of society likewise; and on
Sunday morning was driven out of the Chapel
in an arbitrary manner—which caused most
of the Children to fotiow him from the school,
as he was their master; and moreover, their
Parents with flattery and stripes could not
prevail on most of them to return; hence a
new place was occupied, and a foundation
laid for this Society to become settled, established and permanent. I made coUection for
this School, where about twenty-eight pounds
was gathered.
After spending some time about here, I visited various branches of this Society in Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, and Leicestershire,
^^/^ere I found they had been the means under
^ °' tiirning many from darkness to light.
The reason why they were called Ranters,
was their peculiar mode of proceeding, A
lew of them would go through a Vitiage singing the Praises of GOD, then take some convenient stand to address the People so as not
<o stop up the road for travellers. And the
paces were designated by " T h e Ranter
bland, Intjtiire for " Primitive Methodists,"
and you could not find what you wished, but
on^mquiring for Ranters any one could tell
OW R "V ^'"S"'^^' a few years since one of
itimin
v^'°P'' attempted to put a stop to
w L nn^A^^ ' ' J ^ " " ° * e Conlenticle Law.
with an Appendix; but the result was. that
nant ^n^'^^-fi ".'""^"^ ^^P^^'ed, and the'remttoo w
h a tIS
T called
i f V nDwsenfers.
^ ' " ^« ^"•"o^e favorable
what
tra^e^coulH I T ' ^ ' I ' " *^« Btreet-the Magis^ S to U P •'"'i,*'^ to stop il_hence lEey
wrote to the Privy Council to know the mean-
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ing, spirit and intention of the Law—who returned for answer to let them alone, while
they behaved peaceably, sung and preached
in an innocent manner, and did not block iij)
the King's highway.
Still, however, places for worship must he
licensed from the Bishop's Court, whether it
be a house or inclosure ; bul the streets are the
King's Highway—and the King is supposed
to be " omnipresent"—hence those in the
streets to be under his immediate protection;
therefore his very humble servants could not
give a License, except only as it relates to the
private property of individuals, for the streets
were above their control.
This Society amounts to several thousand
strong—and I visited between thirty and forty
Chapels. They have three Circuits—about
150 Preachers, among whom are about thirty
WOMEN on the Plan.
I heard one of them
with a degree of satisfaction—to view the
simplicity; and also she stopped when she
had done—whereas a great many men, instead
of stopping when they have got through, mu,st
spin it out and add to it or have a repetition
over and over again.
Went lo London ; called at the Alien Office;
was chid; Dr, R. was with me ; paid them in
their own coin. Principally where I had
been, and what I had been about duiing the
two months—that more Magistrates' names
were not annexed lo my Certificate, which had
been given me at the Custom-House, and was
signed by the Mayor of Liverpool, I replied,
that I had not spent a -week in any one place
on my Journey ; and moreover, tliat most of
the Magistrtites did not know their duly as it
relates to Aliens, not being in possession of
the new Law. AVith some difticulty obtained
my Pa,ssport and Perini.ssiou to leave the
Country, by going to the office of the American Ambassador, and have the same Countersigned by the Secretary of Legation ; which
being done, I returned to the Alien Office again
to know if any thing more was necessary, or
whether I might consider myself dismi,ssed—
who now seemed as wilting to let me go, as
to call me to account before. Soon after this
the French General vvas sent out of the Country under this Law.
There was a Chapel or place of Worship,
in my sleep, seen four times—which was now
sought for. Three Chapels opened to me, but
it was neither, of them ; a fourth presents—
is a new one in which man had never preached—this seemed natural, as I entered to open
it by Dedication. Three others afterwards
were opened, and large crowded Congregations ; and some refreshing from the presence
of the Lord.
S ^ Charles Atmore, on whom I called
five times when in this country before, and

to avoid the rain, where I had an appointment, and was there assembled without my
knowledge or consent; the third was a lease
house, where an ajipoinlment had been made
for me before I came, and one of the old
preachers fulfilled it, so the people were disappointed : but to make atonement, another
ajipoinlment was made at half-past nine at
night, for a watch night, to drive out the old
year and bring in the new, in a town with an
old Abbey, or castle, where the king keeps his
brimstone, about ten or twelve miles from London, I think in Essex county ; the two first at
Tuustall, in Staffordshire, the other at Bullwell, in Nottingham-shire,
Attended the Queen's funeral—g^
the
TICKET ."ilONEV, w l t i c l l ORIGINALLY W a S givCU procession, and followed it about twenty miles
out of RESi'ECT, but is uow claimed as a to Windsor from " Kew Palace," and beheld
an end to all human grandeur and earthhr
RIGHT!
This third Class have a Founder, who is fotiy!
called a " BISHOP," by the name of Palmer,
On remarking the circumstances attending
who invited me to preach in one of their the scene, to one who had waited on the king
Rooms. I told him if the Conference had any for some years, to receive his daily instniepower or cognizance over it, it would not do lion, how this appeared like the Romisli do:
for me to accept the invitation. He replied, he replied, that all except the D. of Cambridge,
that they had none, it being private property— was contaminated through her avenue: but
hence an apiiointment was made accordingly the king George 3d, was free ; also that the
Afterwards a re([uest for a second meeting, arrangements had been left lo the decision of
in another room for a collection for Sunday a Catholic peer. Many ten thonsan'!!i lined
Schools, and handbills circulateil accordingly. the road, and the procession extended about
But C. Atmore sent word to h:ive the door three miles in length, and for miles flambeaus
shut and locked, and also written upon with were used to adorn the scene ! IMore than
chalk, " postponed," wh'ich the people could two hundred chaplains attended on the father
not read in the dark ; so hundreds went home, and son, and one is denominated " The Faminot knowing the reason why they were dis- ly confessor "
appointed, which was thouglit jirojier by me
Wiien going from INIanchester to Sheffield,
and others, to be explained in jiublic, though across a dreary moor, we came lo a solitary
it gave great offence lo some. Hence, 1 went village, where I was taken sick, and had to
off, and the same evening attended meeting leave the coach, but the landlaily. who kept
at " N e w Cha]iel, City Road," where seven a public house, would not allow me to come
Missionaries, for foreign parts, were set in. At length I found a grog shop, where I
apart by their overseers. The Missionaries lay down upon a bench, and with difficulty
gave in their e\|iericiice, it seemcil like old obtained a cup often. Night soon came on,
times; but the best of the meeting wa,-, or and three suspicious men came in, and were
appeared to be, in their silent, solemn pray- chaltin.ii' among themselves that I must bea
er." Two men spake considerably on the Jew. and being a foreigner, of course possess,
subject of mission.s, their suffcriii<;s, &c., yet ;i good (leal of money, which convei-ationi
how little (lid those who are raisi'd on the overheard, and drew the necessary inference
fat of the land in Old En|i:land, au-l have ne- accordingly
ver been in practice, realize tho subject, exThose men appeared to withdraw, the facejit in the.iiy, like a parrot rcjicatinf,'a bormily di.sappcared, all bul a servant girl, aiid
roued SOIILC. 'I'liere was a strict charge to be
she soon exliiiLruished the lii^ht.
loyal lo Ilis Majesty, though two were to go
Thus, in awtiil suspense, 1 waited with a
to the republic ol Ifiyti.
heart raised to (iod, when Dorothy Rip/t}/,
Therefore, as the British Conference, in having felt a concern come upon her mind for
their legislative and oflicial cajiacity, as a my safety, now arrived at the door wilh »
body politic, had made the before mentioned post-chaise, and called lor ine ! The landloid
law for me, 1 went into but three of their was very unwiliiufj to open his house, but I
hou.sos while in f^iiirland, thouK;h several told him he should not sleep unless he let me
i limes invited. The first was a loan lo nno- out. I liad been expected at Sheffield tbi»
I ther .society, for a charity sermon, for a Siin- evening to hold meeting:, and some frie"d
I day school ; the second was filled with people had come out three or four miles to meetin«i
would not give me a chance, but treated me
with contempt, now took a squint at me across
the Chapel, about the time of liis finishing
reading t'liurch service in the desk, and going
to jireach in the Pulpit. This was near Spital/ields.
There arc three grades of Preachers in London—the "'f'lavelling," " Local," and Understrappers. These lust are not on the Plan,
bul go into corners and dark lioles, and cellars and garrets, to hunt up the wicked.
They liire rooms at their own expense in different parts of the City ; and have them seated and fixed with a pulpit—these are a nursery for the old body ; and the old Preachers
come only once a Quarter, to receive the
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and returned with the reply, that I was not to
be found; howevef, I was now soon convey, ed to my place of destination, among friends,
and staid a few days.
Spoke in the Mason's Hall, and to some
thousands in the square several times: and
thence to Hull, in Yorkshire, where I spent a
few days; spoke in a ware-house sundry
times, and once by the monument of William the 3d, Prince of Orange, who gave
"LIBERTY OF CONSCIENCE" to Britain.
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rious trials and trying scenes, while many of
our friends and acquaintance are gone the way
of all the earth.
Here I found the Methodists had split into
two parts and a new connection raised up,
with a representative form of government
from the people with the preacher; and one
third of the societies gone off, which for distinction sake, may be called K
ites, as
the blame is laid to him.
The Conference party could not open their
Meeting Houses consistently with the minutes
of Conference, which was considered as being
still in force. So a steward was permitted to
give me an invitation in his own name ; but
this I could not feel free to accept, lest it
should give my opposers occasion to say I
sanctioned a breach of TRUST, and by tha., ^
means attempts were made to justify the remark, as a charge of Mr. S, of truth—"a
SHAMELESS INTRUDER." AND " MOST
DARING IMPOSTOR," or with Mr Hardy's
public notice.

Thence to Beverly
where his
Majesty's humble servant. Alderman Hall,
ordered another servant, a Constable, to take
me to his Majesty's tight house, the Jail, under a pretext of raising a riot; whereas the
truth was, that all was quiet wilh silence and
attention, until he disturbed them by this
wicked act. The town was turned topsy
turvy, and caused my dismissal as imperious
as the imprisonment. After liberation went
to the Cathedral, where hundreds followed;
the Steeple House was so filled, that the Sexton's wife locked me up about an hour, which
Catied on MAJOR SIRR, the officiating Magave me an opportunity of viewing those gistrate, having understood that officers were
monuments of antiquity, which had been
sent by him to apprehend me when leaving
kept for ages. By permission, I atiended serhere before. So I observed to him, having
vice, and thought to stop till the assembly
was dispersed, but would not go, till his Ma- understood he wished to see me when here
jesty's very humble servant gave me the before, I thought proper to present myself behint; I withdrew—the street, doors and win- fore him to know his pleasure, and to present
dows were filled in all directions, and inquir- to him my Papers, &c.
He acted the part of a Gentleman, and
ing who and what ? For my part I felt soli
turned off the subject v?ilh an evasive laugh ;
tary, and thought of the saying about
, ^
the countersigned my certificate, after registering
sparrow on the house top; but never did I the same"in the Secrelary-'sbook^ and'caused
realize it until now. However two men con- the Seal of his office to be affixed to the same.
ducted me through a gate into a gentieman's Thus after much cen.sure from various sources,
house, where I was to dine.
and false accusations, have ventured to show
Thence to York, where I sprained and put myself again; which was thought by many
out a bone of the foot, the effect of which I would have cost me my life !
expect never to recover;—so to Leeds and
S. Wood, the stationed Preacher and Superon to Halifax and visited the adjacent coun- intendent, said he would take the responsitry—and so on to Birmingham, where I held bility on himself, and so made an appointsome meetings; thence to London again: ment in Cork Street, which I attended. Then
thence to Bristol, where with expense and some body else * made two more appointt e S ' ""'^''"S* wefe attained and at- ments—one at Gravel Walk, and the other in
Cork Street, which I also fulfilled—when
„ , Convictions
., ,
- and rsforinatitm broke out another appointment was given out at Gravel
•
- - —
- - *had
' made
- an appoint
^nlh A^2 ' u ' ° " ' "''""' °"t as spies; but God Walk but
Mr.
Wood
touched
l „ J r the
" ' t hearts
T™ of
"' some.
^'""e. On
One stranger, a ment at Donnybrook forme at the same hour;
ocal preacher 1 caught by the collar, rema;k- which I did not know untti he sent me a
ng, take hold and do your duty, and leave few lines, hoping I would not disappoint
h t ' l l k e r - * ^ ^ 1 ' ^^« * - - fl°-ed fTom those dear People at Donnybrook; though
tio^ onnn r / l f °^ T^'*'" ^he old connec- there was but few attended, while a large
a numTr '^'v"^!^ ' '^^"<'« ^^X ^^'^^^ oS assembly at Gravel Walk were disappointed.
I had given out four appointments for Sunw o ^ K o o X r e ""^^""^ " ° " ^ ^ ^^^^ day at Cork Street Chapel, as it was nearly
wh^ere'T.lK*"^'. """J^'tous to Hollyhead, deserted of hearers—but was questioned by
D^jl^'^f^^
^ ' ^ " ' " ' to see my friend whose request ? I acquitted others and took
B^nceo^^T^
Mammy Letty, after an ab- the blame to myself, as the liberty inferred
Mrmittil t ^ ^* ^'"''^^ years^thus we are
permitted to see each other again, after va• These were both Preachers.
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from the stimulus of S. Wood—attended the ' order caused a yard to be shut against me,
fii>-t npi' liniment—was requested to alter the where I had addressed about two thousand
eveiii:ig appoinlmcnt from seven to five, (to ' people, by apjilying lo the civil authority,
prevent drawing; ihe people from Gravel W^alk j The Roman Priests at the Altars, had canCharily Sermon : though they had meeting at lioned their peojile against me also. Thus
the same hour at AVhilofriar Street;) which j the " H I G H PRIESTS," in different orders, i
was impossible, as the sequel proved; for | seemed to combine to proclaim war. MOBS
thoui^^li the meeting was withdrawn, many j also became so dreadful and noisy, that it
hunlieils came out.
gave the Police a plenty lo do to guard t^e I
.t-'or this I was blamed, as well as for the ! place, or assist me home, while the ston<«,
other disappointments in which I had no brickbats, slush, mud, slicks and dead cais!
hand, as they had not explained the thing lo and whatsoever came to hand, at times seemthe people, so the blame was to rest with me. ed lo fly tike hail, while the yells of the peo- )
S. W afterwards made a kind of appoint- pie seemed lo cut and jar the air, a.s if ihe
ment, twice, which were not notified or pro- imps of the lower regions, had broke lofi...e
perly given out; but like a kind of sham to and come up—"impostor," "Heretic," &c
satisfy the public mind; so I thought proper &c.
not lo attend.
The Calvinists remembered me of old, and
Here the question will arise, why that conducted themselves accordingly.
Mi .-.ate v.-as made for me 1 And who was the
Thus the clergy of the four societies so affectcav-ss ?
ed the public mind, that it became dangerous for
Some said Arthur Keen was the cause— me to be seen much abroad. Such'was the
bul perhaps it -was envy and prejudice in effect on the minds of the populace of the |
some of Ihe C, For how could one not a day, so I kept principally retired, until the
member, have such influence over a body who arrival of Captain Cole, with whom I had
had all the power in their own hands 1 But some acquaintance, and with him I embarked
the day of eternity must unfold this! For for America, and after some trying gales and
certain it is, that I never did strive to divide impressive scenes, reached the shores of Cotheir Society, though I have been charged lumbia once more.
with a esign to return, for that end and purArrived back in the Dublin packet to
pose ; yet numbers had been added to the .So- America, with Captain J, Cole, June
ciety as a consequence of my foimer vLsits:
, , ,,
.,
, , , , - ,
, ^ ^ ' ^ ' and found that death had not made
and the thing with which they had accused any inwad on the family whtie gone, but my
me with designing, they brought about them- Pe.ggy was in a declining state of health,
selves. 12,000 to 18,000 in the difference of
Several strangers had told me in different
the parties; and both parties claim to be the parts in my travels, that if I did not return
old society, and accuse the other of being the shortly, would see my companion no more,
'''^^fl^'
- T., ,
which testimony so corroborated my own
However when in England, after 1 received; feelings as to give rise to my return sooner
two letters from my (ricnd Dr Johnson, soV\-\ than intended anterior
1
citing me to come over to Dublin, befoie I
She travelled with me some day.s and !
.should embark for my own country. I en- when in Providence, in Rhode Island, found |
deavorcl to ask coun.sci at the hand of C.(M\ , her weeping: on inquiiin- the cause, she re- '
when It struck my mind with power, " They , plied after some hesitation- " I shall rclurn '
are deal which soin^ht thy lile." E.vodus iv. ' back to Hebron, and tell Father Dew 1 htive
19. After my arrival, heard of two who .lied ,' come back to die with him." We relurned in I
singulailynnd suddenly, .somewhat with ili.s-; September, .and from the time of my return '
tress of ninel, win, are said U, have had a tiom Europe, was ab.sent onlv twice after-'
hand in that dirty and unjirsl aflair ; hence, j wanl.s, once for a ni-ht and five divsto H.i- N
their otficioiisncss with all lho.se concerned, | ton, on business until she ('ie-l
were abortive, thus far, and I am still preserShe sanl, she frequently 'felt more comfort i
ved to blow the Gos].el trumpet to a dying'than she expressed to others and remarked
'''°''''- ,
,.
„ ,,.
,.„.
; l''at her death mi-ht he v-,„,f^>,//o.wm<.'
Several meetings attended ,n different parts
She a.sked me if I thouijht her dis.solulion
of the city, at two of winch were collection.s, was near T f replied that 1 thou-ht she would
one for beggars, about seventeen pounds; tlie continue until sprin-. if not loi'i^er: she reother for Sunday schools, about twenty ive plied she thou-lit so too ! But the night foiP^"'"'''- ,
r
r.,
, .
' o ^ ' " P ' she awoke me up, and asked what
The Bi.shops of tne Church of Eng.and, time of the month it was • I told her when
prevented one meeting at the Rotunda, after she remarked that she thotlirht she was bound
by •'
the month• of' January.
seven imunds had been paid for the use of it. in
•'" "all" •-••
She counted every day until the year mn
And also one or two Clergymen of the same
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out, and then almost every hour, until the " your Father is sick."' When entering the
mornin"- of the fifth, when she asked if I had house, saw death coming in upon him fast
gone to bespeak a coffin for her 1 I said i.o. He asked, " have you any bad news 1" On
At evening, she asked, if I had gone to call being answered in the negative, replied " all is
in the neighbors; I told her no.
well!" I fell upon my knees to commend
About two oxlock at night, she requested him to God, when he suspended his agony,
me to call up the family, which being done, and at the close, expressed a very hearty
she soon began lo fail fast—asked her if she Amen !
felt any pain •?• Shesaidno! And while supPrevious to this he had closed all his temporting her in my arms, my heart replied. poral concerns, made his arrangements, wound
Lord, THOU gave her lo me ! I have held up his business, as one finishing a piece of
her only a lent favor for fifteen years, and work for the day, and then laying aside the
now I resign her back lo thee, and commit garments to go to rest at night.
and commend her soul lo thee, until we meet
He had expressed to a number of persons
again beyond the swelling flood. She replied for some weeks before, that he viewed the
with a hearty Amen—and soon expired as Friday or Saturday of this week, to close the
the going out of a candle, without a struggle, scene of life with him—while the words,
contraction, or groan ! And although I view- " The Lord is my portion, saith my soul.'"
ed my marriage contract ended, yet what were VMS the expression of his mind, by impression I
my feelings on that occasion, words cannot He expired about half past eight at night on
express: But my mind, in some good degree, Friday, being a little over 80 years of age.
was prepared for tlie occasion, by the dispen-^ His funeral was preached: " T h e righteous
satioii of preparation, from those words to hath hope in his death." After which he was
Ezekiel, applied to my mind years before: conveyed twelve miles to the place of our na" Behold, I take away the desire of thine eyes
tivity, and buried by the side of my mother,
'v-rith a. stroke.I" Jan. 6th.
who had been dead almost nineteen years:
1820. Were the words accompIi,shed in my who, when she was expiring, replied lo the
heart, as a sword through my soul! A re- Doctor, how her faith held out "stronger than
spectable congregation attended her burial, ever!I"
after that her funeral sermon was preached by
Thus the family is broken up and scattered
Mr. Burrows, in the Methodist Meeting as young birds from the nest, after they come
house, in Hebron, on the 7lh, which was felt to maturity.
by the neighbors to be a solemn, impressive
After attending to my father's affairs, acoccasion!
cording to his " Will," started with my
The loss was too sensible in contemplating companion for the East, but my beast dying
in my feelings Hence, my judgment dictated .suddenly on the way. I borrowed another for
the departure from usual custom, and to chan-e the time being, and proceeded on our journey,
my condition again upon the Journey of and after a few weeks returned home to Montvijle, where she was raised, and leaving her
Towards the close of this year, we went to with her mother and friends, came onto Philathe Southern States, after IraveUing over the delphia by New York, where I now am presix New England States first,
paring this manuscript for publication, being
I8'21, Being arrested at Charleston for an near the close of the year 1822.
alleged LIBEL against the peace and di-nity
Public opinion is as a whim, which is lost,
B i t'l. ; ' V / ^°""> ^^™1'"^' ""'^er ihe^ old and vanishes as a vapor—their sneers and
•''thli^i'f''.K^'''"''.'=^"'==l "Common Law," frowns will not adhere as the dirt adheres lo
the gieater the truth, the greater the tibel" tiie shoe in the street, and their applause is as
k L i r r " ' ° r '''ri'^ to the north, not the bubble on the water. The former will not
s ^ r i r ' l °"l ^ '\°''^'^ ^« detained as a injure your virtue, nor the latter feed, clothe,
demnat o H f - ^ " ' ^^\'' ""J t'ial, and con- or put a penny in your pocket. And that
S
w V l T C " ' , i ' ^ ° ' ' ^ ' - ^"«' I mailed to which could neither do harm nor good, is not
worth minding; therefore an expanded soul
Moniville.
' ° ""^ companion in rises above such littie things, and hence the
propriety oi parental advice to the Son:

aSV

\lilTd[„P"""'^'''""'^°?^

anJ'al'so I S t n ' ^ l V ^ ' " ^ ^'
^"^^'^^
the first lime
^ ^''^""^ extensively, for

"Let talkers talk-sttcj: thou to what is bcsl.
To think of pleasing all, is all a jes (."

n o t ^ l t v W u ' ™ ' t v ' * ' " S ^ ° ^ ' ^ ' ' ™y-P'«'A^'-'
,, T
„
SALEM, Aug.
16.
matter, S n t Z ^ ^ ' " P^'"''<=^^ar was the
Lorenzo Dow.—This celebrated travelling
father' S P i ^ E ^ ' S ^ °^ Joseph and his preacher is now on a tour through the New
war the h o u ; 'e , ^' '"S^„"° aa7 -neighbor
' " r ^ ' ' ' " told
" \ V me.
S°* ^ " g and States. He preached at Portland, ii
a faelil, on Sunday the 6th inst., in presence of
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2 or 3000 people. He then proceeded through
a part of New Hamiishire, preaching in the
principal towns on his way, and he is to preach
at Newburyport this afternoon. He generally
holds his meetings in the fields or woods, finding it difficult to gain admittance lo a liouse
of worship. He wears his hair long and
flowing, and his beard unshorn, inimitatic.n of
the Ajiostles !—his dress is mean, his voice
harsh, his gesticulation and delivery ungraceful in the extreme, and his whole appearance
and manners are calculated to excite the curiosity and wonder, if not the disgust of his
hearers."
NEWBURYPORT, Aug. 18.

" Lorenzo Dow, according to promise, held
forth last Wednesday, in the open air, to a
multitude of 3 or 4000, who assembled to witness the performance of one, whose eccentric
appearance had gained him, in anticipation,
some celebrity. He told where he was born
and raised, said he was the friend of all sects,
and believed in none of them—cautioned his
hearers not to pin their faith on those who
preached in steepled houses, or to believe a
thing because their grandmothers before them
believed it—and after a rhodomontade, without
argument or eloquence, of forty or fifty minutes, was off in a lann;ent."
RALF.IGII, ( N . C . ) Jan. 23.

" Lorenzo Dow.—We were highly gratified, last evening, with a sermon delivered by
this celebrated itinerant preacher, at the Slate
House, The name of Dow, is perhap.s, not
more extensively known than the eccentricities of his character. These eccentricities
have doubtless, in various instances, led to a
doubt as to the .sanity of his mind. But if we
were to judge from the specimen which he
last night gave of his understanding, we should
say that there was no better foundation for
such an opinion than there was for the accusation which Fcliv preferred against the most
eloquent of all divines—the ajiosllc Paul.
We verily think that the tenets of Mr. Dow,
as far as wc comprehend them, are extremely
liberal, and that he is as mucli divested of sectarian prejuilircs, and as free from bigotry, as
il is possible for one to bo, zealously engaged
in the cause of religion. Wc .shall, perhaps,
say moie respecting this cxtraonlinary man,
at a period of more leisure. IKr^ He is expected to preach at the State House on Thursday next, at 11 o'clock. As he expects to
embarks in a few weeks for Europe, those
who desire to hear him, would do well to avail
themselves of an opportunity, which may not
shortly, if ever, occur."
A -world of contradictions, falsifications, and

imbecile with outward inconveniences, as heat,
cold, hunger, thirst, with pain and sickness,
in the vicissitudes of life, have been analects
of my journey ; but GOD has been my protector and consolation, as a a tender parent
during the thirty years of my pilgrimage thus
far, through time—hence my hope to the
end !
1823. Crossing the Susquehannah River,
visited Green Castle, Carli-sle, Littie York,
Columbia, Hagarstown, Lancaster, Harrisburg, &c.
Here I saw the " POPE'S LEGATE," who was

sent over lo curse "Priest Hogari'—they
were both at meeting. The Legate appeared
like a little contemptible looking fellow, but the
Priest appeared as a M.\.\ of sense and superiority.
The Roman Priests are bound to the Pope—
but what allegiance do they owe to our Government, or Country? Or what a.ssuranceof
fidelity can they give to any body who are not
Catholics, seeing they are not bound to keep
faith with heretics ? What right hath the
Pope, as a temporal prince, to make use of the
name of religion, lo interfere in our temporal
and political affairs in this nation ? Their
body of Clergy are a unit—and they pull together—all in one -way !
Their proceedings are xept ''Hugah. jingah" to themselves; but they are gaining
strength in the land.
ReturneQ lo Mor.-.ville in the spring, after
visiting many places and holding numerous
meetings in the country, finding much friendship among the Dutch Methodists, or " United Brethren ;" who assisted me from place to
place.
We visited Rhode Island this summer,
where once a year, the manners and simplicity of the people excited an anniversary desire
to go.
Tliis year, by request, with reluctance, an
estate devolved on me to settle ; which proved
insidvent, yet paid 66 cents on the dollar—
which the judge acknowledged to be a very
large dividend in such a case !—Still, many
s])oke hard, with severe wishes and curse»;
because a disinterested person did not pay that
which they had trusted to another: although
there was not enough left to jiay the expense* '
of the Court at the close of the affair, exclusive of all the anxiety, trouble and' ve3ta»
lion.
This fall, we visited the FALLJ or NuoiRA, with the intermediate country, where •«»
attended many mettings during the journey of
a few weeks.
\Vas arrested at Troy or. a false pTetenc«i
just after attending meeting of 4 or 5,000 pa*'
pie—and put to much trouble—for which Ut

the vexation and charges under the law suits in the Monongahela, Col. Gormley called up
a man in the night, who was friendly to me,
and prosecution at the close,
1824. This year an abscess was formed, as in his first wife's d a y ; but things were differtras supposed, by a cohesion of the liver, ent n o w ; so we went to the " Lafayette Inn"
diaphram, and the stomach, in the lower —dear enough for our poor fare; but it wa.«
cavity, and the cohesion of the lungs to the cold and night: and any asylum is desirable
diaphram in the upper—which abscess, be- at such a lime as that,
came so prominent or exuberant, that there
A council among BIG BUGS was held conwas not an animation sufficient to produce the cerning us, before our arrival—the result wa,s,
necessary animal warmth : and fire heal could that they would not receive us, but we should
not be made by any means to answer the pur- put up with one under slander, and by conpose ! A cold spot, sensible to the touch, was tribution be supported there as paupers; to
the consequence; equal to that of a corpse. sink us in the mire; as appeared afterwards.
However, at length, the abscess broke favora- But they were disappointed ; for Dr. Armbly, and was raised up; tho'dgh fears were strong gave us an asylum, until we found an
entertained that had it been otherwise; it must opportunity to depart to Wheeling by land,
have been strangulation, or a mortification as where we found some kind friends; from
the sequel.
thence to Marietta, and so down to Cincinnati,
The soreness, the chiOs, and the effect on where we found a number of friends.
the nervous system, wilh pains, attending;
1826. Visited Indianapolis, the capital of
there is a want of language lo express or com- Indiana, and many adjacent places; thence
municate a full and proper idea on the sub- returning to Cincinnati; we ascended the Ohio
ject ; but my escape was narrow.
to Marietta ; thence hiring a wagon »nd two
There are many who possess a theory from horses and a driver, we proceeded about 130
books; but few, it is to be feared, have a miles lo BEVERLY, in Randolph County, in
sound judgment oi their own, in point of prac- Virginia, via. Clarksburg, where we staid a
tice.
few days. The land in this vale on Tiger
But the best of prescription, without good River is beautifully good; and the crystal
nursery, will not avail - for this is a science streams are excellent. The mountains that
to itself-and how few have experience and surround the country are awfully sublime;
judgment on the subject to act on the case! It but the soil is not so good—and the fee oi the
would be well for society, if this subject was land is very uncertain—as there have been
more attended to. Visited a variety of places, " Warrants" upon warrants laid; and hence,
as far as the State oi Maine this year.
the surveys clash; and the same ground may
1825. Visited Nantucket, the Vineyard and have been granted away by the government
Elizabeth Islands, and also Cape Cod; very ten or even twenty times over! So, that, unextensively this year; with many good meet- der existing laws, il wtil and must be a very
ings Br. Taylor, the sailor, was stationed on long time before the question is finally settled;
the Cape, who was very friendly to me and whether the occupier is the owner of the land
brother Perry also.
on which he lives: although he might have
Towards the clo.se of the year we started bought it of a dozen different claimants.
for the west, via N. York, Philadelphia, and
This place is one hundred and five miles
BaUimore to Washington City; thenc; to from Cumberland ; across mountains, up and
MOUNT \ERNON," and saw the tree which
then down; I think one of the awfulest roads
Washing on had p..nted with his own hands; I ever travelled; as the path, if I may so call
and also the vault where his ASHES lay ; bu it, follows the streams or water courses up to
h s „ „ ^ , m n s t g o down to posterity, 4 th a the summit, and then down on the other side.
In one case, in the space of about three or
ample ot most men.
four miles, I think we crossed it about thirtya k ' i n f e ' r " i . ' ' ' ' ^ ' ^ ' " « acquainted with six limes.
From fhi , 7 ^ ^^ ^^' "^'"« °^ Marti'ina.
From Cumberland to Fredricktown, our old
friend, REECIDE, franked us again. Thence
to Baltimore, and look the steamboat to Philadelphia and New York, and arrived back to
Morit'ville in June foUowing
of Ms own I n
. ""''' ''^^" «''0tby one
Visited Bo.ston and the east thi.s year, and
prepared for the west.
. If 27. Went to New York, took steamboat
.0 IN. Brunswick, thence stage No. 7, strangers crossed words and cut eyes ; hence a
vl^^^L^'"'"'
?.a>-ed himself and armv.
From Brownsville to S w
hTZl.
A " " " " ' ' ' A'- ^ ' P^'^'^' replied,'' M y name is
nitsburg, by water, ADAMS; I live in Pittsburg; when you ojme
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there, call on me ; and make my house your
home "
I called, and was introduced to his wif" ;
staid seven weeks , ami found it to be a home
iiuieod. diiiiiii; verv cold weather—his wife is
a " mother in Israel"-—obtained what I slood
in need ot in time of e\igoiic\' and refiinde'l
the sami'. and took my departure lor the lower
ii'^n'ons. visiting various towns by the way, to
A'< V ()lien lis.

i

of Milton's Devil in the form of aToAO, whi'.pcriii'j; in the oar of Eve ! ! !
'I'lir ,'iist place where I attempted ever to
get a smiiii home, \^';ls in the .Mississippi country, but failed. My second attempt was t i
Lynchburg, in Virginia; but l i l not succeea.
The third was in Hebron, but the Charleston, S. i'. business, was so sciions to me in
its conscquonces, as to cause a sacrilice ; and
hence a (lisa])pointnient there! But inv F,:ther
li'aving some little properly, another iiiai was
mailc in Montvilli—but litis prosecution has
been so .serious in its otrects, lo brin;; me near
to a level wilh the world : that I can scarcely
.say, this or that are my own.
In addition to all tliis, another jensccution
from an unavoidable source, transpired tilmut
the same time.
J
When things transpire under circumstances,
beyond the power of my control: the only ^ufe •
way is, not to attempt lo lake it out of the h
hand of Providence; but to bring my mind to !
my situation, resii^ning myself to HIS dispo- [
sal ; and leave the events wilh Him afier act- ;;
ing the best judgment that 1 can.
I
For lo give away to au.\iely, is to destroy i
one's ])eace and disqualify him for action ; Init |
the ART of living by the day, is the doctiiae
trf the New Testament.
Those who instigated the trouble for me at
Charleston, S. C , or contributed thereto—
^vere all cut off within about the space of three

Thence returning by steam, up Ihe Mississipjii, Ohio, and Tennessee Jvivcrs, Tiisciimbai
and Florence, (above the muscle shoals) in
the .'^late of .Vlabama ; sc- to Huntsville, in
Madison county ; and scaling the country b)tho way, crossed over hind to Na.shville, in
the State of Tennt
•: thence down the Cumberland River to Sniiihfudd ; where Lynch's
Law was put in force ; the thief was led to a
meelins;, in the house of a magistrate where I
officiate,! ; and here he requested protection,
and that the law might take its course ; I
plead to the company, but without effect;
when night came on, they took him out, ami
g:;ve about a humlred lashes with rods; and
tiien let him go, with a threatening, if he was
found there any more after day light. For my
part, 1 was i::lad to be off with a whole skin ;
where a stranger, seemingly, could not have
protection of law; although the people generally used ine respectfully, civilly, and well ;
consi lerinir all the circumstances.
Thence in the steamboat, Hercules, lo St. years—except RODF.RT Y HAYNE—who was
Ln'ii.i. in the State of Missouri. Here tlie then the Attorney-General for the State ; and
Metlio:list and Presbyterian meeting houses is now the Governor for the nnllifiers.
\
were ojieii to ine ; and found some of my old
Those at Troy, who have put me to so
acrpiaiiitance ami kind frieuils.
much trouble and expense, by ileiiiaiuling what
Tho tirtilicial mounts of anti(]uily, for labor, TIIKV KNOW to be UNJUST, must answir it to
s'rc'iirth, an:l beauty, exceeds any thing I have tho court of conscience in their own broast, ^if
y.l found in tie; western curiosities, in point ihoy have any ?) :ind lo the har of ju.slice, to
tho Groat Juilgo—there I leave them!
of ma2;nilu le.
Tlioso who attache.l my property in my abTI leiice acioss He State of llli'.-.ois to Vinrrnnes. on the Wabash, tlipnce u]i the same to soncp, are gone lo jiol—llion liirnreJ away
Tarra llooto, near Fort Harrison ; so on to nioio than over !
iiut tlioso things are not over! 'I'iioro is an il
Indiiiiinjinli:. in tho Slate of Indiana.; and vit-iti-d iii:;iiv of the counties round about, and invisible hnml in the alliiiis of inortaU. iha'
the most piincipal places; speaking geiu'raliy will reward virtue .ind punish vice—which is
il'. the ciH n air, uieier the sh.'ules ; and so lioquontly and awliilly evoaiplitio.i in ihe dis
tl:ioUL;;h the Ohio to New I-'ngland, taking T'o- jionsalions of rotribulivo justice -and ;is I be
biinbus, Worthin;rion lo C'levchind, I'ainrs- liove, in this ca--o, will bo o.xompliliod to the
tiile, and lo Bulliilo and the Canal, on the view of society in this world as well as in th'
next.
wa\'
Those who wore cnncorned in tho foi.i '
Foiin 1. on my arrival at Moniville, my prop.'ily attached, under as false allei^.-itions as and hist scnipo out of which the l.oi.i ddirer
ever cv'stc'l ; and that was not all ; but there ed me—;is well as tiio-.o who s;io\o lo aiiJ
v,-:',> i.isnlt added to injury ; and all tlii.s with- other subjects of laip, so called, to sook my
out any reasonable and just iirelext for a cau^e, downfall, riiiti, and destrurlion, are i^oiir lh»
wlia;ever! But envy, malice, and covotoiis- way of all iho carlli ; a solemn, iiaprossiv*
that which belon;i;ed to ano- lesson, to those who know the concomiianl
i,e,s^, to jyossi
circumstancos !
Xhec, without Kiviiii; an equixalent.
'J'iie author and instigator of this fraud and
1828, Went to New York, Albany, by cal.ii.icliief, wlien I first saw liiui, u -xdi' me lliink nal to Bufftlo, by steamboat to Sandusky;
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visited the country to the Ohio; so down the and continued there until twenty; when he
Mississippi to New Orleans; thence took atiended a woods meeting, where he felt the
shipping for Philadelihia, in a passage of ele- power of the Great Spirit to come upon him;
ven days around Ca^e Florida, escaping the he then felt he was a sinner ; and the burthen
pirates and the storms that are dangerous in of it was such, that he could not eat, nor
those seas, having travelled by land and water drink, nor sleep—bul the cry of his heart to
.more than five thousand miles, in about ten the Great Spirit was, mercy, mercy!
At
weeks. Thence to Moniville,
length the love of the Great Spirit streamed
When a man figures away on a false capital, into his heart, which made him happy—he
borrows all he can, as far as his credit will went home to the village to tell his parents ;—
g o ; then shuts up shop; cheats the GIRLS when Indian tell Indian, " It is so"—then
out of years of hard labor, by borrowing all Indian believe him; his parents and the
their earnings, then pay them but a fifth part; whole village became .subjects of the work,
and when the news first strikes their ears, lo with the exception of six, who quit the place
bring such a shout of mournful lamentation, and retired, to live in their former way.
as might strike the heart of any, but a stone,
They then wished the white man to come
some of whom, were fifty miles from home, and teach them how to read, and the art of
without a cent to buy them a dinner: what raising corn, beans, potatoes, &c.
Hence
must be the feelings of such a one; when he civilizing and Christianizing went hand in
goes to jail, to " swear out," and S3 pay with hand together; it went into about fourteen
a ramskin ?
villages, which he named, and geographically
1829. Visiled Boston — heard an INDIAN described — the courses and distances from
preach—he .spoke some in Indian—it seemed each other, with the name of each place, and
more oratorical to me than any thing I ever the number of the inhabitants, &c. &c.
heard!
F'rom near Rochester, I crossed Lake OntaHe related his experience of the Indian rio to Canada side; soon after, I heard a
Creed, which cast more light on the subject of sound, which I followed perhaps one or two
the Heathen Mythology, than any thing I had miles ; -when I came to a body of several hunever seen, as a key lo the subject.
dred Indians, in the act of devotion of sing" T h e white man believes in one God—the ing, exhortations and prayer; not a v/ord did
Indian believes in the Great Spirit.
I understand, though the tunes I knew! But
" The Indian believes in subordinate deities such order, and decorum, and seriousness, I
—and the white man believes in angels,
think I never saw before ! Such evidence of
" T h e white man believes in a future exist- feeling sincerity!
ence—a heaven and a hell. The Indian beThe next day they put posts into the
lieves in a future state of rewards and punish- ground, and barks of trees, worked in so tight,
ments,
about six or seven feet high, as would be dif" T h e white man get drunk, and fndian get ficult to see through, as there was brush put
drunk too—Indian steal; white man steal— on the outside, as a guard around to keep off
white man lie ; Indian lie !"
intruders. The enclosure embraced perhaps
Thus when he compared their creeds and one-third of an acre or more, with a covering
their practice, he could see no difference !
of barks to shed rain, which extended twoAgain, the Indians take much care and thirds round inwardly!
There was two
pains to teach their children the«rt of hunt- strong narrow gates, with three Indians coning, to catch the bear and the doer: and that stantly at each, to guard the same, or, as they
they may become expert in it, they are taught said, to keep out the bad white man!
to pray a groat deal, and to fast much—after
There were about two thousand whiles enwhich, to go to sleep, to commune wilh the camped on the ground—seats, and a stand,
Great Spirit—and Vvhat they dream of first, and a number of preachers.
they then consider it ominous of their future
The white man must go to the spring, out
life, and fortune. For example : should one with his pocket pistol, loaded with the life of
dream that a snake spoke to him, he xvould man—drink grog and have a high. The
kill the first snake he saw, and preserve the white woinan must whisper and chat her little
skin as a sacred relic—supposing that the spirit talk—and the young be running about;
of the animal, as an attendant genii, angel whilst the Indian.s, old and young, male and
01 Deity, would attend him in all his future female, seemed to behave as iLotigh they felt
journey through life ;—an eagle, dog or cat, to wait upon anj worship the Great Spirit.
or whatever they might happen to dream about.
From such a contrast of circumstances and
Hence the variety of Deities in the eye of behavior, 1 remarked to the people, that much
fancy, both animal, vegetable, &c, among the was said in the States, about raising money to
Indians and Heathen!
send missionaries to civilize and christiani/ce
He said he was put to school at fourteen, the Indians; hut if some of the money v/as
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expcnled to aid the Indians to travel and loam
the white peojilo dooorum, I thought it would
be moiioy well lai I out,
Vi.-.ited a %i!!a<;o on Grape Ishind, wlioro
not a lazv or a drunken Indian was allowed
by them lo io.--i.lo
This sjiol, soominf^ly,
would have boon a torroslrial Paradise to ii;side in, if it had not been for the torinenting
musquitoos.
Continued down the lake .shore on the
Canada side till 1 came lo Knighton.
Saw
many of my old acijiiainlance and former
benefactors, some of whom 1 had not seen for
nuM-e than thirty years; Mary Switzer, that
was—name changed—is now a widow—children grown—but keeps her religion still!
* * * Einpy, who when I saw her la.st was
a child, but still, there was something that
might be read. She I recognized after an
ab.^ence of thirty-two years, and called her
name.
Crossed the lake from Kingston to Oswego,
and so returned lo Rochester, Lockport, Genesto, and attended several camp meetings. At
one of which the preachers held a Council,
how to treat me if I came ; the result of which
was, to meet on fair ground, I designed to
attend as a spectator. They however broke
the ice, and I spoke from the stage—but
mostly in camps of Satan about in the wopds,
here and ihoie, wherever 1 could find a party,
give ihein a preach and lead them to the camp
—whether by night or day—many such meetings (luring the lime.
All was peace and friendship, and the
best order, so considered, ever known at a
meeting of magnitude in that jiarl of the
country.
At another cam]) meeting, the P Elder had
his officer ready, if 1 altom])ted to officiate, to
take me off the ground.
-Not a word did I spiNtk, good, bad or
indifl'erent, whilst on the ground—not ovon
to answer a question—but romainod entirely
mute.
AVhen strangers were ordered off the ground
at night, I retired about a mile ; and finding
the door of a school-hou.se open, 1 went in,
and laid down on the table until morning;
when a man came to me, who lived about a
half mile from the camp, who wisliod me to
si'i' his sick wife—she requested mo to ])i'each
there; 1 sai.l, if you will get me twenty hearers in twenty minutes. Tliree or four young
mon .started full s;)eed to the camp—it was
whispered among some thousands of persons
like a shock—they left tho P Elder, or his
Anlimasonry stuff, which he was designing
against me, lo raise a prejudice, and that no
Mason must proach On fhat stand! However, there was three or four tiiousand came
out to where I was, leaving him, as was said.

froi one hundrod to hundred and fifty to heai
him jut.
'J'ho house was filled, the roof and fences
wore covoroil -as many as mv voice could
command, lo whom I spoke till I f^ot my talk
out—and ihon requested them to return peaceably to tho camp and got all the good they
could ! Vol about filtoon hundred followed me
near two miles—so I gave them another talk foi
near two hours, and went on my way.
Th(' I' E., as was said, had an officer to do
wilh him before tho meeting broke—whether
justly or not, is not for me lo dotermine; but
the master sail, that "which yo measure 'fi
others, shall be measured to you again!''
How consjiicuous is the doctrine of Rc^lributive
Justice !
At another place, I saw Br. Dewey and his
wife and daughter—went on to the camp
ground twice—retired a couple of miles to my
lolging place—many came near, to whom I
sjioke, there being a plenty of sawmiU logs,
to accommodate the people with seats. 1 told
them to go back lo the camp ground, and
by watchfulness, piayer and faith, to lay hold
on the power of God—they afterwards had a
good time.
The Spirit oi Anti-ism seemed to intoxicate
the people, and to sow the seeds of discord in
society—politically, socially, and morally—
that the peace of neighborhoods and of families and religious communities, were disturbed, if not deranged and destroyed, INIillions of dollars and years of days have been
lost as a consequence ! Bul something must
and will occupy and agitate the public mind;
which if the subject matter be not good, they
will seize on something bad ; for there will be
no neutral! Ambitious men, for purposes of
self-aggrandizement, generally fabricate and
dissomiiKite excitable matter to disturb the
public jioace, for thoir own objects and ends!
" DcTils with devils damned—yirm concord hold—
Men only disagree [''

A good reason for it—there is but one
spirit to actuate; and that is, the pursuit of
Evil or enjoyment !- lenco, savs Milton's
Devil
.,

" K v i l , , B1-. T H O l ? My GOOD t "

\

Their spirit is a unit among the HORNED '.
OK.NrKV -fallen angids—so roprosoiitod by
hieroglyphics, as sin, (moral evil, a transgre^
sion of tho law,) ronvrrted tliem into devils.
But ??iti/t^-(lovils—i, e. the bad principle'in
man so constantiv exemplified in his actions
and conduct towards his cotemporaries, shows
the degenerate state of the human family—
and hence the pro|irioty of the doctrine of
REDEMPTION . W D SALV.VTION!
The powc- of the former upon the latter
is, to tempt, biffet, harass, and inject efil
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thoughts into the mind ; for spirit may ope- there was no stage conveyance on this route;
rate on spirit, as well as matter upon matter— the roads and country being new.
and a bad spirit can operate as well as a good
Frequently met from thirty to fifty moving
one; and also present objects to the vie.v of families of a day, xvith flocks, and herds, and
the mind to affect or operate on the senses, but wagons, &c. Came by fndianapolis lo Cincannot force the will: for this is volition: cirnali; sold my horse and took stage to Cirhence the consent of mind must be given, in cleville, and so on to the Canal, holding many
order to commit the act of sin, which is a ineetings by the way.
moral evil. For it is the spirit and motive of
The " Vicar General" had followed me, on
inten ion of the heart, which gives character a former route, from meeting to meeting, and
to action, whether good or bad, in a moral from place to place, though I knew it not for
point of view.
some time after.
Cold water societies among Indians, exThere had been an impostor in New Hamppelled hot water from the village ; some people shire, Vermont, New-York and Ohio States,
moving, being encamped near by, seduced one who had assumed my name, and travelled on
lo drink and got him intoxicated, in order to my credit, and so made himself master of the
tantalize and twit the other Indians and argue public and private history of my life, and had
—it is all a fudge.
become so jierfect an imitator, xvith his acThe villagers held a council ; then taking quaintance with human nature, that he would
the young Indian who had got diunk, down to ttupe lho.?e who were well acquainted with
the camp, in presence of the whites, and there rrie without mistrusting the imposition ; hence
cut off his head !
I had to bear some of the follies of his con1830. Visited Coventry, New York, Phila- duct ; and twice, narrowly escaped the hickodelphia, Balti'j-iore, and the district of Colum- ry, (on the principles of Lynch's law) as bebia; thence a few hundred miles into different ing con.sidered the COUNTERFEIT LORENZO !
parts of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, by
Doubtless, with me, he was and is an ItaVincenites to Vandalia; so on to St. Louis; lian Jesuit as one of the many agent's, as a
thence into Pike county, in the State of Illi- tool to s[iy out the state of society and make
noi.s, Green, and to Jacksonborough, iu Mor- report to the proper source, for the ruin of this
gan county, and so on to Springfield.
land.
Seeing so many concurring circumstances
About three-fifths of this slate is savanri'Ss,
or natural meadows, called prairie. There to corroborate the idea of the design of the Jeare to be found, many feet under ground, dif- suits to set up their empire in this country,
ferent kinds of wood, which growth is not to caused me to fling some ideas together, to call
be foind in several hundred miles of here; the attention of the public to the subject,
also, wild hens, snakes and wolves, peculiar which has given offence to some ; and hence
to these natural openings ; and al.so wild objects for seduction, to take an advantage of
oats and rye, with an endless variety of me secretly lo my injury, in a clandestine
flowers seemingly to the eye, as one advances manner : bul thus far 1 have been preserved.
along.
1831. Spent principally in New England,
The Soil is strong and good for cultivation. visiting many places, as circum.stances and
and -when the sod is once broke, it is easy lo strength permitted.
manage in future. But one curse seems to
1832. Called on/ac/cww at the President's
attend this part: the growth of corn, &c. house, through the medium of the Rev. Wm.
&c. is so luxuriant, that it tends to make peo- Burke of Cincinnati.
ple lazy and idle, and destroys industry.
fn the course of conversation, remarked—
Spoke to many large assemblies; and hav- Washington was the means, in the hand of
ing finished my tour, wished to return to the Providence, of saving the country once; JefEast; a stranger came up with a horse, sad- ferson once, and you twice,
dle and bridle, which he offered for sale ; his
Washington was twice a candidate for the
price was twenty dollars : whence I started Presidential Chair, and twice elected—so Jefand fell in company wtith a man who was fer.son, Madison and Monroe !
going my way, through the grand prairie of
Twice you have been a candidate, and virmore than one hundred miles, except a streak tually in the hearts of the people, twice electof "AToods on the water-courses, which were ed .' But once you was defrauded out ci it.
frequentiy from ten to twenty miles asunder. Should you be a candidate a third time, it will
In one place there was a furrow ploughed for be once beyond what any of your predecesthe benefit of travetiers, as a guide, for more sors have done ! And should you be elected,
than fifty miles.
il is a query with some, whether you would
Found it very severe travelling on horse- continue to occupy the Chair after the 4th of
back ; and yet there was no other way with- ne.xt March, unless you take very good care
out going several hundred miles round, as of yourself.
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Ho rejiliol, I lu'liovo in a su])erinlending any one—give GOD the Glory. Amen and
Piox iilciico. I havo lu'en ox]ioscd to danger, .linen I—FAREWEI.I. I
l| and have boon pirsrrveil,
LORENZO DOW.
I r\, r aim to act lor the ])ublic .!:;ooil, iu my
Montville, Feb. 26, 1833.
"tliciai capacity ; .-ircoriliii;^; to the bi-sl of my
ju.'L;Mioiit, and if Divine l'io\ idoiice soos proper to allow me to fall a viclim in the discharge of my duty, 1 fool rosigiiod to the disjion-ation.
SUPPLEMENTARY REFLECTIO.NS,
Fiom thence I proceeded to Richmond in
Vii-L'inia, where I had not boon for about
When I was a Child, my Father had ,Saltwelve years ; called on Governor F/oi/^/, ob- moii's Geograjihy, which contained tw.-ntyttiinod jiormission of tho Capitol, whore 1 foiir maps, whii h I thought lo be pictures, and
stiiivo to deliver my testimony wilh fidolity. vet could sec no meaning in them ; hence, inThence to J'clcr.-^lmrg. and spoke in the Courl quiring for sati>faotion, what such and .such
llou-o ; also at Powhattan and Cumberland things meant, advantage was judiciously taken
and some adjacent parts. Found many of my of the occasion, to in.strucl and improve the
old acquaintance gone, and most of the houses subject to benefit my mind.
and plantations with now improvements and
1. Query.—What is that—pointing to difnow occupants; a few of my old spiritual
children 1 found whose awakenings were ferent parts on the Map.
Ansirer—A River.
dated when 1 was travelling here about thirty
2. Q.—What is a River?
years ago. They have now families of thoir
A.—A lar^re Brook.
own, and children trrown, some of whom havo
3. Q.—What is that—
families also, and many of the.se are soi'vin«'
A.—,\
iiiniiiitain.
the MOST HIGH!
-1. ^2 —What is a Mountain ?
Took steamboat, up the bay, and so by
. f - ^ A large Hill.
railroad, and stage, &c. and returned to 3hiito. ^2—What is that—
ville !
A. Tlio Sea.
1833. Vi>ited Newburg:, Bloomingbnrs:,
Shangum, Fishkill, Johnsville, iliddlebirsh, Ji. If—What is the Sea?
A.
.V large Pond.
Latintown, million, l'oughkoe]i.sie, Hyde Park,
7.
(^—What
is t h a t Rhinebetk, Huil.son, Albany, Troy, Groon^.— .V Country.
bush, Kindorhook and .many other jihices, and
8. Q.—A\'hat is a Country ?
roturned to .Moniville, after an absence of
A.—A large tract of Land where people
about sovon weeks ; having attondod about
dwell.
twenty inecting.s per week, most of the
9. Q.—What is beyond where the sun
time.
sets
1
I am no'.v in iriy fifty-sixth year on the
A.—A Country and Peojile, like this neighjourney of life; and enjoy better health than
V. hen but 30 or 3,5 years obi, with tiie oxcop- borhood.
tion of the callous in my breast, which at
I lore my little mind began to expand to
timos, gives mc groat jiain.
grasp the subject of Countries ilistant, and
It is upwards of forty years since I first OKiciN OK MAN, and HIS K,M>, and the GilE.VT
found the comforts of religion—and hoar FIRST CAKSI.'.!
thirty-eight in my j ubiic sjiheie of life.
I'eini; prosoiitod wilh a new Spoiling Book
The (loalings of Cod to ino-ward, have boon with piilures. my .^islor, (who wa.s olilor than
goo.l. 1 havo seen his dolivoring IIA.M5, and myself) road tho fiilin/iiii.i moral cjj>lininti»n,
leit the inward suppoil of liis grace, by faith which oprno.l mv uiulorstandiiiLt;, that DOOIS
and hope, which kept my head from sinking (ori.n TAi.i! lionce my liiilo snnl was on
when tho billows oi' afiliclion sooinod to oii- fire to learn to road, and to iindoi-tand the
conipa--s me around.
things of iXaliiie and ol .Nature's (iOf)!
.Minh hath boon the eniiuiry after my .JourThere were three brolhor.^ in tho lu i^-hbornal—hoiioo the addition ami iirosont jiiiblica- hood with whom I used lo pl.iy—thov would
tion for the- p.rusal of ihu.si. who may sur- do things that 1 knew they waaiid be chastisvive me, when I am (Ir.-id and t;oiio, and for ed for. and so did ihcy
I would iemon...trate
the information of those who are yet unborn, •Afith them. 'I'hoy woiihl rojily—What is Fato view the iloaliiij^s of (Joil, Man and the tlioi'.s old black whip .' it wil] .^oon be over!
Devil with one, whose oxiioiionce and stand- Wiion the bl.ick whip came, their shoots
in;; is peculiar to itself.
might be heard afar, iiut wlien it was over, by
And should llowo Hints oxomplified in the themselves, would turn it into diversion!
experience of COS.MOI'OLITE be boneficial to Thus to harden each other.

When I thought on what was coming, I
verily believe, that I suffered more in my feelings, than they did under the lash of the
black whip .' The blood receding, would press
to my heart,—there was an end of diversion
—quit their company, and retire home to my
Fattier.
Do not remember the time HE chastised me;
bul there was a trembling at his word ; if I
did amiss; he took an opportunity by ourselves, to make me sensible of it, which was
very feeling lo me.
I thought that if he was angry and should
chastise me, as the neighbors did their boys,
that it would not make me feel so bad—hence
to be very guarded in all things that he would
disapprove, lest he should be induced to lesson
me again.
But such judicious conduct, as it is viewed
by me since, hath had its influence upon my
subsequent life. But the evil of chastising
children when they don't deserve il, and passing over their faults as with a sanction, if not
even rewarding ihem for it, by some indulgence, sugar toy or a promise, which they never mean to fulfil, an attendant evil to corrupt
the tender Mind! 0 that Parents felt their
weight of obligation and would beware of
consequences!
One of the wor,st acts of mischief, that occurs to my mind, was when a child of about
five or six years old; the county being divided, there was a tax to build a Court House
and Jail; the Collector came; and the conversation attracted my mind, to know what a
Jail was ? The reply—a house to shut up
bad men and keep them confined.
This alarmed my mind, that the actions of
men should expose them lo such consequences—lo be shut up in J a i l ; but the subject
running in my mind, about a Jati—a Jail—
that one day a number of men xvere in a
tight shop, to escape the rain, chatting ; but I
was playing around, 'watched my opportunity,
put to the door, hooked il on the outside, to
confine them in Jail, as some of them had
given me offence, and took to my heels and
ran. But it was a long time before I thought
myself safe to be near where some of them
were.
Surely coiscience bears WITNESS, and the
thoughts accuse or excuse in the actions of
life.
Some of the neighbors going to wash sheep
about two miles off, look me wilh them—got
tired and weary of waiting—started for home,
alone—but missed the way and wandered off
several miles near to a river. There was a man
who found me, and knew me—who was one
of the worst enemies my father had ; he was
esteemed crazy, and the people were afraid
of him. I attempted to escape him by flight,

in vain. By main force, he carried me on his
shoulders several miles, till we came in sight
of my father's house; he then put me down,
but did not quit sight till he saw me enter
Just then, an awful thunder gust and shower
of rain was overspreading the sky.
One day while at play and amusing myself
with boys, the door being open, there presented the procession of a funeral train; the
black coffin gave .me an awful alarm, which
sensation I did not gel over for a long time;
it being the first I had observed.
The Deity can be KNOWN no further than
he is pleased to reveal and manifest HIMSELF.
From scripture and common sense reflection, are the following ideas :
1, That there cannot be one action without
a time, when the action took place. Hence,
whatever God does, there must have been a
lime when he did il. Therefore the first thing
that God made was TIME ! And in TIME he

made all things.
2. That he assumed the Angelic SHAPE OR
FORM, previous to the creation of Angels;
and hence, afterwards is called, " T h e Angel
of the Covenant."
3. When Angels were created, could worship and behold an object for adoration.
4, Whatever GOD hath done, as it relates
to creating, it was done by this visible manifestation—hence with propriety may be called " THE WORD ! " also it might be said to
have been in the beginning with God, and
moreover it might be styled, GOD,
And when a " BODY" xvas " PRF.PARED"
for the reception of this MANfFESTATION
of the Deity, to be veiled in, xvith propriety
might the same be styled the " SON OF
GOD."
Then, " BY HIM all things might be said
to be made," &c. &c.
Man could be said to have been created in
the " IMAGE of GOD," &C. not only morally,
but as it relates lo his FORM of appearance,
in " LIKENESS" and rectitude also.
This pre-exi.stence, to the creation of time,
in the order and succession oi days, being anterior lo such order and succession, with propriety may be styled the " A N C I E N T OF
DAYS."
The LUMINOUS GI.ORY which Moses saw

upon the tree, in the likeness or ajipearance
of FIRE, is styled, the LORD, or Jehovah ; the

" GREAT NAME ;" xvhich word a Jew will not
speak, lest he should not do it with suitable
reverence, and so lake it in vain,—and not be
guiltiess. Also he is there called an Angel,
as mentioned in Exodus.
This CLOUD of Luminous Glory, answered
a threefold purpose ; and was manifested to
the Hebrews ; first by night as a lamp to give
them light: 2d. to keep off the rays of the sun
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])hccy : time of the C h u r c h in t h e wilderness,
and the ;igo of the world, and tho state of ,so( lety, to which w e h a v e a r r i v e d ; for a cuiiji-clure on tho future ovonts.
T h e ancients suppose.i Europe
to be an
Isi.,\M), (and is so styled in Scripture in the
original division of the world by .Moses,; '
t h o Siii-.c'iii.-..Mi.
hence, in prophecy, is styled t h e SK.\, to disWliiii the -Vik w a s t a k e n , Eli .sai:l, " T H K linguisli it from ASI.A, t h e main, which in ;{
GLOI;'I'" is dojiartod from I s r a e l ; referring to prophecy, is styled t h e M A R T H . T h e former i
this Luminous LCIOIV
In ing surrounded by WATER, as the latter is
\ \ lion .Solomon deilicatod t h e Temple, t h e by L A N D ! T h i s distinction and observation '|
Ci.oii) of Gi.onv 80 filled the h o u s e ; such must be k e p t in mind for a discrimination of ij
w a s t h e ]iowor, that t h e priests could n o t circumstances.
st.iiid to niinistor.
2. J o h n viewed things in a two-fold sense, ji
AVhen Mo.^es and Klias ajipcarod to Josus, First a s roprosoiitod in Heaven, and then, ;•
the beams of glorv so omanatod, that his secondly, a s fulfilled on the earth. T h i s must ji
raiment i!./i.-<leiicil and became w h i t e a s s n o w . ho alleniled to, to prevent t h e confused idea ,On t h e d a v ol riiilocost, t h e g o o l influence of tautology
,';
of glory appeared ;is c-lovon To.Nori;s o r F I R I ; ;
3. Of w h a t J o h n s p a k e of as in existence ',
and w a s F E I . T by the peojilo.
at his time, and then of t h e events in succcs- !]
T h e same Jesus, w h o s p a k e to Saul w i t h sion, with t h e cirsumslances attonding each, 'l
power, accompanioii the testitnoiu- with light, by a tran.sfcr, with t h e order and succession li
hoyond the r a y s of the meridian s u n .
of thing's, a s they occurred.
I
T h e glory of t h e Lord is to fill t h e e a r t h ;
4. T h e DRA.';o.\' is spoken of a s one in ac- ;|
hence t h e lig^it of t h e moon is to become a s tual existence, w h e n J o h n wrote ; and also as
the lit;;!u ol the s u n . And t h e light of the .sun a Being, ha^'ing existence in t h e CELESTIAL '
is to bocoiiie sEVKX FOLD, as the light of KKGioN's, and vol h a v i n g an ascendancy and i
SEVF.N DAYS I 1
g o v e r n m e n t over some of tho h u m a n family j
.As t h e ancient voii to tho s a n c t u m sancto- in this TERRCSTitiAL WORLD—tliose associated i
i
rum, w h i c h none mi;;ht enter a n d pass, ( e x - i.leas, should not be separated.
cept t h e lliL^h Piiost, and ho but onco a year,
.""). T h a t a Cnnrn denotes supreme govern- i
and lli,'it not w i t h o u t blooil) \i-:is rent in t w a i n moii-t a n d a u t h o r i t y ; a n d "seven crowns" are \
by the povv-er of Go.l : so that all might see ascribed to him w i l h seven hemU ; which may i,
what w,IS thore hoyond ; aftor J'vsn.s i:;avo uji be in order, and a succession of each other.
'
tho t;'!io>t. So w h a t liLflit ;inl iiianilosttilions
(). H I : is called the devil and satan ; and i<
sli.'ill open to o u r view, w h e n t h e Toinph; of s.ild to rule or reign in tho lioaits of t h e chil- [
Cl,''. .-hall 111' cijioiiod, and iho .-.'/jie,',-,'; s u b s i d e ; (Iri-n of (lisobodioncc ; and al~o is styled the 1
aiiil tho tostiiiioii)'--ark—bo oponoil, a n d the '• I'riiice of this U'urld.''
'
h o a v i i i l \ - J o ; usaloin iKscoiid. lioH' !aiigiia;ro
7 T h e sovon h e a d s of tho Roman empire; i
fails; the siili|Ool belongs lo a fiiliiro s i , ' t o ; or (liffciont forms of govorninont, while it ro- ;
or a tiiiio b o \ o n d tho jiro.-oiit jiorio.l; I here inaino.l Ko'ui: PAO.\.V', under diabolical inllu- ,
must stop.
(•iico, oliiciilatos the seven heads of the ilraijon,
lint oacli will stand in llioir i.or, ami hnjipy lis Ihoy siicoooilo;! each olhor, of whicli impe- |
will in; he, w h o lialh pint in t h e / i c s / rcsiir- ii;'.l w a s the hist.
8. T h e ris(' of tho l.ea^t out of the f-:. is
rcrlmn.'
on s u c h , tin; SI;('!).N'I) ]IK.\'III liatii NO
monlionod; bul not so of the ihaL;on. ^Vhy ^
rowKK !
T h e inrrnt of tho boast from Ihe bottomless liooauso he w a s in actual o.xi-toiioo when
pit ; t h e slayint^ of the tiro •vitnrs.ies ; thoir ,Iohn w r o t c ~ - w l i o r o a s tho boast wa.s to come
re-iirroction and ,'i~oonsioii ; In- citios of t h e in future.
nations fall : tlie deslruclion of '.'..ibyloa ; the
9. 'f'he tail of the d r a g o n — i . e. latter
battle ol .\iiiiajz:od(lon ; iho removal ni t h e part, would d r a w t h e ,</(()'•; of heaven and cast
boa-t, and ihe false ]iropliol ; and \\\<] comos them to Iho earth ; - C o i i s t a n l i n e ' s law roliixion.
whoso ri.''lit it is to rci;;ii! ! ! H o w saon some
10. T h o beast had sovon ho,els but NO
of tlie.-,o times m a y bo at haml, xvho k n o w s ? CnowNs a r e ascrilied to thoin ; but there are
Perh.'ijis iiis<hor than some think ! Arid lliose TKN c r o w n s ascriboil to t h e horns ; three more
w h o a r e not on the w:ilch lower, will be than the dragon h a d .
taken unaw-aros, a s by a thiof ia t h e n i g h t .
11. T h o c r o w n s of t h e dragon were on the
H a p p v for tie-so w h o shall be found WATCH- heads—those
(d tho boast a r e on t h e horra.
l.s<:'!:
T h e difforoiico cif nuinticr and cirruinstance
Soo t h e calculation of ovoiits in t h e order of placing them is a material thing, a s a k e y
of time in succession, on t h e o m e n s of jno- lo observation.
by (!a\' : and 3d, a s a guide to direct, when,
whore, and « hioh \va\' to ;;o.
W a s on iho .Minint a n d ]ii'oclaimod the
L a w : ic^te.l vi^ibh on iho nioicy seat, over
ih a i k ; pi;ibabl\- in tho s h a p e or form ot a
man ; and would spoak wilh a sound like the
voice ot a man ; and bv tho J e w s w a s ctillod
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12. The dragon transferred his power and
Beat, and great AUTHORITY to the beast, i. e,
from Paganism to the papacy, of many ages.
13. The second beast comes from the earth
—ASIA—and exerciseth all the power of the
first beast before him—which first beast arose
from the sea, EUROPE.

14. The ascent of the beast frcm the bottomless pit—wWn the two beasts are together—
and will be taken away at the battle of Armageddon—when the Angel stands in the sun to
call all of the fowls of heaven to the supper
of the great GOD ! !
15. After the ascent of the beast from the
bottomless pit, and before the battle of Armageddon, the mother of harlots sits as Queen—
gets drunk with blood—and by the ten horns,
is eaten and burnt with fire.
16. The ten horns, who transfer their power
to the beast, after his ascent from the bottomless pit, still continue with hi.m, after they destroy the whore, and aid in the execution of
the new modelism, under severe penalties; for
non-conformity, in the image worship.
17 Some messenger is raised up to proclaim the fall of Babylon.
18. Another is raised up to xvarn and testify
against conformity to the beast, his image
worship, or to acknowledge him, &c.
19. The two xvitnesses appear at Jerusalem, and are slain by the beast, who came
from the pit.
20. Babylon is destroyed and the cities of
the nations fall.
21. The resurrection of the witnesses and
their ascent, convince 63,000, who give glory
to God.
22. The angel stands in the sun lo call the
fowls of heaven to the supper of the Great
God; when the first and second beasts, or
beast and false prophet are taken away, and
cast into the lake of fire.
23. The thousand years begin, when Christ
shall reign on the earth.
24. Satan is first bound in the other world ;
but we know not the lime.
25. The loosing of Satan, and the falling
away, which ripens the world for judgment;
when Satan is sent to the place where the
beast and false prophet were sent before.
26. New Heaven and a new earth.
27 The mediatorial office is then resigned.
28. The consummation of all things.
In the town of S
, there was a man,
whose actions exemplified the character of one,
who neither feared God, man, or the devil;
but he prepared a monument of marble for
himself in the burying-ground, where he intended to be laid :—and ati the poetry and intcriptions were neatiy engraved, except the
dates, which were intended to be filled up afterward. He requested me to stand by the
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monument and preach his/ttnera^ sermon from
a text which he gaye me—to commence about
sunrise in the morning. The time being fixed,
many came out to hear—and before meeting
broke, the man was brought to his feelings.
After this, the man lived a few months ; and
there appeared an alteration in his behavior
in the interim.
At the town of P
-, a man of some property, had the weakness oi Bacchus, "too much
a drop a high!" But he was kind to the
needy, and never was known to turn any
away who applied to him in lime of want.
He waked up one morning, and observed,—
" this day God has given me to repent in!"—
He continued in devotion—praying and desiring prayers—singing and xvishing to hear
.singing, and to have the Scriptures read, &c.,
during the whole day—and then suddenly expired at night.
Thus it appears that God measured to him
what he had shown to others—he had showed
kindness and obtained mercy.
In a drunken frolic, one Indian killed another—the consequence was, life for life ; the
day and hour was fi.xed; but in the interim
at liberty to go where he pleased. The Indian
came into the settlement on the Mississippi
and related the circumstance.—The whits men
advised him to run away. He replied, our
law came from the Great Spirit; and by our
law I ought to die. If I run avx-ay, the Great
Spirit will be angry, and not receive me, nor
give me good hunting ground—neither will my
own Father be glad to see me.
At the lime appointed, the Indian came;
painted up, and singing a melodious war
song; he loaded a gun, handed it deliberately
to a y^outh, of whom he was very fond, as a
signal of readiness for the volley, and fell dead
xvithout a struggle, as he received the volley
of balls—others being in ambush ready.
Was this the Indian's view of HONOR, or the
force of moral obligation .' Or rather the former bottomed upon ihe latter ?
When at Louisville, on awakening in the
morning, espied a pile of tracts in the corner
of the room; they were found, on examination, to be the third edition of a xvork—designed as a criticism on my reflections on the
Church Government of Episcopacy—said to
have been written by Bishop M
. But
xvhoever xvas the author, he either must have
been on the wrong side, or else not master of
the subject.
He was once considered a republican, so was
E. Cooper and Baskum, Waugh, and many
others at the helm of affairs—but a change of
cirumstances brings a change of views, and
practice, and principle, with mankind in general.
Paul submitted Timothy to the prejudice of
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Jews ; altliou!;ii circumcision or uncircumci' sion availed nolhini,', but the new creature,
Or.linatioii is but a lorinal ceremony and
with a few othois, answers ihe purpose of
Clerical purpo>o~. to keep tho poopio in a st.ito
of sijfoi.tination -vol ihoro may bo some civrl
luslilutiiiiis. in tho prosont stale of society, in
which ci'romonios are nooossaiy, as in the
coii\-i'yanco o! laiiil, mnrriago, t^c. &c.
Jip..(iip:il \iows of the subjocl of ordination
tiro " by or.lor an.l succession" from Peter.
But riosbytoriaii ordination was, and isdoriv-

South Carolina put in at the convention
17S7, for twenty years grace to impoii the
same—and in the last lour years y special
act, such was the assiduity ii the .lansportation. that there was not found purchasers
oiioiigh, by tne importers—without selling
Dick, Torn and Moll by the pound—which
was one dollar—which I'.s an exhibition of the
prtictical intoxication, on that delmte subject.
Caroline is still by her digest, through the
whole time, attached to the King—and her
arguments iu favor of Nullification, exhibiu
e.l from tho PLOPLE, according to NEAL and her love to that filol.
TRI-.XIBILI..
After the warning wrote in Charleston Jail
Kpi.-copalians viewed the first day of the for South Carolina, exhibiting the flight of the
week as a lime oi diver::ion ailcr the inorninn' (Quakers, &c., some affirmed that I mu.st have
worship, until the Puritans began the latter known of the association of desii^n upon
mode in the time of Elizabeth—and the Pres- " Mr." and " Mrs." by a diflerenl color, and i
byterians |iei-fected it in the days of Cromwell. if they had me then, would know how to dts- Il
1. Tiie Romans consider that the Clergy pose of me, as dried beef, kc.
constitute the Church, and their " o)'(/er and
But the charge was fahse—I knew nothing |
sureessiijii" is claimed to be of divine origin— about it—only such was the exercise of inv
thus when in power in England.
mind, at that time, that I was led to write
2. Whoa Henry VIII shook oft'the Papal what I did in the Jail; and it came to the
yoke, in order to obtain a new wife, the public light, about the time that thirty-five
Church of England put up the same claim—of were sent off the stage, by human hands.
DiviNt: RIGHT " hy order and succession."
Afterwards Robert Y Hayne, at Wa.shing- IJ
3. When tho Presbyterians cut off'the head ton, enc|uired, when they might expect to see
of Charles, and jmllcd down Episcopacy—Ihe me again in the South ? t h e answer was,
band and gown—by beheading Bishop Laud that I should not like to trust myself with
—claiineii divine authority for iheir conduct. them any more.
4. When the Independents ]iul diuvn the
Surely there is "a cloud arisim;, thoush re'- Clonic" or Presbylerians, ami formed the Co;i- »iO/C."
grcg.-.tional mole, they claimed divine authoriThe "• sensorial power" of the nervous sy.sty fiH' their pinoooilings.
tem, accumulated and expanded according'to
5. The Jliij.iisis became very numerous in Diiru'ia's tlieory, and the - Halitus" of Xorih,
England—ami for thoir mode of ec:oiiomy. may be one and the same thing, exemplified
claim DIVINE Ai'TiioRrry.
in what some call " .Viiimal ^laL^netism ;" and
G. Tho Qii'ihrr... r;uni: on the stage, and which ojieration, when it comos wiihin the
claim divine auJiority for their economy—but sphere of one, gives tho sensation of attraction
on aililfeiont plan from any of the luocoding. or aversion, MORALLY—and hence their coin7 I'p come the Shakers, and Ihoy claim di- ptiny is agreoablfi or di.sagrcoablo, and thiit on
vine authority for thoir f^'o\-ornmcnt likewise. the 111 st sight and imjiulso of the mind; and
8. Then up comos the Episcopal .Mothodist has its iiilliionce and effect accor,lini;ly.
—and remarkable to tell, irom ihoploa oieipeLot a man be jirosocnlod or have a case
diencij. in the days of Asbury, to that of di- pending in Court, coming on before a stran;e
vinity—hy Dr, Bisho]) E
, aoircumlocu- judge—you catch the cut and glance of his
tious siHcossor, of very modern d a l e - w h i c h oyo, at fir.st si<j;hl ,• and a lolorablo jii.iginoiit
brings up the rear.
can be formoil, which way his influence will
9. Thou says one, ''Dowism" holds the go in the case ; althouf^h it may bo a dav or
doctrine. " That the iniy lo Giiil is open to eve- t'>vo bol'oro the eaiuse will be called and tried.
ry man alike.'' Ilonco equal rij^lils, duties,
Those who arc well acijuainted with "Huand ol'Ii-ation.s, to each, and to all! On this man iS'aliiro," by exporience and obsorvation,
ground tlnio can bo a gonoral Judgment-and can read the society or company which thev
lewaiils according to the iheils done in the are about to mingle with, provilod they caua
DOil)'—agrooable to natural justice, in the oyo the physiognomy, or countenance, (winch is
of a Moral (;oVoriioi', who roijuiroth, accord- an index of the mind) on the first glance. For
ing lo what lie hath given.
first imjirossions are involuntary, and i.-* simVir.ijinia w;is where the first NAPIERS were ple NATURE DISPLAYED; but when they have
benight and sold—and there was the first of St. time to recover themselves, then come.s on ART |1
Domingo |il.iy in miniature, exemplified in the —and where art exists, y o j know not where ,|
case of Gen. Nat.
to meet a person whether male or/cfli4/e.' j;
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Sympathy, temptation to seduction, love and
hatred are all involuntary on our part, as it
relates to thefirst impression. But as it relates to the indulgence, it requires Ihe voluntary act and consent of the mind, oi resistance
by an embargo. For love and affec.ion cannot
be bought, if the sensation and principle be
not there, money will not and cannot bring it.
Hence, take care whom you TRUST, and into
whose hands you fall! Fo; a bird at large,
may range in either, but whe.. caged, its limits
are confined ! Hoxv different the situation and
pleasure. Both have their convenience and
inconvenience. There may be a comfortable
warm room and plenty of food. There may
be a want of both; and by confinement, the
vower of providing is excluded.
On the other hand, for the XA-ant of a dry,
warm cage and the proper attendance, one may^
suffer in the cold and perish by a lingering
death with hunger—under circumstances beyond their present control.
To be under a good infiuence to unite xvith
good, and thus be in the good sphere lo feel
good and to enjoy good, is the only good
way.
By attention to this principle, evidence xvill
preponderate inwardly, as a lamp to the feet,
and a voice to direct on the subject of future
practice.
In my Journal of 1816, the remarks on the
system of conveyance of church property in
the deed of discipline—that the General Conference was not known in law, and that their
AUTHORITY xx^as only an ideal thing, except in
a sectarian point of view; and that the meeting houses xvere deeded lo no body in point
of law, and that there would be cracking
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were minded I should speak on the stand ! T
xvas neutral and mule! But the opposition of
the Preachers was .such, that a mutiny began,
which came very near breaking up the camp
meeting: for there appeared a fixed determination, that if I should not hold forth, no body
else should.
This being perceived, a council was held,
and one of the Preachers, xvho xx'as supposed
to have the greatest influence xvith me, was
appointed and requested to persuade me to
overlook what xx'as passed, and for the sake
of the cause of God to occupy the stand, to
appease the public mind.
Such trifling conduct appeared contemptible
lo m e ; but for the sake of the "cause," I
mounted the stage to address the people—^just
then a large limb of a dry tree fell into a vacancy, xvhere there xvere hundreds of people
around, this gave me an opportunity of beginning upon the doctrine of Providence—my
strength arose, the Lord laid too his helping
hand, and many xvere soon laid on the ground,
as slain or xvounded; and a refreshing lime it
was !
Many attempt to "cart the ark," xvhen it
should be " shouldered ;" and lo steady it by
human reason, systematically, that when, or
by the time they have regulated the ivork in
their own xvay, God hath nothing more for
them to do !
Il is xvell lo see and attend to the openings
and leadings of a good influence in the order
of Providence, and to follow il.
When in Boston, having had the privilege
of Bromfield Lane meeting house; after meeting, I mentioned where ihe " c r y from the
xvilderness" migh be had, xvhich gave offence,
times by and by, &c., was by THEIVI considered as the xvork hinted on the subject of Episcoas a piece of slander, bordering upon HIGH pacy; and in their paper, appeared a piece,
TREASON !
neaded "Lorenzo Dow vs. Episcopacy." Antl
But after the publication of the New York the doors were closed. Then the Bishop H,
resolves, and the Bishop's circular letter at sent letters ahead lo block up my way. At
Pittsburg—the opposition to botn xvorks xvas Marblehead, I attempted to occupy the public
such, that hundreds read them to see the false square, having obtained permission : and no
statements and reflections of a crazy man, (so other place ojiening, but before I had got
called) and found there was too much truth in through, the constable came to pull me down.
the remarks. Hence the inquiry—shaking— What a difference between this visit and a
split-off—expulsions and contentions, &c., former! Then ati xvas peace and friend.ship !
about church properly in point of law, xvhich
At Salem an attempt was made to block up
bythe Supreme Court has been determined in my xvay, but the door was opened; and the
point of law, to be NULL and X'OID in 1832 !
same at Lynn ! Also at Lowell, the preacher
When Asbury's letter (to clear Snethen and xvas from my native town, but he xvas the Bicast off all blame from him upon me, after the shop's tool, hence after one meeting, I 0£,c upied
iRock tnal at Baltimore,) came to the Missis- the street three times, and returned.
sippi ; a camp meeting was held near the Red
The 'impostor under my name and on my
Lick—I attended as a spectator—at commu- credit was well received here, better than mynion, all who xvere in good standing IN other self.
churches were invited, and all others by EX- When at Zanesville, the Court House came
PRESS negatived—this twice or thrice. I had near breaking down by the xx'eight of the asnever heard the like before—being in a tent, sembly, which caused a dispersal.
" The
held my peace and kept my distance ; many Protestant Methodist Meeting House, would
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not hold tho assombly ; and as some had interrujited in the public mooliuf^, it was feared
that tho place would obtain a bad name ;
nenco a roqui'^t th.it I would stop and hold
mooting on iho public sijuaro. which w,-is prepared liv ilio ]iidpor aalhority, and the peace
was kojit accor.linglv.
Tl'.is gave mo a fair opportunity to explaii.
my views on some jiarls of prophecy, and the
niovoment ot the order oi Jesuits in this country; there being three popish priests present
and about three thousand peo]ile
The staLce house was kept by Romans, and
the house whore I staid, was beset by the
Rernaiis. the greater part of the night; so it
was thought inexjiodiont lo venture to lake
the stacri' But a return carriage from Whee.iuT. boitej: arrived in lov,'n, a passage xvas
procured in that, in such a manner, that the
driver knew not that I was inside until xve
were on the roail some miles. He xvas so
elated xvith tho prize, that xvhonever he stop
pod to I'ofi'osh himself and horses, that il gave
me a chance lo address the people, and so
sweep every toxvn upon the xvay.
At Norfiifk in Virifinia, the civil authority
would not consent for me to occupy any jiublic place : lionce there xvas an interdiction.
Sci also at Cliarleston in S. Carolin.a, and .\.ngu'^ta in G'-oriria. But at Savannah the MAYOR
was a Jf'.W—he gave me permission on the
public green, and moreover sent constables
and authority to protect me and keep the
peace more than once or twice.
Ono man. who sometimes has been taken
for me, by the name of F
on, xvas on
board a steainbo;it and flung into tho Mononirahela livor, as was supposr<|, his body being
found ill ore.
.\. P was frequently taken for nn—mot
xvith much abuse ; being several timos lakon
up bv the police, fi-om an oxoitemont by his
tosiirnon\- aurtiinst tho practice of the times,
which i,M\r thom grotit olf'once. He at length
was fouiiil without a IIKAD, nothing but the
bolv remaininu-.
.\ man who was a sli-ani.''Ov in Philailolphia,
receive;! a DIRI.; at the Hr-V" (ioor of my lo I;;inir. lie IK ine; (hy mistake ;is was supposed,)
taken for another ])orson, his dross was similar to my own. I had loft tho city just before.
How manv instances mij^ht be montioned
where individuals li,-ive followed me, for reasons best known to themselves: sometimes in
silence, ,it oilier times with threats; and at
timos to induce me to fjo one .side for a jirivatc
iitorviow, tinder suspicious circumstances,
wiiich in n-a'^on. was but judicious lo avoil.
Tlie dauLCiis by land and soa—tho jiorils in
the xvildeiiioss, and among the Heathen and
by false brc'hrcn, are and have been many.
But thus far the Lord hath kept and detivered

me from the PAXVS and
of the BKAR !

MOUTH of the I »ON and

The Attorney-General for the V S. is a Roman. The Ciiaplain to the Senate is a I). D.
and also a Jesuit. (So much for the ambition
and influence of disappointed men.) The uife
of the Secretary L. is a Roman, and leads him
bv the nose.
' The buildings and lots on Capitol Hill, are
mostly owned by Romans round about, with
a church, &c. &c.
In the District, there are Romans enough,
by the systematical order Jesuilically, to cut
off the President and all the officers of slate,
to seize the marine barracks and navy yard—
the magazines, &c., bosidos the tre;isiiry and
all the public buildini:;s. including the three
cities, in one single night—if one may judge
from their number and arrangements, and the
standing position they havo taken.
Their colleges and institutions of literature
are beyond other societies — their influence
xvith thoir own people is a unit, for they all
pull together.
The points which they have seized upon for
establishmonts in ditforent parts of the country, as a judicious introduction for a permanancy, exhibits a deliberate premeditated procedure from first to last, xvithin this IS if not
31 years past.—Whether we look into the six
New England States—the Middle, South, or
West—Eastport, Burliiej;ton, Bo.ston, Newport,
Providence, Hartford, &c. &c. &:c. pre.se;',ts the
xvork to be groat and uniform, in order to embrace and seize upon the xvhole for an empire.
Tho incroaso of nunneries, xvhere the ladies
are imprisoneil under the name oi religion;
and the chastisement of the bo.ly by the juiost.
as a fathcriy action to the people, for the irooJ
of the soul—the subtoiraneuiis vaults,.as a rod
of (Iroad to koop thom in obodionce—donation
bibles desti'oyod. as s|)iiitual judges and u"n les,
which if done bv anothor. would be t.'i'ft in
ihe C3'e of the Law—but boiiii; done in and
unilor the name of roliL^ion, tlie\' inu>t e^,i free;
becaii.-o thoir orthodox faith is the only true
ono, and llio\' are not bound to koop faith
with others, who are all heiotiosl .-V'TRIviLKGi-.i) OKDKIl" indooii: ; !
Tho Quakers opened thoir hiriro meeting
houses, at Now G.irdon, Ohio and lieliana,
where the voarlv moctinixs « ore held, and also
many more in liitroront parts of the f'. States,
and some in Europe, xvhere I was permitted
to hold meetings.
Those people have kept their plainness of
language and dres.s, ajjiooablo to primitive
simplicity, tor so Ion:; standin;;, beyond a.nj
society with which 1 am acquainted ; and iheir
childi.n are polished and improved beyond
any other breed of young folks, as it relates tO
mind and manners, as far as my acqaintance
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and obsarvation extends: whatever may be The Russians have taken several Turkish
their departt^e from first principles in other provinces on the Euphrates; txvo provinces
on the xvesl side of the Black sea, have gone
things.
The Jailer at Charleston, S, C. was a JEXV off to govern themselves; Greece, with a
—his wife died, and " ten men" came to have large territory, is gone off also. Algiers, on
prayers twice a-day, in Hebrew—a lamp kept the coast of Barbary, is in the power of
burning, and the family sat on the floor. They France. The Pacha of Egypt, has taken
permitted our attending xvith them. At the Egypt, Canaan, and the plains of Babylon,
synagogue, great respect is shown to strang- &c. &c.
ers—they gave books in English, what they
Hence the Sultan has but his capital, wilh a
read in Hebrew—turning lo and keeping pace, small terrilory around, like a garden spot left.
which, with the explanation given as they
Hence we see the "waters of the Euwent along, xvas very satisfactory lo me.
phrates," (by the phial of the sixth angel,)
They are a unit from America to India, and so far dried up, that xve may soon expect
their leading people are of the fraternity of the three unclean spirits to appear consoliancient masons.' They admitted that Chris- dating the whole ancient scripture world,
tianity was as good for the Clmstians, as Ju- under three general head,s—for ARIMAGEDDON !
daism was for them. Their liberality of senDOROTHY R I P L E Y — t h e first time I saw her,
timent, where there is sincerity of heart, is was in Albany, when she was going to visit
beyond what most possess. And if they will the xvestern Indians. The second lime in
Jew people, they cannot flourish among Y'AN- New York, xxdien I was about to sail for
KEEs, who are said to "out-jew" them in trad- Europe, The fourth in Philadelphia, xvhen
ing. But the term " YANKEE" is a character she bought a book, saying, " Lorenzo, has
renowned; and of xvhich we, nor I, have occa- thee got any money "? I feel as if thee had
sion to be ashamed of, as a community of people. none !" xvhich was the case ; I had been withFor 1800 years, the Jexvs have been kept out any for several days. The fifth time was
as a body from the promised land, and now in England, xvhere xve travelled together,
appears to be the first time of opening as a holding meetings in testimony, for several
hundred miles. The last times were at Phtiadawning presage to their return.
Prophetic history foretold it would be s o ; delphia and Camden, at the latter place the
and a superintending Providence has e.xem- Quakers opened their meeting-house, xvhere
we held meeting, after which, she went to
plified it.
The wandering Arabs, whose hand is France and England, and then returned to
against every man, will seize the fruit before America; soon after which, she suddenly
it gets ripe, and take from the possessor what died, in Virginia—having crossed the ocean
they please ! And if perchance, the occupier's nineteen times, on religious vi.sits.
fruit gets ripe, it must be hid in the caves or
She travelled by Faith, through man^ disamong the rocks, &c. to prevent it being taken couragements and dangers; hence much resoaway.
lution and perseverance, through much oppoFour years ago the Pacha of Egypt re- sition in different parts. She belonged to no
ceived honorary titles from England, which, particular society, but was a kind of Quaker(with other circumstances involving trade,) ess more than any thing else.
made me write the idea of his setting up his
But few people were xvell acquainted with
independence of the Grand Sultan under ENG- Dorothy—her private life, her walk with
LISH protection ; which no doubt is secretiy God, her unbounded kindness to the poor!
done, that the way to the East may be pre- The visiting the sick, in prisons and hospared, by the isthmus of Suez. Russi i gives pitals, &c, &c., is far beyond any thing I
money to help the Pacha on. CATHOLIC have ever known in any other person in the
France has aided with men; and so the matter course of my extensive acquaintance with
goes.
mankind!
The "Jew of kings" may have a hand in
Many things which she had been heard
all this also. F'or the Pacha, though a M A - to relate in America, I .saw; those xvhich
H0.METAN, shows such tiboratity lo the JEWS she had spoken of; and they related a corand CHRISTIANS, as no Jew or Christian has responding testimony in England, of xvhich
done to them. But there may be policy in all country she was a native, in Whitby, in
|his; yet beyond, there may be a wheel with- Yorkshire.
in a wheel, the providence of God.
She has closed this mortal career, and now
The Euphrates, or Turkish empire, is dry- is beyond the reach of the tongue of slaiing up very fast within a very few years. The der, where I have no doubt, the wicked
Sultan carried the half moon in their colors, shall cease from troubling and the weary
to denote a government over one-half of the are at rest; there to sing the song of Moses
world.
and of the Lamb for ever and ever, where

the failhf,;' in the Lord shall meet to part the effect; a sinking under it, a giving away
no moie 1
of nature. Thus Br. Truman Bishop, wlio
,\eil!ier su]iorstilion, lii:z;otry, or sectarian- commenced liis travels about the time that
ism will aiiswoi the purpose; Elijah sup- 1 did, ho being about my age, was sent out of
posed ho was tho onlv one, who was ac-the world by wounded feelings, no doubt
:o}itod. that was left; but tho answer xvas, sooner than otherwise would havo been the
i liave rr-oi voil to myself sovon thousand iu cast
l>raoL who havo not bowed the knee lo Haul!
The address to the preachers, and to the
Coiiformity to the will of the Master, is the members, &c. &c, are worthy lo be ropnnted
sacrifice th.it he requires of man, xvhelher in a and kept in every house, as the langnau'e
socioly or boloiiijing to none.
of an honest and dying man ! But his miml I
They that " hear and keep"—" heareth and was supported by the consolations of Divine
.loeth"—"hoar and follow"—is the testimony grace.
j
of the
racter that is accepted with bil
Those xvhose lives xvere careless and after- |
who ju Igos in Righteousness! From the wards become the subjects of religion by ex- '
oast, west, north, and south, shall they come; perience—then xvith but a short race, quit the
xvliiist the opposite character will be rejected stage of action—such persons generally go
and cast otit, however exalted be their sland- triumphantly happy.
itiiC in their own conceit and fanciful imagiBul those whose lives were naturally steady
nation !
and habits good, when they obtain religion,
The Rev. Benjamin Jones—travelled his there is but a very small change visible in tlieir
circuit on foot; he xvas an INJURED man; conduct.
xvas taken sick xvith a fever, and although
Such persons as live religion xvith fidelity a
one hundred and forty pulse to the minute, be number of years, xvhen they quit the xvorld,
considered death ; yet from the exaggeration there is not any thing very remarkable attendby the excitement and aggravation, tliat death ing it; but they seem to die as they live—
seemed to be counteracted and thwarted, the calm and PEACE !
pulse being brought up to 180, or 190 times
The earth draws the carnal mind to the
to the minute, from the usage of others ! earth. But the heavenly mind is drawn to
Hoiice it seemed he lived longer than xvhal heavenly things, by a Divine influence, xvhich
otherwise he would.
gives an earnest of future inheritance, or a
What must havo been his exquisite feelings foretaste of joys lo come—glory in the JOUL!
in that suffering and conflicting sc«ne and death.'
So jioor Truman Bi.shop, His character
w;is uiiitn])oachod ; his conduct being as an
BEAUTY OF WESLEY.
even thioad, whether in the pulpit, in public,
Extracted from Rev. J. Wesley's Journal.
or in his family,
Yot he was accused with nothing but preach" 1788, SUNDAY, May 18. I subjoined a
ing where a sycophant, (who found that ejiis- short account of Methodism ; particularly inco]iacy is ovory tiling) thought he should not; sisting on the following circum\tan<-es. There
and hence brought up charges, but he xvas is no other reli.i^ious society under ho:ivoii,
honorably ac(|iiilte(l.
which roqiiiros nothing of men in order to
The question arose, if ho might proach for thoir ,-idniission into il, but a desire to s.ivp
the masons; the answer was, preach for any their souls. Look all around xoii, you canbody betwi.vt hoavoii and boll.
not bo admiltod into the Church or Society of
FidU! the tyrannical coniliict of that ii i- the Presbytorians, Anabaptists, (iuakorts or
vidr.al, about two hundred and fifty men, with any others, iinlos.s vou hold the saino opinions
their wives and childron, xvithdrew from so- xvith them, and ml here to the ,same mode of
ciety ; and loft the mooting in a ceremonious worship. The Mothodisis alone do not inand foriiLil manner, like the children of Israol sist on your holdiiii,' this or that o])inion, bul
dopiiitinu; out of Kgypt.
they think and lot think. Noithor do they imTho question xvas then aa;itated, xvhethor pose any particular mode of woislii]i, but you
T. B. mi;:ht pioacli to that separate society ''. may continue to worship in your former
The answer was, no!! ! So ihoy, of course, manner, be it xvhat it may. Now 1 do not
must bo considered beyond the gates of hell.
knoxv any otlior reli^'ious society, either
Common place trials, to those of little expe- ancient or modern, wluroin such liberty of
rience, scoin great, but they are bearable !
conscience is now allowed, or has been alBul to try one to tho quick, to exquisite lowed since the age of the Apostles? Here
sensibility, who can liear ilT The nervous is our glorying. And a glorying peciiliar 10
system must be agitated, and the body feel us ! What Society shares it with us ?
END OF THK JOURNAL.
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whom the said United States are in peace and f r i e u i
ship,
"W-hereof an attestation being required, I have granted
00000000000
this under my notarial firm and seal.
STATE OF NEW YORK,
O THK O
Done at the City of New York, in the United
o NOTARY'S 0 „ B y t,^;^ public instrument, be it k n o w n
States of America, the said deponents having
o 8KAL. o JQ J [ | JQ whom the same may or doth confirst counte.rsigned the same, this filth day of
00000000000 cgr„^ thjjt I, C A D W A L L A D E R D. COLNovember, in the year of our Lord one thouDEN, a Public Notary, in and for the State of .New York,
sand eight hundred and five,
by Letters Patent under the Great Seal of the said State,
C A D W A L L A D E R D, GOLDEN,
duly commissioned and sworn, and in and by the said
Not, f ub.
Letters Patent, invested, ' with full powers and authority
L O R E N Z O BOW.
to (li/es/deeds, wills, testaments, codicils, agreements, and
NICHOLAS S N E T H E : N .
other instruments in writing, and to administer any oath
J.llNlES QUACKENBUSH.
or oaths to any person or persons,' do hereby certify, that
on the day of the date hereof, personaU}- appeared before
me the said Notary, the Reverend Lorenzo Dow, whose
person being by me particularly examined, appears to me
to bo of the age of twenty-eight years, or thereabouts ;
Cadwallader D. Colden, Not. Pub.
of the height of five feet ten inches : rather light compldxioned. and much m-drked with the small-pox ; having
To all to whom these presents shall concern, Greeting.
small light eyes, dark brown hair and eye-brows, small
features, and a short visage, a scrofulous mark on his
THE BEARER
HEREOF,
LORENZO
DOW,
neck, under the chin, on the right side : and the said
Lorenzo Oow being by me duly sworn on the Holy EvanA Citizen of the United States of America, having ocgelist of Almighty God, deposcth and saith, that he was ca.sion to pass into foreign countries, about his lawful
born in the town of Coventry, in the State of Connecti- affairs, these are to pray all whom it may concern, to percut, in tlie Unit«d States of America, of Humphrey B. niit the same Lorenzo Dow, (he demeaning himself well
Dow, and Tabitha his wife, who was Tabitha .Parker; and peaceably,) to pass wheresoever his lawful pursuits
that his said parents were also born in the said town : may call him, freely without let or molestation in going,
that his mother is dead, but his father is yet living, and staying, or returning, and to give him all friendly aid and
resides in the same place. And the said deponent further protection, as these United States would do ia the like
sailh, tliat he is the person named, intended and described case.
as Lorenzo Dow, in all and each of the several documents
IN F A I T H -WHEREOF,
heieuuto annexed, which are respectively lettered A.
B. I'. U., and which are now produced to nie, the said OF STATE'S I have caused the seal of the Department of
state for the said United States, to be hereNotary, and lettered as aforesaid by me. the said Notary,
unto affixed.—Done at W^ashington, this
and my notarial firm thereon written.
23d day of October, in the }-ear of our
w SEAL.
"And I the said Notary, do further certify, that on the
Lord One Thousand Eight Hundred and
•ameday and yearlast aforesaid, also appeared before me,
Five, and of the Independence of these
the Uecerend Nicholas Snethen, of New -Fork, and James
States the thirtieth.
[GRATIS.]
H".acl;eiibtLsh, of the State of New York, gentlemen, who
JAMES MADISON, Secretary of State.
b^ing by me also tworn on the Holy Kvangelist of Almighty God, depose and say, and first the said Nicholas
Anethen saith, that he is well acquainted with the said
B
Lorenzo Dow, and known him from his youth to this
time ; and this deponent has been also well acquainted
Cadwallader D. Colden, Not. Pub.
with the Parents of the said Lorenzo Dow; that the said
Lorenzo Dow is a native of the United States of America,
V l R G I N L i , to wit.
and a Minister of the Holy Gospel, and the said deponent
aotli verity belieot that all the facts herein stated and set
BE it known to all whom it may concern, that the
lorth by the said Lorenzo Dow, are true.
Reverend Lorenzo Dow, who declares himself a native of
And the said James Q.uackerrbush saith, that he hath Connecticut, one of the United States of America, has for
Known the said Lorenzo Dow, for four years last past, and two or three years past occasionally travelled through
upwards—that he hath always understood, and doth be- this commonwealth, as an itinerant Preacher of the Gollieve, him to be a native citizen of the United States of p e l ; that his appointments to preach have, according to
America, and doth beliexe that all the facts to w h i c h t h e report, been attended by considerable numbers of the in•J 7 ^ " " * ° ^""^ ^i^'h above deposed, are true. And the habitants of this state ; that on all occasions his conduct
'f'« °''™*'' Doui being such native citizen as aforesaid. has been inofl'ensive, and his manners impressive : it it
Of Uie United States of .America, is entitled to all the ad- believed that his views are confined to the promotion of
VKMa^et and pnvileges thereof, and to th« friendly aid human happiness by diffusing, to the utmost of his abili•ad prottctiou oif all persons, Potentates a n l S(ot«» with ties, a knowledge! of the Christian Religion, and by a
UNITED S T A T E S O F AMF.RI'^A.
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convicli-^'X nn liis part, of its teniloncy to th;*t dcfsiralilo of New Haven, in said Stale, this 15th day of October, ia
objot't
1 his cci titicato is gninteii to the suid linen-jid the } ear of our Lord IHO.'i.
IM- enzo Duu , ::t the request oi" Lis fiiernl.s, in lonsiijiu'iice
"JONATHA.N TRUMBULL"
CA a mctJititci ^ (t^agc iu Kurojjc for tlie rcbtoratioii oi' liis
impaiied health.
c;i\ en under my hiind aa Governor, with the
^Cadwallader D. Colden, Not. Pub.
.S'MI OI" the (.oiiinionwewlth unnc-\e(i- at
Ki clunoiid, this lUth d;iv uf October, l.sil.j.
GEORGIA.
J O H N I'.Uil'..
By his Excelloiiny J O H N MILLEDGE, Gn.
crnor and (\,ininander-in-Chiff
of the .-Priny
and Navy of this Stale, and of the Militia
thereof.—To all whom these presents shall
come. Greeting •
Cadwallader D. Colden, Not. Pub.
K N O W Yf", that Abraham Jackson, Risdon Moore,
" H U M r n R K V B. DOW and 'Jabitha Parker were Polling .\nthony, /iechariah Lamar, James Lericll, John
joined ill m«.rri:ige, October Sth, .V. U. 17b7."
C'lurk, David Dickson, Solomon Slatter, Walter Drane,
" l.i.ivu/.o Dow, son ot Iliinipluf y B Dow and Tabitha Jared Irwin, Thompson Bird, Robert Hughes, Orury
his Wile, U'a:; bom at Coventry, tictoln'r Itith, .V. D. IT'i"?." Jones, George Moore, W'ormly Rose, Joel Barnet, Wif.
liam II. Crawford, S:trruicl .Alexander, (jeo. Phillips,'John
(A true copy of record examined by)
Hampton, Klijah Clark, William W. liihb, David Gates,
Nallttin Howard, Town (;lerk.
Buckner Harris, Allen Daniel, Wiiliatn titzjiatrick, James
H. Little, John Davi>;, and Jjines Jones, l.squire^. who
ST.VTE OF CONNKCTICUT SS.
have severally subscribed their names to the annexed
COVEVTRV.
rccommendatio.-i in favor of the Reverend Lorenzo Dow
October 11th, A. D. 1805.
arc A'lembcrs of the Legislature of this State, and now in
"I, The subscriber, do hereby certify that by the law Session.
ot tlie State albresaid, all marriages, births and deaths are
THt-.REFORE a"l due Faith, Credit and authority, are
to be recorded in the records of their respective towns ; and ought to be had and given to tlieir signatures as such.
and Nathan Howard, Esq. who hath attested the aforeIN TESTIMONY whereof 1 have heiesaid from the town records, is the clerk of said town,
., unto set my hand, and caused the
duly app.iintod and sworn, and that the above signature
2 Orcat Seal of the said state to be put
is in his own j)roper hand writing, and that faith and credit
V. «nd affixed, at the Stale House in
is to be given to his attestation in court and country."
« LorisviUe, this third day of DecemS be.-, in the year of our Lord, cigh" I n testimony hereof I have subscribed my hand and
r
teea hundred and three, and in the
seal."
n twentj'Cighth year of American ID, .^...^
JKSSF. ROOT,
g deper-.d^nce.
I »»;.\L 5
Chief Justice of the Superior Court.
^
By Che Governor,
KOR. iM.ARBURY,
Secretary of tlie State.
S T A T E OF CONNECTICUT, SS.

-I

T0I,I.*r*D COU.^TV, COVKrtTRT.

October 16th, 180.5.
" T h i s certifies that the above Lorenzo Dow was born
in I oveiitry, as a b o \ e stated, of a reputable family, and
he the said I-orcn-/.o is by juolossion a Melhcdist Preacher, he is a man of decent morels and of peaceable behavior, so far as our know Icdf^o of him extendi. -And that
the bbovf.uid Jesse Koot is t!iu CIiii:f Justiro of the Superior l.'ouit in the State of < onnocticut, and that full
cre.iit is to be g i \ c n to his cerlilicate in Court and Country.
" J E R E M l . M I RITLEY, oncof the Juilgcs of the
Couit of (Jonimon I'leys (bounty of Tolland.
" E L K A Z E l l rOMEROY, Justice of Peace."
HIS EX(-ELI,KNCY J0N.\T1!.AN TRUMBULL, (;n\-r;R.Ni)R I N A N D O - V E R T H E
S T A T E OF (-.(INNK.I.'TICII'I'
' T O ALL who may sec these ])rcscnls—makelh known,
" T h a t .trsKe Root, Ksi]., the jxTson whose sigimtiire is
8 It to the within Ctrlijicutc, is Chief Judice of the Sitj,er or Court within s;iid Slate.- 'Ih'.il Jereriialt Hijilexi, t^nij
Ril^ncr of thf. widiin ('oitilicate. is one of the Judi^is ol
tl,e ( V)Uit oi ro;iimon Ph-us, for the county ol Tolland in
s(-id Stittc. - I'lrit Kleazfi Pi,mr,uy, Ks,; , uNo ono ot the
within sit^neis js ;i Justice of Pi ace. Within and for the
mentioiitd Coiinlij.
" Thut fitfli ot the nlto\ c named genti,"ni(.ii have been
Ici^nlix (jualificd and diil}- .ippoiiitrd to do and jicrform
all .111,1 i.iii.-riil:;i- the ilutios apiK-itainitig to tln.-ir s(.\i.ial
orticcs. And that full l.yuli and credit is to be gl\('ii to
their sc\ iT.-ti lifts and sl^^nntnrcs in thoir re'spi',-live cai>acities. In faith and If limfniy whereof I luive hereunto set my hand and allixcd my sealof otiice, at the City
} SKAL. >

S T A T E OF OF.ORGIA.
To all whom these presents t b r l l come or concern •
BE it known, that the Reverend Lorenzo Dow, an Ihoerant Preacher of the Gospel, liaifi travell.^d through thiS
State several times, in the course of two years, and h u
maintained the character of a usefwi a i d aiccptable Gni
pel Preacher; and now being about t.i leaye the Stat<»,
Wc, iu testimony of our high regard for him, rtcommepi
him to all ejbrislians and lovers of t'.rlLe, as a manwho \
sole aim ap]>ears to be the projiagatinjj useful pruuipl •
tliroii|;li the ('hristian Religion.
Given under our Hands at Louisville, this 3d Decei
ber, IBO:)
Abr.iham Jackson.
Joel Barnet
Itisden Moore.
W. H. Crawford.
Boiling .Anthony.
Samuel Alexander.
'/. Lamar.
(iioii,'!- Phillips.
James Tcrioll.
John Hampton.
John Clarke.
Elijah Claike.
Daviil Dickson.
-'A'illiam W. Bibb.
Solomon slatter.
David Bates.
W. Dranc.
Buckn.T Harris.
J lied Irwin.
Allen Daniel.
Thompson Bird.
William Fitzpatrick.
Hohert Hughes.
James H Little.
Drury Jones.
John Davis.
G.'oigr Moore.
James Jouei,
W'y. Itosi..
DK. ( UKK said he saw, at Br. Harper's, a " rnvnrtTiAL
also, from the GuvKliNnn, 8tc. of South Carolina, but i
never was auft'ered to fall into my hands.
(Xf- Some Rov. Gentlemen, having access to my tmnl
nt tho .Mississippi, after ,'lsburii sent his bull after me—
the foregoing Credentials could aftorwnnls titmr be
found ! t '.
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-was w e t and cold and attended with snow, which in a l l
probability moved the brethren to fortify themselves ; so
they marked ofl- t h e ground, and felled trees, and built
seven small houses, covered with boards, and snugly filled
4th February, 1806.
in with mortar, and six out of the seven had fiie places,
DEAK LORENZO.—I expect you will be surprised and witli doors hung on hinges, and fastening with a wooden
disappointed on the arrival of this letter, without com- button, and one of these house tents was set apart wholly
plying with your request—"send on your
manuscript." for the ministers. On my arrival Thursday evening I
I do assure you it is not for want of inclination, but the collected those who were on the ground, at tlie sound of
want of time to collect the materials for such a work. the RAIM'S HORN, sung a MILLENNIUM hymn, and joined in
The vacancy wherein 1 flattered myself (when with you) prayer for God's blessing on t h e meeting ; and a melting
I could occupy in the business you required. On my time we had, which 1 received as an omen of good to
arrival at Lynchburg and New London, from the state of come, and mentioned on the stage at the commencement
things I was continually upon t h e jiush ; I went so far as of the meeting ne.xt day ; if ever I felt an earnest of good
to take with me the scattered accounts, in order to select to come, I felt it at my arrival on that ground : and though
therefrom, but could not take nor make time, so as to be we had had fewer preachers and people than usual at such
composed for such a work ; but as 1 cannot comply with meetings, the Lord was with us in majesty and great
your request in that, I will inclose to you " Dr. Jenning's glory ; sinners were awakened and converted, insomuch
Vindication of Camp Meetings," and " a short account of that it was adjudged not less than si.xty souls obtained a
a Camp Meeting in North America.*
saving conversion at that meeting, and many were enI received yours from New Y'ork a little before you g;aged for, and I trust obtained the blessing of sanctificaembarked for Europe, together with your Companion's tion, and forty were admitted into the Church. Satan
inclusive, and doubt not but that you have had the pray- here as at other meetings of the kind, showed his disaj*ers and well wishes of numbers of your American Breth- lirobation at our breaking down his kingdom : a man
ren and friends, as well as myself, for your health and threatened to break my neck ; another fired oi'f a pistol or
preservation at sea, and safe landing in Europe, and also gun. On .Sunday evening I read the law, " Ten lashes
lor your friendly reception and usefulness among our on his or her bare back, well laid on." T h e work from
European Brethren.
this, as from otlier camp meetings, sfiread in every direcWe are informed in Scripture, that w e should " render tion : one wagon company from near Lynchburg, t h e
to all their dues," and if you have yours, it cannot be de. distance of thirty miles, had occasion to stop on their renied that your ministeriot labors, amidst your indefatiga- turn near a tavern, and being ail on fire singing the praises
ble exertions, has been, and still remains a blessiT.g to hun- of God, several }-oung people came out to the wagon, and
dreds and thousands; and as 1 have been much in your being taken by the hand by those in the wagon were
company for the term of about four years, I hove tracked bellied in, and being touched to the heart, they professed
your way in Georgia as P. Elder of the District there, as religion tiefore they parted : God's blessing appeared
also in Virginia—and have had an opportunity of forming with them as with t h e ark in the days of old. T h e meet»considerable judgment—om conscious tha^ many stub- ing at the Marquest Road, terminated in t h e conversion
born Infidels will praise God in time and eternity, that of about thirty souls and a spread of religion therefrom.
they ever heard the sound of your voice. Yet sensible I The meeting at Reedy Church, Carolina, the week beam that you have many enemies, and not confined to the fore, was like the bread on the water. I am informed all
irrehgious alone. Yet for my own part, (although y o u r the sinners in t h e wagon from Richmond obtained relimanner has been much out of the common order,) that gion before they got back to town, and a work took place
piety and extensive usefulness, as an instrument lo pull in Richmond therefrom, which proved the happy converdown Calvinism, and Deism, and that accompanied with sion of many, and added many to the church. T h e intervisible and sudden awakenings on the conscience of Sin- view you had with Robert Sample, the Baptist minister,
ners, and which has terminated in (as I believe) the sound has (as 1 am told) greatly weakened his influence and
convei'sion of many, has ever been a motive in me to bear opened the eyes of the people. T h e discerning worldwith your apparent irregularities, and to encourage, by lings, I am told, burlesqued Mr. Sample as follows : t w o
every possible effort oonsislent with propriety, rather than oflicers were represented on t h e field of battle, and one
to "/orftid one so evidently casting out Devils in the name being found too weak, dropped his sword and ran < ft'say.
of the Lord " and, withal, one whom I conceived to be ing, "sword, fight for yourself." 1 suppose you recollect
orthodox in the doctrine, and a friend to the cause of Mr. S. went off before you were done, and left his book.
lUETHODISM.
T h e meeting at Roper's Chapel in New Kent, where
• •,.'^*^ y ° " *>**" W'*l> "le ' h e Camp Meeting following at our opposition was greatest, has been wonderfully blessed.
Kingswood Chapel, in the Amherst Circuit the first of Two of the old lady's daughters converted, who granted
November, from Friday until Tuesday, you would have us the privilege of the Camp ground, and many others.
discovered on your arrival a much better prospect Ihan Some of those daring opposers have been severely scourgwe saw by the first appearance at t h e .Marquest Roails in ed since—OLD SAM'S MONUMENT y e t sticks to t h e tree—
Louisa.
""'•" Providence so ordered that the week preceding it was a providence sure enough that it rained as we
which was the Quarterly Meeting at Keys, t h e weather agreed. I am told since, the Collegians at -Williamsburg,
backed by their President, the Bishop, say, had it not
' Copies of these works may be found in Vol. 2 of this rained they would have been vpon us. So the beloved
work.
clouds came and helped us. The work is going on in a
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lively degree '.d<>>- t RopcrV yet ; our preacher, the M;i- I Vfld hut few opportu ties of attending yonr meet '
gistiate John ^iui idcit-, wlio «;is afiiiia to betVieiiil us at i n g s ; when I did, 1 had no doubt of the divine bleuing
that time, w n t . s mc MIU<- thun, " \Vln.-n j ou appoinlnl attending your niini*-try : on other occasions. I hive ha3
our c;ini[) nu'ctini; .stune time la.'^t suminet, so " i-.ik \\im the fullest proof, that although you wei e conriucd in yout
mv f.iith, mid so h.irdeuo.l did I believe the in-t.ple in our place of preaching, the \vord of the Lord was not bo'ucd,
neit,'hboihooJ t'> tic, th:it it \%as a tiuei}' with me wliethor but became the power of God to the Siil\ iitiun nf many
o:ie .'.oul \M'u!<l got conveiU-a iit i t ; vcn, 1 leared, (al- precious souls. 1 suppose not less than thirty of theft
though I can truly s:i\ I wns u Aicn.i tc» the institution Iiave, un your recommendation, joined the society ; sev>
that thic»u;.jli tlie wickediies;; of tlic wicUeJ it would be eral of whom are rejoicing iu God, and living to his glorr
jir'';ucti\e <'l more harm than good accidentally.) But in newness of life.
When you formerly visited Ireland, I witnessed tha
oh : the depth o l t h e riclies both ol tlie wisdom and knowledge of Ciotl ; how uii'-earcliiible aie hi.-i judgments and power of God attending your ministry in several instaDhis wa\ s ji.ivt finding out ! may liglit ever shine ou that ces, and I rejoice in the contmualitni uf his giace to yoo.
day that the c;imp at Uoper's comMieuted. Whenever Krom all I have seen and heard respecting yuu, ! acknowyou see Doctor Jenning.'^, id" t;am|)boll, please pic'^ent my ledge the hand of God, who is now as formerly, abasing
compliments to him, and inform him thut if tlu'ie was but the pride of man in the instruments by whom he works
one .d his i^amphiet-; in the world oil tho subject of de- — (See 1 Cor i 26—29 )
fending camp mc-ftiiigs 1 would willingly, gladly, give
1 have no doubt of your candid attachment to the Meits wcjgiit in gold tlian see it no more "
thodists, in artection and interest as well as doctrine. 1
I am ju-t now from the Virginia ronference at Noi- believe your aim is to spend and be spent in bringing siofoil:. Tiie Uisliop Asbury and VVhatcout were well, ant, ners to the Lord Jesus, and do therefore cordially "bid
we had a time -similar to a Camp meeting- I'reaching vou God speed." May you have many souls given you
went on by lught and day in both towns, and souls were 111 every place, to form your crown of iej<ucing in the
awiikened'and converted; and although Satan raged, day of the Lord I Ma\ the eternal God be > our refuge,
some spr.t in the faces of the .Ministers, and one Minister and i)rotect you, and your dear wife and httie one, is uie
had his nose wrung, they bore it with L hristian fortituile, prayer of
and I trust one hundied souis were converted during the
Your affectionate brother in Chri.it,
time. (Jbiry to God in the highe.-.t, peace on earth, good
MATTHILW LANKTREE.'
Will to men.' .My respects to Sister Dow. The Lord bless
R E V . LORENZO
Dow.
you both and bring us all to glory, prays your brother
and fneud in Jesus.
S T I T H MEAD.

GREAT

BRITAIN.

JVarrington, April 16(A, 1807.
To the r h n r c h of God in every place :
This Cometh in behalf <d Lorenzo Dow, itinerant
preacher of tlie (Jo.cpel of (J.MI our Saviour : We, the undersigned mini--ters and members (d the people (called
Methodist liuakcis) late in connexion with the old body
of .Mttliodists, do testify, that although liis appearance
ariK'Ugst us was in much we:ikness, many suspicions,
good and evil ri_-jir)rt, his word was with power and the
Holy <jhost sent down from lleavrn. Krom the time we
hHveb.-cii lavoredwjth his la!)ors, he hatii conducted
hinisfll on alt oc<'a^ions (in jirospeilty and adversity) as
one whn.-^e sole aim is the glory <d" <iod and the wellare
ol rii.inkind, lar bexoiifl liis .stn-ngth in hiitors more abundiint, tiai elling night and d;iy for the iic<-ojnjdishment of
hifc vast de'-irc to preach the go-^prl ol the kingdom to
man\ i.cri-lung for lack of knowKilgr, and we aic witnc^sts his liilmrhath not been in v;iiii in tin? Lord : Many
ol tlie sioiies (d M.e street li;itli been lais'-d to be sons ajid
daughtt-rs oi .Abraham—b;i4ik'-lideis lecJaimed, and many
of inhdel priiicijlt-s sliaken. Krom the impi essn e manii'T of his lile, many, sunk into I,iiodiccan ease, have bern
stiiic-l u p t o g l u i i i y (HHI witli their body, soul, and nubstance, whoni u e ti n-t and pray will remain stars iu the
chutch militunt, .md afterw ai iK lorm one |iiu t of his crown
ol rejoicing iu the day of tlie Lord, .\nicn
Ueing ali.'Ut to tlcjiirt from this to his native land, wc
pray tli.it the g;iid:iiico of tho same Iliply Hand, whicli
through a tiain of iJivine Trovidence c;tst his lot among
us, may cjuiduct and protect liim over tlic great deep to
the Aineiicau shoics iu peace and s.dct) . Amen.
H. HAUltlSCt.V,
HICH.VKU MILLS,
W. M ( ; I N M S ,
\Prtachert
TETKR PHILIPS,
1

O. BKLMLLOW.

J

Dublin, April 2U(, 1807.
My dear Brother Dow,
I was in e.xpectation of hearing from you ever iince
your dej)arture. At j)resent 1 must be Irief Whatever
be the ultimate result of the emigrating spirit which is at
present moving so many of our dear friends to leave ut,
1 cannot tell : this I know, we already feel in a distressing way its painful eftects. Our hands hang down, and
our enemies rejoice. May the Lord interpose, and order
it for our good 1
1 cannot unravel the providence which prevented bro
ther Joyce from proceeding along with you. 1 fear he
was not 111 the will of God.
With respect to the fruit of your labors, the general
tcstim<niy of all 1 have conversed with has been, that the
Loid has owned j o u r ministry in various parts of Ireland. My desire and prayer for you is, that you may feel
the Loid's presence and the powcrof God with you more
fully th.iii ever, I would thank you for a few lines twfore you leave Kngland. My love in the Lord Jesus to
sister Dow, and all our friends who accompany \ va.
J am your allectionate brother in i liii>t,
M A T T H L W LANKTREE.
Mr. DOW, Liverpool.
My dear wife .sends her love to si^t.T Oow and TO*.
The clu^s under her care is going ou well in generaL

The followinc; letter was from an old friend^
and once a Coilcai^nc, who lives in a BARN^
on the road from Utica to Buffalo—a.s the Methodists are ahk' to atiord him no belter. I had
until this
not seen him for about ci'ilit
summer, at his residence. As we were part*
ing, he asked me if I knew what I had come
into :hat part of the country for \ I told hira
I did not know—only a desire led me to that
sudden excursion !

Dublin, October I8/A, 1806.
Sullivan, Sept. 04, IBlC.
My d«ar brother D iw,
in the Lord,—
A« >ou are about to leave this city, I send you this My Dear Brother, and Faithful in the Lord,—
and
mine
are
in
health,
and
two, It not three, of Mf
•mall te<^timony of my esteem and hive, tui it may ou some
occa^ioufl open your way among utrangers,
• Superinteudent Treacher of the Methodiit Sodt/tj to
* Also signed by upwardi of one huuirvd j>cnuni mora. Dublin.

little boys happy in the Ldird iiace you left me, and numbers of others date their convicti'.m from your visit—it
was not iu vain. Preachers generally, and people universally, bid you God speed, and pray for your return.
In eternity, if not before, you will be satisfied your visit
was from God. It was to me like the coming of Titus.
I am your friend—I never was your enemy, and I trust
in God I never shall be—and mountains rise, and oceans
roll, to sever us, in vain. Five or six hundred of y o u r
Journal can be sold in this country j you may send as
many as you think proper—I will devote my time, and
do the best I can. I h a r e seen Smith M. and he seems
satisfied I have wrote a little, and almost wish it had
been less. I am not fond of novelty. I have been a cypher for many years—a number placed at tho left hand,
might attract attention, and set me as a mark for poisoned
arrows to throw their deadly hate of wormwood, slander
and envenomed lies. But you are welcome to what I
hare wrote to use it as you please. I have not finished,
neither could I, for the more I write, the more I hate the
B's power—such power in all its grades as overleaps the
bounds of Christian liberty civil or religious. As for
names, they are nothing. Bishop, elder, priest, deacon,
dean or preacher—it is all the same. It is the power they
exercise; but how this power extends is not easily defined. But some power they must have, or they could
not lord it over God's heritage. Yet it was limited power, or they would not have been enjoined to obey them
that had the rule over them—for if unlimited, they would
force them to obey—Did I say obey 7 'Tis not obedience.
1 see nought but power. A medium then is best, where
all distinctions fall—and names that imply equality ; as
brethren, friends, disciples—and each to act and speak
for the good of the whole. T h e n in proportion to the good
they do, their inlluence would extend, and no further, and
this would be agreeable to our Lord's words—He that
will be chief shall be servant of all The kings of the
Gentiles exercise loi'dship, &c. but it shall not be so among
No bishop of bishops—no arbitrary power—no
JingroM.
ordly authority—no unlimited exercise of power—no sayto this one. Go, or to that one. Do—but, submit yourselves one to another, as is fit in the Lord, as the servants
of Christ, and not the servants of men. An instance we
have of one casting out devils in the name of Christ, and
the apostles forbidding him, because he did not follow
them—that is, he went alone, and this they concluded
was not right. Therefore they must exercise their authority—put a stop to the disorder—let the devil keep
possession, rather than break in upon good order—steady
habits. But hear the decision of the J u d g e : Forbid him
not—for there is no man that can do a miracle in my
name that can lightly speak evil of me. This does not
look much like the despotic government too much exercised every where among the clergy over the commonalty. I see no gospel law that authorises any man, or set
of men, to forbid, or put up bars to hinder or stop any man
from preaching the gospel, who casts out devils in the
name of Christ—that is, reforms and turns the sinner from
his sinful ways. Hence all power u s u r p e d o r delegated,
that can stop, that does stop men from doing good, is not
of God. Hence, to confine them in prison—to put them
on the limits, within parish lines, as the standing order,
or to station them on circuits, are nothing but prisons of
a larger size, and saying in effect, you must abide within
bounds of such a place, or be considered criminally guilty. For they are indirectly forbid to preach the gospel
beyond their circuit, bounds, or parish lines. But the
master says, Go ye into all the world—not, stay in narrow bounds, by walls and grates confined—preach the
gospel to every creature—elect and reprobate, and not,
preoca by the year or years together, to a little number

of cold, formal professors, because a great man, or number of great men, fixes your station, and commands you
to stay and preach to those whited sepulchres. Ye men
of God, arise, and break these chains that bind the servants of the living God, to keep them from obeying the
call of God ! T h e dragon gave the beast his seat, and
power, and great authority. This was the pope, rising
above all power, civil and ecclesiastical—that is, beeom.
ing a bishop of bishops, as well as king of kings. T h e
second beast made an image to the first beast. Now an
image is not the beast, but it resembles him. Now if the
first beast was an overgrown power in the pope, what is
the image that the second beast made, but the religious
establishments among the Protestants—the despotic powe r exercised by the clergy, as bishops, presbyters, or
preachers in their diflerent grades, over the commonalty
and one anotber—a power in the image or likeness of the
pope, viz. to rise above tlieir brethren, exercise an undue
authority over, and lord it over God's heritage ;—rule
the whole Church either positively or negatively : positively, by taking in or putting out whoever they please,
and when they please—or, negatively, the preacher's vote
to put a check upon the whole church, as some of the
Presbyterian churches 5 or where the preacher chooses
a select number to try members ; or where they cannot
be tried without the preacher, and where the preacher
can appeal from the j u d g m e n t of the whole society, or
even the select number, (selected by himself,) to the of.
ficial members, and these oflicial members, the far greater part, put in and out as often as he sees fit, as may
please his fancy, or suit his humor best—as in many instances among the Methodists, and all this without the
c h u r c h having any appeal in all this, and no redress can
they get unless the preacher is immoral, or breaks the
discipline ; and even then he must be tried by preachers
of the same grade with himself, if they can be had, like a
j u r y of doctors to j u d g e of doctors' prices. This has so
much the rt«o.<u.j«««< Jw -«.it, that, if it be not his
image, it is so nearly like it that there is no word that
can make a proper distinction. T h e people are mere cyphers : they can have no choice in their preachers—for,
as they must take such as ihe Bishop sends, it cannot be
a choice ; they may be pleased with the preacher and
not wish for another, but this does not prove the people
free : for they must take such as comes, ordained or not
ordained, gifts or no gilts, profitable or unprofitable, is all
the same : it is them or none for them ; you must have
and attend their meetings, or be called to account by them
for non attendance, and sometimes put back on trial, and
sometimes expelled the society, and if you have a good
preacher you may lose him. T h e P. Elder can remove
him, and often does, without giving an account of any ol
his matters. He is the Bishop's agent, and qualified or
unqualified, pleasing or displeasing to the preachers, if
they please the Bishop they must be received ; they must
be obeyed : there is no appeal; he is the Bishop's a g e n t ;
the preachers must submit; travelling and l o c a l ; for he
takes charge of all the official characters in his district,
presides at the Q. M. Conferences, and gives the casting
vote ; changes the preachers as he sees fit; no appeal ;
he is the Bishop's a g e n t ; a wise change or a foolish one :
no appeal ; if he hears to advice from preachers or people it is because he pleases so to do, there is no discipline
that requires him either to ask or hear advice. This is
too much :—if they do not lord over their Hock, it is not
because the discijtline does not give them the power ;
but some do it, and all can do it, and if this is not the image
of the beast it is the mark of the beast. I have given you
a small sketch, and must leave it unfinished.
I am yours, in the bonds of a peaceful Gospel.
TIMOTHV DEWEY.

/ v/' •
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VICISSITUDES
IN THE

W I L D E R N E S S ;
EXEMPLIFIED
IN THE

JOUEML OF PEGGY DOW.
TO WHICH IS ADDED

AN APPENDIX OF HER DEATH,
B Y LORENZO D O W .

A Virtuous woman is a crown to her husband : but she that maketh ashamed is as rottenneea in his bocie*.
rEOr xii. 4.
Who can find a virtuous woman ? .'or her price is far above rubies.
The heart of her husband doth safely tuust in her, so that he shall have no need of sfou.
She will do him good, and not evil, all the days of her life.—PHOV. xxxi. 10, 11, IJ.

CINCINNATI:
APPLEGATE & COMPAKY,
43 MAIN STREET,

JOURNAL OF PEGGY DOW.

i9d

J O U R N A L OF P E G G Y DOW.

I WAS bom in the year 1780, in Granville, was very delicate, from my birth But the
Massachusetts, of parents that were stran- Lord was my helper, though I knew him not
gers to God; although my father was a mem- by an experimental knowledge—yet I had a
ber of the church of Englard ; and my mother fear of him before my eyes! And he that
had been raised by pious parents of the Pres- taketh care of the young ravens cared for me.
byterian order But, whether she had any From the time that I was six years of age
sense of the necessity of the new birth and until I was eleven, my serious impressions
holiness of heart I cannot say; for she was never left me; but from twelve to fifteen I
called to a world of spirits when I was but was mixing with those that we^-e unacquaintfive months old; leaving behind six children, ed with God, or the things that pertain to the
two sons and four daughters. My eldest sis- kingdom of heaven. My mind was taken up
ter being about hfteen years old—my father with the vanities of this present world, almarried in about six months after the death though my heart was often tender under the
of my mother; and although the woman that preaching of the Gospel, so that I could weep
he married was an industrious good house wife, and mourn; yet I did not seek the Lord in
yet he lost his property, and was reduced very earnest to the saving of my soul. At the age
low, by the sinking of continental money; of fifteen, the Lord laid his rod upon me m
and the children were scattered as a conse- taking away my health, which was not requence. My eldest sister married when I was stored until I was seventeen. In that time I
six years old—and she prevailed on my father was much aftaid I should be called to pass
to give me to her, which accordingly he did : the dark valley—but the Lord was pleased to
and I was carried into the State of New York, restore me to health again in a good degree;
and saw his face no more !*
and at the age of nineteen, I set out to seek
My tender heart was often wrought upon my soul's salvation, through many trials and
by the S^.irit of God—and I was at times very difficulties! The Methodists^ preaching and
unhappy, for fear I should die, and what zeal were new in that part of the country
would become of my soul! 1 was early where I lived at that time; and my sister's
taught that there was a God, a he&.ven and husband was very much opposed to them, so
hell; and that there was a preparation neces- that it made my way very trying; but I was
sary to fit me foi those mansions of rest, pre- determined, come what might, that I would
pared for all that are faithful until death! take up my cross, and follow Jesus in the
My heart often mourned befoi-e God, young way—I was willing, and gave up all my
as I was, for something, I scai ce knew what, young companions, and all the diversions of
to make me happy! I dared not to sleep which I had been very fond—such as dancing,
without praying to God, as well as I knew and company that feared not God; and the
how, for many years. My sister's hufsband Lord, who giveth liberally, and upbraideth
being a man not calculated to gain the world, not, gave me peace and consolation in him.
although they had no children, I was raised My sister and myself joined the first Society,
to labor as much as my strength would per- that was raised in that part of the country, at
mit ; and perhaps more, as my constitution a neighborhood called Fish Creek, about
four miles from where we lived; where we
• The summer past, in my journey to the east, I met attended preaching and class-meeting once
with a half brother, whom I had not seen for twenty- every week—And Ihe Lord was very precious
seven years—and with whom my father died : and also to my sovl in those days.
was at one of my sisters, whom I had not seen but once
for twenty years. She being nine or ten years older
About that time, my brother-in-law was
than myself was able to inform me of some parti.
euMrs concerning my mother'i death, which were a con- brought to see himself a sinner, and embraced
Mdution to me.
religion; and we were a happy family, alX
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though but three in number. We often felt
like heaven l(Ci,'iin below, Jcsu.s precious to
our soul.--1 The preachers made our house
their home, at tliat time, and it vvas my delight to wait on ihem. I felt as if I could lie
at their feel, and learn in.struction from their
liji.s. iMv chief delii^ht was. in going to meeting, ami piai-ini:; and .'dinging prai.ses to my
God and Saviour. We liad preaching once
in two weeks in our neighborhood, but few
attended for rearlj' two years ; yet the preacheis coritiiuied to preach, and that in faith, and
the Lord lieard and gave them their hearts'
desire! They formed a little class, consisting
onlv of seven ; my brother and sister, two
otlier men and their wives, and myself, comlosed the sociel}' in the place where I lived.
(ve had class-meeting and prayer-meeting
every week at the beginning ; and it was but
a few montlis before the Lord burst the cloud,
and the work broke out, and sixty or seventy
were added to the number. We had precious
times of the outpouring of the Spirit of God !
If we met only for prayer-meeting, oftentimes
our meetings would last until twelve and one
o'clock, and souls would be so filled with divine love, that they would fall prostrate on the
floor, and prai,-e Christ their King! So we
continued lo love like children of one family,
for two or three years ; when some difficulties
took place; however, none were turned out
of .society. 0 ! how sweet it is ioc brethren
to dwell together in UNITY—but how often
doth the enemy of mankind make use of that
most destructive weapon, DIVISION! to destroy the souls of the fallen race of Adam !—
0 that Christians would make a stand against
him ; and live and love like children of one
family!—that the world might say—"See
how these Christians love one another.''''
After thi.s, I lived in love and union with
my brethren for two years or more; and enjoyed the privilege of preaching and clas.?meetings, and had many precious seasons to
my soul!
About this time, •' Camp-Meetings" began
to be introduced into that part of the country;
and was attended with the power of God, in
the conversion of many precious souls!
At this time, there was one about thirty
miles fiom where I then lived ; and my brother-in-law attended i t : where he met with
Lorenzo Dow, on his way to Canada; and
invited him home with him, to preach at our
pre.aching-house, and sent on the appointment
a day or two before hand, so that the people
n.!„'... ^et notice. And as he was a singular
character, we were very anxious to see and
hear him. The day arrived, he came, and
the house was crowded ; and we had a good
time ! I was very much afraid of him, as I
tod heard such strange things about hira !

He was invited to my brother-in-law's, but
did not come for several days. He had appointments to preach twice and thrice in the
day. However, at last he came, and tarried
all night. The next morning he was to
preach five or six miles from our house ; and
little did I think that he had any thoughts of
marrying, in particular that he should make
any proposition of the kind to me; but so it
wa.s, he returned that day to dinner; and in
conversation with my sister, concerning me,
he inquired of her, how long I had professed
religion ? She told him the length of time.
He requested to know whether I kept wicked
company ? She told him I did not; and observed that I had often said, " I had rather
marry a Preacher than any other man, provided I was worthy; and that I would wish
them to travel and be useful to SOULS. By
this lime I happened to come into the room,
and he asked me if 1 had made any such remarks ? I told him I had. He then asked
me if I would accept of such an object as
him T I made him no reply, but went directly out of the room—as it was the first time he
had spoken to me, I wasvery much surprised.
He gave me "o understand, that he should return to our house again in a few days, and
would have more conversation with me OH
that subject; which he did after attending a
meeting ten or twelve miles from where I
lived. He returned the next evening, and
spoke to me on the subject again, when he
told me that he would marry, provided he
could find one that would con.sent to his travelling and preaching the Gospel; and if I
thought I could be willing to marry him, and
give him up to go, and do his duty, and not
see him, perhap.?, or have his company more
than one month out of thirteen, he should feel
free to give his hand to me ; but if I could not
be willing to let him labor in the vineyard of
hi.s God, he dared not to make any contract
of the kind : for he could not enjoy peace of
mind in any other sphere. He told me I must
weigh the matter seriously before God, whether I could make such an engagement, and
conform to i t ; and not stand in his way, so
as to prevent his usefulness to souls! I
thought I would rather marry a man that
loved and feared God, and that would strive
to promote virtue and religion among his fellow mortals, than any other; although I felt
myself inadequate to the task, without the
grace of God to support me! Yet I felt willing to cast my lot wilh his ; and be a help, and
not a hindrance to him, if the Lord would give
me grace; as I had no doubt that he would,
if I stood as I ought—and I accepted of his
proposal. He was then on his way to CatUh
da, from thence to the Mississippi Territorf!
and did not expect to return in much less nuut-
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two years; thert if Providence spared, and
the way should open for a union of that kind,
wlien he relurned, we would be married!
But would strive in that case, as well as in
all others of such importance, to lay it before
the Lord: and be directed by him, as far as
we could judge: and not rush precipitately
into a state, that so much concerned our happiness in this world and the next—As I doubt
not many engage in the holy bauds of matrimony, without once con.wdering its importance and
the obligations they lay themselves under to
each other, to do all in their power, to make
the silken cord not prove a chain of iron !
He left me, and went on his wa}', to preach
the gospel through Canada, and from thence
to the South, and was gone for near two
years before he returned; he left an appointment for a Camp-Meeting, in conjunction with
some of the preachers, on his return, which he
fulfilled: and on September the fourth, we
were joined in the bands of matrimony, late in
the evening. There was not any present but
the family, and the preacher who performed
the ceremony!
Early in the morning he
started for the Mississippi Territory, in company with my brother-in-law, who intended
to remove to that country if he should like it,
as Lorenzo had a chain of appointments, previously given out, for four thousand miles.
I expected to continue to live with my sister, as she had no children, and was much attached to me, or seemed to be so at that time
—but the Lord ordered it otherwise. My Lorenzo was gone about seven months, before he
returned to me. My brother-in-law was
pleased with the country, and intended to return to it with his family, in a few months.
My husband was preparing to go Jo Europe,
in the fall. He returned, and stayed with me
about two weeks: and then started for Canada, and left me with my sister. They were
preparing to remove to the Mississippi in July
—tliis was in May—and my Lorenzo was to
meet them in the western country, where they
were to carry me; and from thence we would
go to New York, and they continue on their
journey to the Mississippi Territory. But he
went on as far as Vermont, and held a number of meetings, where he saw his sisters that
lived there ; and then feeling an impulse to
return to Western,, where I then was, he gave
up the intended tour through Canada, and
came back, prepared to take me to New York
city, where he intended to embark for Europe.
We stayed a few weeks in Western, until
my brother-in-law got his temporal concerns
settled; and then, after bidding my friends
and brethren in the Lord farewell! we set off
for New York, attended by my sister, who
went the same road we were going, eighteen
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or twenty miles; where Lorenzo held several
meetings, and stayed two or three days together ; and then bid each other farewell, expecting to meet again in eighteen months or
two years. But the providence of God did not
favor this, or the interference oi the Enemy
of mankind prevented—for we never met
again : and couid I have foreseen what awaited my unfortunate sister in the country to
which .she was bound, the parting would have
been doubly distressing.
But it is ha.ppy for
us that we do not know what is in futurity,
as the great Master knoweth best how lo prepare our mir is for greater tribulation, while
we travel through this world of woe ! Our
parting was truly sorrowful and afflicting, but
it was light when compared to what followed !
AVe left Westmoreland, and went down to
Albany, where Lorenzo had some acquaintances, and stayed for several days at the house
of Mr. Taylor, and were treated as if we were
their children.
Now my sphere of life was altered. It was
the first time I had been so far from ho.me
without my sister; she was like a mother to
me, as I knew no other. My heart often
trembled at what was before me, to be continually among strangers; being so little acquainted with the ways of the world, il made
me feel like one at a loss how to behave, or
what to do.
Lorenzo was very affectionate and attentive
to me. He left me at Albany with sister
Taylor, who was going down to New York in
a sloop. As I was very much fatigued by
riding on horseback, he thought it best forme
to go down with her, by water; while he went
by land, rode one horse, and led the other.
He arrived in New York perhaps four and
twenty hours before me. I went on board, for
the first time that I ever was on the water, except to cross a ferry.
It made me somewhat gloomy to be on
board the vessel among strangers, while going
down the river to the city of New York, as I
had never been in such a place before. However, we landed about ten o'clock at night,
where I met Lorenzo, who had been on the
look out for some time. We went to a friend's
hou.se, that had been very kind to him in days
past, who then belonged to the Methodist
church. I felt much embarrassed, as I had
never been in the city before. We stayed in
New York several weeks, and had some precious meetings. Here I became acquainted
with some kind friends, who were to me like
mothers and sisters; whilst Lorenzo left me
and went to fulfil some appointments he had
made in Virginia and North Carolina, and
expecting only to be gone five or six weeks;
but was detained, contrary to his expectation,

near three month.s. In that time the fever,
that was common in the city of New York,
broke out, and I went wilh Mr Quackenbush
to the country, about forty miles up the river,
to a brother V/iicr.n'.^, where she carried her
children to go to school.—Here I stayed seve! ral weeks. Thev were peo))le of a handsome
' property ; but the more we have, the more we
want, as has been observed by many : And 1
think it will hold good almost without exception ; for they were as much engaged to gain
property, as if they had only bread from hand
to moulh. I was a stranger, and many times
I felt as such, but the Lord gave me support,
so that I was tolerable cheerful in the absence
of iny companion ! Before he returned, I went
back to New York, where I stayed until he
came ; and prepared lo sail for Europe, which
was some time in November. We obtained a
protection from our government, when leaving
! the country for England. It was neces.sary to
have witnesses lo prove that he was the Lorenzo Dow that was identified and intended in the
documents, which he had obtained from the
United States of America. Consequently he
gol N. S. and J. Q. to go before a notary public, and certify that he was the same Lorenzo
Dow referred to in the documents. Mr. N. S.
gave in under oath, that " h e knew him from
his youth,
•
*
*
•
*
*
holy gospel!" And about the same lime he
wrote letters to Ireland and England, to make
his way narrow in those coun-tries. And no
thank,-, to him that it did not bring Lorenzo
into the greatest distress and difficulties that a
man could have been brought into! But
through the mercy of God it was otherwise
overruled!
He gave me my choice, to go with him, or
stay with friends in America, as there were
many that told us I might slay with them, and
be as welcome as their children ; and strove
lo prevent my going to a land wliere I would
find many difficulties and dangers lo encounter,
that I was unacquainted with, and could not
foresee. But I chose to go, and take my lot
and share wilh him of whatever might befall
us. Consequently, on the lOlh of November,
1805, we set sail from New York for Liverpool, in Old England. We embarked about
10 o'clock, with a fine breeze. They spread
their canvas, and were soon under way.
Lorenzo came into the cabin, and told me to
go on deck, and bid farewell lo my native
land! I did so—and the city began to disappear! I could discover the houses to grow
smaller and smaller; and at last could see
nothing but the chimneys and the tops of the
houses ; then all disappeared bul the masts of
vessels in the harbor. In a short time nothing remained but a boundless ocean opening
to view; and I had to depend upon nothing

bul the Providence of God! I went down into
the cabin, and thought perhaps I should see
my native land no more !
The vessel being tossed to and fro on the
waves, 1 began to feel very sick, and to reflect I was bound to a foreign land ; and, supposing I should reach that country, I knew
not what awaited me there. But this was my
comfort, the same God pre.sided in England
that did in America ! - I thought if I might
find one xtsd female friend^ I would be satisfied.
I continued to be sea-sick for near two
week.s, and then recovered my health better
than I had enjoyed it in my life before.
We were twenty-seven days out of sighl
of land. The ves.sel being in a very bad situation, we had not been at sea more than five
or si.v day.s, before the rudder began to fail;
so they could not have commanded her at all,
if the v/ind had been unfavorable. The
weather was very rough and stormy; but
through the mercy of God, the wind was fav.orable to our course., so that we reached safe
our place of destination.
When we arrived in the river at Liverpool, we were not permitted to land, until
they could send up to London, and get returns from there, as our vessel came from a
port subject to the yellow fever; on that account, we were obliged to stay in that river,
for ten days, before we were permitted to come
on shore.
I never saw a woman for thirty-seven days,
except one who came alongside our vessel,
lo bespeak the captain as a boarder at her
house, when he should come on shore.
I strove to pray much to God to give us
favor in the eyes of the people, and open the
way for Lorenzo, lo do the errand that he
came upon ; and to give him success in preaching the gospel lo poor sinners. The prospect
was often gloomy. Lorenzo used to say to
me, keep up your spirits—we shall yet see
good days in Old England, before we leave it,
as the sequel proved.
We went on shore the twenty-fourth or
fifth of December. Lorenzo had a number
cf letters lo people in Liverpool. Some were
letters of recommendation ; others, to persons
from their friends in America.
We went with the master of the vessel to a
boarding house, where I was left until Lorenzo went to see what the prospect might be,
and whether he could meet with any that
VI ould open the way for him to get access to
the people. After giving out all the letters
but one, he returned to me : having been two
or three hours absent without any pa.*ticular
succe.ss.
The house that I tarried at, was a boardinj*
house, for American captains ; and the women
that were there, were wicked enough!—Mf
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heart was much pained to hear my own sex
Before this, our friend that we met at the
taking the name of their Maker and preserver, Quakers, had introduced us to a family of
in vain! 0 ! thought I, shall I never meet people who were Methodists, where the woman
again with any that love and fear God 1— was a very affectionate/n'cnc? ,• which opened
Lorenzo intended to go and find the person the door for acquaintance, and we had been
that the last letter was directed to, and told there several times.
me I might either stay there or go wilh him.
Our landlady that we were boarding with
I chose to go wilh him, rather than be left told us we could not stay wilh her any longer,
with them any longer.—It was almost night, so we must go elsewhere, as her house was
and we had not much to depend upon, with- full.
out the openings of Providence. W e started,
The last time we went on board of the
but could not find the person for some time. packet, and put to sea, we had not been out
However, at last, as we were walking, Lo- more than two or three hours before the wind
renzo looked up to the corner, and happened blew a gale; and it was so dark that they
to espy the name that he was after ; accord- could not see their hand before them on deck;
ingly we went up to the door, and gave a rap, and we knew not how shortly we might be
and were admitted. He delivered the letter. cast on rocks or sand banks, and all sent to
There was a woman from Dublin, who seeing eternity. There were some on board, who
that we were strangers and foreigners, began before the storm came up, had been very proto enquire of Lorenzo, for some persons in fane in taking the name of their Maker in
America; and shortly after this, she asked vain ; but when they saw and felt the danger
him, if he had ever heard of a man by the that they were in, they were as much alarmed
name of Lorenzo Dow 7 Not knowing that as any persons could be !
any one in that country could have any
I could not but wonder that people would
knowledge of him, it was very surprising to or could be so careless and secure whilst they
me. He told her, that was his name, and shesaw no danger, but when the waves began to
was as much surprised in her turn. She had roll, and the ship began to toss to and fro,
seen him in Ireland, when he was there some they were struck wilh astonishment and horyears before : but did not know him now, as ror!
he had the small pox after she had seen him,
My husband and myself lay still in the
which had made a great alteration in his ap- birth, and strove to put our trust in that hand
pearance.
that could calm the roaring seas; and I felt
The man of the house invited us to tarry measurably composed. At daylight, the capall night, but the woman made some objec- tain made for the port of Liverpool again, and
tions!—They were friends (Quakers,) and about eight or nine o'clock in the morning, we
told us, there was a Quaker lady just across came into the dock ; but as we were coming
the street that kept a boarding house, where in, under full sail, and a strong tide, there was
we could be accommodated with lodgings for a large ship, of the African trade, that was
the night. And as it was then something lying at anchor in the harbor ; we ran foul of
late in the evening, the man conducted us her, but through mercy were preserved from
thither, where we obtained permission to stay. much harm!
The weather w a s very rainy, the streets
As Lorenzo had but little to depend upon
but the openings of Providence,—he intended were nuddy, and I had walked through the
to go to Ireland, and take me to his friends, mud .or a considerable distance; the prospect
and leave me there; as he had wrote to that was gloomy beyond description, but my Locountry and had returns from his old friend. renzo cheered my spirits, by telling me, the
DOCTOR JOHNSON, with an invitation for him Lord would provide, which I found to be
to bring me ; and that I should have a home true!
at his house, as long as we chose, whilst he
We went to Mr. Forshaw^s, the people that
pursued his travels through Ireland and Eng- we were introduced to, by the friend that we
land. Lorenzo went and procured a passage .saw at the Quaker's the first night we were
across the channel, in a packet to Dublin ; but in Liverpool. When my good friend, Mrs.
did not sail for several days. So we had to Forshaw, now saw me returning, she was
stay in Liverpool for some time. Our board touched with pity for me, as I was very mudwas more than two guineas a week, which dy and fatigued! She told Lorenzo he had
was bringing Lorenzo very short as to money. better leave me wilh her, whilst he travelled
At last we got on board of the packet, with through the country, until the weather was
our little baggage, and some provisions for better; and then take me over to Ireland in
the voyage ; but the wind proved unfavorable, the Spring—which invitation we were very
and we were driven back into the port of thankful for. 0 how the Lord provided for
Liverpool again; and that was the case for me in a strange land ! where I had not a n y
no k s s than five times running.
thing to depend upon but Providence!
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My Lorenzo left me al her hoii.se, and proceeded up lo London ; where he was gone
about two weeks. Bul previous lo this the
Lord had opened his way, so that he had held
a number of meetings in Liverpool, and one
woman had been brought to soe herself a sinner, and seek the salvation of her soul.
1 was at this lime in a stale of ********,
and my mind somewhat depressed : but the
Lord LM-ve ine favor in the eyes of tlie people,
and tliev were very kind to me, while lie was
gone. 1 attended class-meetings and preachinir. which was very refreshing to ine I fell
lo bless God, that 1 had found the same religion in that country, as I had experienced in
my own native land. I was sometimes very
much distressed in mind, for fear my husband
should die, and I be left in a strange land.
Bul he returned lo me in the time appointed :
and had several invitations to other parts of
the country, to hold meetings, which he accepted.
1 left Liverpool with him, for Warrington,
where he had been invited, by a man that
came to Liverpool on business; who not
knowing there was such a person as Lorenzo
in the country, but feeling after he had done
his business, like he wanted to go to a meeting, and wandering about for some time, when
he at last went into a meeting-house that belonged lo the people called Kilhamites, where
Lorenzo had been invited lo preach, and found
a conijregation assembled lo hear preaching ;
and after he had done, as the people were
vivy solemn and attentive, and many were
much wrought upon, this man invited Lorenzo
to go lo \Varrington, where there was a little
society of people called Quaker-melhodi.^ts;
and lh<> meeting-house should be ot;ened to
him. lie did so, and found them a very pious
people. We stayed there for several weeks,
and he held meetings two or three limes in a
day ; while the Lord began a good work in
that ]i!are, and many were brought to rejoice
in the Lord! Peter Philips, the man tiial invited Lorenzo there, anil his wife, weie very
fiicncily lo us, and their house was onr home
ever alter, ^vhen we were in 'iVHirintrton.
A Wl low lady who lived theio, had tlir;'e
daughters, one of whom lived in London, and
the other wilh her. She came out lo hear
Loren/.o preach; and one day after meeting,
she came to Peter Philiji.s, lo see u.s, and was
very friendly. Lorenzo asked her if she had
any ehildreu ? She told him she had three ;
and that two were wilh her. He inquired if
th(<y professed religion 1 She told him that
one of them had made a profession, but she
had lost it, she was fearful ; but the younge.sl
never had
He requested her to tell them lo
co.T:e and see him ; bul the mother insisted
that he should come and see them ; and then

he could have an opportunity to converse with
them at home. He did so ; and ihey both became very serious, and came to his meetings.
And although they nad been very gay young
women, the}- would come up lo be prayed for
in the publi , congregation. The result was,
they gol religion ; and the youngest has since
died happy in tbe Lord. The eldest came
down from London on a visit to her mother's,
where my Lorenzo saw her, and he was made
an instrument in the hand of God. of her conversion to God. She was one of the most affectionate girls I ever saw !
We stayed in and about Warrington until
M a y ; in which time Lorenzo had openings to
jireach in different places, more than he could
attend ; and the Lord blessed his labors abundantly lo precious souls!
In May we returned to Liverpool, and prepared to cross the channel to Ireland. We
had a very pleasant passage, and arrived in
safety, where we found our kind friend, Dr.
Johnson and his family well; and were received with affection by many. The preachers that were in Dublin were very friendly,
and I felt much united to them. We were invited to breakfast, dine, and sup, almost every
day. Bul my situation being a delicate one,
it made it .somewhat * * * * * lo me!
The friends were as attentive to me as 1 could
have wished ; for which may the Lord fill my
heart with gjatilude.
Lorenzo stayed with me for some time, and
then went into the country, where he held
many meeling.s, and the Lord was with him.
After which he relurned lo Dublin, and with
the doctor, he went over again to England.
I staid with Mrs. Johnson until his return,
where 1 exjiected to continue until 1 should
get through my approaching conflict, if it was
the will of the Lord to bring me through. 1
felt in tolerable good spirits; and althoiiih I
was many hundred miles from my native land,
yet tlie Lord gave me favor in the eyes i>{ the
people. My wants were supplied, as it inaied to my jiresent situation, aliundantly !
Lorenzo stayed in England for six or eii;lit
weeks, and then returned to me, lo be with
me in my approaching conflict. He was very
weak in body: but continued to preach two
and three times in the day. He gol some books
printed, which enabled him lo prosecute his
travels through the countries of Ireland and
England.
While he was absent, a woman had rpoken
to a doctor to attend nie, when I should want
him, which was not agreeable to my Lorenzo.
But having gone so far, it was thought by
those that employed him, that it was best not
lo employ any other; and 1 being unacquainted with the manners and customs of the country, was passive. My Lorenzo was much
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hurt, but I was not sensible of it, as much be- rious places in Lancashire and Cheshire, with
fore as after. If I had, I should not have suf- some other counties, and many were brought
fered it to have been so; but we often are to see themselves sinners, and seek their soul's
mistaken in what will be best for us.
salvation.
The time arrived that I must pass through
The people in that country seemed to feel
the trial, and my Lorenzo was at the doctors. much for me, and manifested it by numbeiless
But those that attended on me would not suffer acts of kindness. For, instead of having to
him to come into the room where I was— sell my gown for bread, as Lorenzo told me I
which gave him much pain. I did not at that might have to do, when we were in America,
time know how much he was hurt—but after there was scarcely a day but I had presents of
my child was born, which was on the 16lh of clothing or money, to supply myself with
September, between three and four o'clock, he whatever I needed. 0 how grateful ought I
was permitted to come in, and he had a white to be to my great benefactor, for all his merhandkerchief on his head, and his face was as cies to unworthy me !
white as the handkerchief. He came to the
My little "Letitia Johnson,-" for so was my
bed and took the child, observing to me, that child called, grew, and was a very fine attractwe had got an additional charge—which if ing little thing. I found my heart was too
spared to us, would prove a blessing, or else much set upon it, so that I often feared I should
one of the greatest trials that possibly we could love her too well; but strove to give myself
have to meet with. I expect Lorenzo passed and all that I had to my God.
through as great a conflict in his mind, as he
Lorenzo was in a very bad state of health,
had almost ever met with. The Lord was my which alarmed me very much. I oflen cried to
support at that lime, and brought me safely the Lord to take my child or my health, but
through. The friends were very kind to me, spare my dear husband! The thought was so
and supplied my wants with every thing that painful to me, to be left in a strange land, with
was needful, and in about two weeks I was a child, so far from my native soil!—-The Lord
able to leave my room: my heart was glad took me at my word, and laid his afflicting
when I viewed my little daughter. She was hand upon me.
a sweet infant. But 0 how short-lived are
Lorenzo and the doctor went to Macclesfield,
earthly joys! We stayed in Dublin until she and expected to be gone about a week; and
was five weeks old; and then Lorenzo with left me at Peter Philip's, where I was taken
myself, and our little one, embarked on board sick, the day they started, with the nervous
a packet for Liverpool. The weather was fever—but kept up, and nursed my child, unrainy, and tolerable cold—there was no fire in til two or three days before they returned. I
the cabin. There were a number of passen- thought I had taken a very severe cold, and
gers, who thought themselves rather above the should be belter; but grew worse every day
middle class, men and women, who were civil
The friends were very kind to me, particuto us: but I was so much afraid that my little larly Mary Barford, a young lady of fortune,
infant would be too much exposed, that I ne- who had got religion through the instrumenglected myself, and probably took cold—we tality of Lorenzo. She attended me two and
were two nights and one day on board the pack- three limes a day. After I got so as not to be
et. We got into Liverpool about ten or eleven able lo sit up, she hired a girl to take care of
o'clock, where I was met by my good friend, my child. My fever increased very fast, and
Mrs. Forshaw; and went to her house, the night before Lorenzo got lo Warrington, I
V here we stayed a day or two, and then took thought I was dying, and those that were about
th^ stage for Warrington, about eighteen miles me were very much alarmed, and sent for a docfrom Liverpool, where we arrived on Sunday tor; he came and administered something to me.
morning. Our friends, Peter Philips and his He said I was not dying, but that I was very
wife, were at meeting. Lorenzo went lu the sick ! The next morning Doctor Johnson and
chapel. The people were very much rejoiced Lorenzo came ; they found me in bed. The
to see him. They had been concerned for us, doctor thought perhaps I had taken cold, and
as they had not heard from us for some time. it would wear off after giving me something
The friends from the country, many of whom to promote a copious sweat. But when he
came to see us, while Lorenzo had meetings found that the fever continued to rise, he told
in town and country, two and three times in us to prepare for the worst—for it was a nerthe day; and the Lord was present to heal vous fever, and that it was probable it would
mourning souls.
carry me to a world of spirits.
Dr. Johnson came with us from Ireland.
I had continued to nurse my child for more
He was much engaged in helping to bring than one week after I was taken sick, which
souls to the knowledge of the truth ; and was, was very injurious to her. The doctor forI trust, made an instrument of good to many : bade my suckling her any longer, which gave
—Lorenzo and the doctor travelled into va- me much pain. They were obliged to take
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her f'-om me and feed her wilh a bottle. My felt on the separation with mvhelp'-»s.' infant!
fever inert used, and ro,<e lo such a height, that Language cannot paint it! But the Lord was
it \v?,s thoiiu:hl 1 could not survive many days! my supjiort in that trying hour, so that I was
Tbe (Icictor .^layed wilh ine, and p.aid every enabled to bear it with some degree of fortiattentiiin in his power, for twenty days and tude. I was anxious lo gel well and return
iii^-h'is. l.iirenzo was not undressed, to go to to America; but little did I know what awaitbed, for near three weeks, nor the doctor for ed me on my native shore! My disorder
affected my mind very much. Likewise I
ncailv the same length of time.
Mv kind Iriends gave me ever) i.ssistance was very desirous lo see my sister that raised
in their jiower; they came from lh( country, me, once more in lime; she was as near to
for many miles distant, to s^'C if we were in ine as a mother. We had heard that they
want of any thing that they could help us Ic had arrived safe at the Mississippi territory,
May the Lord reward them for their kindness and were like to do well.
At times I was very happy; and then at
to me. in the day of adversity. Our dear
friend, Hilary Barford, used lo come every day other times my mind was very gloomy, and
two or three times to see me, and administer sunk, as il were. The doctor said that he
to my neces.-ilies; and many others came never saw any one's nerves so affected, that
also. She was a precious girl, and although did not die, or quite lose their rea.son for a
she had been raised in the first circle, would lime. But I retained my se7ises and recollecgo into the liouses of the poor, and supply tion as well as ever, although it seemed that 1
'
their wants, and nurse and do for them like scarce slept at all.
she had been a servant. Although Lorenzo
As I was surrounded wilh noise, the doctor
was so broke of his re.st and fatigued by night, thought il would be belter for me to be reyet he held meetings almost every day, some moved to a friend's house in the country, who
of which were a considerable distance from lived about four miles from where I was.
lown; and as he was weak in body, our Accordingly they hired a long coach, and put
friend },l. B. fiequently hired a hack, to con- a bed in il, and then a man look me in his
vey him to his appointments and back, so arms, and put me in ; and the doctor and Lothat he was wilh me the greatest part of the renzo got into the coach with me, and carried
time.
me four miles into the country, lo a friend's
I was very much reduced, so that I was house, where I had every attention paid IIK
that I could wish for; and from that time I
almost as helpless as an infant.
There was a chair-maker's shop adjoining began lo mend and recover. This was about
the liouse, and the room that I was confined Christmas.
in beiii..; most contiguous, the noise of the
Lorenzo felt a desire to visit Ireland once
shop, toLTether with that of the town, was more before he returned to America, and he
very dis!reusing lo me—likewise the family wished lo make arrangements to return in the
v.'as large, and tlie house small, so that it was spring, and if he did not go to Ireland in a
very uiicomfijrtable. We were under the ne- short time, he could not go al all. I was at
cessity of hating some person lo sit up with that time so low, that I could not get up, or
me eveiy night, for my fever raged to that de- assist myself so much as to get a drink of
gree I wanted drink almost every moment. water—and il was doubtful whether I should
Tlie light was not extinguished in my room recover a^ain or not.
for six or eight weeks. My poor child was
He told me what he felt a desire to do, but
very fretful; the girl that nursed it would get added, that he would not go unless I felt qu' e
to sleep and let it cry ; this distressed my willing. I told him, the same merciful God
mind, and il was thought best by my friends presided over us, when separated, as when we
to gel some persfjn lo lake it to "the country, were together ; and that he would provide for
to be nui.<ed there.
me, as he had done in a strange land, through
To be separated from my child was very my present illness: and wished him to go
painful to me; bul as my li"fe was despaired and do his duty! Accordingly, he hired a
of by rny friends, and as I myself had not young woman to come and slay with me night
much e.xpectation that I .should recover, I and day.
strove lo give il up, knowing it would be best
He had to preach at a place about two
for the child, and for me also.
miles from where I was, at night; and told
There was a woman from Cheshire, who me, perhaps he should not return that night;
lived about ten miles distant from Warrington, and if he did not he .should not return to see
that had no children. She came to see me, me again before he left that part for Ireland.
and offeied lo take my baby and nurse it, However, I thought he would return to me
until I should die or get better—which was again before he left England—but he, to sare
agreed lo—so they made ready, and she took me the pain of parting, did not return, as I had
i t ! But 0 ! the heart-rending sorrow that I expected, but took the coach for Chester, tni
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mind was so much di.stressed on the account
of my child. I inquired of every one that I
could see from where she wasj but they
would not tell me of her danger, until she was
dead. I was then about four miles from her,
where I had gone the day that she died. A
kind sister walked tha^ distance to let me
know that my little Letitia was no more; le,st
some one should too abruptly communicate
the heavy tidings; as my health was not yet
restored, and it was feared that it would be attended with some disagreeable con.sequences !
I was much surprised to see sister Wade come,
as I had left her house only the day before.
The first questit-.t, I asked how my child was ?
She made me no reply, It struck my mind
very forcibly, that she was no more ! I requested her to tell me the worst, for I was
prepared for it—My mind had been impressed
with a foreboding for some time ! She told
me my child was gone, to return no more to
me! I felt it went lo my heart, in sensations
that I cannot express !—it was a sorrow, but
not without hope—I felt my babe was torn
from my bosom by the cruel hand of death !
Bul the summons was sent by him that has a
right to give and take away. He had removed my innocent infant far from a world of
grief and sin ! perhaps for my good : for I often felt my heart too much attached to i t ; so
much, that I fear il would draw- my heart
from my duty to my God ! 0 the danger of
loving any creature in preference to our Saviour ! I felt as one alone—my Lorenzo in
Ireland—my child was gone lo a happier
clime ! I strove to sink into the will of God ;
but the struggle was very severe, although I
thought I could say, " The Lord gave, and the
Lord hath taken away, and blessed be the
name of'the Lord!"
The day that my child was carried to Warrington, lo be interred in the burying ground of
the Quaker-melhodisls, about ten miles from
where she died, I fell as though I must see
her before she was consigned to the dust, to
be food for worms. They had to carry the
corpse by the house that I was at—my friends
opposed it so warmly, urging my present
state of health as a reason. I thought perhaps it would be best, and strove lo compose myself, and use my reason, and resign
my all into the hunds of the Lord—it was a
severe struggle, but the Friend of sinners supported me under all .ny afflictions.
They carried my sweet little Letitia, and
consigned her to the tomb, there to rest until
the last trump shall sound, and the body and
spirit he re-united again: and then we shall
see how glorious is immortality !
I wrote to my Lorenzo the day that our
BLEST ETERNITY.
They kept me in ignorance of her sickness, child died; he did not get it, but wrote to me,
until she was dead. I could not tell why my and mentioned, that he wished to see me and

so on to Hollyhead, in Wales, there to embark
for Dublin ; and left the doctor to slay with
me, until his return; which he did, and was
as a father and friend lo me in his absence.
Although I felt willing for him to go and
blow the gospel trumpet, yet my heart shrunk
at the thought of being left in a strange land,
in my present situation, so weak that I could
not put on my clothes without help : and my
sweet little babe at a considerable distance
from me, and amongst strangers. But the
Lord was my support, and gave me strength
to be, in some considerable degree, resigned to
the will of God !
Lorenzo went on the outside of the coach,
exposed to the inclement weather, and to the
rude insults of the passengers, until he got lo
Hollyhead, where he went on board a packet
for Dublin, when he was both wet and cold,
and was for four and twenty hours without
food. But when he got to Mrs. Johnson's, he
found her, as ever, a friend indeed : where he
stayed until he got recruited, and then commenced his travels ; whilst I was left behind,
to encounter the most trying scene that I had
ever met wilh.
My strength gradually increased, so that I
was in a few weeks able to sit up and to walk
about the room. The people that I was with,
were as kind and attentive as they could be—
may the Lord reward them. But the doctor
thought il would be best for me to go to another neighborhood, as a change of air and
new objects might contribute to my health;
and I should be nearer my child, which was a
pleasing thought to me. We got into a carriage, and went lo a friend's house, eight or
ten miles, where I had been invited and sent
for. We stayed a week or more, and then we
went to another place, within two miles of my
child, which I expected to see and clasp to
my bosem! 0 how short-lived are all earthly
enjoyments! I did see my sweet 4ittle babe
once more ! The woman that had her brought
her to see me ; my heart leaped with joy at
the sight. The innocent smile that adorned
her face! O how pleasing! I wished very
much to keep her, but the doctor would not
consent that I should undertake to nurse her.
He said, I had not recovered my strength sufficient to go through the fatigue of nursing.
But he that gave it, provided for it better than
I could; he saw it best to transplant it in a
happier soil than this; for in two or three
days, the flower that began to bloom, was
nipt by the cold hand of death, after a short
illness of perhaps tv/o or three days, my tender babe was a lifeless lump of clay, and her
happy spirit landed on the peaceful shore of

the child, which opened afresh the wound
that had been received—bul he got the news
by wav of -Mrs. Johnson. lie wrote to me,
that he intended to return lo America in the
spring, which 1 was very anxious for. My
heal til began to gel better, so that I was able
to walk two miles at a time, as walking was
verv customarv among the people in that
countrv. I felt a desire to return lo Warrington, which I did in a canal boat, and was
kindly received by my good fiiends and benefactors, Peter and Hannah Philips, with many
others that had contributed to my comfort,
while afflicted with sickness and distress. I
stayed in the lown of Warrington for several
weeks, with my frieiid.s, and was frequently al
the little chapel, where my sweet little infant's
remains were deposited—and I often fell a
pleasure of the sweetest kind, in contemplating
that my child had escaped all the vanities and
dangers of the treacherous and uncertain
world, for the never-fading glories of paradise,
where I hoped, when life should end, I should
meet her to part no more !—notwithstanding,
I felt the loss very sensibly.
I wrote lo Lorenzo from that place, and received an answer, which was calculated to
console my heart, and comfort me under my
present afiliction. He desired me to meet him
in Liverpool, on the first of March, v/hich I
did. I went by the way of Frodsham, in
Cheshire, down the river, in a large flat, with
a man and his wife, that were employed lo
hun^ the rock for making salt. The river had
been frozen considerably, and was full of ice;
and when the tide came in, il appeared very
alarming to me ; but after a little the boat got
under way, and we had a pleasant .sail down
the river to Liverpool, where I met with Mr.
and Mrs. Forshaw, my kind friends that had
succored me in days pa.st, when I had no one
lo depend upon on that side of the J*real ocean !
They still were, as ever, frienilly : where I
stayed until near the middle of March, when
Lorenzo returned from Ireland, which made
my heart rejoice!
We left Liverpool in a canal boat for the
country, and visited several towns, where Lorenzo preached to numerous congregations.
The people were remarkably attentive. There
was a pleasant prospect opened before him,
and he received more invitations to preach in
different parts of the country than he could
attend.
There had a number of people determined
to come from Ireland to America with u s ; and
were accordingly to meet us in Liverpool iu
April.
Consequently, we had but a few
weeks to slay in and about Warrington. I
had become so much attached to the friends,
that it was truly painful to part wilh them.
Our friends came from various parts of the

country to bid us farewell; and we had ivveet
and melting times together, not expect.ng to
meet again until we should meet in a blissful
eternity.
We left Warrington for Lymn, where Lorenzo preached, and bid the people fareweL!
They were much affected. "We parted with a
hope of meeting in a belter and happier world !
From thence we went to Preston-Brook ; where
Lorenzo preached again another farewell. It
was a precious time to many. From there to
Frodsham—the people flocked round him with
the greatest affection, for there the Lord had
blessed his labors in a peculiar manner to the
souls of many. He preached to them for the
last time, and bid them an affectionate farewell, while they were bathed in tears, seemingly as much pained as though they were
parting wilh a parent.
From thence he went to Chester, the most
ancient city, perhaps, in that country, except
London ! He left me to come in the coach a
few dav's after, whilst he visited the country
adjacent. Accordingly I met him on the day
appointed, and we stayed some time in Chester. Il was a great curiosity, as it was built
on the most ancient construction : being
walled in, quite round, and the outside of the
wall very high ; there was a trench dug on
the outside, and it was walled up from that.
The top of the wall was wide enough for a
carriage to pass, wilh abreast-work sufficiently high to prevent anything from falling over,
and upon the inside was another similar!
The antiquity of the houses, and the noblene.ss of the public buildings, struck me wilh a
solemnity that I cannot express. My thoughts
ran to times that had gone by, when those that
had laid the foundation of these walls were
animated with life and activity ! Where are
they now ? They have gone lo a worid of
spirits—and we must shortly follow them!
And tho.se that lake our place, will wonder al
the labor of our hands in like manner!
The country is truly delightful that surrounds the city of Chester. It w.as in the
spring when I was there, when every thing
we.irs a pleasing appearance.
The people were very hospitable and kind,
at least, they were so to ine.
We left Chester for Liverpool in a little sail
boat, and the river was something rouzh.
There was a number of passengers, which
made il quite unpleasant; but we arrived safe
in the evening, where we met our friends
from Ireland, that intended to come to .America with us. Lorenzo had made the necessary
preparations for the voyage; and he had
chartered the cabin and steerage for the accommodation of passengers at a lower rate
than he could have got it, if there had been
but two or three.
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The firM ship that he engaged to transport
us to our native soil, sprang a leak as she
was coming out of dock ; got injured by some
means, and had to unlade, and get it repaired ;
so that it delayed her sailing for some time
longer. But as we were in readiness to leave
the country, Lorenzo met with another,
where he could obtain accomm.odations at a
belter rate : he accordingly made a bargain
with the captain for a passage in her, and
every thing being prepared for our voyage, on
the sixth of May we hoisted sail and weighed for America, which gave me a very pleasant sensation; after having been in England
and Ireland about eighteen months, and experiencing many kindnesses and favors from the
people; and that Lorenzo was made an instrument in the hand of a gracious God, in
bringing many precious souls to the acknowledge of the truth.
On the first day, in the morning, we had a
very pleasant breeze, but the fog springing up,
it was something gloomy for several days—
but by that means we avoided the ships of
war, that were very numerous on the coast of
England; and as Lorenzo and myself had no
legal passports from that country, the law being such, that aliens were much put to it to
travel in that kingdom; and particularly those
that were in Lorenzo's capacity, such as
preachers; they must first take the oath of
allegiance to the king of England, and get a
license to preach, or they were subject to a
fine for every sermon they should preach, of
twenty pounds each ; and every house must
be licen.sed also, or the man that owned it was
subject to a fine of twenty pounds; and every
person that heard preaching there, were likewise liable to pay five shillings! But Lorenzo,
in the first place, could not take the oath that
was requested, to obtain the license—he
thought as he had left his native land, not to
gain woridly honor or applause, he could still
trust that Providence, who had guided his
course through the great deep, and brought
him through many dangers and difficulties in
his own country, so he strove to do his duly,
and leave the event to God.
We had a very pleasant voyage, except the
passengers were generally sick, for more than
a week, except my husband and self. I was
never beltter in my life—but they recovered
their health and spirits after a few days; and
we had some very good times on board. Lorenzo preached to the people on Sundays,
and we had prayers night and morning, when
the weather would admit. We had plenty
of the necessaries of life to make us comfortable.
We were near six weeks on our passage.
Some time towards the last of June, we saw
the long-wished for land of America, which I
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so earnestly desired to behold once more.
The beautiful country and town of New Bedford, in Massachusetts, presented to view,
where we landed, and was kindly received.
The people that professed religion were
chiefly Quakers, and those who styled themselves Christians. Lorenzo held several meetings in the lown, which was very satisfactory
to many.
After staying near two weeks in Bedford
Lorenzo, wilh nearly all the passengers that
were in the ship, went on board a packet for
New York ; and left me to come round with
the other women in the ship, to Virginia, and
to meet him in Richmond.
We parted, and I had to stay nearly two
weeks before the ship sailed; they were
taking out the lading, and preparing her for a
fresh cargo when they should arrive at Virginia. It was about the time that the ship
Chesapeake was fired upon by the British!
We sailed from New Bedford about the first
of July, and had tolerably pleasant weather,
though we were lonely^ not having any company but us three women. We got into
Chesapeake Bay at evening, and passed one
of the armed vessels belonging to the British,
and expected them to have stopped us, as it
had been reported that they were in the habit
of requiring the captains of American vessels
to pull down their colors to them, or else
firing upon them. However, we passed unmolested, except that they hailed u s ; but it
being dark, we got by. Sister IVade wasvery
much alarmed : but I felt so much of the spirit
of Independent America, that I did not wish
my country's flag lo be disgraced in our own
waters. In the morning we came into Hampton Roads, where we anchored and stayed
several days, in sight of the British ships of
war, while the captain took a boat and went
to Norfolk to seek for a cargo.
We were in a very unpleasant situation, as
we had no one on board that we could place
any real confidence in; but Providence provided for us, and we met wilh no insults from
any. The captain returned al night, and the
next morning we set sail for City Point. The
day was delightful, and the scenes that surrounded were truly pleasing. The river seemed by the bends to be inclosed in on every
side; and the banks to be coyei'ed wilh all the
beauties that summer cottid produce, which
gave my mind a pleasant sensation, when 1
reflected that it was my native country—my
beloved America! But lirttle did I know .vhat
awaited me in my native land !
We sailed on very pleasantly through the
day, and about eight or nine o'clock we arrived at City Point. The ship was in the rive?,
until her hding was brought down fror
Richmond in lighters. The weather was get-
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ting very wan>, and we were obliged lo stay
on board until T-e could get an opportunity to
go to Richmond, which, by land, was not
more than twenty-five miles ; but by water it
was, perhaps, twice ns far And here time
passed away very heavily, until the master of
the ship went vy to Richmond on business, and
hired a hack to return; consequently we embraced the opportunity, when il returned, lo
get a sent in it up lo Richmond, leaving our
trunks and other lliings to be brought up by
the boats, that were lo bring down the lading
for the ship.
We bid farewell lo the .ship, where I had
been confined the most of the time for near
three months ; and it was a happy day for
me, although I was in a part of the continent
that I had never been in before. I felt as
though I could kiss the ground: but my
com])anion, Mrs. Wade, her mind was occupied in quite a different way,—she was thousau'js of miles away from her native land,
while I was breathing; my native air.
AVe airived in Richmond about one or two
o'clock, and ,stop])ed at the "Bell Tavern,^''
strangers lo all that we saw : however, I had
received a direction where to go, and make
myself known ; which I did, at a biother Foster's, and when they learned who I was, received us very kindly: b i t it was a severe
trial, il beinp; the first time I had been obliged
lo call on friends, without any one to introduce ine. Bul the Lord provided for me, and
I found v/iaiiy friends in that place; we stayed
there some dav^.
Biother Wade and Lorenzo came and met
u», and the latter held several meetings, and
we had pofid times with the brethren. There
I s;;(v the girl that brother Mead has since
ruiiiied.

Lorenzo had houglit a span of mules before
he went to Europe ; and they were to be broke
for a caniage by the lime he should return ;
but they wcie taken and put into a w.agon,
and so broke down that they were unfit for
use. He had ])aid eighty ])ounds for them
ju.^t l)efove he left the continent; this was the
beirinninjT of trouble lo him.
We obtained the loan of a gig from one of
our friend--, lo carry us up as far as Cumberland, to ?.Ir .Inlin Ihibson^s who had been a
groat friend lo Lorenzo in days that were past
and L'-oii". and still appeared lo be such ; here
he Ira.ied off his mules with a man, for a horse
and 1:1;; not worth lialf the money that he
payed, for them ; but he could do no belter, as we
wcie under the necessity of jroing lo the north,
to make ready to go to the Mississippi, where
my relations hail gone, and I was very anxious lo go. But 0, the hearl-fell sorrow they
were the cause off to me and my campaiiion
after!

DOW.

W e left our friend's house, and started (or
the novtn. As we had written tc my .sister in
ihe Mississippi, on our fir.st arrival :n America,
but had got no answer from them, I felt verv
desirous lo hear from her, as she was as a
mother to me in my infant day.s—1 loved her
dt.trly.
We went through New London and Lynchburg, where we met with many friends, ana
attended a Camp-Meeting in Amherst; froii,
thence lo New-Glasgow,
where Lorenzc
jireached at night : we stayed al an old gentleman's house, who was very fritrnjlyThence we continued our journey to a tamp
meeting near George-Town, where wesl'jpped
and stayed until the meeting broke up. 0i;i
horse was at some person's place, lo be kept,
and I expect gol nothing to eat—for wc only
went from the camp-meeting to Leesburg, and
from there to another little town, whicn was
two short days' travel; but before we ivached
there he tired, and Lorenzo was obli jed to
trade him away for an old horse that was not
worth but a little more than half as much !
However, he answered our purpose, f.o that
we got on to New York, where I mil with
some friends that I had seen before; which
were the first/ocfs that I had met with fortv.-n
years thai I had ever beheld before, which
gave me much satisfaction !
We stayed al New York for several week.',
and then started for New England, to visit
Lorenzo's /rt^/^er. I had never seen him, nor
any of the family, except one sister : it was a
very great cross to me ; but we arrived at bis
father's some time in September, and wis jovfuUv received by him, there being none of the
family with them, except one daughlT. and
one grandson. There my Lorenzo could contem]ilate the days oi youth ; for that was the
place of his birtli, and of his ramhhs in chddhood: the place where he first sought tbe path
of risrhteousness—the way to peace ind tnie
hapiiiness, in this world and that \cnich is to
come ! The house from where bis honoic.l
mother had taken her flight to a li:i|ipi'r clime
—where once he had enjoyed her coinpaiiv,
with the rest of the family; bul now ivere .-•parated hundreds of miles asunlei !
Lorenzo held several meetings in the neii^hborliood, and had tolerable solemn times: hut
the society that he once belonged to was f|:!;!e
gone ! Some had died, and others had r : \^(i
away, while others had gone back into li'.e
world, and lost their love to CHRIST aiid his
cause, which made him feel very awful! His
father was a worthy old man, a kimi friend,
an affectionate parent--he was every tiling
that was good in his family. I thought I
could have done the part oi a child for hira,
if I might have the privilege; but I felt a strong
desire to see my sister, in the Mississippi.
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We went to Toiiand, where Lorenzo had
sent an appointment lo pre.ach at a Methodist
meeting-house, and I did not expect lo return
to his father's anymore ; but Lorenzo's sister
from Vermont comjng down to her father's, we
returned, and stayed two or three days longer.
Lorenzo sold his gig ^nd horse to a preacher, and bouijht his brother-in-law's horses, to
return to New York, where he had made an
engagement wilh a man lo make him a light
wagon, which was to he ready on his rei'irn
for the Sa-Jh.
We left his father's on horse-back, afte.bidding them farewell: but as I had not been
accustomed to travel in that mode for a long
time, it was very fatiguing to me, so that I
could not endure it; and when I got within
about forty miles of New York, I v.'as obliged
to go by water the remainder of the way,
while Lorenzo rode one horse and led the
other. He arrived there some time before me,
and had gone to the country, about ten or
twelve miles from the city, to preach, but returned th.at night. We stayed a week or more
until our wagon was ready for us to start;
then^bidding our friends farewell, proceeded
on our journey.
Lorenzo had given out appointments all the
way lo Virginia, and had tolerable hard work
lo keep up with them—we had to travel nearly one whole night over the mountain from
Frederick Town to the Potomac river, which
we crossed about two o'clock in the morning.
Lorenzo's appointment was some distance
the other side of the river; we lay down, and
as soon as it was light we started again, and
reached the court-house just as the people had
assembled. I went to a friend's house, while
Lorenzo preached to the people. After meeting we went on to the next appointment,
: where he preached again at night also : and
' so continued on our journey, until we anived
; m Virginia.
Lorenzo preached every day,
i once, and twice, and three times ; and when
; we arrived at WincJiester, he preached twice
• fo large comrregations. From thence we went
to a Camp-Meeting, where I saw brother Grober, a presiding elder, that I had been acquainted wilh a number of years ago, which
was very .satisfactory lo me.
We left the camp-ground in the morning for
Staunton, where Lorenzo had an appointment
at ni^ht. It was threatening lo rain in the
morning when we started, and about twelve
o'clocK it began, and rained almost as fast as
I ever saw it: we were in an open wagon,
and I was wet through and through. As it
continued to rain excessively all the afternoon, when we arrived at Staunton it was
almost dark, and the people had assembled
for meeting; Lorenzo had not time to take
any refreshment, hut went and preached in
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his wet clothes. We were received with coolness by the family that we stayed with, although he was acquainted with them before—
but that is nothing uncommon; man is so
changeable in his nature, that we may find
him al one time all friendship, and perhaps the
next day he is as cool as need be. Hence I
have found il necessary lo strive to take it as
il comes; to be thankful for fiiends, when I
find them; and to be .satisfied when I have
them not.
It was on Saturday night that we got to
Staunton, and Lorenzo intended to stay until
Monday morning. On Sunday morning brother Wade came from Neiv London to meet
us, and carry me home with him ; and Lorenzo had calculated on leaving me at Hobson^s,
in Cumberland, while he went to the Mississippi territory; consequently he thought il
best for me to go to New London with brother
Wade, who was anxious for me lo go and stay
with his wife a few months, as she was a
stranger in this country; and my coming to
America in company with her, it made us like
sisters indeed. It was a trial to my mind to
part with my companion for nine or ten
months; as I did not expect to be with him
but a few days, even if I went on to Cumberland with him, as he then must leave me, and
start for the country where my sister live;l :
accordingly we parted, and I went home ^vith
brother Wade. This was on Sunday, and he
was to leave Staunton the next morning. My
spirits were very much depressed ; bul I did
not know what laid before me. I arrived in
New London in safety, and was kindly received by sister Wade, and had got tolerably
composed, when I received a letter from Lorenzo, which gave me an account of the imprudence of my sister that lived in the Mississippi—bul il was in so dark a style that I
did not comprehend it full}', as I could not believe that she would be guilty of such enormities. I thoiiKhl some one had charged her
without grounds : that was some consolation
lo me, as I hoped it was not true. I was in
hopes that he would come through New London, and give me a more full account of the
circumstance; but he could not consistently
with his arrangements. I was in great distress of mind on her account, as she had been
a great professor of religion, and the cause
must suffer by her falling ,so foully: and the
disgrace attending il was almost unbearable.
Brother Mead and his wife came through New ,'
London on their way to Georgia, and brought
the news that Lorenzo was not coming through
that place, which made my heart almo.st sink
wiihin me. I felt as though the trial waa
more than I could bear—but this was but tlie
beginning of sorrow.
I stayed at brothei; Wade's for more than
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two months, and was kindly treatel by him but after leaving her Christian friends, and
and his wife, and many others; and had many having so much opposition, she had lost her
good times in meeting with the children of religion almost entirely, and become like the
God, lo worshij) him. The letter that I had rest of the world. Al Inat lime the Methodreceived from Lorenzo in Cumberland, had ists came into the neighborhood, and she beslated that my sis ?r had been guilty of very came acquainted wilh them, and would have
improper conduct, bul that she was penitent. joined their society, bul her hu.sband would
But when Lorenzo got to Georgia, he received not jiermit it—but she attended their meetings,
a letter from brother Blackman, staling that and was much engaged at that time. My
she had escai)ed from her husband with a young brother-in-law took il into his head lo remove
man, and had gone over the line into the to Fort Stanwix, on the Mohawk river, within
Spanish country, lo elude the displeasure of seventy or eighty miles of the line of Canada,
their connexions. Il was then an undeniable and .she backslid again, not having any to
fact that she was really guilty—and Lorenzo converse with bul those that were unacquaintwrote lo me from Georgia a full account of ed with God or themselves ! 0 how prone we
the circumstance, which gave me the severe.sl are to forget the obligations we are under to
wound that I had ever felt. To have heard our Saviour, notwithstanding it is on his
of her death, 0 how much more preferable!— bounty we live ! we are indebted to him for
bul I had no other way, but must submit. every mercy that we enjoy ! She continued tc
.My dear sister, that lay so near my heart, had live in that careless way for several years,
strayed so widely from the path of rectitude— until I was, perhap.s, eighteen years of age,
it was such a heart-rending affliction, I thought and the Methodists found her out again, and I
it was almost more than I could bear! It ap- got under distress'ior my soul : and she was
peared impossible that she could be so far lost stirred up ag,ain, and I believe had religion.
to her own honor, and the love that she had My brother-in-law opposed us with all his
manifested to the cause of God, and the pros- might. They had got in a tolerable good way
perity of Zion, as to be guilty of such an atro- before this, and there was a prospect that
cious crime. Bul so il is, that some who make they might live comforlable, as to the things
the greate.st show of religion, wound il the of this life; bul he possessed such an uneasy
deepest. So it was in this case : She had pro- disposition, that he could never be satisfied
fessed lo have experienced the blessing of re- unless he was trailing, and he had but a poor
ligion for many years ; and was as much op- talent for that business. He sold his plantaposed lo anything that had the appearance of tion, that he could have made a comfortable
imprudence in her own sex, as any person that living upon, ^n a man that was a sharper, on
ever 1 knew. She was married when young trust, and look no security—the man sold his
to a man that « a s inferior to her, in point of property, and cleared himself,'without making
talents, and was not calculated lo get the any compensation for the land. This was a
world, as the saying is, as much as many very great affliction to my sister, as she had
others—and she possessed a very proud spirit, made every exertion for a living that a wotogether with a very quick temper; and he man could do, and strove in every way she
not having as mild a disposition as might be, could lo prevent his selling his place—but all
they were unhajijiy in their union, which was to no ))urpose. He carried on a great stroke
attended with many di.sagrecmei-rt.s. He was at drinking, and spending his time for nought:
subject lo intoxication, and that was frequent- .she was harassed and troubled on every side,
ly the cause of much misery between them ! not enjoying that .satisfaction in religion she
I was witness, many times, to such conduct on had formerly done—it made her truly wretchboth sides, that gave me the grca'.esl jiain of ed ! 1 strove lo comfort her in every way
anything that could have befallen me. I often tliat I could.—We supported the family by
would beg my sister to s.ay nothing, but her our labor, wpa\ing, spinning, and sewing,and
turbulent disposition was such, that [ have any kind of work that we could do.
lhou2;hl .she would almost suffer death, rather
This continueil for more than twelve
than submit to any one.
months, and thim he took a little farm of
They lived in that way for many years.— about fifty acres of land, wilh a comfortable
She was very iiiilustiiou.s, and strove haid to house for a small family, that suited us very
live ; but he was negligent, ,and often spent well; the rent being small, he could have
more than he made ! They removed, when lived as well as need be, if he would have
they were first married, into the stale of New been industrious. He was of a turn that was
York, about ninety miles from the place of rather indolent and careless, but my sister
their nativitv, where they lived five or six and myself kept the family in tolerable comyears; she had religion at that time, and he fortable circumstances.
opposed her very much, as she had joined the
It was at that rime that the Methodiit
Baptist church before she left New England ; | preachers came into the neighborhood, and

preached the Gospel to poor lost sinners—my
heart was wrought upon, and I set out to
seek the salvation oi my soul. My sister
heard the pleasing sound wilh gladness, but
my brother-in-law was violently opposed to
them., and strove in every way that he could
to prevent us fiom going lo meeting ; but I
felt determined lo seek the Lord with all my
heart, come what would, and strive to .save
my soul! It was near tvt-elve months before
I joined Society, or my sister; but at last we
broke through and joined the people called
Methodists—and I have nevtr sten the time
that I was sorry that I cast my lot with them ;
but I have oflen lamented that 1 did not live
nearer to the Gospel rules that they teach !
After we had joined society, my brother-inlaw became somewhat more softened, and let
us have more peace, and would sometimes go
to meeting; but he still continued to go in
the same evil practice of spending his time in
the most unprofitable way—but the preachers
and people that fear God ceased not to pray
for him, and at last he was brought to see his
situation, and the danger of living in sin, and
set about the work of his own .salvation ; anJ
I doubt not but he experienced the pardon of
his sins. 0 the joy that was felt on this occasion! we had, as it v*-ere, a heaven begun
below! He became a new man, and Providence seemed to bless ua on every side—and
we continued to enjoy the consolations of religion for several years, and the Lord prospered us in all our under'.akings until after I was
married; and they started for the Mississippi,
and my husband and myself parted with
them : we were coming for New York, and
from thence to sail for Europe.
They went to that country, and it ajipeared
they left all the prudence that they ever jio.ssessed behind them; for when they arrived,
he, it appeared, thought that he could launch
into building mills, not counting the cost that
he must be al, but calculating that Lorenzo,
when he returned from his tour in Europe,
would pay all expenses—he ran into debt for
land that had a mill-seat upon it, and began to
erect a mill.
Some people were much pleased with them,
as they appeared to be engaged in religion.
My sister was very much respected by the
people, both religious and irreligious—^but 0
the danger we are exposed to while in this
world! She was possessed of good natural
aoilities, and considerable acquired knowledge, and was the last person 1 should have
thought would have conducted in the way
she did ; but we have need to watch and pray,
lest we enter into temptation.
She had lived
.with her husband for twenty years at least,
and I never heard or knew any thing laid to
he' charge of that nature, before or after her

marriage—and she had been a guide to me in
my youth, and I supposed possessed as great
a sense of honor as any person I ever knew.
But how it was I cannot tell: she fell into a
snare of the enemy, and became a prey to the
most unaccountable cf all vices. There was a
young man, that was a most abandoned character in principle, that was taken into the family, that she was fond of by some means;
and there was a criminal intercourse between
them for several months before it was discovered. She was in society, and thought to be
very pious, but at last il was mistrusted by
some, and a plan laid to detect them, which
was accomplished—and when il was proved
upon her, she gave some marks of penitence,
and her husband would have made friends
with her; but v/hen the devil gets the advantage of poor infatuated mortals, he makes the
best improvement of it in his power. So il
was in this case; for I expect her sorrow was
but slight, if she was in the least affected with
sorrow—for as soon as she found that Lorenzo
and myself had returned to America, she laid
every plan to make her escape with that
wretched young man, into the Spanish countiy, which .she effected, and left her husband
in a state of mind almost frantic : he had more
affection for her than I once thought him callable of. He went after her, and strove to
a:et her to return, but she would not. I do not
think there ever was a permanent union between them as was necessary for happiness.
0 the misery of many that are joined in the
holy bands of matrimony; for the want of
due consideration they rush into that stale,
and are M'letched for life.
When she completed her wicked plan, information Avas sent to us—my Lorenzo had
left me, and started for that country. No one
can paint the heart-fell sorrow that I experienced on receiving the information ! I felt
as though I was deprived of almost all my
earthly comfort! I felt I could not believe it
possible that she could have acted in that miserable, disgraceful manner; but it was even
so! Many have been the nights that I have
wet my pillow with tears upon her account,
but all lo no purpose. 0 that it may be a
warning lo me lo watch and pray, lest I enter
into temptation ! Lorenzo went on, and found
my poor brother-in-law in a wretched state of
mind, and every thing that he had was in a
ruinous condition ; and furthermore, they had
run .so deeply in debt ihal it was impossible
for my brother-in-law to extricate himself from
it. He had made a contract wilh a couple of
giris for a tract of land that had a mill-seat
upon it, and began to build a mill, without a
title to the land ! When Lorenzo came, he
wished Lorenzo to assist him to procure the
land, that he might not be in danger of losing
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his laboj. Lorenzo felt a very great reluctance
to engage in any thing of the kind, but by the
persua-ion of fiiends he was prevailed upon
to make a contract with the girls for the land,
and likewise paid the old man for his labor,
as he desired lo return to the stale of New
York. There was considerable less than one
hundred acres, with a log cabin upon il—be
paid a very enormous jirice, which was a great
disadvantage ; as Lorenzo was not a man that
fell a freedom lo have much lo do with the
world, except when he could not well avoid it.
Af!er he got the place, he scarcely knew what
to do with it. The mill was not finished ; there
was a dam and mill frame, but the dam had
broke, and il was uncertain whether it could be
made to stand, as the banks of the stream that
il was erected on were so subject to wa.sh in
times of high water. There was a man who
thought he could make it stand : Lorenzo made
an offer to him of the place, if he would take
it, and make a mill upon it, he .should have
one have of the mill. Accordingly he undertook, and repaired the dam, so that it sawed
some that winter. He intended to tear up the
old foundation, and build entirely on another
plan—and was to have the use of the old mill
until he should get the other finished.
People in that country appeared anxious
that Lorenzo should come to thai part of the
world, and get a residence ; they talked that
they would assist us in anything that v-e
needed ; and as Lorenzo thought that it might
be best to prepare for sickness, and for whatever might befall us, he concluded to come for
me and bring me with him to that country.
I had fell a great desire to go to the Mis.sissippi, before my friends had conducted themselves in that wretched way, but now 1 felt a
reluctance to t^^oin;^, for it appeared lo me that
I could not hold up my head in the jdace,
where my own sister had disgraced herself
and me. ^Ty heart recoiled at tlie thought of
being a mark, as I knew T must, for people to
look at, an 1 sny, That is a sister to such a
woman ; and she had becm guilty of an odious
cri;ne. But ;is my Lorenzo thoir.rhl it would
be best for me lo go, I made no objection. He
returned in .Tune to Cumberland, in Vii'^,:.iia,
and we slarti-l for the North, and went on to
Neir York, where we stayed a few days—and
from thence to A/liani/. where Lorenzo left me,
and continued to journey on lo his fathi'i's, i.'
Connecticut, bcinn; gone six or seven week.?.
I stayed in Albany part of the lime, and
Troy, and T also went lo see my brother, that
lived near .Schenectady.' he did not profess religion, but was friendly to it—I stayed there a
few days.
There was a Camp-Meeting wiihin eight or
ten mile.s, where I expected to meet Lorenzo :
my brother and his wife went wilh me to the
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place on the commencement of it, and there
to my great joy I met my companion, with
many others of my acquaintance, that I had
been acquainted wilh many years before. The
meeting was atiended with good to many—
we stayed until the close, and then we went
with some very kind friends to Troy, who
gave Lorenzo a good suit of clothes, and were
as affectionate to us as people couid ne.
My brother-in-law, who came from the Mississippi, had been to the place that he left
when he removed to the South; was at the
meeting, and came down to Troy after us, as
Lorenzo was to let him have some books on
the account of his labor at the Mississippi—
he did so—bul this was not the end of trouble
t o n s . It gave me inexpressible pain to see
the man that I thought had been the cause, in
one sense, of the destruction of my poor .sister:
for he had been an unkind husband in the
days that were past. Although I could not
excuse her, yet I believe, if he had done as he
ought, she never would have become what
she did. Dill they were not equally yoked together: lie had some good trails in his character, bul he was indolent, and a bad economist,—consequently kept them behind hand.
She was industrious, and would have managed
well, if she had been united to a man tbat
woul.l hn.xe stood in HIS place, and madehet
known, and kept HER'S—for she posses.sed a
lurbulent disposition. Bul he was neither a
good husband, nor a good manager: that made
her fret at him, and he would not take it from
her. Thus it was a means of their livin? a
considerable part of their time in discontent;
but after they both experienced religion, they
lived more agreeable, until they removed to
IMississippi, and she fell in with that young
man, wlio proved her ruin.*
We parted with our friends at Troy, after
getting a small wagon and two horses, and
what little Wi; could get together, and startoJ
acios.s the country lo the Western waters, in
coinii.iny wilh a young man that came with
us from Europe, and a brother Valentine, from
the state of New York, who wishel to LC" 'O
that com try. We travellci with as little c\jiense as possible, through the state oi Pennsi/lvania, and struck the Ohio River al JfHieeliiig, where we stayed for near two weeks, at
a Quaker's, who was very kind to me. Lorenzo strove to gel a passa;j;e in a flat-oottomcd
boat, where ihey frequently took horses, c.aP
-iages, and produce, wilh families that are
' F r o m a train of circnmstancns. \\hich corresponJ
A,i,i hang ti^j^other liko a chain of tnitli, it ap|>cars, that
there was a combinotion of Deists, one of whom was •
physii'ian, sought the overthrow of the family ; thr^ttffi
the nbjcrt of temporal ;nln, {Iher being a family cnnneotion oi^ tlioso who owned the mtll-srat) and to brinjt a
stigma upon the cause of religion I—She was coiisideraWy
over forty years of ogo at this tima of her Itfe'.
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wishing to remove to that country—but he
could not obtain one that would take his
horses, consequently he was under the neces>
sity of taking his horses through by land : he
met with a person who was going down the river
with a loaded barge to Natchez—they engaged
to carry me with some trunks, and other baggage. These people were friendly Quakers, who
owned the boat that Lorenzo had engaged my
passage in. But they were not ready to sail for
some time; accordingly Lorenzo left me with
the young man that came wilh us from Europe,
to go down the river in this boat, while he went
on by land. I felt very gloomy to be left
among strangers, and to go on board a boat
wilh a company of men, without one woman
for a companion.
But the people in Wheeling were very kind
to me while I stayed there, after Lorenzo left
me, which gave me much satisfaction. They
provided me with many necessaries for the
voyage, such as sugar, and tea, and other
things to make me comforlable, for which
may the Lord reward them.
I stayed at Wheeling between one and two
weeks after Lorenzo left me. In that time
the people who owned the boat sold it to a
cou]de of doctors from Virginia, with all that
appertained to il; but they made a reserve for
me still lo go in the boat. This w^as a very
trying time to me : the people that owned the
boat, when Lorenzo applied for me to go
down in it, were plain Quakers, and they promised Lorenzo to take good care of me; but
the man that had bought the boat was quite
of a different appearance, although he was in
a gentleman's garb. The young man that
was wilh me went as a hand to help work
the boat;—we went on board at evening—the
barge was laden with flour and cider, and various kinds of produce that were fitted for the
Natchez;—there was a small cabin, where
there were two births, where three or four
persons might sleep tolerably comfortable.
There I was obliged to rest at night: and
there was a small vacancy between this cabin
and the other part of the boat, where they had
run up a small chimney, where they could
cook provisions. In this gloomy situation, I
was fixed lo start for the Mississippi, where I
knew I must meet with many trials, if ever I
should reach there.
The river, at the time when we started, was
very low, and we made bul slow progress for
many days together. I could not set my foot
on land—shut up in a boat, with none but
men, and those of that class who neither
feared God or man : though they for the most
part, treated me with civility.
None can tell
how disagreeablt such a situation i.s, but
those who have passed through some things
similar.
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We left Wheeling about the last of October.
The boat stopped at Lymestone in Kentuiky,
for part of one day and a night: there Lorenzo had some acquaintances; and when
they found out that I was on board of this
boat, some of them came down to see me,
and invited me to go on shore a:jd stay the
night, which I accepted with thankfulness.
I had some hope that Lorenzo would arrive
there before the boat would start in the morning. 0 how anxiously I looked out for him,
bul he did not come—and had to go on board
the boat very ear/y in the morning, and continue on my journtv with a very heavy heart.
My mind was much depressed—the prospects
before me were dark, when I should reach
my place of destination : and the weather was
uncommonly cold for that climate and season.
After being confined on board of the boat
for si.x weeks, we reached the moulh of Byopeare, about twelve miles from Gibson Port,
which was forty miles from Natchez.
We
left the boat, myself and the young man that
was with me—took our things to a public
house ; but that was ten or twelve miles from
the place that we wished to get. I had never
been in that country before, but Lorenzo had
several times; and hence I had some grounds
to expect I should find some friends, as many
of them had manifested a desire that I should
come to that country : but my sister had conducted in such a manner, that il made my
way difficult; and how to gel lo thr nei;;hborhood that I wished to go lo, I did not
know.
However, brother Valentine, that came with
us from the slate of New York, travelled by
land with Lorenzo as far as Lymestone, and
then put his horse on board of a boat, and
worked his passage down lo the same place
that I was at. I landed at night, and he came
in the morning—so that I was provided for.
We left our things at this public house, and I
rode the horse, while he and the young man
walked about twelve miles through the mud.
This was about the twelfth of January. We
stayed al Gibson Port that night, about four
miles from the place where my sister had
lived, aiid brought such a slain on the cause
of religion. We were all strangers; but Lorenzo had wrote to some friends that we were
coming—and furthermore, he had requested
them if I should arrive before him, that they
would take care of me until he should come.
We left Gibson Port and went to the neighborhood of the mill, lo the house of SAMUEL
CoBUN. He did not profess religion, though
he was very kind and humane ; but he had
two sisters, that were members of the Methodist church. He had no wife living, and (h«y
lived with him to take care of his family—
they had been friends to my sister, when she
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first went to Miat country. They received had been nearly twelve months after, ind
me, apiiarently wilh affection, which was a finding him in such a distressed situation, that
coiiM.laiioii to" my heart; for 1 expected to he, out of iiity, stepped in to assist him as a
meet wiih inaiix- a coed look on the account kiiul of mediator, they cast the whole burthen
of mv poor unlorlunate sister, which I expect on his shoulders, which proved a heavy one
1 did : but 1 do not blame them, as it had to Lorenzo.
We arrived there in January. We had a
g'i\ _i theiii SI) much jnii —but I could not
helj it. However, 1 stayed at Mr. Cobun's cou[ile of tolerable good horses, an J a small
until Lo;enzo came ; as those that professed wagon, and some money; bul we were under
relii^iou .-eeine 1 not to take much notice of the necessity of parting wilh them, and what
me. \'hen Lorenzo left me at Wheeling, he little money we had was soon gone. The
went on tlnougli the st:ites of Oliio, Kentucky, old mill-frame, which was all that was done
and Tciinessrc. and so on through the Indian to the mill, Lorenzo let a man take on such
country to the ^lissi^sippi teriitory.
fiums as these—-that he might undertake to
A man that was a Methodist and preached, build a mill, if he chose, without any more
who hal appealed veiy friendly to Lorenzo expense to Lorenzo; and if he could make
in days that were past, to whom I^orenzo had one stand, Lorenzo sliould be entitled to
written, and ix'qnes'.e 1 him, if I should reach one-half.
there before him, that this friend would perAVe stayed wilh a family ne.ar the millmit me lo stay with him, until he should ar- frame from INIarch until July ; in this lime I
rive 1 But he did not seem very anxious that wa.s taken siciv with the fever that is common
I should stay at his house : he came over to in that countr}', on the day that Lorenzo had
Mr. Cobun's, which was six or seven miles, resohed to jircpare to start for Georgia, and
to s:•€ me, and requested me to come and see my life was desjiaired of; and the people that
them; as though I had been fi.xed in a com- had appeared so desirous that we should come
fortable situation, with every thing that 1 to lliat country, forsook u s ; and had not the
nee.lei. But il was quite the reverse with man that was siyled a Deist, that first received
me ; I had neither house nor friends in that me into his house, befriended us now, I know
country, without the pi'op'c chose to befriend not what I should have done ; his two sisters,
me. 1 was a straii^^iu- in a strange land; in Elizabeth and Ann Cobun, were friends inthe neighborhood, where my nearest relatives deed : Ann stayed with me night and daj for
had ccnducteil very impriqierly, and I expect about three weeks, and then we were under
*;rit w'os one cause ^vhy the friends kept so the necessity of removing from this house
distant : however, the family that 1 was wilh somewhere else; and wdiere to go we could
was ver\ kind! I went once to this friend's
. not tell!
house, belore Lorenzo arrived, which was
However, Mr. Cobun gave us permission lo
somewhere about two weeks; 1 sta^'cd there
one ni;j;lil, and then returned to Mr. Cobun's, ! come and stay at his house as long as we
I chose; but I was so low at that time that I
where 1 slaved until Lorenzo came to me.
could not sit up al all. They sewed some
1'lie winter hal bi'itii uncommonly severe, blankets together over a frame, similar to a
and he had a veiy ili>lressing time through bier to carry the deal, and layed a bed upon
the wiideriiess, bul l'rovid;.-nce h.i 1 brought it, and laid me thereon, and l\vo black men
him through in saiely, which was a matter of conveyed me lo his house, which was perhaps
rejoicing to iriy jioor heart.
a mile.
The cloud that liad been gathering for some
'I'he next day Lorenzo was taken very ill
lime, grew darker and darker, so that we also. There we v.ere both confined to our
scarce!\' knew which way to turn, or how to beds, unable to help eaidi other lo as much as
extiicale ourselves from the di(ficultic-s that a drink of water. At that time Loren;'.o could
my iniprudent friends liad brought us inlo on not have commanded one dollar, lo have proevery .-ide : they had run in debt to merchants, cured so much as a little medicine.
makiijfr ll'.e impression, that when Lorenzo
This was a trying lime ; and when the storm
came from Eniojie, he would jiay all. There would be over, we could not tell—but the Lord
was some that liad befriendeil thein on Lo- su])ported us under these distressing circ:imrenzo's account; these he fell 'l was his duly stances, or we must have sunk beneath the
lo compensate, which he did. My brother- weight. Forever jiraised be the adored name of
in-law had made a contract wilh some people our great Benefactor for all his mercies unto us.
in that country for a tiac-t of laud, on which
My fever began to abate, but Lorenzo grc'V
was a mill-seat; and without any title what- worse; and it was doubtful which way it
ever, before wc returned fiom Europe, he went would terminate wilh him. 0 the anguish of
to building a mill, which involved them still heart I fell al this trying juncture! I was
deeper in debt; and after Lorenzo returned still so low that 1 could not sit up but very
from Europe and went lo that countiy, which little, nor walk without assistance, and vft
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were altogether dependent on others for the
necessaries of life. Lorenzo appeared to be
fast approaching to eternity, but after some
weeks he began to gain a little, so that he
was able to ride a few miles at a time, and
we then removed to brother Randall Gib-sort's,
where we stayed a few days. I was still iinabl? lo work, as I then had the common ague
and fever: which kept me very weak and
feeble. After slaying there for some time,
perhaps two weeks, we relurned to friend
Bakerh, near the mill. Lorenzo held meetings as much as he was able and perhaps
more, although he was so weak in body and
depressed in mind, he did not slack his labors,
bul preached frequently sitting or laying
down. There was a young man, who died
about SIX or seven miles from where we then
were, desired Lorenzo should preach at his
funeral; he was still very feeble, but wished
lo be of some use to his fellow mortals, the
few days he might have to stay in this world
of woe.
He started soon in the morning to attend
the funeral, and brother Baker wilh him.
This was on Sunday;
he preached lo a
crowded congregation, wilh considerable liberty ; the people were tender and attentive.
After the conclusion of the ceremony, he
started lo return to brother Baker''s, where he
had left me, and had rode but a few miles before he was taken suddenly ill, and would
have fallen from his horse, if friend Baker had
not saw that something was the matter ; and
being active, he sprang from his horse, and
caught him before he fell to the ground; and
as it happened they were near a small cabin,
that was occupied by a man that professed
religion. They conveyed him into il senseless, and so he continued for some time ; and
when he came to himself, he was in the most
excruciating pain imaginable.
They gave
him a large quantity of laudanum, which
gave him some little relief; but he could not
be removed from that place.
Brother Baker stayed wilh him until nearly
night, and then came home. I had become
very uneasy in my mind on his account, as
he did not return according to my expectation ;
when this friend came and told me Lorenzo's
situation,—my heart trembled lest I should be
called lo relinquish my claim, and resign him
up to the pale messenger. It made me cry
mightily to God to give me strength to say,
I "The will of the Lord be dohe." I had no
reason to doubt, if the great Master .saw it
best to remove him from this region of pain,
he would be conveyed by angelic bands to the
realms of peace and happiness, where he
would have to suffer no more pain and affliction, neither of body or mind ;—but it was a
task t .V) hard for me to accomplish, without
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the immediate assistance of the Frierid of sinners.
I slept but little that night, and early the
next morning the friend at whose house Lorenzo was, came wilh two horses to take me
lo him—when I arrived there, I found him in
a very distressed situation; he could not be
moved in any position whatever, without the
greatest pain ; he could lie no way except on
his back, and in this position he lay for ten
days. The disorder was in his left side, and
across his bowels; I was apprehensive it
would terminate in a mortification, and others
I believe were of the same opinion. One day
we thought he was dying, the whole day; he
was unable to speak for the greater part of
the day. My mind was in such a slate of
anxiety as I had never experienced before;
however, that appeared to be the turning
point—for the next day he was something
better, and continued to mend slowly ; and in
a few days he had gained so much strength
as to ride about a mile to a quarterly meeting
—and a precious time il was to me and many
others.
0 what an indulgent parent we have to rely
upon ! May my heart ever feel sensations of
gratitude lo that God who hath cleared my
way through the storms of affliction, and various other difficulties.
1 had not recovered my health fully at this
lime. The people, il appeared to me, were
almost tired of us in every direction. I was
unable lo labor for a living, and Lorenzo was
so feeble in body that he could preach but little ; consequently we were entirely dependent
on others for a subsistence.
We continued in the neighborhood where
Lorenzo had been sick, and that of the mill,
until the first of January, and then left that
part for a friend's house, twelve or fourteen
miles off; iheir hou.se was small and family
large, which made it very inconvenient to them
and us, although they were very kind and
friendl)"
Our situation at this time was truly distressing—we scarcely knew which way to
turn. Lorenzo concluded it was best to strive
to prepare some place as a shelter from the
storms that ajipeared lo have come to such a
pitch as not to admit of rising much higher.
Sickness and poverty had assailed us on every
side: and many, such as had professed to be
our friends, forsook us in that country as well
as in the States. It was circulating through
many parts that we were at that time rolling
in riches, surrounded with plenty. The old
mill-frame, (for it was never finished,) had
made such a noise in the world, that many
had been led to believe that we possessed
a large plantation, wilh an elegant house, and
other necessary appurtenances, together with
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two or three mills, and a number of slaves, beside money at interest. Wiiilsl this was carried from ea:-t to west, and from nerrth to south,
and the people supposing that Lorenzo had
ranged the wide fields of America, and also of
Europe, to gather u)) worlilly treasure, and
had gone to ihe Mississippi lo enjoy it, would
of course make a very unfavorable impression
on their minds, as it related to his motives in
travelling in such an irregular manner as he
had done.
We were, as I observed before, in Quite a
different situation—without house or home,
or any thing of consequence that we could
call our own.
There was a trad of land, lying in the
midst of a thick Cane-break, on which was a
beautiful spring of water, breaking out al the
foot of a large hill, which some person had
told Lorenzo of: the soil belonged to the
United Suites, and the cane was almost impenetrable, from thirty to forty feel high ; and

lime quite ngrceably ; although we were left
by ourselves for days together, Lorenzo being
frequently called from home lo attend meetings, and to procure the necessaries of life!
The people were much surprised when they
came lo our little residence, how we came to
fix ou such a lonely place as this to retreat
to !—This is a proof that experience teaches
more than otherwise we could learn ; we had
felt the want of a home in the time of trouble
and sickness. This was.a pleasant retreat to
us: the wild-erness appeared almost like a
paradise to me ! There were but two ways
we could get to our neigbbor.s, the nearest of
which was more than half a mile, and the
way so intricate, that it would be almost impossible for any one to find il, or get through
either place in the night.
VVe stayed there for near four months; in
that lime Lorenzo preached as much as his
strength would admit. We were sometimes
very closely run lo gel what was necessary to
likewise it was inhabited by WILD BEASTS of make us comfortable ; yet I fell quite contentprey, of various kinds, and serpents of the ed. I had in a good degree regained my
mo.st poisonous nature.
Notwithstanding health, so that I was able to labor, and I strove
these gloomy circumstances, Lorenzo gol a to do all that I could for a living, although my
man lo go with him to look al it, to see if it situation was such, that I could not do as
would do for an asylum for us to fly lo, pro- much as I wished; but the Lord provided for
vided we could gel a little cabin erected near us, beyond what we could have expc'.ted.
the spring. After he had taken a survey of We did not know how long we sliould s'.tv
the place, he concluded to make a trial, and in that place ; we had no other alternative
employed a man accordingly to put up a small but to slay there, until Providence should
log cabin, within ten o r ' t w e l v e feet of the open some other way.
spring, which he did, after cutting down the
The man that hadlefl his wife with us. and
caii° for lo set it—a w a y vi^as made through started for the city of Philadelphia, went as
from a public road lo the spot, .so that we far as the falls of Ohio, and gol discoura'.;ed,
could ride on horseback or go on fool. We and getting into a boat, he returned to us in
obtained a few uten.sils for keejiing house, and the cane : there we had an addition to our
in March we removed to our little place of family, this man, and his wife, and child.
residence, in the wildernes.s, or rather it appear- The chief of the burthen fell to my lot, to do
ed like the habitation of some exiles ; but it for them and ourselves, which Lorenzo thought
w.as a sweet place to me—I felt that I was at was loo much for me lo go through with—
home, and many times the Lord was precious and the man seemed not to give himself much
to my soul.
concern ahout it, his wife bein'.; in a situation
There was a man who had reside;! in Phil- thai would require more attention than I
adelphia, and by some means had got involved should be ,ible to give, we thought il was best
in liebt, and left there lo reside in this country. to make our way to the States, if ]iossible;
He ha.l a wife and one child : once he had be- as we had been defeated in almost every thing i
lonjjed to the Methodist Society, and then that we had undertaken in that country. Xe- \
backslid; bul after he came to that country cordingly, Lorenzo made some arrangements
he was brou2;hl into trying circumstances, to juepare lo leave il. He let the man that
wkich brought him to reflect on his present was with us, have possession of the house
situation : and meeting with Lorenzo in this and spring, and what little we had for family
lime, there beujan some intimacy between them use, as it relates to house-keeping, and took
on this occasion : after this he wished to re- a horse for the intended journey We left the
turn to Philadelphia for a short time, and peaceful retreat of the spring, where I had
wnnted some place for his wife to stay at enjoyed some refreshings from the presence
while he should be gone; con.sequenlly he re- of the Lord ; and were again cast on the
quested us lo let her st.ay with us at our little worid, without any thing to depend upon but
cabin, which was agreed to—she came, and
Providence. However, he had never forsaken
this made up our little family. She was a
us ; his power and willingness to save all that
l»eaceable, friendly woman, and we spent the
trust in him was still the same; and as he had
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promised that he would be with us in six
troubles, and in the seventh that he would not
forsake us : so it proved in the end. We left
the little cabin on Sunday morning, to attend
an appointment that Lorenzo had given out,
twelve or fourteen miles distance from there,
on horseback, where we arrived in time—he
preached to an attentive congregation. This
was about six miles from Cobwi's, where we
had found an asylum in days Ihat were past.
We left the place where the meeting was held,
and started for Mr. Cobun's, but we lost our
way, by taking a foot-path that we supposed
was nearer, and wandered in the woods until
almost night, before we came to the place that
we were in pursuit of: but at last we got lo
the plac, where we met with .yster Cobun,
and with brother Valentine, whc had been
back lo the slate of Next) York for his family,
and had arrived here a few weeks previous.
We did not intend to stay in the country
any longer than we could make the necessary
arrangements for our journey through the wilderness to Georgia. Lorenzo turned every way
that he could, to obtain what was necessary,
and had gol all ready to start, our clothes and
every thing being packed up, we concluded lo
attend a camp meeting about six miles from
the neighborhood of the old mill-frame, and
then continue on our journey ; but Providence
seemed not to favor our intentions al that
time, for I was taken sick, and unable lo
travel; consequently, Lorenzo was under the
necessity of leaving me behind, and going
through without me—bul he stayed for several weeks longer, until 1 had in some degree
recovered my health. He had made some preparations for me lo be provided for in his absence. Brother Fa/euhne had erected a small
log-house on public ground, near the millframe, and contiguous lo the little tract that
Lorenzo still retained of perhaps five and
twenty acres. This house, in conjunction
with the sister Cobuns, he obtained from Mr
Valentine, for us to reside in, while he should
take a lour through tlie Stales.
He had let another man have a part of the
right that he .still held in the mill, if ever it
should be made to do any business ; consequently, this left him but one-fourth, and that
was in a state of uncertainty, whether it would
ever be of any use to him, which the sequel
has since proved to be the case.
About this time my poor unfortunate sister
finished her career, and was called lo a world
of spirits, to give an account for the deeds
done in the body! I felt very awful when I
first heard the news—but I considered that we
had done all in our power to bring her back
to the paths of rectitude. Lorenzo had seen
her three times: the first, on purpose—the
second, on the road—the third, she came to
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meeting thirty miles to see me, but I was not
there—and strove by every argument lo prevail on her to come to u.s, and forsake the way
of vice and strive to seek her soul's salvation,
and we would strive to do the part of children
by her. But she would not—alleging that
she could not bear the scoffs of her acquaintance. When Lorenzo found that she was determined to stay with the person that she had
apo.stalized for, he told her lo read the counsel oi Jeremiah lo Zedekiah, on their last interview, and look al the sequel, and make the
application, at which she wept as they parted.
This was the last lime that he ever saw her;
she was taken sick shortly after,-and died in
a strange land, without a friend lo drop a tear
of compa.ssion over her in her last moments !
The person that had been her seducer went on
like one distracted—his wickedness and evil
conduct, no doubt, stared him in the face,
when he reflected that he had been the cause
of one, who had once enjoyed the Divine favor, losing that blessing, and falling into sin
of such an enormous nature as sh,e had been
guilty of—and 1 know not but he might have
been the cause of her sudden departure; but I
leave that until the day when the secrets of all
hearts shall be disclosed !
She was interred in a lonely place, where,
perhaps, in a few years, the spoi of earth cannot be found, that contains her ashes.*
0 that this may be a warning to all t'nal
may peruse this short account of the fall of
one that might have proved a blessing to society, and a comfort lo her friends, if she had
kept at ihe feet of her SAVIOUR, and attended
to the dictates of that Spirit which teaches
huinility.
1 was much afflicted on account of my
poor sister—she had lain near my heart : bul
I was enabled to give her up, knowing that
she was gone to a Just Tribunal, and her
state unalterably fixed. What remained for
mc to do, was, to strive lo make my way
safely through a tempestuous world, to a glorious eternity.
Lorenzo had made the necessary preparations for me to stay with the sister Cobuns,
and for him to lake his departure for the
' The foregoing unfortniiate circumEtances, are necessarily involved in the //neaif of those vicis.situdcs, which
are connected in the narrative in order to be explicit-—
seeing the circumstances were generally known, but in
many re.spects greatly misrepresented, through the pre.
judice and ambition of some, to block up the way and destroy the reputation of Lorenzo, by unfavorable impressions on the public mind. Many, through false mc testy
and/i)-ii!e, are willing to claim relationship with s.)mo,
because they are considered in the higher circles ol
life ; which they would be ashamed of, if it was not for
theirOTonei/—asu>ort/i is generally estimated according
to a man's property, agreeable to the old saying, "INloney
makes the man ;"—Whereas, what am I tho woi-st for
other's vices, or better for their worth and merit, ii I have
no virtues of my o w n ?
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States, not expecting to return in less than and it was a solemn, melting time among the
twelve months;—this was something of a people! after meeting we started for the place
cross to me, as he was still considerably af- that I had made my home in his absence. Alflicted in body, and lo ajipearance, would never though I was quite unwell, in consequence of
enjov health .iii^ain. But I was supported un- having a fit of the ague the day before, we
der i', so that I felt in a great measure resign- rode twelve miles, in company with several
ed lo this dispensation also. I was supplied friends that had come from the neighborhood
with what I needed to make me comforlable. to meet him.
I had joined society when I first came lo
Il was ten o'clock before we reached our
this country, within a mile of the place I then destination : however, we were very much relived. 1 lived in great harmony with my two joiced to have the privilege of joining our
companions that Lorenzo had left me with, hearts and voices in prayer and praise to that
while he had gone to visit the States once God who had prolonged our lives, and brought
more. I attended meeting regularly every us to meet again on mortal shores. The next
week, and had many precious limes to my day I had a very sick day—the ague came on
soul. I had some trials to encounter, bul the more severely than il was the day that LoLord v.-as my helper, and brought me through renzo came back. He wished lo make ready
them all. I was desirous to return to some to leave the territory, and I was anxious to
part of the States, if Providence should spare go with him, as I could not enjoy health in
Lorenzo, and he should again come back lo that country. I made use of some means to
me in safety.
get rid of the ague, and it had the desired efHe left me in October. I spent that winter fect, so that after a few days I gol something
and the next summer, as agreeably as I had belter, and in about two or three weeks I was
done such a length of time in almost any .situ- able to start on our journey through the wilation that I had been placed in for several derness to Georgia.
years ; at the same time tho.se people that had
Lorenzo had intended to have stayed longpretended a great deal of fiiendship to us in er than he did when he returned, and had
former times, were quite distant: however, given out a chain of appointments through the
this affected me but little, as I had learned in country; but reflecting that the winter rains
some degree this lesson, that our happiness might come on, and make it impossible forme
does not depend on the smiles or frowns of the lo get through the long and tedious wilderness
world ; but we must have peace in our own that we had to travel—consequently, he atbreast, or we can finil it no where else.
tended but one or two of these appointments,
I lived quite retired from the world, with a and recalled the rest, and started for Natchez,
few excejilions: I seldom went out but lo where we got what was necessary for our
meeting—llieie I found most peace and conso- journey, and from thence we made the best
lation. Thus I continued lo .spend my lime, of our way to the wilderness, although our
until the period that Lorenzo was to return.
friends expected us to have returned and bid
f received a letter from him, to meet him them farewell, and I myself expected to have
about twelve miles from where I then was, seen them again before I left th.it country;
vvliere lie had sent an a]ipointmep.l to preach. bul it was otherwise ordered, for I .saw them
This was pleasing intelligence to me, as I had no more; and I do not know that I ever shall,
tlien been separated from him for near twelve until we meet in eternity. May God help us
months.
lo live, that we may join the blood-washed
I went the day before the time appointed for throng, in the mansion.s of endle.is day.
him to arrive al the place ; and the day that
We reached the outskirts of the settlements
he came I was again attacked wilh the ague of Natciiez on the third day after we left the
and fe\er, which I had never escajied for one city. Il was something late in the day before
summer while I was in that country. The we left the last house inhabited by white people,
ague had left me, and the fever was tolerable and entered the vast wilderness. This was a
high, when it was observed by some of the new scene to me, such as I had never met
family that Lorenzo v.-as coma ! My heart with before.
My heart trembled at the
lea[ied for joy .al the sound of his name. We thought of sleeping out in this desert place,
met, after having been separated for twelve with no company but my husband : however,
months and six days. I fell some degree of little before sunset we came to a place where
gratitude to our great Preserver, that he had we could get tsater and plenty of cane for our
brought us through m.any dangers and difficul- horses. There we stopped for the night, built
ties, which we had met with during our sepa- s-frre, and ciit a quantity of cane for to hist
ration.
our horses through the night; after tliat we
We intended to return to the Slates, as soon prepared our supper, which consisted of cpffu
as we could get prepared. There was a large and hard biscuit, which we had brought from
congregation attended to hear Lorenzo preach; the settlements with us. We had no tent to
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screen us from the inclement weather, but we
had blankets on which we slept, which made
us tolerably comfortable when the weather
was clear. We lay down, after having prepared a quantity of wood for the night; but it
was a gloomy night to me, it being the fir.st time
that ever I had been in the like circumstances;
and to look up and see the wide extended
concave of heaven bespangled wilh stars,
without any covering, it was truly majestic.
Yet to consider we were in a lonely desert,
uninhabited by any creature but wild beasts
and savages, made me feel very much alarmed,
and I slept but little, while Lorenzo was quite
happy and composed ; as he observed, he had
never been so well pleased wilh his situation
in travelling through this wild, unfrequented
part of the country before; and this was the
tenth time that he had passed through il, in
the space of nine or ten years !
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mind was too much occupied by gloomy reflections to sleep, while I could hear Indians'
dogs barking, and the horses' bells jingle, although it was a beautiful night. The moon
shone through the trees with great splendor,
and the stars twinkling around; and if my
mind had been in a right frame, il would have
been a beautiful prospect to me, but I was so
much afraid, that it quite deprived me of any
satisfaction, while Lorenzo would have slept
sweetly, if I had not been so fearful, and frequently disturbed him—I longed for day-light
to appear; and as soon as il dawned, we
started and travelled a long and tedious day,
still in this dreary wilderness. AVe expected
to have gol to a man's house, living on the
Chickasaha River, who had an Indian family,
before night; accordingly we came to a creek,
which Lorenzo took to be that river: I felt
very much rejoiced, as I hoped to find a house
We met wilh no molestation through the which we couid have the privilege of sleeping
night, and as soon as day dawned we in—but we were disappointed in our expectastarted on and travelled until late breakfast tion—for when we got over the creek, we
time, when we stopped, .struck up a fire, and found there an Indian village: we enquired
pepared some refreshment, and fed our horses, how far it was to this man's house, they told
and then continued on our journey.
us by signs it was ten miles, and il was now
We travelled near forty miles that day : it almost sunset. We started on again, and
was quite dark before we got to Pearl River, went perhaps half a mile, when the path bewhich we had to cross in a ferry boat, and came divided inlo so many little divisions,
stay at a house, such as it was, that belonged that we could not tell which to take. Lorento a Half Breed, during the night. I was zo went back to an Indian house, and revery much fatigued, but rested tolerably quested an old Indian to go and pilot us to
well.
Nales—the old man hesitated at first, but after
In the morning we started by ourselves soon understanding that he should be well paid, he
after we had got some refreshment, and trav- took his blanket, and wrapping it about his
elled on through the day until towards even- head, he started on before us, and we followed
ing, when we met a company of Indians, who after—by this time it was almost sunset, but
had been preparing their camp for the night. but we kept on : there was a moon, though it
This struck me wilh some considerable dread, was obscured by a thin cloud, so that it was
and to add to that, we had to cross a dreadful not of so much use to us as it would otherwise
slough, called by travellers, "hell hole." This have been. We had not got more than three
place consisted of thin mud, so that horses, miles from the Indian's house before it was
after they were stripped of saddle and harness, quite dark. I xvas very much afraid of our
could swim through ; and then it was neces- pilot; I strove to lift my heart to God for prosary that some one should be on the other side, lection, and felt in some degree supported.—
so as to prevent them from running away. Our way lay through a large swamp, interBut we had no one with us to assist, and we mixed with cane, which made il appear very
could not tell what we should do; yet so it gloomy; but our pilot was almost equal to a
happened, the Indians had made a temporary wolf, lo find his way through this wild, unfrebridge of poles and canes to get their horses quented spot of the earth—he could wind
over, which served for us to get over upon about and keep the path where I would have
also.
thought it was almost 'mpossible ; but having
We were tnen under the necessity of pre- travelled until ten or i kven o'clock, we arriparing for the night, as it was almost sun-set, ved at the river; but how to get across, that
and we were not more than half a mile from was the next difficulty—we must cross a ferry,
the Indian's camp, which was quite alarming and the boat was on the other side—Lorenzo
tome; but there was no alteinauve, there we requested the old Indian to go over and fetch
must stay. Accordingly, Lorenzo made a it, but he would not move one step until he
good^ fire, and provided a plenty of cane for promised him more money : this was the secour horses, and made ready our little repast; ond or third time he had raised his wages afby this time it was dark—^we then lay down ter he started, to keep him on, until we could
I to try to compose ourselves to rest; but my 1 reach the place that we wished for. How-

ever, after he found that he would gel more made if more pleasant for travelling, and then
money, he started, and went up the river, we frequently met people removing from the
j found some way across ; in a short time he Slates lo the Tombigby, and other parts of the
! had the boat over, and we went into it with .Mississippi territory.
i our lior-cs, and the old man eel us over.
We travelled betwixt thirty and forty miles
This was perhaps eleven o'clock al night— that day, and came lo a creek, called Murder
j we came to the liou.se, the family was gone creek : il gol this name in consequence of a
to bed, but the woman gol up, and although man having been murdered there. This cir
she was half Indian, she treated me with ciimslance made il appear very gloomy lo me
more atteniion than many would have done Bul we made the necessary preparations fo,
that ha i been e liicated among the more refin- the night, and lay down lo rest: although 1
ed inhabitants of the earth !
was so much afraid, I gol so weary al limes,
I felt quite comfortable, and slept sweetly that I could not help sleeping. About twelve
throu;;!i the remaining part of the night. In o'clock it began lo rain so fast, that it was
the morning we started again, being then near like to put out our fire, and we were under the
Ihiriv mile-; from the settlements of Tombigby. nece.ssity of getting our horses and starting, as
We passed through some delightful countiy we had nothing to screen us from the rain.
that day, and about two or three o'clock in The road having been newly cut out, the
the afternoon we reached the first house that fresh marked trees served for a guide—there
was inhabi'c.l by white people. It made my was a moon, but il was shut in by clouds.
heart rejoice to meet again wilh those that However, we travelled on ten or twelve miles
spoke a language which I understood, and and it ceased raining : I was very wet and
above all, to find some that loved the Lord !
cold, and felt the need of a fire, more perhaps
Lorenzo held seveial meetings in this neigh- than I had ever done in my life before!
borhood that were profitable, I trust, to some.
At last we came in sight of a camp, which
We stave 1 here two night.s, and a good part would have made my heart glad, but I feared
of three days, when we look our leave of lest il was Indians; yet lo my great satisfacthem, and departed on our journey through tion, when we came to it we found an old
the settlements of Bigby, which extends sev- m.an and boy, with what little they possessed,
enty or eiirhty miles in length, through a rich going to the country we had left behind, and
ami fertile soil. The settlements were flour- had encamped in this place, and wilh their
ishing, and the people in some parts hospita- blankets had made a comfortable lent, and had
ble. We arrived at Fort ,St. Stephen's, situa- a good fire. This was refreshing to us, as we
ted on the Tumbigby river—it is on an emi- were much fatigued. We made some coffee,
nence, and makes a handsome appearance, and dried our clothes a little—by this time it was
altliougli it is but small. The river is navi- day-light; we then started on our way again.
gable up lo this place. It isa beautiful river; I thought my situation had been trying as
the water is as clear as crystal, and the land almost could be, bul I found that there were
very fertile—well situated for cultivation. others who were worse off than myself
This wiil be a delightful country, no doubt, in
We came across a family who were moving
time!
lo the Mississippi—they had a number of
We L'ot fresh supplies at this place, and small children ; an.l although they had somemale but a few hours stoj) before we started thing to cover them like a tent, vcl they s-ifon o'lr journey, and cro.ssed the river in a fered c(uisideralily from the rain the nii:;ht befeiiy-lioat—this w.as after twidve o'clock—we fore : and lo add lo that, the woman told me
travelle.l until late, and came to a small cabin, they had left an aged hither at a man's house
wliere wc gol permission to stay for the night, by the name of Mannck, one or two days bewhich we did. In the morning we started fore, and that she exiiecte I he was dead pervery early—s;uv some scattering houses, and haps by that time. They were as black
at iii,.;ht we got to the Alabam.a river, where almost as the natives, and the woman seemed
there was a ferry, kept hy a man w ho was a very much disturbed at their situation. I felt
mixture, where we stayed that night. This pity for her—I thought her burthen was really
river is b"auliful, almost beyond de.scription. heavier than mine. We kept on, and about
On its pleasant bank stood Fort Mims, that the middle of the day we got to the house
has since been destroyed by the savage Creek where the poor man had been left with his
Indians, with those that fled to it for pro- wife, sou, and daughter. A few hours before,
tection.
we got there, he had closed his eyes in death
We were now in the bounds of the Creek —they had lain him out, and expected to bury
nation: we were still without any company. him that evening; bul they could not get any
This day we struck the road that had been thing to make a coffin of, only split stuff to
cut out by the order of the President, from the make a kind of a box, and so jiut him in the
state of Georgia, lo Fort Stoddard.
This ground !
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I thought this would have been such a distress to me, had it been my case, that it made
my heart ache for the old lady. Bul I found
that she was of that class of beings that could
not be affected with any thing so much as the
loss of property; for she began immediately
to calculate the expense they had been at by
this detention—and I do not recollect that I
saw her shed one tear on the occasion.
We stayed but a short time and continued
on our journey. There we got a supply of
bread, such as it w a s ; and there we met wilh
three men that were travelling our road, the
first company that we had found since we had
left the Mississippi, being now not more
than one-third of the way through the Creek
nation. We left this place betwixt one and
two o'clock.
I was very glad of some company, for we
had been very lonely before. We travelled
on without any thing particular occurring for
three days, until we arrived at the Chattahochy river, where we met with some difficulty in getting over, as the boat was gone.
This was early in the morning, before sunrise,
that we came lo the river; and there we were
detained until ten o'clock, and then had to
hire an Indian to take a canoe, and first carry
our bago;age over, and then swim our horses
over. This hindered us until near eleven
o'clock before we got ready to start again.
We were in hopes of getting to Hawkings', the
agent, that night—but being so long detained al the river, we were obliged to stay at
an Indian^s camp, our company having slopped
before.
1 had got a fall from my horse and hurt
myself considerably; and I was as much fatigued and worn out by travelling as ever I
was in my life. I thought sometimes that I
never should stand it, to get through the wilderness, but Providence gave me strength of
body beyond what I could have expected.
We left the Indian's camp in the morning, and
reached Col. Hawkings' that night.
This was within about thirty miles of the
settlements of Georgia. I fell grateful to the
GoJ of all grace, for his tender care over us,
while in this dreary part of the land—where
our ears had been saluted by the hideous yells
of the wolf—and had been surrounded by the
savages, more wild and fierce than they; and
yet we were preserved from all danger, and
brought through in safety.
We got to the river that divides the state
of Georgia from the Indian boundaries, about
three or four o'clock, and got into the white
settlements, which was very satisfactory lo
me. We got to a friend's house that night
about dark, where we were received kindly !
This was like a cordial to my heart, as it had
.been a long time since I had met with a friend.
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We stayed that night with them, and the
next day we got lo a friend's house wiihin
twelve or fourteen miles from Milledgeville,
the metropolis of Georgia. There Lorenzo
had left a small wagon, six weeks or two
months before—here he exchanged the two
horses we had for one that would work in a
carriage, and went on to Milledgeville, where
we stayed about a week—and found many
kind friends. This was some time in December.
While we were here the earthquakes began,
which alarmed the people very much. Il was
truly an awful scene, lofeel the house shaking
under you as sensibly as you could feel the
motion of a vessel, when it was moving
over the water; and the trees as it were dancing on the hills—all nature seemed in com•notion. This was enough lo make the stoutest heart to tremble ! But when the people
get so hardened, that mercies nor judgments
cannot move them, we may conclude they are
in a bad way ! This is the case with too
many. 0 that the day would arrive, when
the inhabitants of the earth would love and
serve the Lord!
We left Milledgeville, and xvent lo a friend's
house, where I stayed three or four weeks,
while Lorenzo travelled the upper countries,
and through the New Purchase—and offered
free salvation to crowded congregations. He
then relurned to where I was, and we started
oh our journey to Virginia. Lorenzo preached
at several places, before we gol to Louisville,
and had a chain of appointments given out,
which e.xtended to North Carolina.
We
came to Louisville, intending lo slay only for
a few days; but there came on such a rain,
that it raised the water courses to such a degree, that il was impossible for us to travel
for near two week.s—this brought him behind
his appointments; but it gave him an opportunity of preaching lo the people in Louisville
a number of limes.
As soon as we could get along we started,
and with some difficulty we overlook the appointments—but not without disappointing
three or four congregations. We travelled on
from Georgia lo Carolina in the cold inclement weather, such as we have in January
and February; and Lorenzo preached once
and twice in the day—the people seemed quite
attentive all the way that we came.
I was very anxious to get lo Lynchburg, as
we had some thoughts of striving to get a
small house built there, that we might have a
place of retreat in case of necessity—Lorenzo
still expecting to travel and preach as ong as
his strength would admit. But we intended
to go on to Connecticut, to his father's, where
I expected to have stayed for some time,
and then return to Lynchburg;
but the

Providence of God seemed not to favor the
design.
VVe arrived in Lynchburg about the seventeenth of March, where we calculated to stay
bul a few days, and then go on lo his father's
—after making some preparations for building
our little house. However, we had not been
in Lynchburg but about one week, before I
was taken very ill, and confined to my bed.
attended by two doctors, Jennings and Owen,
who said my affliction was an inflammati-»n
of the liver—which confined me for three
months lo my bed, and was expected lo die.
However, after having gone through a course
of physic, I got so as to be able to sit up and
ride a little ; but was very feeble. My sickness had detained Lorenzo from going to the
North, as he had intended,—and after counting the expense of building, he found that il
would not be in his power to accomplish his
design in building a house, without involving
himself in debt, which he was not willing to
d o ; accordingly he gave it up, and concluded
still to continue as we had been without house
or home, and leave the event in the hand of
Providence; knowing that we had been provided for all our live.s, from a never-failing
source—^and xve felt willing in some degree to
tru.st HIM sdll!
We were still at Lynchburg ; and had been
there for more than three months—and the
friends were very kind to me in my sickness.
Lorenzo wished to take me to his father's :
but my health was in such a slate that il was
impossible for me lo travel.
There was a man who lived in Buckingham
county, about five-and-txventy miles from
Lynchburg—we had bul a small acquaintance
with him: he, coming to Lynchburg, saw Lorenzo, and invited him lo come and slay al
his house awhile. He told him he had no
objections, but was thankful lo him for his
kindness, though he saw no way of conveyance. Mr. John M. Walker, for that was his
name, told him he would send his carriage for
me the next week, which he did, and we went
to his hou.se. This was a kind lamily. I had
not been there but a little more than a week,
before I was again confined to my bed—and
it was expected tdiat I must die. They gave
every attention to me they could have done
had 1 been their own child—may the great
Master rcwanl them in this world wilh every
needed bles-ing, and in the worid to come, a
crown of never-fading glory.
My Lorenzo attended me day and night almost from this time, until near Christmas. By
this 1 had gol a little better, so as lo be taken
and wrapped in blankets and put into a close
carriage, and carried about half a mile to
another dear friend's house, Major William
Duval, where I was treated as if 1 had been a

near relation—and provided with every thing
necessary to make me comfortable; and they
wished me to stay with them all the winter.
This was matter of thankfulness to us.
I had got so as to walk about my room a
little—and Lorenzo wishing to take a tour to
the North, he made the necessary arrangements, and about the twentyfifth of December
he left me and started to Richmond, on his
way lo the city of Washington, where he stayed for some time, and then on to New York,
and so on to his fathers in Connecticut.
He expected to return in March, but did not
until May-. I staid at brother Duval's, partaking of their hospitality, until some time in
March, when brother Walker's family seemed
solicitous that I should go lo their house again,
and sister Walker coming in her carriage her- I
self, she being very delicate too—I concluded !
to go. The old gentlemen not being at home
at the lime, or 1 expect he would not have
consented for me to have left his house, until
Lorenzo relurned.
I feel under great obligations to that dear
family that I cannot express. His wife was a
lovely woman. May the Lord reward them—
for it is not in my power!
I went home wilh sister Walker. I was at
this time much belter, but in a few days after
I h a d got to brother Walker's I was again attacked with my old complaint, a pain in my
side very severe. I applied to the remedies
that had been made use of, and that was
bleeding and blistering, bul to little purpose
apparently.
I felt very much discouraged ; as I thought
il more than probable that my time would be
bul short in this world of woe—and I wished
much to see my companion once more in time,
but strove lo be resigned to the will of the
Lord.
My cry was—Lord, help me to be willing
to sufler all thy goodness sees best to inflict.
My pain was at limes very severe, and then
I would get a little relief. I was taken about
the twenty-seventh of March, but three or
four days later than it was the Spring before,
when I was first attacked.
I had received letters from Lorenzo which
informed me that he could not get back before
.May, My strength was continually declining; and to appearance, I would shortly be
an inhabitant of the other worid. My mind
was variously exercised—it was sometimes
cast down, and at other limes much comforted.
This long and tedious sickness taught me a
great lesson, as it related U the uncertainty of
earthly enjoyments, than any thing I had met
with before. My desire for temporalities were
gone—al least any mor-e than was strictly nece.s.sary to make me comfortable — and the
Lord that cared for us, had provided me with

the kindest friends, where I was treated with
the greatest attention.
Lorenzo relurned in May, as he had wrote
me he should. I was at that time unable to
get out of my bed without assistance. I had
wrote to him to New York, before I got so
bad, that I was threatened with another attack. He had made all the speed that he
could, and the day that he gol to the place
where I was, he had travelled near seventy
miles.
I was much rejoiced to see him once more,
the God of all Grace had granted my request,
and returned him in safety lo me again. He
staid with me for several weeks, and every
means waa made use of to restore me lo health
that could be—but they all seemed to prove
abortive. Dr. Jennings saw me several times
after my last attack, and advised the use of
mer.ury, as the only remedy that could be of
any service lo me. I followed his advice, and
was reduced very low, from the disorder and
medicine together—so that it was thought by
all who saw me, that I must die.
I strove lo sink into the will of God; knowing whatsoever was best for me would be
given—yet I could not divest myself of a desire to get well, and live a little longer ; not
to enjoy what is commonly called the pleasures of the world, for my prospects were biil
small al that lime—bul to live more to the
glory of God, and be better prepared to join
the blood-washed company above, when I
should be called for.
Lorenzo had at this time gone to the low
lands, to fulfil some appointments which had
been given out by some of the preachers,
which look him about three weeks. I was
very ill while he was gone—about the lime
that he relurned I began lo mend a littie, so
that I could sit up in the bed. The Doctor
had advised Lorenzo lo carry me to the White
Sulphur Springs, as it was the .most likely
means lo restore my health.
After a few
weeks, I had got so as to be taken and put into a chair and ca/ried as far as Lynchburg, to
Dr. Jennings.
We had then a chair and
horse of our OA'I?. -but our horse's back had
got injured, so tha,t we were under the necessity of staying in Lynchburg until he should
fet well, so tfut we could get on to the
prings.
We were d'ltiined for some time before our
horse got so as we could use him. I sdll was
very feeble iu body—I could not walk one
hundred yards without assistance. Our horse
had been quite high, for near three weeks,
and his back had got tolerably xvell; so that
we were about to make a start, and try to get
on to the Springs—but although our horse
had brought Lorenzo all the way from New
England, and down to the Low Lands of Vir-

ginia and the Carolinas, and back again to
Buckingham, and from there to Lynchburg in
the diair, and .appeared very gentle; yet when
he put him in the chair tc prepare to start for
the Springs, he began to act like as if he was
frightened, and we were apprehensive he could
not be managed by him, considering my weak
and helpless state; and the road through which
we must travel was very rough and mountainous, consequently he sold him on the spi,t,
and hired a hack from a Quaker living in that
place ; he paid four dollars a day for the use
of il for ten days, besides bearing all the expenses. We left Lynchburg in the morning,
and went the first day to New London, about
fifteen miles, and I stood the travel much better than I expected I could. There Lorenzo
preached to the people, as he had some appointments sent on before him ! and we stayed all night. The next day we went to Liberty,
where we had another appointment—and from
there we went to a friend's house, where we
were treated kindly—and they called in some
of their neighbors, and we had a comforlable
little meeting.
The next day to Fincastie, where we stayed
all night, and Lorenzo preached twice. W e
were now within a few miles of the mountains, which was in some places so craggy
and sleep, that it was with difficulty we could
ascend them ; and then we would come into a
valley, where the soil would appear as charming and beautiful as the mountains were rugged and barren. We travelled on, and met
wilh nothing particular until we arrived at the
Springs whither we were bound.
The Springs are situated in Greenbriar
county, about three miles the other side of the
Alleghany mountain, and from jLi/nc/iiwrg upward of one hundred miles. It is a pleasant
place where the man lives who has rented the
Springs, and has built a nun»ber of caWns,
perhaps fifty or sixty; and they were placed
in a regular form, and the yard inclosed, and
a beautiful grass plot, with handsome shade
trees, for the accommodation of those that attend the Springs. They have a large house
thai stands near the centre, where the boarders
dine, &c.
We went there, bul the person tnat had
hired the Springs would not take us in ! he
pretended they were so full that they could
not. But they took more after we went there
Ihar. they had before. But xve got in at a
house perhaps a mile from the spring. I was
better satisfied wilh this situation than I would
have been at the place—for I could have
the water brought twice in the day ; and there
I was in a more retired place. I stayed there
near three weeks. Lorenzo was there part of
the time, and part of the time he was travelling through the neighborhoods and preaching
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to the people. He held several meetings at
the springs, by the request of tho,se that were
attending there. There were persons from
various parts, some for pleasure, and others
for the restoration of health:—they were i>eoplft that moved in the higher circles, and were
very gay—but they xvere quite attentive when
he spake lo them of heavenly thing.s, except
one, who vv'as a most abandoned character—
he thought lo frighten him by threatening his
life, and abusing liiii: in a scandalous manner:
but the enemy was defeated in this—for the
gendeman that kept the Spring.s, and others,
soon stopped his mouth, so that he had pe.ace
ever after.
There were none just about this place that
knew much about religion, but they appeared
anxious to hear the glorious sound of the
gospel. I began lo get my strength in some
measure, so that I could walk about considerably well. There was to be a Camp-Meeting
held near Salem, in Botetourt county, xvhich
was a distance of seventy or eighty miles :
and we were in the mountains, without horse
or carriage, and how we should gel out we
could not tell. Bul Providence, tbat had so
often opened our way where we could see
none, made a way al this lime: there was a
friend that wa.3 a Methodist who lived al the
Sweet Spring.s, a distance, perhaps, of eig^hleen
miles, from the white sulphur, who had requested Lorenzo lo come over there and preach :
he told him he would, provided he could send
a couple of horses for us to ride.—I had by
this time got so well, that we thought I might
be able to ride that distance on horseback.
Accordingly the man sent the horses; and
we started and arrived al his house some lime
in the afternoon.
We stayed al the Sweet
Springs, three or four days, and Lorenzo
preached several limes : we then, by the assistance of friend.s, were enabled to gel on to
Fincastie, that was wiihin twenty miles. We
came with the preachers that were going to
Camp-meeting.
Here we gol a chair from a friend fo convey us part of the way from this to the place
xvhere the meeting was to be held, to another
friend's, who let us have his horse and gig to
carry us the remaining part of the way. When
we got lo the camp-ground it was nearly dark ;
but there we met wilh some of our old acquaintance, which made my iicarl lo rejcdce. The
preachers were very friendly. There I met
xvith my dear friend, sister Dunnington, who
perhaps enjoys as great communion with God,
as any person I ever saw. She was very
kind to me,—and 1 felt that it was good to
meet wilh those that truly love and serve the
Lord. We stayed al the Camp-Meeting until
the day before it broke up. It was a tolerable good time—there was a number of souls

converted to God : may they continue to walk
in the narrow happy road, until they reach
the peaceful shores of Canaan !
We left the camp ground in company with
a preacher and his family for Blacksburg,
near the Yellow Springs, so called, where I
was advised lo go, and try the water. This
was near thirty miles from Salem—here we
stayed for two or three vveek.s, and I made
use of the waters, which was, I think, beneficial to me.
We got acquainted wilh a gentleman from
the Low Lands of Virginia, who was at the
Springs wilh his wife on the account of her
health. These people were possessed of a
large property, and but one child—and they
dlso possessed as great a share of hospitality
as any that I ever met with. They understanding our situadon, gave me an invitation
to go home and spend the winter with them—
which I thankfully accepted, while Lorenzo
took quite a different couree to the Western
country, intending to visit the Louisiana, before his return : but the Indian IFar breaking
out, flung some obstacles in the way, which
were unavoidable: hence, he sent on a deed
of relinquishment to those that had the posses.sion of the old mill, which had made such
a noise in the world—we had heard that
they had got it, or rather built a new one, to
do some busines.s, but Lorenzo had never
reaped any benefit from any thing that ever
he claimed in that country, and I do not e.xpecl he ever xvill.
Here ends the history of his reported vast
possessions in the Mississippi.
We parted al the Springs. I xvas to go
home wilh brother Booth, the friend from
Virginia, while he pursued his journey lo the
West. Brother Dunnington,
who lived at
Salem, happened to be at the Springs at this
time—he look me in his chair, and carried me
to his house, and brother Booth came down
the next day. His wife was very unwell,
which detained us in the mountains for six or
seven weeks.
I stayed with sister Dunnington, until si.-^
ter Booth was able lo travel; we then started
for Brunswick, their place of residence, where
I was treated with the greatest kindness.
Lorenzo went on to the Western States,
and from thence to Carolina, and so on to Vir
ginia, lo where I w a s ; after an ab.sence of
near four months
He in this tour visitec about forty counties,
and travelled near two tiiousand miles. He
stayed with me aboot ten days, and then
started on another route through North and
South Carolina to Charieston, and visited
many places, preaching from one to four times
in a day, until he returned, which was about
seven weeks. He got back to me on Friday
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night; he preached on Sunday, and on Monday morning we prepared to start for Petersburg.
March Sth, 1814, we bid adieu to my kind
friends in Brunswick, where I had found an
asylum from the cold xvinter for near five
months, whilst my Lorenzo was ranging
through the Western and Southern States, to
call sinners to repentance. The morning that
we parted with that dear family will be a memorjtble one to m e ; it was like pardng with
my nearest friends. May the Lord bless them
with all such spiritual and temporal mercies,
as shall prepare them for a seat at the right
hand of the Majesty on high.
Brother Booth had furnished us with two
horses, a gig, and servant, lo go wilh us to
Petersburg—and there we were to take his
carriage and condnue on to Baltimore.
But
when we got to Petersburg, the carriage
which was designed we should lake from
there, was laKen to pieces for repairing, so
that we could not obtain it forour journey, and
hence were under the necessity of taking the
public stage for Richmontl, which was something disagreeable to me ; but I strove to put
my trust in that hand which had dealt out so
liberally lo me in days that were past by.
The roads were very bad, being so much
cut up by the large heavy wagons that were
on the road, laden with cotton and other produce for market.
We arrived in Richmond between two and
three o'clock, and were received wilh kindness by brother West and his companion.
There we met several preachers, who treated
us xvith friendship, which xvas very pleasant
tome. 0 how sweet it is to meet with those
that love and serve the great Master in sincerity and in truth ! And if it is so pleasant
here, what will it be when we shall meet in
that sweet world of Rest, where we shall see
eye to eye, and be no more subject lo erroneous conclusions, as it relates lo our brethren !
0 that I may be enabled lo fight my passage
through, and meet wilh the dear friends of
Jesus on the happy banks of everlasting deliverance !
We stayed in Richmond from Wednesday
until Monday morning. Lorenzo hired a
hack, at the rate of five dollars per day, lo
bring us on to Fredericksburg, which cost us
near forty dollars—but we came on in safely.
1 felt my heart often drawn out in prayer to
God for protection, while we were on the
road, that He would attend us on our journey.
We were received wilh kindness also at this
place by our old friend, brother Greni, andhis
uimily—where we stayed for some days.
f Lorenzo held several meetings, and ther
took a seat in the public stage for Alexandria,
where we arrived on Sunday, between two
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and three o'clock. W e stopped at a public
house, where the people that travel in the
stage are accommodated, bul did not stay longer than to deposit our baggage, and then to
go in search of some friends where we had
put up, when we were in that place some
years before, by the name of Stone. We
walked down the street for some distance, and
as it happened, a gentleman and lady were
standing at the door, where Lorenzo. had
formed some acquaintance the preceding winter, and invited us to come in, xvhich we did—
and found a pleasant asylum, where we could
rest from our fatigue of travelling in the stage.
0 how sweet it is to meet with kind friends
after having been confined xvith those that
neither feared God nor regard man !
We stayed at Mr. Warter's two night.s, and
then, by the request of a family of Quakers, hy
the name of Scholfield, we spent one night
with them. It was a very pleasant time to
me—they were remarkably kind and friendly ;
and the gentlemian in the morning look me in
his chair and carried me to the city of Washington, which was about six miles from Alexandria, to another friend's, where my Lorenzo
had found a kind reception a little more than
twelve months before, and who had requested
that he would bring me, if ex^er he should
travel that way again.
Lorenzo had stayed behind to find some conveyance for our trunk and other baggage : in
a short time he found a return hack, which he
engaged, and arrived in a short time after me,
and was received wilh affection by the family.
They were by name Friends, and they xvere
so by nature.
We stayed with them three nighls, and received mai.y marks of friendship from them—
for which may the great Master reward them
in the day when he cometh to make up his
jewels! They had been married for seventeen years, and had no children, except one
little adopted daughter, of the lady's brother,
which they had taken as their own. They
doted on her : she was taken sick the day after I went there; and the second day at night
they thought she was dying, and the poor
little woman was in great anguish of soul on
the account. I didnot expect the child would
live until morning. We had engaged our
passage in the stage for that morning, at five
o'clock, and were up at three. The family
had slept very lilde for two nights, but when
we arose in the morning, which was at an
early hour, to prepare for our journey, the
dear little child was still living, but looked
like she had almost finished her course, and
would shortly be conveyed to the realms of
peace. Brother Friend went with us to the
stage-house, where xve parl»d. We came oij
to Baltimore, where we stayed two nights
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with brother Hagerty; and Lorenzo preached I to brother Morris D Camps, from whose house
twice in the town. We then took the steam- I started when going to the Mississippi—he
boat for Philadelphia, where xve anived in then lived in Troi/—after an absence of about
about twenty-si.x or eight hours, xvhere we I five years and six months from the time we
tarried from Tuesday until Friday—there Lo-1 started, and from whom we have received
renzo preached two evenings in the African many favors. May that God, who is able
church. W e then left Philadelphia, and con- and xvilling to reward those that will be kind,
tinned on in the steamboat to Trenton, xvhere for their benevolence bless him and all my
we took the stage for New York. We staid dear friends, for their kindness to me—and
at Princeton one night, and the next evening in particular for the last nine years of my
we arrived At the city of New York, and came 1 life.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFLECTIONS
TO THE

J O U R N E Y OF L I F E .
I LEFT Lynchburg on the 19 th of .Tuly, and
came to brother Walker's, in Buckingham,
where I was taken worse ; and stayed there
three months—and then I went to brother Duval's, where I stayed about five months, and
then returned to brother Waiker's again, where
I continued near two months more—making
ten months in all. May the Lord give them
the reward that is promised to those that give
a cup of cold water to a disciple, in the name
of a disciple, for their kindness to unworthy
me, in this day of adversity.
January 25th. I this morning have been
much relieved from melancholy reflections that
employed my mind through the last night, as
it relates to Lorenzo ; as I had not heard from
him for several weeks, xvhich gave me much
uneasiness, and made me feel my situation,
which is something lonely : but xvhat most distressed me was, my heart being so prone to
distrust the protection of Providence over us,
which I had so much reason to rely upon—
for his tender care halh been over.me from my
earliest days until now, and hath brought me
through dangers seen and unseen.
" T h r o u g h various deaths my soul hath led j
And turn'd aside the fatal hour,
And lifted up my sinking head."

0 that I may ever feel resigned to the will
of God ! The day will shortly arrive when
we must bid adieu to all sublunary things.
May the Lord help me to tear my heart from
earth away for Jesus lo receive. I long to be
dead to all below the sun, and have my affections placed on things above, where sorrow
will be turned inlo joy, where we shall view
our Saviour, who hath borne all our sins in
his own body on the tree, without a dimming
veil between ! Lord, enable me to say—
" F o r e v e r h e r e my rest shall be,
Close to thy bleeding s i d e ;
This all my hope, and all my plea,
For fflc the Saviour died.

" My dying Saviour and my God,
Fountaia for guilt and sin.
Sprinkle me ever with thy blood.
And cleanse, and keep me clean."

January 26th. My heart longs to be filled
xvith love and gratitude to God, for his mercy
to me : and dial through his grace strengthening me, I hope to overcome all the evils
that may befall me, whether outward or inward. 0 that I may consider that days are
uncertain here below—and know not the hour
when the Son of Man may call for me, whether it will be at midnight, or at the cock's
crowing—so it stands me in hand to watch
and pray, that I may not be surprised when
He shall come, but be ready to enter iu with
the Bridegroom to the marriage supper of the
Lamb ! How sweet re.st will be, after the
toilsome "journey of life''' is over. We shall
then be received to those joys that have been
purchased at so dear a rate; it cost no less
than the precious blood of the Son of God!
0 what a ransom ! That it should be neglected by those who ought to benefit by itwhat a pity ! 0 that they may take timely
warning, and flee to the outstretched arms of
the Saviour, and hiuc them, while the storms
of life be past, that they may be jjuided safe
into the liaven of eternal rest.
February 7lh, 1813, Sunday I feel this
morning my spirits are very much depressed—
1 fear that trouble awaits me. 0 that I may
be prepared for whatever may be the will of
God concerning me, whether prosperity or adversity. May I ever lay passive at HIS feet,
and feel a disposition to say—Not my will,
but thine be done. I am assured that this is
a state of trial, wherein we must stand to our
arms, or we shall suffer loss—for we are surrounded with enemies on every side, within
and xvithout, that are watching to do us mis- .
chief. 0 that I may be on my guard, and
watch unto prayer, that the Lord may be my
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v;.« front and rear ward ! and although troubles should assail me and dangers afliighl, I
may be enabled lo fly lo the arms of Jesus,
and find shelter and consolation there ! For
he hath said, that he will carry the lambs in
his bosom, and gently lead those that are with
young—0 that 1 may be one of those that can
claim this promise and protection from him.
I am left as one alone in the earth—bul if I
can only put my trust in him, I need not fear.
Although dangers stand thick through all the
ground, yet if the Lord is my shield, I .shall
not fear what man can do unto me. But I too
often sink into a state of despondency, as my
situation seems lo be very gloomy al present:
—not that I am in want of any thing lo make
mc comfortable, as it relates lo living—for I
am placed in a kind family, for which I de.sire
to be thankful—but my concern for ray companion, who hath been gone for near two
months, and I have not heard from him but
once—which fills my heart with fear, lest
something halh befallen him. 0 that God
may preserve him frona those that would do
him harm—and may I be enabled to give him
up into the hands of God ; knowing that he
xvill do all things w e l l : and if we meet no
more on earth, may we meet in glory, where
we shall be re-united, never to part again—
and receive the crown of glory that is laid up
for those that are faithful lo the Lord, who
bought their pardon on the tree!
February 9th. I am still alive, and enjoy a
tolerable degree of health—for which I desire
lo be thankful: for it is more than I once expecteil, from the state of my health.
I expected that I should have been an inhabitant of eternity before thi.s—bul the Lord
ha'h preserved me for a longer space! 0 that
I may improve the precious moments as they
pa.^s, to the glory of God, and for the good of
my immortal .soul—that when time shall be
no more xvith me, I may be received into
glory, where sorrow will be turned into j o y :
where I may join the blood-washed throng in
singing hallelujahs lo God and the Lamb for
ever!
" A n d then my happy soul shall tell,
My Josus hath done all things well."

February 1.5lh. I am sdll alive, and on
pr.aying ground—0 that I may improve the
precious moments as ihey pass, to the glory
of Go 1 and the good of my OVTU soul. My
heart is too little engaged with God! 0 that
'f may never rest until I am filled with love to
God and all mankind. May the Lord prepare
me for whatever awaits me through this unfriendly worid—for I expect that troubles will
be my lot, while here, more or less, until I
pass over Jordan!—God grant fhat they may
end tlien ; and for them may I receive a crown
Ol gloiy, though unworthy.
May God help
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me to watch and pray without ceasing, that I
may be in a state of readiness for whatever
may befall ine!
" H o w happy every child of ^^rac*.
W h o knows his tins forgiven,
Thi^ earth, he cries, is not my place,
1 seek my place in HKAVEN.
A country tar from mortal sight,
Vet, O by fnilh, I see—
T h e land of rest, the s;'iiif.s delight;
T h e heaven prepared i.iv me."

March 12, 1813. I have reason to biess
and praise Gol, that il is as well with me as
it i.5—that I have some desire still fo devote
my life and all that I have to the service of
that Goil who hath preserved and brought me
lo the present moment. 0 that every power
of my soul and body may be, without reserve,
devoted to him. He hath been my Preserver
and kind Benefactor from my earliest days
undl the present time ! 0 that my heart may
be filled with love and gratitude to Him, for
every mercy that I do enjoy. Il hath been
heller than three months since I parted wilh
the friend that I esteem most dear; and 1 long
much lo see him—but I must be patient, and
strive to give my all to the Lord, and say, Not
my will, bul thine be done.
IMarch 14th. This day has been a day of a
good degree of peace and joy to my soul. As
I have been so long deprived of meeting with
my brethren lo praise God! 0 that I may j
give my soul and body as a living sacrifice lo '
him day by day—and be prepared to meet my '
Saviour in the skies, with joy and gladness. ,
i
" T h r o u g h grace, I am dcterniin'd
To conquer, though I die
'."

March 21st. I have reason to praise God
for his tender mercy to me ; that he hath given me a degree of health and strength—and
feel a desire to spend the remain !er of my d.ays
in his service and lo his glory. May tlie l.or.l
bleg.; me with an hungeiing and thirsting for
all the mind that was in Christ, that I may be
a comfort to my companion, an 1 a ble-sinj; to
society, and be pr(>pare 1 for heaven and g^'iy"Come LoT'd ff-om aliove, those mountains ri^-nove.
O'eiturn all that hinJers the course of Ihy love."

I long to be allogpther thine. The day is
fast ap]iroaching when it would be of more
importance fo have an interest at a throne of [
grace, than to be poss's-^Cil of all the riches
in this lower world ! May God help me to
realize the world of time and the length of
eternity—and improve my privileges accordingly !
March 21 St. I feel to be in .some degree
thankful to (io I for the blessings that I do enjoy. May I improve them to the glory of
my great Benefactor—and may the Lord re-
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ward my kind friends hi their friendship to
me.
• O that my God wout-d count me meet,
To wash his dear disciples' feet."

I feel my heart p. one to wander from the
God that I desire lo love ! 0 that the day
may arrive when I shall love my God supremely—above every thing else.
April the 1.5th, 1813. I am this day out of
eternity, but am not well—and know not how
long i may be an inhabitant of this world!
That I may be in a slate of readiness for death,
when il shall come—for whether it be long or
short, it will be the same king of terrors xvhen
it comes, if we are not prepared for it. My
heart and soul, long ioc full redemption, in the
blood of Jesus.
" O that my tender soul might fly
The least abhorr'd approach of i l l :
Quick as the apple of an eye.
The slightest touch of sin to feel."

I hope the Lord may give me grace to be
faithful; that whether my days are many or
few, they may all be devoted to him, that
when I am called to go I may have a convoy of angels to escort my happy soul to
realms of glory. My conflicts are many here,
but the hand of the Lord is strong. 0 that I
may be enabled to put my trust in him in
every trying hour.
April 21st. f am this day a spared monument of mere)'—that I am not cut off as a
cumberer of the ground—0 that my heart may
be filled wilh real gratitude for the blessings
I do enjoy—for kind friends in the day of adver.sity.
I feel that I need daily supplies from the
fountain that was opened in the house of king
David for sin and uncleanness. For the enemy thrusts sore at me—and I often fear I shall
come short at last. I want the whole armor,
and skill to use the weapons, that I may be
more than conqueror, through the strength of
Jesus—that when my sun is setting, t may
have a prospect of Canaan's happy land, and
view by faith the celesdal fruits of paradise,
where joys immortal grow—pain shall be exchanged then for pleasure that never shall
cease—where we may gaze on the face of
our beloved without a dimming veil of mortality between.
April 23d. I have reason to be thankful to
God my great Preserver, for the peace that I
dc feel in my soul this morning. Although my
body is afllieled, yet I feel a degree of resignation to the will of God—and hope that I
may be prepared for whatever is the will of
Gcd concerning me—whether for life or death.

H
" T h r o u g h grace I am determm'd
To conquer thouGfh 1 die.
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And then away to Jesus
On wings of love I'll fly :
And then my happy station
In life's fair tree shall have
Close by the throne of Jesus,
Shut up with God above."

0 that I may consider that my days are as
a shadow that passelh away. God giant that
I may secure a lot among the blest.
" My suffering time will soon be o'er,
Then shall I sigh and weep no more j
My ransom'd soul shall soar away,
To siiig God's praise in endless d a y . "

The road I have to travel is interspersed
with ^'oi/.j and «orroms—and the only way lo
be happy is to receive the one wilh gratitude
and the other with submission. 0 that I may
have that true resignation to the will of heaven, that may enable me to rejoice evermore,
and pray without ceasing, and in every thing
to give thanks—thank the Lord for the bles.sings that I do enjoy, and be patient under sufferings, knowing that it is good for me to be
afflicted, that I may know my own weakness
the better, and rely only on the strength of
him that is able to save all those that put
their trust in his clemency and mercy ! May
the Lord help me to live lo his glory while on
earth I slay.
May 9th, 1813. I hax-e reason to bless
God that it is as well with me as il i s !
Whether I shall ever enjoy health or not I do
not know—and I would not be anxious concerning il:—but may I be prepared for whatever is the xvill of the Lord concerning me,
whether life or death, health or sickness,
prosperity or adversity. I feel a desire to see
my Lorenzo once more in lime : but if that is
denied me, may I be enabled lo say. The will
of the Lord be done—and may we meet on
Canaan's happy shore, xvhere sorrow will be
turned into joy—and all that's earthly in our
souls will be done away, and in its place we
shall have the nature of angels and saints.
'^ O wliat a happy company—
Where saints and angels join !"

There will be no more anger nor strife—no
more malice nor envyings, evil speaking, nor
any thing that shall mar our happiness, or
give us pain—hut harmony and peace shall
forever abound! May God help us to be
faithful lo him, and to the spirit of his grace.
" H o w tedio-as and tasteless tlie hours
When Jesus no longer I see :
Sweet prospects, sweet birds, and sweet flow'rs,
Have all lost their sweetness to me.
The midsummer sun shines but dim—
T h e Selds strive in vain to look gay ;
But when I am happy in him,
December's d,^ pleasant as May.
*' His name yields t h e richest perfume,
And sweeter than music his voice ;
His presence disperses my gloom.
And make* all within me rejoice.

,
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I should, were he always thus nigli,
Have nothing to wish or to fear—
No mortal so happy as I,
My summer w ould lust all the year."

0 that I could always be enabled to put my
trust in him in every lime of trouble—and
may the Lord prepare me for death and
glory.—
" T h e r e on a green and flowery mount
Our w eary souls shall sit ;
And with transjjorting joys recount
The labors uf our feet !"

May 10th. l a m in a lingering stale of
health, and xvhelher ever I shall be able to be
of any use to myself or others I know not—
but I hope that I may be enabled lo be resigned to the disposal of Providence, and say. Not
my will but thine be done. It is a reality that
xve are born to die, and after death to come to
judgment—and how ought xve lo live, that we
may stand acquitted in that awful day, when
Christ in glory shall appear lo judge both the
quick and the dead. 0 that I may have " my
robes washed and made white in the blood of
the Lamb," that I may hear the welcome sentence. Come ye ble.ssed of my Father, inherit
the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation ot the world—0 happy day—when xve
shall be delivered from this body of clay, that
clogs and weighs down the soul oftentimes,
and makes us cry out wich the apostle, xvho
shall deliver me from the body of this death !
How necessary il is, for us to watch and
pray, that we enter not into temptation—but
nold fast the confidence that we have iu a
blessed Saviour
" On Jordan's stormy banks 1 stand,
And cast a wishful eye,
T o Canaan's fair and happy land
xvhere my possessions lie.
O the transporting happy scene
That rises to my s i g h t Sweet fields arraj'd in living green,
And rivers of delight.
" T h e generous fruits that never fail.
On trees immortal grow :
T h e r e rocks and hills, and brooks and vales,
With milk and honey flow :
All o'er those wide extended plains,
Shines one eternal day ;
T h e r e God the Son forever reigns,
And scatters niglit away.
*' No chilling winds nor pois'nous breath,
Can reach that healthful shore ;
Sickness and sorrow—i>ain and death,
,^re felt and foar'd no more.
XVhen shall I reach tliat happy place.
Anil be for ever blest :
W h e n I shall see my Father's lace,
And in his bosom rest!

renewed in the spirit of my mind! May all
the earthly disposidons of my heart be changed into heavenly, that I may be prepared to
bid adieu lo this world of sorrow, and find a
habitation of peace, where the wicked ceasj
from troubling and the xveary be at rest. My
God help me to be faithful the few days that
I have to spend on earth. My heart hath
been much sunk under a weight of sorrow—
when I consider how far from God and heaven, and what I xvould be, I am ' —0 that the
cry of my soul may be. Dear Jesus, raise me
higher! I long to be holy, as Thou art holy.
May the Lord help me to rely on his mercy
and goodness for all that is lo come—and say
without reserve, •' The xvill of the Lord be
done."
" O God, my help in ages past.
My hope for years to come ;
My shelter from the stormy blast.
And my eternal home."

Prepare me for that happy day, when all
the saints get home—and sit down at the right
hand of God—where we shall be freed from
all the toils and troubles of life, and have
pleasure xvithout end—where trouble and anguish cannot enter, but all shall be harmony
and peace!
" O what a glorious company.
W h e n saints and angels meet"—

in robes of white arrayed—when Christ shall
wipe all tears from our eyes, and we shall be
admitted lo sit down wilh Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob, and all the saints that have gone
through much tribuladon, and washed THEIR
robes, and made them while in the blood of
the Lamb. May my heart and life be conformed to the gospel, that I may be a comfort
to my companion, and a blessing to society :
" A n d may my sun in smiles decline—
And bring a pleasing night."

The men that love the Lord are happy in
this worid and in the next! 0 may that be
my happy lot—may the Lord help me lo tear
every idol from my heart, and may he r e i p
without a rival there. I feel my heart's desire
is, lo love the Lord with my whole heart.
" This is a world of trouble and grief I plainly see ;
But when in ilecpest sorrow, O God, I look to Thee !
Thou deli\ er'dst Daniel, when in the lions' den—
And if thou didst protect him, O w h y not other men "

Help me to pray without ceasing, and in
every thing give thanks! May my soul's
"FiU'd with delight my raptur'd soul
concern and only care bt, lo secure a lot
Can here no longer stay -,
among the olest—that when my days are
Though Jordan's waves around mc roll.
Fearless I'd latinch away :
ended on earth, I may receive an inheritance
There on those high and flow'ry plains,
that can never be 'aken from me! May God
Our spirits ne'er shall tire ;
preserve my companion while absent.
But in perpetual, joyful strains;
Redeeming love admire.
In my da> s of childhood, the Proviilenct oi •
It is through the tender metcy of God, that God was over me to preserve me from evil;
I am alive and out of hell! 0 that I may be although I lost my mother, one of the most
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I have abundant cause to be thankful to
invaluable blessings that a child can be deprived of, particularly a female. Yet the my great Benefactor, for the continued favors
Lord was my friend, and brought me up to bestowed me—and for many kind fiiends who
the years of maturity, with a mind as tilde have administered to my necessities in the
tainted wilh the evil practices that are preva- lime of adversity: may the great Master relent among young people as most. My sister ward them richly in this world, and in that
was very careful to teach me the way of rec- which is to come, eternal life and glory! It
titude in .my earliest days, which was of great is said to be more blessed to give than receive,
benefit to me in my journey through life. therefore, those that have it in their power to
And I doubt not, if mothers would begin xvith do good lo the needy sons and daughters of
their ctiildren when they are young, they affliction, and follow the dictates of charily,
might mould them into almost ^ny frame they will have a double reward: they will feel a
chose. But instead of paying that attention sweet peace in their own souls while they are
to their morals while their minds are young, travelling through this unfriendly vi'orld, and
and suscepdble of good impressions, as they when they come to bid adieu to all things beought; they suffer them to mi.x xvith those low the sun, they xvill have a glorious prosthat aie wicked to a proverb; thinking there pect of a happy entrance inlo the blest abode
is no danger—they are too young to be injured of saints and angels !
by any bad example or precept. But they
" O may my lot be cast with these.
find, when it is too late, that their minds are
The least of Jesus' witnesses"—
too easily impressed with evil; and habits
which are imbibed in childhood, are not so on earth—and at last be joined to that happy
easily eradicated : and through their neglect, company above the skies!
many that might be shining characters in soWhat need there is to watch and pray, and
ciety, a blessing to the age that they live in, guard against the vain allurements of this
they are but a nuisance to mankind, and are world ; to steer our course between the rocks
raising up another set to xvalk in their tracks. on either hand, that we may gain the destined
Thus the xvorld is contaminated by the mis- port of eternal repose in the bosom of our
management of mothers! My heart has often once crucified, but now risen and exalted
been pained, to see the dear Hide innocents Saviour.
suffered to run at random ; and taught nothOur hearts are too often fixed on the vain
ing that would be of service to them, either and transient things of time and sense, while
in this world, or in the next! May the Lord the important concerns of eternal happiness
open the eyes of those that have the care of or misery are almost, if not quite neglected!
children, to see the importance of their charge; We are leaving nothing undone that we can
and enable them to do their duty—that the accomplish to lay up treasure on earth, which
rising generation may be more obedient to will perish in the using—while the immortal
their parents, more attendve to the duty they part, that will have an existence as long as its
owe their God—then they will be a greater Author exists, lieth in ruins! 0, what madblessing to society, and will be heller qualifi.ed ness! This poor body, what is it, but a dying
to fill up that sphere in life xvhich they may be lump of clay! that must in a few revolving days
called to—and above all be prepared for those be consigned to the dust from xvhence it was
happy regions, where all will be harmony and taken "? What xvill it avail us then—whether
peace!
we were rich or poor, noble or ignoble. The
After my marriage, leaving the place where main point will then be, xvhelher xve have spent
I had lived from my early days, I x\'as placed our time in the service of God, or have dein quite a different sphere of life. Unac- voted it to the pleasures and vanities of the
quainted with the variety of manners and dis- xvorld—to please ourselves, in.stead of obeypositions of mankind, I thought all who pro- ing the calls of the gospel, and taking up
fessed friendship xvere friends; but I have the cross ! 0 that these things may lay with
found myself mistaken in many instances. serious xveighl on our minds, that we may
Some that at one time would appear like as make sure work for eternity, and spend no
if there was nothing too good that they could dine unprofilably, but husband it to the best
do for one, at another time -vie-ce so cool and advantage.
distant, that one would be ready to conclude
The various scenes of life make such an
they could not be the same people! These impression on our minds, that We are often
constant changes have, in some measure, brought into such perplexities, that we hardly
-taflght me this lesson, that we are all frail know which way to turn: but if we could
mortals, liable to change; and there is but always live in the enjoyment of that Faith,
<tni source that is permanent. Tliere we may which it is our privilege to possess, xve should
iplace implicit confidence, and we will not be
never be at a loss. I have passed through
•iectiTed.
many trying situations in Europe and America i
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but the Lord hath been my helper thus far,
through all {hi r f;.<;.<;/?(trfc.f alterJing the JOURNEY OF HI K I .-Xud I hope one day lo outstrip
the win.I, beyond the bounds of time—where
there will lie no more uncertainty or disapjiointment—where jieace and harmony shall
for ever abound :—after all our troubles here,
how sweet and consoling rest will be ! May
the Lord help nie to live near to the bleeding
si le of a criicifioil Redeemer—willing fo take
up my cross and follow him where he may
lea.I, if it is lo go through fire or xvater.
These aie trying limes—the love of many is
waxing cold. How soon we may be called
to a fresh tr.'ul of our TAITH, we cannot tell :
—may we stand firm, knowing that all shall
work together for good to those thai: love
GOD.
How many and various are the difliculties
of life, while tiavelling through this vale of
tears, to the jdace of rest, whither xve are all
hastening. Were it not for the mixture of
jileasure that we find interwoven in those
jiains, we sliould often sink under them—but
he that li les upon the winds, and can command them al a nod, undertakes our c a n s t ;
aril! makes a way for us, when xve see none—•
and cannot tell which way we must g o ! I
am indebtel to that great and beneficent Hand
for all the mercies that I do enjoy. 0 that my
heart may be filled with gratitude to God for
these f.ivor'?.
1 arrive,1 in New York with my companion,
towar is the last of March, 1814—where I met
with kind fiiends, particulariy brother Munson and his family. They are like our own
dear brothers and sisters: may the Lord reward lliein in tliis world and in the ne.xt!
Here I met wilh my old friend sister Lester—
she is still the same—may the Lord prosper
her on lier jouiney to a glorious eternity ! I
have f'.iuii.'l as kind friends of late as 1 could
expj'ct—O dial my heart may ever feel grateful to my (ind iov all his mercies lo unworthy
me!
1 have felt a greater desire to be all dev<it;',l lo the Lord, (soul and body, and all
that 1 have and am, for time and eternily,) of
laie, ilian I have felt for a long time! I do
not exjiect to find that place, wfiile I am an
inhabitant of this lower world, where there is
nothing to trouble or afflict eithi:- body or
mind. May the great Master give me more
of that spirit of humility : that it may enable
me to be willing to sufl'er all the righteous
will of God , and when called lo bid alien lo
all hdow the sun, dial I may have a
pleasing prospect of a glorious immortality!
O how sweet and delightful must be the
scene, to a soul that has been lo.ssed on the
ocean of lime ; and halh fought their passage
through, and got within view of the happy
land :

" W h e n all their sorrows will be o ' e r ;
Their .suftering and their pain :
W h o meet on that eternal shore
Shall never part again I"

0 may I be prepared to meet those that have
gone before, and those that may come after!
May lOlh, 1814. We have been in .New
York for several weeks, and kindly treated by
many—may the Lord reward them !
Though many have been my trials and
afflictions the last four or five years of my
life, yet the Lord halh been my friend—and I
feel a desire to devote the remainder of my
days in his service. How long f shall be an
inhabitant of this vvorld of woe, is uncertain to
me—I feel the seeds of death in this mortal
frame—and il is my earnest desire to become
more and more acquainted wilh my own heart,
that when the summons shall arrive, 1 may
not be alarmed, but rejoice to go and be at
rest! 0 how soon my heart sinks down to
earth again! 0 my Lord, help me to keep
my eye upon the prize ! and my heart stayed
on T H E E ! that this worid may have no
charms sufficient lo draw me from the contemplation of heaven and glory!
'• XVas I possesor of the earth.
And call'd the stars my own,
W^ithout thy graces, and thyself,
I were a wretch undone I
Let others stretch their arms like seas
And grasp in all the shore ;
Grant me the visits of thy grace,
And I desire no more."

May I ever lay at the feet of my glorious
Redeemer, who halh bought my pardon on
the tree! My soul is pained on the account
of those that were once plain, humble followers of the meek and lowly Jesus; bul now
are so conformed to the world, that they can
hardly be distinguished from ihem! How long
will they sleep in security, wandering from
God ; pursuing a .shadow instead of a snhsfance ! Hov,- vain are all things below the
sun ! We may have pro'^))erity one day. and
the next ma}' prove quite the reverse! How
nccessar}' it is to have our hearts detacluvl
from the world, and placed on a more durable
object !
May 13th, 1814. I am this d,ay under renewed obligations lo the great Preserver for
the blessings that I enjoy ; my life is \neserved, and 1 have kind friends that appear
willing lo supply all my wants. IVIay GoJ,
that is able lo give TIC the inward consolation
of the Holy Spirit, enable me lo draw water
out of the fountain that never will run dry!
T long to be more holy in heart and life; and
then I .shall surely be more happy! 0 my
soul, arise ! and snake thyself, and put on thy
beautiful garments! and then, I can rejoice in
tribulation, knowing that tribuladon worketh
patience; and what a charming trait it is in
the Chrisdan character, that of patient* t 0
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that I may learn to possess my soul in patience in this day of trial ! The times are
gloom)-, and we need to be continually at the
throne of grace, and cry mightily lo God to
stand by us; that we rnay keep the narrow
road, and not turn to the right hand or to the
left.
Sunla}^, May 15th, 1814. I thank the Lord
that I have once more had the privilege of
hearing the sweet sound of the gospel, from
these words: " B y whom shall Jacob arise,
for he IS small." I wish it may sink into the
hearts of those that heard il! In the first
place, he told 'VAhat was meant by Jacob,
or Israel—spiritually, the church of Christ;
and then went on to tell why il was styled
small in those days, as xvell as at the present
day. First, because the professed clergywere not faithful, but were fallen asleep upon
their watch lower; and did not warn the people of their danger as they ought. Secondly,
wicked rulers, by their bad example, prevent
that good being done as otherwise would be,
if they were men that truly loved and feared
God. And thirdly, the laity, those that heard
the soun I of the gospel, did not make that improvement of the precious opportunities which
they enjoyed, as they ought. Parents set bad
examples before their children—this was one
great cause why we so seldom saw the young
and rising generation turning to God! And
fourthly, and lastly, he showed by whom Jacob must arise—il was our duty to pray in
faith, but it was GOD that gave the increase
—therefore, we must hope and 6e//ei)e that God
would hear our prayers, and convert our children and neighbors, and prosper Zion. If we
were united in heart, so as to be like an army
with banners, and not let the spirit of division
get in among us, and cry out " I am of Paul,
p.;!d 1 am of Apollos, and I of Cephas, and I of
Christ—but all must be of one mind and heart
in Christ Jesus the Lord! Then we should
see how the church would prosper, and what
glorious seasons xve should have! But the
limes are gloomy, and xvhen the cloud will
disperse we cannot tell.
May 19th. Lorenzo is quite unwell—trials
await us, but mpy our trust be in the Lord,
that he will deliver us from all our troubles at
last, and land us safe on the peaceful shores
of blest eternity; where all our toils will be
over—our suffering and our pain ; where we
shall join the happy millions that surround
the throne of God, and ,sing hallelujah to God
and the Lamb for ever and ever!
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the mercies xve do enjoy—fo enable us to improve every moment to the glory of God, and
our own good!
May 20th, 1814. We are at Hoboken, a
delightful spot on the earth, upon the Jersey
side of the river, opposite New York—where..,
from the window of the room we occupy, we
have a grand view of the city, with the majestic steeples of the different churches, reaching their lofty heads almost to the lowering
skie.s—while the beautiful trees that are interspersed among the house.s, with the surrounding country, which can also be seen at the
same time, conspire to make it a most enchanting pro,spect! On the othar hand, the Jersey
side presents to view, decorated with all the
charms of Spring—green trees and shady
groves; while the delightful songsters of the
woods tune their harmonious throats in prai.sing their great Creator! These beauties of
nature, all joined in concert, one would suppose, could not fail to excite gratitude in the
hard and obdurate heart of man, the most noble work of our great Creator! But lamentable to tell!—they appear to be less thankful
than the birds that fly in open space, or even
the reptiles that crawl upon the earth, for they
answer the end for which they were made—
but man, xvho was formed in the image of his
God, and not only indebted lo him for creation,
but also for redemption in the blood of Jesus,
tramples on ids mercies, and despises the offers
of his grace ; and live more like beast.s, than
creatures possessed of radonality! 0 that
men would learn to love and serve the Lord!
AVe are at the house of a kind family, but
they do not profess religion. May the Lord
make our slay wilh them a blessing to their
souls, and to the neighborhood w.here they
live ! For the people in this place, by what f
can learn, are quite careless about their souls !
0 that the Lord may make use of some mea.sures to bring them to a knowledge of the
truth—my soul longs to see a revival of religion take place once more!
May 21st. I am still alive, and out of a
never-ending eternity; for which may my
heart be filled with gratitude to him that sustains and .supplies me wilh every needed
blessing ; who inclines the hearts of my fel
low mortals lo treat me'>vilh kindness! O
how much I am indebted to my God—and
how little is my heart affected wilh a grateful
sense of his goodness ! 0 that he would implant, deep in my soul, love to God and man ;
xvith a heart-felt sense of my dejiendence upon
him, for all the favors which I do enjoy.
" Our moment's fly apace.
From Sunday until Monday we were in
Nor w-ill our minutes stay;
Just like a flood our hasty day«
New York, at brother Munson's, the greatest
Are sweeping us away.'*
part of the time. Lorenzo is printing his
May our hearts be inspired with love and Journal, xvith some other tracts; which has
gratitude to the great Giver of all things, for detained him in and about this city far longer
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than he expectel lo have stayed xvhen xve
came here—bul the way seemed to open for
him to print his books, and he ihoughl it best
to improve the jiresent opening, and hope il
may prove a blessing to many.
On Wednesday afternoon we came over to
Mr. Anderson's again ; xvhere we met with
the same kind reception which we had exper.
enced some days before. Mrs. Anderson wa.s
very sick, but was something belter the next
day. Lorenzo preached lo the people in this
place on AVednesday evening, and had a
crowded house. May the seed lake root in
some heart, and bear fruit lo jierfection ! I
feel the need of more faith, to be enabled to
put mv trust in the great Giver of every good
and perfect gift—my heart too often wanders
from the right source. 0 that my mind may
be stayed on God in every trying hour—I long
to be made holy in heart and life ; and feel a
willingness to bear the cross like a good soldier of Jesus Christ, that when the sun of life
shall decline, I may have a pleasing prospect
of a happy eternity !
Saturday, May 28th. Through the goodness
of God, I enjoy better health than I have done
for more than two y^ears before. May" my
heart be filled with love and gratitude to the
Great and Beneficent hand that is daily showering down blessings on my unworthy head,
and improve my lengthened days, in doing
good to myself and others ! For why should
I be useless in this time of need? But, 0 !
my heart shrinks at the cross! May the
Lord help me lo be willing to take il up, and
follow Jesus in the w a y ! When we consider
the shortness of lime, and the length of eternily, we perceive there is no time lo lose; bul
a necessity to improve every moment to the
best advantage. May it be impressed on my
heart!
May 31st. I desire to have my heart filled
with grateful songs of praise, lo the God of
all grace and mercies, for his favors to me !
Through every lane of life, he halh provided
me kind friends, in the day of adversity as
well as in the day of prosperity. What reason have I 10 be faithful to my God for all
those blessings ! May the Lord help me ever
to lie al the feet of the Saviour, and learn instruction from his lips ! I am still at Captain
Anderson's, at the beautiful lifde town of Hoboken, as charming a place as 1 almost ever
saw. 0, what a pity there is not (as I know
of) one person in this place that enjoys religion ; or al least, not many feeling much concern for their souls; and they have no preaching, except by the Baptists, who preach up
" particular election" and reprobation, in the
strongest terms that I ever heard. I went to
he.ar them on Sunday last, and my heart was
truly pained to hear a man get up and address
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a number of people, (who were unacquainted
with the xvay of salvation, and for aught I
know, were living in the neglect of their duty
altogether,) in this way ; that they "could do
nothing; they must be taken by an irresistible power, and he brought in." But my
heart replied, " Ho, every one that thirsteth,
come ye to the waters; and he that hath no
money, come buy wine and milk, xvithout
money and without price!" What a pity it
i.s, that men should darken council by words
without knowledge ! For it is expressly said,
that ALL may come that will; and that they
shall in no wise be r,hul out. May God stop
the mouths of those that attempt to speak in
his name, who are not called and qualified by
the Spirit, for the work ! but bless and prosper those that have taken their lives in their
hands, and have gone forth to call sinners to
repentance, offering a free salvation to all the
fallen race of Adam.
June 1st. What a miracle of mercy it is,
that I am still spared on this side eternity,
whilst many of my fellow mortals have been
called from the stage of action; their bodies
numbered wilh the pale nations underground,
and their souls taken flight lo a world of spirits ; whilst I, the most unprofitable, perhaps
of any, am spared, and enjoy a tolerable stale
of health, so m.uch better than I once expected I ever should. May my heart be made
truly sensible of the duly I owe to the great
God of heaven and earth; whose NAME is terrible to all xvho are in any measure sensible
of his Majesty and Power. And also I desire
lo know and do my duty to my fellow-mortals ; but I tremble at the cross! 0 that I may
be delivered from " t h e fear of man, which
bringeth a snare !"
"My drowsy powers w h y sleep ye so !
Awake, my sluggish soul!
Nothing hath half thy work to do ;
Yet nothing is half so dull 1
Go to the ants ; for one poor grain
See how they toil and strive ;—
Yet we who have a heaven to obtain,
How negligent we live I
Waken, O Lord, my drowsy sense,
To walk this dangerous road ;
That if my soul be hurried hence,"
May it be found in God 7

June 2d. I am this day under renewed obligadons to that Hand which hath supplied all
my necessities, from my earliest days, until
the present period of time. 0 that I may lie
in the valley of humility, under a sen.se of the
numerous favors bestowed upon me, by the
hand of an ever bountiful God ! and improve
the moments that are allotted me, to the glory
of his great name, and the good of my own immortal soul! I feel my heart is too often
placed upon things below the sun—may the
Lord help me to tear my heart and affnttMU
from earth, and place them on things abore.
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My Lt>renzo's mind is exercised and draxvn
out toOTSz'tforeign lands, to call sinners to repentance ; and I would not stand in his wayabove all things, but I feel the need of more
grace; to acquiesce in all circumstances, in
the will of Providence; which I desire to do
more than any thing beside. May the God of
all grace, enable me to say—" not my xvill
but thine be done." Lord, may I be made of
some use to my fellow creatures w h i k on
earth I stay, that I need not be quite use.ess,
while I am an inhabitant of this lower xvorld!
—It is noxv night, and the evening shades
prevail. The sun hath set beyond the xvestern sky, and the Lord only knoxvs xvhelher I
shall see the return of another day! May he
take charge of me this night; and grant, that
whether I sleep, or wbatever I do, I may have
a single eye to his glory, and be prepared to
meet my " last enemy" in peace! May God
reward my kind benefactors v/ith every needed blessing.
Sunday, June 12th. This fiath been a day
of deep trial to my seal. There having bsen
an appointment made, for my Lorenzo to
preach in the African church, at si.x o'clock,
and the people appearing anxious to see me,
as many of them had not, it xvas published
that I wcuid be there, and perhaps I would
subjoin a few words by way of exhortation :
this ma4'j 'jr.ch an impression on the minds of
people, that ihey came out in such quantities,
that they could not get into the house. I look
my seat in the altar; and after Lorenzo had
given th'jm a discourse from these xvords—
" 0 earth, earth, earth, hear the word of the
Lord,"—I rose up and spoke a few words ;
but the cross v/as so xveighty, I did not fully
answer my mind. I closed the meeting by
striving to lift my heart to God, in prayer,
wilh some degree of liberty. May the Lord
deliver me from the fear of man, which bringeth a snare! Why should we be so much
'Jnder the influence of the enemy, as not to
speak for our God in these important dmes,
xvhen wickedness doth so much abound, and
the love of many is waxing cold, and others
are carrying such burthens ? 0 may the God
of all grace stand by and support his people
in this day of trial! The storm is gathering
fast, and who will be able to stand, xvhile the
anger of the Lord is pouring out upon the inhabitants of the earth, for their ingratitude,
particularly those of our favored land, AMERICA ! We have had peace and plenty for many
years, but the fulness of bread was the destruction of Sodom ! 0 dial it may not be the
case xvith u s !
June 13lh. May my sovJ and body be altogether devoted to that God, who hath provided for me ever since I have had an existence . I have in some instances been brought
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into trying circumstances ; but there hath alxvays heen a xvay opened for me, so that I have
never lacked any thing so much as to say fhat
I was in a suffering condition. For if I had
it not, nor wherexvith to procure it for myself,
yet the Lord that hath the heari* ci all men
in his hands, would raise up some one to supply my wants!
Glory! glory ! be to his
Name for ever and ever, for all his mercies,
to such an unxvorthy mortal as me !—What is
past we know ; but what is to come we cannot tell. May we be prepared for whatever
lies before us ! The cloud seems gathering
fast over our land ! May the God that rules
on high—that all the earth surveys, avert the
threatening storm, and deliver us from the
power of our enemies.—0 the charms of America ! shall they be destroyed by foreigners T
Shall the rich jewel of LIBERTY be plucked
from the American crown hy TYRANTS ?—
Forbid il mighty God!—and grant, if xve need
chastisements, as no doubt we do, as a nation,
to let us fall into THY HAND, rather than
into the hand of man, for thou art merciful!
0 that the people of this favored land, might
learn to be wise, in lime to save our country
from destruction ! My soul mourns on account of my- fellow mortals ! May they be
made sensible of the necessity of making their
peace with God, before the evil day shall
come, xvhen they shall say " I have no pleasure in them."
June 14lh. Through the favor and goodness of God I am still alive, and am. blessed
with as good health, as I have enjoyed for
many months; and lru,st my face is Zion-ward.
Forever praised be the Lord for aid blessings
which I do enjoy. O may my soul drink
deeper and deeper into fhat spirit which will
enable me to bear the cross wilh joy; and not
shrink from it like a coward, and the crown
fall from my head, and others take the prize.
J I ; " , .Sth. Through the tender mercy of
the Lord, who is over all and above all, I am
still an inhabitant of this lower world, surrounded by dangers and difficulties ; liable to
stray in bye and forbidden paths; and the
way appears so gloomy that I tremble at the
prospect. I feel much concerned for the present slate of my beloved country. There is
.so much dissension among the people of this
most ''avored of all lands, that I fear for its
consequence. My heart has often been pained, to see the INGRATITflDE xvhich has
been prevalent in our peaceful, plentiful, and
happy country.—Whilst other nations xvere
almo.st deluged in blood, xve have been blessed with peace in our borders; and the glorious
gospel has been spread from shore lo shore.
But these happy days are gone, and for aught
1 know, or can see, it may be long before they
will return, unless the Lord should undertake
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our cause. He can bring low and raise up—
He sways kingdoms; and it is through his
long sulleriii.i;; and tender mercy that the world
is kejit in exl.•^lclu•e ; for it giuaneth under the
wickedness of its inhabitants! if Ho were to
enter inlo judgment with us, who could stand
befoie liim I And it appears he is about lo
visit the eait.'i wilh a curse ! It is surely lime
for lliose that profess lo fear God, to awake
and .shake themselves from that indolence of
spirit, which so jirevails in our land ; and lay
a siege lo a throne of grace for deliverance;
lur he is all-sufficient, and can make a way,
wliere it ajipears to us, short-sighted creatures,
ini])ossible for a way to be m.ade. May he
undertake our cause, and bring deliverance in
whatever channel he thinks best.
Sunday, June 19th. I have been at Capt.
John Anderson's, Hoboken, for several weeks,
where 1 have been treated very kindly- Himself and wife are as agreeable a couple as I
have met with for a long time, and I believe
they wish well lo the cause of religion ; but
they do not enjoy that peace in their own
souls as they might. M.ay the God of all
grace attend them, and enable them to take up
the cross, that they may be prepared for a seal
at the right hand of God, al last.
On the twenty-ninth of June, we left NewYork, after having been there for the space of
near lliree months, for New Haven, in the
mail-stage. We travelled through the most
delightful country that my eyes ever beheld ;
the sea.son was so charming: the gardens were
in bloom ; tlie fields and meadows clothed in
their richest dress; so that the eye might be
transported wilh pleasure at almost every
glance. My heart was at the same lime contemplating the goodness of God lo the once
happy land of America; but now, how soon
her beauty might be laid in the dust, by tlie
spoiler, we could not tell, and all her glory
brought lo naught! But there is a Gou, that
rules fiver all ; and f trust he xvill bring order
out of confusion ! May the people learn humility and >iibmission from the present calamity, lo the will of the great Ruler of the universe.
\Vv arrived at New Haven about nine o'clock
at night; we stopt at the .stage-tavern, kept by
a man that fears not God nor regards man, if
we may jud<;e by the appearance, but we
could not get permission lo slay there for the
night. Il being so late we could not find any
frieiiils. although there were Methodists in the
place; consequently-, we were under the necessity of .seekinf,' lodginirs in another public
house: accordingly, we did, and .slept there.
But in the morning, Lorenzo went out to find
the preacher, that is stationed at New Haven,
and in his way, he met wilh a brother Woolf
and he requested him to breakfast v/ith him,

and sent up to the public house for me to come
to his house; accordingly I did, bul the people where we stayed, said that we ought lo
have eat breakfast with them, as we stayc.l
there the night before; and so charged us one
dollar and a half for our lodging, xvhich Lorenzo paid.
The friends in New Haven xvere very kind,
and wished Lorenzo to stay over die Sabbath ;
this was on Thursday, he was an.xious lo "et
to h'ls fat her''s ; bul by the solicitation of brother Smith, the stationed preacher, and many
others, he was prevailed on to stay. He
preached on Thursday night and Friday night;
and on Sunday he preached four times, the
people appeared quite solemn and attentive.
The preacher in that place, is one of the most
affectionate, friendly men, that 1 have ever met
with; may the Lord bless him, and make hh-n
useful lo souls !
On Monday morning I left New Haven, in
company xvith a man and his wife for Branford, in their wagon ; while Lorenzo stayed to
give them another sermon, as it was the
"Fourth of July," and there was an oration to
be delivered by the gre.il Mr. T**** ; accordingly, he spoke .something on the present state
of our countiy, lo an audience that were attentive. He then left there in a xvagon, which
belonged lo a Quaker, xvho v/ere going to see
their friends in Branford, where he spoke again
al night.
The next morning the friend that had
brought us to Branford, started with us, to
North Guilford, to a brother's of mine, that 1
had not seen for near thirty years. We were
both very small al that lime, bul now he had
a family of six children and a wife, and 1 felt
much pleased lo find that he had been industrious, and appeared lo be doing w-ell, as it relates lo this worid ; and I trust he was not
altogether indifferent to the things of another.
His wife w,is in a low state of health, but I
have no doubt but she enjoys religion : may
the God of all grace bless them and their dear
children. There f saw my step-mother also,
that 1 had not seen before, since I was six
years of a g e ; my heart glowed with affection
towards her; may her last days be crowned
wilh peace !
My brother took his wagon, and carried us
to Durham, on the stage-road, and tarried with
us that night; and in the morning bid us farewell, and relurned home. A friend living at
Durham, lent us a chaise to Middletown;
where my Lorenzo held meeting at night.
There we met brother Burrows from Hebron, j
with a wagon, which was to return the next
morning, in which we came to his house,
where we stayed from Friday until Monday.
Lorenzo preached on Friday night, and also
on Sunday at the Methodist meedng-houee;
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the people were solemn and attentive. At five
o'clock, at another place four or five miles distant, and returned again that night.
This place was about twelve or fourteen
miles from his dear/aider's; and as we had
no horse or carriage and brother Burrows
made wagons, he bought a horse and wagon
from him; and we started on Monday about
three o'clock in the afternoon, and arrived at
his father's just before dark. We w-ere kindly
received by his father and the rest of the family: we found the old gentleman in tolerable
health; bul being a man advanced in years,
he was something feeble : xve stayed with him
from Monday until Saturday This place is
much degenerated from what they once were,
when the candle of the Lord shone upon their
heads; but now there is scarcely any that I
saw, who appeared to enjoy religion ! Our
dear old father, seemed to be struggling for deliverance in the blood of Jesus; may the
great Master appear to his soul, the first
among lea lhou.sand, and altogether lovely !
We spent the week I may say in a solitary
way. in taking our rambles through the lonely
walks that my Lorenzo had taken in earlydays of childhood, before his tender mind was
matured; and after he had arrived to the age
of fifteen, when his heart was wrought upon
by the Spirit of God—and this was the sweet
grove at the foot of a beautiful hill, through
which ran a charming rivulet of water; where
he used to go and meditate and pray to that
God, who was able lo save and did deliver his
soul, and enabled him to take up his cross,
and go forth to call sinners to repentance.
My heart was pained to know and see that
some part of the family, was not, or appeared
not engaged to save their souls.
On Saturday, xve started for Tolland, and
from thence to Squarepond, xvhere Lorenzo
preached twice the ne.xt day, at the Methodist
meeting-house, to an attentive congregation ;
and at five o'clock at Tolland, the people
seemed very solemn. Early on Monday morning we left Tolland, for flartford, xvhere Lorenzo preached at night, in a Presbyterian
meeting-house, to a tolerable congregation.
We met wilh kind treatment from a Doctor
Lynds—may the Lord bless him and his! We
left Hartford on Tuesday, and went to an aunt's
of Lorenzo's that night, living about four or
five miles from his father's. She appeared
very glad lo see u s ; and sent out and called
in the neighbors, and Lorenzo gave them a
short discourse. The next day Lorenzo was
quite unwell, unable to sit u p : but towards
evening we made ready, and started for his
father's, where we arrived in safety. Lorenzo
had intended to leave me at his father'.s,
while he took a journey to the east; but cirtumsiances appeared not to favor it; and he
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concluded to lake me with him. Accord;, gly,
we made prepaiadons for our departure, on
Saturday morning, July 23d, 1814, after having stayed wilh his father for ten or twelve
days.
1 felt truly pained to part wilh the dear old
man : may the Lord bless him, and make his
last days abundant in peace ! My Lorenzo
preached at Vernon at night, and in the morning lo an attentive litde company—may the
Lord make it like bread cast upon the waters !
He preached al Hartford-five-miles, ou Sunday, lo a crowded congregation.
July 25th. We have this day arrived at
Hartford; and my Lorenzo has received his
books from New York, and furthermore we
have heard of the arrival of a large force of
our enemies' soldiers, landing on our once
peaceful happy shore ! 0 that the God that
is able to save, would appear for our deliverance! although, as a nation, we have forfeited all right and title lo ])rofeclion : yet
there is no where else to fly for deliverance !
0 that we, as a nation, may be humbled before God, and lift our united cries lo the throne
of grace for his assistance! May tlie tumults
of the earth bo hushed to silence, and people
learn war no more! My soul longs to drink
deeper into that spirit of love, to GoJ and man,
that I may be made useful lo souls, and a
comfort lo my wandering companion, that I
may be a helpmate indeed !
How vain are all things here below,
How false and yet how fair I
Kach pleasure has it poison too,
And every sweet a snare ! "

0 that the Lord xvould teach me the emptiness of earthly enjoyments, and help me to
rely on him alone for support and comfort!
0 that my prospects for glory may brighten
up, and my soul be .struggling for full deliverance from every desire tliat is not centered in
Him that is able to give all things!
1 have been reading the exercise of a precious woman, who werft xvith her hu.sband to
the East Indies, to help him to preach the gospel
to the poor ignorant Hindoos. 0 that the desire which filled her soul, to spread the good
news of glad-tidings of the Saviour, may prevail more and more !
We rode three miles from Hartford, the
same day that we went there ; and Lorenzo
preached at night, at East Hartford, lo, perhaps, one hundred and fifty or two hundred,
(and they were quite attentive,) from these
words—" Behold I stand at the door and
knock, if any man hear my voice and open
the door, I will come in to him, and sup vrilh
him, and he wilh me." My mind was quite
depressed, although I was enabled to close
the meedng by prayer. I feel a gloom hanging over my mind, on the account of the pre-
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sent state of my country. O ! will the great
God deliver our happy land into the hand of
the spoiler! O that God would hear and an, swer piayer; iiuuiire, and then accept the
1 prayer of us poor mortals! My soul longs
j to be pre[iareil for whatever awaits us on the
I shoics of time ! If we live as wc ought, we
j may rely on the jirovidence of God, lo protect
us from eveiy evil. My Lorenzo is very unwell. 0 that the Lord may give him grace
and strength lo do his duly, and call sinners
to repentance! May the Lord bless his labors,
and make him useful lo souls!
I long to get more confidence, lo take up my
cross, and help him lo spread the good news
of glad tidings to all peoplt—may God help
me!
My desire is, that I m.ay 'ie al the feel of
Jesus, and be willing lo love the cross, that I
may wear the crown in '.hose happy mansions
above the skies! My heart, I find, is too
oflen wandering from my God ! 0 that I may
arise and shake myself, and in the strength of
Jesu.s, overcome my enemies, both of a spiritual and a temporal nature ! I long lo be altogether devoted lo my God ! Lorenzo expects
lo preach this evening—may the Lord attend,
by the unction of his holy Spirit.
Lorenzo preached the last night; but I w-as
so unwell dial I could not attend : and he is
to preach twice to day—may- the Lord stand
by him, and make his words sharp and
piercing, reaching the hearts of those that
hear!
My soul longs lobe more a!ive to God, that
I may be made more useful to my fellow-creatures, and help my companion to spread the
glorious gospel through this weary land : we
are wanderers on earth—we have no abiding
home in this xvorld, but arc .seeking one above
—may the God of all gr.ace enable us lo keep
the prize i;i view, and deliver us from all our
enemies.
My Lorenzo hath spoke once to-day, and
is to speak ag.ain this evening—may the Lord
attenil the woid with power. Why should
we desire lo live in this world lo he useless I
For what would be the benefit if we were lo
live lo the age of Methuselah, and neglect
the one thing needful 1 It would only add 'o
our condemnali'in ! 0 that these things may
be impressed on my heart!
July -'Sth. Ble.^s the Lord, O my soul, and
forget not all his benefits! What reason 1
have lo be thankful to my great Benefactor
for mercies lo me, a poor wanderer upon the
earth : that I am iirovided widi kind friends
ill this world of woe ! May my heart glow
with gratitude lo my God and my fellow-mortals for the blessings that I do enjoy! May
the great Master reward those that are willing
to administer to the necessides of those that

have taken thier lives in their hands, and have
gone forth to sound the alarm, and call sinners to repentance—to oflfer them free salvation in the blood of Jesus! My soul longs to
see Zion prospei; to hear poor sinners inquiring the way to peace and true hapjiiness. 0
may the Lord inspire my heart with that living faith, lo cry mightily to him who is able
lo save souls. 0, if Christians xvere more engaged to obtain the height and depth, and
length and breadth of the love of God, which
is in Christ Jesus our Lord, what happy limes
it xvould be! 0 my soul, awake!—lift up a
cry to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, for full redempdon in the blood of
Jesus!
Lorenzo preached three times at Ea.st Windsor ; but the people are like the nether millstone, hard and unfeeling: may the Lord soften
their hard hearts, and bring them to a sense
of their danger ! AVe were at a kind family
by the name of Stolen. May the Lord pros]ier them in the way to glory. My heart
hath felt somexvhat refreshed since I came to
the house of friend Barker's, living in West
Vk^indsor. Lorenzo hath been acquainted
with the family sixteen years ago—it does my
heart good to meet those that have their faces
Zion ward!
What a sweet meeting it will be when all the
tempted followers of Jesus get home :
" Th«re on a green and flowery mount
Our weary souls shall s i t ;
And with transporting joys recount
T h e labors of our feet!"

What a prize! Is it not worth the striving
for ? 0 may I be more zealous in the way
of my d u t y : more willing to take up the
cross.
The news of war is saluting our ears daily.
0 that God may prepare us for whatever
awaits us; and if a scourge is necessary, may
il bring us, as a nation, lo the feet of Jesus!
.Vfy heart is pained within me! 0 Lord, prepare me lo .s-ubmit to thy will, with the rest
of the ])oor fallen race of Adam ! We have
all sinned, and come short of the glory of God,
and deserve chastisement: 0 that we may fall
into the hand of God rather than the hand of
man : for he is merciful! I feel a desire to
submit without murmuring, bul our hearts are
so refractory, we need the influence of grace,
to make us what we ought to be. My Lord,
help America !
July 29lh. Lorenzo preached last evening
to a tolerable company, considering it was a
very unpleasant night; and they gave very
good attention; may the Lord make it like .'
seed sown on good ground, that shall briof^'
forth fruit in due lime ! There seems to b« a 'j
number in this place that are heaven-born.^
and heaven-bound; may the Lord make the»*^
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burning and shining lights in the land wherein they live, that may be like unto the leaven
that was hid in three measures of meal, leavening the whole lump; so that the flame
may condnue to increase until the town shall
be filled with the glory of God! My soul
longs to see Zion prosper! 0 God, fill my
heart with love to Thee and my fellow sinners; my heart is pained lo see so little good
done as there i s ; may God revive his work
once more in the land.
" Through grace 1 am dete rmin'd
To c o j q u e r though I die,
And then away to Jesus,
,
On wings of love I'll fly !"

I am a stranger and pilgrim on earth, together
wilh my dear companion; but we have the
promise of a substantial inheritance, il we are
faithful, and continue to the end !
" The Lord my pasture shall prepare.
And feed me with a shepherd's care ;
My noon-day walks he shall attend.
And all my midnight hours defend."

0 Lord, help me to rely upon thy promises,
by faith!
July 31st, 1814. What cause have I to
adore that beneficent Hand, that hath and doth
still provide for such a poor unprofitable creature as me!—may my heart be filled with
grateful songs of praise to the great Master.
We left Hartford on the morning of the
30th, without knowing whither xve went, or
when xve should find a resting-place for the
night; but God provided for us, beyond xvhat
we could have expected : we met with an old
man, and after speaking to him, we found him
to be one of those who are striving to walk
the narrow happy road; and he told us of a
family xvho he thought would be glad lo see
Lorenzo: accordingly, xve went there, and
found it even so ; this is called Barkhamstead.
They received us wilh affection, and every
attention possible ; their names were Francis.
Lorenzo held two meedngs at a barn, withiji
about a mile from this friend's; the people
were solemn and attentive. There I met two
of my uncle's daughters very unexpectedly—
they lived in this neighborhood; they appeared glad to see me, this being the first lime
I had ever seen them since I could recollect.
I have had as little acquaintance wilh any of
my relations as niost. This circu'nstar ,e excited a sensation in my heart, tha' I was
almost a stranger to before; I felt such a
drawing towards them ! 0 that the Lord
would give them lo feel the necessity of living
up to the requirements of the gospel, that we
may meet at last on the happy banks of everjlasting deliverance! In the evening we went
about five miles further, where Lorenzo
freached again. This was the third time
tie had preached this d a y ; may the Lord
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strengthen his body and soul, to cry aloud,
and spare not, to sinners to repent.
Monday morning, August 1st. Lorenzo
preaches again this morning at 5 o'clock. O
that the Lord would make him more and more
useful lo his fellow-mortals.
I feel this
morning a desire to be more engaged wilh my
God ! O that my heart might be filled with
all the fullness of the Spirit, that I may be
more willing to take up my cross and help ray
companion to do good ! Time is short—we
are hastening to .Eternity ! 0 that our days
may be spent in the service of God, helping
souls on to the peaceful mansions of rest.
We left brother Coe's this morning, and went
on about seven or eight miles ; and our horse
was taken sick ; we stopped at a pubdc house,
and the people seemed willing to help us lo
administer .some relief. I felt my mind quite
composed, knowing that he xvho dealeth out
to us, knoweth xvhat is best, and what good
may result from il we cannot tell!
The family was desirous Lorenzo should
hold a meeting here this evening, and he halh
consented. May the Lord stand by him, and
enable him to declare the whole counsel of
God, to those that may come out to hear!
May my heart feel more engaged for the salvation of souls!
August 3d. What cause of gradtude I
have lo the God of all mercies, that il is as
well xvith me this morning as il is! may my
heart be filled with grateful songs of praise
for his preservation! We started from the
public house, where our horse was sick, on
Tuesday morning, the 2d day of August.
Lorenzo having preached the evening before
to a .small congregation—but quite attentive.
I think there were really pious, humble souls!
But I left there condemned in my own mind,
for not taking up my cross ; may^ the Lord
forgive me, and enable me to be more obedient in future.
We intended to reach Lenox that night,
which was about thirty miles : our horse appearing quite well. It was not far from sunrise : the day appeared very gloomy—we
travelled on until about 6 o'clock, then w-e
stopped at a tavern and got some refreshment ; they made a tolerable heavy charge;
we paid i l ; and Lorenzo gave them two
books; he requested the man to let one of
them circulate through the neighborhood,
hoping it might prove a blessing to some !—
God grant it for his mercy's sake ! We continued on our way through a wood, four or
five miles; lying neariy on the Farmington
river, over a mountain of considerable height;
the road xvas very good, and the prospact dselightful to me; the river breaking through tha
rocks ai-peared to me very majestic, while the
banks were clothed w'th delightful greeo.
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My heart was charmed with the scene.
After we gol over the mountain, the country
seemed more lliinlT inhabited than any jiart
of Connecticut that I have been in. May the
Lord bless the people. VVe travelled on until
between one and two oxlock; then we
stoiuied and gave our horse some food. By
Ibis time the clouds began to grow somewhat
more gloomy ; but xve did not think the storm
wa« so near:—we stalled—but had not got
more than a inile and a half, before ihe clou,ls
began to disxharge their contents al such a
dreadful rate, that wc were almost blinded
wi;h the rain—and no house near that we
could retreat to ! Al last v.-o came to a place
where there was a house over in the lot, and
also a barn ; we drove up lo the bar.s, and I
got out and ran to the barn : but there seemed
to he no asylum from the impetuous rain;
from thence I ran lo the house, but no one
lived there, so I was compelled to return lo
the barn ; where, by the lime Lorenzo had
got, v.iih his horse and wagon, and drove
them inlo the barn upon the floor, I was wet
through and through. 1 crept upon the mow,
and he reached me my trunk ; there I changed
my clothes ; but he wjis not so well off, for
he was under the necessity of keeping his on.
We stayed there until the storm was over;
then '.ve made Ihe best of our way lo Lenox,
where we arrived a little before sunset—
we got into a friend's house, where we were
treated very kind. Lorenzo appeared to have
taken some cold ; but we have reason to be
thankful that il irs no worse. We have a
trying world to pass tlirough: 0 that the
Lord may enable us to keep die prize in view;
that our conflicts may prove blessings to our
soul-, and we at last come off more than conqi^erois through him that has loved us and
given hinself for us! Lorenzo hath had the
privi;e:j;o of jiieaching in the Court-house
twice, and jierhaps he may hold meeting there
ai^^ain this evening—may the Lord that can
ai;>\vei by fire, attend the word wilh power to
ti.e hearls of those that hear! 0 my soul,
1 s:k up to him that is able lo .s.ive, for all
t'.ie si!en2;ih that is necessary to enable me
lo bear with paii^nce, whatever may be the
'villof my heavenly Father to inflict.
My s(uil longs to enjoy more of the perfect
1-ove of Go I, that I may in all things say, " not
iny will, hut thine be done!"
August 4lh. Through the goodness of the
-Friend of sinners, l a m still alive, and better
in health than I could expect, considering ir y
exposure for a few days past. May my heart
be grateful lo him that supplies all my wants.
We left I.«nox this morning, and have come
to Pittsfield, that is a delightful country^ but
the same gloom appears lo hang over the
couutry dm it relates to religion!
0 that the

cloud would break and the work of God revive once more !—may my heart glow with
love lo God and my fellow sinners; I want lo
be a true follower of the meek and lowly Jesus ; be prejiared for life or death, a living
witness of his goodness, and when 1 am called to bid adii'U lo this world of woe, that 1
may leave it in peace !
August 5th. How much I am indebted to
the rich mercy of a kind Providence, for the
many blessings which I do enjoy—the favor
of kind fiiends, while a wandeier on earth.
We left Lenox the morning of the 4th, and
went to the north part of Pitt-^field, lo old
friend Wards, where we wr-re received wiih
seeming friendship; but my Lorenzo could not
•;et the people notified as he had expected he
might have G''>ne, when he ihou^ht of going
there al night but concluded to .start from
there early the next morning; bul several
people coming in that evening, appeared so
anxious that he should preach before he left
the ])lace, that he concluded to slay, if they
would give notice, xvhich they promised to do,
at half-past 10 o'clock the following day, and
at evening in the centre of the lown—it being
a day set apart for a fast by the Meiho lists.
Accordingly we repaired al the appointed
hour to the meeting-house, where a considerable number of peojile were collected, and Lorenzo .spoke lo them on the duly oi fistnig,
from these words. " fn those days shall tli'i'y
fast," wilh a good degree of liberty : the f*eople were very solemn and attentive—may God
make it a blessing to some souls. From thence
we came to the centre of the lown, to a biother Green's, where we were received with
great kindness. 0 that the great Master may
reward those who are willing to receive his
wandering Pilgrims, and make them comfortable with every needed blessing for time and
eternity.
0 that I could always keep the
place of Mary at the feel of .lesiis! Lord
give me more of the loving spirit which .--lie
po~.sesseil—that my soul may enjoy the lilessings that are laid up for those that are l.iithful. My Lorenzo is much afHictel i.f l^iit
wilh his old complaint—may Gol ,L''ivc hiiu
a;-d me grace lo say the will of the Lord ne
done.
August 6th. My mind is quite depressed
this day—the fluctuating scenes of lilo have
too n i u h impression on my heart. O that my
Lord would give me grace lo hear them with
itience ! We are .still in Pitt.sfiel.1 ;—the
people are kind, but they have their pt'cu/'«rilies, so inquisitive lo know the concerns of
others ! !—may the Lord help us to look more
carefully into our own hearts ; and see that
we are right before Gol ! I need more of the
spirit of submission lo thi will of my \iasier.
August 7lh. My poor companion hath been

very much afflicted yesterday and the last
night, with the tooth-ache, in so great a degree, that he could not attend the appointment
the last evening, which gave me some pain,
as I knew it would b° a disappointment to
many. I thought if 1 could have gone and
spoken to the people, if could have spoke anything to the edificadou of souls, it would, I
thought, have been a great comfort lo my
mind. My health is but poor; may God
strengthen my body : and above all, may my
heart be so filled with love to my fellow sinners, that I may call upon them lo close in
with the overtures of mercy ! I felt such a
desire that souls might be benefitted, that I
could not sleep. 0 that I may be willing to
lake up my cros.s, and if the Lord has any
thing for such an unworthy creature as me to
do, may I not be so loath to accede to il. I
feel many times much distressed on account
of my backwardness. 0 that I may be a crossbearer indeed. Lorenzo hath gone to «peak
to those who will assemble to hear the v'oi-d,
in much weakness of body : may that God
who is able to bring strength out of weakness, stand by him, and enable him to declare the whole counsel of God. He labors
under many weaknesses, but this I trust is his
consolation, that when his xvork is done, he
will receive double for all his pain ! O that
I may willingly take my share wilh him in
this vale of woe, that I may share wilh him
in the reward ! May the Lord bless his labors this day.
We relurned to Pittsfield
town in the afternoon, and he preached at 5
o'clock to a crov/ded congregation. They
were leall)^ attentive—may the Lord seal convicdon on their hearls. This xvas the third
dme he had spoke that day: he returned to
brother Green's xvhere we lodged, and seemed
much better than he was in the morning, in
the evening there was a number who came in,
and he spoke to them again, and it.was quite
a solemn time ; my heart was much drawn
out in prayer that the Lord would bless them.
We expected lo have left the place on Monday morning, but the xvealher proved so unfavorable that it was impracticable: consequently we stayed until Tuesday; then we
left brother Green's and came on to Bennington that night, to a public house; where Lorenzo got permission to hold meeting in a
large ball room; he hired two litde boys to
go do'ffn into the middle of the town to give
nodce, and others told some, so that there
were perhaps more than one hundred that attended ; t h ^ ' gave very good attention—God
grant they may profit by it. On Tue.sda3r,
the 9*h of August we left Bennington, and
came to Cambridge white meeting house;
where we took breakfast. This brought to
my recollection former times, whe--^ I was a

child ; the rambles that I have taken among
my companions through this delighful spot!
now those that were my companions, are married, and have large families; many have
gone to the " SILENT TOMB," whither we
are all hastening. May the Lord prepare us
for that important day. We then started for
my sister's living near the Balonkiln river;
xvhere we arrived a litde before night. My
sister x\-as much rejoiced to see us, and I was
not less happy lo meet wilh a sister whom I
had not seen but once in more than twenty
years. I found her enjoying a good degree of
peace and plenty : a kind husband and a sufficiency of this world's goods; and I trust her
face is Zionward! May God help us to keep
on our journey until we meet to part no more !
Sunday, August 14lh. Bless the Lord my
soul for the present mercies that I do enjoy;
I have been privileged once more of meeting
xvith a kind sister; my heart warms with affection towards her. She appears to be striving to make her xvay to mount Zion. May
live Friend of sinners be her guide and support
through this vale of tears, and may we meet
on the peaceful banks of blest eternity at last,
with those of our friends that have arrived
there before us. She is blessed with an affectionate friend and companion ; may the Lord
make them happy in time and in eternity.
Lorenzo is very much afllicled wilh the old
complaint, that has followed him almost all
his life. This northern clime dhsagrees greatly
w-ith his health, and I know not what will be
the consequence, if he slays long in this part
of the world. My sister wishes me to slay
with her for some time, but I cannot feel reconciled to let my companion go and leave me
behind; and on the whole, I think I had rather go and take my chance with him, until it
is the will of our God to part us by his Providence.—May the Lord help us to feel resigned to his will in all things, enable us to
keep the prize in view, and be faithful to our
good God while on earth we stay, and be prepared lo shout hallelujahs above, among the
blood-washed throng, in the paradise of God !
Monday, 15th. My Lorenzo preached twice
yesterday in this place, and some were offended at his doctrine ; this shows how prejudiced
people are in favor of their own notions; may
the Lord help people to discern between truth
and error—my heart's desire is to keep ll;e
narrow road that leads to joys on high : may
the way appear more plain to my understanding, and my heart feel more love to God and
man; we know not what is in store for us,
nor how many conflicts we may have to pass
through; may our days be spent in the service of the great Master, so that whether xve
have pleasure or pain, we may be enabled to
say, the will of the Lord be done! the way
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of danger we are in, and we need the influence of his e;race lo speed us on our way
The cloud seems to darken, and what may be
the troubles that America may have to encounter we do not know: may that God who is
able lo deliver nations as well as individuals,
undertake our cause, and make it a blessing
to the inhabitants of this our once hapjiy land ;
my soul l()n2;s for the prosperity of my country, and that precious souls may be brought
fo the knowledge of the truth, as il is in Christ
Jesus the Lord ! 0 that my heart may feel a
greater inward struggle for the welfare of my
dear fellow mortals: and keep Ihe crown in
view myself!
Tuesday, August 16th. I am still the
spared monument of mercy ; O that my soul
may glow with love and gratitude to my
great Benefactor, for all his favors to unworthy me.
Bul my cold heart is loo liUle
warmed by all these blessings ! 0 God, give
me more of that inward purity of heart, that
my life may be like an even .spun thread !—
my heart and soul engaged in the work, to
help my Lorenzo to cry aloud to poor sinners
to turn lo God, and seek the .salvation of their
poor souls !
" Come Lord from above.
These mountains remove ;
O'erturn all that hinders the course of thy love."

Wednesday morning, August 17lh. We
have been one week at my brother-in-law's,
and they very kind ; we have taken much
satisfaction with my sister and her husband ;
may their hearts be placed on those riches
lliat are durable and will never fade !—I
feel my heart too little alive to my Go.l. 0
that I had more of the power of living faith!
" T h e pra\'ing si>irit breathe.
T h e \\atehing pow'r iinpart:
From all entanj^lcrnent beneath.
Call oil' my peaceful heart I"

August 19th. We left my dear sister's yesterday, with hearls much affected, not knowing whether we should meet again on mortal
shores, but hojiing, if we meet no more below,
we may have a happy meeting in that bright
world above, where separation will be dreaded no more!
We travelled about twenty-three miles, and
met with a kind family, where we put uj) for
the night. In ihe morning, by the time the
day broke, we started for the Saratoga Springs,
where we were aiming, ami anived there
by six o'clock. There Lorenzo met a lady
from South Carolina, who had treated him with
every attention whi^n al the White Suljihur
Springs at Virginia, and also at her own
house in Charleston.
She still appeared
much pleased lo meet with him here : she invited him to call upon them at their lodgings,
at the Columbian Hotel. Accordingly we

did, and were treated with great politeness.
Lorenzo received an invitation to preach in
the afternoon at four o'clock, which he accejited.
0 may the word come fn m the
heart, and reach the hearts of those that hear;
may his labors be blesseil to the people in this
place !—my soul longs lo see the work revive, and souls brought to the knowledge of
the truth. VVe are now at the Springs, but
which way we shall bend our course when
we leave here, 1 cannot tell. May the Lord
direct our steps in that way which will be
most for our good and his glory !
I am a wanderer upon the earth! may the
Lord help me to be resigned to his xvill in all
thing.s—1 feel to shrink from the cross at
times; bul the desire of my heart is, that 1
may be a willing follower of the meek and
lowly Jesus. My soul's desire and prayer to
God is, that the people of America may learn
righteousness, and put their trust in that God
that is able lo save. 0 ! my heart is pained
to see so much inattention to the one thing
needful, and I also mourn before God for the
coldness of my heart! 0 that I may be
stirred up to more diligence in my duty !
Saturday, August 20th. The Springs seem
to have a salutary effect upon me—may my
soul grow xvith gratitude to my great and
good Benefactor for all his mercies to unworthy me. I am under many obligations to him
who supplieth all our necessities—may my
soul ever feel sensadons of love to my precious Redeemer for these unmerited favors, bestowed on such an unprofitable creature as
me! My poor companion is still much afflicted with the asthma, which makes him very
feeble in body; but I pray God to strengthen
his soul, and give him wisdom from above to
prevail on precious souls to close in with tbe
overtures of mercy! The Lord help us te
wait patiently to see the salvation of God !
" T h e way of danger we are in,
Beset by devils, men and sin !"

But nay we view the line drawn by the
Friend of sinners, and keep there ; so that we
may be prejiared lo pass ox'er Jordan with joy,
and everlasting songs of praise to him who
conquered death and the grave; and made it
possible for the ruinel race of Adam to obtain
jieace an.l pardon !
Monday, August 22d. Through the tender
mercies of a Beneficent Providence, I am still
alive, and out of eternity ! O may my soul
be bowed down at his footstool—feeling gratitude lo that hand who hath preserved and
provided for me in this unfiientlly world! I,
of all creatures, have the most reason to b«
thankful ; the Lord hath raised me up frienda
to sujiply all my necessides—may the great
Master have all the glory. Lorenzo pleached
at the Springs on Sunday, the 20th, to an at-
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tenfive congregation, though made up of various chaiaclers, and some of the first rank—
bat gentlemen or ladies may be known by
their behavior, meet them where you will.
At Milligan's, (living about six or seven miles
from the Springs,) he met a large company^
bul of quite a different cast—they gave him a
quiet hearing !—may the Lord turn curiosity
into godly sincerity; my soul longs to see
Zion prosper! A lady at the Springs had requested us to return in the morning, before she
should leave there, as she expected to start
for the Bailstown Springs soon after breakfast.
Accordingly^, xve started very soon in the
morning, and arri-ved about six at the Columbian Hotel—where this lady, with one more,
had invited us. They appeared very friendly; they xvere from South Carolina, by the
name of Colden and Harper—the latter made
me a present of six dollars : may the Lord reward her, as well as others, for their liberality
to mo!
Thursday, August 25th. I am now at Ballstown Springs, whither we came on Tuesday,
for the benefit of the vi'ater. We have met
with a kind family, for which I desire to be
truly thankful to that gracious Providence,
who hath opened the hearls of many to .show
us kindness.—May he reward them richly in
this world, and in the next bestow on them a
crown of glory ! Lorenzo hath left me this
morning, to fulfil some appointments which
have been given out for him—may the great
Master attend him wiih his grace, and bless
his labors to precious souls ! I should rejoice
to see the prosperity of Zion ! May the Lord
pro.sper his people ! and make them of one
heart and of one mind, that they ma}' join together to build up the cause of God, and not
stand in the way of sinners ! When that
happy day will arrive I know not, but whosoever lives to see that period may truly rejoice !
We stay^ed a few days more in this place.
There are but few people here, I am afraid,
that truly love and serve the Lord ! 0 that
something might take place lo bring them to a
sense of their danger, and cau.se them to seek
the Lord in good earnest! The way of sin
and transgression is hard and dangerous!
May the Lord teach me my duly, and enable
me to xvalk in the way of holiness, that my
last end may be peace ! The prospect befoie me
is something dark and gloom.y at times, xvhile
1 am tossed to and fro upom the boisterous
ocean of life—but t'ne Lord hath been my helper
hitherto, and f trust he wiil save to the end!
My soul needs more grace and strength to
stem the torrent of difficulties and dangers that
I have to encounter, but the arm of the Lord
is sufficient! What is before me I know not
—b It I hope to put my trust in the Lord, who
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is able to save, and not say my xvill, but thine
be done!
August 27th. My soul is much depressed
this morning. I spent the last night at a
house, where the woinan is a Methodist, but
the man makes no profession of religion. I
felt my.self quite embarrassed, as he appeared
very unsociable. I have returned to brother
Web,slei's; they are kind, but have a good
many in family. My way appears something
difficult, but I pray God to help me to sink
into his will; and in whatever situation I may
be brought in, to learn therewith to be content ! O thou Friend of sinners, draw nigh
and give me more of the true spirit of Christian love!
I pray my God to give my poor companion
strength of body and mind, to be useful to
souls, that when his w-ork is finished on earth,
he may enter into joys on high ! 0 happy,
happy day, when the laborer shall receive his
reward ! May he be faithful to his God, that
he may have a clear sky, and a glorious prospect of that rich inheritance, xvhich is laid up
for those that are faithful to their God !
" O may my lot be cast with tliese,
T h e least of Jesus' witnesses"—

OU earth, and at last join the blood-washed
throng above !
Sunday, August 28lh. This is the day that
our all-conquering Saviour burst the bands of
death, and led captivity captive ; opened the
door of mercy to the enslaved sons and daughters of Adam, that they may profit by the rich
sacrifice which halh been offered for their redemption ! What matter of sorrow it is, that
the offers of such unbounded mercy should be
neglected by those who are so deeply interested
in it, to prepare them for the day of adversity
and death ; which must assuredly overtake
them, whether they will or not—there is no
escape ! moments fly on without control, and
will shortly bring us to the place appointed
for all living ! O that il may re-st with ponderous weight on the hearts of all concerned
in it! And thou, 0 my soul! look well to
thyself, that thou mayest meet thy Judge in
peace, when he shall come in the clouds of
heaven, attended wilh his glorious retinue of
saints and angels, to set in judgment on the
descendants of the first man and woman ! who
have ALL had the offers of life and salvadon
made to them ! It will be a joyful day to
those who have improved their time, " and
washed their robes and made them white in
the blood of the Lamb"—but 0 what horror
will seize the guilty soul that squandered away
his precioijs time, and slighted the overtures
of mercy! who done despite fo the Spirit of
grate and the Son, who took upon him the
form of a servant, spent many years of toil

and pain, and at last gave his life a ransom
for our salvation ! 0 what unbounded mercy !
C> unexampled love ! Why are not our souls
lost ill wonder, love, and ]iiaise ! May 1 ever
tremble at his word ! My departure may be
at hand—time is short al the lorigest. 0 that
1 may improve my ]uecious m.omenls as they
par-s, lo the glory of my God, and the good of
n;y own immortal soul !
i\fy Lorenzo is engaged in blowing the go.3pel trumpet—may the Lord bless and be with
him while absent fr-,Mi' nie, and al last brinpf
us to meet lo part no more in that sweet world
of k/ve !
August 29th. ]\Iy companion hath returned
this morning. We left the Springs, and came
on to Gieenlield to Dr. Young's. Lorenzo had
an appointment to preach at ten o'clock—the
people assembled at the time appointed—Lorenzo was quite feeble in body, but he stood
up and gave them a discourse on ''• the great
day of his wrath is come, and who shall be
able io stand "?" with a good degree of liberly.
I felt my heart somewhat refreshed under the
word, and the people appeared very attentive.
I think there are some souls in this place \vho
truly love the great Master—may the Lord
prosper them on their journey, and jiics'-rve
them from the evils that are iu the world!
My Lorenzo left it to others to give out a
few appointments, which they had in such a
manner that he would be much pinched for
lime : consequently, he was under the necessity of getting soni3 per.son for a pilot, and go
on horseback ; as that nould be a more speedy
\-.'ay of conveyance than his wagon. Accordingly he started, leaving me behind at the
doctors, until he should return. He had to
preach that afternoon, and again al night; and
once or twice, and perhajis three times, the
next day, IMay that God, whom he is striving
lo serve, strengthen him, soul and body, to cry
aloud and «pare not, to sinners lo repent! My
heart is many times pained on his account :
0 that 1 could oftener say, Not my will, but
Ihine be done—that whether our days be many
or few, ihey may all be devoted lo God.
August 30th. The Lord is still gracious lo
unworthy me, in giving me a good degree of
strength of body, and a desire in my soul to
make my way through this trying world to a
peaceful eternity! 0 that 1 may have the
whole armor lo fight the battles of my Master, and through his strength come off victorious !
The days are truly evil, and we need much
grace lo enable us to keep the narrow way,
and not lose our guide ; for we are surrounded
by enemies on every hand : some, who profess to love ihe Lord, are WATCHING FOR
EVIL, and not for good :—may they be sensible that it was a command of our blessed

Saviour, " t o love one another" as he hath
loved us ! May our hearls overflow with
love to God, and our brethren ! My soul
longs for more of that .sjiirit, that my heart
might melt al human woe! May my soul
feel for my dear fellow sinners, that 1 may
bear them up by faith, to a throne of grace,
knowing iheir souls are in danger, while living without God in the world ! My lot is a
peculiar one, may God help me to fill the. station that hath fallen lo me, with true courage
and fortitude. My con^panion is calling sinners lo repentance, under many trials and
inconveniences:—may the Lord stand by
him and give him power and wisdom from
above lo give lo every one a pordon in due
season !
Wedne.sday, August 31st. We have come
eight or ten miles this morning; after Lorenzo
had preached at sunrise, lo a considerable
congregai'ion, wilh a good degree of liberty:
the jicople were veiy serious, and many I
trust v.'ere true lovers of Jesus! In about
two days Lorenzo preached seven times; tbe
hast nieeting was under the trees by moonlight;
tbe jjrosjiect was delightful; he addressed the
people fiom these words: " W h o is she that
iookelli forth at the morning, fair as the moon,
clear as the sun, and terrible as an army with
banners." The people were solemn and lender. After this meeting he came to Dr.
Young',s, where I. had been left two days and
one night. May the Lord strengthen his body
and soul, that he may cry aloud, and spare
not, for sinners to repent. The times are
truly awful and alarming ; may God send the
xvord home with power lo the hearts of the
impenitent, that they may lake the alarm, and
fly lo the arms of Jesus for shelter, before
troubles shall overtake them.
We have heard a report that the city of
Washington is taken by the eneiny and
burned, bul I hope it is not so: bo that as it
may, we must strive lo sink into the will of
the Lord! What though the fire, or plague,
or sv.'oi-il, receive commission from the Lord
to strike his saints among the rest, their very
pains and deaths are blest! O that the Lord
would prepare ihem for every event of his
Providence! I think I should be willinii; to
go lo any ]iart of the world, if the Lord would
make duty jilain before us ; the way seems lo
be intricate at present, although our way hath
been opened in a very wonderful manner
since we left Virginia. Bless the Lord, 0 my
soul! and let all within me join to piaise his
holy name ! May he guide us in the way he
would have us to go, and teach us our duty,
and enable us willingly lo bear the cross, that
we may wear a crown of glory at last,
If our happy land should be brought into
bondage to a foreign foe, the times will be
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distresising beyond what many imagine. I
pray God to deliver us from our enemies, if it
is consistent with his will; and if xve need a
scourge, that we may fall inlo the hands of
God, and not man ; my heart is pained on the
account of my country.
My companion preached on Thursday, 1st
of September, three times; first at a Methodist meeting-house in Malta, where we had a
sweet and precious dme; there were many
praying souls present: from thence we came on
to a friend's house, xvhere we gol some refreshment : xve then w-ent to another appointment
at a large " steeple-house," where he had
been requested lo preach by some person;
bul the house was shut when xve arrived, and
was not opened al all, for what reason I cannot tell; but expect it was through prejudice ;
but this did not dishearten him; he stood up
by the side of the house, and gave them a
discourse on "many are called, but few are
rho.sen." The people were attendve in general, except one or two, who thought their
craft in danger; they grumbled a little to
themselves, but did not make much disturbance : we had a peaceable waidiig before the
Lord. From thence we came on to Still Water
village, where he had another appointment;
there he spoke in the open air, to a tolerable
congregation, who gave good attention! there
the meedng-house was shut also against him.
From thence we came on lo the Borough, lo a
brother Even's, where we stayed that night;
the next day Lorenzo had an appointment at
ten o'clock; my prayer to the Lord was, that
he would stand by him. We xvere on our
way to the city of New York, and what
awaited us there I could not tell; the gloomy
clouds seemed gathering over our hemisjihere ;
our once happy land is involved in a bloody
war, and what will be the end of it, we cannot tell; may the great Master give those
that have an interest at the throne of grace,
the true spirit of agonizing prayer, to cry
mightily to God for deliverance from the thraldo.m of war.
My Lorenzo is drawn to visit a land far
distant from that which gave him birth ; may
God teach him the way he would have him
go! My desire is, that God would direct our
steps, and enable us lo do our duty ; that
when the storms of life are over, we may sit
down in the paradise of God !
Friday, Sept. 3d. This day Lorenzo hath
preached once at the Borough, to an attentive
congregation ; xve found kind friends in this
place. From thence we came to Waterford,
and stopped at friend King's, where we were
received with expressions of kindness. They,
whh one more, requested Lorenzo to stay
over die Sabbath, which he consented to;
my soul's desire was, that the Lord would
\r-.
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stand by his, and make his stay profitable to
souls!
My heart was something gloomy, the prospect was dark; the times precarious; 'vvhat
was before us I could not tell, and I felt my
heart drawn out in prayer to God, that he
would help us to walk in the way he xvould
have us to g o : my desire is, that I may be
prepared for all the troubles and difficulties,
that I may have lo encounter in this wtudd of
woe! My dear companion in tribulation is
quite feeble in body, which gives me much
pain. 0 that I may learn the lesson of submission ; the lime is fast approaching when
sorrow xvill be turned into joy, to those that
are faithful lo the God of all grace! 0 that I
may be of that happy number!
Lorenzo is preaching in Waterford still; on
Friday and on Saturday night, on Sunday
morning at sunrise, and at eight o'clock : the
people came out very well, and appeared very
solemn, and I trust good xvas done in the
name of the Lord. May the Lord inspire our
hearls, to cry mightily lo him who is able to
save; for ourselves, and our country; it lies
near my heart, and 0 that the people may
feel interested for its welfare, and lay at the
feet of the Master, and humble themselves in
the dust, that God may deliver u s !
September 6th. We came to Lansinbursrh,
trie appointment having been given out the
day before; but Mr. Chichester, a local
preacher, who had been a principal man in
building the meeting-house in that place, forbid
his preaching in it; consequently, the people
erected seats by the side of a large brick
house, for accommodadon beneath its shade,
where we had a refreshing lime from the presence of the Lord ; my heart was grateful that
his blessings were not confined to any pa.rlicular place : for if we fly to the desert, behold he is there—in the city or country—still
the Throne of grace is accessible to ihe humble soul ! May God ever keep us from pride,
and vain-glory, that we may always keep the
intercourse open between our souls and him !
From thence we went to Troy, but the
.same diflicully existed there, the meetinghouse was shut in this place also; but he
repaired to the market-house, where he soon
had a large company, and s'poke to them
there: many appeared quite serious: may
conviction fasten on their hearls! We had
been in Troy about six years before, and then
had more friends than we could visit; bul new
we were under the necessity of going lo a pub, ic
house lo put up for the night: bul after Lorenzo
had done preaching, and w-e had retired lo our .
lodgings, there was a friend, who we had no
previous acquaintance with, came to the tavern
where we were, and requested us lo go and
sleep at his house, which, after some a « i -

, tation. we accepted, but left our horse where
he was.
The dill'erent treatment we met with notv,
. iio-.n what we had received in years that were
viul. made a veiy .i^reat impression on my mind.
: Lonnzo bad ])reaciieil in this s.iine place a
j nun.ber of times about six yearn iirevious, ;i,nd
I was treated wilh much kindness by the Methoi disls : but now they weie very distant.
'
We left I'iON' about ei:<lil o'clock on Monday moriiiiii,', and traveib.'d more than forty
mile.- that dav, and slayed at a public house
at nij^lit. \Ve started early in the morning,
and came aliout seven miles, lo a house of
enlertainincnt, where we stopjied for breakfast. There Lorenzo missed his pocket-book
—ho left it under his pillow—it had bank
notes of con.--iderable amount in it : he took
the hor-e. borrowed a saddle, rode back and
found it. which was matter of thankfulness to
us. After taking breakfast, xve started and
came on to lihinebeck Flats, bul made no
slop , frorn thence to the ferry. We had to
cross in a sail boat, and the wind blew quite
hard, so that it appeared considerably gloomy
lo ine; but we got over very xvell.
We
wished to get lo Sopus, or rather Kingston,
which was about three miles from the ferry,
before we slopped. We came on, and the
first thing we saw when the town appeared in
view, \vas a numerous concourse of people
asM-inbled together, to see the soldiers take
their departure for the city of New York, lo
defend it, if necessary from the enemy. This
filloil mv heart with jiain and sorrow, when I
considered they were liable to fall ia the content, and le.ive perhaps a wife and children
unjirotecled : and if not a wife and cliildren,
they ha.l ])aients whos(> hearts were bleeding
at the ]irospect—May God deliver us in his
own gi.Kid lime.
We were receiveil by brother and sister
Covel with fiiendr-liip: may-the Lord reward
'hem in this worid with every temporal blessing necessary, and crown them al last wilh a
crown of glory ! It gives me fresh courage
when I meet with those who love and serve
the Lord, for we find such lo be kind and
affectionale to all.
The limes are truly awful !—may the Lord
stand by his followers, and help lliem lo lay
al his feet, that they may be prepared for the
gathering storni—my God, give nic more grace
to hang my soul on Thee! I know what I
have jia-sed lhroup:li, but what is to come I
cannot tell : but if (iod be for :s, who can be
against us? O that we may so live, that we
may be prepared for the worst.
Since v.-e bit our fathei's we have travelled
several hundred miles, through a delightful
country, flowing as it were, "wilh milk and
hooey"—plenty abounds on every hand—

nothing is lacking but a grateful sense from
whence these mercies flow. May God inspire
the hearts of the people with a due sen.-e of
their privilege.?, both of a spiritual and temporal nature, which they do enjoy ; and may
they esteem them as they ouiclit, that they
may be saved from destruction !
We stayed two nights and part of three
d.ays at friend Covel's; and f^orenzo had two
meetings in tlie town, in a court-house, to a
crowded audience; and they were as attentive
as could be expected, consbleriiia; what a
thoughtless ]ilace it was—may God have mercy upon them.
We loft friend Covel's on Thursday, September Sth, and travelled on until night, and
stopped at a public liouse: from thence we
came on towards Newbuiffh, and about ten
o'clock we came lo a brother Fowler's, and
called ; bul he not being at home, and the
family not choosing to give us an invitation lo
sto]!, we kept on to Newburgh. We had been
directed to call al a friend's house, by the
name of Cowles, bul could not find him. We
then continued on our way, intending thefirst
public house we came to, lo stop, and get
some refreshment; but in pa.ssing a toll bridge,
the old man who attended it knew Lorenzo,
and solicited him ,so earnestly lo stop and take
breakfast, that he consented. They appeared
much pleased and entertained us as well as we
could wish : it was done with such cheerfulness, that it made it a pleasant repast to us
indeed. O that people who have il in their
power lo do good in the world, would be more
liberal, and not let the POOR outiio them,
and .so take their crown !—.May God have ,
mercy on the high and lofty ones of the earth,
and teach them they are born lo die, and i
Jierhaps their dust will mingle with the beg- I
gars'! and if they are not purified by grace,
thoir souls will appear guilty before God ! and
how can they st.ind in that Kieal day, when
the dread alarm shall be sounded—arise ye
dead and come to judgment! -Aly (Jod make
us all sensible of the necessity of being ready
to meet our jiidce in the air!
From the loll bridge we came on to a public
house, anii stopped to feed our horse ; and
while he was eating, there was a woman, who
->ve had met in a was^on a little before we got
lo this house, v.-ho thinking this was Lorenzo,
had returned back to this house, and requested
him to stop and preach tc the people in this
neighborhood : the tavern-keeper also solicited him, saying he would iiodfv the neighbors.
Lorenzo then consented to stay ; and we xvent
about a mile further, to sleep at a nouse
where Ihey were Methodi.sls.
The place
where we went to was a delightful spot, situated in a valley, between two considerable
mountains, covered with shrubs and tree*,
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but not very fertile, which made the contrast
more striking. The house was surrounded
with meadows and fruit trees—the scene appeared charming beyond description ! This
would be a sweet retreat, was suggested to
my mind ; if we had but a few select friends,
whose souls were formed for social pleasure,
as it relates to spiritual and temporal converse !
But stop, my fancy! stay thy soul on God,
who can give peace even on the raging ocean.
To him, and him alone would I look for comfort, and not to objects which are so transient:
my lot appears to be in a peculiar sphere, and
I hope in love and mercy the Master will
enable me to fill it with patience and submission.
We left Cornwall on Saturday morning,
and proceeded on our way tow-ard the city of
New York: we made such progress, that we
got within fifteen or sixteen miles of the city"
that night, and put up at a public house;
where we were disturbed by some town's people, xvho, I believe, did it on purpose, on the
account of our appearance. 0 that they may
be made sensible of the duly they owe to
THEMSELVES, their GOD, and their
NEIGHBORS!
We .started early on Sunday morning, and
got to a brother Paradise's, at Bull's Ferry,
where we left our horse and xvagon—Lorenzo
hired a Presby-lerian man to keep him : and
brother Paradise took a small boat and rowed
us down to the city. My mind was overspread wilh a gloom, but I strove to put my
trust in the Lord—we had a pleasant time on
the water—\x-e got down to New York about
two o'clock, and xvent to our old friend brother
Munson's, and was received with the same
marks of friendship as formerly—may the
Lord reward them for their kindness to us.
Our situation is as good at present as il has
ever been, as it relates to our temporal prospects, but no doubt trials await us still; may
the Lord prepare us for whatever may befal
us in the way of duly ! I have met wilh another kind family, who I am under many obligadons to in days that are p a s t : they still
are friends—this is not the case with many—
brother and sister Decamp are true-hearted !
may the Lord prosper them on their journey
to a peaceful eternity!
The cloud appears to spread over the
American hemisphere—may God prepare his
children for the shock : what though the fire,
or plague, or sword, receive commission from
the Lord to strike his saints among the rest,
their pains and deaths are blest!
Monday, September 12th. I have this day
felt my heart somewhat more composed than
I have done for some time.
September 13th. This day we have received
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more intelligence of the invasion of our once
happy land. 0 that the Lord xvould prepare
us for every event of his Providence.
September 14th. I desire to be truly thankful to the great Gwer of every mercy, for the
blessings I do enjoy this precious morning; I
enjoy a lolerablt degree of health, and am
surrounded with kind friends. O that my soul
may be filled with grateful songs of praise to
him, who so richly provides for me ! my situation is as pleasant as it has ever been, perhaps
for many years.
"Bless God, my soul, even unto death,
And write a song for every breath."

September 15lh. May my heart be made
truly sensible of my dependence upon God,
who giveth to every one liberally, that seek
him wilh an undivided heart: but I feel this
morning, as though my heart was too far
from that enjoyment which makes happy in
this xvorld, and in the next. May my heart
be revived, and filled with love to God, and
my fellow mortals. Religion is low at this
time, in almost every direction; may our
hearts feel interested for the prosperity of the
church !
The times are truly alarming, the sound of
WAR is heard in our borders, the alarm is
gone forll,.—" Ye sons of Columbia, to arms,
lo arms." Our sea-boards are likely to be
deluged in blood. While our interior is in
commotion, our frontiers have been saluted by
the xvar-whoop of the savage ; while their
tender wives and children have fallen victims
to their wanton cruelty ; may HE that rules on
high, that can calm tbe raging ocean, and
bring harmony out of confusion, undertake our
cause, and daSiver us from the hand of our
enemy, and establish peace once more on the
earth! But this may only be the beginning
of sorrow to the inhabitants of this terrestrial
ball. 0 that all xvho have an interest at the
throne of Grace, xvould cry mightily to him
tor strength, to stand in this day of adversity.
Lord prepare us to make our way through all
opposition, to the peaceful, happy mansions of
unclouded day. O happy, happy land, when
shall we get there—my God, w-ash out the
stains that sin has made on my immortal soul,
that I may have a glorious admittance into those
pure regions of everlasting rest. Trials await
me on these mortal shores: may the God of love
attend us by his grace, and give us true submission lo his xvill! May my soul be filled
with love and gratitude, lo that hand, who
hath provided for me, from my cradle to the
present time. How much I owe, yet how
little I do as I ought. 0 my soul, awake!
awake! to a sense of duty lo the God of all
consolation, that my soul may be filled with
all his fulness.
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SenleiiilnT fGth. Nothin,2; nrilerial has
taken place in niv siiuation for some days, but
a conlimial clamor of W.VR is saluting our
t.irs. an,I what will be tbe final issue, doth not
yet appear : mav we be prepared for whatever
may await ns: m\- sou! is truly ])ained on account of my country
I) that God would uii<iertake ibt- caii^e oi America ; that tlio people
may learn humility, and submission, lo his
divine v.'ill!
Mv iniiid was much depiessed this morning,
when I arose, but tbesi' wor.ls came lo my
miiv.l, " Be still, and know that I am God,"
with some jiower: may my heart acquiesce
in whatever may be our lot.
We have just heard the joyful tidings, that
our de,.ir fellow citizens of the lown of Baltimore, are deiiveied from their troublesome
vi-iieis. 0 that their hearts may be thankful
to that haul, who was able lo save, when appearances were mtist gloomy; help us, 0 thou
Gol of love, to render thee sincere thanks for
these mercies; and may America, above all
Ian !s, be confoiaicil to the will of him. who
hath wrought out such a deliverance for this
favored country ! may my heart glow with
thankfulness lo such .a good God, and may the
remnant of my days be spent in his service.
Sunday, September 18th. This day my soul
hath been refieshed under the improvement of
brotner Daniel Smiih; while discour ing on
the wickedness of the Jews, tlie once chosen
people of G)l, in destroying that most worthy
servant of Gol, Stephen; his triumjiliant
death, and ascension to glory. It filled my
soul with raptures, I had something of a view,
of the sufreriii;.;- Christian, bidding adieu lo a
world of woe. Ir.uisportoJ by a convoy of angels, to his Iu.'.iee'ner's bosom ! 0 what a
gloiious scene ! rnay that be iny^ happy lot,
though unworthy !
September 19th. My heart feels quite
gloomy this day
0 that these trials might
teacli me from whence my strength must
come! I cannot tell what is before mo; may
God prepare and help me to hang upon his
promises, and lay at the feel of the Redeemer
of mankind. I long to lie more holy, that my
heart may be drawn from earth, ami placed on
more permanent riches. Through grace I
hope one day lo out-ride iho tempsst and
storiris of life, and reach the fair fiebls of unclouded day
May God revive his work in
the land, and prosper ZION, and fill his
church with faiiliful Christians!
September '~!lst. Bless the Lord,0 my soul,
and forget not all hisbenefits. The days are evil,
we have need of more wisdom and huinililv,
to walk the narrow road ihat loads to joys on
high ! What a vain, deceitful worid we have
to travel through: How many snares on every
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side; may we be as wise as serpents, and
harmless as doves.
Friday, September 23d. The days are rrlling fast a w a y ; may I have wisdo". and
grace., lo improve my lime lo the glory of my
Creator, and the comfort anif satisfaction of
my own immortal soul! My heart is often
pained to see and feel so little of the life of
religion, in almost every direction; may the
Lonl once more revive his work in the land!
Since I came lo the city, my husband and
self took a walk to the " State Prison,"
which was a very great satisfaction tome.
We gave one shilling for admittance, and had
the privilege of going through every apartment in the prison: and lo see the neatness,
and industry, that prevails there, was truly
charming. This institution is one of the
most noble, perhaps, that ever was adopted by
any nation : it saves many of those poor
unfortunate creatures, who h-d.-ve forfeited their
life, and liberty, from suffering death ; a-nd
gives them a space for repentance ; and furthermore, their labor is very useful lo the
community. The men were very serious, and
appeared quite downcast; but the women,
that have been so unfortunate, as lo gel into
this place, appeared the most hardened creatures I ever .saw. This is a striking proof lo
what human nature may be reduced! There
is a large square in the centre of the Prison,
where they may range for health, al times. A
man may love and serve the Lord in Ibis
place, as well as in any other, if he be so
minded, and it may be, some of the poor mortals will be brought lo reflection. The hap'^y
day is fast approaching, I trust, when LlGH'f
will shine forth, as the morning, and peace
will be established upon the earth.
From the eleventh of September to the
seveiith of October, Lorenzo spent in New
York : then he took his departure for Phiiadelphia, expecting lo return in six or eight
weeks ; bul when he arrived there, he found
bis way opened in ibis city and country, so
that he thought best to send for me to conn' to
Philadelphia, whore he had conclude.l to
spend the winter. Accordingly I started wi:bout delay, in a carrhage which was sent tor
me, and arrived in safety in about three d.iys.
I was kindly received by friend Allen and bis ^
wife; where 1 tarried undl the return of Lorenzo from the E.astern Shore ; whither he had
taken a tour two or three weeks previous.
When he came back, he wished lo find a
small room, xvhere we could be retired from
the world for a few months; and we were so
fortunate as to meet wilh a friend, (who had
plenty of house room, and was willing to accommodate us with a small room ; which was
made very comfortable, by putting up a stove
in it,) in a neighborhood of the people called
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Quakers; where xve found it very agreeable.
I atiended their meetings with much satisfaction : I believe many, very many of those
people to be truly spiritual! The friend and
his wife, at whose hou.se we stopped, belonged
to the meedng, and they both appeared striving to be what ihey ought.—May the Master
prosper them in the way of their duly.
February 27lh, 1815. The news of PEACli;
salutes our borders, and echoes through the
land ! It is a truly pleasing sound ! Rlay it
inspire our hearls with gratitude to that hand
w-ho halh given us the blessing! O that divine peace may fill every soul, until this favored nation .shall become Immanuel's land,
and the earth be full of his glory !
Quietness, as a Canopy covers my Mind.
" G R E A T God, thy name be blest.
T h y goodness be ador'd,
My soul has been distress'd
But thou hast peace restor'd.
" A thankful heart I feel.
In peace my mind is staid.
Balsamic ointments heal
The wounds by sorrow made.
" T h o u g h elements contend.
Though wind and waters rage,
I've an unshaken F'riend,
W h o doth my grief assuage.
" Though storms without arise,
Emblems of those within.
On Christ my soul relies,
The sacrilice for sin.
" T h o u g h inward storms prevail,
Afliicting to endure,
I've help that cannot fail,
In Him that's ever sure.
" Though outward war and strife
Prevail from sea to sea,
I've peace in inward life,
And that sufliceth me.
" Thougti clamor rear its head.
And stalk from shore to shore,
My food is angels' bread,
Vi'hat can 1 covet more 7
" Though ill reports abound,
Suspicions and surmise,
I find, and oft have found.
In death true comfort lies :
" That death I mean whereby
Self love and will are slain ;
For these, the more they die
T h e more the Lamb doth reign.
" And well assur'd I am
True peace is only'known
W h e r e He, the harmless Lamb
Has made the heart his throne.
" T h e n , then may tempests rage,
Cannon may roar in vain j
The Rock of every age.
The Lamb, the Lamb doth reign."

MayStb, 1815. We left Philadelphia in
the steamboat, for New York, after spending
aa agreeable winter at Benedict Dorseys. Tbe
weather being very chilly and my health
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somewhat impaired by reason of a severe cold
I had taken some lime previous, and this exposure xvhich I passed through, came ytrry
near being too much for my feeble consdtution. After we arrived at New York I w?.s
confined almost two weeks lo my bed—but
recovering my strength in some measure, xve
embarked on board a Packet for New London,
where we had every accommodation necessary—and after a pleasant sail of about thirty
hours, xve arrived safely and found the people
kind and friendly. But the cold I had taken
xvas so deeply seated on my lungs, il was
thought by many, it would prove serious in
its consequence lo me. We arrived here on
Saturday—on Sunday, Lorenzo preached four
times lo crowded congregations, and several
times through the xveek, until he was .sick ;
he was attacked very suddenly as he xvas
about lo lay down at night, wilh a pain at his
heart attended with chilis. We were then at
his brother's — we were all much alarmed,
thinking perhaps his dissolution was at hand
—yet he appeared composed and serene, with
a smile on his countenance, although his pain
xvas beyond description ! My soul was poured out to God for his deliverance—after a
xvhile he got so much relief that he could be
layed down in his bed—but continued very
ill for near two weeks; he then had recovered so far as to be able lo go on board a boat
for Norwich, where we arrived in five or six
hours.
W e were received with kindness by brother
Benlley and his companion.
Lorenzo was
still very feeble in body—but the people appearing very anxious he should preach, he
consented, and at six o'clock that evening, the
Baptist meeiing-house was opened and well
filled: he addressed them—his strength held
out beyond what could have been expected.
He .spoke again on Monday night; it was a
solemn assembly^, and I hope good was done
in the name of the Lord.
Lorenzo hired a wagon and horse lo convey
us to his father's w-'hich was betwixt twenty
and thirty miles.—Early on Tuesday morning
we started and arrived there about one o'clock
on the 14lh of June. We found his dear father ia tolerable health, with 1*10 rest of the
family.
Lorenzo spent two weeks with us, and then
thinking it best to leave me with his father,
bid me farewell and set out on a tour through
a part of Rhode Island and Massachusetts, to
sound an alarm to the fallen race of Adam in
those parts. My heart went with him, in desire that he might be useful lo precious souls.
His father's place of residence is very pleasant. I spent my hours as agreeably as the
circumstances could admit, seeing I was separated from my companion, and had not the
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opportunity of mooting —there ludng none
wiihin my reach, except the Presbyterian, and
that not very convenient. He ihoiiglll he
mii;bt he ab,~cnl lliree or four months, but returned in five or .-i.x weeks, unexpectedly lo
me, and spent a feu- weeks with u,s—made
^reparations lo leave me with his father, and
start on a long tour which would take him
ei2;lit or nine months to accomplish. This
was soinolliiiig trying to my feelings—but I
d.ire not sav, do not go, neither do 1 feel
a disposition to prevent him doing his
duty.
On the 30th of August he had got iu readiness and bid me adieu—leaving me comfortably provided for, as it relates lo outward
things. The family cotisisted of his father,
sisier, and myself; the old gentleman an affectionate friend and father. VVe spent our time
for the most part quite comfortably : considering the cold inclement .sea.son. my health
was far better than it had been for j-ears. I
frequently received letters fiom my absent
comiianior'i, whh h gave me much satisfaction ;
this being tlie only way we could communicate our pleasures or pains lo each other. He
gave me to understand he expected lo return
to us in April or ]\lay The last letter I received from him, was dated March 30ih, ex])ecled to sail from New Orleans lo New York
the 1st of .Aipril : and by his writing, il apjioarel to me, there was a doubt whether ho
slio'dd be lnou2;bt through in safety—or al
least he expected some uncommon difficulty to
attend him ; which laid mc under great anxiety of minil ; the season also being so uncommonly biu^teiing, that I, from the 1st of
April until the midille of May, was in a state
of inind not to be exjiiessed. This gave my
body another shock—for the mind and body
are so closely connected, one cannot sufl'er,
without die oilier in some considerable degree
feeling alfecfed. I strove hard to a])])ly to
fll.M wlio is able lo save, and at times found
some relief; but then my thoughts would retrace the happy se.'isons which were passed ;
and the gloomy prospects that now presented
to view, made me very wretched. I strove lo
realize the day, the liajipy blessed day, wlien
"'e should meet to part no n-iore ; bul could
UOL so much as I could wish; this gave me
greater pain, seeing my heart so atlacjied lo
earthly objects. Yet uiiiler all this, in some
measure I was supported ; for which may my
heart render a triiiute of praise to the great
Giver of all our mercii's !
About the 15th of May, I received the
]!easing intelligence that Lorenzo had arrived
at New York, which removeii a heavy burthen
frim my heart, and the 25lh he reached his
father's. I need not say it was a memorable
day to me—may 1 ever feel true sensations of

gratitude for all these favors!—and improve
them while they are preserved to me! My
soul's desire is, to find closer communion with
my God; may my soul sink in his will in all
things!
After Lorenzo's return, he prepared to steer
his course first to Philadelphia, then into
the state of New York—from thence to Vermont; and whshing me lo go with him, he
procured a horse and wagon, and on the I2lh
of June we loft his father's house, it being
twelve month.s, lacking two days, since I came
there; w-e went from there to Hebron, where
we sl.ayed a few days—met some preachers
from Ihe General Conference ; they were
friendl) towards Lorenzo—from thence we
came on to Durham, where we spent the sabbath. Lorenzo preached three times ; on Monday morning we left there and proceeded on
to New Haven — there we met with more
preachers and kind friends: here we stayed
until Friday.
Lorenzo held a number of
meetings in the time. From there we came to
New York—spent the sabbath, and he also
held three meelings there in the course of the
day
I met with his old friends Captain Anderson and his wife, who gave me a pressing
invitation lo go home with them that evening.
Lorenzo was willing, and I accepted the invitation ; he was to come over the next morning. Accordingly I went and spent an agreeable evening, and about one o'clock the next
day, Lorenzo came—-but I was quite unwell;
the weather having become much warmer, it
so debilitated me, that Lorenzo feared lest I
could not hold out lo travel—and Captain
Anderson and his wife wishing me to tarry
with them, I conclude,I to stay : accordingly on
Tiieslay morning, Lorenzo set off on his way
to Philadelphia, leaving mc behind ; he came
on that night lo Bridgetown, where he preached ; and finding such an ojiening, he spent
two or three, days in the place. The friends
requested him to send for me to come there :
accorilingly brother Thomas I'itts came on to
New Yolk, gol brother VVashburne lo write a
few lines lo mo—1 came over from Hoboken
and met him at brother Wa-bburne's; the
next day we were to go on board the steamboat. 1 did not ex;«ct Lorenzo so soon; but
when we came lo the feriy-house, an.i tbe
boat come in, Lorenzo was on board : he intended returnini!; fhat night or the next day to
Bridgetown, consequently I went on; and he
returned that night. We have spent some
lime in this place; and find the people remarkably kind—may they be rewarded for their
kindness to us. My soul's desire to God is,
that HE would reward our kind benefactors
wherever the)' be.
Visiled Wottlbridge—had meedng in th«
meeting house of the Presbjrterians, and i»-
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turned to Bridgetown and held several other
meedngs.
July 26, 1816.—We left "Bridgetown,"
N. Jersey, and came on to Newark, where he
found he had an appointment about seven
miles distant from there, in the afternoon,
leaving an appointment for night at Newark ;
he started to fulfil it; he returned and preached
to a crowded auditory; and made three
more for the next day, which he attended.
On Thursday he started from Newark, giving
out that he would be there again on Friday night—I slayed at Newark through
the interim; accordingly, he returned, and
preached to a large congregation. Early on
Saturday morning we left Newark, and proceeded on our way to an appointment Lorenzo had left the day he had preached at brother
Dickenson's, to be in the woods, not far from
his house; at ten o'clock there was convened,
under the trees, a tolerable company of attentive people; from thence we went to New
Providence, where Lorenzo preached again at
night, this being Saturday night. On Sunday
morning at five o'clock, and he preached
again at ten, a meeting he attended six or
eight miles from there, and returned—-preached
at three; from there to Chatham in the evening : the ne.xt day returned to New Providence, and preached at ten, then back to Chatham, preached at three; from there five or
six miles, and at night held in a barn, xvhich
was much crowded, and the day following,
ireedng in the woods, a few miles off—from
thence to Morris Town—held a meeting in a
Bapdst meeting-house, some behaved well,
others were somewhat unfeeling. We met
wilh a man -.vho invited us to go and slay
with him for the night, we accepted the invitadon, found them kind and affectionate. I
spent a very agreeable time—from thence we
went to brother Munn's, had a meeting at
night, at a house about a mile and a half distant; the next day we went on to an appointment at an old man's, whose house had been
a preaching-house for twenty or thirty years.
Here the congregation was small, but a tolerable tim.e—from here we travelled on a number
of miles through a rough road, to a man's
house, who had given out an appointment for
*he evening.—Tliere came out a goodly number, to whom he spoke; they were attentive.
Early the next morning we proceeded on our
journey, and struck turnpike, through Pumpton plains, so on across the country, until we
struck a long turnpike; w-e met with no
i friends after this, until we came to Kingston—
this was sabbath morning, we had to stay at
public houses, which was very unpleasant,
tor sex'eral nights previous; from Kingston we
continued on to Catskill, where xve found some
friemls, xrho loved much in word and in
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tongue; we stayed there from Sunday night
until Tuesday morning, in the mean time Lorenzo held several meetings; from thence we
went on to Guemans Lauding, met with a very
kind family, the man is Post-Ma.ster in that
place ; he piessed Lorenzo to stay and preach
in the evening, accordingly we stopped, had a
solemn meeting before the Lord, and were
treated with every attention by our kind host
and his wife, that we could wish. On Wednesday morning xve continued our journey to
Albany: here, in years past, we had some
kind friends, but now otherwise. We got
into the city about twelve o'clock, and stopped
at a public house, while Lorenzo attended to
some temporal concerns; I had some refreshment prepared. In the mean time Lorenzo
met a young man from Schenectady, who invited him to preach there that evening; he
readily consented, and after dinner xve started,
and arrived, perhaps, the sun an hour high,
we were invited to stay at a public house, en
free cost, by the man; I thought the woman
was not well pleased : be that as it may, we
stayed ; I wa,s so fatigued I did not go to
meedng, but understood it was a solemn
time.
On Thursday morning, before the sun was
up, xve started, and came on betwi.xt forty and
fifty miles—stayed al a Dutch tavern; found
no particular trouble—started very early—
came on to the Falls, there Lorenzo left an appointment for Monday night, on his return;—
so on lo Harcemer, where he left another for
Sunday, at four o'clock ; and also at Utica,
where we tarried at night, and he preached.
From thence to brother Holms', and look dinner—from there to brother Dewey's, but not
finding him at home, we went on to Manely's
square, where xve met wilh him at night.
This being Saturday, xve stayed over the Sabbath ; Lorenzo met with some severe trials ;
my heart xvas almost filled wilh sorrow, the
prospect appeared so gloomy; but the way
was opened for him to preach, more than he
was well able : three times at the square, and
once at Pompey's Hollow, to pretty considerable congregations ; the xvealher being extremely xvarm.
On Monday, xve returned wilh brother D.
to his place of residence, where Lorenzo has
preached three times, and to preach once or
twice more.
My mind halh passed thr." igh singular and
deep trials of late ; what is tne cause, I know
not, but I pray God lo give me the power to
withstand the enemy of my soul, and enable
me to be a comfort to my companion, and a
blessing to myself and others.
Friday, August 23d.—We left Vernon and
came here the last night—Lorenzo preached at
a large meetinghouse, built by the public;
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but the Fcsbytei bans have ihe preference—
may tbe Lur,I jrran' the seed to take deep
root, and bring forti fiuit to ihe glory of
Gnd.
Tbis morniiv.; my heart longs fo sink into
tbt will of (lol -:n;iy he show me the evils
of m',' heart, and all its intricate windings :
tbat I may seek aiid find full deliverance from
all mv sins.
On' S.itnrday the 2.tth, we left Vernon. Lorenzo hal prcacheil a number of limes to
ciowdol congrc'jalions.—We came to Tllica,
and alien led a meeting at night in the Melhodi,-t meeting-house, which was very much
crow Isd ; aUo at sun-rise, the house being
likewi-e com]dete]y filled ; at ten o'clock
again, but the hou^e would not hold one
quarter of the people—he was under the necessity of speaking in the open air. After he
had done speaking, they came around tho
wagon to bif us farewell. I found a number
of my ol 1 class-mates, all in tears, and appeare I to be on their journo}- home—this gave
:n" much saiisfaction—we hardly could tear
ourselves from them—we had a melting time.
From thence lo H.-irkenmore, where he had an
.Tppoiiifinent at four o'clock on Sunday afternoon : here the Presbyterian meeting-house
was opcne I, an I well filled: he spoke there
a'xain al nii^bt. and al sunrise—they were
very alten'ive. From thence lo the little Fall,
where he spf;.'ce lliree times more, afternoon,
pi2:lit, anl morning, to many people; a large
field i-: open throii'j;li this country—MayGod
bless the hungry people.
So-nc'wherc towards tiie last of September,
Lor^-nzo left me, .a-nd started for Philadelphia,
to alien I lo -^omc printin':;;, which he had enga-j:e:| in that place ; expectingin a few weeks
to have it a'complished so as to start for the
Western Country, to supply some subscribers,
bnt was di-^:ip]iointed, and detained, until il
was so lale. that tho winter would be far adv.-inced. before he could reach the further end
of hi- route—and feeliatr some uncommon impre-sions on his mind- -he concluded to return
to Xf-w F,n2-!and—but on the second day after
he left the cilv, he was attacked with a fever ;
and hal he not falb'ii into one of the kindest
families, I have but little reason to think I
snould ever have met him again on mortal
shores !
He wrote to me to come to him, if ])ossible ;
anf somethlTr of his situation. I set out, and
got as far as Hebron, but my way was comjdetely he,l'j;el in on every hand—the weather
becominii; sr- severe, it was though' impruilent
for me to aitempf to proceei' further! My
mind w:is in tho most distressing state of anxiety, fin-better than three weeks, [ ever experienced, i t'elt my.self a poor, lonely creature
—but strove to put my trust in that God who

was able lo save; accordingly, he xvas better !
than my fears—for my poor compaidon was
again returned lo me, for which my heart
leaped for joy. 0 my heart, may il be truly
grateful to our bountiful Benefactor, and lay
at his feel in humble prostration.
Ho is still in a poor state of health, and
many difficulties in the w a y ; He who hath
hitherto helped, I trust, wiil still be our support. The weather is very severe, and is
much against Lorenzo's health, yet Providence seems lo give him strength according to
his day.
I had some conflicts in my mind, on the
account of what we should do for some necessaries, but the Lord halh provilod bouniifully; yesterday our kind friend brother Barrows, and his son-in-law, came and supplied
us with all we have need of for the present;
maj- the God of all grace bless them, for their
kindness fo u-f*.
Feb. 18th.—I this day passed through some
trials of mind, which are not new to me; 0
that my God would undertake my cause, and
deliver me from the power of my enemy, that
f may .shout Victory over my besetmen's; be
prepared for life or death ; 0 how hard I find
it lo keep my mind In the frame I could wish.
Help Lord, to whom for help I fly-! Still my
templed sou! stand by, throughout the evil
day!
Sunday, March 2d, 1817.—My poor Lorenzo is very unwell still. The last night he was
much distressed wilh a strange kind of complaint, which affected him from head to fool
wilh spasm.s, and a restlessness, which gave me
much uneasiness ; what is before us we know
not, may our master help ns to sink into his
will in all things, and lead us in the way of
truth and holiness, prepare us for whatever
may await us, whether life or death, prosperity or adversity. Lord, we are weak, be thou
our strength, teach us our duty, and enable
us to ]iursue it with diligence.
I have felt some impressions on my mind
of late, which I cannot account for; what is
before me I know not; may our souls drink
dee]ier into the spirit of .submission, and love
to our God; my soul longs to lie at bis
feet.
Tue.sday, March 4.—The days fly fast
away when my dear Lorenzo must depart,
and probably leave me behind : may my soul
fly lo him who can give grace and stiongtii,
to leave all lo him, and sink into nothing at
his feet, he hath been my supporter through a
late trying scene, and I trust he will save to
the end.
0 that I could sing—
Through every period of my life
Thy goodness I'll punsue,
And lifter death in distant worldly
The pleasing theme renew.
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On M^trch 4th .—Lorenzo went to Mans- his Master, he xvill stand by him. O t:;?,t he
field; the afternoon and evening were uncom- may impi-ove every moment lo the best purmonly lonely to me. I strove lo cry to him. pose for this world and the next, xvhich is
who can calm the boisterous ocean, and to fast approaching. Our poor father seems
pray to give me strength to submit to the will somewhat discouraged. I pray that he may
of iht Alastor. I find it very hard work to be strengthened in body and mind. M,ay the
give him up, but I hope the Lord will give me wa}- be made plain before him, as il relates to
the victory at last.
this world and that which is lo cr je. I deSunday, March 16th.—My mind hath been sire to lie at the feet of the Mastf
May he
somewhat comforted, in hoping all things give me the power of submissior
would work for our good, whetber it should
March 31st.—I have deep waters, it may
be in separarion or meeting in this world. be, lo pass through ; what is best for mo is
May that Hand, which gently guideth his cii'y known to tbe Lord; may he give me
children in the way he xvouid have them lo strjngth to fly and find shelter under his
walk, be our director through this howling wings. 0 may he bless my poor Lorenzo
wilderness to that of peace and rest.
this day- in soul and body! I feel some anxiSunday, March 23d.— My companion sep- ety of inind for our poor old father, as well as
arated from me, and when he will return I for Lorenzo and myself May God teach us
know not—may xve be supported under all the way of duly; may we walk therein with
our trials. These things ought to teach ns delight, f long to feel my heart glow wilh
that this is not our abiding home—I wish it gratitude for the favors I do enjoy !
may, and that we might with all heart, be
Friday, April 4th.—My heart feels too
seeking one above. I trust he is striving to much anxiety for myself and my poor Lorendo good to his fellow men. May he be pros- zo. Three weeks to day since he left me, and
pered in the labor, and many precious souls whether we shall ever meet again in this trybe as stars in his crown in that day when the ing world, is only known to him, who orders
Lord shall make up his jewels—and 0 may events; may he be with us in every trying
God help mo to lie at his feet in humble sub- hour. Dangers stand thick on every hand, I
mission, prepared for life or death !
Sc.8 nought but trials here, and without his
Tuesday, 'March 25th.—The Lord is still supporting grace we must hill. May he give
rracious to poor me. I have a good degreo of me the spirit of a Mary, to lie al his feet, dehealth, and my mind is as comfortable as I could pending only on his mercy. 0 that I may
expect, in the absence of my best of husbands. have a heart of agonizing prayer, for myself,
May that God, who I trust he serves, pre- husband, and our father, wilh the rest of our
serve him from every danger, and may xve friends and kind benefactors.
'Heel once more on mortal shores! I know
I desire to be an altogether christian, patient
not what is before u s : xve may have deep under aflliclions, willing to suffer all the will
waters to pass through. 0 that our heads of the Master. Lord bless my companion
may be kept abc ve the billows! and we be while abroad.
prejiared to lie down in peace al last.
Sunday, April 6th.—My mind hath been
March 26th.—I have feh some anxious somewhat engaged to look for my poor comfears for my poor Lorenzo this afternoon. I panion, and that He would stand by him, and
woull leave him to the Master, and say^ not deliver from evils that may beset him in this
my will, but thine be done.
world of sorrow and distress. 0 that the
March 2Slh.—This day father Dow has Lord xvould breathe inlo my soul a spirit of
gone to Hebron to look at the place ; what love to God and my fellow men. I feel like
will be the result of Providence 1 may he pre- a lonely mortal, bereft of all that is most dear
serve him, and prepare his way. My ever lo me in this world. These words are in my
piecious Lorenzo has been gone two weeks mind sometimes:
ib.s day. Lord bless and comfort his soul ;
As on some lonely building top,
prepare him and me for what awaits us. New
The sparrow toils her moan ;
Fur from tbe tents of joy and hope,
experiences open to us almost every day.
I sit and grieve alone.
May we be made willing to suffer all his
Wednesday, April 9th.—0 how my heart
righteous will.
Sundaj-, March 30th.—My mihd hath this longs lo get a few lines from my dear Lorenday passed thiousrh deep exercises. 0 may zo. I have been almost overwhelmed with
the Lord ward off the blow which I fear! I anxious fears on his account; 0 may the
am left in a situadon that in some respects is Lord preserve him from all danger, and give
very trying. My poor Lorenzo is absent, and me strength to sink into his will, and keep us
•wba'his situation may be I know not; but above all things from sinning against him.
Saturday, April 12th.—None knows the
this I.may expect, bonds and afllictions await
him in every place; l i ; 'i he is faithful to i trials through which I have to pass, but him
X
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who kno'.vsall things. I am sore tempted by
the enemy of my soul, and my anxious fears
f(ir i!ry poor Lorenzo, are bcvond descrijition;
four weeks yesterday since he left me, and I
have not .-cceived but one letter from him, and
that was wrote in less than a week after his
d e p a t u r e ; what can be the cause 1 know
not: may hal God who is rich in mercy, be
precious to lis soul, preserve his fosble bodj',
and may v.'e be permitted once more to meet
in this worhl of sorrow. My soul longs to be
freed from sin, prepared for what may be the
will of Providence concerning me ; my strength
I may truly say is perfect weakness. 0 that
I could cast my whole burthen on the Lord,
resign myself and my dear companion without
reserve to him, believing he will sustain us
through the unavoidable troubles that may,
and do beset us. I long much lo bear from
my Lorenzo. 0 that I may be patient, and
wail until the dme shall come ; may God give
him the spirit of his station, may he lie at
the feet of the Master. O give me Mary's
place, also ; fit us for a happy meedng at his
right hand.
Sunday, April 13lh.—My mind, in some
m.easure, hath been comforted this day. 0
that the Lord would help me to give my cares
to the wind, when they can do no good, only
make me wretched. I am like one almost that
is cloistered, but it agree* well xvith tho present state of my mind ; I could hardly bear
company, I never was more weighed down
under trials; what it means I cannot tell,
whether the clouds will subside or grow darker, is known lo him who can give sunshine,
or stormy weather when il seemeth hi.-n good:
0 that he would undertake my cause, give me
a soul humbled in the dust, at his feet. And
may he be with my poor Lorenzo, and help
v.s to bear separation with composure ; why
should a living man complain 1 a man for the
punishmeut of his sins 1 I have too oflen forgot the mercies of my God.
Tuesday, 15th April.—This morning one
load of goods started for Hebron. What is
before us we cannot see. I have no\ heard
yet from my Lorenzo : may God bless him.
.Sunday, April 20th.—On the ISth we came
to Hebron, and have found an asylum, al Mr.
P(xter's ; what awaits me here I cannot tell:
mjiy I rely on Providence in all circumstances
of life ; I received a letter from my poor Lorenzo, which made my heart glad; father Dow
and myself have been to meeting on the hi'l
to-day ; the second one 1 have attended since
the last of January.
Wednesday, April 23d.—I am not got out
of the reach of anxiety, my poor Lorenzo is
gone, I know not where, and our poor old
Father is feeble in body, and his mind often
tinder a gloom, my heart also prone to sink.

0 may God help the most helpless of all creatures to put her trust in him.
April 27lh.—This day my heart feels in a
good degree, to look to God for myself and my
dear Lorenzo, who is far separated from me,
and I know not how il is with him, but I hope
Providence may protect him from all danger,
and keep his soul near his wounded side. 0
Lord give more of thy spirit to poor me, that I
may rejoice in tribulation.
Sunday, April 27lh.—My soul feels this day
a mixture of hope and fear; when I look at
my uresent situation, I fear lest I shall sink
under the burthens and cares, as it relates to
Miyself, my dear Lorenzo, and our poor father;
he is feeble in body, and his mind very subject
to depression ; I feel more and more attached
to him, the longer I am acquainted wilh him;
may God who is able lo pour consolation into
the hearls of his creatures, comfort him in the
decline of life, and give him an assurance of
his love, that he may pass over Jordan in
peace.
My^ ever precious companion bears with
great weight on my mind, from day t o d a y ;
1 pray God to preserve him from evils of every
kind, and bless him with a constant intercourse
with his Spirit. I long to be altogether what
is the will of God concerning me ! but my
mind is so down xvith daily anxiety, that I
cannot tell what to d o ; the way is dark, I
know not xvhat is before me, but I feel some
confidence in the Lord, that he will open the
way, and enable me lo rely on his mercy.
Tlfis day my soul has been drawn o«t in
prayer lo God, to preserve my dearest Lmenzo,
and if it may be consistent, to return hira to
me again in peace. 0 Lord help me to drink
deeper into thy Spirit; I feel to mourn before
God, that I have made so little progress in the^
life of holiness; may he give me stiength to
set out from this day, to be more earnestly engaged to live more devoted to him; my trials
are increased, I need more grace, may he give
me strength according to my day, and assist
me to give ail to him, believing he will order
all things best for me and my second self; it
is now almost two months since I saw him
depart, which gave me extreme pain.
Tuesday, April 9th.—I just received a letter
from Lorenzo ; he has had hard difliculdes to
surmount; 0 my God preserve him, an<l give
him strength lo make his way through all, and
mi'.y we meet again in this vale of tears.
May 2 d . ^ l last evening received another
ktler from my tried companion, he is stiQ
.feeble in body, and surrounded by difiSculties.
0 Lord look down from heaven, thy dwelling place, and strengthen his body and soul,
and may he walk in the light of thy countenance.
May 15th. —May my soul fcelscnsatioaarf
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gratitude to that Hand who hath preserved
me until the present time, although I have to
pass through the deep xvaters, yet he doth
sustain me. 0 that I might sink into his
xvill, and leave all to him; I feel somedmes
almost ready to sink. My dear Lorenzo is
absent; he is feeble in body, a id beset on
every side by enemies that xvould .njure him;
0 may God preserve him from every harm,
and bring him back safely to poor unxvorthy
me again.
May 21st.—The prospect appears gloomy,
my body is somewhat borne down xvith pain
and weakness, and many trials of mind; my
dear Lorenzo's gone; I know not his situation ; and his precious father has too great a
burthen lying upon him ; I fear the consequence : 0 that the Lord may appear for our
relief, and give me patience, and help me also
to realize my favor.s, for I have many to be
thankful for; but I am too apt to look on
the dark side, and forget mercies in dwelling
on troubles.
Monday, May 26th.—Through the kindness of the Lord, I am more comfortable in
body than I have been for several days; may
my heart be truly thankful to him who gives
us all our favors: our father has this day
gone to Coventry; may angels attend him
from the Lord, and safely return him to me
again; it appears very lonely xvhen he is
gone; he, in some measrre, makes up the
absence of my companion
O Lord be xvith
us all, and prepare us for further events.
July 5lh.—Through the month of June I
have been out of health, and much weighed
down under trials. On the 17th xve removed
from Mr. Porter's, to our oxvn house; it was
but slightly fixed for our reception, but so
that it was, in some measure, comfortable for
dinner; it appeared pleasant to be in a house
that I have some claim t o ; yet I xvould hold
every thing here as lent from the Lord, willing
to give it up when called for.
On the second day of July, Lorenzo's sisters and brother Bridgeman, came to Hebron,
and stayed one week, and then left us for
Coventry. The day after I received a letter from
my dear Lorenzo, reviving a hope in my breast,
of seeing him in a few weeks ; may the Lord
prosper him, and give me patience, for I feel I
can hardly wait till the time arrives.
Lorenzo returned the 25th of J u l y ; my
heart leaped for joy to behold him once more
in this world of trial; he hath been prospered
beyond all expectation—may my soul glow
with gratitude to the God of all mercies, for
those unmerited favors.
August 24th.^—I have again had to conflict
with the enemy of souls, and my weapons
have, as yet, appeared too weak to conquer,
but I feel a hope in my soul, that through

Jesus's grace, I shall be victorious at last; I
find 1 have my besetments, and some in particular that attract me more forcibly than
others. 0 that God may give me strength to
xvithsland them. I am truly desirous to be a
comfort to my dear Lorenzo; he has his trials
in the peculiar mode he is called to pursue;
may he have grace and wisdom to keep to his
guide. I have had my mind exercised concerning the extraordinary union of soul and
body; when the soul is under trials, the body
immediately feels the xveight, the body also
must weigh down the soul when affected, consequently, a body so feeble as mine, and a
mind so liable to depression and evil, needs to
struggle hard to keep above the billows, xvhich
soon after arise.
0 Lord help! O Lord strengthen and support me under all my conflicts, and give me a
clear prospect to another world.
My Lorenzo must leave me again in a
few days; may I cheerfully give him up, and
may the Lord go with him and bless him on
his journey.
Tuesday, September 6th.—This day my
soul hath passed through deep xvaler.s, and I
fear lest the floods cover me at last; 0 that
God would appear for my relief, and show me
why the enemy of my soul is permitted to beset me so severely; 0 that I could fly to the
arms of a bleeding Saviour, and sink into
nothing al his feet. I am poor and needy,
weaker than a bruised reed, help I every moment need.
September 10th.—There is still a gloom on
my mind, though somewhat lighter, but what
will be the end of me, I know not; but I hope
the Lord may free me from a heart prone
to evil; 0 that I might stand in a situation
that the enemy may have nothing to work
upon in me!
October 17th.—My soul still labors under
trials. I strive to cry to God for delivering
grace, but when I shall obtain what my soul
needs, I know not. 0 that he would make
haste to deliver!
My dear Lorenzo has
been absent near seven weeks; may the Lord
be wilh him, comfort and strengthen him, soul
and body.
Saturday night, November 15th.—My soul
feels the need of a greater conformity to that
God, in whom I live, to whom I am indebted
for every blessing I do enjoy, temporal and
spiritual. I shall, (if I live to see another
day,) be thirty-seven years of age, and I
would lay my mouth in the dust, at his feet,
lamenting I have spent those precious months,
days, and moments so litde to the glory of nis
grace, and the benefit of my own soul, and
the good of others. I desire this precious
night to make a covenant with my soul, to
begin with the first of my thirty-eighth year,

and strive lo dedicate my soul and body to the
Ix)rd. Whether I sliall see half the year expire, is only known to him xvho h.as the
is.-ues of life anl death; but that need not
alarm me so much, as how I spen<l my time.
0 that he would bow the gentle heavens, and
come into my soul; then I shall have power
to fight the enemy who continually besels me
on every si<le. &Iy- dear companion is now
absent—may God be with him, and preserve
him from every danger; and if it may consist with his holy will, bring him lo me again
in safety.
November ISth.—0 God of all grace, help
me lo lie al thy feel, that I may overcome the
evils of my heart; and unite my soul to thee
by a living faith, that death cannot dissolve.
December r2th.—A new, or rather an old
trial revive.1, has again fallen to my lot: my
dear Lorenzo is far separated from me, and I
have reasons to fear he is in a more than
common poor state of health; and xvhat the
Master h.-.s in store for u.s, I know not, but 1
hope he wiil give us grace to submit to his
will without murmuring, to lay at the feet of
my Master, is what I most earnesdy seek
after. If I meet him no more on this side
Jordan, may God prepare me to join the happy
company on the other; to spend a long eternity in adoring rettceming grace, and dying
love. My soul is much weighed down under
the present trial; may I be strengthened to
soar above all the world can give, and may
the too strong attachment I feel to my companion, be overcome with love to my Saviour,
who has done so much for me. Help, Lord,
to whom for help I fly!
Sunday, Dec. 14tli.—ily soul feels somewhat encouraged lo rely on the Lord our God
for strength lo submit myall lo him, and leave
my dear companion in liis hands, to do with
him as seemeth him good, whether to call him
to a happy eternity, or to foreign lands to
preach his gospel. 0 that he may breAfhe
into my soul a true spirit of submis.sion, and
prepare me to do my duty, and suffer all his
rijrhteous will here below with patience—my
soul longs lo drink deep into his Spirit. 0
that I might wear humility as a garment; I
would mourn before my God, that I live so
little to hi.s glory, that I improve the time and
talents I have .so pooriy: may I this day
make a new covenant with my heart, my
eyes, my ears, my hands, and all the powers
and faculties of my soul and body, to be devoted to the service of God, and live as one
bound to eternity, who must shortly give an
account; but I am dependent on the God of
all grace for strength to put any resolution
into practice; 0 may he this day impart
grace to my soul, to sink into his will in all
things.

L

Rest for my soul I 1 r.g to fii.d.
Saviour of all, if mine thou art,
Give me thy meelc liii.l lowly mi:i,l.
And stamp thiae in.age on my heart.

Sunday, Dec. 2Ist.—Sorrows and tiia's
await my journey ; our dear father .setnts
verging to tbe grave, and poor Lorenzo is absent, and Jierhaps under affliction loo; my
heart is divided between them, and my own
trials of mind; my heart is rising in rebellion
at times, again.st the dispensation of Providence, and makes me very unhappy. 0 may
these cross JS leach me what they are designed
for; the Lord hath said he doth not afflict
willing!}-, nor grieve the children of men, but
lo sliow them bow much their hearts are attached to the world, and the thinsis therein;
may every cro.ss-providence serve lo wean me
from all I hold dear, and may my Lord have
the preference to all inferior things.
Wednesday, Dec. 24.—1 f«el like ono alone ;
what can be the cause of my sinking down
under a gloom ? all is not right within.
May the spirit of divine truth shine into
my soul, and teach me all my duty ; 0 that it
might expel the enemies of my God ; pride,
unbelief, jealousy-, envy, evil thinking, and
speaking. I have of late been beset with new
trials—a desire lo gain the applause of men
more than the approbation of my Saviour. I
would have it driven from my heart, and in
its place a meek and humble frame of mind,
feeling I have nothing worthy of praise in myself, abstracted from the grace of God. ]\Iy
soul longs lo be formed anew, freed from all
the evils of nature ; made a fit temple for the
residenc; of the spirit of my Master.—Jly
dear Lorenzo is absent, I kiwiw not where;
the last I heard from him, he was in Baltimore,
from thence, perhaps, he may go to Ilicbiiiond;
his body is feeble, but 1 trust his soul is tilled
wilh peace, love and joy. AVould to God my
.soul could enjoy the same, and be closely united with him, lo our precious Redeemer, and
whether w-e meet a;j;nin on the shores of time
or not, that 1 mii^riit hail him on the hajipy ||
confines of eternity, where we .shall feel no
more pain of body nor mind, shall be out of
the reach of sin and Satan, to meet all the
ship's company, who have sailed with the
Saviour below. 0 ha,p]iy day for those who
gain the prize, who hold out faithful to the
end, ar.d are received into the bosom of their
Lord; may my soul be quickened, to run the
race with more diligence.
Sunday, Jan. 11, 1818.—Through the great
mercy of a kind Providence, I am still an inhabitant of this lower world; but what is in
the way before me, I know not; I feel some
new desires in my soul, to live to the glory of
God; to be freed from in-bred corruptions; to
have strength to put my trust in Him, to say,
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not my will but thine be done. My dearest
DEAR LORENZO—After an absence cf thrpe
of earthly friends is far distant fiom me ; and weeks, which seems long to me, very long, I
whether I shall ever behold him again, in this lake my pen the second time to converse xvith
vale of tears, is only known to Him who has him xvho is the dearest object below the sun
all power and goodness in his own hands ; on to my heart. I have not yet heard from you
whom it is our duty and privilege to depend since you crossed the river at Middletown—
for life and death. I feel my heart as it were, bul I hope the Providence of God xvill attend
borne down under a weight of sorrow—the and protect you on your mis.sion, and return
prospect is somewhat beclouded. 0 maj the you to us in safety. I would leave all lo Ihe
tender hearted Jesus have mercy upon me, .he disposal of our great Master—yet I feel my
most unworthy of his creatures; and cleanse heart loo often holding y-on tight—may Jesus
my heart from all impurity! help me lo give be the greatest and most lovely object in my
up my companion with cheerfulness, lo go and eyes ! I would have Mary's place at his feet,
labor in the vineyard of his Lord, and prepare and receive his instructions with submission.
me to meet him in the blest mansions of peace, I long to lix-e so as to meet his approbation ; i
when all our toils are over.
and 1 also pray not to stand in your way,
January 28th.—0 the need I have of more and prevent your usefulness lo souls. My
religion;—may God help me to hay as'^xie every daily prayer lo God is, that you may be clothweight, and the sin that doth easily beset me; ed wilh the true spirit of a minister of Christ,
and may I run with patience the race set be- and find \;/iir labors blessed from place to
fore me; tbe way of danger I am in, deprived place! Vou have had great encouragement
of the privilege, in a great measure of atteml- the Slimmer past; may God still be with you,
ing meedng. and have more of tho cares and and give you lo see more fruit of your labors
concern!" of the worid laid upon me, than here- 111 the south, than you have had in the north;
tofore, my companion in life in a di-;tant land, and may you be encircled in the arms of mercy,
and the probability that he may again try the until you shall be called lo receive a crown of
uncertainty and dangers of the seas. 0 that gloiy, where sorrow and pain can reach you
God may leach him clearly his duty, and then no more—I hope my soul may be prepared to
give me a mind filled and prepared lo submit meet you there. Pray much for me, my dear
to his will. I have ]iassed through some sore Lorenzo, that I may have strength to stand in
conflicts, the summer past; I could not ac- my lot, and be faithful lo my God : there is
count for my feelins^s, why the Lord was suf-1 no time lo lose ; from me lime flies fast away,
faring the enemy to attack me in such an '<
and how soon I may be called to give an acunaccountable way, was a mystery to me ; but | count, I know not—I would be ready whether
of late I have thoun;ht il ^vas io show me j
it is at midnight, or at the cock's crowing.
what was in my heart: something 1 did not!
know had a place there—may the Lord w h o ! My health is remarkably good for me—and
giveth liberally and upbraideth not, give me | my spirits as good and better, than for some
victory over all and every evil propensity of- lime past; while f am writing, I almost fancy
my nature; and prepare me to fill the staion myself in the company of my- Lorenzo. O
he has designed me. If he should suffer me may our souls meet at the throne of grace,
Christiana's
again to see my dear Lorenzo, may it be to and find comn,union there !
our mutual benefit, as to our Christian course. health is much improved since you left us,—
the rest of the family are well. Dear father
I feel most earne.stly to beseech God lo is still feeble, but is able to work in his shop
teach him the way of his duty, if he does re- considerably; we have not heard from 'Verquire him again to cross the ocean ; may the mont, since your departure; there has nothing
way open cleariy to him, if not, may some taken place worth mentioning, in a family
preventative take place. I know not what is point of viev,'—remember me lo all you may
required of him, and I would not stand in the sreet, wilh whom I nave had an acquaintance.
way of his complying with duty. 1 feel someAdieu, my ever dear Lorenzo !
what lonely al times, but have more resignaPEGGY DOW.
tion for the Lord to do with us as seemeth him November 27th, 1817
good, than I have experienced at other times;
may the Lord increase the befriin work in my
soul, until all I am is lost in him.
February 1st.—My life's cleaving to die
Mv VERY DrAR LORENZO—Your letters
dust; Lord give me more of divine life. 1 feel arrived this day; wnich gave me pleasure and
the seeds of mortality in my dying body ; 0 pain. Real satisfaction tc find your health is
that I might improve more diligently and care- in some measure restored, and that your soill
fully my dme.
is kept in peace! sweet peace! It is more
desirable than gold! /ea, than fine gold ! It
will support our souls when earthly treasures
HERE ENDS HER JOURNAL.

f»:!.—But I fell somewhat pained to find it
confirmed, that you have serious intention of
again encountering the dangers of tbe seas,
and perhaps far greater on the other side—bul
your letter from Baltimore, in a considerable
degree piepare I my mind for this—I could not
tf-ll whetlier );>nr slate of health was such, as
to ^i^'t' you rea-^on to think you should shortly
bid adieu lo all things below the sun : or you
sliould vi.dl foreign lands.
1 have no cause to think y-ou forget your
poor In-L^i^v—but 1 believe you have a work
lo do; and I also remember the contract, as
well as you. 1 do not feel in my heart lo hold
you back from doing your duly, if 1 could. It
would be truly a comfort lo me to have your
coaipany—the greatest of an earthly nalure ;
but not at the cxjiense of your peace of mind.
«•
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Our dear father has been very unwell—but is
better: he doe,-, not forget you. It appears to
be a groat comfort to him, that you are in a
good caa,-e, jmrsuing the road lo peace ami
happiness:—h:^ often .-^ays he should be glad
to s-je you, but has this consolation : if you
are called fioin the ,^tage of action, he has reason lo hope your toils and troubles will be at
an end. I'lie Uimily are well. Chrisiiana has
got her h'-allh tolerable again—my health is
as goo-.l, or l.ietfer, than wdien you left us.
1 strive to leave all to the disposal of the
IMaster; ]-:ayin;i; that peace and jirosperity
may atteinl vou, ulieiber on the briny deep,
or ill loreiiiii laiuis; lor he is a sure tower to
all that put 'b'-ir tiust in him. My soul's de.•-iie a'ld pi.iycr to God is, that I may be a living witness for him, in life and derail.
This is the fii.-t day^ of another year; hut
what will take place before the close with us,
is only known to Him wlio has the issues of
life and death—may ho direct our steps: and
if eiibcr of us, or any of the family shall be
called to (init this mortal life, may we close
the same in jieace. Adieu, my Lorenzo,
1 hope lo meet you there, if no more here.
I'KGGY DOW
January 1st, 1818.

DEAR LORKNZO,—I take my pen again lo

converse with you, this being Ihe only way
we communicate our thoughts to each other,
when sejiarated hy rivers and mountains ; and
I e.steem it a precious ])rivilege. I have much
cause to adore the beneficent hand of Provi-

dence for his mercy to us-ward, although we
have our oials,—yet he mixes mt-rcy with
them. He has of lale given me some tokens
f'or good,—my heart has been enabled to rejoice in his love, in a considerable degree.—
At a meeting a few nights ago, when Methodists and Presbyterians were united, and there
was an union in my heart to all the dear children of my Master, I have felt more strength
lo say in my heart, " t h e will of the Lord be
done." I think yesterday, my de,-;ire to Gol
was if it would be inoio for his gloi v, for you
to relnrn in a few weeks, you might, if not, so
>, it be—GO, MY L01li:.\Z0,'THE WAY
YOU ARE A;>SUPVED T H E LORD CALLS;
and if we meet no more in this vale of tears,
may God prepare us to meet in the realms of
peace, to lanL-ft the blest fields on the banks of
the liver, and sing hallelujah, for ever and
over. I am very sure if I reach safe the destined port, 1 shall have cause lo sing. I trust
tbe Lord who has called you to leave all, will
give you a rich reward : in this world, precious souls, and in the world to come, a crown
of glory-. 1 have seen brother Tajbox since
his leiurn—nothiug lias taken place new.
You have been accustomed to similar treatment— may you have patience and true philantliiojiy of heart,—that is most desirable.
You cannot conclude, 1 think, from what I
have written, that I would not rejoice to see
you return, if it would be consistent wilh the
wiil of God; bul I would desire, above all
ibin;;s not to be found fighting against hiin.
Vour father and myself are as well as we may
expect, considering o-ur innrmilies. My health
has been better than wdien you left me, for
some past.
*
*
*
«
*
*
My dear Lorenzo, 1 bid
adieu once more ; may the Lord return you lo
your Peggy again. 1 have written five times
before liiis.
PEGGY DOW.
January 22d, 1818.

Roturned to my Peggy, about 3d March, at
my father's, in Hebron, Connecticut, and parted
about 5lh l\lay, for Europe; and sailed from
New York on the 20th, in the ship Alexander
Mansfield, for Liverpool, where I arrived about
the 18lh of June, and in a few weeks hope to
receive letters from her.
LORENZO DO-VLiverpool, July, '7th, 1818.
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ACCOUNT

OF THE CLOSING SCEiXES IN THE LIFE OF fEGGY DOW.

BY

LORENZO

AFTER my return from 'Virginia a few
weeks, leaving her with my father, we parted,
and I sailed for England, May 20th, and arrived there about the 20th of June, 1818.
Whilst travelling in that country, many persons in different parts, who xvere strangers to
me, remarked that they thought from their
feelings, that my Peggy would be gone off
from the stage of action, so that I xvould see
her no more, unless I relurned to America
soon!
Their feelings were so consonant to my^ own
anticipations, that it caused my return a year
sooner than was contemplated xvhen we
Darted.
Arrived back to America in June, 1819,
after an absence of about thirteen months.
She had attended a writing school in my
absence, in February; and getting xvet and
chilled, took cold—and hence a cough and
tightness across the chest, and thence a decline
ensued.
However, the subject was not viewed as serious at the first, as the sequel afterwards
proved to be.
She travelled xvith me some distance to x'arious meedngs; and when xve were at Providence, in Rhode Island, I found her in a room
weeping—on enquiring the cause, she, after
some hesitation, rejdied, " The consumption is
a flattering disease !—but I shall return back
to Hebron, and tell Father Dow that I have
come back to die xvith him !"
After my return from Europe, she requested
me not to leave her, till she hatl got better or
worse—which request she had never made at
any time, under any circumstances in former
years whatever.
We returned in September. She remarked
that she felt more comfort, in Divine enjoyment
than she expressed to others—and that her

DOW

from Europe—once for a night, and onco on
business to Boston of about five days.
She continued growing more and more feeble, until in December, when she asked if I
thought her dissolution xvas near 1 The reply
to which xvas an opinion, that she would continue until spring, if not longer.
She replied that she thought so too; but the
night following, she awoke me up, and enquired the time of the month 1—and being informed, she .said she thought she was bounded
in all by ihe month of January.
Counted eveiy day- until the year e.xpired,
and then almost every hour, until the morning
of the fifth, when she a.sked me if 1 had lieen
to bespeak a Coffin for her •? But xvas answered in the negative;—when in tho evening, she enquired if I had been to call in the
neighbors^ I answered. N o ! But brother
and sister Page came in and spent the night,
which seemed refreshing lo her; and wilh
whom xve had spent many happy hours in
days that were gone by !
About two o'clock at night, she requested
me to call up the family, which being done;
she soon began lo fail very fast.
Being asked if she felt any pain? She answered in the negative—and that but one
thing attracted her here below—pointing her
finger towards me as supported in my arms.
When I replied. Lord, Thou gavest her to me!
I have held her only as a lent favor for fifteen
years! and now I resign her back to Thee,
until xve meet again beyond the swelling flood !
She replied with a hearty " AMEN," and soon
expired, as the going out of the snuff of a
candle, without a struggle, contraction oi
groan !
In the course of conversatii.u the last night—
her views and attachments to the things of
time and eternity—she replied that she felt no
condemnation, and that but one thing attractMATH MIGHT BE SANCTIFIED TO SOME."
We never parted but twice after my return ed her here below, that xvas hard to give up j
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but tliat she felt willing to resi.!;n herself into
the hanils of the Great and \Vise l)ispo--er, for
the ihinLTs ol eternity were far more desirable
tl-.an the lhin'.;s of time ; for her better prospci'is were bevond this life, and there apjieare.l lo be a calm and sweet submission !
Bv mv request, she was dressed and laid
out ill her b o t plaiij, neat meeting dress, xvith
woolen bbiiiketS; in-kad of shrouded sheets.
Her 'jrnve was about three feet below the
(.oinmon i!',','!h — ber fiuvial was attended by
a huX'- concours;: of peop.!e—tho sermon was
delivered by Daniel Burrows, a iiarticular
frieri'l, w ho had visited her frequently in her
hisi sickness.
I\Iany had said L. D. was eccentric, and
that it was now exemjilified ! Bul such, still
admitted that the dress became impressive on
the occasion; and also the color of the coffin
too. It was a solemn, serious and impressive
time !
IVoolen does not rot like some other things!
—and the sacred dust, I wished lo repose
(u!i-iisturbed in a;:;f-s to come, by future moving of the earth fir the dead,) until " T H E
Tiu":>ip OF GOD SHALL SOUND ! "

WhalGo,' ,sud lo Ez-kid, "Behold I take
away the desire of thine eyes vnth a stroke!"
Januaiy Cth, 1830, were exemjilified, as with
a sword through my soul; for tho impression
of die words, \,-;re as a disjiensation of pre])aration, some fe 'f years antecedent to the lime.
This is a subject that may be felt, but cannot be (iesii-ibed ! Tbos(> who have drank
the cuji, know the language—lo others, it is
but,a dream !
She i>osse.ssed "xquis.'fo feelino;8 of sensi-

bility, but there was affection and condetceusion. Hence the .sequel u])on the Journey of
Life, as agreeable consequences for peace in
a married stale ! But where there is a want
of Love, afl^eclion, and an attachment, there is
a cause of misery, mischief and unhappiness
of many families !
Love and affection cannot be bought; they
are above rubies—yea, beyond all price, when
applied fo the married state !
The following was put upon her tomb
stone, in the Methodist Burying Ground, in
Hebron, Connecticut, ten years after :—
" P E G G Y DOW
SHARED THE VICISSITUDES OF LORKNZO
FIFTEEN YEARS;

And died January 6th, 1820,
AGED 3 0 . "

Seventeen years before this, I lost my
Biother, and two years and eight months after
the decease of Peggy, my father died. Six
of us children are still living; and out of
twenty.eight grand-children, sixteen are sdll
on mortal shore !
It is now March, 1833, which brings me to
the age of 55 years and five months; and 40
years and 4 months of my religious pilgrimage; and 37 years in the public field j/^.^-,«,
wandering through the world!
My Peggy is gone to meet our INFANT ,in
yonder world, where I trust to meet them hch
by and bye—which is a sweet and picas:' ^
thought to ni«-'
L. r .
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A CHAIN OF R E A S O N AND R E F L E C T I O N S

AFTER Ihad found religion, I began to reflect
on my experience, and perceiving that I felt a
love to ALL, though I had been taught that
God only loved a FEW, which he had given to
his Son :* I could not reconcile the two ideas
together, how my love shouM exceed the love
of God; and feeling within myself, that I stood
in danger of falling into sin, and consequently
into condemnation; I could not reconcile it
with the common idea, that if a man once obtained religion, he was always safe, let him
do what he would. This put me upon examining the scriptures for myself, and comparing
past idea.s therewith : and on examination of
the same, I could find no promise that any
should be saved, but those who endured unto
the end. On the other hand the Bible seemed
to correspond with my feelings, that there was
danger, being full of cautions; and there is
no need of caution where there is no danger.
The more light and knowledge a person hath,
and commits a crime, the worse it must be;
because he sins against the more light: therefore any sin is greater in a professor of religion,
than in a non-professor, seeing he sins against
the greater light.
* To talk abont an eternal covenant between the Father and the Son before all worlds, a bargain that Christ
should have a certain number of mankind, which some
call the elect, is a contradiction in terms, and a piece of
inconsistency. For, first, a covenant is a contract made
between two parties, and there cannot be a covenant
without two parties.
Therefore to say the Father and Son made a covenant,
would be to adopt the idea, that there were two divinities, which would divide the OuJhead, and of course
argue two Gods.
But the Bible authorises us to believe in one God and
no more, -igain, if the Father and Son made a covenant,
there was a time when they made it, and if so then there
was a time before they made it, consequently it was not
made from all eternity, unless you suppose eternity began
at the tim* when they made it, which is inconsistent, because eternily implies unbeginning of time.
Again, this covenant cannot be a new one if it be so old,
and a new covenant of works made with Adam but six
thousand years ago, cannot be called an old one, therefore to term the oldest covenant a r.evo one, and the newe«( the old on«, is a piece of inconsistency, like putting
the cart before the horse, ()g- and you cannot deny it.

If the sin is the greater, of course the condemnation and punishment must be proportioned : as Christ saith, " h e that knoweth his
master's will, and doeth it not, shall be beaten
with many stripes; whereas, he that knoweth
not his master's will, shall be beaten with
few." Therefore, if the sinner who never had
religion deserves to be damned for actual transgression ; why not the professor, upon the
principles of impartial justice.
Now it appears to me, that this doctrine,
once in grace, always in grace, is inseparably
connected with the doctrine of particular election and reprobation; and to deny the latter,
and to hold the former, to me appears inconsistent : for if a saint cannot be punished in
proportion to his conduct, then he is not accountable ; and if he be not accountable, then
not rewardable; and if neither rewardable nor
punishable, then his salvation or damnation
does not turn upon his actions, pro nor con,
but upon the free electing love of God : Therefore, God will have mercy upon whom he
will, and whom he will, he passeth b y : thus
they appear connected like two links in a
chain. And it appeareth moreover, that the
doctrine oi particular election, leadeth to universalism : for according to the above we must
suppose, that God decreed all things; if so,
God being wise, whatever he hath decreed, he
must have decreed it right;
consequently
nothing cometh to pass wrong—then there is
no sill, for it cannot be sin to do right: If
then one shall be damned for doing right, why
not all; and if one is saved for doing right,
why not all, according to the rule of impartial
justice. Again, this doctrine of election saith
all that was given from the Father to the Son,
in the covenant of Grace, will be .saved ; none
that Christ died for can be lost. The Bible
saith, Christ gave himself fo.- ALL.
1 Tim.
ii. 4, 6. 1 John ii. 2, and A double L, does
not spell part, nor some, nov few, but it means
all. Well, now, if all Christ died for will be
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! s;ivp:l, and none of them can be lest, then
i U;iiversili.--m mu.-^t be true : J[>t^r"and you canj not (liMiv it.
I Airl now it .n[)ppars furthermore, that UniI vor>;i!;-in lead.-, to Dcisn—-for if all are saved,
i none are lost, and of co use no future punishI ment: therciore the threateninsrs in the Bible
. must be false, like a sham scarecrow hung up
I in the fields, to rejiicsent wh.at is not real.
I And if the thieatenings be false, the promises
: are equally so; for while the promi.ses are
' Lrivfii in one scale to encourage virtue, the
' threatenings are ]iut in the opposite one, to
! di'^courage vice. To deny the one, disallows
' of the oHier, and of course breaks the chain
of the Bible, and thereby destroys its authority ; consequently, ye cannot suppose with
])ro]iiifty, that it came from God by Divine
directioD ; but rather, that it was hatched up
bv some stinning politicians, to answer their
jiolitical designs, to keep the people in order—
and tl,»i it lias been kept on the carpet ever
since, liv the black and blue coats, to get
a fat living; out of the people. " A w a y with
the Bible," says the Deist, " I will be imposed
j upon by that no more, but I will go upon rea\ son , for whoever came back from the other
j world, to bring us news from that country
j about Heaven or Hell, or exhibited a map
! thereof!"
Now if I (leiiieJ the Bible, I should of course
' deny miracles and inspiration; for if I admit
j of iliein, 1 must in reason admit of the pro' prie'y of the Bible.
But no one who denies :ns])iration and miraI cles. ran jirove the existence of a Go I. There
I are but six ways to receive ideas; which are
by inspiration or one of the five senses. Deny
' iiispi:ation, tliere are but the five w a y s ; and
I matter of fact demonstrates, that a man by
I these outward sensitive organs, can neither
; hear, see. smell, taste nor f,;el God : how then
j tan wc know liim but by a revelation in the
\ Ki'.vard sense? Wl.y, sailh the Deist, the
I works of nature jiroriaiin aloud in both in}'
(•:;rs, "there i s a God," but 1 deny it accordI inir to your scale of reasoning, for yon deny
miracles; and yet you say what has been once
ma\' be au'ain ; now if there was a miracle
, once, there may be one a,i;ain; if so, then
tiien.' may be such a thing as revealed religion,
for that is but niiraciiloiis : but if there cannot
be a miracle again, that is .an argument there
never was one, and of course denies tlie works
of C/eation, if there was no Creation, then
there is no Creator; for it must liave been a
miracle, to have spoken the world into existence and to have formed intelligent beings—•
therel'ore, if there never was a miracle, then
there never was such a thing as Creation :
consequently the works of nature do not .speak
fortli a Divine Being, for his hand never

u
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formed them; but they argue, that matter is
eternal, and that all things come by nature
for it is evident, that if nought had been once,
nought had been now ; ioc nothing cannot nut
forth the act of power and beget something;
yet it is self-evident that something does exist •
therefore .something must have existed eternally. Then saith reason, if all things come
by nature, then nature is eternal; and when
forming from its primitive chaos, into its present position by congelation, brought forth
mankind, beasts and vegetables spontaneously;
something like the mushroom growing up
without seed, or the moss growing on the tree;
and are kept on the stage by transmigration,
like the caterpillar, transmigrating or turning
into a beautiful butterfly; or the muck-worm
into a horn bug. Thus nature assumes one
form or shape for a while, then laying that
a.side takes up another. In confirmation of
this idea, it appears that one race of animals
0^ beings goes from the stage, and another
comes on the carpet; for instance, the bones
of a certain animal, found in different parts of
the continent of America, demon.strate there
was such a race of beings once, called the
Mammoth, which as far as we know, are now
extinct: and the Hes.sian fly, which was discovered a few years since, near where the Hes.sian troops encamped, and from thence took its
name, supposed to have been brought by them
frotn Hesse—and since this insect has greatly
spread over New England, and destroys the
wheat: I have made much inquiry, but cannot learn that it is found in the countrv from
whence the Hessians came; from this one
may infer and argue, that it is an animal,
come on the stage within late years, as it appears some other in.sects have done. In further confirmation of this idea, and which
stands ojiposed to the account given by the
Bible, " that all animals were drowned, except
lliose with Noah in the ark," we find tbat although it is natural for us to concliule, that all
animals would generate and be found on that
part where the ark rested, yet the racoon is
peculiar to America: this then is a new ^pl^
cies of animal, and we may say the account
cannot be admitted that all other parts were
drowned. But again in confirmation of revolutions in nature we perceive, that even if
scripture be true, once giants did exist; but
they are now apparently extinct. On stiict
examination, it appears that earth and shell*
congealed, form marble—and wood, when put
into certain lakes of water, becomes stone.
The turf bogs in Ireland, which are found
on the tops of the highest mountains, or in the
valleys, miles in length and breadth, and
scores of feet deep, evidently appear to have
been vegetables washed together by some
singular cause or awful deluge; whole tref«, j
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with ancient artificial materials, being found
many feet below the surface. I likewise was
informed of a spring in that country, by putting
bars or sheets of iron therein, they would be
sonverted into copper.
On my way from Georgia, I could not but
observe great quantities of shells, which to me
appear to belong to the oy,ster, some hundreds
of miles from any salt or brackish water, and
it is quite improbable they could have been
brought by human art, considering the vast
quantities found in the Savannas or Piraras to
Tombigbee, and thence to the Natchez country,
and in the Chickasaw nation. It evidently
appears likewise, that this western country
was once inhabited by a warlike informed
people, who had the use of mechanical instruments; and there are evident marks of antiquity, consisting of artificial mounts and fortifications, &c., pronounced by the curious, who
have examined, to have been deserted long
before the discovery of America by Columbus.
One of those mounts, a few miles above the
Natchez, covers about six acres of ground,
forty feet above the common level, on which
stands another, forty feet high, making in all
ughty feet. Great numbers of these artificial
mounts, fortifications and beds of ashes, are
to be found, extending from the western parts
of Georgia, to the Mississippi, and then northward with the waters of said river, to Lake
Erie, &c. all which denote it once was a
populous, and since is a forsaken country;
which neither history nor tradition hath given
us any information of. Therefore it appears,
that greater revolutions have taken place in
this terraqueous globe, than many may imagine ; and hereupon we might suppose, that
the earth hath stood longer than the six
thousand years calculated from scripture—
and with the Chinese assent to their boa.sted
ancie.'it histories, &c.
Thus I shall be an Atheist instead of a
Deist; but I cannot be the one nor the other
according to reason, for if there be no God,
nature depends on chance, and this earth
would be like a well stringed instrument,
without a skillful hand to play upon it; or a
well rigged vessel, without mariners to steer
her; for every thing that hath not a regulator,
is liable to go to ruin: and if all things depend on chance, then by chance there may be
a God and a Devil, a Heaven und a Hell,
Saints and Sinners, and by chance the Saints
may get to Heaven, and by chance Sinners
may go to Hell. It is evident in reason, that
as a stream cannot rise higher than its foun^iii,^ so confu.sion can never produce order;
for the effect cannot be more noble than the
cause: Consequently, if confusion had been
once, it niust have renmined; but as the stars
keep t'beir courses without infringing upon

each other in their differtit revolutions, so
that the astronomer can calculate his almanacs years before hand, it is evident there is
such a thing as order; and to suppose this
order to have been eternal would be arguing,
that the earth has stood forever, as we now
behold it; and to suppose that the earth hath
forever had its present form, i.s. to suppose that
there has been an eternal succession of men,
beasts and vegetables, and that to an infinite
number; (for if the number be not infinite,
how could the succession have been eternal,)
and yet to talk about an infinite number, is a
contradiction in terms, for there is no number
but what may be made larger, by the addition
of units; but that which is infinite, cannot be
enlarged. Again, if there has been an eternal
succession of men and beasts; by the same
rule there had been an eternal succe.ssion of
days and nights, and years likewi.se. This
must be allowed, (that infinite numbers are
equal, for if one number be smaller than the
other, how can it be said to be infinite"?)
Well, if infinite numbers be equal, and if
there hath been an eternal succession of years,
and days, and nights, we must suppose that
their infinite numbers are equal. And yet to
allow there hath been as many years, as there
hath been days and nights, is inconsistent,
seeing that it takes 365 to compose one year;
and if the number of years be less than the
number of days and nights, the number cannot
be admitted to be infinite; consequently the
succession cannot have been eternal; therefore it must be, there was a time when years
began: If so, we must admit the idea, that
there is something superior to nature, that
formed it, and thus of course an Almighty
regulator, that with wisdom, must have constructed and preserved this system; and this
power and regulator must be self-dependent,
for no power could exceed it for it to be dependent on, and of course, .self-existent, of
course eternal, according to the foregoing:
and this Eternal, self-e.xistent, all vnse, regulator, is what we term GOD, and what the
Indians term, the GREAT MAN ABOVE.*
Various are the ideas formed concerning this
GOD : Some acknowledge one Supreme Being,
but di.sallow of what is called the Trinity;
saying, how can three be one t Answer, as
rain, snow, and hail, when reduced to their
origin are one, (water:) and as light, heat,
and color are seen in one element, (fire,) and
as the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans,
compose but one, so, if in natural things,
three can make one, why may we not admit
the idea with reason, that three can be one in
things supernatural and divine, &c. What is
meant by God the Father, is, that Eternal
Being that is every where present. What is
•
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meant by Christ the Son, the manhood of that manhood being filled with the divine naChrist, being brought forth by the omnipotent ture, of course he would be God as well as
power of God, as the evangelists relate ;* and man, and man as well as God—two distinct
• " H e r e i trust I may be permittC'J to say, with all due
respect (or tho>.e who (lifter from mo, *hat the doctrine
of the rttrnal Souship of Christ is, in Rry o}»inion,
anti-sciiptural and highly dangerous j this doctrine I
reject for the following reasons :
1st. I have not been able to find any express declaratinii in the Scriptures concerning it.
2dly. If Christ be the Son of Ciod as to his divine nature, then he cannot be eternal; for son implies a father ;
and father implies, in reference to son, precedency iu
time, if not in nature too. Father and son imply the idea
of generation ; and generation implies a time in which it
xvas eflected, and tiine also antecedent to such generation.
3diy. If Christ be the Son of God, as to his divine
nature, then the Father is of necessity prior, consequently 6U])erior to him.
4thly. Again, if this divine nature were begotten of the
Father, then it must be in time I i. e. there was a period
in which it did not exist, and a period when it began to
exist. This destroys the eternity of our blessed Lord,
and robs him at once of his Godhead.
5thiy. To say that he was begotten from all eternity, is
in my opinion, ab,surd ; and the i)hrase eternal Son is a
positive self-contradiction. Eternity is that which has
had no heu.inning, nor siands in any reference to time.
Son supposes time, generation, and father ; and time also
antecedent to such generation. Therefore the conjunction of these two terms SOJI and eternity is absolutely
impossible, as they imply essentially diflerent and opfosite ideas.
T h e enemies of Christ's divinity have, in all ages,
availed themselves of this incautious method of treating
tjHS subject, and on this ground, have ever had the advantage of the defenders of the Godhead of Christ. This
doctrine of the eternal Sonship destroys the deity of
C h r i s t : now if his deity be taken away, the whole gospel
scheme of redcinption is ruined. On this ground, the
atonement of Christ cannot have been of infinite merit,
and consequently could not purchase pardon for the offences of mankind, nor give any right to, o-r possession of
an eternal glory. The very use of this phrase is both
absnrd and dangerous ; therefore let all those who value
Jesus and their salvation abide by the Scriplures.^"*—Dr.
Clarke.
We read, " N o man hath seen God at any time." 1
John iv. 1'3. But Christ saith to Philip "Xle that hath
seen me, hath seen the Father.^'' John xiv. 9. Again, *' I
in them, and Thou m we." John xvii. 23. t. e. the invisible iniiniiV.station, as Paul saith "Christ in yoM, the hope
of glory." Colds. i.'J7. Again, ' Tf^p will come unto/u'//;,
and luake our abode with hitn.'^ John xiv. 23. In this the
Christian feels God to be his Fathe.r, Hedcemer, and Comforter.
And fiup])0^ing the word Trinity is not to be
found in the Bible, or Persons the plural, yet there are
manifestations, and peojde shouM be careful not to
quarrel too mucli about nanus, forms, or words, but seek
for essential realities.
W e read, Heb. i \,-2, " GdJ—hath in those last days spoken unto us by his ^-on, by whoni also he made the worlds,"
or, as John i. 1—4. He existed as the IFord, visible manife'^tation or Son of God ; aa, by an act of mmd a thought
is beg'-t, so this manifestation might be said to be begotten by the will and jiower of God, though some query it
d'^es nc't a})p'--:n' to he written whether he existed as the
Son, or onlv as l!ic it'ord, until he was vianifested in the
Jlesh.
TIto fir^t covenant, the covenant of work?;, was made
witli us in Ad>im, we bniii'^ in his loins, he was our
federal head and representative, and Crod required him
to keep a moral l.iw of innocence for us in himself, &.c
Adam fell fn*m his innocent hajipinesfl, and we being in
hi-^ loins, fell with him. WcW, says one, would not God
be ju'Jt t'> hiive damned UH for Adam's sin / An,-;wer—a
punishment should never exceed the transgression, and
of course, we deserve not a personal i)unishment for that
which we were never nctnnlly guilty of ; but as we were
paisive in the action, shouhl have been pa.'ssive in the suffering J of course as wc fell in Adani-a hiins, should have
been punished in hi'; loins, and of course have perished
in his loins. Adam and Kve only were actually guilty,
and of course they only, desorvod an actual punishment,
which J believe would have been just in God to have in-

flicted ; but to punish his posterity with a personal punishment, for that of which they were never personally
guilty would be representing God as unjust, by makinc
the punishment to exceed the crime, which would exceed the bounds of moral justice. I therefore argue,
that as the punishment should be proportioned to the
crime, if a mediator was not provided, we ahould have
])erished, by being punished in Adam's loins: and if we
had, then God's declarative glory must nave been
eclipsed, he not being actually glorified in our personal
.'?Giivation or damnation. In further demonstration of this
idea, I argue, that as every title to any blessing was fonfelted by Adam's fall, they could never have been enjoyed, except they were purchased, (for if they could
there wa.s no need for h^m to purchase them for us, t c . )
Our temporal lives being blessings, they came through
the merits of Christ, of course, if it had not been K>r
Christ's merits we should not have had this blessing, and
of course should have perished in Adam, as we fell with
him, as above. But as we read that Christ was a Umb
slain (not from all eternity) from the foundation of the
world, though not actually slain until four thousand
years after ; meaning that God made a revelation of his
Son to the ancients, who were saved by faith in a Messiah winch was to come, the same as we are saved by
faith in a Messiah which hath come eighteen hundred
years ago, &c, as Christ said, "Abraham rejoiced tosee
my day, he saw it and was glad." John viii. 5 6 : R<v
mans i. io, 20, to ii. 14, 15. Galat. iii. 8. Job was a heathen, yet observe his faith. Job xix. 25, 26.
Observe, as the first covenant, the covenant of works
was made with us in Adam, he being our head and representative, Stc. So the second covenant, the covenant
of grace, was not made between the Father and the Son,
as some do vainly think, {there is no mention of such a
covenant in the Bible.) but 'vas made with US IN
Christ, he being given to the pec't'e for a covenant, &c.
Isaiah xlii. 6, and xlix. S.
God had a sovereign right to make the first Adam and
require his obedience, and when he fell, he had the same
sovereign right to raise up the second Adam as he had
the first and to require his obedience. But says the
Deist, there would be no moral justice to make the innocent suffer for the guilty. Allowing it, what then? If
the innocent suffer voluntarily, who can be impeached
with injustice? for instance, if I break a law, and the
the penalty is, pay five pounds or take the lash. U I cannot advance the money, I must take the stripes. But a
gentleman steps up and voluntarily suffers the loss of
live pounds out of his own pocket, nobody can be cen.sured with injustice. At the same time the law having
full .'satisfaction would have no fuilher demand, and m
course, I should be extricated from the punishment. So
('hrist our second Adam, our second head and representative, was raised up to heal the breach that Adam made.
For this purpose he stepped right into the shoes of the
fijyt Adam, between that law of moral innocence, that
,\d;irii was required to keep for us, and kept it, even as
Adam was required to keep it. How did he keep it 7
First by a passive obedience, having no will of his owe
abstnict from A'hat that law required. Secondly, by an
active obedience, doing what the law did require,duriD|
the thirty-three years which he resided in this vale of
tears. And thirdly, by voluntarily laying down his life
to suffer in our lieu, what we must have suffered in
Adam if he did not do it. Observe, it was not the divinity
of Christ thtit suffered, but the manhood. And where the ;
Bible calls Christ the Son of God, it does not allude to his j
Godhead as God, but manifestation; as wc road Gal jv. \
4 : Heb. x. 5 : and i. 5 , 6 : John xv. 13, and x. 13, that
" h e was made or born of a woman, (who wns the first in
the transgression) and made or born under the law, as no
man ever came into the world as we are informed Christ
did," 8tc. Luke i. 35. But, says one. Prove, that he did
it voluntarily. Very well—Christ saith, "greater love
than this hath no man, that he lay down his life for his
friends," and " I lay down my life for the sheep." Agaio^
" n o man taketh my life from me—I have power to lay it
down, and power to take it again "
Now, if no man took C h r i i r s life from him, then their
nailing him to the tree did not cause him to die ; if not
then it must have been something else, and of course tkff
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natures in one person; and it is no more inconsistent with reason, to acknowledge that
he" came as above, than to acknowledge a
miracle for the first man's origin; which idea
in reason we must admit, for there cannot be
an effect without a cause; and as men do
icxist, it is evident there is but one way for
them to generate in nature; if so, who did the
first man and woman generate from—to suppose that they came by nature, is to suppo,se
lie earth brought them forth spontaneously;

KE/LECTIONS.

if so, take the inhabitants from an island, and
it would produce them again—but matter of
fact, sayeth it will not. Then if nature hath
not changed, it never brought forth people;
for if it had, it might again do so, and if
not, a miracle hath taken place in nature.
| @ ^ What is meant by the Holy Ghost, is the
Spirit of God, proceeding from the Father,
through the mediation of the man Christ Jesus,
down to the sons of men; the office of which
Spirit is to instruct mankind, and purify and
prepare them, for the enjoyment of God in
Glory.
If I deny there was such a person as Christ
on this earth eighteen hundred years ago, I
should deny three things:—1st, our dates,—
2nd, all sacred, and 3d, the greatest part of
profane history; which historians in general
would not be willing to give up. If I allow
there was such a person as Christ, I must acknowledge his miracles too; for the same
histories, sacred and profane, which mention
his person, relate his miracles; and to deny
his miracles, would be giving the histories the
lie, and of course destroy their authority. If
I allow his miracles I must allow his sacred
character also; for it is inconsistent with
reason, to believe that God would aid and
assist a liar, or an impostor, to do the mighty
deeds which we are informed Christ did.*

til of the world. Again, w e read, that "Christ was
hiprd, in that he feared—and that he pleased not himself,
bit gave himself a ransom." Hob. v. 7. Rom. xv. 3. 1
Tin. ii. C. Luke xxii. 42. And Heb. xii. 2, "he, for the
jor that was set before hjm, endured the cross despising
theshame, and is set down at the right hand of the throne
of tod, &c. Again, he said in the garden of Gethscmane,
"N»t my will but thine be done," &c. which certainly
argtes, that he had a human will, and when he thus gave
up TOluntarily, &c. we find that the sin of the world was
laid iipon him and caused him to cry out, " my soul is exceediig sorrowful, even unto death," (and he never spoke
extravagantly)—and the agony of his mind, caused the
very lilood to gush through the pores ol Lis skin, and ran
down^jke drops of s w e a t ; and by his dying so much
soonerthan malefactors do in general when crucified,
the governor appeared to have been astonished, and marvelled if he were already dead, and could hardly believe
the account till he had called the Centurion and had it
from his «wn mouth, &c. Mark xv. 44, 45. 1 herefrom
infer, that as no man took his life from him, and as lie
died out of the common coxirse of nature, that something
out of the Oaurse of nature killed him—which must have
been the sinof the world.—And when he had suflered so
much as what was necessary to sufl'or, even unto death,
the law whidi Adam broke had full satisfaction on him,
and having fuU satisfaction, it had no further demand. On
* There is an inward feeling of the mind, as well as an
the third day, the Divinity raised the Humanity from the
dead, by whici means, life and immortality are brought outward feeling of tlie body ; for instance, sometimes my
mind is calm, yet i feel pain of body ; at other times, my
to light by the gospel; and Glory be to God !
body is well, and I feel pain of mind, remorse, guilt, fear,
We read nothng about John the Methodist, nor John the ^c. which are not feelings of tlie body, but in, or
Presbyterian, in ill the Bible, but we read of John the Bap- of the mind, which feelings are as jierccptible as the
tist ; but what didho say ? J o h n i . 29. He sayeth, " behold wind blowing upon the body, and you cannot deny
the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world." it. Again, a man walking along, spies the wild beast of
Observe, the siz of the world was the sin of Adam, as tlie forest and feels his hair to rise and his flesh to crawl
he was the representative of the world, and Christ, the upon his bones. What is the cause of this feeling ? It
second Adam, John says, took it away—How ? By must be tlic fears in his mind, originating from a view of
atoning for it, &c. Now if John preached up that Christ his danger, and perhaps likewise he may feel the
took away the sin of the world, then all John's people powers of his limbs in a measure to fail, aad sits
ought to preach it up ; and if he took it away, then it down under the shock. Now allowing tlie above,
does not lie upon us, and if not, then we do not feel the why should it be thought strange, if people were to
guilt, only the efleot, which is the evil corrupt nature in- fall under the mighty power of God, ojierating upon the
stinct within, &c. and not the guilt—this is the truth and human mind.
you cannot deny it.
But, says one, it is inconsistent with reason to adopt the
Thus, you see the first covenant of works was made idea that God will work in this form ; but I say hush !
wilh us in our first head, and the second covenant with T h e r e cannot be a law without a penalty, and we know
us in our second head (Christ.)
that we are accountable unto God, for our moral; con.
According to Isaiah liii. 6, " all w i like sheep, are gone d u c t ; for we feel it in our own breasts, and when-we do
astray, &c. and the Lord hath laid uf on him (Christ) the wrong, we feel misery, and living and dying therein,
shall carry our misery to eternity with us ; as death only
iniquity of us all."
Observe, John did not say the sins of the world, but separates the soul from the body, but doth not change the
»tn, the singular, and tlie prophet Isaiah doth not say ini- disposition of the mind.
guilies, but iniquity, which must have alluded to the fall
Again, through the medium of organs, my spirit can
of man. Therel'ore the plaister is as large as the wnund, convey an idea to the spirit of another and make him
Cl(j- and you cannot deny it. As we read, Rom. v. 13, angry or wrathful, or please him with noveltry, and make
therefore as by the oflence of one, judgment came ujton him laugh and feel joyful: if so, then spirit can
all men unto condemnation, even so (not uneven) by the 0])erate on spirit, as well as matter upon matter, and conrighteousness of one, the free gift came upon all men'unto vey ideas, (tjji- and you cannot deny it. If so, w h y not
justification of life. Observe tbe words justificalion and the Divine spirit operate on the human mind, and give an
^'fgeneration are not synonymous as some use them, but inward conviction. Sec. of right and w r o n g ? If we are
»re of different meanings. Regeneration signifies to be accounta-ble unto God, then we are rewardable or punporn of the Spirit of God ; i.e. to be purified within by ishable according to our behavior and caj»acity. and of
it! inspiration, and to become holy and Godlike, &c. But course, a day of accounts must t^^ike jilace when these rejustification signifies to acquit and look upon us free wards and punishments must be actually given. From
from guilt. And now if the fiee gift from God by Christ, this I argue, there is such a thijig as moral evil and good,
came upon all men unto justification of I'ife, I herefrom or vice and virtue, of course there is a.road to shun, and
would infer, that God hath justified all men by the death a particular one in which we ought t» walk ; therefore,
.'f his Son, i. e. acquitted them from what is called the it is necessary to have a guide. And now the question
guilt of original sin, and looks upon ther.: free therefrom arises, what guide is necessary ? Someday the Alcoran;
ta thej- come into the world.
but there is more proof for the belief of Uie writings of
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If there be no .<uch thing as inspiration, Some people say, the prophecies were written
how could the I'ropliets foretell futuro iu prophetic language, alter the things tiok
events, out of the common course of nature ! place, but that is unreasonable to siippotse. for
if thoy were, they were wrote as late ilowii. aa
>io<e.^. th.iM for tho.<e of M.ihoniet. Moses got a whole
nati*~>u iM |>cople to belic\c th.'.t bo led iheni tlnouj^h tho wliat the Now Testament dates back, anil if ;
Red So.1. bv drying it up boi.uo them. i..o. - likew i^o got so, then bolh Testaments came on the carpet
thom to Oi-ect a monument in loinonihr.inco, tiiat tboy
actually s.iw it. vii. to kill tho y.ixcK.it l,tmb and eat hini about one time. How could you impose the
I with I I'.tor herbs, and walk with thoir st.uls in thoir one Testament on the learned people, without
h in.i. on .1 certain night of tho year, w hioh niouunioiit is
now standi.;g. and has boon annn.iUy obsoivod among the other; seeing their close connexion ! Bu.
them, K">r some thous.mds ol' years, though for near as the Jews acknowledge the Old Testament
oishtooii oonturios, thoy h:ivo boon soattorod as a nati.Mi and dis;illow the .New: 1 therefrom argue, thst
,NoA, It is evident, tho mo^t ignorant people could not bo
i:'ij\^so.i ujvMi. and made to bolioxo tliat thoy saw a n \ o r the OKI Tesliiment was written somerime prtli:) up, if lito\ never diii ^oo it itry. and like\vis-o tvt i;et vious to the Now, of course previous to tlie
tt.om to oioet a monument of stono in lomonUiranco t'..U
thoy saw It, if tho\ uovor di.l. I'.ut .Mosos lolt this proof things being transjtcted, which were predicted.
ot liis mission, which the otiior (ii.l not ; thoiofoio, tlicro It nuisl, therefore, havt been by divine insjiis more lo.ison to cix'iiit him tliau .Mahomet, ^.;jj-- and you
ration. But savs one, the word Revolatisn,
car.iu't deny it.
. \ n o i h o r ' s a \ s, reason is the surest and only g u i d e ; when applied to religion means .something rathis I denv. boeauso the grOLitost oi\ ines, so called, dis- meilia'.ely communicatoil from God to man;—
agree ; .is'_\ou may litid. th;it out of about throo hundred that man tells a second, the second a tlird,
and seventy donominiti MIS. thnl}-one take tho seriplnio
to prov c thoir .ioelrines '.';. ; \ e t o u t » f the.sc thiit>-one. &c. &c. it is revelation to the first only, tc the
neither two agioc w ith regard to tlieir religious tenets rest is mere hearsay
or opinions -. \ e t o n o s . i y s I am riglit anil you a r e w u u i g :
And if the Bible was reveaie.l once, i; \vas
anotiior. no ; "vou arc w rong and 1 am right ; hero steps
uji a Deist and s.iys. all leiii^ion is couuteifoit, and the not rove.aled to mo ; to nie, thoroloie. it is
re.isoii w hv thoy so dis:,gree, is because no consistent
Answer. .Vllowing the abore, yet
s} s;om can be formed on tuo Cbn^tMU i>lin. Answer— hearsay.
\ our otijoetions j>i.uos tixi much, anil is n*it solid. Kor. if a man tells me, it is revealed to him, that
rirst, to fay all rol!L;io:i is eounterl'eit, is inconsistent; my father is deasi, &c. and the s:iire spirit
beoi'.iso. couiitoile.t ri ligi.in impl.es a f.ilso one. and
thcio cair.iot bo a fdso one. oxeoj't there be ono to ialsitV. wliicli revcalo.l it to him, accompanies hii
and il '.he:e be ono to lalsiiv, belore it is filsifioil, it must words with energy to my heart, ther it is rebe i;e':iiine; thoroloie. to say all reliiiioii is false, is
pro\ 11'.^ too niu.'b and just argues that there is a genuine velation to me, as well as to him, ana not bare
one—as there eannot bo such a thing as lalschood with- lioar.-^ay.
Consequently, if the sime spirit
out tnith, of course ooniitoi leit is theopposilo of gennino
which dictated the writing of the Bible, attend
.\t;*.ir:i, re^s Ml ;ilono is not a sultioiont guide wit'liout the same with energy, then it is lot hear.<ay,
re\ I'l ition ; bec.uiso. w hen leason was to dotormino tho
number L>f Gods, she said Ihero was about thirty thou- but revelation; because we havo a divine consand ; :ind 111 tliis our day, the mon ol' tbe greatest ae- viction of the truths therein contained. And
quiied iironiiation. and strongest powers ol mind who
den\ revelation, of w li.tiu soire doctors and lawyers, \.e the sincere of different persuasiois, find somemai bo iiKlu.ied. ilis;ii;-ioo in their idons on i\i\ ine lliings, thing in tho Bible to attract their attention,
an.l li. U which is in eonnootion with them, as mucli as
the m nisteis and I'lou-hors; wliereiis, if loiison was u above any other book; and even the Deists,
sudioioiit guide, suppose thoy would ;ii:ioo and conic into when con.s;cicnce begins to hsh them, find
olio [ .1; fieuUf ciiitniiol. ^sc.
something in tho Bilile lo attract their minds,
spiTio s,i\ till' Bililo is loveLition. hut deny th.it thore is
a:n in this onr cla\. s.i} iug the Bible is sullioiont without of the truth of which, the conduct of a numthe inlliioiiec of tJod's spiiit. But observe. 1 beliexe in ber to be found on this Continent might be
the soiipturos as much as .my person. Jce. But with re- adduced.
^,11.1 t.i tho jiifiuenoo ol' the spiiit, I believe it is strictly
noeessaiy ; lor supposing I w.ts to e.ist a look at the piiiit
Neither can I believe all will be saved; for
an I I'apor, w li.it would bo tho beiielit. o.vcept 1 lo.ili/.od in ]M;irk iii. '29, we are iniormed of ;i certain
tlio ti-.ilh of w hilt is coii.tained tlioioin ; and how can I
re.il,/o it but by the iii(liuMii-o of the same spiut which chat.totor, which Jiath never forgivoiios.s but
Jiei.tted Its writings I Suroh" wc re.id tli.it no man can is in ilangor of eternal damnation, which they
call Josus Lord. iMit by the' Holy ch.isi. and tliat the
na'.iir.il man undcrstaiiiloth not the things (>f tlio spii it, coultl not be in danger of, if thore be no such
for tliev are spiritn.ilU .iiscornod. liom. \iii. 9. 1 Cor. li. thing; and in Luke \ v i . wo read (nut a paraII 1-, 13. 14. l.<, II.. MI 3. Hov XlN. It).
ble, but a positive matter of fact related by
\'. Irv is it that tile, iiieii nf tho greatest natural and acqiiiM-.l ability, •:;iM to bo Heists > 'rlioy say it is reason, Christ himself, who knew what was iransactQud that the more weak and ignorant part "enibraeo roll. etl in eternity, as well as in time) concerning
gi'Mi . tiii- is pretty true. vi/. tboir reason mal.es them
licsts, H'l 1 vliv ? Thore are certain ideas which must a rich man, who died and went to hell; and
be taken ll.ioi .;h certain moiliiiins, in order to have a there was a separation between him and the
nglit an-l .|iist oonccption of them, and olborwise, would
CBMso a person to run into absurdities: for iustauco, I
heard of a blind man, w ho hearing ]iersoiis talking about
colois. iiirormod them that he Ibouglit ho could describe
what the color of ro.i was liko, \ i / . . 77if sound of a
truiiiji,!
'I his absurdity, that rod waa liko the sound of
a ti limpet, oiiginatcd iiy attempting to catch an idea
thiougii the me.Hum ot the o \ e . Kqually absurd would
be the idea of souiids. il taken through the medium
of tho »yo, which can only be taken through tho
mcdmni of the car. So those Deists attempt to coilceivo just ai.J accurnto ideas of revealed rcliijion by
natunu reaaoo, wbich leada them iuto an abaurilUy,

and causes them to conclude that it is imagination. dece|^
tion. or hypocrisy in those who protend t o i l ; whert«*t
if they would conceive of it thnnigh a diUcreiit chanatl
or medium vi'/.. tlie iiuvnrd sensations or conviction!of
the mind, &c.—If they would give due attention to Ih*
same, as sincere cnquiroi-s after truth, they would f««J
the Sjiirit of truth bearing « itness to. or of the trutk, to
convince ond correct, &c and their Ucism would • • •
Bwfty. 0 may God. cause the reader to reflect on wh«l
I have just (ibscrveil, and Umi attention within your
hi-east, and weigh the convictions of your mind foi (tM^
nity I !!
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place; and if one be Io?*. tLrjive-sEjism who have told me that their pain of body was
is not tnie. We feel in OUT trea.st that we great, but their pain of mind so far e.xceeded
are ai»ounlab]e to Goi. a n i if so, then re- it, as to cause them to forget their pain of
vaidabie or punishabJe. accor:i;i? to our body for hours together, unless some person
behavior and capaciiy: and of co-aj^e a day spoke particularly to them concerning it.
rfaccoun'r ci':?! lake \,ipj.'t. '.vht.n the rewards, Ag-ain. you know what horror you felt, for a
1 OTpuni.'^hiiief;!? are jdviii. .So.T.e tav we havr , short space for one crime. Now suppo-sing
all oar p-u.'.isLTjeni here. In I'rason I 'Jeny iall the sins that ever you committed, in
it; for the h'-izi^.i.'. of leiiri'j".: i^ 'o esi^ape p'ln-thought, word, or ae^i. in public, and in prikhment^ arj.i if .so. noiir- Lt-ve Jj-Q.'jjslir.'ie.'it Lu: vate, were set in array before you, so that
the vicioas : t u t E.; rnarjv of the vijtuou.; have you could view all of them, at" one glance.
Eu5*/iu the rrir--! cruel. Torrrje.'jiici'. lini'^rjn? And at the .same time, that con.science were to
deaths, as iLay be .sail, fo.'' \=:x.j'-.. in rr.aT:er.~have its full latitude, to frive you the lash:
of tender constirrjte : whLe others have hved would not the horror which here cau.seth peoon fo-.'.'e:y !:ie:.s of ea.s.e. and tLa= die: from ple to forget their temporal pain, while there
this I a;zu
at tLfe puiiisritrieiit i= to come is hope, be worse than fire to the body, when
hereafter.*
hope is forever fled ? for when hope is jrone,
If a^l 2-0 to heaven as soon as thev c' t. it there is no support.
beir.i' :oOiei -jpon a.? a pi-';ce of huraar.t^'. to
And the idea that the punishment is not
re.ieve t.te ci^t.'efesei. woulJ it not be ri^ht for etemaJ. because the word forever, sometimes
me to end a'l the sorrow.? of tho.se I can, -.rho in .Scripture is of a limited nature, I think will
are in tJoubJe ? And doe.; this not open a not do : because the duration of certain words,
door to a,'>'ue, that muriier i; htjn.a.nitv. and are bounded by the duration of the things
there.oy. ^end tbe;n to heaven ? But savs one, unto v.'hich fhey allude. For instance, '-The
I w i j aCi'ow.'e^ge future puni-hnjentl but it servant shall sen'e his master forever,'^ in
I Ss not .so \'jiiZ, nor so bai a- it i.- repie.iente.i Moses law The word/o/'evsr. was bounded
• t'V .some: f.jr we read of the tes'inection.
the life of the servt
And where it rewhen ail rnona] bodies sLall be rai-ei, of ;lates to mortality, it is bounded by mortalitv;
coarse becorne inimonal. and .spi;itua] : and of course v.-here it relates to immortality, it'is
corporeal f.ie and brirnvtone cannot operate bounded by irnrnortajity. arid when it relates
on a .^pijitual body, and of cou.'-rse the pu- I to God. it is bounded by the eternily of God.
nishment i.s but the horror 'A a 'tTui/r,- con- I And as we are informed in several parts of
j science. And the word Forever, f.-equer.t.v in .Scripture, after that mortality is done away,
; the Sciiptu;e. being of a Ji.Ti.ied nature, it rnav jthat the wicked shall be "banished forever
< be y.diiitd the rojnishn;e.-.t i- j,»t eterna'. from the pre.sence of God. The word forever
Answer. AlVjv.dng; that the puLJ.-hrnent is ! and the word eternal mu.st be svnonymous,
only the iionor ol a ^-uilty f;on-';ienr;e ; fvrhieh I havitig one and the .same meaning as enliJess;
wiij bear di-pute.i yet I think, that horror to i bei.ng bounded by the eternity of God and the
the mind, wiij be found equal to ii;e an J bri:n- endle.-s duiation cf the immortal soul, &c.
stone to the mateiial bodv: for hequent.v I ! Matt. XXV 4 1 . 4 6 ; 2nd Thess. i. 9 : Rev. xix.
have been called to vjiit people on tick beds. :i. Jude vii.
Arid obs-rrving the doctrine of Particular
* '•-ill Iraj.pose t;jo=€ lbi,-.i;ij-.-i.' j.'.v.tif v,i.:ch c o m j - ; Kite tion. and R,eprobation to tend to presumphileliie s....ui .j.-.j K iK^ ut te;is,:n<- a-t.-.e i>i.d i.,t..-;,;,i : tio.n or do'-j'air. and ihose who preached it u])
aaJ piei'.-iit the c i / y . i f i l bod;, in.n r.?iij.T.;.-,ff to ill to make the Eible c;a-h a.nd contradict itself,
B»o4!i»-i duri, l;i.ii. day lo civ. »j;i c.rii; v, be wj.'fr-i i am
<lead,Of kju l^i;ejj c-d^ej. or g'i;.e ji.'.f. a ^l•d^e ,... i...:,- b;,- preachir,^- sor.oe-.vljat lilte this:—
fitity, bv aii.MJJlvt...;, •' na-., r , ; t : i t . i iiojFt t.t-lif. t, tl.is 1;
'• You can and e.-'Ucan't—You shall and
iiHiBortai drtu .tjij e \ r t : ' j sav jr-,ir,-,.i,. becaii-c., ) do I
won't—And
Botfeeifiw
ih'ifn iiUithxm cau'l if t n l - - : ' i v, •:<;(. av con- you shan't—\ (j-.i u'dl and you
iWeriiig t.a'rji uaijie. tijoeyh I ac;;uo« ;.-.;;..• w ;;ii taM,;,;: ; you'll Ije damned f you do—And you will bi
OJiori oi^aiit. tijere niai- r.e h'.-a-. me-s. j.-j con-erjiiejn '.• <.{ '
•ortalily vi:,:h it the ejie.-.t of ti.i, but v, ij^ji ditern- damned if you don't.''''
o o l :•} •hail aj ;,i-ar in a e j r nre.';:;tii. And as a proof'oi | '1 bus cojitradictiriir the.m.selves, that peojile
tUmnCKittv:
e of t h i s t h i i i k i i , ^ !.<•,-. -T : 1 3>k w j . y is it, 1 must do, and yet they can: ot do, and Gol
ttat «o many well-i.',f',j-med i>«o; ie r h n i J i at the th.,-,i'jr,v- i
« dfcirtli: tetiijj; ,t i< ttie conono.^ Jot of all maukind .' I mur:t do all, and at tht".same line invite them
* * , « it harely the tnought of c •. ji;g v. hr.h makes thim to come to Christ.
w n their atieution to laiious'oh.;e';t- to divert their
These inconsistencies caused me to reflect
•Hodifrom relleitijig? nay, t u t a comictioii of the re»fue« of i a awful eiernhj . Again, if a iimh of n.ine be upon my past experience, and conclude that,
o w e t t e d o r u k e n o l t ; does that dejireciate an ej-hth or
axteenth part of my totil ? Nav, / am as rat;oj,aI a^ the true tenor of the Bille did not clash, of
A * T l i ^ " ' " * ' '^ " J ' * " " ' '^'' ^'"'^ without a part of course that a connect cha: i should be carried
2 L T S 1 . * ' * ' ' ° < ^ " « t without the whole or anv part through that book, and the medium striick
* ^ 1.- * ' " " ^ ' ' " « " ' * l ' o have lovt their limb's, feel
' ^ " • S - " " ^ P " ' down their hand to r n b ; I ask, what between the dark passage.s, which literally
« « the caiue of that cencation, teeing tbe leg or foot contradict, and reconcile them together by
•acgooeT
"
explaining Scri^.^ure by Scripture. And by
^DOd
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Striving so to do, I imbibed what here follows:—1st; That election is a Bible doctrine,
but not an elect number for I cannot find that
in the Bildo, but an Elect Character, viz.
" Il-im that becomes a true jienitent, willinfr to
be made Holy and saved by free grace, merilcd
only by Christ." And on the other hand, instead of a reprobate number, it is a reprobate
character; viz. " h i m that obstinately antl
finally continues in unbelief, lliat shall be cast
ofl','' iJ>;c. Thus any one may discover, that it
is an Election and Reprobation of characters,
instead of numbers, JB^T" and you cannot deny
it. But the following iScriptures demon.strate
undeniably, that God instead of reprobating
any, is willing to receive all (2 Peter iii. 9.
Ezekiel xxxiii. 11. 1 Tim. ii. 3, 4. 2 Cor.
v. 19.) Secondly, that Christ instead of dying
only for a part, the Prophets, Angels, Chri.st
and the Apostle.?, positively affirm, that .salvation by his merits is possible for all. Genesis
xxiii. I I ; Isaiah liii. 6 ; Luke ii. 10; ,Iohn
iii. 16, 17.) Thirdly, that the Holy Spirit
doth not strive with a part only, as some say,
a special call, but strives with every man
according to the hardness of his heart; while
the day of mercy la.sts—(.lohn i. 9, and xvi.
8, compare vi. 44, with xii. ,33.) Again there
is a Gospel for. and an invitation to all;
li-jf and you cannot deny it—(Mark xvi. I.T ;
Matt. xi. 28.) Again, there is a duty which
we owe to God, according to reason, conscience and Scripture; and there are glorious
promises for our encouragement in the way
of duty, aad awful threatenings in the way
of disobedience; je@='and you cannot deny
it (Prov xxviii. 13; Matt v. 2 to 8, vii. 21 to
2S; Isaiah i. 16 to 20; P.salm ix. 17.) And
now to afhnn that a jiart were unconditionally
elected for Iloaven, and can never be lo.st,
what need was there of a Saviour ? To .save
them from what ? And if the rest have no
jiossibility of salvation, who are benefitted by
Christ"! Or what did he come for? Not to
benefit the elect or rcjfrobalo, Imt to accomplish a mere sham, or solemn nothing. This
reminds me of a story I heard concerning a
noLTio who had just ntlurned from meeting—
his master said, Well Jack, how did you like
the minister f " W h y niassa, me scarcely
know, for do minirt'T say, God makey bein,'r;s,
calla man ; he pickcy out one here, onev dare,
and give dom tn .le.sus Christ, and da cant be
Jo.-t. He maky all dc lest reprobate, and givy
dom to de De\il, da cant be ivived. And de
Devil, ho go about liko a roaring Lion, seeking to get away .soiiio a Christ, and he cant.
De minister, lie go about to get away some de
Devil's and he cant; me dono which de greatest fool, the Pleacher or de Devil."
It is e/ident that the Devil and the damned
in Hell do not believe in the doctrine of eter-
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nal decrees: for it is in the nature of .sinners,
to .strive to justify them.selves in evil, and cast
the blame elsewhere. This is evil practice,
therefore came frem an evil source, and consequently from the Devil. When Adam fell
and God called to him, he cast the blame on
the woman; God turning to her, she cast the 1
blame on the serpent; God turned to hi.m, and
he was speechless. Now if he had believed
in the doctrine of decree.s, does it not appear
evidently that he would have replied "? " Adam
was not left to the freedom of his own will:
he was bound by the decree.s, and we have
only fulfilled thy decrees and done thy will,
and thou oughtest to reward us for it." But
he was speechless, and knew nothing of such
talk then, therefore it must be something he
has ."matched up since—as saith the poet:—
" ' / h e r e is a Reprobation plan,
Some how it did arise ;
By the Predestinarian clan
Of horrid cruelties.
T h e plan is this, they hold a few
They are ordained for Heaven,
T h e y hold the rest accursed crew,
That cannot be forgiven.
T h e y do hold, God hath decreed,
Whatever comes to pass j
Some to be damned, aome to be freed,
And this they call free grace.
This iron bedstead they do fetch,
To try our hopes upon ;
And if too short, we must be stretch'd,
f:ut off, if we're too long.
This is a bold serpentine scheme,
It suits the serpent w e l l ;
If he can make the sinner dream
That he is doomed to Hell.
Or if he can persuade a man,
Decree is on his side ;
Then he will say without delay,
This cannot be untied.
He tells one sinner, he's decreed
Unto eternal bliss ;
He tolls another, he can't be freed.
For he is doom'd to miss.
T h e first he bindeth fast in pride,
The .second in despair ;
If he can only keep them tied,
\">'hicli way he does not care."

It appeareth by the rich man's desiring his
five brethren to be warned, lest they came to
hell with him, &c. Luke .xvi. that he did not
believe their states to be unalterably fixed by
God's decrees; for if he did, why did he request their w;irning ? saying, "if one arose
from the dead, they would repent," &c. It
appeareth likewise, that if God hath decreed all
things, that his decrees are as ancient as his
knowledge : as his decrees are generally argued from his foicknowledge, and that he foreknows it will be so, because he hath decreed
it, &c. This o])ens a door to argue, there was
a time when (xod was ignorant and knew
nothing. For a decree is an act of the mind,
find thore cannot be an action without there
being a ])articular time when that action took
place; if so, then if God hath decreed all
things, it must be, that there was a fjm« when
God jiassed those decrees; and if so, then
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from his attributes,* by intelligencies, it appears, that Angels were created; and we must
suppose they were all happy, holy, and good
at first; seeing this is the nature of God, (as all
argue from the Christian to the Deist.) As
likeness doth beget likeness, and every cause
produces its own effect: and as we are informed,
that the Devil sinneth from the beginning, an.d
that some kept not their first estate, but left
their own habitation, and sinned, and were cast
down to hell, &c. (2 Pet. ii. 4. Jude 6. Rom
V. 15. 1/oAniii. 4, 8.) And as we read, where
there is no law, tliere is no transgression : It
must be that the angels had a law to keep, and
power sufficient to keep or break the l a w ; or
else, how could they be accountable 1 And if
they were not, they could not be rewardable,
and if not, then not praise nor blame-worthy.
But says one, allowing that God did make
.such pure intelligent accountable beings, and
had a sovereign right to demand their obedience, seeing they were dependent: what
should induce a Holy Being to sin against a
Holy God, especially as there was no evil in
him or them, nor yet any to tempt him T
An.swer—suppose I were walking along in
meditation, in a great field; of a sudden I cast
a look forward, and can see no end to it; it
would be natural for me to stop and look
back the way from whence I came. So, in
my opinion, the angels were looking into futurity—they could discover no end to eternity,
and it would be natural for them to reflect on
time past. They could remember no time
when they had no existence, any more than I
can. This would open a door for a selftemptation to arise in thought, " how do we
know but we are eternal with Godf and why
should we be dependent on him, or be accountable to him ? In order to find out whether they were dependent or independent, the
only method was, to try their strength, by
* Whatever is, or exists abstract from God, is finite. making head against the King of Heaven, by
How or what God conceives or knows of himself, or the a violation of his command.
,
manner of his knowing, I shall not attempt to fathom, till
the day of eternit}'. But lelative to his knowledge as it
Now, evil is the abu.se of good, and the first
concerns his creatures, 1 think the term ivjinile im- abuse of good was the origin of evil ; and as
proper, for he can know no more than what hath heen, is
and will be, (for there is no more to know) which are their commandment was good, the evil cononly finite m any and every sense wliatcver. Therefore sisted in the abuse of it; and the natural conto attempt to build an eternal covenant by arguing or
attempting to conceive his infinite knowlcd.ge, is a con- sequence of breaking the same, would be to
tradiction. For first the term knowlec^e implies a power convert them into devils—as the consequence
of perception to know and comprehend tlie existence of
qualities or things. Sec.—therefore in this sense, when of murder is death. From this we may see,
you speak of the know-ledge of God relative to creation that God made THE Devil, but he made himor his creatures in the sense they speak, you must neces- self A Devil.
Now it appears to me impossisarily bound God's knowledge by finity ; I now refer
only to the act or circumference of the act, not to the ble for God to show the devils mercy, consistpower or capacity, for only God is infinite ; of course to ent with, the principles of reason and justice;
apply the word infinite, &c. to argue great knowledge is
a contradiction ; 5 ( ^ and you cannot deny i t ; because for I may sin against my equal, and in the
there cannot be an infinite finite.
eyes of the law, the crime is looked upon as a
t Ephesians i. 3, 4, .5. God hath blessed us with all trifle; the same crime against a government,
spiritual blessings, tn Christ, (not out of him) according
at he hath chosen vs in HIM, before the foundation of Ihe would forfeit my liberty, if not my life. Thus
world, that we should be holy and wn HOUT blame, before the magnitude of a crime is not looked upon,

there was a time, when the decrees were not
passed; and if God did not foreknow any
thing until he decreed it, then there was a
time when God knew nothing. This is the
truth ,@@^ and you cannot deny it.*
And now to talk about God's foreknowledge
or decreeing all things from all eternity, appears a nonsensical phra,se; because to say
from (as the word from implies a place of
starting) all eternity, implies eternity had a
beginning: And as some use an unmeaning
expression, to convey an idea of unbeginning
time : for the want of language, it is nonsense
to attempt to build an argument thereon: For
as it is argued in the foregoing, that God is
eternal, we may admit with propriety, that he
possesseth all the attributes that are ascribed
to him; and yet it is not inconsistent to say
that the first thing that ever God made, was
time,f and in time he made all things, and
probably the angelic creation was previous to
men. Now, many attempt to make God the
author of sin : but sin is not a creature as
many falsely think ; it is the abuse of good.
And to say that God who is good, abuses
good, is the highest blasphemy that we could
impeach the Deity with; therefore he cannot
be the author of it, consequently it must have
come from another source. Now we must
admit the idea that there was a time when
there was no creature, but the Creator only;
and declarative glory could never redound to
God; e.xcept that finite accountable inteiligencies, were created, (for what should declare
his glory,) his justice nor goodness could
never be shoNvn forth in rewards and punishments, except such accountable beings
were made; and of course must have remained
in solemn silence : Therefore declarative glory
could never have redounded to God. But,
that he might have declarative glory, arising

HIM in love. Verses 9, 10, hath reference to building up
Zion in Christ, not in the Univeralists' sense, but upon
CartA, kc.

• Rev. iv. 11. " Thou hast created all things, and for
THV PLEASURE (or glory) they are and were CREATED."
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according to the dignity of the offender, but
according to the dignity of the off'eiuled; of
course, a finite being sinning against an infinite God, there is an infinite demerit in the
transgrosr-ion; of course justice demands infinite satisfaction. A finite being can make
finite satisfaction only, although the crime
i doaia ids an infinity of puni.-^hment. A finite
bein.s cannot bear an infinity of puni.sl.ment
at once; therefore the punishment must be
made up in duration, and of course be eternal,
that it may be adequate to the crime.
But sfivs one, 'VVhy was not a mediator
provided for fallen angels, as well as for fallen
men ? Answer—It was impossible, in the
reason and nature of things; for when mankind fell, it was by the action of one, and they
multiply.
So the Godhead and Manhood
could be united, as in tbe person of Christ:
but not so with the devils, for they were all
created active beings, and each stood or fell
for himself, and of cour.se was actually guilty,
and therefore must have actual punishment:
E.xcept a Mediator was provided; which
could not be, for the devils do not multiply;
therefore the Godhead and Devilhood, could
not be joined together.
But supposing it
could, yet, says Paul, without shedding of
blood there can be no remission, and spirits
have no blood to shed: and upon this ground
it appears, that the devils' restoration or redemption must fall through.
The Scripture which s;iyeth, Rom. ix. 11. &c.
" T h e children being yet unborn, having done
neither good or evil, that the purpose of God,
according to Election, might stand, it was said
unto her, the elder shall serve the younger;
as it is wiitten, "Jacob have I loved, and
Esau have I hated," &c. Any person by examining Genesis xxv 23. and Mai. i. 1, 2.
may see that Paul's talk, dolh not mean their
person.?, but that undeniably it must be applied
to their posterities. And to apply thom
the other way, as though one was an Elect,
the other a Reprobate, on putpose to be
damned, without a possibility of escape, is a
plot of the devil, to blindfold mankind by a
multitude of words without knowledge : for
no such inference can be drawn frorn that
passage, that Jacol was made for .salvation,
and Esau for damnation. But observe, it
must be applied to their posterities : see Gen.
xxv. 23. "And the Lcrd said to Rebecca,
Two nations are in thy womb, and two manners of people, &c. shall be separated from thy
bowels; and the one people shall be stronger than the other jieople, and the elder
shall serve the younger." Which came to
pa.ss in the reign of King David, when the
Edomites were brought in subjection to the
Israelites. (2 Sam. viii. 14. 1 Chror.. xviii.
13.) and that passage, "Jacob have I loved.

and Esau have I hated," was not spoken before the children were born, but hundreds of
years after they were dead, by Mai. i. 1, 2.
Now, cannot any person who is unprejudiced,
plainly discover, that the word "Jacob" here
means the Jewish nation, which God saw fit
exalt to high national privileges: because
Christ was to come through that lineage, &c.
And as to " .Esau have I liated," the word
hate in Scripture, frequently means loving in
a less degree, &c. ; for instance—Christ sayeth, except a man hate his father, mother and
his own life also, he cannot be my disciple—
the word hate, here means loving in a less
degree, as we are to love God supremely: and
lent favors in a less degree, as belonging to
him : so the passage " Esau have I hated,"
meaneth, that God did not see fit to exalt the
Edomites, to so high national privileges as the
J e w s ; yet they were the next highest, for
their land was given to them for a possession,
which the Jews were not permitted to take
from them, as they were going from Egj-pt to
Canaan, (Denter. ii. 4, 5,) and that passage,
{Heb. xii. 17,) which sayeth, that " Esau was
rejected, and found no place of repentance,
though he sought it carefully with tears," we
must not therefrom infer, that it was God who
rejected him, because he was a reprobate, but
his hither Isaac.
Take notice, at a certain time Esau went
out a hunting, and on his return home, being
at the point to perish with hunger, came into
Jacob's tent, and desired refreshment; but
Jacob attempted to make Esau's extremity his
opportunity to grow rich, and to cheat him out
of his birth-right, for a mess of pottage; and
Esau, rather than starve, promised to give it
up ; and who can blame him, considering his
distress. All that a man hath, will be given
for his life, saith Satan : BSy' this is the truth,
and you cannot deny it. " Gen. x\v. 30, &c.)
But there is no account that ever Jacob ^ t
the birth-right, but by Esau's continuing with
his fiithcr, and being so rich, on Jacob's return ; it ajipears, th:>t he lived with his father,
and was heir to the inheritance. Jacob got
not any thing from Esau ; btit Esau got a
present from liim. After tins Isaac was determined to bless Esau, and commanded him
to get venison for that purpose; and while he
w;is gone for it, Rebecca tells Jacob to kill
kids, &c. and he should get the blessing : He
.saith, " I shall got a curse instead of a blessing;"—.she sail, " t h e curse be on me," &c.
and it appears as though she got it, as it was
the means of her losing her idol's company
(luring her life-time; for there is .lo account
of her being alive at his return. Scarcely had
he told the lies to Isaac, and withdrawn, &c. i
but E.sau came in, and thereby blind I.saac 1
perceived the decejition in full, and began to j
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tremble exceedingly, by which Esau perceived
what had passed, and immediately lifted up
his voice and wept, and sought after repentance ; not in himself (for he ha-i done nothing
to repent of) but in his fathei Isaac. But
Isaac would not take back the blessing, but said,
Jacob is blessed; and shall be blessed. Gen.
XXvii. &c.) From this loss of the blessing,
some people think Esau was reprobated and
damned ; but Paul saith, Heb. xi. 20, by faith
Isaac blessed Jacob and Esau, concerning
things to come. Some forget to read that
Esau was blessed as well as Jacob, though
not in so great a degree, and how he could be
blest by faith if he were reprobated; {Gen.
xxvii. 39, 40.) Esau was blessed with four
things; the first two were like a part of Jacob's, viz. the dew of Heaven, and the fatness
of the earth—thirdly, by his sword he was to
live—and fourthly, when he should have the
dominion, he was to break Jacob's (or Jewish)
yoke from off his neck, which came to pass in
the reign of Jehoram, the son of Jehosaphat,
2 Chron. xxi. 8, 10. And now to show the
inconsistency of thinking that Esau served
Jacob the younger, it doth appear that Jacob
served E s a u ; and moreover, that Jacob had
no religion when he attempted to cheat and
lie, that being contrary to the spirit of Christianity. But it appears that he got converted
afterwards, when on his way to Pandanaram;
he lay to rest in the woods, and in the night
he had a Vision, in which he saw a ladder,
the top reaching to Heaven, &c. Now, as the
ladder had two sides, it represents the Godhead
and Manhood of Christ, and the rounds, the
different degrees of grace. If Jacob had been
pious, doubtless he v/ould have realized the
presence of God, being there to protect him
from the wild beasts; but his expression,
" the Lord was in this place, and I knew it
not," argueth ignorance. Secondly, he add.s,
it is no other than the house of God, and gate
of Heaven, which is the language of young
converts. Thirdly, he made a vow, if God
would give him food to eat, and raiment to
put on, and bring him back in peace, that God
should be his God; which certainly implies,
that he did not serve God before as he did afterwards. {Gen. xxiii. 16.)
Observe, First, Jacob served Esau, was
afraid of him, and ran from home twenty
years, through scenes of sorrow, and had his
wages changed not less than ten times—Secondly, when ue set out to return, his past
conduct created such fear in his breast, that
he dared not see Esau's face, until by messengers he inquired, " m a y I come in peace?"
And understanding that Esau, with a body of
men, was coming to meet him, his sleep departed from him. He divided his host in two
bands, and w^restled aU night in prayer; and
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such fear surely denotes guilt. Thirdly, he
sent a number o. .messengers with presents,
and a message to Esau, calling him Lord, as
if himself was the servant. Fourthly, E.sau
bowed not at all but Jacob bowed not once,
nor twice onl) but seven times; and then
cried out, I havt " seen thy face, as though I
had seen the face of God." Now if Esau was
a reprobate, how could his face have been as
God's?—nay, it would have ^been as the
Devil's. But as they had a joyful meeting
together, like two christian brethren, that had
been some time absent; I therefore conclude,
that Jacob saw the image of God in his brother Esau; and in that sense, Esau's face
might be said to be as the face of God, and in
no other. And as the general tenor of Esau's
conduct, was not go bad as some parts of Jacob's conduct, I therefrom conclude, that Esau
died in peace; and if ever I can be so happy
as to get to glory, I e.xpect to meet Esau there
as well as Jacob, {Gen. xxxii. and xxxiii. &c.)
If I believed all things were decreed, I must
suppose that Pharaoh did the will of God in
all things; seeing God decreed all his thoughts,
words and actions : and the will being the
determining/ac«/<(/, it must be, that whatever
God decrees, he wills ; therefore Pharaoh did
the will of God, according to that doctrine,
fi®*and you cannot deny it. If the Scripture
be true, then Pharaoh doing the will of God,
according to that doctrine, mu.st be saved, according to the intimation of Christ; that whoever doeth the will of God is his brother,
sister, and mother^observe, if all Pharaoh's
conduct was decreed, he did as well as he
could, and Peter as bad as he could; according to that doctrine then, whicli is the most
praise or blame-worthy? Again, if God decreed Pharaoh's conduct, did he not decree it
right; and if so, could it be wrong ? If not,
there was no sin, consequently no punishment ; unless you say a man is punishable for
doing right. Again, if God decreed Pharaoh
should do as he did, M'hy did he command
him to act to the reverse ? Does he decree
one thing and command another ? If so, then
you make God's decrees and commandments
clash : for, according to that doctrine, God's
revealed will is, that we should obey; and
his decreed will is, that we should disobey.
Thus you make out that God has two wills
right opposite to each other, which makes God
divided against himself—Christ intimates, that
which is divided 2.g^B,ine,t itself cannot stand.
If so, then Deity being divided must fall, and of
course the works of nature sink, and go to
ruin. Thus we see the incon.sistency of dividing and subdividing God's will.
There is no account of Pharaoh's heart
being more hard than others, until he became
hardened; but it appeareth from Rom. v. 19,
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20, that the hearts of all people are alike hard truth, and you cannot deny it. If so, then it
by nature—Well, saith one, what is the may be said with propriety, that the Loti '
meaning of that Scripture, " For the same pur- hardened the heart of Pharaoh, and yet that
pose have I raised thee up, that I may show
First, God makes Adam happy in rari.dise and these
forth mv power in thee. And I will harden his
souls happy in a store-house, then when Adam
heart, and he shall not let the people go," &.C. infantile
falls, prohibits adultery and at the same time jireviously
Answer, the Lord rafsed Pharaoh up. Up decrees that they shall commit it to produce an illegitibody, and he to help them on to perfect the illegitifrom what ? From the dust unto a child, mate
mate, takes one of tliese pure souls, infuses it into the
from a child to man, to be a king on the body, and the body pollutes it, causes it to become imthrone ; that he might show forth his power pure, and is now a reprobate for Hell fire. Thus you see
some people represent God as making souls pure and
in him. And he has rafsed up you, and me, keeping them happy some thousands of years, then damnand all mankind, for the same purpose ; viz. ing them for a sin tirey never committed, and now the
between this being, if any such there be, that
To shew forth his power in us ; if it be not difference
dealeth thus with his creatures and him that we call the
for that, what is it for 1 We read in several Vevil, 1 leave you to judge. God hel|i you to look at it
the scale of equality, and see whether the alioTe be
places, that the Lord hardened Pharaoh, and in
right or wrong.
yet that Pharaoh hardened himself: how
But says one, where do you think the soul comes from?
could that be ? God do it, and vet Pharaoh
As Adam was the first man, I must suppose from reason
do it. We read that the Lord afllicted Job, and Scripture he got his soul right from God, as there
no other source for him to derive it from, but Kve
and yet that Satan did it: (Job xix. 21, ii. 7.) was
was taken out of .\dam, and there is no account other
And that tlie Lord moved David, to number receiving her soul right from God ; and if not, 1 must
the whole of her was taken from .\dam, and of
Israel, and yet that Satan did it, &c. (2d Sam. suppose
course she got her soul from him as well as her body
xxiv. 1 ; 1 Chron. xxv. 1,) and that Solomon And as we read that the souls of Jacob's children. Gen
xlvi. 26, were in Jacob's loins, and came out, 8io. I herebuilt the Temple, and yet tells how his many from
infer, that they were not laid up in a store-house in
workmen did it. Thus we see there is a first Heaven, but came by natural generation from the na
cause, and a second cause; as saith the Poet: rents as well as the body. Well, says one, estimate Uf
" Xo evil can from God proceed,
" 'Twas only suffered, not decreed j
" A.s darknesa is not from the sun,
'• Nor mounts the shades 'till he is gone."

Reason saith, that mankind are agents, or
else projihets; for they can foretell some
thii.ps, and then fulfil them,* JJ®* this is the
* Matter w h e n it is moved by anotlier cause cannot
stop of 'tself and when stopjied, cannot move of itself
But as we have the [lower of action, (tlie same as I give
out my appointment months before hand, and then fulfil
it,) it is evident that we are projihets or else agents. To
adi)|)t the idea of prophecy, yuu will not, and if not, you
must acknowledge agency which material substance
without thinking {lower doth not jios-^ess. Fi-oni this 1
argue tliat there i. something in man abstract from matter, which is spirit, whicli some call the soul, and which
makes him sensible and rational. &c. 7\nd to stijipo-ethe
soul to he a part of Giiil is inconsistent, bccmi.^e God is
completely hippy, as is acknowledged f'nim the < hristian t.i the Deist. Therefore, if my soul was a part of
him 1 should have cme coiitiinitil stream of happines..;.
But as I have frequently felt unhappy in mind, I hcrofiom argue tliat my soul is spirit abstract from God.
Some people have an idea that the souls of infants come
right pure from the hand of Cod by infn.sion into the body,
and that tlio body being of Adam's race, pollutes the soul,
and candies it to fiecome impure, just a^ if the body governed the mind. Allowing tin; above, When did God make the
soul ofthe child that was bom jcsterday ? Why, s a \ s
one, within the course of a few months past. Hu'ihl I
deny it, for the Bible says, Gcii. ii. 1, 2, 3, that God finished the Heavens (that is the starrj' heavens) and earth,
and all the host of them, and then (;od rested from the
works of the creation on the seventh day—he hath not
been at work in creating new souls ever since. Therefore your idea that God makes new souls daily, falls to
the ground ; Qg- and you cannot deny it, if the Bible be
true
But says one, their souls were made in the course of
six days.
"Where then have they been ever since ? Laid uji in a
store-house in Heaven I If they were, they were happy ;
if so, what kind of a being does this represent the Almighty, especially if connected with the opinion of some
who suppose that there are Infants in Hell, not more than
a (pan l o n g !

value ofthe soul, (by mechanism.)
First, some people prize a thing according as who made
it, if one mechanic made it, they prize it so much worth ;
but if another made it they would prize it higher, because
it was made by a more perfect workman. If we priae the
soul by this standard, it must be considered as valuable,
because it was made by the peifectest ofthe perfect, and
the wisest of the wise, him that cannot err, Goo ALMIGHTV.

Secondly, some people value a thing according to its
duration. If the soul be valued on that ground, it must
be prized high, for it being spirit, it is immortal and must
endure as long as eternal ages pass away.
Thirdly, some peo|>le prize a thing according to the
case ofit ; il the soul be jirized on this ground, it must
be esteemed as valuable ; for at a certain time it is said
five millions were oflisred to anv one who would contrive a machine that would perform perpetual motion,
and as yet none have been able to do i t ; yet in the construction of the case of the soul, which is the body,
there is more wisdom discoverable, than all the wisdom
of the mechanics, in all the machinery on the face of this
terraqueous globe.
If (lie case is thus wisely and beautifully made, how
valuable must the soul be w h i c h t h e body is made to
contain ?
Fourthly, some people prize & thing according to what
it costs ; i f t h e s t u l be prized according to this medium,
it must be valuable, for if any smaller ransom than the
blood of Christ could have ]iurchascd immortal souls,
from the curse of a broken law, doulitless God would
have accepted the offering. Some pcojile say that''ono
drop of flirisfs blood is sufhcient to cleanse a soul,**
which idea 1 condemn, bec.iuse the magnitude of a crime
is not looked ujion according to the dignity ofthe ofleuder, but according to the dignity of the olt'ended ; therefore a finite being sinning against an infinite God, there
is an infinite demerit in the transgression, and justice rt«"
mands infinite satisfaction. But a finite lieing can i l . ^ #
finite satisfaction only, therefore there needs a mediator
between a rebel creature and the Cpr.^roB, w t i c h could
be formed no way but by the two natures beir.g joined
together, that is to say the finite and the infinite, or in
other words, the 6(>if/i(ail and manAooJ, orniviniTT v r i M
in humanity.
But hero comes up a Deist, and .«av«, hush Lorenzo, it
is inconsistent to adopt the idea tltat Jivinity and humanity can be joined together, as you talk, in the person of
(Clirist—But 1 say hush, for it is no more inconsistent witU
reason to adopt the idea that divinity and humanity can
be joined togetner, than to adopt a former one which ii
self-ovideot, viz. tha^ spirit and matter can be joined to-
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Pharaoh hardened himself, even as mankind
are hardened in this our day, &c. Observe,
first, the Lord called to Pharaoh by favor, ami
gave him a kingdom. Secondly, the Lord
called by commandments, and Pharaoh would
not obey, by saying, " I know not the Lord,
neither will I let Israel go." Then the Lord
called thirdly, by miracles, but Pharaoh reasoned against them in a diabolical way, by
sel'-ing the magicians to work. Then fourthly,
God called by affliction, then Pharaoh made a
promise to obey God, and let the Jews depart,
if the affliction might be removed : but when
the judgment was removed, Pharaoh broke his
promise : therein he was to blame, 1^^ and
gcther, and form a man, which idea or how it is I cannot
comprehend, yet self evident matter of fact puts it beyond all doubt, that spirit and matter are joined to
form man, (}g- and you cannot deny it—and of course
the idea that divinity and humanity can be joined together in the person of Christ, may be admitted according to reason. The manhood being oU'ered up under an
infinite influence of the DIVINITV, the sacrifice would be
of infinite merit according to the transgression and the
demands of justice. But to return, 1 cannot suppose that
Christ would have done any thing superfluous fo.man's redemption, and of course, that one drop of his
blood is sufficient to cleanse a soul or save a w-orld, is
inconsistent, as though a considerable part of what he
did was superfluity, &c. of course in atoning for what is
called original sin, 1 must believe that nothing needless
was done : if not. then Christ did no more than what was
necessary ; and if so, the idea that one drop of his blood,
fcc. to cleanse a soul is inconsistent. And if the demerit
of one transgression demands infinite satisfaction then the
atonement made for that, would be a sufficiency for all
the world, or ten thousand times as many : for what
greater satisfaction could be made, than that which is infinite 7 Therefore, the human nature being oflered a
sacrifice hy the influence of the divinity, for the sm of
the world, which was the sin of Adam, the sacrifice or
ransom in some sense, may be considered as infinite, it
being oflered under an infinite influence of the divine
spirit; therefore, the satisfaction would be according to
the transgression, and of course, in doing that, there
would be a sufficient provision for all the actual
sins of men, considering the nature of it, and how unbounded it is. Therefore, the soul when prized according to what it cost, must be considered very valuable.
But again, fifthly, some people prize a thing according
to the scarcity of it. If a thing is very plenty, they
would give so much for it, but if it were more scarce,
they would give much more. See. So, immortal souls are
plenty, and yet very scarce, for eacli man Iiath but one,
each woman hath but one. O sinner, if thou lose thy
soul, thou losest thy all, thou hast nothing left; God
help thee to consider seriously, and stimulate thee to improve thy time, (which is on the wheel) for eternity
accordingly.
The soul, which we perceive governs our body, (as
the body without the soul, is a lifeless lump of clay,) v.'e
find from experience hath a memory, which is tlie power
of reflection or recollection, to call past things to remembrance, &c. Again, it hath an understanding, which is a
power to comprehend and realize things as they are ;
again, it hath a will, which is the power of choosing or
determining.
We also have passions, one of which is tove, inclining
US to that which appears delightsome. Anger is another
passion, which implies dislilce o- opposition to a thing
that is odious in our minds. Likewise we have fear
when danger we behold. Also joy when pleasure or
happiness we possess. There are five outward senses
By which we distinguish objects or qualities ; these are
inlets of knowledge to the mind, and only through them
can we receive ideas, except by inspiration, which is an
inward conviction wrought by another spirit. These
nre senses, are hearing, seeing, tasting, smelling and
anting.
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you cannot deny it—for by breaking his promise, his heart would naturally become harder,
like metal when melted, it is tender, and when
grown cold is harder than before, and of course
requires a hotter fire to melt it again ; so it
required a heavier judgment to oper?tte on
Pharaoh, and God would send it, and Pharaoh
would promise and break them, till ten afflic
tions passed away, and when the first born
was slain by the Lord, and yet by Evil Angels,
as David in the Psalms tells you, Pharaoh was
shocked, and let the Jews depart. He pursued them, and God permitted him to be taken
in his own folly, and drowned in the Red
Sea : Thus we find how God hardened Pharaoh's heart, and yet how he hardened himself by disobedience, and so in this our day it
may be said, that God hardens some and yet
they harden themselves, as follows :—First,
God calls by prosperity or favors, and yet
many enjoy them without a feeling sense from
whom they flow. Secondly, God calls by
commandments, an inward monitor, telling
what is right and what is wrong: but some
do not give attention thereto, which, if they
would, they would hear the voice more and
more distinctly, till at length, it would become
their teacher. Thirdly, (iod calls by miracles,
the operation of his spirit perhaps under
preaching, or some other cause, and they have
thought, if I could always feel as I do now I
should soon be a Chrfstian; or if all my companions would turn and serve the Lord, I
would gladly go with them to heaven. But
through inattention, those serious impressions,
which I call miracles, soon wear off. A miracle is something done out of the common
course of nature, by the operation of the
power or spirit of God; therefore, 0 reader,
it was not the minister who made you have
those feelings, but the power of God ; therefore, in some sense you have been called upon
miraculously, JB^"" and you cannot deny it.
Fourthly, God calls by affliction, and when
people are taken sick, and view death neai-,
they make vows and promises, and think how
good they will be if God will spare them, and
raise them up. But when they are recovered,
then (Pharaoh like) too soon forget their promises, and break their vows, and hereby become harder than before, and can do things
without remorse which once they would have
felt the lash of conscience for. And that
preaching whic-h once would make impressions on their mind, strikes their heart and
bounds back like a stone glancing against a
rock. This character is what may be termed
a Gospel hardened sinner. Thus you. may
discover that this plan clears the Divine cliaracter and casts the blame on the creature,
where it ought to be cast; whereas, the opposite would cast the blame directly oni God, if
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he decreed it s o ; this is the truth C^)"'and .should be curse,1 and si-altered, &c. IBS?" This
yiiu cannot deny it. Altlmngli (' list lifilli is the truth find you cannot ilefiy it. And obpromised once to draw A I.I, men unto nim, (not serve Paul, when talking anout the clay and
to ihag. fir bait draws birds, yet they come jiotler, fillules lo Jer. .wiii. whe.'c the juophet
VDliin'.aii!y) yet he never jiromi-es lo draw was ciimman.lcd to si'C the potter wi.ik, kr,.
them a si'cond time, bnt on the other hand And then (Jul says, verse 6th, cannot I do
posiiivelv saith, IMy spirit shall not always with you as this potter, O house nf Israel, &c.
strive w i'.h man. And ;if:;ain, Because I liave Again, verse 7th, at what inst.int I shall .^piak
called and ve have refused, but ) c have set at concerning a nation or kinir.lnin, to pluck up,
nought rnv counsel ;ind would none oi my [mil down, or destroy it ; If that nation agaiii.-t
reproofs. I also will laugh at your ral;imi>v whom I have jironounced " turn from their
and murk when your fear cometh. !'l[ihiaiin evil, I will repent of the evil I thought to do
is joined lo his i.lols, let him alone. And the nnlo thi'in." " At what instant I shall -ji'-ak
language of a reprobate is " the harvest is concerning a nation or kingdom, lo liuihl or
pa.-'t, the summer is ended and we are not ])lanl it. if it do evil in my sight, that il uliey
saved." Jer viii. 20. Prov. i. 24, 25, 26. not my voice, then will I repent of the good
wherewith I said I would henerit them."
Gen. vi. 3.
Now observe, if God be uncha'igealile, as
As the Lord requireth a right sacrifice in
the path of (revealed) duty, those who, like Paul sailh, God cannot lie, then he is bound
Cain, bring a wrong offeiing, the fruit of the by his iinmulabilily or the law of his nature,
ground, instead of the firstling of the Hock to perform his proini.^es lo the obedient, and
like Abel, must expect, like Cain to be re- his ihrcalenings against the disobedient; and
jectel, (Gen. iv. 7.) for God saith, behold I this is the truth, Kiiiy^ and you cannot lieiiy it.
have set lite and death before you, choose you Objection. Bible language is, I will, and you
this (lay whom you will serve, &c. (Josh, shall, anl lite promises are yea and amen,
x.viv. ],T,) one thing is ncclful, and Ma y hath without any ifs or ands.
Answer. To take thepro77i;.se5 without the
chosen the good part. We do not read Go:l
chose it for her: this is the truth KJiST' and condition is a practice of Satan, {Luke iv. 10,
3'ou cannot deny il—even as we read in John 12,) which ho made use of lo our Lord to get
iii. 19, that this is Ihe condemnation, that him to fall down from the battlement of the
light is come into the world, and men loved temple, and thereby tempt God, and presume
darkness rather than light, &c.—Oh I reader, on Go:l, because of the promise which the
Devil intended be should think lo be unroudipre|iare to meet thy God !
Ol/j. Hath not the potter power over the tional; and so bear him up in the way of disclay, of the same lumj), to make one vessel to obedience. Whereas our Saviour, knowing
the path of duty lo be the way of safety, rehofior, .and another to dishonor ?
Alls. A potter never makes any ves.sel on plied, 'tis written, thou shall not tempt the
purjiose to destroy it, for the most dishonora- Lord thy God. For in the way of obedience
ble one in family sickness is ;is u.scfnl as the there is a promise oi preservation, an.l iu the
hoiK;i;ihle tea cup in the lime of health. way of chsobedicnce a threatening of dj>tnic.Xei'lu'r doth God make any on purpose for tion ; this is the truth fcV"" ;ind you cannot
destruction, but all mankind are useful, if they d e n y i l ; therefore lo cut these two little letget ihe sjiiiit of their station and fill up that ters I F out of the Bible, which make such a
sphere fur which they are qualified. For great significant word, is wrong, seeing it is so
witliotit servants there can be no masters; frequenl in Scripture ; ;ind frequently there are
willioiit subjects, no rulers; without com- conilitions imjilisd in ihe Bible, though not j
niotiality, no qn;ilily ; and any one may oh- expressed; for iiislance, Davi 1, when at Kfisei ve that David was elected or set ajiart lo be iah (1 Sam. x.xiii. &c.) enquired of the Lord
king; Jeremiah and Samuel, to be ])ro]ihel.s, whether Saul would cotne down, anil the men
kz. and any discerning eye may easily disco- of the city deliver him up, an.l the L'-rd anvei that Paul's election {Rom. ix.) w;is no. an swered in the affirmative. Here is no coalielection to future happiness, but of tern|)oral tion expressel, yet there is one implie.l. lor
adv.uita;-s. And yet those not so positive, David left the city and lle.l to the wilderness,
but V. h.it the privileges might be forfeited aiv.i so Saul came not down, neither di 1 the people
lot by sin, as you may fin 1, 1 Chron. xxviii. deliver him up. Again, Gol.said lo the Xiee9, ). If th 1,1 serve him wilh a jierfecl heart, vites, by Jonah, yet forty days and Niueveh
an.l with a willing min,I, he will be found of shall be overthrown. Now if you siy all
thee ; but if thou forsake him he will cast thee threatenings are without conditions, yon give
off forever; {De-.t. xxx. 15, 19,) Moses'dying God the lie, for the city wa.- -spared in consedeclaration was, that the children of Israel quence of their believing (iod and turning
m»i-t obey, and if Ihey would, all needful from their ev;' way. Jonah iii. 5, 10. This
blessings they should have, but if rebellious, is the truth l^'.^d"' and you cannot deny it.
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Again, Ezek. xxxiii. &c. There is a condition implied and explained undeniably, though
not so fully expressed at the first, concerning
tiie righteous and wicked man, which you
may read at your leisure; this is a truth
S^" and you cannot deny il. Objection,
Says one, " God will have mercy on whom
he will have mercy," &c.—Answer;
" GOD will have mercy on w-hom he tc '
Come think you who they be ?
T i s every one that loves his Son,
And from their sins do flee ;
'Tis every one that doth repent,
And truly hates his sin ;
Ti? every one that is content,
To turn to God again.
And whom he will he barileneth,
Come think you who they be ?
'TIS every one that hates his Son,
Likewise his liberty ;
'Tis every one that in sJn persist,
And do outstand their day ;
Then God in justice leaves tliem to
'Their own lieart's lusts a prey."

Objec. " My people shall be made willtng
in the day of my power," says one. Answer.
That is home-made Scripture, for the Almighty
doth not so .speak, but King David {Psalm ex.
3.) speaks to the Almighty, " T h y people
shall be willing in the day of thy power."
He doth not say, they shall be made willing;
the word made is not there, neither has it any
busi.iess there.—Again, those little words in
italic letters were not in the original, but were
put in by the translators to make what they
think lo be sense in the English language ;
and those little words " shall be'' are in italic
letters, of course put in by the translators ;
now I leave them out, and in lieu thereof, put
in the word, are, and then read it, " Thy people are willing in the day of thy power."
Now is the day of God's power, and now his
people are willing; they are always a willing
people. It is the reprobate character that is
unwilling that God's will should be done;
this is the truth, ii®* and you cannot deny it.
{Matt. vii. 24, 26.) Objec. Christ did not
pray for all mankind, &c. Answer. That's
a lie, for John xvii. 9, First, Christ prayed
for his disciples; Secondly, v. 20, for those
who should believe on him through their
word ; and thirdly, for the whole world, {v.
21, 23,) thus " that the world may believe that
thou hast sent me." Again, that the world
I may knotv that thou hast sent me, and this
doth not mean A-double-L-part. Objec. Paul
says, Rom. viii. Whom God foreknew he
predestinated, called, justified, and glorified, &c.
Here is no condition expressed, of course, it
appeareth that he glorified all that he justified,
called, ar.d predestinated, and foreknew, &c.
Answer. If ihat be taken just as it siands,
without any conditions whatever, it will follow, that Universalism is true, or else, that we
areal'. reprobates. For God foreknows one
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as much as another, in every sense of the
word, and of course, foreknows all mankind ,
and now, if all that he foreknows, predestinates, calls, justifies, and glorifies, without any
condition, in any shape, or sense, it undeniably argues, the universal salvation of every
son of Adam. This is the truth, S^^ and
you cannot deny it. Or, else, if you take the
Apostle unconditionally, as he speaketh, in the
past tense, then no more can be glorified.
Therefore we are .ill reprobates, and you cannot deny it. But it is my opinion, that Paul
is only rehearsing a catalogue of states, as
they take place in succes.sion. And to take
any particular part of the Bible, in the face
and eyes of twenty Scriptures more ; any doctrine thereby may be proved, and thus we find
by such means, have sprung up the many sentiments iu the earth. People, desirous to get
to Heaven in an easier way than God hath
pointed out, will hew out an opinion of their
own, a broken cistern that can hold no water,
and will twist and bend the Scriptures to their
sentiment, and sometimes will have to grind
the same and put it into a press, and press out
a construction of their own. But this will
not do. Scripture must be explained by Scriplure, and that according to reason, so as not
to make il clash, but rather correspond with
the true christian experience.
Objec. We read as many as were ordained
to eternal life, believed. Answer. True, but
the word ordained, signifies, set apart as a
minister for his office. Thus Jeremiah was
set apart a Prophet. And David saith, " The
Lord has set apart him that is godly for himself," Psalm iv. 3. And there is no account
of any being set apart for the Lord's self, but
the godly. No man is godly, or godlike, but
the believer; therefore, none are ordained, or
set apart for Heaven, but those that believe.
Besides, the acts of the Apostles were written
some time after the things took place, and of
course is all written in the past tense. Ordained, is in the past tense, and so is believed,
and there is no account of the one being prior
to the other. But it may be said, as many as
believed, were then ordained to eternal life, as
none are ordained or set apart for eternal life,
but the saints; no man is a .saint except he
believes. For he that believeth not is condemned already, sailh Christ. Therefore, as
soon as one believes, he is free from condemnation, and of course set apart for Heaven,
and not before; he being in Christ no •; by
the act of faith. Now observe, Peter talks
about elect in Christ not out of him.—Paul
sailh, 2 Cor. v. 17 If any man be in Chri.st,
he is a new creature, &c., and Rom viii. 1,
sailh, there is noi'j (not yesterday or to morrow) no condemnation to them which are in
Christ Jesus; who walk not after the flesh,
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it may bring forth more fruil. Now ye are
clean, thi(iuj;;h the word which I h.ave spiiki-n
unto you." Observe, a sinner is not clean,
but lilthv But if these were made clean
lhrou',:i;h the wurd of Chiist, ;is just mentioned,
then they were saints, and i^;^ you cannot
denv it; verse 4, " Abile in me, and 1 in you.
j .\s "the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, exI cept it abide in the vine, no more can ye, except ve abide in me ; I am the vine ye are Ihe
I brandies," kc.—verse 6. " If a man abide not
i in me, he is cast forlh as a branch, and is
j withered,'' \'r. Observe, a sinner is not comI jiared to a green tree bul a dry, this could not
wither excej)t it were green, and a branch
once withered, it is hard lo make it green
again, &c. bul tliey^ are gathered and burned—
verse 7, 8. " If ye abide in me, and my words
abide in you, ye shall ask what ye will, anil
it shall be done unto you ; herein is my Father
glorified, that ye bear much fruil, so shall ye
be my disciples :'' verse 9—Continue ye in m y
love—Now ye may see that the five little le!ters that are herein enclosed, which too man)
people overlook, and which fixes the sense <d'
a great many Scriptures running parallel
through the Bible, &c.—viz. " if and eth."
Now the Bible runneth thus : if ye do so
and so; 1 wiil do so and .so; and if ye do so
and soIv\ill do soand so, &c. And again, " e l "
past tense, wc find but little in the Bible. But
the Scripture, instead of making a " ytslenlay
chri.-tiari. il maketh a present, every day christian." Thus, he that believeth. heareth, seeetli,
undcrstandeth, knoweth, pursuctli, wateheth,
hath, enjoyelh, and endureth ; this is the truth,
fe>"- and you cannot den)- it, for the Bible
(loth not inquire whiil I was yesterday, but
what I am note. Objection. Christ saith,
my sheep hear my voice, they follow me, anil
shall never jierish, neither shall any man
pluck them out id' my hand, &c. John ,x. 27,
•J8. Answer. Here the .saint is rcjircsenteil
by the similitude of a .sheep, hearing and following a she]dierd ; and observe the ]iroiTiise
is made, as before observed, lo a certain (diidient chaiacler, and here the promise- is ID
ti)o-e that hear ; hearing doth not mean stop)ii-j,ir your ears, or being careless and inallentive; bul il implieth, giving strict allenlion lo
the object, which requireth the same and following likewise, dutn not mean running the
other way, but a voluntary coming after.
Therefore, there is a condition imiilied and
expressed in this jiassage, viz. hear and follow, and the promise is to that character ; of
course ti backslider dolh not imitate il, and of
course cannot claim the promise but what he
may perish; may turn away according to
Ezek..<xxiii. 18,—"When the righteous [man]
turneth from his righteousness, and committeth iniquity, he shall even die thereby," &c.

Objec. The death there spoken of is temporal. Ans. I deny it, for llie body will die,
whether you sin or not; and God M-hen he
meaneth the body, dolh not say the soul, but
positively declares, " t h e soul that sinneth, it
shall die."—chap, xviii. 4.
Objec. But the righteous man then spoken
of, is a self-righteous man. Ans. I deny it,
for ho is Jironounced a righteous man by God
hiiiisidf, and how can he he righteous in the
judgment of God, without saving faith; God
dolh not call a wicked man good, nor a good
man evil; yet you say, him that God here
pronouncelh righteous, is only self-righteous,
a Pharisee. Oh, scandalous for any man to
twist the Scriptures thus. Now look at it in
your own glass; seIf-righteousne.ss being
wickedness, we will style it iniquity, and the
man an iniquitous man, and then read it,
-'when an iniquitous man turneth away from
his iniquity, and commitleth iniquity, for his
iniquity, &c., shall h t '1'e ;"—read the above
twice over, and then sound and see, if
there he any bottom or top according to your
ox]ios!!ion. Leiiving your shameless construe lion, I pass on to answer another objection, which iiiay be urged from Rom. viii. 38,
3.9, wlu.-re P.iui saith, " I am persuaded, that
neilher death nor life, nor angels, principalities, powers, thin,gs present or to come, nor
hci^dit, nc^r depth, nor any other creature,
shall be able to separate us from the love of
God," &c.
Observe, though Paul speaks of a second
cause not being able lo separate us from the
enjoyment of God's love; yet he doth not
say hut what we may separate o-arselves by
ilisohedience, which is sin. Sin is not a creature as some people falsely think, but sin is a
non-couformily to the will of GoJ. If you
still say that sin is a creat'.re, I ask you what
sliajie il is in, or what color it is of, or how
many eyes or wings it halh, or whether it
Paul dolh not term it a
crawls like a sn.-iive
creature, but agreeth wilh St. John, where he
sfiith, sin is the transgression oi the law, and
u lii-ri.' there is no law, there is no lran,--i:re.-ision ; and being not wilhoiil law to Co.i, but
under the law of Christ
The Chri-tian still
feeleth himself eonscientiously aeeonntable
unto find, iG^iV" an,! you cannot deny il. 1 John
iii. 4 ; Rom. iii. 20, iv, 15; 1 Cor. ix. 2 1 ;
for we read, not that a good man falleth inlo
sin every day, and still is in tlie way t)
Heaven, being a child of (TO.I, but to the reverse—1 John iii. 8, " he that commilte'h sin,
is of the Devil, John viii. 34 ; whosot-ver
commitleth sin is the servant of sin,'—v. .16.
" If the siHi therefore shall make you free, Ve
shall be free indeed." Rom. vi. 18. "Being
then made free from sin, ye became tbe servants of righteousness—v. 20, for when you
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were the servants of sin, ye were free from
righteousness ; v. 22, 23, but now being made
free from sin, &c., for the wages of sin is
death."
Any person by reading the Ixxxix Psalm,
may plainly discover, that the promise made
therein to David, as in the person of Christ,
was not altogether without condition, by comparing the promise from verse 19 to 29, &c.,
to 38. From that, either there is a contradiction in the Psalm, or else a condition must
be allowed; for one part saith, that his seed
and throne shall endure for ever, and another
part " thou hast cast his throne to the ground,'''
v. 36, 44, &c. But observe, most people
when quoting this Psalm to prove, once in
grace, always in grace, read thus, v. 33, " nevertheless will I not utterly take from them,
nor suffer my faithfulness to fail," which is a
wrong quotation ; he does not say in the plural, he will not take it from them, but in the
singular, will not utterly take from hirn ; that
is, from Christ Jesus, as David frequently^
represents Christ; compare this Psalm with
1 Chron. xxviii. 6, 7 1 Kings ix. 4 to 9—
where undeniably you will find the condition.
Objec. " I have loved thee with an everlastino
and " he that believeth halh
everlasting life."
Answ.
The life there
spoken of is the love of God, which is called
everlasting, because it is his eternal nature,
which all those that believe enjoy; yet God
being holy, cannot behold iniquity with allowance; of course his justice cries against
it; and demands sati.sfaclion: It mu.st be,
that if I lose that life, that the nature of it
does not change, but returns to God who gave
it, by my out-sinning the day or reach of
mercy, &c. But says one, can a man .sin
bev'ond the love of God, or out of the reach
of mercy 1 Ans. We read that God loved the
world, and yet that there is a sin unto death,
which we are not commanded to pray for,
when one commitleth, John iiil 16, 1 7 ; 1
John V. 16. Those who may read the above,
that have enjoyed the comforts of religion in
their own souls, when they are faithful to
God, they feel his love and enjoy the light of
his countenance ; and a mountain of trouble
appears as a hill, and he surmounts it with
delight, and cries in the Poet's language :

*

" Give joy or grief give ease or pain,
Take life or friends away ;
Bnt let me find them all again,
In that eternal day."

They feel the truth of Christ's words, John
viii. 12. "He that followeth me, shall not
walk in darkness, but sh.all have the light of
life." But when they let down their watch,
their strength departs like Samp.son's when
shorn, and the enemies get the better. A hill
of trouble appears as a mountain, and they
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feel like one forsaken; and on reflection, conscience lays the blame not on God, like the
doctrine of decrees, but on them; and they
have no peace until they repent, and do their
first work, viz. to go to God as a criminal,
and yet as a beggar, broken-hearted, willing
to part with the accursed thing—then they find
the Lord to lift upon them the light of his
countenance, and their peaceful hours return.
They take their harps from the willows, and
cry like the ancients, " our soul is escaped, as
a bird from the snare of the fowler, the snare
is broken, and we are escaped."
Query—Whoever fell from grace ?—Ans.
— W e are informed, 1 Sam. .xv. 17, that when
Saul was little in his own eyes, God exalted
him to be king over Israel, and x. 6, when
Samuel anointed him, he said, " the Spirit of
the Lord will come upon thee, and thou shall
prophecy, and shall be turned into another
man," &c., verse 9, we read moreover, that
God gave him another heart, &c., and what
sort of a heart God gives, I leave you to
judge. And God seemicd to prosper Saul,
while he was humble, .xiii. 12. It appeareth
after two years, that his heart got lifted up
with pride, and the Lord sent him to utterly
destroy the Amalekites, and all things belonging thereto, according to the commandment
by Moses. But Saul rebelled and committed
a sin thereby, v,-hich was as the sin of witchcraft and idolatry, xv. 2 3 ; after this the
spirit of the Lord departed from h i m ; and
afterwards Saul murdered himself in the field
of battle. And we read no murderer hath
eternal life abiding in him : and that murderers hereafter shall be shut out of the Holy
City, xvi. 14, and xxxi. 4 ; 1 John iii. 15;
Rev. xxii. 15. But saith one, was not David
a man after God's own heart, when committing adultery and murder ? Ans. No ; for
God hath not the heart of an adulterer nor a
murderer. And again, no murderer hath eternal life abiding in him, 1 John iii. 15. And
supposing David was a man after God's own
heart, when feeding his father's sheep ; thai
is no sign he was, when committing adultery
and murder, any more than if I were honest
seven years ago, and then turned thief—am
honest still because I was once; this is the
truth, JSgg* and you cannot deny it. But
ob.serve the Lord was displeased with David,
being angry with the wicked every d a y ; and
there is no account, that the Lord put away
Da,vid's sin until he confessed it, &c., 2 Sam.
xi. 27, xii. 13, and all backsliders who .sincerely repent may receive pardon, as David
did, &1.. But yet there is no Scripture that
saith, they shall be brought to repentance
irresLstibly, whether they will or not; for
God will have volunteers for Heaven, or none
at all, Rev. xxii. 14, 17. We cannot with

rea.son suppose that a king would choose an
enemv ns an ambassador, wilh an embassage
to lebels. but a liiend; neither can we suppose wilh pioprielv, that fiod or Christ would
call an eneiiu', a child ol the devil, to go and
preach and do miracles: but a friend, ^'et
we fin I in Matt. x. that Judas with the others,
was pcisi'.ively called, and commanded lo
preach, and had pow'cr lo raise the dead, heal
tho sick, and cast out devils, &c. And the
twelve wont out, and returned, &c. Il sjieaks
cf them collectively, but not individually, doing miracles till after Christ's resurrection.
ChajL xix. Peter .sailh, wc have forsaken all,
(not / ) and followed thee, what shall we have
therefore? Christansw^ereth, vei'se 28, Verily
(or ccrtainlv) I .say unto } ou, that ye which
have followed me in the regeneration, when
the Son of man shall sit in the throne of his
Glory, ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones,
judging the tribes of Isr.acl. Now I ask, how
they could follow Christ in the regeneration,
except they were regenerated, i. e. born
again ? Dolh it not mean Judas for one, seeing there were twelve apostles, twelve thrones,
and twelve tribes T a throne for each ? bul it
appeareth that the thrones were promised on
conditions of overcoming. Rev. iii. 21 ; and that
Judfis forfeited his title by disotiediencc, &c.
But saith one, " I thought Judas was raised
up for the very purpose to betray Christ,
and was always a wicked man." Answer.
Many people think so, through the prejudice
of education, and set up their opinion for the
standard, and atlem])t to bend the Scri[»tures
to it: bul that will not do ; for truth will
stand when error fills, and of course our
tenels shoui.l correspond with the Bible, whicii
doth not say, that Judas was ;ilways evil:
but Chri-^t conve)'s an idea to the reverse,
when referring John xiii. 18, I.o Psalm \li. 9,
where David is speaking of Judas, us in the
jieisoa of Christ; and saith, '• jMine own
familiar frirnd, in ivhom I trusted, whieh did
eat of mv bread, hath lif'led up his heel against
m e " Here Judas is not only siyled Clirisl's
frieiil, but his familiar one, in whom he
trusted. j\ow, can we sup]iose with ])roprioly. ihat Christ would be fiiniliar wilh the
deceillul, and put confidence in them f N o !
methinks he would have set abetter evample.
Olijec. Christ sa)s, /o/(?t \ i . 70. " h a v e I
not choson you twelve, and one oi yini is a
devil."
Ans. Sometimes Christ spoke as man, and
sometimes as (ioJ, and (iod fi('i|uenlly sjieaks
of things that are not as though they were ;
for insifince, Rev. .\iii. 8, we read thai Christ
was a Lamb slain from the fimndation of the
world, and yet he was not actually slain till
four thousand years after.
Again, God said to Abraham, I have made

thot a Father of many nations; when he was
not the Father of but one child (Ishmael.) So
Christ fiireseeing as (Jod, that Sal.-m would
enter inlo Judas, sjiokc ol it, as if it was in
the present tense, thougii it was not really so
fiir some time after; there was more trust put
in Judas than in the other Apostles, he being
made treasurer. We have n.-poated accounts
of Peter, James, and John sinning; but no account that Judas did until six days before the
Passover, John xii. Mark xiv, 3. ^Vher. our
Lord was in the house of Simon the Leper,
which appears to be Judas father's house, in
came a woman to anoint Christ, &c., and it
appears that Judaf. fella rt;'ei';.s.'i covetous disposition lo arise; and from that no doubt he
was called a thief, and had the bag, for he
never was called a thief before ; and Christ
gave him a gentle rebuke, and it appears that
Judas got affronted, by his complying with a
suggestion of Satan. (Satan was not really
in him yet, only tempted him.)—And going
out the same day, ho made a bargain, John
xiii. and 2. and Mark xiv. 1(1. (like some
ministers) saying what will ye give me, and I
will deliver him unto you, ^'^c. Some people
make Scripture, and say, whom Christ loves,
he loves to the end, (and lo the en,! of what ?)
There ar^ no .such words in the Bible^/oAn
xiii. 1, wo read t h u s : "Wlien Jesus knew
that his hour was come, that he should depart
out of this world unto the Father, having
loved his own which were in the world, he
loved them unto the eiiil;" namely, the night
in which the sacrament was instituted, Judas
being present, &c. received the sop, after
which Satan entered him, ver. 27 And now
it may be sail in the full sense of the word,
th.tt he was a devil, find not before, unless yoa
allow of his being one belore, ;tnd another
enlering him now, and so making ;i double
devil of him—and what sort of being that
may be, I cannot t(dl.
Objec. I think '\i i\\d;i;ih\\\ regeneration, oi
was ever a friend lo Christ, as vou talk from
Matt. xix. 28, 2:), an.I Psal. xl'i. 9, that he is
gone lo glory. Ans. No, he has not, for
('hrist afTirniol, " Ntoe to that man. it had been
goo;l for him that he liad nevi'r been born."
Mark xiv 21. Luke w i i . 19. 20. Again, we
read Judas murdereil himself; and no murderer halh eternal life abidiiiLC iu him. Objec.
I do not think one that is given to Christ can
be lost. Ans, Then you do not believe the
Bible, for we read, John xvii. 12, that Judas
was given to Chri.st, and vol he is lost, and
•styled a son of Perdition, which means a son
of destruction—and Acts i. 24, 25, where tlie
eleven surviving .Vpostles, cho.se I\Iattlii;is to
fill up Judas' s])horo, no more, nor less than
what Jiilas did ; iher prayed thus, "Thou
Lord, who knoweth the hearts of all men,

show whether of these two thou hast chosen,
that he may take part of this ministry, and
Apostleship, from which Judas, by transgression, fell,'' &.C. Now, if Judas were always
a Devil, (which could not be, for there must
have been a time when he begun to be one,)
why would they choose a good man to fill up
a Devil's place f Observe, there were twelve
parts of the ministry, and the Apo,stles beine:
accountable persons to God. Judas fell by
transgression, (for where there is no law,
there is no transgression.) Now, what did
he fall from 1 An old profession 1—To fall
from an old profession, is no transgression at
all; for transgression is sin, which implies the
violation of a known l a w ; of course, falling
by transgression, implies losing something
which is valuable, by misconduct, &c., this is
the truth, H ^ ^ a n d you cannot deny it. But
says one, I do not like your talk, for you destroy my comfort: and it is a discouraging
doctrine against getting religion, if one thinks
they can lose it after they get it. Answer, I
might on the other hand, or in another ca.se
say, that it is discouraging against getting
money, or buying this farm, or that horse, for
perhaps it may be squandered, lost or die;
therefore I would not try for them. What
wonld you think of the man that would stop
and be negligent at such objections 1 People
temporally do not term such things discouraging, so as to flee; and methinks none will
make that reply, but those who love and
plead for a little sin; one leak will sink a
ship.
Objec. Solomon was a wise man, and yet
did many things wrong ; and yet wrote Ecclesiastes afterward, from which we may infer,
no doubt he is happy. Answer—Solomon no
doubt was a wise man, above all the kings of
the earth, and yet became the greatest fool by
abusing his wisdom; for after that God had
done so much for Solomon—Solomon turned
and committed sin; and acco-ding to the Mosaic law, was worthy of temporal death in five
respects: First, he made an affinity with
Pharaoh, King of E^ypt—Secondly, took his
daughter to be his wife—Thirdly, made afiinity wilh Hiram, King of Tyre—Fourthly, fell
in love with Heathenish women, who turned
his heart fnm God—Fifthly, fell into idolatry.
He had four gods that he worshipped himself,
and others for his wives. When Solomon was
young, we read the Lord loved him ; but now
he was old, we read the Lord was angry with
him, and he is angry witli the wicked every day.
The Lord endeavored to reclaim Solomon—
first by mercy, and then by affliction ; and
raised up three adversaries for that purpose;
but Solomon would not hear, but went on a
step farther, and attempted to kill Jeroboam,
who arose and fled to Egypt; and as the

Scripture leaves Solomon, he died in that f
state, with mtirder in his heart, as he attempted to slay the innocent; and " no murderer
hath eternal life abiding in him." And there
is no account of Solomon's repentance, but
that he died in his sins; and our Lord intimates, that if we die in our sins, where he is,
we cannot come. And David's dying words
to Solomon were, " If thou seek the Lord, he
will be found of thee ; but if thou forsake him,
he will cast thee q^forevei." Solomon sought
the Lord, and the Lord appeared to him twice ;
afterwards he forsook God, and there is no
account of his return as before observed : and
as for believing that Ecclesiastes was wrote
afterwards, I no more believe Solomon could
write when he was dead, than I believe
I could; and to evade this answer, and say
Solomon wrote it when he was old, I reply, it
is no more than any old man that swears or
gets drunk can do, to cry out vanity of
vanities, &c. when their lives are burthensome ; but what makes the beauty of Ecclesiastes is, to see that a young man could cry
out vanity, which is so contrary to nature,
when nature is so fond of i t : and as for the
book of Proverbs, any person may discover
they were wrote before the building of the
temple, by turning to 1 Kings iv. 32, &c. and
before much of his wickedness. 'You need
not say, that I said, that Solomon is gon.e to
Hell, I did not aiiirm so ; but I take Solomon
where the Scripture doth, and leave him
where the Scripture doth, in the hand of a
merciful God. Asking why the Bible is so
particular to mention all the good conduct of
Solomon, and then this bad conduct, if he repented wiiy was not that put down ? Turn
to the history of Josephus, and it leaves Solomon if possible, in a worse situation than the
Bible doth, &c.
Some people blame me for holding to perfection, and at the same lime they hold to it
stronger than me ; and moreover, for not holding to the final perseverance of the Saints;
which assertion I think is wrong, for I think
there is danger oi falling away—therefore I
hold to perseve7-anee i6@*and they cannot deny
it. Bul they hold, a man cannot get rid ef
sin. Here, therefore, they hold to versevering
in sin, and they hold to a falling 'from grace
of course, ®ig*this is the truth, and 'hey cannot
deny it. Some have heard minisii "s pray io
God, that the people might be sanctified from
all sin ; and then told them that they could not
get rid of all sin—this was a clash. People
frequently feel good desires from God to get
rid of "all sin," James i. 17, and yet think
they cannot obtain the blessing, so pray in
unbelief for it. We read, that whatsoever is
not of faith is sin; therefore, if I hold with
them, I should pray thus, " Lord, save me
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from p:irl of my sins now, and at death take | was a saint. Ans. Paul addeth elsewhere,
them all away," &c. But this does not c o r - : " that the carnal mind is at enmity against
respond with the Lord's Prayer, which com- ' God, and is not subject to his law, neither inmandeth us to pray that God's Kingdom may deed can be, ami to be carnally minded is
come, and his will be done, &c. as in Heaven; death." Again, "Christ came lo save sinners,
&c. of whom l a m chief." Now lo lake these
and we delivered from evil.
The kingdom of God, we read, is not meat expressions together just as they stand, you
and drink ; bul righteousness, peace and joy might prove that Paul was one of the worst
in the Holy Ghost. And Paul sailh, this is of men, in the way to death, and at the same
the will of God, even your sanctification : and time one of the best apostles in the way to
if a man be deliverel from all evil, there is no life, &o. Though Paul sailh, I am carnal,
sin left. And what is the benefit to pray for sold under sin, yet it cannot be that he was
it, if we cannot have it 1 But in obedience to speaking of himself, as a holy apostle; but
the commandment to pray for deliverance was describing or rehearsing the language of
from evil; Paul besouj ht God to sanctify the one under the law, as you may see, Rom. vii.
Thessalonians wholly, and to preserve their 1. "T speak to them that know the law,''
whole spirit, soul and body blameless unto the &c., but chap. viii. 1, 2. Paul saith, there is
coming of Christ, 1 Thess. v. 23, and again ver. therefore now no condemnation to them which
16 to 18, he commandelh them to rejoice ever- arc in Christ Je.sus, who walk not after the
more, pray without ceasing, in every thing flesh, hut after the spirit, for the law of the
give thanks, for this is the will of God in spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath made me
Christ Jesus concerning you. Matt. v. 48, free from the law of sin and death." And
Christ sailh, be ye perfect, even as your Fa- now, if Paul was made free, he could not be
ther which is in heaven is perfect, i. e. for a groaning under bondage at the same time, unman in our sphere as perfect as God is for less you can reconcile liberty and slavery toGod in his sphere. Again, be ye holy, for I gether. Paul saith in one place, " I robbed
am holy. Again, the commandment is to love other churches," now to take this pa.ssa,ge just
the Lord with all our heart, soul, body, mind as it stands, you might prove that Paul' was a
and strength, and our neighbor as ourself, &c. robber; if so, would not the GOTernment hang
And ble.ssed be God the promise is equal to him if he was here, as they hafg robbers, &c.
And to take any particular passage, you
the commandments; for God halh bound himself by a promise, Ezek. xxxvi. 25, then will may prove almost any doctrine, if it be not
I sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall taken in connection with the context or genebe clean, from all your filthincss, and from all ral tenor of the Scripture. But as the Bible in
your idols will I clean.se you, a new heart also | general dolh not plead for sin, but condemneth
will I give you, &c. Again, Psalm cxxx. 8, j it, commanding us to be holy in heart and
the promise is that Israel shall be redeemed ! life, &c. Therefore we should not plead for
from her iniquities: John viii. 12. Christ sin
' as though
'
' we 'loved' it,
' and rolled it under
sailh, he that followeth me shall not walk in our tongue as a sweet morsel, but should be
darkness, but shall have the light of life. And scripturians or Bible men, for Paul lelleth the
again, GoJ hath promised by the hand of Romans, lo whom some think Paul made alMoses, thus " I will circumcise thy heart, and lowance for a little sin, inferring it from the
the heart of thy seed, lo love the Lord with . th chajiter : but, by the by, they should reall thy heart," &c., and thy neighbor as thy- member that Paul talkelh thus, "being justiself. And Paul speaking of the oath and the fied by fiiilh, we b.ave peace with GoJ, chap.
promise of God, two immutable things, in V. 1; VI. 18, 22, he saith, being free from sin,"
which it is impossible for God to lie. Now, &c. and being now made free from sin, &c.
if God cannot lie, then he cannot do all thing.s, i^gg^-Well, s.iys one, what next! Ans. Any
especially that which is contrary lo his na- ])erson, by reading the Epistles of John, may
ture ; if so, then the above mentioned promises iind a sufficiency of proof to convince any
are equal to the commandmcfits, and God is candid mind that the doctrine of Christian
bound by the law of his nature lo jierform the pcriection m love, is a Bible doctrine. Query.
same. This is the truth, >B@*and you cannot How far can a man be perfect in this life '^
denv it
Ans. A man may be a perfect sinner by the
Objec. David said " There is none righteous, help of Satan, Hfe^and you cannot deny it.
noI not one."—An.swer. True, yet we read Now if a man can be a perfect sinner, vrhy
about righ.teous Abel, and Lot's righteous soul, not a perfect saint ? Shall we not allow as
(2 Peter ii. 8. Matt, xxiii. 35.) Objec. Solo- much power to God to perfect his children in
mon saith, " there is no man that sinneth not." his own nalure, which is love, as the Devil
Ans. True, but John sailh, " he that is born has power to perfect his in sin, &c. 1 But,
of God dolh not commit sin." Objec. Paul ays one, answer the former question, .-.nd
saith, " I am carnal, sold under sin;" yet he I likewise, who ever attained what you are
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talking about ? Very well—I'll tell you ; I
think a man cannot be perfect as God, except
it be for men in our sphere, as God is for God
in his sphere; iov absolute perfection belongs
to God alone : neither as perfect as angels, or
even Adam before he fell, be<ause I feel the effect of Adam's fall, my body being mortal is a
clog to my soul, and frequently tends lo
weigh down my mini, which infirmity I do
not expect to gel rid of until my spirit returns
to GoJ : yet I do believe that it is the privilege
of every saint, to drink in the spirit or nature of
God, so far as to live without co:Timitting willful, or known, or malicious sins against God,
but to have love the ruling principle within,
and what we say and do, to flow from that
divine principle of love within, from a sense
of duty, though subject to trials, temptations,
and mistakes at the same time; and a mistake in judgment may occcasion a mistake in
practice—I may think a man more pious than
he is, and put too much confidence in him,
and thereby be brought into trouble. Now
such a mistake as this, and many other .similar ones I might mention, you cannot term sin
with propriety; for when Eldad and Medad
prophesied in the camp, Joshua mistaking in
his judgment, thinking they did wrong, occasioned a practical mistake, requesting Moses
to stop them, &c., which was not granted.
Observe, one sin shut Moses out of Canaan,
of course one sin must have shut Jo,shua out;
but as God said, "Joshua wholly followed
him," and wholly not being partly, and as he
entered Canaan, from that circumstance, I argue
that a mistake flowing from love is not imputed as a sin. Again as we are informed, that
Christ was tempted in all re.spect3 like as we
z.re, Heb. iv. 15, yet without sin, and can be
touched with the feeling of our infirmities, &c.
Again, as we are commanded, James i. 2, to
count it all joy, when we fall (not give way)
into divers temptations. And if the Devil, or
wicked men tempt me, and I reject and repel
the temptation with all my heart, how can it
be said that I sin 1 Am I to blame for the
Devil's conduct % I can no more prevent my
thoughts than I can prevent the birds from
flying over my head ; but I can prevent them
foom making nests in my hair.
Some people expect purgatory to deliver
them from sin ; but this would, methinks,
make discord in Heaven. Others think that
death will do it. If death will deliver one
from the last of sin, why not two"? why not
all the world by the same rule •? So, universalism will be true, and death have the praise,
and Jesus Christ be out of the question ! But
death is not called a friend, but is styled an
enemy and it does not change the disposition
of the mmd. All that death does is to separate he soul from the body, therefore, as we
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must get rid of the last of sin, either here or
hereafter, and as but few in America allow of
purgatory, I suppose it must be here. If so,
then it is be-''ore the soul leaves the body, consequently it is in time, oi course before death.
Now the qi ery arises, how long first ? Why,
says one, perhaps a minute before the soul
leaves the body. Well, if a minute before,
why not two minutes, or an hour ; yea, a day,
a week, a month, or a year, or even ten years
before death—or even now 1 Is there not
power suflicient wilh God, or efficacy enough
in the blood of Chiist? Certainly the Scriplure sailh, all things are now ready; now is
the accepted time, and behold now (not tomorrow) is the day of salvation. To-Jay if
you will hear his voice. Remember now thy
Creator in the days, &c., and there being no
encouragement in the Bible for to-morrow,
now is God's time ii£g*and you cannot deny
it, &c. Observe examples—by iailh Enoch
walked with God (not with sin) three hundred year,s, and had the lestimony that he
plea.sed God—Gen. v 2 2 ; Heb. xi. 5. Caleb
and Joshua, wholly (not pari y) followed the
Lord—Num. xxxii. 11, 12. Job likewise,
God said was a perfect man, and you must not
contradict him; and though Satan had as
much power to kill Job's wife, as lo destroy
the other things ; as all except Job's life was
in his hands, but he thought he would spare
her for an instrument, or a torment, Job i. 12,
22, and ii. 9, 10. David v/as a man after
God's own heart, when feeding his father's
sheep, not when he was committing adultery
—1 Sam. xiii. 14 and xvi. 7, 11—2 Sam. xii.
13.
Zacharias and Elizabeth, were both
righteous before GoJ, walking in all the commandments, &c. blameles.s—Luke. i. 5, 6.
Nathaniel was an Israelite indeed, in whom
there was no guile, &c. John i. 47. John,
speaking of himself, and those to whom he
wrote, herein is our love made perfect, and
perfect love caslelh out fear,"—1 John iv. 17,
18. Again, of the seven Churches of Asia,
five had some reproof, but two had no reproof at a l l ; Smyrna and PhilaJelphia, why
not, if they had a little sin; the latter was
highly commended, Rev, ii. 8, 9, and iii. 7,
and so on, &c.
Query—Must we not get rid of all sin before we go lo glory"? do net we feel desire.s
for if? did not God give us these desires'?
does not he command us to pray for if*
should we not look in expectation of receiving 1 God help thee, without prejudice to
consider the above impartially, as a sincere
enquirer after truth, let it come from whom it
may, intending to improve conscientiously as
for eternity—Amen
Says one, do you
think a man can know his sins forgiven in
this life, and have the evidence of his accept-
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nnce with Go 1 ? Answer—We are informed, different objects by the sensitive .irgaiv, of the
that Abel ha.l thi- witness that he was right- eye, ear, &c., and tell whether they are anieous—Gen. i'.- 4 ; Hob. xi. I, Enoch had the mate or inanimate; and yet how my thinking
testimony—v 5. Job s:ii,l, I know that my power gets the idea, or comprehends the same
Redeemer liveth, and tliough he slay me, yet through the medium of matter, is a thing I
wiil 1 trust in him ; Jobxi.v. 25. David said, cannot comprehend ; yet it being such a .self"come unto me all yo that fear the Lord, and evident matter-of-fact, I must assent to the
I will tell vou whfit he halh done for my idea, &c. Bul says one, who knows these
soul." As far as the oast is from the west, so things in this our day •? Ans. The Church of
far halh ihe Lord sep;irated our sins from us. England prayeth to have the thoughts of their
Psalm Ixvi. 16. Peter said, John 21, "Lord, hearts cleansed by the inspiration of God's
thou knowest that I love thee." John sailh, holy spirit, and wilh the Church of Rome, ac" ho that believeth on the son of God, hath the knowfedgelh what is called the Apostles'
•u'i'fjifSi'in himself." 1 John v. 10, and Mall, creed; a part of which runneth thus, " I
i. 25. Jesus sliall s.ave his people (not in, believe in the communion of Saints, and in
but) from their sins. Again, John iii. 8, the the forgiveness of sins." Again, the above
wind bloweth where it lisleth, thou hearest ideas are in the Presbyterian Cateclii.sm,
the sound thereof, &c., so is every one that is which saith, " that the assurance of God's
born ofthe sidrit. The wind, though we do love, peace oi conscience,* and joy in the Holy
not see it, we feel and hear it, and see the efso called, is the result of the judgment'
fect it pro luces ; it waves the grass, &c. So and* Conscienre,
the Judgment is the result or ccmclusion of the unrferIhe spirit of Go;l, we feel it, il gives serious staiiding, and according to the information or lUuminatinn ofthe understanding, so the judgment is firmed pro
impressions, and good desires within our or
con, and accordingly the conscience speaks, fiom
breast for roli-^ion. Again, we hear it. an in- which I argue that reason without revelation or the inward voice telling wh.'it is right and wdiat is fluence of the Holy Sjiirit, is not a suflicient guide ; for
instance, a I t o m a u s conscience will not allow nim to eat
wrong; and the more attention one gives to an egg on Friday, and } et they will curse and swear. A
the inward inonilor the more distinctly they Quakei's conscience will not allow him to j.artake ol the
as a sincere one infurmed me, when taken
will hear the sound, till at length it will bo- saciaineiit;
prisoner by the Romish rebels in Ireland, they strove to
come their teacher. Again, we may- see the make him conform to their ceremonies—he replied,
that you can inflict will make me yield."
efiiicl il pro luces—some that have been proud •'nothing
Thus you see, men's consciences lead them diametrically
and ])rofiigale, get reformed and become ex- opjiosito to each other—from which I argue, that CODamples of jiict\-: which change money could scieiice is not a suflicient guide, though a man ought not
to go contrary to his conscience, l^or instance, if the
not have produced, &c. Says another, I will undcrslauding be misinformed the judgment draws 1
acknowlc.lge the ancients could talk of the wrong conclusion, viewing things in lal^e colors, by
whicli means the conscience is not properly regulated, and
knowlelge, but inspiralion is now done away ; thereby
runs into absurdity, as I'aul mentions some,
therefore it is nonsense to e.\])ecl any such w hose consciences wore dej'iltd.
Ihing in this our day. Answer. We read,
-\ii.v man who does a thing contrary to what he thinks
Jeremiah xx.xi. 33, 34, of a lime when all or judges is right, his conscience, which is the result of
his jud.giiiciit, will convict or condemn him. 'I'herefore,
shall know the Lord, from the least lo the sujiposiiig .1 mail's understanding to be misinformed, he
greatest. Now, if there hath lieon a time past iiiiglit Conclude or judge a thing to be wrong when itis
Tight, and tliereb)- feel convicti-m. as ilin eiior, when in
when people have known Go:l, and a lime to fact
tlmit: is none but his inistnke. From tl-i-i » again
come when all sh;ill know him—which liiris ai:;ne the need \\e have of revehilioii, in order to understand
and know our duty aright, and likewise to form
is not yet arrive 1, Isa. xi. i>, Hah. ii. 14—why
proper idciis of (iod, and eternal things.
may not people know him in this our day f
As C'lod is a sfiirlt, tvc c m hnou: no more of him than he
nature has not chan.ged, nor God, and if nifil- is jdcii^ed lo reveal c \ c c p t wo draw it from his dealings
with
his c.catuirs, ko. and as we liaie not the language
ter still can operate on matter, wliy not sjiirit
of iiiniwrUilihj, wi- can form no jii-t or jiropcr ideas of
upon s])irit ? Some people are so much like tlif eternal, i'lnmortal or ci'lcslini realms, or world; bul
fools, that thoy think thoy are not boun 1 in liy tho rc/ovsfHfn/ions of cartlily things. Therefore for
the \\ant ol a better language, we have to make use of
reason lo believe ;iny thing except they can the
most striking vietnpbors or irpie.^entations, that
comiireheml it. This idea centres right in \,ii,il,il laii!,'nage will or car. admit. &c. and thisissofar
slioit
of till' Teal e'.sence ofthe niatfi-r, that if people are
Atheism : for the thing which comprehends not much
aware, they will Airni impiopeT i.lea. Oom unis always gie.iter than the thing comprehend- meaning expressions which we are obliged tnu-c for the
want
of
better,
ami so I'oim wrong ideas L ' di-awing *
ed therefore, if v.'c could comprehend God,
wrong conilii-ioii relative to the sai^e, and then lay
we should be greater than he, and of course down those ideas as positi\ e aigumcnts. By these mcani
look down upon him with contempt. But be- much eri'or i^ gone abroad into the woild ; and from exsimilar to these. INFINITE MMHKR,—an K T M cause we i.innot comprehend him, then ac- jircssions
N.ii. DKCUKK,, iltc. Now observe, theie is no number bat
cording lo the above ideas, wc must disbelieve may be enlarged by the addition of units ; but tb»l
whicli is infinite cannot be enlarged ; therefore to tali
ind reject the idea of a Clod. The
ahout infinite numbers, is a contradiction in forms.
so acts, suppos"s himself to be the greatest,
From light cometh sight, from sight cometh sense, toA
he comprehen ling all olhermen or things, and sense giveth sorrow. \V'hen the divine inf1uen< e sbinei,
into
the understanding, and gives the soul a discovery of
of eour.se he is God; and many such a God the danger
to which t-iu cxposM it, k c . the soul t W
there is full of conceit. Observe, I can know yieldeth obedience to this light, findeth the mind togtoir
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Agreeable to the above, the Baptists, when
Ghost, doth accompany or flow from justification, adoption, and sanctification, in this life," going to the water, tell how this assurance
was communicated to their souls, and when. &c.
(not in the life to come.)
solemn under a sense of eternal things, the heart to grow
tender, and the conscience to be as the apple of an eye,
arising from a view of their situation, occasioned by this
divine revelation in the mind, &c. So the soul, seeing
tbe evil of sin, which it once cleaved to in love, now abhors it like as one tleeth from a serpent. Here penit3nce
takes place, the heart melts to tenderness like wax before
the lire, anil becomes willing to part with their sins and
to be saved by free grace ; they likewise feel a cry in
their hearts for mercy, not like the man who says oyer
his prayers as a lazy school-boy says his lesson and
thinfcs he has done his stint, but rather like a d r o w i i n g
man that cannot swim, calls mightily to one on the shore
for help or 1 am drowning, &c. Their cry is, what sh'all
I do to be saved ? God be merciful unto me a sinner.
Here is repentance pointed out, which implies three
things—first, a sensibility of the evil done—secondly,
brokenness of heart or contrition of mind for it—and
thirdly, a w-illingness to make confession or satisfaction,
8tc. Observe, a man cannot repent of his error till he is
sensible he is in one—here 1 again argue the need of
revelation to give an internal conviction, with regard to
that which is displeasing in God's sight, &.c. Again, if a
man persists in a thing, he does not abhor it, and of course
does not rejient ofit, for if he did, he would forsake it instead of delighting and persisting in it, Sec. Again, if
one be in an evil and will not confess it from his heart to
the injured or abused, he is impenitent; of course he
does rot repent—God pity him. The way to have repentance towards God, is to yield obedience to the influence of God's awakening spirit, and consideration is the
first thing. O God help thee, reader, to adhere to the inward whispering voice and seriously reflect on the value
of thy soul, the shortness and uncertainty of time, and
the iiecessity of improving your accountability for
eternity. Again, a resolution is positively necessary to
be on the Lord's side, as saith Christ, the kingdom of
Heaven sufl'ereth violence, and the violent take it by
force. The prodigal son came to himself, (which implies he was beside himself, as every sinner is) and reflected or considered how many hired servants, &c. at my
father's house, and I perish with hunger. A resolution
was then formed ; I will arise and go to my father ; and
the resolution was put into practice, not in a dilatory
way, as though he must first go and tell the citizen ; but
he at once left all behind, and his father did not wait for
him to get clear home, but met with him when he was
yet a great way oft'.
So, reader, if you intend to serve God, you must count
the cost, and tlien enlist for the war ; i. e. set out for
eternity and give up the idols of your heart, for you cannot serve two masters, saith Christ. And again, he that
loveth father, mother, brother or sister, wife or children,
houses or lands more than me, is not worthy of me ; and
except.,a man deny himself, and take up his cross daily,
«nd follow me, he cannot be my disciple. God help thee
to reflect whether you will set out and encounter the
difliculties to enjoy future happiness, or whether you
will slight the ofters of Heaven, and sell your soul for
the sake of the pleasures of vice, which you can now roll
under your tongue as a sweet morsel, b-iit your latter
end will be b i t t e r : O, will you run the risk of being cut
oil'in your sins !
F.IITH is a divine conviction of the attributes of God,
wrought in the MIND by the Spirit of God, that there is
a reality in the invisible world, or a supernatural evidence communicated to tho understanding, that there is
a reality in spiritual things, as saith the apostle " Say not
' " 'hy heart, who .shall ascend into Heaven to bring
Christ from above, oi who shall descend into the deep to
bring up Christ, &c. But the WORD is nigh thee, even in
thy mouth and in thy heart, i. e. the word o( faith which
we preach." Rom. x. 6, 7, S. The word there spoken of,
IS what in other parts of the Bible is called the word of
Ood, which ia the voice or power of Jesus Christ, speaking to the hearts ofthe sons of men, as you may observe,
. 1 '• ' *" •*' *"** '"^- ^' *^' where is the man who hath
not heard 7 consideration and resolution are actions of
the mmd. Some people suppose that faith and believing
are synonymous expressions, with one and the same
meaning; buM think they are diflerent, and that believ-

ing is the .icr ot faith, the same as seeing is the act of
sight. 1 cannot see without sight; God gives me sight,
but the act ot seeing is mine. So believing is the act of
the creature; if it were not so, why should we be commanded to believe, and condemned for unbelief, or not
believing }
Surely believing is the action of the creature, but he
cannot believe without a powei', any more than 1 can see
without sight—faith is the gift of Ciod, that is the internal POWER to realize spiritual and eternal things. Well,
says one, when I attempt to jiray, what shall i believe?
Answer—prayer being the sincere desire of the heart,
earnestly ascending to God ; when you feel your need
of a blessing, raise your desires with fervency in expectation, believing that God is able to give } ou the things
) 0 u feel you need. Believe, secondly, that he is it'i/^iii^
to do it, as he willeth not the death of a sinner, but that
all should come to repentance, Ezek. .xxxiii. II ; 2 Peter
iii. 9. Believe, thirdly, that he will bless you because he
has promised it. Observe, some people claim the promises when they have no right to them, for they live in
the commission cf known sin—"for the wages of sin is
death," and " t h e soul that sinneth it shall die." But
those who are willing to part with their sins have a right
to the promises of God, according to Prov, xxviii, 1.3, and
Matt, xi. 28, for God cannot lie, says Paul. Therefore
God is bound by the law of his nature, to perform his
promises to the sons of men when they fulfil the condition, which is to be sensible of their need, and become
penitentially passive in his hand ; so far resigned as to
have no wiil of their own, abstract from his, and yet
active to enquire his will, willing to do it as far as it is
manifested, &.c. Some people under a sense of their unworthiness, think that God is so very angry with them,
that he will not receive them till they are better, and of
course that they must do something to jiacify him, just
as if his will must be turned in order to be willing to
receive them. But observe the poet saith,—
" If you tarry till you're better,
Vou will never come at all."
Therefore, you cannot make yourself better by tarrying f.-om him a space, by striving to do something to
recommend yourself to his favor. But remember that
God is willing to receive you, if you are but willing to
receive him at the expense of your sins, and submit for
him to take possession and reign within. For we read, 2
Cor v. 18, 19, 20, that God is in Christ reconciling the
world to himself; and it is for us to be reconciled to God,
as God is love ; and his love, according to John iii. 16, 17,
influenced him to send his Son to make if possible forour
salvation. Therefore, he is willing to receive us, if we
are willing to receive him, as now is the Lord's accepted
time and day of salvation ; all things are now ready, &c.
Therefore take God at his word now and let thy soul's
desires be enlarged in expectation of the blessing, as the
watchman looketh out for the dawn of day, believing aa
Christ died for all, he died for me. Now is the time for
salvation and I can only receive him by faith, and rest
my soul upon him as the sinners Saviour.
" Lord, I give myself to thee,
'Tis all that I can do."
The very moment you thus yield and give up, and submit to the grace of God by throwing down the weapons
of your rebellion, relying your whole dependeYice on the
mercy of God in the merits of the Redeemer for salvation, &c. that very moment the spirit which converts will
give the testimony of pardon and reconciliation in tne
beloved ; for the Spirit bears witness to truth : (Rev. iii.
•20,) and thou wilt feel a change within, whereby thou
canst say, one thing I know, that whereas I was blind, I
now see ; or the thing I once hated I now love, and tho
thing I once loved I now hate ; i. e. the things of the
world, which I once placed my heart upon, 1 see how
empty and vain they are, and religion, which I little
esteemed, I prize to be of more value than all the world
besides. Give me Christ or else I die.
" Only Jesus will I know,
And Jesus crucified."
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Tlie Qu:Lkci> likewise acknowledge that the many other proofs mi^ht be brought, but let
true vvor^t.ii) is in spirit (not in the out- one more suffice; and that i.s in your own
wiinl lelier; und in Iruih (not in error) and breast. You feel the witness and reproof
'I !,e woiti II r^. implies a well ginnmlcd expectation revival of religion, now in the earth, and oi>en a door for
of tilt' iMij(>\ ment of Mniiotliiii!^ in luture ; thereloro, it is the promulgation of the gospel, ind may laboiers be
nuiie tliaii i h u e wish, dcsiie, or presumption, tliat it rai'^ed up, such its will count md their lives dear to themw.il lie ^<i witiitmt aii\ uvi>toiice, itc..
selves .sti tliat they may finish their course with joy, and
Sii PI'tiding I u lis citiKleiniiL'ti tiMii<* (nr tlie horrid crime a nation to he born to God in a day, and the nations learn
oi iiiui.'tT, a:ii] there is nc pnyi^ilulity of ts:cape, one asks war no moic !
mo, I,t leiiio, ilo \ uu c.^jjcct t o e - t a p e tlie g j l l o w s ? I
Again, the spirit of C h n - t infiuenccth his followers to
i c p ! \ . I h'ipe .1) ,\ii\v il theie lie no luuhability of obey his comnnindments, wiiich are, to loce _\ our enemies,
esiMpo, h'lw ctiuld I Impe ? I would naturally despair, to hlrss thcni that curse }'OU, and pray lor ihem that
and il I d^sjKiiit'd i m u t d not hope, fur hope and de.^pair desjiilefal/y use and persecute you.
dti net g.. liaud in liand. ^() ni) IIOJJC wtjuld be but a
And that man whff cannot p>ray ftir his enemies, but
w i-h fi de-iifi, So it is witli some sinners \vli') are more feels malice again-.t them, hath got no religion, !or the
alVaid t'l wliai u ill iiappen alter death, thi^n they are of ( hiistian being holy, aldiors their evil conduct, ) et loves
death iLsell, unii \ et say tlioy hope to ffo to Heaven when their jirec'ous souls with a love of pity, Matt, v 44, &c.
the} die, iin.i \ el thc_\ know Ju iheir own hearts and feel
Again, ho being Justified by faith, he hath peace with
tii.it they are uiipicp:iiT<!, &c.
God throug,i C h n s t
The spirit of peace leiguing
1 heie roiii ar^uc, tiiat their Iiope is nothing but a wish within, he hath peace of cortsciencc and becomes a ij-r.fcor desire; lur (itiubtless they would wish to escape maker: and such are called the children of (lod, :\lalt.
mi^civ, as self-Jnc^:e^\ ation is said to be the first law of V. 9, and this influences him to live peacealilv with aU
natuie But a wi.sh or a desire (which all l e d at times, men, as much as the natuie and circunutances of things
fci-c ) will no inoie carry a jierson to Heaven without wiil admit of Likewit-e, this petice makes his soul hke
practice, than ade^iie to see my parents would carry me the ocean, while the surface is uneven by the tempestutu New t.ti.L;-! tn-d.
ous storms, the bottom of it is calm ; so the Christian
-Again, suj poie a man possessing a plantation would possessing this peace within, while in the midst of out.
neiluer plough nor i)iant, yet exptct a cioit in the fall, ward difhcultics, tb.** centre of the soul is calmly stayed
because God was able to make it grow in a day—this on God.
n;aii's hop^ wouhl be nothing but
presumption—])ieAgain, there is ;oj in the Holy Ghost, which is sweeter
Ruiiiiug uu the puwer ol God without any evidence that than the honey fiom the honey comb, and will gi\e
Gtid u'luld e.Ncrt that power. Ju.st so it is with some refreshment to the mind, like corporeal bread lefieshing
people ; sa\ ti;';>. I have not been so bad as many of my the hungry body, to the satisfaction thereof, 'i he things
neighbors, .tii'l God is good, and Christ iy good, and I of this -world can no moie give contentment to the wuiid
Loi>o to niako i.ut somehow when i die. Thus tliey con. than a handful of sand can refresh the hunger of tlie
elude bil is well witheut e\itlence, and deceive tliem- body ; for the mind is spirit and its happineas must be
s e h e s . Tlii^ jue-uinjituous hope will do to live by, but spiritual and come from a spiritual source, of course
will lie.^eit tlie planter ;n the fail, and tiiee iu deatii.
from God; consequently it must be found in revealed
Oh ei ve. t!ie tdnk-tian hojies for ha}tpiness beyond this religion
lifo. and hi.^ lioiic is sornetliing more tlinn a bare wish or
Therefore, we need the influence of the floly Spint,
prcsuntption tliat it will bt.- so witliuut evidence, but which I call inspiratian or revelation, ^-c. which we all
juther he is like the man w bo ph)nghs the ground, tiie feel at times and seasons to operate ujion our mindt,
ciop .'•i'iiiig< up itiid begins to grow, tliere is a (ine proba- cau'^ing good desires to spring uj) within, LJ-C.
hiliiy that he vvill !ia\ e a croj) in the f;iU, so the Christian
And by the help of this spirit, many have, and all iray
h i> '0. pi oi-aLi-ily of Hea\ cn or futuie hliss, arisinu. from a repent if they will, but obey it whilst the day of meicy
good j.rf^j.fct, f.ir the .'Spirit of ( h r i s t which reigns in la^ts, as saith the maxim—
1 i*"a\ en h dh cmiricird him, and given him a divine
t riili-iii t- ielati\e to his prcseid dangeiou.s state, brouglit
hiiM to 1 cpeniaficc, enaliled him to } ield obedience, and
'* AVhile the lamp holds out to burn,
g n cn liiMi an i vidv.nct of pardon, .^o the liurthcii is gone,
'I'he vilest sinner may return ;
and the man leels a cliango wiought within him, and can
But if you will not when ) ou may,
tell \ on an experience lif g r a c e - so the hope is well
"When you will you shall have nay."
grouir.lctl.
.\g.iin, ihe f hristian viewing the goodness and mercy
Temperance is Christian fruit—many to avoid one exof Ci,i(i 111 ie(k-ni|ilion, and vieuing a beauty in hidiiiess, treme, run into another on the other side. Tempci'ance
feds hi.s 111',lit drawn rtnt in l o \ e t o t h e Lord and to his implies avoiding extremes, by stiiking the medium—I
w a\ s, ail i can .•-a\ in liihle hiMguiige, " l,oid thou know- may talk too little and prevent my usefulness—I may
est that 1 it)w tiioe : or we lu\o G'od because he first talk too much and .'•jjoil my influence—Likewise, ejt loo
loved u s ' And they t.ht v hiui not so inucli out of a little or too much, and injure my constitiition—aUo.
bla. ish fear of he ing danmed, as out of a loving filial fear drink loo little, or jjeilmp^ diiid-: too much and get
of ortendmg Again, they hi\e the LordV people accord- d r u n k ; and become worse than a Itea^t or a de\il, for
ing t*» tlic <b''.enlh ciMninandment, and can s;ay with thoy do not get drunk ; and in this one sin, 1 commit
John, •' \\\ this wc know, that we have passed fifmi death ever so many-first, I injuic my body—secondh. 1 bring
unto hie, IHI •au'-e w c love tho l)retlirrn,"' The Christian a scandal on myself -thirdly, I set a bad .'\:imple before
loves the image nf his master wheiever he can see it, he others—fourthly, I lay out my money fiir that which U
h.\f^ their ciunpany and ennvorsjition, for their hearts worse than if thrown into the fire—fifthly, 1 break the
lun t"g<-th ;r in cords of k n c like two drops of water. command of God—sixthly, 1 quenclx tlie good Sjdril
.\nd i hii^t has given us a mctliod wlmreby the wicked seventhly, 1 deprive m\self of the ]Knver of reasonmay know whether we possess religion or nid. John eighthly, I hereby am liable to injure or murder nij
xiij 34. .1."), B_\ this shall all men know, that ye are my friends, &c. Sec.
diM-jple-, if } e ha\ c lo\ e one lo another.
Again, there is meekness, which implies btimii'ty or the
Obser\e, urn may t;d.e a f)iece of iron and wood, and possessing ihe Sfii7-it oi our station, io act in thai \^'f?f
you caiinot weld them together, but two pieces of iron of life which heaven hath allotted or ijualijied us /i^r,
may l e welded together -Imt if iion be welded around not wishing to appear above what we really are, neither
v.'ond, the woMii may shiink from it and get loose. So to sink ourselves below our pniper dignity ; whcUier
relative to religion - two (hristians will unite like among the great or small, willing to take up our dailf
iron, but it is nut e^eiy professor that Js a real pos-sessor. cross and fiillow C:hrist through evil as well BS through
And the non possessing professor, will not unite with the good report to joys on high. Christ saith, come and
true professor, and if an appearance of unitv is taking learn of me, for I am meek and lowly in heart. Matt.
place, they will shrink from it like the wood from iron, xi. 29. But some peoi)lc are proud ajid haughty, and '
which hath too frequently lie en the case in ( hiistendom, think, great I and LITTI.K. U.
lo the no Knmll injury of the cause of religion in the unAnother quality of this fii,it is long suffering; for If
believing world. But as fai as holiness prevails, so far a God had come out in strict justice, he would have catM \
uniou of spirit will take place. O may God curry on the down while in oursius, as cumberersof tUtf ground ^ bttt
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sometimes for doing wrong; now why may idea of a witness within likewise ol doing
we not, on I tie principles of reason, admit the right; also of pardon from God through Christ,
and acceptance. And now I have as good a
he bore with iis and forebore to cut us off, that we might
light to di.=pate whether there were any such
have a lunger space to repent in.
So we should be God-like in t'lis respect and n.?ver re- land as Canaan, as you have to dispute return evil for evil, but contrariwise, good for evil, and
bear aiul forlicar as much as what the nature and cir- vealed religion ; for if I credit it, it is b j .'lUman information, and you have as .strong proof
cumstances ofthe ca>e will admit.
.Again, gentleness is another quality of this fruit, as about revealed religion.
And such proof as
saitli tlie Apostle, a servant mu.^t not strive, but be gen.
tie ; and let your moderation be iviiown to all men, &c. this in other affairs, in common co'irts of
Some ]'eoi)le give reproof ir. anger, &c to the no small equity, would be allowed, £Sg"and you caninjury ol < "iiristianity by prejudicing minds thereby
agajiiit It, &.C.. Cut as God came to .\dam in the cool of not deny it.
the da\, and ns soft words turn away wrath, I entreat
Christ saith, Luke xxi. 19. In your pathose jnt.> whose hands tliis may fall never to take tlie
harsher way when love will do the deed, p"or by re- tience possess ye )'our souls—0 how much
proving m anger-, j ou make the opposite party angry ; there is contained in this expression ! And
they then wiil take you to be tlieir enemy, and tliereby if we possess our souls in our patience, how
their ears are cut oil', and none but Christ can heal them ;
ought we to e.xercise patience under trials and
BO your word will be as chalf before the wind.
But go on in gentleness, in the Christian spirit with be resigned to the will of providence, who
sound aignnient, and though they get angry at first, yet hath the disposal of all events, lest we prevent
tliis waj- will tend to cool them down and convince their
judgmerr., they see their error, feel conviction .and f ir the sanctification of the affliction, and thereby
the sake ol jicace of mind, reform, &c. llc>w much more lose a blessing and get a curse. James saith,
probable is this way of success than the other?
-Again, FATiKNci.: which implies bearing trials with an you have heard of the patience of Job, and
humble lesignation to tho will of God, believing that he seen the end of the Lord, and exhortcth his
will Cjirry us through, &c. the greatest mercies when brethren to count it joy, when they fell into
abused, become the greatest curses, as the oilers of
mercy when rejected is the cause of the sinner's condem- temptation or afflictions for a trial of their
nation ; whereas the greatest aftlictions when sanctified faith, which worketh patience, and patience
are mercies in disguise; for instance, it is said that a
man in the rcigu oi Queen .Mary, said every thing wiiich experience, &c. which enlarges the capacity,
happetie<l to him would be for the best: he was to be so that we shall be more capable of enjoying
burned as a lierctic, on account of his religion, &c. and
Job's afflictions were
being ma.le pri-oner, on his journey he liajtpened to fall God here and hereafter.
down and break a limb. Said the guard, will tiiis be for great, yet remember God carried him through,
the best .' He •.mswered in the alhrniati\'e j and before and first. Job had a great experience, which
he got ;jl)io to continue his journey the Queen died, by
winch means his life was preserved—thus } ou see the otherwise he could not have had—second, he
truth of Ins woids,
saw the salvation of God—third, liis latter
Wliate\er trials I bring upon myself by my miscon- end was blessed tAvice as much as his beginduct, I may thank myself for. fSut whatever trials
befal me when in tiie path of duty, such as 1 cannot ning—fourth, his enemies were brought to
avoid with nt getting out of duty's path—such I believe buw to him ; and this is left on record for the
happen not hy chance, nor come from the dust, but are
benefit of the after generation,?—and God in
God's mercies in disguise, as above.
We iv.fd tliat it is tlirough much tribulation we are to this our day, frequently sees it necessary to
enter into the kingdom of God. And those who have got suffer his dear children to pass through trials
through, caine oil o( great tribulation, and all that will
live go,ily in Christ shall suffer persecuiion, which im- and difficultie.s, to .set them up as examples of
plies that if he meets with no ojiposition, he hath not patience for others to copy after, and to wean
religion enough to make the De\ii angry with him.
-Again, i h r i s l vaith, in the world you sliail have tribula- them from the Avorld, and ripen them for the
tion, but ill ine ) o u shall have jieacc ; and Heb. xii. we kingdom of everla.sting glory—and those who
read, wh.t sou is he whom the father chastenoth not.
And tli'Migli no clia-tening for the present seemeth to be put their trust in him, he deserteth not, but
joyous but g.ievous, nevertheless, afterwards it yieldeth proportions their strength to their day, and
the pe.icei'lile Iniitof righteousness unto them which are gives them .suffering grace in trying times.
exorci'ieil thereby ; and we have not an high priest
\yhii-li riinnoi be touched with the feelings of our infirmi- Yea, he is with them in six trials, and in the
ties ; but gliiiy lo God, he can ; as saith the poet,
seventh forsakes them not, as saith the Apos' He in the days of feeble fle-jh,
tle—he Avill not suffer you to be tempted
I'oui'd out strong cries and tears,
above what you are able to bear—but will
-And in his measure feels afresh,
with the temptation make a way for your es\\ hat e\ ery menibei bears.
A smoking t!ax he will not (luench,
cape. A storm denotes a calm ; so do trials
Bnt riii-e it to a flame,
and afflictions denote good days, to those who
A bruised reed he will not break,
put their trust in God, with prayer and resigKor scorn the meanest na-me."
nation to his disposal.
Therefore,
" Ve fearful saints fresh courage take
When all things go well with me, like plea'I'he clouds ye so much dread,
Are big with mercies and shall break
sant sailing, I conceive there is a storm someIn blessings on your head."
Avhere gathering; I endeavor to lay out acTlierefoie.
cordingly, and bj so doing I am prepared for
" Ve cori(|ncring souls fight on,
it when it comes, and if I be disappointed, 1
-And when the conquest you have won,
Palms of victory you shall bear,
am disappointed on the right side. It is now
-And in Christ's kingdom have a share,
upwards of ten years, that I have devoted my
And crowns of glory ever wear,
1Q endless day."
life as a travelling missionary, though not ia
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the common way but rather likt the fowls of
till' air, more ilriiendent for m) daily bread,
have ha.l no pailicular source to depend upon
e\i tyt divine ])roviilence, whom as yet I have
never found lo desert me—no not in my greatest discouragements; but hitherto he hath
helped and raised me up friends in times of
need ; and now 1 am among kind friends ; and
though I expect trials are before me, previous
to my di:^solution y t he who hath been with
me, 1 trust will slill continue his mercy, and
one dav take me to rest above, where the
wicked shall cease from troubling and the
weary are at rest.
** W h e r e all our toils are o'er.
Our sufferings and our pain ;
"Who meet on that eternal shore.
Shall never part again."

David saith. Psalm Ixx.xiv. 11, " n o good
thing will God Avithhold from them that walk
uprightly,'" therefore, if God withholds a thing
from the upright in heart, it is not in judgment but in mercy, because he sees that the
fruition of it would not be best for them in the
long run. And Paul .saith " a l l things shall
work together for good to them that love
God." Therefore, let us lie fassive in the

hand of providence, at the disposal of his will,
knowing that if we are active to enquire and
do it according to the light and knowledge
imparted, it being the delight of providence
to do his needy creatures good—he will be
well jileased with us in Christ and choose
those things which shall be for our present
and eternal good ; for God is love and doth
not willingly afflict the righteous or punish
the wicked without a cause, for his tender
care is over all his works. Therefore it is
not good to be our own choosers, lest we pursue wrong things and be brought into difficulties and woe. But rather give thy heart to
God, who Avill then become thy friend; for
this purpose, watch much, pray much, and
that in private. Give daily attention likewise
to the Scriptures, and follow the inward convictions oi the divine spirit, which leadeth
from vice to virtue, and from the love of sin
to the love of God, and from tbe things of
earth to the things of heaven, &c. and live as
you Avould wish to die, and be willing to give
.an account to the GREAT JUDGE of all

the

earth. MAN PREPARE TO M E E T THY
GOD—may the Lord bless you, and bring us
to glory—Ameu.

TO T H E YOUNG

READER.

THERE IS not any subject that can engage your attention of more importance than Marriao-e,
except tne salvation of the soul. Your peace for time depends upon it, and, in a great
measure, your eternity is connected with it; though it be treated as a novel in a romantic
way, and even most young people cannot hear the word "Matrimony" mentioned, without
e-xhibiting levity m tl.eir countenances, which shows how little they realize the subject and
in what a trifling manner they view it. If a man have a farm, and don't like it, he can sell
It, and procure another; if he have a house, and don't like it, he can pull it down, and build
another. But this is for hfe ! It is indeed one of the most important concerns of life
Hence, act honorably, and discreetly, in the fear of God ; and take him for your counsellor,
in3.t you may enjoy his favor, and thereby secure his protection.
LORENZO DOW
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R E F L E C T I O N S ON M I T R I M O N Y .

FROM THE T W E L F T H

EDITION,

WITH

ADDITIONS

Marriage is honorable in all, and the bed undefiled. But Whoremongers and Adulterers Gc I
ivill judge.—Heb. xiii. 4.
VARIOUS are the opinions Avith regard to
the subject before us. Some people tell us it
is not lavful for men and women to marry,
and argue thus to prove i t : " It is living after
the flesh : they that live after the flesh shall
die, (by which is meant separation from God,)
therefora they Avho live together as liusband
and wife shall die."—Now the premises being
wrong, the conclusion is wrong of necessity ;
for living together as husband and wife is not
living after the fle.sh, but after God's ordinance : as is evident from Matt. xix. 4, 5, 6.—•
" A N D HE ANSWERED, .IND SAID UNTO THE.M,
HAVE YE NOT READ TIIAT HE WHICII MADE
THE.M AT TIIE BECINNING IMADE THEM MALE
AND FEMALE, AND SAID, KOR THIS CAUSK SIIALl.
A MAN I.r.AVE FATHER AND MOTHER, AM) SIIALL
CLEAVE TO HIS AVIFF. ; AND THEY TWAIN SlIALL
BE ONE FLESH ! ^\'HF.l;E^ORE, TIIF.Y ARE NO
MORETW.llN, r.UT ONE FLESH. W H A T , T H E R I : KORK.

(.loD

II.VTII

.IOINI:D

MAN PUT ASUNDER."

TOOETIIRR,

LFT

NO

Ill tllegl^ WOrds ('lIRIST,

our gieat lawgiver, refers to G't'n. ii. 21 ;
Avhich .-it once proves, that the PARADISIACAL
institution is not abrogated. From the beginning (if the Avorld until the Avords of the text
Avcte written, people lived together as hiLstmnd
and wife, and had divine approfmtion in so
doing : as is e:isily jirovod from the WORD OF
GOD. .Some people have an idea Ave CANNOT
be as holij in a married :i,s in a single state.
But hark ! Enoch Avalked Avilh God after he
begat IMethuselah, three hundred years, and
begat sons and daughters.* Gen. v. 22.

Heb. xi. 5. NoAV if Enoch under that dark
dispensation could serve God in a married
state, and be fit for translation from earth to
heaven, Avhy not another person be equally
pious, and be filled Avith " righteousness, and
peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost" under the
Gospel dispensation 1 according to Rom. xiv.
17. But admitting it is right for common people to marry,—Is it right for the CLERGY to
marry '? Answer—I know that too many
think it is not, and are ready to conclude, that
\v henever " a preacher marries, he is backslidden
from God .•" hence the many arguments made
use of by some to prevent it. When I hear
persons Avho are married trying to dissuade
others from marrying, I infer one of two
things : that they are either unhappy in their
marriage, else they enjoy a bles.sing which
they <lo not Avi.sh others to partake of. Tlie
CHURCH OF ROAiE havc an idea that the Pope
is St. Peter's .successor, and that the CLERGY
ought not to marry.
But I Avould ask, if it
Avas lawful for St. Peter to have a wife, Avhy
not lawful for another FRIF.ST or FiiFACHERto
have one ? But have Ave any proof that Peter
had a wife ? In Malt, viii.' and 1-1, we read
as follows : " And when Jesus was come into
Peter's house, he saw his wife's mother laid,
and sick of a fever." Now, hoAv could Peter's
wife's mother be sick of a fever, provided he
had no AVIFE ? and as Ave have NO account
that CHRIST PARTED Peter and his wife, I infer that he lived Avith her after his call to the
apostleship, according to Rom. vii. 2. for "the
woman Avhich hath an husband is BOUND by
the law to her husband so long as he liveth;"
noAv if Peter's Avife Avas " boundi" to him, how
could he go off and leave her, as some people

• w h o e v e r will reflect, 1. on the command in Paradise ;
2. the promises in the ten rornmandinents; .3. that
Samuel was the answer of pravor, and jiroved a blessing
to society ; 4. that although oil persons hy nature have
an equal chance, yet the influence of example is to be
taken into account; 6. the blessings that (Jod may be- of truly pious parents is matter of Joy and gratitude ; fof
itow as a treasure from his goodness, in answer to sincere who are, or can be fitter instrumenti to add to the Dumobedience and p r a y e r ; anil, 6. the honor of being bora ber of the heavenly host 7
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think he did ? The Avords of the text are,
"marriage is honorable in all."—But hoAv
could it be honorable in ALL, if it Avere dishotwrable in the priestly order ? For they forming a. part, of course are included in the Avord
A-DOUBLE-L. In the inst epistle Avritten by
St. Paul to Timothy, (iv.) Ave read t h u s :
" N o w the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in
the latter times some shall depart from the
faith, giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of devils ; speaking lies in hypocrisy ;
having their conscience seared with a hot
iron : forbidding to marry, and commanding
to abstain from meats, which God had created
to be received with thanksgiving of them
whieh believe and know the truth." Observe,
forbidding to marry is a doctrine of devils,
therefore not of divine origin ; of course not
to he obeyed, for we are under no obligation
to obey the devils : hut in opposition to them,
to enjoy all the benefits of divine institutions.
Marriage is a divine institution, therefore the
benefits of matrimony may be enjoyed by them
that believe and know the truth. HaA'ing
briefly, but fully shoAvn, that matrimony is
lawful, I shall proceed to elucidate the Avords
of my text or motto. In doing Avhich, I shall.
FIRST, ShoAv Avhat matrimony is not.
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and be true to each other AA'hile t ley both
shall live; therefore are not at liberty to have
any thing to do with other persons.
5th. Sometimes persons who are marriedAvithout just cau.se, leave their companion,
take up with another person, and live AAath him
or her : this is not matrimony, but adultery;
and all such persons may expect to meet with
God's disapprobation in eternity; " for such
shall not inherit the kingdom of Glod."
6th. TAA'O persons living together as husband and wife, and yet feeling at liberty to
forsake the present, s.nd embrace another object at pleasure—this is not matrimony, but
Avhoredom : and " Avhoremongers and adulterers God will judge." Yet Ave may here observe : in many parts of the AA^orld, the political state of afiiiirs is such, that tAvo persons
may live together by mutual consent as husband and Avife, where there is no formal ceremony performed, and yet be justified before
God : Avhich was the case with the Jews, (instance also if some were cast away upon an
island ;) but this is not the case in America,
except among the colored people, or heathen
tribes, as Avill be more fully shoAvn under the
next head—in AA'hich I am to shoAV,
SECONDLY, What matrimony is.

Some people believe in a decree, (commonly
THIRDLY, Point out some of the causes oi called a lottery,) A'iz. That God has determined
unhappy marriages, and conclude with a few in all cases, that particular men and women
should be married to each other : and that it
words of advice.
Resuming the order proposed, I come in the is impossible they should marry any other
person. But I say, hush ! for if that be the
first place to shoAV what matrimony is not.
1st. Two persons of the same gender dressed case, then God appoints all matches; but I
in the garb of the sexes, deceive a magistrate believe the devil appoints a great many; for
or minister, and have the ceremony performed, if God did it, then it Avould be done in Avisdom,
which is no marriage, hut doAvnright Avicked- and of course it Avould be done right; if so,
ness, Avhio.b some have audaciously been there would not be so many unhappy marriages in the Avorld as Avhat there are. If one
guilty oi.
2d. There are certain beings in the Avorld man steals or runs away with another man's
in human shape, and dress in the garb of one Avife, goes into a strange country, and there
of the se.xes, but at the same time are not pro- marries her, did God decree that 1 What
perly masculine nor feminine; of course not made God Almighty so angry with the JeAvs
marriageable. They enter into matrimonial for marrying into heathen families ; and why
engagements AA'ith nersons of one of the .sexes, did the prophet Nehemiah contend with them,
and the formal ceremony is performed ; this is curse them, pluck off their hair, and make
not matrimony, but an imposition ; forasmuch them sAvear that they would not give their
as the design of matrimony cannot be ansAver- daughters to the Ammonites, &c. as we read
in the 13th chapter of Nehemiah, if God
ed thereby.
3rd. Sometimes a banditti catch two persons appointed such matches 1 Again, Avhy did
and compel them ceremonially to marry at the John the Baptist exclaim so heavily against
point of the sword, to save their lives; but Herod, for having his brother Philip's Avife 1
this is not matrimony : for it is neither sanc- li it Avas necessary, he could not help i t ;
tioned by laws divine or human ; neither are therefore John talked very foolishly Avhen he
they obligated by such laws to live together. said it was not lawful, for that Avas to say it
4th. Some men have a plurality of Avomen, was not lawful to do what God had decreed
but they cannot be married to them all; if the should be done. Notwithstanding I do not
first marriage was lawful the others are not, believe in lottery, (so called,) yet I believe*
" for two," saith he, (not three) " shall be one
flesh,;" moreover, when two persons enter into " I apprehend that every person who is marriajeuble,
marriage, they promise to forsake all others, and whose duty it is to marry—there is a particular obSECONDLY, What it is.
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that persons Avho are under the influence of
divine grace, may have a guide to direct them
to a person suitable to make them a co.mpanioii, wilh whom they may live agreeablj^:
but ibis can only be done by having pure intentions, paying particular attention to the influence of the Divine Spirit Avilhin and the
opening of Providence Avitliout; being careful
not to run so fast as lo outrun your guide, nor
vet to move so slow as to lose sight thereof.
But to return :—JNlarr/age consists in agreements of ])arlies, in union of heart, and a promise of fidelity to each other before God ;
'• forasmuch as he looketh at the heart, and
judgeth according to intention." — 1 Sam.
xvi. 7. As there is such a thing as for persons morally to commit adultery in the sight
of God, Avho never actually did so. Matt.
v. 28, so persons may be married in his sight,
Avho never had the formal ceremony performed. Observe, marriage is a divine iibstitution :
Avas ordained by God in the time of man's innocency, and sanctioned by Jesus Clirist under
the Gospel; he graced a marriage feast in
Cana of Galilee, Aviiere he turned Avater into
Avine, John ii. 1. Now, that marriage consists
not barely in the outAvard ceremony is evident ; for this may be jierformed on two persons of either sex, anil yet no marriage ; for
the benefits resulting from marriage, cannot
be enjoyed through such a medium. If matrimony is the formal sentence, Avho mariied
Adam and Eve ? and Avhat was the ceremony
by Avhich they Aveie constituted husband and
Avife ? But if Adam and F.ve were married
without a formal ceremony, then sometliiiig
else is matrimony in the sight of (Jod : of
course, it must be an agreement of ])ailies aa
above. Yet it is necessary lo alteml to the
laws of onr coiinlry, and have a formal ceremony ])eiformeil. I!irg°' AVIUCII is tlie EVI-

provide for such women and children. Once
more, unless the laAv is complied with, the
woman cannot be considered as his laAvfiU
Avife, (for Avhat makes her his laAvful \»ife, is
compliance Avilh the laAv,) of cour.se the children are not laAvful; then it follows they are
adulterers and adulteres.ses; else fornicators
and fornicatresses; theit children are illegitimate ; and after the death of the man, the
Avoman and children cannot heir his estate, if
he dies Avithout a v.ill.*
Question. If two persons contract for
marriage, and have pledged their fidelity to
each other befoie God, are they justifiable in
breaking that marriage contract"?
AnsAver. If one has acted the part of an
impostor, told lies, and deceived the other, this
is not marriage, but an imposition ; of course
the person so imposed on is justifiable in rejecting such deceiver! But if they both make
statements in truth, are acquainted Avith each
other's character, dispositions, practices, and
pi'iiicijiles, and then, being in possession of
such information, voluntarily engage before
God to live together as man and Avife, unless
.something wicked, more than Avas or could be
reasonably exjiected, tran.spires relative to one
or the other of the tAvo persons so engaged;
•fr;-'!)'"' tbe person AA-ho breaks such contract
c.'uinot be ju.stifiable before God ! For I think
1 have clearly provetl, such contract to be
marriage in his sight; and Chiist saith, "Avhosoever shall put aAt'ay his Avife except it be
for fornication, and shall marry another, commitleth adultery;* and Avho so matiieth her

men could leave their wives and cliildieii to
siirter; deny they ever engaged to live with
such Avomen, and liaving no ])ioof thereof,
they could not be compelled liy any law lo

* Sow, it ajipears furthermore, that the Jews CORsldcrod a mutual contract as above—Alarriages are
s a c r e d ; as is evident from Dent. xxii.-.J-J. JS. "If a damsel that is a virgin be betrothed unto a husband, and a
man find her iu a city, and lie with her, then ye shall
bring tliem both out into the gate of that city ; and ye
shall stone them with stones that they die ; the damsel
because she cried not, bein.g in the city, and the man bfr
canse he humbled his neighbor's wife." Now, olisenre,
tho woman is styled » virgin, and yet a man's wKe, because she was betrothed ; that is, engaged to him by
solemn contract. Take notice, the punisliinent indicted
on such as broke their marriage contract was deatk—

* A Lawyer attempted to disinherit some Quaker
children, jilcailing that they were illegitimate, because
their parents were not married by a (iriest. The question
arose irom his competitor. From whom or from whence,
did the clergy derive their authority to give indulgence
of m a n inge to some, and withhold it from others ? The
judge replied, the doctrine proves too much,—it proves
DENCE of J M A T R I M O N Y ! !
For we are. that
we are .11.1. illegitimate ; for 1 recollect reading ol a
commanded to " be subject to every ordinance mariiagc iu ^aradi^c, and no priest there to celebrate it 1
lieiicc
it became a national question, and part of the
of man, for the Lord's sake," 1 Peter ii. I'.L civil coilc,
instead of pure ecclesiastical. Tliere never
St. Paul saitli—•' Let every soul be subject was a spiritual court in the United Stales, nor any Bucclebaggars,
under the Popish idea of "order and succesunto the higher powers, for there is no jiowtr
sion." Here a (piestion will arise, W)th regard to the
but of God ; tbe powers tbat be, aie ordainen i)olic_\- or justice of a man's keeping a woman, who was
by God. Whosoever, iherefoie, resisletli the virtuous when be took her, and she remains strictly true
to him ; and, after having reliiiued her in keeping a numpower, resisletli the ordinance of (jod : and ber
of years, she al-o having had children bj him, he is
they tbat resist shall receive to themselves still at'liberty to fling her olf, and bastardize Iheir oftspiiiig;
In .Sjyanish H'lorida, if a man and woman live
damnation," Rom.xW'i. 1,2. JVIoreover, with- together ten
days, as husband and wife,—if he tlic, she
out this outward evidence it cannot be known H ill be allowed to claim her part, (i. e. a wife's jiart,) of
his
property.
'• Avho are married and wiio are not; so that

ject they ought to have ; ~ b u t I bclicvo it possible for
them to miss that object, and be connected with one that
is improper for them—one cause of so many unhappy
families. Q(^ T h e r e is a providence attending virtue,
and a curse attending vice !
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which is put away ("for fornication,") doth
commit adultery," 3Iatt. xix. 9. From this
passage it is evident, that for the cau.se of fornication, a man may put aAA^ay his wife, marry
another, and yet be ju.stifiable in the eye of
the divine laAV. Moreover, if a man puts
away his AA'ife for any other cause save fornication, &c. and utterly refuseth to live Avith
her, she is at liberty to marry, but he is not.
This 1 think is Avhat St. Paul meaneth in 1
Cor. vii. 15. " but if the unbelieving depart
let him depart; a brother or sister is not under
bondage in such cases," i. e. they are free from
the law, for that is Avhat they Avere bound by ;
cf course, at liberty to marry again, for the innocent are not to sufler for the guilty. Admitting the above to be correct, hoAv many
such adulterers and adultresses there are in
the Avorld !—And Avhat a dreadful account will
thousands have to give in the day of eternity,
for the violation of their most sacred promises!!
But one is ready to say, I Avas n.ot sincere
when I made those promises. Then you dissembled to deceive, and told lies* to ensnare
the innocent; like the devil when he transforms himself into an angel of light, and the
greater shall be your damnation. " For all
liars shall have their portion in the lake that
burns with fire and brimstone," Rev. xxi. 8.
Many men will Avork an hundred schemes and
tell ten thousand lies to effect the most devilish
purposes, and after their ends are answered,
turn with disdain from the person deceived by
them, and make themselves merry to think
hoAv they swept the pit of hell to accomplish
their design. " But Avhoremongers and adulterers God will judge;" which brings m.e to
the last thing proposed. In which I am.
THIRDLY, T O point out some of the causes
of unhappy marriages.
Here I would observe, that Divine Wisdom
hafh ordained marriage for several important
whereas there was no such punishment inflicted on those
who were not betrothed ; as you may read in the same
chapter, verse 23, 29. W h y this dili'erence in their punishment ? Answer. Because the crime was aggravated
by Hie violation of the marriage contract. God is the
same in justice now, that he was then ; and crimes are
not less under the gospel than they were under the law.
"Let them tliat read understand."
In the gospel as recorded by St. Matthew, this is farther
verified, Matt. i. 13, 19, 20, as exemplified in Mary the
mothee of Christ, and Joseph : for before they came
together she is sty'ed his wife, and he her husband.
ClJ- This is the truth, and you cannot deny it. Strange
to think what numbers in the world for the sake of
human flesh and a little of this perishable world's goods,
will persuade their friends or children to sin against
God by breaking their marriage contract!—The Devil
can but tempt, but mortal man compel !! I am here
.•peaking of contracts where there is no lawful objection.
' A aian, (I do not say a gentleman,) in the West,
sought the destruction of an innocent
and to accomplish his designs, "wislied that heaven might never
I receive his soul nor the earth his body, if he did not per(orih his contract,"—and afterwards boasted of his worse
than diabolical a c t ; but God took him at his word—for
he was shot by an Indian, and rotted above ground !
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ends- 1st. For the mutual happiness of the
sexes in their journey through life, and as a
comfort and support to each other. 2d. That
souls may be propagated agreeably to the
divine will, capable of glorifying and enjoying HIM for ever. 3d. As the man Avithout
the woman, or the Avoman without the man,
is not in a capacity to provide for a family.
Divine Wisdom hath wisely ordained their
mutual aid, in providing for, instructing, and
protecting oflTspring ; as guardian angels Avho
must give account. Besides the reason assigned by St. Paul, 1 Cor. vii. But to return,
1 would observe, 1st. Too many marry from
lucrative vievsrs : their object is not to get a
suitable companion, Avho will SAveeten all the
ills of life, but to get a large fortune, so that
their time may be spent in idleness and luxury ; that they may make a grand appearance
in the world, supposing that property will
make them honorable. This being the leading motive, they direct their attention to an
object, AA'hich, if it Avas not for property, would
perhaps he looked upon by them with contempt ; and profess the greatest regard for the
person, while the property is the object of
their affections. Perhaps the person is old;
the ideas are—" This old man or AA'oman cannot live long; then all will be mine, and I
shall be in such circumstances that I can
marry to great advantage;" forgetting there
are other people in the world just of their
OAvn opinion! The contract is made, the
sham marriage is performed, there is a union
of hand but not of heart, in consequence of
Avhich they are not happy together.—The deceived, on finding out the deception, Avishes a
reversion in vain, which the other must sensibly feel; for sin hath its own punishment
entailed to i t ; therefore the curse of God follows such impure intentions. I appeal to
those Avho have married from these incentives,
AA'hether these things are not so!—2d. Some
people take fancy for love; they behold a
person Avhom they Avould almost take to he
an angel in human shape, (but all is not gold
that glitters,) and through the medium of the
eye become enamoured; and rest not until
the object of their fancy is Avon. Beauty being but skin deep, sickness or age soon makes
the rose to Avither; they are then as much
disappointed as the miser who thought he had
ten thousand guineas all in gold, but after
counting them over every day for twelve
months, the gilt wore off, by which means he
discovered his gold was only tarnished copper ; of course lost its value in his estimation.
So Avhen beauty fades, the ft undation of hap
piness being gone, and seeing nothing attracting to remain, it is not uncommon for an
object more beautiful to be sought. 3d. There
is such a thing as for persons to marry for
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love, a.id yet be unhappy ! Did I .say marry
ut no: their own love
for
only the love of their jiarents or fiiends. for
instance, IAVO persons of suitable a.u;i', character, disjiosiiion, &c. form attachments ofthe
slroiiirc-st nature, are actuated by ]>uic motives,
are united in heart, ami enter into the most
solemn enga:;ement.« to live together during
life:* the j^iivnts being aske.i, utterly refii.se
to ijive their daughter, without any sufficient
reason for such refusal. In the next place,
they strive to break the marriage contract, as
made by the two young people. Perhaps the
man has not jirojierty enough to ])]easc them,
for worth is generally (though improj)eriy)
estimated by the quantity of ]iro])erty a per.son
possesses, instead of a character, his principles, his practices, &c. In order to effect
their Avishes every measure they can invent is
pushed into operation, (and it is frequently
tbe rase tbat family connections, and even
strangers interfere, Avho have no business so
to do : but fools Avill be meddling ;'i to change
the Avoman s mind, and make bad impressions
on tbe same with resjiect to the object of her
affections; they strive by placing their diabolical optic to her eye to make her view
every thing in the worst light they possibly
can ; promise great things if she break it off:
'• all these things Avill I give thee, if thou Avilt
fall doAvn and Avor.ship me," (said the devil
once;) threaten to place the black seal of
reprobation upon her if she fulfils her engagements. Here the mind becomes as a
'• troubled sea Avhich cannot rest;" She is at
a loss to kiioAv Avhat is duty—she loves her
parents, also the man to Avhom her heart has
been united—her affections are placed, her
honor is pledged—she spends restless nights
and mournful days to knoAV how to decide !—
critical but important period ! Her present,
and perhaps her eternal peace depends upon
the decision ! After many struggles Avith her
OAvn conscience, at length through powerful
persuasion she yields to the wishes of other.s—betrays her trust, breaks her marriage contract, deserts her best friend, and pierces herself through Avith many sorroAvs.f Does this
decision give peace of mind ? By no means !
She is pained at the very heart, and flies to
some secret ,)lace to give vent to the sorroAV
she feels. FOIIOAV her to the lonely apart• Some people sa 7 the bargain should be conditional,
thus—" If my parents love you well enough, I will have
you." This just proves the point in hand, that they must
marry for the parents' love and not their own.
t If the woman is under age, she may perhaps be justifiable ou that a c c o u n t ; but if she is of age it argues imbecility ; for she has as much right to act for herself, a.s
her parents havo to act for thomsulves •, of course should
have a judgment and soul of her own ! If tho fault is altogether in herself, she proves at once she is not to be
confided i n : and I would pronounne that man blessed
who has escaped a woman of so mean a principle—for
aoch a thing has scarcely been k n o w n among heathens.

ment-behold her there as pale as death—her
cheeks jedewed Avith tears! What mean
those 1 eavy groans ? What mean tho.se
heart-breakiiig sighs'? What mean those
floods of briny tears poured forth so fiee, as
if without consent? She was torn from t':*
object of all her earthly joy ! The ways of
God " are pleasantness, and all his paths are
peace," but she finds nothing save sorroAV in
tbe Avay and path Avhich she has taken—
therefore she is not in the Avay Avhich she
ought to have Avent. Another man pays his
addresses to her ; by no means calculated to
make her a suitable companion—but he ha,s
large possessions ; and this being the object
her parents and friends have in view they do
and say all they can to get her consentable.
But parents .should remember, that they can
no more love for their children, than they can
eat and drink for them. Through their entreaties she is prevailed on to give him her
hand, Avhile her affections are placed on another. Thus she marries for the love of her
parents—^and goes Avith a heavy heart to the
marriage bed. They have laid a foundation
to make her unhappy while she lives; and
may I not say, more than probable, to procure
her future mi.sery! For hoAV can she be happy
with a man Avhom she does not love ! "HOAV
can two Avalk together except they be agreed ?"
Where there is no agreement there can be no
union, and Avhere there is no union, there can
be no happiness. A.S- the parents are not so
immediately concerned therein as the child,
thev act very improperly in over-persuading
their child to marry. For if she is unhappy
in such marriage, she will have cause to reflect on them, and place her misery to their
account; Avhile she Avails for the hour to
come to end her existence, and terminate the
misery Avhich she feels! Marriage Avas intended for the mutual happiness of the sexes—
for the Avoman Avas given to the man to be
" a n help meet for him," Gen. ii. 18. Marriage is an emblem of that union Avhich subsists between Christ and his Church, Eph. T.
32. Solomon saith, " Whoso findeth a wife,
findeth a good thing, and obtaineth favor of
the Lord,"—Prou. viii. 22. Again, " a prudent wife is from the Lord,"—Prot). xi.x. 14.
I therefore conclude that a happy marriage is
the greatest blessing and consolation which
can be enjoyed on this side of eternity, next to
the love of God in the soul. Of course an unhappy marriage is the greatest curse which is
endured on this side of hell, ne.xt to the hoiw
rors of a guilty conscience. Quitting this, i
pass on to observe, that many make themselves unhappy after marriage. I shall Ist.
Notice some things in the conduct of men^
2dly, In the conduct of women. 3dly, Poim
out some complex cases. 1st, It frequenHf
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happens that wicked men pay their addresses
to religious Avomen; and in order to accomplish their desire, pretend to have a great regard for piety, promise to do all in their power
to assist them on their way to heaven, and
call God to bear witness to a lie that they Avill
be no hindrance to them, &c. and many go so
far as to put on the outward garb of religion
that they may more easily betray Avith a kiss !
But shortly after marriage the Avolf sheds his
coat, and openly avows his dislike to the
ways of godliness, and either directly or indirectly declares that his wife shall not enjoy
the priA'ileges ofthe gospel. Here the Avife is
convinced of the insincerity of his promise,
which makes her doubt the sincerity of his
affection for her ; the house becomes divided,
and the foundation of their future misery is
laid; and it will be a mercy of God, if they
are not a means of peopling the regions of the
damned, and at last go doAvn to the chambers
of death together. 2dly, Some men pretend
to respect their Avives—the wife looks up to
her husband as her head for protection, and,
as a reasonable woman, expects him to redress her grievances. But alas : hoAv is she
disappointed! For he approbates that in
others Avhich he could prevent AA'ithout any
loss of property, or character; and appears to
delight in her misery. Instance those Avho
have religious wives, and suffer drinking,
swearing, frolicking, gambling, &c. about
their houses. Is it not natural for such women
to conclude their husbands have a greater regard for such Avicked beings than themselves?
If so, how can my husband have that regard
for me which he ought to have ? And Avhat
becomes of that scripture which saith, " so
ought men to love their wives as their own
bodies: he that loveth his wife loveth himself."—£pA. V. 28. Agsiin, Col. iii. 19.
" Husbands love your wives, and be not bitter against them." 3dly, A great many men
stay away from home unnecessarily, spend
their time in drinking, &c. expending their
money in the taverns, which ought to go to
the support of their families, Avhile their wives
have not the necessaries of life, and are laboring night and day to keep their children
from starving. Thus many families are
brought to disgrace and misery by the wickedness of husbands. But one is ready to say,
I provide well for my family; and am I not
at liberty to go and come when I please?
Yes, as far as is expedient, but no farther, if
you do not Avi.sh to forfeit your wife's confidence. I ask, what must be the feelings of a
woman left in such a case, when she knoAvs
her husband has no laAvful business to detain
him from homg? What conclusion can she
more rationally draw than this: My company
18
disagreeable to him, therefore he is deter— "«°<»5i
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mined to have as little of it as possible. The
society of others is more pleasing to him than
that of his family; therefore he seeks pleasure abroad ?" Here grounds are given for
her to suspect his virtue; and it is very common for women to think such men have their
misses from home, which is too often the
case. Reflect for a moment what must be ihe
sensations of a delicate Avoman, to^kear that
her bosom friend lies intoxicatedf^miong the
SAvine in the streets. I am certain from observation that no Avoman can be happy with
a drunken man; therefore I am bold to say
wherever you see such a thing, you see an
unhappy family—and e.xcept such persons repent and get forgiveness, they Avill assuredly
be damned, hoAA^ever rich, honorable, and
wise they may be. F'or St. Paul ranks drunkenness among the Avorks of the flesh, and
positively declares, " they Avho do such things
shall not inherit the kingdom of God," Gal. v.
Therefore I would advise all young ladies, if
they wish to be happy in time or eternity, to
avoid such young men as hanker about the
taverns, and have not respect enough for their
own characters to raise them above a level
Avith the beasts!—For beasts do not get drunk.
They who get drunk Avhen young, are apt to
be sots Avhen old. Moreover, a great many
sinsfloAvfrom that of drunkenness, a fcAv of
which I shall here mention, 1st, It brings on
disorders to their destruction, AA'hich, 2nd,
prevents their usefulness as Avorthy members
in society. 3d, Shortens their days, which is
a species of murder, the most heinous of all
crimes. 4th, A bad example before others.
Sth, Procures a family scandal. 6th, His
money is laid out for that which is Avorse
than if thrown into the fire; which, 7th,
Prevents his usefulness as a charitable man.
Sth, Is a breach of God's laAv. 9th, Quenches
the Divine Spirit. 10th, E.xposes his family
to want.—11th, Liable to bring a burthen on
the country. 12th, Deprives him of the
power of reason; Avhich, 13th, Makes him
liable to injure his friends and commit every
horrid depredation. And such men as will
get drunk and then abuse their Avives, do not
deserve the name of men, for they have not
the principle of men, but may be called the
devil's swill-tub walking upright; and such
deserves a dose of eel tea, i. e. spirituous
liquor in Avhich a living eel has been slimed. I
4thly, There are men Avho break the contract |
by defiling the marriage bed—but this is
thought to be no scandal by many who* are
guilty.*—Now take notice, a man of good
• Paley observes, that, on the part of the man who
solicits the chastity of a married woman, it certainly includes the crime of seduction, and is attended with mischief still more extensive and complicated j. it creates a
new sufferer, an injured husband upon whose affection ia
inflicted a wound, the most painful and incurable that
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principles thinks as much of his Avcrd as his
oath, therefore wi 1 be true to his engagements, and Avill fulfil Ih.at promise made before witnesses, to "forsake all other Avomen,
and keep to his Avife only, so long as they
both shall live, to live Avith her after God's
holv ordinance." Now I ask, is adultery
Goii's ordinance ? No, for he forbids adultery,
Exod. XX. 14. He Avho breaks his most
sacred engagements is not to be confided in.
IVIatriinonial engagements are the most sacred
—therefore he Avho breaks his matrimonial
engagements is not to be confided in. 5thly,
Some men have an unhappy temper; arc mo1 rose and peevish—and though their wives do
all they can, or as they may, it is impossible
to please them. They are easily angered,
view a mote until it looks as large as a mountain ; one Avord brings on another, at length
they proceed from Avoids to bloAvs, until they
become so large that one bed cannot hold
them both. Many of our eyes and ears have
been Avitness to this shameful conduct; the
jarring string of di.scord runs through all the
family; they are like devils incarnate; and
if a person happens to be in the family who
has never been used to such conduct, Avould
he not be almost led to think he had gotten
into the territories of the damned ? What is
here said of the man, is applicable to a great
many women. JB®* A wounded bird will
flutter. There are too many causes for me to
cite under this head. I leave your minds to
human nature knows. T h e infidelity of the woman is
aggravated by cruelty to her children, who are generally
involved in their jiarent's shame, and always made
unhappy by their quarrel. The marriage vow is witno.vced before Giid, and accompanied with circumstances
of solemnity and religion which approach to the nature
of an oath The married offender, therefore, incurs a
ciiaie little short of perjury, and the seduction of married
women is little less than subordination of jierjury. But
tlie strongest apology for adultery is the prior transgression of the other party ; and so far, indeed, as the had
ell'ects of adultery are anticijiated by the conduct of the
husband or wife who oflends first, the guilt of the second
offender is e.xtenuated. But this can never amount to a
justification, unless it could be shown that the obligation
ofthe marri.igevow depends upon the conviction of reciprocal fidelity ; a construction which appears founded
neither inexpediency, nor in terms of the vow, nor in the
design of the lc;;i.latiire, whicli prescribed the marriage
rite. To consider the offence upon tho footing of provocation, thercf ire, can by no means vindicate retaliation.
" T h o u shall not commit adultery," it must ever be remembered, was an interdict delivered by God himself
The crime has tieen punished in almost all ages and nations. By tlie .lewish law it was pnnishable with death in
botli parties,where either tho woman was married, or both.
Among the K.gyptians adultery, in the man was punished
hy a thousand lashes, with rods, and in the woman by the
lo.ss of her nose. The Oreeka put out the eyes of the
adulterers. Among the Romans i* was punished hy banishment, cutting off the cars, noses, and sewing the
adulterers in sacks, and throwing them into the sea j
srot.iging, burning, Sto. (tc. In Spain and Poland they
were almost as severe. Tiie Saxons formerly burnt the
adultress, and over her ashes erected a gibbet, whereon
the adulterer was hanged. King Kdmund in this kingdom, ordered adultery to be punished in the same manner
as homicide. Canute ordered the man to be banished,
and the woman to'have her nose and ears cut off
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take them in while I pass on to the next thing
under consideration, Avhich Avas to notice some
things in the conduct of women, which make
unhappy marriages.
1st. There are some women who are so unfortunate as to miss the path of virtue, prior
to their being married.* NOAV, although they
may pass for virgins, they are not such in
reality—any more than base metal is genuine.
And notwithstanding they may deceive a man
until the marriage knot is tied, that impo.sition
may be knoAvn in future, Deut. xxii. This
being the case, it is impossible for the man to
love her as he ought, or otherAvise Avould:
here is a source from whence misery fioAvs in
the very beginning; as Solomon saith, Prov.
xii. 4, " A virtuous woman is a croAAm (or ornament) to her husband—but she that maketh
ashamed is as rottenness in his bones." He
must knoAv that one person at least knows
this as Avell as himself; this causes him to be
ashamed, Avbile she becomes as rottenness in
his bones; for the impression is not easily
Avorn off. I hope these observations Avill not
be forgotten by my female readers, Avhose virtue remains clear and sound as the crystal
glass. 2d. God has placed the man as governor in the family, and he is styled " head of
the woman," Eph. v 23. Now there are f
some Avomen, though they promise to " live
after God's ordinance," are not willing to do
it, but Avish to be head themselves; (according to the vulgar saying, put the petticoat on
the man and wear the breeches themselves,)
claiming superior equality—Avhatever is to
' Fornication, whoredom, or the act of incontiiicnoy
between single persons ; for if either of the parties bo
married, it is adultery. While scripture gives no sanction to those austerities which have been imposed on men
under the idea of religion, so, on the other hand, they
give no liberty for the indulgence of any propensity that
would either mitigate against o u r o w n interest or tiiat of
others. It is vain to argue the innocency of fornication
from the natural passions implanted in us, since "map
riage is honorable in all," and wisely a|)poinied for the
prevention of those evils which would otherwise ensue ;
and besides, tlie existence of any natuial propensity in
us, is no jiroof that it is to be gratified without any
rostiictions.—That fornication is both unlawful and unreasonable, may be easily inferred, if we consider, 1.
That our Saviour expressly declares this to lie a crime
.Mark vii. 21 to 2 3 : 2. That the scriptures declare lint
fornicators cannot inherit the kingdom of (Jod. I I'or.
vi. 9. Heb. xiii. 16, (lal. v. 19 to 22—23 Koniicalion
sinks into a mere brutal commerce, a gratification which
was designed to be the cement of a sacred, generous,
and tender friendship : 3. It leaves the maintenance and
-ducation of children, as to the father at least, utterly
insecurcd : 4. It strongly tempts the guilty mdlier to
guard herself from infamv by methods of procuring
abortion, which not only destroys the child, but often the
m o t h e r : 6. It disqualifies the deluded creatures to be
either good wives or mothers, in any future marriaj^,
ruining that modesty which is the guardian of nuptial
happiness : 6 It absolutely disqualifies the man for the
best satisfactions—those of truth, virtue, innocent giatt
fications, tender and generous fiieadship : It oflen I)e^ \
petuates a disease which m a y b e accounted for oneof
the sorest maladies of human nature, and the effects of
which arc said to visit the constitutions of even distant
generations.
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be done, they must give directions,* the man
durst not bargain without leave, and if he
does his wife's tongue runs as though it would
never stop. What does it argue ? It argues
great straight I, and little crooked u—that the
woman thinl.s herself possessed of great wisdom, and the iiusband ignorant in the extreme;
and sets him aside as a mere cypher. But
60 far is tnis from being a trait of wisdom,
that it proves the reverse ; for a Avise woman
will reverence and obey her husband, according to Eph. v. 22, 23. 1 Pet. iii. 1. Moreover it argues self-importance, to see people
climbing to the high seat of poAver, Avhere
they have no business. JI®"" Self-importance
flows from ignorance. If the man is a man
of sense and spirit, he is not willing to give
up that which properly belongs to him, vi;;.,
the rein of government, of course the contest
which begins in words frequently ends in
blows. Thus many women, by assuming to
themselves a prerogative which does not belong to them, make unhappy families. Women, by indulging a mean opinion of their
husbands, become ashamed of them ; but this
can happen in no case Avhere there is not a
want of information and judgment. If you
stooped in marrying him, do not indulge the
thought that you added to his respectability ;
never tell him "you lifted him out of the
ashes," for it will be hard for you to extricate
yourself from this difficulty. " If you stooped
of necessity, because you could get no one
else, the obligation is on your oAvn side. And
if you could get a better companion, Avhy did
you marry him ? If you stooped of choice,
Avho ought to be blamed but yourself? Besides, it will be well to remember, Avhen you
became his wife he became your head, and
your supposed superiority was buried in that
voluntary act." 3d. There are many young
women, Avho, in order to marry Avell, appear
very mild, very affectionate and very decent
in their persons, houses, &c. (frequently using
an air of affectionate and speaking with faltering voices.) Some young gentleman wishing to get a companion of this description,
oners his hand to one of these "jackdaws
dressed in peacock feathers"—the nuptials are
celebrated, her wishes are answered, the cloak
18 laid aside, and she soon appears Avhat she
is in reality. The innocency of the lamb is
lostiiu the fierceness of the lion; the affection
of the dove in the cruelty of the ostrich ; and
the cleanliness of the sheep in the filthiness
of the swine. These properties are bad in
the abstractf but far worse when they meet
together. Filthiness is the fruit of laziness.
Go to the House where a lazy woman bears
nile; examine the floor, the furniture, the
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bedding, the linen, the children, and last of all
herself, and see Avhat an agreement throughout
the whole—every thing is out of fix; and if
she is a professor of religion, you may, without erring far, form a rational judgment of the
state of her soul, from the appearance of her
body. Laziness is inconsistent Avith the gospel of Christ, and wilh the spirit of Christianity ; for St. Paul told the Thessalonians
to note such " a man, and have no company
with him, that he may be ashamed," 2 Thess.
iii. 14. Moreover, a lazy Christian is as
great a solecism as an honest thief, a sober
drunkard, a chaste harlot, or a holy devil.
But it may be asked—what are the evils tbat
accrue from dirty houses, &c. I answer, 1st.
If a gentleman or lady visits you, they have
no appetite to eat or drink in your houses;
and what are your feelings when you are certain of the cause ? 2d. They can have no
satisfaction in your beds, they smell so offensive, and are so infested Avith hungry night
Avalkers, Avhich thirst for human blood. 3d.
The very disagreeableness of the air, cau.ses
them to wish to make their escape, lest they
should be ceized Avith putrid or malignant
fevers, Avhich might terminate in death. 4th.
Many diseases originate therefrom, which are
productive of the most fatal consequences to
the family. 5th. Thereby you transmit a
curse to your children; for the children, in
common, pattern after their parents—and as
they do with you, so Avill they do Avhen they
get to themselves. Therefore says one, " Take
care of the breed." There is no excuse suflicient to justify those who are able to Avork
and live in dirt, where water is plenty, and
may be had for nothing: Therefore I Avould
advise all persons who value their health, to
shun such places as they would a city where
the plague is in full rage. NOAV if a man is
thus taken in, how can he be happy, provided
he has never been accustomed so to live ?
And if he has, by seeking a woman from Avhom
he expects better things, he clearly evinces his
dissatisfaction in that manner of life. But
finding out the deception, he has no heart to
Avork; takes to drink, to drown his sorrow.
Here we behold another cause of family misery, or unhappy marriages. 4thly. It sometimes is the ca,se, that the wife, for Avant of
due consideration, as it relates to his constitution and inclination,* treats him, as an hus-

» " In the Jewish constitutions, there are some things
not only curious, but tiseful, respecting marriage. T h e r e
are four causes which induce men to marry : 1. Impure
desire. 2. To get riches. 3. To become honorable.
4. For the glory of God. Those who marry through the
first motive, beget wicked and rebellious children.
Those who marry for the sake of riclies, have the curso
of leaving them to others. Those who marry for the
sake of aggrandizing their family, their families shall bs
diminished. Those who marry to promote the glory of
_ ^ ' " W h i p MY dogs b e c i i s e MY dogs did not watch God, their children shall be holy, and by them shall tho
true church be increased."
*»»
• Give MY dogs no supper, (fy- MY c a r t ! ! "
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band, Avith neglect: which makes a bad imnrcs.sion on his mind that is not easily erased,
but tends to wean bis affections from her, and
ejiioses him to the temptations of others, till
she becomes a burden, and lie Avishes her out
of the way as a rival. Thus she is blind to
her own happiness, and procures her own destruction. Quitting this, 1 pass on to the
third thing under consideration; in which I
am to -joint out some complex cases, in Avhich
either party may be guilty. And 1st. That
odious practice of talking against each other,
and exposing their Aveakness to those whom
it doth not concern. For this is only exposing one's self! and is attended with concomitant evils; and a great incalculable mischief
Avill ensue—among Avhich Avill lie ambition,
and a desire to retaliate Avith revenge!
2dlv A desire for the mastery—cannot or
Avill not bear contradiction ; but mu.st have the
last Avord! Here, from calling each other
"dear" and " h o n e y ! " there Avill be a spirit
of bitterness, and finally give each other the
lie—and perhaps a separation may ensue from
some trifling circumstance; like the man and
his Avife Avho disputed Avhether it Avas a mou.se
or a rat that ran across the hearth—their
friends got them to settle—make up—but it
was a rat—let it be a rat, rejdied the man—
this finished it.
3dly. A desire to make a show above their
income, Avhich the judicious reflection of the
other opposes—starve the belly to make the
back and head look gay ! And even among
the rich, as Avell as poor, Avhat misery and
unhappiness there exists !—Go to the middle
class to find virtue, and look at Agufs prayer !
4thly. A man or AVoman marries one Avho
has former children—partiality is shown :
one is an idol, and another is beaten and
starved ; Avhat is the consequence ?—When
vexed—I had a husband once! He is gone
Let the husband render unto the wife due benevolence.
—Though our version is no translation of the original,
yet few peojilc arc at a loss for the meaning ; and the
context is sufticiently iilain. Some have rendered the
words, not unaptly, tlie matrimonial debt, or conjugal
duty ; that which a wife owes to her husband, and the
husband to his wife ; and which they must take care
mutually to render, else alienation of affection will be the
infallible consequence; and this, in numberless instances, has led to adulterous ronnections. In such
cases, the wife has to Idame herself for tho infidelity of
her husband ; and the husband for that of his wile.
What miserable work has been made in the peace of
families, by a wife or hustiand pretending to be wiser
than the apostle, and too holy and spiritual to keep the
commandments of (iod !
" Th.- wife halh not power, ^c.—Her person belongs to
her husband : her husband's person belongs to h e r ;
iieither of them has any authority to refuse what the
othfr has a matrimonial right to demand. The woman
that would act so, is either a knave or a fool, it would
be trifling to attribute her conduct to any other cause
than weakness or folly. She does not love her husband ;
or she loves some one else better than her husband ; or
• l i e she makes pretensions to a fancied sanctity, unsupported by scripture or common sense."—vide Dr.
Clarke's flommentary, 1 Cor. vii. 2, 3, 4.

noAv! Never was a man like him ! When,
perhaps, the present may be twenty times aa
good as him.
The false epitaphs on the
tomb-stones of the dead, in relation to their
true character, is specific of this; and the
many lies that are told about the deceased !*
5th. Sometimes the spirit of Jealousy arises
from an evil surmising. Shadows then Aviil
appear like a substance; and conjecture
amounts to reality with them.—Reason is laid
asiile. Their suspicion amounts to an inquisition: and this excites them to let out an
accusation, even to a condemnation of the object. Jealousy, once admitted, contaminates
the mind, and is manifest in their spirit, if not
through all their conduct. This must divide
their hearts, and lays a foundation for their
future misery! The tears and protestations
of the innocent are construed as so many
inar'ics of guilt; and plainly show that "jealousy is as cruel as the grave"—and to such
nothing will appear to go right.
Here grounds are given to suspect her foi
such rash judgment, AA'hen he is conscious of
innocence in himself—of course she must sink
in his estimation; and his treatment will be
apt to folloAv accordingly.
Therefore never listen to the tales of a
whisperer about or against your companion—
nor believe any evil concerning them AA'ithont
the best of evidence. For division, once
generated in a family—farcAvell to peace!
Bemember your own Aveakness; but realize
the other's Avorth and their virtues!
1st. I Avould advise all young people, male
and female, to get religion; by Avhich you
Avill be better qualified to do your duty to
your God and yourselves, being under the influence of Divine Grace ; if you keep an eye
single to the glory of God, you may have a
guitle to direct you to a person, such as ATTU
make you a partner, who will be willing to
share Avith you in all your sorrows. Do not
look so much at property nor beauty as good
sense, virtue and piety. Avoid as much as
possible the company of such as are not
afraid to sin themselves ; knoAving that if itis
in their poAver, they will lead you into that
gulf of iniquity which has sAvallowed up
thousands ; f" evil communications corrupt
* AVept night and day at the tomb—no mor« comfortall my love and joy is for ever gone—but afterward
formed favorable ideas of the Serjeant—who, to unde^
stand female nature, had scraped acquaintance, aud fouOd
he could smoke tobacco—wished to be ofl'; and observe*
that he was a deserter from the army —and two poand*
offered to place his head on a pole at the forks of ro«d»!
She rejilied—dig up my husband. &c and they will no*
know but the head is yours.—(tr/- Many wept, and y**
would cut off the head I
t Perhaps some will sav, " t h e subject ih too plain, • • •
tends to hurt delicate feelings!" But let it be reo»™bered that it is not more plain than important. Anddefr
cacy must give w ay to jiropriety, when truth and mat*ar
of fact demand it. Moreover, some delicate people h»f»
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good manners;" (or rather good morals, as it
is intended,) and a companion of fools shall
be destroyed, fiet a person who will love
you from a sense of duty to God. This foundation, if beauty and fortune fail, standeth
sure; and then you need not fear that such a
companion will desert you in the day of trouble. If you both love God, it will be impossible for you not to love each other. This
bdng the case, you may always have a paradise at home, and be more happy in each
other's company than with any other person
under the canopy of heaven. As many of our
young friends have been called from time to
eternity before they had time to settle themselves in the world, it ought to be a Avarning
to you not to put off your return to God until
you get married; for before that time comes
you may be numbered with the dead, and lie
doAvn between the clods of the valley; and if
without religion you are cut off rn the bloom
of youth, how soon will all your earthly joys
come to an end, and an eternity of misery
commence! But if you get and keep religion,
whether you marry or not, it shall be Avell
with you. If you marry such a person as I
advise, when your companion dies you may
have a Avell-grounded hope that the ever-faithful companion of all your cares is gone to
rest in " Abraham's bosom;" and after serving God together in time, you may spend an
eternity of pleasure together in praising God
and the Lamb.
2d. I would advise such as have companions, to consult each other's happiness, both as
it relates to time and eternity. As husbands,
love your wives; and as wives, see that you
reverence your husbands; try and find out
each other's dispositions; consider your own
weakness: and think not anything too hard
to be done by you to render each other happy,
(save the giving up of your conscience.) If
Heaven has blessed you with a good companion, esteem it as the greatest temporal Messing
which can be enjoyed, and be very careful not
to abuse such a gift; remember that eternal
things are connected therewith, and if you
misuse your companion, you will have to
render an account to God for the same; for
"God will bring every work into judgmei t,
with every secret thing, whether it be good, or
whether it be evil."*

If you have a bad companion, you made
your 'oAvn contract, or at least consented
thereunto; therefore make the best you can
of a bad bargain; and avoid every measure,
as far as possible, (to answer it in the eternal
world,) which might tend to make you more
unhappy. If you have religion, walk with
Zacharias and Elizabeth in all the ways of
God blameless. If you have no religion,
your OAvn consciences testify that all is not
well with you, and God himself is witness to
the many promises you have broken : therefore it is high time for you to begin to think
more seriously on your latter end, for many
of you are past the meridian of life; your sun
is going down in death : others hover around
the shores of time—but one step between you
and the bar of God! With others the sun of
life wiil go down at noon—eternal things depend upon life's feeble strings !—Heaven lost,
it's lost for ever !—Careless man !—Prayerless
Avoman! Why will you die ? Are you
greedy of eternal pain ?—What harm did God
ever do, that you are determined not to be reconciled to him ? Are you so in love with
sin, that you Avill risk the loss of heaven, and
the torment of hell, for a momentary enjoyment ?—0 ! be Avise—seek sah'ation'—fly from
the gathering storm ! Believe in Jesus Christ
and thou shall be saved. So shall you enjoy
peace in life, tranquillity in death, and crowns
of victory in eternity. J8@°' Serious consideration is the first step in matters of religion,
Avith afi.xedresolution to avoid whatever you
discern to be AATong. Having your mind in a
studious frame of enquiry after God's Avill, to
do it. NeA'er lie down in rest Avithout committing yourself into the protection of kind
providence—and as you awake give thanks to
the hand that kept you; thus begin, spend,
and close every day with God—then he will
be thy Father and thy Friend in Jesus Christ.
Amen.
Most evils prevalent in society have their
origin from the influence of example, by
which children are contaminated, and the
seeds are sown in the prejudice of their education, to the great injury of themselves and
others, beyond any possible calculation !
The poor opinion which mankind entertain
of each other, and the little confidence they
are pleased to place in strangers, as well as

prejudices which are founded in error, and yet, w h e n
laatnmony is treated plainer iu romantic novels, will
greedily relish and digest it 1 Observe, they exhibit characters which nowhere in real life e x i s t ; and yet young
ininds are too frequently captivated, and thereby form an
Idea -»——.
. J and must of course be disappointed,
and consequently made unhappy, perhaps, for life. This
IS one>-of the many evils of novels to society
• Never put your property out of your hands to be deP ^ e n t on your children—for they will not feel nor do
with yon as you with them when children I The son that
mast be hired
to reform, will deny
the loan

of a horse—the old man must walk on foot; and is used
and wished out of the way as a piece of useless lumber ! ! !
Set no example before your children but what is worthy for them to copy after ; hut use your united parental
influence to preserve their morals, and stimulate them to
noble principles. Mothers particularly are bound by tho
strongest obligations, (however, few realize it,) to preserve the chastity and virtue of their daughters ; for on
this, in a gr«at measure, depends much of their welfare
for time, if not for e t e r n i t y ; as a woman without a
character is like a body without a sou of course female
education ought not to be neglected.
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acquaintance, exemplify the truth; which
shows tbe corruption of their very raising.
For example : the two first things generally
learnt to children in their infancy is to be deceitful and lie.—The mother is going out, the
child cries to go too; the mother promises to
bring the " pretties," with no intention to perform : the child is deceived and di.sappointed,
and confidence is forfeited. " I Avill Avhip, &c.
&c. if you don't hush,"—but the child is not
influenced, knowing the scare-crow.
Thus taught to deceive and lie, they become
expert at the trade, and then must be whipt
for the very thing the parents had tauglit
them—Avhereas if the example had been good,
and all foolish, Avicked, evil improprieties
were discountenanced by a proper line of conduct, then a blessing Avould be transmitted to
posterity, according to the promise, and as
exemplified by Abraham.
It is a rarity that young AA'omen go to the
leeward Avith a broken * * * ; provided the

seeds of modesty, innocence and virtue, are
sown in the mind at an early age: Avhereas,
those mothers Avho did not Avatch over their
daughters, as "guardian angels," are apt to
let them run at random : hence many get their
ancles scatched, if no more!—Fathers and
sons may also take a hint!
The tyranny of parents, as Avell as too
great liberty, is equally pernicious—also their
being divided in their family government:
likewise backbiting, flattery, &c., &c.
6 ® ^ But remember the day of retribution,
and conduct your.selves accordingly! For
first impressions are most durable, therefore
the propriety and necessity of beginning right,
to end Avell: as the consequence of starting Avrong, you will forever continue in
error.
Hence the propriety of " Con.sideration,"
and a proper exerci.se of "Judgment," as ratonai creatures, Avho need Divine assistance,
' j r -vhich wc should look accordingly!
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A FEW HINTS TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.

MANY persons make their own trouble ; and
also make a good deal of unnecessary trouble
for others, as the effects of sinning against
God!
A fortune in a person is better than one
with them ! ^ F o r if you obtain their HAND
as the key-way to MONEY, what Avill it all
avail if their person is disagreeable, and their
conduct calculated to render you miserable
and unhappy ?
The marks of a fortune IN a man at the
market, are.
1st. HONESTY; for where this does not
exist there can be no confidence or fidelity.
2d. INDUSTRY; for without this a man
Avill be no good provider; and if he has a
property it will squander, and leave him. He
will be of little or no service to God or man,—
but a pest or a curse to those about him !
3d.. A GOOD REPUTATION; for he who
regards not his character will never be respectable in society; of course, he Avill transmit a
curse '0 posterity, in a family or social point
of view' The meek are to inherit the earth,—
the saints to take possession of the kingdom.
Hence the seed of the righteous have blessings
transmitted as the answer of prayer,—but the
wicked must be cut off!
4th. Self-command in temper; which argues tbe necessity of inward religion, which
Avill produce the principle of humanity and
generosity.
But it is a lamentable truth that many, both
male and female, are ignorant of many things
Avhich they ought to be acquainted with before-hand, and have to learn them afterwards!
This is an evil under the sun, and ought to
be lemedied. There is a great fault even in

the upper circles of life. For those things
that are the most important are too supes-ficial
in the mode of education—and others only
recommendatory are most prominent.
Dancing.—What has the young lady to do
with hopping, after her marriage a fcAv
months ?
MARKS IN A YOUNG WOMAN.
1. Honesty—but here custom has attached
more to the word, than Avhen applied to any
thing else or the opposite gender. Hence female virtue may be compared to a Glass Bowl,
which when broken cannot be efficiently
mended! Therefore let all my young innocent Female Readers take good care both of
SOUL and BODY!
2. A N EVEN DISPOSITION—for Avhen I go to

an house, if the Mistress does not want me
there, she has it purely in her power to let me
knoAv it.
3. Good sense improved—Avhich Avill make
agreeable company, and involves judicious
economy.
4. Good religion in the Heart.
Let Parents, who wish their Children to become respectable here and happy hereafter,
timely begin, first with example and then precept, before the tender twig—seeing that first
impres.sions are most durable and lasting.
Where those things meet in one pair, so as
to concentrate them into one soul,—there is
an union; an indissoluble union in time and
in eternity—if they are faithful.
" Mountains rise, and oceans roll,
To sever such in vain!"
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OF P E T T I C O A T L A W .

Marks to Estimate Real Worth.
MARRIAGE has been considered an eccle- I
siastical aliair. Hence divorces Avere obtained
1st. Honesty. 2d. Civility. 3d. Industry.
only from the ecclesiastical Courts—e.vcept
by " Common LaAV."—i. e. Tbe poor being 4th. Economy. Sth. Humanity. 6th. Even
unable to bear the expense of the former mode, Disposition. 7th. Good Religion !
(whicli cost nigh to a thousand pound.s, or
The voice of Avhisper reported of a certain
4,000 dollars) by consent of parties, the Avo- pair, Avho had no Heir for seven years—The
man Avith a halter about her neck, is lead into man made a certain proposition to a neighborthe market, where she is put up at auction; ing WidoAV Lady :—the conditions of Avhich
and goes off to the highest bitlder ; Avho is Avere—that he should come in the dark, and
generally known before hand. This being go ill the dark; bring cloth and money, &c.
the common custom among the common Peo- The WidoAV privately informed the man's wife
ple from time im memorial, becomes a prece- of the Avliole affair with the arrangements
dent ; aud hence a " Common Law,"—but thercAvith connected. And it Avas agreed that
she is not bound to stay Avith the man Avho the vyfe should occupy the bed, &c. Avhich
bids her off, but by her own consent; although concerted plan succeeded. Tap, tap at the
free from her former husband.
windoAv at the appointed hour—is admitted—
A Fashionable Lady, judges of personal fulfils the condition—retires in due time.
The Avife, in circumlocution, arrives home
merit by the cut of his dress, his ruffles, ties
his cravat Avell, wears his hat Avell, has a in season, to make all appear as if she had
fashionable coat, makes a graceful bow, re- remained at home—but at length produces the
peats the cornmon chit-chat of the day, in an booty from her Friend—and begins to cut the
agreeable nianiier, it is enough. He is, ac- cloth for garments; and desires her husband
cording to the technical [A\n\,se,ii genteel 7nan. to accompany her to the store to buy trimIf he has other qualifications ; ihey are of mings, &c. Avith the money in her hand, retoo little irnpoitaiice to be taken into consi- ceived from a friend!—His feelings and cnre
deration. If he lias not these, no other merit may be more easily imagined than described
can save him tidin condemnation and ridicule. in the mind of fancy ! What AAas the resuU?
The peace of a family depends more ujion But an HEIR in due time.
Here, then, a man committed ailultrey A^th
the woman, than it does upon the man. For
let the man do as he may, to make things his own Avife, according to Natural, Civil,
agreeable,—tlie Lady has it in her power, to Ecclesiastical and Common Law. But it is
render it olherAvise, if she pleases. And if the motive Avhich gives character to the
he comes home drunk, she, if so minded, can action !
and Avill find stinie way to render things tolerMilton intimates—When the sexes were !
ably agreealile to those around.
equal, the Lady must Avander from the man, i
The Gentlemen complained of the Ladies' to labor alone ; because he thought there was
fickleness in kjve; they accused the men of danger in disguise—and being together, would
insincerity, and loth parties with much wit be more apt to be on their guard ; but slie lo
and [deasantry, threw the blame of all mis- shoAV her superiority of judgment, and als« j
takes in marriage mutually on each other. j her independence by Avisdom displayed, would
Observed PoUyanna, W E complain of their have a .separation of Avork.
And falling in with the Tempter in disgni.«
insincerity. Are Ave more sincere? do not
we act as much disguised as they, Avho find began a chat then a taste of the apple; and
us frail Avomen, instead of angels ? Divini- brought it to the man, Avho yielded.
Bii on perceiving the mischief done, seemed
ties ! characters we foolishly assume;—and
are we pleased unless they compliment us, lift to blame the man, because he did not set up
authority and forbid and prevent her going.
us up to the skies, and pay us adoration ?
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When she f.rst saw the man, in a sitting
postu.'e, pretended, she did not know what it
^yas—and Avhen he rose up, she pretended to
be much aflTrighted ; and ran, apparently with
all her might:—but still, she did not run so
fast, but Avhat she intended ihe old man should
COME UP with her !

The example of Rebecca, to o.btain the blessing for her darling son, is an elucidation of
female nature in modern times.
The contrast of feeling in the mother of
Moses, parentally, for his preservation; and
the sympathy in the breast of Pharoah's
daughter, admits of reflection.
The request of Rachel and Hannah, is
another channel.
The contention betwixt Rachel and Leah.
The conduct of Michael (the daughter of
Saul,) Avife to David, in a fit of Jealousy,
forgetting her own conduct, of living with
another man.
The conduct of Jael and Judith by deception and coquetry—another trait.
That of Joseph's Mistress and the wife of
Job exemplify another trait.
Cleopatra, the Queen of Egypt, outgeneraled her brother, and Julius Caesar, Mark
Anthony and Augustus, in her duplicity and
intrigue, by skill and ability, peculiar to the
sex; for they will outdo and outgeneral the
men, nine times out of ten Avhen they are bent
to do their prettiest, best and worst; and so
carry their point.
Hence when they are bad—they are capable of plans and schemes that m.an Avo'ald never think of. And when they are good, Avill
excel the very best of men, for virtue, truth,
fidelity, courage and patience in affliction !
Their feelings and sensibility are more exquisite ; here tnen love and attachment, affection and sympathy, exceed the opposite gender—and so does their disgust, aversion, hatred and revenge!
The three pious Maries, excelled the Apostles and the Soldiers too—by continuing with
Him to the last; and AA'ere the first at the
Vault while it was dark, under awful circumstances, Avhich made the soldiers afraid.
Buonaparte said he AA-as never conquered
until in the presence of the queen of Prussia ;
a word to the wise is enough !
A Lady's oath, " I don't choose to.'''
The CHARACTER of a man is in the
power of the woman; secondly, his PRO-
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PERTY is in the power of the woman,
thirdly, the LIBERTY of a man is in the
power of the woman; fourthly, his LIFE is
in the power of the Avoman !
For the WORD and OATH of the Female,
in point of " Common L a w ; " (i. e. Whisper
Slander and Reports,) and secondly, by " Statute LaAV," will be received and believed before
his. Such is the nature oi men; and such
the influence of Women on society.
Here then is a Compound Law, in this
land, proceeding from natural LaAV and Statute Law, which may involve the Innocent,
Avithout a reciprocity or a possibility of redress or an escape.
Thus the Petticoat still seems to govern
the world! And it is done according to
Law!
B ® " But if there was a " Court of Women" to " Try Women ;" would it not be better for men ; and also more fitted to keep the
peace of families, than any mode noAv adopted
in this land ?
Yet there are but fcAV Avomen, but what
would choose to have an appeal from the jurisdiction of a Female Tribunal, to that of
Men ; rather than to be tried, judged and sentenced by their own sex !
But supposing they do choose ? Look at
their choice and influence in the ten miles
square, Avhich contains two big houses and
three cities.
What is the influence of Petticoats there '\
How many leading m.en Avait on the Avives of
others ? Have their minds changed by female
art, flattery, and intrigue, who electioneer and
gain the ascendancy in the company of
Voters ? How many LaAvs are passed different than otherwise Avould have been ! Gained
and Lost!
How many appointments are made or hindered by the influence of the same.
The Balls or Levee.s, Routes, Masquerades,
Gambling, &c. &c. Time spent in that which
is worse than bad ! HOAV much at the public
expense—34 cents the hour! HOAV many
hours in twenty-four, for the Public, in a season ? and othei'Avise, hoAv much ?
Let the visiting stranger in the Ci'y and
District; say, by calculation mathematically,
and answer the question !
Quere. Where on the Continent of North
America, is the SINK OF INIQUITY!
S ^ ' Let the House of God be CLEANSID !
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FROM THE N I N T H

EDITION.

GENERAL WASHINGTON, in comparing those he may make preten.sions to friendship, but
days of ignorance, Avhen people ta-inely sub- Avhen interest ceases, the case is altered.
mitted to the galling yoke of Tyranny and
Again, one is a poor outcast, perishing in
priest-craft Avilh modern times, Avhen men the streets, AA'hile another is revelling, having
take the liberty to suspect the propriety of the more than heart could Avish, but because of
creed of '•^passive obedience and non-resist- the trouble Avill not give the stranger an
ance," dropped the following reflection.— asylum, or afford him Avherewithal to allay
" B u t this seems to be the age of Avonders : his hunger, not expecting a rcAA'ard. One is
and it is reserved for intoxicated and laAvless in trouble, another is merry at his distress.
France, for Purposes of Providence far beyond One commands, because it is his pleasure, and
the reach of human ken, to slaughter her own another must obey, hoAvever hard and imcitizens, and disturb the repose of all the perious the command. One claims the country
Avorld besides."
for his own, and all the others must pay him
When Ave reflect on past occurrences, on for the privilege to live in it, or else suffer
the aAvful revolutions of the jiresent day, and banishment. One hath thousand.s, gained by
those big events noAv probably at the door, the labor of others;, AA'hile another hath not
an)' person Avho thinks for himself, and is not the assurance of a day's provision, nor money
callous to all imjiortant things, must feel a to procure the coarsest raiment, much less the
promise of a friend in the day of adversity.
degree of interest.
It is a self-evident matter of fact, that there
Secondly. Socially. There is a body of
has been, and there slill is, a great deal of men called Gentlemen or Nobility.
There is
deceit, o]q,ression, and con.sequent inLsery in another grade, called Peasants.—-The first will
the Avorhi.
possess the country, and feel and act more
It is equally certain, that there is such a than their own importance; Avhile the Latter
thing in tbe Avoild as " natural evil." And are put on a level with the animals, and treatNatural evil must be the effect or consequence ed as an inferior race of being.s, Avho must
of " moral et'?/,"* olherAvise all our ideas of pay to these Lords a kind of divine honor,
goodness a.nd justice are chimerical. It there- and boAV, and cringe, and scrape.
fore may be taken for granted, and our OAvn
The Avill of one must be the Law, and it
experience and observations Avill justify the must be the pleasure of the other to obey.
conclusion, that all lliings are not right in the And it is the policy and interest of the former,
present condition of the human family. To to keep the latter -.n suojection and ignorance.
be a little more particular, I Avill for a mo- For if they were permitted to think, and
ment consider man in an individual, social judge, and act for themselves, they would
and moral capacity.
overthioAV their rulers.
First, Individually—One
seeks to take
Here the question Avill arise, how such dip
care of himself only, as charity is said to be- ferenccs came to exist among men ? Another
gin at home. And as long as self is served. question also arises—can the motives of men
who thus conduct themselves in the world, be
'•'•just a n d good ?"
• Gen. Iii. 17.
Rom. T. 13.
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A third question also arises—If men be ac- taken by the laAvs of the Creator, Avho gave
tuated by motives in their objects and ends : them ; or Avhen forfeited to Society by some
and in particular, in their actions and dealings misdemeanor.
with their felloAV men, Avho can doubt Avbether
The human family, which is divided into
there be such a thing as " Moral Evil" in the Nations, is composed of individuals. And as
world ? Every purpose must be iceighed and a Avhole is composed of parts, and the parts
willed in the heart, before it is acted out. Of collectiA'ely form one AA-hole—of course in their
course, to take from another his substance individual capacity, they are naturally free
without his consent, or giving him an eq'ai- and independent : and endowed by their
valeiit, is contrary to every ride of equity.
Creator with cermin unalienable rights and
Thiully. Morally.
Some people invade privileges, such as life, liberty, pursuit of
the Divine rights by prescribing " articles of happiness, and the right of private judgment
faith," and binding the conscience of man in in moral duty, &c. They are equal and indeall things of Religion, under the most severe pendent in their individual capacity. This is
penalties that human ingenuity could invent. called the " LAAV OF NATURE," established
When Ave reflect, therefore, upon the actions primarily by the Governor of tbe Universe—
of men, taken as they stand in relation to one of course differences and distinctions are rather
another, we are led to inquire hoAV they may the result of ART in Avhich the order of things
comport _/i?-4t, Avith our '•'•personal rights"— is inverted; and by AA'hich mankind are desecondly, Avith OUJ: "•social rights,"—and prived of their personal and just rights, than
thirdly, with our " moral rights," as estab- of any natural modification of things. And
hence the ' nick-names' or unmeaning and
lished on the '•'law of nature."
empty titles in the old world.
OF THE LAW OF NATURE.
Such distinctions arise, therefore, from a
I here Avould observe, that all our rights, self-created authority, or an usurped authority,
whether Personal, Social, or Moral, are the Avhich of course must be con,sidered as an unGRACES of the Governor of the Universe, and ju.st tyranny. For any thing given by the
established by him primarily in the great and GOD of nature only, can be remanded by none
universal " L A W OF NATURE."
but him alone ; consequently for one to take
It is a self-evident truth, that all men are it from another, without his consent, or Avithborn equal and independent; and as indi- out giving an equivalent, is to deprive hiin of J
viduals, are endowed by their Creator with his personal rights, and must be an infringecertain unalienable rights—among Avhich are ment upon natural justice.
Life, Liberty, the use of property, the pursuit
All men may be considered thus equally
of happiness, with the privilege of private free, and independent in their individual capajudgment.
city : but when taken in a social capacity, they
These principles being admitted, it will fol- are certainly dependent on each other. And
low, that as the wants or necessities of man- none more so than those who consider themkind and their duties are equal, so their rights selves the most independent. Because the
and obligations are equal also. Hence our Governor of the Universe hath determined, as
Rights, Duties, and Obligations are the same Ave see in the order of nature, that health and
in each and in all.
lazine.ss cannot dAA-ell together ; so man must
The " Rights of Man," AA'hen applied to an not be a Stoic nor a machine, but an actiA'e
individual, are called " Personal
Rights;" being. Therefore the ' laws of nature' are
considered as he stands in relation to his fi.xed ; that self-interest shall be a stimulus, or
" Fellow Creatures," they are called " Social moving spring to action.—Hence there are
Rights;" and considered as he stands in re- some things Avhich man canr it do or subsist
lation to his CREATOR, they are called " MORAL Avithout; as food, Avater, & ;. consequently
RIGHTS."
self-preservation is called t) e -first laAv of
nature' in point of duty.
OF PERSONAL RIGHTS.
But there are some, j'ea, m ny things Avhich,
Personal Rights are those benefits or privi- we cannot perform, ourselves , Ave are of course
leges which appertain to man in ri.ght or by dependent on others for th ir assistance and
virtue of his existence. Of this kind are all help ; such is the case in different operations
the intellectual rights, or rights of the mind ; of mechanism, agriculture and commerce.
and also all those rights of acting as an indi- Each of these is mutually connected, and devidual for his own comfort and happiness, pendent on each other. Therefore if I derive
which are not injurious to the natural or per- advantage from others, why should not others
sonal rights of others—of course the rights of derive some benefit from me in return ? This
the mind, Religious Liberty, Freedom and In- is equal and right; of course it is just and
dependence cannot be taken from a man justly, proper. If therefore, I withhold that advanbut hy his own consent. Except only when tage, which I could bestoAv on society, it is an
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infringement upon natural jvstice.
Of course
we must account to the .\uthor of Nature, for
the neglect or abuse of those natural, or personal and social privileges, bestowed by him,
and enjoyed by us.

oAvn cause; and as far as the right of the
mind is concerntil, he never surrenders i t : ]
But Avhat availeth it him to judge, if he has
not the power to redress ? He therefore de- j
posits this right in the common stock of so- \
ciety, and takes the arm of society, of whicli
OF SOCIAL RIGHTS.
he is a part, in preference, and iu additicm to
As a whole i^ composed of parts, and the his oAvn.
parts collectively form one Avhole, so to judge
Society grants him nothing. E\-ery man ia
correctly ot social principles we mtist vieAv a proprietor in society, and draws ou the ii
them as they apply naturally, individually, capital as a matter of right.
collectively, and prospectively
From tiiese premises, a feAv certain concluAs our -personal rights' are the same, so sions Avill follow.
are our obligations the same. And lience our
First. That every ' social right' groics out
' rights and obligations are naturally, and ne- cf a ' personal right,' and is founded on the
cessarily reciprocal.
Law of Nature,' or in other Avords, it is a
To derive the benefit of .society collectivelv personal rwht' exchanged agreeable to natur
and individually, there is need for general ral justice.
Rules, for the regulation c>f the whole And
.Secondly That Civil power, which is dehoAv shall general rules be formed, but by lived from society, Avhen applied to the body,
general co;isent ? It is therefore our true in- is called politieal, but Avhen applied individualterest as iiiaividuals, to be involved and con- ly is called civil authority.
This power, when
nected Avith such regulations, as may be properly considered as • legal authority,' is
formed for the benefit and safety of our •per- made up of the aggregate of that class of the
sonal rights;' and such as prudence dictates, personal rights of man, Avhich becomes defectas necessary to guarantee them from usurpa- i / ve in the indiA'idual, in point of power, and
tion.
ansAvers not his purpcNSv.; but Avhen collected
Our personal rights, pri\-ilege.s, and obliga- to a focus, becomes competent to the purpose
tions, being equal, Ave have each, as an indi- of every one.
vidual, right to claim a voice in the formation
Thirdly That the poAver produced from the
of those general rules—and personal duty ari- aggregate of personal rights, imperfect in
sing from the 'law of nature' calls upon us poAver in the individual, cannot be applied to
coUectiA-ely, to act our part as individuals— invade the ' personal rights, Avhich are re-,
and there AA'OUM be an infringement upon tained in the indiA'idual, and in which the
natural justice, to neglect the right of sufrage. power to execute is as perfect as the right it"SOCIAL RIGHTS" are those Avhich"apper- self AA'ithout intruding on natural justices
tain to man, in right of his being a ' member seeing the rights are personal only and conof society.' Every 'social right,']\as for its cern no body else.
foundation some 'personal
right'pre-existing
Thus Ave have seen, man traced as a natuin the individual; arising from the 'law of ral individual, to a member of socifty; aad
nature'—but to the enjoyment of AA'hich his observed the qualities of the 'personal rightsf
individual POAVER is not, in all cases, suffi- retained, and those Avhich are exchanged foi
ciently competent. Of this kind are all those 'social rights.'
Avhich relate to security and protection.
Those principles, Avhen digested and properFrom this short revieAv, it Avill be easy to ly applied, show the origin and foundation of
distinguish, betAveen that class of 'Personal the only true and proper fountain of governrights' Avhich a man retains after entering into ment, Avhieh is, properly speaking, the "putsociety, and those Avhich he throAvs into the soNAL SOCIAL COMPACT." Bccausc mankind
common stock as a member of society
in their individual capacity, are equally free
The ' Personal rights' Avhich he retains, are and independent: by the ' law of nature,^ aa
all those in which the POAVER to execute, is established by its AUTHOR. Therefore thk
ac perfect in the individual, as the right itself. facts must be, that the individuals themselTca, ^
Among this class, as is before mentioned, are each in his own personal and sovereign righ^ j
all the intellectual rights, or rights of the entered into a compact, (not Avith a goYera- j
mind; consequently religion, and the privilege ment, but) Avith each other, to produce a gOT- I
of private judgment, are some of those rights. ernment. And this is the only mode, in which
The 'Personal rights,' Avhich are not re- governments have a right to arise, and the
tained, are all those in Avhich, though the only principles on Avhich they ought to exist;
right is perfect in the individual, the POAVER or jiossibly can exist agreeably to naturalpfto execute them is defective. They answer tice.
not this purpose. A man by the ' late of naIt fs a self-evident fact, that he PEOFLS aie
<*»r«' has a ' personal right' to judge in his the original ant.' only true and proper source
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from whom a government can be detluced, and
spring into existence, on just and equitable
principles, agreeable to the ' laAV of nature,'
because the people existed before any government came to exist. Of course society, on social principles, have a right to three things.
First. To form their own government.
Secondly. To choose their own rulers.
And Thirdly. To ca.shier them for misconduct.
Hence it follows, first, that the authority of
Tvlers is only delegated authority, Secondly,
that they axe accountable to the fountain from
whom they derived it.—And thirdly, that they
are not to serve themselves, but society, whose
servants they are, and by whom the} -co employed ap.d paid for their services.
OF MORAL RIGHTS.
'Moral rights' are the personal privilege to
think, and judge, and act for one's self in
point of morai duty. This is the more plain
and clear, as no one is concerned but God the
judge, and the individual man, as a re.sponsibie agent.
For what right hath any one to meddle
with that Avhich does not concern him ?
Moral Duties are the result of ' Moral LaAv,'
which is the Divine prerogative alone; and
man hath no right to invade the moral duty of
another—for this is the right of the Divine
Government. No man, therefore, nor set of
men, have a right to infringe upon or bind the
conscience of another. Man, therefore, as a
rational creature, must be convinced before he
can be converted, in order to act consistently,
as an agent accountable to the Supreme Governor of the Universe. Consequently, submission of will to a compulsatory poAver, in
matters of religion, in repugnance to the dictates of tender conscience, is nothing but an
empty shoAV, a piece of hypocrisy, Avithout
any mixture of moral goodness, or genuine
virtue.
All Natural Religious Establishments, or
' Churches established by Law,' have been a
curse to mankind, and a pest to society. Vice
and corruption in religion are encouraged and
upheld, and virtue lies deprest. If a man
from a principle of duty Avould support religion voluntarily, by being compelled to do it,
he is prevented the opportunity of shoAving the
Tirtue of his heart, and the influence oif his
example is lost. If his Religion be different
from t h a t ' established by law,' his conscience
iB_ bound, and he is prevented from supporting
his own religion by taking aAvay from him
that which he would give to his oAvn Minister
for the support of those in whom he does not
Mieve. LAW-RELIGION, will cause people to
he hypocrites, hut cannot cure them of error.
A. man must be convinced in his judgment, by
X
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evidence to his understanding, before he is
converted in his heart. Of course, to form
articles of faith, for people to subscribe under
severe penalties is not founded upon common
sense, nor on equitable principles. For to
suppose people capable of belieA'ing Avihout
reason or evidence, is contrary to the ' LaAvof
Nature,' and repugnant to natural justice, in
as much as all men are free and independent,
in their individual capacity, and of course
their rights and privileges are equal; to think
and to judge, and also to act for them.selves,
in point of Moral Duty, and in all matters of
opinion in Religion.
Suppose that one man believes in one God,
another believes in ten, Avhat is that to the
first ? ' It neither picks his pocket nor breaks
his leg,' of course, Avhy should he Persecute
him ? Persecution is contrary to Natural
Justice, in as much as it assumes a poAver
Avhich no mortal can claim, it being the Divine right only to judge in such cases. But
Revertheless, moral duty from pity, and a concern for his AA'elfare, may excite a man to
strive to convince another for his good, to
shun the error and find the happy road.
Universal right of Conscience, is given by
the Author of Nature, who is th.e Moral Governor of the Human Family. And such liberty of conscience ought to be ESTABLISHED IN i
EA'ERY LAND.

Intolerance assumes to itself the right of
Avithholding liberty of conscience. ' Toleration' assumes the right of granting it. Both
are despotisms in their nature. Man worships
not himself but his M a k e r ; and liberty of
conscience which he claims, is not for the
service of himself, but of his God. In this
case, therefore, we must necessarily have the
associated ideas of tAvo beings; the mortal
who renders the worship, and the Immortal
Being who is Avorshipped.
' Toleration,' therefore, places itself not between man and man, nor between church and
church, nor between one denomination of religion and another, but between God and
Man: between the being who worships, and
the BEING who is worshipped; and by the
same act of assumed authority, by which it
' tolerates' man to pay his Avorship, it presumptuously and blasphemously sets itself up,
to ' tolerate' the Almighty to receive it.
Suppose a bill Avas brought into any Legislature, entitled an ' Act to tolerate or grant
liberty to the Almighty, to receive the worship of a Jew or a Turk,' or ' t o prohibit the
Almighty to receive it,' all men would startle
and call it blasphemy. There Avould be an uproar. The presumption of ' toleration' in religious matters Avould then present itself unmasked. But the presumption is not the les.s, because*
the name of ' M a n ' only appears to those
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laAvs : for the associated ideas of the Avorshipper and the worshipped cannot be separated.
Well may one exclaim—' Who then ait thou,
vain dust and ashes—by Avhatover name thou
art called, whether an Einjieror or a King, a
Bishop or a State, or anything else tha*^ obtrudes thine insignificance, between the soul
of MAN and its MAKER ? Mind thine own
concerns. If he believes not as thou believest. it is a proof that thou believest not as he
believeth, and there is no earthly power can
determine betAveen you.'
With respect to what are called Denominations of Religion, if every one is left to judge
of his own religion, there is not such a thing
as a Religion tliat is lorong. But if they are
to judge of each other's Religion, there is no such
a thing as a Religion that is right, and therefore
all the AA'orld is right or all the Avorld is wrong.
But Avith respect to Religion itself, Avithout any
regard to names, and as directed from the
Universal Family of mankind to the Divine
object of all a d o r a t i o n ^ t is Man bringing to
his JMAKER the fruits of his heart, and the
grateful tribute of every one is accepted.
" Like as a Father pitieth his children, so the
Lord pitieth them that fear him." HE looketh at the heart, and judgeth according to intentions, ' of a truth is no respecter of persons,
but ill every nation, he that feareth (3^od and
Avorketh righteousness, is accepted Avith him.'
It is required of a man according to Avhat is
given him, whether ' one, two, or five talents,'
'and he that knoAveth his master's Avill, and
doeth it not, shall he beaten with many stripes'
—for ' where there is no law, there is no transgression'—' ,sin is the tran.sgression ofthe law '
Man is under a Moral Law—the Law of the
j^linl, oi right a n l wrong.
There is a moral
duty—and a moral obligation on the man to
jiert'orin that duly. If lie does not perform it,
he falls under condemnation ; which he is
conscious of, for not acting as Avell as he knew
how :—hence the propriety of the words,
' This is the condemnation, that light has come
into the Avorld, and men love darkness rather
than light, because their deeds are evil.' Man
is a rational agent, actuated by motives ; his
actions are deliberate, and his motives of two
kin Is, Goo(i an.l Evil—One is called ' moral
good,' the good principle existing in the mind
—the other is called ' morii-l evil,' because the
spirit of the mind is bad, and the intention of
the mind is to do Avrong, Avhich motive is not
liglit, not agreeable to natural justice and
m.oral obligation. Because, as all men have
equal rights and Avants, so their duties and
obligations are equal in their social capacity,
as established in the ' L a w of Nature,' by the
Creator and Governor of the World ; of cour.se
there is need for a definite rule by Avliich to
measure our duties towards each other; be-

cause if our rights and obli2,a'ii)ns are tbe
same and equal, then Ave are to expect no
iKore than Ave can justly claim, or would
be willing to bestow, agreeable to that which
is just and equal, and hence the command
which is agreeable to the Law of 'Nature.'
' Love thy neighbor as thyself,' Aviiich is always agreeable to the ' Moral Law.' and corresponds Avith the rule, ' a s ye Avould that
others should do to you, do ye even so to
them—for this is the LAAV atid the PROPHF.TS'
—or Avhat the LaAv of Moses and the Prophets and Jesus Christ taught, Avhich ou-j-ht
therefore to be the leading principle of every
heart, and the rule of the spirit and conduct of
every one in practice, in our actions anl dealings Avith mankiuil in all things Avhatever.
Here the 'Moral LaAv' and the 'Law of
Nature' and the ' Rule of Practice,' all correspond and harmonize together, in .securing
the 'social rights, obligations and duties of
man Avhich have the Al.mighty for tlieir Author ; to AA'hom man is accountable.' Of
cour.se man ought to be actuate.l by noble
Principles, conforming himself accordingly—
seeing his eternity depends upon it.
But to deprive man of the right to think
and judge, and act for himself, in point of
Moral duty, is an infringement on the Creator's government, as Avell as on Natural Justice, and contrary to every rule of Right, an'i
is attended Avith complicated misery to the
human family. It creates broils, animosities
and contentions in society ; and raises a domineering spirit in one, and a spirit of resentment and resistance in another; an,I thus
more blood hath been shed in consequence of
such a line of prescription aud practice, than
from all other sources put together. .\nd
hath been attended Avith more apparent ciuudty
and misery to mankind, than all other thini;s
whatsoever.—Therefore, such national Ivstablishments of Religion, are Avell st)li'd tbe
Whore of Babylon, or the ' Mother of llirtnl.^.
and the almminations of the Earth.'
The
MOTHER, must b,^> the old 'W*:***,' and if
she be a 'Molhei,' \rho can her daughters be,
but the corrupt estalilished Protestant C'IIUICIK'S,
wbich came out of her, and have not forgot to
tread in her steps of per.secu'-ion, town nis those
Avho differ from them in opiniiin ' And heni'o
they are said to be ' drunk Avith the blnod of
the Saints and Martyrs,' Avhich ('r'>D, as a
Just Governor, Avill cause to be vi.-iieJ ou
them in their turn : that the F.ailh may revert
lo its original and proper OWNER, and the inhabitants know that HIS Kingdom if over all.
OF GOVERNMENTS.
From what authority, shall one person or
body of mim, have power and e.xercise a command over others ?
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years from the Creation, to this source of authority they must have referred—and to the
same source of authority, we must now refer.
The genealogy of Christ is traced to Adam.
— W h y not trace the Rights of Man up to his
creation ? The ansAver is—' That upstart
OF DIVINE DELEGATION.
governments,' through ambition founded in
First. With regard to that AUTHORPTY, ' Moral Evil,' have arisen and thrust themwhich is said to be the gift of the Creator, selves betAveen, to unmake man, and trample
and derived from the Governor of the Uni- upon all his precious rights, to keep him in
iierse as his delegated power. It hath not for profound ign.^rance, that they may be served
its foundation or support, either Scripture or at his expense,
Common Sense.
If any geneiation of men ever possessed the
Before any conclusion can be admitted, cer- right of dictating the mode by which the
tain facts, or first principles, or data must be Avorld should be governed forever, it was the
established or admitted for its confirmation.
first generation that existed; and if that geneThe error of those Avho reason by prece- ration did not, no succeeding generation can
dents draAA'n from antiquity, respecting the show authority for so doing. The illuminating
Rights of Man, is, that they do not go far •^nd divine principle of the equal rights of
enough into antiquity. They do not go the man, (for it has its origin from the Maker of
whole AA'ay. They stop in some of the inter- man) relates not only to living individuals,
mediate stages, of a hundred or a thousand but to all generations of men succeeding each
years, and produce Avhat Avas /hen done, as other. Every generation is equal in rights, to
their precedent. This is no autncrity at all. the generation which preceded i t ; by the
If we travel still further into antiquity, we same rule that every individual is born equal
shall find a direct contrary opinion and piac- in rights to his cotemporary.
tice prevailing. And if antiquity is to be auEvery history of the creation, and every
thority, a thousand such authorities may be traditionary account; whether from the letterproduced, successively contradicting each ed or unlettered world, however they may
other. But if Ave proceed on, Ave shall at last vary in their opinion or belief of certain parcome out right—Ave shall come to the time, ticulars, all agree in establishing one point:
when man came from the hands of his Maker. the unity of man. By Avhich I mean that all
What was he then ? ' MAN !' Man Avas men are of one degree : and consequently, that
his high and only title, and a higher cannot all men are born equal, and with equal natural
be given him.
fights ; in the same manner as if posterity had
We have noAv gone back to the origin of been continued by Creation instead of Geneman and to the origin of his rights. As to ration. The latter being only the mode by
the manner in Avhich the Avorld has been Avhich the former is carried forAvard ; and congoverned from that day to this, it is no farther sequently, every child born into the world,
any concern of ours, than to help us to make must be considered as deriving its existence
a proper use of former errors, and suitable im- from GOD. The Avorld is as ncAV to him, as
provements upon ancient history. Those who it Avas to the first man that existed, and his
lived a hundred or a thousand years ago, Avere natural rights are ofthe same kind.
then moderns as we are noAv. They had their
The Mosaic account of the Creation, Avheancient.s, and tho.se ancients had others, and ther taken as Divine authority, or merely hisAve shall be ancieiV.s in our turn. If the mere torical, fully maintains the unity or equality
name of antiquity is to govern in the affairs of man. The folloAving expression admits of
of life, the people Avho are to live an hundred no controversy. " And GOD said, lat us make
or a thousand years hence, Avill be as much man in our own image. In the image of GOD
bound to take us for a precedent, as we are to created he him ; male and female created he
take as a precedent those who lived an hun- them." The distinction of the SEXES is pointdred or a thousand j'ears ago.
ed out, but no other distinction is implied. If
The fact is, that an appeal to antiquity, this he not divine authority, it is at least hismay prove any thing, and establish nothing. torical authority, and shoAvs the equality of
It is authority again.st authority, still ascend- man so far from being a modern doctrine, to
ing till we come to the Divine origin of the be the oHest upon record.
Rights of Man at the Creation. Here our
It is also to be observed, that all the reliinquiries find a resting place, and reason finds gions known in the world, are founded, as far
a home. If a dispute about the Rights of as they relate to man, on the unity of Man,
Man had arisen at the distance of an hundred as being all of one degree. AVhether in heaven
• By the Creator's " Law of Nature," is Maa a Cosmo- or hell, or in whatever state man may be suppolite or the Local property of anot,'ier !
pased to exist hereafter, the bad and good are
It must be obtained in one of these three
ways. 1st. It must be the gift of the Creator
and governed of the Universe—or 2dly, it
must be delegated by the people—or else
Sdly, must be self created or usurped.*
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the only distinctions. N;iy, even the laws of
government are obligated In slide into this principle, li\ making degree to consist in crimes
and luit in pcrsdns.
This is one of the greatest of all truths, and
it is our highest interest to cultivate it. By
coi'.sideiing man in this light, it places him in
a close connection Avith his duties, Avhelher to
his Creator, or the creation, of Avhich he is a
part; and it is only Avhen he forgets his birth
or origin, or to use a more fashionable phrase,
" h i s birth and family," that he becomes dissolute.
The distinction of the sexes only, is mentioned at the creation of man. Hence, the
MAN Avas considered as the head of his family;
and so established by the laAA' of custom,
Avhich gave rise to the simple PATRIARCHAL
GOVERNMENT.

But so far are the Scriptures from justifying
the idea that monarchy is the "Delegated
poAver of God," that they speak directly to
the reverse.—They inform us that the JCAVS
Avere the peculiar people of God, and " they
desired a KING to reign over them, to be like
all the nations round about," after they had
been a Commonwealth for several hundred
years. And a KING they obtained, as a judgment for their " MORAL EVIL ;" and HE proA'ed
a scourge for their national sin.
Thus, " the nations round about," had
KINGS at an earlj' period. The Israelites also
desired to have one, and a King Avas given
them as a judgment. We may therefore conclude, that Monarchy had its ORIGIN in some
Avisdom, Avhich Avas NOT divine.
Here it may be observed, that the Avisdom
of God, in his dispensations to nations and
people accomplishes many great ends with a
very few simple means—hence Avhen one
"social coinjiact" is removed, in justice for
SIN; a AVAV IS then opened for another as a
matter of mercy. This Avas maiiilested in the
overthroAv of IJ.abylon, for the relief and return of the Jews to Jerusalem, to rebuild the
temple. So also, Saul Avas removed for a
better man to reign in his stead. Hence if
there be .KINGS, it is lietter to have good men
than bad ones. Therefore the Christians Avere
commanded to pray for them, as Avell-Avisbers
and friends to mankind, Avho Avished for peace
in the land.
It could have been no difficult thing, in the
early and solitary ages of the Avorbl, Avhilc
the chief employment of man, AA-as that of attending floolis and herds, for a banditti of ruffians to overrun a country, and lay it under
contributions. Their poAver being established, the chief of the band contrived to lo.«e the
name of " Robber" into that of Monarch ;
and hence the origin of MONARCHY and
KINGS.

Those bands of robbers having "parcelled
out theAAORLD," and divided it into dominions, i^
began, as is naturally the case, to (piarrel with
each other. What at fiist Avas obtained by
violence, Avas considered by otheirs as proper
and lawful to be taken, and a second plunderer succeeded the first.
They alternately invaded the dominions
Avhich each had assigned to himself, and the
brutality with Avhich they treated each othei,
explains the original character of Monarchy;
it Avas ruffian torturing ruffian. The conqueror considered the conquered, not as bis
prisoner, but his property. He led them in
triumph, rattling in chains, and doomed him
at pleasure, to slavery or death. As time obliterated the history of their beginning, their
successors assumed iieAV appearances, to cut
off" the entail of their disgrace, but tiieir principle and object remained the same. What
at first Avas plundered, a.ssumed the softer
name of revenue, and the power originally
usurped, they affected to inherit.
The career of Nebuchadnezzar, Alexander
the Great, Julius and Augustus Cae.sar, Mahomet, William the Conqueror, CromAvell and
Bonaparte, Avith their concomitants, are enough
to exemplify the propriety of the remarks already made.
Monarchial government, AA-hen considered
as the delegated poAver of God, supposes an
hereditary succession ; and of course the will
of the Monarch, Avith his successors, must be
binding, not only on the present generation,
but also on those Avhich are to come. To
suppose that the will of those AA-bo existed
once, but are UOAA' dead, can be binding on
the generations yet to come, is ridiculous.
One is out of the Avorld, and the other not in
it, and of course they are IAVO non-entities,
Avhich can never meet in this Avorld, and
therefore can by no means form obligations
for one another, agreeably lo .\atural Justice.
Moreover, as the government is for the benefit of the people, and not the peojiIe for the
government. Hence, it must be calculated so
as to ansAver every pur])o,se of government.
But Monarchy is not calculated so lo do, but
by the aid or assistance of an Aristocracy, an
additional oppression, whereby the generality
of the people must be kept in fear and profound Ignorance, by tyrannical laAVs, to prevent tne "spirit of enquiry," the "libertyof
.speech" and of the " p r e s s ; ' Avhich showa i
that their works are bad, and that they '• love
darkness rather than light, because their deeds
are evil !" Of course it is not the most excellent way ; because it supposes one man to
have more .sense and Avisdom than all the
nation be.side—Avhereas hereditary succession
is as liable to have a fwl as a Avise man for
a governor ; ana more so, Avheu degenera-
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tion is rendered certain by confining their
intermarriages exclu.sively to Royal Blood.
The more this subject is investigated, the
more the absurdity of it will appear. It is
inconsistent, both Avith Scripture and Common
Sense. It is contrary to every principle both
of moral goodness and of natural justice. It
cannot stand the test of a comparison AA'ith
the Moral Ixiic, the Law of Nature, or the
Rule of Practice.
OF THE POPE'S POWER.
If the Progres.sive poAver of the Pope, and
the almost incredible height to Avhich it grevA-,
the summit appearing so stupendous Avith a
pompous shoAV, be compared Avith the " Laiv
of Nature," and the character of the Almighty,
the idea of Monarchy or Tyrannical poAver as
being the delegated power of God, will sink
into contempt.
Moral obligation and duty having great influence on the mind and practice of man.
Religion Avas made use of as a tool to ansAver
the purposes of ambitious and designing men.
Hence the origin of " Religion established btj
Law." But in order to accomplish the end",
the charge must be committed only to an ingenious fcAV, Avho are fitted and qualified for
the purpose by every possible
instruction;
while all the rest must be kept in the greatest
possible ignorance, that they may be the more
manageable.
The executors of the Avork being ingeniously
qualified and the minds of the people prepared, a deception might easily be practised
where none were permitted to tbi-ik and judge
and act for themselves. Hence the origin of
the Pagan Heroes, and Mythology, and Oracles, and Priests.
Under tyranny and oppres.sion, AA'hich prohibit liberty of conscience, and bind the people in eternal ignorance, the mental poAvers
of men are so impaired, and their moral faculties so darkened, that reason Avill not do its
oflice : And hence mankind became credulous
to a degree Avhich in this enlightened day, is
hardly to be believed.
Constantine the Great, in order to secure
the influence of Christian Ministers in his
favor, and thereby establish his unbounded
poAver, in and over the Roman Empire, abolished Pagan-ism, and established Christia::ity
as the National Religion. And from thence
the Ministry became a species of trade and
traffic down to this time.
Every valuable and important institution is
capable of abuse ; and not any thing more so
than religion : but there is a distinction to be
made between the thing itself and the abuse
of it. Religion is a good thing ; but from one
small abuse of it may originate important
consequences. Constantine, in order to ac-

complish his OAvn purposes, erected the image
of tiie Saviour on the cro.ss, and carried it in
the front of his army, to lead on the van of
nominal Christians. The image of the Virgin Mary found its way to foUoAV after ; and
h'3nce ail the abomination of images, &c. &c.
in the Christian Church.
As might have been expectpd. the temptation of gain and grandeur, arising out of the
" Reiigious laAv establishment" of Constantine,
many of the heathen Priests and others, became professional Christians, either for the
name, or for the " Loaves and Fishes." Of
course, " moral evil," took the lead, and the
church, so called, Avent on the road to ruin.
In those days of yore when people were
taught that the Avill of a tyrant should be
considered as the delegated poAver of God, and
reverentially obeyed accordingly, few pretended to think and act for themselves, except tbe
true worshippers of GOD, who acted from
conscientious motives. The multitudes were
sadly imposed upon. The bare say-so of the
Priest Avas received as Divine truth, and impostors became influential, and Avere respected.
It Avas difficult to oope Avith popular opinion,
which AA-as founded in long established habits
—backed by Civil, and supported by Ecclesiastical authoritu; till at length, the power
of the established Clergy became more respectable and influential than the civil authority,
and began to take the lead, and bear rule
accordingly; domineering over those who
had been their promoters, until affairs were
entirely transposed; so tliat the Civil Law
and authority Avere only used as tools by the
Ecclesiastics, to ansAver their OAvn ends, as the
Priests Avere formerly used to support the tyr.annical poAver of ambitious usurpers.
Credulous people, still chained by despotism and ignorance, retained their old prejudices. With them tyranny AA-as humanit}', and
was reverenced as the delegated power of God.
And if a Priest should .say that a " horse Avas
a cow," or a ham of bacon Avas a fish, he must
not dispute it; but must believe the say-so" of
the Priest, in opposition to his OAA'U senses.
At length, one AA-as exalted above his felloAvs, and as an expression of his poAver and
dignit}', was styled, " Bishop of Bishops, or
UNIVERSAL

BISHOP,"

and

claimed

all

the

world for his OAvn, so that no King or Potentate could reign but by his consent, as he Avas
to be considered the successor of the Apostle
Peter, who was •constituted the Vicegerent of
the Almighty upon edrth.—Thus the right to
determine all disputes, and to bestoAV croAvns
and kingdoms at pleasure, and to make new
laws, &c. &c. were his pretensions to mankind, as exemplified in the affairs of Poland
— " A n d all the world wondered after the
Beast"—Infallibility, which belongs to the
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Almighty alone, Avas ascribed to this GREAT and " cursed" to eternal mi.sery, with " Bell
book and Candle light," and then consigned
ONE by all his adherents.
The crown of France ])ossessed by Henry to the flames as Culprits, or '• Heretics," Avho
IV., Avas adjudged to Rudolph, his competitor, were to be " burned alive." What a jiompous
by the junver and decision .'•f the Pope, who show, Avhat a farce, and a mocking of Comalso claimed the kingdom .-f Spain, as the mon Sense!
The fallacious ideas that " TYRANNY is the
patrimony of St. Peter, by vi.tue of some old
delegated poAver of God," and that ignorance
deeds Avhich he pretended Avere lost.
The claim not being disputed, a tax or an- is necessary for the Avelfare of society, are
nuity Avas the irsult. Hence the origin of not happily excluded from the United States,
" Peter Pence,'' k'lOAvn in ditferenr countries and ought to be banished out of the world.
to a late day.
THE DAWN OF LIBERTY.
The titles of " 3Iost Christian
Majesty,"
The Bishop's poAver arrived at its zenith,
and " Most Catholic Majesty," Avere the result
and donation of this self-claimed "Viceger- had so intoxicated him, that he fell asleep.
ent poAver." Also "Defender of the Faith," This spurious Vicegerent Avho Avas so chariAvas another spurious gift from the same self- table as to give crowns and kingdoms not his
claimed authority , as a rcAvard for merit, in OAvn, to obtain money and popularity from his
Avriting a book in favor of the Vicegerency, courtiers, and enlarge his own poAver and influence, bestoAved IAVO things more than forby Henry VIII. of England.
The crown of England Avas adjudged to the merly, Avhich began to aAvaken up " common
king of France, unless King John Avould coin- sense." The first Avas countries of Avhich he
ply Avith the Vicegerent's requisition ; Avhich ^'.ad never heard : and secondly, pardons, not
only for sins past and present, but also for
AA-as done to save the kingdom.
The idea became so popular, that the sanc- "those Avhich Avere to come." The first laid
tion and confirmation of this " spurious" the foundation for enterprize. It excited inVicegerent was so necessary to make good quiry after true philosophic information, and
and valid any kingly authority, that tbe king improvements in the arts and sciences. The
of Denmark sent to Rome, to obtain the bless- latter paved the Avay for the discovery of
ing of confirmation, in and over his Kingdom. truth in Divinity.
The Son to the emperor of Russia posted
One quarter of the Avorld, by the Avisdom of
oflT *o Rome also, to be confirmed in Avhat he the Creator, for the benefit of rising generaexpected to inherit by virtue of his father. tions of man, for several thousands of years,
And " T h e Avorld Avondered after the Beast!" had remained an uncultivated AA'ilderness, A
A laAv of " Inq lisition" Avas enacted by the land magnificent for its stupendous and lofty
Ecclesiastical court to destroy "heresy,"— mountains—its numerous and extensive rivers
that is, all Avho dare to think and judge, and —its expanded lakes or inland seas, with a
soil superior to that of any country in the
act for theaisclves.
The " Art of Printing," Avas considered ancient knoAvn world is discovered. A neAv
" Avitchcraft," and the inventor was jmnished Avorld appears—the theatre, designed by the
as a ''Avizard," and his colleague only es- Governor of the Universe, for the display of
some inij.oitant and grand design, worthy of
caped by proving it to be mere mechanism.
A gentleman who taught the present theory Himself.
of A.strononiy, Avas adjudged to die for heresy,
Tynuiny had unmanned the people; but
because he apprehended the earth to be like a the s])irit of enterprize and discovery being
ball, Avhen the pretended Vicegerent affirmed excited, and the countries Avhich might be
it to be like a table upon legs; and a recant- discovered being conferred upon the fortunate
ation was necessary to save his life. And all adventurer by the spurious Vicegerent, which
Avho believed in the "Antipodes," Avere ex- Avas considered sulficient to give a good and
communicated by Pope Gregory VII.
sutficient title to any discovered countries.
Difl'eience of ojiinion Avas lieresy, and the Many thousands embarked in the undertaking.
consequence Avas recantation or death. And Sii; ported by this authority, they considered
doubtful cases Avere put to tbe torture, to com- not the countries only, but the people also
pel them to give evidence against themselves. who inhabited those countries, as iheir proIf a man should speak the truth, it Avould perly, and treated them as an inferior race of
be considered and con.strued .as a libel, if in beings, doomed them at pleasure both to
opposition to popular and common received slavery and death. Such was the degraded
opinion. And the greater the truth, the greater state of the human mind ! So much was an
universal revolution Avanting for the ameliothe libel or heresy, of course.
Many Dead Bodies were raised, and their ration of man !
On the other hand, the selling of pardons,
coffins chained, to prevent them from giving
" leg-bail," while they were excommunicated. or granting " indulgencies" for " sins to come,"
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opened a door for all manner of vice ; so offensive to virtuous minds, as to excite a spirit
of detestation and abhorrence. And " common sense" awoke from its lethargy, and
paved the way for Avhat is called the " refor-
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ligion. And from the old idea that religion
could not be maintained unless upheld by
civil poAver, those Avho had come hither to enjoy their opinions, began to form ' Religious
establishments, by laws of their ow-n.' At
mation." MARTIN LUTHER bore testimony in length, hoAvever, they Avere better informed,
Germany against the Pope. And the Pope in and their progeny better taught, Avhich laid
his tum, poured out '' bulls," AA'ith fury. a foundation for the investigation of the
Their disputes, aided by the Art of Printing, "Rights of Man," and the more perfect knoAVproduced an almost universal reflection among ledge ofthe "laAv of nature."
the people, attended Avith a spirit of inquiry
As virtue and religion, and the arts and
and research after truth. And thus after a sciences have gone hand in hand together;
sleep of several hundred years, the people so dissipation and destruction succeed each
were awakened, and began to think and judge other. These things are observable in the
for themselves. But common sense had be- rise and fall of the five succeeding nations—
come so much blinded by the darkness of ig- the JeAvs, Babylonians, Medes and Persian,s,
norance, that she only " vieAved men as trees Greeks and Romans, Avho succeeded each
walking!" And such were the prejudices of other in their turns.
the people of the old world, that there Av-as
Persecution drove the first settlers to Amenot a place found among them, where the rica, and oppression pursuing them still, gave
" Rights of Man" could be peaceably enjoyed rise to the spirit of enquiry. All that energy
agreeable to the " LaAv of Nature."
of soul, Avith Avhich man is endoAved by the
Mark tbe wisdom and goodness of the Su- God of Nature Avas rou.sed ; and they were
preme Governor of the world! that the dis- determined to enjoy as much of nature's laAv,
covery of Ameiica was so long delayed ; ai>d as by their exertions they could secure. From
that at length it happened at such an impor- this sprung the outlines of our national chartant era of the world.
acter.
The two grants of the Vicegerent, viz. that
As ignorance and severity are necessary
by Avhich unheard of countries Avere given for the support of tyranny, to keep the people
away, and that by Avhich indujgencies for sin in awe, so LIGHT and INFORMATION are necesAA'ere given to purchasers; both were confer- .sary to cut the sineAvs of tyrannical governred about the same time ; and the discovery ment, and bring mankind inlo the exercise and
of America, and the reformation in Germany, enjoyment of their proper rights and dignity,
folloAved very shortly after the same period of agreeably to the ' LaAV of Nature,' to the
time : all of which co-operaled in effecting a 'Moral LaAA','and to the 'Rule of Practice,'
revolution in the theory both of Astronomy as ;siablished by the Governor of the Uniand Divinity. The earth Avas no longer con- verse.
sidered by thinking men, as a "table upon
The LAAVS, PRE.TUDICES and IGNORANCE of
legs." And the Vicegerency Avas treated with mankind had been such, that there AA-as not a
contempt, as being an imposition upon man- place in the ancient knoAvn Avorld, that adkind : and the Bishop was soon stripped of mitted of the revolution to begin, Avhich was
one-third of his dominions. But nevertheless, necessary for the emergency of man.
the spirit of persecution still prevailed among
No place Avas so RIPE—no part in the nathe different sects, until the innocent Quakers tural world so fitted as America. Because of
appeared in the days of Fox. It could not be its infancy, the people Avould hear instruction
otherwise, it will ever attend all ' Law reli- as a child Avho wishes to acquire a perfect
gion.' John Calvin was the cause of M. S. education. But those of the old countries of
being put to death, for mere matters of opinion, monarchy, imagined themselves to have arrivand Melancthon justified him in it. Martin ed at the summit of political perfection; of
Luther wrote to the magistrates to punish course there is no occasion for further inquiry.
some Avho differed from him, Avhich afterAvards Religious bigotry also AA-as another great hingave great uneasiness. Hence, many thou- drance, Avhich through the prejudice oi Church
sands Avho Avere waked up, 'fleAV to the Avil- and State, had mighty influence. Besides, the
derness of America,' hoping there peaceably minds of the people AA-ere so degraded, the
to enjoy those rights bestoAved upon them by moral faculty was so debased, they Avere not
the God of Nature. But the spirit and preju- prepared so act v/ilh that prompt and delibedice of education, so deeply rooted, was hard rate firmness, which was required in so great
to be eradicated. Hence, some who bad fled a work. From all these considerations, such
from the intolerant h a n i of persecution, be- persons who had the clearest heads and best
came oppressive, themseires; and others in hearts which those days aribrded, fled to
turn had to suffer.—Four Quakers were put America. Determined not to receiA-e things
to death; merely for indifl'erent matters of re- as matters of fact on the bare say-so of others,

when repugnant to common sense ; they Avere
men—they had the spirit of inquiry ; and took
the liberty to think, and judge, and act for
themselves. And as that AVis not adm.issible
in the OLD AVORLD, they had energy and enterprize enougii to come to the NCAV World
and enjoy their opinions. Thus the spirit of
1 iNDEPF.NDiiNci.; ill cinbryo, migra'ed Avith our
! ancestors, when they emigrated to this happy
land.
One thing is Avorthy of obserA-ation, Avhich,
though of small beginning, produced noble
consequences. William Penn, the celebrated
Quaker, in his regulations for Pennsylvania,
contrary to the practice in all other countries,
required no particular 'TEST' or religious opinion as a qualification for OFFICE ; but encouraged all societies, to settle in the state,
making all EQUALLY secure, and eligible to
any office and dignity Avhich their AA'orth and
virtue might deserve.
The persecution of the Quakers in Massachusetts, Avas the effect of relics of prejudices
brought from the OLD AVORLD. But the death
of those four innocent sufferers, tended in its
con.sequences to check religious bigotiy, and
it loAvered aAvay.
The various opinions Avhich emigrated Avere
a check upon each other, and laid a foundation for a, mutual forbearance, Avhich were
exemplified hy Providence and Rhode Island !
lyijf° Lord B.iltimore also, Avho Avas a
Roman Catholic, being provoked to jealousy,
became liberal towards emigrants of diftl^rent
opinions, and gave them encouragemen, 'o
settle in his colony. And since the revolution, the oppressive Tobacco Law-s have been
rejiealed both iu Maryland and Virginia;
Avhich put the established clergy on a level
with other denominations. New Hampshire
and Vermont have likewise laid aside the
Clerical yoke, llut Mas.sachnstais and Connecticut retain a tincture of the old W
;
Avhich is a dejiarlure from the ' I.,aw of Nature,'and a \iola,tion of ' Moral obii!j;ation,'
and an infrin;.';e,iieiU upon ' Natnrid .1 ustiee ''
Though some of their laws have been modified
in a small dei^ree.
And the liberal spirit of Penn, so agreeable
to the ' L a w of Natuie,'' the 'Moral Law,'
and the 'Rule of I'raetiee,' |)revailc.l in the
land, until the ' Law of Nature,' established
by the (Joveinor of the Universe—that is an
universal liberty of conscience Ai'as established.* This done, iioiliing further is AA'anting
but that the ' Moral Law' of Love should be
written in cveiy heart. 'Thou shall love thy
neighbor as thysidf' and the ' Rule of Practice' be seen in the conduct of each and every
individual, ' A s ye would that men should do
• By the confcdcia ion ia the CO.N'STlTUTION of the
Federal Governmeii*.

unto you, do you even so unto them,' that
golden ' Rule of practice,' Avhich Avaa the
' LaAV of Moses,' the spirit of the ' Prophets,'
and the injunction of Jesus Christ.'
Before all things can be right in the human
family, the ' IMoral LaAv' must reign in all
parts. Before that can exist universally, the
' Law of Nature' must be revived and restored
to reign in all nations; and tbat it may be so
the 'Rule of Practice' mu.st be attended to
from principle, because they are connected
with, and mutually dependent upon each other.
Therefore, there is need for a general reform
in the world, both in the head and heart. For
the Avhole head is sick, and the Avhole heart is
faint—from the crown of the head to the sole
of the foot, is full of wounds, bruises and putrifying sores.
The discovery of America after her dormant
state, Avith the concomitant circumstances attending it, began to cast great light on the
di:ipensations of Divine Providence, and shed
a new lustre on the aspect of human affairs.
The spirit of the Gospel, or the 'i\Ioral
LaAv' of Love, the ' Law of Nature' and the
' Rule of Practice,' have begun to revive, and
some are running to and fro, and knoAvJedge
is increasing. But all things are not right
yet, nor can they be, until the ' Personal, So>
cial, and Moral Rights' of mankind are restored. When this is done, there will bean
end of ' Tyrannical poAA'er,' and established religion Avill cease, and universal liberty of conscience Avill be enjoyed in the Love of the
Creator, and of mankind. Then the ' Wolf
and the Lamb Avill dwell together, and there
Avill not be any more Avar.'
The Almighty had long borne Avith the nations of the earth, but now his controversy
li.is begun, and hajijiy AviU it be for those who
are ]>repaied for the storm.
It is a matter of rejoicing Avith the upright
in heart, that they have an asylum in the day
of trouble. But where Avill the Avicked and
proud opjiiessors hide their guilty heads?
The (lav of vent;eanee is near, and the fire
sieorils of the Almighty are so vi-ible in the
earth, that no considerate man can deny the
hand of (jOD. Destructive insects, earthquakes, wars, pestilence and famine. Though
people account for these things on natural
principles, yet nature emanated from the
powF.R of CiOD, still is under HIS control,
Avhich to the discerning eye is visible in all
HIS works. Hence the Avordsof Gen. Washington are pertinent to the case in hand—'But
this seems to be the age of wonders, and it is
reserved for intoxieated and laAvless France,
for purposes of Providence far beyond tkt
reach of human ken, to slaughter her own
citizens, and disturb the repose of all the
world besides.'
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OF FORMS OF GOVERNMENT.
We have no ins*ance of an elective monarchy established upon proper social principles. To avoid perpetual civil commotion, it
has been foi.nd necessary to make the electors
hereditary. Of course to confine the right of
suffrage, in the most important of all elections,
to a few overgrown individuals.
An hereditary monarchy is both dangerous
and absurd.
And an absolute monarchy,
where an individual is endowed with both
' legislative' and ' executive authority,' is still
much more to be feared. He that is not accountable to any body for his conduct, should
be intrusted by no body. Besides, hereditary
monarchy in any form, runs an equal risk to
have a FOOL as a wise man for a governor,
and more so, considering the efifects of limited
intermarriages.
An 'Aristocracy' may secure to the counsels of state a larger fund of information ; but
at the same time it places the people under
many tyrants instead of one. Besides, as they
must also be hereditary, and be supported by
entailed property, th"6y are disqualified for
'Legislative and E.xecutive,' and even for 'Judicial trust,' inasmuch as the ' Law of Na!fure'
is violated in their very raising. They have
become unnatural brothers, Avho consider their
brethren as beings of an inferior grade and
rank to themselves; and of course, from the
spirit of their education, they are contaminated with prejudices and partiality, which
wholly disqualifies them to judge with equity
and humanity agreeable to the ' Law of Nature.'
'Democracy,' in small and petty societies,
may apply and answer many valuable purposes to mankind ; as in days of old, where the
whole voice of the people could be obtained,
or at least all of those concerned. But in a
large and extensive country it Avould become
too unwieldy. But as the ' Law of Nature,'
on social principles, makes them equally interested and entitled to a voice in the formation of those 'prudential rules' made for the
regulation of the whole ' Representative' form
of government presents itself as most appropriate to answer every purpose. By this
method the voice of the people is made over to
their Representative. And hence, there is a
'personal and social compact,' agreeable to the
'Law of Nature ;' Avhich may be made to suit
the greatest nation. And provided the world
of mankind were more enlightened, it might
forever exclude the necessity of an appeal to
war. Wars are neither more nor less than
national quarrels; and Avhen both parties are
Sick and tired of the contest, they settle their
differences through the medium of a convention of Delegates. Why not take this course
in the first instance, and spare human blood ?
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This mode of government will best guard
the peonle against tyrannical imposition of
both ' Church and State.' The Representation being only for a limited time, and then
the Delegate returns to his former sphere, and
becomes a private citizen, and of course feels
the effects of his own legislation as a member
of society. This exchange of public for private
life, like the ebbing and flowing of the sea,
Avill tend to keep things pure, so that the affairs of the nation may at all times bear investigation. Moreover, it stimulates people
of all classes to search after truth and to
communicate knoAvledge. And the interest
of the commonwealth is made secure, whilst
the rights of individuals are safely guaranteed,
and sacredly kept by chosen men in trust, Avho
as faithful E.xecutors, must give account.
RIGHT OF PROPERTY HELD UNDER
MONARCHS.
In ' Monarchical Governments,' in cases of
' rebellion or treason,' the ' real estates' are
forfeited to the monarch, and the widow and
fatherless child is turned out of doors, and the
poor culprit himself suffers death. NOAV considering the punishment to be proportioned to
the crime, the concl-asion must be, that the
Land properly belongs to the Monarch ; otherAvise Avhy disinherit the Avife and children,
seeing there is no natural justice in making
the innocent suffer for the guilty ? But as
real estates are made hereditary in a particular
branch of the family, and subject to forfeiture
to the CroAvn in cases of rebellion or treason,
it is manifest that they must have been derived from the government, and are only held
during good behavior. Of course, all lands
originally AA-ere considered Crown Land.s, no
doubt made so by conquest or usurpa-tion ;
and then parcelled out to a feAV, Avho should
hold them as tenants to the Crown. These
tenants kad their tenants also—and thus the
Avhole Avas dependent on the Avill and pleasure
of one individual.
OF REPRESENTATION.
All men being considered free and independent in their individual capacity; but dependent in their social capacity, the rights of
each are equal. The first by virtue ol existence ; the latter by virtue of being a member
of Society. Our personal and social rights
being equal, neither of them can be taken
from us but by our OAvn consent, Avithout infringing upon natural justice. Except only
Avhen forfeited to society by some misdemeanor, or taken by the laAvs of the Creator who
gave them. Our rights being equal, so are
our privileges—of course our rights, privileges, duties and obligations are the same in
each and in all. Therefore the neglect of the
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right of g;i(rr;i':;e in any individual is a violation of soci;il duty—lliat is, a breach of one
of the obliiralimis Ave owe to .•-ociety. By
ne:;;lecting our sorial duties Ave involve ourselves in a violation of natural justice, Avhich
requires a projier use and improvement of
tho.se social blessings, conferred upon us by
the Supreme Governor of the World, Avho Avill
hold us aceo.ntable for the neglect of every
relative duty These aie considerations not
suthciently weighed by many. All are deeply
interested in them, though many remain ignorant of it. And to excuse ourselves by concluding that these things do not concern us,
thoi'.gh our Avell lieing is deeply concerned, is
all of a jiiece Avith the supposition, that the
will of a Tyrant is the order of Providence
and the delegated poAver of God.
As individuals and as members of society,
Ave have a right to claim a voice in all jiublic
deliberations, and to see to it that Ave have
justice done to us. Because our ' social rights'
groAv out of our ' personal rights.' Our own
power, as individuals, not being equal to our
Avanls and necessities, Ave exchange a part of
our 'personal rights' for ' social rights,' by
casting a part into the common stock by delegation; and hence our power and Avill is
made over to our Representative, and Ave take
the arm of society of which we are a part,
for our protection, in addition to our OAvn. So
thai society grants us nothing—but we draw
on the capital as a matter of light. Hence it
is self-evident, that Social or Civil distinctions
can be founded only on public utility agreeable to the rules of equity.
NATURE

AND DESIGN, AND ENACTION OF LAW
' Social Riirhts,' Avhen protected by 'general
rules,' and apjilied to a nation or people as a
body, are called 'polilical;' bul when applied
to indivi hials, are called 'civil.' Hence the
distinction between ' Political and Civil Law.'
The end of all jiolitictil associations is the
preservation of the natural and imprescriptible
'Rights of ivi.-.n ;' and these rights are 'Liberty, Property, Security, and resistance of Oppression.'
The peo-ple are essentially the
source of ;ill sovereignty; nor can any individu.-il or body of men be entitled to any
authority. Avhichis not expressly derived from
them. 'Civil Liberty'consists in doing Avhatever does not injure another. And the LAW is
an expression of the will of the community
for individual instruction.
The Law, of course, ought to prohibit such
actions only as are hurtful lo society, and to
impose no penalties, but such as are absolutely
and manifestly necessary, for the welfare of
society.
And all Citizens nave a right to concur,
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either personally, or by their representative,
in the formation of those general rules, Avhich
might be i)roperly enough called the LaAV v.'
' Prudence.'
The general rule, or the LaAV of Prudence,
should be the same to all, whether to punish
or protect. All being equal in rights, are
equally eligible to all honors, places, and employments, according to their different abilities,
Avitliout any other distinction than that created
by their virtue and talents.

OF THE LAW OF NATIONS.
Here it is proper to remark, that there is
frequently a misapplication of term?, Avhich
gives improper conception,s, leading the reader
or hearer to ascribe effects to causes Avhich
could never produce Cliem. And so setting
out in error, they must forever continue to b»
wrong. Thus, says one, ' Reason teaches
me this or that,' Avhen the information Avas
derived through the channel of tradition.
Again, ' Nature workn' so and so, Avhen there
is no principle in nature to operate it; but is
svholly the effect of ART, or the AA'orks of
Nature's GOD.
To ascribe that to nature Avhich belongs to
art is certainly Avrong, and leads to confusion!
Every efl"ect should be ascribed to its original
and proper canse, in order to come at the true
knowledge of things, as they are, or as they
should be, in a relative point of vieAV.
Islands, for example, may originate three
Avays.—Fii:;t, from Nature's God ; Secondly
—From Nature herself ; Thirdly—From ART.
Thus the Island of Great Britain Avas formed
by Nature's CJod, at the creation. The Island
oi New Orleans, near tAvo hundred miles in
length and about tAvelve in breadth, Avas formed by nature.
The flood-wood and mud
Avashing down from the IMissouri and other
livers into the Mississippi, having formed this
island, and di\ided the A', ater that Avas once
an arm ofthe sea, making Lake Poinchetrain
and Tiiekepaw B.iy. And an artificial island
is formed at New York for the erection of a
battery, at the junction of two rivms.
I ha,ve now hinted at our rights, as exi.-'ing '\
by the ' Law of Nature,' e^taiilishcd primarily by our Creator, as Ave individually stand
related to each other; and al.so at the 'Law
of Nations,' Avhich is improperly called the
' Law of Nature,' and is evidently the eflfect
of ART; and such as prudence dictates as necessary for general rules, for the regulation of
tbe Avhole, and may Avith greater propriety be
called the ' Law of Prudence.' These last
being received in some degree among the nations, are therefore called the ' LaAV of Nations.' And indeed it might be Avell, if they
Avere received more generally among the Human Family.
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OF PUNISHMENTS.

It is the certainty of punishment, more than
We hav? derived from the God of Nature
certain unalienable rights. It is necessary to the severity of it, that will have the greatest
have those rights guaranteed against an effect upon mankind. Vigorous laAvs, properly apportioned to the nature of crimes, and
Usurper.
Civil Government is therefore necessary.— well and faithfully executed, are best for the
Prudence dictates the propriety of delegating well-being of society. But as the degrees of
to suitable persons so much of those rights as i punishment must bear some analogy to the
may be necessary for the formation and exe- ' circumstances of the crime, so the heinousness
cution of that political machine Avhich is of the oflTence with its magnitude, must be
taken into the accour.u to judge properly what
called Government.
GoA-ernment, when formed, is under obliga- degrees of chastisemewt shall be inflicted in
tions to act only for the public good and gene- any case.—Very feAV, if any persons should
ral Avelfare. And the principles of natural be punished Avith death, because it is taking
justice and Moral obligation Avill sanction the that which cannot be restored. And to take
same, when considered in reiat'ion to the Mo- that from another, which Ave did not bestoAV,
and which cannot be restored, is running near
ral Governor of the World.
By Avay of explanation, from AA-hat hath to the precipice of doing unnatural injustice.
An innocent person being suddenly cut off,
been observed, as one oi the whole, I have
certain personal rights Avhich cannot be taken is injured irreparahly beyond all possible calfrom me on the principles of natural justice, culation ; for his eternity may depend upon it.
without my consent. I am naturally inter- Bnt the variations of crimes are so great and
ested in their security ; of course prudence numerous, that a variety of punishments is
requires my consent. I give it, and by virtue neces,saiy to meet every case ; hence the Penithereof, I have a right to expect and claim in tentiary System presents to vieAir, as proper
conjunction with others, certain privileges at for the subject, by admitting of degrees, both
the hand of my government—that is my boun- of time and solitude.
The institution is humane, both in its naty, viz.—Protection of my person, character
and property ; and peaceably to enjoy with- ture and consequences. The culprit is preout interruption, the use of my liberty, and vented from further injury to society, and has
the privilege of seeking happine.ss in an inno- opportunity for reflection—and by learning or
cent way—that is, Avhere no man's right is improving some trade, he may become an useinvaded, nor the public peace disturbed. I ful member of society—and if innocent of the
have also the light and privilege of private charge, may yet be restored to his privileges,
judgment in matters of opinion and moral duty which has been e.xemplified in several cases.
In many cases the Judge or Jury, from
in the things of God and eternity—things
strong presumptive proof, may believe a man
which can concern no one but myself.
accused to be guilty of the charge, and as a
dangerous man to society and to his neighborA CONTRAST.
hood, Avould feel free to send him to the PeniLet the foregoing reflection be contrasted tentiary, when neither the crime nor the eviwith the present state of the Avorld, and Ave dence Avould justify them to take his life.
shall distinctly see that all things are not Hence, under sanguinary LaAvs many oftendright in tbe Avorld, and of course that there is ers Avould escape through humanity.
need of a great and general reform, before the
A few plain Rules, properly enforced, AA'ill
Head and Heart, the motives and conduct of prove of more consequence, than tyrannical
men will correspond with the ' Moral Law,' barbarity, or despotic cruelty. This is selfthe ' LaAV of Nature,' and the ' Rule of Prac- evident, to those AA'ho reflect on the various
tice.' And it will be AA'CII to remember that modes of family government.
all men are accountable to the Supreme GovThose parents Avho threaten much, and perernor of the World, not only for their motives form but little, and promfse some and do
and conduct toward each other, but for their nothing, but by fits and starts, dealing out
disposition of Heart towards HIM, whether bloAVs without rule or reason and then only
they be Rulers, Subjects or Citizen,s, if they when in a pet or passion—have children who
would meet the approbation of God upon their have no confidence in what they say. For
souls. Let them therefore take heed how they their inconsistencies they are cordially dessuffer considerations of interest or popularity pised by their children, who wish to get from
to lead them astray. Lest they sell their eter- under their government. And such children
nal peace for a transitory object. Upstart become mere pests to society. On the other
Governments may take heed and tremble, and hand, such parents as use few words, and are
so may all oppressors and workers of iniquity, firm, who act deliberately, perform their proseeing their eternity is at stake 1
mises or threats, are generally blest with obe-
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dient children, who afterwards are a blessing loss of friends and their company, the loss of
liberty, the idea of which is injre painful
to the community.
The design of punishment is,—1st, to re- than the thoughts of death; and the idea of reform the person Avho suffers it—2dly, to pre gaining or being restored to them again, Avhich
vent the perpetration of crimes, by deterring i is so animating and pleasing, have a poAverful
""
'
"
operation and influence upon the mind to proothers—Sdly,
to remove those
persons from
society, who have manifested hy their tem- duce a reformation. And he may yet become
pers and crimes, that they are unfit to live in it. an useful citizen by his trade ; the injured
The reformation of a criminal can never he also may be indemnified, and likewise the
effected by a public punishment, for the fol- public expenses paid.
The practice of hanging for ' horse-stealing,'
loAving reasons :
First—As it is ahvays connected with infa- under the idea of proportioning the punishmy ; it destroys in him the sense of shame, ment to the crime—is to suppose, that a man
which is one of the strongest out-posts to is of no more value than a horse, degrading
mankind down to a level Avith the brutes.
virtue.
The frequency of pu'blic executions and
Secondly—It is generally of such short duration, as to produce none of those changes in gibbets in British Europe, tend to harden the
body OT mind, which are absolutely necessary people, and contaminate the human mind. It
eradicates those soft principles of nature, imto reform obstinate habits of vice.
Thirdly—Experience proves, that public planted in the human breast by the Creator,
punishments have increased propensities to which are so visible in childhood, until they
crimes. A man AA-ho has lost his character are erased by a long course of evil habits.
at a public Av-hipping-post, hath nothing va- Thus people becoming hardened, are qualified
for every evil work, so as to sport Avith death,
luable left to lose in society.
Pain has begotten insensibility to the whip, and scoff at damnation—and hence the many
and shame to infamy : these, added to his old pick-pocket robberies, and other evils Avhich
habits of vice, he probably feels a spirit of transpire while vicAA'ing the aAvful scene of
revenge against the Avhole community, whose execution, and Avhich, if detected, would exlaws have inflicted his punishment upon him, pose them to a similar fate.
and hence he is .stimulated to add to the numThere are upAvards of one hundred and
ber and enormity of his outrages upon society. sixty offences, which are punishable Avith
Therefore public punishment Avil! harden death, according to their code of criminal laws.
Now to consider this subject properly, there
the heart, and tend to qualify men to be a nuisance to society, and a pest to mankind. For appears not that distinction observed between
a man who hath neither moral virtue, nor a vice and virtue, which the nature of the case
good character, nor property to influence his admits of, and requires to be made for the
actions and conduct, hath nothing to lose by welfare of society; and of course, if the humisconduct hut his soul—the company of his man mind is not properly informed, and impressed with just views of Right and Wrong
friends, and his liberty and life.
Hence the punishment .should be fitted to —good society cannot be cultivated, and the
his case, and the degree to the nature of his world Avill remain as a bedlam under the curse
crime which the Law of Equity requires. of ignorance. For according to the fountain
The difference of crimes and the variations are so will be the stream. Hence if the principle
such, that the Penitentiary system seems best be bad, the fruit must be bad also. Therefore
fitted to it, and appears the most suitable on the a.xe must be laid at the root, and the rubthe principles of humanity and common sense, bish, dissipation and darkness, arising from
ignorance, must be removed. General inforto answer the purpose.
First—It admits of degrees both of time in mation must be promoted, and proper ideas
implanted and cultivated in the mind, that
the duration, and also in the confinement.
Secondly—It prevents the stupefaction, or people may practice Virtue from principle, as
insensibility to every sen,se of shame, or duty j rational agents, Avho must give account,
and moral obligation and character, Avhich the
The propriety and importance of a good
ignominy from the Pillory or Whipping-Po.st and eariy education, is not considered by
beget—and also it prevents the resentment or many. But let it be remembered, Avhatever is }
desire to revenge the public infamy.
learned in youth, remains fixed for life;
Thirdly—It prevents his bad example fiom whereas Avhat old people learn, is like AYiifuig j
corrupting society, and gives him no op.jor- on the sand, Avhich is washed out by the 6rst
tunity of injuring others, Avas he disposed to rain. Therefore bend the tender mind, like a
do it.
young branch the way you would have it
Fourtiily—It gives him time and opportu- grow, otherwise it Aviil be hard to effect by
nity for reflection and repentance; and mast art, what would become easy and natural if
naturally prove a stimulus to the mind.—The | timely performed.
*
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Provided we are not to be governed on such
principle.?, as ignorance and terror compose,
then we must insist on the opposite theory,
viz. general information and proper motives.
Such as are noble in their nature, and calculated in their consequence to promote the welfare of Society. And every one must strive
to do his part, both in cultivating and practising the WORK!
This subject properly digested, shews the
propriety of inculcating the doctrine of First
principles—our relation to God and man!
Without this how shall people judge of Natural Justice and moral obligation ? Or how
perform their moral duties ? In proportion to
the ignorance of the people, vice and imposition have ever abounded—whilst on the other
hand, in proportion as light has shone, true
dignity of soul has appeai'ed in a line of virtuous conduct. Natural Justice attended to,
and the Moral Government of the Supreme
Being acknoAvledged. In proportion as any
Nation or People have been just and good, so
prosperity has attended them, Avhilst the arts
and sciences have flourished. But Avhen their
conduct has been reversed, though God may
have borne xvith them for a season, the day
of their visitation will come at last!
OF POLITICAL EXISTENCE.
God, as the Creator and supporter of man
hath a right to govern his creatures and prescribe the rule of their actions. Man, as his
creature, has a right, and it is his duty and
privilege to obey. In eternity people must be
judged and rewarded, as individuals only.
But in this world as we e.xiist socially, we
have social privileges, which are called Political; and National Political privileges abused,
becomes a political evil, and a political evil
must be cured, or it must become remediless.
And as these privileges are for a time only,
when abused the personal rights of mankind
are infringed upon, contrary to the ' Law of
Nature, and Natural Justice calls for a remedy.
Of course there must be ' a reform,' or else an
' overthrow!' It is perfectly consistent with
propriety to demand the former—the latter is
the just vfsitation of a righteous JUDGE ! !
The first is a duty which is in our own power
—^thp latter always a just dispensation of the
Almighty. As it is no where said, that Nations in their political capacity shall be judge in
futurity—political evils must be puiifshed here.
Therefore, when a Government is overgrown
in tyrannical power and Avickedness, dissipahon, luxury and oppression abound; and unheard of cruelties prevail. All manner of debauchery—drunkenness and revelling, with
other Concomitant vices and evils, so great and
«o manjr abound that it may he said, ' Moral
Evil' reigns triumphant in the land, and virg—rs
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tue cannot be found. Ju.stice is trampled upon—moral obligation is despised! and mankind become like Bedlamites, and the doctrine
of Atheis.m is the order of the day.
' Hark ! Let reason ask, ' Does it not seem
to comport with the Moral Government of the
Supreme Being, who is just and Avise, to overthrow such Political Existence, as being unAvorthy, and thereby open a door for another
such an one as will secure to the people the
enjoyment of their right, agreeable to the order of things, and acknowledging HIS government, live agreeable to the ' Moral Law,'
the ' Law of Nature,' and the ' Rule of Practice ?'
If all our ideas of 'good and evil,' of 'right
and wrong,' are not chimerical, xve must anSAver in ' Reason,' that it would be JUST to
overthrow them as a social and political body,
as unAvorthy of their privileges, and it Avould
be a mercy to the people and to rising generations, by some revolutions to be restored to
their ' Just Rights.'
The history of the Egyptians, from the time
of Joseph to Moses, with their conduct tOAvards
the Jews, and the overthrow of the Egyptians,
with the consequent delix-erance of the Israelites, the former being necessary for the accomplishment of the latter, are examples of
this truth. How Just and Merciful, and yet
how wise are the dispensations of Divine
Providence, in the Social and Political existence of human affairs.
The history of the JeAvs from the time of
Moses to the present day, is a further continued example of the same. And taking
' Moral good and Evil' as the rule or criterion
by which to judge of expected dispensations,
according to Deuteronomy, .xxviiith chapter,
any considerate man may foretell the probable
fate of any nation. The present state of the
Jews is a living and standing monument of
the dispensations of Divine Providence. The
overthroAv of Babylon, as unAvorthy of a political existence, was just; and yet it was a
mercy to the Jews, whose deliverance was
connected with it. And the same ob.servation
would equally apply to the rise and fall of
Kingdoms and Empires in different countries
and ages of the xvorid; provided we had light
and information enough to vieAv the hand of
the Lord. For the.se things happen not by
accident or chance, neither do they spring up
from the dust; but they happen under the
wise and superintending hand of the prox-idences of God. And these things Avill continue, until Universal Rights, obligations and
duties are universally regarded;' and HIS
kingdom rules over all.
OF THE SPREAD OF THE GOSPEL.
To judge correctly of things, we must rievr
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them as they ought to be, as they are noAV,
and then inquire how they became so.
Fir^t, T'.ie Gospel ».'as commanded by Jesus
Chrl.-lfo be pr?ached to " all Nations," and
to "every creature," promising to be Avith
his Heralds to the " end of the xvorid." When
the persecution arose about Steph-en, the
Brethren were scattered, and Avere travelling
abroad, preaching the Avord. The blessing of
God attended their labors, AA-hile the "Apostles" still abode at Jerusalem.
Hence the
command and promise, for the Spread of the
(Tospel Avas not confined and lirsited to the
"Twelve Disciples," but extended to all the
ministers of Jesus Christ through all ages to
the end of the Avorld. Therefore if all things
AA-ere ri,^-ht, the gospel Avould be received in
all Ian Is and in all hearts. But it is not so ;
a small jiart only of the Avorld hear, and enjoy
the heavenly tidings, and that in a very dark
degree!
In Asia, Avhich contains, as is computed,
five hundred millions of people, Avhat darkness and ignorance prevails ! But a fcAV, very
few, Av-ho have even the outward preaching
of the Gospel. Not even exceptirtg those
countries and parts of Europe and Africa, as
well as Asia, Avhich are contiguous to old Jerusalem, Avhere the Gospel xvas first propagated
and substantiated. Turkish darkness and " M a hometanism" triumph, and the name of " Christian" is held in contempt. Of 120,000,000
of "Christians," nominally so called in Europe, how fevv have just and proper notions
and ideas of things pertaining to religion ?
For the greater part are almost as ignorant,
even of the doctrines of Christianity, as the
Indians of America, and of ex-perimental religion they are as ignorant as the Hotentots at
the Cape of Good Hope ! Of seven or eight
millions of people in North America, though
most of them have the Bible or Testament in
their houses, how many are unacquainted
Avith experimental religion ; and even ignorant of the very first ]iriiici])les of the doctrines of Christ ? Though America is favored
Avith the greatest share of "Cornmon Learning'' amongst the common people, of any nation in the VVorld; probably as three to one.
Yet how dark and ignorant still ? What selfi.shness prevails, and how little is Natural
Justice regarded in Social life. HOAV little is
moral obligation consi.lercl in tbe various
tran.sactions and conc-erns of life.
How few are living for eternity, and conductir.g as they ex-pect to answer at the bar
of the Supreme Judge? In short, how feAV
attend to the " Moral Law" " to love the Lord
Avith all their Heart, and their neighbor as
themselves." And to the " Law of Nature,"
which coincides xvith the " Rule of Practice,"
as " ye would that others should do to you

do ye even so to them ;" for this is the "Law
and the Prophets " and is sanctioned by Jesus

Christ.
Until the gospel is preached to all mankind,
there is some body Avho ought to preach that
does not; and there are grand causes, enough
to provoke the God of Love to anger, towards
those who hold the people in the darkness of
ignorance, by cruel and wicked
LAWS!
Query—HOAV happens it that Blahomctnnism
routed Christianity out of the Eastern World?
Doubtless Christianity Avas abused, perverted and so corrupted, that the substance was
lost in the shade; and the name of the thing
only remained. Hence Mahometanism, which
admits of no "Idolatry," was preferable;
therefore the Nominal Christians, xvho were
not Avorthy of a political or social existe»ce,
having forfeited their right and ]irivilege by
sin, Avere justly scourged—deprived of the
gospel, and removed out of the \A-ay, that a
better 'ism might folloAV.
These ideas will " ju.stify the Avays of God
to Man." When a social existence is forfeited by abuse, the people constituting it, stand
in the Ax-ay of their betters ; and of course, tbe
Being xvho "gave, hath a right to take axvay,"
and bestow it on such as are more Avorthy.
Justice is then administered to the former, and
mercy to the latter. And that people who
possess the most " moral x-irtue," or will aiisAver the best and mo.st noble purposes are tbe
most preferable.—Therefore to remove tae
vicious out of the way, as being hindrances
to righteousness, is good.—Of two objects,
goodness and Avisdom Avill prefer and choose
the best, to answer a good and important pur] ose, and accomplish a noble end. Hence of
i .A'o 'isms supported by the " arm of human
poAver," one is " old in evil and very bad;''
the other young and more hopeful; and therefore, it is consistent Avith Avisdom, justice,
goodness and mercy, to prefer the latter.
Many people talk about the '-plans" ofthe
Almighty ! If man was perfect in wisdom, he
would need no plan. And that xvliich argues
imperfection in man, will not, cannot argue
perfection in the Deity. TherefVue sucb e.\\ncssions ave perfect non'ense, if brought for any
thing more than a comptirisonoran illustration !
" Morally" s])eaking, Avhosoever is right
must be just, and Avhosoever is rit;;ht and just
must be good; and Avhosoever is right and
just and good, must be wise; and whosoever
is JUST and

RIGHTEOUS and

GOOD and

AVISE,

must be most NOBLE in the Superlative degree ! Therefore Ave must unite these i.lvas of
Justice, Righteousness, Goodness and Wisdom, in the Moral Character oi the Almighty,
in order to have any proper conceptions of
his Moral Government-and oi his noble disptnsations to the social bodies of mankind.

Some people, to exalt his justice, destroy
his Goodness and Mercy, and represent him a
mere Tyrant! others speaking to exalt the
power of God, destroy his justice and mercy.
Another exalting his mercy destroys his .lustice. Thus they split up the Almighty into
parts, ascribing to him certain ideas which
they call " Attributes," formed in their oxvn
conceptions—and by extolling his power, or
his " mercy or justice" improperly bear false
testimony, and give the Almighty a character
which is far from thfe truth, as manifested either in his " dispensations" or the " written
word.''' For instance, says one—". God is all
mercy, he is so good." If he be all mercy,
where is his Justice ? A Governor is so good
as to be all mercy, and therefore will pardon
every culprit; antl will suffer none to be punished, hoAvever dangerous to Society. Thus
the innocent must suffer, and the guilty escape
and go free! Now to let the guilty escape
and the innocent suffer without any possible
remedy, exhibits the Executive poAver as possessing neither mercy noT ju.stice, nor goodness,
in his procedure—and of course he cannot be
right or noble in his nature or dispensations.
A being without mercy, Avho is unjust and not
gMd,h\it destitute of every right and nojle
principle ; and is not in possession of any true
and genuine wisdom! This is the picture of
the very Devil himself.
But the true chara.cter of JEHOVAH,
or
the manifestation of God in Christ—is uniformly consistent with itself, agreeable to the
principles of "Justice," and " Righteousness,"
and " Goodness," and " Wisdom," and " Mercy ."—Mercy to ' proper objects of Mercy'—
but to let the innocent suffer and the guilty
escape, is an unjust tyranny. But " Mercy"
is always dispensed consistent with, or agreeable to the principles of true " Justice," when
administered by the Most High. If a person
hath sinned, pardon without repentance could
never excite gratitude; therefore it xvould be
a thankless act, or favor bestowed upon any
culprit who remained impenitent. Religious
privileges are the graces of God—and as a
wise Governor HE expects and requires a
proper use of them. Some people abuse these
privileges by stealing a power, without a
right, which is assumption ; and a power possessed without a right, is an unjust tyranny
NOAV here is an abuse of social rights, so that
the innocent must suffer by being oppressed
and deprived of their rights, Avho have not
merited such treatment at their hands. Natural justice is infringed upon, and the government of the Almighty is despised. God is
said to be "jealous for His glory, and Avill not
g» e It to another." Therefore for the honor
of His government and the mercy of the injureil, justice demands the removal of such

power. And such removal would bring mercy to the injured, justice to the guilty, a-nd
honor to His OAvn moral character.
As " Natural evil" is the effect or consequence of " Moral evil;" as nations h a r e
flourished in proportion to their virtues, and
as judgments have pursued them on account
of their Avickedness—and hence " Angels
sinned and are reserved under chains of darkness to the judgment day, to be punished."
Sin drove Adam out of Paradise. Sin brought
destruction on the antideluvian wsrld. Sin
Avas the cause of the overthroAv of Sodom and
Gomorrah.
Of the Canaanites, God said, " the iniquity,
&c. is not yet full." He had a right to demand their obedience, and to dispose of their
lives in any manner he chose. God waited
and bore xvith them near five hundred years
as a political body, and then destruction to
the full, overtook them as a nation. Sin
brought calamities on the Jews as a nation, and
they are a standing monument thereof to this
day !
Again, as political evils in social bodies,
consequent upon " Moral evil" in them, brings
national destruction, so a social repentance and
political reform is necessary, to avert the
judgments of God, which threaten impending
danger over a g'uilty land. The case of Nineveh is a striking example of the dealings of
God, with a sinful and repenting people. The
JeAvs frequently experienced deliverances in
their social capacity, xvhen a reform and repentance took place among them.
If ten
righteous persons had been found in Sodom,
the place would have been spared for their
sakes. Isaiah said "except the Lord had left
unto us a small remnant, xve should have been
as Sodom and Gomorrah !" Jesus Christ calls
the Righteous the " SALT of the E A R T H . "

And

if it were not for the Righteous that now are,
and those that will be in succession, it would
be inconsistent with the Moral character of
the Almighty, and the nature of his moral
government, to continue the xvorld in existence !
The Jexvs were to attend three feasts in a
year, " Pentecost, Tabernacles and Passover,"
by the special command of God. All the
males who xvere twenty years of age and upwards, xvere to appear thrice annually before
the Lord, in one Congregation at Jerusalem,
xvhich xvould leave all their borders defenceless, and exposed to an invading foe. Their
enemies in their absence, might have laid their
country waste, and captivated their xvives and
children, unless restrained by the Providence
of God. Here xvould be a trial of faith, and a
proof of Providence ; xvho for their encouragement promised that their enemies should not
desire their Land at such times, which ajgues
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the superintending hand of Providence over
nature and ox'er human affairs. The xiv.
chap, of Ezekiel is pertinent to the same
point of doctrine. When a nation or people
nave forfeited their politieal existence by sin,
and Ihe sword of the Lord, either Beasts,
Famine, Sxvord or Pestilence, was draAvn for
their extermination—'Though Noah, Daniel,
and Job stood before me, saith the Lord, they
should deliver neither son or daughter, but
their oAvn souls.' The escape of Lot from the
overthrow of Sodom, and by the warning of
I Christ, the escape of the Christians from the
destruction of Jerusalem, are striking examples of Salvation, and remarkable proofs of
the Providence of God.
OF GOD'S REPOSITORY
There xvas hut one generation betxveen
ADAM and NOAH - i n as much as Methuselah,

the oldest man, connected them both in a line
—again, SHEM connected NOAH and Abraham,

from whence a connect chain, doxvn through
his posterity was transmitted, recording the dispensations of Divine Providence.
God, as a wise and good being, we may apprehend, has actions and ends Avorthy of Himself. Hence the Righteous Disposer of events
and the universal Governor. What he doeth
must be right, just, good, and Avise. And
hence Righteousness, Justice, Goodness, and
Wisdom reigning together, goodness will bestoAV MERCY Avhere it can be done agreeable
to Justice, and Wisdom and Righteousness
are perfect, and will not err, for here is perfect
and complete harmony in the attributes of
God, in every ca.se whatever. The fewest
means are employed to accomplish the most
important and noble ends; in the disjilay of
his justice against the impenitent; and in his
Avarnings to rebels. Hence privileges revert
to the objects who were injured—whilst the
greatest possible good and mercy is extended
to future an,d remote generations of mankind.
' M O R A L EVIL,' being universal in a social

capacity, there was no 'moral virtue,' but in
individuals; and hence the necessity of virtuous society. Therefore, as every thing must
have a beginning, Abr.iham, the fifth life from
Adam, Methuselah, Noah and Shem, having
come in between, to connect tho chain of tradition, by having a personal acquaintance
Avith each other, until the invention of letters
should furnish a record. Abraham lived in
Chaldea, feared the Most High, an 1 Avas enjoined to quit that ])art of the country, and
come to the land of Canaan. And God made
a ' c o v e n a n t with Abraham.' Christ was on
the side of God.—The nature and object of
the ' covenant' was'HOLINESS,'which Abraham was to ' receive, practise, teach his family, and transmit to his posterity.'

' F A I T H ' was the condition on which thi

promised blessings were depending; and 'Cir
eumcisicm' xvas the seal; and the blood of
Christ, to which it loo'iced forward, and which
was comprised in the blessings, was to purify
the heart; through the faith of Abraham,
which Avas in fact the faith of the gospel.
The eternal covenant betAveen the Fathei
and Son, to divide the world between Christ
and Satan, is no Avhere to be found in Scripture ; hut the covenant with Abraham Avag
real. The covenant was frequently intimated,
but never conf.."'T<ed, until it was actually done
Avith Abraham.
The Apostle calls it a 'MAN'S COVENANT:'

yet as Abraham xvas brought into it by faith
and obedience, ,so must XVE. For xve are to
be 'justified by faith,' and ' Avithout faith it is
impossible to please God,' ' He that cometh
to God, mu.st believe that H E is, and that he
is a rewarder of them Avho diligently seek
Him.'—Hence, in this manner of 'seeking'
through ' faith,' there is a moral conformity to
the Avhole Avill of God, from the heart, Avhich
necessarily implies resignation and dependence. Of course, there is an agreement be
tAveen the ' will' of the ' creature' and the will
of the Creator ; at which time and place, the
blessing of pardon and holiness is given by
Christ, and received by the suppliant, Avhich
is the ' New Covenant' of grace Avrote in the
heart, and a confirmation of the covenant made
with Abraham.
Thus Christ is the MERITORIOUS cause of
our redemption.
But Faith is the ' instrumental cause' of our
Salvation.
'Abraham believed God, and IT xvas counted,
or imputed to him for Righteousness."—Thus
Abraham Avas justified by faith and he was
called the friend of God. And .\hraham was
circumcised, and those males of his household
al.so, Avhich was the beginning of the Church
of God, established by fiith ujioii EAI;I ii, as
a Spiritual, Personal, Social Comjiact.
From the family of Abraham oiiirlnated afterwards, Aviiat was called the ' Congreinalion
of the Lord,' and the ' Church in the \Vilderness,' through whom the ' Oracles' were transmitted to posterity. As bad and as rebellious
as the Jews Avere, God chose the best people
the world furnished at that time, to prove and
sheAV his mercy and displav his justice, in a
visible and providential manner, to bring about
universal righteousness, as a precious seed in
reserve, and as a repository for Himself, to
be manifested as a standing and living monument and credible proof through all ages of
the world, as a reasonable evidence against
infidelity. To this day in Hindoo, there are
found black and white Jews. One class of
them is called ' Children of Israef from the
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Ten tribes ; the other is called ' Jevjs' from the vine Providence hath favored us with, by
transmitting the account of his former dispentribe of Judah !
On account, of ' National Sins,' the ' ten sations for our perusal, reflections and benefit,
fibes,' Avere permitted to separate, and become inasmuch as we may become the ' heirs' of
the inheritance, through the 'Covenant' of
B distinct nation.
The Lord promised them his blessng, and grace, xvhich by ' Faith' are partakers of the
an establishment and a sure house, if they happy realms in the paradise of God.
would fear, obey and love him. But they did
God is declared to be a Spirit. His worship
not; but were vain idolaters, until they be- is required to be of that NATURE, viz. in
came unAA'orthy of a political existence. So " Spirit and in truth," i. e. in the HEART and
the justice of God removed them into captivity REALLY! For he is said to be ' the God of
by the Assyrians, who scattered them into all Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of
countries; and of course they carried the Jacob!' Thus making a discrimination amongst
writings of Moses and the Prophets with men, and confining his spiritual favors to his
them.
faithful worshippers. Thus also PAUL deAnd it proved to be a mercy to succeeding clares that all are not ' Israel that are of Isgenerations, who thereby had their minds im- rael, neither because they are the seed of
pressed and prepared with expectations of the Abraham, are they all children.' They must
Messiah to come, as the Saviour of men, become spiritual children by an action of
which was remarkably exemplified in the Faith, under the influence of love divine, inlanguage of the Woman of Samaria, who spiring the heart with peace and joy, running
said, " W h e n the Messiah cometh, he will through all their conduct. Or as the Scriptures declare, ' If ye are Christ's, then are ye
tell or teach us all things."
The writings of Moses, and the Psalms, Abraham's seed, and heirs according to the
ard the Prophets, which were dispersed and promise. Or, as said Christ, ' If ye were the
conA eyed by means of the ' ten tribes,' Avho children of Abraham, ye xvould do the works
were generally scattered all over the then of Abraham.' ' Abraham rejoiced to see my
known world, prepared the w a y for the dis- day, and he saw it and was glad; for ' before
pensations of the Gospel, and the spread Abraham was, I AM.' John \-iii. 56, 58.
thereof, from the persecution which arose Compare Genesis xvii. 1, 8, 14. Rom iv. 9 to
about Stephen, is an incontestible proof of its 13, &c. Galatians iii. 6, to 15, shexvs 1st,
authenticity. As they were scattered at such Abraham is called 'the Father ofthe faithful,'
an early period, and weri3 a people who xvere and the ' HEIR of the worid.'
held in detestation among Nations of the
Secondly. Abraham was justified by faith,
Earth; which is also the fact at this very while in uncircumcision; and to him xvas
day, there was not the same temptation to made the first* promise of the Messiah to
counterfeit, alter, and impose, as there might come, ' In thy SEED, [Christ] shall all the
otherwise have been. And moreover, if they families of the earth he blessed.' ' Abraham
were disposed to do it, there was not the same believed God, and it was imputed to him for
opportunity, con.sidering the enmity between Righteousness. Now it was not xvritten for
those at Jerusalem and those of the Samaritan his sake alone, that IT WAS IMPUTED TO HIM,
mountain, and the dispersed. Besides, the but for us also, to whom it SHALL BE IMPUTED,
great number of copies which they must have if we BELIEVE ON HIM that raised up 'Jesus
had among them,-mrist have enabled-any one our Lord, from the dead, who was delivered
who chose, to detect an attempt at an impo.si- for our offences, and xvas raised again icr our
tion J
Justification,' Rom. iv 23 to 25.
And although twenty-six false Christs hax-e
Thirdly.
The promises of the blessings in
appeared in different ages of the xvorld, the Christ the seed, are by Faith, through xvhich
folly of each quickly became manifest; for the blessings of the seed are to be received
error and falsehood can never become truth. and enjoyed; and hence.
But the " true Messiah," although he met
Fourthly.
' I f ye be Christ's then are ye
with every opposition, and although he ap- .\braham's seed and HEIRS according to the
peared not in any worldly pomp or grandeur, PROMISE.' Galatians iii. 29.
and although his gospel xvas contemned, and
Thus the true light of moral virtue came by
every method used that human ingenuity could Revelation, and is enjoyed by divine inspirainvent, to abolish and destroy it out of the tion, operating, on the heart, Avhich all men
World, it still stands unshaken. And Avhy, are under the restraining influence of, in ;i
unless it had its found-ation in Divinity ?
* The thing was intimated aad hinted, but .lever con
Truth wi'l bear investigation, and carry its firmed
till the time of ABR.4.HAiVI. Gen. iii. 14, 15, waa
own conviction Avith it, when properly under- not a PRO.AIISEhuta thieatening against the SERPENT.
will put KN.AIITY between THKb; and the woman, and
stood. And hence we have sufficient cause 1THY
seed and HER seed ; it shall bruise THY head, aud
•e •.'•. ri>ankful for the * repository' which Di- THOU shall brtjse HIS heeL
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greater or less degree, until the day of their
visitation be past, lint Avhen they become incorrigible, thev are unworthy of a social or
political existence. Hence, said .lesus, ' 0 Jeru.salem ! Jerusalem! liow often would 1 have g.'?,
i thered tli\-children together, as a hen doth gather her brood under her wings, hut jiev'imld not.
Behold, your house is left unto you desolate,
and ye shall not see MK, henceforth, until ye
shall say. Hlf^^cil is he that cometh ni the name
ofthe LOR]).'
.\nd they were destroyed and
disjierseil, like the Ten Tribes, abroad amongst
the nations of the earth, by the Roman army;
like as a curse for disobedience, entailed on
thein to this day-.
The abuse of moral privileges, by luxury
and dissijiation. tends to sink the human
mind into l)rutality, and destroy every principle that is kind, noble, generous and humane.
The present state ofthe natives of Africa and
America, are striking examples, and shew to
Avhat a'loAv ebb the moral faculty can be reduced. We see them prefer a toy or trifling
trinket to useful arts. In them xve see every
unkind disposition indulged tOAvards their fellow creatures; and strangers considered as
enemies ; so that almost every family becomes
a village, and every x'illage becomes a nation.
.And these are almost continually at Avar, destroying each other, so as to prevent their
population from extending.
'The love of money' is said tobe 'the root of all
evil.' The spirit of it is'moral evil,'and the effect is. 'natural evil,' as the necessary consequence entailed. The 'loveofmoney' leilthenations of Europe to enslave and destroy- the poor
Blacks of Africa, and the miserable Indians of
America. And Avithin tbe s])ace of three centuries, they have destroyed and enslaved together,
as man \-of those unfortunate creatures, as now
exist in those two quarters of the World. Nine
Millionshavebeen enslaved from Africa, which
i> cdijiputed to contain twelve millions of inhabi'ants. And an incredible number also
must have been slain. The Sjianiards in
.^outh America, enslaved and destroyed alone
twelve millions—besides the millions which
fell in the Isles, of which Hayti itself contained 3.000,000. But the superintending hand
of Providence, Avhich overrules the actions
of mon and devils, will no doubt bring good
out of evil. Most of those unhappy wretches,
after bein;i; in slavery a term of time, Avill be
affronted at the idea of being sent back to
their native shores ; and many are rejoiced at
their situation, miserable as it is, and express
gratitude that by this means they have found
the fnilh of Abraham, in the gospel of God's
dear Son ^ ' ) bring them the peace and joy of
thf kingdom. And why should it be incredible to believe, that one day the gospel shall
return to their native shores, and spread

through Afric regions, and that wildemesa
blossom like the rose ?
The natural abilities of the F.iironean and
the Africans, perhaps admit ot imj)rovenient
eijually alike. Yet Avhile one is now rising
to its highest excellence, the other is but a little superior to the brute beasts. Doubtless it
is the piovidence of God, attending the improvement of one, Avhile the other is justly
visited with the entailment of ignorance, stu]iidi1y, and sloth ; Avhilst moral evil fills their
hearts, and governs all their actions.
America, adorned and enriched v^ith some
of the most lofty mountains, exten.sive rivers,
natural canals, and numerous fresh inland
seas; situated betAveen two oceans, nearly
divided in the centre, and yet connected by a
narroAv isthmus—enriched Avith almost eveiy
species of valuable treasure in the boAvels of
the earth, as if to invite the foreign emigrant
to pay a friendly visit; nevertheless, lay undiscovered for several thousand years, as if
reserved for the era, Avhen ' common sense'
began to aAvake up from her long slumber.
As if the Creator's Avisdom and goodness had
a ' NcAA' World,' in rcA-ersion from a new theatre for the exhibition of ncAv things.
Here a new philosophy, both in nature and
in divinity Avas to be taught, and embraced.
False notions respecting the figure of the
earth and the spurious Vicegerency, Avere both to
be rejected together. The doctrine of ' pa.ssive obedience and non-resistance,' Avas then to
be suspected and go doAvn the hill. There
seemed to be no place in the political world,
nor any part of the statural world, that admitted of the chanoje to begin, so thoroughly as
in America. The state of the country, and
the prejudices of the people, were both so favorable for it.
And three things are the result, Ax-hich are
Avorthy of relleeiion.
First. All religioiis opinions are protected;
and universal rights of consciimce established ;
and also a government of representation,
Avliieh is elective only'
Secondly. The dirty slave-trade, in Avhich
almost all Eurojie, as Avell as America, xvas
engaged, is now forever at an end—no nation
protecting it. And in those countries Avhere
slaveiy exists, they are used more humanely
thnii formerly : and instead of death for mere
trifles, the penitentiary system is adopted.
Thirilly The s]iirit of inquiry, the spirit
of missionary is prevailing, together xvith the
translation of the Scriptures into so many new
languages. Bible societies are forming to disperse the Holy Scriptures. Priestcraft is falling, and the power and influence of the established, corrupt, and wicked clergy, is broken
and tumbling doxvn. Croxvned heads are go
ing out of date. The whole world is in com-
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capacity, and endoAved hy their Creator with
certain unalienable rights, as life, liberty, enjoyment of property, pursuit of happiness, and
the privilege of private judgment. In these
they are equal and independent, as much as if
there was none other person upon earth, but
the individual himself alone. But when taken
in a .social capacity they are dependent upon
each other. The king is dependent on his
subjects; and the governor on the governed ;
the master on the servant, and the servant on
the master; the blacksmith upon the carpenter, and the carpenter upon the blacksmith,
and both of them upon the farmer for their
bread ; and the farmer in his turn, is dependent on them for his mechanism. Thus social
privileges are reciprocal; being connected
mutually, they are necessarily dependent upon
each other.
May not the ' Seventh trumpet' now be
A hermit's life in solitude, is the most indesounding, and the 'seven la.st plagues' be pendent of any ; and yet what could he do in
I pouring out ? Is not the harvest of the earth sickness ? He would then be dependent upon
\ ripe for the reaper with the sharp sickle ? others for their assistance, to do that for him,
1 Then we should swell the cry, ' Thy kingdom which he could not do for himself. Therefore,
' come-—send forth more laborers into the har- the idea of social independence is a solecism,
. vest-' Is not the ' vintage of the earth ripe which has no place in common sense.
also to be gathered, and cast into the xvineAs a whole is composed of parts, and the
press of the wrath of Almighty God ?'
parts collectively form one Avhole; so the
Are not all the governments of the old human family are, and must be considered
world tyrannical, and repugnant to the ' Laxv socially related, and collectively dependent
of Nature ?' Is there any government in the upon each other.
world, except America, that is framed so as to
Hence, our rights and necessities being
admit of amendment!
Being contrary to the equal, so are our obligations and duties like* laAV of nature,' and not admitting of amend- wise ; and therefore, considering the rights of
ments, are not those governments in their man as an individual, they are called personal
very first principles oi a pernicious kind, and rights. Considering them in his relation to
of an INCORRIGIBLE nature, founded in ' moral his fellow-creature, they are called social
evil,' so as to perpetuate the same, without rights; and considering them in his relarion
any possibility of redress ? Why ought they to his Creator, they are called moral rights.
to exist ? By Avhat right can they exist ?
Personal rights are by virtue of existence,
Are they worthy of an existence ? Does not as life, liberty, and all the intellectual rights
injured innocence cry again.st them for redress of the mind ; of course religion is one of those
to the Governor of the Worid, Avhose tender rights, as also the pursuit of happiness, &c.
care is over all hisAvorks? Does not JUSSocial rights are by virtue of being a memTICE in the ' LaAv of Nature,' demand a satisber of society ; and as one of the Avhole, who
faction against them ? Would not mercy be
extended from the Divine Governor to the in- i.s interested in the security of those personal
jured, by undertaking their cause, and restor- rights against usurpation, he hath a claim in
ing to them THEIR rights, which are unjustly conjunction with others for protection of his
withheld by those evil governments ? Do not person, property, and character. The right
these reflections lead the mind neces.sarily to itself, is good and perfect, by virtue of existconclude, that a powerful and JUST JUDGE ence ; but is imperfect in point of power; both
will undertake the cause of the oppres.sed, and in each and all, in their individual capacity.
overwhelm the oppressors with an everlasting And hence the power Avhich is called government, is made up or composed of all those
destruction.
rights which are surrendered by the individuals themselves; and cast into the common
SUMMARY REVIEW
stock, for the better regulation of the whole ;
The ' Law of Nature,' is that relation which which is made up or consists of the aggregate
man originally stands in to his Crea.;or and to of those rights, which though perfect in the
his fellow Creature.
individual personally, yet socially, answer not
And
In this state, all men are equal, and natu- his purpose for the want of power.
lally free and independent, in their individual therefore, for the want of personal power, for
motion, and peace taken from the earth ! The
animal creation is proving a scourge in many
parts, to the human family. The AA'ars may
be considered as the sword oi the Lord; as
'if the Devil had come doxx-n in great wrath,
knowing that he hath but a little time.' This
brings scarcity, which produces famine. And
famine Aviil bring plague, which already prevails in many parts of the world. Besides,
such general and repeated shocks of earthquakes—so that sixteen cities Avere destroyed
in a very short space of time, in South America. Thus, so many extraordinary things as
have transpired of lat-e, and are transpiring,
has not been known in the annals of hfstory.
And there never was a time, except the era
xvhich gave our Saviour birth, that Avas so
pregnant AX'ith important tnings, as the day in
which AAe' live.
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obligation and prescribes the Law, and rule
of practice, man has a right to obey, by attending to the law, and by keeping the rule :
And human governments, have no right to
interfere by assuming a poAver to tolerate man
to Jiay his devotion to his God. For before
any human government existed in the world,
there Avas a compact betAveen Man and his
Maker, Avhich cannot be altered by any human laAvs. Therefore, all laAA-s ought to be
made in conformity to this pre-existing comjiact; otherwise they do mischief by makin"
encroachments upon the rights of conscience,
and cause confusion in society by creating
broils and animosities—consequently all denominations of Religion should be protected
in the peaceatjle enjoyment of their rights.
And universal rights of conscience ought to be
established in every land, agreeable to the
Creator's Law, primarily established by HIM.
Rights imply privileges; and a privilege
implies duty, when taken on the ground of the
'Lain of Nature,' or the 'moral law,' ot the
' rule of -practice.' And duties imply obligation. Therefore, if by the ' law of nature,' one
ernment, and the necessity of a CONSTITUTION, is favored xvith the Rights of equality and into point out, Aviiat may, and what mav not be deiiendence, it is his duty to enjoy, maintain
done. To make the rulers responsiliie for and improve them. If it be my right to enjoy
their trust, and conduct, and to secure the ad- life and liberty, it becomes my duty to premission of imjirovement, as experience may serve and improve them; If I have a right to
point out Avherein the Constitution is defect- enjoy jiroperty and pursue happiness, it is my
ive ; and all the laws AA'hich are founded upon duty to do it jiroperly. And also in matters
tliis, as a charter given to the delegates or of jirivate judgment, in matters Avhich concern
tru.^tees in trust, should be an expression of me, it is my duty to investigate and judge
the will oi the peojile.
And those laxvs rightly. W h y is it my duty to maintain
should be as few as is jiossible—consistently my equality and independence ; and to prewith the nature and state of things; and serve my life and liberty; and to enjoy prop.sliould be founded on such principles of jus- erty and pursue hapjiiness, and aiso to judge
tice as Avill admit of the greatest humanity in in matters of moral duty ?—Equality, indethe suppression of vice, in the maintenance of jiendence, life, liberty, property, happiness,
equity, and in the promotion of virtue in the and the things of private judgment in moral
land. Therefore a jirojier distinction between duty, are the gifts of the God of Nature; and
vice and virtue should be made, and punish- designed by him to answ-er a purpose Avorthy
ment fitted and ajiportioned to the nature of of Himself. Therefore, to neglect them, is to
crimes. Torture, barbarity, and every tiling treat them xvith indifference ; and to be indifAvliich has a tendency to harden mankind, ferent is to undervalue them ; and to undershould be cautiously avoided. Private re- value such iin])ortant gifts, is to undervalue
veiiu;e should be discountenanced by civil the Giver ; and of course to treat him not Avith
laws; and the ABUSE oi servants ought not to neglect only, but Avith a degree of contempt
be jiassed over xvith such impunity as it is in also. Because our all is connected Avith it.
many parts ot the Avorld; but there ought to Not only our eternity hangs jpon it. but also,
be some restriction upon Masters, so that jus- all the things of time! And hence the omistice may lake place in the administration of sion, or neglect, prevents our accomplishing
corporal chasli.sement.—Ought not a respon- that noble purpose for Avhich Ave Avere designsibility to be secured in this as Avell as in any ed by the Creator.—Therefore xve infringe
other exercise of authority ?—There is some- ujion the ' laAV of nature,' by departing from
thing here, Avhich deserves to be seriously Her Rule, Avhich is the ' Law of God;' and
Aveighed, Avhen Ave reflect on the universal violate our moral obligation to the Most
HIGH, Avho, as a righteous JUDGE, will call all
rights of man.
Moral rights are the result of moral laAv.— people to an account, ' and rcAvard them,' each
And as a Creature dependent upon the Su- individual, ' according to the deeds done in the
preme Governor of the world, who enjoins the body.''

the security of personal rights, the right imI perfect in power is surrendered and cast into
I the common stock, and so the arm of society,
of whicli he is a part, is taken in preference,
[ and in addition to his own.—The aggregate
i of tiiose right.s, imperfect in jioAver in the individual, is surrendered to trustees in trust, as
the delegates of the peo]ile, to act as their representatives for the benefit of the Avhole.
This delegated poxver is called government,
and can never be applied to invade those rights
retained, Avhich are sulficiently perfect in the
individual, and for their projier exercise need
no Jiolitical strength. Of this kind are the
rights of life, limb, liberty, and all the intellectual powers or rights of the mind, as stuily,
pursuit of hajipiness, jnivate judgment, &c.
These thini^'s can never be invaded by the
poAver of the government, Avithout infringing
upon natural justice. Because the poxver
delegated, is to be ajqdied for the benefit and
Avelfare of the people ; and not to oppress,
domineer and tyrannize over the people, and
make them miserable.
These observations shoxv the origin of gov-

Consequently, our equality and ina jpendence is given us, as individuals, that we may
be capable of thinking, and judging, and acting in an individual capacity, and not to be
accountable for the misconduct of others, but
live in conformity to the ' Moral Law' of love.
Hence life is the gift of God, which is our
right to enjoy. But man has no right to destroy it. To destroy our life, is to infringe on
'Nature's Law,' and violate the obligations
we are under to Nature's God. Of co-arse,
also as means are necessary to be used for the
preservation of life, they must he avtcnded to
accordingly. Liberty also is one of our rights,
but it mu,st not be abused, but used agreeably
to Natural Justice and moral obligation. The
pursuit of property is a right, and becomes a
duty, that we may not be dependent on others,
but have wherewith to help ourselves, and afford assistance to a fellow mortal in distress.
Man was designed by his Maker to be happy,
and the pursuit of happiness is enjoined upon
him—and it is his duty to promote the same
in others. Hence the object and the right, and
the means and the duty, are all connected, and
stand in relation to each other. The duty demands the use of the means to improve the
right, to obtain the object—Happiness ! This
duty is a moral obligation, because enjoined
by the Moral Governor of the xvorld.
Con.sequently, all the intellectual powers of
the man, are called upon, and employed to act
as a rational creature, xvho m-ast give an account. The understanding to collect evidence
that it may judge correctly. The memory to
reflect and recollect, for the benefit of judgment. The will to consent only to what is
right, agreeable to his best judgment.
For
man is led by inclination sometimes contrary to
his judgment, and then he comes under condemnation, of which he is alxvays conscious in a
degree, conformable to his judgment.
Man is required to act as a rational creature, and to act from proper motives, and of
course to act from a well regulated judgment.
And that the judgment may be correct, the
understanding must be xvell and properly
formed. This implies a duty to search for
truth, and weigh every evidence, and give it a
just and proper weight, in order to proceed
righteously—as for eternity.
' Moral Evil,' is an improper motive or bad
principle at heart. So says Christ—' he that
looketh on a woman to lust after her, hath
'-omnv'.ted ad.ultery with her already in his
heart.' The desire being indulged, and the
consen.t of the mind being given to a thing
contrary to a better judgment, against the
' Law of Nature.' Sin is a transgression of
the law—and the ' will of God' is the Moral
L'lW. By going contrary to it, a person
must forfeit what I choose to call his INFAN-

TILE JUSTIFICATION, mentioned in Romans Y.
18 to 20. And thus goes out of the Divine
favor by his own personal sin, into personal
condemnation and the kingdom of Satan, and
led captive by him at his will.
Hence there must be a personal repentance
for personal sins ; and a moral conformity to
the will of God, to be reinstated in the Divine
favor, as one of the Divine family. This conformity is through ' the door—the way' to God,
which is Christ. Here is pardon and peace to
be found in such conformity, and faith, or
what may be termed an assent or conformity
to the proper moral evidence—evidence given
to the mind, (but not to the bodily sense) is
the power by which it may be done. This
act of conformity is the ACT OF ' FAITH,' which
is ' imputed for righteousness.' Thus, ' a man
is justified by faith, and hath peace with God,
through our Lord Jesus Christ.' Being justified by faith from the guilt of his own sins,
and having peace with God through Christ,
he has a sensible love to God from obligation,
and a sense of the love of God towards him,
in the gift of Jesus Christ, by whom he hath
acceptance, and for the Holy Spirit through
the same Divine channel, from whom all
blessings flow.
After Justification by Faith from the guilt
of his own sins, he is required to prove his
Love to Christ, by walking in the Light and
keeping his Commandments.
Hence the commandment is to ' Love one another'—' Love
your enemies'—' do good to them that hate
you'—' pray for them that despitefully use you
and persecute you.'
Again, ' Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, soul, mind and strength,
and thy NEIGHBOR as thyself.' Which implies
that from the Heart, xve should devote our
whole ' soul, body and substance,' xvith all
our time and talents to the glory of the Most
High, xvhich is a resignation to the will, disposal and service of God only—and hence
thou shalt—' Love thy neighbor as thyself
Who is thy neighbor ? Thy friend, enemy,
acquaintance and stranger, and whosoever is
in distress, no matter who. He is God's creature, and thy brother by the ' Law of Nature;'
and the ' Moral LaAv,' commtinds to ' Love thy
neighbor as thyself;' and also enjoins the
' Rule of Practice'—' As ye would that others
should do to you, do ye even so to them.'
Thus Moses, the prophets, and Jesus Christ,
teach the same doctrine. Hence the ' Moral
LaAv' and the ' Law of Nature,' and the ' Rule
of Practice,' on the principles of equity and
obligation are a UNIT ! !
Therefore said Christ, ' if ye LOVE me, keep
my commandments.' And one command is,
' to do GOOD to those who are our enemies,'
and 'Love thy neighbor as thyself.'
The
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conduct of the 'Samaritan' toAvards the man ty disqualifies them for a Divine inheritance,
Avho fell among the thieves, is enough to hence there must be two classes of difi"erent
And of
prove who our ' neighbor' is. The Samari- states and dispositions of heart.
tans, Axho taiifrht to consider the ' J e w s as course on the principles of 'moral justice,'
enemies,' and hence the ' Avoinan questioned they must have different sentences and rcAvardi
from a Righteous Judge. How then can it be
Christ why he asked her for water.'
The Samaritan proved a nur.se, a servant, .said to them agreeable to truth, in that day of
and benefactor, by providing an a?ylum, and final retribution, ' Come ye blesseil of my
taking him to the Inn, paying the expen.ses, Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you.
without expecting any reward from man. For I Avas an hungered, and ye gave me meat
And the command AA-as, ' go, and do thou like- I Avas thirsty and ye gave me drink; I was a
wise. —But 'if a man doth not love his broth- .stranger, and ye took me in; naked, and ye
( er Avhom he hath seen, hoxv can he love God clothed me ; sick and in prison, and ye came
unto me and visited me ; inasmuch as ye did it
whom he hath not seen V
Again, ' Il a man seeth his brother stand in unto one of the least of these, ye did it unto
need, and give not Avherewithal to supply his me :' provided they have never been in the
AA-ants ; how dwelleth the love of God in him ? spirit of doing such things to the people of
Therefore Ave are commanded to ' love in deed Christ, for his SAKE?
and in truth, and not in Avord, and in tongue
The rights and obligations of all men are
only.' Consequently, to say ' be ye xvarmed equal; and so their exposures, and dangers,
and be ye clothed,' and like the 'Priest and and neces.sities, and reverses of fortune, and
Lcvite, pass by on the other side,' Avith perfect hence the golden rule of practice,' as ye would
neglect or composure, is a departure from the that others should do to you, do ye even so
'Law of Nature,' and the 'Moral LaAV,' and to them,'—for the objects of distress are the
the 'Rule of Practice,' seeing our rights and Representatives of tbe Lord Jesus—therefore
Avants, duties and obligations are equal in both as they are sent to ' prove our love to Chrfst,'
LAAVS and in the Rule !
a cup of cold AA'ater in the name of a disciple,
We are to prove our Faith and Love to given to one of his little ones, shall not lose
Christ, by 'Avalking in the light and keeping its rcAvard ;' and Avhen done from duty and
His commandments; and hence the injunc- love to Christ, Avill be so acknoAA-ledged by
tion, ' AS ye have received Christ Jesus the him in the day of judgment, and is as acceptaLord, so walk ye in him.' And thence our ble to the Lord as if it had been done to the
actions, flowing from 'FAITH' and 'LOVE,' are person of Christ. For ' God looketh at the
the evidences or 'fruits of faith'—kence said heart, and judgeth according to our intentions;'
James, ' show me your faith without works, —therefore ' lie that confesseth me before men,
and I wilt show you my faith BY my works.' him Avill I confess,' said Jesus, ' before my
Then he makes mention of two, Avho Avere Father and his holy angels !'—'And for every
ju-iilied by xvorks flowing from faith, and idle Avord that man shall speak, he shall give
adds, ' as the body without the sjiirit is dead, an account thereof in the day of judgment,'
so faith without works is dead also,'—there- —and ' b y thy Avords thou shalt be JUSTIFIED
fore, we conclude that a man is justified by —and by thy words thou shalt be condemned,'
Matt. xii. 3(3, 37
Avorks and not by faith only.
Let it ever be remembered, that faith Avill
Therefore man is called to devote all his
never be called in question in the day of Judg- time, soul, body, and substance, to the love
ment ; there will not be any meed for faith and .service of the Lord Jesus Christ in this
then, because Christ, Avho then will be our world, if he Avould stand acquitted in the day
Ju.ii^e, will have given up the mediatorial of accounts! Of course, objects of distress
kiiigiloin to the Falher, and firitn will be are to be attended to, and not barely those of
brought to sight. P-..t the virtue of all our our OAvn household, though they ought not to
deeds Avill then be put to the trial, Avhat be neglected ; but objects of charity should be
spirit they were of; and mankind Avill be ' re- sought out. I do not say, that such as are
xvarded according to their Avorks,' or 'the able to WORK, and Avill not, should receive,
deeds done in the body, whether they be good nor the man that Avill take your charity to
or bad.'
buy spirits and get drunk—because to give to
Those Avho ' put axvay the evil of their such, instead of its being a charity, it is hirdoings, and wash in the fountain for sin, and ing or paying for their idleness and Avicked
have made their robes white in the blood of conduct, and encouraging them to persevere
the Lamb,' having continued ' to take up their in evil. But it Avould be better to give to ten
cross daily, and follow after him by denying impostors, than to deny one real object of
themselve.s,' will stand acquitted ; but ' those distress. Therefore remember the good Sawho will not have Chr st to reign over them,' maritan, Go and do thou likewise,' if you
but lead a life of rebell. tn; the non-conformi- profess t j be a follower of Christ, lest you

hear the sentence, ' depart,' with these piercing words—' I was sick, hungry, thirsty, a
strange", naked and in prison, and ye neither
visited, nor fed, nor gave me drink, nor clothed me, nor took me in; inasmuch as ye did
it not unto one of the least of these, ye did it
not unto me—depart ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared (not for man) but for the
devil and his angels.' Matt. xxv. 41, 42, 43,
and 45. For those only 'who have washed
their (not Christ's) robes, and made them
white in the blood of the Lamb, xvill stand before the throne of God.' Rev. vii. 14, 15,
Isaiah i. 17. Zach. xiii. 1.—B®" Therefore attend to the TAVO LAWS and the rule !

istered in the removal of societies corrupted
through ' moral evil,' who are incorrigible,
and unAvorthy of a political existence, proves
a mercy to rising generations. And such revolutions will continue, until it appears whose
right it is to reign, and his kingdom come,
and reign over all i The sword of the Lord
is draAvn out; and the five scourges of the
Almighty are abroad in the earth; and Oh!
that the people would 'learn Righteousnes*!!!'
A cause of a cause, is the cause of the effect also which that cause produces. And
hence, those who injure others by slander or
misrepresentation, are responsible for all the
consequences attending i t ; and mu,st answer

CONCLUSION.
it before the SUPREME JUDGE of the world !
' Personal Rights' are by virtue of ' existBy Avhat right or authority may one person,
ence.' ' Social Rights' by virtue of being a or a body of men, raise a persecution against
member of Society. ' Moral Rights' by vir- another ? It is not authorised in the records
tue of Moral obligation to the Moral governor. of Chri.st, either hy his 'commands' or his
Equality and independence being the ' Law 'e.xample.'—And of course, such a right or
of Nature.' from them, government should power was never ' delegated' or sanctioned by
spring by delegation and representation. him. Man could not bestow the right, beBut from assumption sprang tyrannical gov- cause he does not possess the authority to do
ernments. And ' religious establishments by it; unless it be 'assumed,' which is an unjust
Law,' founded on ignorance and false ' Moral tyranny.
obligation,' was imposed on the Avorld, to an' PERSECUTION,' for differences of opinion
swer the purposes of ambitious usurpers. and modes, &c. in religion, is an 'ANTI-CHRISTHence arose the ' Papal Power,' as man was lAN SPIRIT ;' and is contrary to every ' rule of
not suffered to think, and judge, and practise right,' and repugnant to every ' moral obligafor himself: but the nonsense of others must tion ; and of course it is a violation of the
be believed before his own senses; which LAW OF NATURE,' aS AA'ell a s o f t h e ' MORAL
produced the 'seas of blood,' which flowed L.IW,' and of the ' R U L E OF PRACTICE,' Of
by the intolerant hand of persecution! At course, ' natural and moral justice' must conlength ' Light' broke in ! ' Common sense' demn it.
waked up, and embraced a new theory of
Those people who usurp the liberty to at' Philosophy,' both in ' Nature,' and ' Divini- tack the absent character of others, in an unty!'_ The Old Worid being changed, did not just manner, to weaken their influence by
admit of a general and thorough reform; destroying their good reputation, and sinking
hence America was the only place, both in them into ' contempt' in public estimation;
the Political and Natural World, that opened rejoicing at their misfortune and calamity, as
a fair prospect for a beginning. And such if a very great victory was gained, do not
as began to think, and to judge, and to act for know what spirit they are of! It xvould be
themselves, and felt the spirit of ' independ- xA'ell for such persons to study the ' laAv of
ence and equality of man, which is the laAv nature,' XA-ith the ' Moral Laxv,' and reconsider
of nature,' arose from their depressed state, them liy comparing them with the ' Rule of
and felt the spirit of enterprize. They ' flew Practice,' examining their OAvn SPIRIT and
to the vFilderness' of America, pregnant with conduct, and then see how they agree and
the spirit of freedom in embryo, in their emi- comport together, according to LOVE and
gration, Avhich then laid the foundation, and UNION, which is enjoined by the gospel of
still marks the outlines of our national char- Jesus Chiist. For if the PRACTICE flows from
acter.
an unjust and an unhallowed spirit of jealousy,
Moral virtue came by revelation, and is from ambition, pride, and self-Avill, the SOUL
enjoyed by inspiration in the heart, called is surely destitute of that ' heavenly principle,'
' restraining grace.' Hence the necessity of that ' noble mind,' which was in Christ; and
a 'moral social compact.'' Abraham and his which was designed to reign in the Heart and
successors formed the beginning of the true Practice of His Followers, to be m.ade maniChurch ot God; through whose succe.ssion fest in their spirit and tempers; and shine
the promised Messiah came. The JCAVS are a forth in their example continually. And
Btaiiding monument of the just dispensations hence they are to be called ' the light of the
ot Divine Providence. Justice, when admin- world,' and as a city set on a hill which can-
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laborers into the harvest; then oppose both
the Avork and the means, Avhich the wisdom
of God is jileased to make use of to accomjilish it. God doth Avoik and accomplish
great and important ends, by simple means,
which are noble and Avorthy of himself, to exhibit his ' finger, hand, or arm,' of Power and
Wisdom to mankind; whilst his mercy and
goodness is magnified, and his justice disjilayed to the most ordinary understanding. And
thus, out of the mouth of BABES and sucklings God Avill perfect praise !
The apostle rejoiced, that the Gospel Avas
preached; and even if Christ Avas preached
by those Avho Avere of different ******** he
did rejoice. Therefore forbid not those whom
God hath sent to preach the Gospel of HIS
dear SON, V«t you be found fighting against
God, and it cause you tears of sorroxv and repentance Avhen it is too late. For the cause
by preachini; the Gospel to the AAVAKENING is the Lord'.s, and the Eternity of mankind is
and conversion of sinners, from the errors of connected thercAvilh, and hangs upon it; and
their xvays, to serve the Living GOD. NOAV ' h e that sees the SAVORD coming, and blows
if such fruit evidently ajipears, and it be mani- not the trumpet—the man is taken aAvay in
fest that the pleasure of the Lord prospers in his iniquity, but his blood or soul is required
his hand, who durst set himself up as an in- at the Watchman's hand!' Therefore 'the
quisitor general ? and as the accuser, Avitness, Gospel is to be spread into all nations, and
judf^e, and jury, to condemn such as being preached to every creature,'—and the Minisnothing, but shameless intruders and most rfac- ters, i. e. Servants, should ' be instant in seauig imjiostors ? But ' h e folloxveth not us!' son and out of season, to reprove, rebuke, exHark ! hear what the Master saith—' forbid hort, Avith all long suffering,'—and sxvell the
hirn not; for there is no one Avho .shall do a cry, ' T H Y KINGDOM COME,' that 'more
miracle in mv name, that can readily sjieak laborers may be sent into the harvest- -and
evil oi me ; for he that is not against you, is many run to and fro, and knoAvledgebe increasfor you.'
ed ;' that people may be informed, and turn
It is not enough barely to say, I Avill let from their idols ;—' Satan be bound, that the
him alone; l.ir there is no NEUTER in this nations be deceived no more ; but the house
Avar! Therefore, if you are a folloxver of of the Lord be established in the top of the
Chri>t, you must jirove your love to him, .ac- Mountain, and exalted above the hills, and all
cordiiiLr to A (lur ability, ' For he that know- nations flow unto it; Avhen the Wolf and the
eth to do tcooil, and doeth it not, to him it is L.AMB shall dwell tei^^i.'ther, and the Leopard
sin.' And in the day of final dc'cision, you shall lie down Avith the Kid, The \Vatchinen
Avill hear the sentence, 'inasmuch as ye did shall see eye to eye ; and the knowlelge of
it NOT unto one of the least of these, ye did it tbe Lord shall cover the earth as the Avaters
not unto ME. Dejiart,' &c,
do ',!ie sea." When they shall not hurt nor
Co;i-.e{[ueiitly, that the cause of Christ be desiit^v in all the holy mount; the .N'.iiions
not hindered, but that his gosjiel take an uni- learn war no more; Avlijen ' t h e light of tl'.e
versal s|ireail, instead of being actuated by a Mom. shall become as the light of the .Sun;
short-.-i;^lite(l, menn, sinister, low, contentious and the liglit of the Sun shall become sevenparty sjiirit. Ave should have a heart full of love fold, as the light of seven days. Anl then
to God anil man, to expand the mind xvith the vice of .superstition, and the barbarity of
that 'Charity xviiich never faileth, and think- iGNoiiANCE aud Tyranny xvill hide their de- •
eth no evil, but sulfercth long and is kind, is formed fiices, beinp; sxvept Avith the besom ef
gentle, and e.i.-y to be intreated,' And look destruction from the human family,
at the universal or most extensive GOOD; and
' Natural Evil' is the effect or consequence
encourage such means and institutions as are of 'Moral Evil,' And ignorance, sujierstimost likely to accomplish the most noble ends tion and tyranny, xvith impositions and wickand purposes to mankind. And hence, not ed laAV.s, have been and still are the chains
like the Jews, Avho long looked with expec- by which ' social privileges' are curtailed.
tation for the Messiah, and when he came, re- They are the means also, Aviiich have bought
jected him. Or, as .some others, Avho pray to Avhat is called ' Natural Evil,' as the necesGod to revive his work, and send forth more sary consequence of ' Moral Evil," upon sonot be hid, .\nd it Avould be proper for .such
persons as those to attend to J-w/ce xi, 35th,
Aviih the context, Aud 31att. vii, 2, &c, as a
Iookiii,i:-i:;!ass.
Theielore 'let all those Avho name the name
of Chri.st, be careful to dejiart from iniquity,'
and ni'ver lake the ' devil's tools,' with which
to do the .\linighty s work.
But siii.l one, ' Master, Ave saAv one casting
out devils in thy name, and Ave forbad him,
because he folloAved not ns.' ^Vhy do you
forbid him ?—' He followed not Avith us.'
^Vhe^ein does he differ? ' I n name, ino.le
and ojiinion,' But do you believe he is a
trood man, and that the essence of the matter
is in him? 0 yes, ' b u t he folloAveth not
Avith us.' Take care! forbid him not!
The lowest sense in Avhich one can be supposed to ' cast out devils in the name of Chri.st,'
is to be instrumental in the hands of Christ
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ciety, in the diflferent ages and nations of the
world, which hath been and still is such a
curse to the world of mankind !
General information, and the spread of
'Moral Virtue' are a necessary antidote to
such obnoxious PRINCIPLES ; that the ' moral
faculty
may be repaired, and peace and
righteousness reign in every clime.*
While inventions are increasing, and the
arts and sciences are improving, it may not
' The " C O N S T I T U T I O N " o f t h e United States was
framed by a delegated " CONFEDER-ATION," who were
chosen by the people for that purpose. T h e Constitution, when framed, was recotiimended by the Confederation to the dill'erent states—each of which voluntarily
received it by their own jiroper legislative and sovereign
authority, wfiose officers were chosen by the people for
that (lurpose—all of which procedure is agreeable to
natural justice, arising from the CREATOR'S " law of
nature 1" Which shows the FEDERAL union deiluced
from DF'.MO'.'.R.ATIC prmctj)(ps—which e.ihibits the difference between six and half dozen, each state reserving
to itself the power to govern its own policy—which
shows that Congress cannot legislate on slavery in the
South, or upon the Yankee law religion in the North, of
course they are " S T A T E " instead oS national crimes, e.\jslln2 before we became a nation, when under the k *** !
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be amiss for all the Avell-Avishers of Zion, to
watch the openings of Providence, for the furtherance of truth, and the spread of knowledge
valuable to society among mankind. And
provided some suitable point should some day
be taken on the Isthmus, which connects the
NORTH and SOUTH of the ' N E W WORLD'
now probably held in reversion, as a mercy
to rising generations, to be a Theatre, for
great tb.ngs to be dfsplayed, Avorthy of its
AUTHOR, and there should be the proper arrangements made for the spread of the true
knowledge through the whole world. How
long a space could be required to circumnavigate, and circumfuse such knoxvledge of the
Causeless Causator, as would inspire all nations with sensadons of gratitude to the Redeemer of Mankind, Avhose command Ave have
for our encouragement; ' Go ye intc all the
Avorld, and preach the Gospel, and lo! I am
Avith you !!!'
Buckingham County, Virginia,
August 21, i812.
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A JOURNEY
FROM

BABYLON

TO

JERUSALEM

OR T H E ROAD TO P E A C E .

FROM

THE

FIFTH

THE ' Journey of Life' is an important
theme. All mankind are equally interested
in it; and the happiness or mi.sery of every
individual, necessarily depends ujion it.
Ti.ME may be considered as the road, and
every day may be compared to a mile, cutting
off some part ofthe distance!
ETERNITY is the country to AA-hich all are
travelliiifr : and sleeping or Avaking, they progress Avith 'aniemitting sjieed.

EDITION.

Sensible existence excites reflection—Avhence
inquiries come! Casting a look in different
directions, and, behold ! NATURE, Avith all her
parts, and their relative concomitants, presents
to vieAv, in an impressive and august mode!
The mind, which constitutes the man, is ever
an inquirer, in search after truth; when properly employed upon a noble theme! Sensations of different kinds excite their pecuhar
inquiries, and the mind on reflection, seeks for
CHH.DHOOI) an<l YOUTH is the morning of names, fitted to the nature of things; intendlife; the perfection of manhood is the meri- ing to employ them, in its investigation of
dian : and the declension of age may be called CAUSES and E F F E C T S !
the Evcniiifi Shades—Avhen the Smi is lowerAn INQUIRER, observing Day and Night,
ing' in the western sky, and sable glooms pre- Seed-time and Harvest, Summer and Winter,
vail !
Months and Years, to succeed each other in
The ' E.rpcrience of Grace,' should be con- their turn, finds himself asking this important
nected with the Journey of Life; as in F.ter- (lucstion ; Where am I, and whence the origin
nity, there are two places oi destination, Ihe of all these things •?
states of Avliich are veiy dilli;rent both in their
Truth, .sometimes is 'self-evident,' andean
nature and enjoyment—one being atiended admit of no doubt, being an object of sense;
Avilh ineffable pleasure, the other with weep- hut at other times. Truth is more latent; and
ing, Availiun and gnashing of teeth !
can only be inferred from circumstantial
As one of the human family upon the great things. In the first case, the evidence receivJourney of Life ; travelling the ro.ad of time ed is positive 'knowledge,' but the latter is
to eternity; 1 am now upon the Avay, more only ' FAITH' in the solution of queries.
than twelve thousand miles are already gone Hence the difference between the terms K.NOATover. The morning of life is passed away. LEDOE and FAITH. The first refers to things
The clock strikes twelve; and the evening present, which are grasped by sense ; the latter alludes to absent things, Avhich ahvays adshades will soon come on apace.
Aie all these things a fancy and but a mits of dispute.
The Sun is the centre, and all the ' Host'
dream 1 Can imagination only suggest all
this as credible'f impossinle! life and exist- around bolh of a first and second order, and
their Eclipses and Conjunctions are calculable
ence are more than fable.
Hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting, feeling, to a Mathematical demonstration. Hence a
Avith talking and walking, are things Avhich few degrees East and North oi the Metropolis
cannot admit of proof; being 'self-evidence,' of Columbia; in the third Platiet from the
Sun in rotation; on the Terraqueous Theatre
they do not admit of doubt.
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volves with almost incredible sAviftness, in an
annual revolution, at the rate of more than
sixty thousand miles an hour, whirling its inhabitants, imperceptible of motion, more than
a thousand miles, in the diurnal revolution
on its own axis, at the same time.
The different kinds and grades of heings,
are so many, and so nearly ^elated to each
other, from the most intelligent creature to the
lowest animated matter, the exact line of distinction between the Animal and Vegetable
commonwealth, is difficult to be determined.
The G-arang Outang, appears to possess
the organs of speech in his formation, and yet
for some cause he is deprived of that faculty,
though he differs from Man in anatomy, in
the lack of the pan of the knee only.
The sensitive plant has some of the appearance of animation; while some of the sea
Fish scarcely exhibit life of any kind. Some
are in shells, located, growing upon rocks.—
Others, called ' Sun Fish,' and ' Portuguesemen-of-war,' are floating on the water or near
the shores, &c.
The perch in Embryo, has been known to
produce more than twenty-eight thousand at
a time, and the cod upwards of three millions.
Eight thousand different kinds of insects,
and six hundred species of Birds, with the various animals on land and in the water, ci so
many different shapes, forms and sizes, with
natures so diverse ; and yet abundance of food
is suited to the demands and situation of the
whole ; all of which exhibits a parental tender care, marked with wisdom, goodness, and
power, displayed through every part of Universal Nature. But the Origin and Cause of
all those things still remained a query with
INQUIRER, whose research for important
truth was not, could not pass over things so
interesting, with a stoical indifference !
The SUN near an hundred millions of miles
from the Earth ; and but a step in comparison
of the distance to one of the 'fixed stars,'
which is allowed by Philosophers to he so
REFLECTIONS ON NATURE.
immense, that the velocity of a Cannon Ball,
The canopy of Nature, appears to shut would require at least seven hundred thousand
down in a concave form; through the limita- years to reach from one to another. Admittion of sight; while the water exhibits a con- ting it; and that seventy-two millions of those
vex shape, through the globular form of the stars are within the sphere of Astronomical
Earth. Thus the large and lowermost parts calculation. Moreover, admitting each star
of a ship first disappears as she sails from the to be a Sun like ours, in the centre of a syscoast.—But the uppermost parts, which are tem, with an equal number of Planets of a
smallest, first appear as she returns to the first and second order, and each planet to be a
shore.
world, with as great a variety of Beings as
The MIND makes the man, and is connect- inhabit this earth ; what must be the aggreed with its CASKET. Which being corpo- gate number of the whole 1 And what or
real, confines him to the Earth, as a prison, Avho could be the Author, and Upholder, Govthrough the power of gravitation; which ernor and Provider of this stupendous disprinciple prevails in all material things, and play "? was the INQUIRER'S question still.*
is called attraction of gravitation.
This prison to which Man is confined, re• Seethe'Chain-'—CAUSELESS
CAUSATOR,

of Human existence, inquirer found himself;
and commenced his career—First, in sensible
E.xistence; and then in reflections, in search
after truth!
The sensations felt on beholding a compound of various and different reflections of
those rays of light sometimes visible in the
clouds oppo.site the sun, is termed colors; and
under certain shades and figures is called
' Beauty.' The power to behold them is called
' SIGHT.'
The sensibility hy which we discern the
qualities of nutriment, arising from the different shapes of particles, exciting the sensations
of bitter, sweet, sour, &c. is called ' TASTE.'
The power by which we discern Odors,
Avhether good or bad, is called ' SMELL.'
The vibration of the Atmosphere when
striding upon the Ear, is called sound, and
the power to discern the sound is called
'HEAR.' '
And the power to discern objects by the
touch, is called ' FEEL.'
These things being objects of sense, give
immediate ' knowledge;' which of course is
self-evidence; and cannot possibly admit of
doubt. But the ORIGIN and CAUSE of all
those things remained a secret; which gave
INQUIRER, great uneasiness, in painful suspense, from conviction of interest in the important relation of things. And nothing short
of a solution of the query could give him proper satisfaction on the subject.
'Is it possible,' says INQUIRER to himself, ' that these things are so "? Have I an
existence which shall, continue here but a
limited period; and then must I moulder to
dust and become food for worms; and have
only a name remaining above ground ! Solemn reflection ! Awful thought!
But to soothe those sensations, Avhich give
uneasiness, the study of Nature presents itself
to call off the mind from Moral contemplation,
to natural investigation.
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MlSCELLAXF.i )US REFLECTIONS,
The 'five senses' of the Body being avenues
or inlets of knowledu'e to the SII.M) ; the thing
of Xatuie may be examined, contemplated and
reasoned upon : but never to .>ati-faction. Although inferences and conclusions inuA' be
draAvn from causes to effects; yet there remains an hungering in the MIND, Avhich
continues unsa;is(ied, until a proper cibject can
be foun.l Avhich is perfect both in its nature
and degiee ; Avhich alone can afford moral consolation.
Should the SUN be annihilated, the efifects
produced by him would cease; and AA-hat
would be the consequence but unbearable
Frost and perpetual Night! The raA-s from
the Sun but an inch in diameter, Avhen brought
to a focus, is equally unbearable, producing a
flame ! What a strange dependency on the
h .Sun. Whose benign rays are Avisely dis|| pensed and Avithheld, in such a proportionable
I manner, as to answer everA' purpose. Surely
j this declares an OVERRULING HAND !
I From those circumstances, the Sun is Dei\ fied by many in the Heathen World; yet Ave
j have not evidence that he can quicken an inI animate substance and cause it to possess, the
i Jiower and principle of 'sense' and 'reason.'
For the Being who is capable of such power
and generous donation, must possess the principles of all innate substance ; and in the nature of the case must be an Omnipotent Author '
Hundrels of Comets in their various orbs,
Avith all the Heavenly Bodies, move in rotation anl have no infringement in their conjunction, but each in order keeps its course
and harmonizes Avith the Avhole !
Could a drop of water, or a grain of sand
go out of existence, but by the will of its Author, by the same rule, the Avhole Fabric of
Nature coul I annihilate itself, and sink into a
stale I'l noneiilily !
If every thing whicli hal a beginning must
have an en I ; then that whicli had no beginning can have no end ; consequently, if Nature cxiMs by emanation, from the Avill of its
Author ; by the same rule it must continue to
exist, or go out of Being; but when agreeable
to his pleasure.
Those people Avho plead for the perfection
of .Nature iuilependent of its Author; saA'ing,
•Nature does this or that'—as Luck, Fortune
or Cliance would have it, &c.—necessarily
ascribes O;?:r.'/ic ;»otfer and
Omnifariousprinciphs to .Matter: And this Avould argue the
Omnipotence and Omnipresence of nature ; abstract from its Author also, inasmuch as theiu
is a bontl of union throughout the whole.
Avhich bond of union prevails, as fiir as Nature is explored and understood ; as the l.,a.\v»

of electricity and majnetism, exemplifv on this
globe—and as the laws of gravitation inaniiest
throughout univer.sal Nature !
But to ascribe those powers to nature, is not
to make a proper distinction between Mind
and Matter—moreover it imputes etl'ects to
causes which could never produce them !
MATTF.R, Avhen moved by another cause,
cannot stop of itself; and Avhen stoppe.l it
cannot move of itself Hence matter, Avhen
put in motion, is ahvays indebted to some
other cause.
Consequently, those heavenly bodies, which
play in their different orbits, harmonizing together, have not existed for ever in their order ; but must have emanated from a hi2;her
Cause. Avho prescribed their spheres, and i^ave
them their Laws dependent upon himself: as
theirfluMor and support—of course, the Causeless Causator must be considered as the centration and Bond of Union throughout the Avhole
of universal nature, OtherAA-ise. how can man
account for any thing in Nature ; even hoAva
particle oi sand or a drop of water coheres together !
MORAL INQUIRIES,
Inquirer feeling an hungering in the Mind.
and being unsatisfied on various accounts,
Avent to a school in the environs of ' BABYLON,'
in order to be taught.
The Tutors Avith their Ushers, Avho constituted Masters of different grades, taught doctrines, Avhich may be inferred from their expressions.—Such as ' seated upon a topless
throne'—' an eternal degree'—' go down to
the bottom of the bottomless pit.'—'from all
eternity a Covenant Avas made'—'an infinite
number—'boundless
space'—'the creature
Mar. is an infinite Being.'
Thus by starting Avrong, they must forever
continue in error. Those eAjiressions hei;ii:
contradictory, must be considered as nonsensical ; and hence they ought to be turned out
of doors, as beneath contempt.
For how if a throne be topless can any one
be seated on i t ! If a decree be ]>a,s.se,i, there
Avas a time Aviien it Avas done ; if so, how
could it have been eternal?
U the pit
be bottomless, AVIiere is the bottom ? li the
covenant was made, there was a time Avhen
they made k ; consequently atime before they
made il ; if .so, how could it have been eternal,
unless eternity is to lie dated 'from' the period
of making that contract'? As 'from' implies
a starting place, or place of beginning.—An
infinite nuuiber to be enlanjed by units! Space
Avhich always implies limitation, as the space
of a mile, the space of un hour or a day, &c.,
and yet is boundless, as some .say ? And a
man a creature, infinite when h e ' i s limited 1
He had a beginning, which may be considered

as the nRSTand beginning end. From thence. Masters in those schools, which by-the-by is
the time down to the other end. Avhere he is considered as an important distinction, and
NOW, mav be calculated and measured to a constituting them great and mighty men !
Tbe firsf is the "Military School.' Here is
mathematical demonstration. His futurity is
a nonentity to him. ar>d at best can only be a taught the art of Avar. Its object is fame and
glory. Although it is attended Avith such
subject of Faith.
Hence those Masters gave hut little 5a;i.?fac- horrors as tend to harden the heart, yet many
tion to Inquirer ou the all important subject. ^weak men are so infatuated as to be delighted
which still especially occupied his attention i at the si^ht.
The second is the ' Dancing School.' Here
in his researches after Truth !
is taught the important art of hopping and
OF HYEROGLYPHIC BAB^XON.
jumping about, at a signal made by a BLACK
' As men journeyed from the East, in the MAN, Who, as thtir captain, Avith his noisy
'! davs of Nimrod. the misrhty hunter" of men, instrument, directs their movements, Avhilst
thev came to a plain in the land of Shinar. on they turn their backs and faces to and fro,
on the river Euphrates ; Avhere they built the Avithout either sense or reason ; e.xcept indeed,
memorable Babylon.' Avhich Avas begun in it maA' serve to show fine shapes and clothes.
that of Babel.—In this great city stood the But consumptions are dated, and serious imcelebrated Temple of Belus, denoting the Re- pressions are driA'en aAvay !
The third is the school of LaAA-yers. The
ligion of the Land,
"BABYLON Avas enclosed Avith a wall oi nature of this association Avill be discovered
Brick, three hundred and fifty feet in height, by the folloAving lines :
and ei:.rhty feet thick. The bricks Avere taken
' should 1 be Lawyer, I must lie and cheat:
For honest lawyers; have no bread to eat;
from a ditch, afterwards filled Avith AA-ater, to
'Tis
rogues and' villains fee the lawyers high,
add to the strength of the place : the circum.4.nJ fee the men, who gold and silver buy.
ference cf Avhich was not less than sixty miles.
The fourth is the school of Music. InIt AA-as four square, Avith tAventA--five brass
gates on a si-dv, making one hundred in all. tending to divert the mind, and touch the pasFrom each 2:ate there Avas a street leading: sions. And is admirably calculated to be a
across the city, from ijate to gate, so that the substitute for penitence, and the prologue to
streets intersected each other at right aiitrles, forbidden indulgences.
In the fifth, is taught the art of Dress.
and divided Babylon into five hundred and
seventy-six squares, besides the spaces, for This is intended to hide deformity, and please
building next to the Avail, Avhich AA-ere de- the eye—To gain a fanciful pre-eminence and
fended b}- several hundred towers, erected upon Avear the bell, as first in fashion ; glorying in
their shame. For dress Avas ordained in contheir summit.
Now there AA-as a very Avise ' Prince" of age sequence of Sin, and may be considered as a
and experience, Avho reijneJ over Babylon— badge of fallen nature.
his na.me Avas Jupiter—and he was the author
The sixth is the school of Quacks, These
ofthe ' W I N E ' of Bacch
celt us ; Avhich Avine is have had success in imposing on the ignorant
'Moral Evil.' With this Avine the people of bv high sounding Avords. But the poor deBabylon Avere stupidly intoxicated, so as to be ceived sufferers at length detect the imposition,
almost insen-ible lO those important things. and die—to Avarn their survivors not to parin which ail are greatly interested!
And take of their follies.
there \A-as a great confusion oi ' tongues, insoIn the seventh is taught, the fascinating art
much that there AA-as net less than sevent}--tAvo of Theatric representation. This is called a
languages; Avhich have since increased to very moral institution by its advocates, AA-IIO
more than one hundred and twenty-.
afiect to consider it very corrective of eA'ery
There Avere many things in the environs of species of vice. But matter of fact sufficiently I
Babylon, more than could be Avell enumerated, proA-es, that the theatre is best supported AA-hen
Avhich Aveie very troublesome aiil
painful; vice most abounds.
an 1 which are called ' Natural Evils,' all of
The eighth, is an establishment for the proAvhich are the effect or consequence of Moral motion of Polite Literature, Here lectures are
Evd.—For this was the cause of their intro- given, upon the barbarity- and folly displayed
duction into the Avorld!
by the Avriters of the Old and NCAV Testament;
There Avere also certain associations, Avhich and on the sublimity, beauty, elegance, taste,
may well be denominated the ' SCHOOL OF and morality, Avhich are every Avhere found in
BABYLON,' So great the influence of their a choice collection of Rornances and Novels,
example, and the progress of theit Pupils!
This establishment is exclusively intended for
Men of ability and spirit, being intoxicated privileged orders. Such as have been distinwith the Wine of Bacchus, volunteer their guished by wealth and idleness, and such as
services; pleased with the idea of becoming had rather FEEL than think.
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The ninth is a very extensive institution,
having many united colleges, in Avhich are
taught the A-arious arts of picking pockets,
picking lock.s, stealing, highway robbery,
housebreaking, &c. And the progress of those
pujtils Avho are instructed in these various
branches, is really prodigious.
There is also a department, an appendage
to the former, Avhere is taught the art of preparing and using false Aveights and measures
—the method of raising false charges; of
managing extortion ; the excellent art of overbearing and over-reaching in bargains, and
the making of other's extremity their OAvn opportunity to be Avell served at their expen.se.
The eleventh is furnished with male and
female instructors, for the improvement of
tattling, back-biting, lying, &c. Here also
a.stonishing progress is made by all the pupils
of both sexes.
The tAvelfth is a school for match-making.
And considering the motives which seem to
govern most people on the subject of marriage ; and the many unhappy families which
are formed, it AA-ould appear that the ' AVINE'
of Bacchus furnished the stimulus, and Cupid
and Hymen the only bands of union. But
this is a private establishment, and their lessons secretly given.
The thirteenth is the University of grandeur.
Here pompous show, empty titles, impudent
flatteries, haughty oppression, vain ignorance,
pampering luxury and Avanton revelling, are
efl"eclually taught. This e.stablishment is the
most popular, and scarcely a family can be
found in all the precincts of Babylon, which
is not ambitious to obtain a finishing touch to
the education of their children, in the grand
University.
In this great city is erected the ' Temple of
Belus.' called ' Church established by Law,'
This is a towering building, exalted almost to
the loAvering sky, intended by its stupendous
height to domineer over the consciences of all
the people.—And .so imperious are the Priests,
that the ' Temple of Belus' could never be
reared but where the 'AVINE of BACCHUS'
greatly abounds. The rites of this Temple
are very pleasing to Jupiter, the supreme God
ofthe city, Avho is called the 'Prince of this
AA-orld,' reigning in Babylon over the 'Children of disobedience' Avithout control! So much
for IMyslical Batiylon.
TNQUIRBR having observed all these mystelies, still lookinfj at causes and eflTects, Avas
convinced that there was such a thing as an
over-ruling HAND, Avho superintended the affairs of life, and governed in Avisdom and goodness, as well as in mercy and justice, and
mighty power!
He perceived also, that there were insjiy
things in Babylon which were opposed to the

nature of this Supreme Ruler, and therefore
could not be right, nor by any means spring
from the same original fotmtain—and consequently must have proceeded from a difll'rent
source. And lo ! Avhilst sorely grieved at the
condition of the deluded citizers of Babylon,
an angelic voice called his attention, inviting
him to take a survey of a much more glorious
city,
OF JERUSALEM.
This city is called JERUSALEM, and is the
glorious habitation of the ' Moral Governor,'
against Avhom the ' PRINCE of this world'
had revolted, and set up his kingdom in Babylon, ' Jerusalem' is situated in the ' New
Earth,' where there is no sorroAv, nor pain,
neither frost nor chilling Avinds, but all is delight and tranquil, and the inhabitants have
pleasure for evermore.
Jerusalem is six thousand miles in circumference, and fifteen hundred miles in height,
Avith a window which extends all around the
city, through which the Light shines out from
within, to a vast di.stance, even to Babylon,—
B@* So that PEOPLE may see hoAv to travel
the road to JERUSALEM.
There Avere twelve gates to the city, with an
angel at each gate, to Avait upon the heirs of
sah-ation; and on the gates Avere written the
names of the tAvelve tribes of the Children of
Israel,—The Avail of the city had tAvelve foundations, and upon them are written the names
of the tAvelve apcstles of the Lamb.
The city—the houses are built of Gold;
the Avail of Jasper, and the foundations betAveen the gates were made of precious stones.
The first foundation was a Jasper ; Avhicti
is the color of Avhite marble, Avith a light
shade of green and red The second, a Sapphire—which is sky-blue, speckled with gold.
—The third a Chalcedony—i. e. a carbuncle,
and of the color of red hot iron. The fourth,
an Emerald—and is of a grass green. The
fifth, a Sardonyx—red, streaked with white.
•—The sixth, a Sardius—Avhich is a deep red.
The seventh, a Chrysolyte—a deep yellow.
The eighth, a Beryll—a sea green. The
ninth, a Topaz—which is pale yellow. The
tenth, a Chrysophrase—greenish and transparent, Avith gold specks. The eleventh, a Jacinth—Avhich is a red purple.—The tAvelfth,
an Amethyst—a violet purple.
The twelve gates, are twelve pearls ; each
of the gates is of one pearl. And the streets
oi the city are pure gold, and transparent as
glass.
The city hath no need of the sun, neither
of the moon to shine on i t ; for the gates A^U
not be shut by DAY, and there is no NIGHT
there.
In this city there is a Throne belonging U)

the ' Great King,'—round aboLt it is a rainbow ; and four ' Living Creatures,'—four and
twenty Elders, sitting upon thrones, clothed
in white, with crowns of goi 1 upon their
heads.—Next to those were the Saints, and
then the Angels incireled the Avhole ; of Avhich
two hundred millions Avere but a part; and
they are of different orders, as the cherubim
and seraphim, arch-angels, &c.
From the throne proceeds a River, clear as
crystal, Avhich is the Water of life; and those
who drink it Avill never thirst.
This ' City was prepared originally for
Man from the foundation of the Avorld;' in
the order of things; as primarily established
by the Creator, in his moral government.

flowed. On these principles Moral Evil could
be introduced, without impeaching the Divine
character; and includes tlie ideas, that all the
goodness in all Being,s, whether in Nature or
in Moral Agents, comes from the Good Being,
Avho is the Author of all goodness ; and SIN,
which is not a creature, nor a principle of Nature, but the base transgression of the Law of
the Righteous Ruler of the Universe—of
course, the base act of the Agent, who wills
it. And it primarily originated in the abuse
of Moral power or agency, in a revolt against
his Creator's Government.
' Sin is the transgression of a law'—' and
Avhere there is no laAv, there can be no transgression.' Hence folloAvs the associated ideas
of a compact betAveen the Governor and the
governed; the Avill of one is the Law, Avhich
the others have capacity to obey. A law implies a penalty; and of course a time of Judgment and retribution ; hence the trial is a limited period only, and not eternal, both as it
relates to Angels and Man,
Here we see the propriety of the following
Avords—' Angels—kept not their first habitation, but sinned—are cast down—reserved under chains of darkness, unto the Judgment of
the great day, to be punished,' ' T h e Devil
abode not in the truth, but sinneth from the
beginning,' &c.
All things Avere good when they emanated
from their Author's hand. Thinking spirits,
Avithout earthly bodies, never sleep ; but must
forever be in contemplation.
Befoie this
world existed there were not so many things
for the mind to ruminate upon. Looking forAvard into futurity, or viewing in retrospect,
they could behold no end ; neither could they
remember a time when they had no existence.
Hence, if tempted at all it must have been
self-temptation! and the first act of disobedience, must have destroyed their innocency,
and brought misery upon them, even a forfeiture of the Governor's favor, and his consequent displeasure, who is a righteous Judge,
cannot approbate a revolt against his government!
Those spirits who constituted themselves
Devils by sinning, do not multiply ; but each
being actually guilty for himself, deserves a
personal punishment for his crime !

OF MORAL EVIL.
When all things Avere inane; and NATURE
but in the sphere of non-entity; all Avas dark
and void;—yet, then existed the Causeless
Causator; the great Author of dependent beings.
A Cause of a cause is also the cause of the
eff"ect which that cause produces. This will
hold in LaAV, in Nature, and in Grace; upon
logical principles ; and yet the introduction of
'Moral Evil,' cannot impeach the Divine
character.
First, in Law,—a Man is considered responsible for all his conduct. Hence, if in
attempting feloniously to shoot a foAvl, he
kills a man beyond, the action being evil, he
is accountable for all the consequences thereof.
In Mechanism, the effects produced hy the
most remote COG, are dependent upon the first
moving cause of the Machine. And hence,
the first moving cause produces the efifects in
a direct succession.
In Grace it is the same thing. * Moral Virtue,' the good principle comes from above;
and not from Nature;—^Hence its effects, of
which Man's/ree will is one, are of GRACE ;
as the original and moving cause! and it is
equally as necessary for the same cause to
continue to operate, in order to produce a continuation of the efifects, as it was to put it in
motion at the first. Otherwise the eflfect and
cause would cease together.
But a Free Agent, can act freely; not on
the principles of mechanical necessity; but
upon that of volition, the necessary result of
free agency, and the very quintessence of moral
OF MAN'S FALL.
ability. Admitting thi.s, for upon Avhat prinBut with the Human Family it Avas far difciples can it be denied 1 It being self-evi- ferent. iVlan contained a vast posterity, semidence. Then, if the order of things be in- nally, which must have perished in his loins,
verted, in consequence of a wrong ACT, inten- had they been immediately subjected to a punUonally done, by a Free Agent, under those ishment proportioned to their crime. As they '
iree circumstances; the consequence of this sinned and fell seminally, only in their first
wvenhon must have its original and proper Head!
^
toundation in the Agent as the Author, from
Jerusalem was prepared for Man when he
Whom the act and consequently the effect was commanded to multiply, before he trans-
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pressed. And as a state of trial must be limited, doubtless man would have heen translated—otherwise the earth Avould have been
overrun Avith jieople, as none would have
died, neither wouhl there have been any iiiiscarriages, prov:ided man liaa never siniie.
.Man was neither mortal nor immortal before the fall; but may be considered as a caiidi.late ujion trial ; for according to his conduct, so should be his fate.
The death Avith Avhich he Avas threatened
Avas absolute and unconditional; but not eternal in the common acceptation of the word
'eternal death.' Otherwise how could man be
.save 1, seeing the threatening was irrevocable?
Neither Avas it temporal death, seeing that Avas
denounce.! afterwards, and Adain actually
lived more than nine hundied years,—If temporal and eternal death Avere both applied absolutely and unconditionally ; man must have
lost half of himself, viz., his body! for as the
resurrection came by Jesus Christ, through
the gospel ; he dying a temporal death, must
have lost his body, aud as his soul Avas
doome.l irrevocably to eternal death, how
could there have been a re-union or an escajie 1
But thanks be to the Supreme Ruler of the
manifested in the
Avorlii, it was not so !
unspeakable gift of Jesus. The death was sjiiritual, an 1 was executed as the entailment, as
soon as he ate. For he immediately lost his
communion Avith his Maker, being guilty,
havi.'ig lost his innocence by the violation of
his Laic.—-The tree AA'as good,—The evil consiste I in the abu.se of it; which Avas a Moral
evil.
Temporal death Avas pronounced afterAvanls
in rn-'rey, and he was driven from Paradise—
'ie^t he should partake of the tree of life and
live foievcr'—become an immortal Sinner,
eternally chained to this Avorld of Avoe ! St.
Paul, in enumerating the blessings in Christ
Jesus, includes temporal 'death' expressly;
and iu his conclusion .says—'all are yours;'
whieh argues that temporal death Avas denounce.I in consei[tience of sin, that '///e aud
immnrtality m\^ht be brought to light through
the Gospel' in mercy to mankin.l, and Man
again have a chance for Jerusalem, a better
oiiportunily than before; because, 'if a man
sill, we have an Advocate Avith the FATIIKK,
even Jesus, Avho is the projiitiation for oitr
siiis, an I not for ours only, but .also for tl\,e
sins of the whole world—so that by grace we
may repent, and find pardon for our PRRSONAI,
C R I M M ; Avhere the Paradisical law knew no
forgiveness.
Thus the 'Prince of this world introduced
the AVINE' of Bacchus into the Moral \Vorld,
so far, that e^-eii the Natural world is affected
with it; and hence the confusion both in the

Natural and Moral Avorld, Avilh all the calamilies, curses and mi.series ; from the Elements,
from Vegetable and Mineral Agents, and from
tbe malicious designs of men, against each
other. All combining in ten thousand diflerent shapes and forms, to destroy the peace of
the world, as Hieroglyphic Babijlon abundantly exemplifies—and which may be more fully
seen iu every quarter of the globe.
' Natural Evil,' is the effect of ' Moral Evil,'
or is consequent upon it, as a curse or penalty
entailed by a righteous and just Judge I
Hence, Man should learn the lesson, 'Having
no contiiit Ing city here, Ave should seek one
to come!'
OF THE N E W BIRTH,
Justification by Faithis Avhat God does For
us, through the death of His Son; hut Regeneration* or the NeAv Birth, also called sanctification, IS Avhat GOD does IN us by tbe operation of His Holy Spirit. The first Avork is
Pardon, the latter is purity. One is to Forgive,
the other is to make Holy
Man by Nature, though free from guilt, is
not Holy. Holiness is not an innate inherent
principle oi Parentage ; but mtist be received
by an operation of the Holy
Spirit—ani
hence, ' Ye must be born again.' As Happiness is only consequent upon experiencing
this change of Heart.
A. transitory object can only produce a transient pleasure ; for the effect cannot exceed the
cause Avhich produced it. Therefore the enjoyment must perish Avith the using, and both
must cease together.
Of cour.se tliere can be no permanent fruition
of the things of Time ; for all of them are very
uncertain, and at furthermost death Avill end
the Avhole; and how soon that may come Avho
can tell 1
Here then the aspect ends; and Avith this
reflection jieace is marred ; and the mind is
overspread with a gloom! Consequenlly to
(uijoy perfect happiness and soli.I ' Pence, there
must he some lasting Fountain which can afford it. And where can such contentment be
found but in Divinity?—Every
other enjoyment must fail! Many things will sati-ly the
ho ly, as food, drink, &c. But there remains
an aching void within, the Avorld can never
fillThe Love of Gol shed abroad in the Heart
which is comfort from the everlnstng fountain, and never will run dry; ia fitted lo man's
necessity; anl is called the 'Kingdom of GOD
Avithiii,' AA-hich is ' righteousne.s.s, au.l peace,
and Joy in the Holy Ghost.'—It is the Moral
Image of Gol, Avhich Adam lost, and Avhich
we must receive in order to be happy—called
• ' Rcgeiiera ion' is tl» > opfosito of'

degentnltnt'
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OF R E P E N T A N C E .
Christ Avithin : the Hope of Glory; and is the
earnest of the Saints' inheritance. And hence
Repentance imjlies three things. First, a
the disti'icl ion between the outward manifes- conviction for sin. Secondly, a forsaking of
tation of Christ in the days of His Flesh, and sin.—And thirdly, a confession oi it, as a Penithe inward Revelation by His Spirit.*
tent.
First, a man cannot repent of a sin Avhich he
* The soul which constitutes the Man. (the body being never committed. Of course, he must be conthe case ; or mechanical part for certain purposes and vinced of his CRIME before he can feel SORROAV
ends, which with the soul, was derived from the Parents,
a.s Levy pai.l tithes IN .Abraham) is not a particle of the for it.
Deity ; but must be considered as sjiirit in the abstract;
Secondly, if a man sees his error, and still
Divinity cannot be ignorant or sud'er both in a moral and
pt-'sists in it, he of course loves and delights
temporal sense, as do the human race.
Conscience, ap-pears to be the result of judgment.
And in it; therefore he is not sorry for it, consejudgment is the conclusion of the understandhig.
For quently he does not repent of it; for if he did
according to the evidence adbrded to the understanding,
conclusions are formed and fixed in the mind ; which repent of it, he Avould forsake it with abhorconclusions univer.saily modify the judgment. Hence, rence and detestation.
if the understanding be niis-inforraed, the ,\lind is deceivThirdly, a Penitent would make restitution
ed J and the judgment will be wrong of necessity. Of
course, in point of duty, the understanding being dark, if he could. And at least there is a hearty
the judgment cannot be sound and c l e a r ; and consequently conscience may be silent and not speak at a l l ; confession, and a sincere desire for PARDON
being ' seared as with a hot iron ;' or it may be 'deliled' and restoration; Avhich cau.ses the Soul to
and tell lies; and prove not to be a sure guide.
hunger and thirst after the SALVATION of
Tlie Mahometan's conscience will not allow him to
drink wine, from an error of his j u d g m e n t ; in conse- the Lord, as the chased HART panteth for the
quence of a mis-informed conscience, while the consci- cooling Avater brook !
entious christian feels bound in duly on some occasions
Such have the promise of SALVATION;
to drink it. And thus conscience guides people directly
op(iosite to each other in point of moiul duty ; and two for Avhere there is a Moral Conformity to the
opposites cannot be r i g h t : of couiise conscience is not a WILL of God, they meet His APPROBATION ;
sure guide ; which argues the necessity of a regulation.
The conduct of yersecitting Saul, who lived in all good and of course, adoption. And hence enjoy His
conscience, obtained pardon, because of his ignorance ; favor as one of the Divine Family.
'For
and loving P.A.UL, afterwards exhibited a very opposite
disposition and conduct towards the same people 3 from there is no condemnation to them Avho are in
similar conscientious motives.
Christ Jesus, and Avalk not after the flesh, but
But the Sjiirit from above will direct no man wrong ; after the spirit,' Because Spiritual things take
being the ' Spirit ol Truth,' will tell no lies ; neither can
it be deliled, or, 'seared with an hot iron,' 'Whereas the the lead; the flesh, the contrast is given u p ;
conscience of man, without the aid of Divine Influence, as much as a man turns his back to the
is liable to every species of error.
Hence the necessity of attending to the light from JE- north, when he travels with his face to the
RUSALEM, and to WALK by the light which shines south.
from above.
Here then is Repentance Avnich needeth not
Conscience, like a nose of wax, may be put into any
shape, through the influence of example and the preju- to be repented of. For it is the Avork of the
dice of education. And this is one reason why there are Lord, begun by the operation of His Holy
so many oninions in the world. Conscience having yieldSpirit, From light cometh sight; from sight
ed to inclination, vain imaginations bear the sway.
Inclination, through temptation, leads one way, while cometh sense, and from sen,se cometh sorrow,
a better informed J U D G M E N T dictates another. Here Avhich causes resignation
and dependence
follows a Dialogue in the Mind. The KVIL must consist
in giving the consent o( the mind,contrary to the dictates upon the arm of the Lord for Salvation,
of a better judgment. And hence, a consciousness of
But the sorroAv of the world, AA-hich needeth
self-condemnation.
One amongst the many reasons wherefore the world is to be repented of, Avorketh death, i. e, misery.
so given to idolatry, is that through the darkness of the Because it causes a fretting against the dishuman understamling the moral faculty is weakened and pen.sation of the Lord—and procures no relief,
men are jirepared to be satisfied with ceremonies, modes
and Images, as substitutes for purity of heart and pure but makes bad AA-orse; and brings the soul
spiritual worship. And thus Religion, instead of being under condemnation and finally into despair
considered a Afoiai/irmci/iie to be cultivated in the Heart:
was at length thought to consist in Xame and Form only ; and endless woe !
until nothing but Images and Ceremonies entirely made
UJ) the Gods and the devotions of such idolatrous wor•hijijiers.

Even the Jews Avere so much inclined to be satisfied
with things outward ; that in the absence of Moses they
made their Calf, in imitation of the Ox-God of Egypt.
Hence ' the Ceremonial-law was added because of transgression.'—Whicli ceremonies, however, were so modified as to be directly opposite to those in use among the
Htathms.
The Heathens kept the first day ofthe week, the Jews
tue 18.11. The Heathens seethed the kid in its mother's
milk, the Ceremonial Law said, 'thou shalt not seeth a
Kid in its mother's milk,' Sio.
As man cannot havo a proper conception of a Being
whose vei'y existence is Infinite, eternal and immense :
expressions which imply something incomprehensible, as
man can only judge by comparison from analogy ; there
WU need for the Causeless Causator to manifest Himself
fe;r-r

in a ' Character, suitable to Man's capacity ; that man is
a rational being, might worship Him in Spirit-with the
understanding, agreeable to the principles of Truth.
Hence the necessity of a JESUS CHRIST !! ' both his
outward Manifestation, and the inward Revelation to the
heart, by inspiration
This 1NW.A.RD Revelation, corresponds to the outward manifestation as a W I T N E S S
thereto.
The will of God is a secret, known only to Himself;
except so much only as He is pleased to reveal; reason
could not find it out or fathom i t ; but by the aid of »«sfiration.
A Monarch requires the obedience of his subjects to
serve himself—but God requires the submission and obedience of His creatures, that He maybenefit Ihem that
they may be wise and happy. And this is the proper intention of all Divine worship.
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OF FAITH.
There is a distinction between ' Knowledge
and Faitit,' Avhich ought to be observed.
Knowledge is the evidence oi sense ; and alAvays refers to things present, i. e. Avithin
the present grasp and posses-.ion of the senses.
But Faith ahvays refers to things Avhich are
absent; and not Avithin the sphere ofthe senses.
And hence, 'Faith cometh by henring,'
Faith and knowledge are both derived from
evidence. But the evidences are different.
One is ' self-evidence:' being an object of
' sense,' the other is ' circumstantial evidence,'—being inferred from circumstantial
thins;s.
' Self-evidence issensible knoAvledge,' Avhich
can admit of no doubt; but ' circumstantial
evidence' is always uncertain, and con.sequenlly is only a subject of Faith.
Evidence must ahv-ays be .agreeable to the
nature of the subject. In Arithmetic, it must
be numerical; in courts of Law, it must be
Human testimony under certain regulations,
and modifications. And in Divine things Ave
need Divine evidence, in order to obtain a moral certainty.
The subject of Creation is a doctrine of MIRACLES and F A I T H ; and so is Christianity;

Avhich may condemn as an unreasonable
thing. But the rever.se is Atheism.
For
Avhatsoever is produced out ol IDc common
course of Nature, by the immediate power of
God, must be considered a Miracle. And such
is the doctrine of Creation. And yet it is a
subject of Faith only, not of knoAvledge. We
did not see it, of course we do not know it;
and yet Ave believe it. We have not human
evidence of it. For who saAV when the work
Avas performed 1
But to deny the doctrine of miracles, is to
deny the work of Creation ; and of course the
Creator also ; because it was the Act which
gives the Character.
Hence Ave must .say
Avith Paul, ' B y , (or through) Faith we understand that the Worlds were framed by the
WORD of GOD !'
The difference between ' sen.se and reason'
may be discovered by considering, first, the
nature of a spirit having the poAver and use
of ' Reason,' Avithout a fleshy body ; then secondly, that of an Idiot, Avho has Ihe 'five
senses,' Avithout the power of reasoning. And
then, thirdly, that which Avould be the probable result of the IAVO properties, concentrated
in one complex object; and of course po.s.ses.sing the united poi\'ers of ' Sense and Reason ;'
or the 'seven senses' if you Avill.
Some deny any sense but the Bodily
Senses, and plead for the perfection of the.se,
But the question may be retorted ; whether
ei<her of the five bodily .senses are so keen as
either to hear, see, taste, feel or smell the

Deity'? If not, how, can HE be known, unless by the inward feeling of the mind !—The
body cannot feel grief, nor joy, nor anger, &c.
Those emotions are peculiar to the mind.
Hence there must be an inward feeling of the
mind, which nmy be considered as the sixth
sense ; and common sense niay be considered
as the SEVENTH.

Common sense is that principle and poAver,
by Avhich man can discern, understand and
judge of matters, agreeable to the truth and
propriety of things ; Avhich requires the art
of reason, and is common to mankind.
That Avhich is obvious to sense, Ave know.—
Hence, Ave do not s.ay that we believe snow is
Avhite, but Ave know it.
Whatsoever the senses grasp is ' self-evidence,' to u.s—Avhich knowledge is positive, and
cannot admit of doubt,—' Sell-evidence,' when
derived through the avenues of bodily sense,
is called 'sensible,' but when it exists in the
mind Avithout the Body, being particularly
considered, it is called ' Moral Evidence,'
But Faith is derived from circumstantial
evidence, and refers to absent objects and
things future; but never to things present,
except where a degree of KNOWLEDGE from
self-evidence gives the assurance to FAITH, SO
that ' we see and know in part,'—but Avhat
remains is embraced by Faith in things future. And hence, ' we stand, and walk, and
live,' by FAITH 1

»

There are degrees of faith, according to the
degree of EVIDENCE, which are distinguished
by different names, according to the things to
which they relate; as ' HISTORICAL Faith,
Faith of Heathens, Faith of Devils,' &c. &c.
The lov/est degsee of Faith is conjecture;
the second is opinion ; the third isfirmbelief.
Conjecture is an inclination to assent to the
thing proposed, but is slight or weak, by
rea.son of the Aveighty objections that lie
against.
Opinion is a more steady and fixed assent,
when a man is almost certain ; but he still has
some fear of the contrary, remaining with
him.
Belief is a more full and assured ASSENT to
the truth.
BELIEF, is the assent of the mind, to any
truth or jiroposition. No matter what the
arguments or propositions may be. If we
admit the evidence, Ave give our assent and
receive it as a truth. And hence Ave believe it.
But if Ave reject the evidence, Avhich is only
iircumstanfial, Ave do not assent to it, nor
believe, of course, Ave are unJbelievers in tne
thing.
' Self-evidence,' Avhich is knowledge, is « •
RESISTIBLE.' But, ' circumstantial evidenoi'
is not. A man may continue in unbeljef two
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w a y s : first, through a careless indifference;
and secondly, he may Avilfully reject proper
evidence.
Hence, unbelief is AVOIDABLE : otherwise hoAv
or why should he be commanded to believe ;
or be condemned for unbelief, or not believing ^
Here then is the proof or trial of Man, on
Avhich depends his eternity !
He is not adequate by his natural ability to
keep the Adamic or Paradisical LaAv of Avorks;
which requires a perfect obedience. Through
the frailty of fallen nature, Man cannot do it.
Therefore, ' by the deeds of the LaAV, shall no
Flesh be justified'—that it may be by GRACE,
through FAITH in the Gospel,
Man can BELIEVE, if he cannot Avork. He
can admit the TRUTH, by an assent unto it,
and receive it, AA-hen the Spirit of truth reveals
it unto him. And by giving assent heartily,
he admits it, and thereby receives i t ; and this
is an Act of/ai(A,. This act is right. And
it is the lowest, and only act that man could
do that is right. And hence this act of Faith
is accounted or imputed unto him for righteousness. Of cour.se, the Penitent soul Avho
feels condemned by the Moral Law, AA-hich
he has broke, and thereby forfeited his infantile Justification, feels the need of a REDEE.AIER
or a SAVIOUR. And hence the Saviour, as
offered in the Gospel by the Spirit, is gladly
embraced; Avhere, the soul finds a resting
place; even the virtue of that Name, inspires
the soul with the evidence of pardon and
peace, Avhereby he can rejoice Avith joy unspeakable and full of Comfort; Avhich is the
earnest of the sainfs inheritance. A degree
oi faith and leope attends Repentance.—The
Ninevites had a degree of Faith and Hope,
which by Repentance, brought Salvation.
Tbe judgment of God hung over the City
for ' Moral Evil,' Avhich they were ignorant
of Faith coming by hearing—and hearing
by the Word of God.
The word of GOD Avas preached unto them ;
and 'they BELIEVED GOD,' and said, ' w h o
can tell but the Lord will be gracious!'
They fasted, and humblei themselves, which
shows that they Avere saved, first, ^rom their
carelessness; secondly, from their practices;
and thirdly, from the destruction denounced.
A soul believes there is a GOD, and that
salvation is necessary, or it Avould never seek
for it. Also, there must be a degree of ' hope,'
or else the soul would feel no heart to seek,
but must sink into despair.
' Without Faith it is impossible to please
GOD,'—Faith is the Avay to come—B@~ ' For
he that cometh to God, must believe that He
is, and that He is a rcAvarder of them that diligentljT seek Hira.'
All the Blessings of Gcd are attained only
by Faith in Christ.

I
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First, to apprehend there is such a Blessing
attainable; and then seek in fervent expectation ; believing, first, that God is ABLE to
give the blessing, secondly, that He is Avilling
to bestoAv it; thirdly, that He Avill give it,
because He hath promised it, saying, ' Avhatsoever ye ASK, believing that ye receive, ye
shall have.' Here claiming the blessing by
Faith. Fourthly claiming it 'NOW,' as now
is declared to be the acceptable TIME, and
day of Salvation; ' to-day, if you will hear
His voice,'—' Come for all things are NOW
ready,'—God is in Christ reconciling the
Avorld unto himself, therefore be ye reconciled
to God, We love God because He first loved
us—HE FIRST loved us, before we loved
Him, We need not do something to pacify
God, to make Him Avilling to receive us. He
is Avilling already ; the hindering cause is on
the side of the Creature—his will being opposed to the Will of God—as Christ saith, ' 0
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, hoAV often would I have
gathered thy children together as a hen doth
gather her chickens under her Avings ; but ye
WOULD not!'
Knowledge, as before explained, being the
effect of ' self-evidence,' is therefore a sensible
or moral CERTAINTY, Avhich of course cannot
admit of doubt; a man can TESTIFY no
further than he knows.
A man Avho hath F E L T conviction, can
testify, as a Avitness of it, and give evidence
to that truth.
So one Avho hath experienced
pardon—i, e.
Witness of justification by
Faith, can justify, saying, 'we KNOW in
Avhom we have believed, because to him faith
has been brought to sight—he has the iuAvard
divine Witness to the 'sixth sense' of the
Soul; and the testimony corresponds with the
demands of his ' seventh, or common sense,'
AA'hereby he is able to give a rational account
of it to others.
The man Avho has experienced the blessing
of sanctification can testify Avhat he knows,
and no further; so the glorified Enoch and
Elijah can testify Avhat glorification is, for
they know it; but Ave do not, and yet we
firmly believe it and hope for i t ; yet when we
obtain the same state of enjoyment, then faith
brought to sight, and hope to the Fruition,
and (7if<"e two will then cease, being swalloAved up in the knoAvledge and enjoyment for
ever!
The" let every Inquirer, vA-ho wishes to
escape fo Jerusalem, from the oA-erthroAV of
Bahylem, strive in earnest for Salvation, in
fervent expectation of the blessings of pardon
and purity. And if you cannot believe as
you would, believe as you can—' Lord, I helieve, help thou mine unbelief
And if you
cannot pray and seek as you Avould, j ray and
seek as you can—resigning, submitting, and
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depending upon his bounty for deliverance;
a'l I never rest, until you find the Lord precious to thy soul. Christ Avas in earnest for
thee: 0 be in good earnest for thyself; and
may God for Christ"s sake speed you on the
i way-,

I

OF HOPE,

j

Au ' Hope' of Future glory, is composed of
.Desire and Expectation, predicated upon Faith
and Repentance, Avhich Avere produced by a
Divine Conviction in the MIND, of the reality of the invisible AVorld, through the operation of the Holy Spirit of God,
Conviction being thus Avrought in the
Heart, the consequence to such as ])ersevere,
is a reformation ; a forsaking of sin, and a
conformity to the Avill of GOD—Avho is ever
ready to receive and forgive returning penitents, for Jesus' sake; Avhere the Mind finds
a resting place, and the Inquirer finds a Home.
A man may desire a thing Avhich he never
expects to enjoA'; of course he has no hope of
it, but is in DESPAIR.

Again, a man may ex-

pect a thing Avhich is not desirable : and
hence he does not hope for it, but is under
dread on that account.
Hence neither a desire nor an expectation,
considered abstractedly, can constitute a -Hope,'
they must be taken in conjunction, in order
to remove the dread, avoid despair, and afford
a consolation in the mind.
The Christian hopes for Heaven and glory.
His hope is composed of desires and expectation. Heaven he desires, being convinced it
is a desirable place. He expects to get there,
because there is a prospect before him. He
has repented, and is forgiven. If-; enjoys a
sense ofthe Divine Favor; and feeling the
evidence of pardon by the Wil ness of the
S|urit of fiod in his SOUL, which Avitness is
Righteousness, and Peace, and Joy in the
H o l y G h o - t ; which is styled the 'assurance'
of ' Faith and Hope.' P'or the aspect is animatina;, and the prospect is cheering Avhil.st
looking through Hope, the perspective, by
Avhich we look into another and a better
Avorld.
Hence, said one, ' M a r k the perfect man,
and behold the upright; for the end of that
Man is Peace!' .Another, ' L"t me die the
death of the righteous, and let my /a.-'i end be
like His'
' For the Righti.-ous have HOPE in
their death.'
OF CHARITY.
Charity consists in something more than
giving away a feAV old worn out clothes to a
beggar.
For thus saith Paul; ' Though I
give ALL my goods to feed the poor, and have
NOT CHARITY, it profiteth me nothing,'
' And though a man had all Knowledge and

all Faith; so as to remove mountains, and
talk like an angel; and have not Charity, he
would be only a. sounding brass and a tinkling
Cymbal'
Charity does not consist in NAME, nor in
the outAvard form ; but is a suitable disposition of heart, Avhich is begotten by the
Spirit of God. And hence those who are endoAved Avith this precious grace aie said to be
' born of God,' and are called ' New Creatures.'
They are HCAV in many respects; first, they
have new vicAVs and discoveries of things;
their judgments are new, and so are their motives and desires, as also their objects and
ends.
The term Cliarity is frequently misapplied,
and thereby abused. Hence, say-s one, ' I
have no charity for such and such persons;
but such and such are very charitable.' In
the first case, FAITH or belief is intended,
and in the latter, kindness.
For a bountiful act is an act of kindness,
but every act of kindness is not an act of
charity ; because it does not ahvays flow from
a charitable motive, but often from pride, ostentation, and vain glory.
As the religion of Clirist is summed up in
one word, ' Love,' to say, ' I have no charity ;'
is to say, I haye no religion : for there can be
no religion Avithout charity, Avhich is Love:
which principle causes its subjects to attend
to the ' Moril Law,' in point of duty : ' Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself;' Secondly,
the ' Laiv of Nature,' Avhich considers the
' Equal rights, Avants, duties, and obligations
of ftlan ;' and thirdly, the ' Rule of practice,'
which is, ' as ye Avould that others should do
unto you, do ye even so to them ;' for the Law
of Moses, the Spirit of the Prophets, the example of Jesus Christ concur in enjoining them
upon all mankind.
Hence the importance oi Charity.
And the
idea of a Christian without Charity, is a complete solecism ; like an honest Thief, a Chaste
Harlot, or an Holy Devil.
'Charity never faileth,' being the Divine
Eternal jninciple, but ' suffereth long and is
kind'—suffer Avrong rather than do Avrong;
and instead of ' being overcome Avith Evil,
ovcrcoineth Evil Avith Good'—by returning
good for evil,
'Charity, thinketh no evil,' i. e, is not jealous and evil eyel. surmising evil, but 'hopetk
and believeth all things,' for the best, by making proper allowances, and putting the most
favorable construction upon men and things,
that the nature of the case will justly admit
of.
But charity is not a fool; she must have
legs to stand npon, knoAving that juttia
should be done to every thing; and hence
desires that God and man, and all beings

OF PRAYER.
The prayer of the profligate for damnation
is an abomination to the Lord, audit is a mercy that he does not take them at their word.
The prayer of the Hypocrite is wrong, and his
hopes shall perish.
Some are like the Gadarenes, Avho prayed
Christ to depart from their coast. Others only
say their prayers, like a parrot says his borrowed song, without as much form as the Ox,
OF FASTING.
Avhich kneels when he lies down, but like the
' Then shall they fast in those days,' which Hog in the stye, falls doAvn, arid before they
words of our Lord concerning His Apostles get half through, the Devil lulls them to sleep !
and folloAvers, came to pass in the Gospel dis- Thus they satisfy themselves by saying praypensation, as exemplified in the Acts of the ers and asking God to save them from their
sins; when they do not consent to part with
Apostles, and in Paul's writings.
The practice of fasting, and the benefits de- them.
But the commandment is to pray without
rived by it, are exemplified in the ca,se of the
Ninevites; of Queen Esther in the deliverance ceasing, which is called mental prayers, being
of the JcAVs from Haman, who was executed the language of the Heart, properly disposed
upon his OAvn galloAVs which he had prepared towards God, to do His will. And let one lay
doAvn with such disposition of the heart and
for Mordecai, and in the case of Daniel.
Our Lord mentioned a kind of Devil, which wake Up any time and appeal to the inward
was to be expelled only by fasting and prayer. testimony, he still feels the same disposition
God does not require murder for sacrifice, to do his Maker's Avill.
A person instead of fasting may starve, and
In order to live in this frame of prayer it is
injure their health, Avhile others do not fast proper and necessary to attend to the ejaculaat all, but in attempting to avoid one extreme, tory prayer, like Abra.ham's servant, Avhen he
run into the other,
Avent to seek a bride for his Master's son; as
Jesus fasted, and afterAvard hungered:— all things are sanctified through faith and
Daniel fasted three full Aveeks, says, ' I eat no prayer. We need God's blessing upon all
pleasant bread,' which implies a degree of ab- things we do, and all things should be done lo
stinence, and bread of a coarser kinil,
the glory of God. Therefore, we should ask
A person Avho lives to the full, Avould find his benedictions on all Ave do; and such things
it to the health of his body as Avell as his as cannot be done to the glory of God, in the
soul, at times to use a degree of abstinence, name of Christ Jesus, Ave have no right to perfrom a principle of duty. And moreover, by form ; for AAe' are not authorised to take the
being acquainted Avith a degree of hunger, he Devil's tools to do the Lord's Avork with ! of
would the better sympathize Avith others, Avho course all engagements upon which Ave cannot
look to God Avith a degree of expectation for
are objects of charity and in distress.
Fasting is enjoined, but there is no general his blessing to attend them, are forbidden
rule laid doAvn how often, or to Avhat degree fruit, AA'ith bitterness at the bottom. We
it shall be performed; the reason is obvious, ought not therefore to touch the accursed
because the states and situations of men are thing.
so various, that no general rule could be laid
Private prayer Avas the custom of the PadoAvn to suit every case. One is confined with triarchs, Prophets, Christ and the Apossickness, and it is as much as can be done for tles,
him to take the necessary food for the support
Jesus said, ' enter into thy closet, and shut
of life, while others are strong and n. full to thy door, and pray to thy Father who is
health.
in secret, and thy Father Avho seeth in secret
Thus, as things and circumstances vary so shall reward thee openly,' &c.
much, no general rule is laid down, only the
When you retire, don't hurry it over as a
duty is inspired to fast; but man, as a rational burthen and feel satisfied Avith the mere perbeing, is required to act according to his judg- formance, like the school boy who repeats his
ment, and clear his conscience.
lesson as a task! But look in expectation,
The ' Prince of Darkness' is more busy to believing, first, that God is able to bless me
bufiet and tempt the mind upon our Fast days, noAV ; secondly, that being unchangeable. He
than at any other time, to prevent the exercise declares His willingness, and now is the acof Faith. But as the ' Kingdom of Heaven cepted time; thirdly, if you are ready, close
suffers violence, and the violent take it hy in now and take the promise, and prove the
force,^ we should spend more time in private veracity of God. ' Whatever ye ask believing,
devotion then, than what we commonly do.
that ye receive, &c, ye shall have. For God
should have their due, and feels determined to
render the same to every Creature, she is ever
ready to act in every case agreeable to the
' Moral Laio'—the ' Law of Nature,' and the
' Rule of Practice.'
And upon this disposition hangs the eternity of M a n ; seeing he is to be rewarded according to the deeds done in the body.
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cannot deny himself, neither can he nor wiil
he denv our Faith !'
Also there is public prayer—even if but
tAvo or three meet in His name. He is Avith
thein!

OF WATCHING,
' W h a t I say unto you, I say unto all,
Watch,' Avas the injunction of the Saviour oi
men, to His followers! And hence the duty
of Avatching is obligatory upon all mankind ;
and there is a positive necessity, as every
Christian feels and knows from experience, to
attend to this important duty of Avatching, by
reducing it to practice, considering tbe dangers and difficulties of this transitory and unfriendly Avorld, AA-hich is so full of flattery and
deceit that nothing can be depended upon as
permanent here below ; but snares and temptations accomjiany every lane of life !
As temptations generally com.e in through
the medium of thought, there is need to Avatch
over our thoughts, and keep our minds composed and solemnly- stayed upon God, otherAvise the soul Avill be as a ship, Avhich having
slipped her cables, is liable to be carried aw-ay
by the tide, and stove against the rocks. Examples also .should be Av-,atched over, lest Ave
corrupt society by our misconduct.
Children should be Avatched over, from an
early period in a tender manner, and diligently
restrained from apparent evil.
Our Aveakness demand that a double guard
be placed at every Aveak place, that Ave be
not overtaken unawares, by any sudden or
unforeseen event.
The \Vorld, the Flesh and Satan, should be
AvatcheJ a2;ainst Avitli unwearied diligence.
First, the World, The riches and cares of
this life are both ca]itivating and deceitful;
the mind being overcharged, the soul is surfeited, and hence disqualified for devotion.—
Therefiic. says one, 'save all you can, and
get all you can, and give all you can, that
thiiiL^'s of this Avorld may prove a blessing and
not a curse.'
Watch aijainsf the love of the riches of this
Avoriil, a[i:.iinst the spirit of tbe world, and also
the practice and fashions of ihe Avorld, by not
csnforiiiing to those which are Avrong and improper; but be transfonnel by the inw-ard rencAving of the miml, and so have the adornings of truth and virtue.
The ' Lusts of the Flesh, the Lusts of the
Eye, and the Pride of Life,' must be Avatched
against and conquereil.
The Devil, called the ' Prince of this Avorld,'
will flatter the imagination, with promises
which he never can perform, endeavoring by
vain allurements to attract from the path
of holiness. And moreover he will exhibit
all the difficulties and trials of the cro.ss of

Christ, to deter the traveller from the happy
road to Zion : saying, ' Mercy is clean ^one,
tbe day of grace is passed, of course there is no
hope.' And thus strive to drive the ,sou! to
despair, and if possible to suicide. But those
thoughts should be resisted, Avitb a hope in
the merits of a Redeemer for acceptance with
God.
For Avhile the desires remain, the
Spirit strives, and of course mercy may be
sought and found by conformity to the will of
God, depending upon His Son for salvation.
The Tempter also, after pardon is received,
strives to destroy all our confidence in God,
by reasoning in the mind, so as to give away
to doubt and be filled Avith unbelief. For this
abiding Witness in the sotil, is to be kept by
a constant exercise of faith in God, under the
operation of His Spirit; and hence it is obvious that this mental exercise is the reaction
of the Soul upon God. Therefore, a person
heavenward bound, is as one rowing up
again.st the stream ; by diligence there is progression ; but if the exertion stops, the boat
Avill float Avith the tide. So Ave mustdiligently keep our minds as Ave ought, continually
looking to God and depending our all upon
him. When people backslide from God, itis
not by giving aAA-ay to great sins at first, but
gradually little by little, from an omission of
a thing of small beginning, until conscience is
lulled to sleep, and enormities can be committed Avithout remorse. And hence their fall
from their steadfastness is so gradual, as to be almost imperceptible; and Avhen they are become
poor, and blind, and naked, they still are
ready to conclude, that the}- are rich and increased in goods and have need of nothing,
and like Sampson, though shorn of his
•strength, and Avist it not, they go out as at
other times; but fall an easy- prey to his conquerors.
And thus many strong men have fallen ',','
And therefore we should remember the caution to ' shun-.iW appearance of evil.' For it
is easier to keep out of a snare, Avhile one is
out, than to get out after we once get in.
Instead of reasoning with the tempter, we
should betake to the strong hold in prayer,
knowint; that the Devil cannot counterfeit the
t.ove of God, and a delight to do his will. For
those sen.sations come from (iod alone.
Watch for op[)ortunities fir meetinsjs, private devotion, family instruction, reading the
Scriptures, and strive to get all the good you
can, and extend all the good Avithin your
power to other.s, Avhich Christ Avill consider as
done to himself, and Avill so acknoAvledge it
in the nay of Judgment, if they flow from a
spirit of obedience and love to Hi:n,
fl@~ Watch for the hour of Death !! People are taken by Him suddenly and unaAvares.
In such an hour as ye thjnk not the Son of
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see as we are seen, and knoAY as we are
known.
As it relates to the agonies of death at the
time of our departure—pain of body is generally gone, at or near the last moments. The
greatest pain most universally subsides, some
feAV hours if not some days before the dissolution. In Scripture the death of the righteous is called SLEEP. Hence ' Stephen fell
asleep," Ifc. ^c. Now the last sensation in
slumber, before the senses are locked up in
sleep are very sweet and agreeable, and by
the same parity of reason, if we have the due
preparation in the MIND, why not possess an
agreeable exit, at the hour of death"?
Deatli is called the king of terrors, and is
justly said to be a terror to Kings; But why ?
The sting of death is personal SIN ! And the
strength of sin is the Law. For sin is the
Transgression of the Law, which is the revealed will of God; and hence the soul comes
under the divine displeasure, and the person
is afraid to appear before a Righteous Judge,
being conscious of self-condemnation.
A person Avith a Bee in his hand might he
afraid of i t ; but if the sting be pulled out
and is gone, VA-hy should the man fear 1 So
if the sting of death be removed by the Pardon of all personal sin ; then being restored to
the faA'or of God, as one of his Family; dread
must be removed and terror be gone, vvhat
then should one have to fear ? There must
be a joy in God, and a rejoicing in the prospective hope of Eternity, from possessing an
earnest of their inheritance in the kingdom of
OF THE NIGHT OF DEATH,
God.
Death ! What is it ? Dying, simply consiThus the Lord gives suflTering grace in a
dered, is but the changing of states! To suffering day, and dying, or supporting grace
leave the Prison and prison-yard, the body, in a dying day!
the house of clay, Avhich confines man to the
Terraqueous ball through the power of graviOF HELL AND PARADISE.
tation. The LaAvs of Nature being reversed,
Neither Hell nor Paradise are the eternal
which scenes present to view !—Man, who home of any Being, or their places of final
was an inhabitant of time, is now dfsemljodied destination at the consummation of all things.
and become an inhabitant of eternity ! HOAV
B'jt rather they are the intermediate states
great those realities POAV, which once Avas and periods of time, which departed souls invieAved but darkness through the glass of habit betAveen the dissolution and the resurFaith;
rection of the Body, before the general judgHow dreadful and terrific to a guilty mind ! ment.
What awful horrors must seize the condemnThe souls of mankind do not sleep in the
ed soul, who hath sinned against a righteous graves with their bodies, until the resurrecGod.
tion, but e.xiist in a separate state, in a sensible
Those who ' Love the Lord,' and feel the manner.
powers of the Avorld to come, whilst inhabitSt. John saw the souls of those Avho Avere
ing the house of clay, and live for eternity, by beheaded for the testimony of Jesus, under the
denying themselves and taking up their daily Altar, and the Rich Man's body was enCross, and so folloAV after him in order to be tombed in grandeur, yet we read of him ! ' In
his disciples.—HOAV soon will all the scenes Hell he lifted up his eyes,' &c, ' saw Abraof life be over, and their eternity commence ! ham, and cried, and said unto him, I am torThen those important realities will be more mented.'
' Lazarus is COMFORTED ;' Avhich
fully understood which noAv at best are faintly cases evince the realities of future sensation.
known! But soon we shall be unveiled to
The term * Hell,'' or Hades is to cease at the

Man cometh! Blessed are those that are
found Watching, But those Avho say in their
heart ' M y Lord delayeth his coming;' and
are eating, drinking, quarreling, and sleeping,
&c., such Avill be taken by surprise and appointed to their portion with Hypocrites and
unbelievers, where will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.
Watching without prayer, or prayer witiiout watching is of no account. For they
are mutually connected and dependent upon
each other. Hence being joined by the God
of grace—that which God hath joined together, let not man put asunder. For if one is a
drunkard habitually, and prays to be kept
from it, and yet will not be guarded nor
watch against it, Avhat can his prayer avail 1
And on the other hand, if one will watch but
not pray, the resolution is soon broken, in
consequence of the want of power to cope
with the temptation and evil habit. Ther, we
must ' Watch and pray, that we enter not
into temptation.'
Sometimes watching and praying will not
avail and make headAA'ay against the foe, then
Fasting and a degree of abstinence must be
used—as our Lord said, ' This kind goeth out
by fasting and prayer,'
And the spirit of prayer, which is the spirit of devotion, is the spirit of Christ, the enjoyment of which is a blessing. And those
people, even if it be but the Husband and
Wife who meet together thus, have the Lord
Jesus with them.
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consummation of all thing.s, Avhen al! the dead
must I.e given up, and tiie ' Luke of Fire.' receive those who are doomed to it; and Hell
aiid D'Hth be cast into the Lake, Avhich shoAvs
that [hit is something distinct from the Lake.
And hence the former Avill be sAvalloAved up
of the latter, like yesterday in the folloAving
time, when this day commenced.
The idea of a purgatory or restoration from
Hell to Heaven is a delusion.
For that
Christ did not go to the lower inhabitants to
preach reiicntance to tfe damned, is evident
from Avhat he .said to the thief on the cross.
' To-day; shalt thou he Avith me in Paradise.'
And the prediction, ' thou Avilt not leave
my soul in Hell, nor sufi^er thine Holy One to
see corrujilion,' Avas a prophecy of David,
concerning the resurrection of Chiist, so that
he should not corrupt, according to the common cause of human nature before the reunion of the soul and Body !

OF THE DAY OF JUDGMENT.
At the consummation of all things, the
states of all mankind Avill be made perfect, and
become complete and not before.
The ideas of right and wrong supposes IAVO
sides to a question, Avith certain consequences
entailed on the principles of Moral Equity,
Hence the subject must pre-suppose, a governor and the governed Avith Laws from the
former, as governor, to regulate the latter
Avho are the governed, and laws imply penalties annexed ; and of course a JUDGMENT,
that justice may reward or punish, as the case
.may require.
Consequently upon tho.se premises the conclusion must follow, seeing mankind are conscious of a right and Avrong, that a day of
Judgment must Lake jilace, in Avhich the Avorld
shall be judged in righteousness. And hence
the beauty of the expression, 'God hath appointed a day to judge the Avorld in righteousness by Chri.4 .lesns,' Avho as man knoAvs
Avhat allowance to make for human infirmities ; but as God he cannot err, as some of
our finite Judges do.
Christ, the Judge upon His throne! The
mediatorial office being then given up.
The Angels, called the clouds of Heaven,
of Avhich two hundred and two millions are
but a part. Anil all the dead from the days
of Adam to that time, from the King upon the
throne to the Beggar upon the dung-hill, both
great and small, Avitli those who Avill then be
alive, must apjicar in the grand assembly, not
as curious and idle spectators, but as responsible cieatures, Avho mu.st be judged and reAvarded according to the deeds done in the
body, and to receive their sentence accordingly, Avhether it be good or evil, it will be done
according to sound justice. The Devils also
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Avho are reserved under chains of darkness
unto that day to be punished, and will appear to receive their doom.
And such Avill be the Majesty of the Judge
upon the throne, that the terrestrial Heaven
and the Earth Avill flee aAA-ay, and the Books
Avill be opened and the Avitnesses Avill appear.
First. The Book of Nature, in Avhich the
Avisdom, goodness, and poAver of the Supreme
Governor of the Avorld, may be read.
Secondly. The Book of God's remembrance Avill be opened. Mala, iii. Rev. xx.
Thirdly. The Book of Conscience; and
these tAvo Avill exactly tally.
Fourthly, The book of Truth, and those
Avho have the Avritten Avord Avill be judged
according to i t ; and fifthly, the ' Book of
Life' Avill be opened, and happy are they,
Avhose names are Avritten in that book!
The Avitnesses,—' Thus saith the Lord, I
Avill be a SAvift Avitness against the Adulterer,
and False-sAvearer, and such as oppress the
hireling in his Avages, and turn aAvay the
stranger from his right, and fear not the Lord
of Hosts,'
Angels Avho were our guardians, will be
Avitnesses, and so Avill the Saints of God and
particularly His Ministers.—The Devils also
Avill be Avitnesses, and so AA-ill companions in
sin and Avickedness, Avitness against each
other. Yea, so plain Avill naked truth appear,
that none Avill deny the facts, but must acknoAvledge their sentence to be just,
Jesus Christ being appointed heir of all
thing.s, shall judge in righteousness, Tbe
kingdom of Heaven being prepared for men
from the foundation of the Avorld, which first
Avas attainable by obeying the Paradisical
LaAV, and after the fall, the ' L a w of Faith'
Avas substituted through a Redeemer. But the
' Lake of Fire and Brim.stone AA-as prepared for
the Devil and his Angels primarily, but not
for man, Avho is an intruder there ; and hence
the danger of eternal damnation!' Mark iii. 29.
The righteous, Avho are justified by Faith
in this world, i. e, have received the pardon of
personal sins by conformity to the will of God,
And then have proven their obedience and love
to C'hrist, by keeping His commandments, and
Avalking in the liglit; these, in that day of
final retribution, Avill not only stand acquitted,
but Avill receive a reward, not of debt, but of
grace, called ' a croAvn of glory Avhich fadeth
not away,'
Thus Faith is brought to sight, what Avas a
subject of faith once, has noAv become a subject of knoAvledge.
The righteous are Heirs of God and ^joii^
heirs' Avith the Lord Jesus Christ, who said,
' To him that overcometh, will I give to sit
with me in my throne.' Hence the sentence,
' Come ye blessed of my Father, inherit the |

kingdom prepared for you from the foundation
of the world ; fi^r I was an hungered and ye
gave me meat; I was thirsty, and ye gave me
drink ; I Avas a stranger, and ye took me in,
naked and ye clothed me ; sick and in prison,
and ye came unto me, and visited me; inasmuch as ye did it unto one of the least of
these, ye did it unto me,'—' Well done, good
and faithful serA'ant, enter thou into the joys
of thy Lord!'
But to the opposite characters, Avho had the
power, means, and opportunities of improving,
but did it not, being opposed to the Moral government of the Supre.me Governor of the
worid ; those rebels must receive their desert
on equitable principles, which sentence AA-ill
be to depart into the Lake of Fire, prepared for
the Devil and his Angels.
The righteous, the joint heirs Avith Christ in
his throne, will judge Angels, by acquiescing
in the Avill of God, and say Amen to his justice, when he pronounces upon the Devils
their final doom.
Three ministers appear—the first preached
for money and popularity.
The second
preached from contention, or backslide after
his labors Avere attended Avith a blessing. The
third preached from conviction of duty, in the
spirit of love to Christ, What AA'HI be the
difference of their reward at the day of retribution 1
The first delivers his Lord like Judas, and
must go with him to his place, Avhich is purchased Av-ith the rcAvard of iniquity. The second comes forth saying, ' Lord! Lord! I taught
thus and so, and cast out devils in thy name!'
But hark ! ' Depart from me, ye Avorkers of
iniquity.'
The third, Avho.se principle Avas love and
duty to Christ, Avill shine forth as the Sun in
the firmament for ever.
OF PROVIDENCE IN NATURE.
There is no .such thing as accident in nature; as 'accident or chance,' or chance commonly so called, in Avhich neither the hand of
God directs or superintends, any more than
there can be effects Avithout causes, or nothing
can produce something.
Nature hath received her laAVs from God, on
the principles of mechanical necessity, still
subordinate to, and dependent on himself,
who is the centration of Universal Nature,
and can alter or suspend those laAvs at pleasure. And hence the doctrine of Miracles and
Providence.
There is such a thing as ' primary law of
nature,' and also a law of a secondary result
ofthe first. The first, as primarilyestabli.shed by the Creator in His works ; the latter as
the necessary consequence of art or habit, by
the power and agency of man.

When Hezekiah had departed from God,
sickness overtook him, Avith the message, ' Set
thine house in order, for thou shalt die,' &c.
The king's tears and prayers denote his repentance. Then God, Avho knoAveth hoAv to
resist the proud, and to give grace to the humble, sent the message, ' I Avill add unto thy
days fifteen years,' The sentence Avas leversed, and as a token, the sun Avent back ten degrees in the dial of Ahaz. Yet means Avere
used for his recovery.
St, PAUL, after it was revealed to him that
there should not be the loss of any life, only
the ship, said to the soldiers, as the sailors
Avere about to flee aAvay in the boat, • except
these abide in the ship ye cannot be save.l!'
Hazael inquired if his Master would recover, received for ansAver, ' he may recover, but
God hath shoAved me tliat he Avill surely die,'
i. e. according to the common course of things
in the order of nature, he might recover ; but
God saAv the intention of Hazael to reverse the
order of nature by art, and thus he died an
unnatural death.
Man sins Avithout permission, by stealing the
time, and assuming the liberty- and authority
to do it, which is not prevented. For should
man be prevented irresistibly from sinning, he
Avould cease to be that creature of a noble
mind, for which he Avas designed by his Maker, as a responsible agent, who might be capable of a re\A-ard,
God permits some of the efifects of man's designs to take place, by Avithdrawing his restraining hand, as exemplified in the in.stance
of Job, when the hedge round about him was
removed.
Man can appoint, but God, in AvLsdom and
mercy, and Justice, can disappoint, having
ways and means and ends Avortiiy of himself,
both in the furtherance, and accomplishment,
and reAA-ard of Virtue, aud the correction or
chastisement and punishment of vice !
Afflictions to the righteous are from the
grace of God, in mercy to Avean their affections from the love of the creature, to feel dependent upon the Creator. For some people
cannot bear prosperity; they Avould be as
ships Avith great sails, having no ballast.
Sometimes God designs to glorify himself in
us, by our sufferings, to prove our graces, for
the conviction of others—and again to prove
us, and thereby qualify us to be as instruments
of usefulness to others, in some particular
sphere of action in his church—to labor from
experience, as well as theory. But above all,
the saints are tried, that they may become
meet subjects for Jerusalem, the City of the
Great King.
OF SPIRITS GOOD AND EVIL.
It is obvious that not only the Angel of the
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Covenant, Jehovah, the Lord Jesus Christ, theirs, Mark the perfect man, and behold the
Avho beinir a|ipointed heir of all things, at- upright, for the end of that man is peace !*
tends and sii|)erintenils the affairs of nations
and inilivi luals, but created Angels, Avho also
* Grace is a gift or favor conferred upon an unworthy
are emplove.l in the important affairs of Man ; olijcct Debt imjdies an obligation ; but God is under no
to Ilis creatures Of course, whatsoever lie
as the general tenor of Scripture Avill author- obligation
bestows, mn^t tie free unmerited grace.
i'/e us to believe, both in the Old and NCAV
'The Kingdom of Heaven pre|iared for man, from the
foundation of the world, was Grace lAIan, by Grace, was
Testament.
at first idaced in a state of Trial in Paradise, under a Law
Evil Angels appear to have a monarchy of works, winch law saith, do. and live—or as Paul saith,
among themselves ; ' Beelzebub, the Prince of if a man 'keep the Laui, he .shall live by the Laic' But the
faculty is so impaired and dark since the FALL,
Devils.'—' The Devil and his Angels,—' My moral
that man is not adequate to keep the Paradisical Law,
name is Let^ion, for AA'C are many '—' Then And therefore, as .':riys the Apostle Paul, by the deeds of
Law shall no flesh be justified in the sight of God,
goelh he, and taketh seven other spirits more the
that it may be by G R A C E through FAITH in Christ
Avicked than himself,' Avhich argues de- Jesus.
Hence the Law of faith, requiring righteousness, by
grees of Avickedness, even among the Devils.
through faith Ls fitted to the capacity and situation
From the principles of ' Moral Evil,' Evil gince
of fallen man. Man being capable of believing, his F.4ITH
spirits are always ready to go upon evil er- instead of works, may be imputed to him for rigbteoutran.Is, like a dog vi'hen his master unchains ness; and thus he may he justified through F.'VITH in
Christ. And so the ' L a w of Faith' is brought in as the
him. This is exemplified in the case of Job condition of his salvation. And thus he mav arrive at
—before the hedge AA'as removed, Satan had last ot .Jerusalem, which 'kingdom was prepared for mai
the foundation of the world.' And be admitted acno power to touch Job, but when God remov- from
co-ding to the original order of things :—by man's free
ed the heilge, Satan Avent to Avork, and yet he Will concurring with the commandments, in the estab.
lished order of (ioA.
had his boundaries even then.
The ' Lake of Fire,' which originally was ' prepared
S.'itan is said to be tbe messenger of, and to for the devil and his Angels,' was never designed for
have the power of death ! God is said to have man. Consequently, if man goes there, it is by slenlinj
time, and assuming the liberty to sin ; and tlierebjr
slain the first-born of Egypt by sending 'Evil the
inverting the establislied orderof things, contrary to God'f
Angels" among them.
When the spirit of appoiiitiiiciit—for God appointed His creatures to serve
but never gave them His permission to sin ; on the
God had departed from Saul, an ' Evil Siiirit' Him
contrary, He positively forbids it Therefore, by violat.
from the Lord came upon him. Paul Avas in^• the moral order of God, these Rebels di.squaUfy themselves for the kiiigdom of God, and are thereby fitted for
' buffett"! bj- the mr^ssenger of Satan.'
the lake of fire. And w oral justice demands the execution,
For Moial Evil, 'God shall send them
AU the lavors of God are grace—but more particularly
strong; de.usions, to believe a lie, that thoy tho.se in Christ .Jesus as a 'Redeemer' and 'Saviour.'
As
all titles, to every fivor was forfeited by sin, man
may be ilamne 1, because
.' This is
could not Tcia.k.e atonement for his crime : but must remain
exemjilified iu the case of Ahab, king of Isra- condemned by the Law which he has violated, and stand
el. Gol sittiu':; u])on His throne, (and all the exposed to all the dire consequences which at the least
be privation ; unless there lie a RANSOM I Hence,
host around said,) ' Who will persuade Ahab must
' Christ vvas delivered for our offences, and rose again for
to go tiji to Ramolh fiilea;!, that he may fall our justification. He sufl'ered, the just for the unjust,
that ho might bring us to God, God so loved the world,
there ?' ,\one Avas found to go, it being con- that
He sent His Son, that the world through Him might
trary to tbe nature of a good angel to go upon be saved. No man taketh my life from me ;—I have pow.
cr
U,
lay it down, and to take it again—greater love thai
a bad erranil; at length one appears, saying,
this leith no man, than that he li^y down his life for hii
' I Avill 2;o anil bo a lying spirit in the friend—and i lay down my life lor the sheep. He w u
mouth of all Ahuh's piopliets.' The Lord re- wouEHlcd fir our traii^gre.ssion ; and, the Lord hath laid
p!i"l, 'Thou shalt prosper and )irevail—s;o ujMin him the iiiii^uit) of us .ALL.'
We road ol the ' Sc. on Spirits of God,' referring to the
and do it!' Thus Ahab was deluded and fell dillereiit
OPH'.R ATIO.NS.
in battle, because he let Benhadad go, whom
1- irst, the enlightening grace of God which is saving in
N-A. 1 IJRI'., saving, mankind from their natural darkhe should have slnin.and the Lord said, 'Be- its
ness by 'enlightening every man who cometh into the
cause tlioii hast let RO out of Ihine hand a man world.'
Socfuidly, restraining grace, by which man is distinAvhom 1 nfipointed for utter destruction, thereguished and prevented from becoming mere devils infore thy life shall go for his life, and thy peo- enrnate,
through the jirineiide of 'Moral F.vil,' which
ple for Ilis people,' as llio sequel proved.
jtriiiciple is restrained by the grace of God, and saves
Irom those consequences which otherwise would follow.
Thus Benha la-l, Agag, and the Canaanites
Thirdly, justifying
grace, i. e. ' A n act vi-hereby God,
lived lon'.<^r than was the Avill of God tbcy for Christs sake pardoiieth all our sins!' which it Salvalion
from
the
condemnation
of SIN, as well as from the
.should—while others do not 'live half their tove and reigning power, and dominion
of sin I
days,' but die sooner than is the revealed Avill
Kouithly. the infusion of the Spirit, orsanctifyingfttce
of Go.l thfy should; for some take their OAvn of God by'which man is saved for his privation, and tiom
nature of sin.
lives and tlie lives of others, when it is the theFifUilv,
comforting, supporting and heart cheeniB
revealed will of God, ' Thou shalt not kill!'
grace, which saves from the gloom that otherwise wouifl
surround
the
mind.
Then that Ave may have angels to guide or
Sixthly, the grace which leads, guides end instmeti
hear us aAA-ay as Lazarus did ; and as the into necessary truth, and into practical duty. And,
Seventhly, the peace and joy of the kingdom, whic»
Patriarchs, be gathered to our people above;
up the prospect ol eternity, and inspiret « •
let us lead the life of the righteous, that Ave brightens
mind with 'h^pe, bcvond the life, which <"<>«'»='•,'• "JJ
may die their death, and our last end be like ' earnest of the Sainfs inheritance of another world, t »
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OF THE RESURRECTION.
The identity of matter cannot be annihilated,
but it possesses the innate principle of immortality- For if one particle of Avater could be
annihilated, the AA-hole fabric of nature might
on the same principle sink into a state of nonentity. Matter may be changed, as it relates
to time, place, and quality, yet there may be
certain innate principles of matter, the identity,
of which can never become a part, or the properties of any other body.
Supposing a person to be dead, and eaten
by a fish, which fish is eaten by a man.
Query. Could the second person have any
of the real particles of the first; and if so,
who of the twain will possess them at the resurrection, as loth cannot have it T
' A corn of wheat cast into ground, remaineth alone, except it die.' The corn upon the
stalk is not the same kernel that was sown,
but rather is some of the innate principle of
the corn which was sown, and is brought to
perfection. It was sown a natural body, it is
raised a spiritual body; soAvn in weakness,
raised in power; this mortal shall put on immortality, that mortality may be swalloAved up
Mortality, implies subject to decay. Matter may be changed, as it relates to shape and
form, &c. but still it doth exist, though in a
different mode and situation. And the innate
principle of the identity of man cannot be
changed, to become the property of another ;
then each will retain his own, though the
skin, and flesh and blood, the coarser matter,
which is supposed to change every seven
years upon the living, be set aside as acquired,
yet the original man remains, the other being
the dregs. ' But it doth not yet appear what
Aye shall be, hut this we know, we shall be
like Him, for we shall see Him as He is,'
We now see and know but in part, then shall
we see as we are seen, and knoAv as we are
known!
OF THE LAKE OF FIRE.
The lake of fire, originally prepared for the
n called ' Righteousness
Ohost.'

and Peace, and Joy in the Holy
I

y

J

As it takes two to make a bargain, so grace, or the operation of the Holy Spirit, requires the concurrence of
man's free will, in order for him to experience salvation
from his sins—for man is not to be saved in liis sins, but
must be saved from his sins. Hence the propriety ofthe
caution: ' Quench not the Spirit,' lest it be said in the language of Stephen—'As yourfatliers did, so do ye always
resist the Holy Ghost,' and so destruction come upon you
to the uttermost: and God says, because I have called
•k" ' ' / ''*''* refused, and set at naught my c o u n s e l - 1
therefore •will laugh at your calamities, and mock w h e n
your fear cometh. 'Ephraim is joined to his idols, let
him alone,' and then the heart replies ; ' The Harvest is
put and the summer is ended, and I am not tared; and
the consequence is, to receive the s e n t e n c e , ' Depart into
we Lake of Fire, prepared for the Devil and his Angels.*
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Devil and his angels into which the Avicked
will be cast, as their final doom, which is the
second death, and burns with fire and brimstone, is dreadful to contemplate
A bar of iron heated, when touched Avith
brimstone will run down like melted lead.
Supposing a person to be confined, and yet
not consunied. How awful is the thought!
In this life, time is divided by days, and
months, and years, but in eternity, where
years shall cease to roll, how will time then
be described ? Suppose a damned Ghost should
inquire of Beelzebub, the time ? Beelzebub
replies, 'eternity!' After a period equal to
ten thousand years, multiplied by the number
of sands, the waves, the drops, the stars, and
then the tAvigs and spires of grass, and doubled
over ten thousand times, and multiplied again,
still the reply would be eternity! Without
pleasure, and without slumber, and without
end !
A trial implies a limited accountability, at
the end of which judgment and justice will
take place, and prove final. Therefore, if the
original established order of man, and his end,
was heaven, his will concurring; but, by
non-conformity he inverted his oAvn order and
destination, Avhereby he disqualified himself
for the fruition, being contaminated Avith moral
evil, and is so hardened as to be incorrigible,
and hence confirmed in his vicious disposition
of heart, so as to become as the lower inhabitants, and a fit subject for that region only.
For any being, being put into a place or situation for AA-hich it has no disposition, the state
would afford it no pleasure; not being agreeable to its nature, it could feel no union or
satisfaction in it, but would rather depart to a
place more suited to itself, and be with beings
more congenial to its nature. And hence it
appears, that the very damned would be in
more torment, was it possible for them to get
heaven in their own nature; than to remain
in their damned state !
Therefore man must be horn again, while
the Holy Spirit strives to change the heart by
grace, or else remain incorrigible for ever, and
continue unhappy of course.
OF THE HEAVENLY JERUSALEM.
Though Ave say God fill eth immensity, yet
that is no argument, why we may not suppose
Avith propriety, that there is some particular
place, where the effulgent glory of God is
more displayed to the view and admiration of
His creatures, than in any other place!
Enoch and Elijah were translated; they cannot be every where, of course they must be
somewhere. The body of our Lord was finite,
of course it does not fill immensity; it is not
every Avhere, of course it must be somewhere,
from which we may infer a located heaven;
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and on the other hand a located ' Lake of Fire
an 1 Brimstone,'
How liid'eient those places, and also the
states and situations, and dispositions of those
inhafiiianls !
The hun.lred and forty and four thousand
san'r a s<ing which none could learn but they
themselves, althoua;h there Avas such a great
multitude out of all nation.s, kindreds, tongues,
and jieojile, Avhich no man could number, who
Avere redeemed from the earth, by the blood
ofthe Lamb, unto God, and joined in a song
of acknowledgment aud thanksgiving.
The situations of individuals are different,
universally varying from each other in a
greater or less degree, Avhich must vary their
e.xjierienee and enjoyments, and of cour.se the
decrees of their reward in the other Avorld,
Avliich is to be prepared according to 'he deeds
done in their body; and this taken in co.niunction with their various talents, and the
"dilT^.Tent dispensations they Avere under.
Of the millions of different comple.xions and
physio2;nomie.s, no two are exactly alike in the
whole crea'ion. So also experiences varying
from the diffr^rent dispensations Avill differ in
tbe s^ine universal degree. Different tempers
of mini, and natural dispositions of heart.
Different states of the body, health and sickness. Different circumstances too, riches and
povertA' DilFerent periods of existence, long
and short life. Different abilities, Avhether
natural or acquired.
Diflferent situations,
Avhether in good or bad society. Difference
in the opportunity, power and means of acquiring iiiforinalioii, and doingacts of brotherly kindness and charity, or being confined to
soiitu:]e, as objects of Avant .and distress.
From the nature of such diversity of ca.ses,
their re»'.arils must vary beyond description ;
Avhen it is done in equity, agreeable to the
ileels done in the body. Hence the expression, ' Tliere are many mansions in my Father's house.' So SI. Pan!, Avhen speaking of
the llesurrectio!!, 'Those who are Christ's at
his coming.' ' Every one in his own order—
compare them to the Sun, Moon and Stars,
v.-hii h diifer from each other in glory,' or magiiitii l e .

The smallest difference there, between tAvo
saints, will be greater than the greatest diflPerence possibly imaginable upon earth, betAveen
the greatest Monarch and the lowest Peasant.
At d yet the infant, the smallest CUP, Avill be
perfctjy satisfied, being brim full ofthe joys
of the kingdom of God.
The memory, Avhich is now impaired by
the fall, being clogged with a disordered, mortal body, will then be liberated and repaired,
being arrived to maturity. Paul compares
this life to childhood, and that to manhood,
saying ' When I Avas a child, I thought, and

understood, and spake as a child ; but Avhen
I became a man, I put aAA'ay childish things.'
' We noAv see through a glass darkly, and s"e
and know but in part; but when that Avhich
is perfect is come, then that which is in jiart
Avill be done aAvay, then shall I see as 1 am
seen, and knoAV even as I am knoAvn,' The
act of praising God then for redemption here
in time proves the retention of the poAver of
recollection ; and hence Avhy not see, and
knoAv, and recollect our friends again 1 Seeing that no poAver of the soul, Avbich is of
utility here, Avill ever be diminished hereafter,
but greatly strengthened and enlarged.
Consequently, the longer our stay beloAV,
Avith proper faithfulness, and the greater our
conflict in the Christian warfare, Avhen we
shall have overcome by the blood of the
Lamb ; the soul Avill be the more enlarged
and capacitated for a greater enjoyment in
the realms above. Because the greater the
trials and conflicts, the greater the deliverance
and salvation ; Avhich experience must excite
proportionate sensations of gratitude.
For God designs his dispensations, AA-hether
merciful or afllictive, to prove onr obedience,
that Ave may receive a rcAvard at His hand,
as grace, but not of debt, agreeable to our improvement.
Vessels may vary in size, AA'hether a pint, a
quatt, or gallon; f^ll them, and each AA'IU be
perfectly full, according to its degree; so the
infant Avill be as perfectly happy as its capa-s
city can admit and enjoy—but those Avho HAV
to the age of fifteen or tAventy years, pass
through proportionably more trials, and must
feel a heart of gratitude accordingly. If .so,
then look at the old Soldiers of the Cros>!, and
those Avho have ' turned many to righteousness, shall shine as the stars for ever anJ
ever.'
There to see not only the first, oldest, most
patient, strongest, meekest and most perfect
men of old times, but all the patriarchs, prophets, apostles and martyrs of the Lord, Avith
all Avho depart this life in His favor, and join
in the general assembly and church ofthe fust
born; Avhere they obtain joy and gladiie.ss,
and sorrc'v and sighing shall flee aAvay, and
all tears sliall be Aviped from all eyes, and
peace and joy shall for ever flow !!
There the blessed shall have correct judgment of things, and view the expanded works
of God, Avith admiration and Avonder I
Therefore, as God sees and knoAvs Avhat
Avill be best for each and all, and in infinite
Avisdom, grants or Avithholds the things of
this life, Ave ought to be resigned to His gracious and Avise dispensations, kiiOAving that
Avhatsoever is AA-ithheld, is for the best, seeing
that ' no good thing shall be withheld from
them "Who walk uprightly; but all things
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shall work together for good to them who
love the Lord;" ' For as a father pitieth his
children, so ihe Lord pitieth them Avho fear
Him.' ' F o r the eyes of the Lord are over
the righteous, and his ears are open to their
prayer; but the face of the Lord is against
the wicked,' And the Lord knoAvs hoAV to
deliver the godly out of temptation,' Then
as ' trials Avork patience, and patience experience, and experience hope, and hope maketh
not ashamed, because the Love of God is shed
aoroad in the heart.' 'Our light affliction
AA'hich is but for a moment, shall Avork for us
a far more exceeding and eternal Aveight of
GLORV !' ' For the sufferings of this present
Avorld are net Avorthy to be compared with the
joys Avhich shall be revealed.' Consequently,
by ' enduring unto the end, in the AA'ays of
righteousness,' we shall have all to hope and
nothing to fear, for such have the promise of
a final salvation; such, in their last moments,
shall be enabled to say Avith one of old, ' I
have fought a good fight, I have finished my
course, I have kept the Faith, and am now
ready to be off'ered, and the time of my departure is at hand—henceforth there is laid
up for me a crown of glory, Avhich fadeth not
ijiway, which God the righteous Judge Avill
give me at that day; and not only me, but
also to all those who love his appearing,'
Con.-idering

the WAA', the

NATURE,
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Eighthly. That the knoAvledge of pardon is
attainable here ; the Avitness first of our own
spirit, a consciousness of it; and then the divine evidence, by the operation of his spirit,
which Avitnesseth Avith our spirit, and gives
the conformation of it, which.
Ninthly, Is the kingdom of heaven opened
in the soul, and is the earnest of the Saint's
inheritance; and inspires the mind Avith the
assurance of Hope beyond this life.
The destruction of Babylon is inevitable,
for the Avicked must be overthroAvn, which
they are conscious of upon serious reflection,
and in the hour of danger, being alarmed li.ke
poor Volney upon the Lake,
But the righteous have HOPE in their death,
arising from the assurance of FAITH in Christ
Jesus,
From more than twenty years' experience
of the truth of the Revelation of Christ in
the heart as the foundation and essence of
all religion, I feel a satisfaction in resting
my eternal all upon Him ; and by preserving, in obedience to God, to my "life's end,
depending on His Son as my Saviour, I believe he Avill receive me when I die, together
with all the Israel of GoJ, Avho persevere
to the end, in that blissful state, Avhere we
shall unanimously join to sing the follo\A-ing
lines:

the

m«a7is,'the END, accomplished by Creation,
Redemption and Salvation—the subject is
worthy of GoJ himself! and his creatures
ever will have ground and cause of adoration,
Avhich never can wax old ! !
CONCLUSION.
From the convictions brought to my rational
understanding by the divine evidence in my
own soul, I am convinced and fully satisfied
of the following things as facts.
First. There is such a thing as ' Natural
Evil" in the w-orld,
Secon l!y. That there is such a thing as
'Moral Evil' also, and
Tliirdly That Natural Evil is the consequence of 'Moral Evil,'
Fourthly, That the NCAV Birth is not a
chimera, but a Divine reality, on Avhich hangs
the b'issful eternity of man.
Fifthly, That Jesus Christ is more than a
creature, and is the only Avay to God as a SaTioiir of men,
Si.xtbly. That llepentance. Faith and Hope,
and Love, are exjierienced by the people of God.
Seventhly. That Salvation is of Grace,
Man's free wil! concurring, Avhich is necessaty, in order to ue justified here, or stand justified hereafter. But man's condemnation is of
himself, by revolving against God's moral
government.

And let this feeble body fail,
And let it faint or die ;
My soul shall quit this mournful vale,
And sour to worlds on high ;
Shall join the disembodied Saints,
And find its long sought rest:
That only bliss for which it pants.
In the Redeemer's breast.
In hopes of that immortal crown,
i now the cross sustain ;
And gladly wander up and down,
.And smile at toil and jiain ;
I sufl'er on my three score years,
1'ill my Deli ;'erer come.
And wijie away his servant's tears,
And take his Kxile home.
0 what hath Jesus bought for me !—
Before my ravished e>es
Rivers of lile divine I sec.
And trees of Paradise ;
1 see a world of spirits bright,
AVho taste the jileasures there ;
They all arc roli'd in spotless white,
And conqu'ring palms they bear,
O what are all my suffrings hero,
If Lord thou count me meet,
"With that enraptur'd host t' appear,
And worship at thy feet 1
Give ,joy or grief give ea.se or pain ;
Take life or friends away ;
But let me find them all again,
In that eternal day !

0 ye professing people of God, Zion bleeds!
—her Avails are broken down, therefore bestir
yourselves, and let not an h3'pocrite be found
in the gate! But if ye love Christ, put on
Christ, and prove your love, by walking
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in the light, as He is in the light, and keeping His commandments. Adorn your profession by your life and conversation, remembering hoAV many, it is to be feared, have
stumbled into ruin, over the misconduct of
the professors, who have wounded the cause
of religion, more than the wrilings of the
Deists. Get all the good you can, and do all
the good to the souls and bodies of men Avithin your power, for the Redeemer's sake, who

will acknowledge the whole in the day of
judgment.
But, 0 ye rebels in heart, take warning I
for time grows old, and the judgments of GoiJ
are abroad in the earth ! Fly, escape for your
life ! attend to the LIGHT OF GRACE : seek Je-

sus, and take the high road, and tarry not in
all the plain, that you may escape the final
overthrow of BABYLON, and have ' Peace smd
Happiness' for ever at JERUSALKM 1
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Curious. FRIEND Singular,
how and man should be our pattern further than he folwhere have you been for a long time 1
loAvs Christ. Also proper behavior should vary
Singular. If you are CURIOUS to know, I according to times and circumstances.
have been in different parts, and striving
C. Then I suppose you conclude you are
through grace to do as well as I could
the most right; and how is it that none have
C. That is well, but it is a great thing for found out so right a Avay before 1
one to say jie__does as he ought.
S. We are given to understand that there
8, True—but neveHKieless Ave should act at are various gifts in the Christian Church; and
all times, and on all occasions, as in the im- yet all by the same Spirit—and every man in
mediate presence of God—as the ship on the his own order, at the coming of Christ. Of
Ocean, let the course of the wind be as it may, course Ave should have the spirit of our station
the ship's head is aime i for the port of destin- in the Church of Christ. And this sphere of
ation, so we should conduct for Eternity, as action I belieA-e to be miiie, in it, God gives
one who must give account.
me inward peace ; out of it, I believe I should
C. What makes you so Singular in your lose my usefulness to others.
looks, dress and conduct, from every body
C. Then you are for an inspired ministry,
else ?
and a Spiritual Church. What do you think
S. As it relates to my looks, no two persons of all the religious societies ; are not some of
are exactly alike. And even your looks are these ' the Church of Christ V
peculiar to yourself, and no one is just like
S. To style one sect, ' the Church of Christ,'
you. And as it relates to dress, if your's were is to save that party at the expense of all the
flung into an heap with others, you could pick rest; and of course savors of religious bigotry,
out your own from all the rest—and with re- tyranny and superstition; as the preceding
gard to singularity, I am conscious I am never ages have horribly exemplified. Whereas the
singular, merely for singularity sake.
Book of Truth informs us, that 'God is 710 reC. Why do you act and travel in the man- specter of persons, but in every nation he that
ner that you do. What are your motives and feareth God, and worketh righteousness, is
reasons for so doing ?
accepted with him,' and shall join in the song
S. My motives are the glory of Gcd in the of salvation, wifn the society aoovs, 'o'.;c of
salvation of immortal souls! M y reasons are every nation, kindred, tongue, language and
a consciousness of duty to my God and my people;' of course there may be bad and good
ullow mortals—for I Avish for peace of mind ! people among all sects.
C. Suppose all Christians should do like
C, Do you suppose that all mankind are in
you, there AA-ould be no form or order in the
the wrong, and none are right but you 1
S. I suppose many are right in many things, world; and of course, confusion would come
and all are liable to err—some are more right in at the door.
than others. And as it relates to myself, no
S. To say ' if all should do like me,' you
might as Avell say on the .same principle, where
^•^These Dialogues are founded upon circumstantial would be the Carpenters if all Avere Blacksmiths 1 It is no just mode of reasoning. As
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the difl"erent branches of mechanism are necessary for society, so these different gifts are necessary, as the eye, hand and foot, &c., to
constitute one perfect body. As the Avhole is
composed of parts, and the parts collectively
form one whole. As to confusion—Avhat is
termed confusion Avith and by men, may be
onliu- Avith God, AVIIO sees not as men see.
r AVhat do you believe and preach ?
S. I believe in the Deity of Jesus Christ.*

C. Do you feel Avilling to di'pend your everlasting Avelfare on Jesus Christ.
S. To see one malefactor put confidence in
another, Avho is under the same condemnation,
to .save him, exhibits great faith ; and also a
noble opinion, as exemplified in the in.stance
of Calvary. To trust in a creature to .save me,
I cannot; but to trust in Christ, according to
the Gospel, gives me peace, and brightens up
the prospects tf eternity before me.
C. But sujiposing Christ Avas a deceiver?
then he Avas only an impostor, and of course
you are under a delusion.
S. The Avorst of opposers to Christianity
admit that Chri.-st, as man, Avas a great man, of
ccnirse no real good man Avill be a deceiver.
If so he was no impostor. Therefore, according to this admittance, his religion may be genuine and real. Again, it is too uncharitable
to suppose and conclude, that all Avho have
died so happy and triumphant in the love
and religion of Jesus Christ were under a delusion. And if it be once admitted that it was
a reality Avith even but one instance, the point
is gained.
C. HOAV do you knoAV that there ever Avas
such a person as Jesus Christ upon earth ?
S. Ob.serve the account of Josephus, of Pilate to the Senate of Rome, our dates, Avith
other historians, as Avell as Scripture, Also,
the many circumstantial proofs, as the letters
of Pliny to Trajan, Avhich Christian opposers
admit to be genuine ; Avith the many efforts
made to root out Christianity from the earth in
vain ! Christianity has, does, and Avill prevail.-^
C. Admitting that Jesus Christ did exist,
and Avas a good man, yet the resurrection may
be fabulous, and Christianity of course a deception.
S. On the resurrection and ascension of Jesus Christ, turns the Aviiole afi'air. The body
was entombed and inisi,ing, all agree.
C. The body of Christ being gone from tbe
vault, possibly he played tl e po.s.vitm, and only
feigned himself to be dead, and deceived them,
and al ni-^lit made his e,-ra|ie ; and hence u
fiil.se report was circulated that he was risen
from the deaii.
.v. N;iy, such talk will mncr do! Consider the loss of blood from the thorns, the scourge
and nails, &c. Tlu'sc AVOUIUIS SO lon^ undressed must have leriniuated in dissolution.
Again, the orders were to break his leu;s ; bu(

* It being both idolatry and blasphemy to give Divine
honors to a mere creature, Jesus Christ mAst be viewed
in a more noble light.
Eternity, hiiinensity and Infinity, are words we have
heard and can rejieat; but who can li.\ any definite meaning to them .' Though tlioy are in common use, yet they
are words fit only to be applied to the Deity, and ought
not to be applied any \\ hi're else ; for they cannot be
otherwise used without pal|ia1ite absurdities, and nonsensic.'il contradictions. And such abuses have too long been
existing iu the woihl alic.iiiy !
.-An Infinite, Internal Being of Immensitv t AVhoorwhat
can man know of HI.M, the CAUSKLKS'S f A U S . V r o i l ,
but by llcvelation, Inspiration or Manifestation t
How can man worship his Alaker with his understanding. j)rn\ idcd he be in the darkness of ignorance, so far,
as neither to know nor understand any thing about i t ?
' T h e world by wisdom know not their Maker.' ' H e is
a Sjuiit, and is i-iiiritually discerned.' 'AVhat man knoweth the things of man, save the spirit of a man which is
v^ilhin him ?' .And how shall a man know the mind and
wiU of his Maker, but by Revelation.
If llie Maker o{ man be a spirit, how shall His will be
revealed, so as to be understood but by Inspiralion ?
should his voice be heard from the sky, over the whole
world, who couid bear the sound 1 'The clash of ten thousand pieces of artillery redoubled, would be comparative
silence ' AVell might the Jews at Mount Rinai request
MosL-v ..lintiM sponk to tliem, the \-oice of the Lord being
F" dreadful in their ears. The human family is so numeroiis and their cases so many and so various ; and
their langiKtges so dill'erent—as twenty in New Oilcans
—heii'^e tlicie could not any thing be heard distinctly,
but all \vould lie noii.^cns,* and confusion.
Iler.re the Innlcr care and goodness nf God the Maker
ani iio\ ei ii'ir, n\ er man his cicatute ; in sending the inIhiriicf of Ins Ilol\- Sjiirit. toojiciute upon tiic mind and
guide nmn upon the mini to Jerusalem ; so that without
tciior he m.i_\ be ciilightriied to understand his Maker's
\\ill, ami i:,\j,ir,.d with evidence and conviction on the
all impiiit;iiit snlijcct.
The .'/7i;,'r/ „f ibe fitvenant, was not a created angel ;
tiut w as ternic.l Jehorah,' which name the Jews consider
as im|dyirig all the l<i. ine attributes ; and tlieicfiire will
not s|.i..ik it. lest it i-hnuhl not be d'liie \\ith suitable reverence, and so tiikc this mil ji-slic name in vain, and not I e
;^uillle,s. And hence they will write it only.
Tlif wonl ' Lord.' piiiil'-d in small c:ipit;ils in the Old
Test(ttii''nt, should be Jolio\:di ; which llie .lews uiiflerftiMid to iin|d\ the Divinity of the .Messiah, to be inanifv0...1 III the W'lild as the Saviour of men.
\\ hiJlM.cver (iod, the Causeless Causator, •Iocs—It is
dull' III and tliioiigli .lehovali —the Lord Jesus thrift, who
is called tiie Si.11 nf Cul.
'Iliiie, Ho cxi'tid in the lio^'inning as tlic word. ' I AAl ;'
Gnd Inith apimiiilcd liim lioii of all tilings -liy Whom He
made the wmMs—by him all things wore in.uio.and without him w IS not any tlntig inioio that Avas made.
Man wa- ill the h.inil nl (liri^t lioloie ' Moral EriV was
ill the world
And wlioii maiifi 11 ho still wii= in the liiiiid
o f t hrist, ' who called unto him in the cool of the il.iy,' whom the Holy Spirit proceeds, to enlighten b}- his
w h i o l l p x h i h l t s t h e llo.iiit\ of tlinso w n n l s , —' Gnd so lov'od i/uulieniiig influence, and guide, lomfort and sanctify
the woiM. that He soul I'lis Son inlo the world, that wlio- mankind.
Thus there is an inward manifestation, by a revelation
6(>e\ er belie*, oth in Him sliould not porish, but have everla.sting lile, for God Hilt not his Son into the world to of C!,rist in tho Afnri, corresponding to the outwaril mamcondemn the woi Id, but that the world through liim might fost.ition given in the days of His JUsh .'
.And it IS not possible that any man should siuccrely
b« saved.'
H e n c e , ' W e tove God, because He yi?-s/ loved us. No Iiray to God to bo tatighl by Him, and if He hath a Son. tr
r
c
o n i Uim, in his heait, and not llud a solution of tlie I
man knoweth the farAfrsave the ion, and he to whom the
qucty to his own katisf.iction.
boi. will reveal Him.'
Christ is the manifcstatioa of God, through and from
• There is Divine witness in my own lOuL
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when they saw he Avas dead, forbore to obey,
lest they should be exposed to ridicule for
breaking the legs of a dead man to prevent
him from running away. And yet to put it
beyond all doubt that Christ Avas dead, one of
them up Avith a spear and run it through His
heart; which puts it beyond all dispute He
was really dead. Moreover, consider for a
moment, a'cell or prison hcAved out in the centre of a rock, and there in prison confined, AAnth
a stone door, so large and Aveighty that three
females thought they could not roll it aAvay: and
this door confined and sealed ; and also a military guard placed to keep the same Avith all
safety, and if any thing was amiss, must pa)^
the forfeit with their lives ! Hence it is obvious the natural impossibility of such deception, imposition and escape.
C. But the Apostles stole the body of Jesus
Christ, and hid it, and then propagated a lie,
that it AA'as risen and ascended.
S. It Avas naturally impos.sible for such a
thing to exist, if Ave, in conjunction Avith the
foregoing circumstances, consider that the
apostles could have no access to the vault; second, no temptation to steal the body; third,
they were not monied men to bribe the guard;
fourth, though an individual may be bribed, yet
I do not recollect to have read or heard of a
whole guard being bribed ; fifth, it Avas death
under the Roman laAV, to sleep on guard;
si.xth, if the guard had been sleepy, the natural conclusion is, they would have set or lain
on the stone door, or contiguous to it, so that
no one could approach without giving alarm.
NOAV for the seal to be broke, and the stone
removed, without waking the soldiers Avhen in
such heaps and piles, Avould argue an unnatural sleep, and of course a miracle. Therefme, to obviate the idea of one miracle on one
side, you must admit and argue one on the
other side; of course your argument proves
too much, like the Indian's tree; it was so
etraightit leaned a little owr the o^Aer way.
iK^° What is a miracle, but something unnatural, providentially ?
C. But the vault was undermined by the
Apostles, and the body taken aAvay through a
subterraneous passage 1
S. Nay, but it would have taken a longer
space of time to undermine the vault by digging through a rock, than the space of time
the body Avas in the tomb.
C. Some other body arose, and not the body
of Christ.
S. Nay, for man before was never there entombed, of course none could arise therefrom
hut the body of Christ.
C. The account contradicts itself: " For
aa Jonah was in the belly of the whale three
days and three nights, so shall the Son of man
he in the heart of the earth," whereas he
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was not in the vault seventy-two common
hours.
S. We should not contend for words, hut
seek for facts, of course take people as they
mean. The Jews did not divide time as Ave
do, into tAventy-four hours ; but the daylight
into tAvelve hours, and the night into watches.
Our time begins and ends at midnight, but the
JeAvs at sunset. ' The evening and morning
Avas the first day.' Any circumstance which
we express by day, or include any part of
Avhat Ave call the tAventy-four hours, their
mode of expression included the ' day and
night.' The body was entombed before sunset on our Friday, continued there on the JeAVish Sabbath, (our Saturday) which ended at
sunset; the third day had commenced before
the body arose. Therefore, take their meaning, according to their mode of expression and
the account will hold good, and of course may
be received and held as sacred truth,
C. If the resurrection of Jesus Christ be
real, AA^ho saAv him after he arose •?
S. The apostle and hundreds of others.
C. If faith in his ascension be so neces.sary
for salvation, why do we not have better
proof thereof than the say-so of a few poor
fishermen t
S. A fisherman can tell the truth as well as
any one else, and of course relate what he
saw. Reasonable evidence should be considered and rec,gived as proof to a reasonable
mind. Therefore, if in the most consequential cases, even between life and death, two
or three substantial witnesses where there is
no evidence to the reverse, is considered sufficient ; then the evidence of the fishermen may
be credited as reasonable and proper testimony.
C. They did not believe their oAvn testimony, and of course Avere not sincere.
S. Look at the circumstance impartially.
They could not be prompted by either honor
or lucre to bear such testimony, but to the reverse ; their per.sonal safety would be in jeopardy thereby. The only reason they assigne.l
for their testimony AA^as duty; and they
evinced their s.ncerity therein by perseverance, and sealing the same AA'ith their blood.
What greater evidence can we desire %
C. Why did not Christ ascend in the view
of all the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and so
have city testimo.-.y, instead of a few individuals 1
S. Admitting he had ascended in the view
of the people of Jerusalem, that Avould not
have mended the matter, for the people of
Rome, who then exceeded three millions,
might have made the same objection ; 'JCAVS
Ave know to be deceitful, Avhy receive it only
in their say-so V And if all people then living had beheld the sight, we Avere not living,
and of course we might make the same ob-

joction. ' Why receive it on the say-so and
trail ition of oui forefathers ; Avhy Avere we not
fiviireil -a ith the si;;;ht '. Thus to satisfy an
unreasonable mind, Christ must come a second
time, to die, lise, anil ascend, and then you
might upbraid God Avitli cruelty to his son.
Thus the objection leads to error, being only
founded in error, and of course is an unreasonable objection, and ])lead for but by uiireaable men. There is not a circumstance of
antiquity so Avell authenticated and substantiated Avith concomitant circumstances, as the
resurrection of the Lord Jesus Christ—of
course, if Ave are not to give credit to the
same, Ave must bid adieu to every thing which
Ave haA'e not personally .sensible evidence of! !
C. What do you think about the covenant
made betAveen the Father and the Son from
all eternity ?
S. From, implies a starting place ; as the
American Independence Avas dated FROM the
year 1776, so of course, if your covenant
(Avhich is not to be found in Scripture) be
from eternity, then eternity is to be datedivom
the time of the making that contract or bargain : in Avhich God, you say, gives the major
part of mankind to Satan, and only leaves a
few for his S,.m—C, What next 1
S. Moral Evil, Moral Good, accidental (or
providential) evil, accidental (3r providential)
good, natural evil, natural gosd !—C. What
is the difference?
S. Moral Good implies good motives—a
pure intention to do good only—here is virtue
in the mind!
Moral evil, evil motives, an intention to do
Avrong—to commit that which is not agreeable
to right rectitude ; but repugnant to equity
and the laAv of righteousness, by folloAving
the inclination contrary to the dictates of a
better judgment.
Accidental evil—evil consequences unforeseen, and unavoidable ; of cour.se, can be accounted for only on the doctrine of J'roviileuce ; 'is there any evil in the city, and the
Lord hath not done it V Not sin, but affliction and calamities, &;c.
.Accidental good, Avhich can be ascribed only
to a siiiierintending Providence, as exemplified
in the instance of Jo'sph.
Moral evil in them,
but Providential
good resulted to him.
jC-,,)'" -A 1.1. ye who love and trust in God, be
r.'^sigiied, remeiiibcring il is Avritten, ' In all
'.by AvuAs acknowledge thou him and he shall
sustain thee.' ' F'-jr thou Avilt kee|) hiin in
perfei^t peace Avhose mind is .staid on thee.'
Goi).
' .Natural good,' good comparatively, as the
difference of disposition.s, &c. Some dispositions are more sweet, even, and agreeable
: than others. Not that one is more holy >,i nature than another, for all are alike by na-

ture fallen ; but the difference of di.sposition is
rather arising or occasioned by the various
diilerences of connection between the noul and
body, efi'ects produced from parental .sen.sations.
' Natural evil,' such evil as Avill accrue or
follow ns Avhether Ave be good or bad, not as
the effect of onr OAvn conduct, but the necessary consequence of the fall, as head-ache,
tooth-ache, &c. £taJ°" In children, some things
Avhicli some call sin, is only natural evil, but
not moral evil, until they come to mature
years to act from motives, and are capable of
reficction for themselves.
C. \Vhat about the doctrine of Justification ?
S. There are four distinct justifications,*
spoken of in Scripture.
C. What are the
differences ?
S. The first is Infantile justification—acquittance from Adamic guilt by the gift or
merit of Christ. The second. Adult justification by Faith, i. e. acquittance from the guilt
and condemnation of personal sin ; third, justification by Faith and Avorks together, after
pardon. Fourth, Justification by Avorks in
the day of Judgment, Avithout faith, but only
as the evidence, or fruits of it; JB@°" as ' every
man is to be rcAvarded according to the deeds
done in the body'—evil deeds, moral evil, Avill
have a bad rcAA'ard; but good deeds, moral
good, (floAving from the love of God, through
faith, Avhich purifies the heart in this life,)
.shall there and then in the day of judgment
have a good rcAvard, ' for God hath appointed
a day to judge the world in righteousness,
by' Jesus Christ.
Thus by Christ, God Avas pleased to create
the world ; and secondly, by Christ to redeem
the Avorld : and thirdly, by Christ to judge the
Avorld in riu;hteousness. i8@°" ' And shall not
the judge of all the earth do right.'
Comjiare Heb. i. 2, John i. 3. Avith iii. 16,
17 Acts xvii. 31,
C. What state are infants in by nature 1
Pure ns Adam Avhen he came from the hand
of his Creator, or as graceless as devils'?
S. Neither ; Adam Avas made, or created in
the image of God, he lost it by sin ; of course
if restored it must be by divine inspiration, or
infusion ; all Avbo have divine nature, must
receive it by inspiration—Man is but a man
he can projiagale his oAvn species only
he
cannot j)ropa;;ate Divinity, any more than a
stream can rise higher than its fountain, or an
efiect be more noble than the causse which
produced it ; for holiness is not an inherent
princi])le of parentage, but is derived from
God only.
Devils receive no favors from the hand of
God, Avhich cannot be said in truth of infants;
but ' as judgment came upon all men to con• " Justification" signifies acquittance with appro!
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demnation, by the disobedience of one; even milling stalks one day, he would give him a
so the free gift came upon all men to justifica- thousand dollars,' he cannot say he has mertion of life,' ' by the obedience of one, Christ ited the thousand dollar.s, for he has not
Jesus.' Ro'n. v. 18.
earned it, therefore he will not claim it on the
C. What about Ju.stification by Faith 1
principle of his own merit, but by the other's
S. We no Avhere read aboit ' the robes of grace and promise! Therefore we are not to
Christ's imputed righteousness,' in all the sit on the ' stool of Do-nothing,' but up and
Bible; of cour.se, it can be found only in the do the Avill of God, for, ' Blessed are they Avho
imagination of those Avho talk and tell about do his commandments, that they may have
a 'Covenant made belAveen the Father and right to the tree of life.' All Ave have, we rethe Son from all Eternity,' as if they Avere ceived, of course we OAve the Avhole; therethere present, and heard the bargain made, and fore Ave have nothing that Ave can call our
was a personal Avitness to the afliiir.
own, consequently after Ave have done all, Ave
We read that ' Abraham believed God,' and cannot bring God into debt. Hence we must
his faith Avas counted or imputed to him for say, Ave are unprofitable servants ; because we
righteousness.
can do no more than is our duty to do—
Here observe, God spoke to Abraham—it
C. What about justification by faith and
was Abraham.'s duty to give credit to the Di- works after pardon ?
vine testimony, Abraham did so, and acted
S. We must prove our faith and love to
consonant thercAvith ; this act of Faith (which Christ by keeping his commandments, and
was an act of the mind) Avas right, and Abra- Avalking in the light, the duty to our fellow
ham Avas justified in it; his faith, i, e. the act mortals according to our ability and opportuwas counted or imputed to him for righteous- nity, so we should act the part of the good Saness!
maritan, ' doing as Ave Avould be done by'—
C. W h y was the act imputed to him for also, suffer, as well as do the Avill of God;
righteousness ?
and thus, ' b y works ahaW faith be made perS, Because the principle and ACT Avere fect,' and ' a cup of cold Avater, given in the
right, and it was the loAvest and only act that name of
shall in no Avise lose its reward.'
he could do that Avas right, in consequence of
BSaP* A man Avho hath a wife like Peter, and
the fall; he is liable to mistake in judgment, is called to preach, must undertake it hy faith,
and from thence to err in practice. Therefore the practice is work—thns his Avorks flow
by the deeds of the Paradisical LaAv shall no from faith, as all Christian Avorks should do,
flesh be justified; that it may be by Grace and Ave should then be justified in them; as
through Faith.
And hence the ' Law of Christ said, no man hath forsaken houses,
FAITH' is fitted to man's necessity. Christ as ' Wife,' &c, for my sake and the gospel, but
the meritorious cause of man's Redemption, but he shall receive an hundred fold (i, e, ten
Faith the vn.strumental cause of man's salva- thou.sand per cent,) in this present world, betion. So God can be just, and the justifier of sside the promise of the life to come.
him that believeth ; as the equitable Ruler
Thus he is ' Justified by works, and not by
ind Governor of the world, Avho judgeth in ,
faith only,' James ii, 24—and so, ' H e that
righteousness. Rom. v. 1 to 4,
j
endureth to the end shall be saved,' saith the
C. Have Ave any account of any more be- ] Lord Jesus,
mg justified by faith t
• C. What about Justification by Works in
S. Yes. Rom. v. 1, 'Being justified by t.".e day of Judgment without faith, but only
faith ; we have peace Avith God, through our as the evidence or fruits of it %
Lord Jesus Christ,'
S. Matt. xii. 36, 37- We are given to unC, Why need an adult be justified by faith 1 derstand, that for every idle Avord, man must
S. Because he hath forfeited his infantile give an account thereof in the Day of Judgjustification, by his own personal sin, by not ment,' and ' by thy words thou shaft be JUSTIacting and obeying at all times the light of FIED, and by thy words thou shalt be congrace.
demned!!' eS^'tt is no where said in all
C, HOAV am I to be justified by faith !
the Bible, that faith shall be called in question
S. Submit to the lighteousness of God, for in the day of Judgment, but only our deeds,
in the act of submission there is dependence works, (fc.
implied, and where there is dependence there
Therefore our own past sins must be paris reliance, and where there is reliance there doned, and after pardon our conduct flowing
hope springs up. as the fruit or efifects of from the Love of God, will meet the Divine
faith.
approbation.—i3@»Thus the moving princiC. Am I to merit salvation by my OAVU ple being good, the conduct flowing from it is
works I or shixll I sit on the stool of iB®* Do good, hence the Judge will say, ' Well done,
nothing ?
good, ai}d faithful servant, enter thou into the
S. If one should tell another to ' pull up joy of -Ay Lord.' But remember, the Judge
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Avill tell no lies, o. »arse he Avill not pro- are pronounced wise, and exce]>t ye partake
nounce them goo.l, unless they are such in a of the Sjiirit of God, ye cannot be happy, for
moral point oi view; for God looks at the God is the only fountain of lasting happiness.*
heart, and juilji;es acconlinii; to intentions.
He
C. It is hard to give up Reason to Faith !
Avill not pronounce ihem faithful unless they
S. What is sound reason but good sen.se imare such in reality, f-o)'* Therefore, jirepare proved ? and fi)r matter oi fact to be embraced
to meet tht/ God !!
or admitted, is not repugnant to sound rea.son.
C. Friend Singular, are the Christian's And the gospel requires you to believe nothing
robes his own, or Christ's'?—Can a Chiisl-4aii but Avhat is truth.
lose them •?
C. I admit the idea of a God, but not of
5. Rev. vii. 14 and 1,5. 'These
Miracles or Inspiration !
have Avashed their robes and made them Avhite
S. To smell, see, taste, feel or hear God by
in the blood of the Lamb.' T-H-E-I-R does the bodily senses, you eannot—and if he be not
not sjiell CHRIST, therefore the robes Avere revealed to your mind, how and why do you
their own. Chaji. xvi. 15. 'Ble.ssed is he admit or believe he exfsts?
that wateheth and keepeth his (not Christ's)
The existence of a Avorld is not the effect
garments, lest he Avalk naked.' Why pro- of Nature, but of God's poAver. To deny the
nounce him blessed for keeping his own gar- doctrine of miracles is to deny the vrork of
ments, if he could not lose them ?
ci-eation, (because to create is an act of divine
C I thought our own robes were only as power,) and to deny the Avork of creation is to
filthy ra,-s !
deny the creator, because the ACT gives the
S. Adinitting that our oAvn robes Avere as filthy character, fi^-i)"-Hence you must be an Atherafs. Avhat Avould be the cause of such filth ist! Again, a.s no body Avas present Avhen
but sin ? And Avhat can it argue but the need God made the world, Ave have not so much as
of a washing or a change ? 1^^ Justification lawful or human evidence to adduce; of
hy faith is Avhat God tloes roR us, hy the course, the subject of creation is a doctrine of
death of his Son ; but Re.generution is what miracles, Revelation and fiiith,
he does i.\ us, by the operation of his Holij
C. Will not the doctrine of Universalism do ?
Spirit. Thefirst is the pardon of our sins, the
.5. We read of some Avho hath never forlatter is the sanctification of our nature to God. givene.ss, but is in danger of eternal damnaC. Where and how are our robes to be tion, Mark iii. 29.
cleansed '
C. ' Christ preached to the spirits in prison.'
S. Ziichxiii. 1. We read that ' a/ottntam
S. True—viz. ' While the ark Avas preparis o|ieiied to the house of David for SIN and ing,' but said God on ^Aa?occasion, 'Myspirit
uiiilcimnessr—and in the first chapter of Isai- shall not ahvays strive Avith man,'—but duah anil 16th verse, ' W a s h you, make you ring the three d.ays that the body of Christ
clean ; put away the evil of your doings from Avas in the vault, his soul Avas not among the
before mine e> es—cease to do evil; learn to lower inh.'ibitants, but as he said to the thief
do well.' £-^y-By thi; command. Wash yon, on the cross, ' To-day thou shalt be AA-ith me
make you clean,' &c., certainly cannot mean in Paradise'—and the passage in Acts, 'Thou
to sit still on the stool oi do-nothing.
Avilt not leave my soul in Hell,' &c. was the
C. Have we any account in ali the Bible only accomplfshment of Avhat tbe Psalmist
that somebody got to heaven in their own .saw iirophetically ofthe ;';-union of the snul
robes ,'iy washiiiir them ?
and body, before the body putrify ! Hell is
5. Hark ! TIIESE are thej which came not the eternal torment of tbe damned, but is
out of great trihuhition, and Imie •.Dashed their the iiitcrmcdiiite space of time Avhich pa.s.ses
robes and made them white iu the blood of the between death and the resurrection; as yesLamb, thcrrfire are they before the throne of terday swallowed up in following time, as
Goil, Rev. vii. 14, 1.5.
to-day commenced.
C. But do you not suppose that IF I am
ll'i'^i3"The 'lake of fire and brimstone" is to
one ofthe ELECT;
if I get drunk, cheat and be the place of their torment (into wbich hell
steal, that as .lesus Chri.st was temperate, hon- Avill be cast or lost) originally'prejiared for
est, and benevolent, my sins will be ' imputed' the devil and his angels,' A bar of steel
to him, and his ACTS of righteousness will be heated with a roll of brimstone added, will
i.MPL'TED' to me, and be as acceptable to GOD run doAvn like melted lead ! If this be but a
for me, as if he did it 1
comparison, Avhat must be the reality?
S. NO, for ' Jesus Christ' did not come to
C. What about the doctrine of once in
' save his people' IN their SINS, b u t ' FROM their grace al ways n grace ?
SI.NS.'
S. Though Ave read that 'none can pluck
C. How am I to he saved ruoivi my SINS ? them from the hand of God, or any cieature j
S. By hearing, obeying, and partaking of
the Spint of God ! for such as hear and obey.
* Rom, viii: 9 and 14.
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separated them from the love of Christ,' &c,,
y6t we do not read but what they may go
off themselves, and separate themselves by
their own SINS from the love and favor of God,
N. B . If a man can believe himself but
everlastingly elected unconditionally, and then
fall into disgrace—he might be a dangerous
man—how? ^@°"The human lavj will not
deter him from his deep laid scheme, and the
law of honor will not influence him; and the
Divine law cannot punish him—of course he
may be a dangerous man, as he can give no
assurance of fidelity. Thus this doctrine hath
a baneful influence on society, by destroying
moral obligation.*
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C. Friend SINGULAR—I must soon leave
you, have you any pertinent advice to
give?
S. Friend CURIOUS—as you have asked
' many questions,' I would here remark, that
contempt, when defeated, begets wonder and
admiration : which through prejudice, degenerates into envy; and when indulged, begets
malice and revenge; the most baneful and detestable of all dispositions contaminated with
' Moral Evil.' Therefore remember that reports are as the rolling snow-ball, enlarging
as it goes; but do you be cautious neither to
add nor rejoice at the misfortunes of others;
nor busy in circulating ' REPORTS ;' least it
cause you shame or tears afterwards—when it
is too late to prevent the consequence which
may follow—but live for eternity by WATCHING

• It is the sister doctrine of t'ne Pope's " indulgencies,"
i. e. pardons, not only of sins past and present, but those
which were to come—by giving ten shillings aud six
unto
pence to the CardinaL

PRAYER.'
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HINT TO THE PUBLIC.
OR

THOUGHTS ON THE FULFILMENT OF PROPHECY IN 1811
Many shall run to and fro,
"And knowledge shall be increased."

FRO.AI

THE TWELFTH EDITION
1 8 3 4 , -WITH SOME ADDITIONAL REFLECTIONS, VIEWS
RIPE.MNG, AND NEARLY IN THE SAME CHANNEL, & C . AS BEFORE !

LEAVING the infidel to prove, if he can, that vidence, as the whole is formed of parts,
and those parts make up one Avhole. But to
however be difficult for hiin or any other talk of a general providence Avithout particuman, to account for many things, Avhich have lars considered and implied, is a great SAvelling
transpired and are transpiring, on any princi- Avord destitute of meaning like half a dozen
ple but on the doctrine of PROVIDENCE, cyphers put together, which make an appearDIVINE INSPIRATION AND REVELA- ance but count nothing.
TION.
3. National privileges AA'hen abused, be1. The Avritings of Moses are the oldest come national sins, Avhich merit national judgtransmitted to us, of Avhich Ave have any ac- ment, and must be inflicted for punishment in
count. The .leAvs are the most ancient of any this world ; because in the Avorld to come we
people now extant. Most nations Avhen cap- cannot be punished as nations, but as indivitivated after a fcAV generations, have only duals. iB®"" This sentence .should be serioustheir name left; but the Jews Avho have been ly considered. For the apostle has declared,
scattered among all nations for near two thou- that every one must give an account to God,
sand years, are still a distinct people; their and receive according to the deeds done in the
customs and language being in a great mea- body ; but it is no Avliere asserted in Scripture
sure retained by Aviiich they maintain that dis- that nations in their national capacity, shall
tinction. Let any serious enquirer after truth, be called to an account and punished, by the
compare the present state of the Jews Avith the righteous Judge, in future Avorld.
prediction concerning them in the 28th chap,
4. If Ave admit the Bible to be the book of
of Deut. and let him .say, if the same must not God, Ave must also admit, that there are prebe accounted for, ou providential, and not on dictions of events, some of which have been
natural principles.
minutely accomplished, others are noAv taking
2. Some are very fond of the phrase, gene- place, while others remain yet to be fulfilled.
ral providence, but deny a particular provi- If this be admitted, Avill it not be reasonable
dence, as being unAvorthy of the character of to say, that the most important and conspicuGod. To talk of a general providence, Avith- ous characters and things, Avould be the subout a particular providence being implied, is jects of these predictions. For obscure and
as absurd, as to talk of millions Avithout thou- trifling events Avould not be likely to be obsands, or tens Avithout units, and a general served by men in general, or recorded by hiafamily Avithout iiidividuals. For the "indivi- torians, and consequently, it could not be told
duals compo.se the general family, the units, Avith any certainty whether or not the predicfhe tens, and the thousands, the millions; so tions Avere fulfilled; which Avould be maniparticular providences compose a general p o- festly opposite to the design of God, unworthy

the Bible is not the BOOK OF GOD ; it Avill
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of his character, and useless to men,—The
most important things Avould be the most consequential to the church of God, and being
such as could be examined, and understood,
would enable t le church to determine at Avhat
period she had arrived, which was clearly the
intention of the great Head, and the author of
prophecy.
5. Seeing Ave have arrived to an important
period of time, in which the whole Avorld appears to be convulsed in a political, commercial and religious point of view : also a most
singular and extraordinary character has made
his appearance in the Avorld, AA'hich with his
concomitants, is worthy the consideration of
the christian mind in a prophetic light.
6. Commentators in general blend together
the seven heads oi the dragon in the 12th of
Rev. and the seven heads of the beast in the
13th chap. , whereas they are plainly distinguished by ihe prophetic writer, so as to make
fourteen distinct heads instead of seven.
Many Avriteis also so confound the dragon
Avith the first and second beast, as entirely to
destroy that distinction, which the inspired
Avriter has made betAveen these three. It is
worthy of particular notice that John first
vieAved things as in heaven, and afterwards
describes the same things, as they were fulfilled
onearth.—Compare chap. 15, ver.i. with chap.
16, ver, i. then reading from chap, 13, ver. xi,,
to the end ofthe 15th chap, (for heaven) and
the following ones to the 20th, as fulfilled on
earth; this may serve as a KEY to an enquiring mind.
7. The Avoman spoken of chap, 12, is admitted on all hands to refer to the militant
church; she exhibits tAvo flights. First, she
fled, chap xii, 6,—Second, she flew, ver, 14,
Fleeing signifies to run away on foot; flying
implies going as it were through the air with
wings. The first and second places cannot
be locally the same, though in each place, the
church may be considered as in her wilderness
state. It is generally agreed that the first
place Avas the north of Europe, or north-west
of the river Danube ; but the second place, or
the place to which she flcAv, is AMERICA,
For Avhich opinion I give the folloAA'ing reasons—1st. It is highly reasonable to believe,
that our national privileges would be a subject of prediction. 2d. The first settlers in
NeAV England, it may be said, with wings
came for conscience sake to the wilderness
shores of America ; and since then, many ten
thousands have fled from the intolerant hand
of persecution and oppression, and taken
peaceful refuge in our happy land. 3d, When
we consider the infancy of our country, by
comparing it with the old world it may well
be styled a wilderness. 4th. The earth in
pt-ophecy is said to help the woman, this is
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universally admitted to be that assistance,
which civil goveinment aflTords the church;
and it is certain, that however this .night have
been fulfilled in the old wo)-ld,.it never has
been so perfectly fulfilled in any place as in
America. For all other nations have so incorporated church and state as to lay a foundation for binding the consciences of men, and
for persecution and oppression; Avhich have
been actually experienced by some of their
best subjects ; but the constitution of our
country lays no such foundation ; but it secures to every man his rights of conscience,
by leaving him to Avorship God according to
his own conviction, without any dread of the
civil magistrates or civil sword.
8. The great red dragon, elseAvhere styled
the Devil and Satan, with seven heads and ten
horns, &c. must be so interpreted as to make
common sense. Of course, to be considered
as a wicked being in the spiritual world ; and
yet interfering in human affairs, having government over such as are led by evil influence,
and as are not prevented by the restraining
poAver of God.
9, The seven heads of this dragon, being
applied to Rome Pagan, Ave find ju.st so many
different forms of supreme governments to
have existed in succession, viz (1) Kingly,
(2) Consuls, (3) Dictators, (4) Tribunes, (5)
Decemviri, (6) Military Triumviri, (7) Imperial.
A croAvn Avhich in prophecy denotes supreme authority, is ascribed to each of these
heads; but no croAvns to these ten horns of
the dragon, why 1 because they were then
united under those head.?, particularly the last.
The tail of the dragon is .said to draAV a third
part of the stars of heaven, and cast them to
the earth. The tail is to be under.stood as
meaning the latter part of the Roman Empire,
considered as Rome Pagan ; and the stars of
heaven, as meaning spiritual minded ministers
of the Goispel, in heavenly places in Christ
Jesus. Eph. ii. 6. Rev. i. 20.
Constantine the Great was the last of the
Roman Emperors, " or the tAvelve Czars,"
Avho ascended to the imperial dignity, in
Rome Pagan, and filled up the last stage of
that existence : and hence, is styled the tail
of the dragon. He abolished the Pagan mode
of Avorrhip, and established chiislianity as the
national religion. Here obseive: he introduced image worship, by erecting the image
of the Saviour on the cross in his army : after
Avhich the Virgin Mary found admittance,
then the apostles and other saints.—INIoreover
by this national establishment, he, like all
other human legislators in the same attempt,
so modelled the church after a Avorldly sanctuary, and laid such temptations of filthy
lucre, that not only wicked men set up
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preacliiui; as .-i trale for riches and Avorldly
13. The ancients supposed Europe to be an
honor ; hut e\en thosi', Avho before had been island, hence in prophecy it is styled the sea,
godd men, were drawn by this tail of the to distinguish it from Asia, which in this
dragon, from thoir heavenly miudeduess and prophecy is styled the earth.* The papacy, |
ca--t down to the earth, or made to drink into, it is Avell known, began in Europe, and is repand be iiilluenced hv the spirit of the world, resented by the beast Avhich came up out of
Meie popery was heL!;oltcu about the year, the sea. But writers in general, appear to
.\. n. 'S'.iit ; Avheii Pope (iregory Vll. Avent have been at a loss for a description and apI over the Clowned heads of Europe, as the ])lication of the second beast. I understand
vicegerent of the Aliuighly! Ir KJIBRVO— this second beast to be Marcus or Napoleon
And spiiug iuto existence in 606. For he Buonaparte, for the reasons subjoinecl. He
Avas then styled " ISi^hop of bishops or uni- Avent to Egypt only in the capacity of a fightversal bishop,'' but did not come to mature ing General, from thence he penetrated into
age till 10T7
Palestine, which is in Asia, there he mentally
10. The 13th Chap. Ave read of a beast arose to eminence, or the grand scheme Avas
out ofthe sell,with seven heads and ten horns, then and there concerted—he retreated and
and ten croAvns upon his horns; "and the returned to France, Avhere he really brought
diai,'oii gave him his poAver, and seat, and his scheme into execution. By the accomgreat authority." The dragon and this bea.st plishment of his preconceived scheme, he
cannot be one and the same ; but must refer placed himself in such a state, that all the
to tAvo distinct existences, for the folloAving power of Rome pagan and Rome papal, not
reasons, xir.. (1) there is no account ofthe rise only centred in him, but was exercised by him,
of the dragon, as of this beast; but he is sjio- according to Avhat is said of the second beast,
ken of as iu existence at the time John Avrote. Chap. xiii. 12, 14, Commentators generally
(2) The dragon had but seven crowns, but apply the ten horns mentioned Chap, xvii, 12,
this beast had ten; and the crowns of the to the poAvers of Europe supporting the papal
liiagon Avere on his seven heads, but those of authority ; Avhich Avill not bear investigation,
the beast Avere on his ten horns, (3) The for Henry VIII of England, shook oH the patransfer made by the dragon, of his power to the pal authority, and retained the kingdom in his
beast, undeniably show.s, that the dragon was own hand ; Avhich shows, that the kingdom
before the beast, and, that the beast came after Avas his and not the Pope's; the same waa
the dragon ; hence they could not be both one. also applicable to all the powers of Europe,
11. The ten horns of the dragon had no sujiporling the papal authority. But these
crowns, hi.'ing united in subjection under the horns are said to have NO kingdom. Chap.
imperial heuil; but the horns of the beast had xvii, 12, and yet received poAver as kings one
each a distinct crown, i, e, each possessed a hour Avith the beast: i, e, delegated power to
distinct civil government, Constantine dying act in conjunction Avith him. There is no
337, and Rome being plundered 35.''), then the event to which this in truth and propriety can
ten distinct goveinments sprang up as follows, be applied, but to Buonaparte's kings, Avho
(1) Huns 3'>6. (2) O.strogoths 377, (3) Vi.si- have the title and power of kings, but no
goth 37.S, (4) Franks 407, (5) Vandals 407, kingdoms. For the text emphatically says,
(6) Sueves and adans 407, (7) Burgundiaiis " t h e y received poAver as kings;" and it is j
407, (8) llerrles and Rugeaus 476, (9) Saxons Avell known, that he has taken aAvay, and bestowed the power of kings, Avhen, and on
or Britain 476, (10) Loiigobards 526.
12. Chap. 13, verse 11. We read of anoth- whom he pleased; therefore, the text Avill
er beast corning up out of the earth, and ex- have a literal application to this event, and to
ercising all the power of the first beast, Avhich none other,
AAas belore him; Avhich some have jumbled
15, Here it is remarkable, that Mr. We?ley
in Avilh the dragon and the first beast, as if it calculated the end ofthe 42 months of thefirst
Avere one and the same; and have not seemed beast, not only to the very year, but as it
to notice that distinction, Avhich the divine Avere to the very day, Avhen the poAver should
Avriter here makes. But if as John says, he be taken from the Pope, and transferred to the
was ANOTiiKR beast, he could not be the same. city, 56 years before it came to pass. The
Again, the first arose out of the sea, this came seven heads of the first beast are said to be
out of the earth. Also, he is said to exercise seven hills and seven kings, one of them is
the poAver of the first beast, who Avas before said to be wounded, &c., hence it is evident
him; therefore, if the other Avas before hin-i, that the head was more than one of the seven
and came in succession, he could not be the hills of Rome, for a mere hill could not be so
same. Thus we discover a succession from Avounded. Four hills have been occupied by
Rome Pagan, to Rome Papal, and so down to the Popes, which may imply four heads in
the day in which we live, as will be more
clearly shown hereafter.
• Gen. X. 6, for Japhet in Europe, verse 33forAii*.
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medals from the Pope. Again, in Spain and
Portugal, Avhich continued the relics of old
popery, and the only places which kept in
force the inquisition laAv, while the king of one
is a captive, and the other fled from his kingnot and BABYLON REIGNS Q U E E N . "
IC, In 1809, Buonaparte passed an edict, dom to Brazil, the king of Great Britain, \fhc i
that Italy should be annexed to France as a is HEAD of CHURCH and STATE, steps over ny j
French province, and Rome become the sec- his army into Spain after the Pope's death, to •
ond city in the empire ; and also, that the prevent the final ruin of that popery, which
Pope the same day should be stripped of all he had sworn to suppress by his armies and
civil authority, and be left only a limited ec- fleet. When Ave con.sider all this, must we
clesiastic ; for Avhich he excommunicated not suppose, that the transfer is merited ; or
Buonaparte under the authority of God Al- that the king and his subjects, having thus
mighty, Paul and Peter—disappeared—taken undertaken the defence of popery, he has
under military arrest and carried to Paris, Jo- thereby drawn over the name and character
Once more, observe
seph Buonaparte, also in Spain, in 1809 passed of Baiiylon to London.
an edict, that on the first day of Jan. 1810, all the lu.xury and self-claimed safety of Old Engecclesiastical power, except Avhat was in the land under her " Avooden Avails," who styles
herself " empress of the seas ;'' and reigns as
throne should cease,
17. Babylon spoken of in the Revelation, a queen. To illustrate and confirm this, comthe term is borroAved from Babylon of old, pare their boasting Avith Rev, xviii. 7, &c.
built by Nebuchadnezzar, and transferred to The Jesuits did claim George IV for a Cathothe city of Rome, as is admitted by Avriters of lic—the Royal Family have a " Family Conthe best authority. If Ave admit of a transfer fessor," and most of the children, it is said, are
Six or
once, Ave may again, if need be, Avith proprie- contaminated with Catholicism!!
ty. I ask where any city can be found, the seven thousand Priests took shelter in Engdestruction of Avhich can produce such an land 1789, and iu 25 years after there were
universal lamentation, as that described in the built more than 900 new Chapels. And many
18th Rev. from the 9—19 A'erses ^ One of the Nobility Avho are nominally Protestant
thing is worthy of remark in this lamentation, send their domestic Chaplains to France to be
and that is, this Babylon is represented as a ordained by a Popish Bishop !
place of great commerce, and that those Avho
18. The angel spoken of Rev, xiv, 6, 7,
are engaged therein, are the persons Avho most flying through the midst of heaven, having an
bitterly lament her doAvnfall: But this can- everlasting gospel to preach to all nations, &c.,
not apply to Rome, for that is not a place of made his appearance, I doubt not, at Moorcommerce, and holds but a mere name in the fields, 1739, and with the concomitants are
commercial Avorld. Consequently, Ave are to now publishing their creed contained in that
look out for a city possessing the character text, for when the churches or meeting-houses
here given by the prophet, the destruction of were shut against the pure gospel, in and
which shall produce the effect described by about London, God struck seven under convichim. LONDON may be styled the mother of tion, the major part of Avhom found peace that
trade, whose commerce is or has been con- night, and from that time the work of God benected with all nations. And such is the gan to spread, as Ave see in Europe, America,
station she holds in the commercial Avorld, and the isles of the sea, and the spirit of misthat her destruction Avould produce the before sionaries is more and more prevailing—and
named lamentations, hence, there can be no the spirit of inquiry also for knowledge and
impropriety in transferring the name of BABY- truth.
LON to HER. Moreover, it may be observed,
Ver. 8, another angel, or extraordinary
1, the King is styled " t h e defender of the messenger Avas heard proclaiming the fall of
(popish) faith," and this Avill be evident, if Babylon—and a third. Avarning the people of
Ave consider, that he holds this title by a grant God to COME OUT of her, and not to be parmade to Henry VIII. by the Pope himself; taker of her sins, lest they should be partaker
and also by his oAvn contluct for several years of her plagues!
And for the omission of
past. For contrary to his coronation oath compliance, there is not another so awful and
(which was to keep down popery by his dreadful threatening in all the Bible, ver. 9 to
armies and fleet) he has made popery the es- 11—these Avill be knoAvn in their time ! Oh!
tablished religion of Canada by his royal as- ye Americans take warning! Oh ! take
sent, and authority. Also the'last life-guard timely warning!
which the pope had previous to his banish19. England was a province, or horn, of
ment by the council of five hundred, Avhen Rome-Pagan—under the influence of RomeBuonaparte was on his Italian expedition, Papal, of course Avas one of the horns of the
were Englishmen, and for which th&y received beast—therefore we are to look for a union

succession, viz. 1, Cslian, 2, Vatican, 3 Quirinal, 4, Exquiline, for the 5th head, I add
Buonap;trte'-s Pope in the c} arch of St. Mary
Major. These " five areftilen," tlie " beast is
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under the second beast; that the Prophecy
may be complete throughout the Avhole—
Compare Rev. xii. 3. xiii. 1. xvii. 12, with
chap. xiii. 2 and 12.
20. .-Vs it relates lo the power and meaii.s, in
comparing cireuiustances, I here shall offer no
remarks on the possibility of the invasion
only propose a queiy. Suppose a landing in
the east and for plunder, the mob
rise, and set the city on fire for plunder—and
the people AVIIO feared God AA'ere to embark for
the wiltleruciis iu the Avest, fe;)"' Avhat Avould
some people say '! and Avhat a literal fulfilment of iho prophecy—" come out of her my
people ! !'—Like the Christians at the destruction of Jeru.salem, taking our Lord's Avarning
and fleeing to the mountains. Let it here be
remembered also, that the Gospel Avas first
preached at Jerusalem, and from there to
spread—and Peter tells us that "judgment
must" FiiisT •' begin at the house of God."
21. The W .
is styled "the mother of
Harlots"—Avhich is admitted to mean the
Romish Church—if she be the mother, Avho
are her daughters'* It must be the corrupt
national established churches, Avhich came out
of her! If s o ] what of those governments
that uphold them ] Let the people of Massachusetts and Connecticut view a half-breed
or quaiier-roon in the land !—a grand daughter of the old W —especially those in the.se
Siiites, Avho are for ojipiessiiig and ta.xing all
other iiiinislers, whom they call dissenters.
22. If a man hath a willing mind to support his own minister—to compel hiin to do it,
IS lo deprive him of the jirivilege of showing
the virtue of his heart.—Ai^ain, if 1 have no
Iailh in the iiian's religion, such compulsion
to supj.ort hiiu, Avouhl he to necessitate me to
go contrary lo the dictates of my own conscience, also to encouiage a Avicked ministry,
and Ihereliy iii/ure society and religion.—
Once more, 3011 must convince a man before
you can convert him, otherw ise, to force aud
compel him in matters of religion, is to make
a hypocrite of him: but you cannot cure hiinfor man is to he dealt with as a reasonable,
rational, sen-ilile creature, hut not as a stoic
nor as a nmrhinc ! ('oirujitioiis arising from
the above hinted law estafilishmeiits, religion
hath heen more wouudeil, and men of learning
inclined more to deism in dilliTent countries,
tliau from any one particular source heside.s—
Vernioul halh shook olf the yoke and will of
course avoil the curse. Query—Is not the
Massachusetts and Connecticut religious establishment an infringement on the Conslilution
of the Uui'el Si.ues ? Is not the Supreme
Court of the United States empoAvered to HUSH
such laws as clash wilh the Federal Constitution, and so make them null and void ?
This matter should be inspected by those

Avho feel these oppressive laws which are repugnant to their oAvn conscience, and the rule
of right.
23. The second beast is said to erect an image to the first beast, and compel people to
Avorship the same, and also, to receive a mark,
&c. on the severest penalties—whether this
image is to be taken literally or ecclesiastically, lime will determine—but a certain correspondent writes from Europe to his friend in
America thus, " A popish catechism halh
been published in France, under the sanction
of Napoleon, pronounced all to be heretics
and in a state of damnation Avho are not of
their communion," One would think that this
is the image.
Also the second beast is said to cause fire
to come doAvn from heaven in the sight of
men.—When Buonaparte Avas in the East, itis
.said, he told the Mahometans, that he Avas
greater than Mahomet, could ascend above the
clouds, and eawse fire to come doAvn on a AA-ire
in their sight; Avhich he effected like Dr.
Franklin Avith the kite—Avhich they (not being informed like the Europeans) did not account for on natural principles, but admitted
it to be the poAver of Goa.—It is also said,
that he hath offered a reward to that one Avho
Avill make the greatest improvement in Galvanism—not CaU'anism—•• Blessed are the
dead Avho die in the Lord, from HENCEFORTH,"
they escape the approaching calamities; this
passage should be observed particularly by
the christie.ns of those times xiv 13. xvi. 15.
Robert Fleming, remarkable to tell, calculated
the doAvnfall of Ihe French monarchy—wbich
was iniblished 90 years before hand; also.
Mr, Wesley, the fall of the pope's power—it
being taken from him and liansferreJ lo the
city—see his notes on Rev. chap, xii, 12,
xiii. 1, xvii. 13, &c. xiii. 11—15. xvii. 10—
12, also the catalogue al the close of the notes,
Avhich the reader is desired lo pay attention to.
24. For the sixth head of the beast, observe
the transfer lo LONDO.N; also Avalch the m-ilioiis or movements of Ihe Pa])ists : bul the
seventh lieail is yet to come, ami tbat from the
tmttomless-pit, chap. xvii. 8.—here compare
chap. xvi. 13 to 16 Avilh chap. xix. 11 to the
end.

AAVKUI. but important! ! l-*^-

25. " T h r e e unclean spirits like frogs."—
The first came out of the mouth of the dragon—the result of paganism, and the heathen
mythology—ATHIUSM, &C, opposed tothe/ru*
God,^—The illuminati, formed by Voltaire,
Avho said "Jesus Christ besran the conversion
* The ascent of the Beast from the " llolt.imleai Til"—
some siicccssdrofa Buonapartist power to a rise ngainwith
strcnj^th. and fiiiy, and end tlieir career at .AHMAOKDDOW
—where the three unclean sjiirits concentrate the ancient
Rcriptnrc world (Jog and Magog and are overthrowAfuf
better days to come.
''
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of the world with twelve men, bul I Avith six
will banish Christianity from the earth," To
reduce nature to its first principles and sink
the world into its former darkness and ignolance—think proper to destroy every thing
out of the way, even to the removing father
and mother, so, that NO rival shall prevent the
execution of their object. These were as a
powder-mine in France; and Avhen Fayette
and others went home from America to
France with the flame of liberty, they took
fire and blcAV up the French monarchy. Thus
it appears from that circumstance, the present
awful commotion originated. The prediction
seems now beginning to be fulfilled. The second " unclean spirit came out of the mouth
of the beast"—Buonaparte's "Legion of honor"
of Avhich a Legion of life-guards is the shell
to the essence of that honor, and he is the
fountain,—By his suppressing the liberty of
the press, ami re.stricting the number of printing-presses, so that there is not enough to print
school-books for the people—and also his forbidding above twenty persons to meet together
in any one private or religious riieeting—it
appears as though this was to sink Europe
into its former darkness and ignorance—like
Voltaire's society, though on a different plan—
of course this may be considered as the " unclean spirit out of the beast," Though a legion is no positive definite number, yet a
writer calculated a perfect legion thus 6000
privates—a captain to every ten, and a centurion to every hundred, and an officer to every
thousand, which would make 6,666—which
would make 666 officers—that would be just
the number of the beast. There must be
members of this legion of honor—of course
look at the effect, which is likely to be produced in time! As an egg may produce a
serpent, so we may look at the American
dutchess—and the young PRINCE (Avith his
throne) in whose presence the GENERAL, and
retinue, do not appear but as in the presence
of the EMPEROR ! ! !

"Out of the mouth of the false prophet,
(order of Jesuits restored and ambitiously set
to work,) in conjunction with the Holy Alliance!" after the Euphrates is dried up—as
Popery and Mahometanism rose both in one
year, 606, and as the Angels pour out their
phials on the seat of the beast and the Euphrates at no great distance asunder, so the
Ottoman Empire and popery will fall at periods of time near each other.
26. The JcAvish commentators, said, if the
Messiah did not come by such a time, they
need not expect h i m ; which time is long
since passed—about 1000 of their most learned Rabbles met at Amsterdam, the result of
which was, after 12 months sitting, that the
Messiah had come—but to them was un-
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knoAvn. Here is one step towards their conversion to christianiiy. In 1806, Buonaparte
ordered about a thousand of their most worthy
rabbles, to meet 1 im at Paris, where he proposed about fifty questions to them, which
they solved to his satisfaction. He then directed to form for themselves a sanhedrim, or
grand council; such as they formerly had at
Jerusalem, though abolished ever since 'the
destruction of that city by Titus.
27 As Buonaparte hath his coherents or
agents in Persia, should he avail himself of the
prejudices of the Jews, to reinstate them in Palestine—it would cut up the Turkish or Ottoman Empire, aflTord him money, men, and a
half-way house to the Indies,—Thus " the
Euphrates A\-ould be dried up, that the Avay of
the kings of the East might be prepared ;"
observe, Alexander is siyled Emperor of the
EAST (and is at war Avith the Turks) Avhile
Buonaparte is styled Emperor ofthe VVEST! !*
* The British Government are agitating a removal of
the disability of the JEWS,—and in French the Jewish
Priests are paid out of the revenue the same as the Protestant or Catholic Priests.
Moreover there is a rumor of those governments intending to set up an Eastern Empire under the government and direction of the Jews. For the Pacha of Egypt
has put the privileges of the Mahometans, and the Chriatians, and the Jews, on an honorable equality, agreeable
to the equal Rights of Man—and thus we now see the
first beginning of a dawn in favor of the return of the
Israelites to their own land for the first time within 1800
years, agreeable to the prediction of Moses, &c.
Nicholas, France and England are carrying on the plans
of Buonaparte to dry up and break down the Turkish
power, for a road to the eastern world—though each have
their own object and selfish end in view, and God will
have his superintending overruling hand exemplified aj
predicted relative to the consequence in the sequel.
T h e Sultan had about 2000 miles square for his dominions about 6 years ago—but now only his Capitol with a
small country, like a garden spot around is retained—
hence the drying up of the Euphrates.
Russia has some ofthe Asiatic provinces—in Europe—
Greece is gone from him—two Provinces west ofthe Black
Sea, govern themselves. In Africa, what the French
have not taken, the Pacha of E g y p t has—also the Holy
Land, Syria, and the Plains of Babylon, Sec. &c , are in the
Pacha's hands. Thus Avhat began with Buonaparte is
now progressing with others.
T h e mystery of a Buonaparte's landing at Amboy about
the time that it was supposed that Napoleon went to St.
Helena, with the rumor that John Bull had got gulled by
Buonaparte's Barber, and after seventeen years, the
Stranger that came to the United States for the return of
the Amboy Buonaparte to Europe, is pregnant with consequences that may be elucidated on the ascent of the
Beast from the Bottomless Pit—when the image to the
beast will be set up as an otiject of worship under the
most severe penalties, and blood begin jilentifuUy to flow
—that kings and priests may reign and govern by tho
grace of God !—they may slay the two witnesses ; but
God will give them blood to drink, when the fowls of
heaven shall be called to the supper of the Great God to
eat the flesh of kings, &c.
The fifth Phial was poured out on the seat of the beast
w h e n Buonaparte lost his power, and t,he order ol Jesuits were restored and virtually govern the Ron-an Courch,
and the Pope is their tool—to attempt to accomplish t h i i r
object of universal e n p i r e .
T h e sixth Phial is now pouring out on the Turkish empire, and the seventh in the air that surrounds the globe
—hence the blast in that element with Cholera, as though
invisible agents were at w o r k as destroyers !
T h e stone cut out of the mountain without hands, ia
now smiting the IMAGE of Nebuchadnezzar, the idea of Ui*
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28. Gfneial Burgoyne, in the course of his
defence, when on his trial before the British
House, obseive 1. •' 1 once thought the Americans were in the wrong, but now 1 am sati.sI'e I. that nothing short of the over-ruling hand
of Providence could unite tbe hearts of tlu'ee
millions cif people so jierseveringly lo stand
or fall to^;etiier, as what the Americans are ;"
Avhoever views the origin, and progression,
aud liule[H'nilence of the United States, must
\ery iil;iiiil)' acknowledge the hand of Providence iu many of the events, aud also, Avhen
ou the veiit;e of falling into the European vortex aiiii j,'e;ieral commotion,s, Ave have been
kept beyouj liuinan probability; and as I do
not believe, lliat a country Avas ever given up
to the swoid, where religion Avas on the progiession, I therefore entreat all into Avhose
hands these hints may fall, to fear GOD, to
piay niiijhtily, that our rulers may be influenced aright and Ave kept from falling into the
general commotions of Europe and tlie East,
Avhich are fast progressing ; and all who love
tiie Lord, should join as "the heart of one
man,-' and swell the solemn cry, " T H V KINGDO.M co.AiE,''lhat God may send forth judgment
unto viclory
29. The peace of nations is dependent on
the LAAVS (if nations.
Custom makes law.
When ceitain customs Avhich are the laAVs of
r.itions are infringed upon, the public peace
is disturbed and generally settled Avilh powder
and ball. Of course the laws of nations are
dependent on the martial law, and supported
lliereliy
The martial law is dependent on
the civil, LAW, as the military act by tlie mafri>iiate.s' coiiiniand. Moreover, the civil law
is ilepeulent on the ecclesiastical, for our rulers and jurymen are admitted into office upon
OATH, an oath is a sacred thing, and is coniipctel wilh the mfiral law, which shoAVS, that
relij;ion i> the foundation of civil government;
pailiculaily ouis ; and is th-e bulwark of
public siile'y—-words do not alter the nature
"dli-iae Iii./,/" of Priests and kings is becoming as the
ch i.'f uf • le ihresliin;; floor, in the eye of reason—thercf re coniiiioii seii-e resents it as an imiiosition on mankin.l:
The l-'.agle is a symbol of strength, glory and power in
a ii;.U(in.il f-apirity. •|lie ]iropliccy in K/ekiel xvii 2 i to
31, 1,5 w(.ii.li\ I.l remark with its symliolio Eagle in its
corrcrtKiii—alvi, ,.|,H|,. 3H, 13, "young Lions;" also the
oighteeiilli .,f Ij..ii;,li, with that in Revelation, where the
AA-omiui FI.KW I M f i

T H K WILIIKIIXK^S TO MKR P L A C E PIIK-

r»Rr.nnff;,,i,, isevemplilied in AAl KRl(.-,,\, which le-acts
ujion the old wciild. like giving laws to socii^ty.
Kor llie AAII-.IUCA.N l-IAdhE shines more conspicuous
anioii;j the nations of the earth, as a beautiful pattern to
be envied .ind c.ipiod, th.iii any heretofore kiKiwii !
Some .seek our destruction by sjiies, bribes, and inward
agents to ^et us divided to niillilicatioii, whilst others
adiiiiiiiig tliO edifice, are striving to communicate it to
others, to the alarm of kings and priests.
So the cor.tro\ersy and struggle is began betwixt the
powers ol light and darkness, the wo to tho inhabitants
of the eaith and the sea—i. e. .Asia and Kuiope is com
menced—Satan's wrath is kindled, knowing that ho hath
but a little Ume.

of things—the Mahometan on the Alcoran, the
jiapist by the Cros,s, or Protestant on the
Testament, An oath will draAV out the truth
to act veracity.
Religion being then the
founilatiou of public .safety ; all Avho ridicule
religion and speak diminutively of the things
of GOD—strike at the foundation of the public
welfare, and of course advertise themselves to
be public enemies, and ought to be treated
Avith that contempt which they merit from a
conscious considerate public,
30, There are four different and distinct
justificilions spoken of in the Scripture.
First, in.'antiij acquittance from Adamic guilt,
—-second, adult justification from personal
guilt by faith—third, by faith and work.s—
tourth, by Avorks, as the evidence of faith,
in the day of judgment.
The first is absolute, in consequence of
AAdiat Christ hath done. He died for our sins and
rose again for our justification—and as judgment came upon all men to condemnation, by
the disobedience of one, even so, by ib'e
obedience of one, the free gift came upon all
men unto justification of life—Rom. iv. 25,
and V 18, 19.
The second is conditional by Faith—Faith
is to the soul, as hands and feet to the body—
to rest and depend on the Lord, and do "his
holy Avill.—Rom, v. 1.
God's love to man Avas the moving cause
of man's sah'ation ; and the first cause of our
love to God—Ave need not do something to
pacify God, he is Avilling to save. The only
hindering cause is the AA'IU of man, in opposition to the Avill of God—1 John iv. 10, 19,
John iii, 16, 17, Malt, xxiii. 37
Christians differ in opinion—opinion is
merely a think so, a hear-.say, a may-be, &c.
In Avhich they differ as much as in their physiognomy. But Faith is the same in Nature,
though ilifiTererit in degrees, under Divine influence Ave have divine evidence, or convictions of the reality of the invisible Avorll—
under this influence thousands have forsaken
their sins, by humble submission to the will
of God. When there is submission, there fs,
of course, reliance or dependence also. Here
then Ave see an agreement, of course a union—
of necessity, Ave then enjoy the Divine favor
as one of his family; for when spiritual
things take the lead, the contra.st is given up;
consequently there is no ground for condemnation, for God approbates that which is
agreeable to HIM. But to stand in opposition
to the Avill of God, is to abuse tbe light, and
" quench his spirit" by resisting it like the
J e w s ; and thus such come under personal
condemnation for these acts of disobedience.
Power of sight is God's gift, but the act of
sight is ours. A proper use of the convictions of ijod's grace is implied in the term b ^
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lieve; orAvhyAVould man be condemned for
unbelief or not believing 1 for, proper knowledge is acquired through proper attention.
Consideration is an act of the mind—again, no
man of common sense Avill condenrn himself
for not doing Avhat ' h e apprehends to be an
impossibility; yet Ave freq'iently condemn
ourselves for acting as -we do, Avhich implies,
that we are conscious of a poAver that we
might have acted otherw-ise. This is sensible
and experimental evidence ; and it argues the
poAver of choice; and the freedom of the Avill.
The third is Faith and Works—together.
Woks as the fruits of faith working by love,
and have a blessing entailed to them even in
this Avorld; and how many instances might be
cited to exemplify cases as in the Avords of
Christ; " n o man hath forsaken houses, &c.,
&c,, for my sake and the Gospel, but he shall
receive an hundred fold in this present Avorld,"
besides the promise of the Avorld to come—
James ii, 22, 24,
Fourth—Justification by works Avithout
Faith, but only as the evidence oi faith ; it is
no Avhere said that faith shall be called in
question in the day of Judgment; but men
are be to rewarded according to the DEEDS
done in the BODY. " B y thy Avords thou
shalt be JUSTIFIED, and by thy words thou
shah be condemned'—Matt. xii. 36, 37 By
Christ God created the Avorld. By Christ He
redeemed the Avorld, and by Christ He hath
appointed a day to JUDGE the world in RIGHTEOUSNESS,
31. MORAL GOOD—MORAL EVIL—accident-

al good and accidental evil—natural good and
natural evil. Moral good, good motives, as
in the instance of the good Samaritan ; moral
evil, evil motives, as Joseph's brethren in
seUing him into Egypt—accidental, or provideniiai good, as exemplified in the deliverance
of Joseph for his good—the good of others, &c.
Accidental or providential evil, as overruling
events for the good of the righteous, and the
chastisement of the wicked; as in the case of
Haman and Mordecai, and also delivering his
people as a body or as individu.aLs, and punishing the Avicked as a body, and also as individuals.
Evil angels are God's executitiners; and sometimes he lets loose one
wicked people upon another; and sometimes deliver,?, or punLshes otherways—should
I in malice stab a man to kill him—but I open
an abscess, and he recovers—it was moral
tvil, (bad motive) in me—but providential
good to him.—Again, a friend gives me food.
In the reception of it I strangle and die—
moral, good motive, good in him; but accidental (providential) evil to me.
NATURAL EVIL—Head-ache —infirmities,

«c, they cannot be moral evil, if they do not
now from me by the consent of my mind, and

from an evil motive—" Natural good ;" good
disposition—good comparatively—but the difference of disposition is not in consequence of
one's being more holy than another by nature
—but rather the difierence of connexion between the mind and body—Offspring often exhibit the efifects oi parental sensation ; (MARKS)
and minds as Aveil as bodies must partake
iB®"- thus Avhy the difference as above.
32. Man by nature though free from guilt,
is in priA'ation of divinity—He needs it—it
must be communicated to him, for he cannot
propagate divinity : for he is but a man, and
can of course only propagate his own specie.
Divine nature must come from a divine fountain—therefore can be communicated only by
God's holy spirit. Man can feel inAvard pain
and pleasure; that is, not bodily but mental :
of course there is an inward and spiritual sense
of the soul, as well as outAvard sense of the
body; otherwise we coul-d not be conscious of
right nor wrong, nor feel joy, gri^f, or guilt.
This inward work wrought by the i.ifluence of
the spirit, is called " being born aga in"—Justification (acquittance from guilt) is what God
does for us, by the death of his son ; but regeneration is Avhat he does in us, by the Avorking of his holy spirit.—Thus our '• Robes may
be AA^ashed and made Avhite in the blood ofthe
Lamb" and we becoming "pure in heart, shall
see GOD" and stand " before the throne, having
come out of great tribulation.'-—For " the sufferings of this present world are not AA'orthy
to be compared with the joys, that shall be
revealed."
Therefore let us " endure to the
end," that Ave may "receive the crown of life."
33. If Ave can "wa.sh our robes" like those
ancients spoken of Rev. vii, 14, "and make
them Avhite in the blood of the Lamb" religion
mu,st be a moral thing instead of mere CIVILITY
—and sin or vice must relate to the mind also
—according to the Lord's Avords, " he that
looketh on a Avoman to lust after her hath
committed adultery already in his heart." By
giving the con.sent of his mind—he was morally guilty (though not actually) for all that
was Avanting to accomplish it was an opportunity.—Thus we are informed that " man
judgeth according to appearance, but GOD
looketh at the heart, and judgeth according to
intentions"—If so 1 What noble intentions
and principles should stimulate and occupy
our breasts to meet the approbation of a righteous and holy GOD, and to enjoy his fav^Or
here and .hereafter.
And no mafi can feel
peace, who is partial on the other side of the
question ; when he seriously considers on the
probable prospect before him, O READER, attend to this; that it may be well witn t h e e ^
for you as weil as me are interested in these
things—being bound with me for eternity and
possessing an immortal soul, capable of hap-
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piness or misery for ever—Virtue floAving from
i Divine Love in our hearts, Avill have its reAA'ard ; and vice also, Avill have its just desert.
—Therefore Ave need to steer right to end in
bliss; for the bad Avay leads to the bad place
—Avoe,
34. If GOD created—and redeemed the wonJ
by CHRIST, and Avill also judge the Avorld by
him—He must be more than a mere creature—
al.so Avhen he becomes our judge, the mediatorial office Avill be given up, and the states of
all become unalterably fixed. The Avicked in
" t h e lak^ of fire, prepared for the devil and
his angels," " Avhich is the second death."
Htll, the receptacle of departed spirits or that
intermediate space of time, Avhich passes between death and the general resurrection,Avhich
Aviil then be passed like yesterday, Avill then
be SAA'allowed up in folloAving lime — But
there is no middle place, or PURGATORY—Thou
Avilt not leave my soul in hell, (separate) nor
sufl^er thine Holy One to see corruption. During the three days, that the body of Christ
Avas in the tomb, Christ's soul Avas not among
the loAver inhabitants, but in PARADISE ; as
he said to the thief on the cross—And Avhere
Peter mentions of Christ's preaching to the
.spirits in prison—doth not refer to a middle
place, or PURGATORY, The context compared
wilh the history in Genesis explains the meaning—" Avhen once the long suffering of GOD
Availed in tlie days of Noah, AA-hile the ark
Avas prepaiing" " GOD said my spirit shall not
always strive Avith man," thus the spirit of
Chrfst preached unto the spirits imprisoned ;
in sin and iniquity in the time of Noah ; but
Avho are noAV in the prison of woe.
35. We are informed that a time Avill come,
Avhen Satan .shall he bound and Christ reign
on earth a thousand years, the wickedness of
the Avicked shall come to an end; and the
kingdoms of this Avorld become the kiii|;Aoin
of our God and his Christ; and the nations
not lift SAvord against nation ; neither learn
Avar any more. And such a period of time
as yet there hath never been—therefore the
time is still to come, and the gospel of course
must take an universal spread. But this cannot be done, Avhile those ecclesiastical establishments restrict the religious privileges and
bind the consciences of men. Thersfore these
establishments must be torn doAvn, and also

First, the down-fall of church and state, and
the overturn of kingdoms, which Avere so
poAverful, and in so short a space. Tbe
.second is, the spirit of enquiry for rectitude
and TRUTH, the revivals of religion, the spirit
of missionary, the spread of the gospel, the
circulation of the bible, and the translation <A
it into other languages; bible societies, &c.
&c. These things denote God's controversy
Avith the nations. They have revolted and
rebelled; and He is now shaking the nations,
and sAveeping off the wicked by sword, famine and pestilence, and I do not believe, that
he Avill withdraAv his judgments from the
earth, but rather increase them, until they
learn righteousness, and return to this rightful
Sovereign the LORD JEHOVAH
0 then
ye happy saints in our peaceful land—AA-alk
AA'orthy the vocation AvhereAvith ye are called;
and ^om with one heart at a throne of grace,
that our Rulers may be influenced aright, and
America kept from the general scourge—but
like the Avise choice of David fall into the
hand of God, for he is merciful, but not into
the hand of man.
37. SLAVERY in

the

SOUTH, and religious

establishments in the North, are National
Evils, that call for national reform and repentance ; or a national scourge in this world,
it may be antidoted before the stown gather
and burst.
38. Recapitulation. The Avoman the Church
^ I s t . she fled to the north of Europe—2d.
flcAV to America. The dragon, satan or devil.
The seven heads, the seven Governments in
Rome Pagan.
The first Beast out of the
sea, the Pqj)acy out of Europe—NO CroAvns
are ascribed to these heads, as was to the
dragon. W h y ? because the ecclesiastical authority took lead of the civil; but a name of
blasphem3' is said to be upon his HEADS, i. e.
assuming the title and prerogative of God, and
lording it over the consciences of men, which
is blasphemous in the full and highest sense.
Sprang inlo existence in 606, and came to the
full, 1077, Avhen he excommunicated the Emperor, and began to reign without control;
exercising all the poAver, that ever had been
exercised in Rome Pagan ; though " the ten
horns" noAV had their " croAvns."
Buonaparte the second beast out of the earth
(Asia) for there he rose mentally, and if he
those MONARCHICAL GOVERNIVIENTS that up- should shortly die, I should apprehend a
hold them, seeing they are mutually depen- Avorse to come ; for the end of that career is
dent on each other, must be shaken as a rope not yet! and though the number of his Kings
of sand.
are not yet complete, yet Ave may look
36. Considering what hath transpired within a fcAV years, the present state of the world,
with Avhat it Avas a few years ago; with the
probable consequence of Avhat is at the door,
39. All Rulers ought not only to be men
denotes something impressive indeed. Two of information, but virtuo.ts principles, a? A»eU
things are remarkable and observe-worthy. as civil deportment; and also possess firmnef*
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and VERACITY—as sponsors that must give
an account, and as guardian angels for the
public safety, and welfai-e of society.
40. A man Avho doth not believe in the
being of a GOD, in future existence, Avith rewards and punishments annexed to vice and
virtue; doth not believe in things sufficient to
constitute an oath. Therefore for him to lake
an oath, Avould be to do the part of an hypocrite—act a sham, and perform a solemn nothing, and fil.so is a mocking of common sense.
For he could not feel such oath binding on his
conscience,—of course could give no assurance
of fidelity. Consequently he is not to be
trusted or confided in, because when interest
comes between, he might be influenced to
swerve from justice, and depart from the rule
of right to serve himself at the expense of the
welfare of others, and to make the innocent
suffer and let the guilty go free. Therefore all
men of no principles and mean practice, Avho
become OFFICE HUNTERS, should be considered
as a nuisance to society, and treated Avith that
contempt and neglect, Avhich they merit, by
striving to climb up to a seat Avhere they have
no business.
41, People AA'ho have a voice in the choice
of their rulers, ought to use judgment and discretion, and of course look out for men of
civil character, good principles, a clear understanding, Avell informed, and proved veracity.
Thus people, Avho d c i v e their poAver from
GOD and MEN, are accountable to GOD and
MAN for the same, and. of course, should act
as sponsors for Avhat is to come, as guardian
angels for the public AA-eliare, and as tho.se
who must give an account,
42. A religious BIGOT is generally bitter,
and when in poAver Avill persecute others, Avho
differ from him in opinion ;—of course, such
men ate very improper for rulers in our happy
land of freedom, and ought not to be chosen
until they get converted into a sAveet, christian,
and liberal spirit. For if man by nature is a
tyrant, he through grace may become liberal
in sentiment, and possess charity for others,
who differ from him in matters of mere
opinion.
43, " From the east and from the AA'est,
from the north and from the south," " shall
people come and sit doAvn in the kingdom of
GOD,"
" out of every nation, kindred,
tongue, language and people ;"—" for in every
nation—he that feareth GOD and Avorketh
righteousnes.s, is accepted of him," But alas,
religious societies are too much like the bigottd Jews, Avho thought none vA'ould be saved
out of the pale of their church : and like J, C,
who had M, S, burned to death for differing
nom him on matters of opinion in religion—;
putbitter bigotry is the spirit of persecution
«» its degree, and insteaji of its being the
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spirit of the meek and lovely Saviour, it is the
froth of the devil in his imps. Even pious
people are too frequently—i. e, instead of
bearing and forbearing, disagree and dispute too
much about mere trifles—" gold, silver, wood,
hay, stubble, &c," " every man's work must
be tried as by fire," and those whose Avorks
Avill not bear the fire, he must suffer loss—
loss in his OAvn soul experimentally and in the
improvement of his time in extending his usefulness to others :—Yet he may be saved
through all by the fire of tribulation, Ave are
to be "made perfect through suffering,"
" Ye diSerent sects Avho all declare,
" Lo here is Christ," or " Christ is there ;"
" Your stronger proof—than bare say-so—divinely give,
" A n d shew us where the christians live.
" Y o u r claim, alas }'0U cannot prove,
" Ye want the genuine work of LOVE,"

44. All Avho name the name of Christ and
possess religion, ought to strive Avith all their
might and be very diligent to live in the
spirit of devotion, under the influence of
grace; that they may have a profession and
example to correspond, like an CA-en spun
thread, and so be patterns of true piety, that
the cause of GOD be not blamed. For Ave are
styled the light of the Avorld, and compared to
a city on a hill, Avhich cannot be hid ; theiefore Ave ought to remember to " Avatch and
pray, that Ave may enter not into temptation,"
but " give the more earnest heed to the things
Avhich Ave have heard, lest at any time Ave
should let them slip," for " the delight of the
righteous is in the law of the Lord, and therein
doth he meditate day and night;" and Christ
saith " except a man deny him.self, and take
up his cross daily, and come after me, he cannot be my disciple." Therefore let us " hold
fast and endure to the end, that Ave may receive the crown oi life."
4.5. The popish indulgencies of sins pardoned past, present, and to come, gave great
latitude for the people to sin and so corrupt
society ;—and if a man be a backslider and
hath lost his moral or civil character, by
drinking in a similar sentiment, may become
equally a dangerous man. HOAV? By electing
himself in his OAvn imagination, and conclude
he is safe, do Avhat he Avill. The civil law
he may think to evade by art; his character
being gone, he is not under the influence of
the principle called honor, and the divine law
will not punish him because he is one of
God's eternal favorites. I ask Avhat will or
can such a man have to detei him from doing
just what he pleases !
Religion was designed for the good of
society, therefore all senti.ments are bad doc- :
trines, which tend naturally to corrupt society,
in their nature, tendency and influence; therefore cannot be from a good fountain, of course
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not of divine origin, con.sequenlly must belong on the other side of the question !
46. As example hath a more )iowerful influence than precept, parcji^^ should take heed
not to ruin their offspring; by their inconsistencies of conduct, division in management
and government. All differences should be
settled in secret so as not to destroy their
united influence and destroy the children, degrade themselves in the view of those they
ought to control, (iood examples first, and
subjoin good advice, and that rightly timed,
under a pro])er influence, that the .same may
be A\ell received and make a pood impression
on the mind, otherwise, it Avill sour their mind
and do injury in lieu of good, and appear
odious in their view. Begin when young in
your sphere to go right, and begin with the
offspring, also Avhen young, and suit things
to their state and capacity. But rememoer
the old saying " it is an easy matter to bend
a twig, but an hard matter to bend a stur.ly
oak ; the AA-ay ihe twig is bent the branch is
inclined to grow; i t i s hard to break an old
dog of his tricks, or learn him new ones,"
47 Parents should not put their property
out of their hands to become dependent on
their children; for children Avill not feel for
parents and treat them, as parents feel aud
treat their children Avhen dependent; but frequently will deny them even a common favor;
and also Avish them out of the Avay as a piece
of useless lumber: the old man must go on
foot, Avhile the child is in jiossession of the
properly, and perhaps gallanting about the
country, " That Avhich ye measure to others,
shall be measured lo you again," scripture
measure. The providence of God fiequently
is seen very plain even in this Avorld, in the
chastisement oftho.se, who treat their parents
amiss. How careful then should Ave be, to
use our parents as Ave Avould Avish to be used
Avhen we become old, &c.
48. The best portion next to a good example and advice, is an education. Property may
be squandered, but learning they cannot lose;
on an old person an education is like Avriting
on the sand; but Avbat Ave learn Avhen young
remains fixed. Then educate your children
Avell, look to their morals, strive to keep them
from bad company ; DAUGHTERS as Avell as
so?is, for without a good character a person is
like a body Avithout a soul, of course FK.AIALE
education ought not to be neglected.
49. A person cannot be hid in America, go
Avhere he may ; some person halh heard of or
seen him before, and the character Avill be
knoAvn ; IIOAV cautious then should Ave proceed,
that Ave may never have cause for reflection
wilh painful sensations, nor be ashamed to
shoAV our face or meet a friend again. Therefore act deliberate and look at consequences:

and in difficult leases proceed as one at a rapid
stream, over which he must pass on stepping
stones only. Because for the Avant of due consideration, most of human trials arise in many
cases.
50. If Religion be the foundation of Civil
Government, and the bulwark of public .safety, and also Avill have such influence on .society, as to draAV the truth out of a man on
oath in evidence, Avhen otherwise he Avould
swerve from the truth ; then all Avho ridicule
religion advertise themselves to be public enemies, and of course Avould corrupt society.—
Therefore, as the drunkard forfeits the name
of man, by degrading himself beneath the
brutes, so those nufsances may be lumped
with them Avith propriety: and these should
often remember the STATES PRISON, provided
they do not believe Avhat conscience tells them,
51. " In those days shall they fast," Avas the
command of the GREAT MASTER.

Also, Ave

have the example of fastino- both in the Old
and New Testaments ; and also the benefits
and great deliverances attending it. Anl our
Lord said, " thi.^ kind' goeth out, only by
Fasting and prayer." Watching and praying,
in some cases, Avill not do Avilhout fisting or
a ilegrce of abstinence ; a degree of abstinence,
wilh more private Prayer than usual may be
nsi'd at times Avith great benefit, and without
injury, igig^ but the devil AA'ill be mad, and
fret, and cross the mind ; but victory is sure,
to the faithful and persevering.
52. As a "N.ATivE CITIZEN" of the United
States, I feel myself interested for the Avelfare
of my country and the good of societ). I
therefore feel to EXHORT all those, AVIIO may
have the honor to be exalted to a Public station, to be true to your trust, as guardian Angels, Avho must give an account, and as an
example for your successor in office ; that when
your name is found on record, it may be mentioned with RESPECT, and to your credit, and
recollecte.d with gratitude, when only your
name is left and the elfects of your AVorthy
conduct, fcy- Detect error and lianJ, and as
a [lublic character who hath the ])iiblic confidence, discountenance '.IS fir as in your ])0'.ver,
every thing which appears like serving O.NE'S
SELF at the iM'Bi.rc Exi'r;NSE. For all such
conduct, iu all men, Avherevcr it can be found
is a breach oi trust, a forfeiture of confidence
a piece of dcrnl, a wicked action, and all such
deserve no better name than a TRAITOR and
a CLOVVA ! ! I

53. Though politics and party spirit do not
belong to the pulpit, yet Ave Avho Avish society
Avcll, and expect lo answer to GOD for our conduct, are justifiable in attacking vice and corruption, Avherever il can be foi.nd—let its shape
or form be Avhat it may, I tnerefore conclude
that a wicked minister cr preacher, halh not
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only as a man to ansAver for his own sins, but
also in a measure for others, because his sphere
includes the welfare of others, and that not
merely for time, but eternity: and their future
welfare is what is at stake, therefore let one
of these prove wicked and be lost, methinks
common sinners will say as he sinks down,
" give away, make room!" for every one shall
be reAvarded according to the deeds done in the
body.
54, Any man that Avill preach only for hire,
like studying the law, or going to merchandising, is on a level with the man, who will give
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treated Avith that candor and consideration
which the nature and importance of the subject requires, for we are all interested in these
things.
As Socinianism, Arianfsm, Unitarianfsm, &c.
all of which are but common DEISM new modeled ; and Arian-universalism is prevailing
among the ministers.—We Avho love the LORD
JESUS CHRIST, should cry to GOD and pray

mightily, that our country may be kept in
peace, and from falling into the general commotion : and also the hindrances be removed
from before ZION that her prosperity be noi

or receive a drink of GROG for a VOTE which hindered and only CHRISTIAN UNION PREVAIL.

is no better, than to give or receive a trifling Then let us bear and forbear with each other,
BRIBE, of course they must be trifling persons meeting the Israel of GOD at a throne of grace,
and not fit for freemen, and much less for ru- by being every day cross bearers until death,
lers, because they are men of low practice, and that we may receive the crown of life, which
of course mean principles; therefore are not the RIGHTEOUS JUDGE will give those that
to be confided in—though they should dash love—and are His at HIS COMING.—Adieu.
out and make a splutter.
Concision.—As a friend to society and reI J ^ ^ - H E that will dig a pit for another, sha]i
ligion, i hope these HINTS will be received and fal, into it HIMSELF.
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A CRY FRCM T H E W I L D E R N E S S !
A VOICE FROM THE EAST.—A REPLY FROM THE WEST.—TROUBLE IN THE
NORTH,—EXEMPLIFYING IN THE SOUTH,
INTENDED AS A TIMELY AND SOLEMN WARNING TO THE

PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES.
1 ART F I R S T

A VOICE FROM THE EAST.

1. In the age of discovery in search of ncAV
countries, the sanction oi the vicegerent of the
Almighty Avas considered as indispensable;
therefore by ajiplication to the " Holy Father,"
— H E was so gracious, as to bestoAv kingdoms
and croAvns at pleasure, bestowed unheard of
countries on the fortunate adventurer who
might first di.scover the same,
2. The Portuguese east of a certain meridian, and the S])aniards west thereof, as the
line of demarkation, to be the line of boundary
division.
3. The doctrine of the infallible Avas, that
they coild not err—think no evil and do no
harm. I'he earth Avas viewed as a table upon
legs, and the doctrine of antipodes denounced
as a dangerous heresy ; and recantations were
necessary lo escape the curse.
4. The Portuguese .sailing east AVOUM gain
a day, Avhilst the Spaniard going west, Avould
lose a day, and also invade the other's dominions, Avitbout violating the mandate of the infallible ; but with all their Avisdom, could not
solve the query, hoAv they should so widely
differ in mode of reckoning lime, as to differ
about Avhich day Avas the .Sabbath.
5. By virtue of ihe gracious gift ofthe Roman pontiff, the claim Avas made to the countries of the Avest; and also a demand of submission, on the severest penalties—sword, fire,
and destruction!

6. About the same time a " Dr. tn divinity'"
found an old book, Avhich he was told Avastne
bible ; Avhich he, as a Dr. found to contain directions for his sick divinity !
7. Those circumstances laid the foundation
for a revolution, theoretically, both in philosophy and eiiviniiy.
8. By virtue of discovery only, a part of
North America was claimed, by a third enterprising power, viz, England ; and France put
in her claim for all the rest, including the
whole of the vale west of the mountains, from
the gulf of St, Lawrence to Alexico ; leaving
John Bull but a small strip of country,
•scarcely 1000 miles iu length, and not 200 m
breadth ! Such was the state of things wheo
Braddock's Avar began, 1755,
9. In the East Indies the English had but
two places retained, and these Avere closely besieged. But the fortune of war turning in her
favor by land aud sea, all the country cast of
the Mi.ssi.ssippi, excepting the island of New
Orleans, fell into her hands ; and also the Indies, both East and West. She there progressively prevailed ; and France lost the Avhole
which she possessed in these three regionSi
though since she possesses a part by gratt
from England !
10. Tlie disbanded officers from Canada
1763, leturning viaNeAV York for home, W*™^
entertained at a splendid dinner, where HieSj

was much display of silver vessels and variety
of dishes. This caused an impression of riches
and luxury, and gave rise to the agitation of
taxation, 1764, And in the course of events,
when John Bull declared that he had a right in
all cases Avhatever to bind America, the self
tame day, a NOISE Avas heard in the air in the
new world, for several hundred miles !
11. Connected Avith this, it may be observed
that when George III. Avas croAvned, in the
ceremonial part, a ship was launched, to exhibit his control by land and sea ; but a globe
on the bowsprit being too prominent, a chip
was taken off, AA'hich took out a part of North
America: at the same time the most valuable
jewel fell out of the crown; and Avhich was
noticed in after speeches.
12, An Irish lord, Avho had lived in Boston,
being called upon for his judgment AA'hat force
was adequate to subjugate America, replied,
give me St. AndreAv's watch, (about 200 men
in Dublin,) and I Avill go through America,
13, Gen, Burgoyne said—give me 5000 men,
and I AA'ill go through Amenca, or leave my
artillery. The king then specified—I Avill
send 30,000 ; if that AA'OU'I do, send 40,000 ;
if that Avont do, 100,000 shall!
Burgoyne
fulfilled his pledge—10,000 men, besides lories
and Indians—he went through America, and
left his guns behind; and the king lost one
hundred thousand lives, and one hundred millions of money—which anterior M'as a trifling
debt.
14. The next time Burgoyne came on to the
parliament floor, he said, I once thought the
Americans were in the wrong, but now I am
convinced that nothing but the overruling hand
of ProA-idence could unite the hearts of three
millions of people so perseveringly to stand
or fall together, as what the Americans are.
15. Whoever believes in a superintending
Providence, and has correct information on
the discovery of America, the revolutionary
struggle, Avith the various concomitant circumstances attending, must acknowledge the Providence of GOD on the subject, as attending
by an interfering hand.
16, There was no place in the OLD AVORLD
for "RATIONAL LIBERTY" to begin ;
17, For the peop/e were kept in ignorance
and bound in the chains of despotism; and
forbidden the proper liberty of speech and of
the press for free investigation, under severest
penalties!
18. Hence those persons of the clearest
heads and best hearts, possessing the most independency of mind and correct views of the
"RIGHTS OF MAN," felt the spirit of migration, and resolved to emigrate to the NEW
WORLD—to enjoy the liberty to think and
^peak, and to act and iudare for themselves,
agreeaDly to the Creator's law of nature !

19. Hence the origin of those views of
rights, independence and union, in and during
the revolutionary struggle!
20. For to suppose that one man, living on
an island that Avill hardly make a dot on a
map, in a remote corner of the Avorld, should
have more Avi.sdom to govern 3,000,000 people,
3,00(y miles oft", as not being capable of governing themselves—and all this by the appointment of God, is an imposition on common sense !
21. The book of nature—the lofty mountains—river,s—fresh inland seas, &c. declare
and exhibit as already exemplified socially,
that this quarter of the globe Avas to be the
beginning of a new theory and order of things,
for the regeneration and improvement of society, in a natural, political, and spiritual
point of viev.-, personally and morally ; as elucidated in the declaration of Congress on the
4th of July, 1776.
22. But it is hard to shake off old prejudices
and long established habits ; therefore the
practice of the old AA"orld was someAvhat introduced here! viz. law, religion, and that one
man may be the property of another; Avhich
principles found their AA'ay into most parts of
the old states, previous to the last data '76 ;
but progressively have subsequently been going doAvn the hill, if not entirely ont of date,
in some parts of the union.
23. The correct vieAVs of Penn, alloAving
equal rights of conscience and the rights of
suffrage, according to merit by virtue and talent, should be eligible to posts of honor and
profit—believing in one God, with future reward and punishment; no other test being required as a qualification to office in all matters of opinion in religion. Lord Baltimore,
being actuated by more liberal vieAvs than
many of his cotemporaries, was an auxiliary
to liberal principles; and 107 years after became a trait in our national character constitutionally,
24. The Roman priest Ury, accused in the
negro plot at N. Y. was hung, and the laAV
interdicted their residing in the colony—so
Connecticut, previous to the late constitution
a fcAv since years.
25. Searching people for witch marks, and
putting them to death, were some of the dregaof superstition imported from the old world ;
and hanging people for difference of opiniont
as exemplified to the poor Quakers at Boston.
Also, cutting off ears, Avhipping, banishing,
cropping and branding; and even made it
penal to carry a man over a ferry, or to givehim meat, drink or lodging, or to tell him theroad.
26. The associated ideas of the worshipper
and the worshipped cannot be separated—
lience tlie act that toieraies man to pay his dei"-
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votion to his God, tolerates the Almighty to to come out, then it was objected, that Blannerhassel's island belonged to Ohio, and that
receive it—DESPOTISM AND BLASPHEMV.
27 Law, religion in any shape or form AV',11 Burr mu.st be tried there ; so the matter appersecute—it began Avilli the image of Ne- pears lo be bhammed off, Avith a bond of a
buchadnezzar, when the three HebieAv child- mere trifle, viz. $3,000, Avhich being forfeited,
ren Avere cast into the fire ; and under every his son-in-laAV paid, and Burr sails abroad
form and name, Avherever it hath existed, there over the big pond.
35. But the subject was published—hoAv ?
has been no exception since. Hence maii, in
relation to himself, is a democrat, but in rela- So as to screen most of his associates of
tion lo his neighbor he is a tyrant. Then let " standing high" in public estimation—with
his jaws and tushes be broken, and his nails much expense paid by Uncle Sam—Aviib a
pulled out, and claws and paAvs cut ofl, to humhug and a sham to appease the public
mind. Yet the secret is kept wiihin ihe veil,
keep the monster from the land,
28. Should the Catholic, Jew, Mahcmetan, and the Alpha and Omega, the officers of govor Protestant, or Pagan, or any other, ism, ernment, dared not present it to public view.
KILL their people for apostacy, i. e. RE- For Gen, Wilkinson and the British fieet was
FORMING, there would be an end of the to have brought up the rear !
spread of truth ; but darkness aud ignorance
36, So Avhen a certain Judge Avas indicted—
must still continue to prevail, by suppressing rule of the house—if acquitted on a majority
the spirit of inquiry, and the avenue of in- of the points, exempt from Avhole hence as
formation to form correct judgment from pro- many trifling inuendoes as possible, and the
per evidence, agreeably to the nature and fit- subject matter of defence published beforeness of things,
hand, that condemnation Avould be unpopu29. Those gag laAvs, politically and eccle- lar; and thus secure acquittance in the judgsiastically, as Avell as in civil institutions, are ment by the judges !
borroAved from the economy of the old Avorld,
37 Milton's devil—it is better to reign in
to maintain the Divine right of priests and hell, than lo serve in heaven,
kings, for personal prrposes of aggrandise38. Hence said John, 1789—"to have a
ment; and should be viewed by the people of stable government, the chief magistrate must
this countr)', as the dregs of tyrannical cor- be established for life, if not hereditary; and
ruption,
also the senate for life," &c. " to prevent the
30. Passing over the affairs of Lincoln and rich people from being oppressed by the poor,"
Shai/es, oi MASSACHUSETTS ; also, the affair and clerical expectation in the east was high;
of John Adams and ihe whiskey boys, there are but being dis.appointed on the fall of John, and
some things to come under notice each in their the election of Thomas, then the cry was
turn.
raised, an infidel is going to burn the Hible,
31. Burrism on Blannerhassel's island, in And the very means which Avere used to keep
the liver Ohio, lo prevent being roughly hand- out Jeffersonism, that overihrowed tobacco
led by the neighluning boys, who saAv crook- religion, Avas the very means of their own
ed Avork too much—but B. A'as stopjied by downfall iu the east, and cause of "Hartford
the deputy Gov of Mis. and sjioiled the fun, Convention," by the AA-ay of Henryism, kc.
32. Gov. Bob. W
s had his deputy Gov.
39. The Governor of Vermont, Chittenden,
C
Mead dismis.sed from oflice, to retaliate. ordered men— by an overt act—wliere his pow33. Took Burr into the bushes back of er dill not exteii.l, viz. iuto York state, over
Capt. Morah's garden, half a d a y ; ])iociired the militia at Plattsburg; not but what he
him a horse and guide for Mobile, and sent knew better, but to pi'ovoke James Mali-oii
Iiim off. Three days elapsed, then his excel- to ]nosecute him, and .so bring ou a qiuirrel.
lency kicked up a dust—$2,000 for Burr,—•
40. The old deacon. Governor S.roiig, of
Avhen he must have had the ])roclainalion of Massachusetts, pretends to Quakerism—i,e. |
Jel.'i:rson in his pocket—being P M, connect- no fight—no fight I " Peace society,'' &c.
ed Avith the arrival of the mail.
Yet obtains a law to protect Chittenden, iii
34 Burr taken up, canied to Richmond, his overt act, Avith all the physical strength
and the GREAT JUDGE dined, &c, &c. &c, Avith of that state ; and the Governor of Connectihim—which dissatisfied the public mind— cut followed in train.
Avhich to appease HE put Burr into a house
41. Jidin Bull, Avhile blockading the coast
fitted up at the public expense, like a lord in from N. Y. to N . 0 . leaving N. E. exempt,
a palace, which gave greater uneasiness to the shoAvs the mutual understanding berween the
discerning eye of the public mind, so HE final- two parties.
ly put him in a tight hou.se. And when eA'ery
42. The taxes extra over and above all the
body seemed to think Burr would get clear, rest, $144,000, to act independently.
the Judge held Bun to enormous bonds ; but
43. Henry, .supposing himself not Avell paid
when things began to be developed, and truth for his services, delivered up his papers to
—

^bS

James for $50,000, and got svA'indled out of
$35,000 of it, by an impostor, AA-ho passed for
count Crillon, pretending to have a nobleman's estate in France, AA'hen he had none !
44, John Bull, not knoAving the treachery
of Henry, ajtpointed him to an office Avorth
10,000 pounds per annum, Avhich Henry lost
by acting premature,
45, At Williston, in Vermont, Avhile one
was speaking on false SAA-earing, by taking
the oath of office to support the Constitution
of U. S, and yet do all they could to give up
the ship, three men came in just then, one got
up, sat down, looked red, and then pale, much
agitated to appearance; Avho was it, on inquiry, but old Governor Chittenden ! Surely
conscience speaks in the human brea,st.
46, Cox, who is said to have been a Methodist preacher, set the Yazoo speculation
agate, by scheming and electioneering to elect
such men to the state legislature, as Avould
swindle the state, by selling the public land
for a mere song $500,000 ; Avhich act Avas repealed, and records burnt by the next session,
and some of the swindlers were killed, and
some fled aAvay.
47, The land was sold to Congress for
$1,250,000 ; and the extinction of Indian titles
in the boundary of Georgia, when it could be
done reasonably and peaceably.
48, Now a leading faction in NCAV England, Avould fain have broken the Union, if the
fighting men would consent. For some are
like the ape, to use the cat's paAv to pull out
the nuts from the fire ! So the demagogues of
the South, under pretext of Georgia claims,
but in/act, a different object in view.
49, The title of the Governor of Georgia,
"Commander in Chief of the ARMY and
NAVY of this State," &c,
50, Each State may govern the Militia, but
does not the ARMY belong to the nation 1
And was not the

NAVAL or

NAVY and

MARI-

TIME affairs in the Constitution delegated to
fhe United States 1
51, So the State of South Carolina still retains the title of king in her digest or statute
book, with names or titles of the officers in
royalty. So that an uninformed person would
be put to their test whether Jonathan or John
Bull predominated.
52, Hence Georgia can plead, I have always retained my independence, as officially
exemplified in the Governor's title.
And
Carolina, " 0 king, live forever"—Marion and
Sumpter Avere rebels; and Green, Gates, Morgan and Lincoln, yankees, compelled me, &c.
But Ave have not given up the ship, but are
your very humble servants, when calling for
aid.
°
. 53. Treason against the U. S. is almost imtpoesible to prove to conviction; but against

a state government, high treason from a small
act and death is the consequence.
54. The laws of the South on certain points
are a unit, like an understanding together,
same as Chittenden and those Hartford Convention fclks and laws connected in N. E, as
above hinted. Surely Milton's devil is not
dead!
55. Big bugs at the big house speechifying,
to send home a great sound to their constituents, at the expense of the nation, $3,000 per
day—some threatening to split the Union;
and have the Indian question as a rallying
point, running out of the house at the time of
the reply ; then coming back Avith PISTOLS,
as though Congress Hall AA'as a place to fight.
Fie ! Fie ! Fiel Fie !
56. The affiiir of Miranda, The expedition
was fitted out by the British minister, $84,000
and two vessels were added by Admiral
Cochrane, then on the West India station;
which vessels Avere taken by the Spaniards;
and all the officers, young Americans, Avere
executed as being pirates ; though their object
was to revolutionize South America,
57. A prince of the royal blood was offered
to the U. S. as a seed for a beginning, supposing that other plants Avere improper to be employed for a chief magistrate to govern and
rule,
58. On the fall of Napoleon, the question
was agitated where this idea of liberty came
from, Avhich so disturbed Europe, and took
them 20 years to put to rights. The reply
was, it came from America.—Then said the
"Holy Alliance," Avhilst America remains we
shall have our work to do over again ; therefore all people who claim the right of choosing
their OAVU master, must be put down ; for no
government is legitimate, but that which is
hereditary,
59. Moreover there AA'as an understanding
betAvixt all the European potentates, that they
should give Jonathan no assistance in the
Avar; but Johh Bull might conquer U. S. if
he could; thus, with 1,000 ships then in commission, and their disposable force on land,
" invincibles," felt as if they Avere Omnipotent;
and so sanguine Avas their expectations, that
a viceroy, and governors Avere appointed accordingly, to officiate in the United States.
60. Here then, we may cleaily see their
views and feelings towards Americans ; and
thus the contra.st is exhibited in a striking
manner, the difference betAvixt " rational libiriy" and the " divine rights" of PRIESTS and
KINGS.

61. England vieAved the s<ages of the revolution gone; and that she might encroach
little by little, until she could virtually govern
America; and the independence Avould only
exist nominally as an ideal thing. But Jona-
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than said, I Avill bear for a Avhile; bnt forbearance may cease to be a virtue—therefore
Avhat led to the Avar of the revolution, also did
lead to it again.
62. God sees not as man sees. Matters in
both wars turned out dill'erent in the sequel
from the anticipations and intentions of man,
bv land and sea.
63. What cannot be accomplished hy force,
must be done hy fraud !
64. The order of the Jesuits must be restored, and set to work in the U. S. of America;
although they had been put doAvn and banished from all countries Avhere they hail been
knoAvn to exist, as being dangerous lo society.
65. For they are a kind of military order
of priesthood, composed of learned, cunning,
artful men ; capable of deep artful chicanery,
under every appearance, Avhich opportunity
and circumstance might present to further the
object, and aid in the accomplishment of their
vieAvs and design.
66. To subjugate the Avorld to the Pope, and
virtually govern it themselves,
67 After being banished from the East Indies, China, Japan, &c., all the Catholic potentates of Europe found it necessary to put
them doAvn. Even in France, Spain, Portugal, and the Pope's dominions not excepted,
68. The last attempt to establish their empire, Avas in and among the natives of South
America, in the mountains and head Avaters of
La Plata and Chili ; but finally Avero routed,
recalled and driven from thence, as being dangerous to the interest of Spain,
69. But now they are revived and restored
for a diffluent jiurpose, object and end.
70. The tools of the Holy Alliance, for an
unholy ]iurpr)se !
71. JNlissionary societies, i. e. societies of
religion and politics, from the kings and nobles to the clergy and people; get all the
money possible, and thus let the revenues of
Church and State he appropriated to send men
to America, of the true faith, to CONVERT
HERETICS !

72. .\nd thus do the great and pious and
holy Avork ofthe Lord.
73. But how shall this be done?
By
strengthening the Lord's orthodox party.
1. By ^'eiieration; 2, by emigration; 3, by
education, and thus make proselytes, by
mouldint; and infusing into the tender mind
of heretic children, our sentiments and holy
religion; so that theinniiids Avill be confused,
as lo retain tbe shape, onr mould Avill cast
:hem in, and they Avill be nothing else but
ours.
74. Learning of every grade and by every
means, both by men and Avomen, local and
travelling; any way lo fix the prejudice by

education ; for man is an imitative creature, a
creature of hahit.
75. Splendiil magnificent building.s, to excel
in the land by appearance, pomp and grandeur, thus attract the attention of the GREAT
FISH, and the less ones naturally follow in
train. Educate the children of tlie rich, and
the poor Avill folloAv of course.
76. 3Ioney constitutes POWER. PoAver
constitutes RIGHT. And right gains ascendancy by flattering and inviting appearances.
77. When ascendancy is obtained, it must
be kept by authority ; and this mu.st be claimed as of tin highest rank, and hence of divine
origin.
78. Thus, to impress the mind Avith a
DREADFUL AAVE, to cxclte obcdiencc to our
rightful system of government. Church and
State, to avoid the most aAvful consequences
to soul and body, in time and eternity.
79. Let them knoAv that they ace in our
poAver; and that we have the POWER ; and
that Ave Avill use it too; and also make them
feel it, if they do not obey.
80. The certainty of the punishment, is the
surest preventive of crime ; hence the advantage of subterraneous vaults of strength, where
and Avhence none can carry and tell ncAvs and
tales, &c. Then men AA'ill fear and tremble
before our great Diana !
81. Underground of the large stupendous
buildings Avill be the proper place, where we
can have it under our own eye, and manage
affairs to our minds; and Avho Avill be the wiser
for our doings '? or Avho shall make us afraid'?
82. Now is our time, the 5th angel having
poured ont his phial; the kingdom of Napoleon is darkened, the Pope exists, but not with
the power of his predecessors ; hence now is
our time in this Babel of political darkness
and confusion, to avail ourselves of this opportunity, to set up and establish our empire,
before Ave are again put doAvn and lose our
power forever.
83. The constitution of the U. S. being expressive in the negative against passing laws
lo establish or lo prohibit isms of any kind,
THERE W E may go and set up and establish

our empire, as an ASYLUM for refuge ; should
we f lil iu our attempt upon the old world, as
well as the new, Ave may retire to our seat
in jieace.
84. Whilst the different denominations of
heretics are like the snarling dogs, groAvling
at each other, we, like the judicious, must go
on in silence and union, and get the bone of
value.
85. Mrs. Fitzherbert, the consort of Georj;*
IV is a Catholic. Women here rule. George
III. Aveut to church, Ave heard, but not sO
heard of, about the son. One who waited on
the king, George HI. whilst he had his rea-
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fcn, said, I will say nothing against the royal
family; because from them I get my bread ;—
but all the children but two Avere papistical,
imbibed from the old queen—mother to Georg.3
IV She Avas buried Avith a kind of Roniish
pompous, flambeau mode—v/hen removed from
Kew palace to Windsor,
The bishop of
Chester and others prayed for her and the
king's daughter after they were dead.
86. The register of 1818, with the king's
stamp to it, mentions the name ofthe confessor
—"FAMILY CONFESSOR" to the royal
family—with the chaplains to the various
branches of the family royal, &c.
87. When the salary of the prince of Wales
was applied for a season to the benefit of his
creditors, Avho supplied him AA'ith pocket
.money, but the Irish Catholics 1
88. When the revolution of France took
place, 6 or 7000 priests as refugees, took
shelter in England ; and Avithin 25 years after,
upAvards of 900 Roman chapels were built in
England,
89. The nobility (or no-ability) in England
have their domestic chaplains, nominally
called Protestant, but yet, are sent to France
to be privately ordained, to obtain the true
sanctity by order and succession,
90. When George IV was crowned—all
the utensils were made new and in the Roman
style; the CROSS on the crown, and staff of
gold, &c. &c,—it having been discovered, that
Charles II. had via of—villain Blood, stole the
jewels from the crown ; for which Blood Avas
knighted, with 500 per annum, by that
majesty, about 1665.
91. The old wills, deeds, leases, &c, Avhich
involve the estates of the Protestants in Ireland, which Avere confiscated in the time of
Charles, CromAvell, and William, and other
former reigns, are preserved clean and safe,
and transmitted down from mother to son,
with all the ancient boundaries, with the full
expectation, that one day those estates will revert to their descendants, when the intruders
and heretics will be driven from the land,
92. The primate of Spain has called upon
all Catholic countries for a general crusade
against the heretics throughout the Avorld.
93. Here then is ground to see Avhere the
sinews, marrow, heart and strength lies—and
all that is wanting, in order to put it into
ttecuiion, is the removal of the sa;? head; and
in lieu thereof put on a Jesuitical HEAD—
which might say—" I sit—a queen—am no
widoAv—and shall see no sorrow"—SELF,
SELF-SECURITY! Boasted self-security,
94. On a scarlet beast—royalty—the Holy
Alliance—who sways the power that Buonaparte once held in Europe!—on his ruins
seated and established in a new form.
95. " C a n think iio evil"—"can do no
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harm"—of course " cannot err"—and therefore Avhatever is done must be right; hence
must be infallible, of course.
96. The Judge constitutes the Court, and
the CLERGY constitute the CHURCH.
97 'this is the doctrine of the day—for the
jury a'vd people are only the puppets of
others, a mere nothing but a name, and servants, as hcAvers of Avood and drawers of
water, or a kind of nominal something for a
come-off.
98. The Jesuits OAve no allegiance to our
government, nor are they bound to keep faith
Avith heretics; to the Roman Holy Father is
their accountability, and to THEIR OWN
H E A D ! And about IAVO millions of people
have they an ascendancy over in this land.
99. In the affair of Hogan and the Pope's
Legate, the Legislature of Pennsylvania dare
not act themselves; there being 40,000 Catholic voters in the state at that time,
100. Threats are given out, and anonymous letters—" can kill"—in order to strike
intimidation to the hearts of those—classical
and official men,
101. When Spain declared AA'ar in Europe,
the armies Avere put in motion in America the
same day—also, fhe massacre in Ireland and
at Paris, must have been both preconcerted
and in uniformity—a true understanding upon
the subject by all parties concerned on one
side.
102. The common chat of Italy, that the
Jesuits Avill set up their empire in the United
States, &c.
103. The arbitrary poAver of CromAvell held
the priests responsiole*'**''*-*
not a protestant was injured in his time,
104. U, S, not considered a "Christian nation," W h y 1 Because we have no law
religion, called national church—with the
name of Christ prostituted to i t ; and the
same recognised by law and government,
105. People need to be wide aAvake to
keep their own rights, and to enjoy their own
privileges ; but WISDOM and INNOCENCY must

go together, not to do wrong,
106. Hence the propriety of the rule—as
ye Avould that others should do to you, DO ye
even so to them ; for this Avas the laAV of
Moses, the spirit of the prophets, and the example of Jesus Christ.
107. After the fall of Napoleon—Alexander
of Russia, invited the Buonapartists into his
empire; which drew the brightest geniuses
through Europe into that region.
108. The Jesuits availed themselves of the
circumstance, and monopolized the places of
literature in the schools Avhich were set up on
the feudal estates, which resulted from the
visit of the Russian army to Paris—for light
will circumfuse!
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109. The object of the .Jesuits being dis- Boston, NCAV Orlean.s, Baton Rouge, Natchez,
covered, they were banished from Russia - (ireenville, Gibson Port, Missouri, Mount
an I it cost ,'j"00,000 sterling to fill their place Sneak, Port Clinton, Cincinnati, Perry County,
Avilli other men,
Louisville, Lexington; (i.-iytuishiirg, and pro110. Alexauler dyiu,;;: like the Czars, un- bably more than 200 places more, going on
timely : the Jesuits nccuseil John Bull Avilh the silent as deatli and still as midnight \ !
119. At Pitlsburp; 172 feel long and 76
I crime, so as to prevent the union of the
Cieek and Latin Church by amalgamation wide, Avilh the chat of Availing knee high in
and aliMiijition, to be accomplished via Jesui- Heretic or protestant blood in Ameiica!
120. Decapigandi $1,500,000; Pope, SlOO,tical monopoly
111. But common sense may view it in a 000 ; donations from the potentates of some of
dill'eient point of li.^'ht. For the Jesuitical the Holy Alliance.
121. The rose which is annually given by
or.ier is like tbe Camelion, Avhich can always
imiuile tho color of the object on Avhich it the Pope to the potentate Avhom he thinks has
been the most useful to the church the prehappens to light.
112. Thus far, poor blind John Bull is ceding year, Avas adjudged lo the usurper of
accuse.1 :—but those antis—caused
14,000 Portugal, and al.so an additional one to Old
Ma.^ons to be arrested—and Avho have not Hickory,—as if lie would flatter, deceive and
gull, the Chief Magistrate of the United
been heard from since.
113. So in Spain, from 40 to 50,000 per- States ; as if to lull flie Americans to sleep !
sons in the neighborhood of Madrid, disap122. The term " H O L Y , " belongs to iclipeared by the hand of man, (40 days grace for gion ; the term "ALLIANCE," belongs to
Jews, Masons and Heretics) besides all the politics; but Avhen united, embraces both.
otlier jiarts, perhaps 100,000 more perished.
123. Hence the "Lloly Alliance," and the
The Avhole protestant Avorld is divided into restoration of the order of " Jesuits," Avho
districts, an.l men as agents, appointed to a,s- Avere supposed to have been annihilate 1 and
certain the number of Heretics, and also the become extinct; bnt they Avere only dormant,
Ilersiarcbs ; their number, opinion and abili- and are noAv virtually governing the Roman
ties, and make report to the " DECAPIGANDI" Church, Avhich amount to 90,000,000 over the
at Rome, and receive instruction from head Avorld ; while the Protestant is but 30.000,000
quaiteis. accordingly
—3 for 1 !
124. All the blood shed about religion
114. The king of England, George IV receixe.l the Pope's Legate, Avhich had not been since the time of Luther, is laid by them to
receive,I in Kiighmd, in former reigns, for the charge of ProtestanLs—as Heretics,—for
departing from the true church,
more tlinn 200 years.
11.5. This, Avhen taken in connexion Avith
125. A.nd all their teachers in this country,
the papistical apparatus al the coronation ; are denounced as Hesearchs, and placed on a
family confessor ; bishop of Chester praying level Avith the greatest of criminals, by tbe
for the dead; domestic chaplains of the Jesuits, Avho justify the Inquisition of Spain,
nobility going to France for ordination ; the and plead for one in this country,
nttinlier of chajiels bnill in England ; Avilh the
120, The Inquisition work in secret, and in
niiruber of Jesuits in that countiy, admits of the night and under ground ! See the mode
{ solemn and seiicnis investigation ! ! And at Goa, as related by Dr, Buchanan ; and all
j what next ? When 4 bishops and an ar,:h the otlier accounts hoAV they coriespond,
1 isho[i was set up in America; a large build127, How many persons are suddenly mssing Avas set u'l^-.iie called a CATHEDRAL, Avilh ing in different sections cf this couutry.—
small subterraneous vaults; like those of ll«e lieeii to Heretic ineetings,—and dealt with
•'lloi.v INOI'ISITION," as far light has ever accordingly; sundry have strangely disapbeen obtaineil on that subject.
peared.
128. One poor felloAA-, a tailor by Ir.idc;
111". To prevent discovery a high board
fence for an enclosure—written over the door.s, said he Avas sent Avith a letter, found his way
" no admi-sion ;" Avind IIICAV down the fence ; into the cell, ke])t on bread and Avater for
then the Heretic could see and inquire, Avhat some Aveeks, and coAv-hided into the bargain !*
are these cells for? " T o put in Avine ;" " t o
do penance in,'"—"to rent out,"—"for the * Name ofthe mnn, also the Priest who burnt the bibit,
be given I See also at New York.
Piiest,''—"to put in the dead,"—"and the and bishop covild
"From the New A'ork Kvangelist.
strong heavy doors and great iron bolts to
INQUISITION IN NKAV YOliK.
The following cas« of Romish persecution hM rerenllj'
keep ihem safe from the doctors," &c. &c.
occurred in New A'ork. A young woman residing io
117. Bul are those vaults designed for the Newark, ^vas in the practice of coming to the city forcon*
fession, absolution and Popish instruction, from
« Rodead ; or lather, to confine the living 7
man priest. At length, she learnt so much of Protestanl11? In the woods some miles back of Bal- ism,
from the family where she lived, that khe desisted
timore, Eninietsburg, Beardstown, New York, from attending confession and the mummeriei of Foptff, "

129. 197 on the bridge at Wexford; 183 in the days of darkness, for the support and conthe barn of 1798, burnt; 200,000 in Ireland tinuation of kingcraft and priestcraft, monarchy
swept off in a night; and 70,000 at Paris in and laAV religion, in the Avorld.
134. Thus AAe' see that liberty AA'as supthe days of Louis X I V ; also, the powder
pressed in Naples, Spain and Portugal; and
plot!!
130. Lafayette Avith all the deputies, and the fall of Bolivar in South America, A nd
hbeials, and editors of liberty and liberal Avhere is he 1 Avho knows? Avho can tell!! !
principles Avere proscribed in France; and 0 the monarchical and Jesuitical influence
Avould have been assassinated in the hellish over the Avorld !
135. The cloud is gathering fast in this
plot, had the revolution prevented it, Avhich
probably not one person expected it so soon, country, and are Ave prepared for the storm!
136. A droAvning man will catch at a
three days before.
131. The tyranny of the king; the shutting straAv!
137 If light and liberty prevail, monarchy
up of the banks ; flung society out of employ,
into convulsion ; and hence the fire to the and priestcraft sink.
138. To prevent this, a general conspiracy
magazine, and facilitated the object of liberty,
and assassination or massacre of these Herthen in embryo.
132. The developement of this •plot, found siarchs, &c, &c, and "outward court worshipin the iron chest, Avith the flight of the Jesuits; pers!" As the only possible means of hope
some to England ; 80 Avagon loads and other for succes.s, in Avhich attempt if they .should
vehicles into Naples; shoAvs the design of not succeed but fail, it AA'ould produce a reactbe Holy Alliance and the Jesuits against the tion, Avhich Avould recoil back on themselves.
liberties of mankind; a general conspiracy to
139. The " Avoman on the bea.st" intoxicatsweep off their enemies at one grand bloAv.
ed Avith the " blood of the martyrs ;" Church
133. Hence the combination to arrest the Jesuits, Avho use the name of the pope for a
progress of light and liberty, and bring back tool; to cover, and carry on, and accomplish
After a time, she visited the city, and not returning to her their oAvn object and end! Hence, Wesley :
abode for some days, her emiiloyer f.iUowed in pursuit of " There Avill even then be a pope but 7iot with
her. The information wliicli he received convinced hiin the power of his predecessors; and he Avill be
that she was illegally detained by forcn, by the Priest and
"Body
his devoted tools I'he usual legal process was resorted under the government of Babylon."
to, and in consequence she was discovered. She was of men," Jesuits, not the Council of Cardiioiind confined in a private chamber, where she had often
been visited by the priest, urged to make confession, and nals ; but the DECAPIGANDI.
threatened with furtlier se%eie punishment if she would
£ @ * " If old Napoleon be dead, I expect to
not confess, submit to the priest, and return to the Roman
faith. She was of course liberated by the civil law, and see, if W be correct, young NAPOLEON in
is now fully clear of the American Inquisition, until they •******, by the consent of the Potentates of
can seize her again. T h e names of all the parties can be
Europe !
given.—Prot.
140. But I must here stop, with this reQQ- The above note is from a minister of the gospel in
tt.is city.
mark—" BE YE ALSO R E A D Y ! ! ! "
END OF T H E VOICE FROIVI T H E EAST.

PART

SECOND,

REPLY FROM THE WEST.
1. Mr. WESLEY says, in his notes on chap- 1 use it to the best of my judgment; bear it a s
tei 13, Rev. " T h e POWER of CHOOSING the my burthen."

Tope (or Bishop) Avas taken from the PEOPLE, &c. 1143, and lodged in the cardinals
alon,;," Avhich power of choosing could not
have been taken from the people if they had
never possessed it,
2. Coke's life of Wesley, 5 3 3 ; "power—I
did not seek it; it came upon me unawares : I

I

3. But the conduct of those Avho came after
him, bespeaks a very contrary and different
language, when every artifice and intrigue is
used, not only to retain poAver, but to beg
and borioAV it also, by the plea of order and
SUCCESSION—hy " W I L L a n d

DELEGATION."

4. Coke's letter to Wesley, for a THIRD

ordination in the garret at Bristol, 1784, (as
related in Whitidiead and in Moore's life of
Wesley,) was the beginning of this Episcopal
Babel, out of Avhich arose the confusion in
Euiop.'' and .\merica.
5. file prayer book, articles of fiiith, and
gown aud band, Avas all concerted in this Episcojial Babel, to monojiolize the church jieople
and glebe lands betwixt DelaAvare and (leorgia.
li. But the vestry and church wardens not
being bronL:;lit over to .ujive their consent, because the sanctity Avas not pure by order and
succession ; hence the cov.'.e of that letter in
the Church JIagazine, from Coke to Bishop
White, for a fourth ordination, so as to be
certain of pure sanctity " by order and suc1 cession,"
'
7 Coke Avas the first regicide among the
I Alethodists. And as like begets like, so from
and out of his conduct, consequences grcAv,
8. In his sermon at Baltimore and address
to Washington, hoping the American government Avould be a model for European governments; Avhich implies, cut off kings' heads—
behold, the retribution.
9. Wejsley's name Avas dropped off from the
.American minutes, as if expelled; next the
name of Coke is left out of the English minutes ; and moreover, gets expelled in time,
from America in turn.
10. Takes the name oi bishop, saying Wesley chose the Episcopal, &c.
11. Moore's life of Wesley, vol, 2, page
279, exhibits these assertions to be a hoo.x, a
libel—v;ithont his sanction; but assumed, repugnant to AV^esley's interdiction,
12. Previous to 1785, "minutes of some
conversations behveen the PREACHERS in
connexion Avith the Rev, John Wesley," was
the then title of men unordained,
13. But Avhen "three" men ordained, had
just come over from England, aud had onlij
met co-preachers, il Avas then called "Episcopal Church," exliihits the principles of the
doctrine of Rome: clergy constitute the
church, preachers and people are nothing !
14. First edition of the minutes printed at
Philadelphia, 1795, page 77, referring to the
act of 1785, says, "we" (not Wesley "formed
oursehcs iuto an independent chiircii," taking
the name '• bishop" and " episcopal" by assumjition,
Sie Li;r, s History of Metboilism.
15. "17S.S—Who are the bishops of our
church forthe United States ?" " conferences" the
jduial—nut the three praceding years, " G E N ERAL coNFKiiKNfF." was the <frm, though met in
detached portions at different times and places.
IC. Bishop and counsel governed, i. e.
chose the Presiding Elders, and out of them
select the coumsel; like the figure 1 at the
left hand side of 7 noughts, but cut the figure
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one off, and what do the noughts count T
Episcojiacy is all : preachers and people are
nothing. Daniel's little horn, looked more
stout than his felloAvs.
17 1789—The joke was carried on to an
unparalleled height—John Wesley is constituted a bishop by Coke and Asbury, AA'hen in
Europe, and they in America, 3000 miles
asunder ; then as AVesley had laid hands on
Coke five years before, in the Garret at Bristol, 1784; and as Coke found that Asbury,
1785, was a preacher only, next day he made
him a deacon, third day ELDER, and fourth
day a BISHOP He growed very fast—then
stated on the minutes, in answer to the questions—
1789 " Quest. 1. Who are the persons that
exercise the Episcopal oflice in the Methodist
Church in Europe and America"?
"Ans. John AVesley, Thomas Coke, and Francis Asbury, by regular order and succession,-*
" Quest. 2. Who have been elected by Ihe
unanimous suffrages of the General Conference, to superintend the Methodist conne.xion
in America t
"Ans.
Thomas Coke, Francis Asbury."
1790, "Quest. 6. Who have been elected
by the unanimous suffrages of the General
Conference, to superintend the Methodist Episcopal Church in America 1
" Ans. Thomas Coke, Francis Asbury,
" Quest. 7. Who are the persons that exercise the Episcopal office in the Methodist
Church in Europe and America ?
"Ans.
John Wesley, Thomas Coke, and
Francis Asbury, by regular order and succession,"
1791. "Quest. 6. Who have been elected
by the unanimous suffrages of the General
Conference, to superintend the Methodist
Episcopal Church in America 1
" Ans. Thomas Coke, Francis Asbury.
" Qiic.^t. 7 ^Vho are the persons that exercise the F.jiiscopal office in the Methodist
Church in America ?
" Ans. Thomas Coke, Francis Asbury, by
regular order and succession,"
18, Coke was no?7i;na//i/bishop in America,
])resiilent of the Irish conference, and head of
the missions for the West Indies, and "would
be" Wesley s successor.
19, The regicide principle—(cut off king's
head,) Avas elucidaled Avith some liberality,
Avhich Avould be popular at Bri,-.tol, in a small
degree, to the Trustees meeting houses question ; acting on the side of the people.
20, But lo separate from the church, and
have seven district.s, seven bishops, and then
one more over the Avhole for superintendence.
* God said let there be light, and there was l i g h t - s o
Coke and Asbury said, let Wesley be a BISHOP, and he
was a bishop—to constituted by them, when 3000 milei oC
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21. A number of big guns employed Alex- James O'Kelley, and Wm. M.—somebody, for
Pander Kilham, to oppose the intended episco- his name varies at different times in successive
pacy, and plead for a REFORM.
years.
22. Those guns were to be masked until a
34. " W m , M, Kentree" 1788, and 1789,
time of exigency, then to fling their weight and 1790, and 1791, and 1792, the name apinto his scale.
pears to be the same in the column and sta1 23. The doctor found the Dagon of Episco- tion, in all them five years,
I pacy would not succeed; gave it up, and 35. In 1793, the name is not in the catalevelled all his might against A. K,; and those logue of Conference columns, but in the station
of his associates, who had encouraged him, to there is a name—William M, KENTRY—at the
seek a reform, now forsook him, and became Norfolk and Portsmouth station. W h y the
his accusers, judges and executioners, by sign- alteration •? Runaway, name changed.
ing his expulsion.
36. M. "Kentree," as at the first; but in
24. But A, K. was too honest to give up the second edition of those twenty years minthe ship, because others had deceived him and utes, when re-printed at NCAV 'York, and
turned traitors to the cause.
twenty years more added, 1813, the name is
25. About 5000 Avithdrew; hence the ori- altered again throughout, and called " Mcgin of the NeAA' Connexion, arising from the Kendree ;" a d instead of a t.
Dr.'s nonsense, fir.st take up for the trustees
37. Coke said to L. D. go or a mission unand people, then change sides for an episco- der a promise equal to an oath for six years.
pacy, &c. &c.
If you refuse, your stay may do more harm
26. Coke intended to call A. K. to an ac- than the conversion of 500 souls may do
count for his iiolitical sentiments, but God took good! And I don't knoAv Avhat; shall have
A. K. from the evil to come. High treason, to inform Lord C. Reigh ! [government] and
loyally, keep on the head, was now the princi- if you once get into jail, it Avill be hard to get out.
ple, having taken the oath of allegiance to both
38. Coke said he counted the votes, and it
governments.
was a tie IAVO or three times betAvixt R.
27. The letters of those big guns to A, K, Whatcoat and J, Lee—but at length Whatexhibited their conduct, as e.xtracts Avere pub- coat got one the most for bishop,
lished in his life by his friends; hence the
39. Jesse Lee said Coke stole one of his
origin of a fuss at conference :—THEY be- votes, and put it on the other side !
long to US, we must hush the matter, lest the
40. Others affirmed there Avere more votes
latter end should be worse than the begin- than there Avere persons to vote,
ning.
41. Thus much fuss to obtain " three per28. From this came out a third party, call- sons" in " one head"—(episcopacy) a " trinied Independent Methodists.
ty" of English bishops.
29. Thirty-tAvo persons, who Avere all offi42. Thirst for power—" BORN TO COMcial, petitioned conference for redress of griev- MAND"—"silver spoon in his mouth, and a
ance. But the Dr. as president rose up, took mitre on the head"—Fie.
the pen from the hand of the secretary, and
43. 2000 Rev, clergy, ministers, against one
e.xpelled the whole, for such an enormous poor " IGNORANT" individual, Avho sought to
crime, as daring to pray for a lay delegation. do them no harm, either in Europe or AmeHence the origin of the NeAV Connexion at rica, Yet la'vvs AA'ere passed by those Rev,
Lisburn, in Ireland,
gentlemen, both in Europe and America,
30. Turning out IAVO or three local preach- against one solitary person, as their records
ers and members for daring to hold a " FIELD and minutes Avill s h o w ; an unheard of thing
MEETING," gave rise to Avhat is called " Pri- in the annals of the world,
mitive Methodists," or RANTERS,
44. Letters of falsehood and lies, to set the
31. Wishing to dragoon the Methodists government to sacrifice an individual on the
from their church, without their consent, altar of tyranny, because " he goes so indecaused the split in Ireland, 12,000 to 18,000, pendent of the BISHOP'S POWER;" and others
in point of difference of parties.
Avill hatch from the same nest, &c, &c.
32. The doctrine claiming all the poAver
45. Mock trials, because he is the bishop's
that Wesley had, by virtue of delegation to the puppet, he is one of us, we must clear him,
conference, as exhibited in his " will"—aiter because —
ihe concessions made before, alluding to the
46. Better one suffer than many. If he is
Portraiture of Methodism, has given rise to innocent, we must use POWER, and make an
another great split.
example of him. What for"? as a warning to
_ 33. The monarchical power of the bishop, others not to dispute our power, which of
HI this republic, not alloAving privilege equal right we have by Divine delegation, to enforce
to the privilege in Europe, " no appeal," " the "MORAL DISCIPLINE!"
monster's bora"—gave rise to the split oflT of
47. The last meeting of F . Asbury : 0 the
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airit.lied nerves ; it Avas a sudden meeting. So and see if the I n d i a n s Avere come f o r t h e scalp,
M . Ken
pa.-sed me on the c a u s e w a y as a not knoAving the moment Avhen the Indians of
those d a y s Avould be apon h i m ; he s h r u n k
statue, although 1 addressed him twice.
48 " S h a l l we s rengthen the ejiiscopacy ?'' not from danger.
58. But alter p u r s u i n g him for more than
Never niiiul, b o \ s . the old rnau cannot stay
l o n g ; and then wv can m a n a g e i h i s g s to our eight years, the episcopacy finally made out
the great crime o f " contumacy" at last, and so
miiris
4!». ••He died and w a s buried and publish- " CAST HIM OUT."
59. T h e bounds of a conference Avas denied
c.t ;" hut the death of Wesley, Avhom he succeele.i. Avas not mentioned iu the m i n u l e s . to Cosmopolite, and for a local preacher to go
and exceed the b o u n d s of bis circuit, Avould
Why I
Oil. T h e W I L L of the deceased AA'as to h a v e have been c o n t u m a c y . Out Avilh him, Avas the
a nuuilier of bishojis made ; but others wished order of that day.
GO. T h e doctrine of episcopal a u t h o r i t y h a s
not to slieiif;tlicn the e p i s c o p a c y ; but rather
lo [I'lick out his " E Y E S , " and cut off'his drove off and cut oft" one Avay or another, more
than five hundred preachers, and thirty or for'• K.VRS."
5 1 . '• .A.dani begat a son in his OAVU l i k e - ty t h o u s a n d member.s, Avithin the period of
n e s s " — a n d " h i s little finger Avas thicker t h a n about two or three y e a r s ; as if, instead of tbe
gentle shepherd, the wolf Avas a m o n g the
lii.^ father's loins."
52. Therefore the egss impregnated in the flock.
6 1 . M o s t people Avho join society h a v e
episcopal Babel of contusion, not being likely
but Ihey love the
to hatch, recourse w a s had to episcopal art, never read the discipline,
v i / . '• Tic/de of the )-c/;c.$ of s a i n t s . "
Asbury Methodist doctrine and the preachers ; hence
w a s (.'i/.ir up and brought to Baltimore, right love leads them in, Avithout knoAving the .s^tt^
on thi' s]iot, and so jioAvwowed ahout the derived from the Roman pontiff, incorporated
streets, that terror struck the mind of the inlo the theme, Avhich originally w a s derived
preachers, as though A s b u r y had rose from from, and bottomed on the p a g a n R o m a n imthe dead and come back, because they had perial code !
disputed h i s Avill aud poAver, request and di()2. C h i c a n e r y in this electioneering busirection !
ness Avill not do, heina; repu2;nant to the sim53. By the a-;sistance of one h o u r and a )ilicity of the gospel of C h r i s t . — T h e r e f o r e read
quarter tiom his son and successor, pleading Wesley's letter to Asbury ; t a k e his there adon the floor, the e;;'.,'s impregnated by the ejiis- vice, aud give it u p .
6 3 . T h o s e ancient sages that Avere in the
cojtacy, hroughl forth aud hatched TWO, w h o
came hv " o r d e r and succession," and two field thirty or forty y e a r s ago, my heart feels
Aviiile I Aviite; those d a y s of l o v e ; the bond
more have been horn since.
54. T h e spirit of a hi.-hop is sure to come of brotherly u n i o n ; most of them are asleep
upon a lii>liop, and also upon his EVES aud under ground,
K . \ R S too, as acting by a u t h o r i l y from the
6 4 . A new set of men are come to fill our
same delegalitin hy a s s u m p t i o n .
]dace. T h e y h a v e come out of the ashes, or
.0."). T o ilejenerate a noble, generous mind, else h a v e been raised in e a s y circumstances,
T h e y are stranm a k e a pre-i ling elder of him ; but to cure a aud k n o w not contra diction
|ireMdiiii; elder of his folly, let him become a gers to those former suff'erings, and hun;t;ry,
liyin;.!; scenes, T h e v cannot and will noi bear
loriil jirciirlier
oil. T h e doctrine of jiassive obedience and contradiction ; but we must be obeyed, and we
non-resiviaiice has become the order of the will. H o w few are n u r s i n g fathers Avho feel
ilav': a u d i o dis|iute the jiower of ejiiscopal for the flock,
6 5 . l l a d Ihose PRiNcirLF.s OF A M E R I C A
aulhoMiy, aiid call the same in question, is
viewe.l as -.i scliii.i:i, and inveighing; against the heen nurtured in Virixnini, Avhen one w a s ri'•powers that lie,"- and is a moral evil; and sing with the other, the •• monster' of episcothiy as piis>."ssiaL,' moral authority, " receive.. pai'V, iin])re^naled by E n g l i s h m e n , would
lioin the lathers" hy " oiiler aud succession," never h a v e heen born.
to enfoiee moial ilisri]iline by virtue of this
66. T h o s e lory E n g l i s h preachers Avho rejudiciary and e\-eriili\e power, have a right lurned to Europe, brought ihe canse of M e t h to expel people for the enormous crime of odism to the brink of ruin in North Carolina,
" C O . \ T l ' . M . U " l ' , " for not loving the " - J O N - had it not been for old IMr, Green Hill ; GarsTi.K."
" .VNATIIK.MA MAKANATHA," is the or- elson Avas true to bis country, till others poisder of the day ; " to Satan," " for the destruc- oned bis mind. And hoAv m a n y Avere brought
tion of the flesh !"
into difliculty by M r , A s b u r y ' s keeping in
57 Look at the R e v . W m . Burke, Avho W h i t e ' s garret, instead of returning to E u i o p e
bore the burden and heat of the day : w h e n with the rest of the g a n g !
sleeping ':\ the Avoods, and his wife to watch
67. A few alterations m i g h t yet remedy the
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eA'il already begun ; but man is not disposed
to recede and go back, but from necessity, not
of choice ; as exhibited both in France and
Denmark, by the circumstances attending the
revolutions, and fully exemplified there,
63. Some fifteen years ago, a few preachers,
having no proper'y of their own, wished to
finger that of othe s; and formed the plausible idea of community of goods, as in ancient
times : all things common.
69, A farm near Bennington, in Vermont,
some $20,000 ; old maids and AvidoAvs' money,
6 or 7,000 dollars; a mortgage for the rest.
While they must, as BISHOPS, oversee the temporal concerns of the ncAV church, called
" REFORMERS," Avith one article of faith in
their ncAv discipline, and that Avas " W e Avill
have NO BISHOP !"—But the people must, as
the Englishman says, '' be their most obedient
and very humble servants."
70, HoAvever, not being able to make out
the interest and principal, the mortgage swalloAved up the Avhole premises, and thus that
community blcAv out.
71, Joroboam had n'g/tf on his side. And
had he done right, there Avas a promise that
his house should be established by the poAver,
blessing and providence of God,
Mostparties
that have come out and separated from the
Methodist, " Old Side," so called, have dwindled away. If God be not with them, it mu,st
be so.
72, The Methodists, as a body, differ almost
from all other societies; others come in by
birth-right, natural born members. But the
Methodists are omnifarious, hewed out of all
kinds and sorts betAvixt heaven and hell, that
God's earth affords.
73, The lender, softening influence of ihe
Good Spirit draws them forAvard; and from
those desires to reform and be better, the cause
of their coming into society.
74, Perhaps some may come to retrieve
their character, and say " they ga-ve up their
good name and cast in their lot Avith the despised people called Methodists," AA'hen in fact
they never had any name AA'orth any thing,
until they became Methodists; and to the
Lord and to the Methodists are they indebted
fo' what they a r e ; and afterAvards run off,
and act an ungenerous part Avith bitterness,
75, Others may come in, to get the good
opinion of Methodists, to answer their purposes of AA-orldly gain.
_ 76, Others, to officiate and be noticed, having nothing but hypocrisy at heart.
77. A Methodist hypocrite is worse than
others, seeing their doctrines and professions
are greater.
78. But I knoAv of no society on the round
aggregate of ancient or modern times, by commutation, in the four quarters of the globe,
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about one million of people, gathered IT 90
years, exclusive of deaths and dismissions in
that period, Avhich amount to, perhaps, as
many as a million and a half more, that have
been gathered by such simple means, conviction to the understanding, Avithout the tenptation of lucre or laAV and compulsion—the only
means the simple go.spel of Christ affords.
79, But there is a distinction to be made
betAvixt the old economy of primitive Methodists under Wesley, foUoAving the openings of
Provilence, 1739, in Europe, anl 1769 in
America; and this new fangledism
from
Rankin, AA'ho began the closed doors busines.s, I
1773, and Avhich Coke and Asbury and Wm.
M, have improved upon and changed, like the
Irishman's jack-knife, Avhich Avas 29 years
old; had it from his father, it had worn out
five new blades, and three new handles, and
still Avas the same good old knife.
80, The Good Spirit draws together and
binds in love ; but the evil spirit oi the Avolf
will scatter the sheep,—•" Where contention
and strife is, is every evil work,"
81, The people have been arbitrarily dealt
Avith, for requiring a circulating information,
which many of their rw/ers and teachers taught
by writing; Avhilst those Avho Avrote Avere not
turned out and dismissed from office, but still
retained their standing as members of the conference on the Old Side, so called, where this
radicalism first began. But the understrappers have been turned out, Avith little ceremony, as though they were of no account.
82, The members of the old side—the Episcopal—my advice to such, would be this. To
stay peaceably there as long as you can; to
study ihe doctrine of Wesley as defended by
Fletcher as the criterion of Methotlism ; and
also study the principles and sy.stem of the
Methodist Episcopal Church Government, as
laid doAvn in the Discij)!ine, and contended for
by the bishops, and those of your rulers who
lead on the van !
83, And if you intend to expatriate yourself, do it from conviction of duty and judgment in a fair and honorable way ; leaving the
church property behind. Was I to hint to the
preacher.s—it Avould be this. Do not be too
arbitrary, but act judicious in your administration ; give an honest and fiiir chance for
trial, as a criminal, by jury, according to the
rational constituted authority of the land in
civil cases Avill admit; for the religion of
Jesus Christ is bottomed on good and just
principles of righteousness.
84, As you Avish a GENEROUS PUBLIC
to give you their money to build a meetinghouse for you to officiate in, Avhich never cost
YOU one cent, and Avhere you have no people
nor meeting-house of your own, you Avould
borrow from others a use for the time being;
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if so, then do not be too narrow and contracted, ai.d ,it! ueLTeaerous to tho-e Avilo are your
frien.i.s, an.l Av.uef do vou no harm,
85. But a Utile small soul and mean principle oiice let in. liereuerales into a dwarf
Avhich wil grow inlo a giint, and become a
moiistrou.- tviant iu the laud, unworthy the
character ot a •j:eiierous Anerioan and a noble
follower of the Lord Je-us Chri-t, who taught
both Peter and ,lolin more liberal things—savinu' lo one, ••/••rind him ?ie^" aud to th."
other, •• iro to Citrneltus," &c.
SH. Tiii< doctrine, that ••The great Head
ofthe Church hini>e;f lias imposed ou us the
duty of pieaeliiiiL,' the (io-pel, administcriivj;
It- or.liii.iaces, an.l inaintainiii'i; its moral discipline amoiii,' those over whom the Holy
(Jliost in these respects has made us ovcr-eeis.
Ol the.-e also—vi/.. i4'Gosiiel doctrines, ordinances and moral discipline—we do believe
that the DIVIXEl.Y LXSTlTUTKi) ministry
ARE the lilVlXELY AUTHORIZED EXP O r X D E R S : and that the duty of maintaining theni in their puiii\', and ni;t permitting
our minic.tratious in these respects to be aii-

thoritalively controlled by others, docs rest
upon u.s wilh the force of a moral obligation"
—Avil not be leceived as God's truth in
this enlightened day, by people of iudel)eiulent minds, Avho think and judge for
themselves.
.'^T .Vlso this doctrine, that those innate,
inherent, and unalienable ri;;hts of man, iy
\irtue of his existence. Avliieh all .\nieiic.ins
admit as in the Declaration of Indepeiulence,
July 4tli. 1776, declared as belonging to civil
soeieiA' : but when assocKiting with the Methodist Episcopal Church, lustura! and aciptired rights are and have become cvtinct;
except to hear and obey, is a ridiculous farce
and also a mockerv of common sense.
.^^ And ARROGAXCK ou the one si ie,
and STUPIDITY of BLOCKllEAOS on the
other, lo have such ISAI in the Lund!
8i» The •• .MOTHER of HARLOTS"—if
she be the '• .AIOTIIEK'' at Rome, Avho are the
•• DArt;iiTEUs" abroad ! Let truth and common sense say and determine,
90, See jiarallel between the Church of
Rome and the ^lethodisl Episcopal Church,

Church of Rome.
Methodist Episcopal Church.
I. The government of the Church of Rome
I. The government of the IMethodist Episis Ejiiscojial,
copal Church is Episcopal.
II. The Church of Rom 3 is one universal
II. The ^lethodisl Episcopal Church is one
church ; uniting; under one head, matiy dis- and indivisible : uniting in one boily many
tinct Cfuu^iiijalions. ;iiid spre.ulirg over a distinct scieieties. and spreading al present
great jiarl of the civili/ed AAorld.
o v e r ONE MILLION FIVE HUNDRED THOISAND
square miles.
III. The goveinment of the church of Rome
III. The government of the Methodist V.\<'i>is admini.-leied hy {iiiests.
copal Church is adniiiiistei'ed by preachers.
,
I\' la the Church of Iviniie IaA--memhers
IV In the Methodist Episcopal Church,
\ have no voice in making the laws, nor in the lay-iremhers have no voice in making the
admiuistiatioii ol g(i\eriiaient.
laws, nor in the administration of LTovernment.
V. At the lieail ol this lio:l\- of [iriesls, is a
y At the head of this body of jueachers,
chief officer or bishop, st\led the po|ie, which are three chiet oflicers or hishop.s, of equal
name comes liom the (week wurd papa, and order, iliL,'nily and power. The oldest in years
answers to our I'.iulish woid hither. He ob- and olHee is styled, bj- Avay of distiiiclinn,
tained the ti'le of uni\ei>al bishop in the se- thoui;li not hy express stalnte, the senior
venth ceiilur\', fioni the em]ieror I'hoeas.- - iiishop ; and hy many, both preachers and
.Mo-.h. vol -J, jiai^e 1()3, and th;il of pope iu peojile, father.
ihe eleventh •.•entiiry M ish. vol 2. )iage
459
VI. For se\eial aentiiries after Christ, the
VI. There never Avas a [lei iod, in the hisbislio]) of Nome was elected by the presbyters tory of the Methodist Episcopal Chiircb,
and people
Mosh. vol. ', ]i.i;;e 34':. Bul when the jieople had any voice in the election
in the eleventh century, (thedaikesl am! most ol their bishoji. Nor at present have, sav,
corru[)t age of the church) the pnpe was idect- 1.000 of her cleigN, nor upwards of 400.000
ed by the college of cardinals alone, exelinliiii; of her members, any thing to say in the electhe consent of llie clergy and people. Mosh. tion, either diie-tly or indirectly.
ToL 2, p, 474.
(iur.'it. ^st. m>Av is % bishcr to be constituted ;
Answ. V.y the election of the General Conference, i^c. Book of Disciiiline, chap. 1,
sec 4, cAcludiii!^ the cousont of ftie grtat
body of the clergy and the people.
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Methodist Episcopal Church.
Church of Rome.
VII. The sacred college xvho elect the pope,
VII, The General Conference, in the year
is composed of seventy cardinals; AA-ho, again, 1820, AA-as composed of eighty-nine sitting
are chosen by the pope. IMosh. vol. 4, page members, sixty-three of Avhom were presiding
elders, or had filled that station.
165.
Quest. By- Avhom are the presiding electors
to be chosen ?
Answ. By the bishops, Dis. ch, 1, ^ 5,
Note.—In this year (1820) there AA'ere sixtyfour presiding elders.
•7III. In all the Pope's decisions, relating
VIII, The presiding elders have been styled
to the government ofthe church, he previously the -'bishops' eyes'' and the "bishops' ears,"
consults the brethren, i. e. the cardinals who &c., and Avith them he consults in the governcompose his privy council.
ment of the church, as his council. In the
General Conference of 1820, it Avas part of the
conciliatory plan, " That the presiding elders
be, and hereby are made the advisory council
of the bishops, or president of the conference,
in stationing the preachers.'' Thereby enacting by laAv, Avhat it Avas thought had been
practised from the beginning.
IX, Quest. 3, What are the duties of a
IX. " In the latter end of the elcA'enth century the popes Avere invested xvith the pleni- bishop 1
Answ. 5, To oversee the spiritual and tem- '
tude of all poAA'er, both spiritual and tempoporal business of our church, Dis, ch. 1. ^ 4.
ral." BoAvers'His. of the popes; preface.
" I t is the duty of a bishop to traA-el through
the Avork at large; to oversee the spiritual
and temporal concerns of the church. But
to OA-ersee means poAver to OVERRULE."
Bishop M'Kendree's address to the Philadelphia Annual Conference,
X, I can find but ONE, restricting the exerX. I am not able to fr.i any statute, restrictcise of the bishop's poAver, " H e shall not
ing the power of the p.>pe.
alloAv any preacher to remain," &c. Dis, ch,
1. § 4, Question 3, AnsAver 2,
XI, " I believe, the resolutions passed at
XI. " The pope's were above councils and
uncontrolled by their canons." BoAvers' His. the last General Conference, authorizing the
of the popes, preface. " Nor could the coun- respective annual conferences to elect the precils determine any thing, xvithout his permis- siding elders, are an infringement on the constitution of the Methodist Episcoprd Church,"
sion and consent." Mosh. vol 2, p. 296.
Bishop iVI'Kendree's addresses to the Philadelphia Annual Conference,
XII, " Those ministers AA-hom God selects to
XII. " T h e Roman pontiffs xvere eagerly
bent upon persuading all, and had indeed, the be the shepherds of his flock, and the girargood fortune to persuade man)', that the bish- dians of his people, possess the right of governop of Rome Avas constituted and appointed by ing themselves in religious matters, and all
Jesus Christ, supreme legislator and judge of those committed to their care," Vindication
the Church universal" Mosh. Vol. 2, pajre of Methodist Episcopacy. NeAv York, print296.
ed for the Methodist Episcopal Chur, 1820.
XIII, " T h e y , " the Gereral Conference,
XIII. " Some took the liberty to represent
to his holiness, (pope John XXII.) that the " shall not change or alter any part or rule
decrees and constitutions of one pope, could of our government, so as to do aAvay Episconot be reversed by another." The pope re- pacy, or destroy the plan of our itinerfint
plied (and Avhat other reply could be made •?) general superintendency." Dis. ch, 1, sec. S^
" That they were mistaken, since it might be Ques. 2. AnsAv, 5.
proved, by innumerable instances, that what
had been decreed wrong or amiss by one pope
or council, could be rectified and amended by
ono/Aer." Bowers' His. of the Popes, pretace.
^
^

Church of Rome.
XIV, The Papists use the temporal power to
put in force and to '• execute moral discipline;"
1. e. the will of the CLERGY.

Methodist Episcopal Church.
Conmittee's Report, Ifc.
XIV
See the BISHOP'S Circular letter,
explaining the " design' oi the " General conference" "for a uniform lyUem throughoutthe
whole body." 1820.
" It is bolh expedient and necessary to petition the Legislature for an ACT of incorporation, Aviiich shall recognise the peculiarities
of OUR form of Chuich Government, and
thereby enable US more fully and effectually
to EXECUTE the DISCIPLINE of OUR
CHURCH,

XV Those Avho withdraw, or are " expellXV. Those Avho do not obey the Roman
Church, but AvithdraAV, or are excommunica- ed" from the Methodist E. Church, are deted—are denounced Avith a curse, as apostates nounced as "schismatics and BACKSLIDERS;"
or heretics, with " bell, book and candle light." and their characters are bla.sted in a jiublic
point of view, accorilingly, by slander, &c.
XVI. Purchase no Hymn Books but Avhat
XVI. The Roman Clergy interdict their
people from reading other books, than by their are signed by the Bishops, if you have any
respect for the AUTHORITY of the Conferconsent.
ence or of US ! ! ! See preface to the Hymn
Book, see also the General Conference, kc.
to suppress the reading, &c. &c., the paper
called " Mutual Rights."
XVII, The Romish Clergy assume the
XVII. The Methodist bishop says, take thou
poAver of granting the privilege to some, to authority lo READ, &C., which, if Ave suppose
nave and read the Holy Bible.
him to be sincere, Ave must think that he believes he has the power to grant that privilege. See the form of ordination in the discipline.
XVIII. By order and succession from Peter.
XVIII. " By order and succession"—" received from the Fathers."
See first edition of
Minutes, and the Bishop's Circular, &c,
XIX. Divine sanctity through the Popes,
XIX. " Divinely instituted and divinely augive Divine authority to the clergy.
thorized expounders," &c. See the doctrine
of General Conference at Pittsburg, &c.
XX. Many gr.ades of places betAvixt the
XX. 1. Hearer.
people and the Pope, who is styled bishop of
2, Ou trial,
bishops, or universal bishop.
3, Full membershij
4. Class Steward.
5. Class Leader,
6, Circuit Steward.
7. Exhorter,
8. Local Preacher.
9, Local Deaeoii.
10. Local Elder.
11. Travelling Preacher.
12. Travelline; Deacm,
13. Travelling Elder,
14. Presiding Elder, or Elder of Elders—
which term Elder means Bishop, &:c.
15. Bishops—2 in the northern dioccss, 2
in the south.
16. And one goes Avhere he pleases, and
hence "arched," as bishop of bishops, or " UNIVERSAL BISHOP !"

17. Supernumerary, superannuated Trustees, Book SteAvard, &c. &c. &c.
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See also the Papistical mode of consecration—the Bread and Wine.
Episcopacy, Monarchy, Slavery, and Popery are all bottomed on the same principle in
their several degrees—which power, not being
delegated by the people, is claimed to be the
gift or grace of God, hence of heavenly birth
and origin, and therefore of Divine authority,
hence must he highly respected—as a VIRTUE !
Such doctrine must appear in its true shape
and color to a clear head and correc. ^eart,
as a HOAX upon mankind.
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went into the church—but the ties^ry could not
be duped—hence that part of the fun fell
through—the monopoly of the vacant churches.
The Bishop's mock trial of Lorenzo Dow, in
the person of his, i. e. Bishop's, right hand
man—then ihe principle reciprocated, that the
BISHOP " WAS BORN TO COMIVIAND" in tbe same

place, FUDGE !!!
But " JuDG.MENT must begin a t the house
of God ;" and justice mu.st take place. Therefore the ROYALISTS and the REGICIDES
must HERE conspicuously appear, upon the
For POAVER, exercised AA-ithout a RIGHT—by theatre of time, and be exemplified in the anissumption, is, and must be considered an un- nals of future history.
just, tyrannical act of usurpation !
The term Epipcopal was viewed only as a
Hence the Episcopal may, for distinction simple name of distinction—same as Bob or
sake, be called ROYALISTS! And the oppo- Dick, to distinguish boys—but the idea, that
nents REGICIDES!
it Avas significant, meaning clerical power, is
Hence, AA'hat six/orez'gMer^, in Baltimore, in a thing that Avas never dreamed of by most of
conclave, matured in three days, when sixty her innocent members, thirty or forty years ago.
American preachers Avere shut out, about 45
But the monster is born, and a serpent is
years ago, delegates, in the same town, are hatched, and how or where it will end, I
noAV meeting to rectify, and if possible, cor- know not.
rect ; to be purely American, and not BabyNo doubt but tens of thousands will be
lonish !
added to the Royal Church, of tender minds
Here were the first acts of Catholic and and honest hearts. But Babylon must fall,
Methodist bishops to multiply in this country, and this will be more apparent, after the ascent
and here some of them lie deposited in tlie from the abyss—the IMAGE of the bea,st
ground !
erected, and his Avorship set up with severe
John Fletcher was born Avhere Calvin offi- penalties, annexed for non-conformity. The
ciated, and Alexander Kilham was horn in the WARNING given by the Angel on that subject,
same toAvn or place of John Wesley.
to mankind, not to conform, and such another
In Baltimore, the six foreigners : viz., Coke, dreadful threatening is not to be found in all
Asbury, Whatcoat, Vassey, Dickins, and per- the Bible, Compare chap. xiii. verse 11, Avith
haps Dickerson, began the farce of Episcopacy chap, xiv,, the third angel's message,
to hatch Avhat was impregnated, as exemplified
0 Reader! Prepare for the trouble ! 0
in Coke's letters to J. Wesley and Bishop strive to be in readiness, that you may meet
White,
the Divine approbation—and thus ensure HIS
The Gown and Band xvere procured by protection—and thus account to thy GOD m
some of the American preachers, and Vassey PEACE !
END

OF T H E REPLY FROM T H E AVEST.

PART

THIRD.

A CRY FROM THE WILDERNESS.
" The LORD [Jehovah] of Shem"—" Japheth
shall dwell in the tents of Shem."
Abraham the cotemporary and descendant
of Shem, was called to quit his father's liouse,
and to li-j-e in tents with his family and descendants, until thej went down into Egypt.

Th>s call, wiiich he obeyed by fo ith, came
upon him w^hile uncircumcised, hence a
Heathen.
To him was the promise, seed, the singular,
Christ—in whom the families of the earth
were to be blessed.
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of the meridian sun, xvith many similar passages, as Holy Ghost, like cloven tongues of
fire, &c. &c. Supernatural influences and
glory and power, elucidate the manifestations
of God in diflerent ages and to different people.
A power supernatural attended the ark of
the covenant.
Heuce none Avere to see but the High Priest,
he alone look doAvn the veils and covered the
holy things.
Then the Priests of the second order took
down the tabernacle and tent, after Avhich the
Levites were lo shoulder and march on.
When they stopped, the Priests of the
second order Avould rear up the tabernacle and
tent, then the High Priest Avould go in and
suspend the veils in a proper attitude.
The sons of Eli brought the ark to the
camp out of the holy of holies, without
divine permission. It xvas taken, and they
Avere slain, with 30,000 others—a retribution
of justice. " The glory is departed, for the
ark of God is taken," cried the old man, and
died as a consequence, and the daughter-inlaAv also. What an aAvful time in the Hebrew
land ! See book Samuel,
The ark Avas put into an idol temple, and
the idol fell doAvn and the head and hands
came off. Also, the people Avere smote Avith
in TENTS.
such afflictions as they vieAved as supernaAfter their arrival at Canaan, they were tural, and they sent the ark to a city of a
called like Abraham to quit the house, and second lord ; where there xvas a similar visitaannually to hold a ' camp-meeting,'
then tion on them ; hence it xvas sent to a third
called the feast of tabernacles, Avhich Avas to city, and the people cried out, and xvere deterlast seven days, or a week, by Divine ap- mined to send off the ark !
pointment.
TAVO milch cows, with a new cart (calves
Over the ark xvas a plate of pure gold, shut up at home) took the road up into the
called the ' mercy seat,' on the ends of Avhich land of Israel, contrary to the very principles
Avere cherubs Avith spread wing.s, and their and law of nalure.
faces iuAvard, or towards each other, emblems
The Israelites, in attempting to open the
of some of the order of the heavenly host, ark, more than 50,000 fell dead on the spot.
beings of the other world.
What mighty poAver still attended the ark.
On the mercy seat, betwixt those cherubs,
The ark was not carried back to the taberAvas a luminous glory emanating, probably in nacle of Moses, but put in a private house,
the form or shape of a man, and Avas called until the time of David, when he attempted to
the ' Lord of Hosts, Avhich dwelleth betwixt carry it on a cart, to bring it to Jerusalem to
the cherubims.'
a tent, Avhich he had prepared for it; but
In times of exigency people might assemble Uzzali, upon touching il, dropped dead. This
at the door of the tabernacle, and make in- shows the jioAver of the Lord of ho.sts, still
quiry, and that Divine glory would give there present, Avhicii Avas not lo be trifled wi;h.
directions by vocal sound, speaking like the
Theni-^ Avas then left in the house of Obedvoice of a man.
edom ; here blessing rested from that power.
None Avere lo enter the door of the tabernaThe HebreAvs had departed from first princle but the priest.s, and none might go Avithin i ciples, the order of God, Avhich Avas to bring
the veilt, the .sanctum sanctorum, or holy of j and carry the ark on the shoulders of Lemtes,
holies, but the hign priest alone, once a )'ear, not on a cart: hence, Avhen DaA'id had reand not without blood.
course to the proper order, the ark and all the
The SHINING face of Moses, xvhen he things Avent xvell, and the proper AVorship of
came doAvn from the mount, and the shining God Avas restored in ' due foim,' in a social
raiment of Jesus, when Moses and Elijah ap- point of vieAv; and the heart of David Avas
peared to him, and the light Avhich Saul of glad, and he leaped for joy, and said, "my
Tarsus saw, which was greater than the light cup runneth over."
This EXERCISE of FAITH by or.EDiENCi was
"counted," '•accounted," "reckoned," and
'• imputed to him for righteousness," and he
Avas justified in and by this exercise of faith
and obedience.
The faith of Abraham .shall " heir the
Avorld," the reaction of the soul on God, a
kind of miraculous virtue, Christ revealed
Avithin, tbe ]\o\ie of glory
After 198 years in Egvpt, they Avere called
to the tents of Shem, being his descendants ;
and in the wilderness AVCIC they to encamp in
this form, to leave a holloAv oblong square in
their centre, for the Ark of God, Avhich contained the .stone seals of the covenant; hence
Avas called the ark of the covenant; Avhich
being made of Avood, Avas overlaid Avith gold.
This ark Avas kept xvithin veils or curtains,
Avhich Avere suspended Avithin the TABERNACLE, AA'hich Avas Avithin a TENT,
The three families of Levi, one on the north,
one on the south, one on the west, but Moses
and Aaron and the priests of the second order
on the east, in the rear of the tribe of Judah,
Thus Avas the Tabernacle to be guarded on
their march in the order of cantonment, three
tribes east, three on the north, and three on
the south and three on the Avest; encircling
the Levites as above, while in the wilderness
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The 'BOOK OF THE LAW' which kin ; and first year of Nebuchadnezzar, when
Moses wrote and delivered to the Priest, tj be Daniel and his companions were sent off to
'kept in the SIDE of the ARK,' was to be Babylon, which is the date ofthe captivity,
taken out by the High Priest, every seventh
Jeremiah was in the prison when the city
year, the sabattical year, or year of release; Avas taken, and had been there for some time,
Avhen it Avas to be read to the people at the while Zedekiah was king in Jerusalem, having
' Camp Meeting,' or ' Feast of Tabernacles,' been constituted by giving his ' right hand'
while in booths and tents convened. This upon ' oath,' the Gentile and Jewish mode,
book Avas delivered xvith t'ne instruction by a tAvofold obligation, violated.
Moses just before he died.
The people were mostly slain, and the rest
NOAV if the book of the laAv Avas kept in the put in chains for slavery ; the city and temple
side oi the ark, (i. e. a kind of pocket made wore burnt in the nineteenth year of Nebuchadfor it,) and such a mighty power attended the neiizar, and about 50 years before the return
ark, how would it be possible to obtain a of the captives by the proclamation of Cyrus.
transcript copy ?
Esdras of the Apochrypha, appears to be
I can see no possible xvay, but by special the same as Ezra of the Bible. He tells us
the law was burnt.
permission from the original author, GOD !
The pentateuch, or five books of Moses,
And reason, from the concomitant circumnoAV in use among the Jews, is near seventy stances, says it must be so.
feet in length, and ahout tvx-o feet in breadth,
For it is a plain case, if Jeremiah xA'as
written on parchment, attached to rollers at bound xvith a chain, the others were also ; for
the ends, to roll and unroll, to prevent friction. he was loosed from his chain; which implies
Thus a copy has and may be preserved from he was bound with others; and it is a very
a thousand to 1500 years.
clear, plain ca.se, that a man in chains, doomIt appears that David took a copy by trans- ed to slavery, could not take such a roll as
cribing ; the Q^ly copy taken before the return ' the book of the law' under his arm at pleasure, and carry it several hundred miles.
ofthe Jews from Babylon.
Abiathar, Avho escaped the massacre in the
Ezra tells us that he, while at Babylon, was
time of Saul—became David's high priest, and a ready scribe, and that he xvas going to Jeruhad the care of the ARK and " Book of the salem to ' SEEK the law of the Lord,' Avhich
Law" in David's tent at Jeru,salem.
implies he had it not Avhile in Babylon.
After his arrival at Jerusalem, Ave find him
Moses told the people, xvhen they should
set a king over them, he should not be a Avith the ' book of the law' reading to the peostranger, but one of their oAvn brethren, and ple, from a Avooden pulpit.
' HE should write to himself a copy of the laAV.'
Where did he find the copy of the book of
David was the first God fearing king they the laAV •? Zerubbabel, Haggai, and Jeshua, or
had, and he is called ' the sAveet psalmist of Zechariah, can only tell. W a s not this the
Israel,'
king's copy, Avritten by David ?
The matter contained in the Psalms, shoAv,
After those days, synagogues were built,
how that he Avas well acquainted with the laAv and learning had become more_ common;
of Moses, and the history of creation doAvn, hence copies were taken and dispersed into
and exhibits his familiarity Avilh that blessed those places of worship. Moses and the probook.
phets Avere read every Sabbath day.
This shoAvs the purity of the book ; as none
The xvorld appears to be indebted to the
can be mutilated by the fangling of man, for ' MASONS,' for the purity and preservation, and
none Avere copied anterior or subsequent to restoration of the book of the laAv ; as means,
David's time, before the return from the cap- under God, for the benefit of mankind in after
tivity of Babylon. A superintending provi- ages.
dence.
The book of the law—original copy xvas
What bec-ame of the king's copy, or AA'here burnt—only one transcript copy in existence
it Avas deposited, Scripture is silent on that —and only a few individuals knew where that
head. For xve have no account after the was. Hence how near the book of the law
death of Solomon.
came of being lost out of the world ! Then
In the time of Jehoshaphat some travelling darkness would have remained on the subject
priests took ' the book of the laAV,' the ori- of creation, with the origin and history of
ginal copy, repugnant to primary economy, to man !
read to the people, but A^ ere hooted from the
But to prevent a similar occurrence from
field, and they laid ' the book' in a pla-e of happening, synagogues were built, and each one
gtscurity, where it remained in a dormant was furnished with a copy, transcribed from
f'»te, about 294 years, viz. 18th year of king the one preserved by the MASONS, and restored
Josiah, and 16 years before the Babylonish to Ezra the priest—Avhich must have been the
captivity, which was the third year of Jehoia- transcript copy written by Ilavid. For there
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is no evidence of there ever having been any of all kinds, and bring in the orthodox of another!
cient limes, even those who cannot ERR, 'can
The J E W S have given us. GENTILES, 1. the think no evil,' and ' do NO HARM.' Mighty
la >v of IMo.ses ^ 2. the Prophets; 3. a JESUS ' INFALLIBLE,' indeed.
CHRIST ; 4. Apostles—the Old and NEAV
And on the other hand about $10,000,000
TESTAMENTS.
laid up in store, to accomplish Dr. Ely-ism—
Their " Holy City" is trodden down of the when 500,000 men are brought to the polls
Gentiles ; Avhich treading, according to Wes- at once.
ley, Avill end about 1836, Avhen the " IAVO AvitThen Avill be the struggle, like the SHARE
nesses Avill be slain."' An earthquake, 7,000 and ALLIGATOR, Avhich Avere seen to close in,
perish, 63,000 get converted, the beginning and both fell in the contest.
ofthe ingathering of JCAVS, who are scattered
When Jefferson was on the/ence Avith Burr,
among n// luitions, and understanding all living 100,000 men Avere ready to turn the scale; so
languages ; hence Avould be able in a short thefirst ' overt act'hy ' Hartford Convention,'
time lo carry the Gospel lo every city and fa- 100,000 men ready to save the ship; 'the
mily throughout tbe Avorld. The lime of the whiskey boys Avere borne down at once,' as
Gentiles be come in, and all Israel shall be well as that of Shayes in the east and north.
saved.
So may it be in the south.
Bob, take my gun ; shoot, shoot straight.
" T h u s NAME3 a n d SF.CTS a nil P A R T I E S F A L L ,
0 yes, mas.sa, de English say, ' sharp shooters,
" And JESUS CHRIST be ALL IN A L L . "
massa'—' sharp shooters, massa.'
Missa, de xvhite men say, all men equal;
The stripping of the Pope of his temporal
poAver, 1810, Avhich should be effected by an me say, ' all women equal too; all women
individual from Asia—(B— from Acre) and equal, missa.'
Hush ! Look and think ; see beyond the
that 666 years from a certain date, x-iz. 1143,
it xvould fake place, xvhich Avas exem|)lified, end of the nose. By keeping a fcAV delegates
January 1st, 1810. Those three things to a from coming across the Potomac, is but the
mathematical focus, like an astronomical cal- beginning of sorroxv, a cloudy thundergust
culation of an eclipse. And moreover, that storm. The Quakers have retired by bands
this individual Avould have hiskingilom dark- and companies, beyond the Ohio, in time.
ened and lose his power ; but in 1832, would
Tho sixth angel poured out his phial on the
rise again, receive the poAver and ' the kings Euphrates ; the Avaters (people) Avere dried up;
Avith it,' Avhich imjdies he had kings before; that the way for the kings of the east might be
but previous to 1832, Turkey Avould be shaken prepared. Notice the two provinces on the
by RiLs.sm ; Aviiich calculations, thus far, .seem Black sea gone out from under the hand of the
to have been exemplified, like historical Grand Sultan.
Also Greece, with an English
events, as already past.
Viceroy
The design upon Algiers, Also,
The calculations were made in Germany, some parts easterly retained. Surely it may
j 1724, translated and published 1754, in Lon- be viesved as a drying up of his power and
don, and reprinted lo Wesley's notes in America. people, seeing the Christians may emigrate.
' T H R E E unclean spirits,' to the kings of
The clergy of Rome to ascend in poAver, and
another persecution to arise, moie awful than the earth, and lo the xvhole ancient Scripture
any before known, of the most dreadful con- world—1. The Russias, &c. 2. The Holy
sequences possible. A reaction follows in Father and the Pa]dstical countries under his
control—as 'Christian Majesty' and 'King
turn.
" I sit a queen, am noAvidoAV, and shall see of Jerusalem,' 3. The Protestant, the three
no sorroAv,"—have now my end accomjilished different interests, xvhich clash xvith each
other ; strons^est fend off
—in Jesuitical form.
The rich English Je:v lent mone}' to NichBut the ten horns, or kings, shall hate—eat
olas. Nicholas has ordered the Jews from his
and burn her Avilh fire.
The " ca.rth helped the woman" in those empire, and demanded of the Sultan Avhat he
countries north of the Danube, in her first cannot pay.
The English Jew—"give me PALESTINE,
flight; but hei second place in ihe AAilderness
and I will take you off wilh Russia."
of America.
John Bull—" I Avill remove the disabiliiy
The first struggle Avill be in Europe, but the
from the Jews, they shall be as Eng ishmfO
finishing stroke in America.
According lo accounts $1,500,000 is sent to in point of privilege ; so the property of my
America, ai nually, to help on the magnifi- people, I Avill and must protect, and Palestine
cent, strong fine buildings, with subterraneous of course as my province."
England bestows titles on the Pacha cf
vaults, not merely for the dead ; but to all appearance, to awe, CONFINE, and terrify the Egypt; revolt under British protection ; then
LIVING ; and thus upset the ' HERESIARCHS' tht waters would be dried up in good earn-

I est, and the way lo the east prepared ; 4,000
miles here this way, 15,000 the other way, by
the Cape of Good Hope.
By computation, 200,000,000 people in
i those countries of the three contending powers, and the holy land the centre of the contention ; if taken prophetically, politically and
geographically in a relative point of viexv.
I might enlarge on this subject, for my
heart expands like the sands of the sea, but I
must forbear, and hasten to a close.
The camp meetings which began in the
Hebrew economy, under the divine direction,
in public meetings, in open space, in the
highways, mountains and solitary places,
were continued by Jesus Christ, for days in
succession. And after his reign upon the
earth, there will be a falling aAvay, the wicked will compass the " CAMP of ihe saints,"
and ripen the Avorld for judgment.
A man in N, C, Avas driven off, because he
believed and preached a free salvation ; and
his pulpit burnt accordingly.
He retired to the western wilderness. In a
dream from one, that they fished in clear water,
and all that Avere caught turned into folks,
dressed in white, Avho broke out a praising
God, his heart began to revive.
For a "little cloud" began to appear, a visitation from on high. Solemn countenances
and tender hearts were seen. Sacramental
meetings without preparation. One at Cany
Ridge, by Wm, Burke and others, names being not the object then. Methodists and Presbyterians took hold together; some 20,000
souls upon the ground, and for several days
the Avork broke out and continued without
cessation, night or day, for a number of days
in succession. Coming and going; new people—ncAV subjects of the work.
Some who had helped to burn the pulpit
became subjects of this work—Avrote back to
their old friends, who believed their report, and
hence wished to see their old preacher again.
He returned to Iredell county, in North Carolina ; met Philip Bruce, an old Methodist
preacher: and they agreed upon a meeting,
and preparations were made to " encamp,"
and hence called " camp meetings."
" Sacramental" anterior to that time, as booths and
wagons only were their principal accommodation.
The first " camp meeting" the Listener
saw, was on Shoulderbone creek, in Georgia,
18DJ, in the month of February. Judge
Stith, who has been a noted deist, here recanted his deism, and professed converting
grace, and afterxvards died in triumph.
1804, in Virginia, Bedford county; and in
,the slate of New York, on the head of the
Mohawk river; and in the Mississippi, these
meetings he saw introduced also.

1805, in Connecticut and Massachusetts.
1807, in old England, and in Rhode Island
since.
We have no account that John Wesley was
ever useful to souls, until after he was shut
out of the XA'orship houses in and about London, 1739, and had to take the open space,
Moorfields, where seven fell under the power,
and professed to find peace that night.
They came to him to be talked to about
their souls; their number increased, took
doxvn their names, and had to divide them.
Hence the origin of the society and classes,
not to form a distinct sect, but a brotherhood,
in union of different sects. But Coke and Asbury must fidget. While Wesley " creeps
and seeks to be little," others seek to be
great and " strut." See Wesley's letter to Asbury, to give over this folly of Bishops, as recorded in the life of Wesley by Moore, second
volume, 1788. But Asbury and Coke would
not, as may be seen from the extracts from the
first edition of the Minutes; but is mutilated
or left out xvhen re-printed, to cut off the entail of disgrace, and lose the name of assumption in that oi divine, &c.
Wesley- encouraged field meetings; but his
folloAvers, to secure rented seats or seat rents,
voted it out of doors, and gave it up for about
12 years, having fine chapels and a fashionable people, where a certain class of people
Avere not adequate in money and appearance
logo.
Yea, so far did the Irish Conference carry
the matter, that they passed the following laAV,
Avhich was put on their Minutes, and in the
Magazine :
" Q. 22. A Preacher from America, whose
name is LORENZO DOW, travelled lately in Ireland, Avithout any official recommendation
from the American Conferences, or any of the
rulers in that connexion; and yet professing
himself a friend of the Methodists. What
judgment is it expedient for this Conference to
pass concerning the conduct of that man 1"
"A. W E ARE MOST SINCERE FRIENDS
TO RELIGIOUS LIBERTY; but we consider
ourselves called upon to inform the public,
that Mr. Dow has no connexion with us, nor
did he receive the least permission or encouragement from the Conference to travel through
Ireland as one of our body, or as one of our
friends ; and we are determined, that if he returns to this country, none of our preaching
houses shall be opened to him on any account."
The English Conference passed a similar
laxv, and put it first on the minutes of Conference, and secondly in the Magazine of
1807.
What is the judgment of the CONFERENCE, concerning what are called ' CAMP
MEETINGS'?'
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" It is our judgment that even if such meetirgs be allowable in America, they are highly
imjiroper in ENGLAND, and likely lo be productive of considerable mischief And W E
disclaim all connexion with them,
••Have our people been sufficiently cautious
respecting the permission of stT2igers tc
preach to OUR congregations ?
'• WE fear not; anil W E again DIRECT,
that NO STRANGER FROM AiMERICA, or
elsewhere, be suffered lo preach iu any of
OUR PLACES, unless he come fully accredited ; if an itinerant preacher, by having his
name entered on the minutes of Conference of
Avhich he is a member; and if a local preacher, by a recommendatory note from his superintendent."
The tyranny to suppress those .tieetings, by
expelling some local preachers and members
for Avishing to spend a day in singing and
praying in a field, by laying aside the usual
formality, Avas the very means of raising up
that society calied ' Primitive Methodists' or
Ranters, and Avhich are now taking root in
the U. S. Their OAVU history and system of
government is Avorthy a careful perusal.
The preachers of the old side at length began field meetings too, to prevent their members from going away. The old spirit of
iNIethodism seemed lo come upon them, Avhich
produced a reaction and a revival also ; for
they felt the power like Saul among the prophets. Moses made lice—the magicians tried to.
But those Ranters, so called, sought not lo
obtain members from the old side, but to hew
them oui of the Avorld ; and God has been
Avilh them—40,000.
Tlieie is one association more Avanting upon
fair, frank, firm and generous principles : to
think, and let think, Aet not to allow chains
to be forged to fetter the peojile ; under the
name and cloak of religion, because of a
Aveakness in the constitution, not to provide
sulficiently against the impious intrusion of
ambiiious men, at home and from abroad.
Then VE xvho belong to no society, look to
this and act accordingly.
The Pope has not only his Jesuitical priests
in the different kint^iloins of Europe and
America, but lias several Consuls, Avhich are
accreilitcil, here also.
He, as a temporal prince, has no trade nor
subject here, except his priests and clergy,
and those under their control ; Avhich is, perhaps, about one-tenth part of our Avhole population.
Now those big houses at Cincinnati, Perry
County, Port Clinton, Pittsburgh, back of Baltimore, o£.c. &c. &c., in so many various places
—ill different parts of America, Avith those
under-cround vaults, ranking all 'HERESIARCIia' with the giealest of 'criminals,' jus-

tifying the Inquisition of Spain, and pleading
for one in the U. S. quoting the constitution,
not to establish or abridge, &c. What does it
all look like; Avhen Ave peep into the subject,
Avith/Aei'r periodical Avorks? Let the goodness of the American people determine.
The Sunday mail business. Any AA-ay to
obtain Congressional acts on the subject of
religion, for a starting place to accomplish the
subject of laAV religion—' Church and State."
This Cry from the Wilderness is finished
Avith three quotations from the German work
106 years old—Notes on Rev. xii. 12, and
xiii, 1 and 15,
The holy alliance declared that the principle of liberty was going on systematically, as
exemplified in Spain, Portugal and Naples;
and that a firebrand of it hatl got into Greece.
The arms of France and Austria put doAvn the
first, and the viceroy of England, as king, is
to govern the last.
The spirit of inquiry, the divisions and
shakings among nations and denominations,
denotes the seventh phial pouring out, near at
hand—not far off.
" We are now come to a most important
period of time. The non-chronos hastens to
an end. We live in the little time Avherein
Satan hath great xvrath ; and this little time
is now upon the decline. We are in the
lime, times, and a half a time, xvherein the
Avoman is fed in the Avilderness ; yea, the last
part of it, the half time is begun. We are (as
AA'ill be shown,) toAvards the close ofthe fortytwo months of the beast; and Avhen his number is fulfilled, grievous things Ax-ill be,"
" Let him who does not regard the being
seized by the Avrath of the devil, the falling
unaAvares into the general temptation, the
being borne away by the most dreadful violence into the Avorship of the beast and his
image, and conseijuently drinking the unmixed wine of the Avrath of God, and being tormented day and night for ever and ever in the
lake of fire and brimstone : let him also, Avho
is confident, thtit he can make his Avay through
all these, by his own Avisdom and strength,
without need of any such peculiar preserA-ative as the AA'ord of this prophecy affords: let
him, I say, go hence. But let him Avho does
not take these Avarnings for senseless outcries
and blind alarms, beg of God. AA-ith all possible earnestness, to give him his heavenly light
herein,
"God has not given this rrophecy, in so
solemn a manner, only to show his Prcvidencc over his Church ; but also that his servants may knoAV at all times in Avkit particular period they are. And the more dangerous
any period of time is, the greater is the help
which it affords,
" 0 reader, this is a subject wherein we tiao

are deeply concerned; and which must be
treated, not as a point of curiosity, but as a
solemn warning from God, The danger is
near. Be armed both against force and fraud,
even with the whole armor of God.
" It is Christ who shed his own blood. It
is Antichrist who sheds the blood of others.
And yet it seems his last and most cruel persecution is to come. This persecution, the re-

verse of all that preceded, will, as we may
gather from many Scriptures, fall chiefly on
the outAvard court worshippers, the formal
Christians. It is probable, that fcAV real, inward Christians shall perish by it; on the
contrary, those xvho watch and pra^ always
shall be accounted worthy to escape all these
things, and to stand before the Son of Man."
Luke xxi. 36.

END OF T H E CRY FROM THE WILDERKESS.

APPENDIX.
The following letters and extracts show
what has been:
1. Thomas Coke to Wesley—the beginning
of the Drama !
2. Wesley's interdiction.
3. Wesley's letter to Asbury, Sept. 20,1788.
4. Coke's letter to Bishop White, oi the
Church of England, for a fourth ordination !
THOMAS COKE'TO JOHN WESLEY
"HONORED AND DEAR

SIR,

"The more maturely I consider the subject,
the more expedient it appears to me, that the
pover of ordaining others should be received
1/y me from you, by the imposition of your
hands;; and that you should lay hands on
brother Whatcoat and brother Vasey, for the
folloving reasons: 1. It seems to me the
most scriptural AA'ay, and most agreeable to
the practice of the primitive churches, 2, I
may "want all the influence in America Avhich
you can throw into my scale. Mr. Brackenbury informed me at Leeds, that he saw a
letter in London from Mr, Asbury, in which
he observed, 'that he Avould not receive any
person deputed by you to take any part of
the superintendency of the Avork invested in
him,' or words which evidently implied so
much. I do not find any the least degiee of
prejudice in my mind against Mr. Asbury;
on the contrary, a very great love and esteem;
and I am determined not to stir a finger without
^his consent, unless mere sheer necessity obliges
me, but rather to lie at his feet in all things.
But as the journey is long, and you cannot
spare me often, and it is well to provide
against all events, and an authority, formally
received from you, will (I am conscious of it)
be fully admitted by the people; and my exercising the office of ordination without that
I fvrmal authority may be disputed, if there be

any opposition on any other account; I could
therefore earnestly Avish you xvould e.xercise
that power in this instance, Avhich, I have not
the shadoAv of a doubt, but God hath invested
you with for the good of our connexion. I
think you have tried me too often to doubt
whether I xvill, in any degree, use the poAver
you are pleased to invest me with, further
than I believe absolutely necessary for the
prosperity of the Avork. '3. In respect of my
brethren, (brothers Whatcoat and Vasey,) it
is very uncertain indeed, whether any of the
clergy, mentioned by brother Rankin, will stir
a step Avith me in the Avork, except Mr, Jarrit; and it is by no means certain that even
he Avill choose to join me in ordaining; and
propriety and universal practice make it expedient that I should have two presbyters
Avith me in this work. In short, it appears to
me that every thing should be prepared, and
every thing proper be done that can possibly
be done this side the water. You can do all
this in Mr, C
n's house, in your chamber;
and afterward (according to Mr, Fletcher's advice)* give us letters testimonial of the different offices Avith xvhich you have been
pleased to inx'est us. For the purpose of laying hands on brother Whatcoat and Vasey, I
can bring Mr, Creighton doAvn Avith me, by
which you xA'ill have two presbyters Avith you.
In respect to brother Rankin's argument, that
you will e.scape a great deal of odium by
omitting this, it is nothing. Either it vx'ill be
known, or not knoAvn; if not knoAvn, then
no odium will arise; but if known, you Avill
be obliged to acknowledge that I acted under
your direction, or suffer me to sink under the
weight of my enemies, with, perhaps, your
* .Mr. Fletcher attendea the conference in 1784, and
was one of the meeting which Mr. W e s l e / called in
order to consider the subject.
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brother at the head of them. I shall entreat
you lo ponder these things,
"Your most dutiful,
" T . COKE.*
WESLEV^S INTERDICTION,
"'With respect o the title of bishop, I knoAv
that M.-. Wesley enjoined the doctor and his
a-sociatcs, and i i the most solemn manner,
that it .should not be taken. In a letter to
^Iis. (lilhert, the Avidow of the excellent
Nathaniel Gilbert, F.si;., of Antigua, a cojiy
of Avhich now lies belore me, he states this in
the strongest manner. In this and in every
similar deviation, I cannot be the apologist of
Dr. Coke; and I can state, in contradiction to
all that Dr. Whitehead and Mr, Hampson
have said, that Mr. Wesley never gave his
sanction to any of these things; nor Avas he
the author of one line of all that Dr. Coke
published in America on this subject. His
views on these points Avere very different from
those of his zealous son in the gospel. He
kneAv that a rvork of God neither needed, nor
could be truly aiiled, nor could recommend
itself to pious minds, by .such additions."
3Ioore s Life of Wesley, page 279.

WESLEY'S LETTER TO ASBURY
"There is, indeed, a Avide difference between
the relation Avherein you stand to the American,
and the relation Avherein I stand to all itie
iNIethodists. You are the elder brother of the
American ^Methodists; I am, under (lon. the
father of the Avhole family. Therefore 1 naturally care for you all in a manner no other
person can do. Therefore I, in a measure,
provide for you all; for the supplies which
Dr. Coke provides for you, he could not provide Avere it not for me—Avere it not that I
not only permit him to collect, but also support him in so doing.
"But in one ])oiiit, my dear brother, I am a
little afraid both the doctor and you differ
from mc. I study to be little; you study to
be great. I creep; you Srut along. I found
a school, you a college!
Nay, and call it
after your OAVU names If O beware! Do not
seek to be something!
Let me be nothing,
and 'Christ be all in all!'
•'One instance of this, of your greatness,
has given me great concern. How can you,
hoAV dare you, snff'er yourself to be called
bishop ? I shudder, I .start at the very thought!
Men may call me a knave or a fool; a rascal,
a scoundrel, and I nm content: but they shall
* Dr. Whitehead observe.'!, " T h i s letter is taken from
an attested copy of the doctor's letter, in IWr. Charles
Wesley's handwritini^."
t Cokesbury College, twice burned down. T h e name
was formed hou? the names of its founders—Coke and
Asbury

never, by my consent, call me bishop. For
my sake, for God's .sake, for Christ's sake,
put a full end to this! Let the Presbyterians
do Avhat they please, but let the Methodists
knoAv their calling better.
" Thus, my dear Franky, I have told you
all that is in my heart : and let this, when I
am no more seen, bear Avitness how .sincerely
I am,
" Your affectionate friend and brother,
" JOHN WESLEY."
Life of Wesley, page 285.
Coke at last ordained seven persons for India, signing his name Thomas Coke, Bishop
of the Methodist Episcopal Church—Avhen he
had no church. But on his Avay to the east,
God took him from the evil to come: and so
prevented him from troubling the world any
longer Avith his EPISCOPAL NONSENSE !

COKE'S LETTER TO BISHOP WHITE.
" R I G H T REVEREND SIR :

" Permit me to intrude a little on your time,
upon a subject of great importance.
" You, I believe, are conscious that I Avas
brought up in the church of England, and
have been ordained a presbyter of that church.
For many years I was prejudiced, even I
think, to bigotry, in favour- of i t ; but through
a variety of causes and incidents, to mention
which AvoUld be tedious and useless, my mind
Avas exceedingly biassed on the other side of
the question. In consequence of this, I am
not sure but I Avent further in the separation
of our church in America, than i\Ir. Wesley,
from whom I had received my commission,
did intend. He did indeed solemnly invest
me, as far as he had right so to do, Avith episcojial authority, but did not intend, I think,
that our entire separation should take place.
He being pressed by our friends on this side
the Avater, for ministers lo administer the sacraments to them (there being very fcAv clergy
of the church of f^ngland then in the States)
he went farther, I am sure, than he would
have gone if he had foreseen some events
which followed.
And this I am certain of—
that he is now sorry for the separation.
"But what can be done fir a re-union which
I wish for; and to accomplish Avhich, M:.
Wesley, I have no doubt, AVOUUI use his influence to the utmost"? The affection of a very
considerable number of the preachers and most
of the people, is very strong toAA'ards him,
notwithstanding the excessive ill usage he receiveil from a few. My interest also is not
small; and bolh his and mine Avould readily
and to the utmo.st, be used to accomplish that
(to us) very desirable obiect; if a readiness
were shown by the bishops of the Protestant
Episcopal church to re-unite.
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'Mt is even to your church an object of great
importance. We have noAV above 60,000
adults in our Society in these States; and
about 250 travelling ministers and preachers :
besides a great number of local preachers,
A-ery far exceeding the number of travelling
preachers; and some of these local preachers
ar-^ men of very considerable abilities ; but if
Wxi number the Methodists as most people
number the members of their church, viz,—by
the families xvhich constantly attend the divine ordinances in their places of AAorshiji,
they will make a larger body than you pos.sibly conceive. The society I believe, may be
safely multiplied by five on an average, to
give us our stated congregations ; which will
then amount to 300,000, And if the calculation, which I think some eminent writers have
made, be just, that three-fifths of mankind are
an adult (if I may use the expression) at any
given period, it will folloAv that all the families, the adults of which form our congregations in these states, amount to 750,000 About
one-fifth of these ai^e blacks.
"The work now extends in length from Bo.ston to the South of Georgia ; and in breadth,
from the Atlantic to Lake Champlain, Vermont, Albany, Redstone, Holstein, Kentucky,
Cumberland, &c,
"But there are many hindrances in the xvay.
Can they be removed 1
" 1 . Our ordained ministers xvill not, ought
not to, give up their right of administering the
sacraments. I don't think that the generality
of them, perhaps none of them, xvould refuse
to submit to a re-ordination, if other hindrances
were removed out of the xvay. I must here
observe, that belAveen 60 and 70 only, out of
the two hundred and fifty, have been ordained
presbyters, and about 60 deacons (only.)
The presbyters are the choicest of the Avhole,
" 2 , Tbe other preachers Ax-ould hardly subnait to re-union, if the possibility of their rising up to ordination depended on the pre.sent
bishops in America. Because, though they
are all, I think, I may say, zealous, pious and
very useful men, yet they are not acquainted
with the learned languages. Besides, they
would argue, if the present bishops Avould
Waive the article of the learned languages, yet
their successors might not.
" M y desire of a re-union is so sincere and
earnest, that these difficulties make me tremble : and yet something must be done before the
deiith of Mr Wesley, otherwise I shall despair
oj success ; for though my influence among the
Methodists in these States as well as in Europe, is, I doubt not, increasing, yet Mr. Asbury,
whose influence is very capital, will not easily
comply, nay, 1 know be will be exceedingly
averse to it.
" I n Europe, where some steps had been
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taken, tending to a separation, all is at an end.
Mr. Wesley is a determined enemy of it, an.^
I have lately borne an open and successful
testimony against it.
" Shall I be favored XA-ith a private interA-iew
Avith you in Philadelphia ? I shall be there,
God Avilling, on Tuesday the 17th of May.
If this be agreeable, I'll beg of you just to
signify it in a note directed to me at Mr.
Jacob Baker's, merchant. Market-street, Philadelphia ; or if you please by a fevv lines
sent me by the return of post, Philip Rogers,
Esq, in Baltimore, from yourself or Dr.
Magaw : and I will xvait upon you Avith my
friend Dr, MagaAv. We can then enlarge on
the subjects,
" I am conscious of it that secrecy is of a
great importance in the present st-d"te of the
business, till the minds of you, your brother
Bishops and Mr. Wesley be circumstantially
known. I must therefore beg that these
things be confined to yourself and Dr. Magaw,
till 1 have the honor of seeing you,
" I bus you see that I have made a bold venture on your honor and candor, and have
opened my Avhole heart to you on the subject
as far as the extent of a small letter will allow
me. If you put equal conhdence in me you
will find ine candid and faithful,
" I have notAviihstanding, been guilty of in,advertencies. Very lately I found myself
obliged (for the pacifying of my conscience)
to Avrite a penitential letter to the Rev, Mr.
Jarrat, Avhich gave him great satisfaction :
and for the same reason I must Avrite another
to the Rev, Mr. Petligrew.
" When I Avas last in Amenca, I prepared
and corrected a great variety of things forour
magazine, indeed almost e v r y thing that Avas
printed, except some loose nints Ax-hich I had
taken of one of my journeys, and Avhich I left
in my hurry with Mr. Asbury, AV thout any
correction, en.'reatii.g him that no part of them
miijht be printed Avhich could be improper or
offensive. But through great inadvertency
(I suppose) he sufle.-ed some reflections or the
iliaracters of the two above mentioned gentlemen to be inserted in t i e magazine, for
Avhich I am very sorry, and probably shaL
not rest till I have made my acknoAvledgments
more public; though Mr. Jarrat does not desire it,
" I am not sure AA'hether I have not also offended you, sir, by accepting one of the offers
made me by you and Dr. MagaAv, of the use
of your churches, about six years ago, on my
first visit to Philadelphia, without informing
you oi our plan of separation from the church
of England.
" If I did offend, (as I doubt I dia, especially
from what you said to Mr. Ri( hard Dallam,
of Abington,) I sincerely beg yours and Dr.
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MagaAv's jiardon. I'll endeavor ',o amend.
But alas! I am a frail, Aveak creature,
" I will intrude no longer at piesent. One
thing only I Avill claim from your candor—
that if you have no thought on improving
this proposal, you will burn this letter, and
take no more notice of il, (for it would be a
pity to h a \ e us entirely alienated from each
other, if Ave cannot unite ii: the manner my
ardent Avishes desire;) but if you Avill further
negotiate the busines,s, I Avill explain my mind
still more fully to you on the probabilities of
success,
'• In the mean time, permit me, with great
respect, to subscribe myself, Riglit Reverend
Sir,
" Your very humble servant in Christ
"Signed,
THOMAS COKE.
" T h e Right Reverend Father in God,
BISHOP W H I T E ,

"Richmond,

April 24th, 1791."

A fifth letter Avas from the Bishop's right
hand man—Avho preached that Asbury was
'BORN TO COMMAND'—received a mock trial—
Avas acquitted—because ' he is one of US'—
then Avhen the bishop had no further use for
him—turned a kind of ' REGICIDE'—but Avhere
is he now ?
The iuquirj'—may any of our ministers
preach for the 'masons?'
A. Preach for any
body betwixt heaven and hell,
Truman
Bisliop iiiust not preach for the REGICIDES—
hence they must be beyond the gates!
Manv, like the ' ant is'—some ignorant and
Avell meaning as the /oo/.s of others—some evil
designing—aie engaged to destroy the jiublic
safely—without iiri/.ing the privileges of the
U. S. of .'\nieiica as they sliould,
Joseph Bonaparte, defeated in Spain, lost
all the roy.il caniafZ;es and treasure, (which
Wellin!ztiiii esliinated at '2,000,000.) and flies
to France; gives uji the crown; Na.i)oleon
sends for Ferdinand, saying, your fitlier gave
me the crown of Spain, I };ave il lo Josejih,
he gave it back to nie, 1 now give it lo you,
and you receive it al my hands. Hence the
crown in Girard's vault in l'liiladel]iliia cannot
be the crown of Spain ; and, if not, Aviiat
crown can il he ? evcept the -'crown of France"
Avhich the pope did only sprinkle, but B, put
it on his own head.
How easy could Josejili agree lo go into
retirement disguised, and Napoleon to take his
name, seeing one had many foes, and the
other had none to follow suit!
The English fleet watched all ships on the
coast of Fiance but their own.
The English say, there is no man above his
price. Somehow, a MAN was found at Amboy, in New Jersey, where only small craft
can come.

Report at New York said there waS a
Bonajiarte at Amboy. He came to the city
of New York, and said, I am JOSEPH, and I
wish for protection, according to the alien laws
of the United States.
A sneer in the sleeve, a Avhisper in the ear
that "John Bull was gulled," " had got iVonoleon's barber." The same at Philadelphia and
Baltimore, whence the Frenchman said, " I
served under Napoleon at Egypt and Acre •
Joseph and Napoleon have such a family likeness, one may be mistaken for the other, by
those Avhose observation was only superficial •
but this is my old master." Revolutions are
turthcred and accomplished hy female ART and
intrigue. Not a female in his house at Amboy,
NeAV York, Piney Woods, Bordentown, Philadelphia, or back ofthe Schuylkill.
Eats " his own bread," and drinks "his own
wine,"—and Avherever he goes, a coach load
of men near at hand, besides the one he travels
in ; precaution and care.
Never meddles Avith our politics, nor goes
to the place of balls, amusements or big bugs;
but keeps himself to himself, and minds his
own business, Avith a fevv select friends in
obscurity—confidential! !!
Those Avho visit him, as Lafayette, we
never heard of any thing that passed, nor any
remarks made by them about him—horMC
among big bugs ! Joseph ran off from Spain,
leaving his trea.sure behind; but this man, it
is said, gave Giiard three hundred thousand
dollars for his bargain in U. S. Bank, the
part not then taken up—three millions of
dollars; money enough, and can give drafts
lo any amount in any part of Europe he
pleases.
Bonaparte Avas first knoAvn in 1796, as a
public character, on the expedition lo Italy.
The peace of Amiens, 1SI.'2, admitted of a su|ierlicial glance by the English, for his guards
were about him still; and so completely had
he the art of (i/.s-gicwnig-liiinself, that, ohanging
his dres.s, &c., several times a day, the Parisia.iis would not know him as he walked the
streets: IIOAV much less would be the discernment of an Englishman, with his small opportunity lor ohsei valion !
To be sure, some feAv saw him Avhen he
Avenl to Elba; but out of that company, it is
very improbable that any one on board oi that
ship Avhich took his barber to England, or AA-as
on board the Northumberland Avith Cockbum,
Avho received him from one ship to the other,
to take him to the Big Rock ; nor is it probable that any one on the rock, Avhen he arrived,
had seen him before.
None were suffered to go on shore from tke
ship, AA'hen in English harbor; nor a r y fromi
the shore to board the ship, except two pr
three of the admirals, water fowls, who go not
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fer from the sea shore, on land; hence it il
probable they had not seen him before; and if
not, hoAv detect the imposition, seeing those of
his aids would all be in the secret, to carry on
the joke 7
Sir Sidney Smith was one of those admirals
—he owed his life and liberty to Bona—hence
he let Bona escape from the Eust—and might
carry on the joke and let him escape by aiding
again!
The corpse at St. Helena—" not one trait
of the great Napoleon to be seen in it," observed a certain writer; hence instead of sending the body to England, as xvas directed, it
was buried 18 or 20 feet under a rock, of more
than 13 tons weight, in that island.
But the crown of France, when he resigned
Imperial dignity, gave it, by will, to his son
'Napoleon II.' and had it so registered in
France, to make the transfer legal, according
to iheir laxvs.
And xvhat a few years xvill exhibit on this
subject of the TWO Napoleons, France and
Germany, and future time must determine.
An English vessel could come in by Sandy
Hook in the night, put Bonaparte on shore at
the above place, in New Jersey, in boats, and
go to sea again before morning; but an
American vessel would have brought him up
to the city of New York.
Perhaps the British connived to let him off
for a tool; a rod over France; and so sham
their allies.
For a covering, let one of Joseph's daughters be reported to have come over to the
United States; but not his WIFE !
The attempt to poison all the royal family
of Russia, and revolutionize the empire, shows
the spirit betwixt the holy alliance and the
people; which spirit the holy alliance exhibit
on one side, and say the other is systematically
prevailing.
Light and truth and right and justice must
and will prevail. For the world has long
been in the hand of the enemy; but it must
revert to its rightful Owner !
The secretary at war, who wrote the " anonymous letter," in the camp, to raise the Babel
of confusion against Washington and the
country, 1783, did only one good act, the tool
to purchase Louisiana; but ordered about 28
men to spike the guns on the Potomac river,
when the British ships hove in sight, and run-,
so make every door open, for the enemy to get
easily to Washington city, in the late war—
and moreover, make every arrangement for a
derangement possible, to injure the land in the
military movements of the war, then go off to
receive the common reward of 10,000 pounds,
the reward of treachery, Arnold like. And
how many agents have the " Holy Alliance"
here now, actively employed, in an intriguing.

sneaking way f ' F&st to divide Mid tjifen to
devouxH,!^,
..
O^'^'''
W-!*s^ih|k)nTa. Sd-v-fde: Wi€_^flSrtsel was, to
esteem afi'y'TfeM*'«S,u"MeM^'^o should mention or intimate a wish to split and divide im
Union, observing, " united xve stand, dixidefl
we fall."
What, thiij, must we think of the people in
the "North," or "South," who would speak
to that effect 1—One did, the other has, or does!
The letter of a "Hickory" to the treacherous
secretary has been published, to do him injury;
but the treachery of man, in the hsart ami
bowels of our beloved country, has been very
great. 0 my God, what is to come!! Do
Thou protect the ship ! Bring to nought the
wicked counsel of the ungodly! Frustrate the
Avicked motives of evil designing men, who
betray trust reposed with them,
0 ye Rulers of the land, as the guardians
of the people, hoAV can those things be anSAvered to the Great Eternal, according to the
oath of oj^ce, unless there be the acts oi fidelity
by those who officiate in their responsible
capacity, for the good of the land, and the
general welfare of this country •? See that
truth and rectitude abide in your heart, and
so evidence that trust is not misplaced, by
being reposed in the hands of improper men!
And

it is only the

VIRTUE and

GOOD SENSE

of the PEOPLE, that hitherto has saved the
ship from the rocks, by the superintending
Providence of God. Therefore, ye American
people, cultivate the public mind; take good
heed to yourselves, and to your COUNTRY, and
keep a good LOOK OUT !

THE FOLLOWING SUMMARY IS AN EXHIBITION
BY A L E A R N E D J E W , A N D ELUCIDATES A
VIEW OF T H E ISRAELITES PROSPECTIVELY.

" W E learn fron Daniel, that great events in
the Religious and Political World are about
to take place, in or about the year 1833.
Tarshish (Great Britain) xvill obtain possession
or command of Palestine; and under xvhose
protection the Israelites will commence the
return of their captivity ; and it appears, also,
that Sheba and Dedan, certain tribes or nations, dwellers on the sea coast of Arabia, xx-ill
form an alliance with ' Tarshish,' or her East
India Company, designated the 'Merchants of
Tarshish,' during the ensuing forty-five years.
We find that Russia (according to Ezekiel,
chap. 38 and 39) will conquer or form alliances with Persia, Ethiopia, Lybia, (BARBARY,)
Gomer and all his bands, (Gomer was the father of the German, French an-d northern
Italians,) and Togarmah of the North Quarters, (Togarmah was the father of the Tartars '
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and Turcomans,) and not being able to do 2. Ham and his descendants peopled Africa.
any thing against Great Britain, by sea, Avill 3. That Europe Avas peopled by the IAVO sons of
brini^ up all the nations of the civilized earth Japhet, Gomer and Magog ; the southern and
under her control, against Gre; t Britain and southwestern, by Gomer an.l his children ; and
her allies; aud we are led to hi ieve that the the north and northwestern, by the children of
young Lions of Tarshish, meriioned in the Magog. 4. That the foimer was called Gome13th verse ofthe 38th chaptei', designate the riaiis, Cimmerians, and Cimbrians ; and afterUiiittf S'.itrs, because she is clearly poiutc) Avard, CeltcB, Galatae, and Gauls ; the latter Avere
I out iu the vviii. ch.ap. of Isaiah, as hastening called by the general name of Scythians, Scuti,
I lo the assistance of lire distressed Lsraelites in and Scots. 5. That the Gomerians spread
Pal'.'siine, where the whole Rus.sian forces are swiftly through the north of Europe, as far .as
forcing their Avay by conquest, probably on the Cimbrian Chersonesus, including Sweden
their route to the East Indies, V/e have no Denmark, Norway, and divers other count,','e=,
doubt of this great conqueror Gog, being and then inlo Ireland, Avhere they inulrtplieii
the Emjieror of Russia, from his being desigvery early into a considerable nation, 6. That
r.ated iu the Hebrew text. Prince of Rush,
some ages after, another part of them, Avho
(Russia,)^ Mesheck, (Muscovy,) and Tubal,
had
first settled in Spain, sailed to Ireland un(Tobolski,) not as it is translated in our English Bibles, 'Chief Prince of Mesheck and der Milea, or Melesius, and conquering the
Tubal.' And it appears, from numerous pro- first inhabitants, took po.ssession of the land.
phecies in the Scriptures, that he Avill there 7 That about the same time the Gomerians
receive a total overthrow; that Providence Aviil came to Ireland, the Magogians, or Scythians,
assist the Jews, and their allies, as it is writ- came to Britain; ,so early, that both spoke
ten in Daniel. ' The stone Avhich Avas cut out the same language, and Avell understood each
Avithout hand,s, smote the image upon his feet, other. 8. That the Irish spoken by tbe Gothat Avere of iron and clay, and brake them to merians, and the Welsh, spoken by the Mapieces,' The effect of this battle, and the gogians, are one and the same language, exAvonJers Avbich Avill be heard and .seen at this pressed by the same seventeen letters, Avhich
time, Avill cause the entire destruction of Avere long after brought by a Gomerian prince
Prie- craft. Bigotry, and Superstition in the into Greece, 9, That all the languages of
Religious World ; and the downfall of des- Europe, Greek and Latin in particular, are de•potisni. Monarchy and Aristocracy in the Po- rived from this, 10, That the antediluvian
litical World ; and as Ave have every reason language spoken by all till after the flood, and
to believe, in 1833, the Messiah of the Jews, then continued in the family of Shem, Avas
of the seed of David, Avill be born, and that the HebrcAv ; and from this (the Hebrew) tongue,
great battle of Gog and Magog Avill take place many of the eastern languages are derived.
in 1857, and be inimeiliately folloAved by the The foregoing particulars this fine Avriler has
appearance of the Messiah, and his govern- made highly probable. And these may be
nieat lo be fully established. The resurrection adirj'tted, though Ave do not agree to his veheof the dead—the temple rebuilt—the com- ment panegyric, on the Irish language ; much
plete restoration of the House of Israel, by the less receive all the stories told by the Irish
means of the vessels or machines of Tarshish, poets, or chroniclers, as genuine authentic
(Isa.) 'fyingV\ke doves to the windotvs, bringing history "
home my jieople from afar, even from the ends
Solomon had two fleets of ships ; one in the
of the earlh,' and ' the sanctuary be cleansed,' Rel Sea, that Avent to Ophir for gold, which
(or jiisiifie.l,) in tbe year 1878, being the com- took three years lo accomplish, and by some is
pletion of the 2,300 years prophesied by sujiposed lo refer to America, as being known
Daniel, from taking away ihe daily sacrifice to the ancients.
by .'N'ebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon," J, J.
The other fleet was in the Mediterranean
Note.—Compare the foregoing wilh the folSea, and there are eastern characters or hieroloAviug extract from the Life of Wesley
glyphics now to be seen in the tin min^i of
paje 237
Cornwall, in England ; and hence seem to
have been visited by those from the east, in
September 1, 1781, he .says, " I made an end that day.
of reading that cur:„usbook, Dr, Parsons' ReThe division of the Holy Land, after Gog
mains of Japhet. The very ingenious author and Magog, by Ezekiel, and the house, as dehas struck much light inlo some of the dark- .scribed by him, and the book of Revelation, is
est parts of ancient history. And although I AA'orthy of remarK.
cannot subscribe to every propo.sition \Ahich
1. For the division is different from that
he aih-ances, yet I apprehend, he has sufli- mentioned in Joshua,
ciently proved the main of his hypotl esis
2, The battle of Gog and Magog is not the
namely, 1. That after the flood, Shem and his same Gog and Magog as in Rev., but corresdescendants peopled the greatest part of Asia, ponds with the battle of Armageddon.

3. The house ol Ezekiel with—after the country ' beyond' the rivers of ' Ethiopia'—
cecond beast slays cne two witnesses, and Rev. (whicli must, when the prophet xvould be
speaking at Canaan) refer west, to the conti7000 slain, 63,000 are converted.
4. Great Babylon came in remembrance be- nent of America,—north and south ' wings.'
fore God; the CITIES of the nations iall!
On the night of July :!'~th, 1830, CosmopoWhat treachery, struggles, revolutions and
changes rnay be near at hand in the earth, lite dreamed that a " Society of Enquiry" conparticularly the ancient Scripture World ; the vened, and investigated the question " Of
Avhat benefit to Society are Priests and Kings 1"
seventh phial.
The Dr. in Divinity said at NeAV York—It The result and conclusion was, that they
Avill be as much impossible to stop the pro- Avere of no use, in the manner in AA'hich they
gress of the Bible, Missionary and Tract so- have governed the Avorld : therefore, after a
cieties, as for a little fish to stop a big steam- certain data, would LAY THEM ASIDE, as of no
boat. A few days after, one shad was sucked account.
Upon this the Avaters rose amain, very
up inlo the pump, so as to stop the largest
muddy; built a raft; pulled by the bushes;
steamboat on the river.
God generally brings about things in a very came to a deep Lake of clear water, very
rough, for the wind xvas ahead, " Stay in the
different Avay from the calculations of men !
The HebreAvs have been a people of Provi- eddy until the xvind falls, then in the calm put
dence from the call oi Abraham to the present forth all the strength ive have, and may gain
the high dry lands in sight on the other side,"
time.
From America to India they are a brother- Then I aAvoke, and ruminated in strange
hood, scattered in all quarters, and in the em- feelings.
Inquired of Judge Burke, after relating it to
ploy of almost all ranks of people, from the
farm and kitchen to the minister of state and him, for an interpretation.
the throne. Hence, probably, there is no one Just then a man came in with a Avriting,
set of people on the earth, Avho have sucb a containing the following statements. On
fund of political knoAA'ledge and common in- hearing it read, the Judge observed, " y o u r
formation, as the Jews, in social matters, and dream is now interpreted."
the present state of the Avorld.
" T h e Jews assert, that according to their
Having access to all countries, and under- chronology, the temple of Solomon Avas destanding all living languages, at the second stroyed by Nebuchadnezzar, 422 years before
coining of Christ, when thus convinced, what Christ; and the angel told Daniel, that from
irresistible evidence to the understanding and the time of daily sacrifice being taken aAx-ay,
judgment of the Pagan, Mahometan, and for- and the abomination that maketh desolate set
mal Christians. " I T IS GOD !"—and how up, should be 2,300 days ; Avhen the sanctuasoon the gospel, in its purity, spirit and pow- ry should be cleansed, and everlasting righter, could be circulated to all and to each in eousness brought in. Now, if Ave count 2300
their own language, to meet the Avitness in years from the 422d year before Christ, it Avill
bring us to the year 1878, Avhen this great
the heart.
The idea of the secontZ coming of CHRLST, by period of Daniel Avill have its accomplishment.
Joltn Wesley and John Fletcher, Avhich they The other periods of Daniel, viz., time, times,
think Avill be at the commencement of that day, and half a time, or 1260 years, time, times
called Millennium by some, that he Avill bring and the dividing of a time, or 1215 years.
his saints Avith him—RESURRECTION of some of The 1290, and 1335, are periods of events to
the dead—after the battle oi Armageddon, men- have their accomplishment Avithin the great
tioned Rev. And reign upon the earth a pro- period of 2300, the last of Avhich, with the
phetic thousand years, 360,000 ; but if Apos- 1260, to terminate with the 2300; and thus
tolic, 360,000,000 of common years—the pro- they form a data, from which Ave can go back
mise, ' shoAving mercy unto thousands of from 1878, to look for events. Hence, if we
deduct 1335 from 1878, it will carry us back
generaHons,' could then be fulfilled.
There is a great analogy belAvixt the reflec- to the year A, D, 543, at which lime idolatry
tions of the Jew and Wesley and Fletcher. See was established in the Christian church, and
Wesley's notes, and Fletcher's ideas, itt the the image worship set up by the Pope, and
Arminian IMagazine, two letters on the sanu supported and protected by his - n t h o r u / ; and
if Ave deduct 45 days from 1878, it being the
subject.
The steam boats by sea, and swift-footed difference between 1335 and 1290 days, it will
beasts and dromedaries by land, to help carry bring us to 1833, as the period of the accomplishment ofthe 1290 days, when the power
on the return of the Jews.
Not ' woe,' bul ' ho !" an exclamation !— of idolatry shall be broken. And if wc deduct
j h o t ' bull-rushes,' but time and reflection will 1260 from 1878, it w-ill carry us back to the
explain a learned 'critical meaning.' The year A. D. 618, the period of the rise of Ma-
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homel and his empire, Avho was to cast doAvn
the truth lo the ground, and to practise and
pro-]>er for a lime, tiau-s, and the dividing of
a time, which the Jews understand to be 1215
yeirs, and Avill have its accomplishment in
1833, ' Avhen he shall come to his end, and
none shall help him.' From this data the 45
years' Avar between truth and error will commence in 1833. In Avhich Avar all that stands
opposed lo truth and righteousness shall be
overthrown.
Civil and religious tyranny,
kings and priests, shall be broken to pieces,
by the "stone cut out of the mountain Avilhj out hands," and civil and religious liberty esI tablished throughout IheAvorld, and the Divine
I government be established, under Avhich the
j saints oi the Most High shall take the king{ dom, and possess it FOR EVER."

RECAPITULATION.
1. The folly oi the doctrine of ' infallibility,' and the mode of claiming countries.
2. The improvement in the arts and sciences
caused a revolution in philosophy and divinity.
3. Cause of the American revolution, and
the ideas of rational liberty,
4. The folly of law religion,
5. Treachery in the heart and boAvels of the
country at different times and in different
places, from unprincipled men in office, Avho
should have had better heads and hearts, exemplified in their administration and conduct.
6. Foreign nations design our ruin by their
agents, counsel, and money.
7. 'Holy Alliance' for no good—destroy
liberty—keep up tyranny. Unholy purposes.
8. Comhusltljles in the bowels and heart of
the country for an explosion of the isost dangerous kind.
9. Signs ofthe limes.
10. The pope stripped of his temporal power, 1810, and transferred to the city,
11. Done by an individual from Asia,
12. 606 added to 1143, makes 1809, Avhen
the year exjiired ; time fulfilled—Jan. 1st,
IXIO—took efiect, according to Wesley's notes
on Rev.
13. Buonaparte lost his poAver—'second
bra: I.'
14. Baiiylon —church —clergy — order of
Jesuits restored, l"or certain purjiosesand ends.
15. In tills confusion of political darkness
of uncertainty—seats herself on the beast—'I
sit a queen,' &c.
16. Ten kings Avill in turn hate her; after
the rise of the seiond beast, from the bottomless pit, 1832,
17 Turkey to V shaken by Russia, previous to the rise of tnt beast, 1832.
18. The above calculations in German,
1724; in English, 54, in London.

19. England, France and Russia—clash of
interest.
20. After Euphrates' waters dried up, a
contention for the holy land.
21. Another persecution.
22. Preparations for the battle of Armageddon.
23. Pacha of Egypt and the Jews and England—arrange—to obtain the Isthmus oi Suez,
for a way to the east.
24. Arrangements to destroy the lerders of
heretics—a dreadful plot, very extensively laid
—-like that of Haman to a day, in the aflair of
Mordecai—assassinations, &c.
25. Succeed, but only in part—a reaction—
cause of the overthroAv of the plotters themselves,—by an overruling Providence. ' God
hath put it into their hearts,' says the te.xt
book, ' to hate, eat, and burn her Avith fire.'
26. Witnesses slain—the treading of the
city ends—7,000 fall, 63,000 converted.
27 Great Babylon sinks—the cities of the
nations fall.
28. The tAvo beasts, or beast and false prophet, taken axvay.
29. And HE appears, whose right it is to
reign !
30. The mystery of God is finished, and the
tabernacle, &c. is open to men.
31. A falling
away, xvhich ripens the
world

for

JUDGMENT ; and

ALL

INTELLI-

GENCES, whether HUMAN, angelic, or diabolical, Avill once appear before the JUDGE on
the GREAT XVHITE THRONE !
CONCLUSION.
When one is not bound to keep faith with
Heretics, as exemplified by the Council in
the case of John Huss—Avhat assurance of
fidelity can the OLD ORTHODOX give to the
Heterodo.x!
In cases of Marriage, if the Heretic ii not
Avon over lo the ancient true faith—what is
the consequence but abuse—quarrelling—take
the whip—be " defrauded," or else deserted 1
—yea, or daggered, as a heretic, by the direction of another !
For those who hold the destiny of man, in
a future stale of existence, must have much
influence in their ascendancy over tho.se, who
are credulous enough to believe it.
Hence unison and firmness in the grand design of JESUITICAL CONSUxMMATION!
JB®" TO all whom it may concern—Kvoi^
YE, That it is no time to sleep on your oars
at this important crisis and era of affairs.
AV'hen I take a view and look at the principl -s ofthe Old World, Avhich have been handed JoAvn for ages—exemplified in the " Golden
Head" of Babylon—the " Silver Arms" of the
Medes and Persians united in Cyrus;—the
" Thighs of Brass" in the Greeks—Alexander
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the Great,—the Roman '' feet of iron" and courts of jurisprudence) was what the king of
"ten toes"—which are now still remaining. Judah had taken to the king of Babylon.
Also the Stone cut out of Mountain—and
For the violation see the hand of retributive
what is to be consequent upon it. And com- justice—parental feelings—his sons were
paring the analogous prophecies of the four slain before his eyes—his eyes were then put
revolving empires in succession, mentioned in out; and he sentenced to die a prisoner in a
the same book oi Daniel—then reading Deut. I foreign land, without a friend to soothe his
28th chapter, involving the dispersion of the sorrow :—must not the agony of his sons, in
JEWS, and afterAvard their ingathering and fancy, ever be before him 1—as being the last
return, chapter 29 ; also that of Ezekiel, chap- thing he ever saw!
ters 38 and 39, concerning Gog and Magog—
By him take warning; all ye who rule in
seven months to bury their dead, and seven the land, that God may be with you!
years the Aveapons of war serve as fuel for
For Jeremiah prophesied that he should GO
fire :—And the three unclean spirits, " Illumi- to Babylon—and Ezekiel prophesied that HE
nati"—" order of Jesuits" and " Legion of should NOT SEE Babylon—both Avere true, and
Honor"—agoing forth to the kings and govern- hoAV remarkably exemplified!
ments of the ancient Scripture world, and conHence, again be Avarned not to betray your
centrate the same under three general heads— TRUST—nor betray the people of this land !—
as Russia, Catholic and Protestant, via Nich- over xvhom you are placed as guardians—as
olas, Pope, and John Bull, for the BATTLE angeLs, to watch over the interests of the naof ARMAGEDDON, the result of which is tion and the SAFETY of INDIVIDUALS—in these
explained in the 19th Rev.—where the angel perilous times !
standing in the sun, calls all the foAvls of heaAnd all YE citizens of America, as a citizen
ven to eat the flesh of kings—the SUPPER of and well xvisher, in a friendly manner, I feel
the great God !
solemnly to WARN you to be actuatad by inThe great house afterwards spoken of by nocent and pure principles.—And not to be
Ezekiel, and the heavenly or new Jerusalem deceived by fair speeches of flattery, and false
by St. John—both may refer to one and the statements of misrepresentation, from those
same thing, the favored lime of the church— Avho are the tools of others; the ambitious,
when Goil himself shall rule, by His SPIRIT deceitful, aspiring; Avho Avould dupe you as
of LOVE, in the hearts of the children of the ass, to ride over your head into office.
men!
For bribes and grog, and flattering words,
The treading of the Holy City by the Gen- deceive and blind many.
tiles, is spoken of by Jesus Christ, and by
" Statute law" is seldom mentioned at the
Paul to the Romans—St. John in Rev. Avhich BAR ; but precedents taken for EXAMPLE, heno doubt refers to the same thing ; hence pro- comes the laAV of the land; hence the JUDIphetically, the same point or period of time— CIARY place statute law in the back ground, as
and may be taken in connexion Avith those only an ideal thing, and in lieu thereof, the
passages noted as above, and compared Avith principles of the FEUDAL SYSTEM are substithe SIGNS of the TIMES !
tuted to predominate iu the land!
iB@- The Chief MAGISTRATE of the U. Hence I ask, where shall one fly for safety
Stales, the GOVERNORS, or Chief Magis- and protection, as it relates to person, charactrates of the several States and Teriitories of ter, or property'? Provided this system be
this UNION—the LEGISLATURES—with all progressing in the administration, by the leadthose in authority, in a subof.linate station.
ing talkers, Avho lead on the van!
Remember the CONSTITUTION—and your
1, The principles of John Adams on " ConOATH of OFFICE to SUPPORT the SAME, Avith stitutions," 1789, Avhen at the court ol St.
the rest of your official duly: 1st. to your James,—Monarchical and European stamp.
God, 2d. to yourself, 3d. your family, 4th.
2, Burrism, founded in Europe with that of
your ieWow-citizens, and 5lh. lo your COUN- Miranda.
TRY—as the public's " most obedient, faithful
3, Henryism, Hartford Convention, and
and very humble servant!"
" Washington Societies," Avith their big house
A breach of fidelity, constitutes infidelity— that Avas burnt in Philadelphia, all had their
Avhich ACT gives the character; hence Ave see foundations in Europe with the "Holy Allian exhibition of what makes an INFIDEL !
anne," for the same object and end; and many
The "Viceroy," called king Zedekiah, oy honest hearts xvere imposed upon, as dupes to
giving the right hand; the heathen mode to act the parts which others assigned; but not
plight fidelity—which the heathens thought knowing xvhat they were about.
no man capable of such infidelity—first to
So in the South, many are duped in the
pledge, and then to violate! The Hebrew mode same way, by a faction of unprincipled men
was, an appeal to the great Jehovah ; this two- to gull others, as tools for the " Holy Alliance,"
fold obligation, (as in modern times in our without mistrusting the same!
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May God PROTECT the COUNTRY and
For Avhere is the petre cave for a pound of
t^-.'.iler; or a furnace to cast a ball, in all SAVE the PEOPLE. AMEN, and AMEN.
llio^e regions '.
When a man Avilh a short gun shoots one
Avav, Avhile tremblingly he looks the other
N. B. The LISTENER, being a native citizen
A'.aV at the same time, cannot be considered
the" man of true cinirage, but rather the tools of the United States, as a friend to society,
ct OTHLUs, Avhen he talks big, loud and large; and to the souls of mankind for time and eternity, requests the reader and the public to read,
THEY being kejit behind the screen.
4. Those learned jcsuitind foreigners, from examine and JI'DGE on the foregoing, by «ethe lloly Alliance and " DKCAPIO,ANI)1" of rious consideration; and ACT RIGHTEOUSLY
Rome, xvith those "VICAR GK.NEKALS'' prepai- accordingly, as those that are bound for ani'.g such a number of buildings at every im- other WORLD. ADIEU.
140 limes to the minute is considered death.
portant point in this couutry, Avith those secret
The injured Benjamin Jones, about 180 or
and subterraneous vaults, the boldness, and
impudence, and impertinence, as though they 190 pulses to the minute, counteracted and
had a right to claim the ascendency here, (if thv.arted death, from agitation of mind, and
one may be allowed to judge from their aoubtless he lived longer than he otherwise
avowed principles, and conduct of procedure, would.
AVhat must have been his suffering, in that
connected Avilh their own declarations in their
periodicals,) as they did over the poor Indians conflicting scene and death!
in South America; and vaunlingly iKniJ the
So j'oor Truman Bishop! what must have
books of the Clui.-lians in the eastern Avorld, been tile feelings and sufferings of that man'!
after they found tlieir Avay round the Ca]ie of to be sent out of the Avorld by conflicts of
Uoiid Hope !
niiuil, sooner than he otherwise Avould ! And
The one in Georgia, Avho had access to the who will reprint his BOOK "?
Methodist cliajiels, has scattered the seed in
Trials of mind ! Common place trials, to
those regions, that Avill not soon be lost, and llu.se of little experience, seem great; but
some may repent it Avhen it is too late bj save thev are bearable.
the ship!
Bill to try one to the quick, to exquisite
There are aAvful combustibles subienaiieous. sensibility, who can bear i t ! The nervous
from ihe old Avorld, who find materials here s'i/s/.;//( must be agitated, and the body feel the
of a flattering, deceiving, deceptive nature, (;//((;, and a sinking under it, a giving way of
]iroper for their jiurpose, to Avork Avilli, by an nature, unless that we, as Christian.s, can
amalgamation, for an awful explosion, in the bring our ininds to our situation; resigning
very heart and bowels of the country, that may all into the hand of the great Architect, being
come as a thief in the night, and take you resigned to His disposal, and thus learn to
unawares !
live hy the day, by feeling an inward DiTherefore, as a christian and a friend, I feel vine support, which may keep the mind in
to Avarn you; all sects, and jia.rlies, and ile- pence !
noniinalions; Avhatever your religious views
This has been the only means to keep my
may h e ; AKOUSE!—Be on the " W A T C H head above Avater, in the vicissitudes of life,
I'tJWKIf of oliseivation and inquiry, that during thii thirty-five years of my wandering
you may not he taken by surprise and iu an in the world.
unprepared state! But "watch, and prini,''
The study of nature is sublime!
anil live to GOI), that you may be renovated
Fir.si' iiuj>rcssions are simple nature disAvith the rcf^eneratiiig jiower of HIS LOVE, pliii/ed.
shed abroad in the heart hy the Hoi}' Sjiirit,
Si.:co.ND thoughts, is ART—then you know
and thus be jnejiarod to serve God in ne\vne*s not where to meet the man of ART.
of lile and godly conversation. Gelling all
The p.'iysiognomy is an index cf tbe
the good you can, and by doin^ all the good miml !
you can; thus actins; as you sUind in relation
Tho study of DIVINITY is the noblest and
to God and mnn, you live f'or both worlds, and the most interesting—it involves the eternity
here niay fill your sphere Avilh that inilejien- of man !
dency of mind and dignity of character, as
1. " Fasting - t o be duly performed to God!"
becometh a RATIONAL CKI-.ATURE, AVIIO expects
2. Private devotion to IILM " w h o is''and
to give an account for the deeds done in the "sees ill sei ret.''
body !
3. "Tell him his faults alone.'''
JB^" 0 Reader, CONSIDER your relation to
4. "Let not thy right hand knoAv xvhat the
God and man, as you stand here, journeying left hand does !"
through life; attend to the INWARD MONITOR
INW.M'vD INQUIRY—and DEVOTIONAL
in time for eternity.
Adieu.
RECTITUDE of MIND.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFLECTIONS.
How much more WAS the prospect AGAINST
probability of the accomplishment of the calculation for 1810, than the aspect of affairs at
present for 1832—the discerning eye must
judge!
1. The pope stripped of his temporal power,
2. Rome to govern itself as a body politic,
3. This to be effected by an individual from
Asia—Avhere Mahometans and Pagans bear
sway.
4. The power of choosing, the pope being
taken from the people and lodged in the cardinals, 1143—1810—666 years the intermediate
time.
Bonaparte from Acre, in the plains of Galilee, near where our Lord Avas born.
5. His kingdom xvould be darkened by the
5lh phial—and he would lose his power,
6. That a " body of men" Avould avail
themselves ofthe opportunity of political darkness to govern the Roman church—and turn
the office of the pope and kings to their advantage, to gain ascendency to govern the Avorld
—and hence become intoxicated with blood—
and in turn have blood to drink—from retributive justice, who pronounces them worthy.
7. The sixth angel pours out his phial upon
the Euphrates—Turkey shaken by Russia—
which we have seen exemplified!
8. In 1832, the ascent of the bea.st from the
bottomless pit—and the ten horns agree to
give him their power for one hour !
9. The power of the individual from Asia
was lost—but may revive again in the person
of his son.
10. The Jesuits govern the Roman church,
and turning the office of the pope, and the
power of kings to further their ambitious
views, to gain ascendency and govern the
world!
11. Young NAPOLEON is a ROMAN—
mother and grandfather—Emperor of Germany.
12. His preceptor is a Jesuit—selected for
the purpose! education fixes the prejudice of
man!
13. To "reign by the grace of God"—not
"the Avill of the people"—in France is the
language of " ten horns."
14. H E was born a king—king of Rome—
i. e. "iron crown" of Charlemagne—or iron
Roman empire—"IRON FEET AND TOES" of

Daniel.
15. In 1832 he will oe of age—with promise of 100,000 men, upon the word of an
Emperor to avenge the cause of his father.
The attempt to unite young Napoleon with
the daughter of Philip the L,—hence the
i^oung/eZ/ow to be brought in to po.ssess the
ifOAvn, perhaps by resignation ; thus " by the

grace of God," he would become " h i s most
Christian Majesty,"
And the Ministers from the different nations
in conclave met, xvith Talleyrand at their
head, xvho, in the march of revolutions, keeps
on and rises xvith the wheel of fortune.
The Catholic Religion is the avowed Religion of Frenchmen.
Quere.—When will the dream "? Rome in
•aflairie, fills Europe xx'ith .smoke, and in letteis
of blood, Avritten over the city, four Avords by
the man's hand in Daniel, be realized "i
Time must determine !
To sanction by law the beginning cf those
subterraneous vaults in America; a grant
from the State of Maryland, to raise money by
lottery for a Cathedral, by name, but the object xvas then unknoxvn, being kept behind the
screen.
Subsequently a petition for an act of incorporation for Carrollton College, to be wholly
under the government and direction oi Foreigners, xvho of course must be Jesuits, thus by
laxv, to gain ascendency, by circumlocution,
little by little in this land ; anchors cast far to
the windAA-ard, to rise to empire over the people of the United States.
And their influence over the people in Baltimore is very specific and significant of the
aspect of the times!
A true King.—When Dr. Franklin applied
to the King of Prussia, to lend his assistance
to America, " Pray, Doctor," says the veteran,
" What is the object you mean to attain V'
" Liberty, Sire," replied the philosopher,
"liberty ! that liberty Avhich is the birthright
of all men." The king, after a short pause,
made this memorable ansAver : " I was born a
prince, I am become a king, and I Avill not use
the power I possess to the ruin of my own
trade."
Here then the principles of the " Holy Alliance," and the order of Jesuits are exemplified.
16. The Crown of France was resigned to
him—and recorded by the deputies—hence
constitutionally his.
17. Hence the "ten toes" are prepared politically for him, to reign by the grace of (jod
—and hush the will and voice of the people ;
and so agree to give their power to the beast
one hour, :. e, assist " v i v e L'Einpereur" or
Roi, 2d,
18. This order of things under Jesuitical influence and arrangement—is awfully impressive, Avhen we consider the combination for a
general CONSPIRACY against the LIBERTIES of mankind, throughout the world, by
a general assassination of HERESIARCHS and
OTHERS, who stand in their way to universal empire !
19. 0 Reader! there can be no neuter in
this w a r ; none will be exempt in the struggle.
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A CRY FROM THE WIIIERNESS.

Tbe reflection is enough to make the " ears
tingle."
20, Ahout one-fifth ofthe city of New York
m a y b e coiisileied Romans; 500,000 for Ihe
State; 400,000 for Pennsylvania, Avhich may
be viewed one; 1,000,000 for the Northern
States,
iNIaiyland, one-half; lMi.s.souri, half; Florida, Alabama, and Mississippi Slates, onethird ; Louisiana, two-thirds.
The town of Cincinnati, the Romans equal
lo all the other societies.

In the rest ofthe southern States, the influence of those FOREIGNERS Avill be KNOWN
and felt in its time, and the seeds from the
IIoRY ALLIANCE and the DKCAPIGANDI, who

have a hand in those grades of GENERALS,
from the INQUISITOR to the Vicar General and
down -x--^-***-* ! ! !
£ @ - The STItUGGLE will be DREADFUL! the CUP will be B I T T E R ! and when
the agony is over, those who survive, may see
belter days! F A R E W E L L .
New York, Dec. 1830
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APPENDIX
TO

THE

"CRY FROM T H E W I L D E R N E S S ! "
OR

REFLECTIONS ON PROPHETIC TIMES!

IN this age of unbelief and changeful events,
nothing seems more needful to establish our
faith in the truth of divine revelation, and satisfy our minds with respect to the future,
than a consideration of the prophecies of
Scripture; not one jot or tittle of Avhich will
ever fail in its accomplishment. W e Avould
call attention at this time to the important
prophecy in Isaiah, respecting this country, and
to the elfects which the principles of liberty
that originated here have already produced in
other countries, and are hereafter yet to produce. America is so plainly designated and
described in the prophecy, that there need he
no mistake in the application of it to America, or more particularly to the United States,
as we shall proceed to show. We shall follow the more original reading, or marginal
notes in our larger Bibles, instead of the common text, as much better calculated to express
the ideas intended by the inspired prophet ;*
premising, also, that the first word in the
chapter, translated " woe," in our present copies is improperly rendered.—Adam Clarke,
after giving the original word, says : " This

interjection should be translated ho ! for it is
properly a participle of calling. Hoi Land !
Attend—give ear." The prophecy which Ave
proceed to consider, will be found in the 18th
chapter of Isaiah, and in accordance with the
reading before stated, and the correction of
Adam Clarke, is as follows:
" H o ! to the land shadowing Avith wings, which is
beyond the rivers of Ethiopia."

How exactly resembling wings is America,
being narroAV in the middle, and afteiAvards
extending to broad and lengthy dimensions in
North and South America, Calmet in remarking on the rivers of Ethiopia, mentioned
in Zephaniah, iii, 10, " thinks," says A, Clarke,
" that these rivers mean the Nile, Avhich by
seven mouths fall into the Mediterranean.
The Nile comes from Ethiopia, properly so
called ; and runs through all Egypt, and falls
into the sea at the place which the Scripture
calls, Cush, or Ethiopia." The Nile is strictly a river of Ethiopia, and in numerous
streams runs into the sea. These streams
seem to have been the most distant rivers,
then known, in the direction of America from
Judea ; and the lana described in the prophecy, is represented as being beyond these
rivers.—Indeed, America is the only country
in the world, beyond the rivers of Ethiopia
from Judea, or in any other direction of the
globe from the land of Canaan, that in any
respect resembles Avings ; and hence the prophecy can justly apply to no other country
but to America. The land is thus further described :

• Edward King, of the Royal Society, England, who
wrote on the prophecies the latter part of the last century, in remarking on the chapter containing this prophecy, observes: " I'here is one prophecy of Isaiah,
which has long been considered as tbe most obscure
amongst all the proptietical writings. I is still indeed
obscure, as it stands in our translation ; jut if translated
only by the assistance of the plain marginal corrections
of the reading in o>ir Bibles, leads us to some very surprisiug apprehensions." The translators of the Bible, it
Avould seem, uot Icnowing to what country this prophecy
could refer, but supposing it must refer to Egypt, very
much warped the original text to accommodate it to that
country, as their owa marginal readings sufficiently
" 2, That sendeth ambassadors by sea, even in Tsstcli
uioiir.
of bulrushes upon the waters."

1^-
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'• What country except this, send their am(las.-ailors hy sea, and a Umg Avay also, as the
expres?ion •' upon the waters" evidently implies. .Vll here must go b)- the sea, and must
also go a i^reat distance npon the Avaters ol
the ocean, and they can go to the other nations of the Avorlil in no other way. Vessels
of bulrushes too, mean light, swift sailing vessels. And Avhere iu any ]iart of the worid,
!l are vessels made so light, anil so calculated
for swift s;iiling, as those of America.* On
this account it is that the Grand Sultan, the
Kniperor of Russia, anil other potentates ol
Europe, so often gladly purchase American
built vessels for their own use, and Avith a
view to make imjirovements in their shipbuilding. Here loo, it Avas, that the invention of
the light and swift sailing steam boats and
steam vessels first originated, and has been
carried lo so great perfection.

of God," as declared in the third and following verses. It may be proper here to st.ite,
thai A, Clarke, like most others, egregiously
mistakes this prophecy by applying it to
Egyjit, i\i!;\ 111 in no respect answers to the
desciijitioii, and is very far from being beyond
the livers of Ethiopia and Judea,
"Go. ye swift messengers, to a ntition outspread and
jiolisheil, to a people leiiihle from their hcginajng
iiitherta."'

This country spreails over a trreat space,
and tlie term polished or smooihcil, agreeably
to Adam Clarke, may refer to the civili/ej
slate ofthe people, or the improvement nuele
in the country which was before a wilderness.
And from the first rise of this country as a
nation, ny the Declaration of Independence,
what peojile have been so noted for their
prowess and success in every contest in
which they have been engaged 1 Even the
Algerines, and the other Barbary Po\A-ers,
" Go, ye swift messengers," Sec.
wlio had no tear of any of the most powerful
Here is an imperative command, delivered nations of Europe, and braved all their ihieats,
with peculiar emphasis, to swift messengers were made to fear the Americans, submitted
to fulfil the divine iiurpo.ses. It Avill be .seen to their OAvn terms, and dreaded any future
that they have heen obedient to the command, encounter Avith such fierce contending assailand hnve spread tidings and accounts of this ants as they had found them to be. And
country, and of its principles of government, what nations do not dread to come into an
to al nil ist every part of the world. '• By the encounter with our vessels and ships of A\'ar!
swift messengers," says Adam Clarke, " are The people of the United States are indeed
m-ant not any particular persons specially the last people that any nation Avould like to
appointed to this office, but any the usual engage in a war Avith, particularly on tbe
coiivevers of news whatever, travellers, mer- Avater, by reason of their superior dexterity
chants, and the like, the instruments and and bravery in action, and their almost unia^'enis of common fame. These a.'e ordered form success, even Avhen on very unequal
to publish this declaration made by the pro- terms. It is on this account that other najiliet to all the world ; and to excite their at- tions are so ready to make redress for wrongs
tention to the ]iroiiiise.l visible interposition complained of, and to accede to almost any
terms of adjustment, sooner than hazard a
{* A< an e\ i.lfiic' nf the correctness of their remark?,
v.u -,:[••••>. the i(.llewi.'i;^ Horn the United St;ites (lii/.ette ] war Avith this country,—Witness the iiulem\V'. eoi.jcd l;i-t wccli, an interesting ch.lpter from the iiitios lately made to the people of this coun..hlv entiiiis "l a Vuanger Son, a woik in two viils., re- try, on the demand of our government, by
cenll) lMll>ll^hed hy the liurpers of New \ nik. The
author cl thc^e \oliinies g i \ c s iimst stirring (lct;iils of his Eiance, Sjiain, Denmark, Portugal, &c., for
ai\-entui'?s in the Kastern A iehiiielie.^o. 'J'hc liiUowiiig injuries sustained by our commerce iu the
pleasiiit, and, to Anierieans, gratilying reference to the
[ II.I..it luxhitcetiire and nautical skill of our (•.(iniitiy, is time, and by the decree of B.ionajiarte, over
, 1; >in the work atiove lietieed, and is worth reading, Avhom the jieople of these countries bad no
I [cuining as it does from a foreigner J
control, aud therefore might, with much force
II
A.\ AMKRIOA.X VKSSKL.
" T h o f i i ' t ^ es.scl we iell in witti was a schooner, whicti, of reasoning, plead an exemption from all j
jl after a long ehrse, we niarle out to be an Aiiu'iican, .As blame, and feid themselves exonerated from !
f.n,ii as she tii.-(ii\'ered wc were I^'renrh, she hove to.
n Siiii was a heantilnl ve.sel, long, low in the water, with making any redress. All Avas granted be- j
I] I'ifty, iakiir_^ rji.rsts, which taperel a u a y until tlicy were cause they so Avell knew the consequences *o
j alin-'^t too line to tie distingiiislied, and the swaltow- their own commerce and shipping, in case of
I tailed va;,,-. above llnttere.l like lire-dies. The .star red
[\ ilai; w .i\ ed over her talli.iil. .As slie fille.i an<l hauled on a \A-ar AA'ith this countiy; and therefore they
I a wind, to rioss under our .stern, with afresh breeze to felt it to be their interest to endeavor to conI which she gently heeled, 1 thought there was nothing so ciliate us, instead of resisting the dema i Is.
! Iieauti!'nt as tho arrowy sharpno.ss of tier bow, and the
1 giarin.ttty reeediiii^ fineness of her quarters. She loolved
The expression, " terrible from their beg'nand moved like an Arab horse in the desert, and was as
ehcdient to eoinmand. There was a liglitncss and hird- ning hitherto," implies tbat the nation or peoIilvc bnnyance about her, tliat exclusively belongs to ple alluded lo, should be of recent origin, and
tins rlass of vessels. .America has the merit of having
I ^leifeeted this nautical wonder, as far sur|iassing all that their first rise and full history Afould be
I oth.T \ i-sscls in exf|uisite proportion and beauty, as the Avell known. And hoAV justly Avill this apply
j ga/i'lle e\eets all animatoil nature. Even to this dav no to the United States 1 Besides what other
oilier country has succceilcd in either building or ttie
woiking of tliese vessels in comparison with America." nation or people except those of the United

.
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States, from their beginning up to the most
distant period of their existence, have been always terrible, so that a Avar AA-ith them has
been dreaded by other nations ^ There are
no other people in the Avorld but have at some
time since their existence as a nation, sunk
under the power of their enemies, e.vcept those
of the United States; and it is plainly intimated in the prophecy, that the people of this
country never Avill—as the expression hitherto,
denotes an unlimited period. As long, therefore, as any governments exist, the people of
this country w-ill ahvays remain " terrible" to
all other nations, and Avill never come under
the power of their enemies. The country is
further thus described, agreeably to the marginal reading in the Polyglott Bible, and Adam
Clarke's correction.
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standard of liberty erected in this country
against kingly and ecclesiastical tyranny, and
is de.stined to spread and extend its infliiciicf
to other parts of the AA'^orld, by means ot
sAA-ift messengers and reporters respecting Avhat
has been done here. The decree, therefore,
has been pronounced, that the principles of
liberty, set up in this country, should be disseminated among other nations, and produce
their consequent eflTects in the downfall and
demolition o corrupt and arbitrary institution.s, as Ave jehold it doing at this day, and
shall yet see ii more fully realized hereafter.
" 4. For so the Lord said unto me, I will take my rest,
and 1 will consider in my dwelling place, like a clear
heat upon herbs, and like a cloud of dew in the heat of
liarvest.-'

As if it Avere .said—seeing the abuse, tyranny, and corruptions of kingly governments
"A nation of line, line, and treading under foot, or, that
and ecclesiastical leaders, and their obstinacy
metetli out by line and treadeth down."
and determination not to amend by any of the
What could more expressively represent the merciful and gracious means Avhich have long
different States composing the United States, been used toAvards them; I Avill leave them,
lined off, or meted out by their several bounda- Avithout attempting any further their amendrie.s, and made independent Slates, and their
treading down and subduing the original inhabitants, as well as conquering and putting to the nations from far, and will hiss, [it should be hist,
agreeably to .A.dam Clarke, and means to call or give
under culture the extensive forests and unim- command,
as in the 18th chapter, Go, ye swift messengers,}
proved lands once within their respective bor- unto them from the end of the earth : and beliold, they
shall
come
with speed swiftly."
ders.
"And he [the Lord] will lift up an ensign to the nations
"Whose land the rivers despise."

Rivers, Avhen used emblematically in Scripture prophecy, always mean long established
governments or kingdoms.—And hoAV do the
old established monarchies and kingdoms of
Europe, long accustomed to rule and govern
with oppressive and arbitrary SAvay, despise,
hate, and contemn the principles of liberty in
this country, deprecate their introduction
among their own people, and endeavor, by
every possible means, to counteract their influence, when introduced ? But it Avill be all
vain and useless, for agreeably to the co.mmand of Jehovah, the principles Avhich took
their rise in this country, Avill continue to progress in other countries, till they accomplish
the designs for which they Avere intended;
and these are, the prostration and destruction
of the corrupt and oppressive institutions in
politics and religion, throughout Europe, if
not throughout the world, as the folloAA'ing
verses proceed to show.

from far, and will hiss [liisl] auto them from the end of
tiie eartli: and behold they shall come with sjieed
swiftly ;'•• [as by the swift messengers and reporters of
what is done in this country, mentioned in the other
prophecy.]
The word hiss should have been rendered hist, as calling or commanding. Adam Clarke spells the word
sharak or shrak, and thus gives the meaning :—-' He shall
whistle for them, call loud and shrill; he shall shriek,
and they (their enemies) [the enemies of aristocratical
kings and clerical dictators,] shall come at his call." It
is well known, that under the standard and principles of
liberty set up in this country, thousands of the li'rench
nation fought and signalized tiiemseives. 'i'he minds of
these persons, at the head of whom ivas La Fayette, became imbued with the same principles j and returning
home with so enthusiastic zesi in the cause, together
with the reports of the chivalious deeds performed in
Ameiica, similar sentiments and feelings were didiised
ttirougliout the Frencli nation and produced the revolution in that country, denio-lishing the ancient monarchy
and nobility of that kingdom, with its ecclesiastical
establishments, and scattering the •200.000 priests said to
have existed at that time ii the French empire. And
thougti the rest of Europe o. & bined and armed against
these principles, and civil dj&^ord and counter-iev.olutions were constantly occurring in the FrencIi nations,
such were the zeal and energy of tiiose inspired by tlie
principles of liberty that they finally triumphed over all
the forces arrayed against them ; and these principles are
destined to accomplish still greater purposes. The zeal,
ardor, and success of the partizans of liberty and its prin
ciples, are thus portrayed by the proiihct:—

"All ye inhabitants of the world, and dwellers on the
earth, see ye when he lifteth up an ensign on the moun" N o n e shall t3e weary or stumble among them ; none
tains ; and when he bloweth a trumpet, hear y e . "
shall slumber nor sleep ; neither shall the girdle of their
loins be loosened, nor the latchet of their shoes be
The ensign* here lifted up, means the b r o k e n ; whose arrows are sharp and all their bowi
b e n t ; their horses hoofs shall be counted like Hint, and
their wheels like a whirlwind ; their roaring shall be
' This enii'gn is spoken of in another place in Isaiah. like a lion, they shall roar like young lions; yea, they
See chap. v. 26, 30. It is there expressly said to be lifted shall roar and "lav hold of the prey, and carry it away
" up to the nations from afar," as this country certainly safe, and none shall deliver them. And in that day they
IS, not only from Judea, but from the other nations of the shall roar against them like the roaring of the sea j and
globe. The place reads thus, and plainly shows that the if any look unto the land, behold darkness and sorrow,
«ame event is alluded to. "And he will lift up an ensign and the light is d a i t e n e d in the heavens thereof."
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ment by such means, but Avill ca .se them to
feel and cAperience the efiect of t le principles
of liberly on all ihcir established customsaud
usaires, by Avhich they Avill be prostrated and
brought down hy a sore and severe visitation.
There is a jiassage in Hosea, v. 1.5, soniewhat
similar in Avoids and meaning lo this place iu
Isaiah.
After speaking of the incorrigible Avickedness and depravity of Judah and Ephraim,
aud the determination to visit them Avith calamities, the Lord s a y s ; " I Avill go and return to my place, [^without striving any more
with them in the Avay of mercy and gracious
dealing,] till they ackdoAvledge their offence
and seek my face ; in their afiliclion they Avill
seek me early." So, in this prophecy of
Isaiah, the Lord determines that he Avill cease
to strive any longer in the Avay of grace and
favor Avith the corrupt and tyrannical nations
of the earth, Avilh a vicAV to effect their
amendment and correct their oppressions, since
his gracious dealings are found to have no
such tendency—but will cause the standard
and principles of liberty to be set up, as they
Avere first set up in this country, and afterAvards in France and South America; and he
Avill cause these principles to be diffused
among all the nations of Europe, destroying
all their established order and system of op
pression, like a scorching heat upon herbs,
and like a blasting deAV in the time of harvest,
(as they are beginning to do in England at
this lime, and as they Avill shortly do in Germany, Italy, Spain, and other countries,)
Avhich Avill cause them all to gnaw their
tongues for pain within a few years, under
the operations of the fiflh plwal now pouring
out.

It is well knoAvn that the example the
United Stales has set befere the European nations, everts a deep and abi.ling influence, and
hence all the agents of the four great powers
in these States, have been "forming connexions," Avhich too evidently overspread the
hmd. Let us look back to the date of the
Treaty, and then see what has transpired
Avithin the last ten years, HOAV many machines have been put in motion to subvert the
government; the time of Congress occupied
upon the "Sunday Mail" question ; the country overrun Avith "ecclesiastical" beggars,
spungijig in every direction that they may obtain a heavy purse.
LEOLIN.
Greenup County, Ky., 1832,

THE TREATY OF VERONA.
Among the papers lately introduced into the
discussions in Fiance, is the Treaty of Verona,
Avhich, having laid our hands on a copy ofit,
it may not be amiss, at the present time, to
bring to the recollection of our readers. With
that vieAv, Ave offer them the following
translation of the treaty, the authenticity of
Avhich cannot be doubted, as it is recognised
by Chateaubriand, one of the signers to it, in
a book recently- published in his own defence.
—National Intelligencer.
[TRANSLATION.]
[From the Journal du Havre ofthe 17th March, 1831]

Diplomatists pretend that France is bound
by all the treaties, without exception, tbat
have been concluded betAveen the late expelled
government and the other poAvers. Is it also
hound by the folloAving Treaty ?

SECRET TREATY OF VERONA.
[From the Sentinel and Star in the West]

The undersigned, specially authorized to
SECRET TREATY OF T H E HOLY AL- make some addilions to the Treaty of the
lloly Alliance, after having exchanged their
LIANCE.
resjiective credentials, have agreed as follows:
Art, 1. The high contracting poAvers being
MESSRS, EDITORS,—I send you a copy of
the Treaty referred to in a former communica- convinced that the system of representative
tion. It shows more clearly the designs of government is (Mjually as inconijiatible Avilh
that conspiracy against the rights of man, than the nis.uirchical jiriiicijiles as the maxim of the
any thing that has yet come to light from its sovereignty of the people Avith the divine
conclave sittings.
The "Divine right of right, engage mutually, in the most solemn
Kings," Princes, and Priests, is set before us manner, to use all their efforts to put an end
iu that document in full form.—The parties lo the system of repiesentalive governments, in
give to each the reciprocal a.ssurance, that they Avhatever couutry it may exist in Europe, and
Avill address themselves to all the authorities to prevent its being introduced into those
in their res] ective Slates, and all agents in countries Avhere it is not yet knoAvn.
foreign countries, (the United Slates of AmeriArt. 2. As il cannot be doubted that the
ca in Jiarticular,) Avith the view to establi.sh liberty of the jiress is the most poAverful
connexions lending towards the accomplish- means used by the pretended supporters of the
ment of the objects proposed by this Treaty,
rights of nations, to the detriment of those of
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princes, the high contracting parties promise
reciprocally to adopt all proper measures to
suppress it, not only in their own estates, but
also in the rest of Europe.
Art. 3. Convinced that the principles of religion contribute most poAverfully to keep nations in the state of passive obedience which
ihey owe ID their princes, the high contracting
parties declare it to be their intention to sustain, in their respective states, those measures
ivhich the clergy may adopt, with the aim of
imeliorating their own interests, so intimately
lonnected Avith the preservation of the auihority of princes; and the contracting powers
join in offering their thanks to the Pope, for
what he has already done for them, and solicit
his constant co-operation in their views of
submitting the nations.
Art. 4. The situation of Spain and Portugal
unite, unhappily, all the circumstances Avhich
this treaty has, particularly, reference. The
high contracting parties, in confiding to France
the care of putting an end to them, engage to
assist her in the manner vA^hich may the least
compromit them with their OAVU people and
the people of France, by means of a subsidy
on the part of the two empires, of twenty millions of francs every year, from the date of the
signature of the treaty to the end of the war.
Art, 5, In order to establfsh in the Peninsula the order of things which existed before
the revolution of Cadiz, and to ensure the entire execution of the articles of the present
treaty, the high contracting parties give to
each other the reciprocal assurance, that as
long as their views are not fulfilled, rejecting
all other ideas of utility or other measures to
be taken, they Avill address themselves Avith
the shortest possible delay, to all the authorities existing in their states, and all their agents
in foreign countries, with the view to establish
connexions tending towards the accomplishment of the objects proposed by this treaty.
Art. 6. This treaty shall be renewed Avith
such changes as new circumstances may gi\e
occasion for, either at a new congress, or at
the court of one of the contracting parties, as
soon as the Avar with Spain shall be terminated.
Art. 7- The present treaty shall be ratified,
and the ratifications exchanged at Paris, AA'ilhin the space of six months,—Made at Verona,
22d November, 1822
(Signed)
For Austria, METTERNICH,
For France, CHATEAUBRIAND,
I
For Prussia, BERNSTET,
For Russia, NESSELRODE.
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and the full establishment of their principles
in these unhappy countries. The King of
France, in accordance wilh his agreement
with the other poAvers, marched an army into
Spain, and by means of the subsidy of
20,000,000 francs a year, succeeded in bribing
the principal officers in the Spanish army to
his cause. The consequences are well knoAvn.
The <ld order of things was speedily restored
in Spain and Portugal; and there is noAv in
these countries just such a stale of things as
the Holy Alliance Avould Avish to have established throughout Europe, England not excepted. This state of things consists in the
absolute dominion and rule of kings and
priests, and the complete prostration and vassalage of the people. In Spain and Portugal,
not a press, not an individual, dare utter a
syllable against the king or the priesthood, or
say aught against any of their proceedings.
It is not as generally knoAvn as it should be,
that after this success with respect to Spain
and Portugal, the European poAvers, England
excepted, entered into a secret agreement to
attempt the subjugation of South America, and
then of the United States. By some means,
the English government obtained a knowledge
of this design, and a confidential agent communicated it to our then President, James
Monroe, who, in his next annual Message, in
the most peremptory and positive terms, made
the declaration, that the first attempt of the
European poAvers to employ an armed force or
plant a standard in South America, Avould be
considered as a declaration of Avar against this
country, and be resisted by all the means that
were under our control. This declaration Avas
received by the European despots like a clap
of thunder, and brought matters at once to a
dead halt, England, also, was secretly pledged
to assist this country in the anticipated struggle : for her system of government was next
to be remodelled, and the liberty of the press
to fall there. The Holy Alliance therefore
deemed it necessary to pause and consider;
and Avhen they reflected on the determined
spirit and bravery of the people of the United
States, in resisting every attempt on their
liberties, and took into view the destruction
which would be brought on their transport
vessels and shipping in conveying iroops
across the Atlantic by our ships of Avar, they
shrunk from the responsibility of the undertaking, and abandoned the project for the
present. It Avas intended by the poAvers composing the Holy Alliance, that our govern
ment should be kept quile ignorant of any
design upon them, while subjugating South
America, that they might be taken unpreHistory furnishes evidence of the complete pared ; and after regulating matters in South
accomplishment of the object of the Holy America in accordance with their Avishes,
Alliance, with respect to Spain and Portugal, their trcops were to be moved upon th*
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United States, as the lirst signal of an attemiil Uiinii iheir liberties, 'llie source from
•,\ hence, our government reeei\e,l llie iniormalion rcspeetiiig the meilitaled design, being
', coiili-k'nlial, is the cause that so little has ever
j Iransinre.l on the suhject, lest the truth re] pii~e.i in our goAeriiment should he betrayed.
Tiie l.icl ol such a ,-ecret comhinnliou, howe\er, i,^ no less e e i t n i n ; and iiiighl easily be
I iiileiied fiom the declaratioii iiimle h \ ' P r e s i i dent jMomoe — being, at the time, as unexjiecte,l hy the wlioU' nation, as it appeared iiii«:ulanted by aiu' ciicunistances with which they
' were acijuainted. But never w a s a declaration ni.i :e more timely, or more warranted by
' the true coii.lilion of the c a s e ; and coming as
it did Irom a nation which llad ever bee.i terrible to their enemies hitherto, all the grand
j m i p o - e s of the llol}' .Vlliance, on this continent were hrouL^iit d o w n as by a blow, and in
aceorJance with a jiledge given, the plot Avas
not m a J e k n o w n , as it must and Avould h a v e
! been in c.ise of a Avar.
i
It v.iiuld seem, that the E u r o p e a n potentates cannot leel themselves safe while such a
g o v e r n m e n t as the United States exists as an
e.vuinple to their o w n people—proclaiming, a s
it dues, iu loud accents, the rights of man, and
pointing to the pro[iriety, of the governed, to
i i a \ e some voice or representation in the government un ler whicli they live, or some coutioi or check o \ e r those Avho hold iu their
liamls the destinies of the jieople,
Tliis is
Avhat ah.^olute sovereigns will a h v a y s hate
an.l d e s p i s e ; and hence their hatred to this
coiiiiIi\', ;ij,Teenlil\" to the p r o p h e c y of Isaiah,
iiolici' I in llie preceding article.
We learnei! aiso, some venrs since, from a
soiiice on which we can ileiieml, that after the
sovi'ieij;iis ol Kiiiojie had ]iut d o w n Biionajiarte. an.l while stay ing at Paris Avith a v i e w
to settle matters on a jiermaneiit basis, the
jiiinciples ot liberty came under tlieir consideiation. In the ilisciissions w h i c h followed,
it w a s vemnikeil : '• V^'^e h a v e n o w had a
t w e n i y year.-,' war arising; from these priiicijiles. — Fiiini whence ilid they come, or Avhere
^ di I they oiiL^inale !" It w a s replied t h a t they
oii;i:inated in, a n l came from America, and
I that iheie never would be a state of permanent tiiinquiility and pencenhle submission of
snlijecls Id hereililnry sovereigns, while such
an e.Aiimjile as w a s luesenled by the United
States, remained li.i encourage the people in
other counliies to attempt the accomplishment
ol sjiiii|;ii- achievements. " W h i l e s u c h a
g o v e r n m e n t e.\isls," it Avas remarked, "Ave
shall have all our work to do over a g a i n , "
It w a s then, ihat the compact of i/o///y4//mnce
, of hereditary sovereigns, w a s formed; b y
j Avhich il w a s agreed, that they should support
I one a n o t h e r j o i n t l y and severally, in the
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maintenance of tlieir res])eclive sovereignties.
And as soon a s circumstances would permit,
it Avas determined to attempt ihe entire exlinction of every representative government in
every [lart ol llie world, and prevent the e.slahlishineul of a n y such g o v e r n m e n t in future.
Il w a s on these princijiles that the secret
treaty at Verona Avas made, and the plan devised to subdue South America, and afterwards the United Slates ; and then to e-iahlisli t h r o u g h o u t the civilized Avorld, such an
order of things a s Avoiild be in accordance
with the v i e w s and feelings of the Holv .Vlliance. By m a k i n g it one of the conditicms in
their treaty, " t o sustain, in their respective
Slates, those m e a s u r e s which the Clergy may
adopt for ameliorating their o w n interests,"
the bait Avas most i n g e n i o u s l y laid lo enlist
the prevailing priesthood in every country
( w h e t h e r P r o t e s t a n t or otherAA-ise) in their
cause ; and t h e y counted largely, no doubt, on
the most efficient aid from this order of men
in the a c c o m p l i s h m e n t of their designs.—For
t h e y Avell k n e w that the clergy Avould at once
pciceivc, t h a t their oAvn power, popularity and
interest, would be promoted and advanced, just
in proportion as the principles and measures of
the H o l y Alliance prospered and prevailed.*
It Avill he seen by the r e m a r k s already copied from a Avestern pajier, that the writer was
not Avithout suspicion, t h a t some of our OAA-n
clergy Avere entrusted Avith this grand secret
of their contemplated promotion and advance* AAMiiit mean the following sentiments uttered some
six or seven years ago by a l'resb\ terian minister (Air
Wilson, Aihany, of whom the Legislature tniik some
notice last winter) and [iiililished b}- him in his " Christian
Slatesiitan."
The aiticle from which thee.\tract i^ n.., io,
is entitled " T h e Protection of the c h u r c h by the tji^d
Government," and it thus speaks out :—
" There are certain sets of opinions, which, in every ag«
of the country, become current, and are received by the
niiiss e.f the Jieople, as a.\i(ini.s, with-iut cxaininiii-.; the
guninds ini which they ;ire cst.itili^hcd. or tlie caiisc.i
which render them popular. The mere jirevalence of
any .'.et of opinions is not satisfactoi}- eiidence lo a seiisilile inun that they are true, and 'w<ntliy of all acceptation.'
"Tliiit civil go\ ernment has no authority to take any
inli'icsl iiiei-rleM.istieal all'.iirs. is the theory of Amorican
c o i i s l i t n t i n n s , anil iilrncivt, uf c o u r s e , tin- p o i m l a r doctrine

ot this country. After all, it may be erroneous. To
assert its truth on the mere ground that tlie intimity embrace it, and that it is embodied in the con^tiluiions of
the country, is unsound policy. AA'ere this testiiiioiiy
decisive, it would establish a doctrine adverse to tlie
theory in question. Kor there is not now existing a
civili/.ed, and we may add, a tiarliaions nation in the
world, th.il adopts ill its constitutional provisions of
erovernment, or g e n e r a t h ' emtuaces in popular sentiment
This theory, c.icept the'irnitcd States. AVe go farther,
and alBrm, what no reader of history will contradict,
there never was a nation, except the United St,ite<:. In
wbich some giiardianshiii of the doctrines of religion,
and id' the forms of worship, has not been committed to
the civil power. AVe have many hundreds of miUionf
of civilized men opposed to ten or twelve million* '" ~ *
United States. Were then the question to be dccidad by
fhe majority of suftrages, the theory of the .tmencan
constitutions would be condemned. In truth, it » •
mere experiment in our country, the result of which OM
not yet been fairly tested."
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ment by means of the Holy Alliance, a id that this country) in connexion Avith the Holy Althese anticipated benefits and advantages have liance.
Thousands in the United States are the honstimulated them to put forth the great exertions they have been making throughout the est dupes of foreign influence as exemplified by
country for some years past, and also caused Henryism, connected Avith 1st. the Governor
them to resort to some of the measures they of Vt. in the aflTair of Plattsburgh, Avhere his
have adopted of late years to obtain influence authority did not extend, to bring on an internal quarrel belAvixt the State and National
and a.scendency in the government.
But whatever may have been the prospects Government; 2d,, hence Governor Strong and
neld out by the Holy Alliance to the clergy the Hartford Convention business, and the
of different religious creeds, in the commence- understanding Avith John Bull, Avho blockament of their Avork, there is no doubt but ded the coast from New York to NCAV Orleans,
some of the parties composing the Holy Alli- Avhile NCAV England AA'as left exempt—Avhich
ance, expected ultimately, to manage matters shows the mutual understanding in that day,
in sucb a AA'ay, as to have in the end one of belAvixt the leaders of both parties. But not
the numerous religious orders recognized and succeeding, the subject is now changed, and is
supported under all governments, as best cal- beginning to be played over again in a ncAV
culated to secure peace and harmony among form—but the principle is the same, viz. Nulthe AA'hole. And after the clergy of conflict- lification in the South by an association sysing religious sentiments, had once lent their tematically, Avhich emanated from abroad—
aid to accomplish the vieAvs and Avishes of the Avhile Gov, Strong's Peace Societies, by fresh
Holy Alliance, Avhat should hinder them from agents from abroad, is set up in the North to
adopting any mode of faith proposed for their lull the people and amuse them to slumber, to
acceptance, if it Avould better promote their Aveaken the civil arm of power, Avhile the
interest and popularity", and ensure govern- Agents are combining to seize the arms and
mental favor ? Such changes have often been magazines in the middle States,
For an Italian AA-as rarely- .seen in this counwitnessed among the clergy in England on a
change of religion by the government. When try till the Pope sent his Consuls here in the
the government became Protestant or Catho- time of J, Q, Adams; but now hundreds of
lic, Presbyterian or Episcopalian, the clergy them are travelling the country as beggars,
for the most part, could readily alter their and in false characters, Avhose object is sysfaith to suit the times, and accommodate tematically arranged and Avell known to
themselves to the new order of things, in such themselves; Avhich, to suppress, there is not
a way as not to lose their stipends, or fall un- poAver lodged in the State or National Government ! Hence it should be compared Avith
der the ban of proscription and persecution.
Whether the clergy of these latter times Avill the poAvder plots in the days of James I. and
pos,sess more firmness and unbending integri- also their arrangements in the days of Mary,
ty on this subject, events must shoAv ; for the Elizabeth, the Charles's, &c.
principles of the Holy Alliance Avill one day For the Holy Alliance are bent to destroy
be carried into eflfect, and the matter Avill then Representative Government from the Avorld;
be brought to the test. This may be inferred and the order of Jesuits to have but one Relifrom the following circumstances. The ten gion, as exemplified in their late production
kingdoms of Europe Avill be in the .full exer- in favor of the Inquisition recent!}- published
cise of their poAA'er and authority, Avhen the in Boston. And these two poAvers have enstone destined to destroy them is cut out with- tered into a conspiracy against the Liberties
out hands, and these kingdoms Avill " agree, of mankind throughout the Avorld, Avhich has
and give their power and strength unto the been breAving and ripening for execution for
beast, until the words of God are fulfilled ;" about seventeen years—and exhibits a reason
or, in other words, till the kingdom of Christ is Avhy the Kings of England and France have
set up on the earth. Under the next phial, the disappointed the people and betrayed their
three evil spirits go forth to unite and strength- trust, by leaning toAA'ards the principles of the
en the cause of kings and priests against all Un-Holy-Alliance.
the evils and troubles which are now afliictCOPY OF A LETTER,
ing, and will yet much more afflict them unWhich
accidentally
came i-nto the hands of a
der the present phial.
gentleman in Richmond, Va., post-marked
Frederick, Md. Oct. 16, and addressed as
The Avhole world is divided into Gistricts,
follows :
Avhich are lots, each agent having his field for
research, and then communicate his information 334. 2. 21. 2, 34, 234. 34. 27. RICHMOND,
State of Virginia.
to Rome, according to the science of System of M. D.
DEAR S I R , — N o doubt you have almost
JKSUITICAL economy—(a part of which is exemplified in the subjoined letter as it relates to despaired of hearing from m e , but I have

r
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been Availing to hear IIOAV our Spanish brethren are succeeding Avilh the blacks in the
South ; for as ihey Avere defeated in their first
attempt by the arms* wbich they had concealed for the blacks to make an attemjit Aviih,
being discovered, I Avas fearful that their second stratagem Avould also fail. But I noAV
feel a joyful hope that New Orleans and all
I of LoJiisiana Avill soon be ours, and then Ave
I Avill have a sure footing : all our Catholic
countrymen from NCAV York to Frederick are
all ready to take up arms and join the blacks,
and to make one bold push and general
slaughter both of the Protestants and American Catholics, and make themselves masters
of their property and their boasted freedom,
and after Ave kill them all, Ave Avill sell all of
the blacks to the Islanders and Portugal, and
make ourselves independent for ever. The
Clergy- do not want to have their names mentioned until they see IIOAV Ave succeed; and if
Ave prosper, they Avillbe satisfied Avith one tenth.
Old Father McRorey is a darling old felloAv :
he says he can make the people about him
believe the moon is made of green cheese.
No matter for that, the day Avill be ours, only
lake care.—I Avill as soon kill an American
Catholic as I Avould a Protestant, because they
cannot be depended upon on account of their
relations Avho are Protestants. Our plan will
be, to cause the Negroes and Irish Catholics
who live near the magazines and armories, lo
be ready on a certain night to rise and take
possession of all the arms and ammunition in
the different slave States, and then Ave Avill be
safe. I have Avritten your name in figure.?,
according to your direction, that no one can
understand, hut for fear this may be apprehended ; and yrm must not be too much iu a
hurry about t.tking letters sent by me, out of
the post office, lest suspicion might rest on
them, and you might be looked out for, and
then away goes your neck.
Nothing more, but the Avatch-Avord " t a k e
care." I lorgot to mention that the clergy intend sending for as many of the Eurojiean
Catholics as possible. Mr. McRoy is very
successful.

[From tlie Columbian Register,]

In Palestine of late years, the JCAVS have
greallv increased,—It is said that not fewer
than lO.OtiO inhabit Saphet and Jerusalem.
At this moment the Jews are nearly as numerous as Avhen David swayed the sceptre of the
tAvelve tribes : and on Avhatever par. of the
earth's surface they have their abode, their
eyes and their faith are all pointed in the same
* Referring to arms found in a yault by the Authority
of New Orleans.

direction—to the Jand of their fathers and the
holy city where they -^vorshipped.—Though
rejected by God, and persecuted by man, they
have not once, during 1800 long yeans, ceased
lo repose confidence in the promises made by
Jehovah to the founders of their nation; and
although the heart has been often sick, and
the spirit faint, they have never relinquished
the hope of that bright reversion in the latter
days, Avhich is once more to establish the
Lord's house on the top of the mountains, and
to make Jerusalem the glory of the whole
earth

[From the North«rn Star ]
JERUSALEM R E F O R M E D . — B T A TURK.

In February last, Ibrahim Pacha, the governor of Dgidda, and son of the Pacha of
Egypt addressed the folloAving firman to the
Mallah, the Sheikh, and the other magistrates
of Jerusalem :—•
" Jerusalem contains temples and monuments Avhich Christians and JCAVS come from
the most distant countries to visit.—But these
numerous pilgrims have to complain of the
enormous duties levied upon them on the
road. Being desirous of putting an end to so
crying an abuse, we order all the Musselmen
of the pachalicks of the Saide, and of the districts of Jerusalem, Tripoli, &c. to suppress
all duties or imposts of that nature, on all the
roads, and at all the stations Avithout exception. We also order that the priests Avho Vive
in the buildings belonging to the churches in
Avhich the Gospel is read, and AVIIO officiate
according to the ceremonies of their religion,
be no longer compelled to pay the arbitrary
contributions Avhich have hitherto been imposed ujion them."
[The Pacha of Egypt is noAV carrying on a
Avar in Palestine and Syria, against the Grand
Sultan, and has met Avith considerable success.]

EVENTS NEAR AT HAND.
The confederacy lately formed between
Prussia, Austria and the German States, and
the enactments they have made against the
liberly of the press and the rights of the people, must soon bring matters to a crisis on the
continent of f]urope, and produce the struggle
Avhich has been anticipated, and has been long
preparing. The advantage in strength, numbers, and armaments, including the giant
means that Avill be employed by Russia, is
AvhoUy on the side of despotic power. But
Ave have already shown, from prophecy, that
this advantage will be unavailing, and in a
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very short time it will be seen, that despotic
authority will crumble and fall beneath the
ensign and power of liberty, and that tyrannical and arbitrary rulers Avill be wholly prostrated throughout Europe.
We should not hazard such a statement
without the fullest conviction of its truth,
founded on the sure word of prophecy—for no
outward circumstances Avhich now appear,
would warrant such a conclusion, but would
rather lead us to expect a different result.
The whole process of this demolition of tyrannical power, with all those ecclesiastical
usages and abuses belonging to, and supporting it, will also take place under the present
phial, tAvo years of which have already expired, so that much remains to be done in a
very short time. The trumpet,* for this contest was bloAvn by the late revolution in
France, when Charles X. was hurled from
his throne, and preparations for the contest
since that event have been steadily and deliberately forming.
What is to take place in our own country, in
the eventful times which are approaching, no
specific declarations in prophecy enable us to
determine, except, that this country Avill always be a powerful nation and terrible to its
foes, as long as any foes remain, and that the
different States will be preserved separate and
independent States, ansAveringto "nation of
line," so long as any temporal governments
continue in existence. It would also appear
from " the present," or offering, which is to
be brought unto the Lord of Hosts, of, and
from this country, to the place of the name of
the Lord, the Mount Zion, that at a future time
the people of this country Avill be the first to
become partakers of that pure and undefiled
reUgion which is one day to overspread the
earth, or else, that this country Avill be the
principal instrument in restoring the JeAvs to
their former possessions in Palestine.
And here it may be proper to observe, that
there are prophecies in Isaiah, chap. xvii. and
xix, respecting Egypt and Damascus, which
have never yet been fulfilled, and Avhich will
shortly be fulfilled. Damascus is by far the
oldest city noAv in the world. In all the Avars
and conquests in those parts, and of the city
itself, it Avas never destroyed and therefore
has not been rebuilt, like Jerusalem. It was
in existence as long since as the days of
Abraham, whose steward, Eliezer, was from
that place. The street called Straight, where
8aul of Tarsus had his sight restored, still remains, and is about half a mile in length,
running from east to Avest through the city.
Damascus at this time is a flou-'shingt city :
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is distinguished for its manufactories, and has
an extensive ti ide, and Avith its suburbs, is
supposed to contain 200,000 inhabitants. But
this most ancient city, Avhich nas passed into
the hands of so many conquerors without
ever being destroyed, will soon be " taken
aAvay from being a city, and be a ruinous
heap," The prophecy in bolh those chapters
of Isaiah, concerning Egypt and Damascus,
Avill probably be fulfilled in the course of the
Avar now begun Avith the Pacha of Egypt and
the Turkish Sultan, and Avhich Avill also help to
Avaste aAvay the Turkish empire, or in the language of prophecy, help to dry up the waters
of the great river Euphrates which is to be
accomplished under the si.xth phial.

MAGOG was the second son of Japheth (who

peopled Europe) and the grandson of Noah.
Hence in prophecy his descendants are distinguished by his name; and GOG the Chief
prince of Meshec (MescoAv) and Tubal (Tubolsca) is Avorthy of notice, being so named
in prophetic history. Ezek, xxxviii, and
.xxxix. According to the Mosaic account of
the original division of the earth, and the ancient names of places still retained, it is admitted that Avhat noAV constitutes the Russian
Empire embraces the Gog and Magog of
Scripture.
When the Jews return home to their own
land, from all the nations, and bring their immense Avealth Avith them, then will be the
time for Gog to " think" about a people of unwalled toAvns, and seek a prey and take a
spoil, and put his armies in motion accordingly.
Chap, xxxviii. 10 to 12, The JCAVS suppose
(verse 13) Tarshish Merchants to refer to
ENGLAND, and the YOUNG LIONS to the United

States, AA'ho in that day will act in union for
their deliverance by a superintending Providence ! Whoever Avill compare these IAVO
chapters with the Revelation—this battle with
that of ARMAGEDDON—the concomitant circumstances— 1. the fury and phials of wrath
—2, the earthquake and shaking—3. the
countries mentioned in both—4, the troubles
attendant—5, the beasts and foAvls that are
called to eat the slain, like the finishing stroke
—6, the favored time of the church on the
earth, wilh peace and friendship—AA'ill perceive such analogy as seems to resemble the
same thing.
In 1830, when publishing the effect of the
6th phial upon the Euphrates—the AA-aters
(people) drying up—1. the loss of provinces—
2. old Greece—3. Algiers, &c., I mentioned
the probability of the Pacha of Egypt setting
up his independence of the Grand Sultan,
• See Isaiah, chap, xviii. 3.
t The silk and roses of the city are held in Teneration. under the protection of England, which has in
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a gieut iiiea-ure been singularly exemplified 1 over that the Pope and school of Cardinals,
since, that the w.iy of the Kw^s of the east ' em bracing the .see of the Roman Church, will
lna\ he piep.ired, as doubtless will more fully he tiansierred to these United Stales—and
ap|e'ar Jieieatiei'.
from the jueiiarations made and making, will
The "tliiee unclean spirits," like frogs, be se'. UJI either in NCAV York, Ohio, or Misffoiii^ forth lo tile kings ol the earth, and ihe souri, though Maryland be considered head
wiiole (aneii'iit sciijituie) world, to gather quarters for the present.
ihem logether at .Ai nia;,'eddon, a mountain and
The Roman clergy in this country are a
valle\- well known ill the Holy Land. 1. Ma- privileged order of men. For Avhat would
go^;-, J!a.-si.i)—2. rojiish countries for a cru- send another to the prison, by our ConstitusLiile—3. Piolestanl England, through interest tion, would justify, so far as to screen and
: —each lor that iioiiit ol land in the centre of jnotect them.
Let an anti-Roman take a
llie world, and the stioiigest fend off! ! ! What Bible from the house and jiossession of anan aivlul ihoughl—such a vast body of ihe other, and in the eye of the laAv, Avould be
liumaii famil) to be concentrated under three considered a criminal act: Avhilst on the other
general heads !
side, it Avould be plead, it is OUR FAITH and
."^nlan came or is come doAvn in great Avrath, RELIGION so to do Avith our people, lo keep
knowing' that he halh but a little time. The out heresy from the Church; we being their
Aviath of man, Aviien it meet", the Avrath of only guides, are the judges, &c, for them;
Cod, will melt aAvny.
and the laws of Ameiica are not " ex post
For the earth hath long been in the hand facto"—of course cannot violate the privilege
I of tlie enemy, hut it must revert to its rightful which pre-existed and sanctioned from time
I owner !
immemorable, by tradition handed down and
But the ascent of the beast from the bottom- admitted to be correct in every clime I
less [lit, in propliecy, is, or Avill be, anterior to
By most people it would be viewed as an
that davact of as.sault and battery, to cowskin another,
Babylon—false Church—called the Mother Avhile the priests may chastise their OAvn peoof Harlots'*—drunk Avitli blood—riding a beast ple, Avho Avill take it patiently as a fatherly
Avith scarlet color—i. e. ecclesiastical ascend- act to a child, for their good; Avhlist from anency over ci\il and royal jiower—Jesuitical other it Avould be considered as an abuse, and
as.--ociation—conspiracy Avith the Un-Holy of course would excite revenge. But tbe
Alliance, a^reiiist the Liberties of mankind Clergy, Avhich constitute the Church, possess
thioughoul the Avorhl! From this cou.spiiacy the keys of the kingdom—have the oversight
how many will fall victim.s—deists, formalists, of their people's souls—and of course the
as Avell as real Christians and the liberal spiritual aud eternal Avelfare are in their bands;
minded, a'.-o, must fall in a mass—for mon- hence, as a rod, to keep the people in a proper
archy and unirormity must he the order of ihc reverential awe, those subterraneous vaults,
d.iy lo lyianny anil Law Religion! Hence with strong doors, bars, and locks, in difil^reiit
tin.' gnisp and stinj^j^le for power—llie ascend- [lai ts of the land !
ency by the "Hereditary Legitimate," and
And if any observing eye, Avilh a communi•• the divinely authorised by order and succes- cative tongue, happens lo lecture on those
.sion !" But (iod will give them blood to drink, things, the consequence is, a visit from a
(says the hook,) for tln.'y are Avorthy.
stranger, or au anonymous letter Avith mena\Vhen 1 look at the gmwlh and increase of cing ANords of assassination, &c., provided the
Popery, wilh the necumulation of jiower, and same is not given up—which seems lo snvor
the <^'eiiiu:- and aliility of those at the helm of of a sjiirit to gain the ascendency and overawe
afiairs, \\ hose study is the science of system, the Jiublic mind in this laud.
Therefore
anil the I'ope iheir tool, as a slave to make it is lime for the Americans not to stand
the pii[ipels dance, while the Je.suils are be- about trifles, and trifle away lime; but to rehind the curtain to jiiill the wire.s—the dejiojia- member '76—and as Trustees in trust, jiregaiula and the coin;iei;aliou, with the unheard serve those invaluable blessings of Liberty,
of assilnity to conipa.ss land and sea—no which are constitutionally given to us, and
doubt with me remains relative lo their design transmit them down, untarnished, to the latest
ujion the broad .scale. And if they do not jiosterity, as those Avho expect to give an ac.siiereeil in tlieir attempt on the old world, count.
their object is to avail themselves of the liberty
Those foreigners Avho visit this country
of selling up their empire here: there being from th.at order of men, Avhose theory is tbe
no power lodged either in the National or study of the science of system, to inundate the
Slate Governments, to prevent it,—And more- land by divisions and discord, and every possible way to seek our ruin to accomplish their
• If vlie
. . be a motle-i. who are her daughters? Wouldbe OrtlL.i,i,,\,
1. , . Law
1 .... i;|.|,jri„n Societies, with an overheai- oAvn object and that of the Un-Holy Alliance
i n j , jierkeeuliiig sj r i t ! 1 :
—should be discountenanced by every inde-
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pendent, true American, who is Avorthy of the
name, character, and principle; and not consent to be the honest dupes, tools, and catpaAVS of others, to the injury, if not the ruin,
of these United States.
Again—Let any man have stolen goods in
his possession, (he knowing them to be such,)
and the law Avill take hold; but the above
order are exempt in such a case : as instances
exemplify, Avhen the property is restored by
them to the OAvner, Avithout giving an account
by whom it came into their hands.
The Negro plot of General Nat in Virginia,
extended from the State of DelaAvare to the
Gulf of Mexico, systematically arranged, as is
eA'ident from the various executions in a
siring, about that time, exemplified in various
places! Also the foreigners, systematically
itinerating for Avhat purpose, antecedent and
subsequent to that time. Moreover, it is evident the Slaves could not have had the opportunity of such systematical arrangement, so
extensive;—hence it is evident that it must
be traced to another source—Avhite men behind the screen !
The foreigners AA'ho systematically lecture
on Nullification—and all to dupe the unAvary
by the aid of others to e.xcite division and discord in the land.
Whoever Avill compare the conduct of
Henry with the Hartford Convention, and the
Governors of Connecticut, Massachusetts, and
Vermont, Avith the arrangements of the British
and the leaders of the North, in that day, and
comparing it Avith the South at this day, may
see the mystery of iniquity at Avork, very plain
to an observing eye.

CONCLUSION.
From the book of Daniel, it appears that Ave
are in the days of the ten-toes; and that the
image (i. e. monarchy and law religion) are
noAV becoming as chalf in the public eye, and
tbe new order of things that are increasing in
tbe Avorld.
The dragon, Avith his seven heads, and a
crown on eadi, A"hicb denotes supreme au-

»"
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thority, may denote Pagan Rome, Arith her
seven forms of Government; and the tail or
last of the Emperors or Ctesars, drew a third
part of the stars of Heaven, (ministers,) and
did cast them to the earlh ; by establishing
Christianity by law, made them earthly minded, and hence popery in embryo, Avhich was
born in 606, Avhen the Pope Avas called Bishop
of Bishops, or Universal Bishop. And he
(the beast) rose out of the sea in 1077, Avhen
Pope Gregory 7th Avent over the crowned
heads of Europe, In 1143 the poAver of
choosing the Bishop was taken from the people and lodged in the School of Cardinals.
Idence the dragon transferred the power from
Rome Pagan to the Papacy! The beast Avith
seven heads, or papacy for many age.s—five
heads are fallen ; the sixth is now under the
government of Babylon, i. e. the Jesuits—the
seventh Aviil be Avith the beast after the ascent
from the bottomless pit; and at the time of
the slaying of the IAVO Avitnesses, as ajipears,
1st, tbe second beast Avill make an image to
the first beast, * -* * * secondly, they
Avill both be at the battle of Armageddon , and
there Avill be their end !
0 Reader, consider! God's judgments are
abroad in the earth ! The ten croAvns or
horns, toes, or ten kingdoms are shaking!—
the Euphrates is drying up !—the grand struggle is begun !—the devil is come doAvn in
great Avrath, knowing his time to be short!
Ail things opposed to the true light of righteousness, and truth, and justice, must yield or
sink—for God must be obeyed !
Then consider upon the value of thy soul—
the shortness and uncertainty of time!—and
the consequence of living and dying in sin !
Remember that y-ou are liy nature a fallen, degenerate creature—therefore you mu.st be REGENERATED and .BORN of the S P I R I T — " for

Avithout holiness no man shall see the Lord!!!"
Let the Lord }-our Gol be your only refuge in
the day of trial; for His strength and poAver is
the only support that Avill stand by you Avhen
every- thing else Avill fail!
The Lord ble.ss and protect yo'i! Adieu—
Farewell!
July 27th, 1833.
L. D.
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OMNIFARIOUS

LAW E X E M P L I F I E D
H O W TO

CURSE AND S¥EAR, LIE, CHEAT AND KILL,
ACCORDING

1st.

OF SOCIAL LAW

TO L A W !

when taken by the laAvs of the Creator, who
gave them ; or Avhen forfeited to society by
ALL our rights, Avhether personal. Social some misdem.eanor.
or !Moral, are the GRACES of the Governor of
The human family, Avhich is divided into
the Universe, and established by him prima- nations, is composed of individuals. And as
rily in the great and universal " LAAV OF NA- a Avhole, is composed of parts, and the parts
TURE."
collectively form one Avhole,—of course, in
Il is a self-evident truth, that all men are their individual capacity they are naturally
born equal and independent, and as individu- free and independent: and endoAved by their
als, are endowed by their Creator with certain Creator Avith certain unalienable rights and
unalienable rights—among Avhich are Life, privileges, such as life, liberty, pursuit of hapLiberty, the use of Projierly, the pursuit of piness, and the right of private judgment in
Hajipiness, Avith the jirivileges oi private judg- moral duly, &c, The^^ are equal and indement.
pendent in their individual capacity. This is
These princijiles being admitted, it Avill fol- called the " LAAV OF NATURE," established priloAA', that as the wants or necessities of man- marily by the Governor of the Universe—of
kind and their duties are equal, so their course difference and distinctions are rather the
rights and obligations are equal also. Hence result of ART in Aviiich the order of things is
our Rights, Diitii's and Obligations are the inverted, and by Avhich mankind are deprived
of their personal and just rights, than of any
same iu eacli and in all.
The ' Rights of 3[(in,' Avlien applied to an natural modification of things, Aud hence
iivhviduat, are called 'Personal
Rights; the "nick Jiamw," or unmeaning and empty
considered as he stands in relation to his 'Fel- titles in the old world.
low Creatures.' they are called ' Social Rights,'
Such distinctions arise, therefore, from a
and considered as he stanils in relation to his srlf-crraled authoiilv, or an usurped authoriCREATOR, iliey are calied 'MOUAL RIGHTS.'
ty, which of coui'se must be con.--i,lered as an
unjust tyranny. Foranythin'^ given by the
GODof >!«h()-e only, can be rcmnnded by ivoiie
OF PERSONAL RIGHTS.
bul him alone; consequently, lor one lo take
Personal Rights, are those benefits or privi- it from another, Avilhout his consent, or Aviihleges Avhich ajijieitaiii to man iu right or hy out giving an equivalent, is to deprive him
virtue of his existence. Of this kind are all of his personal right, and must be an inthe intellectual rights, or rights ofthe mind; fringement upon natural justice
and also all those rights of acting as an indiAll men may be considered thus equally
vidual for his own comfort and hajipiness, free and independent in their individual e/ipawhich are not injurious to the natural or per- city ; but Avhen taken in a social capacity, they
sonal rights of olher.s—of course the rights of are certainly dependent on each other. And
the mind. Religious Liberly, Freedom and In- none more so, than those Avbo consider themdependence cannot be taken from a man just- selves the most independent. Because the
ly, but by his own conseut. Except only Governor of the Universe hath determined, »

OMNIFARIOUS LA'W EXEMPLIFIED.
we see in the order of nature, that health and
laziness c;» mot dAvell together ; s o m a n must
not be a Stoic nor a machine, but an active
being. Therefore the " laws of nature" are
fixed; that self-interest shall be a stimulus, or
moving spring to action. Hence there are
Bome things which man cannot do or subsist
without; as food, water, &c, &c,, consequently self-preservation is called the "first law of
nature" in point of duty.
But there are some, yea, many things Avhich
ive cannot perform ourselves; we are of
course dependent on others for their assistance and help; such is the case in different
operations of mechanism, agriculture and
commerce. These are mutually connected,
and dependent on each other. Therefore, if I
derive advantage from others, Avhy should not
others derive some benefit from me in return 1
This is equal and right; of course it is just
and proper. If, therefore, I withhold that adfantage which I could bestow on society, it is
an infringement upon natural justice. Of
course, \A'e must account to the Author of
Nature, for the neglect or abuse of those natural or personal and social privileges, bcstoAved
jy him, and enjoyed by us.
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in the individual; arfsing from the " latD of
nature," but to the enjoyment of whicli his
individual POWER is not, in all cases, sufficiently competent. Of this kind are all these
which relate to security and protection.
From this short revicAv, it Avill be easy to
distinguish betAveen that class of " Personal
Rights" which a man retains after entering
into society, and ihose Avhich he throws into
the common stock, as a member of society.
The " Personal Right.s" which he retains,
are all those in Avhich the POAVER to execute,
is as perfect in the individual, as the right itself. Among this class, as is before mentioned, are all the intellectual rights, or rights
of the mind ; consequently, religion, and the
privilege of private judgment, are some of
those rights.
The " Personal Rights" Avhich are not retained, and all those in Avhich, though the
right is perfect in the individual, the POWER
to execute them is defective: they answer not
his purpose, A man, by the " lau) of nature,"
has a " personal right" to judge in his own
cause; and as far as the right of the mind is
concerned, he never surrenders it: But what
availeth it him to judge, if he has not the
po'wer to redress •? He therefore deposits this
right in the common stock of society, and
OF SOCIAL RIGHTS.
takes the arm of society, of which he is a
As a whole is composed of parts, and the part, in preference, and in addition to his
parts collectively form one whole ; so to judge OAvn.
correctly of social principles, we must vieAv
Society grants him nothing. Every man is
them as they apply .'.attirally, individually, a proprietor in society, and draws on the capicollectively and prospectively.
tal as a matter of right.
As our 'personal rights' are the same, so
From these premises, a fcAV certain concluare our obligations the same. And hence our sions Avill folloAv.
fights and obligations are naturally, and neFirst. That every " social right" grows out
jessarily reciprocal.
of a ' personal right;' and is founded on the
To derive the benefit of society collectively " Law of Nature," or, in other words, it is a
und individually, there is need for general " personal right" exchanged agreeably to iiatuRules, for the regulation of the whole. And ral justice.
how shall general rules be formed but by
Secondly. That Civil power, Avhich is degeneral consent 1 It is therefore our true in- rived from society, when applied to the body,
terests as individuals, to be involved and is called political, but when applied individuconnected with such regulations, as may be ally, is called civil authority.
This power,
formed for the benefit and safety of our "per- when properly considered as " legal authorisonal rights;" and such as prudence dictates, ty," is made up of the aggregate of that class
as necessary to guarantee them from usurpa- of the personal rights of man, AA'hich becomes
tion.
defective in the individual, in point of power,
_ Our personal rights, privileges, and obliga- and answers not his purpose; but when coltions, being equal, we have each, as an indi- lected to a focus, becomes competent to the
vidual, a right to claim a voice in the forma- purpose of every one.
Thirdly. That the poAver produced from the
tion of those general rules—and per.sonal duty,
arising from the ' law of nature,' calls upon us aggregate of personal rights, imperfect in poAA'collectively, to act our part as individuals— er in the individual, cannot he applied to inand there Avould be an infi^ingement upon vade the " personal rights" Avhich are retained
natural justice, to neglect the right of suffrage. in the individual, and in Avhicli the power to
" SOCIAL RIGHTS," are those which apper- e.xecute is as perfect as the right itself, without
tain to man, in right of his being a " member intruding on natural justice ; seeing the rights
of society." Every " .social right" has for its are personal only, and can concern nobody
foundation some "personal right" pre-existing else.
11
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Thus Ave have seen man traced as a natural individual, to a member of society; and
observed ihe qualities of the "jiersonal right.s"
retained, and those Avhich are exchanged for
"social rights."
Those principles, Avhen digested and properly aj plie.l, show ihe origin and foundation
of the only true and proper fountain of government, Avhicii is, properly speaking, the " PERsoNAi SOCIAL coiAiPACT;" bccausc niankiud in
i their indivi.lual capacity, are equally free and
independent, by the " law of nature," as established hy its AUTHOR. Therefore, the facts
must be, that the individuals themselves, each
in his OAvn jier.sonal and sovereign right,, entered into a compact, (not with a government,
but) with each other, to produce a Government. And this is the only mode in Avhich
Governments have a right to arise, and the
only principles on Avhich they ought to exist,
or possibly can exist agreeably to natural justice.

2d.

ECCLESIASTICAL LAW

Ecclesiastical Law may embrace all those
concerns Avliich involve the interest of a religious society—whether Sectarian, National,
Jew, Turk, Pagan, or Christian ; temporally
and spiritually
The Laia emanating from PRIESTS and
those Avho wouhl officiate sjiiiitually, socially,
ind personally, iu temporal and eternal thintijs;
.ollectively claiming an ascendency by a kind
of DIVINE RIGHT, as a gift from a b o v e - o r
by order and succession.
The Mahometans involve the ilea, Ihat
they are tbe immediate favorites of GoJ, to
the exclusioi: of all the rest of mankind
—Avho are cu.isidered as a unit; whether
Christian, Jew or Pagan.
All are siyled
" I N F I D E L S , " Avhen 'judged by Mahomefs
diction—that being the only ortho.lox .system
of Truth ; as exemplified in tho Giand Sultan's
Proclamation relative to the affairs of Russia,
It is a self-evidentyijc^ that tne PEOPLE are Greece, &c. in the East.
the original and only true and proper source
On the other hand Ave find that tbe Greek
from whom a government can be deduced, and Church to be the established religion of Russpring into existence, on just and equitable sia ; which is Episcojial—and considers those
principles, agreeable to the "law of nature," Avho are not, to be out of the pale of the true
because the jieople existed before any govern- Church^—Avhether di.ssenters or Mahometan.*,
ment came to exist. Of course, society, on are considered as ' INFIDELS' and dealt with
social principles, have a right to three as such—as exoinplitied by the Proclamation
things.
of Nicholas of Russia, against the Turks—and
il First, To form their OAvn government.
the ecclesiastical CURSE of Grecian EjiiscoSecond I)'. To choose their OAvn rulers.
pal authority here annexed; done according
And thirdly. To cashier them for miscon- to Law,
duct.
The Church of Rome is Episcopal, in its
Hence it follows, first, that the author- nature and form.
Her style is " T H E
ity of rulers is only delegated authority. CHURCH." Thus begging the question, anJ
Secondly, that they are accountable to the taking it for granted that she is the only orfountain from Avhom they derived it,—And thodo.v true Church—the fivoiite of G i l to
liiirilly, that they are not to serve themselves, the e.xclusion of all the rest; hence all others
but society, whose servants they are, and by are Heretics and Infidels,
Avhom they are employed, and paid for their
Here follows a form of CURSING exempliservice.
fied in Philadeijibia, against Priest Hogan, by
the Pope's Legate; though some, who are
OF MORAL RIGHTS.
ashamed of the form a n l mode, say, it is a
hoax, taken from a book called—Tiistiam
" Moral Rights" are the personal privilege Shandy.
to think, and jude;c, and act for one's self in
" By the authority of Go 1 Almighty, the
point of moral duty. This is the more jilain Father, Son an.I the Holv (Jliost, and the unand clear, as no one is concerned but God, defiled Virgin Mar\-. mother and jiatrone^s of
the judge, and the individual man, as a respon- our Saviour, and of all celestial virtues, .\nsible a;<eiit.
g(ds. Archangels, Thrones, Dominions, PowHence llie doctrine of Toleration thrusts it- ers, Cherubims and Serajihims ; and of all ibe
f-eM. not between man aud man, but between Holy Patriarchs, Projihets, an.l of all the .Vpo.*Mi.n and his Maker; for the associated iilcas lies ami Evangelists, of the Holv Innocents,
of tlie ti'nrshipper and the worshipped, cannot who, in the sight of the Holv Lamb are found
be separalcd; therefore the act that tolerates Avorlhy to sini; ihe new song of the Holy Marman to pay his devotion to his God, tolerates tyrs and Holy Confessors, au.l of all the Holy
the Alniighly to leceivc il!
Virgins; and of all Saints, lotrether with the
Wtiat absurdity can be more ridiculous?
Holy Elect of God—may he, William Hogan,
For Avhat right ha h ont to nied lie Avith be damne.l.
that Avhich does not orncern nim f
We excommunicate and anathematise him,

and from the threshold of the Holy Church
of God Almighty, we sequester him, that he
be tormented, disposed and delivered OA-er
Avilh Athan and Abiram, and AA'ith those who
siy unto the Lord, ' depart from us, for Ave
desire none of thy ways;' as a fire is quenched AA'ith AA'ater, so let the light of him be put
luf fi^rcAermore, unless it shall repent him, and
make satisfaction. Amen!
May the Father, Avho created man, curse
him! May the Son, Avho suffered for us,
curse him ! May the Holy Ghost, Avho suffered for us in Baptism, curse him ! May the
Holy Cross, from Avhich Christ, for our .salvation, triumphing OA'er his enemies, ascended, curse him!
May the Holy and Eternal Virgin Mary,
mother of God, curse him ! May St. Michael,
the Advocate of the Holy Souls, curse him!
May all the angels, principalities, and poAvers,
and all heavenly armies, curse him !
May the praise-Avorthy multitude of Patriarchs, and Prophets, curse him !
Jiay St, John, the Precursor, and St, John
the Baptist, and St, Peter, and St, Paul, and
St, Andrew, and all other of Christ's Apostles
together, curse him ! and may the rest of our
Disciples and Evangelists, Avho by their
preaching converted the Universe, and the
holy and Avonderful company of Martyrs
and Confessors, Avho by their holy Avorks
are found pleasing to God Almighty : May
the holy choir of the Holy Virgins, Avho for
the honor of Christ have despised the things
ofthe Avorld, damn him ! May all the Saints
from the beginning of the world to everlasting
ages, AA'ho are found to be beloved of God,
damn him!
May he be damned wherever he be, whether he be in the house or in the stable, in the
garden or the field, or the highAvay; or in the
Avoods, or in the Avaters, or in the church;
may he be cursed in living and in dying!
May he be cursed in eating and in drinking,
in being hungry, in being thirsty, in fasting,
in sleeping, in slumbering, and in sitting, in living, in Avorking, in resting and in blood letting.
May he be cursed in all the faculties of his
body!
May he be cursed inwardly and outAvardly;
may he be cursed in his brains, and in his
virtex, in his temples, in his eyebroAA's, in his
I cheeks, in his jaAvbones, in his nostrils, in his
teeth and grinders, in his lips, in his throat, in
liir- shoulders, in his arms, in his fingers !
May he be damned in his mouth, in his
breast, in his heart and purtenance, down to
the very stomach!
May he be cursed ir. his reins and in his
s;roins, in his thighs, in his genitals, and in
ilis hips, and his knees, his legs and iFeet, and
toe nails!

May he be cursed in all his joii>ts, and articulation of the members ; from the croAvn of
the head to the sole of his feet, may there be
no soundness !
May the Son of the living God, with all the
glory of his majesty, curse him! And may
heaven Avith all the poAA'ers that move therein, rise up against him and curse and damn
him ; unless he repent and make satisfaction I
Amen.
So be it. Be it so. Amen.
The folloAving proclamation of the " Patriarch of Antioch, (Syrian Greek Church) and
of all the East," shoAvs to Avhat length of
Avickedness men may go Avhile they think they
are doing "God service," The aim against
Avhich their denunciations are levelled is, entertaining a missionary of the Cross of Christ,
Avlio preaches the Gospel in its simplicity, and
disseminates the Bible in its purity : —
" Proclamation to all our children, the people of the villages of Ehden and Zgarta, and
to all our children, the inhabitants of the district of Gibbet, B.shari'y, clergy and laymen,
rulers and subjects universally, to AA'it:
" That Ave have knoAAdedge of the infernal
hardihood, to which the unhappy, Avretched
Latoof El Ashi and his sons have arrived, in
having dared to associate themselves Avith
that deceived man and deceiver of men. Bird,
the Bible-man, They aid him in his object,
and have brought him to Ehden against the
severe prohibitions Avhich Ave had before issued, threatening every one Avho opposed our
orders Avith immediate excommunication. We,
therefore, make known to all, that those sons
of wickedness, Latoof El Ashi and his sons,
together Avith all the rest of his family, both
male and female, except domestics, have fallen
under the heavier excommunication ; and now
we, by the ward of the Lord, Avhich is Almighty, confirm upon them this excommunication. They are, therefore accursed, cut off
from all Christian communion; and let the
cunse envelojie them as a robe, and spread
through all their members like oil, and break
them in pieces like a potter's vessel, and Avither
them like the fig tree cursed by the mouth of
the Lord himself; and let the evil angel rule
over them, to torment them day and night,
asleep and awake, and in Avhatever circumstances they may be found. We permit no
one to visit them, or employ them, or do them
a favor, or give them a salutation, or converse
with them in any form; but let them be
avoided as a putrid member, and as hellish
dragons. Beware, yea, beware of the wrath
of God.
" And Avith regard to Bird ajd all his children, and all his family, we in like manner
grant no permission to any one to receive
t h e m ; but, on the contrary, we, by the Avord
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of the Lord, of almighty authorily, require
and command all in the firmest manner, that
not one visit ihem ; nor do them any sort of
service, or furni.^h them any sort of assistance
whatever, to jirotiacl their stay in these jiarts
or any other. Let no one receive Ihem into
his house, or into any place Avhatever ihat belongs to him, but let all avoid them, iu every
AA'av, in all things temjioral as Avell as spiritual. And Avhoever, in his stubbornness, shall
dare to act in ojiposition to this our order
Avilh regard lo Bird, and his children, and his
Avhole family, shall fall, ipso facto, under the
great excommunication, Avhose absolution is
reserved lo ourself alone, in the same manner
\ as has happened to the miserable Latoof El
Ashi and his sons; from Avhich may the Lord
preserve you all, and the bles.sing be upon the
obedient.
"The

ignoble JOSEPH P E T E R

" Patriarch of Antioch and all the East.
"August 4, 1827 "
The Pope as a temjioral Prince, has a number of Consuls in the United States ; and also
vicar generals, &c.
The Pope has sent over one ship load of
Priests in a French ve.ssel of Avar; and according to the Papers an hundred more since.
Thus one individual potentate, Avho lives
I and governs in a foreign land, exercising Temporal and Spiritual authority over men in this
country, who OAve no allegiance here to our
Government, may be viewed in a proper light;
considering their influence, over several hundred thousands of People in these United
Slates ; Avith the large spiral meeting houses,
called C'hurches; and the strong dark vault
Avith IRON DOORS thereto annexed; W H A T
FOR 1
The Church of England is Epi.scopal in its
nature—so claiming in its form and mode by
order aud succession from St, Peter, through
the Pojies doAvn to the time of Henry VIII. at
Avhich time the Catholics view her apostacy
from the TRUE CHURCH ; and heresy sprang
up as exemplified in their Hieroglyphics,
Although the Church of England have
many forms incorporated in their practice, as
a formal Peojile—yel il is seldom that a form
of excom.Tinnication i.s exemplified in their
practice—if ever !
Hence when several travellers met per! chance at an Inn, the question Avas agitated—
Avho Avaf right in point of Church religion?
After opinions expre.s.sed and interchanged—a
gentle'r.an Avas inteuogaled Avhathe thought'?
who lephcd, I belong to no Church ; but if I
must join any, should prefer the Church of
England—Avhy ? Because 1 should have to
alter and change my practice LESS than in any
other Society.

Chuich and States^Law Religion—perhaps
there never Avas a sect of people established
by law, that ever abused their power less, and
jierse.uted others so little as the Church of
England ; considering their data, age and
number, for the lime tney have reigned !
The Puritans t.r dissenters which opposed
episcopacy in England in the time of Charles
the first, establi.-^hed themselves as a Law Religion in the days of Cromwell : and persecuted others in turn. But Avhen Charles the II.
came to tbe throne 2,000 ministers lo.st their
livings in one day, for non-conformity or
contumacy.
How different this from the time of Mary,
Avho brought in the old form Avhich had been
rejected by her Father and Brother—the Clergy turn too; but, Avhen Elizabeth came in, and
a turn given to isms. Clergy change too, from
Protestant to Papal and back, &c. I think
Aviih the e.xception of about 32.
And Avhen those Puritans or Independents,
fled to America, for Liberty of Con.science,
they established themselves by laAv ; and persecuted others in turn.
If Ave may judge from the histories of those
times, it Avill appear that they vieAved themselves as the Elect oi GOD and Sovereigns of
the soil, as of Divine Right; as the Hebrews
had of Canaan,
Many of those Indian Sachems, it appears
Avere possessed of the most independency of
mind and a high sense of honor; nature displayed, beyond what art is capable of from
education. Witness their^rm behavior Avhen
tortured by their enemies—their oratorical
speeches in council assembled—not asking
for life by humiliating degradation—never
knoAvn to violate a Female Captive, in all the
Avars of North America; nor to forget favors
or injuries done to them.
Connecticote, Sassacus, Ninigrate, Mianimob, (Avho Avas killed by the advice of tbe
Clergy) his son Numunthenoo and Mononotto, with others Avho are AA'orthy of memory,
as sons of the forest, Avho Avere the possessors
of the soil; and could vieAv the English in no
point of light, but intruders. But manjr
of the sachems Aveie executed, after being prisoners, as criminals or Heathens; Avhom the
LOUD cast out before his People,
Ignorance, Superstition and Bigotry generally go together. Hence emigrating wilh
some of those notions founded on the edifice
of the old Wotdd,—Avhat mother and grandmother say, mu.st be right, for the Priest or
Minister told us so,—so it is, and so it came
to jiass. Therefore 19 persons Avere hung at
Salem and one Avas pressed to death ; makinj
20 in all whom it appears to me, Avere some
of the best and most pious people of that dayj
and deserved a better fate than to be put (0
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death, on such foolish testimony, for the crime the wills and Avhims of men. Each society,
fro.m the Pope of Rome doAvn to the petty
of WITCHCRAFT.
Two Quaker Ladies in the Ministr} from Shakers, concluded that they are the true
abroad, AA'ere imprisoned anc' banished after church, and possess the keys of the kingdom.
Some nations have incorporated Church and
being fust stripped and searched for ' ivitch
marks," to degrade them—being the first of State, and prostituted the sacred name of
that society to visit the Colony; but the delu- Christian to it, for a coA'ering; and having
sion recoiled on themselves as above, exem- made more improvements in some arts and
sciences, and circumnavigated the terraqueous
plifying the Hand of retributive justice !
Four Quakers—three men and a woman, globe, have, by art and intrigue, got posseswere hung in Boston for their religious testi- sion of other countries, where they conceive
mony. And Avhipping, branding, imprison- POAVER constitutes RIGHT to do as the coning, and banishing on pain of death, for dif- queror pleases with the conquered ; their souls
ference of opinion, and practice in matters of and their bodies and their property, to dispose
of at pleasure.
conscience in Religion.
Hence may the poor heathen well cry out
One man Avas Avhipped 13 times in a fcAV
months, because he walked from Salem to and say, " Sacred envy," " Christian spite," and
Boston, to sit in silence, with others, to Avor- " Holy malice"—from which deliver me!
Where are the exertions of Mr. Elliot,
ship his GOD, One girl Avas Avhipped at the
tail of a cart, on the naked body, in nine dif- called the Apostle of the Indians ? Where
ferent towns, ten stripes at a time—then car- are the fruits of the labors of David Brainried into the Avoods about twenty miles from ard; or the school of Dr. Wheelock for the
inhabitants, exposed to Catamounts, Bears Indians ?
Dr, Wheelock's school in Lebanon for Inand Wolves—wandering through the night;
to Hanover, and called
and next day was found Avhere Bristol, in dians—transferred
Dartmouth—thousands Avere collected in EngRhode Island, noAv siands.
From a knot in the end of the lash \A-hich land under the idea of the " Poor Heathen ;"
hit one of the nipples, inflammation ensued : but noAV the subject wilh all those revenues
and for some months it AA'as a matter of un- are prostituted to a different purpose, to make
Doctors, Priests, and LaAvyers !
certainty Avhether she AA-ould ever recover.
All those tribes of Indians contiguous to
Yea, one of the blue laAvs of Connecticut
was, neither to give meat, drink, nor lodgings the Avhite man; or even those whom they
to a Quaker, or to tell him the road, or carry have attempted to civilize and christianize,
have dAvindled away and are dwindling into
him over a ferry.
Dr. Trumbull, in his history of Connecticut, nothing, socially—and even those fcAV that
says, those Laws were not acted upon. But remain are not in the same repute for good
from the Quaker journals, in my possession, standing UOAA', as 150 or 200 years a g o ; as
it appears the Dr. must be mistaken, as it re- exemplified by the Mohegan tribe, and others.
And even when civilization has in appearlates to the counties of Hartford, New Lonance taken effect, a mixture of white blood
don, and one at the Avest,
To belong to a sect of jieople, is to belong has taken the lead !
Mahometanism is preferable to corrupt
to a Church—yea the ehurch of Christ, according to their fancy. Hence to be excom- Christianity; being more tolerable in its admunicated by them, is giving them' to Satan, ministration, to Jews, and those Avho differ in.
Avith or AA'ithout bell, book and candle light. their opinions by education, &c. of all kinds,
And what they have done upon the earth, is except those Avho turn from their faith, and
become "Christian dogs," and even then, it
supposed to be ratified in Heaven.
Each society judging itself, concludes it does not use torture—only cuts off the head;
must be right—but judging the other concludes and moreover, admits of no idolatry, but acit must be wrong. Kence it must folloAv, ac- knowledges " O N E GOD."
The Edinburgh FACTORY bestoAved the
cording to this mode of judging, that all must
pompous title of "DOCTOR IN DIVINITY," on
be right, or all Avrong.
But give any of them poAver, and they will the masters of the Indian school at Lebanon,
persecute those Avho dissent from them in Avho sought for a more convenient place as a
opinion and practice, even in things trifling suitable site. Hence the origin of Dartmouth
and non-essential. Possessing the keys of the College, with the President there, the Rev. Dr.
kingdom, they think they are doing God ser- Wheelock!
A preacher being asked in the solitary days
vice ; concluding what they do on the earth, is
of Methodism, during the time of their sim.ratified in Heaven!
What must become of the POOR MAN, who plicity;—Why the Methodists did not have
is turned out to the world, by ECCLESIASTICAL "doctors of divinity?" boldly replied, our
AUTHORITY, and delivered over to SATAN, by Divinity is not sick! But now matters are

reversed ; and the doctors are to be found at
the helm of afiiiirs, to keep pace Avith other
societies, and be like all the nations round
about.
Calvinism—once in Grace, (a Bishop) always in grace, (a Bishop)—although he becomes an idiot or a child ; or even a Tyrannical Giant. He cannot be dismfssed without
being dfsgraced and other evils to folloAV.
Let the People North of the Potomac and
Ohio, see a Bishop resign, Avith a suitable address prior ; that the office may become limited to a certain number of years, and then expire of itself, much evil Avould be avoided.
And should the Conferences be at liberty to
manage Iheir own afiiiirs, by election of
Committees, to choose their OAvn presiding
Eider.s, or have none at discretion, to station
their own preachers, AA'ith liberty for an appeal, &c.
The People to manage the temporal concerns, by a voice in the district; and also to
try their own members, or choose their own
committee so to do—instead of their preacliers
claiming the prerogative to do it—creatures of
his OAvn choice; there Avould be more propriety, and not so much hard thinking, and so
many- separations in the land.
But the report of the committee Avith the
Bishop's circular at NCAV York, showing the
intention of the general conference, to be incorporated, and have a uniform mode exemplified in the discipline, for government about
the Meeting Houses; and hence, to obtain
special acts of Legi.slation, in the several
grtates, (after they found Congress had not
power to do it,) to recognize the peculiarities
of their discijiline. Thus, have civil LUAV to
enforce ecclesiastical authority ; in 24 states
Avould have made it NATIO.NAL, CHURCH AND

Sth—CF CIVIL LAW
But when it relates to the affairs of the
Citizens, and will apply to persons individually, it is called " CIVIL LAW "
6th—OF COMMON LAW

COMMON LAAV, is that line of practice wnich
is taken from PRECEDENTS and the EXAMPLE
of others for a precedent to be copied into onr
procedure, be it Avhat it may—even CONTRARIES, Avbich may be seen by the division of
the JUDGES, in OPINION upon the bench.
Examples may be found for every thing,
and establish nothing, by shoAving tbe opposite pattern.
Hence the gentlemen of the Bar and those
on the Bench, make LaAvs to fit their minds,
by causing a fcAv examples to be made; and
then produced and quoted, and taken for a
precedent, as exemplified on the principles of
the WATER LAAV. A dozen men with Avater
works, under difi"erent operations—interests
may clash—one sue the other, until the MAMiMorii one shall devour the Avhole, or else be
saciilicel to the control of another, or go to
pay the lawyer and court fees.
Thus, Aviien BLACKSTONE published his
Commentaries, the men of the BAR thought it
might be injurious to them, by giving too
much light lo the community and common
people. But noAv, the opposite examples for
jirecedents, are so contradictory, that you may
find a laAV for everything; therefore no man
is safe, if another should find it his interest to
quarrel Avith him. But his property must be
torn from him to gratify others; his i>erson
sent into confinement, and his character lo
ruin !
And this .system and state of things has
STATE.
But ihe day of Amalgamation appears to been progressing in this country so fast withapproach very fast by the play of the BENCH, in fifteen years, that we, as a people, are rithe BAR, the PULI'IT, and the IVIANUFACTURER, pening for some great political change, by faby a linked uniform movement—and the vored and oppressive STATIONS INSOCIKTY;
FACCLTYand LEGISLATURE interwoven unless jireveuted, by having recourse to our
first princijiles—the principles of '76, and the
in the THEM E !
public miml be cultivated iu Virtue •and Legislative acts, to jiievcnt oppression, from the
3d—OF STATUTE LA'W
great lo the poor, or the jioor to fhe rich, and
LaAvs that are pa.ssed by a Legislative do aAvay the foolish practice—to fine one man
PoAver, Avhether il be by an individual that for doing another a favor, as though it Avas a
wills it, as a tyrant, or a council hereditary, or crime, and jiunish another, Avhen it is imposed
tAvo or three houses Avith delegated jiower on him, and make him receive it, and pay for
from the people, Avhon passed and enrolled in il too.
the records of the court and publi.shed to the
public, il is called " Statute Law."
7th—FEUDAL LAW
4lh—OF POLITICAL LAW
VVhen Ihe Act relates Avholly to the PUBLIC or NATIONAL AFFAIRS and CONCERNS, it is

called " Political Law."

In those days of confusion, Avhen the Avill
of a Tyrant was the LaAV—and none considered FREE, but the noblemen ; the people Avere •
held as vassals, or a kind of slaves, and were
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The peace of nations is dependent on the
LaAvs of nations ; the Laws of nations is dependent on the Military LaAv ; the Military
LaAV upon Civil L a w ; the Civil Law upon
Moral Law,
Shake Moral Law out of the minds of society, and all confidence is gone and lost to
safety ; for Avhere no iuAvard obligation is felt
on the mind, there is no Conscience to influSth—OF THE LAW OF HONOR.
ence the conduct. And man would be no betThe power of the Monarch, being little ter than a demon let loose.
more than nominal, as he Avas dependent on
the pleasure of the NOBLES, Avho alone could
11th—LAW OF NATURE.
command the vassals,—Hence, Avhen one Nobleman was offended Avith another, he Avould
What is innate and inherent; being imcall out his vassals and make war—family
with family ! Defended by a castle in their planted in nature by its Author—and it is bedomains—^like a war of extermination ! until yond the power of our control to extirpate the
the country was almost depopulated; which principle; although by grace, Ave may order
tp prevent, governmental authority, by Kings our e.xample and practice, by the duty oi the
aiiti Priests, was exercised ; and at length the Cross!
practice was confined AA'ilhin certain degrees
12th—MEDICAL LAW
of kindred, for revenge ; and the vassals exempt, and finally it was brought doAvn to
" single combat," before proper notions of eviProA'ided one is initiated in the Medical Sodence were formed.
ciety, and hath a Diploma*—he is authorized
Hence, in those days of ignorance and su- to practise according to LaAv.
perstition, the Victor Avas ahvays supposed to
Any one who administers to the sick, in
have God and Right on his side.
what is called Medicine, Avithout leave or liThus we see the origin of modern Duelling, cense from the Society—if the patient dies;
under the mode of killing, by what is called Avhy, the medicine, to be sure, killed him.
in refinement, the LaAv of HONOR ! !!
But if the regular Faculty administered the
Gambling for gain—Avord of fidelity plight- same thing, then the disorder killed him—and
ed ; the debt must be paid in preference to any he died according to the Law of Medicine and
other. Why 1 The other has a Note, but the Law of Nature too !
this man has only my Avord of Honor, and
Here then is " Killing according to Law,"
therefore this must be paid as a debt, by the provided it happened accidentally or through
"LAAV OF HONOR," A S the saying is, " Plon- mistake in the medicine, by those Avho are
or among thieves,"
properly authorized to it according to Law,—
While the Cross and the idea of a favorite Privileged order of m^en !
. Saint will draw the truth from some—the
If it be an " act of surgery" to bind up a cut
. Holy Bible, others—the Koran, the Turk—the finger or to dress a wound, or to give herb
Shaster, the Hindoo; by the "AVORD OF drink to a child, be a "practice of Physic,"
HONOR," is the Military Character exempli- then surely, who can be safe from the penally
fied—AA'hen Faith by it is plighted !
attached to the invasion of Medical Law !
The LaAV of Honor among the Indians, is Avell may one cry out and say, " GOOD LORD
such that in all their AA'ai'.s, a captive female DELIVER u s ! "
was never known to be violated, nor favors
The man Avho is killed in a duel, is killed
nor injuries forgotten !
according to the " Law of Honor."
The man Avho kills another in self-defence,
9th—THE MILITARY LAW.
does it according to the "LAAV OF NATURE ;"
self-preservation being the first LaAV of nature.
The character of the Military, is hinted in
the preceding lines. In civilized countries,
• " T h e President o f t h e
IWedical Society, to
know
the Military power to act, emanates from the whom these presents may come, greeting —
ye that
hath heen approved relative to his knowlcivil authority in the Government; and those edge in Medicine and Surgery on examination, according
sold Avith the land, as exemplified in Russia to
this day.
And the same system of Government, according to the DEGREE OF POAVER, delegated
or possesf-ed by the individual in office, is
practised in most Monarchical countries tc the
present day.

who get killed, DIE ACCORDING TO LAAV !

10th—LAWS OF NATIONS.
Custom adopted by common consent, arising
out of circumstances and the natupj of things,
aiaong the nations of the earth

to the Rules and Regulations established by the FKI.LOWI
ofthe
Medical Society, I do therefore hereby
license him to practice as a Physician and Surgeon, with
all the rights, privileges and honors thereunto appertaining, and do recommend him to the notice ofthe Faculty,
and the improvement of the jiublic.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand,
and have caused the seal of the said society to be her*unto a.1ixed at
Sto &c, 1S20,"
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The mnn that is hung for murder by the
sheriff, is killed according tc '.he statute LaAV
of the land.
The man that is shot by a Court Martial or
in battle, is killed by and according to Martial LaAV
13lh—LAW OF FAITH,
In formjcr times as well as at the present day,
many have thought th.at man Avas only born
to believe what another taught.
But John Wesley Avell observed, in his
i caution a,'alnst bigotry, and in his views of a
Catholic Spirit.
" Although every man necessarily believes
that every particular opinion which he holds
is true, y et can no man be assured that all his
opinions taken together are true,"
'• Every AVISE man Avill alloAv others the
same liberty of thinking, Avhich he desires
tiiev should allow him. And Avill no more
insist on their embracing his opinions, than
he would have them insist on his embracing
theirs."
'• NO man can choose for or prescribe to
ai other. But every one must follow the dictates of his own conscience, in simplicity and
. Godly sincerity. He must be fully persuaded
m his OAvn mind ; and then act according to
the best light he has. Nor has any creature
power to constrain another to Avalk by his
own rule, God has given no RIGHT to any
of the children of men, thus to lord it over
the conscience of his brethren. But every
man must juilge for himself, as every man
must give an account of himself to God,"
This doctrine of the inherent and unalienable " R I G H T S OF MAN"—to THINK and
to juDGi'. and to ACT for himself, is not inculcated and circumfused enough iu the Avorld,
lo prevent bigotiy, and to break down the
walls of sujierstilion. For bigotry, and superstition, and ignorance, always go hand in
hand together. The former being bottomed
on the latter !
jNlan cannot rationally believe Avithout
evidence. Hence, Jefferson's notes ou Virginia—If one man believes in one God,
another believes in twenty Gods—what is
that to me 1 li neither picks my pocket nor
breaks my leg ; Avhy then should 1 persecute
him 1
Persecution may make a man a hypocrite,
through tear of punishment; but cannot cure
him. For a man must be convinced before
he will or can be converted.
You may love and pity him ; and strive to
convince and persuade hiin ; but further you
may not go. For the conscience of man is
the Divine Plight and Prerogative—and no
man has a riglit to invade it.

Hence witti prayer and faith, carry him to
the thi.~ne of Grace, and leave him in the
hand of God.
The EXERCISE OF FAITH nroy be considered
as the

" RE-ACTION" of the

SOUL ON GOD,

(when the spirit of God operates on the
mind,) and this devotional re-action, is imputed to the man, (not as sin, but) for
righteousness, i. e. as a RIGHT ACT. This
is the true Avorship, being done in the SPIRIT
and in TRUTH !
The soul gathers in strength, in this reactional devotion, which is not natural, but
supernatural, above nature. There is a kind
of miraculous virtue in it—a poAver, iuAn-ard,
to hang on God ; to trust in him ; and to
sacrifice what is repugnant to his Avill, and
overcome it.
Hence, " This is the Victory that overcometh the Avorld, even our Faith''—"and
being justified by FAITH Ave have peace with
God through Jesus Christ."
This INAVARD STRENGTH OF POAVER TO LAY
HOLD ON GOD, is what Avill support cne in
the conflicts of LIFE and DEATH !

14th—LYNCH'S L A W
In the

" W H I G and

TORY"

days of the

South, Avhen no man's person or property
was safe, the former laws having become obsolete, from the confusion of the times; a
man by the name of Col. Lynch, formed an
association, to expel suspicious characters
from the neighborhood, and chastise them at
discretion, Avhich practice is continued in
some parts of the South and West to the
present day, as exemplified on Lynch's
Island, at the mouth of Cumberland river, in
the Ohio.
Dick and Bob understand it.
Pat calls it " Shelula," " Club LaAV," or
" Mob Law," a Buckskin Avilh a Avhip !
15th—LAWS OF GOD.
The Laws of God, Avhether Avritten, or inspired by the immediate influence of the
Spirit on the mind.
Those Avho hare not the Avritten LaAV, are
a LaAV unto themselves, or have a Law
Avritten in their Hearls; their Conscience
bearing them Avitness, and their thoughts in
the mean Avhile, accusing, or else excusing
one another.
Something INWARD approves or DISAPPROVES !—Tom Paine, admits that God
can, if he please, impress the Human MIND.
Hume admits that all religions Avill persecute,
Avhen tl ey have power, except the " True
one,"
Surely a ray of light is in every mind—
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" The true Light which lighteth every man
that cometh into the world."
For love to GOD and man, is the quintessence and sum of that religion, which
thinketh (or meaneth and intendeth) no evil,
but suffereth long and is kind.
If the exercise of Faith be the re-action of
tbe SOUL ON GOD—a<nd a man is to be justified in such devotional exercise ; then Ave mayunderstand the doctrine of Faith being
" counted"—" accounted ;" " reckoned" and
" imputed" to man for " Righteousness."
Hence inspired with a strength superior to
Nature; an inward sensation, a spring of
action, to surmount difficulties, in times of
danger, exigency and distress, when the
hantls would hang down and the mind be
Jspressed—by Faith in God, Ave may over.come and be victorious—Avhen nature, abVracts from divine aid, must have given up
aiid sunk down under the enormous weight
and heavy load, with gloom and despair.
But this stimulating principle of Divine
Life, will bring the peace and joy of the
kingdom ; to love the Lord supremely and to
love thy neighbor also.
Hence the soul progresses in strength, to
stand, to walk, and conquer. Therefore the
weapons are not carnal, but spiritual, mighty
through God to the pulling doAvn the strong
holds of Satan ! Here then is the POWER and
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laAvful proof—expanded—4 made into 5 casks,
according to laAv—i. e. take care the law don't
get hold of you.
TAVO half bushels—2 yard sticks and bruised
tin measures—one to buy and the other to
sell Avith, &c. Cd-to ensure the best end of the
bargain !
To make the sale of milk profitable. 1st.
Wash the milk Avell Avith water 2d. Thicken
it well Avith good starch; then thirdly, sweeten it with magnesia, to prevent it from souring—then affirm that it is pure, good, sweet
milk.
17th—LAWS OF HELL.
" Devils with Devils damn'd ;
Men only disagree !"

" T h e Devil and his Angels." Then goeth
HE, and taketh seven other spirits, more
wicked than himself, they enter, &c. ShoAvs
that the He there spoken of, Avas a spirit;—
TAKETH, &C,, implies an ascendency of power;
more wicked implies degrees of Avickedness
among the Devils, and a kind of Monarchy in
Hell.
" My name is Legion, for we are many," a
captain to every ten ; a centurion to every
hundred ; and an officer to each thousand —
6666, according to Roman order,
Beelzebub, Prince of the Devils, reigning
LAW OF FAITH.
in the hearts of the children of disobedience,
as " T h e Prince of this Avorld," and "Prince
16th—JOCKEY LAW
of the power of the air,"
Superior and subordinate, according to the
Get money honestly, if you can ; any how,
degree of poAver possessed by each commanget money.
der, bent only upon EVIL as their chief deTake an old horse, file down his teeth ;
light.
burn them with a nail rod, to make them ap" E V I L BE THOU MY GOOD !"
pear under seven years. Give him three
God delivered Benhadad into the hand of
bushels of sweet apples and three bushels of
green corn in the milk ; which in seven Ahab King of Israel, and appointed Ahab to
days will make him appear fat. Shear off be his executioner; but Ahab, for a bribe, let
the long hairs, and use some coloring if him go.
necessary ; brush him up to make him shine ;
God replied, " Because thou has let go ont
blow up the holloAvs above his eyes, &c, to of thine hand, a man whom I appointed to
make him appear plump and full; put a pep- utter destruction, therefore thy life shall go
per pod in his tail, to make him antic and for his life, and thy people for his people."
full of life; a spur in your own head and
Evil Angels are God's executioners. For
cigar in the mouth ; a Avatch chain Avith a it is inconsistent Avith the nature of a good
button at the end, in your pocket; give the Angel to go upon a bad errand.
animal some bread and Avine, to raise his
(Dn a visit, from the king of Judah, Ahab,
ambition; and taking some of the good stuff" proposed to him to go by force and help to
yourself—then swear you have as good a take the bribe, which the king of Assyria had
COLT as any gentleman Avith a fine shining promised, but not fulfilled—viz. restoration
boot. So mount, showing in appearance, of Ramoth, in Gilead.
that you are as clever a fellow and have as
The King of Judah saAv the court, ero, the
good a horse as any on the Turf—according prophets that belonged to LaAV religion, flatto custom, which makes LAW !
tering A h a b ; inquired for a pr-)phet of the
Take water, burnt sugar, aquafortis, and Lord. 0 yes, Micaiah, but I hate him, he
several drugs of a poisonous nature, mix with talks no good to me, I hate him !
The officers sent, said to Micaiah, flatter
the good old strong stuff—to make a bead—
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like the others. He did, then Ahab put him is only a disease—insanity that left the man
and got among the Hogs ; Avhich Avouhl argue,
to his oat'i, who rejilied—
saw the Lord sitting on his throne—host 1, thata disease hasir.cellects for idea.s ; 2, reaof heaven round about, and the Lord said, son to arrange them ; 3, language and speech
AvIlO Avill go and jiersuade Ahab, &c., one to address and communicate them ; 4, volition
said on this manner and another on that—a to move and transport itself; 5, miraculous
poAver over the swine (if self-preservation be
goo.l Aiiijel could not go ou a bad errand.
At length, a voice rejilied, I'll go and per- the first law of nature in man and beast,) to
sna le him. How ? I Avill be a Lying Spirit cause them to lake to the Avater and drown!
Methinks it would take ten thousand times
in the mou'h of all his projihets.
False jieojile must expect a false .spirit in more faith to credit their theory, about a mere
vlieir false Avorshij) and false conduct, and be disease, than to admit, that there is such a
thing as Evil angels—and that Evil Angels
deceived and destroyed in turn !
The King of Judah put on royalty, and are God's executioners,
Ahab disguised himself Unheard of orders
18th—LAW OF OATHS.
from Benhadad ; Fight neither Avith great nor
small, save Avith the King of Israel, They
An oath is an affirmation by something.
pursued the King of Judah, he cried out in
He Avho says he "swears," and affirms by
jirayer, GoJ interposed—they left him—saw
a man—possibly it may be Ahab—shot al nothing, tells a lie, and speaks an idle Avord.
The aJministration of oaths according to
venture—no escape from the justice of God—
he died and Avas eaten of dogs on the ground LaAV, is so common, that its force is not felt;
that was unjustly confiscated by a covetous nor the obligation realized to be more than a
spirit and the counsel and intrigue of a Avicked form, for the sake of order.
In the Law of Moses, the oath of the
Avoman, Jezabel had a mock trial, and perjured Avitnesses under a cloak of religion, to Lord Avas between the parties, Avhere no earthdestroy poor Naboth and get his vineyard AC- I3'power Avasableto judge and determine; bul
the matter was referred to the Great Arbiter,
CORDING TO LAW
Whoever Avishes to act Avickedly, and cloak as the Judge, Justifier and Avenger, This
it Avith religion and laAv, may read their des- was the only case by command, in that econtiny by the hand of RETRIBUTIVE JUS- omy
TICE, as exemjilified in the case of Aha.b and
Contrary to the command of God, wbich
his wife !
Avas to make no league Avith the Canaanites,
The first born of Egypt Avere destroyed by- but to destroy them a l l ; the Sanhedrim or
evil Angels, and unclean spirits like frogs Grand Council of seventy Elders, Avith Joshua
will go to the kings of the earth, when llie at their head, SAVORE to spare the Gibeonites—
sixth Vial shall be poured out, under the thus the Elders, as head of the nation, plighted national Faith repugnant to the interdicseventh trumjiet.
Then take heed that by sin, ye do not for- tion. Some hundreds of years after Saul, as
feit the Divine favor, and thereby lose his head of the nation, committed a national
protection ; and thence fall inlo the power of breach of Fidelity, by slaying the Gibeonites,
S.itan, and be led cajitive by him at his Avill, This act of infidelity constituted a national
crime, Avhich called for a national punishThus
Become incorrigible, and thereby render ment !
In the reign of David, there Avas a three
your siiuation IRIU;MEDIABLE.
Sinners cannot he everywhere. They must years' fimine, David inquired tbe cans.', and
be somewhere. Hence the projiriely lo send obtained the answer—it is for Saul and h:S
them to a place filled to their nalure, to dwell bloody liouse ; because he SICAV the GibeonAviih beings, or company like themselves, in ites, Who rejilied, siher and gold Ave Avill
have none, bul give us seven of the sons of
the other Avorld,
Swine Avere intenlicted by the JeAvish LaAv; Saul, and Ave Avill hang ihem up before the
yet a herd of 2000 were kept. Evil Spirits Lord in Gibeah ; and God Avas entreated lor
requested by prayer, a suffrage to enter. The tiie land.
From the foregoing Ave may infer the sorestraining power was taken off". Property
wickedly obtained, entails a Curse; the loss lemnity, nature and obligation of an oath, and
also the meaning of the P.salmist, Avhere he
Avas a just retribution.
Thus Ave have the principles of their nature saith (speaking of the character of a righteexemjilified, and the LaAv by which they are ous man) he that SAvearelh to his own hurt,
and changeth not.
governed, made manifest.
Those persons, Avho publicly avow that
The Yankee Unitarians have given us a
new translation of the New Testament. In they are PEDJURED men, or else are IMPOSwhich they assure us, that a Demon or Devil, TORS, can have no claim to public confidence,

hut must appear in Iheir true chaiacter, as
LIARS, taking t'leir wo-1 for it, Avhich is doing
them but t.'ue justice ; of course having destroyed tlu force of moral obligation from
their minds, Avhat trust or confidence can be
placed in them] Methinks they must feel
like Cain ! Afraid of their lives ! afraid of
men, and go into voluntary exile,
Tbe king of Judah is condemned, for a breach
of faith, by violating an oath oi the Lord to
the king of Babylon ; lost his eyes after seeing his sons slain, bound in chains to be carried a captive to die in a strange land.
The Rechabites were a people of fidelity,
being instructed by their forefathers, to live
in tents and to drink no wine—were tried and
tempted by the prophet Jeremiah to drink, in
vain.
Hence the promise of God for their fidelity,
and obeying parental instruction for 250 years,
Avhich promise extended to generations, then
unborn. Jeremiah 35.
Judas turned traitor, Avas taken by the hand,
by those in auihority, for a tool. Judas
thought of honor, and flattery and money;
but when he found they had no further use
for him ; he found himself forsaken and Avas
sensible of his folly, returned the money, confessed his guilt, they tauntingly replied, Avl.ai.
is that to u s ] see thou to that, feeling his
situation, in a fit of frenzy he Avent and hanged himself, as a Avarning to all traitors!
Micaiah, flattered by request, ironically,
until he Avas adjured and put to his oath by
Ahab, and then declared the message and
truth of God, and so they found it to he.
Jesus said," swear not at all," " but Avhen
they smite you ou the one cheek, turn to him
the other also." Yet Avhen he was smote on
the one cheek, instead of turning the other,
(being a pri.soner, had a right to justice according to Jewish ar.d Roman Law,) replied, ''If
I have done evil, bear witness of evil, but if
well, Avby smitest thou me '*"
And being silent, Avhen questioned by the
High Priest, answering nothiug; the fligh
Priest put him to his oath, adjured him for
testimony on an important point, which caused
HIM to break silence, and answer the High
Priest accordingly, Avho flcAV into a flame of
passion at the reply.
Paul called God to record on his soul, by
an appeal to him.
The Angel standing Avilh one foot on the
sea, the other on the land, lifting up his hand
swore by Him that liveth forever and ever,
that time shall be no longer.
The man Avhose yea is yea, and Avhose nay
is nay, inwardly feels and speaks in his heart,
"Thou God seest me."
But most people have not that close, constant, inward feeling before God, as his spirit-

ual worshippers walking before him. Hence
in this dark, stupid, thoughtless age of the
Avorld, governments and customs have thought
and found it necessary to use oa.hs, affirmations, &c., to bring people to their feeling.s,
in point of testimony and obligation, socially.
And Avhat FEELING is exercised on this occasion, and that Avhich proceeds from yea and
nay—they BOTH, when floAving from inward
truth, are bottomed on the same principle of
fidelity, founded on moral obligation, in their
several degrees, as forms and modes alter not
the nature of princijdes. For the principle
of truth i s a unit, and is as inflexible as the
ETERNAL CAUSELESS C A U S I T E R !

gCI-People may change, and things may
change, and in the turn of times there are
great changes.
But principles and TRUTH
and the DEITY, change

not!

The feelings and character of Cain, Ahithophel, Judas and Benedict ArnoM, should be
kept in VICAV by all professed Traitors,
For if some people bribe and stimulate
others to acts of treachery, yet all mankind in
creation, despise T H E TRAITORS.
19th—SUNDAY LAW
" A Presbyterian Deacon's Cat,
" Went out to .seek her jiiey j
" She ran round the hou.se,^
"and " ketch'il a mouse,—
" Upon tbe Sabbath day ."'
"'I'he Deacon being much offer Jed,
" T h e crime was so profane j
" He laid down his book,
" The Cat he took,
" And bound her with a chain !
" A'ou filthy jade, ain't you asham'd !
" Don't you dcierve to die I
"
to carry down to hell—
"My holy wile and 1 !"

There are some people, instead of Avor.shipp.ig and serving the Lord, they only worship
SUNDAY! being Sunday Christians and Monday Devils ! Avhose religion is only in the
head, not in the heart. Hence if the head
Avere cut off, soul and body would go to the
devil!
In 1828, a widoAv, who had three young
children in bed, a young Avoman and two
young men, Avere seized in the night, and
carried nine miles by the Sheriff, (AVIIO shoAVed irons if he Avas not obeyed,) for the enormous crime of returning from the funeral of
the young lady's mother, on a Sunday; and
bringing some articles wilh them, Avhich had
been given by the mother just before she
died. They had started according to a Presbyterian clock, (for the old man had been
watching like a spy,) thirty ont minutes before sun-set—having no place to stay there,
but on expense, so they Avished to return
home, although it s.nowed.
For Avhich crime, they were fined a dollar
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each, to mend Sihbath day broken, and about
30 dollars cost.
The ShiT.ffaud officers made a mistake—
took too much crs!—then plead for a new settlement, lo jircveiit their cost and damages
for false chari,'i's!
How lew nlleiid lo the golden rule, to do
to others as thevAvould that others should do
to them !
But the late reply of the Committee in
Congress, about the Sunday mail, is Avorlhy
to be preserved by every generous mind, in
the Un.ted Stales of America.
The old Priest wilh his long face, could
not see the reprobate Avoundcd invalid; but
Avent by, tlieu his Ljvite Deacon copied him
and jiasscd hy also.

In those days E, H. thought he disc"5vere<i
an aristocratic governing power, remonstrated,
and gave the young people to understand,
Avhat he thought to be their RIGHTS,
He preached about the young jieople Availing in the Avilderness, till the Elders Avere
dead, before Ihey could enter in, to enjoy the
promised land.
Five yearly meetings in eight have felt the
effects by appearance.
21st—HOW TO SWEAR ACCORDING TO
LAW-

In a Avell knoAvn seaport town, a lady's
husband disappeared for about four years.
She saAV a man whom she claimed to be her
But the IMASOMC SAMARITAN fulfilled the husband, SAVore it Avas him ; that she loved
second commandment, lo do to the stranger, him still, and thought he was the prettiest man
a .\KIGIIC Ill's P A R T — " d o as you would be she ever sa\A'
done by."
The Judge SAvore tbat he married this man
to that Avoman, that it Avas impossible for two
Then bcAvare of judging !
men to look so much alike, and therefore it
20th—LAW OF REFLECTION.
must be the same man. Several other creditable Avitnesses corroborated the circumstance.
Thoughts are generally involuntary.
Another Avomau claimed the same man, in
When in Plulalelpliia, at a certain lime the same period of time ; that she had bedded
during a yearly meeting, I expressed a desire and boarded Avith him, &c. Several other
to be admitted in, lo see their mode of doing Avitnesses Avcre called, Avho testified and corbusiness, but was negatived.
roborated her testimony.
The ni;i;ht folloAving in my sleep, thought
Such Avas the case, and such the nature
myself t-o he in a meeting comjiosed of a few and Aveight of the lestimony, and the characministers but mostly EliLrs. One man arose, ters of the Avitnesses, that doubt remained
and expressed a concern to visit a foreign Avhere tnitlt l a y ; the subject being so equally
laud. Another exjiressed his desire to be his balanced and the subject obscure.
comjianion.
But a scar on the fool, being mentioned on
'1 he Elders then arose, in form of half a one side, but not recollected on the other,
circle, and drove the two men before th.em, to (which scar Avas from a Avound by a nail)—
the door of a hou^c, Avhich had iron gratings hence the Judge of the Court ordered the
As'hlch they jiassed; the Elders having tlie stocking and shoe to be taken off, for exkevs, Avhicli none knew how to use but them- amination, Avhich circumstance turned the
selves.
affair, and he Avas acquitted.
In the floor of the room, was a brass traji
No doubt but there must have been TAVO
door, Avilh slit work, Avhich being unlocked different jiersons,
and raised, thev confined one minister below
A man had a horse stole, Avhich he htid
and the other above, and dejiarted ; there be- raised, well known lo his family and neighing no chance for light or air, but through bors.
those grates.
Another man Avilh a horse Avas taken up
At leiii^lh the Elders returned, threw open for the theit. The Avitnesses were about si,vthe doors; snid, go and jireacli if you Avill, leeii or seven ^en on a side. CircumstanBut ihe ofl man stojijied and slood in the sun tially and jiarticularlv described, by witnesses
shine, in silent reflection, rejilied, the time is whose characters, socially, Avere considered
passe.I in which the message sliould have equal, in testimonial validity.
been delivered !
What Avas ihe consequence T
When I related tht dream, Avith a desire
Judgment and common sense, say there
for an interpretation, one rejilied lo anoirier, must have been two horses.
Lorenzo has been in the "Select Meeting of
Hence il Avould appear that both p.artie8
MiMSTER-^aiid Ei.DKiis," wliich kind of meet- could not have told the truth on their side; j
ing I Avas ignorant of its existence, anterior.
of course, one must have given in false teaT. K, an old minister, at that yearly meet- timony ; conseijiieiilly, if a falsehood bealie,
ing was i>iit over for another year, when he some Avould say that they " SAVORK"' and
obtained jiermission, but never went.
" LIED" according to LaAV. Being com^

pelled by summons to do the one, and according to the best of their knoAvledge and belief,"
did the other!
A man being permitted to keep his OAVU
accounts in cases of debt and credit, &c. and
then to testify to them accordingly by oath.
Why ] He " SAvears according to Law,"
however false the charges are or may be.
And if a man die, his accounts must be
allowed by the Judge or defendant, for it is
"according to Law," so to be done.
22d—EFFECTS OF LAWCivil LaAV for application to individuals, is
so worded, as to be very ambiguous and uncertain in its interpretation, and morose in
the execution.
Hence the famous e.xpression—
" Glorious uncertainty of the L a w . "

Moreover, in common, plain cases, which
if gained, the process is so expensive and vexatious, that the cost is more than the whole
sum in dispute, and attended Avith loss, instead of gain.
And none are benefitted but the Lawyer
and the " SELF-WILL" Avhen indulged. But
woe to the fat goose that comes to market!
When in Charleston jail, I heard of two
men who, having a quarrel, came to toAvn to
have it settled by Law ; one of them applied
to a LaAvyer for cousel and assistance, Avho
replied, I am engaged on the other side;
but I will give you a letter to a friend of
mine, whom I would recommend to you. On
receiving the letter, he departed and reflected—hoAv can he recommend his friend to
me with propriety Avhen engaged on the
other side ] Opened the letter, found the contents—" Two fat GEESE come to market, you
pick one and I will pick the other." Hunted
up his neighbor—showed him the lines, Avho
being disgusted, agreed to settle the difficulty
between themselves; and went home together.
I shall conclude this head with a remark,
as the saying is, that Preachers do not believe
their OAVU preaching, nor Doctors take their
own medicine ; so Lawyers axe not seen tfi go
to LaAV with each other. And Avhy not
others take warning and exercise common
sense, and so take pattern by them for a
proper les.'^on, and seek for peace. The
statement in the public prints before me, of
891 persons put in jail for debt, in Boston,
1828; only 74 or about one in thirteen were
discharged by paying debt and cost; 22 Avere
females.
The aggregate within the last 9 years in
the same jail, is 9473. Supposing the like
proportion to hold as above; here are 8746

cases, out of 9473, in which the expense of
trials an4 commitments has been incurred by
creditors, besides all the vexation and trouble
experienced, without the least possible advantage being derived, whatever, except tks
loss of time and money with the indulgence
o f SELF-WILL.

And may I not add, to the gratification of
the LAWYERS, also, who laugh in their
.sleeves, to see such gumpheads and dupes,
who fall as victims to birds of prey; with
folly, both in their heads and hearts of
practice.
There is certainly an error in our " JURIDICAL" " J U R I S P R U D E N C E : " which needs
to be so modified and simplified, that justice
may be comeatable, agreeably to the nature
and fitness of things, betwi.xt man and man,
Avithout so much cost, trouble, vexation and
expense !
Moreover, that the great shall not oppress
the poor, noi the poor make his poverty an
asylum of refuge to laugh at those who have
been their benefactors, when guilty of a
breach of trust.
The liberty of commencing suit at Law,
from self-Avill and for vexation, is too great a
privilege, granted without sufficient penalty
annexed for restraint and restitution.
For as the customs, called Law, in the
several States, now stand, one may " LIE"
about another, and charge him with Avhat he
pleases, in the Avrit of attachment or indictment, and accuse him of what he pleases,
hoAvever false, scandalous and impious be the
accusation, and the accused has no redress;
but must stand and hear himself blackguarded, by his antagonist's spokesman;
because it is done according to Law. And he
must pay the cost, if prejudice and preconceived judgment should say so.
But if the same in substance, had been
spoken or Avritten under other circumstances,
it would have been considered actionable
slander.
Thus, the Laws of the land are prostituted,
to become an asylum for LIBELS, slanders
and corruption, to corrupt the public and
society at large, collectively and individually
as the case may be ; which practice is repugnant to innocency and purity of intention, and
unworthy of moral principles in a generous
mind, which ought to govern and reign in the
land !
Such a system of administration, has a corruption in its nature and consequences, and
of course must contaminate those Avho administer the same, and be very injurious to
society in all its bearings; for like the fountain, so Avill be all the streams that flow from
it.
Let those who wish to be involved in ruin,
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remember the painted man, on the sign Avlth After Avhicli the tables of stone Avere GIVEN
a cocked hat, line fi,~!iionable coat, and fat from God, and accepted by the people, as the
horse, cryiim; out, " / am going to Laiv'" Seal of the Covenant. The tables of stone
Hut turn the other ,-i.le. and, behold! a man, Avere kejit in the Ark, kc, which was called
•with a liown look, rawney horse, ra^'ged the " A R K OF I H E COVENANT."
coat, and oM shoes, with holes in his stockNone Avere admitted access to this stone
']Uii<. no inittens and a fhijijied hat, with asent, or to havt any thing to do Avitli it, but
wliimjieriiig voice rejilj', " 1 have been to ' ' t h e Congregavion of the Lord," '-Avho
Law !"
"
might eat the Passover."
Wiieii the man told bis jiriest, he wished
Tliey are jiarticularly described and also
the l):vil was ,!e!iil ' Hold, hold, said the who were interdicted, and shut out and exI'liesi, a.Miiig, wli.it should we PRU'.STS have cluded therefrom. The Levites might car™
to eo, il there was no Diovii. !
the Ark on their shoulders, &c. but Avere not
Ol the La'.vyei without GUMPHEADS, or the jiermille.l even lo see the Priest pack uji the
doctor wiihont HYI'CICIIONDIIIA !
curtain and the holy implements thereto
belonging.
23 J - S A L T WATER LAW
For the Priests of the house of Aaron,
Avere to have the care aud charge of the Tent
Surrenlered by the States to the U. S, the and Tabernacle, Avhich contained the Holy
L'o\einineiit is monarchical, administered by things. But the High Priest alone, as conCurs ii'S anl Sir'.irmg in the calm or STOllM, irollei had access lo il alone, in particular,
jirolanel)'—a jiiactice in the most eminent where it was deposited within the Veil, in the
lii'L'r.e jieculiar to those Avho speak the Tabernacle, Avilhin the Tent, Avhich place
EII.L:;I SI
Liiiigiiuge.
within the Veil, Avas called the "Holy of
liiiiliaigo iiine>—jiermission to go in bal- Holies," where none Avere suffered to go, exl.ist, with H /.(•_' of butler and a box of cheese— cept the High Priest once a year, not Avithout
one IS larger than a hogslicad and the other is blood.
I
iiia.ie to fill the hclil—home bound; tieo
Moses finished all his writings called tbe j
acriiiuits are made out sometimes, one for tlie " BOOK OF THE LAAV" and delivered it lo the j
Cusioin House, the other for the oivners.
Priests, to be kept in the side of the Ark, and i
Some lo cany on the joke, kiss the book, have it read to the people every seventh I
some hoM up their hand, some affirm, others year.
'
'
j
like Joseph, •• by the lile of P/iaruo/f," by my
See the curse of Korah, Dalhan, and Abi- |
lluiKtr, or hy my word, " I'll be d
il, if so ram, for invading the Priestly Office. Also j
and so," stmie cheat the nation, no harm— on the Philistines for detaining the Ark of i
delraud the revenue, no evil, if not detected GOD, and more than 50,000 Hebrews fell ',
01 foiin.l out—swear lo any thing but the dead, for attempting to look into it; and
whole liutli—whip the Devil round the Uzza also, for daring even to touch it. Such
sliiinii. have seveial d\[iere\\t kiiuls oi " Ship- was the mighty PoAver of God attending ihc
jiajiei-," Io sail as the case may be, under Ark!
1st Sam, 5 and 6 chap. 2d Sam, 6 cli.
iiitlereiit //(I^'N, and hy \i,\v.-D swe.iring, become 3 to 7 Ist Chron. 15lh chap. 2 to 13.
• l v . \ l ( ; i l l S (.)F T i l E PO.ST," as well as
(JOD Avrote for Moses, also Moses acquired
fadhjul ^o:ss of N E P T U N E !
the art of writing.
Idle five books Avere Avritten, Avhich con24th—LAW OF INQUIRY,
tain the Political, Ceremonial or Levitical,
and Moral Law, and the Historical account
The first writings, of which Ave have any ofthe Creation down.
accounl, were ibe Ten "Commands," vritThis book of the Law Avas kept Avithin the
leii hy Jehovah, himself, as the seal O- the side of the Ark, under the control of the |
to.:ij..i:.:l or covenant.
Priesthood, Avith the High Priest, as their
for Go,I had sent a message to the camp, controller, under God !
by iMoses, lo know of the peojile, if they
Aud ihose Avriiings, called the "Book of
Avould consent to receive Him for their Gover- the Laiv," Avere delivered to the Priest for tbe
nor and lo he trovcined by his L a w s ]
people, by Moses, only a few days before his
They answered iu the affirmative. And death, directing it to be kept in the side oi
their answer was returned, by Moses, to the the Ark.
Lord, ill the mountain.
Moses directed under God, that Avhen ihey
The peopie Aveie to make ready against the should choose to have a King, he should not
third d a y ; Avhen the Law Avas tc «e pro- be a stranger, but one of their own I^rethren,
claimed hy a voice Avilh poAver, superior to
And HE Avas to wr.te himself a copy of the
Human; that 600,000 men, besides their Law, from the one before the PrtesU and
women and children inright hear distinct. Levites. Deut. xvii. 16—18.
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This Avas the first Copy permitted to be
taken by transcribing, by the permission, and
direction, and order of GOD! Deut, xvii. 18,
David as king, Avas the first Avho had a
ref'ular Court. The names of his officers are
meiitioned, both recorder and scribe, &c.
By the Matter compounded in the Psalms,
it is plain that the Author Avas Avell acquainted Avith the wrilings of Moses, both
ILstoricallq and also the Law. Hence, considering his character, Ave may Avell sujipose
be had obeyed the commands by Moses,
when he said : " The delight of the Righteous
is in the Law of the Lord." " And in his
LAAV doth he meditate day and night."
Hence, then. Ave may have the first data of
the "Book of the Law" being transcribed,
so as to make two Copies or two Books of
ibe Law. One of Avhich belonged to the
Kino^—viz. the transcript Copy, but the
original one belonged to the Priests, &e.
Question. Where did Solomon put the
Copy of the Law, Avhich belonged to the
king ? Or where it Avas kept ? For Ave have
no account of the king's Copy, or any one
else, except the Original Copy of the Law
that belonged to the care of the Priests, after
his death !
In the days of Jehosaphat, king of Judah,
the Cojiy of the LaAv Avas taken from the
Ark, and carried abroad, by some travelling
Priests, to expatiate upon, Avho never returned
il to its proper place, of Avhich we have any
account. But the reverse seems to have been
the tact. As there is no particular account
of the Book of the LaAv, for about 294 years,
Avhen it was found among the rubbish of the
Tiinple, in the 18th year of king Josiah's
reign ; and 16 years before the dale of the
Babylonish Captivity; when Daniel and his
comjianions went to Babylon ; and 35 years
before the Temple Avas burnt by the Chaldees,
VVhen Martin Luther found an old book in
tbe Monastery, he inquired of an .old Friar
whalilwasi VVhoreplied, " I t i s t h e BIBLE!"
'•What I that Book our Holy Religion is
built o n l ' " y e a ! "
When be liad read it and compared it Avith
their practices, concluded, if this be the Book
of God, it is against us. Hence the seed of
the Reformation, Avith the concomilants attending—elucidating the doctrine of Providence, fitted to the case and exigency of man.
A similar impression appears to havt '""en
made on the mind of King Josiah, when the
scribe told the king that the High Priest had
banded him an old book, which had been
found among the rubbish, while repairing the
breaches of tbe Temple. Now the expression, "found," implies it had been lost. 2d
Chron. 34 Chap. 14, and 2d Kings, 22dChap.
8 to 10.
^
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When it Avas read in the presence of the
King and Court, it Avas found to be the Book
of the Law, by Moses, of Avhich they had
heard.
And an attempt at Reformation was began,
but not sufficient to avert the impending
storm, Avhich burst 16 years after, in the 3d
i/ear of Jehoiakim and the first year of Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, and the 35th
before the burning of the Temple.
By saying, found the Book of the LaAV,
supposes it to have been lost. And the consternation of King Josiah, at the exhibition
of the LaAV, shoAvs their ignorance arising
from the scarcity of the Book.
Hence Ave may conclude, that the one Copy
in transcript for the King, Avhich Moses directed should be taken, Avas not kejit by the
Kings in succession. But Avas missing from
some CAUSE, Avorthy of Providence, for the
benefit of the world in after ages.
And the originalBook ofthe LaAv, Avasthe
only one, then extant, of Avhich we have any
account,
A copy of the LaAV on parchment, about
tAvo feet wide, and perhaps fifty- feet in length,
by computation, from the size of the roll in
the Jewish Synagogue,
Hence it is plain to common sense, that a
captive prisoner in chains, could not have
taken such a roll under his arm, at pleasure,
to carry into Babylonish slavery,
Jeremiah Avas bound with chains, iov we
read of his being '' loosed from his chains,"—
Avhich circumstance implies that hcAvas bound,
Avilh others!
The City and Temple Avo-re pillaged and
burnt. And most of the people Avere put to
the sword, and the rest led iuto captivity.
Here I ask—Avhat became of the roll—the
" BOOK OF THE LAAV" of Moses ?

It is a very plain case, ou the principles of
common sense, as the necessary consequence,
from the circumstance of things—
i^lt must have been burnt.
Esdras, in the Apocrypha, Avho appears by
the names in the ancestrous chronology, to be
the same as Ezra in the Bible—he tells us it
VVAS BURNT.
Yet afterwards we find Ezra Avith a copy
of the Law, in a pulpit, reading and explaining it to others.
Where did he get this new Book, if the old
one Avas burnt 1
I know not, unless Ave ask the MASONS !—
Or else should get information from " "Zerubbabel, Haggai, and Zachariah," of that ilay.
Afterwards we find Ezra coming up from
Babylon, as a " ready scribe," to SEEK "the Law
of the Lord;" that by reading and explaining
il, he mighi render himself useful, as we find
he did.
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If the book of tbe Law of Moses AA-as burnt different ages, in succeeding generations, in
Avhen the Temple Avas burnt, in the 19lh year the different parts of tbe Avorld.
of the cajilivilv, then some of ihose peojde
For it is evident that the Turk would net
that Averc young, who Aventlo Babylon, might have received it from the "Christian dogs."
live to return aliout 50 years afler, and see Nor Avould the Jew have received from the
thecrc^i'ii of the " Secojul Temple," as re- same source. Nor the Hindoos have taken it
lated in the boolvS,
from the Christians, and incorporated it in
.\nd moieover, the Transcript Copy oi the their System of religion, Avithin this few hunLaw niiijht hefuuud Avith the rest of the sacred dred years.
writing's, up to the day of Solomon, after the
This is a plain Truth that the Hebrew
sevenly years of captivity.
Writings, are the Oidest extant, of Avhich we
Jefferson admits the universal Tradition of have any knoAvledge, anterior -to the Latins
a general delue^x by ivater. This argues the or Greeks.
Human Family once to have been a unit.
Hence the JeAvs being scattered over the
They divid d the World among them, and then world, by the Assyrians and Chaldees, more
ilisjier-e', b','compmies, into different coun- than 2500 years ago, owing allegiance to no
tries, in ddlereiit jiarls ofthe Avorld.
government, attached to no country; but asThe theory of the Flood Avould be handed sociating Avith leading men in the different
doAvn by all in their Traditions, to after gene- countries, shows the origin, and extension,
rations; although they Avould take in other and circumfusion, and transmission by incorthin.'?, as t'ley occurred by the way ; Avhich, porations, as above intimated, among the nafrom circumstances, must be very different tions of the earth, and the North American
from each other.
Indians not exempt.
Hence it must be plain to Reason's Eye,
In the Arminian Magazine, John Wesley
that those things in Avhich they do agree must relates an account, circumstantially, which he
have had one origin, and of course must have says, must remain among the mysteries, inexbeen Ihe most ancient. But Avherein they plicable, till that day Avhen all secrets shall be
differ, comparativel}', must be moiiern.
disclosed,
The (7»Z;-)?7(7S0it,'; admit that there are MASONS
A gentleman Avent out one evening, and
among the Christians, Turks, and Hindoos, was missing, A servant in his employ, swore
and thev miglit have added, the Jews also.
in court, that his mother, brothers, &c, had
The Christian Masons, they say, lake the murdered the man—concealed him in a cerHolyBiBLK; the Turks take the " KORAN,' tain place, until they had an opportunity to
and'the Hindoos take the " SHASTKR," a book fix the corpse in a proper attitude, tobe carAvIiich contains the religion of Hindostan. ried off, by the spring tide, acid sink.
And they might have .added, that the Jews,
Such Avere the circumstances, attending his
from America to India, take " T H E LAW of disclosure and confession, that they were all
MosKs and the Prophets."
e\;ecuted—protesting their innocency, till the
Since the Reformation, if not before, those last, except himself, who was hung in chains.
four Societies pledge their faith, on the Books
About eight years afler, the gentleman came
of their Faith, in national contracts, iVc. home to his family, saying that he had been
Some feel bound by the Cro.s','; and a favorite pressed, by a press gang, and sent on board
S.niit, &c.
a ship of Avar, not having an opportunity to
Now admitting, for argument's sake, that escajie sooner, nor to receive a discharge.
Masons do as the ANTIF.S say, concerning the
The case of the "Boons," in Vermont, fo:
different books of Creeds on Avhich fidelity is murder—one sent to the State's Prison, for
plighted. What does it argue ? Why, thus life, the other under sentence of death—when
much, that Masonry is very ancient and ex- the man suppo.sed to be murdered came back,
tensiv".
after au absence of seven years.
For their Creed Books on Avhich their ReHow many have been executed for supposligion is fiunled, differ from each other. And ed nr -ider the Law Reports testify, and afterthe .Spirit which each is influenced by, from wares, li.cir li.nocency nas appeared.
what is culleil religion, is indeed very HITTER
So the affair of Capt. William Slorgan—
i g a i . s t each other.
perhaps some few, Avho are called Masons,
But Masonry must have been anterior to have killed him! perhaps not. Who knows?
Those Avho knoAV the tragedies of his life,
tiiose Creeds Avliich produce those thing,s,
Avhich excite such bitterness towards each with the concomitants connected, Avould have
other, as they came subsequently upon the ground to forma judgment from the past, what
in
stage, otherwise. Masonry could not have he Avith others, Avould be capable of doing in
been so interwoven among them, throughout the future—Avithout giving a censorious judgment !
.
,
the world.
The Morgan Book, plainly Avas designed
And thus transmitted down t h i : u g h the
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" Consiistory" of 33 degrees, &c. and about 30
" side degrees" also.
Beverley Allen, a Methodist Preacher, shot
the Sheriff, at Augusta, in Georgia, the Presbyterian Minister killed his Elder, and was
hung in Pennsylvania—the Baptist Preacher
killed his wife, in the State of NCAV York,
and got hung—the Independents or Congregationalists hung the Quakers at Boston, and
put to death 213 persons for Witchcraft at
Salem, Avho no doubt were more innocent
than themselves.
The Avoman, Avhom some styled a Quaker,
in a fit of jealousy-— Avas accused of being
accessory to her husband's death, and was
executed in England.
Shall any one have the hardihood to condemn the Avhole of a Society, because some
of its members have acted incorrect •? Where
would be the Avisdom or justice in so doing "?
And to blame all the Masons, for the seeming misconduct of a feio, Avould be equal inju.stice to the Fraternity,
For their Constitution contains no such
principles as are alleged against them and
laid to their charge—and which has been disavowed by the craft, in their official capacity
to a candid World.
The distinction between Political Societies
and the Masonic, is not made sufficiently, by
those who attempt to judge upon the subject.
The "W^ashington Society," connected, with
" Henryism," and the " Hartford Convention"
—were purely Political.
So the "United Irishmen" and the "Orange
Men," in 1798—were Political; one being
for Liberty and the other for the King. But
when a Free Mason, on the point of being cut
The ANTIES are partly GUILTY of Avhat they down by the SAvord—a friend had stepped foraccuse the Masons—viz. " o f being a POLITI- ward and saved his life—shoAvs the principle
CAL SOCIETY."
to be bottomed on Humanity.
The subject oi Politics and Religious Creeds,
Congress sit wilh " closed doors," and reare never suffered to he mentioned in a Lodge; quest the President to communicate Docubecause the basis of the institution, constitu- ments, not inconsistent to be made public.
tionally, is to think and let think.
The Quakers keep closed doors against all
Hence all candidates are given to under- not of their Society, in meetings of business,
stand, previous to their admittance, that the both Monthly, Quarterly, and Yearly meetsubject does not interfere with their Religion ings.
or Politics. And in all the meetings that I
The different denominations, do their busihave attended, this principle of the Fraternity ness among themselves, in matters that conhas been kept inviolable. Therefore it is not cern themselves only. If so, Avhy condemn
used for political or electioneering purposes, the Masons "? The true meaning of a Secret
as some do falsely charge them.
Society, is, when the existence of the society
And the bold assertion, that " Masons are is kept secret, as well as their deeds; not
bound to vote for each other," or "for a Broth- Avhen the existence is avoAved, and only the
er Mason, in preference to all others,"—is FORMS of proceeding are not divulged.
I
false. Also, to keep the secrets of a brother
If the Forms of Masonry are secret, the
mason, of Treason and Murder," is false, as Society is not; but is accessible to all who
far as my knowledge extends, from the " M a s - have the qualifications of Honesty and Intelter's Lodge," of three degrees, " the Chapter," ligence, who wish to gain them.
of five degrees," " Council," of three degree.s,
In the thirtieth year, after Jerusalem was
I "Encampment," of four degrees, up into the destroyed, which must have been about fortyfor a Catch Penny, being a kind of Jachin and
Boaz affair.
He was a poor man, having knoAvn Masonic
Generosity; bul noAvtomake Merchandize of
the Order, associated with some others, to
publish to the world, something to make the
world Wonder.
And the better to carry on the Joke, make
arrangements to go off on the credit of the
Masons, by duping some honest hearts, for
tools, like the monkey, to use the cat's paAv,
to pull the nuts out of the fire. And thus,
whet up the public mind, to buy the books
to make the better sale.
The duped honest tools, confessed Avhat
they knew, and Avere punished accordingly;
and those others, the Antics say, ran off, as if
guilty; but perhaps, to make the greater
smoke ; and hence we may infer, to share the
greater profits in the farce.
The Masons are accused of being associated
together—for ba,sc and evil purposes, by obligations of secrecy for " Treason and murder "
The same accusation Avas produced, by the
Bishop of Winchester, and passed into a LaAv,
1425, in the 3d year of Henry the VI. in his
minority, but Avithout effect, for the King
himself afterAvards Avas made a Mason in
riper years.
Also Robinson, of Scotland, denounced them
as Traitors and Rebels, intending to put down
all Religion and Government, and Abbe Barwill, in four quarto volumes, has published
something, for the sarr j purpose, and without
making a proper distinction betAvixt Masonic
and Political Societies. But the British Government and common sense, have not given
credit to it.
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nine from the third year of Jehoiakim's nish Captivily, a period of about 400 years,
reign, and first )'eal of Nelnichadne/./ar- might be easily known from their family
Avliich is the date of li e Babylonish Cnjitivity, chronology, which the JCAVS were very conwhen Daniel and his comjianions Avere carried scientious to keep sacred, that they might
off—and abont twenty-one years, before the knoAV Avho should enter into the Congregareturn of llie .ICAVS to rebuild the Temjile ;— tion of ihe Lord, and Avbo not. And liencj
Esdraf, (who is c.illed Ezra) tells us in his a history of their subsequent Kings, kc.
second II. ok, 14 Chaji. 21 verse, that the down to the closing scene.
" L'lw was burnt—thert'fore, no man knoweth
The Projihets Isaiah, Hosea, Amos, and
the tilings that are done of thee, or the Avoiks Micali were cotemjioraries, although some
that shall liegiii."
jirojihcsied aboul forty years—and about 120
Whoever will comjiare Chap. 14—38 to 41 )eais before the Caj''ivity.
verse, uiih Ezek. 3 Cliaji. 3 lo 5 verse, and
.leremiah. Dame. Ezekiel, and several
Rev. 10 Chap. '2 to 8 — 10, &c. Aviil notice others, Aveie cotemjioraiy, more or less, betile jiromite to the discijiles, that tlie llo'y fore, at, or after the Captivity, or during the
Sjvril should bring all lliings lo their lemem- same time,
biniice. The Good Sjiirit AVIII aid th.e memory,
Bul Nehemiah, Malachi, Haggai, Zechalielj) the Understand.ni^, and give w.sdom and riah, and Ezra, brought uj) the lear, and
kiii.u-U.lge iu times of exigency, and in hence, by Ezra the Avhole might be comjiiled,
tlrii :,• luijiortant.
in ibe order and form they are transmitted
Es Has with the aid of others, Avrote 204 doAvn to us.
Loo.;s.
The vision of the EAGLE by Esdras—the
Part Avere to be published to the Avorld, twelve Avings answering lo the twelve
that all, Avorlhy or unworthy, might read. Caisars—ami the three heads of ihe Engle, lo
But Jiart were lo be kept secret and delivered the three jiOAvers concentrated, as the iieaiis
only lo the worthy and such as are wise ot the Political World—Aviieii concentrated by
among the peojile. Chap, xiv—44 to 46 the three Unclean Spirits, like Frogs, Avhicb
verses.
go foilh unto the kings of the Earth, and of
Tlie Scrijilures of old, Avere not Avrilten in llie Avhole (.Ancient Serijiture) worfi, lo the
bo(J:<, as e.Ahibiled in modern times ; but were battle ot God Alnrglity at " Armage.ldoii,"
written ou AVOO.1, or parchment made of under the Sixth Viul and Seventh 'Iruinjiet,
sknis, and deta.hed from each other—being When blood uj) to the horse's brulles 16UU
Aviitteu at difft-reiit times, in different ages, hy furlongs, and 200,000,000 should be engaged
dffeienl men. And by some person they ill the concentration, which hy computalion,
must have been collected, and collated and in the aggregate, Avimld amount to about that
comjiileil, in the form and order they are noAV many m those countries.
deii\eied to us.
And when the Euphrates is dried up, that
V\ hiievcr AvilI comj'are Esdras' Chronolo- the way ol the KIIIL;^ if the E,ist may be juegical Reflections, in iiis Second Book, Avith pare I, we shall see imjiorlaul times.
tlie two books of Chronicles, will jierceive a
Through jealousy and fear, the three
sliiking analogy on the Historical subject.
Churches dare not jiroceel single-haiide.l, lo
Beginning with the history of man, from accomjilisli what Ihey would wi.-li—hence
Creation down, to the Babylonish Cajitivily, the origin of " t h e Om of Julv Treaty," lor
and the time of Cyrus, when they return to the first lime that the Catholic Church, Greek
leliiiild the Temple.
Church, and Protestant Church were tiinttJ
The .shortest and most comprehensive hy agreement and union, lor a jiarlicufir
Histoiy, con.leiised, as a key to the whole object and end.
suhj, cl hy a kind of recajiitulation.
Still each one had Ilis oAvn interest and
Ezra or Esdras did not go to Jerusalem, selfish ohjecl in view,
until afler Zerubbabel, Zechariah, and HagRussia, lo acquire ascendancy over Turkey,
gai, but he was one of the last who wiolc from ihe Black Sea lo ihe Afediterjanean, and
coiiceriiiiig the O.kl Testament limes. Ezra, as far south as the Holy Land.
chaji. V. 1 and 2, Avilh chap, vii. —6 and
Hence Ihe order lor all ihe Jews to quit the
9, k.c.
Russian Emjiire, Avilhiu a given jienod, AVIKI
The first writings—the " LaAv " &c. he amount to jierhaps 2,000,000 in that legion.
tells us he Avent lo Jerusalem lo "seek," &c. Thus lo avail himself ol iheir prejudices, to
chap. vii. 10—"/o SEEK the Law of the re-instate them in the laud of Canaan, to beLord," and then to "do it."
come as a Russian jirovince for that empire.
The compilation of the Old Testament—
'• His most Chrisiian Majesty,' or the
appears lo have been his work, collated from Pojie's eldest son and nghl-hand man, for the
the detached pieces jiut iuto his hands.
Latin Church, has lakeu an interest—began
From ihe days jf Solomon, to the Babylo- their part, to accomplish some of the woik
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already. And should the Pope wish for a
Crusade to possess the Holy Land, as ihe
Viccerent of the Almighty upon the Earth,
we may expect he Avill call ou all Christian
Catholic countries and potentates to help in
ihe bloody scene.
The Emperor of Germany retains the
ancient title " King of Jerusalem"—hence
would feel his intere-t to obey the holy mandate, to help forward the great and mighty
AVork,
Hence young Napoleon or Napoleon the
Second, Avho was born a king—"King of
Rome," possessing the Iron Crown of C.karlemagne, lo come forAvard and apjiear conspicuously upon the stage.
From the Patrimony of the Infanta of
Poland, to Charies the Second, began the
English possessions in the East.
Although in Braddock's "VVar of 1755, they
had but two jdaces in the East, and these
were closely besieged, to bring them on the
defensive—and Avere relieved by Col. Clieve—
they noAV have a conquered country in possession, of more than 100,000,000 of subjects—
wilh a sea coast from Persia lo China—of
upwards of 30O0 miles, by computation.
The English have the keys to the inland
sea—the Pillars of Hercules—Gibraltar—
and the Isle of Malta.
Now to open a road from home, the nigh
•My to India—the command of the Isthmus of
Suez, the Red Sea—and Persian Gulf,
This might be, perhaps 6 or 7000 miles—
in union of business, not half the dislance as
round Ihe Cape of Good Hope; and avoiding
all the danger on the circuit—and moreover,
open a door for a vast extent of commerce
and more important trade.
It has been the interest and policy of England to support the Turkish Power, as a
barrier, to the nations of Europe making a
road or having a passage to the East, by way
of Egypt, &c. as exemplified by Nelson pursuing Bonaparte in 1798.
But Ihey now could have but little interest
to keep up that kind of policy ou the subject.
For Russia commanding the country north
and east of Turkey, having ihe command of
the Caspian Sea—a road may he opened in a
different route, Avhich it may be policy to
prevent, if one may hazard a conjecture from
circumstances.
An Englishman was not permitted to put
his foot in Persia. Much ingenuity was
exercised to get into that couutry, by the
English, who at length, succeeded so far as
to prevail on the Persian Court to receive an
English Ambassador, by which door, scientific
men were sent into the country and have
taken surveys of the different parts.
In India—set the small nations to quarrel
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with the greater—and tnen apply for helpand England will protect ytu—and thus
have IAVO countries monopolized—one by
permission and the other by conquest.
So Persia quarrelled Avith Russia—was
beaten—lost several provinces with several
millions of people—and moreover, to pay the
expense of the Avar, which amounted to about
30,000,000,
Thus to be beaten and drained of specie,
Avhat must be the consequence of a little more
such play 1 Why, an application to John
Bull—"Pray, please come and help me."
To get into China, how many different
Avays have the English taken 1 and with Avhat
little success '
The last, however may prove to be of some
more consequence, though novel in its nature,
A looking-glass of about 24 feet long and
16 Avide, and 3 inches thick, sent to the Emperor of China.
Among the great, things go by pairs—hence
the Chinese satved the glass in two, thatwise,
Avhich destroyed the power of seeing—which
to restore, ajiplication Avas made to the English, for an artist for that purpose—hence the
foundation, by penetration, for information.
Should the Russians succeed fully, against
the Turks, Avhereby the Jews Avould be stimulated to look toward their ancient Holy Land,
John Bull Avould begin to feel his interest.
Should the Grand Pacha of Egypt, declare
his independence from the Grand Turk, under
the policy and protection of England, the way
from England to India, by Steam-Boat and
CANAL, hoAV short the distance and how
quick the passage !
And moreover, taking advantage of the decree, Nicholas and Jewish prejudice, could aid
and facilitate the object of their return, as a
trading people—and to retain strength and
gather power in that quarter, would involve
important consequences !
For Palestine being the centre of the ancient Scripture World, as it relates to three
quarters of the globe, Avould be the middle
ground—the ground of concentration as well
as the ground of contention, belAvixt the three I
contending Powers—Greek—Latin, and Protestant—to measure strength in full—the
MEETING GROUND, whei'c the strongest fend
off'.
The signs ofthe times politically, prophetically, and geographically, seem lo concur and
harmonize together, as though some great
event Avas opening to our vieAV
Benjelius, in Germany, 1724, published a
book, Avhich John Wesley translated into
English, 1754, in which Avere some things intimated, which since, have strangely been exemplified.
1 St. 1810—That the Pope would be stripj ed
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ments, to themselves, Avhich the God of nature has given uj—viz. Water and Earth.
Thus, intruding upon the sovereign of the
soil by depriving him of the opportunity of
that use of the water upon the earlh which is
necessary for his OAvn convenience and family
Avelfare,
For the owner must not build a new dam,
raise a dam, lower a dam, nor stop a leak in a
dam, or make a hole in it for a leak, without
permission from the big man below, to avoid
a prosecution.
He that occupies the lower privilege or
outlet of a stream controls all above even to
the fountain, AVIIO has no right to make any
alteration Avilhout suffrage as a grace from
the lower occupant, although the fountain be
the first mill upon the .stream, by a hundred
years ; even if miles of distance and a dozen
dams intervene.
Turning the Avater upon the land for farming benefit, or a detention of Avater for tbe
necessity of geese and hogs, is an actionable
crime, even on a spring branch.
Thus one becomes a privileged order at the
expense of the other. One is " His Honor,"
the other his " Vassal, a kind of tenant at
Avill." And moreover, becomes a gate tender,
on his OAvn expense, at the other's nod.
Such principles in this infant country, beginning to groAV like a giant, threaten to deluge this once happy land !
A fcAV CAPITALISTS, taking possession of
certain points, Avould control all the WATERS
in NORTH AMERICA, and give them an
ascendency over all the tributary streams, from
the rivulet to the spring branch ; or even the
eaves of the houses are not exempt from their
control, if ttiis principle of laAv is but pursued
and driven to extremity. But might lay a
foundation for places of monopoly equal to
those in France, before the Revolution, Avhich
betwixt the king and beggar Avas said to be
more than seven thousand in number.
And from this monopoly of poAver, there is
no escape for redress, but " mob IUAV" or "cap
26th—FRESH W A T E R LAW
in hand"—-"your very humble servant"—unless the People by their Representatives shoxiL\ii
The nature of Water Law, taken from pre- have it abridged by special and definite ads
cedents, to become the law of the land, as ex- o f L K G I S L A T I V K Po^vVER.
emjilified by late decisions, involves conseThis doctrine of passive obedience and nonquences, of a dangerons nature, in a lAvo-fold resistance is very jileasing to some Avho Avould
point of view
belong to the favored FEAV, and hence, the
First, by depriving people, as individuals, ground Avork of linked combined associations,
of their just and jiroper rights, as transmitted involving the Manufacturer, the Merchant,
to them from their forefathers, by deeds, and the Clergy, the Bench, the Bar, the Literati
-.vills hereditary for several generations, as an from the President of the College to the
" E X POST FACTO L A W ' impairing former Country School Master; the Faculty J.nd the
rights and possessions Avhich individuals en- Sunday School Teacher, not accepted. Like
joyed anterior.
so many streams uniting to form one grand
Secondly, by creating a "privileged ORDER Political River, by concentrating thei
of men" who may thus monopolize two ele- influence in their several degrees of i

of his Temporal PoAver, and left only a limited Pxcleslaslic.
2d. Thai fiom the time tbat the power was
taken from the p opie of choosing their own
Bishop, 1143, to the period when tbe royal
power Avould be taken from the Pope, and
Iranst'erred to the city, would be 666 years,
I winch 6iS6 being added lo 1143, makes 1809;
and remarkable lo tell, by the decree of Napoleon, the thing took place to a mathematical focus—for on the first day of January-,
1810, the edict Avent into operation.
Moreover—That the individual who should
have pow-er to decree and execute this business, Avould come from Asia—that he would
have his Kingdom darkened by the Fiflh Vial,
and lose his jioAver.
We find Napoleon at Acre in Asia, Avhere
he hears of anarchy in France—hence he dis, covers a field open, so that instead of being
the tool of others, he could be head himself—
returns to Europe, accomjilishes the object —
his kingdom is darkened—he loses his power.
The German Author, says J. 'W., speaking
of this Second Beast, out of the Earth, Asia,
the main—(for the ancients supposed Europe
to be an island, hence in prophecy is called the
Sea,) and the First Beast rose from the Sea—
Europe—the Papacy of many ages. But the
Second Beast is from the Earth, Asia—"loses
his jiOAver," " but Avill receive it again and
the Kings Avith it"—perhaps in the person of
his son—1832—when the Second Beast Avill
have his second rise—the latter from the bottomless pit---" shall hale the Whore, eat her
flesh, an 1 burn her Avilh fire"—hate priestly
power, and seize upon her treasure, and upset her authority.
But the Turkish Power to be overthroAvn
previous to 1832, by the poAver of Russia;
but the general trial lor strength .at Armageddon, 1836, Avhen the Angel will stand in the
Sun to call all the fowls of heaven to the
supjier of the Great God, to eat the flesh of
Kings, &c.

to bring about the NATIONAL FACTORY
Thus commanding the laborers, and also
of CHURCH and STATE.
having the ascendency OA er the water interShould this practice continue for '.hirty est of almost every man, that oAvns a bit of
years lo come and progress as fast, propor- land, where it becomes a trespass to make a
tionably, as for the last fifteen years, the dis- dam for a hog walloAV, as elucidated in the
tinction of orders, grades, the Great and the preceding statements, as the necessary inferSmall—Avould be more conspicuously exem- ence, from the late decision of the Superior
phfied, than in the British Isle.
Court, in this State, Avhich shoAvs in miniaAdams on Constitutions (1787) remarks— ture, what unbounded influence and ascendTo have a stable government, the Chief ency the mammoth manufacturing establishMagistrate must be establishe-d for life, if not ments, Avhen associated Avith the Judiciary,
hereditary. And also, the Senate for life, &c. possess, in this land. To Avhich may be
—to prevent the RICH people from being op- associated " NATIONAL Societies," of
pressed by the POOR. And to bring this about, various names, under that of Religion,
fix on heavy taxes, to fling a great deal of Education, &c.
property into the hands of a few. Vv^hich
The object of Avhich is to mould the minds
theory he exemplified, by practice, from 1797 of the youth into their stamp ; and thereby,
to March 4, 1801—in which time, three dol- fix their prejudice accordingly, for habits arise
lars for every head was paid in one tax, na- from prejudice, founded in education both in
tionally, including every man, woman, and religion and politics—when led by the nose,
child.
and not permitted to think, and to judge, and
Monarchy and Law Religion, go hand in to act for themselves, in matters of such a
hand—but the snare Avas broken by Jefferson- nature; but are kept in awe by a kind of
ism prevailing in the land, to knock doAvn the slavish fear and dread.
LaAV establishments, Avhich pre-existed in nine
8CI- Master Priest! Master Judge ! and
States ofthe union, and frustrated the intend- Master of the Water that runs over my farm.
ed Union of Church and State, pregnant in
0 my Countrymen ! remember the Declarathat day.
tion of '76, Avith the principles and con" Henryism," " Hartford Convention," and comitants thereto belonging. And in these
" Washington Societies," arose from the ashes days of exigency and excitement, I wish and
and sprang up from the same principle of hope for the voluminous essays, or writings
policy and cloaked Avith the flattering names ot Thomas Jefferson, to appear in print to
oi " Religion, Peace, and Commerce," for the cultivate and improve the public mind.
same object and end. But their Great House,
The present excitement, lo pull down old
in Philadelphia, which cost one hundred and and long established societies, for political
tAventy thousand dollars, Avas consumed by purposes of a sinister nature, to accomplish
fire—and their Dagon fell to the ground.
objects of a cruel and unju.st principle, by
But their oi/'ec( is not relinquished, for some procuring laAvs to oppress and depress their
tellow citizens—such as Aviil bring them
mode of union to govern this land.
The establishment of EQUAL RIGHTS must u-.ider the poAver of tyrannical instruments, to
be destroyed out of .society. Even such as drive them into hypocrisy, self-defence, exile,
are inherent and unalienable, must be kept poverty and destruction, totally uuAvorthy a
out of sight, by precedents lo be taken for ex- tree, generous, and independent people.
ample, to become the Reigning LaAvs of the
But iniquity will Avork ! and now and then
country, fitted to the interest and policy of shoAV its deformed head.
those leading F e w ; and Statute Law but an
The association of Capitalists; 2, the
ideal object, and only a nominal thing.
Judiciary and Executive PoAver; 3, the
The great Fish eat up the little ones, Avho Aveight of the Clergy; 4, the Gentlemen of
must be gate tenders at their own expense, the Bar; 5, Medical interest; 6, Education
on their own premises, as heAvers of wood and Classical Science; 7, Mercantile Interanil drawers of Avater, to the great manufac- est ; 8, the Mechanical; and 9, the Laborers
turing establishments; who command the of every kind, Avho are dependent for empoor by a nod, and will be obeyed by a beck ploy ; Avhether it be agriculture, manufacture,
or scrivener's department, &c. to accomplish
or call.
One rap at the door, denotes a common the object of Election, by electing certain
person; IAVO raps, the middling grade; but men, of certain principles, as tools to answer
the purposes, objects, and ends of cithers.
three raps, the upper class.
To monopolize all places, both of honor
For the first rap, the servant takes his time
to open the door, to knoAv their business. and profit, of every name and gradi, to attain
For two rap.s, he steps quick and light— the object and accomplish the end in view.
" What do you ^Zease to want, sir V But Avhen
First, Medicine; 2, the Bar; 3, Manufache hears the tkird rap, he runs and flies!
tory ; 4, School-keeping or Education, Di-
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vinity or Clerical Divines—as far as times
and circumstances Avill permit, are "jirivileged orders," and have it in their jiower, by
law, to make others feel their influence, if not
the Aveighl of their vengeance too.
Look at the Medical Laws of different
States, especially of NCAV York—Physic and
Surgery—to give a dose of Medicine, or lo
bind up a wound, Avilhout jiermission or
direction, from the privileged order, is an
exposure lo a fine, imprisonment, or penitentiary
Look at the late Act in R, I. If I circulate
these books, I am exposed to jiay Uventy dollars fine, and the loss of my horse and wagon.
Look at Avhat is called Law, relative to
Water—although it be on my own farm—it is
under the control of another, to serve him at
my- own expense !
And what sliall I more say! Time Avould
not admit, nor the intention of these pages, to
swell the work voluminously, but merely to
call the attention of the public to the various
streams of Lyman Beecher's Address, so
called, Avhich are to centre in one grand
stream, to accomplish and carry the important Political Factory ofthe U. S, A,
For Bibles emanating from the charitabli'
Bible Society, so called, have been solicited
for proper purposes and refused by its
agents, unless the cojiies Avere sold and the
money jilaced in their funds.
Moreover, should a person contribute annually, and liberally, towards the Sunday
School Fund, and afterwards apply for some
of their books for the benefit of poor Sunday
Scholars, none would be given unless the
School should be given up and brought into
the " Union," although the school should
cost them nothing beside. Which shows
that their object is not the general gooil, but
a general purpose for a particular end !
The Bible Societies, the Tract Societies,
Book Establishments, Printing funds, lo
monopolize the printing business upon a
geiieial scale, to sujiersede all the periodical
Avorks, or newspapers in the Country, by
issuing

from

the
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govern all the rest, nationally, Avith the concomitant branches thereof, in the different
States and Counties, to be executed like clockAvork, whereby all the rest shall be reduced
to Pauperism, or turned to some other busines,s, to procure bread !
And thus the Trader and the Tradesman,
the Doctor, the Lawyer, the Schoolmaster,
&c. &c. must by .mutnal understanding work
against others, Avherein it would be their interest, into each other's hands, to reduce to
beggary all the non-conformists, as paupers,
to live on charily, obedient to their imperious
commands.

So that none must buy or sell, but those
who have the " Mark of the Beast,"
Thus to influence the different parts to
become one "whole," by AMALGAMATION,
from circumstances, causing them, as individuals, APPRoxiMATF,, ffom necessity, if not
of choice, to build the Political hou.se of
Church and Slate, and keep the wheels a
running !
Some by starvation, reduced to pauperism.
Some from interest, and some through fear
of PUMSHMKNT !

A few LaAvyers, by agreement and design,
may reduce almost any man to poverty and
destruction. An accusation raised—a claim
made—he imprisoned, and property seized.
Question—How can he help himself ? Counsel and friends may relieve him. But Liberly,
Life, and Property, are in the poAver of some
men, unless God interfere in behalf of those
they opjiress,
A man, Avilh money, may prove any
thing.
See that man, Avith a shining half boot,
containing a "straw."
Tapping him on the
shoulder, slijii)ing a guinea in his hand, inquiring, " W i l l yon swear for me ?" as they
walk one side, " 0 y e s ! " " What do you
want me to swear t o ! "
Former circumstances being cited, as a precedent, becomes a LaAv—a LaAV of this
kind, by some precedents for a pattern
ancient or modern, may be found fitted to
every case. And provided any new case
should be Avanted to prepare a law to promote
A.AiALGAMATio.N, it Avoulil bc an easy matter to
produce a prosecution on some innocent inoffensive individual, for that object and end.
The associated Judge understands the
play—he exjilains Avhat he calls LaAV ; the
Jury are inslructed Avhat verdict to give,
having no JUDGMENT OF THEIR OWiN,
they do as the Judge says—act as his PL'PPKTs, by obeying his command.
The man is fined and punished, then hissed
by the jiojiulace, Avho have no sense of
RIGHT, and of course, have no MIND or SOUL
of their own.
Thus in Church and State a very few men
sAvay the Avhole multitude, who act from the
imjiulse ofthe moment, without REASON why
or AV he re I ore.
Hence the aptness of the " Essay on a
World without S,mh, addressed to a world
with Souls."
Corrupt hearls, for party purposes and
self-interest, love treachery to accomplish it.
But John Bull and brother Jonathan, wilh
all-mankind, despise the t-ailor.
You attempt to deceive .\ noted liar, and he
Avill revenge upon you because he lespecU
the truth if he does not possess it.
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Also, cheat a knave and he will resent it, Priests in Spanish America, to prevent Light,
knoAving that truth, justice, fidelity and and to keep up the old rdei of thing.s—Ignohumanity, are proper virtues for all to poissess, rance, Superstition, Darkness and Bondage, for
and bring forth, in all their fruits of prac- self-aggrandizement.
The fifth appearance of A- ti, Avas by Alextice.
But thi§, doctrine that some Public Charac- ander of Russia. He began his reign under
ters evince by their practice and profession, favorable auspices, Avilh a prospect of enlight(taking their own Avord for it) that no Oath is ening the dark, northern, savage regions. On
binding, except made before a maghstrate in the fall of Napoleon, he invited the BonapartFORM of Civil LaAV, is pernicious in its con- ists, who Avere afraid of the Bourbons, to
come into his dominions.
sequences.
Several hundred thousand of the brightest
For if an Oath is not binding, neither can a
Promise he ; and if not, Avhy fine the man for talents, and greatest genius, Avere drawn to
a "Breach of Promise ?"—The woman, to be his Empire from several parts of Europe.
sure, may be " ANTI," break her promise for After holding out objects of inducement^ to
marriage Avithouta penalty, but the man must the astonishment of the Avorld, his sun set in
a cloud, and he died Avithout lamentation, by
be fined in a heavy sum.
Such principles for doctrine, (taught hy his surviving observers.
For first, it appears he Avould bring back
preachers, Avho profess to teach the truth of
God infidelity of heart,) must tend to corrupt the dark ages of northern barbarism, by dethe minds of •youth, Avho generally imbibe stroying tbe good principles he had suffered
first notions, which are apt to grow up Avith to begin, as it relates to Literature, Liberty of
them, and become a trait in their after life, Conscience, Bible Truths, and Historical information.
characteristic, to the great injury of society.
And .secondly, would moreover require perFor such ideas generated in the breast of
youth, that no contract is binding, except jury of those Avhoin he had invited to come
made inform by Civil LaAv, destroys all force and settle in his dominions, and officiate under
of moral obligation from the mind ; and there- his government. Also more than one hunby, to fling oH moral restraint, as it relates to dred thousand Avere commanded to quit his
society, unless you come under the lash of dominions within a given period, under painthe laAV, is to open a Avide field for iniquity; ful circumstances, beyond the possibility of
and will prove in its consequences, ruinous to compliance,
Alexander fell asleep, in the way of his
society.
For where can you place confidence, Avhere forefathers, a just retribution according lo the
view of that Hand, Avhich from time immeno obligation is felt 1
The Pope Avas the first Anti-Mason of late morial has interfered in the affairs of mortals,
years, in which he denounced them, by his by rendering retributive justice, according to
Bull, as Heretics—assigning, as a reason, their the declaration—"That which ye measure to
requirement of a belief in one God, Avithout others, shall be measured to you again," HOAVdescending to particulars as it relates to Creeds; eA'er, fourteen thousand Masons disappeared
b) human poAver—and Avhere have they been
as though a Protestant could be saved as well
heard of since 1
as a Catholic.
The sixth Anti appearance is in the United
The second appearance of the Anti, Avas
the Inquisition of Spain, after the return of States, Avho are infatuated under the idea of
Ferdinand VH. to the throne—allowing Free " Religion and Politics," like their forefather.s,
Masons, JCAVS and He'etics, only forty days Avho hung the Quakers for Heresy, and in
to come in and make their recantation, or their FANATICISM and DELUSION must hang the
share all the horrors of the Inquisition—from Witches too.
Aud thus bring back, as blue skins, the
forty to fifty thousand persons Avere imprisoned in monasteries aud convents, there not be- " B L U E LAAVS," of former days, Avith a kind
ing other prison room sufficient to contain cf INQUISITORIAL SPIRIT—as if the days of
them; and most of those poor wretches have Barbarian Darkness and Oppression must be
brought to deluge and overflow the land, in
never been heard of since.
The third Anti appearance Avas called the order to accomplish, by every stratagem possi"Holy Alliance," or the Unholy League, Avho ble, TAVO ORDERS OF MEN—ORB to be favofed,
declared " t h a t t h e principles of Liberty Avere and the other oppressed.
The doctrine of " EQUAL RIGHTS" is plainly
systematically prevailing as exemplified in
Naples—and a fire-brand of it had got into the fundamental principle of these United
Greece." Numbers of the Masons Avere exe- States, as exemplified in the Declaration of
cuted not only in Spain, but at Rome and July 4lh, 1776, Avith the letters of General
Washington, to Congresg, during the strugNaples also.
The fourth appearance of Anti, was by the gle ; and also the Constitution, in the Federal
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Compact, on Avhich the General Governmen'
is bottomed since 1789.
General Warren, Avho fell at Bunk.'.- Hill
1 Avas the fiis' f/ader au.l chief head, in hisdny
ol that ancient Institution through the nortbeiii .'••tales.
(ieu' ral Washington Avas his successor—
811-1 although he advised nijninsl secret societies, Avhen siienking of jiolitical affairs, Avhich
shoAvs he must have referred to societies of a
Jiolitical paitiie ; bnt he Avas the friend of humanilA', and of course he could never have
referred to humane societies; as his letters
to the iMasonic Frateruity fully exemplify,
and moreover, his continuing in the official
capacity, as head of the Societ}', both subsequent to that day *
Alter him, De Witt Clinton, Avhose public
character is Avell known, continued the office
to the end of his life.
Slany of the Anties are .strong Jackson
men, and voted highly for him, Avho stands
one ofthe first on the list, and yet are striving to ruin the citizens' community, Avho are
of the same craft.
And those " A N T I E S , " have the eggs noAV
in " embr^-o,'' Avithiu their nest, to hatch a
Political '"• EQUESTRIAN" Statute, impregnated Avith that principle, socially, which

1, " ECCLESIASTICAL" Law is plead for
in this land, whilst the "COURT OF INQUISITION' has raised the bodies of heretics and
burnt their bones in other countries! Have
they here and there ar.y secret places for the
same u.se in the United Stales of America'?
2, By "ex post facto" LaAv, passed specially
for the purpose by the British Parliament, to
raise and hang the CARCASKS of Oliver CromAvell and three others, and afterwarils to bury
them under the gallow-s, which some say, this
"POLITICAL INQUISITION" never had
carried into execution ; but G. Fcr tells us he
saw the carcass of CromAvell hann-insr at Tvl,

1

o

o

/

burn !
3, Astonishing to common sense, that a
" CIVIL INQUISITION,"

by a legislative

act,

should be introduced in the United States—
and the Inquisitor, by the Grand Jury, should
attempt to INDITE the ASHES of tbe DEAD
—the late Governor of N. Y.—HUSH !
CONCLUSION,

After having hinted many things, called
LaAV, the consequence thercAvith connecte.l; I
Avould make some few remarks by Avay of
reflection.
First, When the Judges are on the Bench
Washington in his •'FARKAVELL ADDRESS," ad- and a Jury in the Box, to hear the Law exvises the citizens against, as being dangerous pounded that ihey may judge oi facts.
to society
The Judges are divided, iu opinion, IAVO
And if the calmness of tbe public Mind, again,st one, Avhat LaAV is 1 But if one of the
with that GOOD Principle ofCOMMON SENSE, two had joined on the other side, then the Law
should he exercised JUDICIOUSLY—as to pre- would have been the other Avay
vent confusion, delusion, fanaticism, convulHence, Avliat is called Law, is just Avhat
sion, anarchy, and TYRANNY—it \\'\\\ be a happens to be the notion or Avhim of him or
haji[iy thing, to transmit former privileges to them, Avho happen to be upon the Bench.
generations yet unborn !
And those who are associated in the Farce,
to act the part of Puppets, called Jury; who
2Tth—INQUISITORIAL LAW
are considered to have no Judgment or
Ojiinion of their own ; but must find such a
The Calholic Miscellany, jiiinted at Charles- Verdict, as the Judge directs.
ton, S. C. April I7tli, 1830, Vol. No. 42,
Now admitting this to be the fact, it is a
Avhen jileading forthe Inquisition, says, " A plain case, that the Avhole Scene is but a
sense of dutv obliges me to say that a IIE- Farce, and a Sham, and also a mockery of
RESI,\llCM,''an obstinate HERETIC, and a Common Sense,
projia'4n'or of heresy should indisputably he
The Inquisitorial Court of Ecclesiastical
r.ankcd ainom:; the GREATEST CRIMI- Authority, tell us that they are Holy and
N.\LS I" " Though flongress have no jioAvor Merciful—tbat tiiey put no man to death;
(qnotin;,' the Constitution) to establish Law but it is the Temporal Pow-er of the MagisReligion, or curtail the privileges thereof!"
trate, Avho burns the obstinate Heretics to
In the case of Ho<i;an, at Harrisburg, it is keep the Church pure,
|
clear that the Assembly of Pennsylvania Avere
But it is a plain case that the temp.?ral
intimidated, and dare not act themselves! there poAver, in such cases, is on the tool oi the •
being 40,000 Catholic voters iu that state at other, ior a cloak, being nothing but a name
that time.
for a come-off or covering, to save others, in
appearance, from the stigma of cruel murder.
' The Letters to the (Jrand l.njge mo still evtnnt,
And it is now equally clear to a discerning
where, the il.ilcs may bo scru. Tin' Chniter of the Lodge
ill Alc^aiulriii. from the (Iraml I.odijo of Virf^iiiia, lo mind, provided that our countrymen, our feldeer;,'.' AV;isliiii_:;t<iil and also the M.ilTet with which he
laid ihe Coriioi-stone of tlie CAPITOL of Ihc United low citizens, are dragooned aAvay from home,
States, arc both now in the Ui.stiict of (Joluinbia I
to act as mere puppets, only being a show for
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1 appearance vike—as if they were a rational
Court of J .diciary; but in reality must be
deprived oi that sphere of action, to be the
mere creature and tools of another. I should
think they had better stay at home, and save
trouble, time, and expense—than to consent
lo have such deliberate mockery.
And if Ave should adopt the Spanish mode
at once, there m.ight be some propriety.
First. If a man is wanting to appear before
a Tribunal, he is sent for and comes voluntarily, without being dragged by the Peace
Officer's dog, in irons.
Secondly. There are no puppets to pay, for
expenses; butJudgmentisgivenby the Judge.
But I would that all my fellow citizens,
Avho may be called to act as Jurors may
never consent to be imposed on, and be
degraded to a level Avith puppets, as creatures
for the tools oi another; but seriously consider their dignity, as Rational Beings, and
endeavor to perform a considerate part, agreeably to their OATH, judiciously, as they Avho
have some reason, possessing a judgment and
Soul of their OAvn ; like responsible Agents,
AA'ho expect to give an account for the deeds
done in the body.
As it relates to LaAV Characters. Consider
the poor innocent Avitness, to impose on them,
Avhei'e simplici'y EXISTS, to confuse their
minds, and harrow their feelings, is a thing
which ought not to be practised. Also to
entrap the unwary, and bring the Poor into
debt more than the just debt amounts to.
Candor Avould say, tell them it Avould be
gain to them in the sequel, to lose the Avhole
without a struggle, rather than to recover it,
in such a case.
Moreover, in pleading—remember your
Clients have feelings, which need not be harroAved by being blackguarded by the opposite
side, Avbile your brother, is treated with all
due respect.
And remember that ye tempt yourselves,
Avhen you study to deceive on the case, and
misrepresent the same, to gain the point.
But perhaps you Avill say—" It is my traile—
I am hired and paid for doing it," and of
course feel bound by your oath, to be true
to your client—and unless you do your best,
will violate the contract upon the oath !
Well, then you have your rcAvard ! And
I do not wonder at the price; but remember
It is only for th-'s world.
What can be the meaning of the Prophet—
where he saith :
"Woe to them that call Evil Good and
Good Evil! that put Darkness for Light and
Li.'iht for Darkness; and Bitter for Sweet
and Sweet for Bitter !"
In Civil cases and in Political affairs, as a
Citizen, I feel to warn you. To consider
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how you act and what you do—as it relates
to yourself, your felloAV citizens, and neighbors, and to the public at large, in a social
point of view.
As it relates to the Candid and Judicious
People, in these days of excitement, Avho are
clear of Party Spirit—you will save youreelf
much trouble and expense, by concerning
yourself about that which you are ignorant
of, and of course, are incompetent to exercise
and determine judiciously about it.
I would give my counsel to such, as a
friend, to let it alone.
For if the Balance of the Principles of
1776 be overthroAvn in this Country, then
surely, the Palladium, Avhich is the Pendulous
Regulator of our national safety, is gone—
antl the surety and doctrine of Equal Rights
driven from those shores, and banished from
the World. For where else do they exist, or
where can they be found in a social point of
view 1
Before the conquest of England by William, one of his predecessors, viz. King
Athelstane in 926, gave a character to a certain Society in York. Hence the origin of
the well knoAvn phrase—"Ancient York
Masons." And the King's brother, Edwin,
was the Grand Master,
Some laAvs in succeeding reigns, AA'ere
passed against them. When the Grand Lodge
Avas convened at York, Queen Elizabeth sent
some of her confidants, Avith a military force,
to seize them Avith their papers, and bring them
to her. But some ofthe leading men being initiated, made a favorable report to her Majesty,
so that the opposition died away.
When a boy, I heard my father read of our
people being carried into Algerine slavery;
but some Avere let off without ransom, Avhilst
others ;A'ere retained and redeemed at the
public expense, Avhich made an impression
upon my mind.
But I had my prejudices as Avell as others
of my day, Avithout proper notions or judgment on the subject. And probably I should
have carried them Avith me, to my dying day,
had it not been for the following circumstances.
When in Rhode Island, 1824, in my sleep,
I thought myself in a Masonic Lodge, Avhere
I received the first degree, afler which I stood
up to give them an address, in doing Avhich I
Avaked myself up. A strange weighty exercise—sleep fied^—early I crossed the ferry to
Warren, Avhere I related the circumstance at
breakfast—noticed the countenance of some
present, Avhich appeared to be an index of the
mind—concluded they were masons—on inquiry found it to he so.
Then I resolved to see the difference
betwixt dream and reality the first oppor-
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turn,A'. Avhich soon presented at Bristol. I anticljia e.l,ste|i hy step, and Avasiiot disnjii)ointed, the ciicnm-tances a n s w e r i n g to my dream.
And travelling on, 1 have found no cause
to rejient iii\ j o n i n e y through the degrees of
.MaMiiir\s ancient and mo.lern s t e p s ; bul
find the Prinrip/es
to be such as 1 Avould
Avish to Trciisiirc in my Heart and Practice in
mv Life to my d\ ing d a y — a s I now see and
ieel.
T h e antiquity of it, ihe date and circumstances atteiuliiig the origin of the several
(IcLjrees; the parts separate aud taken together
to torm one le'tole, there is a chain and a harmony in the institution ; common opinion and
a-~ert:on to the contrary n o t w i t h s t a n d i n g .
It is noble in its ailministiation ; to think,
and let think, beyond the n a r r o w contracted
prejudices oi bitter sectarians in these modern
limes.
In common Avith other citizens, to do good
to a l l ; but those of the Brotherhood h a v e
more especial claim.
It is a general or universal l a n g u a g e fitted
to benefit the poor .stranger, Avhlch no other
institution is calculated lo reach b y extending
the beneficent Hand.
T h e World is indebted to t h e Masons for
the preservation
of the former part of the
Scrijitiires, down to Solomon's day-, as exemjilified by Kzia. or Esdras, as a kind of repository for the transmission of g e n e r o u s jirincijiles for t h e benefit of m a n k i n d .
E v e n the modern degree, called the " ]\lediterraiiettn pass,'' k n o w n all a r o u n d the shores
of that S a, existed anterior to the data oi the
"Knights
of 31alla;" t a k i n g its rise at the
cnjiitulaiioii of tlie Isle of Rhodes, w h i c h
i.-land h a l been maintained for 200 years by
the Christians after their expulsion from the
H o l y Land, .igainst all the p o w e r of T u r k e y ,
which is near 400 y e a r s since.
T h e W^ooden Mallet, noAV preserved in the
English M u s e u m i>i antiquities, a s a c u r i c s i l y ,
because King Charles 2d, used it in the ceremony ol laying the corner slone, publicly, of
St. Paul's C h u r c h and M a s o n i c Hall, ujiwards
of 150 years ago, s h o w s the folly of some
w h o atlemjited to assert its origin, s u b s e q u e n t
to that jienoil, arising from the delusion of the
" S o u t h Sea C o m p a n y , " 1720.
T h e Statute of H e n r y VI, of E n g l a n d , the
tliird year of his reign, interdicting M a s o n r y ,
perhajis ahout 1425 is not brought into vieAA'
by the

"

Aiilte-:"

T h e Missionaries in the East, have found
the benefit of their h a v i n g been initiated into
this ancient institution, (Avhile in the West)
a m o n g the Hindoos—Avhen
olherAvise, even
their sacred office and character, Avould not
h a v e preserved ihem,
Olher Societies strive to m a k e disciples, b y
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proselyting, but this does not. Others beg
y o u r money, w h e n out of their society, or
helonging to another, but this does not. But
iu common Avith other societies and the public at large, t h e y .shoAv their equality in paying their jiroportion of the poor taxes and al.so
the general kindness
to the neighbor's
disIrases ; yet over and above .all that, they aim
to help each other Avilh their own
money,
which is not begged from others, but is the
fruit of their OAvn e a r n i n g s . And provided
t h e y Avish to extend their OAVU inslitiition
beyond the little n a r r o w contracted prejudices
of local societies, " Who do they injure ?"
Let T r u t h and Justice a n s w e r the question,
Sujiposing a " R o y a l Arch K n i g h l T e m p l a r s '
High Priest," should drop a fcAV hints to all
w h o m it m a y concern !
" Don't give up the s h i p " but in the storm
lay to ; the gust, Avhen it comes to its zenith,
must loAver a w a y , and then set y o u r sails and
steer )rour course.
But learn the lesson—
mind Avhat characters compose y o u r Crew,
and see there be not too m a n y raw hands
" admitted" for the v o y a g e . But, while you
h a v e this o p p o r t u n i t y , purge y o u r decks of
disonlerly and improper members, by seeking
a reformation, to correct Avhatever is amiss,
that the institution m a y not be injured by
those w h o are u n w o r t h y .
Signs a l w a y s denote SubstaiiCes—and
tie
substance is beyond the sign.
T h e r e Avas an o u t w a r d S/ojie Table ; outAvard M a n n a , and an o u t w a r d name Avritten
— k e p t from those Avithout, the Gentile World,
But there is a " hidden m a n n a ; " a •• living
stone," and a " ncAv n a m e " Avritten, '• Avhich
no man k n o w e t h but he that receivelh it."'
Christ revealed in the heart, by the Spirit, is
the true knowledge of GOD !
T o go no farther than the signs is lo be only
Avliat m a y be considered as a mere nominal,
o u t w a r d court worshijijier—aformal profe,s.sor.
But those Avho s t u d y and pursue the true
jirinciple, to enjoy il iuAvanlly, Avill find a
sublime Theory ; an interesting study, refreshing, SAveet contemjilation, Avortbv a rational
being, above the brute creation which has but
animal c o n t e n t m e n t ; but you may study Co.I,
enjoy (Un], as au inward and sj.iiitual WDRS l i l P P E R , anticipating the j o y s of the Avoild
to come.
T h e conclusion o f t h e Avhole matter. " F e a r
God and k e e p his C o m m a n d m e n t s , ' ' Avhich are
" R e p e n t a n c e " for S i n — t h e exercise of FAITH
in the Lord J e s u s Christ, and to " Love the
Lord wilh all t h y Heart, and t h y neighbor as
thyself,' practically, doing to others, as ye
would they should do to y o u , and t h u s lay
up T r e a s u r e in H e a v e n .
END o r THE LAW !

OMNIFARIOUS LA'W EXEMPLIFIED.
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P. S. Perhaps some AviU conclude that vation of men ! A small portion of this deshints, on the subject
of " LINKED titute population of the land is enlisfbtened by
COMBINATIONS," are only fanciful ideas of a feeble glimmering from UNEDUCATED
" Crazy," hatched up to make the World men !" Such, then, is the state of our Nation ; more DEPLORABLY DESTITUTE OF RELIwonder.
But Avhoevgr will notice the ADDRESS of GIOUS INSTRUCTION than ANY OTHER CHRISLyman Beecher, and his calculations and re-TIAN NATION UNDER HEAVEN."
marks, of Avhich the tolloAving is a part (pub" What shall be done "?" " something more
fished some 1210 15 years since) Avill discov- than ever has been done."
er the .seed in "EMBRYO," and then compare
" There is a state of society to be formed,
it Avith the Methodist Newspaper called tbe and to be formed by an EXTENDED COM"Christian Advocate and Journal," &c. dated BINATION of INSTITUTIONS.
Religious,
August 15th, 1827, vol, 2d, No. 50, or Avhole CIVIL,
and literary, Avhich never exists
number 102, headed " Murder will out," and without the CO-OPERATION of an EDUCATED

the

signed " A , LYMAN," and vol. 3, No, 17, or

whole number 121, page 66, dated December
26th, 1828; AV ith Critical Remarks on the
" Christian Spectator,"—also March 6th, 1826,
page 107, "secret exposed," Avill find that
" Secret Society." FIRE gives REASON for
some smoke; and hence the reader is requested to re-peruse the preceding Avork, and let il
go for Avhat it will fetch, Avithout imputing

3IINISTRY"

Thus, after shoAving how many ministers,
according to the number of peojile, there are
in different nations in Europe, England, Ireland, Italy, SPAIN, &C, and draAving the inference that America is in a more deplorable
state than any other, as above, concludes, if
it should degenerate for 70 years to come as
it has for the 70 years jiast, that it Avill be on
to the AUTHOR " intended misrepresentation." a level with Heathens—hence " the NATION
or a design to calumniate any one individual- must be aAvakened to save itself by its own
ly, but only to call the attention of the PUB- exertions, or We" (i. e Strong's men) " a r e
LIC to things of a PUBLIC NATURE ; where- undone." " T h e ncAvspapeis. the tracts, and
in I conceive the public are generally and magazines, must make the PRESS
GROAN
GREATLY interested, andnot anything PER- to communicate our Avretchedness—and from
SONAL is meant.
every pulpit the trumpet must sound LONG
LA'MAN BEECHER, one of Governor Strong's and loud—* * * *"
Combinations unite like streams in one
stamp, being minister in the Congregational
or Presby-terian order, has made a calculation river to educate—and if the educated Avill not
on the state of religion in all the United Slates! preach Calvinism—or to be tools of tbe ambeginning Avith Maine, goes on through the bitious—they must return the money paid for
several States in rotation, and ends at Georgia, their education.
with the following words :
He admits of none being " ministers of the
"The population of Georgia is 452,083, Gospel," but those of his order oi " educated
And at the ratio of one for 109 perwhile in the whole State there are not to ex- men."
ceed 10 ministers Avho are qualified to preach sons, Avould require 8000 according to tbe
the Gospel, leaving 442.433 of ihe population population of 8,000,000—but 5,000 are Avantof that State DESTITUTE of such instruction ing, as his kind of ministers do not exceed
as God has decided tc ie proper for the sal- 15000. Thus, a snake in the grass!
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LORENZO'S TRIAL AND CONDEMNATION,
FOR AN OFFENCE AGAINST THE PEACE AND DIGNITY OF THE
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
UNDER

T H E OLD

FEUDAL

LAW

The greater the Truth the greater the Libel.
A N E W CASE—ADMITTED SO TO BE BY T H E L A W Y E R S - 1 8 2 1

FROM THE FOURTH EDITION.

State of Soxiih Carolina.
Benjamin Ilainmet, being duly sworn, maketh oath an.l saith, ihal Lorenzo Dow, now
in this city, hath recently jiuhlished and distributed iu this city, a book jirinted at Philadelphia, iu the year of our Lord one thousand
eiL'ht hundred ami fifteen, and called "History
of Cosmojiolile, or the four volumes of Lorenzo's Journal concentrated in one," and
headed al the toji of the title jiage as folloAvs :
"Quintessence of Lorenzo's Works," that in
the said Adiuiiie, at Jingo one hundred and
seventy-five, are the following: words and figures : " '••i^.Iondav, January <>tli, 1804, I rode
52 miles, ami arrived at Charleston late in the
evening, and juit uji Avith W Turjiiii, Esq,,
Avho receive! me wlien I first Avas in this
place, and jirocureil me jiicked meetings at his
house. I find j\lr. Ilainmet has gone to a
Avorld of spirits, to answer for the deeds done
in the body
.-Vs it resjiects his division, it
ajipears his motives Avcre imjiuro, arising from
a desire of jiojnilaiily; in consequence of
which there was a breach of confidence by
him as resjiected the incorporation of the
house; awful to relate, it ajipears he died
drunk." And on the same page beloAV are
these Avovds, "aud Hammet's conduct done injury"'—and in page one hundied and thirtythree are the following woids: " M a t h e w s
invited me to sujijily au appointment for him
in the great Meeting House, which Avas built
for the Methodists, and about Avhich Hammet

made crooked Avork." And again, on the
same page beloAv, are these Avords, " the Hammet Methodists Avere IOAV." This deponent
further sAvears that the person called Hammet,
in the above extracts, is the Rev. AVilliam
Hammet; on or about the fifteenth of May,
one thousand eight hundred and three—that
he Avas a Methodist Preacher in this city—and
that the charges against him, and reflections
upon his memory, contained iu the above extracts, aie FALSE, MALICIOUS, and LIBELLOUS ; and that the said liook from Avhich
they are taken, does by its distribution bring
contcmjit on the family of the said deceased
Rev. W H'liimet, and tend to stir up hatred
and conteinjit for his memory in this community—and to excite his relations lo a breach
of ihe peace.
This Deponent further swear-<
that he at first endeavored to satisfy said
Lorenzo, that said allegations and statements Avere untrue, and did accordingly do so,
but that the said Lorenzo refused to give any
certificate of such his conviction.-* Tliis Deponent lastly sailh that the said Lorenzo hath
distributed already .several of said books, and
is continuing to distribute them, all Avhich
acting and doings of said Lorenzo are againat
the peace and dignity of said State.

^

H,

B

Sworn befo-e me, this 22(/ Jan., 1821
J
H
M
, Q. U.

'•I

D DwUeh
WUW
{jlj- The following was the only condiUon on

I
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THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
s v J. H. MITCHELL, JUSTICE OF T H E QUORUM,
IN AND FOR T H E SAID STATE.

The State vs. Lorenzo

Dow.

The Keeper ot iiie Jail will receive the
prisoner for further examinations, he refusing
to give bail, and him keep.
f To any lawful Constable—
J. H. M., Q. U.
WHEREAS complaint upon oath has been
January •22d, 12''1.
made unto me by Benjamin Hammet, that Lo[This was sent by my friend, and not an officer, to the
renzo Dow, now in this city, hath recently tight house.'}
published and distributed in this city a certain State of South Carolina, ) r
r,. ^c^-.
work, entitled " History of Cosmopolite," and
Charleston District. ' ] ^<^ri. 24, 1821.
another* work entitled " Quintessence of LoPersonally appeared before me, Samuel
renzo's Works," wherein the late William
Hammet is most scandalously libelled, and Richards, one of the Justices of the Quorum,
which tends to stir up hatred and contempt in and for the said State, Lorenzo DOAV, Duke
to his memory, and to excite his relations to Goodman and Henry T. Farmer. Who aca breach of the peace, and that said Loren- knowledge themselves indebted to the State
zo still continues to distribute said work of South Carolina. Lorenzo Dow, in the sum
against the peace and dignity of the State. of five hnndred dollars, Duke Goodman, and
These are, therefore, to command you to Henry T. Farmer in the sum of two hundred
apprehend the said Lorenzo DOAV, to bring him and fifty dollars each. The same to be paid
before me, to be dealt with according to out of their real or personal estate, should the
said Lorenzo DOAV not fulfil the condition of
law.
the
foUoAving recognizance.
J. H. M., Q. U.
[L. s.]
The conditions of this Recognizance is such.
Given under my hand and seal at Charles- That if the said Lorenzo Dow be and appear
ton, this 22d day of January, one thousand before the Court of Sessions, to meet in
Charleston on the second Monday in May
eight hundred and twenty-one.
next, to answer to the said State for a Libel
against the memory of the late Reverend WilI could avoid the suit, which in conscience I CON liam Hammet, of AAhich he stands charged, and
FESS 1 could not sign :
that he, the said DOAV, do submit to the sen" State of South Carolina,
tence of the said Court, and do not depart the
Charleston District.
Court without license from said Court, then
Know all men by these presents, That I, Lorenzo Dow, this Recognizance to be null and void, and of
Preacher of the Gospel, being called upon by Benjamin
Hammet, for an explanation of what is contained in a no eflTect—otherAvise to remain in full force
printed work, entitled " Lorenzo's Works," of which 1 and virtue.
LORENZO DOW,
am the Author, and having found, that I herein asserted
DUKE GOODMAN,
sentiments, not from my personal knowledge, but from
HENRY T. FARMER.
hearsay, which 1 now believe to be incorrect, and without proper foundation. This is, therefore, to state to the
Done in presence of
world, that what is contained in the 133d and I75th pages of said work, relative to the Rev. Wm. Hammet, de- Samuel Richards, Q. U.
ceased, is totally erroneous, and are not entitled to that
[The foregoing signature is given at the earcredit, Avhich has been paid to them. 1 further certify,
that 1 make this declaration, out of a due regard to truth, nest request of my friends, (who I conceive act
lo the memory ofthe deceased, to his surviving relatives
and friends, and to the commnnity in which he lived. from the purest of motives,) but Avithagreat burAnd I earnestly request all such persons who are in pos- then on my mind, and was I to act my feelaession of said work, to take notice accordingly
ings, it would be otherwise, which I cannot
Qiven under my hand, this twenty-second day )
communicate to others—but I have never acof January, Jlnno Domini, I82I.
)
knowledged a " Rev. Wi liam Harnmet."'\
'WITNESS,"
L. DOW
• Here was a BULL, the works w e r e one
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INDICTMENT.

The Slate of South Ct rolina vs. the Rev. Lo- and known by the name of Trimly Church;
renzo Dow.
and Avhereas a certain division had taken place
long before the death of the said William
ROBERT Y HAVNE, Esq,
Hammet, and also long before the printing and
Alt'y General
publfshing ofthe false, malicious and scandalous libels hereinafter mentioned, among the
S A H C E L PlUOI.EAU,
persons calling themselves Methodist.s, and
Counsel for Dft.
one party or division, of the said sect, or deTHIS was an indictment for a libel on the nomination, called themselves and Avere known
decea,-ed W'ILLIAAI HA.AIMET, tried before his by the name of the Primitive Metho-Jists, to
Honor Judge JOHNSON, iu Charleston, in the Avhich said party, or division, the said WilState Court'of Se.-sions, the 17th May, 182], liam Hammet in his lifetime attached himself
Tlie alleged libel was contained in a journal and belonged. And Avhereas, the said sect, or
of the Jefeii hint's life published by him oiigiu- denomination, called Primitive Methodists,
aliy in Eiirojie. an.l reprinted in Philadelphia AA'orshipped Almighty God in the house of
in the year 181.5 by some olher per.son. The public worshiji aforesaid, called Trinity Church,
fii.-^t count of the ia.lictment was in the follow- and the said William Hammet officiated in said
Church, and was a preacher of the gospel to
ing words :
the persons called Primitive JNIethodists, associated together and Avor.shijiping in the said
Tlie State rf South Carolina, )
Trinity Church as aforesaid : And by an act
Charleston District.
j to wit:
of the General Assembly of the said State of
A T a Court of General Sessions, begun and South Carolina, passed on the tAventy--first day
ho!.len in :.iid for the District of Charleston, of December, in the year of our Lord one
iu the State of South Carolina at Charleston, thou.sand seven hundred and ninety-lhiee, cerin the District and State aforesaid, on Monday, tain citizens of Charleston, being of the said
the finiileenth day of May, in the year of our denomination of Primitive Methodists, and
Lor,l, one ihousaiid eight hundred and tweiily- Avorsliijijiing in Trinity Church as af ue-ai 1,
Avere male a body politic and corjiorate, hy
cnie :—
the name of the Primitive Methodists or Tii- j;
The Jurors of and for the Di.strict ofCbaries- nity Church, (-'liaileston. And the said Willon. afoie.sai.l, that is to say, William Bla- liam Hammet continued from the time of jias.smyer, 'lore;.'ian) William Sawyer, Syivaniis ing the .said Act of incorporation to the period
Keith, Nathaniel Hawson. Francis Eveleth, of Ilis death, to officiate and preach in the .said
Welcome Olieils, Henry Knust, Francis Far- Church lo the jiersons who assembled therein
mana, Michael Graham, John Kalliier, John for the public Avorshiji of Almighty GoJ, and
Dunn, A:lolpli Ih-ekinan, Peter Guard, and conducted and demeaned himself as a Preach\yilliam A. Caldwell, ujion their oaths jiresenl. er iu the said Church, honestly, soberly, faithThat whereas William Hammet, now ilecea.s- fully, and as a good, pious and f^aithful I'reachel, but formerly of Charleston, in the District er ought to have done. Now the J-irors
and Slate afo.esai I, was in his lifetime, and aforesaid, upon their oaths aforesaid, do prelong before the piihlishing of the fiLse, scan- sent, that one Lorenzo DOAV, not being ignodalous and malicious libels hereinafter mcii- rant of the premises, but AVCII knowing the
tioned, a preaclier of ihe gospel, ofthe d'no- same, and intending to injure, defame, disgrace
mination of Christian.s, called Methodi.sls- and and villify the memory, lejnitation and chawii»ieas a certain house of jiublic Avorship racter of the said William Hammet, then deAvas, during the lifetime of the .said William ceased (but lately a Preacher of the gospel, as
Hammet, erected and buill iu the city of Charles- aforesaid, in the city of Charleston, aiui Di*"
ton, in llie District and State aforesaid, called
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trict and State .aforesaid,) and to bring the
family and descendants of the said William
Hammet iuto great scandal, infamy and contempt, and lo cause it to be believed that the
said William Hammet in his lifetime Avas a
neison of vicious and depraved principles and
habits, and that his actions AA'ere Avicked, and
his motives impure, and that he Avas guilty of
a breach of confidence, and Avas so given to
habits of inloxication that he died drunk. Did
on the fifteenth day of January, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
twenty-one, with force of arms at Charleston,
in the District and Stale aforesaid, maliciously
and unlawfully publish, aud cause to be published, a certain false, scandalous, and maliciou,; Libel, of and concerning the said William Hammet, and of and concerning his molives, principles, and habits, and also his conduct as a Preacher of the gospel, and a member
ofthe sect or denomination of Christians called Primitive Methodists, and also of and concerning his conduct in relation to the said
division among the Methodists as aforesaid,
and his conduct of and concerning the House
of Public Worship, called Trinity Church, as
aforesaiJ, and of and concerning the said Act
of liicorjioralion aforesaid, Avhich said Libel
AA'as and is contained in a ceitain jirinted book,
which he the said Lorenzo DOAV had before
tbat lime composed and caused to be printed,
entitled "Quintessence of Lorenzo's Work.s—
History of Cosmopolite, or the four Volumes
of Lorenzo's Journal concentrated into one,"
in wbich said Libel are contained the false,
scandalous, malicious, defamatory and libellous words and matter following of and concerning tbe said William Hammet, that is to
say, '•! (meaning the said Lorenzo Dow) find
Mr. Haininet (meaning the said William Hammet) has gone to the world of sjiirits to answer
for the deeds done in the body," (meaning
thereby that the said William Hammet Avas a
wicked man, Avho had departed this life, and
Avbose soul had gone to ansAver to God, aud
to be punished for the sins he had committed on earth.) " A s respects his," meaning
the sai.l William Hammet's "division" (meaninga certain division or sejiaia'ion, Avhich took
place in Charleston among the sect or denomination of Christians called MelhoJists, to one
of which sects or divisions called Primitive
Metho.iists, the said William Hammet Avas
attached and belonged, as aforestuJ,) "his"
(meaning the said William Hammet's) motives
were impure, arising from a desire of jiopularily," (meaning that the said William Hammet Avas actuated by impure and unchristian
molives, and by a desire of popularity, in
niiiling him.self to the said persons, calling
Ihemselves Primitive Methodists as aforesaid)
"lit consequence of AA'hich there was a breach
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of confidence by him" (meaning the said William Hammet) " as respected the incorporation of the House" (meaning that the said
William Hammel had been guilty of a breach
of confidence and good faith, concerning the
said act of the Legislature, passed on the
twenty-first day of December, in tlie year of
our Lord one thousand seven hundred and
ninety-three, incorporating certain persons,
worshipping in a house of public Avor.s-liip in
ihe city of Charleston, calied Trinity Church,
by the name of " The Primitive Metho-iists of
I'linity Church, Charleston," and tliat the said
William Hammet had basely abused the confidence reposed in him, by the persons Avho
Avorshipped in, or belonged to the said Church)
"awful to relate, it appears he'' (meaning the
.said William Hammet) "died drunk," (meaning thereby tiiat the said William Hammet
was so Avicked and depraved, and so ue.mindful of his duty, and the awful situation he
Avas placed in Avhen about to die, that at the
sokmn moment Avhen he AA'as about lo jiass
from time to eternity, and from the earth to
the presence of his God, he the said William
Hammel, had voluntarily and wickedly deprived himself of reason by drink, and had departed this life in a state of brutal insen.sibility
aud into.A.ication.) And in another part of
the same Libel are contained certain other
false, scandalous and malicious words and
matter following, of and concerning the .said
William Hammet, that is to say, " Matthews"
(meaning a certain Philip Matthews,) "invited me" (meaning the said Lorenzo Dow,)
" to supply an appointment for him" (meaning the said Phifip Matthew-s) " in the
(xreat Meeting-house" (meaning a certain
house of public Avonship in Hasell-street, iu
the city of Charleston, called and knoAvn hy
the name of Trinity Church) " built for the
Methodists, and about which Hammet" (meaning the said William Hammet,) "made crookel work" (meaning thereby that the said house
of public Avorshij) had been huili for ihe sect
or denomination of Christians calied Methodists, and that the said William Hammet had
unjustly, basely and impiously, diveste.l them
of ihe same, and converted it to purposes different from those for which it Avas originally
designed, and that the conduct of the said
William Hammet in relation to the said house
of public worship, Avas base, unjust and unholy,) lo the great disgrace and scandal of
the memory, reputation and character of the
said William Hammet, to the evil e.xample of
all others, in the like case offending, and
against the peace and dignity of the -^aine
State aforesaid.
The second count Avas similar to the first,
except that it contained no averment that the
publication was made to excite the family of
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the deceased to a breach of the peace but I heard that he preached in the meeting-house
merely that it had such a tendency. Upon the in Hasell street.
defenilaul's being asked if he Avas ready for
Upon his being cross-examined by defendtrial, he replied that he plead to the jurisdic- ant's counsel, he .said that Mr. Hammet had
tion ofthe Court on the ground that he Avas left a son and daughter, but he did not knoAV
a citizen of the Slate of Connecticut, and in a hoAv old they Avere, either noAV or Avhen their
suit, civil or criminal, between a Slate and father died—that the son was the elder of the
the citizen of another State, the Federal Court two, and he supposed him not over thirty
alone had jurisdiction. N.o remark Avas made years of age. He said, he, Avitness, had obby the Attorney General to this plea which tained the copy of the Avorks of defendant at
Avas thus submitted to the Courl, It was im- the request of Mr. Hammet, for him, and to
mediately overruled, and the defendant's coun- promote the sale of the books. He Avished to
sel observed lo the Court that his client had assist the good old man on his journey through
made the objection with a view that the Court life. He said the defendant was a preacher,
should notice it, in order that he might pursue and that he, Avitness, liked to hear him very
his right to appeal on this ground if he had much. On being asked Avhere the copy held
any.* He then plead Not Guilty.
in his hand Avas printed, he replied in PhilaThe juiy being sworn by the clerk,f
delphia,
He Avas then questioned by the
The Attorney General opened the case, and Attorney General, and replied that he had no
stated ihe law as it Avill be found in his speech idea the book contained any thing against Mr.
delivered in reply, and reported in this trial; Hammet when he procured the copy for the
he then narrated the fact.s, and called his Avit- son, nor did he believe that the son kncAv any
nesses, The first Avitness SAA'orn AA'as
thing of it either,
James C. Martindale.
He testified that in
Mr, Philip Hoff Avas then SAvorn, and testiJanuary last he called on the defendant at Mr. fied that ihe defendant had deposited with him
Duke Goodman's, where he resided—that he for sale, eight books Avilh the same title page,
entered into conversation Avith him, and afler Avith the one shown him about the 15th
some time asked defendant to let him have a January last, but he did not know if they
s ;t of his Avo.'ks. There are two or three Avere copies of the same AA'ith that shown him
< her Avorks besides the Journal. The de- —they had not the same binding, this being in
fendant on this turned to Mr. Goodman and boards and those in leather,
said : Friend Goodman, Avill you get a set for
Mr, Benjamin Hammet AA'as then sAvorn.
Martindale 1 The Avorks Avcre accordingly Upon examining the book, he said it Avas the
taken down, and handed to Avitness, Avho bor- same that Martindale had furnished him wilh,
rowed tbe money, ihe price being two dollars, and Avhich he had requested him to get—that
and paid for them that night. Upon being at the time he made the request he did not
a.s'iied if the copy handed to him Avas the same knoAV that it contained any thing disreputable
he purchased, he replied that he could not say- to the memory of his father. He said at the
so, but 'twas one of the same kind. He Avas time his father died, he, the Avitness, had enasked to turn to page 133, and then say if tered his tenth year—that he AA-as noAV twentyhe remembered the Avords : he turned to it and seven years old—bis father's name was Wilsaid that he had never the read AA-ords be- liam Ilammet, and he Avas in his life time a
fore ; that the book he bought had the same preacher in Trinity Church,
title page, and it Avas delivered by him to Mr.
Mr, David Richer testified that he knew
Benjamin Hammet. He said he remembered Mr, Hammet, and he Avas a preacher in
seeing the Rev. IMr. Hammet; but never Trinity Church in Hasell street—that he was
the founder of the Chutxh, an 1 his sect AVUS
called " T h e Episcopal Primitive Methodists."
• ThcCon.-ititutienoftlieU. S., Article iii. .Sec. 2.—" Tho
judii iat power Kiiail c.xtciiit to all c.-ises in lu,v a.iii oijnity There had been a division belAveen the Metho—'* to cimlr..versus lj,.-t,v(-eii twi> Stutes—Ijutwimu l St.ite dists—one parly worshipped in Trinity Church,
and citi/.eiis of another Stale"
and Hammet belonged la if, and continued
Laws of the U S. Vol. -2, Cliap. 20, .Sec. 1 3 . - T h e Supreme ( i-u.t shall have jurisdiction over all coritrover- tJieie till he died, in May, 1803—that the
sie.s el u cifU nature, w l u r e a .State is a party, e.xcejit be- meeting-house Avas built by Hammet and his
tween a State .ind its ciiizens—and e.Kcept aUo between
a State and citizens of other States—in which latter case friends, by subscription—the sect professed to
it shall have (i. e. the Stale) original, but NOT KKCLUSIVI; follow the doctrines of "Wesley.
jurisdiction.
LTpon his cross-examination he said that he
T h e lawyers said I could not appeal to the U. S. Court,
Vecause my case was a c)-t/«i7i«/case, and not a civil one ; had been one of Hammet's congregation—the
B U. S. Judge said I could ap]ieal to it, by or through the house Avas not built by Hammet himself, but
Constitutional Court. It is an important question. "Where
by collections from the members—did not
does the TROTH lay ? May the nation see to i t !
J Before this 1 thought that Criminals were privileged knoAv if Hammet had the poAver to dispose of
lo challenge the Jury—here 1 stiw no opening, or 1 should it—it was sold by one Brazier to the EpiseO'
have challenged the foreman, for reasons known to my
palians, after the death of Hammet, to vrhoot
M1£
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»tualion he had succeeded—the other division of Methodists he said Avas called Asbury
and Coke's Methodists—he did not knoAv Avhat
disease Mr. Hammet died of.
In the course of this cross examination the
defendant's counsel inquired into the truth of
the charges in the publication both respecting
the alleged breach of confidence by Hammet,
and his having been brought to his grave by
intemperance. This course being objected to
as contrary to the established ruies of laAv, he
contended that he had a right to give truth in
evidence to show the defendant's intention, if
not to justify, that the common laAv certainly
intended that the falsehood of the Avriting
should be regarded essential to constitute a
libel, or the epithet false Avould not have been
found in all the precedents as it is, even in the
present indictment. Why, he asked, is this
so universally done if it be unnecessary?
Was the Court to be reminded at the present
day that the immateriality of the truth or
falsehood of a libel in an indictment A-vas a
Star-Chamber doctrine 1—originating in a tribunal having no jury; composed of judges
appointed by the king, calculated to rivet the
chains of despoti.srn on the people—ready lo
serve the favorites of the crown, and opposed
in its very constitution to freedom ? A court
which at length became so hateful to Ihe nation as to be abolished as a nuisance"? Was
this Court to be reminded that the doctrine
Avas never heartily received as sound even by
the English judges t'.emselves, for though
Mansfield sometimes (not always) adopted it,
Camden and others rejected it?—that it Avas a
doctrine repugnant to truth, for it punished it
—to justice, for it enabled the wicked to
triumph—to policy, for it sanctioned crimes
b*^ piotecling criminals—and to the constitution of these free States, for it destroyed the
liberty of the press. He contended that it not
only violated law, but what Avas perhaps
more important to mankind, it oppugned common sense-—that it AA'as clear there could be
no crime Avithout a criminal intention existing
m the mind; that as the jury Avere called on
to find the guilt or innocence of the defendant,
.they must judge of the intent with Avhich the
act was done from evidence, or it Avould entrap their consciences, for they Avere sAvorn to
give a true verdict; that if the jury be confiaed to the meaning of the words used, and
the fact of their being published without being
i^llo'.A-ed a further investigation as to the defendant's intention, then the prothonotary of
.the Court Avho had read the words to the jury
antl thus published them, would he guilty of
a libel if the Avords Avere libellous; then the
Attorney General himself could not escape
i&ora the same consequences, and if the same
tule was adopted in a cajiital case he might
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hecQxne a felo de se! He then reasomfeu from
analogy to show Avhat the laAV had established
as a rule in other criminal cases : that a man
might carry off the goods of another Avithout
hi-s consent, Avhich bei-ng found, the law wouM
presume it Avas done feloniously, but it did no-t
deprive the defendant of the right to prove, if
he could, that he Avas not guilty of the theft:
for he might have found the goods, or received them of another person innocently ; or
they might have been clandestinely put intio
his pocket by another. So ujion an indictment for murder, the killing being proved, the
law correctly implies malice aforethought;
but ihe defendant may justif)' it as in obedience
to the laAV, or se defentlendo. NO\A', said he,
if the rule contended for in a libel be applied
lo murder, and proof be excluded of tbe intent
of the party killing, then the .soldiers of our
country might be executed for fighting her
battles, or the sheriff for executing the mandate of the laAV !—Wh}', he asked, should the
Clime of libel be put on a different footing
from all other crimes'? Was it Avorse than
murder? yet the murderer Avas humanely permitted to urge every thing he could by proof
and argument in his defence ; but the lips of
the supposed libeller Avere closed I—that the
only true reason which could be given for so
absurd a rule AA'as that it Avould prevent the
follies and crimes of the great from being
brought before the public eye; it would tend
to conceal from the people the misdemeanors
of their servants; and this reason of itself
shoAved that its corrupt origin Avas as he had
asserted in the Star-Chamber—that there Avas
but one solitary reason openly urged why the
rule should now exist, Avhich Ava.s, that whether
true or false, the tendency of libel is the same, it
leads to a breach oj the peace. NOAV it is manifest
that this reason would, if true, exclude every
defence Avhatsoever in case of libel, yet the
books say that there are many defencs. Holt on
libel, enumerates a great variety (in page 279)
as that he Avas an innocent publisher; or that
it was a report of a trial; or of a committee
of Parliament; or matter of caution and without malice, or admonition, or Christian reproof, or criticism; in short, says he, "whatsoever in reason is a sufficient vindication is so
in law,"—yet this same Avriter is one of the
most strenuous in other parts of his treatise in
maintaining that the truth is no defence!
This the counsel contended Avas unreasonable,
for who he asked could deny that the truth or
falsehood of a publication concerning another,
must form a most material consideration in
Aveighing the intention of the defendant. He
then shoAved that the subject ahvays continued a vexata questio in Great Britain, the
bench differing among themselves on I'he propriety of the rule, and the bar doing the same |
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Avhcnever the q-iestion arose; he showed that
one jKiriy contended that the greater the trutli
llie "icaier the libel : which, to a certain extent, was admitted by their ojiponents lo be
true ; bul the conclusions drawn from the trial
Averj very ditferent; ior whilst the former
would not admit it al all, the latter insisted
that a jury might safely he jiermilted to
listen to the proof of the truth of every charge,
because if it agi:;ravated the libel the defendant
would no more bring it forward than plead
guiliA'; bnt if it showed his intent to bc innocent he ought to be allowed. That at length,
in the year 1793, an attempt was male in
Great Britain to jint a stoji at this indecent
altercation, and a bill was introduced (generally called Mr. Fox's libel bill) which Avas
discnssel for some time by many of the first
men in tlint king.lom, and after some pruniii'.;;
passed, and becam-'; the law there. That bill
not only enacted but purported to declare what
the law was, namely, that a jury might in
prosceiitions for libel give a general verdict
of icuilty ; or not guilty which the Court conten led either meant tliat they should be allowed to consider the intention of the defenilant in making the publication, or else it meant
nothing; if il ineant the former, ihen he sai,I
under that act, the trulh, lo manifest the motive l^nottn jusllfi/) might be proved—that if it
-ivere ileclaialory ofthe common law, then the
citizens of this State are clearlv entitle.I lo its
provisions—but if il were not, then was Great
Biiiain ujion this matter more free than ourselves: a conclusion at which he should be
sorrv to arrive. He then quote I the case of
the seven bishops in 4 Stale Trials; o f t h e
kiii-.' aL'ainsl Fuller, in t') Slate Trials; of the
kiiuj; a^'ainst Home, in Cowjier, 67'-', and the
kin- a.'aiiist Woodfall, in 4 W Rji. 127, all
which he contenled clearly eslablished the
doctrine of the common law (as declared by
Mr. KO.K'S bill) to he that the defendant was at
liberty to jiioveany thing Aviiich showed his intention noi to be malicious, and a fortini the
Iriilh.

lie then quoted Avhat had been said by
Chi-f .Iiislice Parsons of Massachusetts ujuin
the jKiint ill I Mass. Tr. Rj). Hi!)—that this great
juilse, whom the counsel sai I he regarded with
as much veneration for his talents and knowlelire of law, as he did Lord Mansfield himseli, had expressly admitted in that case llie
ppoprietv of the (iistinction between offering
tile truth in evidence as a complete justificalion, and merely to show ihe intent of defonilanl ! admitting it for ihe latter purpose, but
rejecting it for the former. That this doctrine
had been most satisfactorily demonstrated (he
could use no oth< r term) b)- the celebrated
Ju Ige Kent of New York, in his opinion delivered in the case of the People against Cro,s-

well, reported in 3 Johnson's cases 377, which
ojiinion was concurred in by ,Iudge Thomjiison
of ihe same Court; and, as far as was contended for in this case, exjnessly agieed tc by
.111,Ige Lewis, who on the general question of
truth being a justification had dissented f:<,in
,fii Iges Kent and Thomjison—that with all
this authority lo snjijiort him lie could not
doubt of the law—he a Imiiie 1 that the ca,se
of the Slai vs, Lebre iletermined iu ihi^ State
had settle 1 ..le jioiiit that llie trulh coiilil not
here be given in evi lence as a juilificalion,
hill he contended it went no firther, and that
what he reijiiired might be allowe.l without
imjiugniin;; that case.
But he siihinille,! it
to the belter judgment aud learning of the
Court.
The Attorney General in reply contended
that the truth could not be admitted even to
show the intent—his arguments Avill be found
in the speech reported herewith.
B®"" His Honor decided that accorlinej to
the common law adojile I in this S ate the truth
of a libel on a criminal jnosecution could not
be given in evidence eitlier in justification, for
it Avas no justification, or to show the intent,
for the jury were precluded from judging of
the inlent by any other means than hy the
natural import of the Avords themselves; he
therefore overruled the question projiose 1 by
the defendant's counsel to the Avitness as inadmissible ; and declared himself very averse
to hear even the testimony jiermitte I to be
given by the consent of the prosecutor as he
I tell
regarde 1 it as illegal, and should he
the jury
He regarded il as the province of
the Court lo decide whetber the juibli-jation
was libel, or not.
The jury were only
chargel with the ftct of publication and the
correctness of the inuen.los.
The Attorney General then callel Mr.
Mackenl'iiss, who tes'illed that he know ibe
Rev Mr, Hammet—that there was a division,
and his sect w.rs called the " Piimiiive Melhoilsts'"—lhal he jireached to ihem till he ilie.l.
On his cross exainination he sai,I that he ^v.is
with Hammet in his last illness^tlial he did
not know if he was brought lo his end hy
drink ; nor could be say Avhat bis disease w.is.
On being ai^ain queslione.-l by the Attorney
(Jeneral, he said that when Hammet was
about dying he said lie was goini; to Col anl
fjlory—that he seeme 1 to die like a Chri.'ilian.
Witness further testified that he Avas llammel's brother-in-law—he said he recollected
Mr. Hammel's dissolving; the society on Tuesday iii^ht, telling them lo dejiart, but saying
those Avho wished to stay Avith him might;
witness Avas one of those Avho remained.
The Attorney General then c^-.we in evidence
the Act of Incorporation of the sect (I Faust's
a d s 301) jias.seu '2Ist Dec. 1793, and closed.
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The defendant called Samuel Pilsbury, AA'ho
being SAv-orn testified that he had been one of
Hammet's congregation—was Avith him the
evening before he died—that he never saAV
! him intoxicated during his last ilhiess Avhich
lasted about a Aveek—that he had seen him
before disguised in liquor, but to say he was
drunk Avas saying a great thing,
John Darby Avas then sworn and proved
that be knew Mr, Hammet Avell, but did not
•see him during his last sicknes.$ Avhich lasted
about a Aveek—that if he Avere to judge from
sight and situation he Avould think that Hammet's last disease arose from intoxication ; but
not being present Avhen he died, he could not
tell if he died drunk.
Tbe defendant's counsel then oflfered in evidence tbe second vol, of Jud^;e Des.sausene's
Equity Reports containing the case of Coome
al alii v,s. Brazier and MatheAvs, and closed.
The Attorney General in reply called Benjamin Hammet, Avho testified that he could
recollect bis father's calling him to his bed
side at the time of his death, and kissing him
— that Avitness was then about ten years
old.
Mr. Moore testified that he AA'as Avith Hammet about an hour before he died—that there
Avas no appearance of such a thing as his behg drunk.
Here the testimony closed, and the defendant
by the permission of the Court, at the request
of the Attorney General, Avho had told the defendant he .should speak notAviihstanding, he
bad counsel, if it could be done; addressed
the Court and jury as folloAvs :
M-y friends—
^ It is now upwards of tAventy-fi^'e years
since I commenced my public itinerant career,
but never have I been arraigned at the bar of
justice as a criminal before this time!
I never saAV Mr. Hammet, I never kncAV
that he had a son until he Avas introduced to
me in the street in January last, on my late
visit. I never saAV him but t\A'ice; the latter
fime Avas, Avhen the high sheriff and Cajit.
Martindale and several others came to Duke
Goodman's to state his father's life and conduct.
According to their testimony, he Avas one
of tbe straiglitest and best of men, both in life
anlrfea(A,• for one had known him in Ireland,
and another in the West Indies, and the residue '-.ere; and one of them Avas Avith him
whc:. lis died—so that they made it " A P PEAR" that he Avas temperate, sober and
nappy when he died!
The first time that ever I heard of Mr.
Hammet Avas at the close of 1801, or the bepnning of 1802,—Avhen on mv passage from
New York to Georgia, a Doctor McCulloch,
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passenger, AA'as nlating to his fellow passengers concerning the talents of a Mr. Hammet
in Charleston, captivating the minds of the
people by his flowery gifts of oratory; and
the confidence the people had reposed in him,
to superintend the building of a Church, &c.
by their liberal donations, &c. and that the
draAving of the writings Avere made out in s.ich
a manner ashcAvould have the complete control during his natural life, let him behave as
he would, that they could not displace hira,
Avhich Avas duping the people.
After landing in Savannah, I retired to a
burying ground for retirement and devotion :
after which I inquired ior Methodists, and Avas
directed to Mr, A. C, then one of Hammet's
jireachers, Avho cordially received me for several days, aud opened his meetimg house for
me lo preach. At length he gave me to understand that he did not belong to the regular Methodists; in order to prepare my
mind for the cool looks and rebuts of the
Methodhsts, Av'hen they should find I had been
Avith him.
I desired to knoAv Avhat Avas the matter, for
your neighbors tell me you are a Methoilist
preacher? He replied that he belonged not
to the Episcopal Asbury Methodists, but to a
society connected Avith a Mr, Hammet, called
" Primitive Methodists," This was the first
time I had ever heard of this society.
After walking several hundred miles to the
interior, on my return to the North, I came to
Charleston to take shipping, and found my
handbills Avilh Mr. MaltheAvs AA'ho opened the
house for to preach or rather to fulfil an appointment for him.
In 1803 I Avas informed by one of Mr, H.'s
preachei-fi Avho received a letter from another,
that Mr. Hammet Avas no more, and that he
came to his end by DRINK—Avhich deeply affected my mind.
In January 1804, Avhen I came to Charleston, the circumstance on inquiring, how he
was in the last da5's of his life, &c, Avhether
he die! drunk? the ansAver Avas " I T APPEARS SO"—but Avhether they meant that
he died drunk, or that he came to his end by
drinking, I will not say, but it Avas then my
impression—bolh. But Avordsand phrases are
ambiguous ; and it is very difficult to communicate and inject into the mind of another, so
that they shall conceive just such an idea as
exists in our own mind; and hence they
communicate the idea in their OAVU Avords and
a still different idea is given, as the subject is
circumfused from one lo another. And may
not this be one ground cf mistake, mi.sconception and misunderstanding : and so give
rise to the disputes and jargons in the world ?
And this is one cauise and origin of confusion !
J,
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The circumstance of Alexander the Great, heaven, to the abode of the ble.ssed ! Is not
is apropos lo the point in band :—
this exemplified to our minds, if Ave Avalk into
'• The melancholy idea of apjiroaching deatli the church-yard and vicAV those epitajihs on
had laid fast hold on bis imagination ; every their tomb-siones, composed by their friends?
accident struck him Avith terror, and carried
Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, told of
an evil presage Avilh it. He became a do.vn- Ihe fire of two in the other Avorhl—he told
right slave to snjierslition, and Avas jierpetii- the name of one Avho was very happy, but
ally offering uj) sacrifices to render fate jirojii- had he told Avho the other Avas, it Avould, in
tious. and lo obtain the knowledge of futurity the view of some people, have been a libel.
To divert the constant stings of apprehenThe prejudice founded in the modt of edusion, he (mjiloyed his time in au uninter- cation, fixes the habit, and locates llie views
rupted course of fea<ting and DRINKItXfi, of most people in ordinary life. What ihey
Jiarticularly the latter, in Avhich he indulged are acciistomer. 'o, seems right—becau.se they
himself to such excess, that he thereby greatly are familiarized to it; but a diflx^rencc .«eems
accelerated his death. After having al one of ODD—hence their little reason Avill assume
these feasts already- drank to excess, lie re- ihe liberty lo condemn it, without proper
solved nevertheless lo empty the cup of Her- ground.
cules, Avhich contained six bottles. But he The Egyptians had a diflferent mode, adopthad no sooner swallowed il than he fell to the ed with some propriety to preserve and proground, and was sei/ed Avith a violent fever, mote posthumous fitme and moralize society !
Avhich quickly reduced him to the point of
" There Avas in Egypt one sort of trial altodeath.
gether extraordinary, Avhich nobody escaped.
"Finding that there Avas no hope of recovery It is a consolation in dying, to leave one's
left, he delivered his ring to Peidiccas, and name in esteem among men, and of all human
permitted all his soldiers to kiss his hand ! blessings, this is the only one of Avhich death
On being asked to whom he left his empire ? cannot rob us.
' To the most Avorth}',' ansAvered he, adding
"But it Avas not alloAved in Egypt indisat the same time that he foresaAv Avith Avhat criminately to praise all the dead. This honor
strange rites they would celebrate his fu- could only be conferred by a public decree.
neral."
The moment a man died he AAas brought to
Here it Avill be admitted Ihat " getting judgment. The public accuser Avas heard. If
drunk" or " drinking too much" or to excess," he proved that the conduct of the deceased
Avas the cause of his death.
had been bad, his memory AA'as condemned,
Here I Avill admit, that it is a medical the- and he Avas deprived of burial. The conseory, that a man cannot die drunk, unless some quence Avas, that the people admired the
other cause or circumstance intervene and lake power of the laAvs, Avhich extended to men
him off. W h y ? Because, drinking 'is a stim- even after death ; and every one, struck by
ulus, but dying is a cessation of action. example, feared to disgrace his memory and
Therefore, the thing must come to a medium, his friends !" There has been a similar pracwhen reasonwiW return; consequently, strictly tice ill some jiarts of Poland,
sjieaking, a man cannot die drunk—yet he
Let each have their due so far as it concerns
may die in conseijiience of drinking. The us ! But if my parents or ancestors Avere viabove Ave find was the case, according to ac- ciou.s, Avhy should any reasonable person concounts, Avith Alexander. He drank—reason demn me for their misconduct ? And on the
returned—he died! And Avho will attempt to other hand, if they Avere righteous, what am I
say that il does not " APPEAR THAT IIK DIED the better for their virtues if I am Avicked !
DRUNK," according to the common acceptation Every tub must stand on its own bottom,
and usual mode of expression ? To deny it whether it be oak, ash or chestnut.
Avould be a mere quibble about Avords.
I had an ancestor by the name of Adam,
And so with Mr. IL, his reason might re- and he took forbidden fruit ; Moses, in writurn, and he might repent like the thief upon ting, communicated it; my contemporaries in I
the Roman cross, when he cried, " Lord, Avhen .society, and brethren cursed theoldman; this
thou comest into thy kingdom, remember me" disturbs the public peace; the Bible Socie—the answer was, "To-day shalt thou be ties circumfu.se it—shall I not apply to the
Attorney General for a State Avarrant, and
with me in Paradise."
Most people wish the jiublic to believe that have them indicted for a "libel," and also ol>their friends, if they live like devils incarnate, tain a decree to suppress them in the land!
The same book tells about IS'oah, that he got
very Avicked and immoral, and even ashamed
of religion, and become persecutors of it here, drunk—and of the misconduct of king David
yet when they are dead, posthumous fame and Solomon ; Is not the Bible a LIBEL upon
must declare they Aveie very pious, and the them ? Also on Peter, Judas, and those
best of Christian.?, and are gone straight to PRIESTS that AA'ere HIGH and CHIEF? Is the
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New Testament a libel upon them ? Or rather,
is not the Bible a history, not of God Almighty
but of some of his most prominent dispensations in the afl"airs of mortals, tbat they maybe able to di.scriininate betwixt vice anc vir
tue, and be stimulated to order their line ot
conduct accordingly.
There has been many quotal'ons and reference in law here this day, most, if not all
of them,/omg7i.' But fe\A', if any, American laAVs have been mentioned here at all !
Common laAA', foreign and ancient. Permit
me to observe once more, common, foreign and
the most ancient I mean yonder BIBLE,
laying by the judge upon the counter.
Without it you cannot have a president or
juryman, or make a judge, or open a court.
It is a common rule, a rule of common practice—a rule of life to square our conduct
by, as Ave stand in relation to God and
man!
Tliat blessed book is faithful to tell the
truth, both good and bad—and we should inform
our minds, and behave ourselves accordingly
—as ye Avould that others should do unto
you, do ye even so to them, for this is the la,v
and the prophets. Or the law of Moses, the
spirit ofthe prophets, and the example of Jesus Christ; and that Avhich ye measure to
others shall be measured to you again !
This book, then, is the ba.sis and foundation
of our government, and the bulwark and safeeuard of our land. Hence, each one must act
his part aright, tbat he may come out safe,
and make a happy landing.
This involves the desires and motives of the
heart. And if a person truly desires to act
right, and turn his attention Avithin, there is
some test of truth in his mind that Avill preponder one Avay or the other, Avhich is right.
And a clear conscience is like a clear sky,
without a cloud, when the sun is shining iu
his strength—so you may clear your own
mind—by this upright attention ; for man
never feels guilty f'or acting and doing right.
Thus he meets the approbation of his own
jiulgmetit, and also may feel the Avitness of the
Divine influence testifying the approbation of
nis God ; Avhich is righteousness, and peace
and joy in the Holy Ghost.
Were it possible for me to recall the last
twenty.fi^-e years of my life, Avith an idea to
amend and lead the.m over again, I should not
vVishit; for it is uncertain,'considering Avhal
tneckercd scenes I have passed through, hoAv
intricate and trying has been the road, it is
.uncertain Avhether I should clear my conscience so Avell a second time !
And although the morning of life is gone!
[yea.^ the meridian i*! passed over! and the
w m n g shades come on apace—yet feel, by
ne grace of God, to travel on, to mee the ap-
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probation of my Goc, and close the journey of
life in peace, to gain the happy land !
When I entered Charleston in January last,
my appointments Avere given out—my arrangements Avere to be back to my father's in
April—but here I Avas stopped in my career !
A certificate Avas presented hy Capt. Martindale, from Mr. Benjamin Hammet, for me
to sign as the only condition or alternative to
prevent this persecution,-* and bind myself to
circulate it as far as my journal had gone,
Avhich was into the four quarters of the
globe.
I read, and looked, and thought the matter
over—to be stopped Avill be painful! To disappoint the people, and also frustrated from
returning to my aged father at the appointed
time ; Avhich the circumstance imperiously demands ! Capt. M. said, as the friend of old
Hammet and young Hammet, and my friend,
he shoi'.ld think, if I AA-ould not sign it, it
Avould be the duty of the young man to seek
and take that step in law, as his proper
remedy.
I told Capt. M,, as an honest man, I could
not sign it, and should not, for my conscience
would for ever harrow me, until I repented of
if, and made acknowledgment to God and man !
Therefore he might inform Mr, Hammet accordingly—and if he intended to take any
steps Avith me, he had no time to lose, and I
AA'as to be found at Duke Goodman's—Martindale left me with tears full of cryf—remarking that he had been the innocent cause,
by purchasing the book and putting it into his
hands ; that he Avould do my errand, and then
Avash his hands of the Avhole of it—I staid till
tOAA'ard evening, Avhen my companion wished
to go to Mr, GalushaAv's, and Ave Avent accordingly; and just before night the public's
humble servant came, and the rest of the history you know.
Considering Mr, Hammet's exalted and re- \
sponsible station in a ministerial point of vieAV,
Avhich is more important than that of the
President of the United States, Avhich sphere
is located for the time being : but the other
involves the eternity of m a n ; his everlasting
Avelfare.
Hence, viewing the danger to which we are all
exposed, it made deep impressions on my mind,
and excited that exclamation as a lamentation
from my heart and pen ; and intended as a
cautionary Avarning for others !
Such things are not confined to one society
in their biographical Avorks, but are to be
found among various. Look into Hume's
England, Gibbon's Rome, Rollin's Greece,
and Josephus' Antiquities of the Jews. Look
• See Note, page 634.

f Jer, xU, 6.
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into Church History, ancient and modern : see
llie Avritin;;s of the innocent and peaceable
Quakers; we find instances of apostacy mentioneii. and some awful deaths of jierseciitors,
Iik' etiitnitive justice, as a Avarning to others.
So .iie hisloiy of the Bajitists and others
mi!;;ht be cited, as Avell as the journals of
man\'—Fox, Wesley, and many others. But
of the various works that might be brought
forward, 1 will mention but one; and that is
the '•Methodist's Memorial," by Charles Atmore, Avho relates the death of many preachers; in pa;j;e 102, he mentions one Peter Dean,
who died in desjiair and great horror of mind,
saying he had commenced the itinerant
preacher only to obtain a rich wife—adding
God has i^iven me my desire, and His curse
Avith it, and now 1 aiii ruined forever—Why
did the aiithoi- relate this circumstance ? out
of " malice,'' to libel the dead ? common sen.se
says no, ,(\nd his OAVU testimony assigns the
reason, vi,:., '-That it may prove an everlastitig Avarning lo others."
I sav the same thing ! And I think Avhoever Avill read the book impartially, anil view
it in the aggiegale in its different bearings :
and then candidly speak their own ju-lgment,
cannot and Avilf not say that they think and
believe it was done Avith malicious intent.
An historian is not supposed to know the
facts himself, bul communicates them accordinj;; 'o the evidence he has, as given to him.
And in this case, as above stated, I never saw
Mr. Hammet. He, as an individual, never did
me anv harm ; and of course I could have no
ground for malicious feelings toward him.
But 1 received the impression through such a
channel as I conceived to be credible, that of
his jiieacliers, and might be relied on. Man
cannot believe Avithout evidence, neither can
he believe contrary to evidence, if he gives
reason fiir jilay, Man may ailinit a thing,
and yet not believe it. He may subscribe to
it from necessity, Avhich he Avoiild never have
done, had he been unfettered, and not traineled, Imt his mind left free! For the evidence
in Ins mind jirejionderates the other way !
Had 1 subscribed to young Hammet's jiajn-r, 1
miijht have escajied much trouble, in a qualified sense. But what must have been my
after feelings, if I Avas not hardened and calloused to all impoilant things? My conscience is lender! And had I subscribed my
name to that jiaper, I should have felt as unhappy as if I bad committed "perjiiiy," in a
moral point of vicAv; for I vieAv llie turjiitude
to be of the same comjilexion ; whether I call
God to Avitness to an unlrulh, by kissing a
book, or knowingly putting my band lo an
instrument of Avriting that I believe to be false !
The latter would be a record to future generations, Avhilst the other would expire Avith the

people noAV existing, being only a sound of
words!

Consequently, though I might have escaped
some present inconvenience by being dragooned into their arbitrary measu:-s from
their imperious demands; yet rather than to
suffer in my feelings the sting I know that
would follow, 1 had ralher suffer any inffictinn
Avhich this court might or jiossi'idy could direct, rather than to wound and destroy my
peace of mind ! Sweet peace is heaven ! But
a jirivation is hell ! And an awful pre^aa;e to
futurity—for I believe in a FUTURE JURO.^UKNT.

Hence I observed that Avhat I did, I generally Avished time for reflection, lo act judiciously and to act aright—ami Avlien I made up
my mind il Avas generally decisn c, aud I acted
accordingly
A few thoughts more and I have done.
To the juiy ! An oath is a solemn and a-vful appeal to (lod Almighty,
In all the i\Iosaic economy I do not recollect
of an oath's being administered but in one
case ; and tbat was Avhere a dispute arose betwixt two, aud no earthly power was adequate
to jiiili;e frtr the want of evidence—then the
oath of the Lord was belAveen them, and by
virtue of this oath, the matter was referred to
Go.l as the arbiter, justifier and avenger!
But ill modern times oaths are so common
that they have become, as it AA'ere, a mere
lorm, and are considered only a mere ceremony—apparently without vieAving and taking
into account the great resj.>onsibilitv. Therefore, Aveigh the subject well and take the thing
inlo consideration ; and make up y-our minds
and bring iu your verdict with au eye lo the
great day of accounts, to Avhich your oath extends.
S. Pnioi.EAU, counsel for the defendant,
then addre.ssed the Court as follows :—
May it please your Iionor,
Gentlemen of the Jury,
After the simjile and aflTecling appeal you
have just heard irom the deleii lanl him.self, it
may be thought iiniiecessary, if not jjresiiining
iu me to attemjit to say any thing further in
his justification. He has jilaceil his cause
ujion its true, and consequently only strong, |
basis, the intention which actuate.l him; and
from the ficts he has set forth, you cannot, if
you believe him, doubt of his innocence. But,
Gentlemen, the cause is only begun an I the •
law not yet developed. You are slill to be
addressed ou the part of the State by a gentleman emiiient for bis legal learning and persuasive eloquence ; and I shall be very fortunate if I can but anticipate the prominent
points he may take, and jiiepare you for their
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consideration. It ie at any rate my duty to
attempt it, and this must be my apology,
Happy shall I feel, if I can succeed in transfucing into your minds the opinions Avbich I
entertain on this mo,st interesting subject—a
subject not only interesting to the Reverend
defendant, noAv arraigned before you as a
criminal, out interesting to us all as lovers of
truth, of moialitv and of Avisdom.
Gentlemen—There is no part of the science
ofthe laAV Avhich is sc replete AA'ith difficulties
to the advocate as the doctrine of slander. So
various and contradictory have been the decision of Judges, and the opinions of learned
writers on this subject, that every lawyer
must be at a loss how to advise his client to
shape his defence. That ground Avhich by one
Judge would be regarded as conclusive of the
defendant's innocence, by another Avould be
rejected as inadmissible—that defence Avhich
to tbe common understanding of mankind
is un-ansAverable, to the astute mind of some
laAvyers is an aggravation of the crime. The
motive, Avhich alone can stamp an act xvith
guilt, is said to,be a legal inference that cannot be disproved, or exjilained.—Truth herself
is banished from the cause, or, if admitted,
changes her nature and becomes hostile to her
votary. These doctrines form part of a system
gcneiated in the dark ages of Engli.sh despotism, by a Court of most singular nature and
extraordinary poxver.?. It Avas a kind of criminal Court of Equit}'—destitute of a J u r y ;
compo.sed of Judges appointed by the king,
and holding their offices during his pleasure.
If not expressly constituted for the purpose,
the Court of Star Chamber, as it was called,
was Avell calculated to rivet the chains of slavery on the people—it xvas subservient to the
tyrant on the throne—his ministers or favorites
and their flatterei-.s—it lent its aid to exclude
from public investigation the evil conduct of
its adherents; until at length, when the light
of freedom began to dawn, it xvas abolished
for its intolerable abuses—its prostration of
justice, and its Avant of Avisdom. That Ave
should, in this enlightened age and happy
country, have adopted rules constructed in
sach a Court, in such an age, and for such a
purpose, is truly astonishing. But, Gentlemen, this is I'.ot the only absurdity attending
this branch of laAv. Th« crime for Avhich the
defendant is indicted, Avhen analysed, xvill be
found to consist solely in the mechanical operation of writina; down the Avords, and the act
of communicating the Avriting. The ideas
conveyed by the xvords are not criminal, Avhen
communicated by the organs of speech, as the
Attorney General ,A\-ill admit—no indictment
Avould lie for them, because no crime would
be committed by uttering them—no civil action
could be brought, because no damage per se,
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in the language of the laAv, can be presumed
from uttering them ! These vx-ords, or worse
—Avords Avhich might charge the rankest vil.. iiny to the prosecutor or his deceased father
and all his ancestry, might have been ajokeii
by the defendant to 10,000 hearers for 10,000
successive days, yet in legal contemplation he
Avould have been perfectly innocent : But if
the same words Avere reduced into writing and
shoAvn to only one person, no matter Avho,
then, says the laAv, you have committed a
crime of so dark a hue that you cannot be
Jiermilted even to explain the motive that induced tbe ac*. Your pretended or real innocence is no defence. If any man on reading
the Avords can discern that they imply censure
or ridicule, your crime is complete. You are
told you cannot explain or extenuate them,
because the gist of the prosecution is, that
whether your motive be good or bad, your
publication tends to excite others to a breach
of the peace, and therefore must be punished
by the laxv—that xvise laAV forgetting or overlooking that Avords spoken have as great if
not a greater tendency to excite to this dreaded
breach of the peace, as when Avritten,
This distinction has been xvell remarked •
upon by a late Avriter of much talent in the
folloAving manner;—"The same injustice and
inconsistency pervades the other branches of
the libel law
A distinction of the most absurd kind is taken between Avritten and spoken
slander, as if the same publicity might not be
given to the latter, and the same injury done
to character by its dissemination ; as if indeed
Avritten slander did not opera.te against character chieffy by its becoming in its course,
spoken slander. What can be more absurd
than to say that no oflTence is committed by
the most false and calumnious charges that
malignity can devise, provided they are not
reduced to Avriting? There is one thing if it :
be pos,sible, yet more absurd, and it is the
other distinction of the laAV, that the same
charges, xvhich if spoken, are not even actionable may change their nature, and become so
by being xvritten doAvn upon paper. We shall
not go through any of the old learning upon
these subtleties, because much of it is noAV
exploded and many nice differences are overlooked in spite of ancient and venerable names.
But it is still undoubted laAV, that a man's
character may be falsely attacked in the tenderest point upon thousands of hearers every
day for a year: he may be called a coward,
with all the details; a liar; a swindler; a
knave; and there is no remedy by action.
But if he is called a libeller, or if the slightest indictable offence is imputed to him, he
has his action. So if the least charge of any
sort is Avritten against him and shown to a
single person, he has his action. To proclaim
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in a public tnealre every night for a month tion of one Avho is alive, and thereby exposing
that a female of pure fame and high rank, has him to Jiublic hatred, contempt, or riilicule."
been criminally connected Avilh twenty men Holt on Libels, 73, This definition, is suffiand lo irive all the details of these fabricated ciently accurate for my purjiose, bul one
amours, gives no ri;;!it of action by our law; which in my ojiinion is more precise, comprenor is it an offence in any way cognizable,— hensive and elegant, is lhal given by the ilBut to write in a jnivate letter that she behav- lustiious (reneral Hamilton, though as he
ed ridiculously upon any occasion, is both sail v.'ith much diffidence after the embarrasspunishable as a crime and entitles her to dam- ment the great Lord Camden discoveiel on the
ages in civil action. No argument can recon- .subject, " A libel (says he, 3 John. Cas. 354.)
cile the mind to such monstrous deviations is a censorious or ridiculing Avriting, jiiclure,
from common sense ; no reference to general or sign, made Avith a mischievoiis and maliprinciples of classification can make ns over- cious intent towards government, magistrates,
l ^ok such juodigioiis inconsistencies."
Ed. or individuals," From these definitions it folRev. Vol. '27
So, Gentlemen, Sir .lames lows that a libel on the dead must be shoAvn
Mansfield. Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, to possess two essential qualities. First—it
Avho delivered the JirJgiTient of the Court of must be malicious as Avell as censorious. And
Exchequer in the case of Hailey v. Kelly, in secondly, it must be published Avith an intent
1812. is .said to have stated explicit!}' " t h a t to jirovoke the living. If either of these
had the distinction not been banded doAvn should be AA'anting, ihe crime according to the
through a scries of adjudged cases, the Court legal definiiion is not comjilete.—Now I do
never should have thought of asking it!'' Tell and e'er shall contend that in reason and law
me not. Gentlemen, that this only proves that the Jury and the Jury alone are the projier
spoken slander should be punished as Avell as judges of these constituents. It is their proAvritten. The criminal code is already suffi- vince to declare on their oaths Avhether the
ciently extensive,—The peace of mankind is publication be censorious and malicious, and j
already sufficiently jireserved by the law as it intended lo excite the family of the deceased
has heretofore stciod, and as it noAv stands. to acts of revenge. I would trust no Court
It calls for no amendment on this point except Avilh this poAver. In all criminal matters, I
that Avliich shall make it consistent Avith itself regard the right of every citizen of this coun—consistent Avilh common sense. If it be no try to be judged by his peers as sacred. As
crime x'erbally to proclaim the Avords to the long as he retains this privilege his liberty is
assembled Avorld, let it be none to Avrite and safe ; deprive him of it and the consequences
publish them. But Avhy, Gentlemen, do I are easily foreseen. But Gentlemen, can you
mention this distinction to you ? What, it may call that judgment Avhich is only exercised on
be asked, have you to do wilh it in this cause ? the fact of publication and the import of the
It is done solely to show you the absurd na- words Avhich cannot consider the motive ?—
ture of that Jiart of the svstem you .are called Avhich cannot investigate whether the charge
on to administer. It is done to show you that Avas fabricated by the defendant with malice
unless you cannot jiossibly avoid it, you and falsehood, or innocently published ? Avhich
ought as rational beings to refuse your sanc- cannot inquire into facts and circumstances
tion to the unmeaniiiLC jiropositioii that what that Avith all mankind would be conclusive of
is innocent, if sjioken lo miilioii's. becomes innocence!—Can you call that the exercise of
criminal Aviien written to one. Il is done to judgment in a Jury Avhen their veidict must
inform yon of what no man can deny, that the be formed Avilhout knowing either t!ie deteiidmechanical ojieration of Avriting a few Avords, ant's situation or intentions, although he olit;rs
(not the intention with which they are com- in Court to prove both ? All th.'.t I contend
posed,) is llie only crime of the defendant, for is that the law should be co'it.-i-.tent Avith
Avhicli, I imjilore you. Gentlemen, lo recollect, itself. Let the act, if it mu_-t be so, as in
you are now called on to lend your aid in other crimes and misdemeano-i; be r',gi.ided as
punishing !
false, as maliciou.s, as tendii.,' lo jirovoke, till
Having thus staled to you Avliat is the true the contiary be jiroved-to ihr.t I do not so
nature of the offence wilh \Ahich this Reverend much object, but in God'.T pr.ri.". suffer the
defendant is charged, I now beg leave to call proof tobe adduced Avhicii ihe defendant has
your attention to the legal definition of a Libel, to shoAv the legal inference of guilt to be erA late Avriler, draAving his inference from roneous. This seems so reasonable and con'Wood, Coke, Hawkins and others, uses the sistent Avith the usual course of tbe laAv that
folloAving terms:—"A libel is a malicious de- in some cases the Judges have alloAved it even
famation, exjiressed either in printing or Avril- in libel. In Holt on Libels, 243, il is extractiiii;, or by signs, jiictures, &c. lending either ed as a principle est.iblished iu four different
to blacken the memory of one who is dead, with cases there quoted, " Ihut the defendant ought
un intent to provoke the living, or the reputa- to show at the trial that he did not intend Ui
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scandalize, and that the Jury are judges quo say-s, (and as such trials often shovv,) they
accimo, this was done. One Avould suppose certainly have, the admission includes the
The Jury can have no poAver to act
this liad opened the door to every thing the right.
Permit me, gentlemen, to
defendant could urge in reason to satisfy the contrary to law.
Jury of his motive in issuing the publication. strengthen and adorn this part of my arguBut no: the Jury are confined to the natural ment by the opinion of Judge Kent, whose
meaning of the Ax-ords themselves, and the fame as a great laAvyer is not confined to the
Court will not permit the defendant to prove limits of his native State, or of these United
his intention ! The law Avhich in olher cases States, but is as extensive as the Common
presumes innocence till guilt be proved, in this Law itself, and xvill, I trust, be as imperishpresumes guilt, and shuts its ears to the con- able.
trary! So in another ca.se in the same book,
The reasoning of this celebrated Judge on
page 307, it is said to have been decided in thfs, as on all legal points to Avhich he directs
Coleman and Hatfield's case in NCAV York, his thoughts, is draAvn as well from an elaborate
that "if on an indictment for a libel it appear investigation of the Ancient Common LaAV, as
to the Jury tha* the publication AA'as not made handed down to us by our ancestors, as from
Avith a malicious intent, it Avill be their duty a deep insight into the nature of the human
to acquit the defendant." That these decisions mind. He Avas assisted in forming his opinare founded on a correct knowledge of the ion by a profound discussion of the question
Common LaAV I have no doubt. I am aware on both sides, by the most eminent Counselat the same tim.e that Lord Mansfield and lors of NeAV York, among Avhom Ave find Genothers have recognized the opposite doctrine, eral Hamilton, Clarum et venerabile nomen
and I cannot but lament the difficulty and em- gentibus, et multum nostrce quod proderat urbi!
barra.ssment in Avhich this departure from The result of this investigation is Avorthy the
principle has involved subsequent Judges, and deep p c u s a l of every lawyer, I can onlylate Avriters on the British Constitution. One read to y -lU * very small part, but it Avill be
of the most celebrated of the latter Avas De- enough fc. my purpo,se, I read from 3 Johnlome, a Frenchman, Avhose work is deservedly son's Cases, 364, the case of the people v.
held in high estimation, and is found in the Croswell. " The criminally of the charge in
library of every laAvyer. He expresses him- the indictm.ent consisted in a malicious and
^ self on this point in the folloAving language : seditious intention."
(Hawk lit. Libel, s, 1.
I "It is the sole oflice of the Judges (in prose- 2, Wils, 403, 1 Esp. Cas, 228.) There can
c'ltions for libels) to declare the punishment be no crime Avithout an evil mind. Actus non
established by the laAv: it is to the Jury alone facit reum, nisi mens sit rea. The simple act
that it belongs lo determine on the matter of of publication xvhich was all that xvas left to
law, as Avell as on the matter of fact; that is, the Jury in the present case, Avas not in itself
to determine not only xvhelher the writing criminal. It is the application to times, perAvhich is the subject of the charge has really sons and circumstances ; it is the particular
been composed Ijy the person charged Avitli intent and tendency that constitute the Libel.
having done it, &c. But also Avhether its con- Opinions and acts may be innocent under one
tents aie criminal. And though the law of set of circumstances, and criminal under anoEngland does not alloxv a man prosecuted for ther—this application to circumstances, and
having published a libel, to offer to support this particular intent, are as much matters of
by evidence the truth of the facts contained fact as the printing and publishing. (Wines
in it (a mode of proceeding that would be at- Eunomus. dial, 3, s, 53,) When an act, intended AA'iih very mischievous consequences, nocent in itself, becomes criminal, when done
and is every xvhere prohibited) yet as the in- Avith a particular intent, that intent is the madictment is to express that the facts are J'alse, terial fact to con,stitute the crime, (Lord
malicious, kc. and the jury at the same time, Mansfield, 3 Tr, Rp, 429, note,) And I think
are sole masters of their verdict, that is, may there cannot he a doubt that the mere publicaground it upon xvhat considerations they tion of a paper is not per se criminal; for
please, it is very probable that they xx'ould otherAvise the copying of the indictment by
acquit the accused party, if the fact asserted the clerk, or writing a friendly and admonim the Avriting before them, were matter of un- tory letter to a falher on the vices of his son
doubted truth, and of a general evil tendency. Avould be criminal. The intention of the
They at least would certainly have it in their publisher, and every circunistaiice attending
power." NOAV 'lis clear that the Jury cannot the act must therefore be cogni/^able by the
be said to have it in iheir power unless they jury as questions of fact. And if they are
nave it of right. They have no poAver, or | satisfied that the puolic'ation is innocent; that
even existence, but what the LaAV, Avhich | it has no mischievous or evil lender ry ; that
creates them, bestoAvs: and as soon as it is ] the mind of the writer vjas not in fault ; that
admitted that they have the power, as Delome 1the publication was inadvertent, or from any
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other fn««' uiis no libel, IIOAA can they conscientiously jnonounce the deleiidanl guilty, from
the mere fict of jiiihlication ( A verdict of
guilty cmhiaces the whole charge uiion the
record, and are the jury not jiiuinitted lo take
into eon.^i.ieralion the onl\' thin;.:; that constitutes the Clime, which is the malicious inlent?
To denv tin- jury the light of judging of the
intent and tendency ofthe act, is to take away
the sii!i.--taiKe, and with it the value and security of this mole of trial. It is lo transfer
the exclu--i\'e cognizance of crimes froi-' the
jiiiy to the court, and lo give the judges the
absolute control of the jiress—there is nothing
jieculiar in the law of libels to Avilhdraw il
from the jurisdiction of the jury. The twelve
judi:es. in their ojiinion lo the house of lor.ls,
(Ajiril nti'i) admitted that the general criminal law of England Avas the law of libel.
And by tlie general criminal law of England
the office of the jury is judicial—'• They are
the only judges," as Lord Somers observes
(Essay on the PoAver and Duty of Grand Juries, p. 7 ) "from Avhose sentence the indicted
are to expect life or death—upon their integrity and uiulei'slatuling, the lives of all
that are brought into judgment do ullimately
depend. From their \eidict their lies no appeal. They resolve both law and fad, and
this has always been their custom and jiractice." So in jiage 377 he continues, "Tliere
can be no doubt that it is competent f'or the
defendant to rebut the jiresunijilion of malice
drawn from the fact of jiuhlicalion ; and it is
consonant to the general theory of evidence
and the dictates of justice, that the defendant
should be allowe I to avail himself of every
fact anil circumstance that may serve to rejiel
that jiresumplion. And what can bc a more
imjiortaiit circumslance than the truth of the
charge to ileleiniine the goodness of the motive 111 niakiiiLC il, if it he a charge against the
competency or jiiiiil)' of a character in jiublic
trust, or III a candidate for jmbiic favor, or a
charge of actions iu whicli the coinmuiiily
have an interest and are deejily concerned '.
To shut out wholly the inquiry into the truth
of the accu.sation, is to abridge essentially the
means of defence.'' &c. &c.
Having thus, I hojie, from the highest
sources of the hiAV, satisfied your minds, Gentlemen, of your Jiower aud duty, 1 shall jiroceed to the indictment itsi-lf, and exjilain to
you its nature, and how much of it you are
to consider. It consists of two counts or sjiecifications ol the crime laid lo the defendant's
chai'ge, Tlie second count, after setting forth
tne Avoids published against the deceased,
Avith the innuendoes or exjilanalions of those
Avoids, according to the vieAv taken of them
by the atlorney general, docs not aver or
charge that they were jiuhlished and intended

to Jirovoke the living lo a breach of the
jieace, &c, bul merely lhal they ha.d a tendency to irritate the feelings of ihe family —iNow
lliat this is not sufficient is manifest, I'or a biograjihy of an eminent jiersou deceased may
be so meanly and poorly Avritten by a scribbler, as lo have a tendency to irritate the feelings of his lamily and yet contain nolhino
libellous. It is exjiressly laid down by Lord
Mansfield (in Cowji, 679) that the gist of
every libel, being that it is of aud concerniiig
a person, this must be averred in the inliclment, and iu the case of the King v, Toptitf, 4
Tr, Rji, 126, an indictment lor a libel on the
memory of George Nassau Clavering, Earl
Cowper then deceased, Avas, after verdict .set
a.side, because it did not aver that il was published Avith a design to bring contempt on the
family of the deceased and to excite his relations to a breach tf the peace. If this case
be authority, and 1 presume it is. il is directly
in jioint, and destroys this second count.
The first count therefore is the one which
alone is to be considered, because the intent lo
provoke, &c. is there exjiressly averred and
the words of the alleged libel, and the innuendoes are the same as in the other count. This
consideration involves the truth of the innuendoes and the innocence or guilt of the defenilaiit. And here I cannot but express my surprise at the construction Avhich my friend tbe
attoiuey general has put ujion the simple
words, '-1 find that he has gone to the Avorld
of sjiirits to answer for the deeds done in the
body " This, s.ays the innuendo, means that
"the said \Villiam Hammet was a wicked
man, who had departed this life, and whose
sou! had gone to answer to God and to be
punished lor the sins he had committed on
earth ! '' Now litis expression of the deleiidant's Avas but a scriptural mode of communicatins that the Rev. Air. Hammel was no
more. It was a quotation from the secoiul
ejiislle of St. Paul to the C'orinthiaiis, in which
the ajiostle announces to mankind the awlul
trial to which we shall all be summoned.
" For," says he. " we must all ajijiear before
the jiidgiiient seat of Christ, that every one
may receive the thimj;s done in his lio.ly, according lo that he halh done, whether it be
good or bad." This then must bo the lot of
all! No one is so good as not lo fear this
juilgineiil, or so presumptuous .is to hope that
he may escajie il! How then can the ajqdication of this insjiired text lo the ilecea.--e of
Mr. Hammet be tortured into a charge of
damning depiavily ? No, gentlemen, Avhatever may be innocently asserted of all mankind ma}- as innocently be averred of an individual,
Fhe next charge is, that his motives Avere
impure from too great a desire of popularity.
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Here the impurity of the motive is explained
to mean the desire oJ' popularity; and surely
it is not a malicious libel to Avrite of a citizen
of a free country like ours that he is desirous
of popularity.
For myself I know not a
much more glorious possession than popularity gained by virtuous actions. To obtain
the love of your fellow citizens for your usefulness, your intelligence, your firmness, your
honorable principles, your high-minded deportment, must be a source of the purest deli^ht. To desire it—to covet it—to aspire
ardently after it—is in itself detrimental to
goodness or greatness, provided the means are
woilhy of llie end. I'his simple charge then
unaccompanied by any thing else, is innocent
at least; but here it is said to be malicious
because 'tis followed by a charge of breach
of confidence respecting the meeting-house and
its incorporation wiih which 'twas said the
deceased made crooked work. Yet it is not
remembered that the very jiersons whose favor
is said lo have been courted Avilh so much
impurity and by such means, are the individuals whose confidence Avas abused by the
crooked xvork! Strange method indeed to
gain popularity, by treachery to the peojile !
But, (aenllemen, there has been quite sufficient
evidence before you, brought by the permission
of the prosecutor himself, to excuse, if not
completely justify, the defendant in making
these remarks. In the second volume of
Judge Desaus,sune's reports, is the case of
Coomb antl others v. Brazier and Matthews,
in Avhich the crooked Avork alluded lo Avas by
the Chancellors made straight. It appears
from that case, partly from the indictment
itself, and from som.e of the Avitnesses examined to-day, that a division of the Methodists look piace, and Mr, Hammet became the
leader of one of the jiarties. That his folloAvers determined lo sulxscribe and purchase a lot
of ground on Avhich to build a meeting-house.
That Mr. Hammet collected the stibscrijilions;
the lot AA'as bought and the house built. It
appears tbat Ihe'litle deeds of this house and
lot were drawn intrust lo permit Mr. Hammet
to preach there for life, and a Mr. Brazier
after his decease, and to authorize Hammet or
Brazier, Avhichever might survive, to nominate the future preacher for the Church, provided such preacher Avoald preach certain
sermons of John Wesley. That Brazier, after
tf J death of Hammet, took possession of the
meeting-house and sold it, not to a follower of
Wesley, but lo an Episcopalian clergyman,
by which the Methodists Avere actually expelled and locked out of their own church,
and Avere compelled to bring their bill in
eq'"ty to set aside the sale, AA-hich they succeeded in after considerable difficulty and expense. Now all this is undisputed, but it is
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triumphantly asked, how does it affect Hammet ! Did he make the deed ? Was he party
thereto ? Did he sell the church ? We answer no, he did not himself sell the church.
Brazier did it. But we say, though he did
not grant the land, yet he Avas a party to the
deed ; and that the defendant, from the circumstances, had most convincing reasons to
believe that Brazier Avas only enabled to sell the
church thus by the terms of the deed, Avhich
no other than Hammet could have jirescribed.
He AA'as, you Avill recollect, ihe head of the
division. He h a i the chief agency in the
whole matter. He possessed the entire confidence of his party ; but instead of securing
to them the property they had puichased for
so holy a purpose, ihe deed was so Avorded,
as to have it at law in his own jiower, and in
Brazier's should he stirvive, to sell the church
for his own benefit even lo a ditferent sect.
So susceptible, gentlemen, Avas the deed of
this interpretation, that the learned counsel
for Brazier and JVlattliews (one of whom was
the present Chancellor GailJard) contended
that by its terms the building might be sold
even to a Roman Catholic, if the tnvner. Brazier, please f. Could such terms have been
prescribed by the seller of the lot? ask yourselves, and answer for yourselves thai question. Place yourself in my client's place;
a Methodist preacl«er of the gospel tlius Axitnessing a large body of his fiiends dispossessed of the temple of their devotions, and
say whether you would not jirobably have
exclaimed Avith him, that it was a breach of
confidenca not to prevent a deed's being so
drawn as to destroy the interests of the true
parties ? Surely, tie Avho so loosely or criminally transacted this business, may be spoken
of as cognizant of it—as pioaioting i t : though
simple ignorance of ihe terms of that deed
would in itself have justified the charge. Tell
me not that the sale was set asi.le by ihe
court—this was not till alter the paragraph
Avas written by the defendant in his journal in
1804, and when it was yet uncertain Avhether
it Avould be set aside. But why was it set
aside, and how ! because the court thought it
never could liave been the intention of the
congregation to authorize any man to traiLsfer
them and their building lo another sect: and
it vvas set aside by the exercise ol the equitable and extraordinary poAvers of that court
Avhich always strives to do justice tempered
with equity; and is regardless of forms when it
can penetrate the substance. But, gentlemen,
the very act of causing or even neglecting to
prevent a deed to be drawn Avhich put the
congregation to the pain and scandal of having these things publicly canvassed in a court
of justice Avas crooked work and a bieach of
confidence. You Avill weigh the grounds of
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our presumjition or inference that Hammet himself up, hound hand and foot to the sacriregulated, or at any rate was cognizant of, fice,—The laAv, lis said, demands i l ! Bear
the terms of that deed ; for he Avas lire head in mind, then. Gentlemen, the disadvantage at
of the division, and ruled over all. If, Gen- which he is taken, and extend to him, for you
tlemen, the truth had been jiermilted to be ad- alone can, that protection Avhich the law
duced by the defendant, this part might have should offer.
been reudere.l as manifest as the oaths oi
But, Gentlemen, let us noAv take higher
Avitnesses could make it—but our lips are ground. Give to ti.e charges all the bitterneoi
sealed most cunningly, refuge is taken under the prosecutor wishes—make their, if you
the rule that truth is an aggravation of guilt please, slill more rancorous; y-,_; as you canin libel ; and all you can do is to infer from not find the defendant guilty, unless he had
the little light thai is permitted to shine on you malice against both dead and living, you must
from tills Equit}- Report. 'Tis however to acquit, for you cannot, 1 think, find such
my mind's eye light enough for our purpose ; malice here. The book Avhich is called a
blindness only can preveni your exclaiming, libel, is but the simple aud pious memoir of a
Avith the defendant, he did make crooked religious traveller, Avritten lo benefit his flock.
Avork ! there was a breach of confidence !
It is the history of his life. It details, in conThese charges being thus disjiosed of and secutive order, the occurrences that happened
the defendant being shown not to have fibri- lo him in liis painful pilgrimage—his joys and
cateJ them, the last and most important in the sorrows; his fears and hopes; his despair
view of the jirosecutor, is the following, " aw- and confidence, are recorded as they arose;
ful to relate, it appears he died drunk."
And the language is indeed simple, but it is unafhere. Gentlemen, you Avill observe that il is fected—and the style is not adorned by any
stated not as a fact Avhich came Avithin the other flowrels than piety and truth. Gentledefendant's knowledge, but as a rejiort: it ap- men, let me endeavor to show you the value
pears, he says, that is, it .seems, or it is .said, or of compositions of this species. There is,
it is reported he died drunk. This 1 only perhaps, no branch of human inquiry so immention to remove from your minds the im- portant as the knowledge of our.selv?s and of
pression that the defendant had asserted, as the each other. We are all tiavelling, to use a
libel chaiges, that he died drunk. Now the trite figure, on the same perilous road of life—•
prosecutor has sai-d, if this charge can be Ave have all embarked, as it is often termed,
proved, he is desirous that it should be ; but on the same ocean—we have all the same deshe confines the defendant lo testimony of tination—the difficulties and dangers Avhich
Avhat passed Avlien the hand of death bore on encompass us are not only great, bul innuthe deceased, when he Avas surrounded only merable-happy, thrice hajipy is he Avho is
by his family and a lady Avho is now dead. aware of and knows how lo escajie them ; but
In this jifcrmission there is great safety, for the the blessings of Heaven light on him AVIIO
defendant Avas not there, nor did ho ever see jioints them out to others. He Avho jiassed
Hammet in his life. When, however, Ave ask over this sea of human life, best knows the
uhether his illness was not caused hy iiilem- dangers he has encountered—-if he Avill but
jii-iance, we are stojijied! when we demand insiiucl us by his exjterience, he deserves our
if Hammet was not (ir/(//c/e^i lo strong drink, heartfelt gratilule. Let him but disclose to
-.ve are stojijied ! when we inrjuire if it Avas our view what the melancholy Young terms
not geiier.iliy believed that he was brought lo " t h a t h o n i . l sight, the naked human heart,"
his end hy il, v.e are slojipe.l I when we que.-,- and fiimiliaiize us Avith its innocence and selftion the witness, who saw him freijueutly just decejitions—its virtues an.l its vices—its
before his last conlinenient, did you not con- weakness and its power, and we must esteem
ceive, and do }ou not from what you saw, be- him our beiicfiiclor, Iu thi.s view alone,
lieve that inlemjierance was his last disease, as the dejiository of man's kniuvie.lL;o of
Ave are aj^ain slo|i|icd. This great jieimissiOn himself, is history useful. It is ajiparentdoes not exten.l so far as to enable us lo jirove ly bul the disgusting record of human deany thing else lint that Hammet literally tiled pravity and Avretchedness—it is a bloody
d'unk, whicli the defendant never asserted. catahigiie of battles—a scene where there is
He has a list of witnesses to jirove enough lo no practical justice, for villainy is generally
satisfy any reasonable man of his comjilete successful, and innocence sailers. But, Geninnocence in fabricating ihe report, and also tlemen, history is " philosojihy teaching by
of its prob.ible, though not absolute correct- example." She points out to nations and inness; but tlieir mouths are close-.l! The de- dividuals the miseries which fill the AVorltJi
fen.hint is denied the ju'ivileL;;e of proving him- and Avhich sjiring from ourselves—she lays
self guiltless ! He is led like a lamb lo the bare the very nerves and sinews of human acslaugtiter, and must be dumb before his shear- tion. Her object is lo besloAv iiappiness A\-ith
ers ! Helpless and defenceles.s, he must yield knoAvlcdge, and in this vicAV her services are
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invaluable—but her gifts are too often deceptive—her records too often false—you can
place but slender dependence on her veracity
-jt vein of truth runs through her pages, but
so adulterated by falsehood, that there is no
one who can point his finger to one part ai.d
say this is true, to another this is false ! The*}
who have experience in the occurrences oi
human life, in all its varieties, can alone tel.
how impossible il is to arrive Avith certainty at
truth! HOAV common u is for the most incorruptible Avitnesses to diH.'^r in their relation of
a fact! HOAV then can the evil of this be corrected? By one, and one only method. By
understanding the human heart you Avill acquire all that history, even if nothing but
truth could find a place in her records, could
impart. This knowledge xvould point out to
you with comparative certainty, the probable
errors inserted in the historic page as truths.
Experience—individual experience alone can
impart this knowledge; and the xvorks in
which that is treasured in its greatest purity
are biographical.—Biography is more authentic than history, for the writer (particularly
when he gives his own life) has the best
sources of information.—In this point of x'iew,
and 'tis perhaps the only one in Avhich he can
be so regarded, I have ahvays esteemed Rosseau a benefactor to mankind. He has, as
you well recollect. Gentlemen, published a
memoir of his life, which he calls his " Confessions." He there exhibits himself as a
Avretch, guilty of crimes against the helpless
and innocent so enormous as to plant thorns
in his dying pillow—he details the molives
which led him on, at their origin scarcely perceptible, but in their termination tremendous.
He thus Avarns us against the first, apparently
ittno.xious, deviations from trulh ;—and in(ireases our acquaintance xvith mankind, or
rather with ourselves.—NOAV had he concealed this fact, or perverted it, his testimony
would have been untrue and deceptive—
would you have desired this?—Would you
have wished him to have fabricated such a
Wography as this prosecution and the law of
libel would seem to require, and Avhich alone,
according to that laAX', would be compatible
with social duty ? Gentlemen, if you exclude
truth from biography or history, you take
Way all its value.—If you garble a life, you
Deprive it of its correctness. It is then Avhat
it purports not to be. W h y should you do
this? Why suppress the truth ? Because it
sometimes must inflict pain and censure ?
ffhy, that is not tht fault of history, but of
nan.
Show me the book xvhich relates nothing
out good of the person whose life it pretends
jo give, and of his associates, and I pronounce
U worthless. It is astonishing to n.e that on
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this account this book of the defendant should
be termed a libel ? Where is the biography
that is so free from such a charge ? Tax your
memory, and say whether all you have seen
are not replete Avith censure of the dead and
living ? Take the Avorks of the learned and
pious Johnson, the great moralist of his age—
the man of virtue and of Avisdom—he, xvhose
mind xvas one of the most perfect ever bestowed on the sons of men, and whose piety
Avas so profound that it bordered on superstition. Who dare charge him as a libeller?
W h o dare arraign him at your bar as a criminal ? Yet look at his life of Savage, his
early friend ; a man, xvho but for a mother's
horrid hatred, might have been the first poet
and gentleman of his age. He Ax'as, says
Johnson, the adulterous oflfspring of the
countess of Macclesfield, who abhorred him in
his infancy and blighted his youthful pro.spects ; Avho Avas so dead to the feelings of nature as to persecute him in manhood, and
Avhen tried for his life, in consequence of
being involved accidentally in an affray in
Avhich a man Avas killed, exerted her noble influence to effect his destruction! Oh ! barbarous, inhuman mother! Who, but for so AA'BU
authenticated a fact, could have credited thy
monstrous existence ? NOAV, Gentlemen, let
me ask if this narrative and the eloquent and
profound reflections it elicits from the biographer, would not have been at this day in this
place, regarded as libellous ? You feel that
they have draAvn doAvn upon that Avoman the
contempt and abhorrence of the world. Yet
at that day they Avere published fearlessly, she
being alive, and that too by a Avriter Avho had
not yet emerged from obscurity. And who
was she ? A woman of fortune, rank and
poAver 1 Surely the xvriter xvould have been
prosecuted by the laxv if the doctrine Avhich
noAV prevails had been settled by Lord Mansfield, or suspected by his predecessors to extend to biography. Fortunately for Dr. Johnson and virtue, Mansfield was not then oracular. But, Gentlemen, let us come down to a
later period. Take the life of Johnson himself, by BosAvell, xvhich has been so eulogized
by the xvorld. It is in a leg,al sense a libel on
a thousand persons, if to censure them for
vice or ridicule them for folly, be libellous.
Yet Avhat a literary treasure is it ? Let me
point your attention, however, to one or two
instances in point. You recollect probably
the dispute on the authenticity of the Poems
of Ossian, xvhich divided the literary world
at one period, 'Tis noticed by BosAvell, who
says Johnson always regarded the Avoik as a
literary forgery of M'Pherson, and did not
scruple to say so. It led to a dispute betAveen them, and almost to a personal contest.
It was terminated, however, by a letter from
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Johnson to M'Pherson, which Boswoll takes! it.? poAvcr, and is made to submit to its deI irrcat irliiv\' to himself for having obtained, j crees. Gentlemen, the most remarkable inand wiiii-li isj-eihajis as severe a pliilipjiicl stance of its veiia;eance on the person of a
or ca^ti.'.tiion as ever was inflicted in thai' Judge is taken from the quaint, but enlerlainform iijioii any on the face oi' the earth. No- iug life of Lord 'iiiilford, hy his brother, llo^',-r
tbini^ coull he more lilielloiis, according to the North. Lord (Jiiilford Avas contemporary of
mo lerii .•iere|itation of the term—nothing, in the detestable Jeff'ries, AVIIO, from the die;;s of
fact, colli I have had a greater tendency lo a society had been elevated hv his vic?s, in a
breach of the ji"ace ; and Avhat is quiie cer- vicious [vjre, first to the Chief Jiistireslon of
tain, nothiie.; woul.l have gratified Pii'l'herson the Iving's Bench, and then to the Woolsack,
so much as to have arraigned the writer at the as Lord Chancellor of EiiLcland ! North says
bar as a criminal, had he or any of his friends he was guilty of every sjiecies of meaniu-ss
dreame.l that such, a thing was practicable. and vice. A. fair rejiiitation had no charms
Th.en the great EnL:;li>h moralist would have for him. What men thought of him he dissiiii'-re I imjiiisonment. fine aud loss of rejiit- regarded, provided he retaiiie I his jiost and
ta;ion, fir e\|K)sing imposture and delving the rendered il lucrative. To do ibis he look
imjios'or! Hapjiily this doctrine was not bribes 'ui the causes he decided—and he comthen sulliji-^nlly mature.I by practice to be fa- mitted i\ ^quent tnurders under the sanction of
miliar; nei.her was it so when Boswell jiub- the law. In a word, he was a monster ; and
lishel the letter in his book, or the work might his death Avas worthy of him. His indilferhave been strangle I immediately on its birth. ence lo public ojiinion led liim to the indulIf it be >.ii 1 jM'l'hi-rson was compejalively oli- gence of his brutal temper on the bench tosciiie \»iial will he sail of the exposure of wards those whose misfortunes brought ihem
Lord Cliesieifiel.l in the same work ? He ei- before him for trial. One poor man in this
ilier jiioaiisel or was expected to jiatronise the situation was so terrified by his power, that
Diciionarv. hut he left the author to jiine in ujion being carriel from Court, he exclaimed,
want for tliat jiatronage which AVOUIII have that the law had no jiunishment equal lo the
cost bin nothing; ; but when the great book tenor insjiired by that Judge's ima'.;e; which
was about to ajijiear in the world, my lord, to he should never forget Avhile life lastel! Il
enjoy the repula'ion h" deserved not, pulled it hajipenel many years afler, that Jeffries was
olf in a ji'iiolical jiuhlicalion. Instead, how- oblige.I, from certain political commotions, to
evci, of a ilelicalion, he met Avith his just re- conceal himself. He entered into a porter
ward in a letter from the indignant lexicogra- cellar in London, in the garb of a sailor, and
pher, whicli has always met with aliniration, hid himself among some butts. The man
as well for its in lejieii.lent tone as its caustic whom his ferocious scowl had so terrified
severity. If-avensl what jiages of malicious many years belbi'e, accidentally entere I, As
inniiendos would that letter have furnished lo soon as he cast his eyes on the skulkin;;
the drawer of an indictment! Bul severe as wretch, he started as if he ha I seen a ba-ilisk.
it was, it escape.l jnosecution, nor was Bos- He rushed from the cellar—called in the mob,
well ever callel to an account for hamling it who seized ujion the Lord Chancellor, and
to the world, (jentlemen, I should never tore him to pieces! Awful catastrophe ! yet
c a - f , were I to detail to you half the worthy to he known as a les.son to otli-rs !
libels fill which the moral and literary liajipy, however, Avas it for juior I! i:^er .Nnrth
worl.ls are so i^ral'-fil, and which are foiinil that he livel and wrote before this dociriaeof
incorjiorale I in i.:very biographical work of the Common Law, as it is now teiaie.l, was
the least interest. You must jierceive the iin- known or jiracliscd. He w.is a ijoo I lawyer,
in -nse beiielil resulting lo soci'dy fiinn their and would not have run the risk of his piTpro nuli^aiion. They not only inlro.luce us to sonal safi'ly ha I he known tin- consequencps
each other anl ourselves, but they operate as which mii^lit result from the vengeance ol Jefa wholi'siene reslriunt ujion the vain and fries' posterity
wicke 1, an I a reward to virtue an 1 innocence.
But, Gentlemen, I can trespass on your ji.iPuli'ic ojiinion, (Jenllemen, is a censor that tieiice no longer. You must have come by
few can oiqiose—it furnishes the most power- this lime lo the conclusion that as every biogful incentive to virtue, an.l the most efficacious laji'iy contains censures on the dca I, an-I
prevenliv" of vire. Its ajiprobation warms sometimes ou the living: and as this must be
the Ill-art Avitli delight—its censure sears il so till men cease to be censurable, the only
to the quick. It keeps ihe dill'erent orders of questions left for your determination arc
men iu society within their proper orbits—it these; Is the publication in question bona
regulates in this country the lowest as well as fide? Is it sufficiently xvell authenticated to
the hi'j;hest. The accused and the Judge who excuse th; writer iu recorling the fact comtries him, are equally under its influence. He jilained of; or has the censure arisen from his
who disvegatds it, at length falls a victim to own heated am. ce .sorious imagination, and

been maliciously embodied in his xvork ? persons " if he knew Jesus Christ ?'' The
These, Gentlemen, are fortunately easily an- man hesitated and then lejilied " he did not
s'svered in the present case by a reference t^ know Avhere he lived !'' The preai her supthe object of the book itself and its executioi . posing that he had been iriisiinder'^tood, reWhat then is it? The history of the defer, peated the question, when the man readily rodant's .lie, in the form of a journal, publisher, plied, " H e knew no such jier.son in thoti.e
many years ago, and but lately brought here j)arts !" It can wilh difficulty be credited that
This idea of keeping a journal is not novel. an adult in a country where the rudiments of
It seems lo be in some sort a practice among education are so universally langht; ivhere
the travelling preachers of the Methodists, It there is scarcely a man, Avoman or child of
was introduce! by their founder W e s l e y - 12 years, Avho cannot and does not lead, should
adopted by his .rother Charles Wesley—fol- be so ignorant as never to have heard the
lowed by Whitfield, (Avho travelled through name of the Saviour of mankind ! But, Genpart of this State as xvell as defendant, and tkmen, 'tis to these the Methodists go—to
part of whose journal I have seen) and by these they preach ; and thus they convert the
many others xvhose labors in that ministry moral Avilderness into a garden. The blesshave been great. These journals. Gentlemen, ings ihey confer on mankind in America are
areas well calculated to do good as their ser- known to us all; and their beneficial labors in
mons—perhaps they sometimes do more good. England have lately been so eanliily acThey penetrate where the voice of the preach- knowledged by a Avriter in the Quarterly Reer never sounded—they excite the curiosity as view, which is a high church publication, that
Avell nf the idle and frivolous as of the pious ; I think it my duty to read it to you, "But it
and who can tell Avhal benefit may- not often is not as Ave have alreaily observed by the
result from precept illu.strated by example, un- numbers of the professed Methodists alone
obtrusively oflfered ? One word or sentiment that we must estimate the moral effect Aviiich
at a seasonable moment may kindle reflection they have produced, and are producing among
in a mind previously vacant, and lead to the Christians—The religious ferment first excited
hapjiiest consequences—one ray of consola- by their preaching has extended far beyond
tion from above, gilding the gloomy prospect the visible bounds of their society. Il has
of the journalist, and recorded Avilh pious stimulated the clergy to greater seriousness
Eialitude, may render lustrous the path of a and activity in the discharge of their funcdesponding reader! One argument or even re- tions ; it has set the laity on thinking for
mark may strike a holy conviction on the themselves; it has as an incidental consequence
heart of innocent faith staggering under a load of the rivalry of hostile sects (roused by the
cf dnuht. I cannot. Gentlemen, but regard neAv phenomenon to the practice of new
these journals as most useful to those for means of popularity) forwanled lo a degree
whom they are designed. They are indeed iicver jireviously contemjilated, the education
but one mean, but I must think a most power- aud religious instruction of the lower classes;
ful one, adopted for the propagation of Chris- il has ojiposed among those classes a mighty
tianity, which has undoubtedly been greatly and countervailing princijile to the poisonous
extended by the labors of the Methodists, ffood of modern jihilosojihy. It is obvious,
lhal sect is not satisfied Avith (lis,seininating even to a careless observer tbat religion is
its faith in its immediate neighboihooJ, but it more in the minds and mouths of men than
has a restless activity which leads it to the ex- formerly ; that a greater curiosity is excited
tremities of the Avorld at every hazard and by its discussion—aud amil all the vices
privation. The people of the most populous which a long Avar and a luxurious cajiital, arwl
cities and the inhabitants of the borders are a rencAved intercourse Avilh foreign nations
equally objects of its care. Even the savage have produced in the two extremes of society,
Hottentot is not neglected. There are tens of the majority are, on the Avhole, less ashamed
thou.sanils who never heard the Avord of God of, and more attentive to the outward appearexcept from itinerant Methoilist preachers. ances of piety than they seem to have been durThere are tens of Ihou.sands destitute of church- ing the preceding century," &c, (47 number,
es and of pastors, like sheep Avithout a fold and page 3,)
I'ithout a shepherd, ready to be devoured. The
But it may be said, xve acknoAvledge a'l
.profoundness of this religious ignorance Avill this, but it is little to the purpose. Why did
perhajis be better perceived Avhen I mention to not the defendant omit this censure ou his
'iVou an anecdote related by Southey in his journal ? What good can it do to record this
life of Wesley. He says that a preacher in fact ? The answer, Gentlemen, is obvious.
travelling throng • the State of Delaware met It was an occurrence that met him in his way
4 man on ihe roa with Avhom he entere I ir'o th-ough life. It vvas a part of his history.
tonversation. In the course of it he inquired H> sought it not—it ran against him—He
TO a ma ner sometimes adopted by religious heaid it—he believed it—he xx-as hurt tU it.
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for it reflected on the ministry to Avhich he belongCvl ; and he theiefiire recorded 'u—He had
goo.i reason lo believe it true as I have shown
you, and as I could convince you, if doubt remainded, had I the privilege of examining the
Avitnesscs IIOAV in court. Take it then for
granted to be true, and let me in turn ask if it
Avas not indeed incumbent on him to notice
the conduct of one of his own persuasion as a
Avarning to the rest ? If he had mentioned
Hammet and concealed the facts he himself
migtit have shared the public censure, and he
Avas obliged to mention him, or his journal
xvould not have contained the truth. It is a
sort of history of Methodism in those places
which he visited. He came to Charleston,
and let me now ask hoAv could he Avilh veracity have omitted to notice the divisions among
the j\Iethodists—the breach of confidence in
the title deeds of the meeting-house—the unxvorthy life and aAvful reports of the death of
its ruler ? I look on this act to be nothing
more than a matter of admonition to other
Methodists ; as a part ofthe discipline of their
sect, NOAV Avhatever is so cannot be regarded as a libel, for in it there is no malice. This
has been ruled to be laAV in the case of Mary
Jerom, a Quake;-, Avho was publicly read out
of meeting for non-conformity,—She prosecuted the clerk of the meeting for a libel and he
was found guilty (for under the proof alloAved
that of course must follow) but the Judges set
aside the verdict as il Avas no libel. Holt on
libel 230, note—King v. Hart, 2 Burn's Eccles,
Law 779)—Il is indeed surprising that there
should be any doubt on a subject Avhich the
light of the law (as its analogies are termed)
renders so manifest. If you think that the
publication of what the defendant regarded as
the.truth, connected with his life, be a matter
oi conscience, you cannot term it a libel. The
laAV resjiects the scruples of conscience, it
puni-slics not the truth; nor can it ever regard
the exjiosure of vice and immorality as censurable. Why, Gentlemen, a much less motive Avill justify the jiublisher of such a charge
or one much heavier. In ihe very laAV book
I have been permitted lo read to you as a part
of mv client's ilefence,(2 Des. Rep. 483,) it is
stateii that the Rt v. i\lr. Mattbe'.vs, a defendant
in that case in his answer swore that the Rev.
Mr, Hammet in a fit of intoxication drove him
and Alunds out of church. Here there Avas a
charge of drunkenness against Hammet (then
decease,!) made on oath, reduced to Avriting,
published in a book Avhich is daily used; but
no prosecution Avas ever thought of for il—
Why was the Chancellor Avho published this
book permitled to escape the fangs of the laAv ?
Avhy are the laAvyers Avho now own, read,
quote and lend this book not prosecuted ?
Because, Gentlemen, it is not malicious—be-

cause it is ; beful to mankind that trials should
be recorded. Now, let me demand, is biography less useful ? Is the religious observation
and censure of the vicious not as beneficial
as the musty report of a laAv suit ? Why
" there are cases," says old Barrington, the legal antiquary, " Avhen good service may be
rendered even by libelling:" and I may say
there are cases Avhen good service may be
rendeied to mankind by a true publication and
proper censure of the vices of public men;
Jiarticularly those Avho should be eminent for
their virtues. They of all men deserve most
the execration ofthe public for their Avickedness ; and he Avho brings them to justice is a
benefactor. What Avas the situalion of the
Rev, Mr, Hammet? a public teacher of religion. His congregation, indeed the Avhole
sect of Methodists had a deep interest in his
conduct and character.
He was placed at
the head of his division as a burning light,
and .should have illuminated the path of his
folloAvers.—His example if bad might have
been deadly, and his people should have been
informed of it—If his life had been good, the
untrue slander Avould have soon fallen to the
ground, poAverless and contemptible.
Gentlemen, This is the first instance of a
prosecution for a libel on the dead that has
occurred in this country as far as I can discover; I hope it Avill be the last. Its very
novelty forms an argument against it—It is
unsuitable lo our state of society in these
United States—-We here regard the character
of the dead as a matter of history—It is a
legacy left by them to mankind as an example
or a Avarning—It has been and ought ahvays,
and every where, to be so regarded. If you
deprive historians of their privilege and duty
of recording unpleasant facts and confine
them to ffattering representations of human
character, you render their productions worthless. Vices as Avcll as virtues must be portrayed. What historian ever scruple! to do
this, hoAvever exalted his OAVU or the character
of the subject he delineates ? Even Avriters
of less dignity than historians—those Avho
furnish ficls for history scruple not in this
matter. Look at the last Avork of the celo
liialeil Doctor King, of Oxford, Avhu in the
76th year of his age, Avhen Avaitin;;; for that
moment, so near at hand, that Avas to carry
liim before the Judgment seat of his Creator,
passed his leisure moments in recording memorials of his friends and contemporaries,
who Avere then no m o r e - S e e what he saya
of Sir Robert Walpole, the premier of England. " H e Avanted (says Dr. King in his
Anecdotes, page 31) to carry a question in the ' i;j:
House of Commons, to Avhich he knew there
Avould be great ojiposition, and Avhich Avas
disliked by some of his oxvn dependants. As
_
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he was pa.ssing through the Court of Requests, he met a member of the contrary party,
whose avarice he imagined would not reject a
laro'e bribe. He took him aside and said,
"Such a question comes on this day; give
me your vote, and here is a bank bill of
£2000," which he put into his hands. The
member made this an,swer: " Sir Robert, you
have lately served some of my particular
friends; and xvhen my wife was last at Court,
the king was very gracious to her, xvhich
must have happened at your instance, I
should therefore think myself very ungrateful
Iputtin" the bank bill into his pocket) if I xvere
to refuse the favor you are noAv pleased to
ask me." Now it may be replied to this, that
Sir Eobert Avas a Minister of State and fair
game. This could easily be ansAvered—but
see what the same writer says of his friend
Pope, whom he accuses of the same practice
which the defendant published, was reported
of the prosecutor's father as leading to his
death. "A man, says he, (page 20) Avho has
contracted the pernicious habit of drinking
drams, is conscious that he is taking in a
slow poison, and therefore he Avill never OAvn
it either to his friend or his physician, though
it is visible to all his acquaintance. Pope
and I, with my Lord Orrery and Sir Harry
Bedingfield, dined with the late Earl of Burjngton. After the first course Pope grcAv
aick, and went out of the room. When dinner Avas ended and the cloth removed, my
Lord Burlington said h , would go out and see
what was become of Pope. And soon after
they returned together. But Pope, who had
been casting up his dinner, looked very pale,
and complained much. JMy Lord asked him
if he would have some mulled xvine, or a
g.las8 of old sack, which Pope refused. I told
my Lord Buriington that he wanted a dram.
Upon which the little man expressed some resentment against me, and said he would not
taste any spirits, and that he abhorred drams
as much as I did. However, I persisted, and
assured my Lord Buriington that he could not
oblige our friend more at that instant, than by
ordering a large glass of cherry brandy to be
Mt before him. This was done, and in less
tban half an hour, Avhile my Lord was acIj^inting us with an affair which engaged
'*r attention. Pope had sipped up ail the
'randy. Pope's frame of body did not prorase long life; but he certainly hastened his
iim by feeding much on high seasoned dishes
niidnnking spirits." You thus see that this
cfiafge was quite as heavy, and coming from
™ T*rt«r it (lid, from an intimate friend,
much lieavier, than that made against the debased by the present defendant. One more
JBstanceof the same kind from the same book
ifi 23) and f have done, though there are

others there as strong. " The last time I
dined Avith Dean Swift, which was almost
three years before he fell into this distemper,
which totally deprived him of his understanding, I observed that he Avas aflTected by the
wine he drank, about a pint of claret. The
next morning, as Ave were xvalking together
in his garden, he complained much of his
head, Avhen 1 took the liberty to tell him {for
I most sincerely loved him) that I Avas afraid
he drank too much Avine, He xvas a little
startled, and answered, ' that as to his drinking he had always looked on himself as a
very temperate man; for he never exceeded
the quantity Avhich his physician had alloxved
and prescribed him.'
NOAV his physician
never drank less than two bottles of claret
after his dinner!" Pray, gentlemen, observe
that Dr, King avers he sincerely loved him ;
out nis publication .shows he loved truth
more. This, hoAvever, is favorable in comparison Avith the exhibition of Swifi's character by one of the late revieAvs, He is there
accused, and as far as I can judge, most justly,
of being the murderer of IAVO extraordinary
Avomen, whose only offence Avas loving too
much so selfish a wretch ! Little did these
Avriters imagine that their details xvere criminal by the laAv ! and that they were subjecting
themselves and their pi'inters to condign puni,shment, should information be lodged against
them for their Avorks! Little did they suppose,
though most enlightened men, that the law
Avas so far behind the human race in Avisdom
as to harrOAV up their feelings by a public
prosecution, coupled with the epithets of false
and malicious, for acts of kindness;—for attempts to instruct and inform ! oh miserable
reward for Avell intentioned labor !—AX'retched
recompense for benefits conferred :—
But, Gentlemen, this book of the defendant
cannot be regarded as a libel by you for another and most decisive reason. It was not
published by the defendant to bring contempt
on the family of the deceased, or to excite them
to a breach of the peace. This point I have
touched on before, in order to show you that
it is what laAvyers term the gist of this pro.secution, or in other terms the soul of the action.
If this be not proved to exist the action dies.
You Avill recollect that I have proved lo you
from the case of the deceased Earl Coxvper (4
Tr. Rp, 126) that it is necessary to aver in the
Indictment that the publication Avas intended
to provoke the living, and it is a genereJ rale
in pleading that Avhatever must b-e averred
must be proved. To this conclusion Chitty
comes in his Comments on Cowper's case, (see
3 Chitty Crim. laAV, 868) and indeed every legal mind must arrive at the same result; for
if the averment be material it cannot be regarded as immaterial or surplusage, nor can it
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be rejected. It must, therefore be proved, for
you cannot presume a material fact against a
defendant, or lake that as admitted which
would be tantamount to ptesuming guilt a:
once, and would save the necessity of any
proof on the jiart of the jirosecution. Now
you \\i\\ observe that no proof of this fict is
even jireiended to be in existence. But llie
Attorney General leaves it to inference drawn
from the language of the alleged libel, whether
it Avas not thus intended by the defendant ?
Even however tested by that criterion the
proof is insufficient, for the family of the deceased is never once mentioned, or in the remotest manner alluded to in the jiuhlicalion.
Indeed if any thing could render this plainer,
it Avould be what is proved to you by the
prosecutor himself, Avho is one of that family.
At the time of his fathei's death he Avas the
elde-t of his IAVO children, and xvas in his
tenth year. The first jiart of the charge apjiears hy the journal to have been Avritten 22d
March, 1803, when Hammet Avas alive, and
the latter just after his death, in Jan. 1804.—
Now could this defendant have felt any malice
against these children Avhom he never saw
and never heard of? Who can credit it ?
Could he Avish to excite two helpless infants
to a breach of the peace, or to bring them into
contempt and hatred ? Is he alone of all the
sons of men lo be presumed to act Avithout a
motive ? And if not, point out, I pray, an adequate motive for such a proceeding ? Gentlemen, it is no Avhere to be found, for it never
existed. These infants were unknown to him,
when he Avrote his journal and when his book
was printed. He did not publish it here till
he sold a copy from necessity last January.
It was Jirinted first in Europe, and then iu
1.510 in Philadelphia by others, not himself.
Have these children then any right to complain
of any injury to them? And if they do, ought
they not to prove it to your .satisfaction, before
you find the defendant guilty. Pie has a character to sujiport as Avell as others. His is verysacred, for he is a Minister of the Gosjiel of
Ch'i.^t, and reputation is as dear, at least, lo
him as to any man. Stain it not, I beseech
yijii, by an inconsiderate or unjust verdict.
Reflect well before you act, and judge of the
question submitted to you upor. the only princijiles Avliich law and common sense unite in
furnishing.
They exclaim—take out this
boo.k Avith you—examine its contents—-mark
the course of life it delinea*;!j—criticise its
jirinciples and tendency. If you should then
discern that the Avriter with a malignant spirit
has converted a pretended journal of his life
into a vehicle of falsehood and calumny to
debase the innocent posterity of the deceased,
inflict on him without scruple llie heaviest
penalties of the laAv. He should not be .spared.

Gentlemen, who can Avilhout remorse expose
the ashes of the innoceiil dead, either to ins ill
the living, or lo gratify his hateful in-^tincts.
But if you should see recorded in thai book
the jiious labors of one who ajijieai* lo have
devoted himself to the service of his ('-.•)•], according to the dictates of his o-.vn conscience,
as regarilless of the allurements as of the coiitempt of the world ; if you shall ob>erve liim
often Avhilst in aflliction and sore ilistress:
whilst sleejied to the very lips in poverty, and
suffering under excruciating disease of body,
piously and re.^tgiieily looking up lo Heaven
for that comfor xvhich in affiiction Heaven
only can beslow ; if you sliall oli-^erve that
his whole life has beeti one of sufl'erinic—of
self-denial—of disinterestedness—of piety and
of charity—if, in short, you shall see, Avhat
others undoubtedly see, sinceiiiy, trulh and
holy confidence, however alloyel bv jieculiar
but not Avicked opinions, jiervade that work,
you will not, then. Gentlemen, call him a
libeller. Should y-ou, notwithstanding, do so,
his Avhole life and character Avill falsifv your
verdict. But, Gentlemen, such a verdict can
never be found—if you think of this book as
I do, from the parts I have perused, you Avill
then esteem it a faithful narrative of the defendant's life and feelings—Ilis trials and opinions—his habits and sentiments. You will
then see much to approve, and be, I trust, satisfied both of its innocence and usefulne-s, in
the sphere for which it Avas intended and in
Avhich it circulates.—Perhaps, Gentlemen, mv
exjiressions may be too bold, bul I think upiw
attentively considering its object and the litepaints you Avill agree that so far from his !i.>.
ing ashamed of his ji'ork—so far from lus deserving punishment for it—at the i;reat day of
judgment, Avhen the trumpet shall soun,I. and
the dead shall be raised, and man shall be
summoned before the aAvful tribunal of his
Creator to account for the deeds done in the
body, the defendant may walk erect fioin his
jirison-liouse, and bearing this lecord ol his
life and fiilh iu his hand, olli-r il witn a holy
but trembling confidence at the lootstoo! ot lli-^
God, saying, Judge thou thy servant. Cii Father, in mercy, according lo ihese his works!
As the defendant's counsel concliule,1, the audience, Avhich was very crowded, burst out into
applause. After the tumult had subsided, the
Judge addressed the peojile, and idiscrvi to
them that he felt hiin,self consirained lo a tice
the gross impropriety of their conduct. Thai
however richly the counsel mii;;hl haA'e de-;
served their plaudits lor his eloquent defence
of the defendant, the manner in Avhich ihej
had testified it was highly censur.ible. It ii
the first place disturbed the regulanty and » '
der and decency of a Court of Justice, ant

was a contempt. But it did more, for it had
a tendency to influence the verdict of the Jury
by the manifestation of public sentiment, and
thetefore could not be endured. He therefore
cautioned them against ever trespassing in like
manner again, or they should be more severely
noticed.

ROBERT Y , HAYNE, the Attorney General,

rose and addressed the Court as follows ;
May it please your Honor,
IT is Avith unfeigned reluctance. Gentlemen
ofthe Jury, that I find myself compelled by
official duty to bring forward this prosecution
against Lorenzo Dow,—To know that he has
spent his days in the service of religion, is of
itself suflicient to command our respect and
ctdte our sympathy—-whilst his total disregard of wealth and his present circumstances
and situation in life seem to place his character above the imputation of interested motives
—against a man so lowly and humble in his
garb and appearance, so mild and inoffensive
in his manners, can it be possible that any
liberal mind could cherish prejudices, or harbor animosity ?—It is not to be apprehended
I then, that any bitter and hostile feeling will
' be permitted to mingle with this investigation.
May we not rather fear that you may feel disposed, Gentiemen, on account of his poverty,
age, and peculiar character, to exempt him
ffom the operation of those sacred principles
and maxims of our law, which next to our
holy religion ought to be preserved pure and
inviolate—But let me tell you, Gentlemen,
that the law is no respecter of person.s—no
individual is so exalted as to be beyond the
teach of its power—none so humble as to be
below its notice—it extends its protection and
applies its sanction alike to the rich and the
poor—the humble and the poAverful — the
meanest beggar in our streets, and the Judge
iipon the bench are equally subject to its authority, and it is impossible for any one to
emancipate himself from its control. The
peculiar habits and opinions of Lorenzo Dow
eannot therefore be suffered to exonerate him
"°™ those wise and wholesome rules of law
which were established by our ancestors, and
w e been sanctified by the e.xperience of ages.
I call upon you. Gentlemen, in the name of
™ state, I invoke you as you regard the
eternal principles of justice, to discard from
jpur bosoms any feel ings/or or against the
accused which may be calculated to mislead
your judgment in this important inquiry,—
justice requires this, and I know " y o u will
»»ptice for truth's sake and your con-

I shall noAv proceed. Gentlemen, without
further preface, briefly lo explain to you the
law applicable to the case before you. In doing this permit me to request that you will
not hastily and prematurely ajiply those principles to the case of the defendant; I xvish
only at this stage of the argument to fix in
your mipd the rules of laAV applicable to cases
of libel in general, and it will be time enough
to apply those rules to Mr. DOAV, xvhen we
come to examine the facts of the case, nor let
it ever for a moment be forgotten, that by the
humane provisions of oui' law, every man is
presumed to be innocent until his guilt is made
manifest
One of the best definitions of a libel to be
found in the books, is given by HaAvkiiLs, and
is adopted by Chitty, the most approved modern writer on Criminal LaAV, He defines a
libel to be (see 3d Chilly's Criminal LaAv,
p, 867,) " A malicious defamation tending
to blacken the memory of one who is dead, or
the reputation of one Avho is alive, and to expose him to public hatred, contempt or ridicule ,"—Let us hei e consider, 1 st. What is u nderstood by "a defamation?"—2nd, What is the
legal import of the word " malicious ?"—3d,
Whether the truth can be set up in justification of a libel in case of a criminal prosecution ? 1st, What is " a defamation ?" As the
very term itself imports, it is that Avhich
tends to defame or take aAvay a man's fame
or reputation. It is not necessary, to make a
Avriting defamatory, that it should impute a
crime which might subject a man to punishment, or an infectious disease, which might
exclude him from sosiety, nor indeed any specific fault or defect. That Avriting is defamatory which tends in any degree to hold a man
up to ridicule, contempt or hatred. The author above quoted, lays doAvn the rule as follows :—"In order to constitute a libel it is not
necessary that any thing criminal should be
imputed to the party injured, it is sufficient if
the Avriter has exhibited him in a ludicrous
point of vieAV, has pointed him out as the object of ridicule, or disgu,st, has in short done
that which has a natural tendency to excite
him to revenge; words become criminal if put
in Avriting so that they tend in any degree to a
man's discredit." This doctrine is fully supported by the folloAA'ing authorities :—2 Wilson, 403, Bac abr. Libel art, 2, 4 Taunton,
355, 3 Campbell, 214.—2d, What is the legal import of the Avord malicious ? It is certainly one of the greatest excellencies of the
law, as a science, that many technical terms
have been adopted, xvhich are so clearly defined in the books and their precise meaning
so well settled that they could not be misunderstood. Language is in many respects so
va-gue that learned men are often led inlo con-

troversies xvliich Aviien sifted lo the bottom
are tOund to arise liom a difference in terms
merely; and Ihere cannot be a doubt that
manv uii.-ettled (jiiestions in morals and general science AVOUIII soon be jiiit to rest if grealer
accuracv A^as observed in the use of Avell defined words. The term malice affiirde a strongillustration ofthe truth of these remarks. In
the common jiarlance this term imports animosity towards individuals, hut in hiAV it ralher refers to the general temper and disposition as manifested by acts, the malice of the
law is the evil mintl, which is either filially
bent on mischief or does not duly rcgaid our
social duty. Human ]a\vs can never inquire
into the se.-ret motives by Avhich men may be
actuated in the commission of those acts by
Aviiich society is injured. Peculiar opinions
or feelings may induce an individual to commit acts (Jiossibly Avith good intentions) Avhich
acts may be the ordinary indications of a depraved heart, or may be highly injurious to
society God alone, the Searcher of all hearts
can see and knoAv, and properly appreciate
ihe real molives by Avhich men are governed ;
there is no window in the bosom, xvhich opens
to mortal vicAV tbe secret Avorkings of the
soul. Human tribunals therefore do not pretend to inquire into the hidden motives of men's
actions; these molives are in almost every instance inferred from the act, and the moment
any act is declared to be criminal, every rational man Avho commits it is presumed to be
influenced by the criminal motives Avhich the
law considers as an ingredient in the crime.
Thus in murder, malice is declared to be its
jirincijial ingredient, and an indictment for
murder is had unless it charge the offence as
having been eommitted Avith " malice aforethought," yet a man may be guilty of murder
who unknowingly kills his best friend, nay
even the wife of his bosom; or the child of
his aft'eclions if it apjiear that he Avas at the
time in the prosecution of a criminal act. Thus
a man attempting to murder A. kills B. this is
murder. Lord Dacres and others Avent together into a park to steal deer, one of the
comjiany, Avithout the knowledge or consent
ofthe rest killed the game keeper, Avho resisted him, it Avas held fo be murder in all, and
Lord Dacres was found guily of having killed
the game keejier Avith malice aforethought,
and died for it. Whenever certain acts are
prohibited, the law infers bad motives against
all such as commit them. If such acts be the
usual indications of such motives, it folIoAvs of
necessity that we cannot look beyond the act
itself fijr the discovery of the motive. If this
rule leads us occasionally inlo error, it is still
the only wise and jiracticable rule on Avhich
•society can act, wilh a due regard to its own
protection. The forbidden act and the forbid-

den motive are in laAV inseparable. The malicious motives therefore iinjiuled by the law to
certain offences mean only that those oflTences
being forbidden it must always be inferred,
that the jiarty oti'ending is actuated by improjier motives. Thus he Avho publishes a defamatory libel against his neighbor, calculated
lo hold him uji to public ridicule, contempt or
haired, is presumed to be induced .so to act from
an evil mind or temper, or from a df^rei^anl to
social duty. If the public good require that
such charges should not be made public, it
must be a violation of duty to publish them,
and this manifests the dircgard of our duties
lo society Avhich is the true " militia" of the
laxv. It is true that cases may sometimes occiii- in Avhich, by the unbending application of
a general rule, a good man may be punished
Avhose molives may be perfectly pure. But
every reflecting man must know and feel that
criminal laws can only be administered by
genereil rules. It is in vain to attempt to look
into the heart to discover the secret springs of !
human actions. As we do not possess omni- !
science Ave must always fail in the attempt.
According to the rules here laid doAvn it seems
to folloAv that Avhen a libel is defined to be a
malicious defamation, it is not intended that
the publisher is in truth actuated by malice
in its ordinary acceptation toAvards the person
libelled—nor is it intended that any evil motive should be proved. If the words be defamatory the evil intention is a necessary inference of laAV, There are some cases hoAvever
in Avhich this legal inference may be rebutted,
and to this class of cases I shall hereafter refer. In support of the principles, which I
have here laid down, I Avill refer to the author
already quoted, (3 Chilly 869,) " I t is true
(.says he) that the term malicious is introduced
inlo the definition by HaAvkins, but in this
case, as in murder and many others, the quality is rather a legal inference from the crime,
than one of its constituent parLs—indeed there
is never any occasion to prove it. Whether or
not tbe party acted maliciously makes iherefiire no difference in practice—the doctrine of
libels is founded solely on a regard to public
tranquillity, and it puts the merits and the feelings of individuals out of the question."
I come now to consider in the 3d place,
whether the truth can or ought to be set up in
justificalion of a libel in a criminal prosecution. If a Jierson has been injured in his feelings, or his fortune by a libel, the law affords
him redress by enabling him to recover damages in a civil action. If the charge, hoxrever,
he true, having sustained no damage, he can
recover none, and even if the charge be false,
experience has fully- proved that men Avill rather resort to jiersonal revenge than to an action for damages, for the redress of such M
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injury. Libels, therefore, whether true or 1falsehood, in matters of this kind. Every
false, equally tend to a bieach of the public man has his fault—we are all subject to weakpeace, and they equally disturb the repose of nesses and foibles, and may be betrayed into
society, and lead to ho.stility and bloo Ished. vices at Avhich our better nalure revolts.
No man can bear to have those vices, foibles Who has ever passed through a long life
or misfortunes which the laws do not punish, without affording some ground of being
held up to public vieAV, so as to bring upon charged wilh a departure from the straight
their pos.sessor contempt, disgrace or ridicule. line of duty
And shall il be permitted to
Human laAvs punish those offences only Avhich every one to publish to the Avorid these aberdirectly affect the public tranquillity. The rations from the paths of rectitude, and to
performance of our moral obligations, for in- plead the truth in ju.stification? How easy
stance, can only in general be enforced by the is it also to give a color to transactions, so as
sanctions of religion. A man may be ui'i- to deceive the Avorld as to their true character.
grateful or avaricious—he may be an unkind Should the laws permit the unrestrained pubhusband orfather, or an undutiful child, and yet lication of all truths, however scandalou.s, and
violate no municipal laAv, The opinion ofthe however injurious to reputation, in a short
world and the precepts of religion can alone time truth and falsehood Avould be so mingled
reach cases of this character, NOAA', if the that the law would, in practice, sanction the
laws themselves do not punish this class of basest and most malignant slanders. Repuoffenders, can it be tolerated that every indi- tation, exposed to attack from every quarter,
vidual should exercise the right to inflict pun- Avould cease to be of much value, and the
ishment at his own discretion, or by his own great incentive to virtue Avould lose much of
measures? A bad man cannot effectually its influence. And here let me ask, whether
conceal his character or conduct from the it Avill be po.s,sible to alloAv the liberty conAvorld. It will in general be known sufficieiit- tended for, Avithout opening a Avide door for
i'l/to protect society against him. But if in- violence and bloodshed. Men Avill be found
dividuals are permitted at their pleasure to in every communit}^, who Avill not tamely sit
hold up to public hatred those xvho they be- down and see their reputation destroyed by
lieve, or fancy, or choose to represent as bad the publications of their enemies. To the
men, must it not inevitably follow, from the auihority of Courts of Justice they may
nature of man, that perpetual animosities, tu- submit, but depend upon it. Gentlemen, men
muh and bloodshed Avill be the result ? Why of high spirit and a nice sense of honor canattempt to invest in unauthorised individuals not, in this enlightened age, be brought to
a power too great to be Avielded by the law ? submit quietly to the censorship of individuIf one man could be found wiser than the laAV als. They will rise in their native might and
—and capable of exercising a salutary juris- crush the assailant. Nor Avill the truth of
diction, a judicious censorship over the moral the libel ever be found in practice to diminish
offences, faults and defects of mankind, (a ju- the resentment felt by the party assailed. The
risdiction, however, Avhich all wise legislators laAV has, therefore, Avisely said, from a just
have thought cannot be entrusted even lo gov- regard to the public peace and repose, that
ernments,) still it is obvious that men in gene- except Avhen a man has committed a crime
ral are incapable of exercising so delicate and punishable by the laws, he shall not be held
diicult an office
Now, if the truth of a de- up to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule. Infamation couid justify its publication, then all dividuals may give information when the laws
men would be at liberty to publish Avhat they are violated, and it is not a libel! but if the
pleased, provided it be true. This AA'ould laAVs are not violated, the private character
operate as a temptation to slander. It would and conduct of every man, and his peculiar
call into action the AX'orst passions of the hu- opinions and habits—-must, like his castle, he
man heart. Envy, hatred, malice and revenge free from the invasion of impertinent curiosity,
would then find full scope in bringing to lip;!it of ho.stile intrusion, and (except by his OAvn
the Aveakness and vanity, the vices and infir- consent,) even of friendly remonstrance.
m t e of individuals. Let it be recollected, These principles are fully recognised and eslikewise, that it is the easiest thing imagina- tablished by all the authorities on this sub•Cle to create and spread a slanderous r e p o r t - isct. In 3d Chilly's Criminal Law, page 867,
it is .fte most difficult to refute the calumny. it is stated " that nothing can be clearer than
1^6 easy to administer poi,son—it is difficult that truth is no justification of defamatory
wpf-rid,. an antidote. The poet has most writings, as far as respects criminal prosecu*>' / said,
tions, for this reason, that the criminal laAV
subjects libellers to punishment, not as a mode of
"On eagle's wings immorl il slanders fly,
redress to the parties libelled, but on account of
wmie virtuous actions are but born and die."
such libel having a tendency to occasion a
01 !!*'-M' '^ '' "°* extremely difiicult, if not im- breach of the peace." BuUer's N. P. 9 Selwyu's
J,possible to draw the line between truth and
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N. P 1047, note p. 5. Coke 125. See also Holt
on Libels. The folloAving emjihaticexpre.s.sions
from that excellent Avriter, llawkins, are entitled to great \-,-eight.—1st, HaAV :}',-[. " A
Grand Jury should not find an indictment unless the offence may be construed to have a
tendency to ilislurb the peace and harmony of
the community. In such a case the public
are justly placed in the character of an off n l e d prosecutor, to vindicate the common
light of all; for the malicious publication of
even truth itself cannot, in true policy, be suffered lo interntpt the tranquiliity of any AVCII
ordered society. This is a principle so rational and pure, that it cannot be tainted by
the vulgar odium of its being derived from the
Star Chamber; the adoption of it by the
xvorst of Courts can never Aveaken its authoritv, and Avithout it, all the comforts of society
might, Avith impunity, be hourly endangered
or destroyed.
This question, hoAvever, is uot only settled
by the concurrence of all the English and several of the American authorities, but it has
been .solemnly atljudged in our own Slate,
after able argument and by our ablest Judges.
I beg leave here to read a part of the unanimous opinion of the Avliole bench of law judges
of South Carolina, delivered by Mr. Justice Waites in January, 1811, in the case of
the State vs. Lebre.
The eloquence, and
sound practical xvisdom which pervades this
decision will excuse the length of my quotation. " I t has been in.sisted on for the defendant, that in a criminal proceeding as xvell
as in a civil action, a party charged with libel,
may give the truth of it in evidence. His
counsel have contended that this Avas the general rule of the common law, Avhich may be
I inferred from llie statutes of Westminster, 2
j Richard 2d, and 1 and 2 Phil, and Mary, all
i of which provide for the j>unishment of false
tales only " "These statutes, itajijiears, have
prescribed new and more greivous punishments ; it is most jirobable, therefore, that they
only intended to punish in a grealer degree,
the Jiuhlicalion of tales Avliich Avere aggravated by falsehood, and to leave the lesser
offence lo the common law remedy, this presumjition is strengthened by the consideration
that all these statutes Aveie made for special
purposes. But it is not necessary to explain
the dark recesses of the ancient Law, lo ascertain this point. It has been ascertained
fir us by those more eminently qualified than
xve are for this great labor, by those Avho are
our best guides in all our legal researches,
and to Avhose steady and unerring light
we may more safely trust than to any new
light of the present day. All the great expounders of the law, from Lord Coke doAvn
lo Mr, Justice Blackstone, have uniformly laid it

down as a rule of the Common Laxv that ir.e
truth of a libel cannot be given in evidence in
a criminal proceeding, and this rule has never
been departed from in a single instance. It
is true, lhal a difference of opinion did for
some time subsist among the English Judges, as
to the laws respecting libels , bul this Avas only
on the question, whether the Court or the Jury should decide on the criminal intent of the
jniblication, A jury has the unquestionable
right to decide on the criminality of a libel, as
far as the libel itself is the evitlence of it. For
this purpose a defendant may read and rely
on any jiart of it, to shoAv an innocent motive
and purjiose in the publication. But the laAV
at no time, and under no construction, has
ever authorised a defendant in a criminal proceeding to justify a libel by giving the trulh
of it in evidence, this has been invaiiabiy refused. It has been asserted that the_^rs? ca.se
in xvhich this was solemnly ruled, was decided
in the Star Chamber; but as no case can be
found prior lo that, in xvhich it was otherwise ruled, it is reasonable to conclude that
this Avas not the creation of a ncAV rule but
the observance only of an old one. And even
if it did originate in this odious and tyrannical
Court, yet it does not folloAV that the rule itself is odious and tyrannical. The adherence
to it liy the common LaAV Courts, CA-er since,
proves the contrary. They have given legitimacy to it as a common laAV rule ; and its autliority is further sanctioned bv the justice
and morality of its object. How many other
rules are there of moilern origin, and of less
importance to the quiet and happiness of society, Avhich are acknowledged lo form a part
of the Common LaAv, and from Avhich A\-e are
not at liberty to depart I It is a f;reat error to
look to the first sources of the Common LBAA',
for the jiurity of its principles. The best and
purest of these, nre of later accession. The
sources of the Common I^aw, (except such
Jiarts as were derived from the laws of Rome)
were shallow and muddy. In its dowuAvarJ
course it has become contiuuallv filtered and
enlar-ied, by jiassing through Courts of increased Avisdom and science; and itis owing
to these continueil filterings and accessions
that we see it as // now is, a clear. Avhole
some, deep, aud majestic stream. The most
ancient decisions rest chieflv ujion feudal
principles, or ujion reasons altogether barbarous and jirejiosterous; these have been gradually disregarded, am Ave see more modern
adjudications siipporte.. by such solid and
rational grounds, that we may noAV say of the
Common Law, Avith a very feAV excejitioiis,
that nothing is hiAv which is not rea,son. But
there is goo,I cause to believe that this rule
did not originate in the Star Chamber, awl
AH'as not the creature of that Courl. The rule
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was not peculiar to England. It existed long
before: it made a part of the Roman law.
We read in the Pandects of Justinian, that " a
defamer is not to be exempt from the punishment due to the injury, although the libel
contain nothing but what is true. It is not
permitted te make proof of facts, which are
secret and which have been the foundation of
the Libel," The same rule xx'as adopted by a
special edict of France in 1561. And it is
also to be found in the Constitution of the
Emperor Charles the Sth, in these words :
"Though the defamation were grounded on
truth, yet the defamer ought to be punished
according to the power ofthe Judge." (See Just,
Justin, lib, 2, tit, 4, 2. Domat, B. 3, tit. 12,)
And also Bayle's Dissertation on Defamatory
Libels.) It is most probable, then, that this rule
was derived from the civil law. We know
that for many centuries this was the law of
all Europe ; and England xvas governed by it
for near four hundred years. Although the
Barbarians xvho successively invaded and
possessed that country, introduced into it
many of their OAvn laws and customs, yet the
maxims and principles of the Roman law
were loo deeply founded in reason and justice,
to have been ever disused; and there is no
doubt that they compose now a large part of
the common law of England. The celebrated
Sir William Jones has said " the Pandects of
Justinian are a most valuable mine of judicial
knowledge. They give law at this hour to
the greatest part of Europe ; and though few
English laAvyers dare make such an acknoAVledgmsnt, the civil laAv is the true source of
nearly all our English laxvs that are not
founded on a feudal origin," (Letter to the
Governor General of India in 1788,) " I have
so far considered the case, on the ground of
authority, and it x'.'ould be sufficient for us to
decide it on that ground only; for we are
bound to declare the laAv, and to give it operation, whether it be founded on good or bad
reasons. But as there does not exist in the
whole system of our laAx's a rule better mpforted by reasons than the one under consideration, and as the counsel for the defendant
ba.ve contended that those reasons are not applicable to tbe state of our society—it is proper
that I should take some notice of the objections made on this ground. I think, indeed,
that the multiplied instances of the general
adoption of the rule in every state of society
and under every form of government, afford a
•sufficient proof of its being a rule both of
general policy and morality. A libel is an
ofl'eiice, not because it is false, but because it
tends to provoke quarrels and bloodshed, and
because it is an act of private revenge, which
IS an usurpation of public authority, that the
objects therefore of punishing a libel are to
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preserve the public peace and to enfcice a due
obedience of the laws. Can it be seriou.sly
contended that these objects are not applicable
to our state of society? It appears to me
that every reflecting mind must allow that
they are peculiarly necessary to a free government. The preservation of the public peace,
and the prevention of private vengeance, in
any form, are the very foundation of civil
liberty, which could not be said to be fully j
enjoyed, unless these great ends xvere fully
secured. It is for this reason that the sending
a challenge is a high offence; this too is punishable only because it is provocation to a
breach of the public peace. L is alt-o a public
offence, to seize by force on one's own property, because it is not laxvful for any man to
redress his own wrongs. If therefore a man
forcibly takes possession of his OAVU land, he
is punishable for a forcible entry. However
manifest his right may be, yet he is not allowed to regain it by force, but must apply to
the laxv for its aid and sanction. It would be
in vain for him to urge the hardship of being
punished for taking his oxvn property. The
lavv would reply that he had done an act
xvhich affected the public peace; that it xvas
his duty to refer his claim to an aii'.horizeu
tribunal, and to seek redress from the laAV.
This reply may be fairly made to the reasoning of the counsel for the defendant in the
present case. It was zealou.sly contended
that the publication of truth could not be a
crime. But the truth makes no part of the
essence of a libel: though the defendant had
proved his charges against the prosecutor, yet
this proof could not have availed him; he
would notwithstanding be guilty of having
provoked a breach of the public peace, and
of having usurped the public right, by redressing his grievance in his OAvn xvay, and inflicting punishment by his own measure. These
reasons for not allowing the truth of a libel to
be given in evidence, in a criminal proceeding,
are fully sufficient to justify the rule. But
there is another reason for it, which xvill be
thought by many to give more value to it
than any other. It serves to protect from
public exposure secret infirmities of mind and
body, and even crimes which have been repented of and forgiven. Who xvill say that
the trulh of these should be given in evidence,
to satfsfy or excuse the exposure of them ?
A man may have been overcome by some
strong temptation, and been induced to commit
a crime which he has since abhorred; for
v/hich, by a long perseverance in virtue and
honesty, he made nis peace xvith all xvhs could
be injured by it, and has thus a well grounded
hope of being pardoned by his God. A woman, too, who may have yielded to some seducer, or even have been the willing servant
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of vice, may Iir.ve since become the faithful
partner of some worthy man, and the mother
of a virtuous oflsjiring ; her frailties have oeen
long forgiven, and she is in the enjoyment of
the esteem and resju-el of all her neighbors.
Will any one say lhal these exjiiated sins
may be dragged from the jirivacy in xvliich
thev have been sheltered, that they may be
presented to the view of an unfeeling Avorld ;
be jiuiiished afresh by disgrace and'vliiim, in
Avhich innocent connexions must jiarlicijiate,
and that the author of all this misery must
justiiy llie act by showing the truth of the
charges? Shall he be allowed to disturb the
sacred work of reformatian, and rob the jioor
penitent of the blessed fruits of her repentance ? Justice, charily and morality all forbid
it, and, thank God ! the law forbids it also."
Having now, I trust, clearly shown the
rules of laAV Avhich ajiply to libels in general,
I proceed next to consider the rules jiarticularly ajijilicable to libels on the tlead. On the
first blush of this question it Avould appear
tliat the same principles ought lo govern in
both ca.--es. But some of our Avriters, adhering too closely to the letter of the law, have
forgotten its spirit. They^ argue, that as the
object of jiunishing for a libel is to prevent a
breach of the peace, a libel on the dead can
only be punislied on account of its tendency
to excite the family of the deceased to revenge,
and one Avriter has gone so far as to say that
it is necessary " t o aver and prove" that the
libel Avas " Jiuhlished with this intention,"—
But if we look into the reason of the hiAV, Ave
find that in the libels on the living, the tendency lo a bieach of the peace, is jirincipally
relied on, because ihe juivate injury can be
redressed liy a civil action.—But in cases of
libels on the dead no civil action can be sustained by any one, and if their tenilency to a
breach of the jieace is to be regarde,1 exclusively, il AN'ould seem lhal the law does not
regard the jiresei valion of reputation for its
own sake, and that a man dying without a
family, it would be no offence lo libel his
memory iu the grossest and most unwarrantable terms. When such a case shall occur, I
am inclined lo tliinl; il will be held that a virtuous fiime, acquired by a Avell sjient life, is
within the protection of the laAV. The love
of poslhumoiis fame is certainly strongly fell
by every virtuous man ; it is a great incentive
to noble deeds, and such fiime AVOUIII be valueless, if the fruits of a life of good conduct
could be blasted by the corrupted breath of the
slanderer oC the dead.
It is unnecessary
for the occasion, hoAvever, to enter into this
controversy, and I shall content myself Avith
proving that in a libel on the dead, ., the
words he defiimatory, the malicious moiive is
a legal inference—and that if it be necessary

lo charge in the indictment the tendency to excite the family of the deceased, and lo bring
them inlo conlernjit, or even 'o allege such an
] intention on tbe part of the jiuhii.-her, that
; still the law does not require that such intenj lion should in any case be proved.—Chilly, in
I his Criminal Law, 1st Vol. p, 8(i8, says, that
\ it is necessary to "averand prove at ihe trial,"
! that the publication was intended to excite the
family to a breach ofthe peace, Bul in this
asseilion, I shall demonslvate that he is uaSL-pported by any Avriter Avho has gone before
him, and is contradicted by the very case from
j Avhich he deduces the rule. If the intention
be not a legal inference Irom the act, IIOAV is it
possible, let me ask, to jirove that Avhich from
its very nature, is secret, unknoAvn, and perhaps carefully concealed from human view.
All the reasoning ajiplicable to the inference of motives from acts in cases of murder,
and in libels on the living, apply in full force
to libels on the dead. The rule is, in general,
laid doAvn precisely in the same terms as to both
species of libel,—Thus, in Shaw's Practical
Justice, p, 639 and 642, AA-C find the following
Avords—"A libel (in this place) signifies a
scandalous report raised and spread abroad of
another, or otherwise unlaAvfiilly published,
and this may be either in Avriting or without
i t ; if in Avriting, the making a copy thereof,
and delivering that copy to another, is a publication. And it is not material Avhether the
libel be true or false, ihe party scandalised,
living or dead, of good or ill name,"
In 3d Burn's Justice, 99, 100, he laysdoAvn
the rule thus : " A libel is a malicious defamation of any person, expressed either in
piinting or Avriting, signs or pictures, to asjierse the reputation of one that is alive, or the
memory of one that is dead, for the offence is
the san*e, Avhether the person libelled be alive
or dead,"
In 1st Hawkins' Pleas of the Crown, p, 352,
this excellent and approved writer says; ".-V
libel, in a strict sense, is taken for a malicious
defamation—tending cither to blacken the
memory of one AVIIO is dead, or the reputation
of one Avho is alive.''
In 5th Coke, 125, the rule is laid down in
a similar manner, and indeed almost all the
approved Avriters on criminal laAv use on this
subject the same language,
IVow, is it Jiossible for any rational man to
infer from these authorities that the laAV is
different in cases of libel on the liviiisjand the
dead—and that what is a legal iiil"rence (to
act the quo aiiimo or intenlion) in the former
case, must in the latler be " averred and
proved ?'' Il may indeed be neccssarv lo wer
in the indictment the motive, or, jierhaps the
intention or tendency, but il cannot be necesfaa.y to furnish any other proof oi that inten-

tion than what the law must infer irom the they AA'ere only to judge of the ^act of publiwords lhem;^elves. Chitty, hoAvever, deduces cation, and the truth of the innuendoes. And
the rule as laid down by him, from the case in on the motion for a new trial, the Court ex4 Term Rep. 125, A superficial examination pressly recognise and maintain the rule, that
of this case may lead us to the conclusion the intention must always be inferred from the
adopted by Chilly, and it is so loosely re- act. Now, how are these apparently contraported, that detached sentences may be found dictory rules to be reconciled ?—I answer, by
in support of the doctrine. But a careful ex- putting this construction on the decision:—
amination ofthe wlole case must lead us to a that it decided, let, the necessity of alleging
different conclusion. And here let it be ob- the motive in the Indictment, and 2d, that the
served, that the point now in contest is, intention being alleged, the general rule of
whether it be necessary to offer at the trial law applies, of inferring the motive from the
any positive proof of the intention—or wheth- act itself. This is the construction put on the
er in a libel on the dead, the intention be not decision by the only two Avriters except Chitty,
inferred in like manner, as in cases of libel on who have commented upon it. Holt on Lithe hving. As to ihe necessity of making an bels, 236, 7, 8, states the rule as laid down in
averment oi the tendency or intention, I shall 4th T, R, to be that you must charge or aver
say nothing, because in the Indictment noAv the design or intenlion; but he nowhere inbefore you, I have prepared two counts—the sists on the necessity of proving it specially.
1st charging the intention, in the manner re- So M'George, in a treatise on the laAv of libel,
commended by Chitty, and 2d, stating the ten- published in 1812, p, 94, to 97, reasons, I
rfenci/of the libel, which latter I am inclined think conclusively, in support of the vieAvs I
to think, is tbe most proper form. As far as have taken on this subject. He sums up his
the decision goes, therefore, to the necessity argument by declaring in substance, that Avhenof averring any thing—my Indictment is, be- ever the question shall arise as to the true
yond exception, but should the laAV require construction of the deci.sion, in 4 Term. Rep.
actual proof of the intention, I admit, this 125, it Avill be held to declare, that though it
proof has not been given in the present case, he necessary to charge the motive or intent in
and perhaps can seldom or ever be furnished the Indictment, yet that it is not necessary to
in any case.
prove it, as the law always infers the intent
But to return to the decision in 4 T. Rep. from the act.
The question before the Court then, xx'as not
Having thus. Gentlemen of the Jury, stated
as to the proof to be given at the trial, but il all the general rules of laAv applicable to this
related to tbe/o?-m ofthe Indictment only. It case, I shall proceed to consider the case itselj,
was no where charged that the libel xvas pub- and lo enquire whether the defendant, Lorenlished Avith an intention to bring the family zo Dow. is guilty oi publishing a libel on the
of the deceased into contempt, and lo e.xcite dead, according to the principles of our laAV.
them to revenge, nor xvas it stated that the The offence charged in the Indictment, conwords had such a tendency. The exception sists in the sale of a book by the defendant in
was, that something of this kind ought to have this city, on or about the
day of
been stated. It seems to have been conceded last, in Avhich is contained the two folloAving
by the Bar and the Bench, that if it had been sentences:—" Matthews invited me to supply
stated, the case was made out, and the defend- an appointment for him in the great meetingant must have been found guilty
NOAV, no house, which was built for the Methodists, and
legal decision is binding as an authority, ex- about which Hammet made crooked work," ^c.
cept ou the A'ery point on which that decision And again, " I find Mr. Hammet has gone io
rtsts, and the only point here decided was the a world of spirits, to answer for the deeds done
necessity of giving a certain form to the In- in the body: As it respects his division, it apdictment. In page 126, i t i s objected to the pears his motives were impure, arising from a
Indictment, that it did not aver the tendency, desire of popularity ; in consequence of which,
and from the last page it might be inferred there was a. breach of confitlence by him as rethat i<; is necessary to aver the intention. But spected the incorporation of the home ; awful
not a word is said in the xvhole case of prov- to relate, it appears he died drunk."
The
ing either the tendency or the intention. Like book is a journal of the defendant's life, and
the cases of murder, therefore, and libels on the the present edition appears to have been publiving, it is necessary to charge certain mo- lished in Philadelphia, on
tives, but no proof is to be furnished except
The disseminating that book here on the
the legal inference. There is another part of
last, consritutes the offence oi publishing
this decision which demomstrates that this is a libel, or which in law does not imply p'rintthe true construction to be put upon it. The ing it, but making it public. Thus in Cliitty's
Judge, in that case, had charged the Jury that Criminal LaAV, 3d. vol. p. 870, it is s,iid, "the
no proof of the motive was necessary, and that party who writes a libel dictated by another.
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he Avho composes it, he who jirints or procures gone to ansAver for his offences, and to meet
il to be printe 1, he Avlio publisJies or causes it merited punishment for his crimes. This is
lo be jiiillii-lle.l, all in short, Avho assist in the construction put on the words in the InfiamiiiL: or d Jlusing it, are inijilicated in the dictment.
You Avill determine. Gentlemen,
guilt of the ijl'ence."
And so iu 2d M'Nally, the correctness of the innuendo, but if correct,
6 13, i; is lai ! down, that if a book is jiassed who can doubt their libellous character ?—I
only /Vi:,-;i one hand to another, Avith the in- proceed, hoAvever, to the next charge—" As
tention of making the contents known, (and it respects his division it apjiears his motives
he libellous) this is a publication.
See also 1 were impure, arising from a desire of popularSalk. 417, -2 Cainji. 512. Hawkins, b. 1, c. ity," and in another place Ave find these Avords,
73, s. 10. It has been clearly proved in this " M r , Hammet made crooked Avork," These
case, (and indeed is not denied by the defend- sentences contain in substance, ihe same
ant) that lie caused to be sold in this city, at charge, and my imaginalion cannot conceive a
the time stated, several copies ofthe book con- charge of a more serious nature. .Mr. Hamtaining the libel in question. The olfenci; met -ivas a preacher of the Gospel—he profestherefore as far as the publication is concerned sed to be a humble follower of the "meek and
1 ;.-.' certainly complete. Let us then next inquire lowly Jesus," his employment imperiously rewhether thc^e ivurds arc libellous? And 1st, quired him to renounce all the vain pomp and
are thej- defamatory? do they tend to blacken glory of this xvorld—he professed lo be a
the memory of the deceased, and to rouse the '* Teacher sent from God," and he took on
feelings ot his family, and excite them to a himself the office of guiding and directing
breach of the jieace. If they do this, '-in any others in the road to heaven. To say of such
dej::ree," it clearly folloAvs from the authorities a man that " h i s molives xvere impure," is lo
above quot-'d, that they are defamatory and accuse him ofthe basest hypocrisy, and when it
libellous. And here I must observe, that I is added, that he was influenced " by ihe desire
can scarcely i'nagine any accusation, either of popularity," Avhat is il but to say that he Avas
against the living or the dead, better calculated destitute of all Christian graces and virtues,
to di.^turb the jieace and harmony of the com- and that, forgetting his duty lo GoJ, and remuni'y. than that here made against the Rev. gardless of his obligations to his flock, he had
William Hammet. It apjiears from the proof set himself up as the idol of his OAVU Avorship,
given in this case, and indeed is notorious to and had departed from the service of the
us all, that Mr. Hammet was a preacher of Master Avhom he professed to follow. The
the ]\Iethodisl jiersiiasion, that he Avas a lead- next charge is contained in these AvorJs ;
er of one of the divisions of that sect in " There was a breach of confidence by him as
Charles!on, calling themselves "Primitive Me- respected the incorporation ofthe House.'' To
thodists." that these iMethodists had caused a commit a breach of confidence under any cirhouse of piililic Avorshiji to be built, called cumstances, is one of the basest acts of Avhich
Trinity Church, of Avhicli Mr. Hammet Avas a man can be guilty, and to commit such an
the jiastor, and in which he constantly jireach- act in relation to those who are your inferiors
ed for iiiaiiA' years, and uj) to the period of his and dejicudents must aggravate the crime.
death. The members of this congregation, it Hut can languaa;e jiainl the depraviiy of which
appears, Avere h)' au act of the Le;^islalure, he must be guiliy, who defrauds his sjiirilual
made a body jiolilic and corporate in 1793, children, and at the very lime they are lookAnd .Mr. Hammet died, leaving IAVO children, ing iiji to him for guidance and protection !—
a son and ilaiii^liter, the former of Avhom (a If such a crime can be ag^jiavated, it must be
merchant of this city, now aboul 27 years of by committing a breach ot confi.lence in relaa2;e,) has instiluteil this jnosecution. Inform- tion to the house of (Iod itself to cover t.'ie
ing a jiidgineiit of the defiimatory ntiture of crime with the clonk of religion, and lo jirole.vs
the libel, liii-sc facts musl be always kept in to do the act in the name, and as the servant
mind. The first jiarl of the libel to which I of the .Most High. Coinment on such a charge
call A'our attention, is the following ; —" 1 is unnecessary. •' Airjul to relate it appem*
find that .Mr, Hammel has gone to the Avorld he died drunk." Death, il has been Avell sail,
of sjiirits, to answi-r for the deeds done in the puts the seals of our character. At that sobody." These Avords considered by themselves lemn moment, Avhen the earth is beginning to
contain a simjile Irulh, which might with disappear, and Heaven is ojiening before us,
equal justice, be ajijilied to every human be- fevv men have been ever found so steeled
ing Avho has ever existed.
Yet when Ave against all virtuous emotions, and so hardentake them in connection Avith Avhat follows, ed in iniquity, a.-, not to feel a deep sense of
no man Avho reads them can doubt Ihat they their aAvf^u! situation. The coldest heart has
are intended lo convey the impression that been Avarmed, the most iiiiity Dosom has been
Mr. Hammet was not a pious man, that he often softened by the apjiroach of dealt. Bat
perished in his sins, unregenerate, and had for any man in luich a siiuation, to dy from

thecont,;mplation of his awful condition, to from the charges contained in the libel. I
rush covered with voluntary crime into the never saw the man, yet I feel that I am treadpresence of Aiod, and to close his eyes in ing upon holy ground, and am engaged in a
drunkenness when he knows they must next pious office, xvhen I approach the monament
be opened in the presence of his God, is a de- j which covers his remains, to erase the recoid
gree of depravity which I am happy in believ- of crimes he never committed. Il is said that
ing has seldom been witnessed in any age or | he was guilty of a breach of confidence conin any country. That a preacher of the VA'ord cerning the incorporation of the Church. Look
of life should do such an act, is I believe xvith- into the decision of the Court of Appeals in
out example in the history of the world, and Equity; you there find that the incorporation
I thank God, it has been cleariy proved in Avas granted to the congregation and not to
this case, that in relation to Mr, Hammet, Mr, Hammet—you find the property Avas vestthere is not the shadoAV of a foundation for ed in Trustees, and Mr, Hammet was only Pasthe charge. It appears from the evidence that tor of the Church—you find that the pretended
he died calmly and triumphantly, in peace sale of the church, so much and so justly comwith all men, and in hope of a blessed im- plained of did not take place till after Mr,
mortatity. Such is the defamatory nature of Hammet's death, and that up to that period he
the libel before us, and surely it xvould be a continued to officiate as Pastor of the Church
waste of argument to prove that it tends to without complaint and Avithout reproach.
bring the memory of Mr. Hammet into public Again—you are told that he died drunk ! !
What say the Avitnesses ? Can you CA'er
hatred and contempt, or to shoAV that it has a
tendency to excite the family of the deceased, forget. Gentlemen, the touching scene described
and disturb the peace and harmony of society Avith so much simplicity and feeling by young
Having thus .shoAvn that the Avoids used are Mr, Hammet? He tells you that at the death
defamatory, it folloAvs, as a hgal inference of his father he Avas aliout ten years of age,
that they AA-ere published "maliciously," or to that it is still fresh in his memory, that a feAv
use terms according to their proper meaning, minutes before his father breathed his last, he
that they Avere published Avith illegal and im- Avas called to his bedside Avith his .sister and
proper motives, and contrary to the duly which mother to receive his last adieu and his partevery man oAves to society, and against the ing benediction. The dying man was calm
peace and dignity of the state. Even if the and serene, and having bestowed on these C'b- :
charges were true, the motive Avould not there- jects of his dearest affeciions the Christian's
by be purified. But happily for the rejnita- blessing and the burning kiss, " h e gave his
tion of Mr, Hammet, as far as the truth of the honors to the Avorld again, his blessed part to
charges have been investigated at this trial, it Heaven, and slept in peace." But this you
appears they have no foundation. It is true are told is the lale of a child xvho xvas too
the defendant xvas not permitted to go gener- young to remember, Avhat, it appearc he can
ally into the truth of his charges in justifica- never forget. All the Avitnesses however, now
tion of the libel. But at the earnest request alive, who Avere present at the death, or duof the pvosecutor, the defendant vvas permitled ring the last illness of Mr. Hammet, have been
by thp State to prove, if he could, the truth of examined before you. And what is the retlie allegation that Mr. Hammet had died drunk, sult ? They tell you he Avas calm and comand as to the incorporation of the Church and posed, and Avhen he felt the immediate apthe division of the Methodists, the Report of proach of the King of Terrors—he joined in
the trial in the Court of Equity of this State, prayer—and calling for his Avife and children
involving the merits of those proceedings, Avas —kissed them affectionately, and expressing
suffered to be read, and has been fully submit- a Christian confidence " that he Avas going to
ted to you. The privilege sought for by de- God and to glory"—closed his eyes forever.
fendant of going into a full history of the
Every good man must rejoice that such xvas
whole of Mr. Hammet's life, and of all the the end of Mr. Hammet, and I greatly mistake
proceedings touching the division of the the feelings of the defendant if it has not afChurch, was denied to him, because it could forded him a real satisfaction to discover that
avail him nothing—was calculated to involve he was mistaken in alleging that Mr. HamUs in an interminable inquiry, and was cer- met died drunk. Here, hoAvever, I am met by
tainly irrelevant to the issue before us. In- the observation that the remaiks of Mr. DOAV
deed if every part of the libel could have been are qualified by the expression of "it appears,"
shown to be true, neither in IUAV nor reason and that it is evident throughout that he is
'would Mr. Dow have been justified. And speaking on the authority of others. This is
here permit me. Gentlemen of the Jury, to call in law no excuse for libel. The publisher of
your attention for a moment lo the evidence in a libel is as guilty as the printer or the comthis case, and I do so merely for the purpose poser, and he who assists to circulate a libelof vindicating the men-ory of Mr. Hammet lous report must abide by the consequences.
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It is further to be observed, that the expression "it ajipears," seems to imply that the
thing had ajipeaaed or become manifest, and
lhal the nanaior having satisfied himself of
the trulh of the charge, undertook to assert the
fact so to be. Yet it noAv apjiears that the defendant never made an inquiry of any person
Avlio Avas Jiresent Avhen Mr. Ilammet died.
The eloquent counsel for the defendant has
very ingeniously- atlemjited to shield his client,
by alleging that though malice may be, juima
facie, a legal inference from the defamatory
words, yet that is a legal presumption merely,
A\hicli may be rebutted, and he argues that
this presumption may he rebutted by shoAving
that the libel Avas innocently published, or
that ihe charge ivns true, or that Ihe defendant
AA-as unacquainted xvilh the contents—or jiuhlished as an historian, or had no intention to
libel th.e dead, or injure the living. I freely
admit that the legal inference of malice is capable of being rebutted—but the truth cannot
be received for that purpose, as it could not
prove the jiuhlicalion to be innocent, the law
forbids the jiuhlicalion even of truth Avhich is
libellous, nor can the defendant be jiermilted
to shoAv that he had no animosity against the
deceased or his family-—for any particular
malice towards them is no part of the legal offence. He may show however that he is an
innocent publisher, as that he sold the book
Avithout knowing or having any means of becoming acquainted with the contents, or he
may show that he has jiuhlished an imjiartial
histoiv This last grouutl is the only one
Avhich can jiossibly avail the dcfeiulaut in this
ca-e, and 1 w ill jiroceed hrieiiy to examine it.
The interesis of iiiankiiid leijuiie that a fiulhful record should be kejit and jiuhlished of
thove imjiortant events which tend to elucidate
truth. Histoiy indeed gives lo jiosleiily the
exjieiieni-e of the ages which are jiast, and by
means of the press, the wise and good of all
ages and countries are hroughl together, and
men are enlightened by their wisdom and improved by their virtues. Biiigrajihy is a species of history which gives us a closer view
of human nature than we could obtain from
anv other source. This also is worthy of jiroteclicn. But some limitation must certainly
be jiul on the liberty of mankind with regard
to this last sjiecies of histor}'. Surely the
peace and harinoiiy of society- would be destroye'l if every man jiossessed the right of jiublishinj, 'he hiograjihy of any citizen the moment ilis joiiy was liejiosited in the tomb. It
may be difficult to draw the exact line Avhich
separates legitimate biograjihy from a libel on
the dead ; but some rules can be laid down
that cannot mislead us—and Islly, greater latitude would he all'JAved iu treating of the character of a polilica. or military chief, than of a

private citizen ; 2ndly, public acts ought to be
more freely commented on than private character or conduct; 3dly, the com.ment ought to
be confined to such matters only as concern
the public to knoAv, and it ought not to be
used merely to expose frailties, Avitb Avhich
the public can have no concern ; 4lhly, before
the privs,le chaiacter or conduct of any man is
made the subject of free and injurious reflections, he ought to have rejiosed long enoiiL;h
in his grave to cau.se unfounded slanders lo
be f iigolten, and the feelings of his family
and friends to have subsided. To apply these
rules, 1 should say that it would be a libel to
jiublish within a yea after any man's death,
any thing reflecting v.\ his private character;
and I should also say, lhal after the lapse of
one hundred years, the same j,ublication might
be innocent. 1 do not pretend lo lay doAA'n
these as rules ol law, but of reason ; I suggest
them merely as helps lo the mind in drawing
the distinction belAveen a history and a libel.
The laAV merely .says that a Avork published
in the genuine spirit of history is not a libel,
but it declares at the same time, that a book
reflecting on an individual is a libel, whether
it be true or false. In order to judge of the
historical character of any passage charged as
libellous, Ave have a right to look inlo the
whole book. NOAV let us take up the journal
of Mr, Dow, and candidly- inquire Avhether the
remai ks on Mr, Hammet are made in the genuine spii it of candid and impartial history ?
Mr. Hammet Avas no statesman or Avarrior—
he Avas a humble preacher of a very small and
humble .sect of Christians—the comments do
not relate to the religious ojiiuions, and doctrines he espoused, but they treat of the secret
motives of his actions ; they do not charge him
with sjiiiitual errors, but wilh a breach of confidence—the attack is not made on his head,
but his heart—aud he is followed into his domestic reliremeiit; his jirivate habits are held
lip to rejiroach, and the trying scene of his
death-bed is jiainted iu the most glowing colors
that could be used to ilisciedil and disgrace
him. Now as to the lime when these charges
were made, six monlhs had not elaiised as
ajijiears from the date of ihe journal, and
the sod which covered his body was scarcely green Avhen this libel Avas composed,
and Avas, I believe, shortly afterAvards published lo the world,-* If "Mr. Hammel had
friends, surely their feelini^s could not have
been yet prejiared for such an attack. If,
then, ^' e consider the time of publication, the
- In t h i ' il has .since appeared the Attorney GenertI
was mistaken. Though the entry conc-.Tnii-;;: -Mr. H.
was made ill the join iial six nKiiit'h.s after hisflealk.it
was not piitili-shed till tlie year
, and
years tft»f
his death, and it was then p u b l M u d in t u r o p e , and wtt
not isiued fi-om the American pre-.^ till
,

character of Mr. Hammet, or the nature of the
charges—I think we must arrive at the conclusion tbat this libel cannot he sheltered
under the protection afforded to history. You
will take the book out with you, gentlemen,
and judging from the words and the context,
will say Avhether you deem this a fair and impartial history, or a libel on the memory of
Mr, Hammet, and xvith your decision I shall
be well content. One remark only will I here
add on this point; if the charge that Mr,
Hammet " died drunk" had been strictly true,
I am entirely at a loss to conceive bow the
publication of that fact could possibly promote the cause of religion or morality, or indeed to promote any other end than to bring
contempt and disgrace upon his memory, antl
inflict an incurable wound in the feelings of
his friends.
There is but one other argument urged by
my friend, Avhich now occurs to my mind as
necessary to be ansAvered, He says that the
defendant is a Methodist, and he has painted
in colors as true as they are gloAving, the
great services rendered to mankind by the
zealous and devoted sect to Avhich his client
belongs. He tells you further, this circumstance, connected with Mr. Dow's peculiar
habits and mode of life, entitle him " t o find
favor in your eyes," I most cordially and
sincerely unite Avith my friend in the encomiums he has bestowed on the Methodists as
a sect, and though I cannot bring myself to approve of all their opinions, and
modes of worship, I do believe they render more service to the people at large
than any sect of Christians with which I am
acquainted, and I am inclined to think, than
all of them put together. The strict economy
which pervades all of their establishments—
their practice of providing at a very small expense preachers who constantly traverse the
country in all directions, carrying " the glad
tidings of the Gospel" to every door—and
their plain and earnest appeals to the hearts
and consciences of their hearers, have certainly produced a wonderful effect in every
part of our country. There are portions of
this state in which vice formerly abounded,
and in xvhich, since the Methodist went among
them, virtue " still more abounds"—the profligate has been reclaimed—the daring infidel
converted, and the souls of multitudes have
been saved. Whatever may be the opinion
of any man as to their errors, while we apply
the Christian rule, " by their fruits ye shall
know them," the character and services of
the Methodists must be entitled to the highest praise. My oflacial duty calls me occasionally to a district in this State where
mere exists no regular established Church,
•td no established clergyman of any de-

nomination. The Methodists took up the
xvork which all others had abandoned, and are
daily producing " the fruits of good living and
a holy conversation," That "Mr. Dow belongs to such a sect, can excite no feelings
against him in my bosom, and certainly none
in this community, XA'here tbe services of the
Methodists are so universally prized.
His
mode of life, too, has excited popular feeling
in his behalf, in a very high degree, and in
the progress of this trial xve have received
plain indications of the public sympathy being
AA'ith him. But are we prepared to say that
the member of any religious sect shall have laAV
and justice measured out to him by a different
rule from others ? Shall Mr, Dow be suffered
to violate our laws with impunity ? I do not
ask you to find him guilty, unless you are
fully satisfied of his legal guilt. But if you
are satisfied, you cannot hesitate hoxv to act.
You must support the authority of the laAvs,
and leach all men by this example, that the
laws are supreme,—The measure of punishment Avill be for the Court, and that it will be
mild and humane, is not only my sincere wish,
but from the high character of the Judge, may
be confidently expected.
The counsel for the defendant has argued
that there is no distinction in reason, between
spoken, and written slander, and he has stated
that charges ofthe most atrocious nature may
be made verbally without being actionable, and
he therefore concludes that the same words
ought not to be actionable, if Avritten or printed, I dissent from both branches of this proposition. There is a xvide difference between
verbal and printed slander, and the cases put
where the former would not be actionable, so
far from proving that they ought not to be actionable xvhen printed, demonstrate that they
ought to be actionable even AX-hen .spoken. In
support of this opinion, I shall urge but one
or two plain and obvious arguments. Verbal
slander is often the result of excited passions,
and from this cause loses much of its influence on the opinions of the hearer—it is confined to the small circle who may chance to
surround the speaker—it is soon forgotten by
those to whom it is addressed, and in general
produces no permanent injury to the person
xvhose reputation is assailed Printed slander,
on the contrary, is the result of cool deliberation, and the solemnity of the charge gives it
greater weight—it is not confined to a small
circle, but is disseminated through the community (and in the language of the defendant,
in relation to his book) " i t traverses every
part of our OAVU country, visits all the countries of Europe, penetrates into Asia, and finds
its way even into Africa." Its form is permanent, it may not only outtix'e the present
generation, but may live to the end of the
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v/orld, and not only destroys the reputation of
the person attacked, but may entail disgrace
on liis posteril}-, to the remotest generations.
If s,ander in any form has been supjiosed lo
imply malice, surely printeil slander more
strongly admits of that implication.
The
libel is composed deliberately in the retirement of the closet;—it is corrected at leisure
—a contract is made xvilh the printer—the
proof sheets are examined, and not till then is
the Avork issued from the press. It would
seem to folloAX', from these considerations, that
there is some reason in holding printed slander
lo be more rejirehensible than verbal slander.
Now let us advert to the case put by my
friend. He says that by the English law, an
arnialile female may, in the presence of a multitude, be accused of the Avant of virtue, and
may be branded Avith the most odious epithets,
ami this is not actionable. But Avill he, or
any- man of feeling, say that such an offence
ought not to be punished. The objection,
then, it apjiears, is not that such slanders
ought not to be punished when printed, but
on the contrary, that they ought to be severely punislied even Avhen spoken, I am satisfied that all intelligent men, whether lawyers
or citizens, at this day concur, that it is reproach to the low that it affords no redress for
Avords sjioken derogatory lo character. Shall
xve magnit'y the evil by taking aAvay the
remedy Avisely provided for a still greater offence, to Avit; printed defamation.
Havina; now. Gentlemen of the Jury, gone
through tlie law and the facts of this ca,se, I
must request you to bear Avith me for a feAV
moments longer, Avhile I attemjit to impress
on your ininds and hearts the inestimable valve of reputation ; and the absolute necessity
of maintaining the law of libel, in order to
render lejiutation secure. If Ave consider tbe
intrinsic value of " a good name," or its utility
as an incentive to virtue, xve cannot fail to
acknowleili^e its immense importance. Man
is a scicial beiiii;;; he can nex-er make himself
independent of the Avorld, am! the good opinion of mankind must therefore be of greater
importance to his Avelfare than either wealth
or power. " A good name (says the inspired
Avriter) is better than riches." If it be true as
Lord Bacon has decaied, "that knowledge is
poAver," surely reputation is entitled to the
same praise. Without it no man can maintain
a commanding influence over the minds and
opinions of others. Without it knoAvledge is
cc-mparatively useless—courage is nerveless
—Avealth despicable, and even virtue itself
loses half its excellence. To be useful is fhe
highest praise, and ought to be the chief object of every good man. But Avhat can so
enlarge the sphere of influence and add such
vn8t powers to human exertion as a spotless

fame?
This not only makes us eminently
useful, but il secures our hapjiiness. If Avealth
enables us to promote the arts am! sciences,
to build churches and establish schools; if
ambition jioints out the road lo jiower. and
thus enables its votary to confer imjiortant benefits on mankind, it is reputation only that
crowns the efforts of the one and sanctilics the
triumphs ofthe other. In all ages men have
acknowleged the value of a virtuous fame.
The great father of the drama, the immortal
Shakespeare, has caused one of his heroes to
exclaim,
'• Set honor in one eye and denth in t'nthe*'And I will look on death indift'erently."'

To this senliment every bosom of refined sensibility must respond. We have all Avitnessed,
Gentlemen, melancholy Avrecks of noble minus
I haA'e seen a man rich in earthly goods, surrounded by an amiable family, and a brilliant
circle of devoted friends. I have seen such a
rrnin, the pride of the state, " observed of all
observers," admired for his talents, and beloved for his virtues. To him could Aviih truth
be applied the beautiful larigiiage of the book
of Job. " T h e candle of the Lord shined upon
his head—the Almighty Avas yet Avith him,
and his children Avere about him. He Avashed
his steps Avith butter and the rock poured him
ont rivers of oil. The young men saw him
and hid themselves, and the aged arose and
stood up. When the ear heard him it bles.sed
him, and when the eye saAV him il gave AA'IIness to him. Then (he said) I shall die in
my nest and shall multiply my days as the
sand." His reputation was unspotted—But I
I have seen the same man without his fame—
calumny had blasted, or misconduct had destroyed it. You have seen the stately edifice
toAvering in the pride of majesty and beauty,
struck hy the bolt of heaven, and in an instant
levelled Avith the earth and reduced to a heap
of black and smoking ruins. Such was the
change produced on the character of him xvho
had been despoiled of his reputation. He
moved along like a pale and melancholy
ghost—a stranger among his friends, without
a smile to greet him, or a hand lo bid him
Avelcome. Then it Avas that I felt the full
force of the declaration that "the spirit of a
man may bear his infirmities but a Avounded
spirit who can bear,"
It has been urged by the defendant that in
this counrty a e:reater latitude ousht to be alloAved in relation to publications affecting reputation, and Ave are told that "the freedom
ofthe press," Avhich is secured by the constitution requires this liberty. But it seems to
me that in this free and happy country peatliar guards are required for the preseryatiott
of reputation.
Among what people is the
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sense of honor so delicate and refined ? In position that though taken young, no as,siduity
what country is the spirit of the people so or kindness (however long continued) can
likely to overieap the bounds of the law, and subdue its fierceness, or calm its fury—It is
to expiate by blood every attack on private called " t h e hyena—fellest of the fell." And
character ? In other countries XA'ealth and it is to this animal that poetry and fable have
rank give character, influence and poAver, even assigned the appropriate employment oi proAVto the vicious and corrupt. In America Ave ling about the grave and feasting on the dead.
have no nobility but that of Avisdom and of But the hyena feeds only on the mortal part
virtue. It seems to foUoAv, therefore, that as of man; he but destroys the loathsome and
character with is creates the only distinction corrupted body. Surely to assail the immorbelAveen men, that it has peculiar value, and tal fame of man and lo strip the tomb of the
ou»ht lo be protected by peculiar sanctions; floAvers Avith xvhich the hand of affection has
and assuredly the peace and harmony of so- decked it, is a more odious office. Never,
riety must be in an extraordinary degree dis- Gentlemen, no, never can our laws permit any
tm'bed by every attack on reputation.
In violation of the sanctity of the grave, God forAmerica it is " the very jeAvel of our souls," bid, Gentlemen, that I shoul., impute to the deof which Ave cannot be rifled xvith impunity. fendant such feelings or such motives; I knoAV
If such be the value of reputation to the liv- he is incapable of them. But he has not duly
ing, ought it to perish with us, and be buried regarded the sacred character of the d e a d ^ h e
with our bodies in the grave ? Who is there has published a libe. on the memory of Mr,
that AA'ould Avish to die and be forgotten ? to Hammet, contrary to the spirit of our Avise and
haA'e no tear of affection shed upon his tomb ? Avholesome laws, whose authority you must
to leave no record of his virtues ? to have his this day maintain by your verdict, or consent
very name forgotten, and " to pass away as to see them violated hereafter with impunity.
the beasts that perish and are no more seen
forever?" No, Gentlemen, Ave all wish to
live beyond the grave, in our children who inherit our fortunes and our names, and in the
JS®"" The foregoing contains a very impermemory of our friends. But if it be desirable fect sketch of the Speech of the Attorney Genotto be forgotten, Avhat shall we say of having neral in this case. In consequence of Mr.
our names remembered only to be despised— Dow's suddenly leaving Charleston, and deand our history told only to bring our memory siring to carry with him the materials for the
into pubUc hatred and contempt—that our publication of the trial, this speech was hastivery names should bring disgrace on our in- ly prepared, and is published without any
nocent offspring, and never be mentioned in correction by the author.
their presence xvithout mantling the youthful
cheek Avilh the burning blush of shame ?
Who can contemplate such a fate as his oAX'n
Avithout being tempted to curse the hour that
JUDGE JOHNSON'S CHARGE.
gave him birth—and to Avish that a mill-stone
had rather been put about his neck and he
had been cast into the sea. Shall it be said Gentlemen of the Jury,
that the reputation of the dead ought not to
be protected by the laws ? If men were not
The Indictment in this case charges in the
punished for libels on the dead, xvhose fame first count that the defendant published a libel
would be secure beyond the period of his life ? on the memory of the deceased Mr. Hammet,
And here permit me to remark that the dead Avith a view to provoke his relations to a
are defenceless, and if po.sthumous fame be an breach of the peace ; and in the second, that
incentive to virtue, society only can afford it his publication had a tendency to the same
protection. The sentiment of reverence for effect.
The distinction belAveen these two
the dead is deeply imprinted on the human counts is purely technical, and I will give no
beart, It is a delighful incident in history, opinion on it till we have discovered whether
that Avhen a certain nation was subdued and the xvords published by the defendant are a
driven out from their country, the only request libel or not. The definition of libel, which is
tney made of their conquerors ATas to be per- found in Chitty, is that it is a malicious defamitted to carry xvith them the bones of tlieir mation in writing, and tending either to blackfatlurs. "De mortuis nil nfsi bonum," is a en the memory of one who is dead, or the
proverb in every country. I xvill illustrate reputation of one who is alive. NOAV it is
the feeling of abhorrence Avith which men re- only necessary to read the words against the
^rd all attacks on the dead, by but one other defendant, and to ask yourselves Avhether
remark. There is an animal odious in its their obvious intent and meaning be not to
waractei and form, and of so ferocious a dis- blacken the memory of the deceased ?—For
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my own part, I have no hesitation in saying,
1 "think they do. This being .so, the laAv,
Gentlemen, implies the publication to have
been malicious, and intended by the defendant
lo blacken the memory and bring into disrepute the family of the deceasetl. If either
count be bad, it is the first, and not the last,
as has been ar2;ued, for the last expressly
shoAvs the tendency of the act Avhich means
the inlent. The publication, therefore, being
admitted hy the defendant himself, is sufficient;
for the UiAV, as I have said, implies the malice
and the intent to jirovoke. The question of
libel or no libel, is one purely of law—and for
the Court, not the Jury, to decide. All the
Jury have generally lo do with the case is
Avith the fact of jiuhlicalion and the truth of
the innuendoes or meanings, attached to the
Avor-ls. They may indeed take on themselves
to judge of the motives Avith Avhich the publication Avas made. If a Jury, Gentlemen, could
satisfy themselves that a virtuous motive or
intent existed, I do not pretend to .say, that
there are not cases in Avhich it might operate
to excuse the act. But it Avould be a most
dangerous thing to give the Avriter of a book
a general license to print Avhatever he learns,
true or false, of difl'erent persons, notwithstanding they may be dead, upon the pretence
of subserving the cause of morality ; for if he
can publish this of the dead he can do the
same ofthe living, by taking care to give his
book a religious cast. Gentlemen, this habit
of libelling should be suppressed—the peace
and hapjiiness of society demand it—there is
no pretext, in my opinion, Avhicli can justify
il: and 1 haA'e seen and heard nothing, Avhatsoever, that in my view, can afford any justificalion for this act of the defendant. It is
your province, hoAvever, Gentlemen, to judge
of his defence, and I leave it Avith you.

The Jury retireil, and some time afterAvards
broii'j;ht in a verdict of Guilty.
On a snjisequent day, 24th May, the defendant Avas lirought up lo be sentenced ; xvhen
on his being asked if he had any observations
to make previous to the passing ofthe sentence of the law, rejilied that he had, and by
the permission of the Courl would read them
from a jiajier, which he did, as follows:—
[The R' reler Avill notice in the digest of S.
C. the title authority, kc. kc. ofthe KING, is
still retained, (1814) and I was tried by British
laxv.]
BS5" Before sentence is pas.sed, criminals
are commonly alloAved to speak in BRITISH
courts when condemned by BRITISH L A W ;

therefore I cor cive myself at liberty to make
a few remarks, as a dying man to dying men I
The Judge seemed to suspect malice arising
from a mistake of the gentlemen of llje bar,
from the observation and the Avords—"The
preachers were shy—ihe meeting-house was
shut against me," &c.
Here I would remark, that there Avere two
societies of Methodists at that lime. One was
distinguished by the name of "Asbury Methodists," the olher by the name of "Hammet
Methodists"—but I was not in connection
Avilh either. The Asbury Methodists were
shy, as intimated in the book, but Hammet's
preachpi's xvhere not shy, but opened their
meeting-houses to me on that occasion.
Hence I could feel no party spirit or personal malice in my breast at Mr. Hammet's
leaving them and setting up for himself—for
I am not bound by any specific human creed,
to any society, but endeavor to follow the
openings of Divine Providence, to gain access
to the people, to preach Christ, and him crucified : a^" 1 recommend to all, to flee from the
Aviatb to come ; as they will be judged according to the deeds done in the body.
The Attorney General seemed to say, if it
appeared that the relation in the Journal was
historical, there Avould be an end ofthe investigation ; and brought up no particular instance
of a historian being punished for history, but
seemed to lay much stress on the idea of six
months being too short a time to speak freely
of the dead.
A material fact seemed to have escaped the
notice of the Court. The publication of the
Journal Avas not for a lapse of years, and the
first American edition Avas about ten years
after the death of Mr. Hammet, xvhich the
copy right to T. C, Totten, back of the title
Jiage ofthe history, (I think) Avill shoAv, How
long a time is sufficient for one to be dead before you may xvrite the trulh about them?
And Avhat is the book but a History of Cosmopolite, Avilh its concomilants ? And if you
may not speak the truth of public men who
are set up as moral teachers, Avhen their example may be injurious to society, is not this
protecting viee by law ? and moreover be a
prevenliAe of imjiartial hkslory; and also for
men of infamous habit, to fly to S. Carolina
as an Asylum, under the protection of law,
that the truth of their evil deeds may not be
spoken. If I Avere alloAved to pass an opinion
on the Attorney General's eloquent observation, on the great importance of jiosthumous
fame, I would say, that il was best preseryerf
by leading a virtuous life, and not by gagging
the condemnation of VICE. It has been suggested that my having counsel, witnesses, &e.
Avas indicative of malice! but a xvord vnil wt
this in a proper light—as the Atlorney Gea*'

ml and all my friends knoAX', it Avas my in- zen of the United States, repugnant to the extention to have no such provision, but the press declaration of the Constitution cf the
Attorney General recommended the necessity U. S., Avhich is express against abridging the
ofthe thing, to ansAver certain points in law ; freedom of speech and of the press, and also is
and a friend of mine had engaged Mr. Prio- acknowledged to be the supreme law of the
leau befoie I kncAV it; and Mr. Hayne had land! and also in violation of the Constituput the indictment also in his hand before I tion of the State of S, Carolina, xvhich, artiknexv it; and Mr. Prioleau advised to have cle 9, section 6, expressly declares, that
some witnesses—which since I have been " T H E LIBERTY OF THE PRESS, SHALL
pained at, as being the innocent cause of some- BE FOREVER INVIOLABLY PRESERVthing like perjury, when they sAvore to tell ED,"* I read in Jshnson's Dictionary, inviothe truth and the Avhole truth, and yet they lably means—1. Not lo be profaned, not to
were restricted in their disclosures !—I have be injured,—2, Not to be bi-oken,^3. Insusbeen informed that MALICE constituted the gist ceptible of hurt or wound, and 4, xvithout
ofafibel. And although malice may be im- breach, without failure,—Here, then, arises
plied from the use of xvords calculated to bring an important question—viz. Which is to he
a man into contempt, still, if it can be shown considered the most sacred and important in
from circumstances, that there xvas no malice, S. Carolina, HER own CONSTITUTION,
can that' be a libel ? Here let it be remem- xvhich is the FOUNTAIN of her laws, and
bered, first, that I never saw Mr, Hammet; in which it is expressed, " that the liberty of
second, that I never knew he had a son, the press shall be forever inviolably preserved,
or daughter till January last; and thirdly, or the introduction of BRITISH LAWS, which
60 far Avas I from malice, that I never caused cost the treasure and blood of our fathers to
intentionally any of those books to come to repel, and to extricate and preserve us from
Charleston, or strove to prevent it, and those their baleful influence ? Again, xvhat assufew copies (which were brought here by a rance of protection can one State give to the
Thomas Pitts, Avith olher books) have been citizens of another, as it relates to their perhere for years—and he gave me his order to sons and property, if they give preference to a
obtain, them as I came along.
I am no foreign laAX-, contrary to the express declaralaAvyer, and have chiefly confined my study tion of their OAVU constitution ? And may not
to the law of nature and the laAv of God. the rulers, as the delegates of the people oe
But it seems strange to me, that an American asked, hoAv can these things be answered to
citizen, after forty-five years of Independence, the people xvith candor and fidelity? If it be
should be tried by r r .IEIGN l a w ; and that true that the legislature of this State, upwards
merely the OPINIONfv, of men CALLED law! of an hundred years, xvhen young, as a British
and tliese opinions are so various, as to ap- province, and having fcAV laxvs of their own,
pear almost OMNIFARIOUS ; and are so contra- from the exigency of the times, adopted certain
dictory and clashing, that the Judge is free to English LaAvs—can it still be true, that the
take WHICH opinion he pleases,—So true is OPINIONS of Englishmen since then, can be
this, that it is not uncommon to see the Judges admitted to be L.AAVS in THIS land? Is not
equally divided on the bench. Would it not the Avisdom of this nation, when brought to a
seem strange, if I should request to bring in focus, clear on the subject of the liberty of the
or introduce an Egyptian or Turkish law ? press ? And can the opinion of an Englishand yet in reason, Avhy the laAv of one.foreign man, xvhen opposed bolh to the Constitution
country, and not that of another ?
of the U, S,, and also of the State of S, CaroCircumstances, analagous, are exemplified lina, be admitted as a good and wholesome law
in the Spanish History of S. America—trying in THIS land ? If so, where is the hand of
Ae people of one country by the laws of safety and protection to the defenceless strani tnolher. The natives were brought to trial ger ; who has his enemies, and is prevented
1 Wore the ecclesiastical court, found guilty of by foreign laxv from pursuing his journey,
' betesy, and executed !—May such things be when passing peaceably along ? Can these
» lesson to u.s, and open the eyes of the things stand the test of invesrigation, and be
American People, to see and make a proper sanctioned by the people in t<his State ? May
fflkincrion between tAose principles and laws
ered divine, when contrasted with this British principle,

leduced from the ".INHERENT" and " UNALIEN- in the unwritten law or tradition ; for the former admit
ULi: RIGHTS OF MAN," and those of the old ted evidence, the latter does not,

• World, founded on ASSUMPTION only, and then
wipoperly called DIVINE RIGHTS.—And even
Wnse laws of England called " Common Law,"
;*bichmay well be styled, "UNCOMMON,"
»ben found in S. Carolina* to convict a citi-

- Common Law, State Law, 1712, See Constitution and
Judge's oath, Article IV, Constitution of South Carolina,
" I do swear, or affirm, that I am duly qualified, according to the Constitution of this State, to execute the olhce to
which I have been appointed, and will, to ' " « ^est ol my
abilities, discharge the duties thereof, «''i,PJ?;?'^f'"j '^'j,
P R O T E C T and DEFEND the CONSTITUTION of
1
* John Adams' " Gag Law" may be, as it were, oonsid- THIS S T A T E , and of the UNITED STATES,"
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APPENDIX.

ADDRESS

TO THE

HERE, I have learned two things. The judge
constitutes the Court, and the clergy constitutes
the church.
The " common laAV " is unwritten—of course
is only taken frotn precedents, founded on tradition, transmitted from the dark ages of the
xvorld—and is considered and quoted as being
in force, like statute laAv, as an expression of
the xvill of the peojile, by their delegate and
representative. And the tradition of the
church is put on equal fooling Avith the Scriptures in point cf validity,
A precedent from tradition may be brought
to prove any thing—even contraries—and so
establish nothing.
But as common sen.se, since the time of Martin Luther, called the authenticity of the unwritten tr;v,lition of the church in question, so
may the GOOD SKNSE of the AMERICAN PEOPLE

call in que>ti(in the " unwritten " laAv of feudal
princijiles—for those traditions, Avhether civil
or ecclesiastical, may be considered twins
Avhen ajijilied in a social point of view.
To detach a man's actions or words from
tlieir relative connections, and concomitant
parts, and then to f^ive the same your O'A'II
lAvist and turning—you might make him say
any thing, and mean nothing.
A 3'oung lady administered arsenic to a sick
person, through the servant's misplacing the
phial—here detach the act from the connection
—admit of nothing but the fact to infer the
motive from—you might say she poisoned the
person—she is a murderer! Those principles
are congenial Avith the systems of the old
world, Avho think they have arrived to the
summit of perfection in their political economy.
But Americans require laws, congenial wilh
our first and fundamental principles, as established .and recognized in this land—and I hope
to see the day, when we AMEHICANS shall be

so improved as to be governed by American
laws only.

PUBLIC

The doctrine of the " B E N E F I T OF

CLKK-

G Y " is not admissible ;n the United States,
whatever it may be in Spain or loitugal.—
Hence, why not expunge that antiquated,
thread-bare, lAvisted ism of expresiiion—unless
we find it necessary to retain a gr«at swelled
word—perverted from its primary meaning, to
dupe the ignorant—for letters screen no man
now, Avhatever might have been the custom
once.
Also the doctrine of " CORRUPTION OF BLOOD,"

as mentioned in the digest, cannot exist here,
and attach and retain the same meaning as in
Europe, For there are thirteen grades of distinction in the theory of the old world betwixt
the slave and the despot—most of Avhom are
designated by some NICK-NAME, under the
title of nobility—or rather NO ABILITV—as if
they Avere a superior order of being,s—but if
their conduct displeased the sovfieign—away
went their title—property and all. So they
Avonld be on a level with other jioor people,
and hence their degradation Avas snjiposed to
corrupt their blood. What corriiiition of blood
then do Ave find in America ? LORENZO, be
cautious that y-ou do not comjiose a LIBEL!
" The greater the trulh, the greater the lie "—
truth sure can be no lie !
A certain lady Avhom I shall call Mi.ss Issippi—remarked al a dinim;; jiartA', that she
thought that "GENERAL CONGRKSS" must
be a great man—every body was talking about
him—for her part she Avished lhal he would
pa.ss that way, that she might see the Gentleman.—Another, xvhom I shall call Lady Caroline, very soberly inquired, Avho Miss Ouri
Ava,s, and where she lived, that General Congress
should pay such attention to her ?
A third replied, that Miss Ouri, is supposed
to be a colored Avoman—and his attention haa
been so much upon Miss Ouri, that the general
seemed to have little time to think about any
thing else, except his eight dollars a day!

=J^k
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Indians suppose themselves as much su- oaths they were hound to bring in such a verperior to white master, as the colored servant dict as the Judge dictated!
is below—hence, said the chief—The Great
JS®"" A man is what God made him—and
Spirit first made the black man, out of black why should any Judge remark on the looks
earth, then the white man, out of the tree,— or appearance of a prisoner, to prejudice a
Jury, and so harden their feelings against
afterward the red man, from the red earth.
Here it may be asked. From whence came him.
the FOURTH CLASS, or kind of people?
J 5 ^ Is this the American corruption of blood ?
It has been argued that this doctrine of libels
is necessary to protect the character of REA few thoughts after sentence, penned in Jail,
FORMED LADIES. But were they to speak
just before the release from the Governor.
through me, perhaps they would a.sk. Is it not
rather to protect the character of UNREFORMTHE STRANGER'S FAREWELL.
ED GENTLEMEN, so called ?
A few hints more, and Pve done.
H E CAME a .stranger among you, not for
Query. 1. Would it not be Avell for all persons, Avho think of becoming candidates for your money, but to seek your GOOD. The
public office, to examine first, their motive, time is at hand when He expects to leave you
and second, their talents ? whether it be sin- never to return ; at least that is the present
ister or to serve the public good, and Avhether prospect. Therefore a few friendly hints, as
they have talents for it? OtherAvise your a caution, are left behind.
principle is mean, and you stand in the way There is a Cloud arising, though remote—
the Quakers have seen it and are gone; retired
of a better.
2. Clear heads, sound judgment, a virtuous beyond the river, and their worship houses are
heart, and an independent mind, to act as monuments of mourning in the land ! Then
JURORS—and save the Judge the trouble— let the people turn to God—and every man
and similar materials for the different places turn from his evil way and leave the road of
in society. And if you say timber is scarce ! sinning, before the cup of their iniquity be
full—that God may pardon your crimes and
the greater is the pity.
Fefiow citizens, be guarded against those give you a lot xvith His people among the
office hunters who court your friendship mere- blessed!
And let what is amiss in this land, by traly for the loaves and fishes! The welfare of
the nation is connected with, and in a mea- dition, as it relates to "Feudal Law" and
sure, is dependent on your CHOICE. The " Common Law," and " Lynch's Law," be so
exercise of your judgment—look for evidence regulated by " Statute Law," that PROTECof the best of materials—and never give your TION and JUSTICE and HUMANITY may
vote for a drink of grog,—but conduct your- be extended to both PEOPLE and CATTLE !*
self as a member o f t h e community ought to
Charleston Jail, May 24, 1821.
do; as you expect to answer to the Great Jehovah for the deeds done in the body: and as
a friend to society, and to the RIGHTS OF
MANKIND!
B®"" If the opinion of an European is the
POSTSCRIPT.—From all circumstances, one
law, and none but lawyers have it—How can
may
believe that the police of the city, having
a cifizen know when he is safe ? Does not
this show the need of simple and plain acts of a presage of my coming, had designed a trap
utGiSLATiON, and afforded cheap to people, for the occasion—or to block up my xvay, or
that they may know the laAvs of their own both. For first, all the streets and markethouses, with other places, xvere interdicted me,
country ?
A certain man was indicted for assault and as far their poAver extended—perhaps on account of a book called the " Y A N K E E S P Y . "
nattery, the Jury, not kiiOAving the meaning
of the words, brought in a verdict of man- Secondly, the man who bought the book
slanghter, were reprimanded and sent out for ***if*.^ and on xvhich the prosecution was
predicated, a i i e a r s to be my warmest friend,
^gain, concluding if it was not man-slaughter,
by having a stand erected outside of the corIt must be something worse, so returned a verporation, taking me by the hand, and pretenddict of wlful murder—but the Judge had to
ing to keep the peace, &c. But the two leadtn™ Juryman virtually and explain what maning persons were challenged to fight duels by
TwaughtCT was, and what they must bring in.
some xvho saxv their procedure!!
"Another set of Jurymen, as the birds say,
would unanimously have acquitted a prisoner
m their conscience, but thisught that by their
» Q^ Genesh xv, 16. Daniel iv, 22 and 27.

I
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Major General Gaines sent xvord to the
Sheiitti that he xvould bail me out to the
amount of $10,000 ; after Avhich a number offered to become my security for my appearance
at court; and il Avas thought by some of my
opponents, that I Avould forfeit my bonds—but
being disappointed here, there Avas a move to
leave it to citizens—but the reply xvas, that
they had done all they could to scandalize
me, I Avould therefore, rather il Avould come to
an open fair trial—Avhich is related officially
in the preceding pages. Afler my return to
NeAV England about one thousand copies of
the report, Avith the "CAUTION WROTE IN JAIL"

annexed, Avere sent back to Charleston (S. C.)
and arrived about the lime that the Negro
Plot broke out, and xvas discovered. Hence
a criticism that L, D, must have been knowing
to the same—and if they now had hira in toxv,
would K^ow Avhat lo DO Avith, and hoAv to dispose of him, &c.
After my condemnation the growth of the
seed planted by William Penn, as it relates to
his economy in fostering and establishing equal
rights of conscience—140 years after Avas extended to me in the piazza ofthe custom-hou,se
at Charleston, by the hands of the officers of
the Federal Government—over Avhich the Corporation had no control—there I was permitj ted to address thousands—under my OAVU vine
and fig tree, and there was none to make me
afraid !
HoAvever, the LAAV which condemned L, D.
Avas brought to TRIAL itself, before a Constitutional Court of Seven Judges, and there argued, and Judgment jiassed upon its obnoxious
piinciple in such a mode of practice—and sent
it down tlie hill!
In Connecticut, the principle Avas put down
before, and in the slate of NCAV York, since—
may the day arrive Avhen it shall be banished
from the Union !
Should the once suppo.sed to he cattle in
Hayti, be recognized as independent folks by
our Supreme, Avhat would Brother Jonathan's
sisters lo the Yankees say ? especially in .some
of their edicts of economy? — Georgia and
South Carolina have adopted some things iii
practice by incorporation, as twin-sisters, constituting the circumfusion of information Hicii
TREASON ! I 1

But what Avill be said and done in the day
that cattle are found lo hefolksl—and
Bolivarism should spread lo the adjacent Islands—
and Avliat was only begun in ^'',rlh America,
PERFECTED in the South Continent; but reacting on the North ? Judge by analogy the
eflecls of causes—from the NCAV World to,the
old continent! He that hath an ear, let him
hear!—and depart, where his posterity may
be in safety !
The death of Alexander may be considered

as the end of the unholy league, and that Congress, of course, virtually at an end—Avhilst
in the order of Providence the balance is cast
in the opposite scale, for a Congie.-s upon different principles, and for a dilieient end ! 0
my countrymen, my fellow citizens! what
hath God Avroughl, in the period of fifty years,
or since the memory of man!
Nearly all North America belonged to
France in 1755—except a strip of country
east of the Back-bone—and in i few yeais
she lost the whole of her claim!—In 17iJ3 a
large luxurious dinner, Avith colleciel silver
plate, in New York, gave rise to the impression of luxury in the colonies, by the icjioit
of the officers, after their return lo the l,i.-tanchored isle—hence, in 17ti4, the ground
A\'ork of Taxation without our consenl—and
hence the dispute that ushered in a new nation, July 4tli, 1776, Lorenzo DOAV came
upon the stage, Oct, 16th, 1777—and in those
days, priestcraft and kingism, proiluced the
'• Illuminati" Avho brought forlh the Encyclopcedial—to extend and circumfuse information
on correct principles lo the uaderslanding of
man!
In true light there is, or may be, a correct
judgment, and man's conduct, if actuated by
proper principles, will be exemplified accordingly !
This year, 1826, being the fiftieth year of
our Independence, may be viewed as our Jubilee, in a national point of view. The year
of release was to be every seventh year. New
York passed a law lo that efiect lo be seen
1827, Avhen the oppressed are to go free !
I think the Hebrew antiquities mention
Ihiity-six Jubilees in the succes^ion of tluir
political existence. Judging from the past,
with the aspect of the present limes—Aviiat
Avill a few years develope, and anotlier Jubilee
from this jiroduce ?
Most ot the piesent race of peojile will be
then gone; children yel unborn Avill occujiy
our place—but under sucli circumslance^ in
the world far difiiirent Irom ours!
Tlien let all those inlo AAIIOSC haiuls thc.-^e
hi.'its may fall, take timely Avainiiig and he
actuated by proper molives aud juincijiles ot
heart; and prejiare to meet God \'onr Julgc,
lhal you may be acquitted in that day wlien
all secrets shall be brought lo light, aud mankind rcAvarded according lo their deeJs done
in the body !
Thirty years of my life have been .spent
mostly in the itinerant Ministry—and matiy
have been the trying scenes and vicissitudes,
in different climes, lhal 1 have pa.ssed ihiough
in that period of time, in the twenty-four
states of America, the Canadas, and some
parts of the Old World, in my difl'erent v'sit*
there.
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The sun of life is declining fast, and the feel and enjay the virtue and spirit oi redempevening shades are coming on apace !
tion in thy soul, called "Christ xvithin, the
Those of you who have heard my name, hope of Glory"—for what Moses saw and
but have never seen my face, and lho.se xvho heard, and which taught him to worship on
have seen my face in the flesh, but Avill ere holy ground, you may hear, and feel, and enlong hear the sound of my voice no more in joy in the heart; as an iuAvard and spiritual
this world—remember the day of DEATH worshipper of that great JEHOVAH, whose
draAVS near, and soon I must meet you in name and spirit should ever be as a covering
judgment, at the bar of our God. Suffer me to our minds!
then, as a friend, and as a dying man, to Avarn
As in many branches of science, as far as
you, and to entreat you, to solemn reflection xve advance, so far xve do knoxv and are taught;
and close investigation, hoAV it is Avith you, the same will apply to religious experience in
and how it stands betwi.xt GOD and your the things of God !
Hence the doctrine of Repentance, and the
SOUL !
Remember that by nature you are a fallen, exercise of FAITH, as taught in the NCAV Tesdegenerate creature; therefore, ye must be re-tament, to bring the mind to that MASTERLY
generated and "BORN of the SPIRIT"—for enjoyment of true Charity, xvhich is DIVINE
without holiness no man shall see the Lord ! LOVE felt in the SOUL! preparatory for
Never lay down to rest without committing another world, and as an earnest of future
yourself into the protection of kind Providence life, and a presage of joys to come !
—and when you awake, give thanks. Thus
Adieu!
begin, spend, and close every day with an inLORENZO DOW.
ward devotion to that Being, on Avhom Ave are
dependent, and unto whom xve are account- Wheeling, Virginia,
Feb. 22d, 1826.
able for our conduct iu time—that you may
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WISDOM D I S P L A Y E D , A N D L O R E N Z O ' S VIL.
LAINY DETECTED
OR THE SECOND TRIAL, CONFESSION AND CONDEMNATION OF LORENZO DOW.
Before the Superior Court, held at Norwich, Conn. January

Term, 1829.

Eccl. iv, 1,—So I returned, and considered all the oppressions that are done under the sun ; and, heliolJ, the («»rt
of such as were oppressed, and they had no Comforter; and on the side of their OPPRKSSORS there was POWER^
but •iHS.Y had NO COMFORTER.
'

FROM T H E THIRD EDITION.

TO T H E INHABITANTS OF CONNECTICUT AND T H E UNITED STATES.
FELLOW CITIZENS : From a sense of duty
vo myself and to the Public at large, involving the interests and welfare of generations
yet unborn, I am constrained to address you
on a very interesting but painful subject—
arising from circumstances beyond the poxver
of my control—as the POWEH of redress for
rpl'ef, is only to be found there by the voice
of your Representatives, in their LEGISLATIVE
CAPACITY !

The principles of Law on the subject of
water as it tiow stands, involves awful consequences, Avhen considered as a precedent,
introduced and adopted, to become the governing principle of the country—as the Supreme
LAW OF THE LAND.

Supposing for instance, the intended dam
on the Shetiicket River, about Chelsea Landing, should go into operation—what must be
the consequence, as the princijile called Lavj,
NOAV stands ?
It would give a favored F E W , complete
control over one eighth part of the water in
this state, by computation involving the tributary streams.
For if a man has a water privilege on his
premises, he has no right to improve it by
building a dam on it for machinery—if there
be any mill or factory below; although the dam
should be no injury to any ine ; but rather, a
very great advantage to a i but still it would

be actionable, for it is considered a crime, in
point of Laxv, to do a man a favor, without
his consent, equally as to do him an injury.
To build a dam, to lower a dam, to tighten
a dam, or to make a teak in a dam, or to
raise a dam if there be machinery below—is
actionable; you must let it remain as it
was—STATIONARY.

One has all the right.
The other has NO
right. One is privileged the other depressed.
One is Master the other a Servant. One is
" My Lord" the other " Obedient and very
humble Servant"—" Cap in hand." One has
all the privilege, the other is deprived of all—
not alloAved to improve the xvater equally on
his OAvn land ; although noDody in the least
degree is injured—still it is a crime—unless
you obtain the consent of the Big Man
below—whose works may be ten miles off—
and a dozen dams intervene; and should all
above and below him acknowledge it to be a
real benefit to them—still he could prosecute
and obtain damage and cost: by this—samething—called Law—as exemplified in the lati
decision at Norwich.
If a citizen has a spring branch on his
farm, he is liable to be prosecuted even fot
stopping water, by daming the stream for a
hog Avallow or goose pond; or by the samsj
rule, for detaining it falling from the eares
of his house.
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Therefore, it is plain to a discerning mind
that a feAV capitalists might seize on the
outlets of streams betAveen the rivers Seban
and St. Croix, and control all the waters of
the United States I
Hence the doctrine of EQUAL RIGHTS,
Sic. Privilege is done away—seeing a man
is NOT allowed to improve his own water
power and privilege equal to his neighbor—
when his neighbor suflTers NO injnry or possible harm by it.
This doctrine being admitted—and the
principle oi it adopted for Law^farewell
forever to the PRIVILEGES which our fathers
fmght and BLED to obtain, and then transmitted to us their children. If the fence of a
farm be doAvn for a season, my neighbor interdicts my repairing it because he claims the
privilege for his hogs, &c. by the same mode
of reasoning.
The darkness of the Feudal System seems
to threaten our borders—an " embargo"
being in the land.
Thus the one who is privileged to have the
ascendancy over his neighbor, is like a
"LORD," and should he sell his possessions
ht would sell the privileges with it—and the
other is only as vassals or kind of " TENANT
AT WILL," without any way for redress—the
Statute Law being LAME on the subject.
Here then I would suggest the propriety
of getting a petition from a considerate public, to present to the General Assembly, for a
redress of grievance, to obtain some special
ACTS of Legislation, to protect us in the
Maceable possession and enjoyment of our
'freehold estates in fee simple—Avith all the
privileges thereto belonging—that we may be
rotected from the imposition and tyrannical
.and of oppressors—and thereby prevent the
lintroduction of darkness—the darkness of the
Feudal System—a favored FEW, to he suffered
h-monopolize TWO elements in this land !—by
"expost facto ism."
I
LORENZO DOWApril 25, 1829.

t

COPY OF A WRIT
»

LEFT FOR

LORENZO

DOW

r'No 1. IT " T o the Sheriff of the county of
jj«w London, his Deputy, or to either of the
^ s t a b l e s of the Town of Montville, in said
lunty, Greeting. By authority of the State
[Connecticut, you are hereby commanded
F"»ttach the Goods or Estate of Lorenzo
w, of said Town of Montville, to the
lie of Two Thousand Dollars, and for
*Mit thereof, to attach the Body of the said
jwrenzo Dow, if he may be found in your
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precincts, and him safely keep, so that he
may be had to apjrear before the County
Court to be holden at Norwich, within and
for the county of New Lond >n, on the third
Tuesday of November, A. D, 1827, tnen and
there to ansAver unto Peter Richards, of the
Town of New London, in said County, and
Henry A. Richards, of said town of Montville,
No. 2. If In a plea of Trespass on the
ca.se, whereupon the Plaintiffs declare and
say, that on the lOlh day of August, 1827,
and for a long period before said 10th day of
August, 1827, [1] to wit, to more than four
years, they as Tenants in common, owned
and possessed, and were Avell seized in Fee,
and as Tenants in common, noAv OAVU ami
possess and are well seized in Fee of a certain Tract of Land, situate in said Town of
Montville, bounded as described as follows,
viz. Northerly, on Nathaniel Bradford's
Land, and land formerly OAA'ned by Joseph
Rogers; Easterly, on the old Road leading
from New London to NoiAvich, Southerly, by
land owned by Ebenezer Comstock, on Church
and the middle of the Brook, commonly
called Lester's Brook, which separates from
David Congdon's Land, Westerly, by lands of
David Congdon and Nathaniel Bradford.
That the stream of Water, (commonly called
Lester's Brook,) originating from Miner's
Pond, so called, a natural Pond of Water,
situate in the Town of Montville, passes by
and bounds on said land of the Plaintiffs, for
a long distance, until it comes within about
one hundied rods of the east side of the
Plaintiffs said Lands from Northwest to
SouthAvest, where said Brook runs through
said lands of the Plaintiffs.
No. 3. IT And the Plaintiffs say that for
more than One Hundred years last past, on
said Lands described as aforesaid, and near
the turnpike road leading from New London
to Norwich, there has been and is now kept
up and maintained on and across said stream,
hy the Plaintiffs, and those under whom the
Plaintiffs claim and derive their title to said
Lands, a certain Dam, for the purpose of retaining the Water which runs in said stream,
for the use of a certain Grist Mill and other
Manufacturing EstablisJiments, which the
Plaintiffs and those under whom they claim,
have constantly, during all the time aforesaid, kept, and maintained on said premises.
No, 4. If " And the Plaintiffs say, that they
and those under whom than they claim said
Premises, have been used and accustomed, for
more [2] one hundred years last past, and
until within one year last past to have the
Waters of said Miner's Pond, freely and
without obstruction, to flow and run from said
Miner's Pond to the Plaintiffs said Mill and
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other Manufactuiing Establishments, situate
on said stream on the Plaintiffs' Premises
described as aforesaid, [.3]
No. 5. It " A u d the Plaintiffs say, that relying upon it tliat they had good and laAvful
right to have said Waters floAv from said
Miner's Pond and run to the Plainlifis' Mill
afore>aid, and premises in their usual course
and accustomed quantity, Avilhout interruption or obstruction, they did, about five years
since, erect a new and expensive Grist Mill
and a large Cotton Manufactory on said
stream, and on their said premises, and have
laid oui and expended on the same more than
Fifty Thousand Dollars, and have successfully and uninterruptedly used and improved
the srme, and have had an abundant [4]
supply of Water from said stream, as it
usually had and naturally Avould flow and
run from said Pond and in said stream to
carry all the Mills and Machinery on their
said Premises, (until within six months la,st
past) for all the space of time Avithin thirty
years last past.
No. 6, 11 " And the Plaintiffs .say that they
were Avholly dependant on said stream, and
the Avalers floAving from said Miner's Pond
for the supply of their said Grist Mill, Cotton
Factory and other Manufacturing Establfshmenls, and the Defendant Avell knows the
same. Yet the Plaintiffs say that the Defendant without law or right, against the mind or
will of the Plaintiffs, and with set design to
injure them and break up their said Establishment, did, on or about the first day of
November, A. D, 1826, erect and build on his
own premises, at or near the outlet of Miner's
Pond, so called, a large, substantial and permanent Dam, and raised the same at least six
feet higher than any obstruction. Dam, or
other stopjiage at said outlet ever had existed or been maintained, for more than One
Hundred years, or ever had existed since the
memory ol man.
No. 7. TI " And by means thereof hath
Avholly stopped and confined the waters of
said Pond, Avithin the same, [5] and Avholly
refuses to suffer and permit any of the waters
of said Pond to flow and run in said stream,
as they have been used and accustomed to
d o ; and has wholly obstructed the same so
as to prevent the said waters from flowing
and running to the Plaintiffs said Mill,
Cotton Factory, and their other Manufacturing Establishments on said stream; by
means AVhereof, the same has been obliged
and compelled to stop and suspend their
i operations, to the great damage and injury of
the Plaintiffs.
No, 8. IT " A n d the Plaintiffs further say,
that, on or about the 6th day of Aug. A. D.
1827, they then had their said Grist Mill in

full operation, their said Cotton Factory and
other Manufactuiing Establishments, also
being in lull operation, and there Avas in said
Miner's Pond, so called, a great supply and
sufliciency of Avater as usually flowed and
run in said stream—but for the obslructions
Jilaced there by the Defendant, lo have supplied and carried all the Plaintiffs' said Mill
and Machinery on their said premises—and
they then had on hand large supplies of
Cotton, purchased at great price, viz, more
than one thousand dollars, and workmen and
hands engaged and paid by the Plaintiffs to
attend said Mills and Machinery, therein
carried hy Avater, at an expense to the Plaintiffs of two hundred dollars per day—and aUo
large quantities, to wit, one hundred bushels
of grain on hand, to be ground in said Gristmill—all Avhich facts were Avell known to
the Defendant, [6] yet the Defendant, Avantonly and Avickedly, on said 6th day of
August, 1827—Avholly stopped said water
and by his dam aforesaid, obstructed the
same, so as to prevent any Avaler flowing
from said Pond—to the Plaintiffs' said Mills
all which wrong doings of the Defendant
have subjected the Plaintiffs to great and
lasting injury in the loss of time, Avages of
Hands by them employed in said business,
loss of Grain. Cotton, and injury to their
Machinery employed in said Mills—all by
means of the Avrong and alleged acts of the
Defendant, [7.]
No, 9. IT " A n d the Plaintiffs further
declare and say, that on the 9th day of
August, A. D, 1827—and for a long period :
before said 9th day of August, A. D. 1827, to
Avit, for more than four years, they as Tenants in common, owned and possessed and ,
Avere well seized in fee and as Tenants in
common, now OAvn and possess and Avere ;:
veil seized in fee of a certain tract of Land .^
situate in said Town of Montville, Bounded '
and described as mentioned in the first Count
of this declaration :—That a stream of water,
originating from Miner's Pond, so called, in '
sail! Montville, passes through said Premises
of the Plaintiflii. And the Plaintiffs, say, ^
that for more than [8] one hundred years last.
past, on said Premises, there has been and .i
now is a certain Dam kept up and maintained on and across said stream by the Plaintiffs and those under whom they claim, for .
the purpose of retaining the Avater of said ,,
stream tor the use of a certain Grist Mill and.
olher Milling establishments, which the ^
I'laintiffs and those under whom they claim, ]
have constantly, during the time atoresaii^ •'
kept and maintained on said Premises. And.
the said Plaintiffs say, that they and those »
under whom they claim said Premises, hare ,
been used and accustomed, for more than one
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hnndred years, and until one year, to have
the Waters of said Miners Pond, run and
flow [9] freely and without obstruction, from
said Pond through the course of said stream,
to the Plaintiffs' said Mill and other Milling
Establishments, sitrate on said stream on
said described Pren: ses—and that they and
those, whom they claim., have during all said
time, had ri^ht to the use and benefit of the
waters of said Pond, for ','•'» purpose of
working said Mills.
No, 10. II " Yet the Defendant well knoAving the same, on the 6th day of July, 1827,
and divers other days since, wrongfully and
injuriously obstructed the Avalers of said
Pond, and prevented and hindered them from
tunning and flowing in their ancient course
to said Mills of the Plaintiffs, and from supplying the same Avith Avater for the working
thereof—in so ample and beneficial a manner
as during all the time aforesaid it Avould and
ought to have done, whereby the Plaintiffs
have lost much of the use, profit and advantage of their said Mills, all Avhich Avrong
doings of the Defendant, are and Avere contrary to laAV—again at the mind and will of
the Plaintiffs and to their damage the sum of—
two thousand dollars, Avhich to recover Avith
just cost this suit is brought. Bond sufficient for prosecution being given. Hereof
fail not, but of this writ Avith your doings
thereon, lawful service and due return make.
Thirty-four cents State Duty are received on
this Writ and Peter Richards recognized one
hundred dollars for prosecution in due form
of Law.
Dated at NCAV London, this 11th day of
Aug, A. D. 1827.
Certified and signed by
WM. P. CLEAVELAND, Jr.
Justice of Peace.
„ No, 11. If " N e w London County, ss.
I Montville, August 11th, 1827. Then by
IVirtue of this Writ and by direction of the
Plaiiitiffs, I attached as the property of the
within named Defendant a certain tract or
parcel of Land lying and situate in said town
of Montville, containing about fifty acres
more or less, Avith a Dwelling House, Barn,
Mills and other Buildings thereon standing,
oemg the same premises which formerly was
pwned and occupied by Henry Miner. Butted
?nd hounded as follows, Northerly on Land
of Nathaniel Comstock, Easterly and South"ly on Land of Joshua Baker, and Westerly
on Lands of William Thompson, Parthenia
^ompson, and Burrell Thompson, together
M h the privilege of the Pond and all other
•^urtenances thereto belonging. Th^ 'within
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and above is a true Copy of the original
Writ with my Indorsement thereon.
Attest,
NATHAN RAYMOND,
Deputy Sheriff.
No. 12. II " A t the Superior Court of Judicature holden at Norwich, in and for the
County of New London, in the State of Connecticut on the fourth Tuesday of January in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and lAventy-nine.
No. 13. II "Peter Richards of NCAV London in New London County, and Henry A.
Richards of Montville, in said County, Plaintiffs, vs, Lorenzo DOAV, of said Montville,
Defendant, in an action or Plea of the case
Sv t forth at large in the Avrit and declaration
of the Plaintiffs, demanding the sum of 2000
dollars damages, with cost of suit, as by writ
on file, dated the 11th day of August, in the
year of our Lord, one thousand eight hundred
and twenty-seven.
No, 14, H " T h i s action Avas brought by
appeal of the Plaintiffs, from the County
Court, holden at Norwich, in and for the
County of New London, on the third Tuesday of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and tAventy-seven, to
the January term of this Court, A, D. 1828,
and by legal removes, comes to this Court,
and now, the parties appear and join in an
issue to the Jury, on the plea of the Defendant, that he is not guilty in manner, &c, as on
file. The issue was committed to the Jury,
Avho found the folloAving verdict, viz :—
Jury Avere Elishal
"~ '
" In this case the
Waterman, AsaRoath,
Abial Roath, Joshua Jury find that the DeMaples, Jr,, Jacob fendant is guilty, in
Mc Call, Bishop Burn- manner and form as
ham,EbenezerHough, the Plaintiffs in their
Julius S, Hammond, declaration have alThomas H. Wilson, leged, and therefore
Matthew BroAvn, and find for the Plaintiffs
Henry BroAvn — •the to recover thirty dolparties agreeing to lars damages and their
eleven Jurors in the cost."
case.
Avhich this Court accepts and orders to be
recorded—Whereupon, it is considered by this
Court, that the Plaintiffs receive of the
Defendant the sum of thirty dollars damages
and their cost of suit, alloAved to be the sum
of $60,94 and that Execution, &c. Execution granted January thirtieth, A. D. 1829.
A true copy of record, examined by
CHARLES LATHROP, Clerk.
Plaintiff's cost,
Co, Ct. Nov. 1827,

Writ,
Officer,
Travel,
Attend,
Atto. fee,
Court fee,

$ 4,03
6,37
.31
1,50
1,S4
3,M
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floods to escape from the Pond, and so Vent
itself, without danger of being Avashed aAvay
by ire and fres'tels ! And, moreover, double
tbe quantitv of water Avould be retained of
the Spring freshets, and reserved for a dry
season! without injury to any body; but
beneficial to all -parties concerned or any Avay
conuecteil or interested in the Avater privileges
on the stream !
I Avent to i\Ir Richards, and attempted to
describe to him the advantage that might be
taken of the situation by improvement—
thinking it AVOUIII be for his interest as Avell
as mine ; and if he Avould aid therein, should
share the benefit. I confess that I did go to
him this second time, and made this second
offer, Avhether Right or Wrong—it Avas WELL
ME.ANT by me!

But the offer Avns declined by him ; so I
undertook the erection of the dam alone, Avith
the intenlion of raising it higher than the
old dam, lo detain more Avater. For I had no
idea of giving offence to any one; nor did I
think that such an act could injure any one ;
seeing all the Avaler Avhich I expected to
detain, Avas only that which Avould run off in
the spring of the year, without doing any
body any good ; and at a season too, AA'hen
there Avould be plenty of water for all concerned !
But Mr. Richards Avr te me a curious kind
of letter ; or at least it seemed so to me ; of
which the following is a copy.
New London, 11th Oct. 1829.
REV

LORENZO DOAV,

SIR—Understanding that you are repairing
or rebuilding the dam to your Miner Pond,
without knoAving or pretending to knoAv your
intentions as to the structure of it, Ave deem
it a friendly duty to advise you, that you
have no legal right 'o raise the dam in the
least degree above what it has heretofore
been, and that you have not the right to hold
back the Avater or to let it offal your pleasure
to Ihe injury of those Avho improve Mill
Seals below you. We Avould presume that
you have no unfriendly intentions, nevertheless Ave consider it our duty in this friendly
manner to advise you as above, Avhal Ave
have no doubt is law on this subject, and to
add, that we shall endeavor to maintain our
own rights, and should you raise your Dam
above its former height, or hold back, or let
off Water, otherAvise than fof your OAVU
necess:;iy and fair piuiposes, and Ave are injured thereby, we shall hold you liable for all
damages.
We are very respectfully, your obedient
servants,

P. & H, A. RICHARDS,

So 1 called on him for an explanation—
Avhere, I confess I talked ny Lorenzo talk,
very plain.
Among the rest, if I mistake not, I thiuK 1
said, " If you sue me for damage; ana the
Law Avih give you my properly, without an
equivalent—if you can afford to receive it so—
I can afford to let you have it for nothing;"
or Avords to that point, this being the third
time of my calling ; and I think it was the
last.
QiS- In Nov, 1826—1 went to the West and
South, and Avas gone till about the 16lh or
17th of August, 1827
About December 20th, 1826, the sluice-way
Avas blown out—the dam finished and the
gates shut down, and pond filled and run over,
Avithout any harm to anybody—the mill
ground for the neighborhood, 07ie day in tbe
iveek, Avhich supplied the neighborhood for
the W I N T E R . But in the spring there was a
miller all the time, every day, until late in the
fall, so that there should be the usual How oi
water as heretofore—steadily grinding for
customers as they came lo mill.
Before this property fell into my hands,
the u'liter has been so low, that I have been
under the necessity of sending out cf the
neighborhood, a distance, to obtain grinding
for my family. For it appears almost from.
time immemorial, that there has been a scarcity of Avater in a dry season ; there being no
stream that runs into the pond in a dry time,
above ground—slill the pond has been knoAvn
before it came into my possession, to rise a
foot in a feAv days from springs; Avhen tbe
gale has been kept shut—the Avater being, as
is said, about fifty feet deep!
All those Avho are concerned in the Avater
privileges beloAv me, except the Mr. Richards,
admit my dam is no injury to them or their
water privileges; but most of them admit it
rather of the two, to be a benefit than otherAvise !
Mr, Peter Richards called in my absence,
and reipiested KX i RA water to be let ofl", over
and above the usual quantity, to keep his
Factory Avith a steady supply, wbich is very
different from a mill going occasionally, ior
customers—at my mill—and as it Avas at
Lester's mill, before Mr. R. put up the Factory there, Avhich mill Avas about " thirty odiP'
years standing, only.
But as there fell a torrent of rain, • • •
concluded that Mr. iv. Avas supplied with
Avater, and hence things remained ai- the^
were, until Elder Palmer, wished to repair
his floom ; and hence, draAving his Pond low
as possible, and then stopping all the water
he could, b'v corking it with moss, &c. whichj
dried Mr, R
's big factory right up,"
and he had to stop!
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Mr. R. the* called on * * * a second
time, and " demanded/'' the gate to be hoisted,
as his " Right"—to have water over and
above what the Miller let off by grinding !
I confess, that I .suppose that * * * talked
some of * * * * * T.Ai.K—as * * * instead
of playing the hypocrite, is very apt to let off,
and according to * * * statement, said that
* • * was glad there Avas .some men, viz.
Thames Company, who had honor and
honesty enough to procure a fountain of
water at their OAVU expense !
So he told * * * what he Avould do, and
he did it, viz, commence suit—see the Copy
ofthe Writ, 'he ai.tes of ' t ; ai=o the delibe'-ate
dates of those Avho ke>pt Journals of the
weather, water, detention of the factory, &c.
for only a few Aveeks, and dropped it, but
NOT like the PERSEVERING PHILOSOPHERS.
The overseer of the Factory, in the fall of
1826, told me, that it yieldeil a profit of 28
dollars per day, after paying every expense,
• and allowing ten per cent interest on the
whole capital of $60,000, also !
Now afttr my return home about 16th of
August, 1827, to find my properly under
attachment at $2,000 Avas a thing that I little
expected; and to find myself to be so bad a
man, so mean, and wicked ; Avas a thing that
I little dreamed.
The Power of Fancy must have been very
great; when .some have believed the say so
of the Doctors or of the Priests in OPPOSITION
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neither had I any claim against them, and of
course I had nothing to settle. But if they
Avished to talk about Water, proviled the
suit was withdraAvn and the cost paid, I Avas
ready to meet them on FAIR GROUND ; but
Avhile they had a rod shook over my head, I
had nothing to say !
This, Peter .said he was not disposed to do,
for he supposed the Law Avas on his side!
What this LaAV Ava.?, I then knew not; for
it was

not

to be found in the

" STATUTE

BOOK ;" but I kncAv the common old custom;
and the privileges I had bought; handed
down through seen hands, betwixt the Indians
and me !
But times turn ! A " N E W LAW" must
be brought in ! a dawn of a new era begins
to appear. One must be favored and the
other depressed !
The privilege of the water, according to
custom, Avhich had remained undisputed, not
only for " F I F T E E N YEARS" last past;
before PETER began the trouble to claim more
Avater than heretofove; but for an hundred
years anterior to t h a t ; was in peaceable
possession by occupancy for about 116 years
in all.
The suit Avas cc«nmenced three months
sooner than Avas neces.sary for suing, timely
for Court, Avhereas, had they wished to meet
me on the principles of reciprocity, if they
had Availed only one Aveek longer, I should
have been at home !
Bnt I sujipose they Avished to establish a
principle; and see the same exemplified;
to their own SENSES !
So thought I—is it possible that I have to be the "Law of the Land; and if they
km at home, and haveigiven such instruc- did not, no doubt others would !
So the case Avas appealed up from the
tions, as what some say'! N o ! Where Avas
I when I wrote those instructions, laid to my county to the Superior Court; and in January term, was put over to October 1828;
charge 1
I was from home when the dam Avas Avhen there Avere so many Criminal.*, to be
finislied, and Avrote nothing about it, by Avay tried, that it Avas put off to January 1829;
keeping me in suspense, by detention and
oiimtniction, when gone!
Bnt I must confess that I am CONVICTED, cutting across all my other arrangements;
and found "GUILTY" in the i:ye of " T H E cost, vexation and trouble enough.
For, Avhen in NCAV Orleans, I had to return
WN," as stated in the title page—of what
I there called " villainy detected"—MATTE-R back on a fool's errand, to attend court, for
nothing ; such Avas the nature of the case for
of FACT to tbe contrary, notAvith-standing !
For to come on the nicety of the case, it is about 18 monlhs.
But the struggle came on at last; strongest
my candid opinion, that the Dam, erected by
Bie, was never any real injury to any one fend off; ihe agony is over; and brought
forth both a MOUNTAIN and a MOUSE !
ielowme!
NOAV, thoughts being involuntarily, I con*
Neither do I think that Peter and H. A.
Mards, ever had one hogshead of water fe.ss, what came into my head, like a dream,
^ i n e d by me, from having it when they viz. That the OFFICE of the county court
•anted it, and that would have benefited " B E N C H " being someAvhat Vacant; an appointment made for a gentleman of very high
:»e«i, had my dam heen out of the way.
ti, « 7 ^ '""/''**' that after my return from standing, as a "COUNSELLOR AT LAW," to
"eWest, that the Mr. Richards came to see fill; but not accepted, till after the late
nd as they intimated, to settle Avith me ! decision; which, if it had been anterior,
"But I replied, that I had got nothing to might have prevented HIS assiduity on the
Nttle With them j for I owed them nothing. trial!

=J
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My friend, Hungerford, made a speech to
the point, as I thought, considering circumstances, Avben I Avas called from court to
attend meeting, Avhich prevented my hearing
the other IAVO gentlemen, viz. Lyman LaAv,
Avbo Avas my other attorney, and Calvin
Goddard, Avho Avas on the other side. Judge
Hosmer, on the Bench ; the " Anties" Avere
all around Avhispering, that his Ho'inr Avould
give me the case, because I was a Mason ;
aud Avere Avatching for signs, as they haAe
since confessed! such is their delusion, and
the fanaticism among them !
I applie.l lo the Hon. Calvin Goddard, for
his plea ; but he gave me to understand that
he could not help me lo " make a book."
I applied to Mr, C, Avho only furnished me
wilh a short extract which is annexed in the
trial, Avith such official documents as I could
procure.
An / / ' Englis^iman, from Wcdes emigrated
to America Avith his Avife, by the name of
Jdin Dolbeare, a brass founder, Avhose "coat
of arms," according to "Heraldry,"
exhibits
the family once, lo have been the "fourth
family" in the Kingdom of Great Britain,
The pergonal estate inventory Avas about
7.5,000 besides vast real Avortti! afler his
decease!
They had tweiUy-four children—22 sons
and 2 daughters—the 24th Child, named
George. A\ as given to a gentleman, in appearance, for he bad a laced hat and coat, ^^•lth
gold, from a jilace called " Pogu'unk."
This
son George heired the estate oi Lands in this
part of the country.
In sixteen hundred and ninety-eight, one of
the established niinlsters, preached an "Election sermon"—not CALVINISTIC, but Politicnl
election, for which he Avas lo '• have 200
acres of land," "bounded by water," " b e
the same more or less" i. e, 1.500 acres;
Aviilch loaitlon was made betwixt Oxo:.xro
Pond and Boziali Ijtike ; and being divided
betwixt Iwo clergymen, the preacher kept the
south half, and sold it to one Livingston,
Avhose Avidow sold it to James Harris, the
land sjifcuiator, AVIIO sold it to John Dolbeare
of Boston, Avhdse 24th child, George, came
int-ri Jiossession of it hy heiishiji !
This George was considered a great m;in in
his day, having fcuir SaAV Mills ami much land.
And he sent lo London for a Gun, Avith his
i.ame engraven thereon ; and to make a trial
wilh his gun, he shot down a fine beef, saying to the poor, dress and cat, so they took it
UAvay.
And hearing decrees of " Predeslinali.in"
preached, concluded that it Avas of l.llle
account for us lo go to meeting, if all our
destinies were fixed, and hence made himself
scarce from the pew !

NOW this George had a son by the name of
George, Avhose partner was named Margaret,
and was called " AUNT PEGGY ;" but she

was

of an unhappy turn of mind, it being imjiossible for any one to meet her mind—she,
forever working by the rule of contrary.
George Jr, heired the gun, for the namesake, engraved, and so it descended to his son
George, But Aunt Peggy stole the gun and
sold it for IAVO dollars, which Avas a grief to
the Dolbeare Family, and the gun went the
rounds while George was absent. But Avhen
he came home, at a shooting match, the gun
being put inlo his hands, he kept it, and
carried it off, which Avas construed a "trespass." So the said George Avas taken up and
tried before H. Browning, Esq, and condemned for 3 trespass ; but George went off,
and carries off the gun to Indiana,
Now the 24th child had 6 children, three
sons and three daughters, one of Avhom
married Mr, Guy Richards, of NCAV London,
the falher of Peter, and Avhose son, H, A. is
mentioned in this " Case."
NOAV it must be mentioned that Aunt
Peggy lived a Avidow, many years and then
married again, to a Mr. V
'V
, Avhom I
shall call Mr, Wrong.
With spite she cheated her children—got
married—went off—but the race of human
career must have an end.
I remarked lo my family, that it appeared
to me, that they Avould ere long hear that
Aunt Peggy was taken sick ; Avent to Boston,
returning home, told Lucy that I thought,
.-Vuiit Peggy Avould be Avilling to see her for
the first time,
Ou our arrival, found she w.is sick, and
then Avished to see her children and to make
thein some remuneration for ihe injury done
them.
I advised them to have nothing to do Avith
any thing she had—remarking, there AA'Ould •:
only be a ci/r.sr attending it; and feeling hei i
time near, I quit home for ahout two Aveeks, :;i
till I felt she Avas dead, and then I returned
home.
Judge T, Avrote her will, without being ;
candid enough to say it A\as of no account,
but shoAved it to Mr, W
, and put ;;
him in train to possess the Avhole, as Mr, W, ,
had been mucli in law, and never had been ,
known to lose a case, because he could
ahvays prone Avhal he undertook !
•,
By going aAvay escaped the SI'NDAT trap
BUSINESS, but noAv to get out of the clutches ^j
of Mr, W
, it c.-«me into my heart, to_..:
do with him as GOD dealt Avith the Hebrews,,.
in the Avilderness, viz, give him all he
Avould—I went—enquired—gave—let hiinT'
dictate—and take all he Avanted, and nasi
receipts, after which, I remarked, tnat

thought his race was short and swift, and his
judgment sure; and if he died the common
death of men, I was mistaken—he staid a few
months only;
*
*
*, *
% , T
under circumstances, solemnly and awfully
impressive !
Aunt Peggy had her will while she lived,
but was prevented it when she died.
M, Pow, of Norfolk, England, turned his
thoughts to the Wilderness of America—his
son T. came over, and his son Wm, DOAV, the
grand son was buried at Ipswich--had
four
sons, who spent one night in conversation,
and dispersed to seek their fortunes—one
was heard of no more—one came to Voluntown, and settled, one came to Plainfield, and
the other, Ephraim, settled in Coventry, on
lands bought of the Indian SACHEM, Joshua !
Ephraim married the daughter of HUMPHREY CLARKE, of Ipswich; and from Avhom
my father Avas named, and lays deposited by
the side of my mother in my native place.
She was the daughter of James Parker, the
son of Joseph Parker, whose parents came
from England, and were murdered by the
Mwns—himself with the other children
escaped the Indians, by hiding in the grass
and brush, still in plain sight—one was an
infant, which the sister had dropped from her
arms and Joseph picked it up : and the child
happened to be still and quiet, so they Avere
not discovered.
Joseph died at the age of 94 years, having
possessed the first ho' se ever built, (by one
lust,) in Coventry, with " P o r t Holes,"
through hewed logs, for fear of Indians, in
that day; which house was standing since
the days within my recollection.
Here then, according to tradition, were the

is YOUR OWN ACT—involving motives, which
gives character to the action ! Reason and
judgment then should be called into the
account, by proper exerc.se, and hence the
doctrine of the Cross, and self-denial; folIoAVing Christ in

the REGENERATION,

by the

Spirit of his Grace ! to escape condemnation
for personal crime.
Some thought the water from me to R.
would take but a fcAV hours to run ; but
Avhen the gate was hoisted a little e.vtra,
about 3 feet long, and about 4 inches high ;
(Avhich in Court some said was 5 feet long,
and one foot high ; Avhich judgment was not
correct;) it took about 26 hours to reach
them, Avhich is the best evidence I have on
the subject of its velocity. This letting off,
was, fiist, to bloAV out the sluice-Avay ralher
more to my mind ; the second time, to secure
a plank that Avas sprung ; third, to measure
the land by survey, that Avas overfloAved, so
as to estimate the damage, and remunerate
the OAA'ners,
There is another privilege on the premises,
but it Avould be a trespass to improve it, as
the LaAV now stands. What clashing of
interest and trammelling of Property, by this
something, called LaAV "? But it is a poor
Avind which bloAvs nobody any good. It
makes better fishing for Lawyers,
Whilst Ave were standing by the family
Vault of her great grandfather, Avhich Avas
one hundred years old, by the date there
engraved; " J o h n Dolbeare, 1725;" along
came our friend La Fayette, folloAving the
Masonic and procession of citizens to " Bunker Hill," from Boston State House. " June
17th, 1825."
Thus " all flesh is as grass, and all the
descendants of " LORD PARKER" of Maccles- glory of man, as the floAver of the grass, the
field. England, who is said to have descended grass withereth, and the floAver thereof fadeth
from one of the natu'-al children of King aAvay,"
The Hebrews Avere forbidden to reap the
Charles 2d, who in circumlocution, is said to
have descended from William the Conqueror, corners of their fields, or to return after a
and pray, who was he 1 W h y , the son of a sheaf when forgotten, or to glean their fields,
for it Avas for the stranger, the fatherless and
W ** • *! 1
Thus we may all trace back our origin to the AvidoAV ; neither Avce they to glean their
the ashes from Avhence we " sprang—dust Vineyards, for Avhat wac left, should be for
thou art—and unto dust thou shalt return !" the needy ; they might enier their neighbor's
Whether my " COAT OF ARMS," be " a star, Vineyartl and eat grapes, but not carry any
a basket," or a " broom," hereditary from away.
The stranger, the fatherless and widoAV,
my forefathers—what is that to me % If I
iithr.rit their vices, I am none the better for with the poor was not to be oppres.sed, nor
IHAT, nor any the worse, if I imitate their be unfeeling, or bowels of mercy shut up.—
But were to remember that they were once
Virtues!
Virtue nor Vice, can be hereditary, in a strangers, and in bondage, in Egypt.
They Avere interdicted oppressing each other
I ,iJoi'al point of vieAV. The effect of Vice or
.Jirtiie, may ; but not the principle, personally, by trading, either in buying or selling.
And if a man be unfortunate in worldly
for " NATURAL EVIL" is not a moral evil,
, Moral Evil is .sin! give loose to passion— affairs, or by age infirm, thou shalt relieve
evil in nature, by GOING beyond the bounds him, humanity and mercy was the Law of
of rectitude, it becomes a sin—moral evil, it I Moses as well as justice.
IG
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M 100 copy, cost 25 notice of tax 29,
In my experience on Ihe journey of life^ I Aug.taxof 23,
attend. 25,
IM
find that man by nature, is a democrat, a.s il
$I3,8S
(
relates to himself, but Avhen taken in relation
retaining fee.
5,00
to his neighbor, he seems to be a Tyrant. Counsel
Counsel fee at 'I'erin,
As though power constituted right.
And
October 31, IS'^S. Received the amount of
hence he Avill, too often, make them feel it.
tbe within.
$23,8? 6 ;
Several times have I known the Avails of
tne Tight House, called " prisons" in the old
When in Europe, pursued by the Kingi '
Avorld, but have been released, because they officers both in England aud in Ireland, set on
found no cause for jiunishment. To be by those Avbo sought to do me harm, by misarrested in my OAVU country, I have been representing me to the government, to appear
no stranger to such treatment; for do as one Lov.M,, and to remove one Avhom ihey
may, they Avill have those who Avill oppose thought Avas in their way ; but when I Aveiit
them.
l.'ack 12 years after, Avhere did I find the
At Charleston, S. C, the circumstances calumniators ?
were painful and distressing; a few months
TAvice have I commenced suit myself, not
passed over, and Avhilst those had me in their Avith the design ever to let it come to trial,
PoAver, are gone, having reduced me to a level but from NECESSITY of the case—of all evils,
Avilh the Avoild ; " all bnt," yet I have been to avoid the GREATEST, hence tliey Avere
permitted to see good days, in the land of the Avithdra'vvn, and I paid the cost: yet perhaps
living, since most of them have been sleeping it Avould have been better, if I had not comunder ground.
menced the suits at all,
Was called to account in Philadelphia, but
I have had various suits commenced against
a receipt in full, produced my discharge ; me—much trouble and cost—I ever a:in to
Avhich anterior, had been attained. In NCAV pay all my just and honest defit.s, soon as I
York, two claims, from the mismanagement can ; for it is ever, more satisfactory to me to
of one, Avho had gone off and died ; I was pay a debt, than to make it; and people,
brought into trouble, by those Avho used sometimes by suing, are kept out of their
authority, Avhen I ought to have been dis- money longer, than if they had used lenity.
charged ; but the justice of my case Avas made It is not a good thing to make debts, but
to appear in a Avay beyond my ability, and sometimes, people are unfortunate, although
deliverance came to my relief.
they have every prospect al the time.
At Troy, lAveiity years after a contract Avas
But to oppress the POOR, and the UNFORTTmade, and paid by me, and afterward paid a NATE, is not good ; it is not doing as you
second lime, then arrested, before a Congrega- would be done by, in the like circumstunce'^,
tion of 4 or 5,000 persons, to make me pay it is a violation of that golden rule or pracit a third time, wbich to avoid the vexation, tice—Love thy neighbor AS
'!
after going to attend Court, in the dead of
Looking forAvard to the day of RF.'l'RlBUwinter, on a fool's errand, more than a hun- TION, I have felt much more PEACE—sweet
dred mile.s, the IUAV having altered the time of PEACE! to ERR, if indeed it Avas an error, to
court, a month sooner, hence I gave Avhal show lenity, "forgive my debt," and lose it,
wciuld jirocure au exchange of receipts, than to attempt to recover it by the tyrannical
"from tlie beginning of time, to the end of hand of opjiression. For 1 remeniber tbe
the Avorld"—but an Attorney, Avhom I had saying of llllVI who is ALL POWERFUL'—
never seen nor employed, stepped forAvard, at "ThalAvhich ye measure to others, -hall be
a " F R I E N D , " at the time of Court, and measured lo you again !'' ~ I had rather attend
some years after, wrote me his bill, and also to the direction—trid peace—leave it with
sent it to an Attorn.'y in
to make me Providence—meet ///,>; approbation, and therepay it, and there WM no escape 20 years from by insure His protection, than run tht- risk of
the first payment, from my hands—see his losing His favor, and the protecting Hind ot
I bill of items.
Peace,
To injure another, because Ave can, is not
Retaining fee Wat. Attorney and
filing,
$2,63 6 good, either iu his pi/rson, jimpertv or
Do, s[)>H MI l';nl i.,r-2 and Copy and tiling,
43
chaiacter. For POWER nor CO.N'FlDli.XCE
Nijfiie 111 ictainuig 19 do special bail 19,
33
should never be Al'l'Sl'lD.
Do i^Ica iiot'';e lor o fair copy copy to file and
cepy to oCrve,
1,62 5
Whoever Avill reflect on the Jeicish economy,
Do alliil;i\ it to put cause over Feb, term for 5
not merely the ceremonies of Law, but the
LU(! fair copies,
75
Court fee, taliiiig same 12 clerk reading and
rule of practice as it relates to the STKA.M;ER,
filing-iJliilavit 12,
ih
the Poor and the U: fortunate, AVIII see »
AVrit of .sub 2.5, df. t i c k ; ! for 3 and copy,
80
principle, Avhicli Jesu- Christ enlarged upon,
Brief for trial 7S, trial for attending court on
notice. l.'O0,
2,78
by the precepts and exam.ple, on which the
Brief on M, to put one c a u s j and me and rule
to i>ut 4rf er cause,
3,37 t " LaAV aud the Prophets" Avere bu/*.
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For it is a plain case, throughout the humble servant," virtually, like the ancient
general run and tenor of the good Book, that "VILLAINS," TO VASSALACE, in its degree,
VIRTUE shall not go unreAvarded, nor vice go according to the Feudal form, " MY MASTER," Avhich principle is reviving, and
unpunished.
This may appear enthusiastic. But it is travelling very fast in the country, to seize
my Creed in times of exigency ; Avhen no on the OUTLETS of streams, and thus to
human power can relieve—all shut up and monopolize two Elements, " EARTH and
WATER!!"
liaik,
Qig- P S, Cost &c, in the aggregate, about
" WhereRsAsov fails, there FAITH BEGINS !"
"For man's extremity is GOD'S opportunity!" $200 ; but what the AVHOLE cost wa,s, on the
Hence, "Cast thy Bread upon the Avaters, other side, don't knoAV !
HoAV soon I may be sued again, don't
and thou shalt find it after many days."
"In all thy ways acknoAvledge thou iiiivi, k n o w ! But I acknoAvledge myself CONand He shall sustain THEE," For He Avill Q U E R E D ; and found GUILTV in the Eye of
keep those in peace, Avhose mind is staid on " T H E LAW !" and although, I once thought
myself a " FREEMAN ;" I iind that I was
Him. Read, Psalm 9 1 ,
Had I been brought up behind a Counter, mistaken ! And only a " VILLAIN," "Vasto buy and sell at my OAvn price, and as an sal," "Tenant at Avill," a " G A T E TENindulged child, to have " my oivn way," or in DER," for others at my own expense, and
that is not all, I cannot help myself!—Fare"any other located, limited and secluded sphere,
Avell sweet freedom ! My property I cannot
I should have had but little knoAvledge of the
call my own!
BrMbcr GATE TENDERS,
world, and of course but illy qualified to cal- LOOK OUT ! ! ! ! 1
culate, ho\r to meet the contradictions and
opposition of a crooked and perverse Avorld,
i'lhat may Avell be termed, " OMNIFARIOUS,"
! But my parents, by example and precept,
li taught me when young, to RESPECT those 1 P E T E R RICHARDS, &c, 1 Action of the case
\ for flowing or
Etood in relation to, and hence to respect
vs.
(rather
obstrucimyself!
I inp: water.
LORENZO DOW
At about 15, Divine Grace Avas my theme
of pursuit; at 18, Avent into a wide Avorld ;
ESTABLISHMENTS.
i^seeing as I started, while vicAving the rocks
and trees, my mother looking till I got out of
7, Giles Turner's.
4. R , Palmer's,
1. Dow's,
sight.
6. Smitli's fulling S, Peter Richards.
2. Baker's,
But 0, the scenes, the trying scenes, in the 3. ScliolQeld'f
mill,
6. G, Palmer's,
Vicissitudes of Life, till now in my o2d year!
But IF I am the man, as stated in the W R I T ;
PLAINTIFFS' WITNESSES.
the several Paragraphs, and the figures interspersed ; then it is time that I should
Esq. Hurlbut,—Distances from Factory to
" Ctm/m JUDGMENT," and he " Confined,"
Pond,
1711 rods lo Pond—to Giles Turner
that I may trouble the world no more !
The term " villain," in these days, is per- 235—to G, Palmer 163—to Smith's 170—to
verted from the sense and mode, in which it R, Palmer's 130—lo Scholfield's 526—to
was formerly used, in the days of the Feudal Baker's 280—to the Pond 207,
Sijstem; when it meant a Tenant in Servi- Baker's Pond, small ; Scholfield's larger,
twle, or "'VASSAL," which Avas the Land dam small, perhaps from 8 to 10 feet high ;
considerable surface of Pond, perhaps 15 or
Loril's property in that day.
And, if a man now, owns land, with a 20 acres; R, Palmers pond, long, narrow,
.Water Stream on it; but must not improve it dam not high ; does not recollect hoAv high ;
or alter the situation of it, but by the will and Smith's pond small—dam not high ; G. Pal•consent of another, then he becomes a mer's pond small, dam IOAV ; Turner's pond
"Fassof or "VILLAIN" and " Tenant at small, dam IOAV ; no large streams running
into the principal ones ; has noticed ihem ou
U will" for the other.
I Jtl' He must not BUILD a new DAM great or plan, first small, 2d, largest; it cannot differ
»<ipnall, but by the consent of the one below ; much from 30 years .since; Lester first budt
"he has machinery, although miles off, and his grist mill; cotton factory being built
Others intervene. Nor to stop a leak in his Avithin five or six years; oil mill never
{torn, noi make a leak, nor raise the dam, nor run—before the purchase of Lester's small
"^ it. But must keep it stationary, for the dam; since enlarged; did not grind; forivenience of the one below, at your own merly went there to mill; r.annot say
•ense; though you do not Avish to use it whether every year or not; mills above
i thus it is like " C a p in hand," " y o u r occasionally d r y ; the Fox m.rls; has been
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to D J W ' S dam 2 or 3 times since he built i t ;
cannot say Avhether as much Avater in the
etream as before ; thinks more power necessary to move the present machinery than formerly ; thinks in the course of the year as
much as formerly run to Richard's mill ;
does not knoAv Avhether more or less in the
dry season ; 1827-28, Avet; more wet through
the year of 27 than 26 ; Dow's dam accumulates much more Avater than formerly could
have been ; the surface in the basin much
larger than formerly,
Hasai'd Browning,—DOAV'S dam raised considerably, thinks 4 feet; dam very tight Avhen
he saw it; has frequently been there ; been
acquainted about twenty-five years ; cannot
tell hoAV much land flowed by the new dam,
trees killed ; large pond, say 1 mile or over,
long; 1-2 or 3-4 of a mile Avide, generally
speaking; in August 27, 9th day, found
water shut up ; very little leak from the dam
or flume; if any had been let out that day
must have been early, Avater about 3 feet
above old dam; never been there since to
examine; had seen it Avhen tbe dam Avas
building, which thinks Avas 1826; Avas a
Avaste Avay to the old dam, and Avhen the
pond Avas filled they Avould raise the gate and
let it offin freshets; were some holes, thinks
tAVo, in the old dam ; ncA'er saw the body of
the Avater in the pond before ; tight match
Avhether he ever saAV so little in the stream
beloAV ; saAv the dam vA'hile building, Avent
there with Joshua Baker, and saw them
wheeling the dirt; afterwards Avent and saAV
it after finished; Avent Avilh Cleaveland ;
kncAV the old dam to be leaky ; been there to
mill; just above DOAV'S dam, apparently an
old dam ; never saAv the time but that there
was water in the ditch ; behind the old dam
in very dry time and Avater rnuch drawn off
lo grind, thinks dry. R, Palmer's grist-mill
pond long; has sometimes seen the Avater
rather IOAV, then he has been obliged to Avail
for grinding; in a very extreme dry time
guesses all the mills have been in Avant of
Avater; as much ru'is doAvn the stream as
before only what is reserved ; since DOAV'S
dam is built; has not Availed at R. Palmers,
because very wet seasons.
Asahel Otis,—Former dam quite old ; leaked
some; Dow has raised dam, made a nice one,
very durable ; dam thinks finished in 1827,
in the fall bloAved aAvay the Rocks ; thinks
the bottom of the sluiceway about 4 feet
higher than the old dam ; has been acquainted
Avith the old dam ever since a school b o y ;
old dam pretty much the same, leaky ; thinks
Pond Avould embrace a mile square ; never
formerly came up to the road inlo 20 rods;
deep pond; an Lsland in the middle; has
seen half an acre d r y ; 1827-8 have been

Avet seasons; in 1826 till last cf July very
dry, then Avet: no leak to this pond ; dam
very tight; old and new dam abut against a
ledge, old sluiccAvay would let off Avhen up
to certain pitch ; so it does noAv above four
feet higher; thinks the dam about five feet
higher than before, has been to DOAV'S mill
formerly, frequently Avben he could get no
grinding; used to clear out the ditch, Mr,
Miner use^ to invite his neighbors to dig out,
thinks a li.ue spot of 2 or 3 rods lower than
tbe ditch and Avhere it stood ; Palmer used to
grind Avhen Miner did n o t ; there is another
stream running into Palmer's pond; it has
been so low that they ground very little;
does not think that there is any more Avater
discharged here in the dry season than formerly, has never knoAvn DOAV'S mill want for
water since Dow owned i t ; frequently did
before ; does not as he thinks grind as much
as was ground 7 years a g o ; does not know
that in 1826 there Avas a Avant of Avater at
this or any of these mills, did not think there
Avas; has known the old dam more than
forty years, pretty much the same as remained only it grew rather Avorse,
Nathan Comstock, Jr.—Commenced business in 1812 Avhere he now lives, recollects
the Lester mill about 31 years, and that
before Scholfield came into these parts, grist
mill did not take so much water as the Lester's does, Avhen the water run over the factory dam came in too great quantities at a
ti.me, the water that was wasted at Lester's
dam Avas equal to nearly as much as is
necessary to operate the machinery, water
might be a day or two coming from Miner's
dam, said the cotton factory stopped year
before last, cannot tell what time of the year,
always been occupied since he has known it,
Avhen the Richards' factory stopt, thinks the
other mills stopt on the stream, at Richards',
thinks part of the same race way in part can't
tell, race Avay about the same, thinks the side
built a little higher than before, thinks the
Richards' mill has occasionally stopt in a
very dry time before DOAV built his dam, not
very certain,
James Comstock,—Has known Lester's
mill about thirty years, situated very near
Richards' mills, been accounted as permanent
a stream as any they had among them, two
last seasons been very Avel, as near as he can
recollect they have stopped at Richards' some
days, thinks there Avould have been Avater
enough the IAVO last seasons, cannot tell
whether the Avater Avasted at Lester's Avould
have been suflicient to carry the factory
Avheel, large, does not knoAv as he ever knew
Lester's mill stop for any length of time for
want of Avater, 4 years since Richards' factory
got a going can lay up more water much
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than formerly, thinks the old raceway nearly
as formerly, Richards' giist mill, where Lester's'.vas, thinks Avould not vary, thinks there
Avould have heen enoiii^h for the arrist mill if
hid not used it for factory, thinks not enough
to carry Lester's grist mill.
Amos Comstock.—KnoAA'n Lester's mill saj'
25 years, some times wanted water, but considered very dry Avlien stream lacked, occupied in W, Comstock's mill for the last IAVO
years, all that is retained has not come along,
two last yeais has been present, has been a
lack of water for several days, summer before
this last, he stopped one Avhole day and two
or three other days in part, dry time Avhen
slopjied, fiequently stoji their mill, because
not Avater lo carry both, doubtful Avhether
there wouhl have been enough to cany Lester's mill, does not know whether he ever did
know all the factories and mills stojiped for
want of water.
Burrell Thompson.—Dow's dam higher
than tlie other, this very tight, the old one
not very tight, plenty of water for grinding
at Dow's, sometimes not constant milleis
there, believe they had set days, thinks one
day iu a Aveek, Avas such a time but cannot
tell hoAv long it continued, can't tell Avhether
Dow's pond generally ran over, can't tell
hoAV much more it flows than formerly,
thinks does not flow 20 rods farther towards
the road than formerljf, has risen on his
land, can't tell how far nor how deep, perhaps from two to three feet, thinks in the fall
of the year, the set days for grinding cannot
tell exactly, thinks one of Miner's sons
tended, was a Latham tended, alter crossed
the stream did not particularly observe, has
known the Avater very low, rare that giinding could not be had, should not think there
was more water ran do«-n this stream in the
dry season iu consequence of Dow s dam.
J, Hartshorn,—JNliU stopped on the 24tli
of July, 1827, 1-4 of a day, 25th 1-4 of a day,
6th day of August l-4tli of a day, 7tli Avhole
day, n t h Avhole day, from U t h to 13th hal a
heavy rain and stojqied, grist mill had no
Avater, should say could not be considered a
dry time, factory built in 1S23, commencd
operation 12th April 1824—1826 or 25 had 'i
dry season, afterwards more wet, thinks
there Avould have been enough water if it had
come in the natural stream, if it had come as
formerly, thinks it Avould not have been as
likely to stop, thinks stopped more this
season for want of Avater than before, 45 persons employed, great inconvenience to be
interrupted parts of days, Richaid.'i' dam
contpleted in the spring of '27, old dam did
not lay up as much Avater as this, unusual
quantity of Avater came down at the time of
the heavy rain, does not know whether
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owing to that cause or not, operations cf factory suspended in '25 aud '26, Flume 3 feet
in Avidth, depth 6 feet, quantity of 'vater
under the gate opens 1 1-2 or 2 inches since
the dam finished by Richards', more Avater
than before, good deal of Avater ran by of
Avhich he had not the benefit, Avasted, don't
know hoAv much Avater Avas required at the
old mill, factory now takes more Avater than
the gri.st mill. Peter Richards, understood
went lo Mrs, Dow, don't knoAV any thing
about application lo purcbaise the Avater
above, Mr, Richards sent him lo request Mr.
Miner lo let the Avafer doAvii, purchased the
right of Mr, Miner for 15 dollars. In the dry
season of 1825-6 can't tell hoAV long the
Avaler had been held back, had rather pay a
little than keep it back, one of the dams
below would relain llie water more than
three or four hours, great advantage to the
mill owners below, if ihey could control the
(lam, can'l say Avhether the entry on the book
Avas made the same day or day after, don't
recollect Avhether the notes al the bottom
were made when the others Avere or not.
James C. Andrew —VV^orks in the factory,
July 24th, 1-4 of a day, 25th same, Aug.
6ili, 1-4 day, 7th, Avhole day, l l l h Avhole
(lay, between the 7th and l l l h , 25 persons in
the mill, stopjiages inconvenient, does not
recollect hoAv much they have stopt in previous seasons,
Joshua Baker,—DOAV'S dam raised in the
fall of'26, don't knoAv but that he Avorked on
it, in January, 4 1-2 feet higher than the old
dam, 2 1-2 or 3 feet head raised, retains one
third more Avater, in the summer of'27 rather
held hack, had some considerable grinding,
winter ground onl}' one day in the Aveek. last
of July or August'27 thinks it did not run
out of the sluice-Avay much, recollects once
the Avater came out freely, soon after the suit
was brought, ran 2 or three days, lowered it
down to the old dam, thinks drcAv it doAvn to
nearly the level of the old dam. DOAV not at
home when Ihe suit Avas brought, ran out of
the waste-Avay before, for a fortnight previous
thinks the Avater had run over the Avastegate, frequently Avent lo Miner and got liberty
fo hoist the g-Ale, Avater discharged only at the
waste-gate ar i flume, no stream below Dow's
and his mill Avhich enters, Dow did not keep
back from him, Avhen they gnnd at Dow's he
can saw, main flume plank had sprung and
to repair it was the object, look off the board,
2 planks sprung, had miller very generally in
the summer, set days begun in the fall and
continued in the winter, never know Dow to
stop the stream except Avhen repairing, ha.s
known all the mills pretty much stop, did in
dry times, has owned his mill 30 years, been
the custom for each one to retain until he

had occasion to use, often asked Miner to
accommodate him, no more dry than formerly,
ne disadvantage to him, thinks very little
difference as it regards Lester's Mill, cannot
say thinks sluice-way finished afler suit was
commenced.
Nathan Comstock, jr,—Went to Miner,
understood he refused to grind, Avent up,
asked iNIinor to grind, he refused, demanded
the water. Miner said he had water in the
pond, ]iay him he Avould let it come, asked
him $20, Richards said he Avould give him
a five dollar bill, proposed to open the flume,
finally gave 15 dollars,
Robert Comstock, Depo,—Occupied a mill
beloAV Uncasville Factory, went to Dow's
pond and Richards', a day or two before the
suit. In consequence of the dry AVeather
and detention of the Avaler in Dow's pond,
Uncasville Factory slopped.
Daniel Lester.—Son of the former OAvner,
built a little over 30 years, tended part of the
time, used to lack some for Avater, only in a
dry time, has knoAvn it stop, present canal a
little larger than formerly, does take more to
carry this factory than old grist mill, what
ordinarily run in the stream. Don't think at
all times the Avater that run in the stream
Avould carry the factory. His father used to
collect the Avater in the nighls, formerly let it
come as they had occasion to use it.
EdAvin Balder.—Stoppage of the factory in
the summer of 1827.—July 24th part of day,
25lh same, August 6th a fourth, 7th a Avhole
day, 11th Avhole. Kejit a meteoro'logical
journal. 7lh of August, Comstock and
Richards Avere up to the Dow dam.

DEFENDANT'S WITNESSES.
Gideon Palmer.—Acquainted Avith the
stream, kncAV Lester's situation, small dam,
temporary, to turn Avater into t^e ditch, above
could put doAvn a plank and raise considerable Avater, could operate his mill Avi''th little
Avater, 2 1-2 inches Avhen he saAV it, considerable quantity of grain in the mill, could
grind but little. Just above this pond a
little brook puts in, about a quarter of a mile
another stream puts in, Giles Turner's mill
in 27, from 12 lo 14 feet high, into that pond
a little stream from the east, on the west side
one or two small streams, above his pond a
considerable of a stream. Smith raises about
4 feet, above this a small stream which
empties in, the Fox mill seat. Elder Palmer
and Eels, head about 4 feet, 12 feet head a#d
fall, pond a mile or more long, channel way
running from the dam to the upper end,
whole distance across the marshes thinks 50

rods when pond fuH, stream considerable,
one empties into the pond, Scholfield's pond
considerable large, raises 4 1-2 or 5 feet of
water, does not recollect any year in which
there has not been a complaint of want of
water. At DOAA''S mill about the time of
loAvering his sluiceway, of great advantage as
he thought. Has bought the water at the
Fox mill seat, thinks the dam very beneficial,
if properly used, much safer thinks in high
freshets, if it should be shut doAvn and kept
tight Avould be of great advantage. Brother
Reuben's pond large, oil mill necessary tbat
the mill should be kept in operation. Fore
part of Aug, '27, his brother Avished to repair,
Averit to help iiim on Tuesday, then turned
the water into a particular channel, secured
the bottom part Tuesday afternoon, repaired
the dam up along, Thursday night put up
another plank, held the Avater until Saturday
afternoon, thought the Avater came down in
the usual quantity, run faster than he expected, thinks July and 1st of August dry,
has heard no complaint from the OAvners
above, never kucAv that the lower proprietors
had any claim upon the proprietors further
up the stream, Mr. Lester's gristmill fre(iucntly stopped for Avant of water—the
dclention of water at Elder Palmer's pond,
and not at DOAV'S, Avhen put down first plank,
larely any running water beloAV, as it rose
leaked a little more. Fore part of the month
of August, began to repair on Tuesday, on
Wednesday supposed there Avould be a Avant
of Avater, cannot tell hoAv much higher this
dam than the old one, droughts operated
considerably on the springs.
Elder Palmer.—Should agree Avith the
testimony of his brother generally—33 years
has knoAvn the stream, excepting four years
in the mean time, kncAv of Lester's building
his mill, (lid not much business at it except in
dry season, the one occupied by him has bad
an extensive custom, very durable, none more
so than at Lester's, for 7 years past or more
business managed differently, Rogers built a
machine fninry, that failed and then turned
into a cotton mill, then run all day, prior to
that time he used it for customers. When
Richards' folks began, Avorkmen Avent to
Richards,' his factory burnt in IVlarch 1825^
kneAV the privilege lAventy years before he
Avas interested in it. All retained, supposed
he Avas obliged to submit to it. Has been
acquainted with the stream 30 years. Cannot say whether the present establishment
•equires more water than the gristmill. Leai..i*s mill frequently had not water enough in
the morning. Do not think the stream impaired. In the summer season has more
Avater than formerly. Cannot say whether''
the Avater Avas stopped at Dow's dam Avbeil
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he repaired. Monday or Tuesday after his possession, sometimes leaky. Waste gates
repairs, saw Richards and Comstock return- could sometimes be raised, then put doAvn •
ing. PriA'ileges have not been injured. boards. Used to stop dam as had occasion,
Have always considered themselves inde- the stoppages in the dam to reserve the
pendent of Miner's pond. Thinks at present water.
Branch,—Came in May before last, in
more Avater requisite to the factory than did
Mill required more Avater in '28 than
the old mill. Thinks it would take twenty- 1827
four hours for the water to go from DOAV'S to noAv, No such lack of Avater as required
Richards' While his dam was repairing him to stop his Avheel. Never knew DOAV
water continually flowing. Advantages de- withhold his water intentionally. Pond 50
taining freshet water—reservoir—gave him rods, say 20 wide. Never stopped all his
to understand (i. e. Richards and Comstock machinery.
Schoolfield.—Did not knoAV about the
did) that they had been to Dow's, all stopped
beloAV till he has started—thinks the time he stream, prior to April. Mill principally furwas repairing his mill the usual quantity of nished by the Miner pond. A stream runs
water came down, and that the lack of water into his pond ; operated one carding machine,
at Richards' factory in August 1827 was occa- sometimes not so fast as he could Avish, One
time was the week before the water came
sioned by the not using his dam.
Gushing Eels,—Owned the property several down. Suffered no inconvenience.
Abel Bissel.—Concerned in an oil mill.
years, never there but once, thinks the alterations beneficial. Should think it beneficial Did but little business except when the Avater
was plenty. Improved Schoolfield's estabto the factory below.
H, Miner.—Owned the mill betAven 20 and lishment 3 or 4 years. Lacked Avater thinks
30 years. As soon as the pond is full, runs in the fall of 1825, Thinks if Dow operated
round. Gravelled the dam. If as much his mill beneficial to all. Thinks the custom
grinding as much water runs—tended the to the mill Avould cause this to discharge
mill for Dow, and does noAV—Peter Richards more Avater than Miner's could. In August,
wanted to get the water, none of the pro- 1827, thinks there Avas a miller regularly emprietors claimed a right to open his dam ployed and constantly attended in August.
Giles Turner.—Should agree substantially
while he owned it, at his own dam once
stopped could grind only about a bushel. with the Palmers. The effects of Dow's imDam say about fifteen feet, pond is increased, provements at the head of the stream. Somecovers 5 or 6 acres more than formerly, sup- thing Avas said to him about paying Mr.
Mills beloAv have occasionally
poses. Ground one day in a Aveek, in the Miner,
fall or fore part of the winter or in the wanted water. Eels' establishment as far as
winter. When they ground hut one day in he knows, could do more or less business
the week, plenty of Avater. Richards Avanted every day, although there has been a lackage.
the water, talked of knocking doAvn the Those on the lower part of the stream have
flume. Gave him 15 dollars for letting the smaller dams. Never claimed a right to conwater go. Ahvays practice to raise a pond trol others. Had some acquaintance with
and no one ever interfered Avith him till the Lester mill. Often wanted Avater, although
Richards' return a week or fortnight after the ground a little every day. Fore part of the
season of '27, wet. July and fore part of
suit was brought,
John Vallet.—Acquainted Avith'the water August, not,
privilege (i, e, Dow and Baker's.) Have
8cj-By CHICANERY—in circumlocution,
always calculated upon a scarcity of Avater in
the stream once a year. Used to go to Fox's the property is noAV in the possession of
mills pretty much in the last resort for grind- hands on the OTHER S I D E - a n d they have
ing. Thinks Dow's improvements beneficial raised the water several feet higher than I
to all. Elder Dow has not to his knowledge dill.—What will not some people do to
•withheld the stream. Dam before Dow l.ad answer their o'vvn purposes 1

ON C A M P

T H E AVISDOM o r MAN I S F O O L I S H N E S S AVITH
GOD !
F O R G O D I I A T H CHOSEN T H A T , W H I C H
MAN AVOULD CALL AVEAKNESS, TO CONFOUND
T H A T AVHICH IS M I G H T Y .

The assumed dignity of short sighted and
benighted man, his self-importance of superior
dignity is obnoxious in the sight of the great
ARCHITECT! But the child-like simplicity
of meekness, humility and tender heartedness;
such as are enquiring and are teachable; feeling their Aveakness and dependence—even on
" him that is of a broken heart and of a contrite
spirit Avill I look, said the LORD !"
Such attend to the voice of the spirit and
the path of rectitude, and the Avay of Providence in their journey of life,
JAPHETH shall be enlarged, and shall dAvell
in the " T E N T S OF S H E M ! " Genesis, 9, 27.
Through this lineage, the SALVATION of God
in Chri.st Jesus, Avas manifested to mankind in
after .ages, on the subject of REDEMPTION !
Abraham of this lineage, Avas called to quit
his father's house, and to live iu TENTS, AA'here
the Avorsliip of God AA'as set up ; Avhich call,
"hy faith," he obeyed; and with Isaac and
Jacob, " dwelt in TABERNACLEb,'' HebreAvs,
ii, 9. Gen, 12. 1, and 8, &c.
Tbe four or five generations dAvelt in
" T E N T S " and "booths," or "tabernacles"' until they went doAvn into Egypt—Avhere they
had lo build cities, by the ORDER OF MAN !
HoAvever, the order of man was broken, and
God called his peojile again to dwell in a Camp
made of boughs for booths or tents, &c, where
his worship was set up.
Three times a year, all their males Avho
Avere over tAventy years of age, Avere to appear
before the Lord, at the place where he chose
to put his name.
1. The feast of the Passover, whicli was to
be held on the evening of the fourteenth day,
on the first month.
2. The feast of Weih.
3- The feast of TABERNACLES or " Pentecost"
which was to begin on the Sabbath and
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end on the Sabbath; hence lasted seven days
in the seventh month.
The first day of the seventh month was a
Holiday, on Avhich the trumpets Avere to sound,
to stir up the minds of the people, preparatory;
and on the tenth day Avas anotber Holiday, on
Avhich there should be a kind of Yankee Fast,
or a day of humility, to "afflict their souls"
by humiliation.
And on the fifteenth day of the same month
Avas the Camp Meeting, or feast of tabernacles,
to begin and last seven days, annually.
On the year of release, Avhich was a sabatical year, at the feast of tabernacles, " the book
of the Law" AA'as to be taken from the ark and
read in the hearing of all the people; men,
Avomen and children ! Levit. xxiii, 40; Deut.
xvi, 32—also, xxxi, 9 to 1 3 ; Nehemiah, viii,
15 to 18. Psalm l.xxxi, 3,
The destruction of Gog and Magog, Ezekiel,
chapters 38 and 39, Avith the battle of Armageddon, Avhere the beast and false prophet shall
be taken aAvay—is elucidated in Zachariah,
chap, xiv, 12 to 14, and from verse 16; Avbat
will be consequent upon it—as it relates to the
Heathen or Gentile Avorld, and the " FEAST OF
TABERNACLKS''—then w'lW Jajiheth dweil in
"the tents of Shem''—the '-fullness of the
Gentiles be come in and Israel shall be
saved,"
Although God selected Jerusalem, on Mount
Moriah, as a place to put his name, when the
"Great King" should come riling upon an
ASS, meek and lowly—which should cause the
DAUGHTERS of ZION TO REJOICE, (i. e,) the good

people—and the daughters of Jerusalem to
shout, (i. e,) inhabitants—yet HE told the poor
Avoman of Samaria, that neither in that Mountain, nor at Jerusalem, Avas the Avorship of
God confined to—bul in spirit and in truth:
for the Father seekelh such to Avorship Him.
A tledicated UDuse of national or sectarian
bigotry, is not .he Loid's house, but man's,
for selfish purposes of men—and hence is k
kind of den of thieves !

But Jesus taught in the temple at the feast
of tabernacles, and in the synagogues, in the
public places, private houses, on the mountains, and in desert places, in the Avilderness,
and on ship-board ; and also at feasts when
jnviied—availing himself of all opportunities,
under all circumstances, to extend his usefulness to men, Avhile he had the opportunity in
this world.
His enemies accused hiiD of his public and
extensive teaching, as though it was a crime
—" the Avorld is gone after him—and all men
will believe on him, &c. &c. if we let him, thus
alone; and the Romans Avill come and take
away both OUR PLACE and nation,"
They interdicted his disciples from public
testimony also—and strove to block or hedge
and shut up their way.
But they occupied private rooms, the streets
and highways, as well as the temple and synagogues, and upper chambers and market
houses, or the water side !
For the Avicked Avill not come to us—we are
to go to them—For the Son of Man came to
seek and save that which was lost.
The prophetess Deborah, judged Israel, and
sat under a palm tree—Judges, iv. 4, &c.
In Isaiah, xii, 19, the different sects or denominations of people, represented under the
form of trees of different kinds, under different
names, come together, and are brought into
union of bonds and friendship !
The dispensations of God are fitted to the
state and condition or situation of men ; hence
the expressions—"Neither hath this man
sinned nor his parents;" but he was born
blind, that the works of God might be made
manifest in him, and thereby glorify God,
And concerning the death, &c. of Lazarus, " I
am glad that I was not there for your sakes."
0 the beauty and AA'isdom of the doctrine of
a superintending Providence ! How wide the
field! How consoling is the theme!
Just before tbe consummation of all things
—Avhen Satan is loosed for a season, a falling
away takes place—the Avicked compass the
"CAMP OF THE SAINTS,"—which could
never happen, if they had no Camp!
Thus, by the inspiration of God, the T E N T S
were spoken of immediately after the flood—
m the solitary ages of the Avorld! And by
the call and superintending providence of God,
under his appointment, have been brought into
practice from the time of Abraham, doAvn!
and will continue to the end of the world 1
In the wilderness—the voice of one crying
in the wilderness—the Church Avith the Avings
of an eagle fled and flew into 'he wilderness,
j,^'he place appointed and prepared for her, of
«Ofl. She is lo come forlh from the wilderness,
leaning upon her beloved!
The most godly and pious men of old, were

the Avorshippers of God, in dens, and in mountains and caves, and solitary places—in sheep
skins and in goat skins—of Avhom the Avorld
Avas not AA'orthy!—Afflicted and tormented—
but by Faith they anticipated a glorious resurrection—as Paul to the HebrcAvs, chapter Uth,
exemplifies.
A regular ordained learned clergy, is the
order of the day. But, although the twelve
Avere commanded to go, &c,, yet they abode at
Jerusalem—Avhile the brelhien, laymen, travelled after the death of Stephen, extensively.
The name of Pri.scilla is mentioned before
that of her husband, which contains meaning,
as a teacheress;—and Phillip, the deacon,
after he baptizeil the eunuch, Avent into Cesarea, where he had a family; and four of
his daughters were prophesied, i e. were public characters in testimony. They, Ave read,
Avere virgins—hence single, and of good repute !
Phebe Avas called a servant of tlie Church;
and many similar persons and circumstances
are mentioned in the sacred volume, in differ
ent ages of the Avorid, from the sister of Moses,
and Huldah, and Anna, doAvn, And men, whom
their wisdom Avould contemn wilh disdain,
have been the chosen instruments of God.
HOAV knoAveth this man letters, having neA'er
learned—is not this the Carpenter's son 1 His
brethren—his sisters !—so the Apostles—ignorant and unlearned men !
Moses was learned, and so was Luke
and Paul—and learning is very good in itsplace.
But when there Avas a school and a college
to qualify men to be prophets, in the days of
Samuel, Eli.sha and Huldah ; there is no evidence of their ever being used by the Avisdom
and Providence of God, for any special Avork—
more than a kind of common place servant—
and that only on a fcAV occasions,
Luther Avas a man of learning, but not of
the highest grade, according to the judgment
of his enemies.
And when he found an
old book in a Monastery, knew not Avhat it
Avas, until an old Friar told him, it AA'as the
Bible ! He burnt the Pope's Bull out of doors,
and began his work of Reformation from the
pompous folly of those days,
John Calvin folloAved in train—but I AA'ill
let him go—as Arminius came after, to explain the truth—and was condemned, unheard
at the Ecclesiastical Court of Dort, after his
death ; and his followers Avere gagged on that
occasion.
The Papists say, that Calvin, Avhen a Catholic, for a " nameless crime," was branded betwi.xt the shoulders, and then banished ;—and
afterwards caused Michael Servetus to he
burnt or roasted alive, because the Spanish
physician differed from him in opinion in matters of religion.

HOAV (iilfeient Avas the spirit of George Fox,
4tle cel-hiat'Nl Quaker! He used no carnal
Aveapons—ho s; w the reforirialion was not
s;!)iie f.ir enough ;—hence he came out in his
k'.-timony against hireling priests and ceremonies, to seek God, the substance, the best of
teachers, and the HAPPY FRUITION of all !
The doctrine of toleratioi. Avas then unknown ; but a silent meeting A^ as a breach of
no law—hence he spoke not, without he felt
something lo sav.
And yet in all his Journal there is no account of his holding a silent meeting Avhere
there Avere Avorld's People ! But he had alAvays something to say on such occasions :
and only one silent meeting at a l l ; and that
Avas, Avhere there Avas a settled meeting of
friends, only.
The power attended the Quaker meetings in
those days Avith sudden conviction, trembling
and FALLI.\G UNDER THE POAVER !

There are many of their ancient books
Avhich give account of such fruit,
Mary Fell, who afterwards became the
Avife of George Fox, Avas an instance, under
the testimony of G, F . to feel the convincing
power.
At Bristol, England, in the open air in an
orchard or field, people fell under the power ;
and many ten thousands Avere gathered into
the fold in that day, within the space of a
feAV years,
Tiiey Avere firm to their testimony, though
thousands were imprisoned for no crime, but
Avickedness in their enemies; and hundreds
of them, tliiough suff'ering, died in prison.
Others were whipped, cropped and branded,
yea, banished;—-ami some Avere put to death !
But the liberties of England and those of
America began to take date, and dawn from
them ; and Aviiich is now piogiessing in the
world; and Avill continue to progress, until the
image of Nebucha:lnezzar's laAV religion shall
give aAvay to universal liberty of conscience !
HOAV many meelings did Fox and Penn and
others have out of doors, in the ct-rets,
and under the shades, their histories aii'l Journals record for the benefit of those v/hoihould
come after! F-.ir " t h e righteous shail he had
in ev'erlasti'ig remerribrancE,"
Many ofthe Q'.tnkers, when going from one
prison to another, went wilh a mit'.mus, without an ofRcer ; and Fox went from Lancaster
to London, on the Avord of a Christian, and
carried the papers to court, against himself!
There arc no evidences that Wesley Avas
ever useful to the conversion of souls, until he
was shut out of all tiie consecrated buildings,
called Churches, in and about London ;—then,
when all doors were shut against him, he
took the field. At Morefields, seven persons
fell under the power! The grealer part of

whom professed to find peace, in the course
of the night folloAving, John Wesley AA'as
then 36 years old—1739, He encouraged
street preaching and field meelings all the days
of his life—precept and example exemplified
it.
So the labors of Whitfield Avere in the streets
and fields;—useful to many thousands in his
day.
But after Wesley's decease, field preaching
Avas dropped and laid aside, and meetinghouses, called Chapels, Avere then substituted,
as the necessary inference from the minutes
of conference made for me and others on that
occasion, 1807, and put into their Mji^azine,
The Sacramental meetings in Kentucky and
Tennessee, laid a foundation for the revival
and spread of the Avor'k in booths—Avhere the
glory of God was manifestly displayed among
the people—bolh PRESBYTERIANS and Methodists—about 1800,
The clergyman whose pulpit had been
burnt, as a testimony against his doctrine, in
Irtlell County, in N. Carolina, had a glorious
part in this AVork, as means in tbe hands of
Divi.-.e Providence, First, in the early revival
in tlie West, about Green River ; and then in
N, C, For some of his old hearers becoming
subjects of the Avork, afler their removal to the
West, and Avrote back to Iredell County about
it, Avhich paved the way for a Avi.sh for his
return,
Phillip Bruce returning from Virginia to
Iredell about the same time, gave ri.se to a
AVOODS MEETING, at an inclement season of the
year ; and hence about thirty TENTS Avere
prepared ; Avhich Avas the first regular meeting
of that kind—and hence the origin of the Avell
known name, " C A M P MEETING."

The first I saw Avas on Shoulderbone
Creek, in Georgia, in 1803, In 1804 I appointed and attended the first regular Camp
Meeting in the centre of Virginia ; and the
same year the first that Avas held in the State
of New York—and also in the Mississippi. In
180,5, the first that was ever held iu the State
of Connecticut, and in Ma.s.s:uhusetts also ; afterwards a foundation for Vermont—and in
1820, the first that Avas CA'cr in the State of
Rhoile Island.
In 1805, 6, and 7, my lot AA'as in Europe.
My desire to revive street and field meetings,
and to introduce Camp Meetings into that region, was my object, should Providence
permit.
Wesley's rule Avas to notice the movement
and openings of Piovidence, and to follow the
same; and hence to vary his rules', according
to limes and circumstances.
But his sons in the Gospel, after his decease,
departed from his Avays—therefore, Avhen
another society rose up, they took the narae
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oi"Primitive Methodists," a short account of
which is here subjoined; as a relation of circumstances elucidates the simple leadings and
disnensalions ofthe superintending Providence
of God.
Also, a " Defence of Camp Meetings,'" and
some choice Hymns, used in the early limes
of this revival, at such meetings in the West
mostly composed by J. A, G,, called the
" Wild Man of the Woods," Avhose happy
spirit has since floAvn to a better Avorld, to
dwell Avith his God forever! Prefaced Avith
some documents, that may be viewed AUTHENTIC, if not oflicial, to cast light Avhere there is
seeming darkness, for the information of enquiring mind.s, on the subject of the Diana of
Episcopacy, which has brought the confusion
of Babel into the tender mind, and caused so
much evil contention in the land.
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selves, but also, by delegation, the right ol
governing others ; and that too, in those important points Avbich involve the deare.5t interests of mankind: I allude to gover,ioi's,
judges, &c. This kind of apportionment of
power originates of necessity from the present
state of human society. Society cannot exist
without it. Every man must resign some
portion of his individual rights, in order to
secure those Avhich he i'etain.s,—otherAvise he
must be deprived of the Avhole.
But these observations apply principally to
the regulation of civil society. Here all poAver
is derived primarily from the people, Avho
Avere created by God: and they have the right
of modifying, and of apportioning that power,
as the state of society, and the exigencies of
time and place, may require. AnJ all good
and Avise legislators will be actuated with a
view to the good of the whole community.
BUT THE GOVERNMENT or THE CHURCH ot
GOD IS SOMEAVHAT DIFFERENT, God calls men,

Avhom He pleases, to be the ministers of his
See the Problem of Episcopacy Book, by N. Avord. And as an individual man possesses
Bangs, D. D. p. 59 to 62.
the right of governing himself in all secular
matters, until the state of society shall dictate
''In every community, as well religious as the necessity, from au intercommunity of incivil, there must be some centre of power, terests, of surrendering a pail of that right insome supreme authorily, from Avhence all to the hands of others, SO those ministers
others must emanate. And this supreme au- whom God .selects to be the shepherds of his
thority may either retain its original right flock, and the guardians of his people, possess
within itself, or may, if necessary or expe- the RIGHT of GOVERNING themselves in relidient, impart a portion of it to others, Avho gious matters, and ALL those coiniriitted lo
must be responsible for its use to the authority their care. Hence, Ministers primarily derive
from which it was derived. It is not ahvays their AUTHO-IilTY to preaciT, and to exercise
necessary, nay, it is often totally impracti- their MINISTERIAL FUNCTIONS, among Avhich
cable, for that body to Avhich the poAver of is the OVERSIGHT OF THE CHURCH, FHO.AI JESUS
right belongs to govern, to exercise that pow- CHRIST HIMSELF : ihis is the Supreme FOUNer. Thus it is the inherent right of every TAIN of their AUTHORITY; and of THIS
man to govern himself. But Avhere a number AUTHORITY no man, or number of men,
of individuals form a community, it being im- have a RIGHT to dispossess them ; that is,
piaclicable for each individual to exercise his while they maintain the character of true miown inherent right of governing himself, he nisters of Jesus Christ."
resigns up a part of that right, in order to se" T h e general Conference pos.5ess the sole
cure tbe good of the Avbole comm.unity. When right of making rules for the government of
this association is formed by mutual consent, the church," Page 13S and 139, Avith some
and for mutual good, the right of government feAV exceptions about money matters, and Dais transferred from each individual to the gon or Diana of EPISCOPACY, &C.
Avhble body. But this comnrunity itself Avill
find it necessary to concentrate its authority
in tbe hands of one or more persons, in order
to make and execute iis laAvs. Hence arises
COPIES—CIRCULAR LETTER, &c.
the necessity of representative government, by
•which the authority of the Avhole community " To the Members and Friends of the Methois concentrated in the hands of a feAV. But
dist Episcopal Church in New York
even these few although they may deliberate
together, and enact laAVS for the regulation of
' N E W YORK, August 11, 1820.
file commflnity -.hey cannot execute them in
" W H E R E A S divers reports have been circutheir collective c p a c i t y . Hence arises the
.necessity of a division of power into the lated in this city, purporting that the New
jthwids of individuals, who now possess, not York Annual Conference had formed a design
•nly ;heir original right of governing them- to possess themselves of the property belong-
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ing to the Methodist Episcopal Church, we
whose names are undersigned, having been
present at the last session oi the General Conference, Avheic the resolutions were adopted
Avhich governed the subsequent acts of the
NeAV York Annual Conference; and having
also been present at the last session of the
said Annual Conference, consider it our duty
to lay before our people the design bolh of the
General and Annual Conference on this subject. The resolution of the General Conference is as folloAvs :—
* " ' In future W E Avill admit no charter,
deed, or conveyance for any house of Avorsiiip,
to be used by us, unless it be provided in such
charter, deed, or conveyance, that the trustees
of said house shall at all times permit such
ministers and preachers belonging lo the Methodist Episcopal Church, as shall from time
to lime lie duly authorized by the General
Conference of the IMinisters of our church, or
by the Annual Conferences, to preach and expound God's holy word, and to EXECUTE
the discipline of the church, and to administer
the sacraments therein, according to the true
meaning and purport of our deed of settlement.' From the above resolution it ajipears
obvious that the design of the General Conference Avas to establish and perjietuate a
UNIFORM SYSTK.M IN T H E WHOLE
BODY, and simply to secure tlie property lo
the church, iu coiifonnily to the laws of the
several slates respectively; and the RIGHT
of ihe ministers of said cliurch at all times to
preach the Avciril oi Go.], administer the holy
ordinances, and EXECUTE T H E DISCIPLINE in all the houses of Avorship : no other
right in, or title lo the ))ropeity having ever
been designed (/r contemjilate;!,
" If it Avere necessary to give fuilher proof
of this desifi;n, the iiieliminary remarks to the
deed of seltlement in the form of discipline are
clearlj' in point, Tho.se remarks are as follows, ' Let the following jilan of a deed of
settlement be brought inlo effect in all possible
cases, and as far as the laws ot the states I'espectively will admit of it. But each annual
conference is autli(iiizcd to make such modification ill the deeihs as they may find the
different iisuages and customs of law require
in the different states and terriloi ics, so as to
secure the premises firmly by deed, and ]ieimanently lo the l\!eiliodist Eplsropal Church,
according to the TRUE I N T E N T and meaning ol the following form of a deed of settlement; any thing in the said form to the contrary notwithstanding.'
Comment on the
above Avould be superfluous; fr it unequivo-

cally requires that the property be secured,
permanently to the ' Methodi.st Episcopal
Church,' and therefore can never be secured
to an Annual Conference, or lo any other
body, Avilhout the most plain and obvious
violation of the rules of the General Conference, In conformity Aviih the resolutions of
the General Conference, and conceiving that
some of the requisilions of ihe General laAv of
the CommonAvealth of New York, under wbich
the different religious societies in the state
Avere at liberty to incorporate Avere such as to
render it difficult, if not impossible, lo observe
those requisitions, and at the same lime to be
governed by the rules of OUR CHURCH DISCIPLINE, the NeAV York Annual Conference,
at its last session, passed the foUoAving resolutions.
* [" THAT, in order to obviate the difficulties Avliich do no now, and have for some time
past, existed in this city, in respect to the appointment of trustees, it is both expedient and
necessary for the Conference, lo recommend
to the PEOPLE of their charge to PETITION the

Legislature of this Slate, at its next session,
for an ACT of INCORPORATION, which shall
RECOGNIZE the PECULIARITIES of OUR
form of Church Government, and thereby
enable US more fully and effectually to EXECUTE the DISCIPLINE of OUR Church,—
This your Committee think to be necessary
not only to regulate the affairs of our Church
in THIS CITY, but also throughout the State;
such is the present law of this Stale in respect
to the Incoi'jioration of religious societies, that
the trustees of our church in the exercise of
their fiinctioii.s, either cannot, or Avill not conform to the requirement of our discipline—your
committee therefore recommend the adoption
ofthe folloAving resolutions.]
" ' 1 s t . Resolved, that a committee of five
be appointed to prepare a memorial to be presented to the Legislature uf this state al their
next session, ]irayiiig them for a s|iecial act ot
incorpiiration for our Church tlirouij;hout the
slate, in conformity lo the rules and regukltioiis of our diseipliue; and lliat the said
Committee be instructed to furnish each presiding idder with tweniy printed copies of .-^aid
memorial.
" ' 2. Resolved, that it .shall be the duty of
the Presiding Elders to furnish each preaclier
in their district, who may travel in the slate
of New York, with a copv^f.^ail memorial,
and that it shall be the duty of all such preachers lo use their endeavors to obtain subscribers,
and to forward their names and memorials to'•i
the stationed preacher in Albany
:.

• T h i s rcKolution was Vfcv'.cd in tlie no\t (Jcnpral Con" T h e within inclosed in bracket'^ [thus] was in th« re«
ference, ol'ti'r my Tlionghts un (liurcli (lovernment
were imlilislied, in whioli it was observed that the Alcct- solution.s ofthe ronference but withheld fi-am the puhUfl .
ing houses were deeded to noliady Discijiline, page 166. —what fur / The Header must draw his own iiifereocA.
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" ' 3, Resolved, that a copy of this report be
forwarded to the Genesee Conference, praying
them to co-operate with us in circulating a
memorial on their circuits in the bounds of
their charge, Avhich are within the limits of
the State of NeAV York.
" ' 4 , Resolved, that it be the duty of all
those preachers AA'ho obtain subscribers to said
memorials, to foiAvard them sometime before
the next session of the Legislature of this
State, to the preacher in charge in the city of
Albany, to be by HIM presented to the said
Legislature.
" ' 5, Resolved, that the Committee appointed to prepare the before-mentioned memorial, be also instructed to prepare a draft
of an act of incorporation, in conformity to the
first resolution of this report, to be presented
to the State Legislature,'
["After reading the document submitted to
them from Vermont, your Committee recommend to the Brethren in that State, to take
SIMILAR MEASURES to obtain an act of Incor-

poration, or otherwise to proceed immediately
to re-organize, according to the present statutes of the State, in such case as made and
provided.]
"The true intent and design of the NCAV
York Conference, in the passage of the above
resolutions Avas, to act in perfect harmony
with the resolution and design of the General
Conference, as before stated ; and permanently
to secure the houses of worship to the ' Methodist Epi,scopal Church ;' and to the ministers
of said church nothing more than the right of
preaching in the houses, and of administering
the holy ordinances, and EXECUTING the
discipline of the church,
" That none might misunderstand the intention of the Conference, it was explicitly stated on
tbe Conference floor, that it was not intended
to take any measure which should go to deprive our people of the liberty of choosing
their Trustees. This was done Avith a special
•view to the mode of appointing Trustees, as
recommended in the deed of settlement, in the
form of discipline, and which, as has already
been stated, each Annual Conference is at liberty to modify according to the usages and
customs of laAV in the several states ; the manner of appointing the board of Trustees, making no kind of difference with respect to the
•Security and control of the property. W e desire that it may be particularly noticed, that it
was understood by the Conference, and by the
Committee appointed to draft the memorial.
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and the bill, for an act of incorporation, that
the Trustees Avere to be chosen by the people.
" It should further be recollected that the
Committee appointed by the Conference for the
above purpose have, as yet, never met to
draft the memorial and bill, ou the character
of which the merits of the question, relative to
the claim Avhich it is alledged the Conference
design to secure to the church property, depend. And also that Avhen drafted, both the
memorial, and bill, Avill be presen'^ed to the
people* for their approbation and signatures,
Avhich Avill give them full opportunity to form
a judgment relative to the true intention and
design of the Conference relative to the
church property. Till this period arrives, all
we can do is to give the most positive assurance, as we hereby do, that nothing is intended
or designed, either by the General or Annual
Conference, but to secure the property permanently to the ' Methodist Episcopal Church,'
and to the Ministers of said Church, regularly
authorised by the General Conference, and hy
the Annual Conferences respectively, the right
to preach, exercise the discipline, and administer the ordinances of the Church in the
houses of Avorship so secured. Considering
that no alteration has taken place with respect
to the charter by Avhich the property of the
Church is held, and that no change can take
place, till it is fully and specifically before the
people, for their examination and approval;
and considering further, that such change or
alteration must he made by a wise and patriotic Legislature, ever tenacious of the rights
and prerogatives of the people, we must submit it to an enlightened community to judge
Avhat ground of present alarm can be found in
the act, either of the General or Annual Conference.
"ENOCH GEORGE.*
"FREEBORN GARRETTSON.*
" N A T H A N BANGS,*
" P , P. SANDFORD,*
"JOSHUA SOULE,*
"ALEXANDER M'CAINE.*
" T H O M A S MASON.*
"AARON HUNT.t
" B . HIBBARD.f
" T . SPICER.f
" E . HEBARD.f
' But was this the original design or iPfTEWTiow ?
" Those whose names are marked thus * were present at
the General and Annual
Conferences.
'* Thos^ whose names are marked thus t wert prtsent at
the »^unualt but not at the General Con/arence."
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STITH M E A D ,

" DEAR SIR—Agreeably to your request, I
have thrown together some reflections on the
subject of Camp Meetings.
" A s a plan, the most simple, and of course
the best calculated to answer the intended purpose, I have stated the objections Avhich are
commonly raised by those Avho oppose you,
and have annexed the ansAver to each in the
order in Avhich they occcrred to my mind. As
my only aim is to put down that superficial
tribe of men, Avho commonly are at the head
of unreasonable opposition, I have studied
simplicity and plainness. And though more
judicious eiities might say, that some of the
arguments are strained, and that others might
be con;,i.lered arguments ad horninem, yet I
apprehend no danger from a public reply. An
error Avbich may have been admitted, must
be too trivial to merit the opposition of men of
ability, and I fear nothing from the others, because I should not iind time lo pay them attention.
" It might be said, for instance, that my defence of an unlettered ministry, Avotild ultimately lead to evil consequences, ' to thcperpetuation of ignorance.'
But I have not the
same aiipiehension. The time is fast approaching Avlien every man Avho wishes to be
an acceptable minister ofthe gospel, Avill find
himself obliged lo take Paul's advice to Timothy, and Avith diligence strive to grow not
only iu gr.ace, but likewise in the knoAvledge
of the trulh—I have no intention to say that
literature is useless. My meaning is, that the
same zeal, Avhich induces men to renounce the
pleas'jres ofthe world and offer themselves as
laboiers in the vineyard of Christ, Avill push
them on to make all necessary improvement.
"Again it may be said that arguments in
favor of noise and confusion draAA'n from the
i conduct of the Jews, are far-fetched and inap-
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plicable. But I feel clear in having adduced
examples taivci from the NCAV Teslame.-.t,
Avhich are of similar import, and therefore invincible.
" As to the arguments Avhich are addressed
ad hominem to the oppo,ser. I think ihem directly in point, as intended to silence gainsayers, Avho act Avithout information or relleeiion.
" On the Avhole, when I declare my preva'iling design in sending forward this little production, is not to injure the feelings of candid
and honest men, but lo aid in the spread of t.'uc
godliness, I am sure to be heard, by such, Avith
patience. And if any one should wish to correct me, he Avill do it as becomes the proiession of a peaceful gospel.
•
" I f you think it can be of any service to
the public, you are at lilrrly to publish thefc
sheets, and apply the profits of the public;iticn
lo the purpose of finishing the ncAV Jileeting
House at Lynchburg,
" I am, !fc.,
" S A M U E L K, JENNINGS,
" September 23d, ISOo,"

" LIGHT and darkness must forever stand
opposed to each other. If either prevail, in
portion lo its jirevalence, the olher mii.-'l disappear. The kingdom of righteousness an,!
true holiness, musl forever be opposed to the
kingdom of Satan, or the Avicked inclinations
of men. Every man is subject lo one or other
of these powers. Lovers of Gou and of
TRUTH delight in the prosperity of religion,
from molives of duty and benevolence. The
enemies of GOD and of his Avord are pleased
to see religion put down, from the selfish design of covering their lusts. The true Christian will defend those institutions, and means
which most conduce to the reformation of sin-
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ners, whatever the world may think of him.
Temporizers and those who love the praise of
men rather than the praise of GOD, AVIU advocate or oppose measures, according lo the degree of approbation they may receive, or expect to receive from the Avorld,
iVIany hundreds of the most striking reformations have been at least commenced by
means of Methodist Camp Meelings! With
these interesting facts before them, some look
on with approbation, some join Avith earnestness in promoting and carrying the hopeful
design into effect, while others treat the meetings' with contempt, and their advocates as
fools, madmen, and enthusiasts. Some submit to every inconvenience to attend upon
them, Avhile others proclaim the importance
of suppressing them as a public nuisance.
The design of these sheets, is to examine some
of the objections commonly raised against this
important institution,
"Objection 1st. Too much time is spent in
vain, ' Six days shalt thou labor, &c,'
"Answer, This is a specious objection, and
seems to be supported by an express command
of GOD. Let it be observed, however, that
our Lord Christ, in MattheAV vi. 33, advised
and commanded that Ave should ' first seek
the kingdom of GOD and his righteousness,'
That Ave should prefer spiritual before temporal interest. In another place our Lord estimates the soul of a man to be of gieater Avorth
than the AA'hoie world. ' What shall it profit
a man if he should gain the Avhole Avorlti and
lose his OAAn' soul 1 or Avhat shall he give in
exchange"?' &c. Paul 'considered all things
but loss, so that he might Avin Christ and be
found in him,' In a country Avhere, Avith the
continued and united exertions of all its citizens, sufficient provisions could not be made
for its neces.sities, such an objection might
have some Aveight; but with a soil and climate like ours, Avhere on an accurate calculation it Avill be found, that if one-fourth of the
time be spent in agriculture, ample supplies
will be produced for a man and beast, an argument founded on the necessity of labor,
must be entirely frivolous.
"If Ave be disposed to consider religion as
a matter of no consequence, a very trivial reason will be to us sulficient for neglecting it.
But if the exercise and indulgence of true repentan-;e, and the acquisition of a living faith
in Jesus Christ, he considered essential to salvation ; it must folloAv, that those who feel
'ffiemselves destitute of this ' Pearl of great
price,' Avill find sufficient time to perform their
necessary labor, and still spare, occasionally,
,aAveek for the special work of waiting upon
GOD in the use of su,:.h means, as are found
conducive to reformation.
While riches,
'honors and distinctions are considered the
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principal objects of pursuit, and the only attainments Avorthy the attention of men, much
Avill be said about the iiuportance of labor.
But let a man be properly affected Avith the
truths of the gospel, and he AA'ill no rr.ore at
tempt to avail himself of this objection in op- !
posing Camp Meetings,
',
"Objection 2d. Granting the argument fori
making provision for the body, ought not to
weigh in this case, yet surely it must be admilted a reasonable objection, that by attending upon such meetings, health is exposed and
injured.
AnsAver. " It is possible, Ave grant, that the
sickly or delicate might be injured by too long
standing or sitting, or lying on the ground, but
common sense Avould teach all valetudinarians
either to stay at home or to make the necessary
provisions for their safety. We cannot, therefore, be ansAverable for their imprudence. But
a proper religious excitement is not calculated
either directly or indirectly to injure health,
unless victory over pas.sion, a tranquil expectation of unavoidable adversity, with triumph
over the fear of death, can constitute disease.
But, says the objector, the aAvful anxiety
Avhich frequently precedes this comfortable
slate of the mind often does mischief. This
1-ast difficulty involves in it another question.
For if the exercise preparatory to a gracious
state, be a deep sense of sin, and its aAvful
consequences folloAved by an humble acceptance of mercy on the terms of the Gospel;
then it must folloAV, that Avhatever effects it
may produce, it Avill be prudent to submit to
the operation. But if I should be disposed to
deny the charge, Avhich I shall noAV formally
do, how Avill it ever be made to appear Avith
sufficient certainty, that the case of sickness
Avhich may have happened at any Camp
Meeting, or which may have succeeded
shortly after such a meeting, AA'ere produced by
any e.xercise or condition attendant on the occasion 1 Have not thousands been taken suddenly ill at home, abroad, sitting up, lying
down, in the house and in the field 1 'Who
can tel! whether the same illness might not
have happened at the same time in another
place, or in any other condition "? And as so
many come oft'unhurt in the proportion to the
feAV Avho can be adduced as seeming instances
to the contrary, I venture to conclude that, if
religion be all important, and if religion be successfully sought after at Camp Meetings, this
second objection must also lose most, if not all
its weight,
" Objection 3d. Let these objections stand
or fall, it must be acknowledged, that the
I principal advocates of these meetings are ig' norant and illiterate Methodists.
" Answer. Indeed, it is bad enough if all Methodists are ignorant and illiterate. It could
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be Avished that true wisdom and u.seful knoAVledge Avere more universally diff'u,sed. But not
to lose sight of the objection, "Saint Paul
gives the following instructions to Timothy,
Avhen preparing him for the ministry of the
Gospel. 'Give at'en;lance to reading, lo exhortation, to doctrine. Neglect not the gift
that is in thee. Meditate upon these things,
give thyself wholly lo them. Take heed unto
thyself and to thy doctrine, continue in them ;
for in doing this thou shalt both save thyself
and them that hear thee. Preach the word, be instant in season, out of season ; reprove, rebuke,
exhort, Avith all long suff'ering and doctrine,"
Whetber the Methodist preachers do not, in a
very considerable degree, act up to this exhortation, Avill scarcely admit of a question. But the
objector continues to ask, have any of them a
liberal education ? Can they compose rhetorical discourses "? Can they deliver them Avith
the ease and elegance of true orators 1 The
Avant of these accomplishments, I perceive,
then, to be the ^reat objection. Nothing is
more common tnan that Avorldly minded men
should be Avise above Avbat is Avritten. Does
Paul make any such demands upon Timothy "?
Or does he instruct him to be guided by these
characteristics in his choice of others for the
same important Avork ? If such demand Avere
correct, then Ave should have heard Paul address himself lo Timothy in the following
manner. ' 0 Timothy, my son ! I have frequently commanded thee to labor in the work
of the Lord, according to my example. But
as thou art not an apostle, properly so called,
and hast not received the gift of languages, I
advise thee to acquaint thyself Avitfi the HebreAV, Greek, and Latin; Avith Geometry,
Trigonometry, iVrithmelic, Algebra, and Fluxions ; Avilh natural Philosophy, Rhetoiio,
moral Philosophy and Melaphy,sics; after
these, to devote thyself to the study of some
system or systems of divinity, then thou Avilt
be prepared to Avrite over tliy sermons correctly. But after all, do not fail to rehearse
them before a looking glass till thou art able
to repeat them Avith freedom and grace; .so
that Avhen thou art called upon public duty,
thou maye.st effectually secure the approbation
of thine auditors. Furthermore, Avhen thou
art about to visit any distant churches, lay up
in thy portmanteau the choicest of thy serinons. And Avherever thou art, lake care to
have at least one discourse about thee, that
thou mayest be prepared against any sudden
emergency, and never appear unfinished in the
eyes of tl^-, people,' We cannot think such
an address, e.tlier public or private, commensurate with the dignity of the apostle Paul.
" T h e exhortation to Timothy is comprehensive and to the puipo.se. It includes every instruction necessary for a useful minister.

' 'When Ave are deeply interested in a suhject
of the last importance, we do not think it necessary to draw up our arguments in an orderly manner upon paper, before A^'e attempt
to deliver our sentiments upon the matter m
hand ! Are not the love and penetration of a
parent .sufficient to dictate such advice as is
suited to the different tempers and conditions
of his children "? After perceiving the house
of our neighbor on fire, we do not withdraAV
to our closet to prepare a variety of affecting
arguments, by Avay of engaging him to save
both himself and his family from the flames.
In such a case, a lively conviction of our
neighbor's danger, and an ardent desire to rescue him from it, affords greater powers of natural eloquence, than any rules of art can furnish '
"Horace observes, that neither matter nor
method Avill ne Avanting upon a Avell digested
subject. With how much facility then may
suitable expressions be exjiected to foIloAv those
animating sentiments, Avhich are inspired by
an ardent love to God and man; especially
when subjects of such universal concern are
agitated, as death and redemption, judgment
and eternity ? Upon such occasions, out of
the abundance of the heart, the mouth Avill
speak : nor will the preacher be able to repeat
a tenth part of the truths, Avhich God has communicated to him while meditating upon his
text. If malice can furnish those Avho are under its influence, A/ith an inexhaustible fund
of conversation, hoAv much more rational to
suppose, that the charity of a minister will
furnish him Avith an inexhaustible fund of exhortation, instruction and comfort,'
" What advantage has occurred to the
church by renouncing the apostolic method of
publishing the Gospel ? We too often have
had indolence and artifice in the place of sincerity and vigilance. Those public discourses
which Avere once the effects of conviction and
zeal, have become the weekly exercises of
learning and art. ' W e believe and therefore
speak, is an expression which Avilh such pastors is entirely out of use.'
" Where is it, that we discover the happiest
effects produced upon the minds of men 1
Where do Ave observe 'he most frequent conversions ? Where are the formal profes.sors
most commimly struck Avilli religious fear ?
Where are the libertines constrained lo cry out
< Men and Brethren Avhal shall we do?' Where
is it that Ave find the Avicked departing from
the assembly lo lament their transgressions in
private'? Are these things more frequently
effected by the learned orator, or do they not
more commonly attend the labors of the illiterate Methodists ? Study and affection may,
please the taste of those who pretend to be
Avise and learned, and a desire to plea&e such

men, has too often led preachers of the Gospel, to depart from that generous sympathy,
which actuated the ministers of the primitive
church. But while the offence of the cro,ss is
avoided, neither the wise nor the ignorant are
effectually converted. The Gospel is abundantly better suited to the poor in spirit than
to those who value themselves as men of great
science. ' I thank thee, 0 Father,' said the
lowly, blessed Jesus, 'that thou hast hid these
things from the wise and prudent, and hast
revealed them unto babes,' These babes, so
called in the language of Christ, I apprehend
to be similar to the persons Avhom I advocate,
and who are in many places rejected for pecuniary reputed sages. But il hath pleased
God by the foolishness of preaching to save
them that believe, and by the instrumentality
of these ignorant and illiterate men, he has
raised up to himself in the United States in
the course of L few years, half a million of
servant worshippers.
"After all that has been said, I am persuaded tbat those AA'ho Avish to be amused at
church, who attend the house of prayer to
form their parties for the ensuing week, and
who do not Avish to see their own follies, will
still consider this difficulty unansAveretl—but
every candid enquirer after salvation, Avill
perceive that, Avhat is charged upon the Methodist preachers as being the effect of ignorance, viz., their sympathy and their zeal, render them more respectable. Of course, if these
men conduct the Camp-Meetings, there will
be the greater probability of receiving benefit
by attending them.
"Objection 4th. But these preachers after
all you can say, are vehement, boisterous and
ostentatious. They stamp and clap their
hands; they raise such a noise and confusion
as is sufficient to distract their hearers,
"Answer. There can be no doubt, but that
every minister of Christ ought, Avhen he speaks
for God, to deliver the truth in the power and
demonstration thereof; and that with zeal and
energy, and in the most pres.sing and engaging
manner possible. Isaiah Iviii. i. Says God
to the Prophet, cry aloud and spare not, lift
up thy voice like a trumpet, and shoAV my
people their tran,sgressions, and the house of
Jacob their sins, Bul this Avill be disagreeable
to men of taste and learning!—Yes, and he
that preaches the truth may expect this: but
Matt, V, 12, rejoice, and be exceeding glad;
for great is your reAvard in Heaven: for so
persecuted they the Prophets that went before
p u . In the eyes of the Avorld, 'the prophet
18 a fool, and the spiritual man is mad.'—Hosea ix. 7. It will be granted that loud and
v«hement speaking might be unnecessary,
where the people are entirely attentive and
^ rous to become acquainted with the way
17

of salvation. But there are none so deaf as
those that Avill not hear; and men hear any
thing more willingly than their OAVU faults and
failings. A curse is denounced against the
minister who doeth the Avork of the Lon'. deceitfully, Jer. X, 4. viii, 10, Tbe preacher
is bound to deal plainly with his hearers AA'hen
he reads that God is a consuming fire—That
hell from beneath is moved to meet the Avicked
at their coming, Isaiah xiv. 9. And all who
deeply feel the importance of salvation Avill
exhibit strong marks of earnestness. When
Christ preached he expressed himself -with
zea,l, energy and noise. John vii, 37 Jesus
stood and cried, saying. If any man thirst, &c.
and chap, xi. 43, Avhen he raised Lazarus
from the grave, he cried with a loud voice,
'Lazarus come forth.'
Peter on the day of
pentecost lifted up his voice ; and Paul when
he declared his conversion did it not Avith that
kind of moderation which Avould now oe considered graceful. In the name of the Lord,
then, let the men alone, let them cry and spare
not,—for the Lord himself shall descend from
Heaven Avith a shout, Avith tbe voice of an
archangel, and A'/ith the trump of God, Let
those Avho neglect their duty, Avho prophecy
smooth things, who daub Avith untempered
mortar, and cry peace, jieace, where there is
no peace, ansAver for themselves, and act as
they think proper; but let Methodist preachers
act up to the dictates of their conscience and
their profession. Molest them not, for God
will judge every man according to his Avorks.
" But says my objector, stamping and clapping of hands must be inconsistent Avith decorum of Avorship. Thus saith the Lord,
Ezek, vi, 11, 'Smite with thine hand, and
stamp Avith thy foot, and say alas, for all the
evil abominations of the house of Israel,'
With this high authority, simple and honest
men can move on regardless of what the
world may say, and Avith bitterness sigh and
lament the desolation sin hath made; and as
they proclaim the solemn truths of God smite
their hands together as a token of holy indignation against all wickedness,
" If God be in earnest when he threatens
the wicked, and will be so when he executes
vengeance upon them, then by every rule of
logic and divinity, a minister of Christ ought
lo be in earnest Avhen he warns sinners of
their impending danger, and invites them to
the refuge of the Gospel, He ought to show
himself in earnest, and that he lias the good |
of souls at heart. And while he proves that |
himself believes the force of God's eternal
truth, with all the violence of holy love, he
should compel the people to come in.
"But continues the objector, if we should
grant the privilege to the preacher to rave, yet
surely the hearers are bound to keep silence.
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" In Zach. ix, 9, Ave read, ' Shout, O daughter of Jerusalem ' And iu Lsaiah xii, 6, 'Cry
out and shout ihou inhabitant of Zion.' Lsaiah
xlii. 11, 12, 'Let the inhabitants ofthe rock
sing, let them .shout from the to]) of the mountains. Let them give glory unto God in the
islands; for II Chron, xv. 14, Avilh a loud
voiee, and Avilh shouting, and with a trumpet,
and Avilh cornets Isiael covenanted lo serve
the Lord, and he Avas found of them,
"Again Ave read, Ezra iii, 11, 13. 'And all
the people shouted Avith a great shout, when
they praised the Lord, and tiie noise AA-as heard
afar off'. And again. Luke xix, 37, 40, Avhen
our Lord drew near to the Mount of Olives on
his AA'ay to Jerusalem, 'the whole multitude
of his discijiles began to rejoice and jiiaise
God Avith a loud voice :' and Avhen ajiplication was made to him to rebuke the jieuple,
and call them lo order, HE justified their conduct and saiu, 'If these should hold their
peace, the stones would immediately cry out,'
This was exactly iu conformity to the opinion
and exhortation ofthe Psalmist David, Psal.
xlvii. 1, ' 0 clap your hands all ye people,
shout into God Avilh the A'oice of triumph.'
With examples and precejits like these, surely
the people ought at least to be indulged, Avho
in the integrity of their hearts adopt this mode
of ex])ressiiig their devout emotions,
" If all these liberties be allowed, yet continues my objector, the confused prayers, exhortations and songs are intolerable.
"Let us examine Nehemiah viii, from the
beginning.
'All the people gathered themselves as one man, both men and Avomen, and
all that could hear Avith tinderstanding,' that
kncAv good from evil. ' Vnd the ears of all
the Jieojile Avere attentive' They heard as
fir eternity 'And Ezra the scribe slood npon
a jiuljiit of Avood Avhich they had made for
the purpose, and beside him stood six of his
brethren who all are named. And Ezra opened the book of the laAv of God in sight of all
the peojile, 'And Ezra blessed the Lord the
great Gon, and all the jieojile answered, amen!
amen! and lifted up their hands. And these
thirteen, together with Ihe seventy-four Levites, caused the jicojile to understand the
law. and the people slood iu their iilnee,'
{which implies ill': Priests and Levites did not)
bul iiiovcl about as tjieij saw it needfnl. So
they read in the book in the law of Gon distinctly, and gave the sense, and caused the
peopie lo understand Ihe reading. Now as il
is staled that they read, it is more than probable thai those thirteen AVIIO ,sl(i(),l on the right
and left of Ezra did all read, esjiecially as the
other thirteen, and the Levites, ,seveiity-four in
number, cau,sed the people lo understand. So
that there vvere Ezra, Nehemiah, twenty-six
Priests, and seventy-four Levites, if not one

thousand, see chap, vii, 39 Avho Avere all engaged in reading and expou iding the laAv unto
the people in the time of the jiublic Avorship
of GOD, That this sujiposilion is correct, Avill
be the more probable when we consider that
three hours Avas the time which was devoted
to this engagement, and it is not jiossible tliat
one hundred and IAVO persons could have read
or sjioken separately and distinctly iu so short
a tin o,
" h .t again Ave find at the conclusion of the
public services, that eight of the Levites, according to the Jewish custom, who mo-lly
prayeil in the altitude of standing, .stood upon
Ihe stairs, jiiobably of Ezra's puljiit, and cried
with a loud voice unto the Lord their GOD.
This Avas not mental jirayer. No, ihey cried
aloud, and eight of them all at once. Let us
lu.'u to Ezra iii. 10, 11, 12, 13, Avhen in order
to perform the public 'Avorship of Gol, on a
memorable day, they set the priests in their
apparel Avith trumpets, and the Levites Avith
symbols to praise the Lord : and they ,sang
together by course in praising and giving
thanks unto the Lord : because he is good,
for his mercy endureth for ever. Am! all the
people shouted Avhen they praised the Lord,
because the foundation of the house of the
Lord Avas laid. But many ofthe priests and
Levites, and chief of the fathers who Avere
ancient men that had seen the first house,
Avhen the foundation of this house was laid
before their eyes, Avept AA'ith a loud voice, and
many shouted aloud for j o y ; so that the peojile could not discern the noise ofthe shout of
joy from the rjo;se ofthe weeping of the people,
for the people shouted Avilh a loud shout, and
the noise was heard afar off'
Here Ave may
observe they began with order, seeing they
sang together by course iu praising and giving
thanks unto the Lord because he is good, but
that the ardor of their zeal and the eariiestnes,«
of their devotion ullimately transgressed theit
rules of oriler. If the people shouted Avith a
great shout, and there Avere no idle sjnu'taturs
amongst them, al laying the fouiidatfm of an
earthly temple, shall not the Israel of Co.!
shout for Joy and lisj) forth praise, when 'lioy J
see the ftiundation of a sjiiritual teni|i!e laid '
by the goodness and power of God '. No says
the objecting pharisee, that will never do, God
is a God of order. 'Master rebuke thy disciples,' Luke \i.A-. 37, 39, They |)ay no regard
lo order, but all speak together. For tlu
whole multitmle br^nn to praise Goc with a
loud voice. Why this is wild work aud jieifecl
confusion indeed. God is not deaf Hark!
Avhat a noise they make ! Avhat confu>ion is >
here! Avhy if they Avere in Jerusalem .ind did
shout at this rale, they would be heard all
through the city. We think good order a
very pretty thing and cannot aAA'ay vi'ith such

wild work as this. Besides, what will the Avoods. But till that be done, which Avithout
great and learned, the Avise and the mighty the spirit of divination, judging from the pechildren of this Avorld think of it ? And as nurious disposition so prevalent in the world,
we are on the very suburbs of the city, our I venture to predict Avill require considerable
character and reputation, among the gentry, time and a greater spread of religion. Till
are at stake. For thine own honor and the then go on ye ministers of Christ and collect
cause of God. and above all, for our credit's the people Avhen and Avheresoever you can,
sake, Ave pray thee ' master rebuke thy discijiles!' and preach the Gospel of God, And as to the
"Hark ! ye gainsayers of every party, sect mixed multitudes spoken of in the objection,
and denomination among men, Avho in con- I am bound to answer, that in the sight of
formity to your disposition to ' love the praise God there is no respect of persons. With him
of men more than the praise of God,' Avould the righteous are noble, hoAvever poor and defain lay down rules for the MOST HIGH, and spised in the worid, Avhilst the wicked, though
limit the HOLY ONE of Israel, and persuade laden with wealth and surrounded with earthly
yourself that salvation must come through a grandeur are mean and vile. Yes, thou pursecertain mode or form, or all is delusion, enthu- proud, self-exalted opposer of all that is good.
siasm, hypocrisy, and Avild fire, I tell you The God of Israel Avill exalt the upright beg'that if theee should hold their peace, the gar Avhen he Avill sink thee doAA'n into the pit
stones Avould immediately cry out;' God Avould of hell!
raise up instruments more unlikely than these
" You may support your distinction and
to celebrate his praise.
feed your pride, but in a religious point of
"Objection oth. The solemn worship of God view all men are on a level, and the good man
ought to be performed in houses dedicated to feels it so. The very fact, your aversion to
that sacred use. It cannot be thought proper Avorship your Creator Avilh the poor and deto assemble in mixed multitudes in the Avoods. spised, proves to me that you have neither
And it must be very indecent for ladies of part nor lot in the matter. That you knoAV
distinction to be seen mingled AA'ith such croAA'ds, not God nor his Avorship, and that to follow
"AnsAver, It is proper that suitable houses your advice Avould be the sure road to perdishould be prepared for the Avorship of God, tion. The Lord hath declared his intention
But let me ask, are such houses universally and purpose to exalt the humble, v>'hilst he
provided ? You know they are not. Are will pull doAvn high looks.
the ministers of the everlasting gospel to hold
" Y e men of self-importance, who are ready
their peace, until all the people are disposed to suppose us desirous to borrow distinctions
to build hou.ses for the purpose of Avorship. by gaining your approbation and felloAvship, be
What absurdity men fall into when they it known unto you, that so long as you supwould oppose the truth ! It is in amount to pose you have dignity to lend, Ave Avant none
Bay, 'let the people become religious and of your caresses! Except the Lord lay to
then they will prepare temples for the living his mighty hand, and let you see that you are
God, and after I'lat you may preach Avith com- little and vile and less than the least of his
fort and decency,'
saints; instead of an honor, you would be a
, "Our Lord, whose object was to in.spire disgrace to the cause of religion. It is a sodevout emotions into the minds of the people, lemn truth, and a truth Avhich I e.vpect you
seldom delivered his discourses in the temple. bitterly hate, that if you with all your stateThe most excellent collection of reMgious or liness, ever obtain the religion of Jesus Christ,
moral instruction than was ever proclaimed you must obtain it on the same common printo the Avorld, is commonly called by AA'ay of ciples Avith publicans and harlots. You must
distinction our Lord's sermon on the Mount— see and feel that it is heaven's highest best
gift, and that merit in every sense is e.\ ^luded
Matth, V, and vi. chaps.
"Again, we frequently find him in the midst Avhere ' by grace ye are saved through faith,
of the multitudes in the open woods or fields, and that not of yourselves, it is the gift of God.'
" Your objection as it concerns the Ladies,
as when he fed the thousands; and Ave knoAV
that the Mount of Olives was with him a fa- is the fruit of the same tree. That pride
vorite place. In a Avord, his example will Avhich Avill effect your ruin, Avould lead you
warrant assemblies to meet at such times and to carry with you your female friends. But t
places as opportunity and occasion may seem Avould ask, in what respect can a Avomar te
injured by attending unto Camp-Meetings ?
to prescribe.
. "(Jod is a spirit, and they that worship him Is it probable that any indecent address Avould
must worship him in spirit and in truth. be made to her there, sooner than at another
Houses are convenient and proper, and the place"? You would apprehend no danger in
j, people ought to build them decent and spa- sending her to a ball or barbecue, where every
cious, 60 that except for the sake of cool air engagement is calculated to influence the pasand shade, no congregation need meet in the sions and excite unlaAvful desiies; but at a
-J
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Camp-lNIeetinK, Avhere huntlreds are employed prevailing opinions, and Ave are at liberty to
in the most vehement manner to pull doAvn judge of men's opinions by their genera, conthe stronp- holds of sin and lust; whereas duct. Now I Avould ask how is it po.s.sib!e
many inslances of the most bitter lamentations that any man should perform Avcrks in their
on account of sin, are calculated to excite a nature praise Avorthy, and intend that they
holv dread of \ i c e ; at such a place your Avil'e should reflect honor upon the religion of Je.sus
or daughter ought not be trusted ! Had you Christ, and never declare himself an advocate
slated your objection in its projier shajie, it of the Christian religion? I Avould also ask
Avould have slood thus: ' It is a disgraceful Avhat cross can be in the Avay of a Christian
business for ladies of distinction to be engaged if he may in all respects Avalk as do other
in religion. It will seclude them from society,' men ? And Avould in the last place ask, how
"Objection 6th, The exercises and engage- the Avorld could despise any man as a Chrisments of the people at such limes and jilaces tian, Avho never made pretensions to that chaare absurd. Their opinions are enthusiastic, racter ? It is very evident that the gospel
and their practices disgusting. In a Avord the contemplates its followers or adherents as being men ' bold to take up, firm to sustain the
Avhole business is intolerable,
'• AnsAver. Any difference Avhich can be dis- consecrated cross,' They are men not ashamed
tinguished between a Methodist meeting and of th? Gospel, True ministers will boldly
that of olher denominations, must be the result preach Christ and him crucified, and the friends
of the folloAving sentiments, Avhich I supjiose of Christ Avill universally acknowledge him to
you call enthusiastic in this lumping objection, be their Prince and their Saviour.
" I s l . The Methodists suppo.se it to be a
" I n the second place, I may consider it to
correct practice to be boM and open in their be your opinion, that religion needs no exterprofession of religion,
nal or ceremonial aid. Under the influence
"2d. They lay great stress on the use of of this dangerous idea, you are led to neglect
the means of grace in the successful seeking the use of those means which most effectually
of religion. And
conduce to the attainment of true religion.
" 3dly, They suppose every Christian bound ' If you love .me, says our Lord, keep my
to use his utmost inlluence to .spread religion. commandments,' We are commanded then to
"Wherever these opinions have consider- deny ourselves, ungodliness and Avorldly lusts,
able influence, we are accustomed to see fre- and to live soberly, righteously, and godly in
quent instance?", of extraordinary and audible this present Avorld. For ability so to do, we
lamentation." for sin : and of loud and raptur- are commanded to ask that Ave may receive, to
ous expressions of joy upon a professed knoAv- seek that Ave may find, to knock that it may be
opened unto us. These requisitions surely
ledge of s'lis forgiven.
"Let us examine your objection as it ap- imply that some external aid is conducive to
plies to these con.siderations. In the first religion. Bul if these be not conclusive, and
place, I am at liberty to suppose il to be your you still insist that merely mental energy is
opinion in opposition to the manner of the sufficient in carrying on this great work, 1
Methodists, that men may have all neces- will request you to account for the prayers of
sary reli;<i(in in secret. That it is improper to our Lord Jesus Christ, In the case of Lazamake any jiroclamation of its attainment, and rus he jirayed audibly, he spake with a loud
lhal all external show of it is hypocrisy. Lou- voice. In the garden of Gethsemene he prayder the influence of this opinion you had ed ; yea he continued al night in prayer;
rather be considered irreligious than be clas.s- he prostrated himself on the earlh! Why
ed Aviih any jieople Avho make a noise about all this external work in his devout engage- !
religion, I assert then that your silence and ments! Surely he loo was an enthusiast! J
your contempt of others is not conformable
"Even admitting that some highly exalted :
to the doctrines of the gospel.
minds can succeed in cultivating devout emo"Cur Lord Jesus Christ has commanded his tions, Avilhout the concurrence of bodily exer- ;
folloAvers lo aet as 'the light of the world-' lion, yet il mu,'tt be granted that a majority of and ' lo let their light so shine before men tbat men could not succeed at all. But if univer- :
others seeing their good Avorks may glorify sal success Avere possible, yet such a mode of
their father Avhich is in heaven,' He has Avorship Avould not accord Avith the general ••
;
furthermore said, 'if any man Avill be my! conduct of mankind.
"When the greatest men contemplate the,;
disciple, let him deny himself and take up
his cross and follow me,' And again, speak- effulgence of majestic dignity, they feel not ;
ing to his discijiles, ' behold I send you forth only a disjiosition to indulge a sense of rever- jj
as lambs among Avolves. If the AAorld hate cncc, but also to express il, in some external 'J
you, ye kiioAV it hated me before it hated form. They feel similar emotions when high^'cj
you,' &c. To apply these quotations, I ob- favors are conferred upon them. Not content«'v|i
serve that men always act agreeably lo their ed Aviih indulging A sense of gratitude, they i||i(
...
,
'M

I impatiently AA'ait for an opportunity to manifest it by some adequate externa! expression.
And when they behold eminent goodness it is
not uncommon for them lo burst forth in exclamations of joy and approbation. Under
impressions and consequent emotions like
these, John AA'as led to exclaim, 'Behold the
lamb of God which taketh away the sins of
the world,'
"On the whole, I must venture to assert,
that some external apjiearance of religion is
necessary to its very existence, and that any
roan Avho can at all times conceal its operations is a stranger to these emotions which
constitute true Christianity, ' He is .still in
nature's darkness,' in the gall of bitterness
and the bo^ids of iniquity
If this conclu.sion
be not correctly diaAvn the ceremonies of the
tabernacle Avere vain and ostentatious. The
grandeur of the temple, the effort of pompous
pride, and all the ordinances received and acknowledged by most Christian societies are
frivolous and unmeaning.
"In the third place I consider your olijection to imply that no co-operation of men is
necessary for spreading the gospel, Aad I
ansAver in my turn that this objection Avould
go to the utter subversion of all religion.
"Whatever is revealed and recorded, from
the time such record is made, it becomes a
matter of instruction to those for Avhose benefit
it was intended. If Abram had not made known
to his domestics, his confidence in, and his approbation of the promise Avhich God had made
and confined to him, Avith his life the Avhole
business must have ended.
But saith the
tiOrd, ' I knoAv Abram that he Avill command
his house,' It Avas intended from the beginning that Abram and his faithful children, to
the latest generation, should continue to bear
testimony of the truth. Hence all the solemn
instructions and Avarninfs of Moses, and the
piopbets of Christ and l i s apostles,—Hence
,the preaching of the gospel, and hence the
.disposition of true Christians to tell to all
around the great goodness and mercy of God
through Chiist Jesus.
"I perceive you begin to reject all of the
three modifications which I have given to your
^objection.—You agree with us, that some cf ."'emony is proper, and that a decent elegance
of expression is essential to the existence and
M-itinuance of religion. It is against extravagance only you would object. You grant
.then that religion implies some degree of solemn and sublime feeling, corresponding to a
just perception of the wisdom, power, and
inercy of God. And as a sinner, you must
also grant the necessity of some sensations,
adetjuate to a correct perception of the holij.ness of that God against whom you have sinfted You w''l furthermore grant that some

I

decent and suitable expression of these feelings is proper and necessary. So far Avell.
Now I Avouid know hoAv deep and interesting
can these feelings be, and be consistent Avith
reason and scripture?
Can they neA'er be
more strong and extatic than those you have
felt ? Or might Ihey not in some cases amount
to the measure of them felt by the three thousand on the day of Pentecost? I think sir,
you must grant that some men may act rationally, and make more ado about religion than
is your custom. If not then, you must arrogantly make your sensibility the universal
standard. But you have granted that, religion necessarily imjilies devout emotions, and
that such emotions seek for a corresponding
degree of expression. Now, let it be supposed
that, an irreligious person, through the sympathy of a Camp-Meeting, is suddenly brought
lo a solemn pause. He considers, he perceives the sanctity of God's law. He finds
himself to be a miserable and undone sinner.
His emotions of guilt are so strong that, in the
anguish of his soul he cries out, 'God be merciful to me a sinner.' He repeats his supplication—He earnestly cries, ' Jesus, thou Son
of David, have mercy on me.' Now this is
rational, if the gospel doctrine of sAn he true.
But to proceed hy the grace of God through
the insti'umentalitj' of the word, and by the
effectual operations of the spirit of truth,
while yet in the midst of his agony, he discovers the merciful interposition of the blessed
Jesus, He contemplates the glory of God as
shining forth respendently in the face of Jesus
Christ. He is changed into the same image,—
Being justified by faith, he has peace Avith
God, In the transport of his soul his glad
heart leaps for joy, and Avith extacy he cries,
'Glory to God in the highest,' I have found
him of Avhom Moses and the prophets did
write. Jesus Christ is my Prophet, Priest,
and King, I am .saved of the Lord. Glory,
Hallelujah ! This also.is rational conduct, or
the serijiture doctrine of the forgiveness of
sins is illusive and vain,
" Tne conclusion therefore seems to be, that
after having done your objections all the justice which candor can require, the conduct of
the Methodists at their Camp-Meetings is
more easily opposed wilh ridicule than Avith
solid argument. It might not be amiss to stale
at the close of this work the folloAving considerations :
" By turning to Leviticus xxiii chap, 39 and
40 verses, and to the end of the chapter, we
find that the God of Israel commanded his people to build them booths of the boughs of trees
of different kinds, and dwell in them seven
days. And that this was to be done annually,
immediately after gathering in the fruits of the
land.
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'•And again in .Nehemiah viii chap, from
13lh verse io the close, we find that Israel had
for a time lost sight of this command, but on
reviviiii; the reading and exjiosition of the law,
thev also renewed this custom in the city, and
devoted seven days to 'well in booths and attend to the reading of the laAV, confession of
sin, &c., &c.
'• Now il strikes me thus, that God in his
Avisdom, knoAving how difficult it is to retain a
sense of his jnesence, power and goodness,
Avhile engaged in the bustle of the Avorld, instituted tliis custom at a season of the year,
and under such ciicunistances as are well calculated to prepare men for reflection,
" B y draAving them off' iu this manner, and
for such length of time, it would seem to have
been the design of the Alnrglity to produce an
effect Avhich Avas necessary, and yet impracticable uuiler any olher circumstances. Viz,
A solemn devotion, abstract from business,
sublime and spiritual !
" Thi.s, then, is also the design of our CampJleetings, liaving fotind how difhcultly men
can be brought to disengage themselves from
the world on any jdan heretofore devised ; and
having, as if by accident, discovered the jiowerful inffuence of long continued and indejicndent ineetings, Ave have repeated them Avjih
the happiest effects. And we are jireiiaied to
state it as a fact that at
meetings of the
kind in the state of
Ave have had
instances of professed conversion.'*
•"• NoTE.^Trtie Religion is the exercise and
enjoyment of certain aff'ections. The Avhole
may he comjuise.l in the com|)reheiisive idea,
' • T H E LOVE or don."

This Loveof

God may

be defined ' ' a feeling of comjilacency Aviiile
the perfection of deity are contemjilated."—
And Jiarticularly the moral jierfeelions of Goii,
emjihatically called his Holiness, is jieiceived
Avith joyful ajiprobation. It implies also the
hntred of evil. When the mind delights in
this jierccjitioii of excellence, and in the indulgence of the sublime emotion attendant on
such perception, it must feel jiroporlionate opjio.silion to every species of vice.
'•When a sinner is called to salvation, this
Love of Goil and hatred of evil are offered him
as his spiritual portion.
" Most jirofessing Christians agree in urging
the necessity of a rei;;enerutiou of the heart for
the attainment of this salvation,
" Except a man be born again he cannot see
the kingdom of G O D ; and liiis kingdom consists of Righteousness, Peace, and Joy in the
Holy Ghost. For if any man be in Christ he
is a new creature ; having beheld the glory of
GOD in the face of Jesus (Jlirist, he is :'vinged
into the same imar^e.

" This important change is effected through
faith.
' Faith comes by hearing: hearing by
the word of God ; and Ave cannot hear Avilhout a preacher.'
" By the faithful preaching of the word,
those Avho here are persuaded to believe the
gospel of GOD—the glad tidings of peace to t
rebellious world.
" Trusting the record Avhich God has given
of his Son Jesus Christ, true believers have
their consciences purged from guilt and dead
works. Of course they come boldly to the
throne of grace, and in the enjoyment of the
spirit of adoption they cry, ' Abba—Father,
and feel them.selves the sons of God.'
" B y this preparation, and this only, men
are brought cordially to delight in the perfections of ileity, aud sincerity to hate evil, or the
indulgence of zmlawful passions.
" If this be ihe correct process for effecling
reformation, then the most earnest rather than
the most elegant preaching of the word will
be most effectual. ' T h e Avisdom of men is
foolishness with God.' And a man may have
his head stored with much theological trulh,
and still be utterly destitute of true religion,
" T h e most learned lectures maybe deliv- I
cicd to any man, or set of men, for years together, and yet if that kind of energy Avhich i
ur-es lo immediate practice he Avanting, all
will be vain,
" The tenor of the gospel is ' now is the accepted time, noAv is the day of salvation,'
And the minister of the gospel, to be successful, must shoAv by every Avord and every gesture that he feels it so. Pie must ' know the
terror of the Lord,' and act consistently wilh
the deejiest sense of it, or he Avill never effectually persuade men.
" T h i s ojiinion is firmly sujiported by innumerable facts ; and especially by facts Avhich
invariably piesent ihemselves al Camp-Meetings. Our i\Ictliodist preachers excel in this
kind of earnestness or Godly vehement!, and
the most astonishing effects follow their labors
on these occasions, so favorable to their manner of prciiching.
" Instance the folloAving .statement.
" 1 . A Camp-Meeting w.as held at Rehobotli Cliajiel, in Warren County, Georgia, from
the Sth lo the 12th October, 1803, under ihe
direction of the Rev Hope Hull, Stith Mead,
and others. The result was, that one hundred
souls professed to be brought into ihe sweet
and peaceful Itrve of God, through the belief
of the gospel. This Avas not fox fire, as seme
by derision call it, captivating the ignorant
and the weak only : Doctor Roberts, captan
Joseph Biyant, and the worthy lady of judge
Stith, Avith many other respeclabh and intelligent persons, were among the subjects of
this work. Glorious manife.station of the

power of God to save "even now" all them
that believe.
•'Query. Will any Christian dare to say
that the Lord Jehovah was not here ?
" 2. At a similar meeting in Oglethorpe
county, near Lexington, conducted by Rev,
Hope Hull, a Methodist, and Rev, Robert Cunningham, a Presbyterian ; it was supposed
that no less than one hundred and fifty professed the forgiveness of their sins, through the
behef of the record which God has given concerning his Son. Here also persons of information and distinction came under the influence ofthe spirit of reformation.
" 3. At Ebenezer Meeting-house, in Hancock
.county, from the 11th to 15th February, in
bad weather, under the direction of Rev Stith
Mead, fifteen were found declaring the knowledge of God, through Jesus Christ our Lord,
Of this number were judge Stith himself and
two young ladies of his family.
"4, At Smyrna, near Washington, in Wilks
county, a joint Camp-Meeting A\'as again held
by Messis, Cunningham and Hull, from 28th
July to 1st August, about one hundred professed conversion from the error of their ways
to the service of God.
"5, At Harris' Meeting-house, Washington,
from Sth to l l l h July, 1803, one hundrecl
were supposed to obtain saving religion.
" 6 . At Mapp's Spring, in Green county,
from 7th to lOlh October, 1803, about forty,
some said fifty, declared, they had found the
Lord.
"7. At Liberty Chapel, on Spirit Creek,
near the city of Augusta, from 14th to 17th
October, 1803, fifteen acknowledged the goodness of God in their salvation.
"8, At Steuchcomb's Meeting-house, in Elbert county, from 16th to 19th Sept,, 1803,
thirty were thought to have tasted the love of
Gk)d,
"9. At Rehoboth, a second meeting at this
place, from 18th to 22d Nov,, 1803, thirty rejoiced in that they had found him oi whom
Moses and the Prophets did write.
"10, In Bedford county, Virginia, a CampMeeting was held under the management of
LORENZO DOW and STITH MEAD, from
23d to 27th March, 1804, and here fifty were
supposed to have obtained the forgiveness of
-their sins.
_ ' ' n . At Tabernacle Meeting-house, Bedprd, Virginia, from 17th to 21st May, 1804,
It 13 believed that one hundred and fifty obtained a saving knowledge of God and of JeU ^'^"^' '^'^ ®°"' '^^ ^- C>f my own know'«ige,_I can assert that the most amazing reforaiation has folloAved those meetings Avhich
were held within the bounds of my acquaintance.
-' ^
"12. At Charity Chapel, Powhatan county.

from Sth to 12th June, 1804, one hundred said
to be converted.
" 1 3 , At LeptAvich Chapel, Bedford, from
20th to 24th July, 1804, one hundred were
found praising God for his redeeming love.
" 1 4 , At Depews, in Bottetonrt county, Virginia, from 3d to 7th August, 1804, fifty professed to be brought from darkness to light—
from the bondage of sin and death, to the liberty ofthe children of God.
" 1 5 . At Ebenezer Chapel, (alias Board's
Meeting-house) from 17th to 21st August,
1804, about fifty supposed to be converted.
" 1 6 , At BroAvn Chapel, Campbell county,
from 21st to 25th Sept,, 1805, although bad
weather, thirty stood forth as witnesses for
the cleansing power of the Lord Jesus Christ.
" 17, At Ayres' Meeting-house, Bedford,
from 19th to 25th July, 1805, it was thought
that fifty found peace through believing.
" 18. Atthe Double Springs Meeting-house,
Buckingham county, from 6th to 10th September, 1805, one hundred professed to believe
in the Lord Jesus for their salvation,
" 1 9 , A t t h e Quarry Branch in Campbell
county, from the 13th to 17th Sept,, 1805, fifty
were found ready to profe,5s themselves to be
lovers of the Lord Jesus. Some suppose there
must have been many more.
" 2 0 . At KingAvood Meeting-house in Amherst, from Lst to 5th Nov., 1805, sixty became the subjects of the work of grace,
" These are a fcAV of many similar instances, in which ' the Lord Jehovah lias made
bare his mighty arm' at Methodist CampMeetings, and ' out of weakness has brought
forth strength.'
And Avhat shall Ave say to
these things ? Shall all these facts be set
aside, because it may be said, that some of
these converts have miscarried ? I think not.
For Avhen it is considered that many and
great reformations are effected, and a very considerable number too, that have, for years,
stood the test of ridicule, opposition, and every
other species of modern trial, Ave must conclude that some at least, are genuine. For
my own part I have no doubt of the sincerity
of many,
" In addition to what has been said on the
subject, it might not be amiss to drop a reflection or two, on the following clauses of Scripture.
" M a t t h e w xiv 13th to 21st verse. Here
we find, that a great multitude of men, women,
and children collected together out of the
cities, &c,, into the desert place where Jesus
Avas, and that they continued with him until
the evening, and were fed by his immediate interposition. Our Lord then was not displeased
with such large and promiscuous collections
of people.
,
" In the next chapter, viz,, Matt, xv, 29th
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to SSth verse, Ave reail thu.s, And Jesus departed from thence, and came nigh unto the
sea of Galilee, and went up iuto a mountain,
and sat down ihere. And great multitudes
came unto him, &c. Then Jesus called his
discijiles unto him, and said, I have compassion on the multitude,- ln-catise they continue

ceived Avhe" in the wilderness. They felt the
weight of tneir own sins; they even imagined
themselves to be in the same situation, strangers and pilgrims dwelling in booths. They
lost sight of the buslle and commerce ofthe
city, even Avhile they remained in it, and n;newed their covenant to love and serve the
Avitl. me now THREI!; DAVS, and have nothing Lord,
to eat, Uc, &c. And they that did eat were
" T h e blessed effects of Camp-Meetings were
four thousand,' In Mark vi, chapter, 39th discovered as if by accident. But the discoveand 40th verses, and John vi, chapter, 1st to ry being made, those who Avere deeply inter14th verses, Ave have the same facts again re- ested in repairing the walls and temple of the
corded, Il would seem, therefore, that our spiritual city of our God, repealed the meetLord hinr^rlf on finding the multitude Avilling ings Avitli the happiest consequence. Here
to receive instruction in the Avays of salvation, the people, by the similarity of their .•ituation
had no objection to continue Avilh them in at once feel that this Avorld is a wilderness,
the mountain or desert even three days to- and that all are spiritual travellers. They
gether. If then in modern times the people lose sight of the AA'orld, aud give a loose to
show a disposition to relinquish worldly reflection. By reflection they are brought to
engagements for a season, that they may a sense of their sins, and by the help of the
the more effectually commune Avith the.ir God ministers and the exhortations of rejoicing
and their o-<vn souls, shall Ave therefore find converts, they are encouraged to fly speedily
fault ? Let us lake heed how we oppose our- to the out-slretched arm of mercy. Being
selves against the Avorkinga of the spirit of deeply impressed wilh a sense of the importruth !
tance of the subject, they cease not day nor
"Again, liy turning to Nehemiah viii. chap- night to cry mightily to Gcd, till they obter, beginning at the 13th verse. From the tain power from on high to believe in the
sequel it Avould seem that by some means the power of Jesus to save to the uttermost all
children of Israel had lost sight of a peculiar them that are ready to perish.
ceremony commanded in the law of Moses.
" I shall conclude Avilh observing, that it is
But Avhen the old custom of reading the law in not at all uncommon for persons lo make up
the ears of the people Avas revived by Nehe- their minds on hearing of an intended Campmiah, it Avas noticed afresh, that they Avere Meeting, and to come forAA'ard Avilh the excommanded on the occasion of a certain feast press intention and full expectation of obtainto dwell in booths for seven days. Aud im- ing religion. So that the extraordinary effects
mediately the people Avent forlh, and brought of these meetings produce the most .solemn reolive branches, aud jiine branches, and myrtle flections and important resolutions in the
branches, and jialm branches, fcc, and made minds of the people Avhen at home. This
themselves booths, every one upon the roof of consideration ought to do away objections
his house, an i in their courts, and in the raised against the shortness of the Avork, And
courts oi the house of God, and in the street it is to be hoped, that all those Avho Avish to
ofthe water gate, &c.
be benefited by the meetino;s, Avill turn a deaf
" This ceremony was instituted in remem- ear to opposition of this kind, Avhen they conbrance oi the journey through the wilderness, sider that the highest jiossible expectation is
and Avas jiarliciilarly calculated to make im- warranted by the Avoid of God, Onr Lord
pressions favorable to devotion, on the minds himself declared to tlie penitent thief, Luke
xxiii, chapter, 43d verse. To-day shalt thou
of the jie-ojile.
" T h e y had long been in a slate of captiv- be wilh me, &c,—.\Lcain, Corinth, vi, chapter,
ity, and Jeru.salem, their beloved city, and the 2d verse, ' Bidiold, now is the accejited time;
Temple were nearly destroyed, when il enter- behold, now is the day of salvation,' Again,
ed the heart of Nidieiniah to repair them. Acts xvi, chapter, and from 31si lo 34th verAnd when they had executed their work, he ses, inclusive. \Ve find that the Jailor was
instituted the old custom of reading the law, convinced and enabled to believe, all in the
&c. The people had been brought by adver- same hour of the night. We might also add,
sity to feel that iheir transgressions had been that three thousand were made to knoAV the
the lause of their calamities. They were of Lord on the one notable day, the day of Pencouise disposed to indulge in repentance. tecost. And Saul of Tarsus Avas converted
Their consciences Avere very much quickened, wiihin the term of three days Take courage
and they wished to be obedient to the whole then, ye who desire to escape from the wrath
lavv. They therefore built them booths and to come. The sweet word of deliverance is,
sat untler them, and reflected on the miracu- " B E L I K V E IN THE LoRD J E S U S C H R I S T , AHD
lous deliverances which their fathers had re- THOU S H A L : B E S A V E D . "
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CHAPTER I.
ACCOUNT OF H, AND J. BOURNE.

HUGH and James Bourne, sons of Joseph
and Ellen Bourne, were born at Fordhays, in
the parish of Stoke upon Trent, in the county
of Stafford, H, Bourne was born in the beginning of April, 1772: and J. Bourne about
the middle of February, 1781. Their mother
was notable for industry, and Avas pious according to the light she had. She taught
nearly the whole of her numerous family to
read; and endeavored to train them up in the
fear of the Lord, Her trials in life were great
and various, yet she had some comforts. Her
ddest daughter, Mary, died happy in the Lord,
at about twelve years of age; and while she
lived, two of her sons became preachers of the
gospel. She died triumphing in the'Lord, and
crying, "Come, Lord Jesus, and come quickly,"
on Thursday, August 7, 1817, at the age of
eighty or eighty-one years.
H, Bourne, througli his mother's pious care.
Was early impressed with a sen,se of Divine
things, and in childhood was deeply convinced
of sin, and passed through much sorrow.
In the year 1788, his parents removed to
Bemersley farm, in the parish of Norton in the
Moors,, in the county of Stafford, where his
tnother finished her course, and where his
father is still livirg, at the advanced age of
eighty-eight years.
In the year 1799, H. Bourne become acquainted with the nature of justificalion by
&th, that is, the justification of the ungodly
by faith : and with the doctrine of the remission of sins; and of being born again. A pi-
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ous person at Burslem lent his mother a volume consisting of various religious publications
bound up together. It had a sermon on the
Trinity, by Mr, Wesley, which Avas exceedingly useful to H. Bourne, especially the first
part of it which sayi^,
" Whatsoever the generality of people may
think, it is certain that opinion is not religion;
no, not right opinion, assent to one or to ten
thousand truths. There is a Avide difference
between them : even right opinion is as distant
from religion as the east is from the west.
Persons may be quite right in their opinions,
and yet have no religion at all. And, on the
other hand, persons may be truly religious
who hold many wrong opinions,"
Mr. W. proceeds to illustrate this by a
variety of examples, and then says, "Hence
we cannot but infer that there are ten thousand mistakes, which may consist with real
religion; Avith regard to Avhich every candid, considerate man, will think and let
think."
These remarks enabled H, Bourne to distinguish AA'hat was religion, and Avhat Avas not
religion. A.nd while readii'g Mr. Fletcher's
letters on the Spiritual Manifestation of the
Son of God, he realized the blessing therein
described; he obtained the knowledge of salvation by the remission of sins, and was filled
with all joy and peace through believing.
The fruits of it were power over sin, and
peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ.
And the fruits abiding confirmed it to him, that
the Avork was of the Lord,
This took place in his father's house, in the
spring of the year 1799, and at midsummer he
joined the old Methodist Connexion •, and in
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a short time liis mother joined; and toAvards you'll he satisfied," This speech Avas quite
the latter end of the year 1800, James Bourne, new and unexpected, and struck the people
his vouiiire-t brother, was brought into the W'th a degree of surprise,
Avay of religion, and joined also.
A few nights afler on a similar occasion he
used the same Avords ; and the people began
to take it up. The thing seemed suitable, as
it held out a prospect of having a fair ccurse 1
of praying, Avithout any restraint.
CHAPTER H.
Their design of having " A day's praA'in","
•VA'ork of religion at Ilarresohead,—A day's praying was, however, frustrated in the following manspoken of—C'hapel liiiilt, ami the design hindered,—AcH, Bourne prevailed with them to join
count iif camp meetings in the .Methodist Maga'/.ines.— ner,
Second revival, orincit-asc of religion at Harrcschead.— the Old Methodist Society, and the same year,
Revival ceases.—A day's nieoting spolien of—L. Dow's
laliois, and visit to Harreschead. Norton camp nieeting 1802, he built a chapel at Harresehead, in a
resolved on.—Mow first camp meeting held on Sunday, great measure at his OAvn expen.se; and
May 31, 1807.
preaching was appointed in it for ten and two,
every Sunday. This Avas overdoing it. The
IN the year 1801, and for some time after, AA^orlc had been raised up chiefly by means nf
H. Bourne Avas much employed at and near pious conversation and prayer meetings; and so
Harresehead, about three miles distant from very m.uch preaching at such a place, and under
Bemerslev
Harresehead had no means of such circumstances, .seemed not to have a good
grace, and the inhabitants, chiefly colliers, ap- effect; it seemed to hinder the exertions of the
peared to be entirely destitute of religion, and people. And the preachers, in general, Avere
much aildicted to ungodliness; it Avas indeed unfavorable to the day's praying upon Mow.
reckoned a profane neighborhood above most II, Bourne Avas grieved with this; he thought
others.
the people should not have been hindered of
H. Bourne endeavored to promote religion their day's meeting. And the revival soon
there, and on the 24th and 25th of December, made a pause. But those Avho had been
1801, he prevailed Avilh a collier, Daniel Shu- brought in, stood very firm.
botham, of Harresehead, fully lo set out for
About this time the Methodist Magazines
Heaven, Nearly at the same time another began to be circulated at Hari'esehead, They
collier, Matthias Bayley, Avas, by other means, contained accounts of a great work of religion
biought ia tiie Avay to heaven,•"• These men in America, carried on chiefly by means of
AA'eie very earnest, and there Avas soon a con- camp meetings, usually held in the open air,
siderable awakening; and a Avork of religion, with various exercises, for several days tousually called a revival, took place. Prayer gether. Through the constant reading of
meetings were established, a number were these, the day's meeting upon Mow Avas freturned lo righteousness: and there Avas a great quently brought up in conversation, and it
reformation in the neighborhood.
began to be called a camp meeting,
Player meetings Avere usually held at the
Al Michaelmaij, 1804, another revival or
house of John Hail, of Harresehead; his Avife increase of religion arose at Harresehead, by
bei'ng a member of the Methodist Society at the following means. There Avere then living
Mow, about a mile and a half distant; and at and near Stockton, a number of poor, but
Avhere there Avas preaching usually once a very pious jieople, Avho were members of the
fortnight, and had been for some years. With Old Methodist connexion, and Avere called
this revival al Harresehead, a very great strict- RKvivALiSTS, Aud a jiious person, J, Clark
ness grew up among the peojile, and none of Congleton, engaged a number of them, (at
Avere Avillingly allowed to exercise in public, a considerable expense to himself,) to attend
Avho were not correct in their conduct, and the Micha,elinas lovefeast, at the old Methodist
diligent in the duties of their callings. And chapel at Congleton; and sent an invitation
on week day evenings, the prayer meelings to the pious people at Harresehead to meet
Avere seldom held very long, that they might them there. At the lovefeast they made a vanot interfere Avith olher duties.
riety of remarks on a free, full, and present
This Avas not always agreeable to eveiy salvation, to be obtained by faith, and held by
one, for at the close of a very lively mee-ting, faith ; and they spoke much of being sanctified
some would frequently be .saying, they should wholly. When the love feast was closed they
have liked it to have continued longer. On one held a meeting in J. Clark's house, at which
of these occasions, when several Avere speak- H. Bourne and the Harresehead peo])le were
ing in this manner, D, Shubotham said, " You present. This meeting was lively; they
shall have a meeting upon MOAV some Sunday, prayed Avith some Avho were seeking pardon,
and have a Avhole day's praying, and then and others Avho were seeking to be sanctified
wholly. And the Lord croAvned their labors
Avith success, and made them a means of bring* These two have since died happy in the Lord
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ing H. Bourne and the Harresehead people
more fully into the laAv of faith, and by this
means the desigr of J. CJark was accomplished.
The next evenings Monday, H, Bourne Avas
at the class nieeting in Harresehead chapel;
there was an extraordinary outpouring of the
Spirit; and a very great quickening ran speedily throughout the society. The Avord Avas
hke fire among dry stubble: the Avork broke
out in all directions; and numbers were converted to God, The strictness already established, gave great stability to the revival;
and, in a short time, there Avas a reviving in
almost every part of the circuit, and many
were added to the Lord,
At Tuustall the revival made its first effectual appearance in the class led by Mr, James
Steele, and it greAV powerful, A number were
converted to God, Avho proved very firm in the
cause of religion, among Avhom Avere William
Clowes, James Ni.'con, and William Morris.
And between these people and H, and J,
Bourne an intimacy grew up ; and in particular betAveen H, Bourne and William Clowes.
Early in the year 1800, owing, as it Avas
thought, to some steps taken by the under
travelling preacher, the revival at Harresehead
made a pause, which Avas canse of grief to
many, and the more so as upAvards of twelve
months elapsed Avithout a single conversion
taking place. During this interval, many
wished the day's meeting upon Mow to be
held hopijig it would be a means to increase
orrevive religion.
They conceiv ed that the first proposal of a
day's meeting Avas providential. And, as the
Methodist Magazines shoAved that camp meetings had been a means of a great increase or
revival of religion in America, they Ihoughl
there Avas reason lo hope they Avould be useful in England. Again it AA'as observed that
an expectation of sucb a meeting had been
raised, had spread largely, and had heen kept
alive for some years; and this AA'as thought lo
indicate a call of providence.
One of the colliers, Thomas Cotton,* Avho
had been brought to the Lord in the revival,
and was become a useful local preacher, Avas
very strenuous for it. But D, Shubotham was
reluctant, on account of preaching being appointed at ten and IAVO in the chapel.

About this time, there Avas a revival at Congleton, and another at Macclesfield, under the
ministry of LORENZO DOW, a nati re of
America. This man spoke largely of the
camp meeting,s, both in public and private, and
i printed several tracts on the subject. These
:,|hing8,in addition to the Methodist Magazines,
led the country with camp meeting converi

• T. Cotton has since died happy in the Lord.
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sations. And the desires to see a camp meeting Avere raised very high.
About the beginning of April, 1807, L, D.
spoke at Harresehead chapel. Here H. Bourne
heard him for the first lime ; and here too he
spoke largely of the camp meetings; observing
that, occasionally, something of a pentecoslal
power attended them; and that for a considerable time, in America, as much good had been
done, and as many souls brought lo God, at
the camp meelings, as at all the other meetings
put together.
The next morning, H, and J, Bourne heard
him preach his farewell sermon at Congleton,
being on the point of returning to America,
Before he set olfj H, Bourne purchased from
him a pamphlet containing some account how
the camp meetings were held ; and another
entitled, " A Defence of Camp Meelings, by
the Rev. S, K, Jennings, A, M,"
H, Bourne, on reading these, resolved on a
camp meeting to be held in Aug ist, at Norton
in the Moors, to counteract the bad effect of
the Avake or annual parish feast. The society
at that place had for some years, uniformly
suffered a loss of members at the times of the
Avakes, chiefly by the young people being
drawn into vanity: and he judged a camp
meeting would be the only means to engage
their attention, and prevent their being so
drawn away There vvas a number of earnest
pious peop.'e, at and about Norton ; and he
thought to engage the assistance of some of
the pious praying laborers from Harresehead,
and pay them wages for loss of time ; and he
exiiected also the assistance of two or three
preachers: and with all these means, he conceived there was a prospect of holding a meeting for a few days, at the beginning of the
week, until the heat of the Avake should be
gone past.
In a few days after this he Avent to Harresehead to attend the class, and confer with
the people about the matter. He laid open
before them the plan and design of the proposed Norton camp meeting. It fully met
their approbation, and a number ot them engaged to give their assistance.
They themselves, had formed a design to
hold a camp meeting, and it was noAv thought
right to bring it to a conclusion. The preachers' plan Avas examined, and it being found
that Thomas Cotton Avas the preacher appointed in Harresehead chapel for Sunday, May
31, 1807, that day Avas fixed upon for the
camp meeting, and published accordingly.
And, in the mean time, prayer and supplication were made unto the Lord Avithout ceasing,
to bless and prosper the camp meetings.
The camp meeting AA'as published to begin
at six o'clock in the morning, if the weather
proved fine; but for no camp meeting to be
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expected if il was rainy. And very early in
the morning, there fell so much rain that the
Harrc-eh.ead [ieo)ilegave up all further thought
of the meeling, and bolh they and li. Bourne
concluded there would be no meeling. But it
proved to be the Lord's Avill that there certainly should be a camp meeting. And, under
nis divine inlluence, many pious people came
in from distant jilaces; and about .-^ix o'clock,
they begun the meeting, and carried it on for
a considerable time, before the Harresehead
people came to llie ground.
It was held ou tlie Cheshire ,side of Mow,
in a fiidd belong to pious old Joseph Pointon
the old class leader,* The first preaching
stand was only a few yards from the boundary line Avhich parts the two countries, and
Avhich runs nearly along the ridge of the
mountain.
The weather, at first, seemed unfavorable,
there Avas a show of rain and occasionally a
link moisture descended. But in a short time
the clouds dispersed, and the Lord sent fine
Avealher the Avhole of the day.
The people came in very fast, and after
some time another preaching stand was erected, at a considerable distance from the first.
And neatly at the same time two prayins: companies took up their stations, and in these
companies the Lord made bare his arm; several were brought into distress, and some
Arere brought inlo liberty.
There were ]ierinanent pra3'ing companies,
they did not break up for preaching,f
About noon a third jireaching stand Avas
erected, and after that a fourth. At the preaching stands the sei vices were diversified; they
Were canied on wilh .•v^inging, prayer, preaching', exhortations, speaking e.xperience, relating anecilotes, &c.
The meeting went on Avithout intermission,
from about si.v in the morning, till about halfpast eight iu Ihe evening : and a great solemnity lestid (111 llie peojile all the lime.
ill the afternoon, a camp meeting was appointed to be held upon Mow, in July, and to
continue a few days, to engnge the jieojile,
and counteract tlie bad effect of the w a k e ;
and il was published together with that to be
held at Norton,
Soon after four o'clock the congregation began sensibly lo decline, and at six they Avere
confined to one stand. The meeting then proceeded ciiiefly in praying services, A.bout
seven o'clock several were brought under a
• H e has since died, gloriously triumphing in the Lord,
t This method was again adopted on Sunday, July 30,
loiO, at a camp meeting near Loughtionuigh ; where a
permanent coinpany waf formed to pray with mourners,
and they luli"ied. without intermission, fiom ten or eleven o'clock in the forenoon, till nine in the evening. See
the Piimitive Methodist Maga-iine, volume 1, page 241,
L-^r:

concern, chiefly by being spoken to, while the
meeting Avas going on : and six were biought
into liberty. About half-past eight the meeting closed. And this was the first Mow CAMP
MEEFING.

CHAPTER III.
Good done i t the first Meeting.—An account published.
—Opposition.—Proceedings of the second .Mow camp
meeting.—Opposition turned to good—Many converted.

The first camp meeting exceeded the expectation of the peopie both in the greatness
of il and in its effect, A visible change for
the better appeared in the neighborhood ; and
it was the unanimous opinion of the pious
people at Harresehead, that more good had
been done at that meeting than at all the
jiieachings and meetings in that neighborhood,
during the preceding twelve months.
H,
Bourne Avroie an account of the meeting, of
which, (being printed in a small pamphlet)
thousands Avere speedily circulated. Camp
Meetings being new in England, people wished to know how the services Avere carried on,
and Avhat success attended the labors.
As the camp meetings Avere calculated for
great usefulness, they met Aviih great and unexjiccted opposition. In the first place, the
two travelling preachers in the Burslem circuit put out hand-bills against them. And in
a short lime, the travelling preachers in the
Macclesfield circuit did the same.
In addition lo this, a man in the Potteries
Avho Avas a great persecutor of religion, gave
it out that he would crush the camj) meetings.
This he thought to do by means ofthe Conventicle Aet, Avliich was then unrepealed,*
Many eyes were fixed on this man. His hatred to religion was well kiuiwn; and many,
both professors and profane, fully expected
that the camp meelings Avoiild be immediately
sujipressed. And iliis man's threats, together
with the travelling jireachers' exertions, hindered several from attendinij.
Nevertheless, on Sunday, July 19, 1807,
the Avake commenced, and the second Mow
camp meeting was held. Great numbers attended, aud it was Avell sujiported; and proceeded Avith energy and effect. Twice during
the day the work broke out in a powerful
manner, and many were brought into liberty.
On one of these occasions, when many AA'ere
praying Avith mourners the persecutor before
mentioned, came on horseback, attended with
one or two more. He attempted to break into the
meeting where prayer was making for mourn• This act was repealed in 1S13.
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ers, but could not succeed. He then inquired
for the heads of the meeting, and was directed
to H. Bourne, Avho had just before retired behind a hill, and Avho was ignorant of this
man, and of his intentions. The man, hoAA'ever, was soon brought to him, and appeared
to be very warm. But he conversed with him
coolly and at large. The man then, with
some threatenings, went away, riding past the
congregation. The Lord then interposed, and
struck such a terror on him, that he stopped
his horse, and sent for H. Bourne, and seemed
conscious of being in an error. After some
conversation, he took leave; and, at parting
said: " God bless you." And the people present said, "God bless him."
Through the blessing of Almighty Goi, this
man's coming proved of the utmost seiA'iee to
the c»mp meetings. It put a bridle on the
open persecution ; it being naturally concluded, that if any thing could have been safely
done against the camp meetings, this man
•would have done it.
On the Monday, the meeting was numerous
and proceeded with good effect, and a number
of conversions took place. On Tuesday the
company was small, but the meeting was
powerful. The follo\^'ing is an extract from
H. Bourne's journal: " About forty Avere converted on the Sunday, and about twenty on
the Monday; on the Tuesday, towa ds night,
we broke up."

CHAPTER IV
F.xpectation of a general spread ofthe gospel,—Useful
institutions,—On the first and second tVIow camp meetings,—Many failed when opposition arose,—Minute of the
Old Methodist Conference against camp meetings.—Remarks thereon, and on the opposition.—Brown Edge
camp meeting.—Norton camp meeting commences, and
is supported iu an extraordinary manner.

Pious people of almost all denominations
look for a general spread of the Gospel, and
many poAA'erfuI institutions have arisen for
increasing the work; and among these are the
camp meetings, which are likely 'o go through
the world, and become a general iilessing.
At the first camp meeting, there were abundance of local preachers ami praying laborers
ofthe Old Methodist Connexion. These came
from Macclesfield, Congleton, and many other
places. From Tuustall there was a considerable number who were not preachers, b'Jit who
labored diligently, among whom Avere William Clowes and James Nixon. There were
also several preachers of the Independent
Methodists. Pious people in general seemed
satisfied that such meetings were of the Lord.
But many who had never seen a camp meeting, began to oppose, and made a general
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attack on field preaching; allowing, indeed,
that in Mr, Wesley's days it was right, but
had become improper since that time. Their
opposition and arguments had gieat effect, and
many became undecided in their minds; yet
the second Mow camp meeting was Avell supported. Many of the Independent Alethodists
attended. J. Nixon also attended, and W
Clowes was there with several others from
Tuustall, although some of them were getting
undecided in their minds.
So soon as opposition arose, the weight of
the camp meeting cause was thrown upon H.
and J. Bourne, and involved them in various
difficulties, and these difficulties were much increased by the following Minute of the Old
Methodist Conference, made about this time:—
" Q. What is the Judgment of the Conference concerning what are called Camp Meetings,"
" A. It is our judgment, that even supposing such meetings to be allovA'able in America,
they are highly improper in England, and
likely to be productive of considerable mischief : and Ave disclaim all connexion with
them."
This brought the matter to an extraordinary
issue. On the one hand, it was understood,
that the whole force of the Conference wouH
be levelled against the camp meetings, and, in
particular against the Norton camp meeting:
and, on the other hand, it was thought that
tbe Conference had been strangely misled.
The openly profane also began to muster all
their force. They had been foiled at the second Mow camp meeting, but they again attempted to oppose by every means in their
power, and they circulated a report that a
Magistrate or some other person in authority
had said, he would see whether Hugh Bourne
must rule all the country.
A camp meeting was, however, held at
Brown Edge, about two miles from Norton,
on Sunday, August 16, 1807. This was carried on by H. Bourne, T. Cotton, and some
praying laborers from Harresehead and Norton : the Lord owned the labors, and a very
ungodly man was turned to seriousness. This
meeling was not very large, but its success
strengthened the cause.
But it was for the Norton camp meeting to
decide the grand question, whether the camp
meetings should be entirely swept away, or
whether they should be established upon an
unshaken foundation; and therefore the whole
force of the opposition was levelled against
that camp meeting. The opposition of the
openly profane was teazing and troublesome;
but the Minute of Conference, and the arguments against field preaching, had a still
greater effect, and convinced the judgments,
or staggered the resolutions of many. And,
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indeed, so extraordinary Avas the nalure and
fore(> of tliis oiipiisition, that for a few days.
J. Bourne iiinisi if was undecided in his mind:
bul on nivinij; himself up to earnest [iiaA'er for
direction, the f.cu-il, by a remarkable dream,
set his mind at rest.
I No opposition could shake II, Bourne: he
belie'>el Iroin the first tbat the camji meetings
Avere of the Lord, and that it was his duty to
stand hy them. This, in some degree arose
from the following circumstances:—Shortly
after the Norton and Mow first camp meetings
were appoinlel, he and D. Shubotham and
M. Bailey, were at pious old Joseph Pointon's,
and while praying for those camp meetings,
it was strongly impressed on H, Bourne's
mind, that they should not die, but live. From
this it was concluded that, from some quarter,
severe ojijiosition would arise, but that the
Lord woull stand by those two camp meelings : And lime has proved that conclusion to
be rit^lit. And from that moment, H. Bourne
believe! himself called of God lo stand by the
camp meetings, and that if he deserted the
cause it would be at the peril of his soul.
The Minute of Conference, and the arguments against field preaching, seemed weighty
lo many ; but some things had Aveight on the
otht'i si le :—
1. H. and J. riotirne Avere not shaken concerning worship ill the open air: this, they
knew, lo be both IMetho(li^lical and scriptural,
2. The design of the first Mow camp meeting Avas tr) complete AA'hat had first started
under the idea of " A day's praying upon
Mow.'' Norton camp meeting was appointed
to jireserve the society from the ravages of the
Avake. And the second Mow camp meeting
Avas also ilesigned to counteract the bad effect
of the wake, held, at the time, in that parish.
,3. Cuni|i meelings Aveie jierfectly consistent
with Meiho.lism, as Avas manifest from the
Metho,li.-t Maj^a/.ines,
4, The t'vventy-fiist article in the Church
Player IJnok says, that general assemblies
may err, and have erred ; and in making that
Minute there was an error, or departure from
the line of Methodism laid down by Mr,
We^le)' Tlie case of the Avatch nights Avas
somewhat similar. When these Avere begun
by the Kinn;swood colliers, Mr, Wesley Avas
slrongly solicited to put a stop to them. But
he wisely determined first to see a Avalch night
himself: aud the consequence Avas, he established them generally in the Methodist Connection : and they have been, and still are, a
blessing to thousands.
But the Minute of Conference against camp
meetings, was grounded upon hearsay and report only, not one of the Conference having
seen any of those meetings,
5. The travelling preachers who first raised
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the opposition had never seen a camp meeting.
6. During that year, more souls had been
converted to (jod, at ihe camp meelings, than
in all Ihe circuit besides.
These and olher things induced H, and J,
Bourne, to believe that their dut)' to God and
man, as Avell as their peculiar duty as members of the Old Methodist Conne.\ion, required
them to support the camp meetings, until the
Lord had shown to the cfinlrary. But by so
doing they were involved in a variety of troubles, and had almost a prospect of being ruined
in their Axorldly circumstances.
The more ojqiosilion increased, the more
Norton camp meeling rose in importance, and
there Avas a considerable agitation in the country, H. and J, Bourne Avere of opinion that
the Lord Avould support that camp meeting ;
but in what manner they could not foresee.
They, however, made all the preparations in
their poAver. And, as this and Mow second
camp meeting Avere accompanied wilh tents,
it cost them both trouble and expense, and
they were thrown upon a variety of other expenses by the grievous opposition. They,
however, conceived that at this meeting the
Lord Avould manifest his Avill, and the matter
Avould be settled.
There seldom happens a meeting Avhich is
contemplated with so much anxiety as this ;
or Avhich causes so much thought, or so great
a moving in the country. However, at length,
Sunday, August 23, 1807, arrived ; and, ralher eaidy in the morning, a fcAv laborers were
on the ground, and the camp meeting commenced. A feAV from Harresehead and other
places, Avilh J, Nixon from Tuustall Avere
Jiresent; and the pious people at and about
Norton Avere very diligent, H, and J. Bourne
Avere thankful for this assistance : these, hoAvever, appeared but a small company lo support so very large a meeling.
The weather occasionally Avas unfavorable,
but peojile came in very fist, and the meeting
jiroceeded hopefully ; but Avhen it grew very
large, the laborers being few, seemed rather
discouraged; and it appeared doubtful whether
the meeting would be supported throughout
the day. But a stranger came into the field,
and endeavored lo introduce himself to the
meeting. He was admitted, at first with caution, but the Lord soon opened his Avay, His
name Avas Paul Johnson, a doctor of physic
from Dublin, in Ireland, A friend of bis in
Cheshire had written him an account of the
English camp meelings, and in wailing before
the Lord, he believed the Lord required him
to attend that camp meeling. It was difficult
for him to leave his business so long; nevertheless, believing it to be the wil! of God, he
came over into England, and came to the Nor-
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ton camp meeting. He was an excellent
speaker, and his coming was a means of restoring confidence to the meeting : and he was
one of its chiefest supports.
In the afternoon, T. Cotton came to the field,
and the meeting Avent on poAverfully, and
without intermission till belAveen seven and
eight o'clock in the evening. It proceeded
with power on the Monday, and AA'as resumed
in the afternoon on Tuesday, and on Tuesday
evening this extraordinary meeting was finally
closed: and the e^id first intended was fully
accomplished. The Lord so favored it, that
the whole society AA'US preserved ; not one
member being draAvn away by the vanities
ofthe wake. And from that important moment, the English camp meetings AA'ere established on an immovable foundation, and could
never afterwards be shaken.
The coining of Dr, Johnson Avas looked
upon as an extraordinary interposition of Divine Ppovidence, and H, and J, Bourne Avere
safisfied that the camp ineetings were of the
Lcfd; and they Avere equally satisfied, that
their duty as members of the Old Methodist
Connexion, required them to uphold and support the camp meetings. It is true, the Conference, through crediting reports, had rejected
the camp meelings for a time,* but H, and
J. Bourne knew that the Lord could turn the
minds of the Conference, or carry on the camp
meetings by other means.
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arose, and a neAv line of proceedings opened;
the camp meetings introduced such changes, as
put a new appearance on the face of things.
1, They Avere a means of restoring and establishing worship in the open air. Mr, Wesley established that part of it Avhich is called
field preaching; but which, depending Avholly
on preaching Avas nearly Avorn out. But the
camp meelings introduced it Avith a variety of
exercises each assisting each, and thus established it 01 a firm and broad basis,
2, Meetings soon rose up Avhich Avere held
in the open air, Avith a variety of religious exercises, fo. 'Avo or three hours together. These
Avere crownt J with considerable success: and
the people for convenience called them small
camp meelings.
3, The camp meetings, by a change of exercises, enable people to continue the active
Avorship of God, f'or a course of time, Avith
energy and effect.
4, They open the way for missionary laboris, and promote a spirit of enterprise,
5, The camp meeting praying services impart vigor, energy, and courage, to the piou-,
praying labors; and this strengthens other
prayer meetings.
6, They have been a means of establishing
prayer meetings al the close of preachings.
The preachers find the preaching to be a part
only of their duty, they have besides, to collect the energies of the people, and make a
general effort to bring forward the work of
God.

CHAPTER V
On the rejection of camp meetings,—New line of proceedings opened,—Origin of fhe Gonne-ition,—Changes
introduced by the camp meeting.

THE camp meetings being, at that time rejected by the Old Methodist"Conference, were
given into the hands of H, and J. Bourne;
and at the Norton camp meetings they had
aholher proof of the goodness aud mercy of
God: for there Avhen expected help Avas cut
off, the Lord provided unexpected help. This
opened a new line of pioceedings, and Avas a
guide to them in their fu ure labors. It taught
•them not to depend on man, but to do their
duty, and leave the event of all things lo GoJ,
And it Avas as a rule with them not to invite any
to assist them in their various labor.s, but to
do their duty, and trust in the Lord for support; and tiiey found him according to his
,*()rd.

CHAPTER VI,
H and ,1. Bourne begin to labor extensively in new
places.—Lask Kdge. —Mr. Smith's house at Tunstall
opened for public worship,—Tean, Wooton, R a r n s o r . Various camp meeUngs,—H, Bourne separated from the
Old Connexion. —Second meeting at Wooton — Mow
fourth camp meeting —H. and J Bourne not willing to
take wholly the care of societies.—Ilamsor first and second camp meetings.

W H E N the Norton camp meeting had risen
over every obstacle, it appeared as if opposition had spent its chief force; and it never
afterwards rose to any material height, Yet
the Minute of Conference was still pressed,
and H, and J, Bourne were made to feel the
force of it in a variety of ways.
They, hoAvever, Avere so intent upon the
conversion of souls to God, that it sAvallowed
up other considerations; and AA'hen the Minute
of Conference continued to be pressed, the
It seems as if at this time, a ncAv system Lord, in another respect, led them in a new
tract.
There were various neighborhoods
'i^i!'^° ">* camp meetings have spread so extensively, Avhere no means of grace were established;
li'ltheir utility has been made manifest, many such
|P«'n>gs have been held in the Old Methodist Connex- and the Lord opened their hearts to visit some
Wm. And. it is understood that in 1S'20, their Conference of those neighborhoods. At the Norton camp
§»Mpted such meetings, only requiring them to be called
meeting, '.ley udd a strong invitation to visit
• I f 1 dill'erent name I

^
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they paid him Av.ages for all loss of time, and been begun. They, in general concluded, tha«
it could not well, at this lime, have beev
gave him a deal of sujiport besides.
Their end and aim Avas the conversion of begun i i any olher way but by camp meet'
sinners to God; and they were exceedingly ings."
aA'erse from going any further than AA'as strictly
necessary to promote this great end. On this
account they did not form societies in the full
sense of the Avord ; and the fruits of their laCHAPTER VII.
bors usually fell into the Old Methodist Connection,
^'arious camp meetin^^s —.A young preacher raised up
" Saturday, Augu.st 20, 1808, As I (H. B,) —.K person taken out as a travelling preacher —Stiindlej
visited and a society raise! up.—Intention tojoir. It toll.*
Avas going to Ramsor, I jilanned out a camp old connection.—That intention liustrated—|{ei:.:>ctioni
meeling to be held on Ramsor Common. And thereon from 11. Bourne's journal.—II. and J. Bourm
Avlien at Ramsor, F, Horobin set on and obliged to enlarge their vitws.—State ofthe connection
planned out just the same meeting; and proIN the ft-mer part of the year 1809, the
posed it to be in a fortnight. This I thought
remarkable, as I had not spoken to him about current of thi.-i^s went on as before. On Sunit." Note. This being ralher extraordinary, day, May 21, a catup meetina; Avas held al
the camp meeting Avas immediately published, Ramsor, On Sunday, June 18, another AA'ai
" Saturday, September 3. I started Avith held upon Mow. On Sunday, July 9, a pow
J, H, and Wm, Clowes to Ramsor, Avhere Ave erful camp meeting Avas held upon a mountain in Biddulph, Avhich is in Staffordshire.
held a meeting,
"Sunday, September 4, 1808, the camp And on Sunday, July 16, a very large camp
meeting began. It had rained much in the meeting was held upon Mow. These Avere the
night, and it had been rainy a long time. But principal camp meetings held this year.
the Lord sent us a fine day. In this we saw
On Tuesday, August 22, 1809, a young
and acknowledged the finger of God,—Many man, William Allcock, at H, Bourne's request,
were affected,"
stood up to preach for the first time. He soon
This very successful camp meeting was became an active useful preacher, and vA'as a
carried on chie.ly by praying services, Mat- means of strengthening the cause.
thias Baylev Avas there with several others
In No^vember, a travelling preacher Avas enfrom about H'arre.sehead, although the distance gaged. The entry of it in H. Bourne's journal
Avas about twenty miles,
isas follows: "Friday, (November) 17,(1809,)
to give him ten shil"Sunday, September 18, 1808. I (H, B,) I agreed Avith
preached at Lask Edge, Gratton, and Gillow lings aAveek, till Lady day (next,) to labor ii\
Heath, J, Bourne and T, Cotton Avere al the vineyard.
Tean and Wooton. T Cotton brought word
The directions to this man AA'ere, To folloAV
that a great many started for heaven at the the openings of Providence: and get as many
camp meeting, and there is a great desire for as he could converted to the Lord, and advise
another,
them to join other connexions.
On Wednesday evening, March 14,1810, H,
'•Wednesday 21, J, H. strongly requested
me to write to F, Horobin to appoint another and J, Bourne visiled Standley, a villmre about
four miles distant from Bemer.sley. The meetcam)) meeting, Avhich I complied Avith.
"Saturday, October 8, I Avent to Ramsor ing Avas held at the house of Joseph Sinter,
Avitli W CloAves and another person. It was who w.as nearly related to them. After the
conclusion ofthe meeting, H. B. Avas a means
a very rainy day.
"Sunday, October 9, 1808. Camp meeling of bringing his Avife, .Mary Slater, into tbe
began about half-past nine o'clock. There immediate faith of the fjosjiel, and she cditainAMIS good attention, (and fine Aveather) all the ed jov aud peace tbrou2;h believim;. A Avoik
day. The meeting broke up about five o'clock, immeiliately begun. The meetin;;s were held
and Ave went home, riding by turns," At this at J, Slater's house and a class of len members*
meeting "\V Clowes first began to preach, and was soon raised up.
This society, II. and J. Bourne intended fo
the Jieojile encouraged him to go on in the
get united Avith the Burslem circuit of the Old
same Avay.
These tAVo very .successful meelings closed Connexion; but a multiliile of calls delayed
the application : and it was still further delaythe camp meetings for the year 1808,
"Wednesday, October 19, 1808, I (H. B,)
* In a short time, one of these, an afflicted young v:0.
was at Harresehead piayer meeling, and had man,
died hapjiy in the Lord. Another, a young man,
an extraordinary time, I told several thereof Samnel Simcock, after sometime became a laborious
local
preacher.
Ills course was marked with groat us«.
the revival that is UOAV springing up at Ram- fulness, and on AVednesday.
June II, 1317, he died hafipf
sor, and the neighborhood thereabout, and in the Lord. For an account ol him, see the PrimiuTf;
asked what other way that revival could have Methodist .Maga-iine, vol. 1, page I4o.
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<!d, by.the circumslance of H. B, on Saturday,
April 7, making an excursion into Cheshire,
fand continuing to labor in Cheshire and Lancanshire, till Thursday, May 10, 1810, before
he returned home.
During this interval, a class leader in the
Burslem circuit of the Old Connexion, made
such an interference, with regard to Standley,
as, in its issue, cut off all prospect of uniting
Standley society AA'ith the Old Connexion,
This gave extreme trial of mind to J. Bourne,
and when H. Bourne came home, he Avas
struck AA'ith astonishment on being informed
that they ohould be obliged to take Avholly
upon tbeniselves the care of Standley society
There was, however, no remedy
Necessity
AVas kid upon them, and they could not draAv
back without sacrificing conscience; and therefore, with fear and trembling, the)' entered
upon their more extensive charge. But their
fears were soon dispelled,—Another young
man was raised up as a preacher among them,
and the Lord sent in so much assistance that
their minds were soon fully reconciled.
The folloAving extract from H, B,'s journal,
which was written at Standley, will throAv
light on this part of the history ; it is as folloAvs:—
"Wednesday, May 23, (1810) I cannot but
look back and admire the wonderful hand of
God. It Avas not my intention to have had
any thing to do Avith raising up separate sociefies: but to have raised up as many people
inlo the service of God as I Avas able, and
then to have encouraged them to join other
societies. This view I had, from a supposition that there Avas (already) a sufficient number of societies : from a vehement attachment
to the Old Methodists, and from a peculiar
aversion to having any ruling part, or any
thing to do at the head of societies. But Mr,
•
's conduct about Standley has quite
jiut a different turn upon things. Here necessity is laid upon us, and we are obliged to go
in the work Avithout them. It was ralher extraordinary that Mr.
should desire
to thrust aAvay those that were the instruments
of raising up the Avork, and also that have
Psiipported the Avork hitherto; and that he
hshould absolutely refuse to join the people to
I "he old society on any other terms."
j- From this time their vieAvs Avere changed,
and the great reluctance to taking upon theji
the care of societies Avas removed ; yet they
ipJoceeded with much care and caution.
The cause or connexion was groAving
;.,Weighty on their hands, Si.'i: places, Lask
.Edge, Tean, Vv^ooton, Ramsor, Calden LoAve,
^aJid Standley, Avere supplied statedly Aviih
reaching, besides visiling neAV places, and
olding camp meetings.
They still continued to employ their travel-
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ling preacher, and T, Cotton, wilh the two
young men before mentioned, labored much
'.vith them ; and three other preachers, Francis Dreacott, William Maxfield, and Thomas
Knight, took appointments, and gave them
considerable assi,stance.
The Aveight of the temporal concerns lay
upon H, and J, Bonnie, and they Avere in the
Avay of laying out upAvards of thirty pounds a
yetir in the support of their cause or conne.xion. On this account they had lo be diligent
in their temporal business; and to be diligent,
frugal, and industrious in all other matters, in
order to keep themselves from being involved

CHAPTER VIII.
H. and J, Bourne adopt a change of system.—Ramsor
fourth camp meeting.—it is a means of introducing the
work into Derbyshire.—Societies established at Boylstone, Rodsley, and Hollingtonin Derbyshire.—The fourth
Ramsor camp meeting causes the adverse minute of conference to be once more put in force, and AV. Clowes is
put out ofthe preachers' plan in the old connexion.—H.
Bourne visits "VVyrley Bank, and instructs a jtreacher in
the doctrine of a present salvation to be obtained by faith
and held by faith.

T H E affairs at Standley Ave:e a means of introducing an entire change into the views and
proceedings of H, and J, Bourne, They had
noAV a manifest proof, that, as far as the Lord
providentially called them to take Avholly the
chai'ge of a society, he Avould support them in
it. They slill, however, proceeded AA'ith care
and caution, but their system underAvent an
entire change : and from that lime, events began to thicken upon each other, and to increase in importance.
On Sunday, June 3, 1810, Ramsor fourth
camp meeting Avas held. It began early in
the morning, and was numerously attended
and powerfully supported. It was a means
cif introducing the Avoik into Derbyshire, AA'here,
at Boylslone, Rodsley, and Hollington, societies Avere soon raised up, and a foundation
laid for extending the work.
Wm. Clowes attended this camp meeting,
in consequence of which the Old Connexion,
at their Midsummer quarter day, put him
aAvay from being a regular locai preacher
among them, and laid a foundation lor finally
putting him out of their society.
Nearly about the time of this Ramsor camp
meeting, David .Bu.vton, of Wyrley Bank, Avho
AA'as a native of Stanton, near ilamsor, sent
an invitation lo H, Bourne to pay him a visit.
Wyrley Bank is in Staffordshire, and about
thirty-four miles from Bemersley. H. Bourne
arrived there on Friday, July "27, 1810, and
AA'hile preaching in that neigh lorhood, he became acquainted Avith a man vho had begun
to preach with considerable success, but,who

AA'as laboring under various difficulties, and
Avas much opposed bolh by professors and
profane. He was a collier, had been brought
up in ignorance, and had not much command
of language, Ilis knoAvledge of the ministry
Avas small, but his zeal was great, and he had
a deal of success in awak , ring sinners. When
.souls Avere aAvakeneil he was at a loss, knowing but little of justification, and being unacquainted Avith the nalure of a free, full, and
present salvation, by and tlirough faith.
H. Bourne conversed Avith him very fully
and at large, concerning the work of the ministry : but he could not easily understand the
doctrine of a present salA'ation, lo be obtained
by faith, and held by faith. He then informed H. B. tliat he had got a number of people
aAvaked, and joined iu a class at Essington
Wood, and requested him to attend Avilh him
at the class meeling. On the Tuesday evening, July 31, 1810, H. Bourne attended Avith
him there, and spoke to the people, and the
Lord made bare his arm: six souls Avere immediately set at liberty : and the man entered
fully inlo the knoAvledge of a present salvation. His usefulness after this Avas far greater
than it had been before, and it kept increasing.
He soon after united with the conne.xion ; and,
after some time, became an enterprising travelling preacher. He had a most peculiar talent for mis,sionary labors, and succeeded in
opening many new places.
This visit of H, Bourne to Wyrley Bank,
laid the foundation of what is now, (in 1821,)
called Darlaston Circuit.

CHAPTER IX.
"W. Clowes being put out ofthe preachers' plan labors
more abuntly.—He is jnit out of the Old .Methodist Society.— His 'i'unstall class begins to meet at his own house.
1 He begins to j)reach at ,AIr. Smith's house at Tunstall,—
He commences travelling preacher.

T H E iviinute of Conference against camp
meelings, appeared, on several occasions,
greatly to injure th.e Old Methodist Connexion.
Through this minute, W CloAves was put out
of the preacher.s' plan
.i instead of shutting up his Avay, opencu u more abundantly.
Many Avere desirous to hear him preach : his
piety Avas knoAvn, his success AVUS great, and
n'.any were converted to the Lord under his
rrinistry. Indeed he Avas so much spoken of
iii love-feasLs, that the travelling preachers
comjilaired oi it. He continued also to be
the leader of two cla,sses. One of which met
at a friend's hou.se al Tunstall, and the other
al Kid,sgrove about tAVo miles distant. NotAviihstanding his being out of the preachers'
plan, his attachment to the Old Methodist So-

ciety was strong, and he occasionally gave it
UTS his opinion, that H. Bourne Avould have
more privileges, and mif^ht be more useful, ii
he \M'ie in ihe old society. Bul in this W
Clowes soon found cause lo change his opinion.
At the Old Methodist Conference, this year,
1810, the IAVO preachers Avere removed from
till' circuit, and those Avho succeeded ihem apjieaied lo have their minds made up respecting the course they Avere to take. In consequence of this, W CloAves' ticket Avas Avilhheld at the Michaelmas renewal of tickets;
and after this, a meeting Avas called at Tunst.ill, at Avhich he Avas finally put out of the
Old Methodist Society.
The class he had met at Kidsgrove, Avere
sorely grieved, and insisted on the travelling
preachers assigning a reason Avhy their leader
Avas put out ofthe society; and the cause of
religion in that place, received a very deep
Avoiind.

Nearly the Avhole of his Tunstall class came
in a body to his house, to converse on the
.subject. He advised them to choose another
leader, or take Avhat course they thought best,
and not to be anxious concerning him, for the
Lord he said, Avould lake care of him. They
asked if he Avould slill continue to lead them.
He observed he should generally be at home;
if they came to his house, he should speak to
them as usual. They began to meet regularly
at his house, and others soon united with
them,
Mr. Smith of Tunstall noAv invited Wm.
CloAvesto preach at his house; and Aventabout
to publish il in the neighborhood. This was a
strengthening to W. CloAves' class, as there
Avas constant preaching at Mr. Smith's on Friday evenings; and they began to look upon
it as their proper place of Avorship,
At this time, W CloAves' employment occupied him only three days or three days and
a half, in a Aveek ; so that he labored largely
and extensively.
About the beginning of December this year,
(1810) IAVO men, Thomas Woodnorth and James
Nixon, made a voluntary offer of ten shillings
a week to W Clowes, 'o enable him to labor
fully in the ministry as a travelling preacher.
In addition to this, he had the prospect of entering inlo the field of labors occupied by
II. and J. Bourne, so that his Avay apnear«l
fully open, and his prospects of usefulness
Avere large and extensive. He thought it rijht
in the sight of God to embrace the otf I, anil
immediately entered upon the duties oi a travelling preacher.

CHAPTER X.

CHAPTER XI.

The Conn >xion er'.'irges.—J. Steele put out of the Old
An establishment formed at Tunstall, and a Chapel
Connexion.
built.—The enlargement of tlie Connexion.

IN the beginning of the year 1811, various
new places Avere visiled, and the connexion
gTsdually enlarged. At Tunstall things took
a very unexpected turn. J, Steele Avas separated from the Old Methodist Society ; and,
through a chain of peculiar circumstances, he
united in the AA'ork and Avas a great acquisition to the conne.xion. He had been a member
ofthe Old Connexion, upAvaids of twenty-four
years, had generally led two classes, and
preached occasionall)', he had long been the
steward of their chapel at Tunstall, and Avas
superintendent of the large Sunday School
taught in that place.
The putting of him out Avas singular, and it
surprised the neighborhood, as he had long
been a pillar in the society, Avas generally respected, and Avas knoAvn to be very strongly
attached to the Old Connexion, The circumstances Avhich led to his expulsion Avere as
follows: He Avas cousin and steward to Mr,
Smith, of Tunstall; and on account of Mr,
Smith's great age, he was much Avith him in
the house, and conducted the family Avorship,
It hath been already observed, that in the
latter end of the year 1807, Mr, Smith made
accommodations for preaching, in a large room
in his OAvn house. The preachings there, at
first, were occasional, but afterwards regular
and constant; being supplied by J. Steele, H,
and J, Bourne, W Clowes, Richard Bailey, aud
others; and a lovefeast Avas held there on
Good Friday, April 12, 1811, On ihe Tuesday following, the superintendent of the Burslem circuit convened meeling of leaders in
Tunstall chapel, Avhen a charge Avas to be
brought against J, Steele, for having, (as it is
said,) been at that love feast. But the fact
Avas, he was not there. Nevertheless, on account of his having attended the Avorship at
Mr, Smith's, he Avas, at that time, put out of
the Old Methodist Connexion.
Upon this he advised his classes to choose
new leaders, or mingle among other cla,sses, as
fnost agreeable; but no leaders being chosen,
or appointed, he coirtinued, through the people's importunity, to speak to them. His attachment to the Old Connexion still continued
rBtrong, and he had some thought of joining
again; but was fully persuaded in his own
;iiund, that he should never again accept the
office of leader in that connexion.

IU

When J, Steele Avas put out of the O.d I
Methodist Connexion, he had no idea that any
interference Avouid be made with the Sunday
school, it not being strictly a Methodist school,
the majority of the teachers not being in the
MethoiJist Society, But on the Sunday morning folloAving, Avhen he Avas attending on his
duty in the school, one of the chapel trustees
came, and discharged him from officiating in
that place.
When this was done, the greater part of the
teachers and children immediately came Out
of the chapel. J. Steele advised them to give
him up ; choose another superintendent in his
place: return into the chapel, and go on Avith
their labors as usual. But they Avere absolutely unwilling to folloAV such a course; and
determined on removing to some other situation, Avhere they might carry on the school
without such interruptions, VVhile they Avere
in great perplexity, a Mr, John Boden, of
Tuustall, offered the loan of a large room,
which Avas built for eartheuAvare, but which
at that time slood empty. This appearing to
open their providential Avay, they Avere diligent, during the ensuing Aveek, to provide
books and seats, and, on the Sunday folloAving,
Avhich Avas April 28, 1811, the Sunday school
Avas taught in that large room.
So soon as the Sunday school Avas established in the large room in Tunstall, it Avas
found needful to introduce jireaching also : and
preaching \A'as immediately appointed to be
there every Sunday, in the afternoon and evening, Tho.se Avho preached at Mr. Smith's on
Friday evenings, attended to preach in the
large room on Sundays: and the Lord made
bare his arm, sinners Avere converted unto
God, and the Avork flourished. Thus by a
chain of unexpected circumstances, a preaching establishment was formed at Tunstall.
An establishment being thus unexpectedly
formed, more exertions were immediately
called for: the large room AA'as not only
rather loo small for the Sunday school, but it
could not be had for any length of time. On
this account it Avas found necessary to purchase
land, and erect a building for the school and
preaching. A building was soon got up, sLxteen yards long by eight Avide, inside, and
galleried half v/ay ; and this Avas the first
chapel erected in the connexion. It was finished in a plain manner, the walls were not
coated, and it had no ceiling. It was much
approved of, on account of its plainness and
neat appearance. In the erection of it, the
house form was chosen in preference to the
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chapel form : so that, if not Avanled, it would
just form four houses, according to the jilan
on Aviiicb houses are usually built al Tunstall.
This cautious method Avas made use of because it could not be known Avhether or not
the connexion Avoiild be of any long continuance. Many thought it had little appearance
of stability; no money Avas raised in the
clashes : most of the leading members Avere
timid ; and in the eyes of many there Avas
scarcely any visible bond of union. But the
bond Avhicli held the Avhole together Avas: a
zeal for doing good : a zeal for the conversion
of sinners to GoJ, and the building up of
saints iu their most holy faith ; and this bond
Avas so OAvned of the Lord, that it jiroved far
stronger than even the members themselves
had thought it. Indeed, such Avere the peculiar circumstances of the connexion, that no
other bond could possibly have kept it together. Nevertheless, the careful and cautious
AA'ay of proceeding Avas, at that time of great
service.'*
During this time, the connexion Avas enlarging in other places. A good Avork Avas
established at Englesea Brook, in (.'heshire;
Avhich place has done great service to the connexion.
Also at Coppenhall, in Cheshire, a work
Avas raised up. This place, for a coiLsiderahle
time, it was found difficult to sujijioit: it AA'US
supplied Avilh preaching chiefly from Tunstall,
and the dislance Avas reckoned at fourteen
miles, or ujiwards. But in the end, it was a
means of opening the A\'ay for a great spread
ofthe work in Cheshire.
Preacliing Avas established at a village of
ancient note, called Talkotli' Hill, in Staffordshire, about three miles from Tunstall. Here
the Avork has prospered, and a chajiel has been
built. At Cloud, in Staffordshire, about eight
miles from Tunstall, a good Avork Avas raised
up.
At Frogliall, Alton, and Rocester, poAverful
societies were established. These jilaces are
in Staffordshire, and in the neighborhood of
Ramsor; the Lord abundantly blessed the Societies in these villages, and the cause greatly
flourished.

cessily, of having quarterly tickets throughout
the Connexion. The same had been done by
others of the country societies ; yet no effectual stejis had been taken to introduce this
useful regulation. In the course of ihis year,
1811, these societies were slill more urgent;
and, at length the matter AA'US effected by the
zeal of Francis Horobin, of Ramsor, On a
certain occasion, Avhen H, Bourne was at
Ramsor, F, Horobin pressed the measure, and
very slrongly urged the necessity and propriety of it, H, Bourne said : " Tickets Avill cost
something for priming, and hoAv must this be
paid: you kno'vv there is no money gathered
in the societies T' He replied: " I Avill pay
for them out of my OAvn pocket," " Very
well," said H, Bourne, "if you Avill pay for
them, then there may be tickets,"
In a short lime after this, H, and J, Bourne
being at Tunstall, in company Avilh Ihe travelling preachers and others, II, Bourne informed
them of this matter. They had much consullalion on llie subject; and, in the end, it
was concluded, that to print the tickets could
not be wrong; and, (as F. Horobin Avould pay
for the printing,) it could not be burdensome
lo the .societies.
The fallowing is an extract from H, Bourne's
journal: "Thursday, May 30, 1811, I ordered tickets to be printed for the first time."
Ou account of the peculiar siiuation of the
connexion, the folloAving passage of Scripture
was then chosen : " But we desire to hear of
thee what thou thinkest: for as concerning
this sect, Ave knoAV that every Avhere it is
spoken against," Acts xxviii, 22.
It seemed to be the ojAinion of many, that
tickets Avould never again be called for; but
Divine Providence so opened the way before
the connexion, that, from that time tickets
have heen provided, and renewed every quarter; and this regulalion has been anineslimable blessing to the connexion.
It may seem strange that quarterly tickets
were not sooner introduced. Bul il should be
consiilercil, that the conne.xion Avas begun in
the order of Divine Providence, and not in the
Avisdom of iiiiin, ner by the desire of man.
Had it begun in the wisdom of man, there is
no reason lo doubt but that tickets would have
been earl)' introduced, and every jiossible
means used to bind the connexion logether.
It is likely that the utmost endeavors would
CHAPTER XII.
have been made use of to produce some visiThe introduction of Quarterly Tickets, 1311,
ble bond, Avhich might have been thought
cajiable of binding ihe connexion logetlier.
T H E society at Ramsor, had, for a consider- But the Avisdom of God is oflen different from
able time, urged the propriety, and even ne- the Avisdom of man ; and the connexion, being
begun in the order of Divine Providence, Avas
* At this present time, (1821,) a new chapel is building held together by a zeal for the Lord of hosts.
at Tunstall, a small d i s t a n o from the old one And the
old one, being in the house form, is found very conve- This formed ils bond of union ; this pervaded
nient as on that account, it will be so easily disposed of. every part, and kept the Avhole united. But

as this bond was in some degree, secret, and
some of the leading members were timid, the
idea, of the connexion's soon breaking up,
was usually rather strong. On this account,
improvements scarcely ever took place, except through individual enterprise, or when
called for by absolute necessity.

ing off. J. Nixon and T . Woodnorth were
Avorking potters, and the fluctuations of trade
at that time, had caused so great a part of their
employments to fail, that it was not in their
poAver to continue it.
The connexion being come to a kind of crisis, a general meeting Avas held at Tunstall,
on Friday, July 26, 1811. There it was
agreed that money should, in future, be regularly rai,sed in the societies, to meet the expenditure of the conne.xion : but if this proved inCHAPTER XIII.
sufficient, the benevolence of private individobservations on the state of the conne.xion.—.V gen uals to be again resorted to.
eral meeting held, and the temporal concerns regulated
The numbers in society were estimated at
afresh.
IAVO hundred.

The IAVO travelling preachers

THE introduction of tickets enlarged the dis- Avere continued, and Avere to have salaries
cipHne of the connexion, and increased the from the ct/nnexion, H, Bourne travelled allabors of the preachers. It did not, however, most constantly, without any salary; W Allmaterially increase their knowledge of the cock also travelled occasionally Avithout a
states of the people. They had constantly salary. J. Steele Avas appointed circuit stewspent much time, (especially in country ard ; and this was the first time of a steward
places,) in explaining the Scriptures, and open- being appointed.
ing the nature of experience, in the various
This was the first general meeting; and the
families: they might truly say. We have regulations made at it produced a change
showed you, and have taught you publicly, and throughout the Avhole connexion; a change
from house to house. Acts xx. 20. Most of the which has been a blessing to thousands.
preachers were able to bring forward the When this business was entered upon, it apAvork of religion in conversation ; and in their peared so important, that earnest prayers Avere
visits from house to house, many conversions offered up to Almighty God to crown it Avitli
took place, the Aveak were strengthened, and success. And, through his tender mercy, it
the experience of the people greatly enlarged. has proved a blessing to the connexion. To
They also made a point of visiting families his name be the glory and dominion for ever
who were not in society, and many times with and ever. Amen.
considerable success.
The preachers Avere greatly attached to laboring in word and doctrine, to teaching publicly and from house to house; hut were, in
CHAPTER XIV.
general, reluctance to the cares and duties of
society discipline. On this account, enlargeRemarks on the Connexion.—The third General Meetments in discipline were usually introduced ing.—Conclusion,
when required by necessity, or to meet the
T H E preachers, in consequence of the reguwishes of the people.
About this time, the Avork in Derbyshire lations made at the meeting of the 26th Juiy,
extended to Turnditch, Mercaston, Hulland, had an increase of employment thrown upon
and Weston-under-Wood; which places have them : they had to make arrangements in all
the societies, for raising money to meet the
been eminently useful in the connexion.
The introduction of tickets into the society, necessary expenditure ofthe connexion. This
was folloAved by a regulation which made a task of difficulty, they by faith, prayer, and
change throughout the connexion. Hitherto perseverance, diligently accomplished.
The connexion had to endure a variety of
the temporal concerns had been borne chiefly
by four individuals; but as these had to live trials, but it continued to enlarge and increase
hy the labor of their hands, the work had be- throughout the year.
Early in the next year, a meeting was held
gun to extend beyond their means; and the
connexion could not properly exert its ener- at Tunstall, Avhich was important. H, Bourne's
gies, nor extend its progress. It was also a journal says, "Thursday, February 13, 1812,
general opinion that the Aveight ought no we called a meeting and made plans for the
longer to be borne by a feAv individuals. The next quarter, and made some other regulations;
people, in general, wished to assist, but hith- in particular Ave took the name of PRIMITIVK
erto they had had no opportunity of regularly METHODISTS.
The plan made at this meeting took date on
subscribing to the support of the cause; and
on this account, some had refused to join. In Sunday, March 22, 1812: and it contained
addition to this, W . Clowes' salary was fall- thirty-four places, and twenty-three preachers.
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The jir achers and societies had hitherto
been siijipiied Avith Avritten plans; but the in-^
crease of the connexion had rendered it too '
dilficult lo jii'ovide Avritten ones any further;
the plan was therefore ordered to be printed;
and, from that lime the plans have been regularly piiuted, together Avilh the tickets, every
quarter.
At this meeting, arrangements Avere made
to hold regular quarter day ineetings, for managing the afiiiirs of the connexion ; anil they
have been regularly held ever since.
The account of Ihis meeling appears regularly to conclude the history of the origin of
the Primitive Methodists. From tiis time tUe

work Avent on in a more general manner. The
connexion, however, met wilh many obstacles,
and had to struggle with many unexpected
difficulties. Yet through the tender mercy of
God, it slood its ground, and generally kept
enlarging and increasing. But no one expected lhal it Avotild so soon have risen to its
jiresent height.—HOAV far the Lord Avill yet
prosper it, or hoAv long Avill be its continuance,
or to what extent the Lord Avill cause it to
reach, are among the secrets of Divine Providence.
Now, unto the King eternal, immortal, invisible, the only Avise (Sod, be honor and glory
for ever and ever. Amen.
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SECOND,

THIS second part will include a period of
about seven years; commencing Avith the
general meeting held at Tun,stall, February
13,1812; and closing with the preparatory
meeting, held at Nottingham, August 18, 1819 :
when arrangements were made to hold ANNUAL MEETINGS.

CHAPTER I.
Regular Quarter Days appointed.—Religious Tract
Society in Derbyshire, and plan of Praying Companies.

AT the meeting of February 3, 1812, arrangements were made to hold regular quarter
day meetings, for managing the affairs of the
connexion; and these were appointed to be
held in March, June, September, and December; and as near as might be to Lady-day,
Midsummer-day, Michaelmas-day, and Christmas-day. The work kept enlarging, and the
connexion went on in a kind of regular way,
without much variation throughout the year.
During the spring months of this year, 1813,
the work flourished at Mercaston, Hulland,
Turnditch, and Weston-under-Wood, in Derbyshire; and a number of zealous, useful,
praying laborers Avere raised up. These labored diligently; and to open their Avay more
at large, as well as to promote the general
good, a Religious Tract Visiting Society Avas
formed among them. H. Bourne's journal
says: "Thursday, April 22, 1813. We talked
about a Tract Society, and I explained it at
large. 0 Lord, bless and prosper every endeavor." And again, "Friday, April 23, I
came to A,shbourne, and ordered religious tracts
of nine different sorts, twenty-five of each.
They are to be ready by the third of May ; if
they are it will be well; if not, the Lord's
will be done."
Accordingly, in May the tracts were obtained, a code of rules AVere draAvn up, and a
tract society established. H. Bourne's journal
«ays: "Thursday, May 6, 1813, I wrote out
regulations for the tract society. After this, I
conversed with others at the meeting (at Hulland,) and it seems likely that they will engage. 0 Lord, bless and direct them, and
crown them Avith abundant success."
The tracts were kept at Hulland, and those

who were engaged in the work Avere divided
into companies, of two in a company; and
each company was appointed to visit a certain
neighborhood usually once a fortnight, on the
Lord's days. On the visiting Sundays, they
usually set out early in the morning, each
company taking a number of tracts, chiefly all
of one kind; and they visited the people from
house to house, lending a tract to every family,
that Avas willing to receive it; informing them,
that in a fortnight, if all was Avell, they should
call again for that tract, and lend them one of
a different kind. They also exhorted a little,
and prayed Avilh the families Avherever there
was an opening.
One rule \A'as, that they should neither eat
nor drink Avith the people AA'hom they visited.
This was done to cut off all occasion of offence ; and this custom is generally adopted in
all societies of this kind.
When a tract society is established, it is
customary to make weekly subscriptions to
purchase tracts; but these tracts were paid
for by a single individual.
These laborers pushed on their work with
so much life and vigor, that in a short time
there was a pressing call for prayer meetings,
at several new places. In consequence of
Avhich these pious laborers were arranged in
praying companies of three or four in a company, and Avere appointed on a plan, to hold
prayer meetings in succession, at these new
places. The rule of not eating and drinking
wilh the people Avas adopted in this arrangement, as it usually is in such cases. And
they were to hold the meetings in any Avay
they thought proper, provided the exercises !
AA'ere short. They Avere to sing, pray, exhort,
and even preach, if they chose, only taking
care that all the exerci,ses were short.
These pious laborers grcAv much in grace
before they begun these undertakings; but
noAV they grew .still more in grace; their
hearts were enlarged, their talents Avere improved, and their faith greatly increased.
Their improvement Avas so great, that five of
them began to preach, and in a short time
were admitted on the prii ted plan, as regular
local preachers. One ot these, a young man,
Thomas Hickinbotham, went on in a shining
course for a few yeais, and then died in^ the
Lord. Another young man, John Harrison,
after some time, became a travelling preacher;
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'' and laboreil successively in Tunstall, Loughborou"h, .\Mttim;liain and Hull circuits. He
died IKIJICV m the Lord in 1821,
Two of the jueachers raised up by these
means, -ivere Avomeii.—And one of them a
middle aL;eii woman, laliored considerably as a
travelling jireaclier. The olher, a young A\Oman, S,trail Kirkland, now Sarah Harrison,
Avidow of the above-mentioned John Harrison,
labored al lar:;e as a diligent, laborioi.' travelling jireacher, for a number of years Aviih great
credit a n l success. These Avere the first woleen preachers who labored regularly in this
connexion.
On the Avliole, considerable effects arose
from this tract society, and the plan of praying
companies which followed it; and those effects
were, in a degree, felt throughout the connexion.
In the ccurse of this year, 1813, a chapel
Avas built al Talk-oth'-Hill, in Staffordshire,
and ou the Avhoie the Avork prospered generally in the connexion, and the camp meetings
Avent ou as usual.

CHAPTER II.
Proposals for drawing up a code of rules.—.A system of
rules formed by the people in general.—The rules :—

IN the year 1813, many tliought it Avould
be proper to have a code of rules drawn up
for the use of llie connexion at large. And al
the quarter day meeting held at Tunstall, on
Monda), March 22, 1813, an arrangement
was made lo meet Avhat appeared to be the
general Avish of the peojile. Hugh Bourne's
journal says, " A committee was formed to
draAV UJI a coile of rules or regulations for the
whole body, aud to submit the .same to the
(enduing) (juarter day." This committee consisted of James Steele, H, Bourne, and another
person, who was a schoolmaster. But the
mallet ivas not carried inlo effect, for the committee Aveie soon of ojiinion that the undertaking was loo Aveighty and too great for
them. Under this persuasion they relinquished
the task ; and the Midsummer quarter day did
little in it.
During the next quarter the people Avere
very pressing lo have the rules completed; but
the committee, from a consciousness of their
inability, still declined it. In consequence of
this, on Monday, Oct. 4, 1813, the quarter
day meeling made an order that sketches of
rules should be immediately drawn out, and
that, during the quarter, they should be read
in e,very society, by the preachers; and that
all the objections and improvements, suggested
by the various societies, should be brought in
writing to the next quarter day.

This was diligently carriel into effect, and
it ausAvered several very valuable purposes.
The .socielies" pointed out a great variety of
objections and improve,nenls ; and, during'the
quarter, prayer and supplication was made to
God, almost Avithout ceasing, on this behalL
On Monday, January 3, 1814, the Avhole
Avere laid before the quarter day board ; and
an order Avas made that the rules in their i-aproved state should be printed immediately.
Il is probable there never was an inst^ance
of rules being made in the way these Avere.
They Aveie considered as the Avork of the
whole connexion ; there being scarce a member but gave his opinion of them before they
Avere completed. And it is not very oflen that
the making of rules is accompanied wilh so
much Jirayer and supplication to Almighty
God, They Avere printed early in the year
1814.

CHAPTER III.
A cessation of Missionary Labors, and a sinking inconsequence of it.—The Missionary Course again opened
ivith success.—The rise of the term. Ranters.—A new
circuit formed.

IN the year 1814 the oflice of a Superintendent Travelling Preacher Avas established : the
same year a proof of no ordinary nature respecting the call to missionary laoors. The
connexion in its first rise employed its exertions chiefly in missionary labors, by means
of Avhich it greatly flourished. But, after a
lime, Avhen a considerable number of societies |
were raised up, the missionary exertions began
lo decline; and, in the former part ofthe year
1814, they Avere laid aside. But there Avas a
diversity of opinions on the subject ; some
thought the societies already formed Avould
flourish the more; others Avere of opinion that
the missionary labors ought to have been pursued Avith diligence.
After some time, it Avas found that the societies instead of prospering more, prospered
less. It seemed as if the blessing of GoJ,
Avas, in some degree, Avithdrawn from the solies; and there appeared so general a Aveakening that some thought that the connexion
Avould absolutely break up. The suspension
of the missionary labors pro.luced a season of
deep anxiety and painful experience. But at
length a period Avas put to it by means of a
few enterprising individuals, Avho again entered upon missionary labors, and the Lord set
before them an open door, AA'hich has already
been a blessing to thousands. It Avas also attended Avith a present blessing; it diffuseth
life, vigor, and zeal into the societies,
Belper, in Derbyshire, (UOAV the head ol a
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circuit) was the place first opt ned on this occasion ; and several pious, praying laborers
from the socielies at Mercaston, Weston-under-Avood, and Turnditch, labored diligently in
the AVork at Belper. The meetings there, on
some occasions, continued late in the evening,
j on account of souls being in distress ; and tlie
work went on poAverfully.
When these very poAverful meetings Avere
closed, the pi'aying people, in returning home,
were accustomed to sing through the streets
at Beljier, This circumslance procured them
the name of RANTERS, and the name of Ranter, Avhich first arose on this occasion, afterwards sjiread very extensively.
After this, the Avork spread to Derby and
the adjacent places; and a ncAV circuit Avas
formed Avhich Avas called Derby circuit, afterwards Nottingham circuit. Before this period
the whole ofthe connexion AA'as mananged in
one circuit only.

CHAPTER IV.
The Camp Meetings de, lined.—They are restored to
their original strength a n l usefulness, with improvement.

THE camp meetings, great in their rise, and
calculated to bring abundance of talents into
action, began evidently to shoAv a decline.
This decline Avas caused by leaning to the
wisdom of man instead of folloAving the order
of Divine Providence. Whenever a Avork Is
begun, in the order of God. for the benefit of
mankind, there are ahvays, in its first opening, some things which mark out the order of
Providence, and Avhich should never be lost
sight of. The English camp meetings originated in the idea of a day's praying, Avhich
was contemplated for some years. When the
first camp meeting was held it was attended by
unexpected multitudes of people, among whom
were abundance of pious laborers of various
descriptions. Two stations Avere occupied
entirely as praying stations : and at these the
work broke out, and souls Avere converted to
God. Four other stations Aveie occupied, at
wiiich the Avorship was carried on by preachers, exhorters, and other pious praying laborers, with great variety and diversity of the
,ixer(;ises. About six in the evening, a general
praying service commenced; during Avhich,
the work again broke out, and six souls Avere
brought into distress on account of their sins;
and, before the close, Avere all brought into
the liberty of the children of God. So that
Divine Providence marked out the praying
Beivices, as the origin, and the most excellent
part of the camp meetings. Carrying on the
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Avorship at different stations, Avasalmost equally marked out by the hand of Providence.
But, after a time, in,stead of folloAving the
order of Divine Providence, there was so great
a leaning lo the Avisdom of man, that attempts
Avere made to confine the Avorship to one station only. This gave the first bloAv to the
system. And, after some time, these attemijits
unhappily prevailed; which not only cut off
many excellent advantage.?, but subjected the
camp meetings to serious inconveniences. If
it Avas windy, or if there \A'as a large company,
those in the outskirts had frequently to complain of not being able to hear, so as to understand the Avords. When different stations Avere
occupied it gave opportunity both to hear and
join in the Avorship; and also engaged the attention by promoting an agreeable variety.
But by the Avorship being confined to one station, these things Avere entirely cut off; many
being thereby unaccommodated, and unengaged, grew unsteady, and sometimes became very
troublesome.
In the praying services these things Avere
slill more severely felt, on Avhich account, the
preachers kept encroaching, by little and little,
on the praying services: so that it Avas complained of there being too much preaching
and too little praying : and the camp meetings
became Aveak and lost much of their usefulness.
This decline began tobe remarked at almost
every camp meeting; it AA'as constantly observed that the camp meetings Avere not so
jiowerful in the afternoon as in the forenoon.
This Avas endeavored to be accounted for in a
variety of ways, but the real cause remained
untouched.
The declining state of the camp meetings
Avas severely felt in the circuit, aud caused
considerable anxiety; but as much prayer and
supplication Avas made to almighty God, He,
in the year 1816, pointed out both ihe evil
and the remedy by the following means. H.
Bourne had put into his hand, 'The Narrative
of a Mission to Nova Scotia, NCAV BrunsAvick,
&c,, by J, Mai'sden, Methodist Missionary,'
The author during his mission, visited New
York, and attended several of the American
Camp Meetings, These meelings continued
day and night, for several days together. He
shows that they have sometimes four, and
sometimes five preachings in the course of
twenty-four hours; and the intermediate time
is filled up Aviih services carried on by praying companies.'*'
* He says, *' During my continuance in this city, 1 had
an opportunity of attending several camp meetings ; and
as the nature of these stupendous means of grace is not
distinctly known, 1 will spend a few moments in making
my readers acquainted with them."
He ne.xt speaks at large of rarious preparations, and
then proceeds to say :
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Hugh Bourne, on reading these things, was
aware that liy a i-iniilar plan, the praying services might be restored to the English Camp
Meetings. He immediately sketched out a
Plan for conducting a camp meeting with praying companif-'^; and getting a number of copies
written out. he dispersed them among the so'

' T h e tents are gcnernlly iiitched in the form of a crescent, in the centre ot which is an elevated stand for the
preachers, round which in aU directions, are placed rows
of I'lanks for tlte people to sit npon, while tliey hear the
wcrd. Among tlie tiees, which spread their tops over
this forest-ohuroh, are hung tlie lamps, whicli burn all
night, and g i \ e liglit to the various exercises of religion,
u h i c h occupy tlie solemn midnight hours ; as it was
nearly eleven itclnck at night w hen I lirst arrived on the
borders of a cami>, 1 left the boat at the edge of the wood,
cue mile from the scene, though the sound of praise from
such a multitude, and at such an hour, in the midst (d" a
solitary wilderness, is difiicult to describe ; but when 1
opened upon the camp ground, my curiosity was converted into astonishment, to behold the pendant lamps
among the trees ; the tents half encircling a large space ,
four thousand people in the centre of this, listening with
profound attention to a preacher, whose stentorian voice
and animated manner c;irried the vibration of each word
to a gieat distance through the now deeply umbrageous
wood ; u h c r o , save tlie twinkling lamps ot the camp,
brooding darkness spread a tenhdd gloom ; all excited
my astoiiishrnejit, and forcibly brought before my view
the Hebrews in the wilderness.

cieties. Wm. Ride, of Weston-under-Wood,
in Derbyshire, class leader, at Mercaston, received one of these copies: and the Lord so
wrought upon his mind that he made preparations for holding Mercaston camp meeting on
that system.
i h e arrangements were mad*
to have one hour for prayer, then an hour for
preaching, then an hour for prayer, and so on
through the day; and H. Bourne and another
travelling preacher, were appointed to conduct
the meeting.
This camp meeting was held on Sunday,
June 9, 1816. It was a very powerful meeting;
the praying services were wonderfully supplied; and in theaflernoon, instead of declining,
it rose in strength; the work of God broke out
with power during the praying services, and
rose in strength to the last.
The effects of this meeting were many and
great,two persons were raised up into preachers,
who afterwards became travelling preachers;
and such zeal, vigor, and courage, were diffused among the pious praying laborers, that a
quickening ran throughout the societies round.
It was now manifest, that, by the good hand
of God, the camp meetings were not only restored to their original power and effect, but
were greatly improved.

" I ' h e meetings generally begin on Monday morning,
and on the Friday morning following, break up ; the daily
exercises are earned forward in the following manner ;
iu the morning, at five oVlock, the horn sounds through
the camp, either for public preaching or p r a y e r ; tliis
with smaller exercises, or a little intermission, brings on
the breakfast hour, cifht o'clock ; at ten the horn sounds
for public preaciiinL'". alter which, until noon, the interval
is lilied up with little groups of pra}ing persons who
scatter themselves up and down the cjrnp, both In the
CHAPTER Vtents and under the trees ; as these smaller e.xercises are
productive of much g^'od, a powerful spirit of prayer and
exhortation is often poured forth.
1 have not unfieNottingham Circuit embarrassed.—Origin of Circuit
quently seen three or four persons lying on the ground
crying for mercy, or motionless, without any apparent Committee.
sigi.s of life, except pulsation. After dinner the horn
sound.s at two o'clock ; this is for preaching. I sh(^uld
T H E following is an extract from H. Bourne's
have olis'-i ved, that a female or two is generally left in
eai_'h tent, to [iiep;ire the proper mateiials lor dinner, journal, "Monday, Sep. 21, 1818. Quarter
wtiich is always eold moats, pies, tarts, tea, i t c , (the use (la)- at Nottingham.
The work is tjoing on
ol ardent spirits Leing foi bidden,) and a lire is kejit burn0
ing in diftorent jiaits o f t h e camp, where the wider is well, hut the temporal concerns very bad.
boiled. Aft(-i the afUinoon jireaching. things take nearly Lord deliver thi.s peojile. Tuesday 22. Again
the same couiso as in the mornini.^, only the pr;iWiig w(^ had to attend the quarter day concerns.
groups are upon a larger scale, and more scope is given
0 Lord deliver."'
to animated e.\hoi tations and loud ])raycrs ; some who Tilings are much confused.
exercise on the-^e occasions soon lose their voices, and at
This embarrassment was caused by two
the end of a camp meeting many, both jiiraelxAs and
people, can only sficak in a whisper, At six o'clock in travelling preachers who set theaiselvcs up as
the e\eniiig tlu* hoin summons to preaching, after which, luleis in this ciicuit, and whose conduct
though in no regulated form, all the above means continue until morning : KO that go to w hatevcr part of the brought it into such (lifficuliies that Tunstall
cami» ) ou |dea'-e, some are engaged in thein ; yea, and circuit was obliged to raise innney every
during whalincr pait ofthe night you awake, the wil- quarter, for along time, to support ibis circuit.
dciiit^s is vucul with praise.
" At this camp meeting peihaps not less +han one htiiidred persons were awaki-ned and converted to (jod. 1
have iieard many s;iy, that they never heard sueh praying, exhorting, and |noaihing ari} where else ; and those
who engage feel such a divine aflatus, that they are
carried ;iloi.g as by the force of a delightful torrent; indeed this has been so much the case with myself, the
several times that 1 preached and exhorted at these meetings, that 1 was sensible of nothing but a constraining influence, transporting me beyond myself, carrying me
along with a freedom and fulness, both of emotion and
language, quite nnnsual, and yet I had no very friendly
views of camp meetings until I attended them : however,
I am now satisfied that they are the right hand of Methodism in the United states, and one main cause, why the
Bocictiea have doubled and trebled there within these
faw jeari."

Bnt tile embariassment had risen so iiigh, and
Tunstall circuit, by continually raising money
to supply this circuit, was so injured, that it
was unable to support it furttier.
At this quarter day, at Nottinghan:i, a committee was formed to arrange the temporal
concerns, and to put the alfairs of tlie circuit
into a more regular way.
The two travelling preachers, who had
cau.sed the embarrassments, freqi'ently differed
in their views one from the other, and in opposing each other's ways, they usually beat :
down the work on all sides. But, at thit
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time, Nottingham circuit being almost reduced
CHAPTER VL
to a wreck, they prevailed with the Loughborough part of it, to be made into a separate
"W. Clowes goes to Hull.—Alton Meeting.—Tunstall
circuit. Loughborough was accordingly ir.adc Circuit
injured by a new method of holding camp meet.
into a circuit at the Nottingham quarter day, ing.s, is in a low state. - T h e evils arising Irom the new
method.—The
quarter day sweeps it away and restores
and these two men, after this, gave but little
the oravins services.—A new course of discipline introtrouble to Nottingham circuit.
uaced into the meetings.—The circuit rises, and attains
The committee found a great deal of trouble to a state of prosperity.
in making arrangements; but by thp good
hand of the Lord upon them they persevered.
MoxnAT, December 28, 1818. Quarter day
The following is an extract of H. Bourne's was he\d at Tunstall. Nottingham circuit had
journal: "Friday, October 9, 1818. At Not- extended to Hull, in Yorkshire, and a delegate
tingham. Was with the committee who an- i from Ncttir.gham attended ?.t Tunstall to rearranging the temporal concerns of the circuit. I quest that William Clowes might go into that
Mrust they will do well."
1 circuit and be stationed at Hull. This request
During the time this committee was enriploy- was complied with.
ed in these thing.?, they had several applications I Some complaints arrived at this quarter day,
from different parts of the circuit to assist in from the Ramsor part of Tunstall circuit; in
adjusting or arranging a variety of matters.
consequence of which, the quarter day board
Before this time, these kind of applications made out an order for a meeting to be held at
had come to the leaders' meeting at Notting- Alton near Ramsor.—The result of this meetham; and that meeting had for a time paid ing was an official report to the ensuing quartsome attention to such things. But the Not- er day, stating that the camp meetings were
tingham leaders had declined it, saying, they beginning to be overthrown, and the laborers,
had no objection to attend to the affairs of the preachers, and others, were not able to supply
society at Nottingham, but they really could the appointments; and requesting that such
not spare time to attend to the affairs of the remedies might be applied to these things, as
circuit; neither did they conceive that their the quarter day board, in its wisdom, should
think proper.
duty called them to it.
It was shown that various parts of the cirOn this account the committee attended to
general affairs through a kind of providential cuit were suffering extremely; that one place
necessity. The quarter was considerably ad- had been neglected for six weeks together:
vanced before they had gone through what that others were grievously neglected, and
they supposed to be the necessary arrange- that if something was not speedily done to remments. The members of the committee then edy these things, the consequence would be
thought to resign their office.
But some serious.
The root of all the evils was traced to the
thought that in the nature of things, the committee could not resign their office till the next new method of holding camp meetings which
quarter day. They were also requested to at- had been brought into the circuit, in an imtend to the general affairs ofthe circuit till that proper manner, at the latter end of the year
1816, and which continued to this time.
time.
This new method consisted in holding the
At the next quarter day which commenced
on Monday, December 21, 1818, it was found camp meetings almost altogether with preachthat the circuit, through the exertions of the ings. Sometimes a preacher would pray becommittee, was beginning greatly to recover tween sermons and sometimes not. But the
itself. And this attending to general concerns general praying services were cut off; and all
had been so valuable and useful to the circuit, the pious praying laborers were thrown on
that every one saw the propriety and necessity the back ground.
When this new method was first brought in,
of appointing a committee for the like purpose,
it was clearly foreseen that, if persisted in, it
for the next quarter.
This was the origin of the circuit commit- would overthrow both the camp meetings and
tees ; a measure which has since become a per- the circuit. Nevertheless, through an impropmanent part of the discipline of the connexion. er influence, it became very general, and conThe appointment of circuit committees was tinued throughout the years 1817, and 1818.
means of filling up a chasm or deiiciency in It seems as if this was permitted by Divine
i
Providence, in order that the connexion might
• discipline.
The constitution did not allow of extensive fully prove this thing. The evils it produced
jower being lodged in the hands of any indi- during this time, were many and great.
Long preaching was one of the evils. The
•vidual; and therefore, before the appointment
of committees, there was a want of a power course of the camp meetings was preach,
to attend to general concerns between quarter preach, throughout the d a y ; in consequence
lays.
of which, the preachers got a habit of draw-
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ing out their sermons to such a length as al- we have been so neglected." This continued
most to weary out all patience.
till the circuit was more than twenty pounds
Idleness was another evil. All the pious! in debt, without any reasonable p.ospect of
prayiiiu; laborers wilh the class-leaders and its being paid.
exhnileis, were held in idleness nearly the
7 At the camp meetings, the continual
whole lime of the camp meeting. Tlieir la- preachings afler preaching.s, so sated and
bors were cut off; and their talents constantly wearied the people, that they always combuiied. This was a sore evil.
jilained of the preachers: their constant cry
.'Viiolher evil was, it required a great number was, " We must have better preaching."
of preacliers to hold camp meetings; which,
8. At length, the strength of the ministry
causing a great neglect of the regular appoint- was so weakened and worn out, that it was
ments, gieally distressed and deranged the scared}' possible to sujiport the usual number
circuit. Tne pieaehers too, were occasionally of camp meetings; yet the people kept calling
in an ;i\vkard situation, having to come twelve out for an additional number.
or fourieen miles, preach once, lounge all the
9. But the most distressing matter was, the
rest of the day, and go home again in the Spirit of God was grieved, and the converting
evening.
power was entirely withheld from those camp
These things were immediately and deeply meetings. Indeed the converting power was
felt; and in llieir consequences they produced nearly driven out of the circuit.
a multitude of olher evils.
At length, what had been foreseen actually
1. The pious praying laborers were con- came to pass, the circuit sunk under the weight
tinually thrown on the back ground, and trod- ofthe evils produced by this iinprojier method
den under foot. Tliey were not allowed any of holding camp meetings. The appointments
opportuiiiiy to exert themselves, but their on the preachers' plan could not possibly be
hands weie weakened, and continual discour- filled u p : neither was it possible to get toagements weie cast upon them. These things gether the preachers in sufficient numbers to
had a seiiou.-. efiect upon the prayer meetings support the cai«p meetings; and it was plain
ill general, being the means of rendering them if the system of holding camp meetings with
weak, feeble, and of little effect.
continual preachings, was continued another
2. The habit of long preaching became very year, ihe circuit would be wrecked.
general throughout the circuit. And the exH. Bourne's journal says, "On Monday,
ample of the camp meetings was followed ; March 29, 1819, was quarter day at Tunstall.
very little time was allowed for prayer, al- Much important business was disp:itched.
though the meelings were held to a most wea- There came a delegate from Nottingham to
risofiip length.
request that William Clowes miglit go again
3. The same example affected the class lo Hull, and that John Heath might also go
meetings. They were filled with long speak- inlo Nottingham circuit. These requests were
ings; and held to so wearisome a length, that complied with."
some of the classes began to be Worn out.
" The cairrp meetings underwent a regula4. The same example filled ihe prayer meet- tion for the first time.—This I trust will be of
ings, and almost all olher meetings, with service."
This regulation restored the praying services
long, teili.ius exercises. The long exercises
generally weaiiiMl the [leople into unbelitd, and to the camp meelings; and directed that the
icndeicd the meelings nearly useless. And Jiious praying laborers should form in com- ,
this was the case both witli preachings, class panics, in order to carry them on in the most
commodious and successful manner. This remeelinirs, ami jiiayer metii:igs.
."). Not only wore the congregations worn gulation cut the root of the mischief, and
out \\iih the long preachings, but also the opened the way to restore bolh the camp meetpreachers' health liad suffered. Far the greater ings and the circuit. The society at Tunstall,
Jiart of them, during these two years, injured and the travelling preachers, (chiefly young
their coiistiiulions, as well as injured llie work men,) entered spiritedly into the work ; and ,
there was a very general concunence tlirougbof (Jod, wilh long preachings.
6. By degrees, the strength of the ministry out the circuit. The Lord returned in mercy,
was strangely wasted; and, in con.sequence of restored the converting power to the camp
the ]M lying laborers being continually beaten meetings, and made the camp meelings a means
down aud discouraged, scarcely any new of diffusing unusual vigor and energy into ali
preachers were raiseil u p ; and the appoint- the other meetings: The preachers rose into
ments began to b ' grievously neglected. This vigor and usefulness ; the pious prapng ladiminished bolh tne societies and congrega- borers were as if let out of prison; more
tions, and caused a falling off in the tem- laborers were soon raised u p ; and the circuit
poral concerns. The peojde frequently said, began to revive in almost every part.
''There would liave been more money, but
On Sunday, May 23, 1819, a camp meeting
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was held at Wrine Hill, about nine miles from
Tunstall. Many were there from Tunstall ;
and a system was drawn up for conducting
camp meetings with praying, preaching, and
reading services, which was of service to the
wholf a'-cuit. And the preachings, began to
be followed by prayer meetings, in imitation
of fhe camp meetings. This was of great
service. Long tedious exercises were swept
away from the camp meetings as being worse
than useless; the other meetings began to follow the e>:ampiP; and in order to complete it
a number of advices were dravsm up and circulated among the people in order to improve
the meetings generally.
THE ADVICES W E R E TO T H E
IMPORT.

Outline of a Preaching

FOLLOWING

Service.

"Let all the exercises, iii general, be short.
The preaching whenever it can, should be followed hy a prayer meeting. From the beginning ofthe service to the end of the sermon,
shjuld take up about three quarters of an
hour; and the prayer meeting should continue
about half an hour; the whole to conclude in
about an hour and a quarter. After the conclusion, prayer may be made for mourners ;
or the society may meet for about twenty minutes. Long preachings generally injure both
the preachers' constitution and the cause of
religion."
Outline of a Prayer

Meeting.

1. Open with singing for about four, five,
or six minutes.
2. Spend four, five, or six minutes in prayer, ending with the Lord's Prayer.
3. Sing about two, three, or four minutes.
4. Let the members ofthe society pray in
quick succession, for two, three, or four minutes each.
VVhen mourners are in distress, or in any
other particular cases, the exercises may be
lengthened. But, in general, long exercises
in public, are improper and injurious; and
should be carefully avoided. And if any one
trespass by attempting to drag out to an imi proper length, the ne.xt meeting of the society
may determine what remedy shall be applied
to such impropriety.
5. Let a little singing be occasionally interfflingled to vary the exercises.
6. if exhortations be given, they may be
for two or three, or from that to six or eight
minutes. Short exhortations are useful.
7. Conclude in an hour or an hour and a
quarter.
8. On suitable occasions, prayer may again
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commence, and especially if there be souls in
di.stress.
9. This outline may be judiciously varied
in any point, as circumstances may require.
Outlines of a Class Meeting.
1 Open with singing for about four, five,,
or six minutes.
2. Let four or five minules be spent in
prayer, ending with the Lord's Prayer.
3. Sing about two, or three minutes.
_ 4. Leader speak one or two minutes, chiefly
his own experience.
5. Let fifteen, or from that to twenty minutes, be spent in conversation of the'leader
with the members.
In speaking to one, the leader, in effect,
speaks to all; and it will on some occasions,
be found difficult to keep up the attention of
the whole meeting for twenty minutes together.
But the leader passing from one to another in
quick succession will be a great means to
keep the attention alive. Also the leader
may give out a vevse and sing in the midst of
the work.
If a class have fifteen or sixteen members,
the average time of speaking should be under
a minute vs'ith each member.
If there be
twenty or thirty members it should be still
less. In particular cases, more time may be
spent with any of the members.
If a member have acquired or be acquiring
a habit of long speaking, then, ihe leader,
after dropping a few words, must immediately
pass on to the ne.xt, and begin at once to
speak to the next. If this be not attended to
the meeting will soon be injured.
6. When the speaking is concluded, sing
for two, three, or four minutes.
7. Then let the members jirayin quick succession, for about two or three minutes each.
The leader must take care that none of lliera
trespass upon time.
8. Intermingle occasionally a little singing
to vary the exercise.
9. Bc careful and exact in settling the class
paper.
10. Conclude in an hour, or an hour and a
quarter.
11. This outline may be judiciously varied
in any point, as circum.stances may require.
The people were exhorted, in all exercises,
to get as much into faith as possible ; and
were shown that faith, which worketh by
love, is one of the great main .springs of action
in all exercises ; that it sets the arm of heaven
at work, and that the Lord says, "All things
are possible to him that believeth."
On the other hand, they were exhorted to
avoid all things which might cause unbelief;
and were shown that long exercises frequently
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wearied both body and mind, and caused almost eveiy one to sink into unbelief; and on
that account often did more injury than good.
At '.he .luiie quarter day, it was found that
the circuit was rising out of its crippled stale,
and that it had begun to revive in almost
every jiart.
During the next quarter the
regulations began more fully to take effect,
and the circuit rose very fast. The Lord graciously made bare his arm in the conviclion
and conversion of great numbers: the praying
services at the camp meetings, and the prayer
ineetings at the close of jireachings, werQ
crowned with very great succe.ss.

CHAPTER VII.
Branch Circuits introduced.—Hull Circuit formed.—
Preparations for holding Annual .Meeting —Preparatory
Meetings.—Second period ofthe History concluded.

NOTTINGHAM Circuit, through the assistance
of its circuit committee, rose very fast, and
became very e.xtensive. It spread in Derbyshire, Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire, and Lincolnshire. On account of ils very great extent,
it was found difficult to make out the preachers'
plans. On this account, at the March quarter
day, 1819, they divided the circuit into
branches or branch circuits.
This proved a most excellent regulation ;
and, in the hand of Divine Providence it has
been a blc-ssing to the whole connexion. It
proved so valuable and useful, that it has been
generally adopted.—Most of the circuits have
formed branches; and each branch now usually has a blanch steward, comnittee, and
quarter d a y ; all in subseryieiicy to the general

quarter days; and between general quarter
days, in subserviency to the circuit committee.
This regulation is very useful in tv/o respects. 1. It is of great service in the forming of new circuits. A branch has its regulations and movements much the same as a
circuit; (only being altogether under the direction and control of the general quarter day.)
And on this account a branch is easily and
commodiously formed into a new circuit.
2. When a circuit is formed in branches it
is very convenient for the change of the travelling preachers; they being planned one or
two quarters in one branch, and then one or
two quarters in another, and so on. This is
of great service.
At the June quarter day, this year, 1819, the
Hull branch of Nollingham ciicuit, was formed into a separate circuit; and by the blessing
of God, it extended rapidly, and was very
prosperous.
As the connexion was rising and increasing
very rapidly, an enlargement of discipline was
found necessary, in order to preserve the unity
of the connexion, and promote a proper variety
and exchange among the travelling preachers.
And it being the opinion of all the circuits
that it had become necessary to hold General
Annual Meetings, a Preparatory Meeting was
held at Nottingham, about the Middle of August, 1823. At this meeting preparations
were made to hold regular Annual Meetings:
and itri commencement regularly closes the
second part of the HISTORY OF THE PPRIMITIVK
IMETHODISTS.

Now to him who is the blessed and only
Potentate, the King of kings, and Lord of
lords; who only hath immortality, dwelling
n the light whicli no man can approach unto;
whom no man halh seen, nor can see; to hira
be Jto jor and power everlasting. Amen.
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THIRD.

CHAPTER 1.

How, and when, and where, did it first arise "?"
These enquiries were a cause of the first and
A Preparatory Meeting held.—Proceedings of that second parts of this History being written.

Meeting.

IN entering on the third part of the HLstory
ofthe Primitive Methodists, we shall have to
go back as far as June 1819 ; at which time
the connexion was composed of Tunstall, Nottingham, Loughborough, and Hull circuits.
Nottingham circuit was extending rapidly ; and
the friends there thought Annual Meetings
were necessary, both to preserve the unity of
the connexion, and to promote a regular exchange of travelling preachers. The olher circuits concurring, it was agreed that a meeting
to make preparations, should be held at Nottingham, to commence about the 18lh of August, and which should he comjiosed of delegates from all the four circuits. But it was
found difficult to form a proper constitutional
delegation. It was thought that three delegates from each ciicuit, would be sufficient;
and that to send more would be loo expensive.
It was also thought IK .;essary for one of them
to be a travelling preacher. But to this it was
objected, that then the travelling preachers
would form a greater proportion 'u that meeting than they did in any other meetings.
Nevertheless, for convenience, and to save expense, this course wa,s. at length, agreed lo ;
and at the time appointed the proposed meeting
took place at Nottingham.
This preparatory meeting enquiring into the
state of the circuits, had the satisfaction to iind
the connexion exceedingly prosperous, which
greatly encouraged them in their arduous labors. They appointed the first Annual Meeting to be held at Hull, to commence on Tuesday, May 2, 1820, and to consist of three
delegates from each circuit, one only of whom
should be a travelling preacher. In laying
down the line of delegation, they adopted the
method before taken by the circuits, not knowing how they could improve it. They marked
out a line of proceeding for the Annual Meeting, hoth iu receiving and stationing travelling
preachers, and in other matters, and they drew
up a system of rules for the general use of the
connexion.
At this meeting an enquiry arose concerning
the origin of the Primitive Methodist Conne.xion. It was asked, " What was its origin 1

CHAPTER II.
Prosperity of Tunstall Circuit.—Four new Circuits
formed.

T H E Preparatory Meeting was a means of
strengthening the connexion. Tunstall circuit kept rising very fast; and, as it was grown
strong, the September quarter day directed a
collection to be made throughout the circuit,
lo open the way for spreading the gospel; and
to relieve the circuit from the heavy debt incurred during the two former years. And the
Lord so prospered this measure that th' debt
was cleared off, the circuit ro.se out of its embarrassment, and was greatly strengthened.
At the March quarter day, 1820, the number in society in Tunstall circuit was reported
atone thousand, seven hundred and three; the
increase for the year being one thou.sand and
thirteen ; the number in March 1818, being
reported at six hundred and ninety. This
great jirosperity was owing, in the first place,
by the mercy of the Lord, to the restoring of
t'lie praying services to the camp meeting.
And in the second place, to the sweeping away
of the long and tedious exercises, and bringing
the talents ofthe people generally into action.
Such a change from the lowest state of depression, to such a high state of prosperity, is
not very common.
Also this quarter day formed Darlaston, in
Staffordshire, near Wolverhampton, into a new
ciicuit.
Nottingham circuit, out of its numerous
branches, at the March quarter day, formed
three new circuits; Scotter, in Lincolnshire :
Sheffield, in Yorkshire : and Derby. Scotter
circuit also included Retford brancn, in Nottinghamshire. And in all the circuits, great
preparations were made for the ensuing Annual Meeting.

pricked in their hearts, and the permanent
company prayed for mourners, without intermission, till about nine o'clock in the evening.
The First Annual Meeting
Numbers, during that time, found redemption
ON Tuesday, May 2, 1820, the first Annual in the blood of Jesus; and the bursts of praise
Meetirg was opened in the chapel at Hull, and echoed among the surrounding hills.
The Camp Meetings having risen to matucontinued till the Wednesday but one following. It was a very interesting meeting; the rity and perfection, display a variety of useful
report of the connexion stood as follows :— movements, and afford opportunilies for bring' Eight circuits ; forty-eight travelling preach- ing many talents into action. They usualfy
\ ers, and two hundred and seventy-seven local open at nine in the morning, with a praying
preachers : number of members, seven thou- service, for half an hour, in one company. A
sand, eight hundred and forty-two.' Before preaching service of about forty-five minutes
this time no general muster had been taken of succeeds, opening with singing and prayer,
the number in the whole connexion, since and closing wilh sermon. The praying comJuly 26, 1811, when the number in society panies then go out, take up their various stations, and occupy about thirty minules, with
was estimated at two hundred.
At this meeting an Editor and a General singing, prayers, exhortations, &c. But no
Book Steward were appointed; and a regula- company is allowed to fix near the preaching
tion was made for carrying on a Monthly Mag- stand. The going out and coming in, is a
azine at three-pence a month. A Magazine great relief both to body and mind; and a
of that size had been begun in the year be- camp meeting formed in praying companies
fore : but all the circuits did not fully join ; displays one of the grandest sights ever seen
and when eight numbers were printed, it was by man.
At the time appointed, if there be no service
stopped. This volume was ordered to be completed; and then the Magazine to go on in with mourners, the signal for preaching is
given, either by sounding a horn, ringing a
regular succession.
The camp meetings, and all the other ser- small bell, or by some other means, and the
vices of worship, connected with this Annual companies, wilh singing, approach the stand.
Meeling, were remarkably successful.
A A preacher is ready to receive them; and at
great number of conversions took place, par- once, opens the service with singing and prayer,
ticularly on the Tuesday evening. May 9, when two preachers frequently stand up in one sera lovefeast was held in Hull chapel, duiing vice, speaking from fifteen to twenty minutes
which, many were in di.stress : and it was be- each. When the preaching service closes, the
conductor of the meeting, again directs the
lieved, forty obtained full liberty.
praying companies to go out, take up their
stations, and occupy with all diligence, harrowing in the word with fervent prayer.
This is a kind of general course; but there
CHAPTER IV.
are olher varieties of which a skilful conductor
will avail himself. If there be a service wilh
N e w Circuits.—Permanent Praying Companies.—Tunmourners, and it be proper or necessary to bestall Annual Meeting.—Districts.—Printing Office.
gin preaching service, he immediately forms a
DURING the next twelve months the con- permanent comjiany to pray with mourners;
nexion greatly increased. Hull made Brother- and fixes them at a proper distance from the [
I
ton, Pocklingfon, and Brompton circuits ; and stand.
Sometimes, when the work is breaking out
Sheffield made Barnsley circuit. These are
all in Yorkshire. Nottingham made Lincoln at the preaching stand, he does not send the
and Grimsby circuits, bolh in Lincolnshire. companies out; btst commences a general
And Tunstall made Manchester circuit in Lan- praying service at the stand. In such cases a
ling or opening is sometimes made, and the
ca.shire.
The camp meetings were very successful, mourners are called up to be prayed for.
Reading services usually commence with
particularly those held on Sunday, July 30,
1820. Macclesfield camp meeting, had a com- singing and piayer ; one or two short experi- ••
pany praying with mourners while the preach- ences are then read from the Magazine. The M
ing service was going on. And on that day readers, if they choose, are allowed occasionLoughborough had a (CIRCUIT CAMP MEETING, ally to exhort a little. The reading services
which had two stands, and a number of pray- form an excellent variety, and may often be
ing companies; and in addition to these, be- performed by people who are not preachers.
Several preachers usually exercise in the
tween ten an eleven o'clock in the forenoon,
they formed a permanent company to pray for course of the day. But as variety is a chief
mourners. Thousands attended, many were thing, it would be both unwise and improper
CHAPTER HI.
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for any preacher to take any notice of any
former preaching, or to make any reference to
any other sermon that may have been delivered. His preaching should be distinctly his
own, without interfering with any one's else.
On Wednesday, May 2, 1821, the second
Annual Meeting commenced in the chapel at
Tunstall, and closed on Thursday, M a y 10.
There was fifteen circuits, and sixteen thousand, three hundred and ninety-four members;
the increase for the year being eight thousand,
five hundred and fifly-two. This Annual
Meeting divided the connexion into five districts, appointing a meeting in each district, to
prepare matters for the Annual Meeting. And
they appointed the next Annual Meeting to
consist of three delegates from each district.
A Book Committee was appointed to form a
Printing Establishment for the use of the connexion. Hugh Bourne was re-appointed Editor, and James Bourne, Book Steward.
The camp meetings and other services of
worship, connected with the Annual Meeting,
were very successful; a great number of powerful conversions took place; and the societies
of Tunstall and the neighboring places were
greatly quickened.

CHAPTER V
Mexbro' Camp Meeting.—New Circuits.—Third Annual Meeting.—Two General Committees.

ON Sunday, June 3,1821, a memorable camp
meeting was held on Mexbro' Common, near
Doncaster in Yorkshire, by Sheffield and
Barnsley circuits. It had sixteen praying companies; it was believed that more than ten
thousand attended, and that hundreds were
converted to God.
In pursuance of the designs of the Annual
Meeting, a printing establishment was formed
at Bemersley. The undertaking was great
and arduous ; but by perseverance it wa* accomplished.
The general affairs of the connexion went
on as usual. Tunstall formed Belper, and
Burton-upon-Trent circuits.
Hull formed
Leeds, Malton, Ripon, and York circuits.
Barnsley formed Halifax and Wakefield circuits. Sheffield formed Chesterfield circuit.
And Brompton formed Guisbro' circuit.
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The third Annual Meeting was held at
Loughborough; it commenced on Tuesday,
May 28, 1822, and closed on the Wednesday
but one after. The number of members was
reported at twenty-five thousand, two hundred
and eighteen; the increase for the year eight
thousand, eight hundred and twenty-four.
This Annual Meeting formed a Committee at
Hull, who, with the Book Committee, were
directed to attend to general concerns, until the
ne.xt Annual Meeting.

CHAPTER VI.
New oircuits.—Society in London.—Fourth Annual
Meeting.
FROM May 1822, to May 1823, the connex-

ion increased, and twenty new circuits were
formed. The account of them is as follows :
Ramsor, Burland, and OakenGates circuits from
Tunstall.
Ashby-de-la-Zouch circuit from
Loughborough. Silsden, Preston,North Shields,
and Scarborough circuits from Hull. Retford,
Brigg and Marshland circuits from Scotter.
Bradwell and Doncaster circuits from Sheffield.
Louth circuit from Grimsby. Bolton and Oldham circuits from Manchester; and Castle
Town circuit, in the Isle of Man, from Bolton.
Middleham circuit from Bfampton. Pickering
circuit from Malton. And Bradford circuit
from Leeds.
In December, 1822, Leeds circuit sent a Mission to London, and a society vi^as formed there.
The Annual Meeting was held May 20,
1823, at Leeds. The report of the connexion
was, 46 circuits; 202 travelling preachers;
1,435 local preachers; and 29,472 Members.
Now unto Him that is able to do exceeding
abundantly above all that we a.sk or think, according to the power that worketh in us, unto
Him be glory in the Church by Christ Jesus,
throughout all ages, world without end. Am.en.

15®=" Their present number I am not able to
determine—but their annual increase may well
be compared to those of the Old Connexion 1
They have sent some of their Missionaries
to America, in the name of the LOUD ; aad I

wish them good success.
1833.

L, D.
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ON THE MINISTRY.

ON T H E M I N I S T R Y .
HOW shall one pe ^on know and be able to
determine and judge, whether it be the duty of
another to preach or not 1
There are but three evidences by which he
may be able to judge and determine concerning
him on that subject. 1st. Divine evidence in
his own soul; or 2dly, by the fruits of his labor ; or 3dly, the witness of his word wilh
power.
How shall one know whether it be his own
duty to preach or not 1 Says one, leave it to
your brethren to determine. But if they have
not the proper evidence by wiiich to judge,
they are incapable of forming a correct judgment ; of course may err, to his great injury—
therefore, there should be further investigation beyond those vv'lio are incompetent to be
judges.
Search the Scriptures !
The Scriptures do not say whether he, as an
individual, shall go or stay.
IF GOD wills the thing and reqiiiirs it at
his hand, there is no counselling against the
Lord. And if it be not his duly, no n an nor
any body of men. have a right to tell or command him to go

There is no rational evidence that wicked
men are called of the Lord to preach. Those
who feel the call enjoined upo-n them, by obeying the divine convictions in their soul, they
feel quietness and peace, and joy in God, by
walking in that way. But the rejection of
duty brings pain and woe !
As there are various gifts in the Christian
church, and yet all by the same spirit, how
shall a person know and determine what place
and sphere is his 1 Answer—he must get the
spirit of his station, and then he will feel the
witness, and have the testimony that he plea.ses
God. The opening of providence corresponds
wilh the calls of the Spirit, when and where
to go.
But some people who are too much bigoted
to a mode of their own, had rather good would
not be done at all, if it does not come in their
own way, agreeably to tlieir preconceived notion of the thing—if we may judge of their
conduct in opjiosing the instruments which it
jileases God lo use, as means to accomplish it.
But the words of (ramaliel, j\;-ts v. 35, are a
propos to such as forbid others, because they
follow not with T H E M !

J

ON CHURCH

G O V E R N M E N T , &e.

SUPPOSING that a resolution was pa.ssed into
a rule, that a Methodist should not commune
with the Baptists—assigning as a reason that
the Baptists had no authority for the ORIGIN
of their ORDER but what was self-created ;
hence founded on assumption only. But the
AUTHORITY of the Methodists was " by ORDER and SUCCESSION," agreeably to EPISCOPAL PRINCIPLES. This being admitted, it
would follow as a consequence of Episcopacy,
that if the " Church of England" be right and
agreeable according to the order of GOD the
Church of Rome cannot be wrong—if the succession be derived from " Peter" through that
avenue.
But to obviate that difficulty, it is argued
that the order of Elders has been continued in
succession from the Apostle's time—and that
ELDER and BISHOP and OVERSEER all mean one
and the same thing—so admits Adam Clarke
in his notes on the 20th of ACTS.
In the preface to the Methodist hymn book,
"to purchase no hymn books" but what are
signed with the names of the BISHOPS—appealing to the Methodists if they have any respect
for " the AUTHORITY of the Conference, or
of US!" Who is this V^'\~William
M.
Kendree, Enoch George, and Robert R. Roberts.
How came they by this " AUTHORITY •?"
By " delegation," " order and succession !"
Who delegated the authority to them T
" The General Conference !"
Who is this " General Conference T"
It is composed of "delegates" irom the several " District Conferences."
Who composes the several " District Conferences '?"
The MINISTERS and PREACHERS in the Methodist " Travelling Connexion;" and THESE
appoint the " DELEGATES" to attend the " General Conference."
Have the " PEOPLE" any voice in the formation of those rules by which they are to be
governed'? NO! not even a representation
though the rules be altered ever so many
times, even after they have become members
of society,

Whom have " W M . M. KENDREE,"
" E N O C H GEORGE," and "ROBERT R.
ROBERTS" "succeeded" " i n order?"
"RICHARD WHATCOAT," " F R A N C I S
ASBURY," and " T H O M A S COKE."
Whom did "RICHARD WHATCOAT,"
" FRANCIS ASBURY," and " THOMAS
COKE" " succeed" " in order •?"
" J O H N WESLEY."
Was John Wesley superior in power to
Thomas Coke 1
Not according to the rules of Episcopacy :—
they were of one grade and order—" presbyters" or " elders."
How came John Wesley, Thomas Coke's
sujierior and predecessor '?
John Wesley was the means under God, of
the first origin of the Methodist Society—
which name was given out of stigma—and
said he, I use the power, but I don't seek it.
How did Thomas Coke succeed John Wesley 1
By delegation and the " imposition of hands"
in secret.
Can a stream rise higher than its fountain 1
IF NOT, why the imposition of hands, clandestinely ?
For the sake of " ORDER" and the name of
the thing—secretly, for to keep peace in England.
How did " Francis Asbury" " succeed Thomas Coke" " in order "?"
Francis Asbury was in America first, and
had the control according to his will, before
Thomas Coke came over—hence he would accept no nominal auihority from Coke, unless
the Conference, which was called on that occasion, and partly for that purpose, should
VOTE it; and moreover, Thomas should agree
not to meddle with the stationing of the preachers, &c. After which he was ordained by the
said Thomas, other ministers assisting ; first,
one day " Deacon," second day " ELDER," and
the third day a " BISHOP ! " But after a while
Thomas would willingly dissent froir. divide,
and interfere with the stationing of the preachers, w^hich did not please Francis, so- the Doc-
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ti-t was voted to slay in Europe—ui..ess reIt is acknowled that tho "scriptures are the
called, which was never done.
ONLY RULE, and SUFFICIENT RULE,
Hence by "ORDER and SUCCESSION," both of FAITH and PRACTICE." If so,
the rotation will stand thus upon the li t of then what cannot be found therein, cannot be
BISHOPS in Methodist hi.story—
binding on men. Therefore, those who assume
" John Wesley,
a jirerogative which docs not belong to them,
" Thomas Coke,
cannot be acquitted by the JUST and RIGHT" Francis Asbury,
EOUS JUDGE.
" Richard VVlialcoat,
And any rules formed in our day by a set
" W m . M. Kendree,
of well-meaning men, are only prudential at
" Enoch George,
the best.
" Robert R. Roberts,
Among some societies there are U^'.'REGEX" Joshua Soule,
ERATE persons, hciwcr on\y " natural tjorn"
" Elijah Hedding, and
members; hence, being .NOT in the SPIRIT, how
" Emery Andrews.
can they discern, so as to be proper judges of
Is there any way to break the power of a spiritual things? Hence, if they take it for
Bishop "?
granted that they belong to the Church of
Yes—two ways—if he ceases to travel with- Christ by virtue of iheir birth-right standing,
out consent—and if he be guilty of immoral it is obvious they are in darkness, and of course
conduct.
deceived ; therefore, while they condemn and
But suppose he backslides, and still his life judge others, are ignorant of their own stale
and situation ; and hence incapable of doing
is termed moral ?
the work of the Lord; an>l are liable to conThat is another question !
Did the people of Rome ever have power demn those whom the Lord will not condemn,
by assuming to themselves an infallibihtyVike
and a voice to choose their own bishop 1
Yes—and it continued until the year 1143, the Popish Church ; or the strict self-righteous
when the clergy domineered over tiie peojde, Jews, vvlio condemned the innocent Jesus in
and taking the privilege from them, lodged it days of old.
in the cardir.als alone.
Many beg the question, and take it for
Did the POPE ever have unlimited POWER, granted that their society is the true church
without the voice of any other person, to com- of Christ. But how few possess the spirit of
mand " six hundied" or two thousand men— the Lord and Master! How few, even of
and send ihem when and where he pleased, those who profess his name, in dealing with
because it was his will and pleasure to have members oi their society, altend to the rule
it so—" lo say to one, go and he goeth, and laid down by the head of thv Church—Matt,
to another come, and he cometh, and to this xviii. 15, and following verses—in a Christian
spirit to visit them alone, then to take one,
man do this, and he doeth i t ? "
I know not where it is recorded in history, two, or three more, if the first vi.^it will
that the Pojie did command six hundrcil men, not do. Bul, alas! alas! too many clanin their ecclesiastic and clerical capacity—to destinely attack them behind their back ! cut
.-end ihein here and there, because it was liis them off, without even pennilling them to be
Will and pleasure so lo have it! and that over pres(;nt on trial, to defend their own cause;
talhen and a
a country near 2000 miles one way, and and then con.sider tb^^m as an
juiblican, merely because they Are out ot so1500 the olher.
How much less is the power of the Presi- ciety—which expulsion might be by false te.sdent of the United States! How much greater timony, prejudice in the ju Iges, or even their
the privilege of the ciiizens, to have a voice own ignorance in the case. And yet because
by their representative in the formation of they are out of society by such exjiulsion,
those rules by which they are to be governed* therefore behold, they are judged as eneniit's
—and the liberly oi speech and ofthe •Dress to of the true Church, and of course as enemies
rsmark on the rules, and conduct of those who of Christ himself; and hence, by virtue of
form the rules, and their mode of governing. their "ANATHEMA," are consigned to chains
The mode of governing in the old world, of darkness, and being bound on earth by
contains those restrictions, as the result and them, it must be ratified by God himself in
dregs of Ihe old " FEUDAL SYSTEM"—and the courts of heaven too. \Vhereas, they
wherever this mode exist.s, the principal must should first cast the beam out of their own
bc the same—of which the unlimited, and in eye, and then hunt up the lost sheep. For if
rrany cases the undefined power of the Bishop thou rememberest that thy brother halh aught
and P. Elders is a sjiecimen—which some have against thee, leave thy gift at the altar (thou
being in the wrong) and go first and be reconseen and severely felt! But to return—
ciled to thy brother, and then come and offer
• According to the twenty-third arliclee of the Meth- thy gift—otherwise how canst thou expect to
odiat faitU.
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be accepted with God, if iniquity be in thy til they first come and confess to THEM, &c.
he.'irt?" "Therefore be you merciful, as your Thus it is confession to man, with faith in
Father in heaven is merciful"—"for the Son a woman, for absolution; and instead of lookof man is come to save that which was lost." ing to God by prayer, and faith in the Lord
But much is the injury done to the souls of Jesus Christ, to be purified in Heart by the
men by the harsh, unscriptural, and unchris- HOLY SPIRIT, they must confess to the elders,
tian mannei of dealing with those whom we with faith in Ann Lee; and live on coarse
conceive to offend. Let all those whom it fare, dance much, and labor hard, and so by
may concern, of any society, that hath the that means sweat it out; and if they can sweat
charge or watchful care of a people in the out the propensities of the flesh, as they call
name of Christ, take good heed of their spirit, it, so as to " get into the Jerusalem State"
mode, and practice, how they deal with others here, very well; if not they must go to Purwhom they may think tc be offenders; for gatory, and be purged out by fire, as the old
what is amiss here, must be rectified hereafter, woman does the pipe.
by the Just and Righteous Judge, who will
But, nevertheless, their mechanism is done
then see that each and every of them have faithful, as a society, perhaps the most so of
JUSTICE done.
any. And in time of distres.s, if a poor man
The Methodists, Baptists, and Shakers, are comes who has no money, they will give him
the only people that I am acquainted with relief—but the rich, say they, may go and buy
that do not admit of coming into their society elsewhere.
by virtue of "birth-right"—i. e. natural born
Whoever has been among the Shakers a
members; a strong reason for these last; for few years, and then comes off, has a wild apthey do not admit of making children, but say pearance that cannot be described, and is unwe must be " a s the angels of God."
settled in mind. The ghastly appearance of
The Methodist mode of church government their women, however healthful when they
is the most arbitrary and despotic of any in join, and their elders appearing so healthful
America, except the Shakers which appears to and shining give appearance as though the
be nothing but Popery new-modelled and fitted reports were too well founded that medito America, seeing there can be no national cal aid is used to prevent children; and thus
religion established by law on the constitu- derange the nervous system:—for husbands and
tional authority ofthe land.
wives must be parted; and every man or woShakerism argues thus : " God called their man who joins them, is tasked and allowanced,
name Adam ;" hence the first Adam was not and of course as good as a slave.
perfect until there was a first Eve. So the
According to Shaker accounts, Ann Lee
second Adam was not perfect until there was once had a husband, whom she left in Enga second Eve. The first coming of Christ (for land—also had been the mother of four chilthey have much to say about Christ, and but dren.
little about JESUS) was in the form, of a man
If a person can once believe that they were
—i. e. Jesus; but the second coming of Christ right, and so join them, I see no way for eviwas in the form of a woman—i. e. A N N LEE, dence to convince them of their error. For they
whom they have called mother, or elect lady, are allowed no books, not even the Bible ; nor
&c. And all the blessings from God to the to hear any preaching, nor to converse with
Church, are through Ann Lee^ and her suc- other people—and private prayer, and the incessors in office; and the only way to God is ward teaching ofthe Spirit, is laid aside; and
through that avenue, and no salvation else- of course they must pin their faith on Ann
v?here. Even Moses, and all the holy men of Lee, and what the elders say is law and gosold; cannot escape from " PURGATORY" un- pel with them.

LORENZO'S EARLY

O ! that poor sinners did but know
W h a t 1 for them do undergo ;
From erod I'm calPd to bear the news.
To Heathens, Gentiles, and the J e w s '.
Permit me one thing you to tell,
"What my poor heart doth often feel:
I've left beliind my friends, my all,
Upon poor sinners for to call.
0 shall 1 stop now with my theme ?
Can people think it but a dream ?
How oftentimes my heart is broke,
Because my Parents are forsook ;
Its now and then 1 do them see.
W h i c h is a small comfort to me :
But with them soon must part again,
W h i c h gives to my poor heart fresh paia '
But this is not all I undergo,
1 have to face cold winds and snow
And often through the desert ride,
To seek my Master's son a bride.
In sultry globes I often pant.
Riding a distance, almost spent.
My money's out, I cannot buy,
W e r e I to sufler now, and die !
In dreary lands 1 often thirst.
While passing o'er the parching dust ;
T h e scorching sun beats down so fair,
I long for one sweet breath of air I
T h r o u g h creeks and rivers swilt and wide ;
Both high and low 1 have to ride ;
Perhaps beat down some time before,
1 can reach safe the other shore.
T h e clouds arise and thunders break,
1 feel the ground beneath me shako ;
T h e mountains tremble at the sound,
And wet all through I'm often found
Some times in open chambers sleep.
Or on some little place I creep j
I cannot sleep for want of clothes ;
Smothered with smoke or almost irui.<>.

EXERCISES

Sometimes I with " False Brethren " me*
Whose hearts are full of vain deceit'
T h e y seem quite clever at the first,
Yet of all men these are the worst!
My natural brethren do cry out,
1 wonder what he is about ?
W h y doth he so fatigue himself?
He seems not to regard his health !
But oh ! if they would look around,
T h e y ' d know w h y I'm thus oflen found ;
A view of souls exposed to hell.
Hath caus'd me to bid friends farewell.
T h e worth of Souls lies near my heart,
W h i c h causes me with all to part;
Both Parent, Brother, Sister, all,
Upon poor sinners for to call.
T h r o u g h savage haunts my courses lay,
W h e r e I have travell'd all the day ;
And sleeping in the woods at night,
To take my rest before the light.
T h e birds of night begin to prowl,
About my camp the Wolf doth howl,
But down to rest, I take my sleep ;
Jehovah me doth safely keep.
T h e sable shades at last would flee,
And my glad heart would thankful be.
To that Good Hand that kept me through,
To pass along in safety too.
Across the main to the OLD WORLD,
W h e r e rolling billows are unfurl'd,
The wonders in the deep were seen,
Within the reach of human ken.
O may the Lord be with my mouth.
Whilst 1 am travelling North and Soutk;
Anil greatly bless my every word,
That sinners may turn to the Lord !
T'hen when I've done my work below,
I'll gladly quit this vale of woe j
And soar above the ethereal sky,
To dwell with Christ eternally!

ANALECTIC

MISCELLANY.

Mr. Asbury observes in his Journal, page
230, " Is it strange to see a Priest conducting
a persecution against the people of God ?
When did a persecution take place, in which
men of that character had no hand ? But although Satan may be permitted to transform
himself into an "Angel of Light" for a season ; yet he will not always have his own way
in this matter"—which remarks are worthy of
observation. For when those who have been
persecuted, become in power themselves, they
frequently persecute others who differ from
them, out of a mistaken blind zeal—but not
according to knowledge, nor the spirit of the
gospel—and so injure the cause of religion.
Yet God's hand may superintend and over-rule
it for the circumfusion of his kingdom on
earth—which many cases might be cited to
exemplify.
Truth and innocency are the handmaids of
the Lord ; and without these, there can be no
righteousness acceptable in the sight of God,
VFho looketh at the heart and judgeth according to intentions!
It is not a self-evident truth, that bigotry is
not and cannot be the pure and holy religion
of Jesus; whose benign influence writes the
spirit of love on the hearts of all his followers ?
To make proselytes to a party is one thing,
but to make a Christian, disciplined by Jesus,
may be another. To promote a party by prejudice and bigotry, filled with a spirit of bitterness and enmity, is not promoting the cause
of God, nor truth, nor virtue; but must be considered, by every candid, well-informed mind,
to be the fruits ol the serpent, and the spirit of
moral evil—to answer the carnal mind!—For
little minds, when filled with darkness, are only capable of little things! But let all the disciples of the Lord, who love 'because of Jesus,
receive truth in its simplicity , and acknowledge virtue and religion, wherever the grace
of God may cause it to be seen and shine forth.
Why ? Because truth is truth—Good is good!!
and bad is bad 11 find them where you will,
flie world oyer!
But alas! alas! there are too many who

will persecute others, and blacken up theii
characters, in order to destroy their reputation,
and so break down their influence ; and thus
under the pretext of zeal to keep their own together, they fill them with prejudice against
others; which prejudice serves as a " bulwark" and a barrier, to prevent any inundation—in doing which, many have shut out the
" true light," and thereby blindfolded themselves, and so prevented a reformation, and
consequently led to utter ruin!
The mode of forming " articles of faith" had
its origin less than three hundred years ago;
and involves the idea, that man is only born
to believe, without any reason why or wherefore. Thnii he, like a blockhead, must be a
stoic or as a machine which is but a cypher in
the actions of life—" Passive obedience and
non-resistance"—and not pretend to call any
thing in question which others pretend to
preach, but receive the whole for truth : like
young birds, eat every thing put into the
mouth—hit or miss—right or wrong—amen to
it! down with it for the most sacred and divine truth—and to doubt and call it in question, is a crime of blasphemy! !! But GOD
saith, " Come and let us REASON TOGETHER"—WORSHfP—and SING with the SPIRIT and with the UNDERSTANDING also!
The Spirit of Truth gathereth, but the spirit of
the wicked one scattereth ! " Where two or
three are met together in the name of Jesus, he
is with and present to bless them with his
presence"—"and those who feared his name,
spake often one to another." The Lord hearkened and heard it, and they shall be mine in
the day that I make up my jewels, is the
Lord's encouragement to his followers!
In the eariy days of my itinerancy, such
was my regard for, and confidence in the Methodist connexion, that I was willing to pass
through any inconvenience, to keep in their
good graces—and also sacrifice all I could to
merit their esteem ; in crder to have access to
the people through their medium, and thereby
extend my usefulness to mankind!
Hence among the many hundred dollars

offered me which I declined to accept, were
manv iiislnnres lo avoid [he-very appearance
of hiiitinu' the jireaeher's salaries, &c., though
without a cent in my jiocket.
The [iroiiis of my boohs, jiubli.shed before I
went lo Euroiie, 180."), were ajijilied to meeting hoiiM'sand other charitable purposes ; and
howfver judged by others, it was well meant
by me then, ihougli when I sailed for a strange
land, I had but about ten dollars to calculate
ujion !

But those things which were meant well by
me, were, through jealousy and prejudice construed differently by others.
The terms Bi.shop and Elder, in scriplurt
are the same grade, and mean the same thing
as Presbyter.—Tliere were both travelling and
local Elders in the time of the Apostles. Peter was an Elder only—not an " Arch-Bishop."
1. Pet. V. i.
DE.-VCONS were an order of men to attend
fo the money matters of the Church ; chosen,
not by the Apostles, but by the PEOPLE, to
fill that office. Acts vi.
AVhoever looks over the Political mode of
goveinment among the Roman Emperors, and
compares the Pontificate mode Ecclesiastically,
will Jierceive the great resemblance between
them ; as if the latter was deduced from, and
built upon the former.—And moreover, it does
not require the wisdom of a Solomon, nor to
split a hair, lo perceive ihat "MONARCHY,"
" POPKRY," "SLAVERY," and "EPISCOPACY" are all bottomed on the ^ame " P R I N CIPLE," in their several degrees; though their
MOfiE may be different.
The term " Elders" existed in the early ages
of the world ; probably referring to elderly or
old, exjiciienced, or wise men—hence in the
days of the Patriarchish government, we read
ofthe "Elders of iheir city"—the "Elders of
Israel," &c., like the Sages oi the East; and
the refeieiiee of the young to the old men
among the Natives of America.

There was free debate in the Church at Jerusalem, in questions of importance where all
were concerned. The affaiis of the Church
were done on the " LORD'S day, or the first
day of the week, on which He rose." 1. Cor.
xvi. 2. Acts XX. 7. Whoever attends to the
Passover and the Sacrament, w'\\\ perceive that
they were attended to in a SOCIAL FA.MILY
W A Y at evening.
The Priests in order to gain the ascendancy
over mankind, as a superior order of b e i n g s have assumed the prerogative of giving it to
some, and denying it to others; as it' they
would say, " stand off, I am more holy than
thou ! " and had a right to anathematize whom
•hey pleased—with " bell book and candle
light."
It is not three hundred years, since they
would allow the Lay-io\ks to drink the Wine
at a l l ; but the Priest would drink it for them,
and so impute it to them, &c. Most of .he
Clergy Dissenters, so called, have adojite.l the
mode of distributing it; But Jesus sai I, " take
divide it among yourselves."
And in the
Church at Corinth, it ajipears that only this
mode did exist, but they abused it—which
gave rise to such a mode of expression in
Paul's reproof.—Compare Luke xxii. 17
John xiii, 23, 28, wilh Exodus xii. and 1
Cor. xi.
Hence I infer, if several persons are together
in the evening, who have love, confidence, and
fellowship with each other, and the bread and
wine be set, and each partakes as he feels freedom—he vohintarily shows forlh his faith in
the Death of the Lord Jesus, &c., and who can
deny but what it is as acceptable in the sight
of God as any way it can be done ? Who in
tender conscience can say or prove it to be
wrong? This mode would tend to do away
bigotry, and create a spiiit of Love and forbearance among the followers of lesus of the
different Denominations—for big.'try is not religion !
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PARAPHRASE ON GENESIS xlix. 10.
BY LOZENZO DOW

" T H E SCEPTRE S H A L L NOT D E P A R T F R O M
JUDAH, NOR A L A W - G I V E R FROM B E T W E E N
HIS F E E T , U N T I L S H I L O H COME : AND U N T O
HIM SHALL T H E G A T H E R I N G OF T H E P E O P L E

BE. 1 1 )

MANY are the opinions concerning the text;
and some have taken ground fhat is untenable.
Hence one may be permitted to say with Elihu, I will al.so show mine opinion.
First, then, What is a .sceptre ? By reading
Esther's approach to the Monarch, and viewing the kingly monuments of the Old World ;
a man on the horse in statue, with a significant roll in his hand, peihaps made of copper:
about eighteen inches long and two or three
inches diameter; denoting a sway of POWER
in the superlative degree. Hence the propriety
ofthe expression, "holding the sceptre."
This supreme power may be lodged in the
hands of one, few, or many ; as is now exemplified among the nations. America has come
nearer the standard of equal Rights and universal Suffrage, in their mode of economy ;
and also in limiting and apportioning the division of power, than any other people hitherto known !
Jehovah himself, was the "Law-Giver" of
the ancient Patriarchs ; and held the "Legislafive" prerogative according to the Hebrew
economy. But the " Executive" and "Judicial" authority was lodged with men.
The laws of adultery and murder are nearly
the same among most nations in a state of society—from the solitary ages of the world ;
and both may be considered to have had one
origin.
The Judicial and Executive authority lodged in th(! hand of a Patriarch was transmitted
hereditary from the Father to the eldest son,
in point of right by order and succession.
_ But, nevertheless, in that, there was except : z s to this rule in certain cases; so that the
prerogative was transferred in certain cases

h==

from one branch of the family to another;
w hich was exemjilified in the case of Esau
and Jacob; the former selling his "birthright"
to the latter. Also by right of succession,
Reuben must have followed Jacob in point
of order! but for his incestuous behaviour,
the order was transferred to Jo.seph, though
Judah prevailed. Compare 1 Chron. v. 1, 2.
Gen. xlix. 3, 4.—Numbers ii. 3, 4, and 10,
14.
Have we any evidence that Judah had a
sceptre in a Judicial and Executive point ol
view, in his person or tribe ?
Answer—he had: First in his person, in
the case of his daughter-in-law, who was accused of infidelity—by virtue of his executive
and judicial authority, commanding her to be
brought, that she might be burnt. But her
innocence appearing, she was acquitted. Thus
he possessed a sceptre in his person. And
Jacob, in truth and wilh propriety, could say,
prophetically, " The sceptre shall not depart
from Judah."
We have but a small account ofthe economy or state of the Hebrews after Jacob uttered
this prophecy, for, about one hundred and
ninety-seven years, when they came out of
Egypt.
Here permit me to observe, that as language
is not an innate principle of nature; as it involves ideas which are received by or through
our outer senses, or communicated by inspiration to the inward feeling ofthe mind, or else
by the moral perception are digested and arranged in a judicious w a y ; and the communication of those idea!?, through or by speech,
requires and involves the art of man.
The first man was an adult as he emanated
from his Maker's hand. And as there was a
Law given him, fitted to his capacity; which
circumstances involves the idea of language ;
and follows as a consequence that the Maker
of man learnt man to talk!
The Work of Creation is not a subject of
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knowledge, but an object of faith. But to
deny the doctrine of miracle.s, is to deny the
work of creation ; if nature came not by nature, but by an act of Divine Power. And to
deny the work of creation, is to deny the Creator, seeing it must be the act which constit'ltes the character ! And hence atheism must
be the order of the day.
But those who are not theoretically atheists,
if they are jiractically such, must admit the
idea of a God, and infer nature from Him !
And that the first man should not be too great
a mystery to himself, but feel the force of his
dependence and obligation to his Creator and
Governor, it may be admitted with propriety
that God communicated lo man what had happened each of the five preceding days. And
this once being communicated, he in turn
might communicate to another; and so hand
it down by tradition, as his history of the flood
is, among all the heathen nations !
What is obvious to sense, is a subject of
knowledge. And what a man knows, he is
able to give a rational account of. And what
Adam passed through subsequent, must have
been experimental. Of course he would be
able to give an account of that, in relation to
his history of the fall, &c. This being admitted, how easy could the tradition have been
handed down to the time of Moses, when letters appeared to furnfsh a record.
According to the Mosaic account, Adam
lived 930 year-s, and Methuselah 969, (1899.)
and died the year before the flood; which
happened 1656 from the Creation; and would
follow as a consequence, that Adam and Methuselah must have been cotemporary about
243 years.
Shem was cotemporary with Methuselah
9S years, and with Abraham 150 years, and
with Isaac 50. Thus there was but two intermediate persons necessary to connect the
chain of tradition from Adam to Isaac, a period
of more than 2000 years.
Levi was the great grandfather of Moses ;
and cotemporary with his own grandfather,
Isaac, a number of years.
As a confirmation of the tradition of the
Work of Creation being not merely ideal and
fabulous, but as a truth founded on fad, God
himself jiroclaimed from the top of Mount
Sinai, in the hearing of 600,000 men, besides
their women and children, so as to put it beyond all doubt that it was no imposition on
the mind, but must have been Jehovah himself, as the author. And then delivered two
tables of stone, containing the proclamation
of the ten commands, embracing a short account of the work of creation, and corroborates the same.
Thus we are indebted to God for the origin
of letters, as well as for the origin of language.

Man being formed the la.st, and probably
toward or at the close of Jhe day—in the order oi his time, he would :egin his reckoning
on the " Sabbath," which would be the first
day oi his week ; and counting over six days
more would bring to another Sabbath, and the
beginning of another week—hence the origin
of the first day of the week being considered
and regarded as the Sabbath by the heathen.
But the day and time, for the beginning of
the week and of the year, was altered and
changed, when the Hebrews came out of
Egypt; and would corroborate with the old
theory.
When the Hebrews were on their journey
from Egypt to Canaan, the tribe of Judah led
on the van; according to the regulalion and
order of the cantonment; and also was the
most numerous and powerful of the whole.
Man to teach man ; as means in the hand
of God.—When Jethro, Mo.ses' father-in-law,
came to view the burthen which devolved on
Moses, arising from the di.sputes among the
people, he recommended minor judges—over
tens, fifties, and hundreds, &c., which economy
was judiciously adopted; Exod. xviii. 13 to
34, &c.—Numb. xi. 16. Deut. 13, 14. But
still the burthen being too great for Moses to
bear, he besought God to kill him outright, or
give him au.xiliary help.
The Lord then directed seventy elders to
be elected; and the Load said to Moses, " I
will take of the spirit which is in thee, and
lay it upon them"—which when done, they
prophesied ; si.xty-eight together, but two remained in the camp. And Joshua, being zealous for the honor of Moses, and a stickler for
good order, ran to Moses requesting him to rebuke them ! But he replied, as every good
man should do, Would to God that all the
Lord's people were prophets.
Those seventy Elders, of which Moses was
the President, constituted the Sanhedrim, or
Grand Council, or the Highest Court among
the J e w s ; and from whose judgment there
was no appeal, when issued from their tribunal.
This was the order and economy of God in
the Hebrew policy ; and of which order, there
is no evidence of this being abrogated, or made
null and void, until after Jesus Christ came
upon the earth.
This Cruncil acted the Executive and Judicial part in the government and economy of
the Hebrews, according to that law given to
them by their Law-Giver, who was not to depart from them until " Shiloh" come ; and un»
to him should the gathering of the people be.
Some people have confined the sceptre, in
the text, to the house and lineage of David in
that monarchial power but the statement i»
founded in absurdity, and proves too much.
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First. The monarchy of the Hebrews was account to three Presidents, of whom Daniel
not of divine origin, out originated in the will was chief; which shows the high estimation
of man; which may plainly be seen by the in which he stood, and also the authority
Lord's remonstrance by the prophet Samuel.
with which he was delegated to act; which
Secondly. The sceptre of David's line de- continued until the time of Cyrus; when the
parted when Zedekiah was carried to Baby- edict was issued for volunteers to return to Jelon ; for he was the last.
rusalem to rebuild the Temple.
Ttiirdly. If the Messiah was to come before
Moreover, it must be plain from the testithe Babylonish captivity, no one can tell who, mony of Haman, in the book of Esther, that
or where, or when he was. And
they did adhere to their own laws; the comFourthly. If he came then; it would follow, plaint that he entered about their difference
as a consequence, that all who came after- and conduct, exemplifies it beyond dispute.
ward, must be deemed as impostors; and And furthermore, when Mordecai became
would involve Jesus Christ in the number.
Prime Minister to the Persian empire, which
And lastly. It would thereby null our Christ extended from the Ganges to Ab3'ssinia ; and
and his religion ; and moreover give the Jew from the eastern ocean to the Mediteranean
completely the advantage in argument. And Sea, over an hundred and twenty-seven provhence it is plain that the ground must be con- inces, with such extensive power; it must be
sidered as altogether untenable, and improper plain, as he was a Jew, that his people must
for defence.
of consequence enjoy their laws and rules.
Joshua was the successor of Moses, and
When the emigrants went up to Jerusalem
became President of the Council. And thus to build the FoM.se of GOD—they had authorthe scenes in the time of the "Judges."
ity to levy fines, inflict stripes, confiscate propAfter the ten tribes separated, they were erty, and also to execute death and banishcalled Israel, and established the worship of ment.
golden calves, in imitation of the ox god of
Thus the Executive and Judicial authority
Egypt. And by this act, of necessity, they was in vogue. And Zerubbabel, the son of
expelled the Jewish policy, and neglect the Salathiel, (Matt. 1. 12. Ezra ii. 2, and iii. 2,
government of the Sanhedrim, which of course 8,) was President.
must be confined to the tribe of Judah, from
And if we examine the Grecian history, it
which the sceptre should not depart until will appear, that when Alexander the Great
Shiloh come!
was determined to extirpate them, that he was
About the time that monarchy was desired not only thwarted by a change wrought in his
and set up in the will of man, a bickering of mind, arising from the appearance of the High
their politics gendered the epithets, and was Priest in his Pontificate dress; but also, he
the beginning of that distinction, "Israel" and established them in peculiar privileges.
"Judah;" which, after the third monarchy,
And when Antiochus would have overended in becoming two nations; and may be thrown their mode of worship by his persecucharateristic of those times in which we live ; tion, he was never able fully to carry the
when we hear the distinction of political par- same into effect; but was frustrated by the
ties—F. and D.
Maccabees ; who so far maintained independThough the Apocrypha is not considered ence, socially, that their Laws were predomcanonical, yet it may be admitted as good his- inant in the land until the time of the Roman
torical evidence. The case of the Judges, in power by Pompey; who indulged them in their
the story of Susannah, shows the Judiciary privileges and opinions, never intruding upon
and Executive policy to have existed, and their ecclesiastical affairs.
been kept up among the Jews, according to
And when the Wise men came from the
their laws, even in the time of the captivity. East, inquiring Where is he that is born King
Daniel was taken captive in the first year of the J e w s ? we find Herod alarmed; who
ofthe reign of Nebuchadnezzer; and in the demanded ofthe Sanhedrim, or the Grand Counsecond year was promoted to become Prime cil, where it was written or foretold he should
Minister—at least in the province of Babylon, be born ? Who, on examination, replied acas chief governor and ruler. And his three cordingly—Bethlehem of Judea.
companions were promoted into office likeThus we find the sceptre had not departed
wise. And Daniel continued, not only the from Judah until Shiloh come.
feign of the twenty-nine or thirty years of
We read concerning the captain of the Temthat monarch, but also beyond the time of his ple, in various places—of their imprisoning
successor, Evil-merodach, king of Babylon, the Apostles. And Pilate said, " YE have a
and Belshazzar likewise ; yea, when the city GUARD." After setting "watch to keep the
was taken by Darius, and an hundred and prison with all safety;" arraigning Stephen
twenty princes were appointed over an hun- and the Apostles; took counsel to put them to
dred and twenty provinces, who were to give death. And Stephen was executed according
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to the law form, by the "witness," who to
stone him, lai,I ilow n their clotiies at a young
man's ieet, whose name was Saul.
Of this Coiiiuil was Nicodemus, and Joseph
or Arimathea, who consented not to the cruel
srlitl'UCe.

Niciulemus said, we (not I) know that thou
a;t a teacher come from God ! Hence, when
they accused him of casting out devils by Beelzebub, they sjioke wiifully against a better
knowledge ; ami thereby cominilled the unpardonable sin ; by blasjiliemiiig the Holy Ghost
—by affirming It was diabolical power.
\Vhen Paul was their prisoner, they said,
'• We would have judged him ;'' but was prevented by the military officer from Rome.
Thus it will ajipear that they did consider
themseires a body politic, and adequate to
ju.lge and execute according to the law.
Jesus sail, " They sit in Moses' seat"—
which shows that the seat of Moses, was the
order oi GOD.
.And that the seat was not yet vacated, but
slill in force : therefore the Mosaic dispensation was not abrogated. And consequently,
the words of the text may be considered as
strictly true.—The sceptre shall not depart
from Judah ; nor a Law-giver from between
his feet, until Shiloh come ; and unto him shall
tho gathering of the people be.
The scejitre did not depart from Judah until
Shiloh came. But what are we lo understand
by the Law-giver and the feet?
In the image of Nebuchadnezzar, we find
the Head aud Breast, &c., to refer to the succession of the different empires, from the Babylonians to the Medes and Persian.s, then the
Greeks, and afterwards the Roman. Tliefefore the feet. &c., must allude to the latter part,
or that which comes after, in succession.
GOD was the Law-giver to the Jews. And
He did not forsake them until Shiloh come ;
but nationally he jireserved them, until our
Lord drove the money-brokers out of the Temple, observing. My house, you have made a
den of thieves. And as he retired, he wept,
with this lamentation—0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem ! how often would I have gathered you,
and ye would not—your house is left unto
you desolate—ye shall not see me henceforth,
until ye shall .say, blessed is he that cometh in
the name of the Lord—as the others haddrne
just before, when he rode into the city.
The Sanhedrim said, see how ye prevail
nothing ; behold the world is gone after him—
and if we let him thus alone, the Romans will
come and take away bolh OUR place and NATION. Thus they viewed their place, in the
possessive case, in a national point of view.
And therefore our Lord, in his parables, frequently pointed out their standing in a national
capacity, and what must follow as the conse-

quence of sin : and styled the temjile, " YOUR
HOUSE, i.5 left unto you de.solate"—forsaken
by the " Law-giver," the Great GOD ! because
ihey rejected the wise men with the prophets;
E.nd moreover, Ilis only Son !
The feet w'nh propriety may be considered
as relating to the two tribes, Judah and Benjamin. The temjile was on ihe borders, where
the line ran ; and hence the word, "between,"
is adinissable.
The Council at length, from puni.shing the
innocent, and desiring a Barrabas, suffered vice
lo go unpunished, until iniquity became so
prominent, that they dare not restrain it, by the
infliction of jiunishment, lest they should be
assassinated by the banditti, whose actions
came to an unparalleled height.
And by virtue of this breach of trust, they
were accountable for their infidelity; and being conscious of their responsibility, while in
council assembled.
The query arose, W h y sit we here ? Arise
and let us go hence ! Thus they voluntarily
dissolved tiiemseives; and they have had no
such Council since : until Napoleon set up the
Mock Council in France, in 1806.
Moses told the Hebrew.s, Deut. xxviii. The
consequence of obedience to the law by the
LAW-GIVER. And on the other side, the consequence of obedience, as the retribution from
the same LAW-GIVER, that they should be scattered among all nations, where they should be
hissed at and despised.
Thus for near two thousand years we find
them to exemplify what Moses had foretold
of old.
There is not a nation in Europe, called
Christians, but what have special laws against
the Hebrews, to curtail their privileges; not
even suff'ering Ihem to be landholders, unless
they will renounce their religion, or nominally
jiiofess Christianity ; yea, tliey are not admitted as ciiizens, nor owned as subjects, but are
viewed as vagrants, or considered as aliens,
throughout the whole world, except the United
Stales. And the "Holy City will be troiden
down of the Geiiti!es/oiVy antl two months."—
" Till the fulness of ihe Gentiles be come in."*
• W h o e v e r will compare the Sth, 9th, lOtli and 11th
chn|itors of tlie Roniaii.^, will ]>erceive tire .\postle wa»
spealcing of the .Jews and Gentiles, in the order and succession of the ( ;O.>])P1 in the militant state.
And the 9th chapter, 10th to 13th ver«es of Roman*,
when compared with tlenesis, xxv. 'i3. "J Sam. viii. 14. 1
( hron. xviii. 12, 13. Malichi, i. 1 to 3, will plainly pitceive that those words were applicable NATiO.NALLY,
and no how else : and to apply it otherwise, is a plain perversion of tlie text.
.\gflin, Heb. xi. 20. Genesis xxvii 30 to 40. 3 Chron.
xxi. 10, will see it must be understood nationallv, and
N O T personally. See Deut. ii. 4 to 8. Also Rom. i i . Jl,
Sec, to Jeremiali xviii. 2 to 10, Stc.
Tli..^ what is spoken nationally should be applied only
nationally to prevent confusion—and the letters " 1. F."
and " K. T 11." sliould not be forgotten when applied
personally, when found in the good Book.
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But when the Hebrews acknowledge the Shiloh, saying, " Blessed be he that cometh in the
name of the Lord."—Then those judgments
which were inflicted on them, for their disobedience, will be taken off them, and laid upon
those who were their oppressors; but the United States will escape !
And unto him shall the gathering of the
people be.
The first of the gathering, was the Jewish
Shepherds ; who were directed by the Angel
who proclaimed peace on earth, and good will
to men—a Saviour born, who should be glad
tidings of great joy to ALL people
The second, was the wise men from the East.
According to Buchanan, by tradition, they were
frtim Hindostan : directed West in quest of a
remarkable personage who was to enlighten
the human family. Thus geographically the
accounts correspond.
Herod sought to destroy the young child,
fearing he would, as a rival, prevent the succession ofthe throne hereditary in his family ;
who at this time, held a kind of delegated
kingly power, subordinate to Augustus Ccesar
Augustus had designed to tax the Roman
empire about twenty-seven years before he
brought it to bear ; and the place of enrollment
brought Joseph and Mary to Bethlehem ; and
so the prophecy was fulfilled by the overruling
Providence of God in the concerns of mortals.
Fourteen thousand four hundied children
were slain, according to accounts; yet the
Child Jesus was preserved from the designs of
that wicked man. First by the Angel, warning the Wise Men not to return to Herod ; and
then warning Joseph to -rertire wilh the young
child and his mother to the land of Egypt;
until he should have word by that visitor to
return ; which followed soon after.
For on the eight day was the circumcision ;
National sins being punished nationally, it must t>o
done here, (as exemplified in the (»se aivl state of the
Jews ;) seeing it cannot be done heiebfter ; as there will
be no human tlyiiasties there. Hence, in the day of
judgment, mankind must be judged personally, and rewarded individually—each according to his deeds done
in the body.
And as the capacities, ages and circumstances of mankind are so various, and the improvements also ; so will
be the reward ap]>ortioned accordingly.
Thus those jireinises being admitted, we can justify the
ways of God to man, here, in the rise and fall of kingdoms and empires : and even why Mahommedanism was
suffered to supplant Christianity, in the East. Kirst, .Mahommedanism admits of no idolatry ; and secondly, is not
mintolerable afe corrupt Christianity when degenerated.
And also, on the same plan, the world of mankind can
he judged ill the great day, in righteousness and justice ;
•eeing the obligation is in proportion to the talents
given ; and the reward of grace to the obedient, and the
punishment of vice apportioned to the crime.
For there are two ways, two states, and two charac, ters, and hereafter two conditions, i. e. Happy and Mis.»rahle ! Now, Reader, life and death I the narrow way
«nd the broad way ! which will you choose and pur..ue ?
Look, see, and make up your mind. For the wages of
•in is death ! But eternal life is the gift of God, through
lesus Christ our Lord.
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and in thirty-three more days she was to offer
the turtle-doves, or two young pigeons—at
which Anne and Simeon came and look the
young child. And Joseph thereon, learning
that a son of Herod had succeeded in power—
through fear retired into Nazareth. Thus two
scriptures more were fulfilled by the same
overruling hand. " Out of Egyid have I called
my Son, and he shall be called a Nazarine !"
For a further gathering, notice the assembly
on the day or feast of Pentecost; when thousands were convinced, who belonged to different tongues,—and neighboring and remote nations.
When the dissension began about the distribution of property, God suffered persecution in
the case of Stephen ; which caused them to be
dispersed and .scattered, whereby the Gospel
was spread, and souls were gathered to Shiloh.
The call of Peter lo Cornelius was a door
for much gathering of the peojile to Sliiloh.
Peter's mind was limited, through the prejudice of education ; as was those of his brethren too; when they heard of that visit, and
called him to account before the Church ; like
many sects in modern times, who, if one of their
members goes to a meeting of another society,
must call them to an account.
But their ininds were enlarged to see, " that
God was no respecter of persons : but in every
nation, he that feareth him, and worketh righteousness, is accepted with him."
Thus, those who forbid one casting out devils in Christ's name, because he followed not
US, were taught by the Master, TO FORBID
HIM NOT.
There is a Gospel for all nations, and to every creature ; and in the other world there will
be a union of thought, heart, sentiment and
song—"Thou hast redeemed us to God by thy
blood, out of every kindred, and tongue, and
people, and nation."—Rev. v 9.
The image of Nebuchadnezzar was Church
and State; or a law religion : and he appears
to have been the first who punished with death,
in a decree, for non-conformity. But it has
been followed by all the succeeding nations
down to the ten toes, or kingdoms, in which
days we are, and see the relicks of the image
remaining still.
The kingdom of the stone cut out of the
mountain without hand.s, we have seen also;
bul the time ofthe mountain kingdom is, and
must be future; how far, who can tell ?
But the power of the stone will sv/eep the
rubbish of the image with the besom of destruction ; so that a trace of it shall not remain.
Connecticut has made some little progress,
in the rejection of the old Charter, and forming
a Constitution more congenial with the equal
rights of man; so that their law religion is
gone down the hill. How different this from
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that old blue law, that made it penal to give a
Quaker meat, diink, lodging, or to tell hjm the
road ?
The abuse of religion has been the cause of
much blood being shed. But religion itself,
"love to God and man," will soften the heart,
and change the conduct of man, from bad to
good—whereby he will feel the force of the
rule, " A s ye would that others should do to
you, do ye even so to them." For the law of
Moses, the spirit of the prophets, and the example of Jesus Christ, taught that command.
But persecuiion never was sanctioned by the
Saviour, either by precept or example.
Then this abuse of Church Power should be
curtailed—remembering, " w h e n thou bringest
thy gift to the altar, and knowest that t h j
brother has aught against thee, (thou being in
the fault,) go first, and be reconciled to thy
brother ; then come and offer thy gift."
The Society may be in an error—hence the}^
must not be overbearing, and destroy a brother
for whom Christ died; lest they grieve those
whom God would not have grieved, and so offend the Lord ! But if a brother get out of the
way, first tell him his fault alone ; secondly,
take one or two wiine.sses; and then if he will
not hear, tell it to the Church.
But some societies are deceived in their stale ;
their standing being different, and better in their
own estimation, than it is in the judgment of
God ; hence assume to themselves a kind of
LXFALLIBILITV; and so lord it over God's
heritage! But let it be remembered, that the
Son of j\Ian came to SAVE tliat which was LOST.

The svil in ihe world that accrues from the
abu.se of ji'iwer, by deparling from their first
princijiles, or the rule of Right, among the
different denoniinalions, is incalculable; and
of course niii-t be remedied, or they v.'ill be
swejit with the remains of the image, in that
day when the liouse of the Lonl shall be established in the lop of the mountain, and exalted above the hills, and all nations flow unto
it; when the different trees sliall clap their
hands for joy, i. e. the jiious and lioly, distinguished bydiirerent names, among ihe nations,
and .among the ditrerent sects—so that the.
watchmen shall sec eye to eye 1 For which
purjiose the liixht of the moon, the heathens,
shall become the light of the s u n ; and the
light of the s'ln shall become seven fold, as
the light of seven days. The nations, seeing
their impiojniely of conduct flowing from moral ivil, shall refrain from war, by reforming
their conduct—cultivate the art of war no
more!
But oh the revolutions that will precede that
day ! Ninety-six years ago, it was written in
Dutch; sixt3-six years since, was translated
into English, and printed in London first, and
then in the United States,

First—Career of Bonaparte from Acre, in
Asia, as the origin.
Secondly—The edict that stript the Pope of
his power, and transferred it to the City, Jan.
1st, 1810.
Thirdly—Napoleon Bonaparte characteiisticall) in power while the pope was his prisoner.
Fourthly—From the time that the hour of
choosing the Pope was taken from the people,
and lodged in the Cardinals alone, in 1143,
would be 666 years; which of course ended
in 1809—and the next morning the oeople of
Rome enjoyed the transfer.
Fifthly—Napoleon's
downfall.
Sixthly—The Holy League, or union under
the government of Babylon ; which as yet,
according to that account, has not got to its
summit.
Now if the future should correspond as correctly as the former, in the order of events and
course of time, the following may be expected
within the space of sixteen years :
First—Tlie overthrow of Turkey by the
Russian power.
Secondly—The liberation and rise of Bonaparte ; to receive not only " power again," but
the kings with it.
Thirdly—The overthrow of Babylon.
Fourthly—The two witnesses at Jerusalem,
and slain by the beast.
Fifthly—The whole world concentrated under three general heads at Armugeddon or
Migedo.
.Sixthly—The angels in the sun call the
fowls of heaven to the supper of the great
God. But lime alone can unfold and determine those great events.
The career of Washington might be called
in qiieslion sooner than that of Moses, at some
lulurc lime. The feast of the Passover annually answers to our fourth of July. Bolh are
very circumstantial evidence of the fads. One,
of our emancijiation from British thraldom;
the other, of deliverence from Egyptian bondage. When one was lo be effected, there was
supernatural evidence antecedent in Egypt.
And when the Legislative Body in the Old
VVorld, decreed their "right, in all cases whatever, lo bind America ;" there w.as a noise on
the self-same day, heard in the air in the New
World, for several hup.dred miles. Thus the
attempt to impose the image went down the
hill!
The idea of tide water in drowning the Egyptians, is substituted to do away that of a miracle, by some. But let it be remembered, that
the Isthmus of Suez is admitted to be about
sixty miles over. Hence, if tide water was in
one sea, it would be rational lo suppose it
would be found in the other. But geographers
and navigators null the idea of regular tides in

one sea, and hence may reject it, as it relates
to the other.
When Alexander travelled from Europe to
Africa, and built the city which still retains his
name, then went towards India, he must have
gone over once or twice near the Red Sea;
and had there been tide water, why not they
hccome acquainted with it ? But we find that
they were panic-struck, when they found the
flood-tide in the east; supposing the laws of
nature to be reversed, and that the gods were
frowning upon them. Hence it is plain they
were ignorant of the nature of tide water antecedent; and therefore none in those parts over
which they had passed, and therefore none in
that part ofthe Red Sea ; which idea of course
must be considered of modern date, and has no
foundation m common sense for its support.
The spirit of inquiry, connected viith that
of Missionary and the tran,slation of the Scriptures into so many living languages, denotes
important events at the door, particularly, if
in connection, we take into view both the
stratagems and expense to suppress the spirit
bolh of INQUIRY and of LIBERTY, as if the
devil had come down in great wrath knowing
that he hath but a little time before he must
be bound " a thousand years"—whether, common, prophetic, or apostolic, who can tell 1
The command—"third and fourth generation"
—"and showing mercy unto THOUSANDS," involves the latter idea!
That we may possess the principle and
spirit of that day, which is LOVE and RIGHTEOUSNESS, we mus'. examine what ground
we are upon ; and avoid all known sin ; and
even whatsoever we know or believe to be
wrong. For it is the motive, in the sight of
God, that constitutes the difference between
vice and virtue. And on this ground the
world can be judged in righteousness, and
mankind, individually, rewarded according to
the deeds done in the body. For all persons
are under obligation to act as they know how,
agreeable to the best light they have, agreeable to their knowledge of good from evil; as
no just plea can be made to justify a man in
doing wrong knowingly. He that knows his
Master's will, and does it not, shall be beaten
whh many stripes; whereas, he that committed things worthy of stripe.s, and knew not
his Master's will shall be beaten with few.
Therefore this is the condemnation, that light
is come into the world ; and men loved darkness rather than light because their deeds are
evil in a moral point of view, i. e. their motives
are bad; and so wi.sh to cloak them, any way,
to keep them hid !
How many have I seen ruined in my travels,
i who had gone into voluntary exile, on account
of some ACT of misdemeanor; and others sorrowful for life!
2U

0 young man ! or young woman ! whatsoever you may be, that may read this—receive
a word of advice from a friend.
First, never to consent to give your approbation to a thing you know to be dishonorable, or even think to be wrong.
Secondly never rejoice at the calamities and
misfortunes of others; not knowing how soon
there may be a reverse of fortune for the better or for the worse with you. Neither to be
wounded and stumble at the misconduct of
others, even should they be profe.ssors of religion. Study the path that you should g o ;
and pur.sue it with all your might, that you
may come out safe, and make it a happy landing.
Guard against such company as would be
dishonorable, and prove your ruin ! Also extravagance in dress, &c., le.st you need what
is wasted, by infidelity, to relieve hunger at
a future time, as a kind of retribution. Set
others the e.xample of propriety—and have a
mind of your own, so far as not to be as a
nose of wax in the hand of another, or be led
by apron .strings, to vice and folly.
Attend to private devotion from day to day,
before God—that He may enlighten and keep
you in the way you should go.
Be guarded against those nonsensical books,
that not only corrupt the mind, but aiso
squander time, which should be improved to
use and advantage.
Never slander things sacred, nor dissuade
any from their seriousness; but pay a suitable
respect to your superiors, and a tender regard
to your inferiors; and in particular be dutiful
and respect your parents; for this is the fiist
commandment with promise.
And O ye ministers of the Gospel, whom
God halh moved upon by his good Spirit, to
be witnesses for him—be faithi^ul! Be holy.
Keep clean hands and a pure heart! Spend
and be spent in the field ot God, which is
white and ready for harvest! Sow the seed
in the morning, and in the evening withhold
not thy hand ! For it is a work, a labor of
love for eternity; and involves the future
state of man ! The day of the Lord is at hand !
When the Ploughman shall overtake the
Reaper — denoting a plentiful crop indeed.
Then it may and will be said, the harvest is
great, the laborers are few ; hence prayer is
needful, that the Lord would send inore laborers into the field!
0 ye young men, whose hearts are led to
the work by a strong impulse and exercse of
mind—-keep near the throne of Grace ! Don't
out-run your guide; nor linger so far behind
as to lose sight thereof!
The way of duty is the only road to peace
and safety; hence those who refrain their feelings may feel as Jeremiah did—like fire shut
up in your bones • and feel weary of forbear-

ing.—Vea, a woe if you preach not the Gos- . O reader, now, now ! re.solve to be ftr God!
Break off from youi sins at once ! Don't parpel.
But lock at the promise ! No man hath ley with the tempter: no I but try, by the
forsaken lather, mother, brother, sister, houses Grace of God, to amend your w a y s ! now,
or lands, wife or children, for my sake and this very day ! even now while reading, in
the Gospel, but shall have an hundred fold ; tentionally set out! And if your foolish comi. e. ten thousand per cent, in this present panions will sell their souls to Satan, and
world, and life everlasting in the world to have the poor reward of hell fire, let them go:
come ! And they that turn many to right- but do you be determined, if but two shall
eousness, shall shine as the stars for ever and gain the Happy Land, that you will strive and
try to be one.
ever !
Many a good thing is undertaken, and falls
0 my friends was there ever a work like
this 1 Which hath God for its author, and through for the want of perseverance. Therealso for ils reward ! Help ! 0 ye men of Is- fore, it is one thing to m.ake a beginning, and
rael and people of God ! Join as the heart ot another to hold out to the end, to receive the
one man to lift up our hands by your inces- Crown of life!
But for your encouragement, remember,
sant prayers, in Faith, that WE may unitedly
swell the solemn cry—"Thy kingdom come, Christ died for SINNERS! And by the grace
and thy Will be done on the Earth ! " That of God he tasted death for every man ! The
the earth may revert to its sovereign and right- ble.ssings in the promises are for you! Hence
ful owner—and the kingdom of this world look for the full accomplishment of them in
become the kingdom of our God and of his your heart.
There is not an instance on record, where
Christ! That the inhabitants may learn
righteousness! And may run to and fro, and Jesus turned any away, while in the days of
his flesh, who asked him for such favors as
knowledge be increased !
Let us remember the fallen state of man ! they needed, and was proper for him to give.
The A.postles would have sent off the woThe kingdom coeval with the earth—the new
way or door ?.s a ladder for an avenue to ob- man, saying, she crieth after u s ! And so
would the Pharisees have hushed the blind
tain that kingdom.
The new law ! the '• Law of Faith," fitted man, by calling him to order and to hold his
to man's capacity. Which ACT of believing peace. But they both persevered, and obtainwill be accepted in lieu of w o r k s ; and be ed their request. And so it will be with you
"counted," yea, "accounted:" yes, "reckoned" who ask for what you need, according to the
will of God.
and "imputed" to us for righteousness !
Limit not the Holy One of Israel! View
Sin is a transgression of the l a w ; and the
transgression is man's own ACT, a moral evil, Zacheus climbing up the tree, a sinner, and
which is imputed or reckoned to him for sin; coming down a saint. How great the change,
and without a pardon he must remain under which disposed him to acts of mercy and justice ! Three thousand on the day of Pentecost.
the curse !
The act of submission to the Divine dispo- Five thousand believed at another time under
sal involves the exercise of Faith, which is one sermon of Peter. Look at the Thief on
the reaction of the Soul on God, wh6,se sjiirit the Cross, who found mercy and went to Pais the first moving cause on the mind. Hence radise in a d a y ! The Jailor with all his
the mind may REACT by devotion, and gather house were brought to rejoice in God in one
strength ; and will pos.sess a kind of miracu- night! Saul was longer under distress of
lous power and heavenly virtue, ajid find the mind than any one else in all the New Testapeace and joy of the kingdom, by virtue of the ment recorded, yet that was not above three
unction which witne.sscth that we are born of days and nights! See what distress so as
neither to eat, drink or sleep ! Yea, we are
God.
0 ye people of the world, who are strangers informed when sixty-three thousand will be
to God, and to the lesson of self-knowledge ! converted at a meeling; and also a nation be
Awake ! Awake ! Look around ! Consider born to God in a day !
on your latler end ! Be wise unto salvation!
If God be Love, and Love be the moving
Make haste ! Fly ! Escape for thy life ! cause of Christ's coming into the world to save
Time is on the wing, and your moments are sinners—and this Love extends to every mar.!
swiftly flying! How many bles.sings and Then may all accept of offered pardon, whilt
happy days are already gone over, in which Jehovah proclaims " I have no pleasure in
you might have had enjoyment, and found the death of a sinner—turn ye, turn ye, for
peace and comfort to thy mind.
why will ye die!" Adieu. Amen.
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PROGRESS OF LIGHT AND LIBERTY.
FROM T H E SIXTH E D I T I O N , I M P R O V E D .

L HISTORICALLY.
SUPPOSING that an infant was lost in a desolate wilderness—found by an animal, and
nursed until he arrrived at the age of twenty
years—then found by hunters, and brought to
a company of gentlemen of different dialects—
what language would he be able to converse
in •? A moment's reflection would negative
the whole—as some instances might be cited
to exemplify—which shows that language is
not an innate principle of nature, but acquired
wholly by art, from each other; hence his
animal could not teach or learn him.
Again—Suppose a child born into the world
asleep, and should continue in that state till
he arrived to maturity, and then .should awake
with the full powers of his intellectual capacity and strength of mind; beholding august
nature with its beauties various forms and
different modes, presenting to view! What
must be the feelings, exercise and sensations
of that person 1 Wonder and astonishment!
Here the question will arise—-Who learnt
the first man to talk ^ seeing he had no parents to teach him.
The Mosaic account
gives us to understand, that the Maker of man
gave man a law to keep. Common sense,
says, it must have been fitted to his capacity
—which communication involves the idea of
language, of course. Therefore it follows as
a consequence, that the Maker of man learnt
man to talk.
Moreover, in order that he might not be
too great a wonder and mystery to himself,
but that he should feel the force of his obliiWttion and dependence on his Creator and
Governor, as a responsible agent, it is reasonable to admit, that the Creator gave him to
understand what had happened the five preceding days. This being once communicated
to him he would be able to communicate the
information to another in turn. What is ob*ioas to sense, is a subject of knowledge; and

what a man knows, he is able to give a
rational account of. Of course, what he passed through subsequently, being obvious to
his senses, and a subject of knowledge, he
would be able to communicate that likewise—
hence the scriptural account of man's creation
and fall, is not unreasonable, but rational—to
be admitted and believed.
But how did Moses find it out T who communicated it to him ?
Adam lived 930 years; Methuselah lived
969, and died the year before the flood; the
aggregate of 1899—yet, from the creation to the
flood, was but 1656 ; which shows that these
two patriarchs were cotemporary more than
240, or about 243 years—and in that time
Adam could have given the communication.
The sons of Noah were born before the flood,
and must have been cotemporary with Methuselah nearly one hundred years, or more—and
surviving the flood several hundred years. Isaac
was at least 50 years old when Shem died!—
Thus there were but two intermediate persons
between Adam and Isaac, to connect the chain
of tradition, viz. Methuselah and Shem !*
* A similar traditionary evidence was e.xhibited a few
years ago, which may serve for an illustration. T h e
Choctaws sold a tract of country to the United States, in
the fork of two rivers, (viz. Tombigby and Alabama,)
the Creek Indians claimed the soil: evidence from neighboring tribes was called in, viz. Chickasaws and Chcrokees—referring to a council of more than 100 years anterior—which evidence was not a transcript of record.,
but purely traditionary—and was mutually satisfactory
to all i»arties. A generation of moc'ern times, we suppose
to be about 30 years—the intermediate 3—the lirst and
present would make 5.
{fi^ Here notice the following correct relation for a
period of 2.5.53.
Adam was cotemporary with Lamech 56 years ; with
Methuselah 243 ; with Jared 470 ; with Mahalaleel 638 ;
with Cainan 605 ; and with Enos 69.5.
Noah was cotemporary with Lamech 695 y e a r s ; with
Methuselah 600 ; with .lared .166 ; with Mahalalteel 234;
with Cainan 179 : and with Enos 84.
Shem was cotemporary with Lamech 93 years ; with
Methuselah 98 ; with Noah 448—and after the flood with
Abraham 150, and with Isaac 50—a period of 2158 years
from the creation—shows how easy the creation and fall
of man could be transmitted down to the tii»e of Mo»e»,

Out of what language were the books of
the Old TestameiU transhited ?
Hebrew.
From whom was that collection derived I
From the Hebrews. Why were they called
Hebrews ? From Heber au ancestor of Abraham.
It was not long from the days of Abraham
to the time of Moses; and tjie worship of one
Goii was set up in the I'amjiy of Abraham, as
a Compact — and continued in that mode;
hence the family would be as a repository, to
preserve and transmit the tradition until letters
were in vogue to furnish a record.
Who learnt Moses to write?
The first
writing of which we have any acco\int, was
the *'ten commands of God," written by the
finorer of God himself. Thus we are indebted

to God for the origin of letters, as well as for
the origin of langucige and navi^^ation ! And
also the evidence of "one God'' could be
known only from the same source, viz. Divine
communication, by revelation ; instead of being fathomed merely by human reason I
To give a hi.story of God Almighty, is impracticable; but a brief sketch of some of his
most prominent (li.--pensalions is wiihin tlie
bounds of possibility, and is the design of the
Old Testament, for the benefit of those that
should come after. Hence tliat history was
continued until tho time of the Greeks and
Romans, when human records connected with
prophetic and sacred wrilings, would exhibit
a continuation and succession of events.
But in most nations and countrie.s, in different ages, literature has been limited, supIsaac died at the age of 180 years, nnd iu the age of the pressed, and tramelled; so that, in a great
world 2283—and Levi, his grand-son, who died at tlie age degree, the original and most important events
of 137, was contemporary with Isaac a number of years
—and was the great grand-father of Moses and Aaron on of that nation are under a cloud, or lost in
the father's side, but only grand-father on the mother's darkness, if not sunk in oblivion; like the
side ; for the daughter of Levi was the mother of Moses. Barbarians that overran the Roman empire,
Amram the father of Moses, died at the age of 137—Kohath, the grand-father, at 133, who was the ton of Levi— destroying and despising every thing connecthence his grand-son must have married his own daughter. ed therewith, as tending to unman them and
Moses died at the age of !'20, and .\aron 123, and in the
year of the worl.i 2503. After which Joshua took tae cause them to become effeminate. The papers
command, and the judges in succession, to the time of and books of the East Indian Christians, were
Saul and David.
destroyed by the European priests, as border\Vhoever will notice the custom of Quakers in keeping
When the French revolution
i ^ register of their marriages, births, deaths, &.C., will find ing on heresy
*hat 10.000 years genealogy might he traced back on the took ])lace, the papers of the court were dessame mode, in a line of succession, intelligibly—also the troyed—quoting an ancient practice for the
Ftatute laws of Connecticut would admit of the same
And where and when was there a
thing, being founded on a similar Jewish policy. Hence sanction.
the genealogy of Christ is not so objectionable as many failhful history of a court published"?
would suggest ; nor the Mosaic account likewise
But nevertheless, the writings of some have
A similar line of events may easily be traced down in
order and succession, to the time of Oyrus the Persian, survived the wreck of nations, even through
and the return of tlie Jews from Babylon ; in which time the dark feudal times ; and the European nathe Circek and Roman histories began—and which cxIWbit a cliain of events to the time of our Lord, in tlie tions are able to give some account of former
reign of Augustus Cncsar — to the* commencement of times in some small degree, as it relates to
" ."wndorn History," and so to our day.
The idea of tide-water iu drov*'ning the Kgyptia-ns, is them: still the subject is but partial when
We
substituted to do away that of a miracle, by some. But compared and contrasted with America.
U-t it be remembered, that the Istlimus cf Suez is admit- are able to produce tbe particulars of our beted to he but aboHt sixty miles over. Hence, if tide-water
was in one sea, it would be rational to suppose it would ginning ; and even the first stone that an emibe fiiund in the other. But geograpliers and navigators grant stepped upon in New Kngland, as he
annul tho idea of regular tides in one sea, and hence may
got out of the boat, might be produced ; and
reject it, as it relates to the other.
When Ah_xander the Great, travelled from Europe to the progress in pop\ilation—in the arts and
Africa, aLid built the city which still retains his name, sciences. Why is it that America is more
then went towards India, he must have gone over once
or twice near tlie Hod Sea; and liad there been tide able to give a rational and j)articular account
water, why not they become accjuaiiited with i t ? But than others? Because of their liberty and
we Iind'that the\' were panick-stnick, when they found
the lliKid tidf iu the oast; supposing the laws of nature frecilom to communicate liy writing and speakt o b e reversed, and that the gods wore frowning np^n ing, and investigating whatsoever appears inthein. Hence it is plain, they were ignorant of the na- teresting to them without le.ir or restraint.
ture of tide-water antecedent : and therefore none in those
parts over which tliey had passed, and therefore none in For the Apostle says, "Whatsnever maketh
that part of the Red Sea ; which idea of course nnist be manifest is light."' Truth will stand the test
cousiderod of modern date, and has no foundation in comof light, and of course will bear investigation.
mon sense for its 8ui)port.
And the present state of the Jews arc a convincing But our Lord mentions some who prefer '-darkpnxtf of'these ancient relations of past events, being ness to light, because their deeds are t-vil.''
ft):iiided not in fatile, bnt on fact, to the intiniring niind,
Those things exhibit the proprirtv of liberty
who will give evidence its due and proper weight in the
scale of reason—when he compares things with things, to think, and act, and to communicate without
to see tlieir fitness; connected witli the inward convictinfii oTthe Spirit of (.r()d upon his mmd : and would in- lestraint, so far as it does not injure and wrong
quire after truth : and act with an eye to the eternal our neighbor. For where is the righteousness
world -, as one who would wi'Ui to make sure work to depart hekce, in peace and sa/ety ; and insure a l.appy and justice iu taking awav the key of knowl•Urniiyedge, that others may be kept in ignorance 1
I
.
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There are but few inventions or discoveries
made in the old world, but what are improved
upon in the new.
B®°Here is the first and only place that
people do enjoy, and are at full "liberty" to
communicate and obt^nin all the " l i g h t " that
is within the reach of numan ken, without restraint !
II. GEOGRAPHICALLY.
IT has been thought by many that there
must have been more Adams than one—in
order for the black, white, and red colors. But,
let it be remembered, that people of a different
color, in a different climate, have a different
language. Of course, if all the world originally were of one family, they would be of
one language and of one color.* Hence, if
the variety of languages did not come by a
gradual departure, perversion, and degeneration of speech, it must follow as being some
extraordinary dispensation of Divine Providence—if so, the inference would ju,stly follow, that their color was changed at the same
time.
In the voyage of Captain Cook, I think it
is mentioned, that they took on board an Indian, by the narae of Tupah, from an island
in the Pacific ocean—whom they denominated
prime minister. He told them in what course
such and such islands lay, and the distances,
&c., and how he, for 30 days—sailed in a
boat or canoe—as fast as his (Capt. Cook's)
vessel went—a distance of 3,600 miles, according to Capt. Cook's sailing, he found the
islands—the natives were affrighted, until this
Indian called to them; and they knew his
voice, and gave attention, &c.
Again—When this Indian who was with
Cook, and on his return from England to the
Pacific isles, they called at New Zealand; and
the natives could converse with him in such
a manner as to be able to understand each
other—though their languages were different
—yet their idioms were so near alike as to be
understood, as above—and admitted the just,
necessary, and proper inference, that they
originally were one : and that those people
over the Pacific isles descended from the same
origin.
_' 1. Their numbering by tens. 2. Tlieir computing
time by a cycle of seven days. 3. Setting apart a seventh
day for religious purposes. 4. Use of sacrifices. 5. Consecrating of Temples and Altars. 6. Sanctuaries, or
places of refuge. 7. Giving a tenth of their fields, &c.
8. Worshipping barefooted. 9. Abstinence of men from
, all sensual gratifications previous to their offering sacri,fice. 10. Tlie order of priesthood and its support. 11.
The notion of legal pollutions and defilements. 12. T h e
universal tradition of a general deluge. 13. Universal
opinion of the Rain Bow was a divine sign or portent,
kc. Sec.—ekiws their beginning- must have had one origioal. O i n i s i s x. 32, and Acts xvii. 25, 26.
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By viewing the map, it will be seen that
New Zealand lays not a vast distance from
New Holland—which has obtained the name
of a continent—being 2000 miles one way,
and 2800 the other. Notice again the islands
almost in sight of each other, in a string, until
your eye will discover a cape, from the continent of Asia, of some hundreds of miles, e.Ktending into the Indian sea—Look again, in
the direction from thence to " mount Ararat,"
where, we understand, the "ark of Noah
rested."
When in the western country, I found drove
after drove, family after family, "journeying
from the east;" the "land of steady habits"—
who came from the east — Europe—which
doubtless was peopled from the east—Asia !
Sacred history informs us, that Egypt was
the land of Ham so mentioned in Psalms.
From NAMES of places in Europe, answering
to those mentioned in the division ofthe world,
according to the Mosaic account, the inference
would be that JAPETH'S descendants peopled
that part of the world ; while the Canaanites
were dispossessed by the descendants of Shem
under Joshua—as the Canaanites had taken
possession of that part of the earth by invasion or assumption, contrary to the original
divi.sion ofthe earth.
Thus it would appear that Shem peopled
Asia, Japeth peopled Europe, and Ham peopled Africa.
President Stiles, I think informs us, that in
the Straits of Gibraltar, on the Morocco side,
there was a monument found with the following inscription : " We are those that fled from
Joshua the robber, the son of Nun;"—the inference of which would be, that when the
Canaanites were routed, they fled in different
directions; and some of them coming up by
water through the straits got into the Atlantic,
and wandering about in quest of Islands on
the African side, would fall into the trade
winds—and being without compass in that
solitary age of the world, the consequence
would be, that they must float to the West
Indies or America; while others might wander
to the N. E. part of Asia, and come over on
the ice to the N. West coast of America;
while other people in process of time might
come from Denmark and Norway, and find
the way to Greenland, &c.
There were no Eels in the upper Lakes,
until a British officer had a number taken from
Ontario and put into Erie; no Frogs in Ireland
until Dean Swift had some spawn brought from
Britain, andin seven yearsaftertheyspread over
the country. Clover was brought from Flanders to England, and from thence to America.
The wild cattle and asses in Mexico and South
America, are those that were imported and
strayed a w a y ; which things would be a mys-

tery how they came so, juovided there was
no History to" give account by casting Light
on the subject.
Two Leopards have been killed on the Mississipjii, above Natchez, a few years since,
though that creature is not mentioned in the
Book of American animals. Probably they
escaped from some ship that was wrecked
and lost.
When Pizarro and Cortes were ranging for
gold, I think we are informed of a servant who
found a few grains of Wheat in the lining of
a garment; wl ich were carefully preserved
and being .sown with attention, began the
origin of wheat in the IVew World.
A similar accident gave rise to the discovery
of that important article Potatoe, in Hibernia,
and also Egyi)tian Wheat.
Dr. Rush, I think, admilted that many of
the most valuable discoveries in Medicine
were made by Quacks, or in some accidental
way, though at fiist opposed, because they do
not belong to common theory; but the force
and weight of truth cuts its way, and so finds
admis.--ion.
The Indian in the chase invented the raft to
pursue his prey—hence the improvement of
navigation. The depth of water gave rise to
oars where setting poles would not do; to
steer through with a load and not get wet,
gave rise to carrying canoes and making boats;
to save labor and go with speed and ease, the
origin of sails.
Theory in the head, without practice, answeis but a poor purj)ose in the diffei'ent arts
of life; while he who lias not the theory at
all by rule, only the j)ractical part, will do
and work wonders.
These nbservations when taken on theground
of possibililv and probability too, shows how
the world has been and might be jienpled
agreeably to geograjihical ami the Mosaic account when done with proper allowances is
correct with cornmon sense.
The Choctaws and Chickasaws talk different
languages, yet so nearly related are they, that
they will make each other understand ; which
shows tliere was an original. So also the
corruption of the French spoken by a Canadian, that a ])ure Parisian would not understand him at all; while he would understand
all the Parisian meant.
Geographical with the Mosaical account,
connect with common sense, cast LIGHT on
things that we observe in the present state of
the world.
God said " I will place my Bow in the
cloud ;" which expre.ssion would seem to imply that it was not there before the flood—
otherwise, how could it be put there, there and
then, for a sign ?
The " Rain Bow," being accounted for on

"natural principles," the question will arise,
where the " l a w s of nature," so called, are altered ? Ans. N o ; not the principle; only
the mode.
There is no evidence of there being any
rain previous to the flood, but a "mi.st went
up and watered the earth," which was a substitute for rain; as is the case in some countries, to wit: in Egypt to the present day.
Dews, however heavy, even to welting the
ground copiously, never produce rainbows :
of course tliere was not that cause of circumstances anterior to the flood, which exist
subsequent; therefore the mode of things is
changed in some degree and in some cases.
If there was no rain before the flood, what
is now denominated the Temperate Zones,
must have then extended far into what is denominated the Frozen Zones; so that they
would have been habitable both for men and
animals; and the "Mammoth" could enjoy
that region, seeing there would not be those
storms of snow, which have chilled the air
for ages.
Again, it would appear that nature is altered in another respect, viz. The surface of
the Earth. As though originally, the earth was
like a crust on the surface, and the water in
the centre; hence the propriety ofthe expression, " T h e fountains of the great deep were
broken up, and the windows of heaven were
opened;" which mode of e.vpre.ssion would
seem to imply that the water gushed out of
their cavities; and an unusual quantity of
vapor collecting above, descended as it were
in torrents. Such a concussion must of necessity produce a great change at least in the
face of nature. The earth must sink and fall
in, in many places; while the surges must
greatly affect others. The expression, "the
waters assuaged," would seem to imply fomentation, going and coming, and must occasion currents.
These ideas being admitted, it would follow
that the Earth in a great measure would be
left in the form and mode we now behold it.
Turf boggs of vegelables, and the oyster shell,
might be found on tlie top of dividing ridges
and the highest mountains.
The Temperate Zones must be circumscribed
through the invasion of snowy chills. Also
the Rainbow as another consequence would
follow in the phenomena of Nature by virtue
of the change.
Thus Sacred History casts great LIGHT on
the things of Nature in a Geographical point
of view.
In many parts of the world, and in almost
every place where Rocks exist; we find them
split asunder; the concave answering to the
convex, as though they once had joined together. Here the question will arise, how

came it so? Earthquakes could not do it.
They may fling up rocks, but do not split
them asunder. Then having reference to sacred histoiy, we find them rent by the power
of God when his Son Jesus gave up the Ghost.
Thus the PROGRESS OF LIGHT.
The progress of Light was suppressed in a
Geographical point of view through prohibition of Liberty; man being forbidden to search
for Truth or think for himself as it relates to
facts; but must admit what another shall impose, however absurd and ridiculous and contrary to common sense !
The man who admitted the Earth to be like
a ball, must renounce his opinion, because
another that was in high Eccle.siastical and
Civil authority affirmed it to be like a table
upon legs; and a recantation was necessary
to save his life ; and ali who in those dark
ages of Feudal times admitted antipodes, were
excommunicated the church.
But at length the ambition of kings, through
thirst for power and gold, encouraged the enterprising navigator to extend his utmost skill, in
search of new countries; which soon oulleaped
the power of ignorance and superstition, and
east LIGHT upon their folly, and sent it down
the hill, LIBERTY being obtained to think and
improve in some degree, advancements were
made in quick succession; though still improving.
Before the invention of the compas.s, navigators kept creeping along the shores; and
lest they should be driven to sea, out of
sight of land, it was common to carry a cage
of crows. One being It-i go, would soar aloft
in quest of land ; and if any were in si2;ht
would make for it: which gave direction
which way to steer for land.
When improvements were made, and the
Spaniards .sailed West for the Iiiilies, the Poituguese could not solve the query, how it
could be, their meeting there, when themselves had sailed East.
Navigation being improved, the trade was
monopolized and claimed as a pierogative;
under the idea that power constituted right.
First by the Lydians, Pelasgiams, Thracians,
Rhodians, Phrygians, Cyprians, Phynicians,
Egyptians, Milesians, Corians, Lesbians, PhoenicianSi and then the Romans. When their
power was broken, things went dark and degenerated, until Venice sprang up, and Genoa;
after which the Portugese, and then Spain;
after them the Dutch, and then by Britain.
Perhaps it is reserved for America to demonstrate that trade is reciprocal, and the ocean
the common highway for each and a l l ; and
thereby the affairs of nations and of mankind,
shall be regulated, agreeably to natural justice
and the relation and fitness of things.
The wilderness of the West remained un-

explored ; the map was incomplete. But the
deficiency in some measure, has been made up
and corrected by the Americans, in Clark and
Lewis.
The Whale belonging to the cold regions,
an American had sense enough for reflection,
that, by parity of reason, they must exist in
the same latitude of the South, as well as in the
North : and in greater plenty, but not so wild;
being strangers to the harpoon. The experiment answered his expectations; though the
idea had been treated as wild and chimerical
by others. The invention of the Steam-Boat
began in America also.
From what has been exemplified in modern
times, comparing the present with the past,
we rnay at least hazard a conjecture on the
future—considering the state of the world, the
nature of man, and what he ought to be—or
—even would be, if he could.

III. POLITICALLY.
T H E world was like a commonwealth before the flood. There was " violence in the
earth"—which would imply a seeking for the
mastery ; which principle being involved in
" moral evil," brought on the curse of God ;
as exemplified by the flood.
After the flood, the same ambitious principle
arose, as exemplified in Nimrod, who laid the
foundation for oppression in the kingdom of
"Babel," afterwards called "Babylon." But
the subject met Jehovah's disapprobation—
hence the confusion of tongues—and the origin of different nations, of different dialects, by
the dispersion therefrom.
The Philistines were an aristocracy ; being
governed by " five lords :" afterwards a monarchy prevailed.
The Hebrews were governed by a theocracy,
founded in democracy, instituted by the Lord
himself. But at length they resisted his government, and must ape the other nations round
about—so gave up their LIBERTY and
FREEDOM for a king; which God gave
them in hi.s anger, and took away in his
wrath !
After the third reign they began to degenerate; ten tribes were dispersed first—afterwards the others.
National abuses must be corrected or punished nationally. And as there will be no
human dynasties in the worid to come: this
evil must be remedied here of course, seeing
it cannot be done hereafter—but mankind will
then be judged as individuals only.
The subject thus viewed, will justify the
ways of God to man, in the dispersion of the
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Hebrews, from generation lo generation, for
ages in succession.
The Hebrews are the oldest people upon
record ; and they are a distinct people. Their
mode of wi)i>-hi|> is peculiar to themselves;
and their practice corresponds wilh the writings of IMoses—which shows they are descendants of his cotemporaries. And from
those Hebrews we derived the Old Testament
—translated fiom that language. The "seventh part of time," so extensively, being considered sacred ; and thereby fixing the customs
of ditferent nations in succeeding ages. The
^lahometan kee])s Friday, or sixth day—the
Hebrews the seventh day ; and the Heathen
and the Christian, the first of the week—showing the antiquity of the custom, and corresponds with their account of creation.
Their annually attending the Passover, in
memory of their coming out of Egypt, corresponds with the .\inericans, annually celebrating the 4th of Jul}', in memory of the Declaration of Independence, on that day, in 177fi,
and what would we think, should we a few
thousand years hence, return back to this
world and find a man calling that act in question, as it relates to the oiigin and cause ?
Was he to deny the fact, and say there never
was such a man as G. Washingloii ; and that
the United States were never subject to Britain : what .should we conclude ? Tiie idea is
a mocking of common sense ! And equally
fallacious is the reasoning; of those who deny
th.3 validity of the Old Testament, with the
man Mo^es, and his transactions.
The Hebrews had greater light and liberty
than their cotemporaries. They were accountable for the use they made ofit. The rewards
and punishments were of such a nature, annexed to their law, that none but God himself,
as the executive, could possibly execute ; as
the twenty-eighth of Deuteronomy exemplifies, when compared with the history of this
people.
Another mark and striking evidence of the
distinction of this people, is tlie remarkable
treatment they met with among all naiions,
except America. No government admitting
them as citizens, or owning them as subjects,
but treating them as outlaws and vagrants.
In Russia, a Hebrew cannot hold any land,
unless he will renounce his religion. And
there are in England statute laws to the same
purport. In Spain it is death to be of Hebrew
extraction. And in Italy they cannot live in
convenient dwellings, but in garrets and cellars ; and raust wear a badge of distinction, to
denote their degradation.
Among the Mahometans, a step below the
Christians in degradation, as exemplified both
bj history a i'l practice ; as well as when our
people wer? 2. captivity at Tripoli and Al-

giers! The American unable to bear his burden.; a Hebrew was compelled, in an arbitrary
manner, to endure it for him.
Among the idolatrous Hindoo Pagans, where
the name of Jesus is scarcely mentioned, they
are held in greater ignominy than by the Mahometans or Christians, so called.
The Creeks are a modern people to the Hebrews ; the Latins are more modern still, yet
have but a name in society. These things,
when taken in conjunction, are a striking evidence that God governs the world, and is the
punisher of vice, as well as the rewarder of
virtue; aportioning the punishment to the
magnitude of the crime, which depends on the
abuse ot power, and the talent or degree of
light given.
Here it may be remarked, that these things
cast light on the ix. of Romans, connected
with the X. and xi. chapters—which subject
will be considered in its place.
The Greek and Roman empire flourished in
the days of their Republics ; when they had
liberty to improve and acquire light. But after those days were expired, under monarchy,
they, like the Hebrews, degenerated, and went
down the hill; until the country was deluged
with darkness, and overrun by those invaders
from the Northren hive—who were like the
Co.i.sacks of A.—or the N. A. Indians: and
brought in the feudal system ; when no man
was considered free, but the despotic tyrants,
whose will was a l a w ; and he would be the
accuser, judge and jury. The people were
his vassals, or kind of slave.s, and there was
no such thing as expatriation; of course,
when he sold his estate, he sold the people
with it. And moreover, the title and power
of a king were very little more than nominal,
being dependent on those nobles, to comply or
resist at their pleasure.
This gave rise to incorporations, and chartered cities, which vv'ould render some independent of the nobles, and form a kind of republic, suhject to the king. These corporations began in France, were followed in England, and have been adopted hy most of the
nations of Europe. This gave rise to what is
called a third estate, or Commons.—These
have been used by the nobles to break down
the power of the monarch, or by the monarch
to break down the power of the nobles.
The remains of castles occupied by those
"freemen," around which their vassals settled
for mutual safety to him and them, are .still
vi' ible in all the countries of Europe.—The
art of war was the science of the day—and
that, with hunting, was their chief diversion.*
' As those conquerors had divided the countries among
themselves, which estate descends hereditary to the eldest son, deduced from the example of Abraham with
Isaac I
I
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But at length an old book or paroiecfs, containing a code of the Roman laws, gave rise to
that siudy—and was in vogue so great as to
become an order of nobility, titular, in some
degree: hence titles were issued, and are still
practised in these modern times.
Proper notions of evidence, and trials by
jury, have been the result—and justice more
attainable by the common people.
When liberty of conscience was denied the
old world, and drove many to seek refuge in
the new; improvements in societ}^, in their
form of government, have been increasing ever
since.
On the self-same day that it was resolved
in the old world, that they had a right, in all
cases whatever, to bind America, a noise was
heard in the air, in the new world ; as if the
decree was gone forth, that America should be
free!
The consequence i.s, a new mode exists in
the foundation of the government, that admits
of a revolution by the voice of the people,
without the shedding of blood.
Here then is liberty to improve the light
agreeably to the interest and will of the people, congenial to the fitness of things. How
different this from the theory of the old world,
vfho beg the question, and take it for granted,
that they have arrived at the summit of political perfection : and so forbid them to think
loud, on penalty of the law, either by words
or writing!
But here the full liberty of speech and of
the press is given without restraint; and so
the light progresses.
Hence the origin of the expression in the
act of the Congress at Vienna, among the
"holy league," that the idea of liberty came
from America; and while Ameiica remained,
they v/ould have their work to do over again.
And moreover, that all the people who claim
the right of choosing their own master, must
be put down; for no government is legal but
that which is hereditary. And the appointment of governors for the several states, with
a viceroy, &c., is pregnant with matter, like
the sea-serpent on the coast; and time may
disclose it, in an ominous manner.

mode, has the subject been more fully exemplified, than in the "episcopal" foim.
Without ascending to the days ^^hen a nod
from the Pope would compel a king to tremble, and give up his crown ; and the say so
of a priest was to be believed before our own
senses : the question will arise. What were
the circumstances and causes that brought
about the Reformation, so called.
Martin Luther believed in the Pope, but
opposed some errors in the Cardinal's testimony about the virtue of indulgencies* for
sm, which destroyed the force of moral obligation ; and thereby opened a door for all
manner of vice and wickedness, to the great
injury of society. This brought on a dispute
between them ; and many theses were written
by each to vindicate his cause. There was
but one religion, nominally Christian, in
Europe, at that time ; hence there was no dispute concerning points, but all was taken for
right, until Martin and the Cardinal began
theirs—-which, with the art of printing, which
was invented just before, their polemical controversy was extended far over Germany, and
viewed by the curious as a novel ! But the
consequence was important. For it produced
a spiiit of inquiry, and a search after truth.

The Pope and Charles V. or king of Spain,
being at loggerheads about the same time, considered the dispute between the two eccle.siastics as beneath their dignity ; and the Pope
becoming Charles's prisoner, all Europe was
enraged against the emperor for what was
considered such dastardly and impious conduct. Charles, to justify himself, charged the
Pope with perfidy; which proclamation of
the emperor's was soon spread over the country by the " Protestants;" which tended to
lessen the influence and power of the Pope.
Thirteen men united together and entered
their protest against the papal power ; hence
the origin of the distinction of what is called
"Protestants," 300 years ago—1517
Henry VIII. of Eng;land, wishing to obtain
a divorce from his wife, must apply to the
Spiritual or Ecclesisatical Court to obtain i t :
but she being the emperor's sister, the Pope
was intimidated, and dare not give i t ; wherefore Henry rejected the Pope, and set up the
Protestant religion in England, and became
head of the church, or a kind of anti-pope
himselfIV ECCLESIASTICALLY.
The Pope and Charies having become
THERE was a law religion in Egypt. Jo- friends, the former persuaded the latter to use
seph married the daughter of the priest; whose his power and influence tc destroy the Protland was sacred, while others were taken for estants, and overthrow the reformation : who
bread. And in most ages and countries, they
have virtually governed the people, in some » The Cardinal took a bell in one hand to ring out the
while he cried up the virtue—a box in the other
shape, form, name and mode, or another; so people
to receive the money : and the certificates la his pocket,
the people were held under their influence.
the ririce of which would be from six pence to ten shilAnd it is obvious, that, in no nation or lings and six pence a piece !
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began the undertaking, and brought his purf ose5 in train ; and the Protestant cause near
the verge of ruin by means of a traitor; who,
in turn, deceived the Emperor, and fru.strated
all his views ; and so the Protestant cause
became established ; as the Emperor was confined with the gout, to prevent falling into the
traitor's hauls, was carried over the Alps, in
a litter by torch-light through a tremendous
rain.—After which, resigning his power to
his son Philip ; retired to a monastery ; tried
to make two watches keep time alike in vain.
Then common sense awoke in his rnind ; if
two watches cannot be made to keep time
alike, how could I with propriety expect to
make a whole nation think alike; and here
he saw his folly 1
The sciiptures in the living languages
were given to the common people for the first
time, who ever since have the privilege to
read them, if they can and will; and are now
in more than 120 languages.
The Ecclesiastics were viewed with reverence before these days; and out of esteem
were honored with many favors, donations or
annuities, and exemptions, &c., which first
flowed from the generous, as marks of esteem ;
and afterwards they claimed it as their just
right and prerogative ; and finally fixed their
order over all the grades of power from the
peasant to the king, on the principles of the
imperial Roman code.
And as the books were monopolised by the
Cleigy; sueli as had escaped destruction,
were preseived in Convents and Monasteries;
they became better informed than other people ; and as theie was an appeal from all
other tribunals to the Clergy, Avhere better
justice was more commonly obtained ; gave
them great influence over the coinnirjii mass ;
and the " S|)iiilu;il Court" bore sway. Hence
the ex]iressif)n the " benefit of Clergy," who
were exempt trom punishment because of
their learning; which opened a door for
vice—until it was found necessary for a
restriction.
Hence the i lea nf " Holy Order.s," '' Holy
Matrimony,'' "Holy Water," and ' H o l y
Ground,'' &c.. &c.
This "Onlerand Succession" is the foundation on whieh ;in l'".|)isc(i|)al Church is predicated to stand. So the Church of England
claim; an.l also the Church of Rome, fran.smitted from St. Peter down through the
Popes—though one of them was a female by
the name of Joan—called Pope John XV
Water Baptism as regeneration and adoption into the church. And no unbaptized person could be buried in " Holy Ground," beiu"considered as an heathen !
What constituted grouml "holy," was, a
Bishop would get some sanctified earth from

other holy ground, scatter it over the ground,
and with a train of ceremonies would consecrate it, &c., and make it holy, fit for Christian interment.
Marriage was considered holy, in consequence of the ceremony being performed by a
Pribst ;* and all who lived together as husband and wife, without the ceremony being
performed by a Priesi, were considered as
living in whoredom; and their children illegitimate of course.
Thus there has been, and still is a great
deal of rubbish wood, hay, and stubble, retained among those who were considered as
reformed. John Calvin's mode of adoption
into his church was upon oath.
About 130 years after Martin Luther began
in Germany George Fox perceived the Reformation had not gone sufiiciently far, came out
boldly in his testimony. A new society was
raised up, t ^d these rejected priestcraft in
toto. These jiuffered as a consequence; but
overcame through the blood of the Lamb.
The laws of England did not admit of meetings, except those provided by l a w : and
singing, saying prayers, or preaching to a
company would be considered a breach of
the peace, and punishable by law as a consequence : either a fine, imprisonment, transportation, or death.
Many persons acted as spies upon religious
meetings ; as the informer would receive half
of the fine.
Silent meetings were a breach of no l a w ;
the spies would lose their trouble, and the
magistrates act in vain.
The people saw their folly in the persecution of those innocent people, and the public
mind was prepared for a change; which was
exemplified by the administration of William,
* Some men and women h^\o been j^ersuaded to be remarried by a Church Parson berause he said the Methodist ordinvitiou was n.it canonical, for the want of the
N.Tuctit)--seeing J. ^V. was not a BLshop, •itorofore the
MvUhodist " O n t r r " is spurious and lU't of tiie right kind,
for want nf " Apostolic Succession " And by this act
thfy biist.irdisod tlioir f()i-mer children.
l^'rom this \ir\v of tbe sanctity by " .Apostolic order and
Kuccossioii," tlirongli tho Popes {lown, remaining uncoatiminated, if a e^liui'ch (•lorf;\ man is degraded for mi«<-onduct, the sanctit} remains gi'od—therefore, if he
niaii-ies a con|.Ie ceremonially, tho marriage i.i good
eeclivsiasticaUy and in law—but to prevent his olliciating
in that capacity, tliere is a line imposed, whn'li ni.iy be
rollectcd iu a year and a da^
Those who wish to be
married clandestinely apply to him ; he administers an
oath not to divulge it for the year and a day, then fir a
sum, will buckle them together as in a bag—and hence
such h a \ e derived the name of " b u c k l e bagger" in the
old world !
Oljf- I here wo\ild ask if Buchanan's .Asiatic account
of the " Inqtiisition" at Goa be c<Mrect—What me»n
those cells in the C^athedral at Baltimore ? A Snake in
the gra.ss I A Snake iu the grass 1 A Snake in the
grass ! -£Q)
The Pojio's interference in our nobtical concern! in
America, as e.Kcmplified in Pennsylvania about the corporation of St. Mary's money m a t t e r s ; and of South
America, where our citizens, by tho inquisition, may be
put to death under a pretext of heretics. Sic.:
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Prince of Orange, hy the toleration act, after
the expulsion of James II, and contrasted
with the tyranny and hypocrisy c/ his bft)ther
Charles, who professed one thing and believed
another.
Silent meetings were a testimony against
the forward spirit of man, in those times; and
plainness of dress and speech, against the extravagant mode of dress, and pride of manners
in those days. And marrying themselves, instead of submitting to the priest, struck deeply
at their craft.* Rejecting to pay hire, was
another eye-sore. And William Penn refusing the money for his father's services, as a
te.stimony against war. And also, his policy
in his administration for Pennsylvania, in establishing no particular society, but equal
rights of conscience to each and a l l ; as eligible to posts of honor or profit, which their
virtues and talents should merit; without any
particular religious test as a qualification to
office.
These things were of small beginning, but
the leaven has produced great consequence in
the new world. No spiritual court has ever
been constituted here: and equal rights of
conscience mark our national character; and
empty titles are rejected from the land. Those
dregs of former titles are going out of date, in
the administration of the several States. Even
Connecticut, the good old land of "steady
habits," is putting out their Blue Laws, by following the Virginia spirit, about Tobacco, or
Law Religion.
The mode of initiating members, and their
expulsion, with a curse annexed to their excommunication, is not so imperious as in centuries past; though there is too much hard
judging of each other, as being in the wrong;
while they beg the question, and take for
granted they are right, by assuming to themselves a kind of infallibility, &c. The church
of Rome, conceiving herself the oldest, of
course, others, as heretics, sprung up. The
church of England condemns others for the
want of " Episcopal order, and succession;"
which they suppose came from St. Peter, down
through the Popes, and was conveyed to them!
The Baptists conceive no society to be a
Christian Church but theins, because they do
not come in by the door of immersion.—Many
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other societies might be mentioned; hut let
those sufiice.*
Only observe, it will not do for any society
or individual member, to judge of their own
spiritual standing, merely by their outward
acts, looks or behavior; becau.se, a bridle
founded in fear, pride, or self-interest, may
cause a great restraint. But the proper mode
is, not oiily the written rule, but also the witness of our own conscience, and the direct testimony of the spirit. For if our heart condemn
us, God is greater and knoweth all things!
But to have peace with God, is to have peace
of mind; Hence the propriety of the words,
" It seemed good to us and to the Holy Ghost."
If we are not in the spirit, we do not walk in
the light; therefore by sitting in the judgment
seat, we are liable to grieve those whom the
Lord would not have grieved ! and irreparable
injury may be done: hence, grieve not the
wounded^for the Son of Man came to save
that which was lost.
Therefore for a few individuals to have the
absolute control over others, without a possibility of redress, seems hardly to correspond
with the fitness of things; or for five or six
hundred men to govern more than two hundred thousand ; with a power to make rules
to hind them when they have no voice or representation in the affair! " the authority of
the conference or of us," " by order and .succession," from J. W who said Lord King had
convinced him many years ago, that Presbyter
or Elder and Bishop were of the same order,
and meant one and the same thing. If so,
who was at the bottom of the present mode by
devising it for America, but T. Coke, and F .
Asbury; and Adam begat a son in his own
likeness.f
There has been considerable improvement,
in some respects for the better; but more
might be done by curtailing power, and having a committee, and to hear, advise and grant
appeals, in some cases.
And had this been done timely in England,
there never would have been that separation ;
neither as much concession as they found it
proper to make afterward. See A. K's. Journal, and the Portraiture of Methodism.
There is much polemical contention about
certain names and modes oi opinion in the days
in which we live ; as though our eternity was
at stake, and the welfare of millions yet unborn was dependent thereupon. Whereas the
truth is, that most people have not independency of mind, sufficient to think, and to judge
and to act for themselves; but most bodies in

* Jl lawyer attempted to disinherit some Q.iiaker chit.
ireti tiy pleading that they were illegitimate because not
married by a priest. .Another replied. From whence did
the priest derive his authority to give indulgence of marriage lo some, and withhold it from others 1 The judge
then remarked, that the doctrine proved too much; that
we were alt illegitimate ; for he read of a marriage in
• 'Wliere shall we find a society exempt 1 Compare
paradise, and N() priest there to celebrate it I Hence it
became a national question—the parliaw.ent .made a pro. Acts X. 34, 36, with xi. 3, 18, and Rev. v. 9, vii. 9.
vision in their political code to redress the grievance of
t See the preface to the Methodist Hymn Book—And
the people. Hence government have fo.».nd it necessary the first edition of the minutes of 20 years conference,
for society, to make it a civil inst^^lution.
and compare with Clark's notes on Acts x x .
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the community, whether civil or religion.s, are
swayed by a'few aiiihilious le;'ding iiulividuils' wh() are influenrcd e.ilhev by pride or
av.trice for power or n^)ney—hence the exertions lo pull on every string, to give influence
to tlieir ])arlicular party over the public mind,
and obtain .-pecial acts of legislation for an
incorporation, to lavor their peculiar sect, as
exemplified by the Baptists' petition to Congie-s from the Mississippi, the Church of
England in Alexandria, ami also in the State
of Maryland, the Episcopal Methodists in the
Slate of New York, as exeinplified by the Act
of General Conference in 1820, and as avowed
also by the Bishop's circular letter, &c.
The struggle among four or five sister
churches, so called, with their offspring daughters coming on, I hope may not terminate in a
political union ecclesiastically; to sap our
own foundation of national freedom, and produce a " B.iBYLON" styled the " Mother of
Harlots ! "
The pompous name of "ORTHODOX,"
and the cant phrase " HETERODOX" mean
any thing and every thing and nothing, according to people's notions and whims in
the revolutions and turn of times, as exemplified among the nations of the earth. Popery
was orthodoxy, and Luther and his ism
heterodox, until the latter was received and
established by l a w ; so in England, what
was orthodox in one reign, was heterodox in
the next—hence each in turn would burn
heretics, &c.
Modern Ejiiscopacy claims the prerogative
of making laws to govern the People, &c., and
if aisy of the executive or judiciary power is
delegated to the jieople, it is a special favor ;
the people possess it by GRACE a n l 7iot by
RIGHT !—E!ven the rattle box, called Distiict
Conference, to amuse the local brethren, must
have a shout and cry of grace, grace unto it!
Thank God ! those things are going down
the Hill !—Independency of mind is waking
up. Just Rights are acknowledged by some ;
and are now coming into view.—No matter
v.-hat may be the cause ; the end is what we
are to look at in the providence of God.
The Allied Sovereigns oflicially declare a
sy.-teinatic plan by which ihc revolutionary
princijile and practice is still going on!
Hence the origin of the suppression of Free
Masonry in the several kingdoms and empires
of the Old Worid ; as the medium of confidential knowledge, and the continuation of the
illuminati, from Voltaire, as one cause of
.American principles apparent in all the South
of Europe.
Ecclesiastical power must have its bounds
and kept wiihin proper limits. What next

summer may bring forth is in the womb qf
futurity. Whether conciliatory measures will
be adopted, and a meeting of each olher half
way, by mutual forbearance, as exemplified in
the Convention at Philadeijibia, in 1787, on
the subject of slavery in the great reciprocal
concentration, called the Constitution in the
federal compact, or whether the North and
South will split, or societies omnifarious
spring up, time must exhibit, but Dagon raust
fall, and Babylon must come down!

V

PROPHETICALLY.

MANY are the opinions concerning those
scripture prophecies which relate to Jacob and
Esau ; as though God loved one before he
was born and designed him for happiness, and
absolutely hated the other, and designed him
to eternal misery after making him serve the
other. But whoever will have patience and
enquiry enough to e.xcite them to turn to the
following passages, and carefully compare and
read them, will find them to relate to nations
in this world, and not to individuals in a
future state.
Rom. ix. 10—13, with Genesis xxv. 22, 23,
and xxvii. 27—29, and 28—40, with Hebrews xi. 29, and Malachi i. 2. 3, 4, with
Amos vii. 2, 5, Jeremiah xviii. 1—10, Deut.
ii. 1—8, Genesis xxvii, 29 ; 2 Sam. viii. 14;
2 Chr. xxi. 8—10.
Rom. xi. 25, with Luke xxi. 24, Rev. xi.
2, see Wesley's Notes on Rev. xi. 2—7, xii.
12, xiii. 1, proposition 8, observation 18—22,
with verse ii. &c. xvi. 10—16, xvii. 8—12,
xviii. 9—19, and xix. 19, &c. £@" Six
things took place at the time appointed, and
in the order of time ; upwards of eighty years
after the same was wiitten in Dutch, and more
than fifty afler their jiuhlicalion in English.
The image of Daniel in the dream ot Nebuchadnezzar ; the four revolving emjiiies of
the world in succession, involves Church and
State, as he appears to have been the first
who attempted to burn people for non-conformity, i. e. " heterodoxy " We of course
must be living in the days of the toes, which
shew we are in the close of that vision, when
the stone cut out without hands, &c., is to annihilate the image : We have s.'»'.^" the king'.'.om
of the Stone, but the kingdom of the Mountain is yet to come. 0 ye people of GoJ, be
looking up—^join in spirit as the heart of one
man, to swell the solemn cry—" T H T KINODOM COME"—that God may send forth judgment unto victory!

THE COUNTERFEIT * MISSIONARY.•

SI?

THE COUNTERFEIT "MISSIONARY" OR SPURIOUS PRIEST
ACCORDING TO LAW-

Tgnatus born somewhere, no matter where,
Train'd up in school, and taught to say his pray'r—
Tir'd with his task at the Academy,
Jumpt over all to university—
The books he read, read "them, laid them down ;
But little wiser when his work was done.
But College pedantry bare such a sway,
That soon he gain'd a soaring diploma.
Daub''d like a knight, on the commencement day,
Giadlv he quit his task, and went his way !
B e t h o u g h t of DOCTORS—LAWi'ERS—Prince and
PRIEST,
And made remarks in ea^'nest or in jest.
Should I be DOCTOR, 1 must stem the cold,
And break my rest, to gain the shining gold ;
Must make my Patients think their lives and blood,
Are in MV hands, or I can do no good :
Where men believe in witches, witches are ;
But where they donH believe, there is none there j
Where men believe in doctor:^, doctor's n^a*. ^
At sight of whom the Patient f?.^^ f;s —
This way of getting money, is a risk —
I judge 'tis better to become a PRIEST.
Should I be L A W Y E R , I must " lie and cheat j "
For " hoyiest lawyers have no bread to eat."
'Tis roirues and villians fee the Lawyers his,h ;
An^ fee the mp.n whom gold and siloer BUY !
Should I 1)6 STATKSMAN", I must use disguise ;
And if a Prince hear nothing else but lies ;
State tricks, intrigues and art, would me surround,
And truth and honesty would ne'er be found j
All things considered, 'tis no airy jest—•
I am resolved to be a SACRF.D PRIKST ;

Preaching has now become a science and a trade,
And by it many grand estates are made ;
Whilst others labor six days, and I but one.
And for that, day's work, get a •pretty sum ;
Vof fifty-two day^s labor, in a year.
The sum o( two hnndred pounds my heart would cheer

A day appointed for him to perform.
Notice was given, and many took the alarmi
At the distinguish'd hour, the PEOPLE come
To hear the " will of God'' R E V E A L E D T O MEN
At length, Ic?fATus came, all dress'rf in black,*
With "sacredotal bana," Tind three sha-'-p^d hat.
Under his arm, the Holy Book appear'd,
In it, was fix'd the notes he had prepard ;
He bow'*d and bow^d, then to the pulpit steer'd
W e n t up the stairs, and In the ds.ik appear'd ;
First, he address'd the throne of God supreme ;
His Master's pray'r new model'd did for him ;
Fifty-nine long minutes, prays and repeats—
He clos'd and ail the People took their seats ;
The sacred vohime next, he gravely spread,
Before his eyes, upon his elbow bed;
And so it happen'd that Ignatus hit,
T h e very place wliere all his Notes were writ j
His text he told, and then began to read,
'Whd.t he had written with a schoolboy's h e e d !
If he pre?um'd to look upon the folks.
His thumbs stood sentinels upon his notes,
Short were the visits which his eyes could pay :
He watch'd his notes, lest he should miss his way !
At the conclusion, with an angry tone.
He said his gospel came from God alone .'
From this the Preacher travelPd around,.
To see where glebes and salaries were found ;
Many LOUD CALLS he had where land was poor,
W h e r e men were indis,ent and had no store !
The calls he heard, but gravely answer'd ON !
To other places, " G O D CALLS ME T O GO !'»
At length a vacant place, Ignatus found,
W h e r e LAND V ^ S GOOD and wealth did much ABOUND !

A call was given—which he did tbA>n embrace ;
'* Vox populi Vox Dei," was the cai^e !
A handsome settlement they gave him for a farm ;
T w o hundred ponnds a year, anZ tvood lo keep him warm
All things made ready for his " Consecration"—
A Rev^d Council come for Ordi'^'afion !
Ignatus, thu'! resolvM to rise by rule—
The candidate was first exsmioed well,
Unto a Great Divine, he went to school ;
To see if he in knowledge did e x c e l ;
The sciKNCK of Divinity he did engage,
The first of John he hum''d and hamer^d through
And read the sacred volume over, page by page
The Bible was so dark, the stvlc so poor.
Some things forgot, but most he never knew;
He gain'd but little from the s'acred store—
But as he'd s])ent his time and money both,
Pool., Whitby, Henry, York and Gill,
To fix himself t»7 wear the sacred cloth—
He read, to find what was Jehovah's w i l l ;
All things consider'd 'twas L^^iieved that he.
Gravity, R^hetoric, Oratory and pulpit airs,
Was Si proficient in Divinity,
He studied w^cll, and how to form his prayers.
" Lineal succession i?i>/ifs"—were then performed,
At length his Master, gave him commendation.
Their hands impo.^'d—IGNATUS greatly WARN'D—
That he was QUAI.IFIF.D to PREACH BALVATIOM ;
The sacred care of all the (lock to take.
And with the commendation, gave him more than twenty In LOVE ! BUT nor for filthy LUCRE SAKEJ
^
NOTF.S.

Which he had preached before ;
These for his model, and his learned guides.
Ilelp'd him to FORM his works with equai sides ;
In conmosition, he did pretty well ;
And what h e could not read, he'd softly speil.

' W h e n the translators came to the word " Chemarims'' Zeph. 1. 4. i. e. BLACK COATS—inquired of King
James what they should do 7 B^or it is against us ! T h e
King replied, put down the original word, and let it go ,
for the People then won't know what it means !

t]9

FKAeUENTS.

ORTHODOXY

AND

HETERODOXY,

OR N O T I O N S AND W H I M S !

A MAN. Painter, wandered about in a seaport town, on Sunday morning and heard Dr.
Hopkins, on HOPKINSHNISM ; in the afternoon,
he heard Dr. Gano, on his CALVINISM ; and at
night, heard a Universalist, on UNIVERSALISM.
Went home, painted a Caricature ; Heaven
above. Hell below. Earth betwixt, with a ladder from Earth to Heaven—on the top of
which, Hopkins stood, with his head in the

other worln, seeing the happy host elevated
with joy, on viewing the torments of the
damned. Hopkins off with his hat, partook
of the scene, and shouted Huzza !!
Then Dr. Gano, just behind on the ladder,
with his Calvinism in the rear of Hopkinsianism : and then a Universalist, at the foot
of the ladder, with a flat-iron, SIMOOTHING IT
ALL

OVER.

ft5~ P A U L — " 5 — w o r d s in a known

Tongue."

R E P E N T — B E L I E V E — HOPE —LOVE —OBEY!
W H V set your heart on things on earth,
Or plume yourself in wealth or birth ?
What bliss can these afl'ord 7
Will they prolong your fleeting breath,
Or rescue from the jaws of death ?
Their supercilious lord.
«
Do not the rich as well as poor,
Find death still knocking at the door t
Or does he less invade
The lofty castles of the great,
Shining in all the pomp of state.
Than poverty's low shed ?
Remember then, how soon you must
yield unto death, ana in the dust
Your empty honors lay ;
Vour years with swift, tho' silent pace,
Slide on, nor linger in the race.
To bring the unwelcome day.
W h e n naught on earth you call your own,
Will follow you to a world unknown,
Yoar every dear delight;

Your house, your land, your pleasing wife,
W i t h all the comforts of this life,
Shall vanish out of sight.
Not one of those spreading trees.
Planted by you to catch the breeze,
And form the cooling shade.
Their short-lived master will pursue,
Kxcept the cypress be your due.
To death once sacred made.
No wealth nor birth, relief in hell
Could yield, where lordly Dives fell.
Involv'd in torments ire j
Of all his vast, his boundless store,
No mite is left him to procure
One drop to quench the fire.
That such may never be your end.
By this be warn'd in time, my friend.
This mammon god despise ;
And make the Living Lord your stay.
That when this world shall fail, you mtj
H a r e treasures in the skiei.

'
,

A SHORT

1. Some forty years ago, the State of
Georgia possessed the soil from the Atlantic
to the Mississippi river, from east to west;
and from the Spanish line of demarkation to
the line of 35 North latitude—embracing what
constitutes now the States of Alabama and
Mississippi.
2. But a man by the name of Cox, excited
an object of speculation, by the association of
a party to electioneer for such men to fill the
Legislature, as by fraud and bribes could be
induced to sell the western lands for a mere
song in point of value, known by the name
of the Yazoo speculation.
3. The people discovering the fraud in
swindling the public land, caused another
election to the legislature, who repealed the
old law and burnt the records thereof, and
ordered the purchasers to take hack their
money.
4. Some obeyed, and others said the sale
was good, and they would rather have the
land than the money, and hung on for the
purchase.
5. Georgia offered to sell the land to the
Government of the United States.—Hence
General Congress had Commissioners appointed k) meet the Commissioners.of Georgia
for a treaty of sale and purchase, if they could
agree.
6. The conditions were—for the lands that
constitute the two above named States, viz.
Alabama and Mississippi, Georgia should receive $1,250,000, and the extinction of the
Indian titles to the remaining lands in certain
limits or lines still within the boundary ol
Georgia, as soon as it could be done reasonably and peaceably; at the ITnited States expense, &c.
7. This agreement was ratified by the
Governments on both sides, in their legislative
capacity.
' 8. When any of the lands were ceded by
treaty (it being State and not national property,
Georgia would dispose of it by lottery) every
white male, 21 years of age, for twenty-five
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cents should be entitled to a ticket—thai a
poor man should have as good and equal
chance to obtain a lot of land as the rich—
hence all the citizens of Georgia were mutually interested in those lands, as a common,
personal and State interest.
9. Now it must be remembered, that at the
close of the Revolutionary War, there were
some old tories and 'scape gallows, who had
to flee their country and take shelter in and
among the Indian tribes.
10. Taking Indian wives, a quantity of
half-breeds was the result in the CHEROKEE
TRIBE, whose lands extended into five States,
viz : Tennessee, North and South Carolina,
Alabama and Georgia; in the last of which
the number of Indians and half-breeds amounted to five or six thousand.
11. Corn bearing a price to travellers from
two to four dollars per bushel, an old tory
would soon he able to buy a negro, and soon,
a gang.
12. Hence becoming rich, would be able to
send their half-breed children into the settlements for an education.
13. These half-breeds conceiving themselves, above the common Indians, attempted
an assumption of the Government, by putting
FULL-BLOODED CHIEFS in the back ground,

and brought their system of monopoly into
execution accordingly, to predominate in the
land.
14. The former Treaties were made with
full-blooded Indians but the half-breeds having
seized the government, said, no more land
shall be parted with or ceded a w a y : and
moreover, appropriated the money given by
the United States to their own use, by puttin<^
it into a bank ; and thus defrauding the real
Indian from the use of it, for whose benefit it
was originally designed.
15. Georgia called on the General Government to fulfil the treaty and cause the Indian
title to be extinguished; who replied " A s
soon as it can be done reasonably and peaceably."
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16. HtMO dim was a stand for a season.
17 (u'orp;i;i then requested permission from
the (ii'iii'ial (iiiveriiment in tiie days of J. Q.
A. tlie ]irivilc^;e to send commissioners into
the Inili.iii (•(niiitry, and try and see what tiiey
could do ; which request in the days of J. Q.
Adams was i.';iven.
l,"*. Tiii- ('(iiniiiissioners met the old fuHltilnodet! Indian Chiefs, who came to a treaty
(if a<>;rcem(nt on hoth sides; which treaty was
raiirted by the President, J. Q. Adams, and the
SI:NATE of ihe United Slates.
19. But the half-breeds said nay ; and those
full-hloode-i Chiefs were massacred according:ly.
20. Therefore Georgia passed a law to extend the force of her laws and government
over all the lands wiihin her jurisdiction.
21. But the half-breeds, on the massacre of
the full-blooded Chiefs, passed a law that no
Indian should consent to emigrate : and if any
dill, he should be tied up and whipped fifty
lashes, and then be banished.
•22. An Indian viewing himself as much
above the white man as he does the negro
slave below him, would consider this worse
than death itself, such a degradation—but to
be shot, is lo die as a man, and a warrior.
23. The half-breeds a[)plied to the General
Goveinment for protection against Georgia.
24. Georgia notified the nation and the
general government, through J. Q. Adams,
fhat if the general government should invade
the Slate rights, or interfere in her State matters, (Georgia would give no heed to it, but
attend to tlieir own concerns in their own jurisdiction, &c.
25. As the half-breed law to prevent the
Indian frorn the chance of emigration, Georgia
pa-sed her lavv for the Indian Government to
cease afler a certain day.
26. Tile old Tories and others of the white
cast, whose intere.st and policy it was to live
and remain among them, excited the ojiposition lo the jiiiisdietion and government of
Georgia, and set the half-hroeds on.
27 Ci'oiiri.i then required of all the white
ifien among the Indians to submit to the laws
o! (;>-oigia, and to take an oath of allegiance
(like our slate oath when qualified for to become a voter as a freeman) or quit the State.
28. But .some of the white men would
neither do one or the other.
29. Consequently, those who were obstinate were taken uji and brought to give an account of themselves.
30. The Goveinment of Georgia said. You
may have my clemency, if you will retrace or
go31. Some complied and accepted the terms,
and were let off—but some said Nay : for I
object to your jurisprudence !

32. From this state of the case, the law had
to take eflfect; which was, labor in the state
prisoi lour years.
33. Now it must be remembered, tbat when
Cosmopolite was in South Carolina Jail, an
enquiry was made among the great law characters, if there could not be an appeal from
the law of Carolina to the Supreme Court of
the United Slates, he being a citizen of another
State.
34. In all " civil cases" such a circumstance
admits of an appeal ; hut not in the criminal
code—for in criminal cases, each State retains
the power to determine and execute its own
laws and judgment; and there is no provision
either in the Constitution of the United States
or the laws of General Congress, to admit of
an appeal under the criminal code.
35. IIeri>s of various kinils have .strange,
many very strange qualities—as Mother" W I R T , " &C., to ferment disunion in the
land ; and that in the heart and bowels of
mankind. A word to the wise is enough !
36. An appeal from the decision of tbe
Court under the criminal code, in the State of
Georgia, to the United States Court, somehow
was got up and instituted.
37. But Georgia, according to her former
declaration, in such a case, made to J. Q.
Adams, took no notice of the summons; coii.sequently, it must go against her by default.
38. Here it must he remembered; that if the
case had been just and correct, the s lit must
return to the Chief .fudge of the United States
Court; then he must call on the United States
Marshal of Georgia; and if he could not or
would not succeed, then after that, to call on
the I'resident of the United States ; but constitutionally and legally he could not act
before or antecedent to such a round-about
procedure.
39. How much blame has there been cast
where none belongs, to blind the public eye!
40. Of all social curses, none is to be drealcl
equal to a civil war, which is a war of exlermination ; when once begun, no one can tell
tiie conse(|uence, or where it will end !
41. Ilow come those men in Georgia
Prison '\
42. Instruction from the North not to submit, nor take the oalh, nor go away.*
43. Is not this an interference in the political
affaiis of the public T—like ambition, as tools
to stir up strife.
44. Is not Old Hickory so bad a man that
he can do nothing that is right, let him act aa
he will, according to the representations of
some"?
45. But he would be just, before he is
* The IVIissionaries accepting a pardon after Jacksoo^
last election, sticws their imprisonment to have been d^
signed for Political purposes and intrigue !
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generous.—Ar.d so pay the great debt of the
nation; and also obtain that from other
countries which his predecessors could not:
also privileges obtained which others lost or
never enjoyed—the West Indies and Turkey :
and millions of burdens removed from the
shoulders of the people :—yet revenue enough
for the people.
46. (Cosmopolite in May 1832, called npon
the man ;—hence the following dialogue :
47. Sir: You have tvi^ice been a candidate
for the office of Chief Magistrate of the
nation; and twice you have been elected by
the People—but once you was defrauded out
ofit.—Should you be a candidate a third time,
it would be one step beyond your predeeessors''
example; and should you be chosen, it is a
query with many whether you would sit in
the Presidential chair after the fourth of
March next, unless you take very good care
of yourself!
48. " I believe in a Superintending Providence !—I have been in danger, and have
been preserved.—In my official capacity I
ever aim to act according to the best of my
judgment for the public good ; and if Divine
Piovidence sees proper to allow ine to fall a
victim in the discharge of my duty, I feel resigned to the dispensation."
49. The army in time of peace cannot exceed six thousand men.—-By death and desertion, about four thousand is the present aggregate ; scattered in some fifty different places,
it would take a year t'' concentrate to a focus.
—How inconsiderable a party, to be able to
cope with Georgia ! What contrast, when we
view the diflTerence betwixt a national cantonment and four thousand—a mere handful of
men.
50. Such is the dignity and importance of
the independency of the State governments,
that the proud State of Virginia would never
allow an army to pass through her territory to
attack and put down the independency of a
sister State, where no overt act was committed; because, to destroy the independency of
one State, as a sample, would ruin the whole
Union ; and moreover, would throw the power
of the State Governments wholly into the
hands of the National Government; and a
foundation for a monarchy with an aristocracy
to ensue.
Such reflections show the propriety for the
pnblic mind to be quiet and dispa,ssionate, and
well informed on both sides of a question—to
act judiciously, and settle those internal disputes by fair means, and not by powder and
ball. For violent means and measures should
never be used but in desperate cases! Would
it not he more fit for persons to work in a tight
house four years, by their own consent, when
they would not go away if they could—rather
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than to have the nation put into confusion to
hinder them, at the expense of millions of
property and the loss of thousands of lives"!
So thinks Lorenzo—for Paul says. It is better
for one to suffer, than many!! !
The Moravian Brethren's conduct exhibits
a rational line of behavior, by rendering to
CcEsar, the things that are Caesar's, and not
raise confusion.
The Baptists and Methodists complied at
last and were let off! But the junk of gold
sent to New England and the gold .mines of
Georgia, with the instruction from the North,
gave rise to their choice—hence the work in
the tight-house.
The Church of Rome claims DIVINE RI«HT
for their authority—therefore the vicegerent
of the Almighty upon earth, from St. Peter
down to our day.
The Church of England claim divine right,
" b y order and succession" in their prelatical
economy, in the days of LAUD, as well as in
our day.
In the time of CALVIN the PRESBYTERIAN

mode was adopted—because of a word of that
sound in the writings of Paul—hence the
" PresbyteriaV' claim divine authority!!
Mr. R. Brovvn lived in the days of darkness
—when the Almighty was represented in the
form of a little ol'd man, with a blue coat on,
and a square and compass in hand, making
worlds; and a square cap and big sleeves,
were necessary to the worship of (Jod. But
he dissented from the practice, and adopted a
democratic form of Government, thence called
" Brownists."
Mr. Robinson, in his farewell advice to the
Pilgrims (so called) advised to give up the
name of Brownist, and take that of Independent—hence the origin of the Independents,
now called Congregationalists, who also claimed divine right for their authority.
The Prelates wonld admit of no toleration,
which caused their overthrow in the days of
Charles, by the Presbyterians, who cut off the
king's head.
The Presbyterians would admit of no toleration from their establishments, which gave
rise to their overthrow by the Independents in
the days of Cromwell.
The Quaker's arising in his days argued the
folly of law religion—that equal rights of conscience should be established ; which paved
the way for TOLERATION in England
EQUAL RIGHTS in AMERICA.

and

Nebuchadnezzat was the first who burnt
people for non-conformity to Lavv Religion—
and Smithfield brought up the rear.
Lavv Religion in New England fined and
imprisoned and banished people for non-conformity—yea, whipped, and cut off ears, and
put to death.
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And so strict was a Blue Law, that it was
a crime to give a Quaker meat, drink, or lodging; to carry him over a ferry, or even show
him the road
Mary Kislier, one of the first Quakeress
ministers who came to Boston, was confined,
her books taken away and burnt by the hangman ; and she was searched for wilch marks,
for degradation, and banished.* Afterwards
she went on a religious visit to the Grand Sultan ]Mahomet IV and there she was well received.
Asbury admitted ;3?'Mrfi!nce and policy in the
form of church government; but a late successor, the Right "Reverend Bishop E
-,
D. D." &c., &c., suggests the idea of " divinely
authorised"—hence the old doctrine is handed
down and admitted in the code ecclesiastically.
But if every man must give an account of
himself to God—he must look, and see, and
judge, and act for himself. For another cannot act for him!
When people are warm in their first love,
they possess and exhibit an artless innocenc}''
and a love towards all men—especially a bond
of union to the household of Faith; but after
becoming contaminated with sectarian views
and prejudices, a contracted spirit of bigotry
is very apt to follow and bitterness ensue!
• Afterwards they got tiewitched themselves, in their
delusion (as a kind of judgment) and hung nineteen of
their own party, and pressed one to death—twenty in all.

There is one place, and only one, that I
have seen, where hard feelings in religion and
politics were laid aside.
When the light of the moon shall become
as the light of the sun—and the light of the
sun become seven fold, as the light of seven
days; then methinks the watchman may see
eye to eye, and the nations learn war no more!
but the glory of the Lord fill the earth wilh
the knowledge of God, as the waters do the
sea.
The contentions in the Church, and the in
junctions, and the interdictions, &c., &c., generally have been about trifles, magnified into
mountains, as of great consequence to the beholder; and the dark stupid ignorant multitude have been led on to sanction what they
have been told under the severist penalties of
both Church and State ! Hence the power of
Kings and Priests!—But ^'•Babylon," must
fall, and the " Image,''' in Daniel, must and
will " become as the chaff of the threshing
floor!" Then look beyond the watchman!!
J8®*' 0 ! Reader ! study to KNOW THYSELF
—and to know and feel thyself approved of
God

in the HEART, by SUBMISSION and

OBEDI-

ENCE to the sweet influence of HIS SPIRIT
on the MIND, to be a Guide to everlasting
Rest, in SPIRIT and

in TRUTH !

LORENZO DOW.
Montville, near " Hickory Plain,"
August 22, 1833,

REFLECTIONS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS.
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REFLECTIONS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS.
THE entreogue, false charges and misrepresentations to prejudice the public mind, seemed
to gain hut little credit with the People, if one
may judge from the number for the EARTH, or
"Clay," Mother " W U R T " and "Hickory."
Many have been the threatenings against
his person and his " LIFE "—once attacked at
Alexandria by a kind of assassin, who was
accessary, and what was the cause of his sickness in Boston, I will not s a y ; and what was
designed against him down at the East—who
knows hut the guilty; two political parties,
to make a tool, a puppet, a cat's paw, a cypher of the Chief Magistrate of the Nation ;
perhaps for an excitement and for an assassination—for there are many die an unnatural
death in their official standing at the head of a
nation!
How much hypocrisy by those who were his
greatest enemies when travelling in this land.
They must first raise the dust like Shemei,
and then afterwards raise first shout with a
1000 Benjamites at his reception ceremoniously; after all their political intrigue and
chicanery.
But his penetrating eye saw through the
mist of confusion—he travelled—he saw the
improvements—could form his judgment in his
political standing, to make his communication
in his official capacity, and then retreated and
retired to his place, with the wisdom and innocency that is spoken of in the BOOK !
Monroe paid his own expenses, when on
the Northern Tour ; but the anti-kind of men,
made all expense they could on the late tour
of the Present, and then canting ask the Jack-

The place was thence christened and named
" HICKORY PLAIN," as a monument to perpetuate the memorable interview to the satisfaction of about two hundred of our neighbors
and citizens assembled on that occasion 1
The " Hartford Convention" with Henryism had its foundation in the Holy Alliance,
and was a "nullification"
in its nature and
design, first to " divine and then devour," " for
it is better to reign in Hell than to serve in
Heaven."
So South Carolina, nullified through the influence in those men w^ho lent themselves as
tools for agents to the Jesuits who are leagued
with the Unholy Alliance for unholy purposes
to destroy our Union, our sweet Liberties and
overthrow the national Government to introduce anarchy, and thereby bring in the Roman
theory of Church and State!
But thus far the ship, nationally, has been
prevented from being wrecked at New Orleans,
(the loss of the Western country, as designed
at the Treaty of Ghent,) and the ROCKS of Carolina and her coherents in the South allied by
foreign influence!
Our nation has rose at a late age of the
world, a modern date—her sun shines to the
astonishment of all nations—their glory is
eclipsed—ancient in.stitutions are mouldering
away, and what has been adored as sacred,
and viewed of heavenly birth becomes odious,
and is sinking into insignificance in the eye of
sound reason and before common sense !
The KINGS reign by the grace of God, and
that the POPE is the vicegerent of the Almighty on the earth, as the succes.sor of the
sonians have you got HICKORY ENOUGH NOW 1 Apostle Peter—these days are gone by, but a
When going from Hartford via Essex to the relic, in comparison now remains to pass
City of Norwich, he passed near my residence, away, should the progress of Light and Liberty
not far from Gardner's Lake, (so called on the still prevail.
Hence we may anticipate a struggle for the
map,) not far from the junction of the towns
of Salem, Bozrah and Montville, (or village of mastery, for man by nature, as it relates to
the Mountain or high land,) where we recog- himself, is a democrat, wishing for no superior,
nized each other—he stopped—introduced his but when taken in relation to his neighbor, he
suit. Van Buren, Donalson, (his nephew and is a tyrant, wishing for no equal; and man of
rivate Secretary,) our old friend Reeside, &c. his own volision never relinquishes power,
either in church or state, but by necessity.
ly companion being present
*
*
*
Americans, as foreigners and travellers, are
J
" The Defender of our Countries Liberties,
respected more than those of other nations,
hut the enemy of Hypocrites and Traitors."
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arising from their enterpiise and political
standing;, cliaracteristically as individuals, and
a standing social compact.
The Prophecy of Daniel is eminently fulfilling; in tliese days, and the dawn of a new
era is evidently now begun ! For to arrest
the march of science and the improvement of
the public mind, is out of the question as
utterly imjiossible, it being impracticable to
destroy the aits of mechanical genius as now
exemplified to circumfuse knowledge and information in its simplicity to the weakest
understanding.
Exertions may be made to fetter society and
to trammel the public mind, by rousing up old
prejudices, and the use of tyrannical power,
to destroy the liberal feelings and principles
that are gaining ground in the world, but ultimately they must fail, and their isms become
as chaff before the wind!
When we look at the state of Hayti, with
the emancipations in the Northern States—the
Jeffersonian interdiction in the new states N.
W of the Ohio—the Liberty oi the Spanish
provinces of N. and S. America, and what is
now pending in the British Parliaiuent o i the
subject of the ^Vest Indies Slave Trade, Sic,
we may think about the Spanish Isles, Bra'^il
and our own southern sable population, and
ask

W H A T NEXT ?

Is it true what Poindexter of S. C. .said in
reply to Webster on Congress floor,—that "resistance to tyrants is obedience to God:" then
may his constituents well look at home, and
examine things as they now are, how they
should be, and what may be and what will
be!
Whilst a cloud of a gloomy texture is in
ajipearance arising to a gust in the South.
There is a squally appearance in the North !
and its appearances are threatening and very
gloomy.
The privations in time of the late war, being
severely felt, gave rise to enterprise, and the
Manufacturing and Protecting System, in their
infancy, as a neces.sary thing for the public
welfare; but its consequences are obvious
Bince, though then unseen.
1. " W a t e r privileges" are monopolized,
and he who occupies the outlet of a stream
controls all above, which principle is called
law, and make one a superior as a kind of
lord, and those occupies above are a kind of
subordinate or state of vasselage!
2. Much capitol flung into the hands of a
few, and all the rest are dependants.
3. Those dependants are qualified for no
other kind of business but the one—hence one
can dictate and the other must obey.
4. Obedience or dismissal and starvation.
5. Such dependency is vasselage and degradation.
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6. Destroys the principles of social, and political and personal freedom !
7 There iiistaiices where an assumption of
power over the conscience, by dictating what
religious meetings may or shall be attended ;
and what interdicted on pains and penalties of
dismission, &c.
8. Destroy the freedom of voting, and school
meetings, town meeting and elections of different kiiuLs, for town, state and national officers,
by being dictated for vvhom they must vote or
be still and vote for none, on pain of displeasure and dismissal by those capitalists, or their
overseers as nabobs or their agents.
9. Those who are thus employed work
more hours in a day, than the slaves of the
South, and obedience is more implicit.—For
there are instances where they are locked up,
that none may go out or any come in, and ali
by the ringing' of the bell to the minute, under
penalty ; which is a more sovereign act of tyranny than the black slaves of the south are
brought to feel, and moreover they are sometimes even denominated slaves by those of the
" U P P E R ORDER." Such servitude degenerates
health, and those who labor as above, appears
like the potatoe stalk, pale, that grows up in
the cellar.
10. Those children that are raised in a state
of such subordination, have very little opportunity for school education, or any chance for
Information and improvement—but in point
of cultivation must become like the wild ass
colt. In one generation would subordinate
and degenerate a great part of the society of
New England, if the subject is not guarded—
if one may judge of the future from the past,
within the space of a fevv years.
11. Girls raised in a factory, from the age
of ten to eighteen years, what are they good
for but to become Nuns in a factory shut up 1
For they know nothing about housewifery,
cookery, garment making, &c., &c. Hence
are only fit for dolls, at enormous expense !
12. When the Old Ladies are gone, who
knows how to doctor, nurse and dictate to
others, when these are gone by and passed off
the stage. What will the poor ladies do that
are brought up and learned to live upon
do nothing, except to dress and tight lace,
provided they must take the result 1
Surely it must become a distressed poor
state of society, in strength of body, mind,
economy or convenience, or the fitness of
things, if the evil be not remedied before it be
too late!
The attempt to dictate what meeting those
in their employ shall attend, and for whom
they shall vote, leads immediately to ar. aristocracy, with an hard, or a swift race!
And the few capitalists, by associating
together, which through interest and self-
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aggrandizement, would lead them to do it,
they wonld be able with the aid of the U. S.
Bank to dictate and virtually to govern
America—their will becoming the supreme
law of the land !
14. The corruption and chicanery in the
elections and choice of officers—the abuse of
trust—the intrigue of courts—the partiality of
those who ought to administer justice—to
destroy the innocent, and to connive and
favor the gniliy to the manifest injury of the
olher party—to misrepresent the case by a
false coloring and improper covering of facts
and circumstances, was what I once never
dreamed of or thought possible, and happy
would my ignorance have been, if e.vperience
and observation had not brought it to my
knowledge and understanding by some painful
experience!
15. There is a class of men in society who
have it in their power to injure and ruin
others, by reducing them to poverty, and also
destroy their character and reputation, as men
amongst mankind.
16. Such laws as only favor a few, and
enable them to domineer and tyranize over
the rest, and degrade them into ignorance antl
ignominy has not a good bearing in society,
and should be changed for such rules as would
have a more and beneficial influence for social
welfare.
17. The law to favor the faculty, if the dead
are not called for by their friends within a certain number of hours, may be dissected, &c.
Supposing a youth going to school by stage,
or a merchant for goods, is taken sick and
amongst strangers,—his friends hear not in
due time to apply to the public house for the
body,—What must be their feelings under
such circumstance.s, when they hear ? Or
the young lady going to see her friends !
Should the lavv makers be disposed to give
their own bodies, or sanction a societj' for the
like purpose, why, it would be their own
voluntary act, and not any would be to blame !
But to say the least, it is a poor world, and
what is commonly called law, is but the example and opinion of a poor Judge, set up for a
precedent, while statute lavv lays dormant and
ab.solete, and is scarce ever mentioned at a'l.
18. In Ireland, 1798, there was a xiaion
betwixt the Protestants, Presbyterians and
Catholics, called " united Men," for political
purpose.s, but the Romans got the upper hand
in the south they made it a religious affair,
too serious to he trifled with.
Will there ever be an attempt to amalgam.ale societies in America—a leading few and
to ssicrifice the rest ?
The attempt and conspiracy to sacrifice the
METHODLSTS through Maffit, began in R. I.
and the mock trial in her sister state!
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So the afi'air of " Rev. E. K. Avery" was
another Hallucidation of the political sermon
of R. I. found in Antism, for political purposes, supposing him to have been a Mason !
and also to sacrifice the Methodists through
him !
Hence the threatening with fire and fagots
for their attempt to allow him a fair chance to
obtain justice!
The burning and hanging him in efl^gy,
with the various false and unheard of ways
and means, to prejudice the public mind
against the Methodists; the assiduity with
which the matter was pursued, as if God,
angels, men and devils viere called and excited to aclion and the archieves of heaven,
earth and hell ransacked for evidence and testimon}', and the brains of men, strained almost
to distraction, as if they were thirsting for
blood and could not rest satisfied until the
days of persecution unto blood must return, as
a curse and scourge to revisit mankind upon
the earth.
But after putting the state to about ten
thousand dollars expense, and E. K. A. to
about 6000 more—not a hair of his head as it
relates to his moral and Christian character
have they been able to soil or touch !
But will not God, the judge, laugh those
persecutors to scorn, and be avenged for all
these things? For it is a disgrace to human
nature—the proceedings of a judicial court,
upon such delicate points, inspected thus to
shed blood, and after all, the book of nature
exhibits the mischief to have been done or
began some si.x weeks aifteiior to the Thomsom Camp Meeting, and hence to the house
of the most officious prosecutor w'here no
doubt some of the evil may yet fall on the
principles of equity.
There has been instances of some individuals of a certain profession, in attempting
a certain kind of practice, have endangered
the life of an individual, and jeopardize themselves personally to the law thereby, which
to avoid, have helped the patient off the stage
of aclion in attitude, as if they had committed
suicide ! But murder will out, and the tub
must stand on its own bottom !
If such hallucinations are to be taken
socially for law, order and gospel, v/ho can
be safe and claim protection by the laws of
his country !
The Town House of Providence, if God and
man permit, was intended for a meeting,
having never been shut on such an occasion
before—but the Catholics with the town
Council had such influence, as to cause the
house to be shut against me !
Perhaps they may have Catholicism enough
by and by.
Montville, Con. Sept. 1, 1833.
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TO THE PUBLIC.

TO T H E

PUBLIC

HAVING noticed a variety of circumstances within about forty years, in relation to society,
that men in general seem to pass over; from a principle of duty to my God and to my
country, I drop a few hints in relation to them.
The safety of my person has been threatened : but thus far I have been preserved; though
two, to appearance, lost their lives through being mistaken for me • and one IHPOSTER, not
aware of this fact, has deceived thousands by assuming my name in his career.
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HISTORY;

TOUCHING NULLIFICATION, NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN;
T H E LAST WARNING OF LORENZO DOW.

"Error of opinion may be tolerated where common sense is left free combat it."—jErrEBjon

1. ACCORDING to tradition, or common re9. How then can one plight faith to the
ceived opinion, the WOMEN govern the men, other, if the obligations are not binding on
and the PRIESTS govern the women; and each party alike ? And what assurance of
from this chain of causes extend their influ- fidelity can one party give the other, if the
ence to RULE THE WORLD.
plight of faith is not equally obligatory to be
2. How far the ideas are correct, when performed on each side "*
taken in relation to the Jews and Pagans, or
10. Such a theory embraces the idea of a
Mahommedans and Christians—each man privileged order of men. For, first, they are
must think for himself.
not bound but in their own way. Secondly,
3. The associated ideas in the chain of causes may chastise their own people.—Thirdly, may
to extend Clerical influence, socially, must he receive stolen goods in some cases, and the
kept in mind when marked thus [*] with a courts excuse their giving account how and
star!
where they came by them, &c. Fourthly, to
4. The King of Belgium, though a Protest- burn books and the Bible, &c., which would
ant, by a dispensation from the Pope, married be criminal in the eye of the law, if performed
a Catholic on certain " CONDITIONS," &C., by any other man or set of men !
amongst which the wife retains the privileges
11. Such an association of men (over a nuof her own religion and church; and the merous body of people, who are governed hy
CHILDREN are to be EDUCATED HER WAY. So the doctrine of passive obedience and non-rein South America in certain cases where the sistance) who act in unison, and all pull one
Roman Church can lose nothing, but gain all. way together, setting up an empire of their
5. Marriage ceremonies, when performed own, independent of all others, in the centre
by any except a Priest, in holy orders, by of an empire! What an impressive thought!
order and succession, are not binding on one 12. About the time that the un-Holy Alliparty to live with the other—setting at naught ance was organized, the Pope, who had been
the laws of the country, which make it a civil a prisoner in France for a number of years,
contract.
returned back to Rome; and on perceiving
6. O'Connel tells the British Parliament, that the terror which once awed the people
that the idea that Catholics are not bound to into obedience in the days of the Inquisition,
keep faith with heretics, when deduced from was gone off from the public mind ; something
tie Council of Constance, in the case of John must be done to call back the halcyon days of
Huss, in 1416, and that of Jerome of Prague, the Church to its ancient splendor and aggrandizement, when a Bishop or a Priest was more
Was an error which had crept into history.
7 But if a Council of Bishops, with the reverenced that an Emperor or a King, and
Pope at their head, embrace the "infallibility" their power more thought of and esteemed in
that cannot ERR—and they decree as in the obedience.
13. Consequently the School of Cardinals,
case of Huss and Jerome, will it not require a
couit of as great authority and equal power (which may be considered the Pope's privy
to negative and undo what the other hath council,) with the Pope at their head, the
ORDER OF JESUITS were called out of their
done?
8. Has such a general Council ever revoked dormancy from obscurity, to action, in the
and condemned such proceedings as in the religious and politica' world, socially. And
the Potentates of the earth were called upon
abov« case ?
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by the Ifi'y Falher to receive and to recognize
and jialroiiize thein accordingly
14. .MiMiv |)rrs(>ns iiic well acquainted wilh
the hisloiy of ihis order of men, as far as
their sociciy has liccn hioiight to light; others
know 11(11 what the term "Jesuit" means.
15. Hence a short history in miniature of
e\ enl^ i> >i]|ijoine i for the iiilormalion of such.
lb. Rome Pirj;.ui had seven forms of governiiie.it, answeung to the seven heads of the
Red Dra^^oii wilh seven crowns, which denote
>ujiri-ine power; 1st Kings, 2nd Consuls, 3rd
Dictaloi^, nil Civil Triumviri, Sth Decemviri. 6th .Military Tribunes, 7lh Imperial.
i r I'lu'ie weie twelve Cxsars in succession : the last of which constituted the tail of
the Diai^on, and which drew a third part of
the ^lars. &;-., and cast them to the earth.
18. Tliis vvas Constantine the Great, so
called.
19. He is said to have been born in England ; and took the scarlet or purple at York ;
r;ii-.eJ an Imaecc oii a Cross, which he carried
I ill front of liis army to enlist the Christians in
liis favor, to gain and keep the Imperial
dij;iiity, ahout llie )'ear 330.
j 20. lleie may he considered the beginning
of imaiies ia the Cliurcli in point of date.
21. i'.iganism was abolished and the Idolatcis per-.eculed in turn, as Christianiiy became the " establislted, religion" of the Land.
22. The stars or heavenly-minded ministers
of the Cliurch, by such a sudden transition,
I were atlracted by earthly grandeur, to the
earth or earlhl}' lliings—and here may be the
date tli.il Po[iery was begotten, in embryo.
2.'J. In llie.^e d.iys creids were inlroduced,
and livers ot blood spilt ahout the Trinity, by
the Jiower of Law Riligion and Ariaiis.
Hence the heginniiig of orthodoxy and heterodoxy ill tin.' Chinch, so called.
2 1. There was made a donation of a tract
of country, which laid the foundation for him
to hrcoaie a te!ii[)oral ]irince.
2."). .ViK'ienilv, Kliler and Bi.shop and Overseer vvfie considered of equal grade, and the
words meant the same thing.
26. Hut when met in Council, as an association, a Piesidentor Moderator was cho.sen ;
and the lli.-hnp of Rome vvas generally p i t in
the seat ; In'iirc what was done out of respect
at first was claimed as his right; and therefore to he called " Bishop of bishops or universal Bi-^ho|l."
27 I'hocus wishing to be in power murdered the em]ieror, si.v sons and two daughters,
and then coinpromi.sed wilh the Pope, who
was to give the usurper absolution for the deed
committed, and he in turn gave the porr pons
title ly law—Bishop of Bishops, or universal
l>islif)p ill 6(16, the same day Mahomet is said
to buve taken to his "-ave.

28. Thus Mahometanism and Popery were
born about one date, run pa/allel together, and
will both fall about one tiirie.
29. The doctrine of absolution has been
made use of for political purposes, in different
ages, in different countries, and for diffeient
purposes.
30. About the year 1077 Pope Gregory the
Vfl claimed to be the Vicegerent of the Almighty upon earth ; and that Kings acknowledge the reception of their crowns from him,
or he would absolve their subjects from allegiance to the monarchs, wlio then would not
be obeyed—to retain their power and digniiy,
obedience into compliance vvas found nece.ssary, as in the case of John, king of England ;
and so the Papacy went over the crowned
heads of Europe.
31. The Baibaiians, like the North American Indians, from the northern hive—Sweeden,
Russia, Denmark, &c., poured down upon the
Roman Empire; despi.sing Literature, as tending to make men eflJeminate, destroying all the
fine arts and books in their power, and such
cities or places as were too strong to be taken
by them, they would STINK OUT, by murdering
prisoners in tlie night under the walls, tha
contagion of which hecame unbearable, creating a plague among the people.
32. And when the Empire vvas subjngated
laid a foundation for tho.se governments, in
prophecy denominated ten horns and kingdoms,
which are represented with "ten crowns" on
those horns.
33. The conquerors parcelling out the countries to their followers—none were considered
freemen but the nobles, and their will became
the law, the people were vassals or slaves,
and when a man sold his estate, the people
were sold with it.
34. The ruins of those ancient castles on
the tops of mountains and most inaccessible
places, around which the vassals settled foi
safety, are monuments of the feudal system,
or system of confusion, there being no ordei
or regularity as a tribunal of justice to which !!
one might ajipeal, except from the will of the
tyrant to that of the clergy; which gave the
latter an ascendency.
35. Thus from cause to effect, the growtl
of Papal authority may be seen, and bottomed
on the old Roman Imperial code, with a iic/v
name—the beast out of the sea—and tHe
"dragon gave him his power, and seat, and
great authority."
36. Seven heads, ?even hills of Rome; on
four have been royal palaces on which the
Popes have resided—the fifth was added—
hence five are fallen, 1810—the sixth is now
under the government of Babylon—tht 7th
will, with the beast, after the a.scent froB the
bottomless pit.
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37. The Reformation in Germany, under
Martin Luther, began about 1517
38. There arose a body of men in Spain
with the design to overthrow the Reformation,
and to subjugate the world to the Pope, and
yet virtually to govern it themselves.
39. Their system of government is Military ; their character is Clerical, capable of the
greatest chicanery, like the chameleon, which
can appear in any color it happens to light
upon,—by becoming all things to all men;
and thus enter into the secrets of others; but
at the same time to keep their own secrets,
and have their own object continually in
view.
40. There are grades in the society, superior and subordinate. They are men, as a
body, the most learned the world ever produced, when nature and art are subjoined.
41. They speak the word Jesus [or Jesu]
frequently to appear sanctified, and are called
JESUITS.
42. Governments finding them to be men of
talents, both natural and acquired, capable of
transacting busine.ss with despatch, employed
them in places of truist, to officiate in important
posts, both of honor and profit, without mistrusting their object to overthrow all governments incompatible with their own; and so
establish themselves on their ruins, by seizing
timely the reins.
43. By the different branches of literature
and mechanism, they found ways and means
to introduce themselves into all countries, and
marched on towards empire for about two
hundred years.
44. Being sanguine of success, they acted
prematurely, and hence let out evidence of
their object and design, which gave rise to
their banishment from every nation under
heaven. And yet by their sagacity and chicanery, have their agents di.sguised so as to
avoid detection.—Thus in China, England,
Spain, Portugal, &c., &c.
45. Their conduct in the I.sland of Japan,
gave rise to the exclusion of all intercourse
with foreigners, except the Dutch; and they
are permitted to land only and be shut up in a
kind of yard, to do business, without any permission for intercourse with the people of the
country, as a kind of prisoner for the time
being.
46. If an American vessel arrives on the
Eoast, boats will come off to inquire who they
are and what they want; but will not allow
them to land, nor sell them anything; if in
distress will give what is necessary to relieve
their wants, with the injunction not to return;
and to tell their nation and people to stay
away and not come there.
47. Their conduct with the Abyssinians is
as well known in history, as the powder plot
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to blow up the Parliament in the days of
James.'
48. South America was the last place where
they attempted an independent government
amonsrst the natives, betwixt Laplata and
Chili."
49. But their conduct gave rise to their being exiled from thence, by the courts of Spain
and Portugal; and about sixty years ago, the
Pope found it necessary to put them down in
Italy.
50. Hence it was supposed that the society
and order of Jesuits was annihilated and had
become extinct. But it was a mistake; they
were only dormant—they still were numerous
and virtually governed the Roman Church,
which is claimed to amount to two hundred
millions; i. e. by computation, one-fourth of
the human family. The Protestants are computed at fifty-four millions.
51. In the Province of New York, it was
death for one of those men to be found one
hundred years ago: and when 36 negroes
were there executed for attempting to burn
the Fort and town, a Priest by ihe name of
Ury, and the man and woman at whose house
he vvas * * * *, were executed also as
being the instigators, as England was then
preparing at that place an expedition against
the Havannah.
52. Here the Jesuits must be left until called
from their obscurity about 1813, after the
Pope's release in France and his return to
Rome; and about which time the un-Holy
Alliance took date of origin, some months
after the Declaration of War in 1812.
53. Oliver Cromwell designed to organize a
society to thwart the Jesuits and counteract
them, but his death prevented it.
54. The crowned heads of England, from
time immemorial, have been more or less
tinctured wilh popery, till the time of William
HI and the Georges, with the exception of the
boy Edward the VI, for they virtually acted
as Popes themselves, if not professing Catholicism !
55. The question was proposed. If a man
could be " morally honest politically ?'''
56. If not, may God clean.se the worid and
turn a pure language upon all flesh !
57 Just after the overthrow of the French
in Russia, the Potentates of the Old World
entered into an association to support the
principles of monarchy in union, and blasphemously took the unholy title of " the Holy
Alliance."
58. The term Holy, belongs to religion;
and the word Alliance, belongs to politics;
but when associated involve both !
59. Shortly after their organization in council assembled, the question was agitated—
Where did this idea of liberty begin, which
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from Vermont, who were in the U. States' service at Platt.sburg in the State of N. York,
where his authorily did not extend, to return
home; thus to raise confusion in the grand
army, and provoke James to have him prosecuted, to bring on the internal quarrel, to get
the nation divided, and the Eastern States go
off to themselves under English protection.
72. The Governor of Massachusetts plead
the Quaker's sentiment—i. e. no fight, to
weaken the arm of the National Government;
but at the same time got a law passed to call
out the whole physical force of that State to
protect the Governor of Vermont in that ottert
act, in case of prosecution.
73. The Governor of Connecticut followed
in train with the 144,000 dollar scrape, and
Hartford Convention grew out of it. In the
mean time John Bull proclaimed from N. York
to New Orleans in a state of blockade, whilst
New England was left exempt; which shows
that there was a mutual understanding hy the
leading parties on both sides.
74. A society of a political nature was
formed with the name of " Washington Socieof NULLIFICATION was disseminated among us, ty" prostituted to it, with the pleasing words,
that a part might side with them. First divide " liberty," "peace," and " commerce." And to
make it more popular, a house of great extent
and then devour!
66. Henry is despatched as an agent, with was built in Philadelphia and 12,000 dollars
Henryism, to Boston, and many honest and were subscribed before the work was begun;
some deceitful Americans lent themselves as but the building took fire and burnt down.
75. There were none of this society south
tools, and danced like puppets, without viewing the powers, or Holy Alliance, who were of Pennsylvania; but if the British had succeeded at Plattsburg and Baltimore, the East
behind the curtain pulling the wires !
67 A man in the garb and dress of a Qua- was to have gone off to themselves—according
ker, who said thou and thee, was sent to Can- to the views of nullifiers, if the strength of the
ada to see his brother at Montreal, who was people could be brought over, and the State of
an ifficer in the British army, to ascertain the New York go with them; but the Governor
truth of Henryism, and make report to James. of New York (Tompkins, to his eternal honor
68. Hence the hundred thousand dollars for be it spoken) he was true to his trust and to
secret service money. Henry got fifty thou- his country. But the abuse he afterwards met
sand for the papers and names of persons. with,,sunk his spirits, and no doubt was the
But the imposter Count Crileon swindled Hen- primary cau.se of driving him out of the world.
76. Those men who were true and faithful
ry out of 35,000 under a pretext of a Nobleman's estate in France, when he had none; to their trust were coolly treated, as Decatur,
and so fulfilled the old proverb—What is got by the Blue Lights, when drove into the
Thames—yet those of the English when taover the devil's back goes under his belly.
69. The government of England not know- ken, were treated as noblemen in the land.—
ing that Henry had delivered up the papers, And the presses which were bought, and the
appointed him to a post of honor and profit people that wore duped, were brought to reworth ten thousand per annum; which he joice with the then nullifiers in the land, when
lost by delivering up tlie papers prematurely, any thing vvas disastrous or destructive and
supposing nis services not properly rewarded. failed of success in the welfare of the country.
77. The Secretary of the War Department,
70. The Governor of Vermont began the
puppet business as a tool to bring on the quar- who deserted his post and fled into oblivion,
rel between the National and State Govern- and gave up the ship when John Bull came to
ments, and moreover to let in John Bull, who Washington, and when lie knew they were
intended to open an internal communication coming six weeks beforehand, made no prepabetween Canada and the sea-board—not as in ration to meet them and ward off the blow;
the former war, to New-York, but from Platts- but on the other side removed obstructions, to
facilitate their advance, by allurements in the
burgh to Baltimore.
71. The Governor ordered all the militia way.

hath agitated Europe, and taken us twenty
years to rectify ?
60. The answer was, it came from America!
61. Then, said they—"VVhile America remains we shall hava our work to do over
again. Therefore, all people who claim the
right of choosing their own master, must be
put down ; for no government is legitimate
but tbat which is hereditary."
62. The doctrine of expatriation they denied, and gave England to understand that she
might reconquer America if she could; they
would not give the U. States a.s,sistance, as
Louis XVI did, and brought his head to the
block.
63. The sages ofthe Revolution being gone,
and there being old tories and traitors in the
land, our conquest by them was deemed practicable and ea.sy to be accomplished.
64. Hence a son of the King was appointed
for a Viceroy, to come over and govern the
country; Govornors for the several States
also; and Packenham for Louisiana!
65. A kingdom or nation divided against
itself cannot stand. Therefore, the doctrine
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78. The circumstance of delivering up the ice; but the lake did not freeze over,
Washington, the derangement of military ar- which frustrated their design to invade the
rangements in the North and South, to give North.
the invaders the advantage—when taken into
87. At the same time, Packenham, with
account with the circumstances at the close of nearly twenty-five thousand men, attempted
the Revolutionary war, to destroy all that was an invasion in the South, where rarely any
gained, and make bad worse, by sowing dis- thing more than a white frost is to be seen ;
cord in the army by the anonymous letter to but just then tide water froze two inches thick;
provoke the officers to usurp a military des- so that in landing, as much work could not be
potism, &c., as mentioned in the different his- done in three days as otherwise would be done
tories of America—and also his tyrannies. con- —which retarded John Bull until the Kentuckduct, as mentioned in the history of the settle- ians and others got down and prepared for
ments and distresses of Wycoming valley, are the fatal eighth of January, 1815, when the
almost unparalleled, for moral corruption in Americans had seven killed and six wounded;
social affairs, in the annals of the world.
while the British, according to their own ac79. God sees not as man sees! Man may counts, lost upwards of 4,000 of their bravest
appoint and be disappointed! Great things men.
turn on a very small pivot.
88. The killed, wounded and missing, with
80. The affairs of Platt.sburg and Baltimore those that died of fatigue and the climate, &c.,
were both at one time in action. Expresses their loss there, on that occa.sion, is admitted
from both points would pass each other at to be near 10,000 men, whilst the whole force
New York nearly at the same time. During of the Americans was but about one-third of
the suspension, (awful indeed) as to how mat- that of the English, and these principally backters would terminate, the actions, physiogno- woods militia, and about one-third of them
my and motions, served as an index to the without arms!
heart and mind, and made obvious to a dis89. Though frost may be accounted for on
cerning eye, acquainted with human nature, natural principles, yet there are no principles
which and who were Americans, and those in nature on which one can account why the
that were tories, and on the other side of the frost should just then be transferred from the
house ?
north to the south, and keep out two such
81. For the weight on the mind that is felt powerful armies both at one and the same
at the heart, the seat of life, has an indescriba- time, and such a circumstance of the frost
ble influence on the nerves, &c., and vice versa, never be known to transpire so before or
in case of joy and animation, by anticipation. since ! But it seems as if the Providence of
82. These were visible in the streets, first God superintended the affairs of the nation to
one way and then the other, in the struggle, our salvation, for purposes beyou'?. the reach
of human ken!
and then the sequel.
90. The Delegates from the " HARTFORD
83. A handful of men were sent to meet
14,000—in Lexington play, there was a run- CONVENTION" were intoxicated with their
ning fi^ht for several miles, in which many self-importance, as they represented a great
were killed, with two officers who were ap- wme body, and came to Washington to make
pointed to storm the works at Plattsburg; and demands of the President, (for a pretext to
both were buried in one grave on a hill that make excitement) which he could not perform.
was pointed out to me a few weeks ago. The
91. But when informed that the Hartford
name of one was Wellington ! This casm in Convention was a self-created body, and not
the order of arrangements, no doubt, saved known in law, and hence they could be introPlattsburg by land.
duced only as private gentlemen, their import84. On the water the Americans were ready ance shrunk in their own estimation, and
to strike, when a Cock flew up the rigging rather than not see the President at all, they
and began to crow, which was considered as a consented to the latter mode.
92. Just then the news of peace came, aud
favorable omen, and encouraged the men to
hold on a few moments, when down came the they retreated and fled with precipitation for
home, being hooted by the way in the towns
British flag.
85. So the death of General Ross at Balti- through which they flew.
more, the circumstances attending i t ; the boy 93. But their folly is known to all m e n ;
with his gun—the hundreds of shells flung in- and will be handed down with infamy to posto the fort and one into the magazine of pow- terity.
94. Thus ended the first attempt of the w>
der, and all to no effect; and how few lives
Holy Alliance at our destruction ; and by a n
Were lost!
86. Twenty thousand men—ninety pieces overruling Providence, a rank has been given
of mounted artillery, and ten thousand buffalo to the American character among the nations
robes for a winter's campaign, were to cross of the earth of the first magnitude, like th*
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sun among the stars of the firmament for
splendor and brilliancy.
95. On foreign coin " Rex dei gratia," is the
motto; denying that "People have any Rights,"
hence cannot make kings ; they reign by the
grace of God, and the " R e x " or kings have
their authority to rule and govern as the gift
of God.
96. Therefore at the secret Treaty of Vero-

the heart of one man, hence the SAGES in the

council and in the field. So Wasliington—
" united we stand, divided we fall!—Deem any
man an enemy who will dare to mention a
separation of the nation and division of the
country."
105. In the nullification business of the
north, the people did not go wilh their leaders
in the princijile to divide the union ; but when
na, it vvas agreed that REPRESENTATIVE GOV- discouraged and unjirovided for by their :ulers,
ERNMENTS were detrimental to the RIGHTS of they of their own volition fle-.v to arms, as
P R l l \ C E S ; and therefore wilh the LIBERTY exemjilified by the Vermontersin the affair of
OF THE PRESS must be .sujipres.sed, and put Plattsburg, and that of Stonington.
down, and rooted out of the world.
106. So in the present contest; by dividin"
97. Here they called in the assistance of the the Slates, the peojile have nothing to gain;
POPE and CLERGY, to enable them to ac- but much to lose, and everything at stake.
complish their object in "submitting the na107 It will cost more to supjiort two Govtions ,•" thanking him for what he had done, ernments than o n e ; and but half the wealth
and soliciting for the future.
to do it with—because a half must bear the
98. Russia and Austria were to give France whole.
so many millions annually, to enable her to
103. Jealousy, war, armies, expenses and
send her armies into Spain and Portugal to fortifications for safety—inroads, plunder, murput down the jirinciples of liberty there; and der, rapine with all the horrors concomitant
then all hands were fo give aid to subdue on w a r ; and of all wars, civil or domestic
South America, and fall on the UNITED wars are tlie worst, as exemplilied in the days
STATES, and take us by surprise and unpre- of the feudal system, a war of exiermination !
pared to sustain the shock, before we were For bilteiness and revenge, connected with
aware of any such thing; and so make aeon- bigotiy of a hypocritical kind, excite animosquest and destruction of our land and natio".i, ily of the most dangerous kind, that expels
government and liberties, at a stroke !
calm reason and humane feelings, bordering
99. But James Monroe, our then President, upon insanity, diabolical rage and madness.
having some hint on the subject, in his com109. Look back to the dreadful scenes of
munication to Congress remarked, that Amer- the Whig and Tory days in the South ! Hear
ica did not meddle with European politics, and the descendants tell of the days and sufferings
tiiey must not meddle with ours; and the day of their fathers and mothers—neighbor against
they jilaiited a standard in South America, it neighbor— * * * * too horrid for the histowould be considered as a declaration of war rians of those days to fully record.
agaiii-<t u s ; and be met accordingly with all
110. Alter the failure of ths second attempt
ill" ])hv.-ical force which the re.sourcea and to ruin this counlry, a third plan is adopted hy
sireh.;tli ofthe nation afforded.
the un-Holy Alliance.
IOD. This was like a peal of thunder to the
111. The order of Jesuits being called out
Potentates of the old world, and brought them from their dormant obscurily by the Pope,
to a deail halt at oiice.
with the recjucst that the diflerent jioteniates
101. But their views upon our rising glory, of the nations should receive them ; and ihe
which puts their .splendor in the shades of the thanks of the Holy Alliance given to the lloly
back ground, provokes them lo jealousy and Father for what he had done, wilh a .solicilarevenge; therefore our destruction is not yet tion for further aiii in siibmilling Ihe nations :
given 11)1.
the King of France being a Jesuil, sent over a
102. The affairs of Belgium, Netherlands or sliiji of war loailed wilh Jesuits to this counFianders, is hut a rattle box to amuse the pub- try, who landed in one ofthe middle sia.'.es.
lic, w hilst olher objects behind the curtain are
112. The next year one hundred more were
going forward in a combined cojv.'spz'racy against sent to New Oi leans, to take [uissession of the
the liberlies of mankind throughout the vvorld ! valley of the 3Ii.s-^i.ssippi.
103. And the Americans may associate a
113. The De jirojiagandi, or those who
St. Bartholomews ideally, and read their desti- have the direction of the Faith, send from the
ny in that of Poland, unless the people are funds of the " congregation," a million of dolWl le awake, individuall)' and collectively, to lars annually—so admitted for a number of
their interest, and to their safety ai>d to their years past, and last year more than 2,000,000
WELFARE •. and not stupid as Jackasses for came over, to help their forwarding the work
others to ride into oflice !
of Iheir faith.
104. In the Revolutionary struggle there
114. Tliis, when taken into conjunction
wasTJilue and resolution among the people as with the vast sums levied upon their own peo-
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pie in this country, which has been known to
amount to a dollar per month, deducted from
a poor man's wages laboring on a canal; and
a girl at housework, at 25 cents per month,
&c., will account to some degree for the vast
number of buildings of a religious and literary
nature erected within a few years.
115. The congregation, so called, is composed of rich men: as merchants, kings and
nobles, &c., &c., and supply the treasury of
the church with whatever sum is wanting to
forward the work of faith.
116. Young men and young women, of
good abilities, easy address, and commanding
manners, are selected and educated in all the
hving languages of the known world, to be in
readiness and prepared to follow any openings
that may present to view, to forward the work
of Faith with all possible assiduity. Thus the
Jesuits pursue the SCIENCE of SYSTEM, which

has characterized their order from the beginning, systematically.
117 Men, of their own volition when in
power, never relinquish it, either in church or
state, but from necessity, not of choice.
118. This was exemplified in the case ofthe
Nobles both in France and Denmark; one relinquishing it to the Republic and the other to
absolute Monarchy.
119. Hence, "Rexes," or Kings, will not
relinquish their power, which they claim to be
the gift of God, whilst there is a possibility of
holding on ; and so of the men in Holy orders
by succession from St. Peter; but they give
mutual aid for the help and support of each
other; though each have their own object and
ends in view
120. William Penn, in 1681, came over
with one hundred Quaker families to begin
the settlement of Pennsylvania. And instead
of establishing Quakerism, he contrary to all
other legislatures, established equal rights of
conscience, and any man who believed in one
God, with future reward and punishment, was
eligible to any post of honor or profit which
his virtues and talents should m.erit; whilst
Law-religion prevailed in the Southern, Northern, and even Eastern States.
121. One hundred and seven years after,
the principles of Penn became a trait in our
national character, constitutionally; and Lawreligion went down the hill.
122. In 1803, in Louisiana, the possession
of a Bible, or four persons saying prayers together in English, exposed the offenders to the
inquisition and calaboose. But now Louisiana and Florida share the blessings of the
liberal principles of Penn, with the greatest
part of North America.
123. Those men who will not tolerate
others, wish to be tolerated themselves : as
exemplified hy history in the few days of
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Charles the 1st. The Romans, the Episcopalians, the Presbyterians, and Independents,
each had power and became oppressors and
suppliants in their turn, until William, Prince
of Orange, adopted a new principle of toleration and restriction, unknown before in the
fast anchored i s l e ; and which hath quieted
th
mind measurably ever since.
124. Man by nature is a democrat, wishing
to have no superior; but in relation to his
neighbor, he is a tyrant, wishing for the a.scend^i'.'?'"'.
125. If man is allowed to judge of his own
religion, he judges that he is right; but if he
judge of another's religion, he concludes he
must be wrong. From this mode of judging,
it must follow that they are all right, or else
that they are all wrong.
126. The associated ideas, of the worshipper and the worshipped, cannot be separated.
Hence the act that tolerates man to pay his
devotions to his God, tolerates tbe Almighty
to receive thtf ^ ; both are despotisms, and
blasphemous IK their nature; for the conscience of man is the Divine prerogative only.
127 " J o h n X," an Irishman red hot from
Rome, came into the country ; took the pompous title of " Bishop of .Charleston," got the
church property arranged agreeably to Catholicism ; and the foundation laid for future
movements ; then went into the state of Georgia on a tour, where the Methodists and other
societies opened their meeting houses to him,
which gave him an opportunity to remove
former prejudices against his way, and by his
address to preponderate the other way.
128. Then into South Carolina before the
Legislature to promulgate the doctrine of nullification, at Columbia the seat of Government
for that state.
129. An Englishman by the name of
Cooper, another foreigner, admitted by Englishmen to be in British pay, is put into the
College at Columbia in South Carolina, to fill
the heads of the young collegians with the
seed and doctrine of nullification.
130. The digest of South Carolina retains
the name and titles of the King and his oflicers,
so arranged, tbat an uninformed reader, from
that work, could not determine whether she
vvas a State of the Union, or a British Province. Hence the old seed of Toryism as a
foundation for Nullification, and a combustible
to take fire and explode in the land.
131. Hamilton,* the dictator as it were, organized a secret society in Charleston and a
branch at Columbia, in order to make the subject of Nullification popular and systematical.
132. South Carolina gave all her votes to
Floyd,* the Governor of Virginia, though he
was not a candidate for the Presidency.
133. He, in his communication lo the .egis-
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lature, went tbe whole hog with the nullifiers.
Here the associated ideas must be kept in
mind, who governs the world, and how.
134. Tliiee candidates for the Presidency,
and a I'ourth intending to offer, who are on the
name side in relation to Nullification.
135. Who own the lots, principally, on Capitol Ilill ^ How long ago was an anchor, by
forethought, cast to the windward to gain an
ascendency there ?
136. Legislative sanction to raise money
by a Lottery to build a Cathedral—which
gave it a kind of sanction, virtually, by lavv.
Why those cells at the bottom, answering to
tbe description, as far as developed, of the
places of the inquisition; and those strong
doors and locks and bars, like those in the
state prisons ?• Also, the contradictory and
evasive answers on the subject, when questioned, after the board fence blew down, at the
time of building, when it was written over the
gate or doorway of the fence " N o admission "
—but when blown down the vaults in the
basement story might be seen.
137. There are vaults in diffeient parts of
the United States of a similar nature. And
persons are frequently mis.sing in different sections of the country, according to the pajiers
in the three great towns; whereas it vvas not
so reported ten or twenty years ago.
138. One young woman was rescued from
priestly confinement by the civil authorily in
New York.
139. Some forty or fifty thousand emigrants
have come to this connlrv, annually, within
the hi~l two or three years, of that society ;
and there are agents lo stimulate emigration;
and a k o funds deposited with agents in this
country to pay for the jiassage of those who
cannot jiay for ihernseives—one agent ia Albany, and anotlier in New Vork, ;iiid how
many more thore are in the counlry, we know
not.
1 10. The Pope sent over a number of men,
in the character of Consuls, and tliey were
receiveil as such, in their olfieial rajia-ity;
when the Pope has no shipjiing at home, nor
any trade here; but thoy could .spy oui the
land.
141. At the siege of New Oriean.s, the Governor {Claiborne,*) and Legislature were intending to deliver up the jilace; and were
only prevented by martial lavv.
142. The Priests, or Clergy, u.sed their influence with the women, that their husliands,
and sr.n.s, and brothers, and fathers, and sweet
hearts might not obey orders and go to the
siege ; but they would obtain intelligence from
• * * • sooner than the other side of the
house.
143. After the affair was over, a virtue was
made of necessity and they sung the " Te

deum;" and because civil authority must supercede the military, when peace had come,
the Commander-in-chief suflljred and submitted
to their ceremonies, so as not to give offence;
therefore they claim him for theirs. He submitted also to pay the thousand dollars as the
result of the Tory Judge's conduct, as a.n example that Civil Law must be obeyed.
144. Their improvements are extending, and
they are building new churches in every State
from Orleans to Maine, at the most prominent
points; as Baton Rouge, Natchez, (Jreenville,
Gibsonport, Louisville, Bardstown, Lexington,
Cincinnati, Pittsburg, Sandusky, Columbus;
difft^rent parts of Indiana and Illinois and
Miss'^uri, Pennsylvania and the State of New
York also in Delaware, Connecticut, and
Rhod; Island,—^and in various parts of Massachusetts and New Hampshire and the State of
Maine; also at Burlington in Vermont,—all
going on silent as death and still as midnight,
.so as not to alarm the people of the land. Yet
now and then things will leak out; expressions like wading in Protestant blood, &c., &c.
145. When the Pojie's legate came over to
curse President Ilognn, the matter became so
serious as to be brought before the Legislature
of the second State in the Union, who were
intiinilated and dare not act on the occasion;
assigning as a reason the number of voters on
that side ofthe house. They feared and were
not willing to be responsible for the consequence that might ensue ; so they appointed a
court to sham and ward it off.
146. One man expressed his views, the
Bishop's Jiarty look fire, and held caucuses;
and so that religious society made it a polilical
matter, and all in union electioneered and
jiulled one way.
117. The Government of Mexico have
passed a law, that the Nunneries shall be visited hy tho civil authority, lo see if any are
detained a:<aiiist their will; and if so, to let
the jirisoner go free. Not so in the United
States : foreigners may exercise a power here,
as a jiiivileged order, that our laws cannot
reach ; and there is nt» jirovision in our governirient, constitulionally, to act upon the case;
because it is done under the name and garb of
RELIGION!
148. Such a case or circumstance was never
thought of nor dreamt of hy our fathers vvhen
in Convention to frame a Constitution; the
subject vvas based on generous republican
princijih-s of rational and civil liberty, to keep
down tyranny; bul it was never anticipated,
that those foreigners, under the name and clcak
of religion, were coming in at the back door, I
to sap the very foundation of our liberty, both '
in a civil and religious point of view, by set- I
ting UJ) a government of the anciea imperial
Roman code!
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149. Those foreigners from diffe snt nations, behind the curtain to pull the wires; fcr such
all of jne stamp, on the same errand, and to do arrangements, the system of the civil police in
the same work in union together, despise our the South must nece.ssarily have prevented a
government and nullify our laws, as a privil- certain class of people the opportunity to areged, order of men, who owe no allegiance to range any way, to have the wishes of the unour government, but to a FOREIGN P R I N C E — Holy Alliance accomplished in the destruction
view us as heretics, with whom they are not of our republic.
bound to keep faith; and hence cannot give
154. The intercepted letter in Virginia, post
us assurance of fidelity, Consequently, how marked Fredericktown in Maryland, supercan we trust them, but upon pioper and equal scribed in figures, acknowledging that the
ground ?
Spanish Jesuits brought in those arms that
150. When classical men have attempted lo were found secreted in New Orleans and deexpose these things wiihin a few years, they signed for the * * * * &c., -to seize
have frequently received anonymous letters, upon the arms and military stores and magathreatening them with assassination, as if to zines in the several States, the middle and
terrify and overav\'e the land.
south, &c., &c., speaks volumes of itself.
151. A late publication justifies the court of
155. In Yale College, a collegian swore to
Inquisition, as a court of mercy to burn the become President of the U. Stales. Disapbody for the good of the soul; and lhal there pointed ambition excites revenge ; and a Jesuit
can be no stable government either in church afterwards became chaplain to big bugs.
or state without an Inquisition; and lo burn
156. At Providence in Rhode Island, the
60 persons m an hundred years, would awe Catholics prevented an American from_ occusociety into obedience. That the followers of pying the town-house for meeting, which had
Martin Luther and John Calvin and Henry the never been denied before; also the same at
VIII of England, the three grand Aposlates, West Point.
must be cut off: and that it as necessary to
157 Two kinds of Nuns; one shut up in
cul them off in a lump, as it is lo amputate a confinement, without a possibility of an escape
rotten limb in order lo save the body; and if from their prison, however much may be their
they get cul off they will have none lo bJame desire; the other, called the sisters of charity,
but themselves, for they had no right to go are to be instruments in spreading the faith, by
out from the Holy Roman Catholic Church : good works, school-keejdng, &c.
and that if the Protestants use force and power
158. Many of our richest peojile send their
to oppose them, it is assumed : but if they op- sons and daughters to the Calholic schools,
pose these heretics, their own power is dele- who take unwearied pains lo proselyte them
gated by Divinity. And all the ministers of over to their faith ; and when their parents
the Protestants, &c., are denounced to a level die, and the estates fall to their children, the
wilh the greatest of criminals!
leading peopie of the U. States will be Catho152. The Italian beggars strolling through lics ; and where the big fish go, the little ones
the country with printed papers, purporting follow in train.
them to have been shipwrecked, and met with 1 159. The Catholic children are all preventgreat losses, soliciting money to get over their ed from going lo any schools but their own ;
friends, pretending that they cannot talk Eng- , and so they are kept pure from heresy; but
lish, &c., is a hoax on society, and an imposi- I schools are opened by them lo allure the chiltion on the people of our country. Jesuits j dren of other people to come and be educated
under false characters in disguise—sometimes ; by them, and thus to fix early prejudices,
they pass for Polish Refugees, al other limes which remain durable and are hard to wear off.
as noblemen, merchants, private gentlemen,
160. In boys and girls, from the age of
and priests, &c., &c.,—to get inlo every com- twelve lo fifteen years, their prejudices by edpany and to know the state of society and ucation may be so fixed by artful insinuations
make report accordingly.
and address, that in ninety-nine times out of
153. The case of General Nat, so called— one hundred, they would remain Catholics or
as a fanatic, so esteemed—that his conduct Papists.
161. By generation, emigration and those
originated with himself. But let it be remembered, that the art of chemistry in the propor- whom they proselyte, they augment their numtion of making powder, &c., must have been bers fast. They address the outward senses
derived from a source elsewhere; and more- by pompous show; distributing pictures, &c.,
over, that a similar fuss was arranged from &c., to attract and win over attention to their
the State of Delaware to the Gulf of Mexico, side; but woe to some who apostatize from
more than a thousand miles in extent—to have what is called the true faith; if opportunity
broken out about one time—which argues she permit, how are they disposed of? In some
science of system on that occasion ; and it is cases the circumstances look veiy dark and
obvious that some body besides negroes were gloomy.

162. They have more colleges and highschools of literature, than any olher society in
the U. Slates.
163. If all the communicants of the Presbyterians, Congregationalists and Methodists,
were put in one scale, the Catholics put into
the other, in point of round numbers, it is
thought the latter would outnumber the whole.
164. Whilst other societies are quarreling
and dividing and splitting up into parties ; and
masons and anti-masons; skeptics, woodtics,
polities, with heretics and bedticks, and many
other ticks, are shaking the nation lo pieces,
lo become as a rojie of sand—Fanny Wrightism and Owenism wilh many olher isms by
foreign influence, are sowing Ihe seeds of discord in society by destroying confidence and
the force of moral obligation from the human
and public mind, and overturning the government of the nation ; the object of the un-Holy
Alliance, and that of the Jesuits and the Holy
Falher, may be accomplished, and theirs established on our ruins.
165. William IV the King of England, was
popular beyond lhal of his predecessors; but
he has disappointed the public and betrayed
the people and forfeited their confidence by
leaning to the side of the un-Holy Alliance;
and not a man lo shout for him now.
166. George the III went lo church—not so
heard of his son George I V ; bul when
crowned, all the implements were new, modelled in the Calholic style—as the cross on Ihe
new crown and on the golden staff, &o., &c.
167. The ceremonies at the funeral of the
wife of George the III, from Kew Palace to
Wind.sor, were somewhat papistical; and the
master of the ceremonies was a Calholic Peer.
168. According lo the Annua! Register, published in England a few years since, the Royal
family have a " FAMILY CONFESSOR ! ! "

169. All the Royal children are said to have
been Calholic inclined, with the exception of
two—one son and one daughter.
170. Noblemen, called Protestants, to hold
their eslate.s, have their domestic chaplains,
who are known to be sent to France for ordination by a Calholic Bishop, pure by order
and succession.
171. The Revolution of France in 1789,
caused 6 or 7000 Priests to take shelter in
England ; and within twenty-five years after,
upwards of 900 Roman Chapels were built in
that kingdom.
172. Algiers was taken po.ssession of by
the French, under the pretext of putting down
piracy and colonizing the counlry. But who
were to be sent to Africa, but the Protestants
and those of liberal principles, who were too
dangerous to the designs of the Jesuits, to remain at home.
173. The news by Telegraph reaches Paris

of the decrees to dismiss the deputies by an
arbitrary power, and the pres.ses suppressed
the same day ; this turned 36,(00 persons out
of employ, and brought on astiuggle between
the people and the King, who was ueihroned
in three day8.
174 There was an arrangement between
the military and civil authority to attack and
slaughter the people, to strike terror into the
pubfic mind at once.
175. Lafayette and all the deputies of liberal principles, and editors of periodical
works that were liberal, were proscribed for
assassination ; the catalogue of names was
found wilh other conspiratol papers, in a secret
drawer of an iron chest, in a subterraneous
vault—for which the Ministers were brought
to trial and condemned to perpetual imprisonment.
176. Here the Prime Minister brought out
the " secret treaty of Verona," the first time it
ever met the light publicly—to show that ha
could have acted no other way than he did;
in obedience to his .sovereign, agreeably to the
will of the Holy Alliance.
177. The Jesuits, on the fall of the King,
fled in all directions; some took shelter in
England, &c. Upwards of eighty vehicles
cro.ssed the Alps filled with them, to take
shelter in Italy ; and such as could not get off,
disguised Ihemselves and hid in garrets and
cellars to save themselves. These circumstances speak volumes concerning the Jesuits
and the Holy Alliance, as a part of the grand
conspiracy against representative government
and the liberlies of mankind throughout the
world.
178. The King of France was to let the
liberty of the press be free; and also to have
republican institutions about the throne ; but
he has forfeited the confidence of the people,
and betrayed the trust reposed in him by leaning towards the principles of the un-Holy
Alliance !
179. When the Inquisition was restored in
Spain, the Jews, Freemasons and heretics,
were allowed but forty days to come in and
make submission, or share the horrors of that
Court. From forty to fifty thousand pensons
were imprisoned in a few days, and most of
them have never been heard of since.
180. Catholicism does not change—the
principle is the same—appearances to tne contrary notwithstanding.
181. How many have been destroyed on
account of a different narae, creed or opinion,
within the memory of man, in different parts
of the world !
182. The Bonapartists were invited to take
shelter in Russia as teachers on the noblemen's estates, to improve that empire, an.) so
escape the Bourbons of France. The Jesuits
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seized the opportunity to occujiy those places, I ing any harm ; but they are led in that way
intending to amalgamate the Greek wilh i!ie I from the paih of Iheir 'forefathers i. e. from
Latin Church ; bat being driven away hy the Protestants to become Catholics.
order of government, the Enijieror Alexauiler j 190. The souls of the Martyrs un^ier the
died by art, which was lai,I to the Masons. I Aliar cried ior justice—and ihe Hi*, len'y Host
aid abort 14 000 were made away with, and praise Gol for His judgment in retribuiiiig the
Host of them have not been hear' of since, I bloo I of Ihe iMartyrs on ihe bad worn in, who
Inoiuih England was accu.sed by the Jesuits. .sii on a scarlet colored beast, and had got
of the deed, lo jnevent the uniting of the two d r u n k with iheir bloo I. for ly this act of reChurches, it cost Russia £500,000 to sujiply trilniiive justice, ihe earth, which hath long
their place.
been in the enemy's jinnds, reverts to its right183. On Wexford bridge 197 piked and ful owner. For God will put it inlo the hearts
pilahpl over, 183 burnt in a barn and others of the ten horns, or civ-i governments, as
who limed Catholics to save their lives, were already begun, to eat her flesh an I burn her
sprinkled by the Priest and then taken out wilh fire; to sei/.e her treasure, and break the
and shot, saying it is belter for you lo die ecclesiastical jiower, which heretofore assumwhile in the faith, than to relapse back into ed over Ihe civil authority; and thus divide
here.sy, 1798. Look at the book of Martyrs, church and state.
and see the .sameness down ; and so mind and
191. In the original division of the earth,
take care of youi-,selves.
afler the flood, the descendants of Jajiheih are
184. How many thou.sand dollars have the said lo jieojile the Isles of the sea: i. e. EuProtestants of these United States given lo the rojie; for the ancients sujijiosed Kuiojie to be
Catholiccaii.se wiiliin a few vears; and what an island, and hence in jnojihecy it is called
will be the REClPROCATlC)N ?
the Sea, to distinguish il from Asia, the main,
185. Mettirnech and Talleyrand, &c,—vvhat which in projdiecy is called Ihe Earth.
have they to do in the wheel of forlune ? and
192. The Papacy, or first beast, rose out of
who gave aid to the Romish establishmenis at th,'" sea, Eiirojie. The second beast came out
Hartford and New Haven in Coruiecticut ?
of llie earth, Asia ; and exercised all the power
186. The whole world apjiears to bc divid- of the first beast before him.
ed into districts and men ajijiointed lo act as
193. VVhen Bonaparte had the Pope a priagents, eacli lo act in his field, to make ob- soner in ?'iance, and Rome the ihird imjierial
servation, report and receive instiuclion. So cit)- in his emjiii-e—then vvas fulfilled the chain
the row of fine buildings in New York and and succession of power from Rome Pagan to
at Cincinnati and a i .ace in the interior of Rome Papal, and ,so to the second beast from
Missouri—as, if they should fail in iheir at- Asia, who exercised all the power of which
tempt and design upon the Old World, to he had sirijiped the Pope.
have this counlry as a refuge to fly to : the
194. The beast vvas, and is not, and will be
see of Rome, the school of Cardinals, with the again—and ascend out of the liottomiess pit—
Pope at their head, lo be Iransporled to Norlh slay the two witnesses and jierisli at the batAmerica, and set up their head quarters here. tle of Armegaddon—when
the Angel will
187 When John Bull in ihe Old World siand in the sun and call all the fowls of hearesolved that he had a right lo hind America ven to the sujijier of the great God, lo eat the
in all cases whatever, the self-same day a flesh of kings and princes—and the two beasts,
noise was heard in the air in the New World, or beast and false prophet, will be taken away,
and this be the last battle ever to be fought in
for several hundred miles.
188. So on the 12lh of November, 1833, our world.
195. The Magog of Ezekiel may refer to
500 nullifiers met al Milledgeville in Georgia,
with an ex-candi,iate for the Presidency, who the same thing; as it takes seven months to
had been disapjiointed, and unanimously re- bury the dead and the weajions of war answer
solved to go the whole hog in .separating or the Jews as fuel for fire, seven years, without
seceding-from the Union ; w-hen the day ended, going to tbe forest for wood.
at midnight the blazing meteors began in the
196. Magog was the grandson of Noah;
heavens, shooting from the centre to the cir- and peopled the north of Europe and Asia, as
cumference, to be seen all over North Ameri- is admitted oy antiquarians, vvhat now conca, until the sun absorbed them in the morning! stitutes the Russian Empire—Gog, the chief
189. The daughters of Moab, by the coun- Prince (or Emperor) of Mesach,' (Moscow)
sel of Baalam, seduced the young men of and Tubal or Tobolski. Acrording to proIsrael, and brought the curse of God into the phecy the Russian bear is to go against the
Hebrew Camp. So young women of fashion, Jews after their return home to their own
are fond of a splendid place of worship ; and land, with their immense wealth, which is not
jhence, draw many to wait upon them and at- real, but personal estate.
tend those splendid places, without anticipat197. In 1724, Bangle wrote in German a
'2'J
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calculation on the fulfillment of prophecy. In
1754, Wesley abridged a part into English. In
17 93. it was noticed that four things were to
take place in 1810—17 years ahead, viz : 1st.
ihe Pope to lose his temporal power—2d, the
City to govern itself, 3d, this to be effected by
a man from Asia; and 4th, that it would be
666 years from a particular data—and by the
fifth fthial would have his kingdom darkened
and lose his own power.
198. Bonaparte became a commander in
1796—went into Egypt in 1798, and thence
into Asia, and fought Sir Sydney Smith at a
place called Achre in the plains of Galilee
near where our Lord was born; hearing of
the anarchy which threatened France, he saw
a door t(; rise into power—hence in 1799 he
got the command of the national guards—in
1800 to be Consul, and in 1802 Emperor—
and in 1809 he passed the edict to strip the
Pope of his power ; and took him to France,
and Rome was to govern itself as an imperial
city—which edicts were to go inlo execution
the first day of January 1810 ; and it was just
666 years, the inteimediate time between 1143
when the power of choosing the Pope was
taken from the people and lodged in the
school of Cardinals; Bonaparte had his kingdom darkened and lost his power: and this is
the data to the other two phials.
199. The 6th is to be poured on the Euphrates or Mahomedan, or Tuikish empire—
waters, (people) dried up, &c., that the way to
the East may be prepared. Six years ago the
Grand Turk had an empire of about 2,000
miles square—but now only his Capitol, with
a strip of counlry like a garden spot around.
1st, the Ru.ssian Asiatic army took and retainel some provinces near the Euphrates ; 2d, in
Europe, west of the Black sea, sundry provinces have gone off lo govern themselves ; 3d,
Old Greece has gone off to govern herself; 4th,
Algiers and her dependencies, France has
taken ; and 5th, the Pacha of Egypt has deprived the Sultan of the residue of his African
domains, ancient Syria, the plains of Babylon
and the Holy Land; thus the waters are dried
up—and only the Capitol remains, which in a
great measure ournl down, that the three great
]iovvers—Russia, France and England .may
amalgamate, as the three general heads, the
whole ancient scripture world, and thus prepare the way for the great battle of Armegaddon—each desiring the eastern ascendency,
and hence to centre there. For the policy of
the tliree courts on that head is well known
by their movements for many years.
2)0. The Egyptians placing the Mahometans and Jews and Christians upon an equality both as it relates lo religion and politics—
I now, for the first lime for 1800 years, appears
the dawn of an opening for the Israelites to

return to their own land. See the design to
remove the disability of the Jews in England,
and the paying the Jewish Priests out of the
revenue in France, the 8j./,e as Protestai.ts or
Cath.dics, and the anticipation of an Eastern
empir J under the Jews, as a balance of power
against Russia ; and also their Sanhedrim tc
govern themselves by a Grand Council since
1806—which they had never done since their
dispersion by Titus and the Romans.
201. The invitation for men of letters to
improve Egpyt, no doubt will be seized by the
Jesuits to get all the ascendency possible in
the east, as well as to have their emissaries
whereever there are protestant missionaries
to thwart and counteract their movements.
202. There are prophecies which no doubt
relate to America. 1st, Isaiah, speaking of a
country beyond the Rivers of Ethiopia with
wings; 2d, the young Lions, in the 39 th of
Ezekiel; 3d, wHere the woman "few into the
wilderness," after she had fled before into the
countries north of the Danube—her last flight
lo the United States.
203. The image in Daniel with a gold head
and a .silver arm, brass thighs and iron feet,
smote by a stone, &c., short condensed history
—1st, Gold head, Babylon; 2d, Silver arms,
the Medes and Persians united in Cyrus,
who took Babylon; 3d, Brass thighs, Grecians
under Alexander the Great, who subdued Je
Medes and Persians; 4lh, Iron feet, the Romans, who conquered the whole—as law-religion exists in the old countries, that Image is
not wholly gone by, but we exist in the days
of the toes.
204. Bul the stone shall smite it, and those
ancient institutions will become as chaff—that
King-craft and Priest-craft are the delegated
power and gift of God.
205. The rational principles of William
Penn, which have predominated in America,
are illuminaling the Old World, and King-craft
and Priest-craft are going down the hill;
therefore the Kings and Priests are alarmed ;
and the alarm has produced the un-Holy Alliance and called out the Jesuits from their
dormancy, lo act in conjunction together, in a
general conspiracy against the liberties of
mankind throughout the world.
206. For if the principles of Light and Liberty prevail. Monarchy and Law-relijfion go
by the board—but in order to arrest the progress of Light and Liberty, there is no way
but to destroy representative governments and
the liberty of the Press, according to the secret
Treaty of Verona, and hence all men of information and liberal principles and influence
in society, must be proscribed and cut off at a
stroke, that the rest may be awed into obedience, as was intended by the arrangement in
1830, tliat produced the revolution in France*
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when the King and Jesuits were thwarted and
" had to flee.
207. And the only way for the Americans
to be safe and to maintain their liberty and independence, is to be wide awake against nulhfication, priest-craft and the aristocracy that
is rising in this once happy land. Our liberties
may so remain, and be handed down to posterity, if the people do not give up the ship.
208. Right Reason (laying aside blind selfinterest,) and virtue, and prayer in faith, wilh
proper works, may save a sinking ship, rational liberty in a social point of view—not to
divide and devoitr and sow all the seeds of
dissention to destroy the union for temporary
interest, and party purposes. Let a redeeming spirit of forbearance be found in the land
to prevail among the people, and by so doing
God will save the country from the curse and
destruction that some, who have lent themselves as tools, have endeavored to bring upon
it. Amen ! so may it be !
209. The seventh phial was poured out on
the air—what a blast in the atmosphere!
Compare modern constitutions in the youth,
and the state of society some 30 or 40 years
ago.
210. Two years since, more deaths reported
in Boston and New York in a single week
than any time before ; even yellow fever times
not excepted.
211. The Cholera—50,000,000, swept off
since it first broke out down to some three
years ago—before it got into Germany, France,
or England; one-sixteenth part of the human
family, by computalion; and how many have
been swept off since 1 There is not a nation
or an island of magnitude where the scourge
is not felt; and perhaps the United States,
according to our population and number, have
been the most favored among the nations of
the earth; but there is a just God, who will
hold us accountable for the use or abuse of
the privileges we as a nation enjoy.
212. In some parts the interference in elections—the injunction to the employed, not to
go to the polls unless they vote as directed—
on pain of dismission from employ.
213. So in matters of religion : go where I
say, and altend mj' meeting, or be dismissed ;
thus interfering in matters of conscience and
religion, to bring about Church and Slate,
Law-religion,—a curse upon the land.
214. Calling white people slaves, locking
them up to work more hours in the day, by an
arbitrary power displayed, than is exercised
over tl e people of color in the South.
215. So in Congress Hall, Jong speeches,
many words, to display talents, get a name,
! pass off time ; my wages are going on ; and
all to what purpose, but to (li*'a-b the land as
it relates to the peace of society.
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216. So old Hickory—how strange to tell
—that a man cannot act right, do as he may
—not one single thing is right—all is wrong
from first to last—if one must believe what
others say, or what we sometimes read.
217. To trammel and govern the Press, and
the papers, encouraging or depressing their
circulation, as the editorial matter may please
or displease; so that interest shall induce
compliance.
218. How many ways and artful means are
used to gain the ascendency in the land, all
that human nature can invent seems to be put
in requisition.
219. One may form a judgment of the
strength of most societies, hy the number and
size of the church; not so of the Romans, for
they may have half a dozen congregations for
Mass in one forenoon in the same house.
220. There are young ladies, Nuns, called
Sisters of Charily, of handsome address, employed to get into towns and cities, to lay
foundations for Catholic schools ; and months
may pass before the true character and object
are known; and in many of the Protestant
schools there are men, as teachers employed,
whose character is not known.
221. There is not a printer in the United
States who would dare to be editor to a periodical work of a particular stamp, in the city
of Baltimore.
222. Out of 213,000 in New York, 52,000
are said to be Romans; and at Brookl}m, every
fourth person ; also in the District of Columbia, about one-third of the inhabitants are
Romans.
223. There appears to be an unnatural
spirit of a diabolical nature exemplified in tbe
world, as though the devil had come down in
great wrath, as manifested by acrimony in the
case of Avery, and the anti-question and in
politics, and about the subject of what some
call religion ; perhaps he knows he halh but
a little time and is determined to improve it.
224. Some believe in a Mule devil, some in
a horned one, and some in none at all.
225. Mule devil, the ugly, bad deceitful,
and revengeful spirit of man, which is constituted a two-leged devil; fallen Angels, evil
spirits without corporeal bodies, in hieroglyphics, repTCsented as a blackman with horns;
but a belief in the existence of both, may be
nearer tiie truth than a negative of the whole.
226. When the beast shall ascend from the
" BOTTOMLESS P I T " and rise again, and that
with diabolical strength and fury, and the new
persecution begin, that will fall on outward
court worshippers, formal christians, as well
as the sincere in heart; and Deists and Universalists will then fare no better than any
other people, all will be cut off who do not
conform, or are men of information, and in-
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fluence and liberal principfcs; for there will be
no neutral ground in that day; and to conform
will not afford safety, for even then you may
be cut off', as not trust-worthy in their view.
Here then remember the WARNING by the
third Angel, not to conform to the worship of
the beast or his IINIAGE—and there is not
another such an awful and dreadful threatening in all the sabred volume, as is the one
against conformity lo that worship in that
day.
227 Who was it that landed at Amboy, in
New Jersey, wilh about 30 others, and 12 or
$15,000,000, eighteen or nineteen years ago—quit this country, amu.sed the public with a
rattlebox, and since his departure, has taken a
new name ?
" Dangers stand thick through all the ground.'"
228. Here I must leave the subject to future developement—knowing that my time is
short, at best. The evening shades are coming
on apace ! Bul as a well-wisher lo Zion and
the public, and the whole world at large, may
those into whose hands this may fall, take
warning! timely warning, before the cup of
their iniquit}' be full, that it m.ay bo well
wilh them individually, and with the public
also,
229. The following extract fiom the Millennial Harbinger, on the "Catholic Controversy," I commend to the serious allenlion of my
countrymen, as confirmatory of my apprehensions of the d^.'signs of the Romanists :

i

" This is one of the most important controversies of this controversial age.
Important in all ils bearings upon the Calholic
religion, the Prolestanl religion, and the t'hristian religion, it cannot fail to interest all religious men.
important, loo, in ils bearings
ujion the jiolilical destinies of this nalifiii,
involving tlie fundamental jirinciples of free
government; and jilaciiig again in a new atliliide before the iiublic mind, the question.
Whether it is jiossilde tor any earthly government lo exist, under which men's jiolilical and
religious rights and jirivileges can be kejit
perfectiy sejiarate and distinct—it demands the
allenlion of all jiolilical men.
" I have been, in a great measure, a silent
spectator of the varied, ingenious, jierseveiing,
and bold efforts of the Romanisis to gain the
j/olitical ascendency in this country. VVe have
only once or twice, in a public vvay, called
the allenlion of our cotemporaries to this subject.
We have expressed the conviclion,
without giving the proof, tbat there is, on the
part of the Roman See, a settled determination, accomjianied with a lively expectation of
surees^—a fixed purjiose, from whi..,h ' His
Holiness' is never to depart, to bring these

United States into the bosom of the Catholic
Church, and to add all America, North and
South, lo the territory of its dominions. Nor
is this project so chimerical as many suppose;
nor so implausible as many Romanists in
America would have the Protestants to imagine. I am of opinion that it is practicable, if
the Romanisis can persuade our people that
they have no such objects nor wishes; and
especially practicable, if the present constitution, and manners and customs of sectarianism
continue for a generation or two. Already
40,000 Jesuits, we are informed, are silently
and secretly at work in the bosom of our
country. Priests have been shijiped annually
to this counlry, and landed in small groups at
every seaport from Quebec to New Orleans, to
avoid suspicion. Large sums of money have
been advanced from the coffers of St. Peter to
found schools, colleges, and churches in these
United Slates. These schools are, in numerous inslances, made so acceptable to our
fashionable Protestants and philosophic Sceptics, that they prefer them to any Protestant
schools for the education of their children.
Many distinguished ciiizens, at this time, like
our Virginia Governor (Floyd,) have their
children educated under the auspices of the
Pojie in Calholic schools. Catholic emigrants,
ill the ratio of three to one Protestant, are
now crowding to our shores. Only two years
ago some unwary Catholics boasted that it
vvas known al Rome that 700,000 Catholics
were in the United Stales, and that their
ciiurch vvas then more powerful and influential
in Ameiica than any other. Wilh all these
documents before our minds, shall we hesitate
to ,say, that things are in rapid progress to
such a consuininatioii. Do we not now see,
that even in our cities of New York and Philadeljihia, the Catholic priesthood have the
boldness to provoke controversy, and to challenge the iiivesligation of their jirinciples; and
still more recently it is jiioiioscd to have various jiiesses csiabli-hed in America for the
jHiijiose of making jnoselyles to the Catholic
faiih. Think not, then, courteous reader, that
our fears have gol the better of our judgment,
when we e-Xjiicss the conviction, that measures, numerous and efficient, arc being taken
to In ing all America inlo the Church of Rome.
" ' W h e r e will the Methodists be,' said a
Protestant lo a Catholic not long since, who
dared to talk a liltle in this vvay—' What will
our half million of ^lethodists be engaged
aboul in those days V ' Methodists!' said the
i'liest, ' Methodists ! Why—their clergy are
as independent of the people—as monarchical
as ours ! Many of them will fall into our
views. No sect would I rather see go ahead
than the Methodisls. Their Clergy .<ill make
excellent Priests ! W e have Jesuits novr
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among the Methodist clergy. They are not
known as such, it is true. We become all
things to all men, that by all means we may
I gain some. Never mind—God bless the
^ Itlethod'ists!'
" ' A n d what will the Baptists, the half
million of Baptists be doing in those days V
'What they are doing now—fighting about
their creeds and their opinions. A feeble band
—more than tweniy sorts of them, and no one
of them has an efficient ministry! They
have not much concert, and they have few
learned and talented men. Bless your soul !
'.mmersion travels slowly in cold weather!'
" ' B u t are not the Episcopalians learned
and united V ' Yes ; and did not three of their
most learned clergy, in New York, come over
in one body to our Catholic Church, a fevv
years since i Evea in England, good Old
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England, were it not for the Establishment
1 will not say it. They are belter paid
than our clergy, a hundred per cent. There
is but a paper wall between us and them!
•
I wish the Episcopalians were more numerous
in America!'
" Thus some of the more simple-minded of
the Catholics talk, as a gentleman informed
me the olher day in King & Queen."
230. Look well to your safety and to the
public safety too. Strive to conform to the
will of God, as the "Eternal rule of right."
Let your heart be in the cause, that you may
WORSHIP HIM acceptably, in "SPIRIT and in
TRUTH," and so meet the Divine approbation, and so insure His protection. That it
may be well wilh you here and hereafter, is
my fervent prayer.
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The Roman Catholics in the United
Stales, by computation, in round
numbers, may be
Presbyterians of all kinds, and
communications, pew holders,
&;c., say
Quakers,
Church of England,
Methodists of all kinds.
Baptists of all kinds,
Ali other Socielies.
Making

800,000
1,000,000
300,000
200,000
500,000
400,000
1,000,000
4,200,000

Which estimate, allowing the whole who
are attached to some society by prejudice or
from education, to amount to 5,000,000, would
leave about 8,000,000 otherwise, if the aggregate of iiihaliilants amounts to 13,000,000
souls in the United States.
It halh been said that " LORENZO DOW belongs to NO BODY;" also that those who belontr to " no body" are " Dowites," and of
course belong to hiin !
Now, adiiiillin.g the above statement to be
correct—then (after deducting 3,000,000 of
coloied peojile who belong to others) there
would he a balance of 5,000,000 left for ME,
which I take the liberty of addressing—first,
as a Citizen, and secondly, as a Christian !
As a Citizen, I admonish you—I warn and
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entreat you to be caim am ,^ispassionate in all
your social and potiticat views—be, very deliberately, TRUE AMERICANS !
Watch the officious; designing, ambiiious
Courtiers! Be not used as tools—cat's paws,
and puppets for none ; but as people of reason
and sense, act and possess a JUDGMENT and
SOUL of your own !
See that the Constitution be not invaded
and violated with impunity, by your Rulers,
and sects and parlies, for the sake of Church
and Stale—Lavv Religion—the greatest curse
that ever befel the World !
As a Christian, I expect slander, from those
* * * * * bigots, either in Church or
Slate, and opposition from them in various
ways ; but, my counsel is, take Eternily into
account, by a serious, considerate examination
how it stands betv\'een God and your soul!
Avoid what is wicked and dishonorable,
seeing it is the motive and spirit which gave
character lo the ACTION.

My advice to you, each and all, is to be
guarded against sectarian prejudices, bigotry
and bitterness ; but lead a life of Prayer and
Watchfulness and Spiritual Devotion, that you
may enjoy, by the communication of the
Spirit, Jesus Christ Revealed within—the
Hope of Glory!
L. DOW
District Columbia, lie j 20, 1830.
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THE practice of dressing in BLACK, by
ministers of most denominations, is a perpetuation of one of the Popish customs, which
was taken from the false prophets; who borrowed it from the true Prophets when mourning in sack-cloth, &c. Bul God declares he
will remove the Chemarims (or black coats)
with t'he Priests out of the land ! Zeph. i. 4.
SIN and SATAN are represented as black.
Black is a rotten color, and black will easily
show dirt, therefore there is no reason but
pride and the prejudice of education to be assigned for the perpetuation of i t !
As it relates to Baptisms, the plural is
spoken of by Paul. Heb. vi. there are three
elsewhere :—Water, Sufferings and the Baptism of the Holy Ghost. As it relates to the
mode, the Hebrews were baptized to Mo.ses IN
the Cloud and in the Sea ; and yet they went
through on DRY ground, so that they were
not wet all over under water! John Baptized
with {not IN) water, "unto repentance," and
baptized Christ, (who could not be baptized
unto repentance for he had nothing to repent
of,) and said 1 shall decrease, which implies
that he knew his own dispensation would
come to an end ; while that of Jesus, must
eat up all the rest and monopolize the world !
Paul baptized some of John's people over
again, which implies the use of water among
the first Christians, and that John's baptism
was not the Gospel one ! IN Jordan iN the
mountain into the tree, &c., at, to, upon, compare Exodus.
Luke,
and
exercise common sense.
To gain an ascendancy and exercise a supremacy over others, " moral evil" will adopt
any plan to maintain unjust prerogative.
Hence the Pope puts down the F r e Mason!
Why T Not because Masonry is wrong, but because it admits and requires only Penn'sgeneral
test, " a belief in one God and future rewards
and punishment," " as though a Protestant
might be saved as well as a Calholic," and by
such all the Mahometans, Heathens and Deists,
are called "heretics," "Infidels," &c , as though
the whole, without any discrimination must
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he damned, without any hope of mercy together ! Whereas, what is a Deist, but one
who acknowledges a Deity : What is an Infidel, but he that halh been guilty of a breach
of fidelity; seeing one is the opposite of the
other, by an act of violation, which constitutes infidelity ; but he that is not guilty,
should not unjustly be accused ! The backslider exemplifies a character of infidelity, a i
well as the unfaithful husband or wife who
violates their marriage vow !
But. if what has commonly been called religion, be not religion, but a piece of solemn
mockery, as a sham upon the people; and a
man perceives the imposition ; his reason must
call it in question ; if he begins to seek for
facts and enquire after TRUTH. Of course,
he will and must have his doubts: What is
truth 1 until he obtains evidence that will
satisfy him!
No two stones look exactly alike, neither
do two human countenances, nor any two
voices sound alike : and if not, how can we
expect that all should think and see alike"?
Variety exhibits both the wisdom and goodness of God in nature, and why not in grace 1
Charles v., after doing his best, could not make
two watches run alike—hence hi,=; folly, lo attempt by persecution, to make a nation think
alike ! And what, short of divine illumination, to cause the light of the moon lo become
as the light of the Sun, and the light of the
Sun to become sevenfold as the light of seven
days, can make the watchmen see eye fo eye 1
W^hen there will be no need to say know ye
the Lord 1 for all shall know him, from the
least unto the greatest, and the glory of God
shall fill the earth, as the waters do Ihe sea!
The Pagans had many deities, and they admitted of different modes of worship; though
they had one superior to all the rest, called
Jove, or Jupiter, probably borrowed from
the patriarch—JEHOVAH and his angels.
But when the worship of only one God became
general, there could be but one kind of worship acceptable and right, anl the others considered \yrong of course. But people, by
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is written, " T h o u shalt not speak evil ol the
ruler of thy jieojile :"—therefore, for th^ise
Jieojile w h o have come hiiher to enjoy the benifi;ii inffuence of onr mild g o v e i n u e i u TU
lhe-;p iieaceful shores, to turn and declamor. as
lioiiii |l:l';\•
|
Til 'i' liirr lliev felt I ) Jieise lile those w h o niaiiy do. savors of the sjiirit of iugralilude,
l' di!i, i'-ii from iheiii in ojiir,ion an I ///'»/c---nol the most heincnis and aliominable of all ciimes
a l i i i i i i i i : a n l roesi leriii'; lhal \hi' 'pni'Ciple — m a i k e d with Heaven s disapjirobation—obiiii-^lil lie llie ,-anio
W heieas good is f;()Oil, taining J e h o v a h ' s ciiise !
W h e n ihe naiions of E u r o p e , for the moj an.! I'll ! i- l',-i i llii' "Oil 1 over, and there are
ment, were inlo.vicated wiih joy at BiionaL liiil ihe s|piii; 1)1 l!ie t'» o jnin i|i'<'s.
|!
.Ma'ioiiH lailis;;), which ailinils (d' IIO i lo'a- j i a r l r s dowiifal!, ihey seemed lo forget every
I' trv , lf,l.-ia;e,l o l i i n s lo enjoy ihoir opinions inoiu^ht of/M.s//f£. saying, " It originated from
whilst ihe United Slates con11 llioii^h vvi'li le.-s |iiivi'cgi's—Inil toiera ion America—and
j w a - not k n o w n in ('i;ri.~;eii loai lill wi bin a liniie to leniaiii a republic (which is the only
ti',\ i i i i n ' i r d veais, an.l r r e n then hut in a one at Jiresent on eailh.) we shall have our
work to do over again !" But at length, re'' M . i a ' l d ^ - . ' i - c
I
III ihe ihi\-: of !'!.'i:iilir'h, loleralion vvas colleetii.g llieniselves, though ihey had agreed
'i unknowi) in I'liglaiid.
Il'in-e.
•eoruptcd lo have nothing lo do with the quarrel by
Chri..,'iiiiiilIj" was moie I N T O L E l i A B L K llian giving ai,l as before, but leave the two nations
!o lug il between them, yel, on refieciion of
l'',i_M h or .Mahoiiie an ism.
All ii'ii'ion. wh'U eslaldislied by law, halh what might lie ihe con.sequence if J o n a t h a n
I leeii II el .i^ a p o l i i ' a l look lo a n s w e r the was c o n q u e r e l , offered a mediation to m a k e
jiiii I o,-• of a m ' i i i ii>.uil desi'i^niiig men ' ea h the quarrel nji,
Bul the question involved in tbe contest—
j a|iji(,i i i : lo h'MVMi ior llie | i i s ! i e o l Iheir
t;iii~,'. vvh'M ihey are un ler the inflnence (d W h e l h e r , hv ihe Creator's law of tiature. man
' •old , \ ' / ; i ' in most ca>e.-—and t h u s sub.-lilnle is a cosmopolite or ihe property of a n o t h e r ? —
I their ov\n \\i;l for ihe m e (,f lighl, iiut the will in iiieclly come on the carjiet, considering
w o i i i \> i'l loiriiiiie wrong, unlil llie govern- the age of e n q n i i y ; aud the answer, which "is
|i ment (1 .ieliovah he a c k n o w l e d g e I. and he self-evi lenl," will unfold itself, and truth will
jiieseiit lo view—jiroducing its consequences
i rei;;ii Kin.:; in llie hearls id' al. .nankin I.
i
Tin- doiiiiiie, liiat one jieison is horn tlie accor.lingly.
] local nii'|r'ity ol ailoi''er. iavidves l b " i 'ea
T h e cause is the L o r d ' s — H e governs the
j llial I'leii; i- no sui'ii iiiing as ar, evinieialion world in righleoiisnes.s, and gives
judgment
' of (d) i;; ;'ion (loni ihe jio--sessor let the Jios- accoiiling to equily ; therefore the race is not
: .-e—el l!,'e wlii'ie l i n y could, llie duly le- i lo ihe swift, nor the battle to the strong !
i m a i n e I lie.' - a a i e .
l i e n c e , a c r o r l i n g lo l l i > i r I K~''j:f" Coniiary lo human probability, we are
i! i k a , - o l eijiii'v, .loNATii.^.N slill belonge ! lo the not svvejit fioin ihe ocean, but the boasted lauj ki IL;: and an o!i| gin Ige w a s llie eon-cijiieiice, rels of invincibility
vvas jilucked from the
iti.'::ui-e lie sliove lo he free.
Therefore. olher si ie ! T h e s e lliings ujion the land and
w^a'ii 'lie l.f"- Ion of ihr -^cas were moiiopoli- ivali.r, when taken into account by the grasp/,'• I, I'V a--~aii;|i:ion, consi l''nag ihat poiver iiiij; mind, with ihe concomilants parts, must
I con-liiiitfl rii.';.'it, .loiiaijiui c o u l l not enjoy be acknowU; Ige! !o be llie hand of the Lord,
I ihr j i i i \ i ' ' ' g ' w i i h o n t paving a dulv, n'ld wliiih halh been our s a l v a l i o n !
But a h i s l il ajijiears that some don't k n o w ,
i laki'i.; a lii/iisc
'.villi h (if/would be v//7tta//(/
I to LTive iiji 111.-, inilrprndenee, and exist only nor jiiize our jiiivileges, and would be willing
I noiiiii..riy ,is ;i ii.ilion, but in fact lo he io suhveri the whole to a n s w e r the iiurpo.ses
|i g o \ r i i K ' l a-, a loii-i^a j i . o v i n c e Sf'rjjf" T h i s of a lew amhiiioiis and designing men!—
'i lei lo llie only al eriiaiive, t. e, SUi5MIT or Hence it would he well for peojile to read the
] l-'Idiri'
,lon-itliaii cluisi' ihe lalli'r, because hisiory of kings, and inform their minds on
ihr foiMier vvoal i have behaijel
his Irusl. le- ihe coirujilion and diijilicily of co«r/,s; a n l
|io-e,! in hi n hy llie peaple.
Hill lie ha.l to llieii ask. ; / our rulers, w h o must feel the ef'v.i.'i\:\ iiefoii' h e w a - r-a ly, sreiiiii; that he was terls of their own legi.^laiion, (they being coniKain I hv ihe ilui-ililiitlOii not lo keejia slaii.l- tinue 1 in office on^y a limited sj)ace of time,)
. )IIL; ai!n\- in lln ii ne of pcO'C. T h e s e lliings be so awfully obnoxious a s to be con.-i leretl
W h a t mur-t be ihe sen-nation it
II' ovii'r.iiki'I bv niaiiv. \\ ho b;iwl a n l cry unlearnah e.
llie\ k'v'.'.v not w h \ . only h , c a u s e others say i W O l i S K M K . \
in Jiower ? Moieover,
Ml '. l i l l ju--ree >!ioiil I he done to every should he coniinued for life! T h e truth is,
t!;i'".^; even i.,,- der.il we have no right lo he- any h o l y , aud even a fool, can find faifit, but
l;r. Iii'c.i',i--e il woiii.l he giving filse leslimony; it rcquiies a wise man iu m a n y cases to [loinl
a.l i lo hii-o |ii''-"nt ihe iniih, is inlenlioa.illv out a I'.'jtler w a y . Aud men of no virtue, and
'i to ili'ciivi'. wliiili i- a " m o r a l evil."
An it wicked dark jirinciples, are willing to sacrifice
j
I
;
'

mi*lr;kin- a MOPf: /or a I ' i i l N C I P I . E , lost
the sj.iiit in I'le /r//fi.a, ui \\if >ni list nine in the
r.kihli — I y u l;icli ihey / ^rij^ol \\\^• power an I
on v )c'a,,ied [\\efonr, vvliuh is wor.-hip only
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every thing that is sacred; no matter who is
injured, if themselves are served by those
wicked ends! Those things have been carried
on under the cloak of religion, money, &c.
&c., to dupe the simple mind ! This in all
ages of the vvorld, according to history, not
excepting Mahomet, nor the Puritans so called, in the time of Cromwell; and who, when
displaced in the time of Charles, came to Massachusetts ; (wilh Milton's language*) and
hanged several Quakers.
In Massachusetts and Connecticut, the Law
religion still remain to shackle the people, and
in the latter place it is fifty cents fine for not
going to meeting on a Sunday. Vermont and
New Hampshire have shaken off the yoke!
Maryland and Virginia, have repealed the
TOBACCO LAW. for the support of the
CLERGY, and most of the olher State Laws,
comport with natuial justice, in matters of religion and conscience!
Washington ever seemed to show a reverence for religion, bolh in his deportment and
proceedings. John Adams v^^ho quitted Washington City in the dead of the night, and was
well on toward Baltimore that time it was day,
ever exhibited '• righteousness overmuch"—and
consideiing the fu.ss among the Yankee clergy,
their unu.sual associations and correspondence
with the President, and many of their expressions about that time and shortly afler—wilh
the two buildings taking fire and burning some
ofthe public documents ; has a curious squinting, that they thought of a national establishment, and tke clergy paid indirectly from the
people by virtue of the revenue! Jefferson,
seeing the evil of lavv religion, &c., had those
barbarous laws against the Quakers repealed,
and also the imposition of tobacco, which
compelled every man in the parish, be bis
sentiment what it might, to give his quota of
sixteen thousand for the Church Priest.
Hence many of those priests would not
preach; others supposing America would be
conquered, kept on, under an idea that Ihe
king, their master, would have their arrearages made up—but after Cornwallis was taken,
gave it up for a bad job ; and only about three
ofthe whole fraternity coniinued to officiate.
Hence the churches, which were public property, being left vacant, another lavv was
passed for olher societies lo occupy them : and
the Methodists, Baptists, Presbyterians, kc,
have used them occasionally since.
I k j s e things procured the epithet "infidel"
for a maik of distinguishment: whereas mfidehty is a breach of fidelity ! But religiow
VENOM of all things is the worst! From
those circumstances arose the prejudice of the
* " It is better to reign in Hell than serve in Heaven .'"
Which it best, to be a Hog among Kings, or a King amonft
Hogs.
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clergy of diffe>-ent societies who would be
fond of a law religion, as the ground of their
animosity and ambition against him, because
</i««V hopes of gain are stagnated by it. Bit
posterity must judge James Madison, believing in universal rights of conscience, as one
of the convention, had the clause suggested
which has become an important trait in oir
Constitution ; and also rejected the bills to /x •
corporate the BAPTISTS in the Mississippi
Territory, and the CHURCH OF ENGLAND
at Alexandria !—as the principle, once admitted by CONGRESS, might be plead as a
precedent, and it would be uncertain where the
evil would end ! And as religion, under some
name or another, has been used as a hobbyhorse to accomplish certain jnirjioscs and ends,
by operating on the minds of the ignorant,
under the veil of sanctity, &c,, to the no small
injury of society; he seems not disposed but
in a delicate way lo bring religion, &c,, inlo
political affairs! J6@» which ciicumstance is
worthy of remark ! for a religious bigot is
worse than an honest DEIST, who believes in
Penn's general test as a qualification lo office,
viz. ONE GOD with future REWARDS and
PUNISH.MENT! The latter will feel the force
of " moral obligation," to inffuence his practice, while the former begs the question ; takes
it for granted that he is right—hence assumes
ihe liberty to pass judgment on every body
else who may differ from him : whereas the
other will only think for 'i. ii.self, and allow
ifee others to think for themselves.
fi@°'The
BIGOT of course will PERSECUTE, whilst
the other allows equal rights of conscience !
Admitting the United Slates were a conquered counlry, and the following administrution to exist:—I. The peojde: lo be disarmed
of every gun, sword and jiislol, on pain of
death ; and no man could be suffered to keep
even a fowling-piece, wilhoiil a duty jiaid of
three guineas for it, and fifty five cents for a
license to keep it. 2. A niiii ary force sufficient lo keep the people in continual awe. 3.
In a great measuie the liberty •..-•f the .speech
and of the press curtailed, on pirin of fine and
imprisonment, transportation or deaih. 4.
The Methodists to become establisheil hy lavv;
so that every tenth lamb, calf, bushel of giain,
head of cabbage, peck of potatoes, &c. &.,.
&c., every tenth of every thing piodneed :
and al the same time w^ould get drunk, curse
nd gamble ; horse race and keep a pack of
liounds; play the whore and serve the Devil
without restraint; and jiublicly acknovv edge
that they were Deists, and yet say that they
believed that they were moved by the Holy
GAosHo preach. 5. That no man could enter
into the military office, however immoral,
without fiist receiving the sacrament. Who
could say it would be right ? Who would at-
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tempt to justify it ? Would it not be an oppression ujion the nation—an evil which
should be redressed—and if sanctioned by
government would be a national sin indeel'?
the theory and application is very easy.
The news of jieace salutes our ears, and reverberates through the land—but how long it
may continue, who can t e l ?
What ambiiious man designs for evil, the
Lord takes off his restraining power, designing
it for good, by over-ruling the consequences
thereof! The frost, transpo.sed fi'om north to
south, prevented the inroads across the lakes,
and up the bayou St. John—and also the
winds effected the cour.se of the water in such
a manner, tliat the Biitish could not embark,
for want of depth, in time lo come round to do
furlher mischief, before the news of peace
arrived. Here observe, the deceiver got deceived—for, first, the proclamation, inviting
Tennessee and Kentucky to come and join
them—secondly, the demand for Ohio to be
our western boundary—thirdly, the Expedition
to New Orleans, with a governor, and all the
officers with their clerks, &c, &c., show what
tlieir expectations, and of course pretensions,
were: JKr^and all these aboul one and the
same time in agitation, to get round us like a
horse shoe, like the French policy, 1755.
But how contrary have things turned out
from their calculation t Tiie affair of New
Orleans, Baltimore, Plattsburg, Sandusky,
Craiiy Island, &c. &c.—how many they have
lost, and how few on the American side have
fallen, is a thing truly wonderful and providential ! The country is not forsaken of
God though scourged, and the American character will be more conspicuous, and eslablished to take rank among the naiions ot the
earth. The one who claimed the ocean for
her own, is shown, that she is not invincible;
though her glory is begun to set, God may
lengthen out her days awhile longer, because
she gianls more liberly of conscience than any
other of the East al jiresent—and also, as she,
who had such a hand in the slave trade, has
conjoined with the American government,
(which never had any hand in it,) to discountenance it, &c.
The Gosjiel progressed from the EAST as
far lo the W E S T as it could, and find civilized
informed peojile. The wilderness of America—a new vvorld—a jilace prepared of God
for a theatre G. great and important things
worthy of himself!!—here a new form of
government is formed, congenial with the
juincijiles of the Gosjiel, and agreeable to the
universal rights of conscience, as eslablished
in the Creator's law of nature !—whilst darkness, idolatry and wickedness, with superstitii n aiKl iiarnarity, evil and wicked laws
govern all the intermediate countries, too in-

tolerable to be borne. Those things were
brought inlo being by wicked men—upheld
by the sword and terror; by those, whose interest it is to uphold and support them. Most
monarchies are laid in blood ; and the blood
of the innocent calls loudly for redress,
whicli justice, sooner or later, must reliibute—
for she cannot always sleep.—Hence the "man
stealer," the bloody priest, and the merciless
tyrant, must " be gathered as a cluster, and
cast inlo the wine press of the wrath of Almighty God."
France, Spain and Portugal, slill bind the
conscience of man, and also persevere in the
practice of the slave traffic which shows their
cup is not yet full.
Flattering, vain and empty titles began in
France, as most of the modern fashions do,
connected with those various degrees of nicknames—Slave, Seivant, Mister, Sir, Baronet,
Baron, Viscount, Earl, Marquis, Duke, Prince,
King, Emperor and Despot. The term Lady,
formerly was only applied to the empress of
Rome, but now it is applied to tag-rag and
bobtail.
The twelve signs of the zodiac, existed no
where but in the minds of the Pagans, fabulously—which they applied to the parts of the
firmament, and distinguished by the names of
the beasts most familiar to them, imagining
lhal each deity took a turn round, and so governed the body between them. But what is
the sign, and what the substance ?
It
an imposition from the heathen Mythology,
retained and transmitted down by the superstitious.
The practice, in some parts of America, of
not taxing the heads and property of ministers,
(by which the public is cheated and defrauded
out of Iheir just rights,*) originated from a
reverence for the priests, because of their superior ,sanri;?(/ in the dark ages of the worid,
when pojiish superstition began to rise.
First, annuity oi projierly ; secondly, exemption from military duly; thirdly, not to be
tried by the civil lavv, because of their character, but the ecclesiastical lavv only.
These
things were done out of esteem first: allerwards they claimed it as their prerogative, and
so became above all law but their own ; and
hence being rendered superior and independent
of the government, began, through their ejii.scopal combination, to go over the heads of
each and all orders and classes of men—as• A Yankee priest in the East, had a flock of sheep, on
which was a drawback to encourage the raising them,
hut Vie not being taxed, derived no henelit by i t ; however, his son had a * * * • horse, on which was a
heavy tax. So, just before taxing time, the,y made a
sviap, horse lor slieep, to save the tax and the drawback
too. Soon after taxing time was over, they bath pretended to be sick of their bargain, and exchanged
again ( l ^ but got four folded as a consequence, di*
cheat bc!.':g so plain.
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suming the awful prerogative of demanding
money, and cursing those who dare to .stand in
their way, or to oppose them.
Moreover they assumed the liberty, power
and autf irity, to determine the stale of all
mankind by judging some to be burnt to death
here, foi heresy, and consigning them to the
flames ol hell forever hereafier.
On the other hand, that one DROP of Jesus'
blood was sufficient to atone for the world,
therefore all the rest was given to the pope,
for indulgences to commit sin, which might be
committed with impunity without remorse.
Furthermore, the Christians could do something over and above what was required,
which of course would be meritorious; and
these were put into a box with the merits
of Christ, and the keys were given to St,
Peter, and his successors in office, to issue
those indulgences as above. By these means
the world was imposed on unwarranted and
prevented regeneration ; so that kings themselves have been the dupes of PRIESTS, and
a word from the Bishop would pi'oduce a
greater effect than Buonaparle in a whole
campaign, with an hundred thousand men,
and to suspect the imposition, was esteemed
impious in the highest degree.
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potic ralers and priests administer, when people are trained in ignorance and servitude,
without a possibility of redress or improvement, must appear obnoxious to every virtuous
mind, whose judgement is according to correct
principles, as man stands in relation to his
Creator, and to his fellow creature!
The conduct of Ferdinand Vll. and the
priests wilh the government of Spain, has become so odious and detestable, that most of
their provinces in America have shaken off
the yoke, or are striving to do so; to enjoy
privileges bestowed upon them hy the God of
nalure. Bolh parties in Mexico, the province
next to Louisiana, have agreed on reciprocal
principles, to become one; and reject Ferdinand, because he rejected the constitution
offered him—which had secured a measure of
" liberty of conscience."
Six thousand Bibles and as many Testaments, in French, to be distributed in those
countries of America inhabited by French.
The Bishop of New Orieans has sanctioned
tbe same, and will use his influence to promote it; which under a Popish government he
never would durst to have done. His remarks on the hand of Moses in the affair of
Amalek, while the battle was in suspense,
From the " law religion" of Constantine when the intruders with high-minded anticipathe great, orginated episcopacy, which is tions were coming, were judicious and very
modelled after the old " Roman law," oi mo- impressive !
narchy ; and from Phochus, who murdered
Considering the attachment of the Prince
the emperor, two daughters and six sons, ori- Regent to Mis. Fitzherbert, a bitter Romanist,
ginated the title of "universal bishop," who with the present gradual rise oi popery in the
I in return gave Phochus absolution for the hor- different countries of Europe, and the address
rid murder.
of the Irish clergy to the Pope ; also the fuss
To keep the people ignorant was the policy by the Romanists in Baltimore, their " Te
of the prie.sts. Hence, what boojcs were not Deum" on the restoration of the pope (who
destroyed by the barbarians, fiom the northern went home from his prison to Rome triumphhive, and by the Saracens, were monopolized ant, in great pomp ; and moreover the pompby the priests, and vvhat books were writlen ous preparations to receive some of the monin Latin, in order to carry on the joke until archs on a visit) connected with the curious
these very modern times; and even the city vaults or cells on a singular construction.—
doctors give their written prescriptions in the Jg®" May not this be designed for a private
same language, for the same purpose and INQUISITION ? Seeing the King of Spain's
money, with the influence of the pope and
ends.
And such was the ignorance, even among priests, were the moving cause! Are not
the clergy, ihat a bishop could not write his those things pregnant wilh important and inname, but would make a mark for his SIGN. teresting rpatter "? How soon will time unfold
Hence the origin of the term " sign a paper," it, the events musl determine!
Ferdinand, who was restored by the power
instead of s^.bscribe, &c.
Thus, whoever looks at "the state of the of BRITAIN, has restored the inquisition to
world in the solitary ages—the origin of the uttermost of his ability; and so many are
power—the improvement in society—the re- the prisoners taken n^iot heresy, that the prisvolution.s, from cause lo effect, will find a field ons are not adequate to hold them : hence
for reflec'.h^a. Here may be observed great monasteries and convents are converted to
sources oi .»rror, by deciding concerning an- that purpose.
cient instittcions and manners by ideas and
Of two evils one can be greater than the
customs which prevail in our own time, whe i other. War, as had as it has been in Spain,
there is no likeness in the principle or the is preferable to the old order of things ; for in
form.
this short time, more light beamed into that
Such g r a n n y and oppression as the des- country, than for centuries before; while the
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be placed to the account of BRITAIN.—For
through her policy it commenced with us, and
our government had no authority to put a
stop to it until 1808; and even then no authority was delegated to legislate on it, as it relates to internal aflaiis—for each state retains
the prerogative to govern its own internal policy : Of course none but state governments
have a power to legislate on the subject, or a
right .so te do. Hence the evil, as it relates
to America, mu.st be considered only as a slate
and not a national sin ; seeing that eleven
stales out of eighteen, are out of the spirit
of il!
The king of Pru.ssia is equally indebted to
the Jiower of BRITAIN for his return, &c.
Such strides for absolute dominion, to bind
the people, the world never exhibited before.
The nations of Eurojie are neariy on an
equal level to Biitish provinces, considering
their low, reduced, degraded state. Hence she
may be considered as " Queen of the Ocean,"
and "Mistress of the world;" ¥ut how long
those things will continue as they are now, is
very uncertain—time must unfold it.
The idea of liberty and the degrees of light
in Britain were progressive—as all other
things are of a social nature. Even the Creators lav,' in nature, does not cause meridjan
light from midnight darkness; but the twilight
oi aurora gently brings the change as the human eye can bear it—and new wine must be
put into new bottles only.—Or in other words,
there must be a proper relation and fitness of
things, uniformly in all <he ways and works
of God, which are done in wisdom, and worthy of himself!
Many people have attempted to bring every
thing lo a theory which they study and pursue—the doctors and law-established priests
not excejiled. But most of the valuable medicines now in use were discovered by quacks,
and accidents so called ; but 1 ask wheiher it
be uot, ralher, with more projiriely to call it
PROVIDENCE !—I leave jieojile to judge !
The state of the world in the beginning,
being, as it were a commonwealth, there were
sons of God, and they catied on his name; so
just after the flood it vvas the same ; also
among the Jevv.s. from the time of Mo.ses for
several hundred years. Greece and Rome improved whilst in their republic slate ; and so
did those cities which were privileged by
charters, and those which united by commerce. But violence by oppressors brouglit
judgment on the old vvorld ; and also confus.on
ou Babel kingdom. Likewise, after the third
monarchy among the Hebrews, ihey began to
degenerate socially in their morals. And so
• As niany as ten thousand were p\it out of the way Greece, vvhen usurjjed by Philip, and ended by
and Mf, V er* heard of SMIOP—see the hook on tlie inqni^ition
And Rome also, titer
rec-iitly printed at Boston, justifying it and pleading lor Ale\aiider liis son.
one heie !
the second Augustus. And in all other cci.r-

British and Buonajiarte got the Inquisition
down between them. But now it has been
rotored, Fer 'iiiand's best friends have not escnjied ; but the jniesis have exhorted to put tbe
Cortes out of the way by fire and sword, becau.-^e ihey encouraged liberty of conscience,
as an iniioduction to heresy! Do not these
thinLT'^ show that the innocent blood is not
fully reliihuted yet V*
The jiope (who is restored by virtue of the
power of BRITAIN, who fomented combination and liiied the allies) has gone liome lo
Rome in jiomji; where he was received with
great jiaiade, and restored, not only the ancient
nohiliiy, wiil«i ihe feudal laws, but also the
inqiiisiiion, and the order of Jesuits; putting
down free-masonry, because t requires only
failli in one God, wilh fu ure rewards and
punishment—which gi>es liberly of conscience, as though a Protestant could be saved
as well as a Roman st: which ideas are considered so liberal as to be an introduction to
heresy !
The Sladtholder of Holland, (who is restored by virtue of the jiower of BRITAIN) is now
styled the sovereign prince of the Netherlands,
&c., is almost absolute, though once very
limited in his power.
The king of France, (who was an exile for
about twenty years, and is now restored by
viitue of the jiower of BRITAIN) is far more
(ler-polic than Napoleon Buonaparte was—for
\i> ieiiate were some check on him, and Ms
minisieis and judges were .subject to impeachment ; hence the summit of absolute power
and dominion unlil the revolution 1830,
Many Frenchmen have quit these shores
wiihin a fevv months, and gone back to France,
jierhnjis io receive a jiart of the cup of retribution, seeing many of them were the priests
and nobility who fled for refuge, and had a
gracious time and sjiace lo rejient, but whose
(liaraciers and state were unknown, unlil just
as they went off, when the cloven foot apJieared.
Near forty thousand Frenchmen perished in
ihe atteirijit to subjugate the colored people in
Hayii, and slill Louis is bent upon that miscliii'f : and in the slave-trade also as well as
the Poitngiiese, (\\-hose king is restored by
tbe Jiower of BRITAIN) who'vvere the first of
all in ihe traffic, and who first set the examjile, hy selling them to Spain, who in turn
a.loji ed the jiraclice, and still perserves
iheiein I
The evil of slavery was introduced into
these Slates BKFORE we become a nation ;
th •utore the turjiilu le of il nationally, must

tries where oppression abounds the opportunity of improvement is prevented; which
tends to stupify and degenerate the mind into
the greatest darkness and ignorance!
Those things show the propriety of free inquiry, and a proper intercourse, and liberty of
conscience, and equitable laws and penalties,
apportioned and fitted to the routine of crimes.
Pure motives to do right, wilh a line of proper conduct, founded on responsibility, accompanied with honesty, truth and veracity
Schooling ought to be more universal, that
good information might become common and
general, among the people of color, as well as
among the whites; and all who should be born
after a certain period, to be qualified for
citizenship, and freed at a proper age to learn
a trade; and "WORKHOUSES" to accommodate those who will not probably accommodate
themselves elsewhere, to prevent a nuisance
to society.
There are a large number of free people of
color in the United Stales, who must have an
existence somewhere. And as the statute
laws in some of the new states prohibit such
emigrants to those part,s, the question arises,
if it would not comport with WISDOM anil
RIGHTEOUSNESS for our supreme govern-

l::.:

ment to locate a tract of country above latitude
33, west of the Mississippi, for such to emigrate to if tliey please T Would not thousands
go I'here as tenants to government or other"^^ Let him that readeth understand
—and look at circumstances, and view consequences
Many have wi.shed for all my tlioughts and
writings concentrated in a boily. Wilh difficulty they have been collected, and brought
to a focus, and published in two volumes, for
the benefit of society, now, and when I am
gone the way of all ihe earlh.
My health is in a tottering frame, and the
tide of life is begun to turn v/ith me. But
what lime I have to spend below^, I wish
to devote to Zion's welfare, and stem the torrent of opposition and temptation, unlil the
journey of life shall close, and my weary soul
may gain the Happy Land.
The T E N TOES of
Nebuchadnezzar's
Image only remain ; these TIMES are
EVENTFUL, and the SIGNS are poitenlous;
let all the ISRAEL of GOD be in a sta'e of
readiness for the coming of the LORD !
LORENZO p o w .
Fontville, August 26th, 1843.
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COURTEOUS

READER—

The foregoing Exemplified Experience in
Miniature, exhibits the dealings of GOD and
JNIAN, and the DEVIL, in the various and
trying scenes of Life through which an individual hath been called to pass, while upon
the Journey of Life, in a period of nearly
fifty-six years
The travels and incidents attendant, are but
hints, comparative, to what might have been
said or written ; but they serve as a specimen,
a part for the whole, which admits of reflection to a contemplative mind!
Observations on Polemical Divinity and the
subject of the inherent and unalienable Rights
of Man, &c. &c., are given for the benefit of

those who may come alter me, in time to
come, as well as for those now upon the
stage!
We m»st soon part, therefore as I take leave
of you, my request is, to lay aside prejudice,
sacrifice SIN—sink inlo the will of God—take
him for your protector and guide by attention
to the sweet influence of his spirit on the
mind, tbat you may be useful in your day to
your fellow mortals here; and as an inward
and spiritual worshipper, ascend to God, thu.
it may be well wilh you here and hereaftei
Av.'cn. Adieu till we meet beyond this life!
FAREWELL.

LORENZO DOW

